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REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMIT'.l'EE 

I, the Chairman of the Joint Committee to which the Bill* to 
amend and consolidate the law relating to patents was referred, 
having been authorised to submit the report on their behalf, present 
their Report, with the Bill as amended by the Committee, annexed 
thereto. 

· 2. The Bill was introduced in Lok Sabha on the 21st September, 
1965. The motion for reference of the Bill to a Joint Committee 
was moved in Lok Sabha by Shri T. N. Singh, Minister of Heavy 
Engineering and Industry in the Ministry of Industry and Supply 
on the 22nd November, 1965. The motion was discussed and adopted 
on the 25th November, 1965 (Appendix I). 

3. Rajya Sabha discussed, and concurred in, the said motion on 
the lOth December, 1965 (Appendix IT). 

"- The message from Rajya Sabha was published in the Lok 
Sabha Bulletin, Part II, dated the 13th December, 1965. 

5. The Committee held thirty sittings in all. 

6. The first sitting of the Committee was held on the 11th Decem
ber, 1965, to draw up a programme of work. The Committee, at 
this sitting, decided that a Press Communique be issued advising 
associations, public bodies and individuals who were desirous of pre
senting their suggestions or views or of giving evidence before the 
committee in respect of the Bill, to send written memoranda thereon 
by the 12th January, 1966. 

7. Seventy memoranda/representations on the Bill were receiv
ed by the Committee from different associations/individuals as 
mentioned in Appendix III. 

8. At its seventh sitting, the Committee alio decided to form 
Study Groups to visit some of the modern pharmaceutical units etc. 
with up-to-date laboratory facilities, in different regions of the coun
try,· for an on-the-spot study of their working in so far as it had a 
bearing on the provisions of the Patents Bill. 

9. The Committee divided itself into several groups. and visited 
30 Pharmaceutical Units, Research Institutes and Drug Farms etc. 

•Publi•hed in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section z, dated the 
atlt September, 1965. 
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situated at Bombay, Baroda, Poona, Calcutta, Chandigarh, Lucknow 
and Jammu including the Patent Office at Calcutta (Appendix :IV). 
At these places, the members of the Study Groups of the Committee 
saw the working of various Pharmaceutical Units and Research Ins
titutes/Laboratories etc. The members elicited information regard
ing patents and the likely impact of the proposed Patents legislatio~l 
on their working. 

10. At their 2nd to 8th and lOth to 25th sittings held on the 27th 
to 29th and 31st January, 1st to 3rd February, 23rd April, 1st, 2nd, 
4th to 8th and 11th to 15th July, 12th, 26th and 27th August, 1966, 
respectively, the Committee heard the evidence given by 43 Associa
tions/individuals (Appendix V). 

11. The Committee have decided that the evidence given before 
them should be printed in two volumes and laid on the Tables of 
botQ. the Houses. 

12. The Report of the Committee was to be presented by the first 
day of second week of the Fourteenth Session of Lok Sabha. As this 
could not be done, the Committee requested for extension of time 
upto the 1st August, 1966, which was granted by the House on the 
16th February, 1966. As the Report could not be presented on the 
extended date, the Committee again requested for further extension 
of time upto 1st November, 1966, which was granted by the House 
on the 28th July, 1966. 

13. The Committee considered the Bill clause-by-clause at their 
26th to 29th sittings held from the 5th to 8th October, 1966, respec
tively. 

14. The Committee considered and adopted their Report on the 
31st October, 1966. 

15. The observations of the Committee with regard to the princi· 
pal changes proposed in the Bill are detailed in the succeeding para
graphs. 

16. Clause 1 and Enacting formula.-This clause has been amend
ed to enable the Government to appoint different dates for the com
mencement of different provisions of the Act. This appears neces
s~r:~ as the Central Government in view of the additional responsi
bihbes c.a~t on the patent office under the Bill, may not bring all 
th~ provisions thereof into force at one and the same time and maY 
brmg" them into f.orce at different stages so as to enable the patP.nt 
office· to gear up Its machinery for the additional functions. 

Amendment to the en t' f 1 . . ac mg ormu a Is of a draftmg nature. 
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17. Clause 2: (i) Sub-clause (1) (g) .-The definition of 'food' 
leaves it to be determined by notification as to what would be treated 
as 'food' for the purposes of the Act. The Committee feel that the 
definition should be self-contained and that it is not proper to confer 
!Uch uncanalised powers on the Government. The definition has 
been amended accordingly. 

- (ii) Sub-clause (1) (l) (iv) .-This sub-clause has been amended 
to make the definiti~n of 'medicine or drug' more practical. The re
tention of the words "to the extent to which they are used" would 
have made the implementation of the provisions of the legislation 
relating to medicine or drug extremely difficult as the extent to 
which a chemical is used as an intermediate for a drug or for other 
purposes, such as dyes or plastics, etc. is constantly changing. 

(iii) Sub-clause (1) (m) .-It is considered necessary that exist
ing patents should also be brought- generally under the purview of 
the proposed legislation. Accordingly the definition of "patent" has 
been modified. 

(iv) Sub-clause (1) (r) .-The amendment made in this clause is 
consequential to the amendments made in clause 74 which now 
seeks to recognise the existing Patent Office for the purposes of the 

' 
new Act. 

Other amendments made in clause 2 are of a consequential or 
drafting nature. 

18. Clause 3 (e).-Amendment made in this clause is of a draft
ini nature. 

19. Clause 5-It has been strongly represented to the Committee 
that it should be made clear in this clause that the substance or pro
duct manufactured by a patented process or method should be pro
tected under the proposed legislation. Although clause 47 (1) (b) 
seeks to give such protection to the Patentee doubts were expressed 
that clauses 5 and 47 (1) (b) may be held to be inconsistent with 
each other. In view of the Government policy that patent protec
tion should extend to the products made through the patented pro
cess the clause has been amended to make this position clear. 

20, Clause 7: (i) Sub-clause (2) .-The clause has been amended 
in order to avoid the inconvenience which might be caused to the 
applicant making an application by virtue of an assignment of the 
right to apply for a patent in obtaining affidavit from the assignor 
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or his legal representative. It is felt that the existing practice of 
requiring proof of the right to make the application would be suffi
cient. 

(ii) Sub-clause 4.-The amendment is of a clarifying nature. 

21. Clause 11, sub-clause (8) .-The sub-clause has lbeen amended 
so that post-dating of an application for a patent or of a complete 
specification under clause 9 ( 4) and proviso to clause 17 (1) and 
antedating of such application or complete specification under h
planation to clause 16 (3) are taken into account for purposes of 
determining the priority date of each claim of a complete speciftca
tion. 

22. Clause 12, new sub-clause (2) .-The Committee feel that 
some time-limit should be fixed in the Act itself within which the 
examiner must complete the investigation of the application and 
the specification relating thereto and submit his report thereon to 
the Controller General of Patents. In the opinion of the Committee, 
a period of eighteen months is ordinarily sufficient for the purpose. 
The clause has been amended accordingly by adding a new sub
clause thereto. 

23. Clause 15, sub-clause (2) .-This clause required the Control
ler to refuse an application claiming to be a convention application 
if it was filed in contravention of Chapter XXII which deals with 
the international arrangements providing for reciprocity as to patent 
protection. The Committee feel that refusal of such application 
under the aforesaid circumstances should not be obligatory and such 
applications should be treated as any other application for a patent. 
The sub-clause has been amended accordingly. 

24. Clause 17.-Amendment of this clause is of a drafting nature. 

25. Clause 21, sub-clauses (2) and (3) .-A redraft of these two 
sub-clauses in simplified language has been incorporated in the 
clause. 

26. Clause 22.-Amendment merely seeks to substitute the cor
rect cross-reference. 

27. Clause 25: (i) sub-clause (1) (a) .-The clause has been 
a.men.ded to enable the assignee of a person from whom an inven
tion 1

S wr?ngfully obtained to contest an application for the grant 
of patent In respect of that invention or part thereof. Sub-clause 
(1) (a) has been amended accordingly. 
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(ii) Sub-clause (1) (d) Explanation.-The Committee feel that 
importation of a product into India for the purpose of reasonable 
trial or experiment fhould not be construed as amounting to know
ledge or use within the meaning of this sub-clause. The Explana
tion to the sub-clause has accordingly been modified. 

Other amendments in the clause are of a consequential or draft
ing nature. 

28. Clause 27.-Amendments made in this claus.e are of a drafting 
naturE'. 

29. Clause 31--The Committee feel that the person who derives 
title from the true and first inventor should be put in the same posi
tion as the true and first inventor in regard to anticipation by public 
display etc. sought to be provided for in this clause. The clause 
has, therefore, been amended accordingly. 

30. Clause 36.-The Committee feel that the period of nine months 
within which the first review of the secrecy directions in respect of 
an invention relevant for defence purposes, should be reckoned not 
from the date of the filing of the application for the patent but from 
the date of the issue of mch directions; otherwise in certain cases 
the period of nine months from the date of application may expire 
by the time the directions are given and in many cases review may 
become necessary within a short period after the issue of the direc
tions. The clause has, therefore, been amended accordingly. 

A new sub-clause (2) has also been .added in order to make it obli
gatory on the part of the authorities concerned to communicate to 
the applicant the remlt of every reconsideration. of the secrecy direc
tions. 

31. Clause 37.-Amendment made in this claus,. is of a drafting 
nature. 

32. Clause 39.-This clause lays down that a resident in India 
cannot apply for patents outside India unless a minimum period of 
eight weeks has expired after the application for a patent for the 
same invention has been made in India. The Committee feel that 
this period of eight weeks should be reduced to six weeks so that 
minimum time is lost in getting patents outside India. The clause 
has been amended accordingly. 

33. Clause 42.-Arnendments made in thi~ dause are of a drafting 
nature. 

1714(B)LS-2. 
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(iii) Sub-clause (1) (n) .-This provision has been amended to 
bring it into conformity with clauses 39 and 118. 

(iv) Sub-clause (2) .-The Committee feel that the importation 
of a product into India for the purpose of reasonable trial or experi
ment should not be construed as amounting to knowledge or use 
within the meaning of sub-clause (1) (e) and (f). Sub-clause (2) 
has accordingly been amended. 

(v) Other amendments made in the clause are of a drafting 
nature. 

45. Clause 68.-The Committee feel that the period of three 
months plus three months extension of time for filing an applica
tion for registration of the deed of assignment of patent rights etc. 
\vould be too short a period having regard to the wide relationship 
which Indian Companies have with foreign patentees. A total 
period of twelve months from the date of execution of the date of 
assignment will be reasonable. The clause has been amended accor
dingly. 

46. Clause 69, sub-clause (3) .-The amendment is of drafting 
nature. 

47. Clause 74.-This amendment seeks to recognise the existing 
Patent Office established under Act 2 of 1911 for purposes of the new 
Act instead of providing for establishing the Office de novo. This 
will make for continuity in the working of the existing Patent Office. 

48. Clause 77.-The Committee feel that it is necessary to pro
vide for fixing of some time-limit within which applications for re
view of Controller's decisions or for setting aside orders passed ex
parte should be made. The clause has been amended accordingly. 

49. Clause 82.-This amendment is of a drafting nature. 

50. Clause 84: (i) Sub-clauses (1), (2) and (5) .-The Committee 
feel_ that while considering applications for granting a compulsory 
licence the Controller should also take into account the price at which 
a patented. article is sold in the country. 

(ii) Sub-clause (7) .-The Committee feel that appeals from 
the decisions of the Controller should lie to the High Court instead 
of the Central Government. Accordingly, sub-clause (7) has been 
omitted and necessary amendment has been made in clause 116 (2) · 

51. Clause 85.-The omission of sub-clause (iii) will ensure ex
peditious disposal of applications for compulsory licence, because if 
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l!ach such application is to be referred to the Central Government it 
would delay matters. 

52. Clause 86.-The amendments are of the same nature as the 
amendments to sub-clauses (1), (2) and (5) of Clause 84 above. 

53. Clause 87.-The amendments are of a consequential nature and 
are intended to bring the clause into conformity with the provisions 
of clause 5 as amended. 

54. Clause 88.-The Committee feel that there should be no bar 
on the holder of a licence from the patentee in applying to the Con• 
troller for the grant of a licence of right. This brings the clause in 
conformity with clause 84 (2). 

55. Clause 89.-(i) The Committee feel that application for re
vocation of patents for non-working should be disposed of expedi
tiously. For this purpose it is necessary to incorporate a new sub
clause [vide sub-clause ( 4)] stipulating that such application should 
be disposed of by the Controller ordinarily within one year. 

(ii) Other amendments to the Clause are similar to the amend
ments made in clause 84 (1), (2) and (5). 

56. Clause 91.-This amendment is of a drafting nature. 

57. Clause 93.-The Committee feel that the decisions of the Con
troller should be subject to appeal to the High Court and not to the 
Central Government. Sub-clause (6) has been amended according
ly. 

58. Clause 95.-This amendment is intended to clarify that the au
thorisation to import patented articles under the clause may, in 
appropriate cases, be made subject to a condition as to payment of 
royalty and other remunerations to the patentee. 

59. Clause 96: (i) Sub-clause (2) .-The Committee feel that 
the applicant for a licence under a related patent should show that 
his invention has made a substantial contribution to the establish
ment or development of commercial or industrial activities in India. 
The sub-clause has been amended accordingly. 

(ii) Sub-clause (5) .-The Committee feel that appeals from the 
decisions of the Controller under this clause should lie to the High 
Court instead of the Central Government. Accordingly, sub-clause 



(5) has been omitted and necessary amendment has been made; in 
' clause 116 (2) . 

60. Clause 97.-The Committee feel that appeals under this clause 
should lie to the High Court instead of the Central Government. 
Accordingly, sub-clause (3) has been omitted and the necessary 
amendment has been made in clause 116 (2). 

61. Clause 99.-This amendment is of a drafting nature as the 
words proposed to be deleted are superfluous. 

62. Clause 100.-The proposed amendments are of drafting or 
clarifying nature. 

63. Clause 104.-The Committee feel that where a counterclaim 
for revocation is made by the defendant in a suit for infringement, 
then the suit along with the counterclaim should be transferred to 
the High Court for decision. The clause has been amended accord
ingly. I 

64. Clause 107.-A number of witnesses in their evidence given 
before the Committee had strongly stressed that provision should be 
made in the Bill to the effect that when a person, other than the 
patentee of a patented process, manufactured a product covered by 
the patented process or imported that product, the onus of proof 
that the product was manufactured by a process other than the 
patented process should be on that person. The proposed amend
ment is intended to secure this purpose. 

65. Clause 116.-The original clause in the Bill provided that 
appeals from the decisions and orders of the Controller regarding 
grant of compulsory licences etc. should lie to the Central Govern
ment. The Committee feel, as mentioned earlier, that such appeals 
should lie to the High Court and the clause has been amended 
accordingly. 

66. Clause 117.-The Committee feel that in the disposal of 
appeals much time should not be taken and are of the opinion that 
the appeals should be decided expeditiously. Keeping in view this 
objective a time limit of one year within which all appeals should 
ordinarily be disposed of, has been proposed .. 

67. Clause 126.-The Committee feel that the constitution of 8 

body like the Chartered Institute of Patents in the U.K. should be 
considered. This may take some time. Meanwhile as a first step 
it would be sufficient to provide that the basic qualification for a 
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patent agent should be a degree of a University and the passing of a 
suitable test. The Committee also feel that any person who has been 
practising as a patent agent on the 1st November, 1966 (i.e., the 
date of the presentation of the Report) should be permitted to enrol 
himself as a patent agent if he has filed five complete specifications 
before that date. The Committee also feel that no special benefit 
should be conferred under this clause on a person who has served 
in the office of the Controller of Patents as Examiner of patents or 
in any higher capacity. The clause has been amended accordingly. 

68. Clause 131.-The amendment is necessary because there is no 
provision for suspending a patent agent in the proposed legislation. 

69. Clause 140.-The Committee feel that a period of three months 
is too short a period to permit negotiations with overseas patentees 
and regarding the collaboration agreements in India for bringing the 
existing contract in conformity with the provisions of this clause. It 
is, therefore, considered that a period of one year for this purpose 
would be reasonable. 

70. Clause 159.-Sub~clause (2) (xiii) has been omitted as being 
unnecessary in view of the amendments made in clause 116. 

71. Clause 161.-The Committee feel that in the case of a patent 
granted in pursuance of this Clause the period of the patent should 
be reckoned from the date on which an application is made for revi
val of the application for such patent under the clause as the appli~ 
cant is not responsible for the non-acceptance of the application for 
a patent within the time specified for the purpose in the Indian 
Patents and Designs Act, 1911. 

72. Clause 162.-This amendment is intended to secure that the 
renewal fee payable in respect of patents, under the existing Act 
would continue to be governed by the provisions of the existing Act. 
It is also intended to ensure that the suits and proceedings instituted 
prior to the commencement of the new Act should be disposed of 
under tht~ provisions of the old Act of 1911. 

73. The Schedule.-The amendments made are of a formal or 
consequential nature. 

74. The Joint Committee recommend that the Bill as amended be 
passed. 

NEW DELHI; 

The 31st October, 1966. 

Kartika 91 1886 (S). , ., 

S. V. KRISHNAMOORTHY RAO, 

Chairman, 
Joinf Committee, 



MINUTES OF DISSENT 

I 

We ~re constrained to append this minute of dissent to the report 
of the Joint Committee on the Patents Bill, 1965, because we are 
strongly of the opinion that all foreign patents should be abrogated. 

There is no doubt that the patent system as now prevailing in the 
country has failed miserably to stimulate Indian inventions or 
encourage the development and exploitation of new inventions for 
i ndustriar uses in India. 

The law relating to patents now on the Statute Book was enacted 
in 1911 and it is a relic of the British system to exploit India and 
after independence since 1948 the need for a more purposive pate11t 
law was widely felt. The Government appointed the Committe& 
known as Patents Inquiry Committee which gave its interim report 
in 1949 and suggested an immediate amendment of the Indian Patents 
and Designs Act of 1911 to counteract the abuse of patents by foreign 
firms. This was given effect to in 1950 by an amendment of the said 
Act. The final report of the said Committee came in 1950 but the 
bill to amend the patent law further was introduced only in 1953 
and even that was allowed to lapse on the dissolution of the First 
Lok Sabha. The Government was so lethargic on this issue that 
instead of bringing the previous Bill again in the Second Lok Sabna, 
they appointed another Committee in 1957 known as Ayyangar's 
Committee and after a long delay this new Bill was introduced in 
Lok Sabha in 1965. This shows how the Government is proceeding 
in . this vital matter at snail's pace and allowing foreign firms to 
abuse the ust of patents for their own advantage .. 

A study of the subject would reveal that the majority of foreigner~ 
who have taken out patents do not manufacture their patented pro
ducts in this country. These patents are used by them only to 
prevent the Indian manufacturer from going into production of these 
products. 

It . . h 1 
Is ng t .Y remarked by Justice Ayyangar that "It would not be 

an e~aggerahon to say that the industrial progress of the country is 
con~Iderably stimulated 0 t d d b . 

r re ar e y Its patent system according 
as to whether the system is suited to it or not" (Report on. the 

(xvi) 
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Revision of the Patents Law "Justice N. Rajagopala Ayyangar P. 9). 
And as Michel observes by patent systems are not created in the inte
relit of the inventor but in the interest of the national economy. The 
rules and regulations of the patent systems are not governed by civil 
or common law but by political economy". (Michel on Principal 
National Patent Systems, Vol. I p. 15). 

The object of granting patents for new inventions ought to be to 
benefit industry and commerce. For this purpose it should not only 
£oncourage inventions but promote industry and benefit the consumer. 
Our present law is an obstacle to our scientists and manufacturers 
alike. This is evident from the fact that all representatives of the 
foreign firms have opposed the main provisions of the proposed Dill 
&nd the Indian firms have welcomed it. 

In abrogating the patents law there is only one danger that of 
profiteering by businessmen bringing cheap and sub-quality medi
cines in the market. But this can be checked by Drug Control Laws. 
If in the last eighteen years our patent laws had compelled the 
foreign firms to work their patents or suffer their revocation and to 
make maximum use of Indian raw materials and not merely import 
penultimate product for merely bottling or packing it here, our 
pharmaceutical industry would have made tremendous progress. 

How and to what extent the existing patent law has proved dis
astrous for Indian research is evident from the Haffkine Institute 
case. This Institute was prevented by a foreign firm from manu
facturing sulpha-drug by its own patented process while that foreign 
tirm enjoys the protection of importing penultimate product of the 
drug. What a loss of foreign exchange to our nation? There is also 
the case of Bengal Chemicals which is contested by foreign firms 

. although the Bengal Chemicals were granted its patent by the 
Government of India on the process of CHLOPARO-PANUIDE. One 
witness before the Committee went so far as to say that he appre
hended that there would be economic and political pressure by 
foreign firms on the Government of India to abandon even the pre
sent modest Bill and if they succeeded it would spell disaster for 
India's Pharmaceutical industry. 

Another strong argument for abolition of patents is that mono
polies have been created by these foreign firms and the poor con
sumers of India are bled white by very high prices for their drugs 
This is evident from the statements of the witnesses before the 
Committee wherein they have cited the vast difference of Interna
tional prices and Indian prices of imported drugs. A witness stated 

1714 (B) LS. 
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that some t1me .ago Liberiwn-a tranquillizer-introduced in ~he 
ludia.u market by a Swi..ss firm, which was importing the same durmg 
the year 1~63-64 at about Rs. 5555 per kilogram C.l_.F.; but_ the same 
material is ,said to have been imported by a firm m Delhi at C.l.F. 
price at about Rs. 312 per kilogram. Another firm in India has bt!en 
charging in this country for Vitamin B 12 Rs. 230 per gram whertas 
the mternational price at which it is available in other countries is 
between 90 to 100 per gram. Similarly another firm which holds 
the patent lor DEXAMATHA-Z.ONE was charging Rs. 60,000 per 
kilogram. But when warned by the Import Controller it readily 
cut the price to Rs. 16000. The. case of Talbutamide patented by 
Hoechst iB one more example of exorbitant prices charged by foreign 
firms. It is sold in India at Rs. 187 per 100 Tablets while it is avail
able fo1· Rs. 50 to 60 maximwn elsewhere in the world. Chloramphni
col is sold here at high price. It was rightly remarked by Kefauver 
Committee gf U.SA that India which does grant patents on drug 
products provides an interesting case example. The prices in India 
for the antibiotics, Auromycin and Aeromysin are among the highest 
in the world. In drugs it i..s the highest priced nation. 

Still another reason for abrogation of patents in India iB that there 
is no reciprocity in the matter. In Appendix "A" on page 302 of the 
Ayyangar Committee's Report it is stated that the number of patents 
taken by foreigners in India during 1949 to 1958 was 21,177. The 
report is completely silent on the patents taken out by Indians in 
foreign countries. It means and can be presumed that no patents 
or hardly any patent were taken .by Indians in f'Oreign countries. It 
is thus only one way traffic. Instead of imitating the developed 
countries we should see what is more beneficial for an under deve
loped country like India. 

As Edith Tiltor Penrose in her book The Economics of ~he Inter
nationat Patent System points out "No amount of talk about the 
ec~nomic unity of the world can hide the fact that some countries 
with little export trade in industrial goods and few if any inven
tions for sale, have nothing to gain from granting patents on inven
tions worked and patented abroad except the avoidance of unpleasant 
foreign retaliation in other directions." She wisely suggested "In 
view of the general desirability of facilitating the economic develop
ment of 'Backward' areas it would be good policy to permit all non
industrial countries freely to use all foreign originated inventions 
in industries producing for the domestic market. 

We would even say that foreign inventors do not need these 
exploitative patent laws to go on making research. Mr. Edsel Ford 
of the world famous Ford Motor Company was asked in 193~ in 
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hearing before the U.S. Temporary National Economic Committee 
whether inventions would continue if there were no patents, Mr. Ford 
replied without a moment's hesitation "I feel quite definitely, it will 
be carried on". Eugene Schinder, managing partner of Crenzot Hul!'e 
French Arms Industry once wrote "I am quite of the opinion that 
there would be very little difl'erence in respect of rapid progres~ if 
patents were abolished. With an unrestricted system the pro~ess 
might commence a little later but the progress would proceed all 
the faster. The inventing spirit follows his ideas not for gain but 
driven by an inner compulsion which will not let him rest." 

.To sum up in the interest of our people there should be no patent 
law in our country so that Indian Nationals may be free to make full 
use of what knowledl!'e they have.- Japan had no patent law up to 
World War-n. Now Japan stands in line with U.K. and U.S.A. Also 
in Ttalv the absence of patent law for food drugs and chemicals has 
enabled Italv to make striking pro~ess. If we look to the history 
of drttl!'s, medicinE's ann other chemicals it would be clear that many 
European countries which are today highly developed had their 
patent law only after rPaching a certain stage of development. 
Therefore the onlv sE'nsible course for us is to abrot1ate the patent 
law comPletely till we develop to a high dE'!!ree. No threats or 
pressure from anv quart~>r. shoulrl deter us from this goal. Onlv 
recent1v the Reserve B:m'k hrou!:?'ht to lit1'ht the fact th~t a snm of 
Rs. 3.86 crores was remlttE'd abroad bv 44 ph::rrmaceuticl'll Cnmparnies 
in the form of divirl<>nds between the year 1956 to 1965. This is an 
alarming state of affairs and it must be ended. 

'When the Bill was d;•cu~sed clause bv ~lanse in the Committee 
we rll·~~eed on the following clauses with the view taken by 
majority. 

C7flwre 11 (2) conCPt'lls the priority dates of claims of a comnlPtl'! 
specffiM>tion. In the Notes on clauses at page 91 of the Bill clause 11 
savs "This clause seeks to make provision respecting the priority 
date for each claim of a complete specification and is based on section 
5 of th~> tT K. Patents Act 1949, and Sections 44 and 45 of the 
Austra!lan Patents Act 1952 hut its scope is enlarged ... " This enl"r"'e
ment wuuld create manv difficulties and much ambiguitv. In U.K. 
priority dates for individual claims are not required to be indicated. 
Th~> nriority date is required in some cases onlv and not rn all cas<>~. 
If this clause is read with clause 12 the Controller win refer to the 
examiner to see whether the priority date is eoriect or not. The 
language of clau!:e !2 is uncertain and vague. It we study earetu'!ly 
thi11 clau~e the Controller will ask the examiner whether it it~ aeeord. 
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ing to the requirements of the Act and whether there is any lawful 
ground for objection. The word 'lawful' has no meaning. If there Is 
any objection it can be only on legal grounds .. In the Civil !"ro:edure 
Code and the Criminal Procedure Code a plamt or complamt 1s exa
mined and the grounds or points are specifically mentioned on which 
the plaint or complaint can be rejected. 

Clause 48.-This clause provides that import of medicine or drug 
or medical equipment by the Government for its own use or the 
production of a patented article by the Government for its own 
purpose shall not be regarded as an infringement of patent rights. 
This gives Government vast powers and no right of appeal to the 
aggri~ved parties Is provided in the Bill. We agree that the Govern
ment should be empowered to Import for its own use or for any 
Government dispensary but this provision may hamper local lndu~
try also. So there should be provision of appeal to High Court 0r 
re-levant tribunal against the decision or order of the Government: 
Justice Ayyangar had recommended on page 23 of his report that some 
compensation might be given to the aggrieved party_ 

Clause 53.-Regarding the term of patents the Bill provides in 
this clause that in case of inventions of food medicines the period 
of the patent should be ten years and in case of other inventions 
fourteen years. In our opinion this period of patents is not desirable 
for grounds already mentioned in our general remarks for abrog<~
tion of Patent law. The patentee should not be permitted to exploit 
the consumer for such a long period. Now the conditions have 
cho'1qed. The means of Transport and communications have increa•
ed and also the number of qualified doctors is also fast Increasing. 
India is such a big market that within short time the patentee will 
be sufficiently rewarded. Hence we strongly feel that in case of 
Drugs and medicines and food the period of patent should be seven 
years and in other cases it should be 10 yeP.n from the date of patent. 

Clause 55.-This dau•" deals with onposition-to gran~ of patents 
in certain cases. Under this clause the obiection would be on the 
grou.nd t?at the invention so far claimed in anv ~l~im of complete 
specification was used in India before the priority claim. So far so 
!!ood. But the explanation provided to this is verv detrimenbl to 
Indian inventions· and b<meficial to the forei~tn importNs. The Bill 
provides for the patent of process only and not of prorluct. But this 
expl~na:ion protects the imported product brought into India before 
the pass~n.g of this Bill. This is highly objectionable find strike• the 
very spmt of the Bill. 
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Clause 90.-Under this clause provision is made regarding reasona
ble requirements of the public deemed not satisfied. This clause is 
very important. It controls three clauses 84, 86 and 89 and further 
explains what are reasonable requirements, of the public. "If the 
Government wishes the foreign patentee to come and work his patent 
but the latter is reluctant to do so, the Government can either use 
the method of compulsory working or methods of compulsory licen
sing". (Para 263 of the Role of Patents in the Transfer of Techno
logy to Developing Countries-Report of the Secretary General 
United Nations). The real issue at present in our country revolves 
round the position of foreign patentee. "The foreign patentees in our 
country are mostly exploiting our poor consumers by artificially rais
ing prices and creating monopoly of patented articles. In revoking 
licences of such firms there should be no "Ifs and Buts". Hence this 
clause should begin with the following words "If the patentee 1ails to 
manufacture in India and supply the same on reasonable terms" etc. 
their patents are liable for revocation. The danger of keeping clause as 
it is, is that the defaulting patentee is likely to take advantage of the 
words "by reason of the default of the patentee" and- would try to 
show by hair-splitting of words that there is no default on his part 
but that the reason of default lies in the laws of other countries in 
which he manufactures. We also wanted to add a new clause to the 
BHI and moved the amendment to the effect that a tribunal like the 
tribunal under Income Tax Law may be provided but we were unable 
to carry out our amendment. Our su~gestion is that the Central Gov
ernment may be notifi~::ation in the Official Gazette constitute a Tribu
nal consisting of as many members as it deems fit. The Members of th" 
Tribunal shall be persons who have in the opinion of the Central 
Government adequate knowledge and experience of (a) Law (b) 
Accountancy (c) Administration (d) Knowledge of Company Law. 
Among the personnel there should be a Judge of the High Court. 
The first court of Appea~ should be Tribunal and the decision of 
the Tribunal could be made appealable to the High Court. 

Clause 116.-This clause as passed by the Committee bolts the 
doors of the High Court in respect of certain orders issued by the 
Government or by the Controller. This is undemocratic. The word 
in this C'lause "no'' should be deleted and the wording of this should 
be that an a-ppeal shaU lie to the High Court from any decision, order 
or directive issued under this act by the Central Government and to 
the Tribunal from any act or order or decision or directive made 
under this Act by the Controller. 

Above are the main clauses on which we are not in agreem"nt 
with the majority view of the Committee. Regarding provision 
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of licenses of right and compulsory licenses we are definitely 
of the view that in the existing situation of monopoly prices 
of drugs and medicines and food, the provision of compulsory 
licensing and licences of right is no remedy at all. It is only a hapha
zard, ineffective, and inadequate which will prove power
less to root out the menace of these foreign importers ransacking our 
country on the strength of our patent laws, draining away our foreign 
exchange earnings. If the Government want that there should be 
quicker industrial progress then our suggestion are: 

(1) As India is in the early stages of industrial development 
we should abrogate the patent law for some short period 
and watch the results for our industry; 

(2.) Anybody should be allowed to start manufacturing of a 
product on payment of royalty. This will increase the 
number- of manufacturers and the patentee will be bene
fited by receipt oi royalty; 

(3) If there is dispute about infringement such cases should 
be decided within 12 months; 

(4) All foreign firms shou'1d be compelled to manufacture a 
product in India from beginning to end with major portion 
of Indian Capital and using as far as possible indigenous 
raw-material. 

Then and then only India would progress in research, the scien
tists wlll get incentive, the poor consumers would get medicines at 
fafr price and cur nation will be spared of the needless drain cf 
foreign-exchange. 

N!W DELHI; 
October 31, 1986. 

RAMCHANDRA VITHAL BADE 
VIMALKUMAR M. CHORDIA: 

n 
We regret to find ourselves in disagreement wi:th the m . "t f 

our colleagues in the Joint Select Committee on the Pate:t':~iit.0 

t It has ~een th~ practice in all countries for over a century to con-
er propnetary rights upon the inventor by 1 • 

tain respects what is absol t • aw and to hmit in cer-
out allowing those rights t u :ly ne~edessbary m ~he public interest with-

o e ero Y vanous type& of exceptions. 
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The justification £or conferring these rights by way of letters patent 
has been that inventions involve huge expenditure and, therefore, 
unless the inventor can see some reward, such expenditure will not 
be undertaken. The inventor incurs a financial risk, namely, to 
make it worth while for a concern or a company not only to incur 
expenditure on research but also to bring the invented product to 
the stage of commercial utility. Only if the inventor is granted by 
way of a proprietary right a certain period of exclusivity to exploit 
the patent will he undertake this risk. Only at the end of this comes 
the recompense or the reward to the inventor and to those who take 
up the invention for industrial exploitation. 

Out of numerous items that are undertaken for research only a 
few are patented. Many of them are abandoned because their com
mercial exploitation is not economically feasible. It follows, there
fore, that the cost of an invention which is eventually a commercial 
success is very high indeed and, therefore, the social and economic 
justification for granting patents for such inventions is abundantly 
clear. 

We are at a loss to understand how one could hold the view that 
the existence of a strong patent law in underdeveloped countries dis
courages scientific research .and development. In fact, in the United 
States, the faster rate of industrial and scientific development in re
lation to industry and applied science occurred as a result of a strong 
patent law. The free exchange of patents has done immense good 
to most c<~untries .and has resulted in a rapid rate of growth inter
nationally in the field of industrial, scientific and technical develop
ment. 

Unfortunately, there is a kind of schizophrenia to be found in 
regard to the granting of adequate patent protection for inventions. 
On the one hand, many people want scientific and industrial develop
ment; on the other hand, they get obsessed with all kinds of claptrap 
about monopoly, pricing, social justice and making medicines and 
drugs available cheaply to everybody all over the country. Yet they 
know, as we all know, that a strong patent law has resulted in the 
greatest advance in the manufacture of medicines, drugs and foods. 

We are at a stage at which we want industries to apply their 
maximum resources to research and development but, if the Bill 
is passed in its present form, this purpose will not be achieved. We 
are of the opinion that the main purpose of the Bill, which is to 
stimulate inventions amongst the citizens of India and to encourage 
re»earch and development for industrial and technological proare11, 
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will not be served if the Bill is passed in th(! form in which it has 
been reported by the Committee. We feel that the Bill will not 
create a proper investment climate in India for the rapid growth of 
the industry, whether by Indian entrepreneurs or by import, where 
necessary, of foreign technology and investment. 

A number of provisions of the Bill and in particular clauses 2 (h), 
3 (d), 8, 48, 53, 87, 88, 93 (3), 95 (3), 99, 100 and 102 strike at some of the 
foundations of widely accepted principles in this field. In our view 
the basic validity of patents and their advantages are almost univer
sally accepted and any restrictions on such rights should be govern
ed by the principles that apply in regard to exproprietary legislation. 
This is in order to ensure that such measures are only taken in ex
ceptional and clearly defined circumst!inces, that there is provision for 
full compensation and that the right of appeal to the courts of law is 
guaranteed. It appears to us that several parts of the present Bill 
run counter to these principles, tend to violate the legitimate rights 
of the patentee and do disservice to the general economic advance
ment of the country. 

One issue on which we feel constrained to part company with the 
majority of our colleagues is that we see no justification for differ
entiating between various industries. There does not appear to us 
to be any reason for discrimination between inventions in different 
fields of production or enterprise. Since it is generally agreed that 
patent protection advances progress, we fail to understand why an 
important need of the consumer such as drugs and medicines should 
be denied the advantage of such protection and promotion. 

We see no reason whatsoever why the term of sixteen years for 
all patents to be found in the existing law should be shortened. On 
the contrary, the world trend is in the opposite direction of prolong
ing the life of patents and, in the light of this, we are not prepared 
to accept any term shorter than sixteen years as the period of vali
dity of all patents in all fields. This, in our view, should be without 
prejudice to the normal provisions to be found in the current Act 
in regard to a further extension of time in cases where the patent has 
not been found sufficiently remunerative. 

. We do not deny that there is room for carefully devised restric
tlons on property in patents in order to guard against a situation 
~her~ an unrestricted operation of patents might, on balance, result 
m senous damage to the vital public interest. There is need to guard, 
however, against throwing the baby out with the bath water by a 
ready resort to measures of a kind which would deprive a whole cate
gory of patentees of their rights. What, in our view, is called for is 
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a process where there is an examination of each, case on its merits 
and a careful demarcation of the limits of intermerence and of 
adequate compensation for the damage suffered by the patentee. 

We have carefully examined the provisions of the Bill in the light 
of the evidence recorded, the weight of which undoubtedlv was in 
favour of strong patent protection. In order to bring the Bill in line 
with· the trend of expert evidence and the universally accepted prin
ciples referred to above, some clauses would require deletion while 
many others require substantial modification. Unless this is done, 
we are of the view that the Bill as reported by the Committee should 
not be enacted. 

NEW DELHI; 

October 31, 1966. 

III 

M. R. MASANI 
DAHYABHAI V. PATEL 

Although the Joint Committee have done their best to submit 
their Report as expeditiously as possible, I am not sure as to whether 
there will be time for the present Parliament to give its considera
tion and pass the Bill as reported by the Joint Committee, if it is 
treated in a routine manner. On the other hand, it is my feelin~ 
that this Bill is of great importance and time should be found to Pass 
it in the winter Session of Parliament. Should for any reason this 
is not possible, I would earnestly urge that the new Parliament, after 
the general elections, should give this Bill highest priority. 

I am confining my remarks in the following paragraphs to only 
a few important provisions of the Bill and I feel that such sugges
tions as I have to offer are necessary in the present stage of develop
ment of the Patent Law. These suggestions are in line with the main 
purpose of the Bill which is to stimulate inventions among citizens 
of India and to encourage develoPment and exploitation of new in
ventions for industrial progress in the country and the flow of tech
nology from abroad into India. I also wish to emphasise that our 
legislation must help achieve increased production, and such increas
ed production would be possible only by stimulating investment and 
greater use of technology, both foreign and Indian. 

Clause 48: 

This clause allows the Central Government to use a patented in
vention andjor to import a product covered by a patent without such 
use or importation constituting an infringement of the patent and 
without making any provision for payment of compensation to the 
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patentee. The provision thus grants ~nlimited PO'_I'ers. to Gcv~rn
ment. It will enable the import of ptrated goods m circumstances 
of grossly unfair competition with the home industry. In :~e field 
of drugs, I fear that the loss of patent production over a wtde field 
by placing the Government in a privileged position is objectionable. 
Indiscriminate import of drugs and medicines will completely dis
locate the indigenous industry. It will cut into the rights of the pat
entee and also obliterate one of the purposes of the patent and the 
licencing provisions namely, to encourage the horne industry. Fur
ther our foreign exchange situation being what it is, one has to be 
eternally vigilant about the use of our meagre resources. I, there
fore, feel strongly that in such cases of use or importation, Govern
ment should in fairness compensate the patentee for any loss he may 
incur in this behalf. 

Clause 53: 

This clause provides that for inventions claiming a process for 
the man1,1facture of food, medicines and drugs, the term of a patent 
shall be ten years from the date of the patent and in respect of other 
clauses of inventions, the term shall be fourteen years from the date 
of the patent. The present Act provides for a term of sixteen years 
for all patents and also that the term can be extended by a further 
Period of five years and in exceptional cases even to ten years, if the 
Government is satisfied that the patentee has not been sufficiently 
remunerated. The proposal to reduce the term of a patent to ten 
years in the case of patents relating to drugs and medicines is not 
realistic because the holder of a 'patent cannot derive benefit from 
the invention during a substantial portion of the term. When a new 
product is produced and patented, between the date of application 
for the patent and the introduction of the product in the Indian mar
ket, there is very considerable time lag because further tests, research 
and studies will be necessary to evaluate its efficiency, utility and 
adverse effeds, if any. Clinical trials and tests are verv difficult to 
carry out and the facilities are also very meagre. Considerable time 
ela~ses between the discovery of a product and its availability in the 
Indian market. Specific data in this behalf was furnished before the 
Joint Committee. The term of a patent should be such as to Pnable 
the i~ventor to obtain a reasonable return for the expenses incurred 
by him on research, tests, clinical trials and commercial develoPment. 
A relatively long term is justified in the case of developing countries. 
Mr. Justice Ayyangar had recommended that the term of every nat
ent shall be sixteen years from the date of the patent. I feel that 
wherever a patentee is able to make out a case that his patent has not 
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been sufficiently remunerative, there must be a provision for extend
ing the term of the patent by two periods of three years each. 

Clauses 86 and 87: 

Clauses 86 and 87 deal with the endorsement of a patent with the 
words "Licences of right". In the case of patents other than those 
in respect of food, medicines or drugs as well as methods or processes 
for the .manufacture or production of chemical substances, it is only 
after the expiry of three years from the date of the sealing of a patent 
that the Central Government can make an application to the Control
ler for endorsement of the patent with the words 'Licences of right', 
on the· ground that the reasonable requirements of the public with 
respect to the patented invention have not been satisfied or that the 
patented invention is not available to the Public at a reasonable 
price. In the case, however, of patents relating to food, medicines or 
drugs as well l!S methods or processes for the manufacture or produc
tion of chemical substances including alloys, optical glass, semi con
ductors, intermetallic compounds at present in force and patents 
which may be granted under the new Act, in respect of any such 
invention as is referred to in section 5, the patents are deemed to be 
endorsed with the words 'Licences of right' from the commencement 
of the Act in the former case and from the date of sealing of the pat
ent in the latter case. There is, therefore, discrimination and the 
period of three years which is to lapse before Government can ap
ply for the endorsement of a patent with the words 'Licences of 
right' has been done away with in the case of inventions relating to 
food, medicines or drugs and the processes for the manufacture or 
production of chemical substances. A patent is aimed at safeguard
ing the interest of the inventor against the unjustified encroachment 
of his rights by third persons. _In the case of 'Licences of right', the 
advantages accrue neither to the Government nor to the general pub
lic nor to the inventor, but only to third parties, who will be enabled 
to make unjustified profits, though they have not contributed towards 
the costs of research and industrial development. Once the short 
period of a patent protection ends, the subject matter of the inven
tion becomes common property. If licences are issued indiscrimi
nately and as a matter of right to several applicants, no one will be 
willing to invest and risk capital in working the invention. I feel 
that the discrimination pointed out above should be done away with 
and as in the case of other inventions, inventions relatig to food, 
medicines or drugs and the processes for the manufacture and pro
duction of chemical substances should be liable to endorsement with 
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the words 'Licences of right' on an application by the Central Gov
ernment, only after an initial period of three years from the date of 
sealing of the respective patents. 

Clause 88: 

This clause deals with the effect of a patent being endorsed with 
the words 'Licences of right' under sub-clause (5) in respect of pat
ents in the field of food, medicines or drugs. It also provides that the 
royalty and other remuneration payable under a licence shall not 
exceed 4 per cent of the net ex-factory sale price in bulk of the pat
ented article exclusive of taxes and commissions determined in the 
prescribed manner. Under the present Act, royalty is to be deter
mined by the Controller who is directed to secure that food and medi
cines shall be available to the public at the lowest price consistent 
with the patentee's deriving reasonable advantage from the patent 
rights. Mr. Justice Ayyangar has also stated in his Report that it is 
not feasible to arrive at a uniform rate of royalty which would be 
reasonable for licences in respect of each and every invention and 
that it is not desirable to fix statutorily the maximum rate of allow
able royalty. Royalty is intended to cover the expenses of research 
expenditure involved in the invention and also as a reasonable com
Pensation to the inventor. It is not possible to fix a royalty rate 
under the law which will reasonably cover all cases. The proposed 
royalty of 4 per cent in return for the use of valuable patent rights 
on which vast sums have been expended on research, will not enable 
the patentee to recover even a part of his outlay, particularly in the 
pharmaceutical industry which is research oriented, highlv competi
tive and requires very heavy investment in equipment, men-and mate
rials. Royalty has to be fixed having regard to the various factors 
including the nature of the invention and the expenditure incurred 
by the patentee in making the invention and developing it. In order 
that invention in the fields mentioned, may be stimulated amongst 
Indians, I feel that royalty should be determined by the parties in 
each case and regulated by the Controller. 

NEW DELHI; 

October 31, 1966. 
BABUBHAI M. CHINA! 

In spite of the bulky evidence produced and the time consumed 
by the Joint Select Committee and in spite of strenuous efforts of 
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Members of ~he Committee, the Bill as it has emerged shows a very 
confused attitude on the part of the majority in the Committee 
towards the mass of evidence which had suggested specific changes 
in regard to very important clauses, such of them, as related to period 
of patents, compulsory licence, licence of rights, rate of royalty and 
powers of Government to use patent etc. The witnesses opposed the 
provisions of certain clauses, such as clauses 48, 53, 84, 85, 86, 87 and 
88, in regard to which I shall deal in detail later on. However, there 
was unanimity between all the witnesses and the Members of the 
Joint Select Committee on clauses regarding appeals. Accordingly 
these clauses have been amended to provide for appeals to High
Court instead of to the Central Government. This is a welcome 
change brought about by the Committee. Certain other minor 
changes are also welcome. 

An initial mistake has been committed by the Government, which 
has created more confusion and has resulted in stress having been 
laid on patents for food, drugs and medicines, while patents for 
machinery and other articles, have in importance, gone into the back
ground. When Government as a policy measure, had decided to 
differentiate between one category of articles and others in respect 
of period, compulsory licence, licences of right and royalties etc., the 
proper course would have been to bring forward two separate Bills 
for them. This means there should have been one Bill for foods, 
drugs and medicines and the other for machinery and such other 
articles. May be that both could have been entrusted to one and 
the same Joint Select Committee. This I write on the strength of 
evidence that has come forward and importance given to drugs and 
medicines by all concerned. In my opinion if a separate Bill for 
machinery etc. would have been there, evidence of quite a different 
nature and in a fairly good amount, if not equal to that produced 
by the drugs industry, would have come forward. Excepting one or 
two witnesses from Ahmedabad, nobody else came forward to give 
adequate evidence in respect of textile and other machinery. What
ever information could be gathered from those witnesses it has led 
me to the conclusion that we have not been fair to those industries, 
whose patent period is fixed for 14 years. It may be argued that 
invitation for giving evidence before the Joint Committee was 
equaly extended to those industries also; but the psychological atmos
phere created had proved otherwise and hence my contention and 
argument should hold good. In the absence of sufficient evidence ~ot 
having come forth, one may be inclined. to believe that ever~-thmg 
provided in the Bill suited those industnes. At a later stage, It may 
come to be realised that this was not so. 
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I now come to the subject of patents relating to drugs, medicines 
and food. Ours is a developing country and as such Out" patents 
policy in respect of these should be governed by the following 
factors: 

A. It should encourage research and inventions within the 
country. 

B. It should stimulate a speedy growth of the patented drugs 
and medicines in the country both in the public and private 
sectors together with the growth in respect of un-patented 
medicines. or of those whose patents have lapsed. 

C. The standard of quality of the drugs and medicines be 
strictly maintained and availability of these be made easy 
and at reasonable prices. 

In what manner the Patents Law of the country be formulated, 
keeping in view a period of next 20 or 25 years before us, to attain 
the above mentioned objective with due incentive to the industry, 
must be the concern and responsibility of all well-wishers of the 
country. To attain these objectives, I believe, the following steps 
are necessary:--

1. To create conditions and take steps where by Research Insti
tutes may be speedily developed on a large scale both in the private 
and public sectors. 

2. To create conditions whereby foreign collaboration with know
how and patents crystallised on research carried in outside countries, 
be encouraged to come in on a fairly large scale, keeping in view the 
country's best interests in regard to availability of useful drugs and 
medicines with due incentive to the collaborators and patentees. 

3. To create conditions for proper rewarding of our scientists. 

From my point of view, the above quoted conditions can be creat
ed in the following ways:--

1. The period for patents based on research done within the 
country and of those which are outcome of outside research needs to 
be different. It should be longer in case of Indian research based 
patents, may be whether such patents are a result of research in pub
lic sector or private sector, with or without foreign collaboration. 
While determining the period of patent following main factors need 
to be taken into account:-
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A. In how much time the industry is expected to be developed as 
research-based industry, and develop to a stage where research ex
penditure can be expected to become part and parcel of the regular 
industrial production. 

B. In public sector industry or in Government Research Institutes, 
research is to be confined to laboratory and pilot plant stage or it is 
to be taken up for full commercial exploitation mainly on its own 
and commercial exploitation is to be or not to be handed over to anv 
third party as holders of licences of rights. The same should apply 
to private-sector which may run its own research institutes on thn 
same footing as those of public sector. India is far more backward 
in research establishment and can be expected to reach a competitive 
standard in this respect in next 20 or 25 years. Period of Patent 
should therefore be fixed keeping in view this main factor. 

C. In case of patents, based on foreign research, the period shoulrl 
be judged and fixed having in view not tbe research ~xpenditure side, 
as it forms part and parcel of a highly organised industry outside thi~ 
country, but on the factors such as capital investment, period required 
to put through the drugs in the market, after it has passed through 
formalities of clinical tests etc. and expected return on capital after 
the drug is put in the market, as also tlie extent which the drug iR 

expected to be kept in use. The period should be sufficient to give 
a patentee place of operation in the market for atleast five years after 
the drug having been introduced in the market. 

Keeping in view all the above considerations, I am of the emph'l
tic view that if patents are a result of research within the countrv. 
the period of ten years from the date of patent is insufficient, and to 
remedy this there should be a right of renewal for another four years 
after the ten year period is over. 

2. As for other patents, whose inventions have been done outside 
the country, but which are granted for exploitation within our country 
ten years period is reasonably sufficient, as the main consideration i~ 
to put the drugs on economic footing in the market and this c'ln ~" 
accomplished within this period. However, to accomplish all this i1 

is very essential that the industry in all its aspects is fully run by thP 
patentees. But Government seems to have no faith in this wav of 
running the industry. So also the majority view of the Committee 
seems to have developed the idea not to differentiate between thP 
two types of patents as explained above, but to try to treat a Tower 
period of patents as in the best interests of the people. 
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The majority view has not remained satisfied mainly confining to 
the question of period, but they have maintained in their original 
forms clauses 87 & 89 of the Bill, which not only cut at the very root 
of the base of the Patent Law theory, but wlll from its very inception 
reduce the patentee (whether in public or private sector), to a mere 
agent of the holder of licences of rights created by clause 87 and that 
too according to clause 88 on a mere payment of royalty (never ex
ceeding 4 per cent of bulk sales) to the patentee. The matter does 
not end here and in the case of patents granted before the commence
ment of this Act this clause shaH be applicable, from the date of 
commencement of the Act, while on future patents it shaH be appli
cable from the date of sealing of the patent. It is further put in 
that the ControHer has not to go into the financial and technical 
capability of the applicant for licences of rights. 

To me it is very clear that the majority view of the Committee 
Members has not been able to realise the serious consequences of 
clauses 87 & 88 as put in the Bill. When one goes a little deeper into 
the matter, one comes to the following conclusions:-

(1) That if these clauses are accepted as they are, our public sec
tor research based patents will never be possible to be worked on a 
commercial scale on their own within the country. The example of 
Pimpri is there. The invention of Hamycine will not be able to be 
worked by them independently even for the shortest period after this 
Biii is passed into an Act. According to clause 87, any person can 
get a licence of right, on a royalty, which will be less than 4 per cent, 
payable to the Hindustan Antibiotics. Further their newtiations 
with America and other countries, by which they expect to ,get 7 rer 
eent royalty from them is going to get serious set back. This means 
that the research based industry will merely work as invention agent 
of holders of licences of rights, and under circumstances the scientists 
and other staff employed will not have fair chance of becoming ade
quately experienced and rewarded. 

(2) No foreign coHaborator will come forward to start research
based drug industry in the Country as he is not expected to risk huge 
amounts for such holders of licences of rights who will reduce the 
foreigner as mere collector of royalties on his research. 

(3) Foreign patent holders, will not be coming forth enthusiasti
cally for patents, which are results of inventions done outside India, 
as they have been uptil now, for securing patents for drugs which 
require huge investments, as from the very day of sealing of the 
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patent, they will be exposed to become mere agents of the holders of 
licences of right, and as such they will not be able to make any 
reasonable earning by entering into the market on their own. Their 
faith in Government which is very essential in matters of patents, 
as they are a reciprocal entity, will be badly shaken as the clauses 11s 
they are will affect old patents also. In this respect the Government 
has been so careless as not even to bring forth an explanatory note 
giving grounds on the basis of which they can justify such applica
tion on old patents. Unless it .is proved that there are a very large 
number o£ patents the product of which Is in heavy demand and there 
are persons capable of becoming holders of licences of rights possess

_lng required know-how, putting in of such a clause will be grossly 
detrimental to the interests of the growth of the industry, 

As a result of all this only such ·patents· will be taken in future, 
. the products of which may be expected to be produced with medium
sized capital investment and with easy marketing possibilities. Such 
patentees will be on the look out for an applicant of licences of rigHt~ 
who can along with royalty pay for know-how and on ~etting a good 
amount for this will not care to put the products from their own 
factories into the market. Under such conditions our country will 
have a set back and may remain a third rate country in the produc
tion of medicines. 

(4) As licences of rights can be granted from the date of sealing 
of the patent, on practical grounds no applicant can come forward 
unless he has stolen the know-how while the patent was in process of 
being granted and he is fully in know of the process and its lJOS~ibi
lities. The Controller too will be faced with serious difficulties. The 
assessment for possible sale of the drugs cannot be made unless it i~ 
put in the market for some time. As such no data will be availabl~ 
to the Controller regarding the parties on the basis of which rates 
of royalties can be fixed. The financial and technical capacity cannot 
be questioned by the Controller and as such this may result in creat
irtg other problems of malpractices etc, 

.. Having . all these factors in view: the only remedy is to. amenrl 
clauses 87 & 88 suitably. In my opinion clause 87 should be amended 
as follows:-

A. It should not be applicable to old patents. 

B.· In ca~e of new -patents it should not apply to .patents,, which 
are result of research carried out in any research institute 
in -India , otherwise we will- never- be able to put our 

· research on sound footing. 
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C. In ease of other patents, the right should not accrue from 
the date of sealing of the patent but after three years fral~ 
the date of sealing of the patent only as within this perhd 
everything will be clear to all parties concerned. 

As for royalty the rate should be a maximum of 6 per cent and not 
4 per cent as envisaged in the Bill. The reasons are that in certain 
eases there may be necessity for. giving higher rates. It should 1\lso 
be borne in mind that holder of licences of right is a sort of a middle 
man with no risk or little risk while the patentee bears all initial 
risks. As a matter of fact more protection is needed to be given to 
such patentees. Giving more benefits to a middleman than to the 
originator has never been heard of. It is also totally forgotten that 
~cientist is the backbone of the original patentee and his chances of 
being rewarded adequately will go down if the concern wherein he 
works is reduced merely to a royalty collecting concern froni the very 
day the patent is sealed and that too at a low rate of always less than 
4 per cent. 

There is another clause 48, which should either be deleted or 
suitably amended. Sub-clauses (a) (b) (c) of this clause empower 
the Government to make use of patents for their own purposes with
out compensation. This may be applicable in case of emergency such 
"~ declaration of war or epedemics but not otherwise. When our 
future policy is for expansion of public sector, whose products \''e 
can always use in such situations and when for outside inventecl 
'Patents we are providing for production by holders of licences of 
rights, even in an emergency such a stE'p is not expected to be re
quired. The clause as it stands will only scare away the patentees 
·vith no real benefit to the Government. 

Evidence had also been forthcoming for abrogation of patents in 
case of foods, drugs and medicines. But the plea put forward ·.vas 
mainly that prices will go down and there will be increased availabi
lity of drugs. But abrogation under present conditions can only lead 
to production of sub-standard drugs endangering the health of thE' 
people. As a matter of fact to relate prices of. drugs with patents is 
a very wrong notion. Prices have very little to do with patents. Un
patented standard quality drugs fetch more prices than even patented 
or low quality unpatented drugs. The example of Sandoz Ltd., is 
there. They produce no patented drugs. Even their distilled water 
is of such high standard that it is taken for Defence requirements at 
nigher prices. About 8!1 per cent of drugs produced in the countrY 
'fe unpatented or those whose patents have l~psed. Therefore prices 
have nothing to do with patents. Hence abrogation on this ground is 
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tin-called for and will lead to malpractices and deterioration. Abro· 
gation can be proper only when highly developed research institutes 
come up and develop in the country on a fairly large scale. In that 
case research Institutes can mainly be taking the inventions upto 
Pilot Projects and then hand over to large and medium sized or 
small size institutions or firms as the case may be for commercial' ex
ploitation such enterprises will be free from research expenditure 
side of it and can •be made to work as other industries work. But 
ouch conditions are not there in the country at present and arE: not 
expected to be in the near future. 

A section of the evidence had pleaded for a seven year patent only. 
As a matter of fact they were those who actually pleaded for abroga
tion in one breath and for seven years period in the other. · They 
also pleaded for licences of rights from the very date of sealing even 
when the period is only seven years. If their view is accepted it will 
clearly amount to total negation of patent in the name l!lf patent. 
The net result of it will be reversing the entire process of growth of 
the industry. Members of the Committee who agreed with such a 
view for seven years probably did so without going into the econo
mics of working of patents. Similarly foreign evidence pleaded fo• 
16 to 20 years period for patents, which if accepted will create foreign 
monopolies, retarding growth and research in this country. Such a 
view is not suitable for a developing country lik~ ours. 

I now sum up my case as follows:-

Clauses 53, 87 & 88 as they stand at present are very detrimental 
to the growth of the drug industry in the country. The net result of 
these will be that research will be out of question in the private 
industry while research based public sector will work merely as in

. vention ~gents for holders' of licences of right. For outside patents 
progress will be confined to medium sized industries with very slow 
growth. To put things right my above quoted suggestions !Ire sum
med up as follows:__: 

1. India~ research based patents must be for ten years from the 
date of patent with further right of renewal for another four years. 

2. Patents fo~ outside inventions and applied for working within 
India, should have a period of ten years only. 

3. There should be no licence of right in case of Indian research
based patents. The patentee should be allowed to work it fully for 
the whole period of the patent. 

4. In case of other patents licence of right should start only after 
three years from the date of sealing of such patents. 
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_$. :Etoyalty payable should be upto 6 per cent in place of 4 per cent. 

6. The Controller should have the power to enquire into the finan
cial and technical capacity of applicant for licences of rights with 
power to refuse in case these are not found suitable. There should 
be set rules for guiding the controller in this respect. 

7. Clause 48 (a) (b) & (c) should be applicable in case of emer
_gencies like war and epidemics. In other cases compensation should 
be paid to patentee. 

All the above suggestions from (1) to (7) require amendments 
of clauses 48, 53, 87 & 88. 

. . . . 

I had moved amendments· more or less on the above lines, but 
. these were not accepted .. I, however, would have been badly failing 
in my duties if I had not brought forward all my objections views 
and suggestions in the form of this note of dissent. My proposals are 
aimed at development of the drug industry in the best interests of 
the people, without injuring the interests of the patentees and thereby 
safeguarding the- required · growth essential for the country. It 

"should be viewed from this angle only. A very important factor 
which should also not be ignored and should be given very heavy 
weight for consideration is that our Bill provides for process patents 
and products out of the patented process only are protected. There
fore even when a patent is for ten years with right of renewal for 
four years in case of research-based industries and merely ten years 
in other cases, there are always possibilities for holders of such 

' . -
patents to face competition in case a new process is evolved to pro-
duce same type ·of products in another way. Thus the monopoly 
pe~iod, ·which is always disturbed by endorsing patent with licences 

_ of rights, will further be liable to be facing competition in other ways. 
As such proper safeguards as suggested by me are all the more essen
tial 'to place the industry on sound but reasonably competitive lines 
with due safeguards for' research possibilities etc. for a coming 
period of 20 to 25 years. This cannot be accomplished by passing the 
Bill in its present form particularly in regard to clauses 48, 53, 87 and 
88 of the Bill. 

NEW DELHI; 
October 31, 1966. 

v 

KASHI RAM GUPTA. 

The law relating to patents has bee.n in force in India for a very 
long period. But so far it has not achieved its main purpose of sti
mulating inventions among Indians and encouraging the develop
ment and exploitation of new inventiono for. industrial progress in 
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this country. o.n the other .hand the patent law in India has only 
afforde~ prote~twn for foreigners for establishing monopoly right 
for sellmg their products at fancy prices in India. If the total num
ber of patents granted in India since the introduction of this law is 
considered it will be found, that more than 90 per cent were granted 
to foreigners. In advanced countries, the position is quite the 
reverse; foreigners hold only a small percentage of the patents 
granted. 

' 
According to knowledgeable sources, the need for, as well as the 

aims and achievements of any law in any country, are decided by 
the social and economic conditions prevailing and the collective needs 
of the people therein. For the patent law to be advantageous to a 
country, there are three basic requisites:-

(a) the level of scientific and technological research should be 
such that inventions beneficial to the people can flow 
freely; 

(b) the technological potential as well as current industrial 
activity should offer ample scope for developing the inven
tions into large scale production of goods; and 

(c) the general economic and social conditions prevailing 
should be able to provide means for initiating new indus
tries and assure a popular demand for the goods produced. 

The countries in which the above three conditions do not exist to 
the full extent are usually classed as "backward" or "under-develop
ed" and the patent law usually work to the disadvantage of such 
countries. 

It has been pointed out by many that countries like Italy, Japan 
and USSR after long period of experiment without patent law, had 
to enact or are enatcing patent laws in their respective countries. 
These gentlemen only forget to mention that, these countries after 
freely using and copying the advanced scientific knowledge and tech
nical know-how, without any hindrance of patent rights, have reached 
a stage where they are in a position to offer many inventions of their 
.own to the world at large. And it is to obtain a price for their in
ventions that they have enacted or enacting Patent laws. 

It will take some more years for India to reach that scientific and 
technological level to stand comparison or offer competition with 
other advanced countries. It is our considered view that freedom 
from Patent restrictions, and the facility to use all known processes 
,and know-how and to make all known products through various 
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other process, will accelerate the development of India into an 
advanced country. 

Even in America, the extensive development of chemical 
industries date from the time, when, during World War I, the United 
States Government confiscated the German patents and allowed 
American manufacturers to use them. 

In the conditions obtaining in India today, it is in our best interest, 
to take advantage of the collective experiences of the advanced 
countries, modifying them to suit our local conditions. In this effort, 
the patent law will only effer effective brakes and hence the neces
sity of doing away with patent law altogether. May be, after a 
decade or two, it may become necessary for us to enact a patent law; 
but not now. 

The argument that patent protection affords incentive for indi
vidual inventors is rather old and does not hold water in the modern 
world. Modern scientists work in laboratories owned by large cor
porations or by State and every invention is the result of the labourers 
of a team or group. In India especially, all the fundamental research 
work is done in centres owned or financed by the government. So 
the question of compensating the individual inventor does not arise 
at all. 

Having failed in this prime objective, it was still open to us to 
provide that life saving drugs, foods and beverages, pesticides and 
insectisides, be made non-patentable. The Bill fails in this respect 

·also. 

The drug prices in India are in many cases, the highest in the 
world while the livin~ standard of the people is the lowest; as was 
established by the American Senate Inquiry headed by Senator 
Kefauoer. While trying to develop our own drug industry, we could 
have imported drugs from wherever we can get them at the cheapest 
rate and made them available to our people. And our own industry 
also would develop unhindered by foreign patent monopolies. 

In India we are in the grip of a permanent food crisis. We import 
large quantities of food from America at the cost of hard earned 
foreign exchange and much self respect. Development of agriculture 
is therefore an urgent necessity. In view of this pesticides and 
insecticides also should have been made non-patentable, so that they 
are available at cheap rates to the producers of our food crops . 

. In these days when preparations like Ovaltine, Horlicks are used 
by all people irrespeetive of whether they are babi.es or invalids or 
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old. food or beverages as a whole should have ·been taken out of the 
pale of patent law. 

Although clause 5 stipulates that "the patE.>nt shall be granted only 
in respect of claims for the method or process of manufacture and 
in respect of claims for the substances when produced by such 
me hods or process", yet in Clause 107 (2), it is stated that "any sub
stance of the Chemical composition or constitution as the first men
tioned substance shall be presumed, unless the contrary is proved, 
to have been made by the aforesaid patented method or process." 
Thus clause 107 almost concedes patent protection for substance and 
defeats one of the main objects of the Bill by putting the onus on 
the defendant to prove that his process is different. 

The term of patents has been provided as ten years from the date 
. of patent for drugs or food and 14 years for other inventions. 

The term of 10 years for drugs is too long. In modern times, 
many a new drug becomes obselete within three or four years and 
as patented drugs are sold at 17 to 20 times the cost of production, 
the period of 10 years is too long for drugs. This should be reduced 
at least to 7 years in the case of drugs and 10 years in the case of 
other inventions. The provision regarding the existing patents are 
also excessive. 

Royalty payable to the original patentee in case when a license 
is granted for the use of patent should not, it is provided, exceed four 
percent. The tendency in our country is to . make the ceiling rate 
the minimum. Hence the ceiling rate should be only 2 per cent 

More than 90 per cent of our patents are held by foreigners, and 
this royalty and other charges will be a huge drain on our foreign 
exchange. 

According to Reserve Bank of India Bulletin (November, 1964) 
the foreign firms had since 1958 invested Rs. 5 crores and had by 1964 
already taken out of the country Rs. 4. 9 crores in foreign exchange 
in the form of royalties, charges of technical aid and profits. 

Most of the leading scientists who are working in our national 
institutes have expressed views that are similar or very near to 
those expressed above. But our government has been influenced 
more by the views of foreign monopolies and their Indian collebora
tors than by those of people who are interested in genuine develop
ment of our national industry. This is the tragic situation today. 

. NEW DELHI; 

October 31, 1966. 

·P. K. KUMARAN . 
K. K. WARIOR. 

DINEN BHATTACHARYA. 
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While appreciating that the Joint Select Committee had made 
some very valuable improvements in the Patents Bill, 1965, we regret 
we still have to record our minute of dissent and to recommend 
further amendments in the Bill incorporating certain fundamental 
changes. Before we refer to the specific clauses of the Bill on wh:ch 
we differ from the decisions of the Committee, we would like to deal 
with certain fundamental concepts of the patents system. 

Patents are statutory grants which, in return for the disclosures 
of an invention, confer on the inventor for a limited time the ex
clusive privileges of working an invention and selling the invented 
product. The theory on which the patent system is based is that 
the opportunity of acquiring exclusive rights in an envention stimu
lates research and technical progress. Further it induces an inventor 
to disclose his discoveries instead of keeping them as a trade secret 
and offers a regard for the expense of developing inventions to the 
stage at which they are commercially practicable. Lastly, it provides 
an inducement to invest capital in new lines of production. The his
tory of industrial development seems, on the whole, to have justified 
this theory. Patents are not created in the interests of the inventor 
but in the interest of the national economy. 

It has been well established that patents are a form. of industrial 
and intellectual property. Therefore, a grantee of a patent must 
be secured the enjoyment of his' patent rights subject to reasonable 
restrictions. If his rights are expropriated, such expropriation must 
be done only in the public interest and must be subject to the paten
tee being granted adequate compensation. 

It is recognised that there is need for a more comprehensive law 
due to changes in economic conditions within the country and the 
development of technology and patent laws throughout the world. 
However, the main purpose of the Bill, which is to stimulate inven
tions amongst citizens of India and to encourage development and 
exploitation of new inventions for industrial progress in the country 
and the flow of technology from abroad into India is not likely to be 
achieved if the Bill is passed in the form in which it has been report
ed by the majority decision of the Committee. 

We have examined all the evidence, which has been recorded 
before the Committee, of industry organisations and experts, both 
legal and technical, from India and abroad. The field of activity 
most. affected by this Bill is the pharmaceutical industry, and to a 
certam extent, the chemical industry. It is on record that the phar
maceutical industry has developed according to the targets laid down 
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in the Third Five Year Plan and it has programmes of expansion in 
the Fourth Five Year Plan. We apprehend that the growth of this 
in~ustry, particularly the inflow of foreign capital and technology, 
Will be adversely affected unless some of the provisions of the Bill 
are deleted or suitably amended. We also feel that the development 
of research, particularly basic research in the industry, is also likely 
to be adversely affected. 

It has been urged that the prices of pharmaceutical products are 
very high in India and it has been suggested that the patents system 
is responsible for it. After hearing the evidence we feel that it 
would not be correct to say that the patent system is responsible for 
the alleged high prices or high costs of pharmaceuticals in India. In 
fact. the industry organisations as also foreign experts have submit
ted statements before the Committee which have proved conclusively 
that the prices of drugs and pharmaceuticals are lower in India than 
in many other countries and those statements have not been contro
verted. There are various other contributory factors which have to 
be taken into account in ascertaining the costs of drugs and the 
prices. These factors have also been brought out in the evidence 
on record and in particular in the Report of the Development Council 
for Drugs and Pharmaceuticals 1962-63. In any case, we feel that the 
Government has enough powers to examine the co~t structure and 
fix prices of drugs under various other existing statutes. The argu
ment that the patent system gives rise to monopolies which enable 
the patentee to charge high prices has been taken care of under the 
Compulsory Licensing provisions (viz. clause 84) and the powers 
taken by the Government to make use of patented inventions as per 
Clause 99 and 100 of the Bill. 

We wish to emphasise that our ultimate purpose is and should 
be to achieve increased production and that the Patent Law should 
be such as to be conductive to increased production, inflow of techno
logy, increased national wealth and inventive ability and not to 
create a situation which retards development. For increased pro
duction, there is ·no getting away from the fact that we shall continue 
to need for some time inflow of foreign know-how, tE'chnology and 
investment. We cannot afford to deny ourselves the benefit of the 
rapid developments that are taking place in the advanced countries 
of the world in every field of industrial activity, including the deve
lopment of new and life-saving wonder drug~. 

The amendments to the Bill which we have suggested will, while 
creating a proper investment climate in India for the rapid growth of 
the pharmaceutical and chemical industries, both by Indian entre
preneurs and by··import of foreign technology and investment where 
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necessary also ensure that no monopolistic tendencies are allowed 
to be c;e'ated. We consider that the provisions of the Bill under 
clauses 48, 53, 87, 88 and 102 should be suitably amended. In the 
following paragraphs, we are dealing with Each of these clauses 
separately. 

Clause ~8--Patents not infringed when used by Government: 

This clause allows the Central Government to use a patented in
vention andjor to import a product covered by a patent without such 
usP or importation constituting an infringement of the patent and 
without making any provision for payment of compensation to the 
patmtee. This clause grants unlimited powers to the Government 
which, if exercised, will act against the interest of the indigenous 
industry and is likely to hamper industrial progress and research 
initiative. It will amount to an expropriation of patents rights and 
such invasion of the 'Rule of Law' without payment of compensation 
is objectionable, and places the Government in a privileged position 
not bound by patents law. It militates against the basic objectives 
behind the grant of a patent as set out in clause 83, namely, to en
courage inventions and the development of indigenous industry. It 
is particularly undesirable in that it will enable the import of 
"pirated goods" in circumstances of grossly unfair competition with 
horne industry. Those who are authorised to import under this 
clause will continue to make big profits even if they are offering the 
imported products at prices lower than that charged by the inventor 
because by copying the invention they make use of all the scientific 
and promotional work of the inventor and do not incur research and 
development costs of their own and do not take any risks. It is cer
tain that indiscriminate imports of drugs and medicines will in many 
cases completely dislocate the indigenous industry. It is on record 
that a recent examination in the United Kingdom has clearly demong
trated that it will open the flood gates to importation of life-saving 
drugs of doubtful quality and potency. 

It should be remembered that the relative provisions of this clause 
do not find a parallel in the patent laws of any other country in the 
world. 

The point to be considered is that when the Government has the 
freedom to make use of any patented invention under Clauses 99 and 
100 (which will also include importation) retention of this clause 
seems to be totally redundant. In the U.K. also, the Government 
has made use of patents by importing patented articles under the 
relative sections of the U.K. Patents Act, 1949, which are analogous 
to clauses 99 and 100 of the Bill. Even Justice Ayyangar has not 
recommended the inclusion of such a clause in his report. 
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We therefore feel that with the exception of sub-clause (d) of thi5 
dause which deals with the use of patent for purpose of experiment 
or research, sub-clauses (a), (b) and (c) of clause 48 should be 
deleted. 

Clause 53-The term of a patent: 

This clau.e, as reported by the Committee, provides that for in
ventions claiming a process for the manufacture of food, medicines 
and drugs, the term of a patent shall be 10 years and in respect of 
both clauses of the inventions, the term shall be 14 years from the date 
of filing of the complete specifications. The existing Act provides 
that the term of all patents shall be 16 years and also that the term 
of all patents can be extended to a further period of 5 years and in 
exceptional cases even to 10 years if the Government is satisfied that 
the patent has not been sufficiently remunerative. 

The term of a patent must be looked at from various points pf vie~ 
It is felt that the period of 10 years is not sufficient either to encourage 
the inflow of technical know-how or to encourage Indian scientists or 
entrepreneurs to undertake research, particularly basic research. 
The climate, it appears, is now ripe for inflow of foreign technical 
know-how on sufficiently large scale. The 10 years period will be a 
deterrent to that flow. It is recognised in all quarters that basic 
research must be encouraged in India. The factors which have to be 
taken into account are the following: 

(a) Basic Research involves large capital outlays and large 
recurring expenditure and a long time to develop to 
fruition. 

(b) The clinical tests and trials in India are very diMcult tu 
carry out and the facilities very meagre. Therefore, they 
take a longer time. Dr. Govindachari has stated in his 
evidence that they take even 6 to 8 years. This view 
was supported by Dr. Chipalkatti of the Shri Ram 
Institute. 

(c) The availability of finance, particularly Indian finance, is 
difficult and it takes time to attract Indian finance to 
exploit a patent commercially. 

(d) The time taken for converting the invention from the 
stage of pilot plant production to commercial production 
takes a much longer time in India because of many 
restrictions and also due to non-availability of various 
resources and facilities. 
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It is also on record that there is a considerable time-lag between 
the discovery of a product and its availability in the local market. 
Specific data in support of this statement has been furnished before 
the Corrunittee. Hindustan Antibiotics of Poona took several years 
to discover Hamycin and Dermostatin and to manufacture just a 

. few kilos of the product. There is no technical field where the 

time necessary for introducing new inventions is as long as in thE 
· phannaceutical industry and it would therefore, be logical that in 

this risky and difficult domain the duration of patent should be even 
longer if not the same as in the field of other classes of invention. 
The term of a patent should be such as to enable the inventor to 
obtain a reasonable return for the expenses incurred on research. 
tests, clinical trials, and commercial development. 

Reduction in the tenn of a patent to 10 years as decided by the 
Committee will surely put India out of step with the general trend 
of patent legislation in other countries. It is on record that out 
of a total number of about 80 countries, only 2 countries (Libya 
and U.A.R.) make a distinction between different classes of inven
tions in so far as the term of a patent is concerned. Further, out of 
81 countries of the world, which have a patent law, only Libya and 
U.A.R. provide for a term of 10 years in respect of patents for 
pharmaceuticals but the patent laws of these two countries have 
provisions for renewing the term of the patent by a further period 
of five years. 

A relatively longer tenn of protection is justified in the case of 
developing countries where the owner of the patent will generally 
need more time for studying the possibilities of working the paten
ted invention in the country and for making the preparations for 
its working. If, after these studies and preparations, the remain
ing tenn of protection of the patent is short or inadequate for lucra
tive exploitation, this circumstance might substantially diminish 
the attractiveness which a patent should have for industrial invest
ment in the country. The general trend throughout the world in 
respect of the period of a patent is 16 to 18 years. Justice Ayyangar 
1n his report has recommended that the tenn of patent shall be 
16 years and he did not make any distinction in the term of a pate~t 
between different classes of inventions. 

The proposal to reduce the term of a patent is, in our opinion, 
unrealistic particularly in the case of drugs and medicines. We feel 
that the barest minimum period should be such as will give reason
able reward to the inventor. We therefore, strongly recommend 
that whenever the patentee is able to make out a case that his 
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patent has not been sufficiently remunerative, the term of a patent 
should be extended by two periods of two years each. 

Lastly, we are of the view that this clause should not be made 
retrospective in operation. This will affect vested rights. In any 
case, we feel that such a step is unfair. Companies which have 
made investments and calculations while considering the 16 years' 
duration of the patents in question will incur losses if the duration 
is shortened. 

Clause 87 and 88: Licences of Rights-Ceiling on Royalties: 

Clause 87 provides that every patent in force as well as every 
patent granted after the commencement of the Act relating to 
articles of food and medicines and the processes for their manu
facture shall be deemed to be endorsed with the words "Licence 
of Rights". 

Clause 88 provides that where an endorsement "Licence of 
Rights'' has been made, any Person who is interested in working 
the patented invention shall be entitled to do so on application 
to the Controller. No appeal has been provided for except against 
the decision of the Controller fixing the terms of the Licence. This 
clause compels the Controller to grant a licence without taking into 
consideration the requirements to be fulfilled by the applicant for a 
compulsory licence under clause 84 as sPecified in clause 85. 

According to the Notes on the Clauses, the changes in the existing 
law as contemplated in clause 87 and 88 are "intended to secure the 
proper development of the food, drugs and medicines and chemical 
industries in the country". We are firmly of the opinion that these 
purposes will, under no circumstances, be achieved if these clauses 
are passed as reported by the Committee and we are, therefore, iu 
respectful disagreement with the majority report of the Joint Select 
Committee for the following reasons: 

The enactment of these clauses will very badly affect the growth 
of production, particularly large-scale produc.tion, in the chemical 
and pharmaceutical fields. There is no justification for these clauses 
because what the country needs at present is increased production 
and every effort should be made to encourage such a step. If these 
clauses are enacted,. they will undoubtedly retard production. The 
result will be that 10 or 20 persons can simultaneously apply for 
and obtain a compulsory licence as of right. There is no option 
for the Controller to refuse licences to these persons. This will 
drive away the enterpreneurs from risking his money and in the 
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end the country's economy will suffer. Can we afford this in the 
present state of our economy? The Controller has no authority 
to look into the technical and financial capacity of the applicant, 
neither is he obliged to ascertain whether the applicant would 
obtain an industrial licence under the Industries (DeveloPment & 
Regulation) Act. Indeed, small enterpreneurs could put up small 
units for which no industrial licences are required. 

As we have stated before, the pharmaceutical industry in India 
has fulfilled the target laid down in the Third Five Year Plan 
and is expected to fulfill the target laid down in the Fourth Five 
Year Plan. It is on record that the industry has increased its pro
duction of drugs and pharmaceuticals from Rs. 10 crores in 1948 
toRs. 175 crores in 1965. By the end of the Fourth Five Year Plan, 
the production is exPected to rise to Rs. 250 crores. Since 1948, 
the industry has developed from a processing and formulations 
enterprise into that of basic. manufacture and it is exporting inter
mediate and finished products from raw materials which are mainly 
of indigenous origin. The technology employed in the manufac
turing processes and research is of the same high standard as 
applied in other industrially advanced countries. 

Perhaps the most striking features of the industry has been its 
rapidly decreasing dependence on foreign exchange. To sustain a 
production of Rs. 54 crores in 1958, the industry required foreign 
exchange of Rs. 9.·5 c;rores representing an import content of ap
proximately 18 per cent. In 1965, while the production had gone 
up to Rs. 175 crores the import content came down to just about 
5 per cent requiring only Rs. 9 crores in foreign exchange. The 
industry now relies on local resources of supply for 95 per cent 
of its requirements of raw materials. The products being manu
factured in the country cover a wide range including life-saving 
antibiotics, sulpha drugs, oral antidiabetics, synthetic hormones 
drugs of vegetable origin and several other products which were 
formerly imported. 

The total investment (equity capital) in 1962 of the units 
registered with the Directorate General of Technical Development 
amounted to Rs. 66 crores. This investment has gone up to about 
~s. 150 crores in 1965 and by the end of 1970-71 it is expected to 
mcrease to Rs. 200 crores. Pharmaceutical exports have risen 
fro~ Rs. 80 lakhs in 1958-59 to Rs. 2·5 crores per annum today. If, 
~s 1s ~o be expected from the figures set out above, the pharmaceu
tical mdustry will achieve the plan targets, we do not see any 
reason why clauses 87 and 88 should be enacted in a manner wh1ch 
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will affect the investment climate, production, indigenous research 
and above all, the quality of production. 

The provisions of the clauses 87 and 88 introduce for the first 
time in the history of patent legislation a new concept of "Licences 
of Right" which is unheard of in the history of patent legislation. 
No country in the world has in its patent law such a provision. 
Regarding licences of right. Justice Ayyangar was of the opinion 
that it would be sufficient and desirable that the right to apply 
for endorsement "Licence of Right" should be restricted only to 
the Central Government as hitherto. He further observed that as 
inventions in the fields of drugs and medicines touch public health, 
it was very necessary that there should be a guarantee that persons 
who are permitted to work the inventions are those who are quali
fied to work them honestly and efficiently. We are in respectful 
agreement with the opinion of Justice Ayyangar. 

It is often said that if the licensing provisions contemplated in 
clauses 87 and 88 are enacted, there will be increased production, 
greater competetion and the prices of medicines will come down. 
This is totally unwarranted assumption from the economic point 
of view. If, for example, one person can produce large quantities 
of a product, he can achieve lower cost of production than if 20 
persons are allowed to manufacture the same product each in a 
small quantity. Besides, it is also doubtful whether the grant of 
indiscriminate licences of right to several persons in respect of one 
patented pharmaceutical will result in the manufacture of drugs 
and medicines of standard quality. The drugs Controller does not 
have adequate machinery to check the manufacture of sub-standard 
drugs and it is feared that if Clauses 87 and 88 are enacted, sub
standard drugs of doubtful potency may appear in the market. 

Take for example the case of Hamyein discovered by the Hin
dustan Antibiotics Limited after several years of research and 
considerable research expenditure. The processes to manufacture 
these products are patented in India and abroad. If Clauses 87 
and 88 as rePorted by the Committee are enacted, any person in 
India can apply for a compulsory licen~e, as of right, under the 
patents of Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd. Will this not affect the re
search work of Hindustan Antibiotics Limited adversely? Will 
they obtain adequate compensation for the entire research expen
diture incurred if they are granted th~ maximum royalty of 4 per 
cent as proposed in Clause 88? What is more significant to note 
is that Hindustan Antibiotics Limited has been instructed to nego
tiate for the exploitation of their patents in other countries with 
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foreign firms and have demanded royalty of about H per cent
What is sauce for goose is sauce for the gander. 

Since 1965, the country has passed through an economic crisis, 
the major indicator of which has been the rising trend of prices. 
The official index of wholesale prices computed by the Economic 
Advisor shows a rise of nearly 50 per cent between 1963 and 1964. 
The pharmaceutical industry has been successful in holding the 
price line during these years. 

Clauses 87 and 88, if enacted will erode industrial property rights 
and strike directly and crucially at the industry and its capacity 
and incentive for the discovery of new and improved medicines. 
They will adversely affect firms with exPensive research laborato
ries because frequent experimental failures and the risks of obso
lesence can be supported only if an invention promising commer
cial success is adequately protected. No one will take the risk of 
research and discovery unless so protected. These firms who will 
continue to do research work will tend to by-pass the patent system 
altogether and resort to secrecy. 

As regards the ceiling on royalties, our submission is that in any 
event, royalty payments have been strictly regulated by the Gov
ernment of India administratively from time to time and that for 
the last 4 years royalty has not been allowed to exceed 5 per cent. 
Further payment of royalties to the Patent holders within India 
can also be regulated by the Controller and by the appeal provisions 
ensured that it is not unreasonably high. 

The framers of the Model BIRPI law have stated that a compul
sory licence should only be granted subject to payment of adequate 
royalties compensation commensurate with the extent to which the 
invention is worked. They have further stated that as it is practi
cally impossible to predict at the time of the grant of licence, of 
what economic value it will be to the licencee, a lump sum compen
sation would be haphazard and arbitrary. Justice Ayyangar has 
also stated in his Report that it is not feasible to arrive at a uniform 
rate of royalty which would be reasonable for licencee in respect of 
each and every invention and that it is not desirable to fix statu
torily the maximum rate of allowable royalty. 

One cannot dispute the fact that at present the country does not 
possess sufficient know-how to manufacture a majority of the com
mon and important drugs in use at present. Now, know-how is 
connected with patent protection, in that, it is only after the in
ventor has been assured that his invention has adequate protec-
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tion that he will make efforts by way of further research and 
process development to convert a laboratory discovery into a pilot 
plant production and from Pilot plant production to a commercial 
feasibility. 

Not all patented products are marketed or are commercially 
successful. It is only when a patented product can be made capable 
of industrial application by the use of know-how that a patent be
comes useful to the inventor. Hence the benefits derived from the 
successful product have to meet the research cost incurred on many 
commercially unsuccessful patented products. It has been proved 
that only one out of about 5000 chemi:al substances become a 
successful discovery. Merely granting licences of right will not 
compel the inventor to part with his valuable know-how if he has 
th.e fear that his invention will be made use of by any person just 
for the asking on payment of inadequate compensation. This argu
ment will apply with even greater force as and when India deve
lopes its own technology and will adversely affect the Indian re
search work. Know-how is private property of the discoverer and 
Patent law cannot compel him to part with it against his wishes. 
Indiscriminate licensing provisions will certainly enable any person 
to apply for a licence of right, but in the absence of adequate know
how he will not be able to achieve lower unit cost of production 
from higher yields or to produce drugs of the same quality as those 
of the inventor. There is no doubt that the flow of technological 
know-how from abroad will gradually diminish. This will ulti
mately also affect the export market of pharmaceuticals which 
look forward to new products made according to international 
standards. 

The object underlying clauses 87 and 88 can be taken care of 
by the compulsory licensing provisions of the Bill where, in the 
Public interest and in the interests of larger production, the Con
troller can grant compulsory licence and apply the tests which 
are necessary to ensure that the applicant is duly qualified to 
work the invention. 

It is doubtful whether clause 87 and clause 88 as reported by 
the Committee will eliminate the soci<Jl costs of patents. How
ever, assuming without admitting that it is true, one should not 
forget that such a system will eliminate the social gains. Pro
posals for licence of right and ceiling on royalties have been re
jected in every country where they are made. 
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Clanse 102-Acquisitivn of inventions: 

This clause gives powers to the Central Government to acquire 
the invention for a public purpose by notifying its intention in 
that behalf. It is significant to note that this clause recognises the 
principle that a patent is a species of intangible property and bene: 
provides for compensation if such property is acquired for a public 
purpose. 

We are firmly of the opinion that such complete expropriation 
of patent rights is undesirable in the present economio:: conditions 
of the country and there is no legitimate reason to do so. In view 
of the ample means provided for in the Bill under clauses 99 and 
100 which enable the Government to make use of a patented 
invention we feel that this clause is unnecessary and should be 
deleted. 

NEW DELHI; 

November 1, 1966. 
P. D. HIMATSINGKA 
DR. L. M. SINGHVI 
V. B. GANDHI 
DR. C. B. SINGH. 
SHAM LAL SARAF 
P. C. BOROOAH 
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THE PATENTS BILL, 1965 
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ARRANGEMENT OF CLAUSES 

CHAPTER I 

PRELIMINARY 

1. Short title, extent and commencement. 

2. Definitions and interpretation. 

CHAPTER II 

INVENTIONS NOT PATENTABLE 

3. What are not inventions. 

4. Inventions relating to atomic energy noi patentable. 

5. Inventions where only methods or processes of manufacture 
and substances when produced by such methods or pro
cesses patentable. 

CHAPTER III 

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS 

6. Persons entitled to apply for patents. 

7. Form of application. 
8. Information and undertaking regarding foreign applications. 

9. Provisional and complete specifications. 

10. Contents of specifications. 
11. Priority dates of claims of a complete specification. 

CHAPTER IV 

ExAMINATION OF APPLICATIONS 

12. Examination of application. 

13. Search for anticipation by previous publication and by prior 
claim. 
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14. Consideration of report of examiner by Controller. 

15. Power of Controller to refuse or require amended applica
tions in certain cases. 

16. Power of Controller to make orders respecting division of 
application. , 

17. Power of Controller to make orders respecting dating of 
application. 

18. Powers of Controller in cases of anticipation. 

19. Powers of Controller in case of potential infringement. 

20. Powers of Controller to make orders regarding substitution 
of applicants, etc. 

21. Time for putting application in order for acceptance. 

22. Acceptance of complete specification. 

23. Advertisement of acceptance of complete specification. 

24. Effect of accept;mce of complete specification. 

CHAPTER V 

0PPOSIDON TO GRANT OF PATENT 

~5. Opposition to grant of patent. 

26. In cases of "Obtaining" Controller may treat application as 
application of opponent. 

27. Refusal of patent without opposition. 

28. Mention of inventor as such in patent. 

CHAPTER VI 

ANTJCIP A TION 

29. Anticipation by previous publication. 

30. Anticipation by previous communication to Government. 
31. Anticipation by public display, etc. 

32. Anticipation by public working. 

33. Anticipation by use and publication after provisional speci· 
fication. 

34. No anticipation if circumstances are only as described in 
sections 29, 30, 31 and 32. 
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CHAPTER VII 

PROVISIONS FOR SECRECY OF CERTAIN INVENTIONS 

35. Secrecy directions relating to inventions relevant for defence 
purposes. 

36. Secrecy directions to be periodically reviewed. 

37. Consequences of secrecy directions. 

31!. Revocation of secrecy directions and extension of time. 

39. Residents not to apply for patents outside India without 
prior permission. 

40. Liability for contravention of section 35 or section 39. 

41. Finality of orders of Controller and Centml Government. 

42. Savings respecting disclosure to Government. 

CHAPTER VIII 

SRANT AND SEALING OF PATENTS AND RIGHTS CONFERRED THEREBY 

43. Grant and sealing of patent. 

44. Amendment of patent granted to deceased applicant. 

~5. Date of patent. 

46. Form, extent and effect of patent. 

4.7. Rights of patentees. 

48. Patent rights not infringed when used for certain purposes. 

49. Patent rights not infringed when used on foreign vessels, 
etc., temporarily or accidentally in India. 

50. Rights of co-owners of patents. 

51. Power of Controller to give directions to co-owners. 

52. Grant of patent to true and first inventor where it has ibt:en 
obtained by another in fraud of him. 

53. Term of patent. 
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CHAPTER IX 

pATENTS OF ADDITION 

54. Patents of addition. 

55. Term of patents of addition. 

56. Validity of patents of addition. 

CHAPTER X 

AMENDMENT OF APPLICATIONS AND SPBCIFICATIONS 

57. Amendment of application and specifiation before Con
troller. 

58. Amendment of specification before High Court. 

59. Supplementary provisions as to amendment of applicatiol. 
or specification. 

CHAPTER XI 

RESTORATION OF LAPSED PATENTS 

60. Applications for restoration of lapsed patents. 

61. Procedure for disposal· of applications for restoration of 
lapsed patents. 

62. Rights of patentees of lapsed patents which have been 
restored. 

CHAPTER XII 

SURRENDER AND REVOCATION OF PATENTS 

63. Surrender of patents. 

64. Revocation of patents. 

65. Revocation of patent or amendment of complete specification 
on directions from Central Government in cases relating 
to atomic energy. 

{16. Revocation of patent in public interest. 

CHAPTER XIII 

REGISTER OF PATENTS 

67. Register of patents and particulars to be entered therein. 

68. Assignments, etc., not to be valid unless in writing and 
regb;tered. 

69. Registration of assignments, transmissions, etc. 

70. Power of registered grantee or proprietor to deal with 
patent, 
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71. Rectification of register by High Court. 

72. Register to be open for inspection. 

CHAPTER XIV 

PATENT OFFICE AND ESTABLISHMENT 

73. Controller and other officers. 

74. Patent office and its branches. 

75. Restrictions on employees of patent office as to right 'lr 
interest in patents. 

76. Officers and employees not to fmnish information, etc. 

CHAPTER XV 

POWERS OF CONTROLLER GENERALLY 

77. Controller to have certain powers of a civil court. 

78. Power of Controller to correct clerical errors, etc. 

79. Evidence how to be given and powers of Controller in 
respect thereof. 

80. Exercise of discretionary powers by Controller. 

81. Disposal by Controller of applications for extension of time. 

CHAPTER XVI 

WORKING OF PATENTS, COMPULSORY LICENCES, LICENCES OF RIGHT AN1I 

REVOCATION 

82. Definitions of "patented articles" and "patentee". 

83. General principles applicable to working of patented inven
tions. 

84. CompulSory licences. 

85. Matters to be taken into account in granting compulsory 
licences. 

86. Endorsement of patent with the words "Licences of right''. 

87. Certain patents deemed to be endorsed with the words 
"Licences of right". 
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88. Effect of endorsement of patent with the words "Licences 
of right". 

89. Revocation of patents by the Controller for non-working. 

90. When ree.sonable requirements of the public deemed not 
satisfied. 

91. Power of Controller to adjourn applications for compulsory 
licences, etc., in certain cases. 

92. Procedure for dealing with applications under sections 84, 
86 and 89. 

93. Powers of Controller in granting compulsory licences. 

94. General purposes for granting compulsory licences. 

95. Terms and conditions of compulsory licences. 

96. Licensing of related patents. 

97. Special provision for compulsory licences on notification 
by Central Government. 

98. Order for licence to operate as a deed between parties con
cerned. 

CHAPTER XVII 

USE OF INVENTIONS FOR PURPOSES OF GOVERNMEN'r AND ACQUISITION OF 

INVENTIONS BY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

99. Meaning of use of invention for purposes of Government. 

100. Power of Central Government to use inventions for pur
poses of Government. 

101. Rights of third parties in respect of use of invention for 
purposes of Government. 

10?.. Acquisition of inventions and patents by the Central 
Government. 

103. Reference to High Court of disputes as to use for purposes 
of Government. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

SUITS CONCERNING mFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS 

104. Jurisdiction. 

105. Power of court to make declaration as to non-infringem.!nt. 
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106. Power of Court to grant relief in cases of groundless threats 
of infringement proceedings. 

107. Defences, etc., in suits for infringement. 

108. Reliefs in suits for infringement. 

109. Right of exclusive licensee to take proceedings against 
infringement. 

110. Right of licensee under section 84 to take proceedings 
against infringement. 

111. Restriction on power of court to grant damages or account 
of profits for infringement. 

112. Restriction on power of court to grant injunction in certain 
cases. 

113. Certificate of validity of specification and costs of subse
quent suits for infringement thereof. 

"14. Relief for infringement of partially valid specification, 

115. Scientific advisers. 

' CHAPTER XIX 

APPEALS 

116. Appeals. 

117. Procedure for hearing of appeals. 

CHAPTER XX 

PENALTIES 

118. Contravention of secrecy provisions relating to certain 
inventions. 

119. Falsification of entries in register, etc. 

120. Unauthorised claim of patent rights. 

121. Wrongful use of words "patent office". 

122. Refusal or failure to supply information. 

123. Practice by non-registered patent agents. 

124. Offences by companies. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

PATENT AGENTS 

125. Register of patent agents. 

126. Qualifications for registration ss patent agents. 

127. Rights of patent agents. 

128. Subscription and verification of certain documents by 
patent agents. 

129. Restrictions on practice as patent agents. 

130. Removal from register of patent agents and restoration. 

131. Power of Controller to refuse to deal with certain agents. 

132. Savings in respect of other persons authorised to act as 
agents. 

CHAPTER XXII 

INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

i33. Notification as to convention countries. 

134. Notification as to countries not providing for reciprocity. 

135. Convention applications. 

136. Special provisions relating to convention applications. 

137. Multiple priorities. 

138. Supplementary provisions as to convention applications. 

139. Other provisions of Act to apply to convention applications. 

CHAPTER XXIII 

MISCELLANEOUS 

140. Avoidance of certain restrictive conditions. 

141. Determination of certain contracts. 

142. Fees. 

143. Restrictions upon publication of specifications. 

144. Reports of examiners to be confidential. 

145. Publication of patented inventions. 
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146. Power of Controller to call information from patentees. 

147. Evidence of entries, documents, etc. 

148. Declaration by infant, lunatic, etc. 

149. Service of notices, etc., by post. 

150. Security for costs. 

151. Transmission of orders of courts to Controller. 

152. Transmission of copies of specifications, etc., and inspection 
thereof. 

153. Information relating to patents. 

154. Loss or destruction of patent. 

155. Reports of Controller to be placed before Parliament. 

156. Patent to bind Government. 

157. Right of Government to sell or use forfeited articles. 

158. Power of High Courts to make rules. 

159. Power of Central Government to make rules.-

160. Rules to be placed before Parliament. 

161. Special provisions with respect to certain applications 
deemed to have been refused under Act 2 of 1911. 

162. Repeal of Act 2 of 1911 in so far as it relates to patents 
and savings. 

163. Amendment of Act 43 of 1958. 

THE SCHEDULE. 
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Bill No. bB of It6S 
THE PATENTS BILL, 1965 

[As REPORTED BY THE JoiNT COMMI'ITEE] 

\Words side-lined or underlined indicate the amendments suggested 
by the Committee; asterisks indicate omissions.] · 

A 

BILL 

to amend and consolidate the law relating to patents. 

Bs it enacted by Parliament in the Seventeenth Year of the 
Republic of India as follows:-

CHAPTER I 

PRELIMINABY 

1. (1) This Act may be called the Patents Act, 1966. 
- Short 

(2) It extends to the whole of India. title, 
utent 

(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Govern- and con 

ment may, by notification in the Official Gazette, appoint: mence-

Provided that different dates may be appointed for different 
~ provisions of this Act, and any reference in any such provision to 

the commencement of this Act shall be construed as a reference to 
the coming into force of that provision. 

ment. 
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Spokesman: 

Shri L. S. Davar 

(Tile Witness was called in and he 
took his seat). . 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your memorandum which has been 
distributed to all the Members. Do 
you want to add anything to it? You 
may add now, and then Members will 
ask you questions. I presume you 
represent the Patent and Trade Mark 
Attorneys, Calcutta. · 

Shrj L . S. Davar: Yes, Sir. May it 
p!ease Your Honour, if I may be 
permitted, I would like to give to 
the hon. Members a general idea o:r 
the development of the patent system 

·in this world. Tha t will be the basis' 
upon which the patent system has 
been formed not only ·in other 
countriE's but also i·n India. Then, I. 
Will deal with the philosophy of the 

patent system ani then I will deal 
with the points which have b~en 
raised in the memorandum w~ich t 
have already submitted to the Com
mittee, and then the implications of 
the submissions which l have made 
on the proposed Bi:I. 

Regarding the development of the 
. patent system, in the middle of the 

16th century, when Enghnd was in 
a low stage of industrial development 
in relation to its neighbouring 
countries, it had the desire to indus
trialise itself. To fulfil that desire, 
England imported the craftsmen as 
w ell as the inventions from other 
countries. As an induceme·nt to the 
importation of the knowledge and the 
know-how of the invent ions, they 
gave what they called a cert3in 
amount o:r privi'ege which r esulted 
in' patents. That formed ultimate~y 
the b asis of the patent system m 
England. The s:J.me thin~ happened 
about 200 years afterwards rn the 
United States. When the UnitPd 
States got its independence in 1774. 



the kr..ow-how and the inventions as 
well as the machinery were all in the 
h3nds of the British people, and they 
controlled the import of the know
how and the inve·ntions as well as 
the machines to Arneric3. The United 
States was fa~cd with a predicament 
as to how to industria!ise itself. At 
that time, Georgz Washington, in h is 
inaugural address "urged the expe
diency to give efiectual encourage
ment as well to the introduction of 
new and useful inventions from 
abroad as to the exe~cise of skill a·nd 
genius at horne." as a result of the 
policy of the first President of the 
United States, the patent system was 
introduced in the United States in 
1790. 

Corning to the patterns of the 
other Governments, firstly; the 
USSR, historic3lly, the USSR intro
duced the patent system in 1812 and 
a planned and co-ordinated develop
ment of science and technology has 
the:::efore made Russia a great indus
trial and technical power. The intro
duction of a system of encouraging 
inventions played a luge role in the 
economic and industrial development 
of thJt country, The patent system 
in :Ftussia is based on public recogni
tian of the personal interest of the 
inventor. When the new regime carne 
to power, a new law relating to the 
patents was introduced and althouah 
it is the general belief among the 
public that there is no patent system 
in Russia, I Would like the han. 
Members to know that in 1964, 9~,000 
patents were filed in Russia as 
81{ai:'lst about 65.000 in America and 
about 45.000 in Enghnd, and a simi. 
lar number in countries I:ke Germany 
and JapJn. Of course, in Russia, 
!here are two systems of patents: one 
~s the system which we underst:md 
ln the non-communist cou·ntries or 
Wh:~ t we unders tand . in th 's country, 
and the other i> the autho~'s certifi
cate, namely, the Gov~rnment has 
~at the right · to use the invention, 

ut when th~ Government us~s the 
inventio-n, it PlYS a ccrt1in amount 
~f royalty or remuneration to the 
Ulventor, depending upon the profit 

3 

which the organisation of the Govern .. 
ment realises · in that particular field, 
although the maximum profit which 
an inventor can get from his inven• 
tian is limited to 22,000 dollars. The 
other system which Russia has got 
is the normal patent system. For 
example, any person in India can 
apply for a patent and if Russia res· 
pects the rights of the patent in the 
sense that if anybody else from 
another country or even in his own 
country wants to infringe the rightJ 

· of a foreigner in Russia wh:> is the 
patent-holder, then the Government 
will p :·atcct that right and prevent 
the importation of mJchinery or any 
article made according to the pro
cess into Russia and if at all it is. 
necessary to import, they will ask 
the importer to pay a certain amount 
of roya:ty t9 the patent-holder. That 
ls the positio-n in Russia. 

I have given to the han. Members, 
the basis of the patent system both 
in the communist countries and the 
non-communist countries. I would 
now like to explain to the hon. Mem
bers what is the philosophy of the 
patent system. 

Shri Shorvani: He might give us 
the history of development of the 
patent laws in Japan also, before he 
pr.oceeds to the next point. 

Sbrl L. S. Davar: In view of the 
fact that one of the han. Members 
has raised the point as to the history 
of patent law in Japan, I might say 
that the pat ent law in Japan is b ased 
on the system as obtains in any other 
country. 

Shri Arjun Arora: When did that 
come into being in Japan? 

Shri L. S. Davar: With your per-
mission, Mr. Chairman, I might 
answer this question straight way. 

questions will 
otherwise, there 

Mr. Chairman: The 
follow afterw<Jrds; 
will be no end. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I might as well 
deal with one point here with regard 



~0 Japan. Although i\ has been 
considered, and many people have 
the impression, that Japan is the 
biggest imitator, I may point out that 
th<at conception might have been 
right perhaps 20 years ago or in the 
pre-war period, but s~nce the "":ar, 
period, Japan has 1mproved 1ts 
.technology by importing the know
how from other countries and obtain
ing licences from other countries and 
at present, Japan, is the leading 
country in the world in respect of 
the number of patents which are 
being granted there. The law is the 
same as in any other country, whe
ther it be the United States of 
America, the United Kingdom or, for 
that matter, India; only certain 
details or provisions may slightly 
d iffer, but the principal basis upon 
which patent law is framed in Japan 
is the same as in any other country. 

What is the philosophy of the 
pJte:-~t system? We must appreciate 
that the inventor, the man who 
crectes anything new, has the inherent 
ri r,ht to keep what he invents secret 
and ·work it himself. It depends upon . 
what profit he makes-that is imma
terial-but he has the inherent right, 
the natural right to keep it secret to 
himsel f. Now, if he discloses to the 
public or discloses to the Government 
on behalf of the ·public, the Govern~ 
ment says, since he has faithfully 
and honestly disclosed what he had 
the inherent right to keep a secret 
thev will give h im a reward. That 
reward is not in the form of a mono
poly but a reward for the scientific 
achievement or improvement which 
the man concerned has made and 
which he discloses to the Government. 

What is the effect of that on the 
ecChomv or what is the social effect 
of thot in the country? When a new 
~nvl'_ntion comes out in the country 
1t gtves a cue to the· other people to 
know th:1 t here is a field in· which 
they c~n also · develop or find out 
altl'rnative products or alternative 
processE>s.: Secondly, supposing a 
man com0s to me and says: "I have 
got a wonderful idea; are you pre-.. 
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pared to invest Rs. 5 lakhs?" Then I 
·will ask him: "What is that wonder
ful idea?" Naturally, he will say: 
"First promise me that You are going 
·to put in the money, otherwille I am 
not going to disclose". But, if he baa 
a patent he can openly go to any 
prospective investor and say that he 
has such and such an idea, he haa 
the patent which co:vers that idea, 
he has the protection and then ask 
him whether he is prepared to invest 
the money in it or not. Therefore, 
it can induce the prospective investor 
to invest money in developing that 
particular invention. That is another 
advantage, that development of 
industry can take place by virtue of 
the patent system. 

Now, the other philosophy is that 
once an idea becomes common to 
the public after 17 years or 15 years 
of protection~whatever the term 
is-when the term of patent expires 
everyone is entitled tQ use it. That 
is another advantage to the public, 
namely, that the· disclosure of the 
invention results in the prospect ot 
people investing money in t '1at indus
try and making the invention free 
to the public after the term of patent 
expires and thus giving inspiration 
to others to make inventions in' the 
same field. 

This is the philosophy of the patent 
system and the whole philosophy, 
therefore turns round on this point, 

. namely, that the industrial develop
ment in the country should take 
place. Th3t is the whole idea behind 
it. Therefore, the object of our 
patent Jaw should be that industry in 
our country should develop. 

Now, in many countries, not onlY 
in India, there is a general feeling 
that this sort of ·monopoly is being 
abused . . How is that bei·ng abused? 
It is abused in this way that a foreig
ner h:~s got patent in this country, 
he does not work that invention, he 
has the monopoly in that particular 
product or particular process, he is 
the only person who can export fro~ 
his country into our country, hi! 
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CHAPI'ER n 

INVENTIONS NOT PATENTABLE 

3. The following are not inveniions within the meaning of this What 
Act- arenot 

inven-
5 (a) an invention which is frivolous or which claims any- tions. 

thing obviously contrary to well established natural laws; 

(b) an invention the primary or intended use of which 
would be contrary to law or morality or injurious to public 
health; 

10 (c) the mere discovery of a scientific principle or the for-
muletion of an abstract theory; 

(d) the mere discovery of any new property or new use for 
a !mown substance or of the mere new use of a !mown process, 
machine or apparatus; 

15 (e) ** a substance obtained by a mere admixture resul-
ting only in the aggregation of the properties of the components 
thereof or a process for producing such substance; 

(f) the mere arrangement or re-arrangement or duplication 
of known devices each functionini independently of one another 
in a lmown way; 

(g) a method or process of testing applicable during the 
process of manufacture for rendering the machine, apparatus 
or other equipment more efficient or for the improvement or 
restoration of the existing machine, apparatus or other equip-

2.5 ment or !or the improvement or control of manufacture; 

(h) a method of agriculture or horticulture; 

(i) any process for the medicinal, surgical, curative, prophy
lactic or other treatment of man or any process for e similar 
treatment of animals or plants to render them free of disease 

30 or to increase their economic value or that of their products. 

4. No Datent shall be granted in respect of an invention relating Inventions 
to atomic- energy falling within sub-section (1) of section 20 of the :relati.ngto 
A · atom1c tom1c Energy Act, 1962. enere not 

pateat
able, 
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5. In the case of inventions-

(a) claiming substances intended for use, or capable of be
ing used, as food or as medicine or drug, or 

(b) relating to substances prepared or produced 'by chemi
cal processes (including alloys, optical glass, semi-conductors S 
and inter-metallic compounds), 

the patent shall be granted only in respect of claims for the method 
or process of manufacture and in respect of claims for the sub
stances when produced by such method or process. 

CHAPTER Ill 10 

APPLICATIONS I'OR PATENTS 

6. (1) Subject to the provisions contained in seciion 134, an · 
application for a patent for an invention may be made by any of 
the following persons, that is to say,-

(a) by any person claiming to be the true and first in- IS 
ventor of the invention; 

(b) by any person being the assignee of the person claim
ing to be the true and first inventor in respect of the right to 
make such an application; 

(c) by the legal representative of any deceased person 20 

who immediately before his death was entitled to make such 
an application. 

(2) An application under sub-section (1) may be made by any 
of the persons referred to therein either alone or jointly with any 
other person. · 25 

'l. (1) Every application for a patent shall be for one invention 
only and shall be made in the prescribed form and filed in the 
patent office. 

(2) Where the application is made by virtue of an assignment 
of the right to apply for a patent for the invention, there shall be 3" 
furnished with the application or within such period as may be 
prescribed after the filing of the application, proof of the ri~ht to 
make the application. 

(3) Every application under this section shall state that the 
applicant is in possession of the invention and shall name the- e'l'lllel.' 35 
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claiming to be the true and first inventor; and where the person so 
claiming is not the applicant or one of the applicants, the applica
tion shall contain a declaration that the applicant believes the 
person so named to be the true and first invento1·. 

(4) Every such application (not being a convention application) 
shall be accompanied by a provisional or a complete specification. 

8. (1) Where an applicant for a patent under this Act is pro- Informa
secuting either alone or jointly with any other person an appli- tion and 

t . f t t . t t "d I d" . under-ca wn or a pa en m any coun ry au s1 e n HI m respect of the t k" • . . a mg 
10 same or substantially the same mvenhon, or where to his know- regard-

ledge such an application is being prosecuted by some person ing 
through whom he claims or by some person deriving title from him, foreign 
he shall file along with his application- applica-

tions. 

IS 

20 

(a) a statement setting out the name of the country 
where the application is being prosecuted, the serial number 
and date of filing of the application and such other particulars 
as may be prescribed; and 

(b) an undertaking that, up to the date of the acceptance 
of his complete specification filed in India, he would keep the 
Controller informed in writing, from time to time, of details of 
the nature referred to in clause (a) in respect of every other 
application relating to the same or substantially the same in- · 
vention, if any, filed in any country outside India subsequently 
to the filing of the statement referred to in the aforesaid clause, 
within eight weeks from the date of the matter coming to his 
knowledge. 

(2) The Controller may also require the applicant to furnish, as 
far as may be available to the applicant, details relating to the 
objections, if any, taken to any such application as is referred to 

30 In sub-section (1) on the ground that the invention is lacking in 
novelty or patentability, the amendments effected in the specifica
tions, the claims allowed in respect thereof and such other parti
culars as he may require. 

9. (1) Where an application for a patent (not being a convention Provi-
35 application) is accompanied by a provisional specification, a complete sional 

specification shall be filed within twelve months from the date of and 
fil . d "f h I t "fi t" . t complete mg of the application, an 1 t e comp e e spec1 ca Ion IS no so specift. 
filed the application shall be deemed to be abandoned: cations. 

Provided that the complete specification may be filed at any 
40 time after twelve months but within fifteen months from the date 

aforesaid, if e request to that effect is made to the Controller and 
the prescribed fee is paid· on or before the da:te on which the com
plete specification is filed. 
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(2) Where two or more applications in the name of the same 
applicant are accompanied by provisional. specific~tions in. ~esp:ct 
of inventions which are cognate or of wh1ch one 1s a mod1ficahon 
of another and the Controller is of opinion that the whole of such 
inventions are such as to constitute a single invention and may 5 
properly be included in one patent, he may allow one complete
specification to be filed in respect of all such provisional ::;pecifica
ticns. 

(3) Where an application for a patent (not being a convention 
application) is accompanied by a specification purporting to be a com- 1o 
plete specification, thP. Controller may, if the applicant so requests at 
any time before the acceptance of the application, direct that such 
specification shall be treated for the purposes of this Act as a provi
sional specification and proceed with the application accordingly. 

(4) Where a complete specification has been filed in pursuance 15 
o'f an application for a patent accompanied by a provisional specifi
cation or by a specification treated by virtue of a direction under 
sub-section (3) as a provisional specification, the Controller may, 
if the applicant so requests at any time before the acceptance of 
the application, cancel the provisional specification and post-date 20 

the application to the date of filing of the compl-ete specification. 

Contents of 10. (1) Every specification, whether provisional or complete, shall 
specifica- describe the invention and shall begin with a title sufficiently tions. 

indicating the subject-matter to which the invention relates. 

(2) Subject to any rules that may be made in this behalf under 25 
this Act, drawings may, and shall, if the Controller so requires, be 
supplied for the purposes of any specification, whether complete or 
provisional; and any drawings so supplied shall, unless the Control
ler otherwise directs, be deemed to form part of the specification, 
and references in this Act to a specification shall be construed 30 
accordingly. 

(3) If in any particular case the Controller considers that an 
application should be further supplemented by a model or sample 
?f an~thing illustrating the invention or alleg-ed to constitute an 
mvent10n, such model or sample as he may require shall be furnished 35 
l:>efore the acceptance of the application, but such model or sample 
shall not b>e deemed to form part of the specification. 

(4) Every complete specification shall-

(a) fully and particularly describe the invention and its 
operation or use and the method by which it is to be performed; 4° 

. (b). disclose the best method of performing the inventloD 
Which 1s known to the applicant and for which he is entitled 
to claim protection; and 
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(c) end with a claim or claims defining the scope of the 
invention for which protection is claimed. 

(5) The claim or claims of a complete specification shall relate 
to a single invention, shall be clear and succinct and shall be fairly 

5 based on the matter disclosed in the specification. 

(6) A declaration as to the inventorship of the invention shall, in 
such cases as may be prescribed, be furnished in the prescribed form 
with the complete specification or within such period as may be 
prescribed after the filing of that specification. 

10 ( 7) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this section, a complete 
specification filed after a provisional specification may include claims 
in respect of developments of, or additions to, the invention which 
was described in the provisional specification, being developments or 
additions in respect of which the applicant would be entitled under 

15 the provisions of section 6 to make a separate application for a 
patent. 

11. (1) There shall be a priority date for each claim of a complete Priority 
specification. dates of 

claims 
(2) Each claim of a complete specification shall indicate the date of a 

20 which the applicant considers to be the priority date of that claim. complete 
specift

(3) Where a complete specification is filed in pursuance of a cation. 
single application accompanied by-

(a) a provisional specification; or 

(b) a specification which is treated by virtue of a direc-
25 tion under sub-section (3) of section 9 as a provisional specifica-

tion; 

and the claim is fairly based on the matter disclosed in the specifica
tion referred to in clause (a) or clause (b), the priority date of that 
claim shali be the date of the filing of the relevant specification. 

30 (4) Where the complete specification is filed or proceeded with 
in pursuance of two or more applications accompanied by such 
specifications as are mentioned in sub-section (3) and the claim is 
fairly based on the matter disclosed-

35 

(a) in one of those specifications, the priority date of that 
claim shall be the date of filing of the application accompanied 
by that specification; 

(b) partly in one and partly ·in another, the priority date of 
that claim shall be the date of the filing of thE.' application ac
companied by the specification of the later date. 
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(5) Where the complete specification has been filed in pursuance 
of a further application made by virtue of sub-section (1) of section 
16 and the claim is fairly based on the matter disclosed in any of 
the earlier specifications, provisional or complete, as the case may 
be, the priority date of that claim shall be the date of the filing of 5. 
that specification in which the matte·r was first disclosed. 

(6) Where, under the foregoing provisions of this section, any 
claim of a complete specification would, but for the provisions of 
this sub-section, have two or more priority dates, the priority date 
of that claim shall be the earlier or earliest of those dates. 10 

(7) In any case to which sub-section (3), (4), (5) and (6) do 
not apply, the priority date of a claim shall, subject to the provisions 
of section 137, be the date of filing of the complete specification. 

(8) The reference to the date of the filing of the application or 
of the complete specification in this section shall, in cases where 15 
there has been a post-dating under section 9 or section 17 or, as 

the case may be, an ante-dating under section 16, be a reference 

to the date as so post-dated or ante-dated. 

(9) A claim in a complete specification of a patent shall not be 
invalid by reason only of-

20 

(a) the publication or use of the invention so far as claim-
ed in that claim on or after the priority date of such claim; or 

(b) the grant of another patent which claims the inventiou, 
so far as claimed in the first mentioned claim, in a claim of the 
same or a later priority date. 

CHAPTER IV 

EXAMINATION OF APPLICATIONS 

12. (1) When the complete specification has been filed in respect 

25 

of an application for a patent, the application and the specification 
relating :hereto shall be referred by the Controller to an examiner 30 
for makmg a report to him in respect of the following matters, 
namely:-

(a) whether the application and the specification relating 
thereto are in accordance with the requirements of this Act 
and of any rules made thereunder· 

• 35 
(b) whether there is any lawful ground of objection to the 

grant of the patent under this Act in pursuance of the appli
cation; 
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(c) the result of investigations made under section 13· 
' 

(d) .whet~er the p.rio.rity date of each claim as indicated by 
the applicant 1s the prwnty date of that claim as determined by 
this Act; and 

(e) any other matter which may be prescribed. 

(2) The examiner to whom the application and the specification 

relating thereto are referred under sub-section (1) shall ordinarily 
make the report to the Controller within a period of eighteen months 

from the date of such reference. 

10 13. (1) The examiner to whom an application for a patent is re- 8 h . earc 
ferred under secbon 12 shall make investigation for the purpose of for anti-
ascertaining whether the invention so far as claimed in any claim cipation 
of the complete specification- by pre-

vious 
publica
tion and 
by prior 
claim. 

15 

(a) bas been anticipated by publication before the date of 
filing of the applicant's complete specification in any specifica
tion filed in pursuance of an application for a patent made in 
India and dated on or after the 1st day of January, 1912; 

(b) is claimed in anY claim of any other complete !pccifi
cation published on or after the date of filing of the applicant's 

20 complete specification, being a specification filed in pursuance 
of an application for a patent made in India and dated before 
or claiming the priority date earlier than that date. 

(2) The examiner shall, in addition, make such investigation as 
the Controller may direct for the purpose of ascertaining whether 

25 the invention, so far as claimed in any claim of the complete specifi
cation, has been anticipated by publication in India or elsewhere in 
any document other than those mentioned in sub-section (1) before 
the date of filing of the applicant's complete specification. 

(3) Where a complete specification is amended under the provi-
30 sions of this Act before it bas been accepted, the amended specifica

tion shall be examined and investigated in like manner as the origi
nal specification. 

(4) The examination and investigations required under section 
12 and this section shall not be deemed in any way to warrant the 

35 validity of any patent, and no liability shall be incurred by the 
Central Government or any officer thereof by reason of, or in con· 
nection with, any such examination or investigation or any report 
or other proceedings consequent thereon. 
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14. Where, in respect of an application for a patent, the report of 
the examiner received by the Controller is adverse to the applicant 
or requires any amendment of the application or of the specification 
to ensure compliance with the provisions of this Act or of the rules 
made thereunder, the Controller, before proceeding to dispose of the 5 
application in accordance with the provisions hereinafter appearing, 
shall communicate the gist of the objections to the applicant and 
shall, if so required by the applicant within the prescribed time, 
give him an opportunity of being heard. 

15. (1) Where the Controller is satisfied that the application or Io 
any specification filed in pursuance thereof does not comply with 
the requirements of this Act or of any rules made thereunder, the 
Controller may either-

(a) refuse to proceed with the application; or 

(b) require the application, specification or drawings to be 15 
amended to his satisfaction before he proceeds with the appli
cation. 

(2) If it appears to the Controller that the invention claimed in 
the specification is not an invention within the meaning of, or is not 
patentable under, this Act, he shall refuse the application. 20 

(3) If it appears to the Controller that any invention in respect 
of which an application for a patent is made might be used in any 
manner contrary to law, he may refuse the application, unless the 
specification is amended by the insertion of such dis-claimer in res
pect of that use of the invention, or such other reference to the ille- 25 
gality thereof, as the Controller thinks fit. 

16. (1) A person who has made an application for a patent under 
this Act may, at any time before the acceptance of the complete 
specification, if he so desires, or with a view to remedy the objection 
raised by the Controller on the ground that the claims of the com- 30 
plete specification relate to more than one invention, file a further 
application in respect of an invention disclosed in the provisional 
or complete specification already filed in respect of the first mention
ed application. 

(2) The further application under sub-section (I) shall be ac- 35 
companied by a complete specification, but such complete specifica
tion shall not include any matter not in substance disclosed in the 
complete specification filed in pursuance of the first mentioned 
application. 



(3) The Controller may require such amendment of the complete 
specification filed in pursuance of either the original or the further 
application as may be necessary to ensure that neither of the said 
complete specifications includes a claim for any matter claimed in 

5 the other. 

Explanation.-For the purposes of this Act, the further appli
cation and the complete specification accompanying it shall be deem
ed to have been filed on the date on which the complete specifica
tion in pursuance of the first mentioned application had been filed, 

10 and the further application shall, subject to the determination of 
the priority date under sub-section (5) of section 11, be proceeded 
with as a substantive application. 

17. (1) Subject to the provisions of section 9, at any time after Power 
the filing of an application and before acceptance of the complete of Con-

IS specification under this Act, the Controller may, at the request of the troller 
applicant made in the prescribed manner, direct that the application ~~d::ke 
shall be post-datt;d to such date as may be specifi<:!d in the request, respect-
and proceed with the application accordingly: ing 

dating 
Provided that no application shall be post-dated under this sub- of appli-

20 section to a date later than six months from the date on which it was cation. 
actually made or would, but for the provisions of this sub-section, be 
deemed to have been made. 

(2) Where an application or specification (including drawings) is 
required to be amended under clause (b) of sub-section (J) of 

25 section 15, the application or specification shall, if the Controller 
so directs, be deemed to have been made on the date on which the 
requirement is complied with or where the application or specifica
tion is returned to the applicant, on the date on which it is re-filed 
after complying with the requirement. 

3o 18. (J) Where it appears to the Controller that the invention so Powers 
far as claimed in any claim of the complete specification has been an- of Con
ticipated in the manner referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (IJ ~roller m cases 
or sub-section (2) of section 13, he may refuse to accept the com- of anti-
plete specification unless the applicant- cipation. 

35 (a) shows to the satisfaction of the Controller that the 
priority date of the claim of his complete specification is not later 
than the date on which the relevant document was published; or 

(b) amends his complete specification to the satisfaction of 

the Controller. 
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(2) If it appears to the Controller that the invention is claimed 
in a claim of any other complete specification referred to in clause 
(b) of sub-section (J) of section 13, he may, subject to the provi
sions hereinafter contained, direct that a reference to that other 
specification shall be inserted by way of notice to the public in the S 
applicant's complete specification unless within such time as may be 
prescribed,-

(a) the applicant shows to the satisfaction of the Controller 
that the priority date of his claim is not later than the prinrity 
date of the claim of the said other specification; or xo 

(b) the complete specification is amended to the satisfaction 
of the Controller. 

(3) If it appears to the Controller, as a result of an investigation 
under section 13 or otherwise,-

(a) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 15 
applicant's complete specification has been claimed in any oth<'r 
complete specification referred to in clause (a) of sub-section 
(1) of section 13; and 

(b) that such other complete specification was published on 
or after the priority date of the applicant's claim; 2o 

then, unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the Controller that the 
priority date of the applicant's claim is not later than the priority 
date of the claim of that specification, the provisions of sub-section 
(2) shall apply thereto in the same manner as they apply to a speci
fication published on or after the date of filing of the applicant's 25 
complete specification. 

(4) Any order of the Controller under sub-section (2) or sub
section (3) directing the insertion of a reference to another complete 
specification shall be of no effect unless and until the other patent is 
granted.. 30 

19. (I) If, in consequence of the investigations required by the 
foregoing provisions o'f this Act or of proceedings under section 25, it 
appears to the Controller that an invention in respect of which an 
application for a patent has been made cannot be performed without 
substantial risk of infringement of a claim or" any other patent, he 35 
may direct that a reference to that other patent shall be inserted! in 
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the applicant's complete specification by way of notice to the public, 
unless within such time as may be prescribed-

( a) the applicant shows to the satisfaction of the Controller 
that there are reasonable grounds for contesting the validity of 

5 the said claim of the other patent; or 

(b) the complete specification is amended to the satisfaction 
of the Controller~ 

(2) Where, after a reference to another patent has been inserted 
in a complete specification in pursuance of a direction under sub-

10 section (1)-

(a) that other patent is revoked or otherwise ceases to be 
in force; or · 

(b) the specification of that other patent is amended by the 
deletion of the relevant claim; or 

15 (c) it is found, in proceedings before the court or the Con-
troller, that the relevant claim of that other patent is invalid or 
is not infringed by any working of the applicant's invention; 

the Controller may, on the application of the applicant, delete the 
reference to that other patent. 

20 20. (J) If the Controller is satisfied, on a claim made in the pres- Power• 
cribed manner at any time before a patent has been granted, that by of Con

virtue of any assignment or agreement in writing made by the appli· !:~~e 
cant or one of the applicants for the patent or by operation of law, order1 
the claimant would, if the patent were then granted, be entitled regardin& 

25 thereto or to the interest of the applicant therein, or to an undivided ~ubstitu
share of the patent or of that interest, the Controller may, subject tlOnr of 

to the provisions of this section, direct that the application shall :~t~: 
proceed in the name of the claimant or in the names of the claimants etc. 
and the applicant or the other joint applicant or applicants, accord-

30 ingly as the case may require. 

(2) No such direction as aforesaid shall be given by virtue of 
any assignment or agreement made by one of two or . more joint 
applicants for a patent except with the consent of the other joint 
applicant or applicants. 

35 (3) No such direction as aforesaid shall be given by virtue of 
any assignment or agreement for the assignment of the benefit of 
an invention unless-

(a) the invention is identified therein by ref&ence to the 
number of the auulication for the patent; or 
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(b) there is produced to the Controller an acknowledgment 

by the person by whom the assignment or agreement wa~ made 
that the assignment or agreement relates to the invention in
respect of which that application is made; or 

(c) the rights of the claimant in respect of the invention 5 
have been finally establi~hed by the decision of a court; or 

(d) the Controller gives directions for enabling the appli
cation to proceed or for regulating the manner in which it 
should be proceeded with under sub-section (5). 

(4) Where one of two or more joint applicants for a patent dies 10 
at any time before the patent has been granted, the Controller may, 
upon a request in that behalf made by the survivor or survivors, 
and with the consent of the legal representative of the deceased, 
direct that the application shall proceed in the name of the survivor 
or survivors alone. 15 

(5) If any dispute arises between joint applicants for a patent 
whether or in what manner the applicaUm: should be proceeded 
with, the Controller may, upon application made to him in the 
prescribed manner by any of the parties, and after giving to all 
parties concerned an opportunity to be heard, give such direciions 20 

as he thinks fit for enabling the application to proceed in the name 
of one or more of the parties alone or for regulating the manner 
in which it should be proceeded with, or for both those purposes, 
as the case may require. 

21. (1) An application for a patent shall be deemed to have been 25 
abandoned unless within fifteen months from the date on which 
the first statement of objections to the ar;plicatwn or complete 
specification is forwarded by the Controller to the applicant or 
within such lo!1ger period as may be allowed under the following 
provisions of this section the applicant haE complied with all the 30 
requirements imposed on him by or under this A:::t, whether in con
nection with the complE.-te specification or otherwise in relation 
to the application. 

Explanation.-Where the application or any specification or, in 
the case of a convention application, any document filed as part of 35 
the application has been returned to the applicant by the Controller 
in the course of the proceedings, the applicant shall not be deemed 
to have complied with such requirements unless and until he has 
re-filed it. 
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(2) The period of fifteen months specified in sub-section (J) 
shall, on request made by the applicant in the prescribl'd manner 
and before t.he expiration of the period so specified, be extended for a 
further penod so requested (hereafter in this section referred to as 

5 the extended p:riod), so, however, that the total period for complying 
w1th the reqUirements of the Controller does not exceed eighteen 
months from the date on which the objections referred to in sub
section (1) are forwarded to the applicant. 

. · (3) If .at the expiration of the period of fifteen months specified 
10 m sub-section (I) or the extended period-

(a) an appeal to the High Court is pending in respect of 
the application for the patent for the main invention or • 

(b) in the case of an application for a patent of addition, an 
appeal to the High Court is pending in respect of either that 

15 application or the application for the main invention, 

the time within which the requirements of the Controller shall be 
complied with shall, on an application made by the applicant before 
the expiration of the said period of fifteen months or the extended 
period, as the case may be, be extended until such date as the 

2c High Court may determine. 

(4) If the time within· which the appeal mentioned in sub
section (3) may be instituted has not expired, the Controller may 
extend the period of fifteen months, or as the case may be, the ex
tended period, until the expiration of such further period as he may 

25 determine: 

Provided that if an appeal has been filed during the said further 
period, and the High Court has granted any extension of time for 
complying with the requirements of the Controller, then, the re
ouirements may be complied with within the time granted by the 

30 Court. 

22. Subject to the provisions of section 21, the complete speci- Accep
fication filed in pursuance of an application for a patent may be tance 
accepted by the Controller at any time after the applicant has com- ~~mplete 
plied with the requirements mentioned in sub-section (1) of that specifica-

35 section and if not so accepted within the period allowed under tion. 
that s;ction' for compliance with those requirements, shall be 
accepted as soon as may be thereafter: 

Provided that the applicant may make an application to the Con
trollE·r in the prescribed manner requesting him to postpone accep-

40 tance until such date (not being later than eighteen months from 
the date on which the objections referred to in sub-section (J) of 

section 21 are forwarded to the applicant) as may be specified 
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in the application, and, if such application is mad~. the Controller 
may postpone acceptance accordingly. 

23. On the acceptance of a complete specification, the Controller 
shall give notice thereof to the applicant and shall advertise in the 
Official Gazette the fact that the specification has been accepted, 5 
and thereupon the application and the specification with the 
drawings (if any) filed in pursuance thereof shall be open to public 
inspection. 

24. On and from the date of advertisement of the acceptance of 
a complete specification and until the date of sealing of a patent in Io 
respect thereof, the applicant shall have the like privileges and rights 
ns if a patent for the invention had been sealed on the date of 
edvertisement of acceptance of the complete specification: 

Provided that the applicant shall not be entitled to institute any 
proceedings for infringement until the patent has been sealed. 15 

CHAPTER V 
OPPOSITION TO GRANT OF PATENT 

%5. (1) At any time within four months from the date of advertise
ment of the acceptance of a complete specification under this Act 
(or within such further period not exceeding one month in the 20 

aggregate as the Controller may allow on application made to him 
in the prescribed manner before the expiry of the four months 
aforesaid) any person interested may give notice to the Controller 
of opposition to the grant of the patent on any of the following 
ifounds, namely:- 25 

(a) that the applicant for the patent or the person under 
or through whom he claims, wrongfully obtained the invention 
or any part thereof from him or from a person under or through 
whom he claims; 

(b) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 30 
complete specification has been published before the priority 
date of the claim-

(i) in any specification filed in pursuance of an appli
cation for a patent made in India on or after the 1st day of 
January, 1912; or 

(ii) in India or elsewhere, in any other document: 

Provided that the ground specified in sub-clause (ii) shall 
not be available where such publication does not constitute an 
anticipation of the invention by virtue o'f sub-section (2) or sub-

35 

~~m~~oo29; ~ 

(c) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification is claimed in a claim o'f a complete 
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~pecification published on or after the priority date of the appli
cant's claim and filed in pursuance of an application for a patent 
in India, being a claim of which the priority date is earlier than 
thet of the applicant's claim; 

(d) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification was known or used in India before the 
priority date of that claim.' 

Explanation.-For the purposes of this clause, an invention 
relating to a process for which a patent is claimed shall be deem
ed to have been known or used in India before the priority date 
of the claim if a producf7nade by that process had already been 
imported into India before that date except where such importa
tion has been for the purpose of reasonable trial or experiment 

only; Al. 

15 (e) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification is obvious and clearly does not involve 
any inventive step, having regard to the matter published as 
mentioned in clause (b) or having regard to what was used 
in India before the priority date of the applicant's claim; 

20 (f) that the subject of any claim of the complete specifice-
tion is not an invention within the meaning of this Act, or is not 
patentable under this Act; 

(19) that the complete specification does not sufficiently and 
clearly describe the invention or the method by which it is to 

25 be performed; 
(h) that the applicant has failed to disclose to the Control

ler the information required by section 8 or has furnished the in
formation which in any material particular was false to his 
knowledge; 

,30 (i) that in the case of a convention application, the applica-
tion was not made within twelve months from the date of the 
first application for protection for the invention made in a ron
vention country by the applicant or a person from whom he 
derives title; 

~5 but on no other ground. 
(2) Where any such notice of opposition is duly given, the Con

troller shall notify the applicant and shall give to the applicant and 
the opponent an opportunity to be heard before deciding the case. 

(3) The grant of a patent shall not be refused on the ground 
l stated in clause (c) of sub-section (1) if no patent has been gmnted 

in pursuance of the application mentioned in that clause; and for 
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the purpose of any inquiry under clause (d) or clause (e) of that 
sub-section, no account shall be taken of any secret use. 

26. (1) Where in any opposition proceeding under this Act-

(a) the Controller finds that the invention, so far as claimed 
in any claim of the complete specification, was obtained from S 
the opponent in the manner set out in clause (a) of sub-section 
(1) of section 25 and refuses the application on that ground, he 
may, on request by such opponent made in the prescribed man
ner, direct that the application shall proceed in the name of the 
opponent as if the application and the specification had been 10 

filed by the opponent on the date on which they were actually 
filed; 

(b) the Controller finds that a part of an invention described 
in the complete specification was so obtained from the opponent 
and passes an order requiring that the specification be amended 15 
by the exclusion of that part of the invention, the opponent may, 
subject to the provisions of sub-section (2), file an application 
in accordance with the provisions of this Act accompanied by a 
complete S!Jecification for the grant of a patent for the inven
tion so excluded from the applicant's specification, and the Con- 2o 
troller may treat such application and specification as having 
been filed, for the purposes of this Act relating to the priority 
dates of claims of the complete specification, on the date on 
which the corresponding document was or was deemed to have 
been filed b~· the earlier applicant, but for all other purposes 25 
the application of the opponent shall be proceeded with as an 
application for a patent under this Act. 

(2) Where an opponent has, before the date of the order of the 
Controller requiring the amendment of a complete specification 
referred to in clause (b) of sub-section (1), filed an application for 30 
a patent for an invention which includes the whole or a part of the 
invention held to have been obtained from him and such application 
is pending, the Controller may treat such application and specifica
tion in so far as they relate to the invention held to have been 
obtained from him, a~ having been filed, for the purposes c>f this 35 
Act, relating to the priority dates of claims of the complete specifica
tion, on the date on which the corresponding document was or was 
deemed to have been filed by the earlier applicant, but for all other 
purposes the application of the opponent shall be proceeded with 
as an application for a patent under this Act. 40 

27. If at any time after the acceptance of the complete specifica
tion filed in pursuance of an application for a patent and before the 
grnnt of a patent thereon it comes to the notice of the Conkoller 
otherwise than in consequence of proceedings in opposition to the 
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grant under section 25, that the invention, so far as claimed in any 
claim of the complete specification, has been published * * before 
the priority date of the claim-

( a) in any specification filed in pursuance of an application 
'5 for a patent made in India and dated on or after the 1st day of 

January, 1912; 

(b) in any other document in India or elsewhere * * 
' 

the Controller may refuse to grant the patent unless, within such 
time as may be prescribed, the complete specification is amended to 

10 his satisfaction: 

Provided that the Controller shall not refuse to grant the patent 
on the ground specified in clause (b) if such publication does not 
constitute an anticipation of the invention by virtue of sub-section 
(2) or sub-section (3) of section 29. 

15 28. (1) If the Controller is satisfied, upon a request or claim made Mention 
in accordance with the provisions of this section,- of in 

ventor as 
(a) that the person in respect of or by whom the request or such in 

claim is made is the inventor of an invention in respect ot which patent. 
application for a patent has been made·, or of a substantial part 

20 of that invention; and 

(b) that the application for the patent is a direct conse
quence of his being the inventor; 

the Controller shall, subject to the provisions of this section, cause 
him to be mentioned as inventor in any patent granted in pursuance 

25 of the application in the complete specification and in the register 
of patents: 

Provided that the mention of any person as inventor under this 
section shall not confer or derogate from any rights under the 
patent. 

30 (2) A request that any person shall be mentioned as aforesaid 
may be made in the prescribed manner by the applicant for the 
patent or (where the person alleged to be the inventor is not the 
applicant or one of the applicants) by the applicant and that person. 

(3) If any person [other than a person in respect of whom a re-
35 quest in re1ation to the application in question has been made under 

sub-section (2)] desires to be mentioned as aforesaid, he may make 
a claim in the prescribed manner in that behalf. 

(4) A request or claim under the foregoing provisions of this 
·section shall be made not later than two months after the date of ad

. -40 vertisement of acceptance of the complete· specification or within 
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such further period (not exceeding one month) as the Controller 
may, on an application made to him in that behalf before the ex
piration of the said period of two months and subject to the pay
ment of the prescribed fee, allow. 

(5) No request or claim under the foregoing provisions Jf this 
section shall be entertained if it appears to the Controller that the 
request or claim is based upon facts which, if proved in the case of 
an opposition under the provisions of clause (a) of sub-section (1) 
of section 25 by the person in respect of or by whom the request or 
claim is made, would have entitled him to relief under that section. xc 

(6) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (5), where a claim is 
made under sub-section (3), the Controller shall give notice of the 
claim to every applicant for the patent (not being the claimant) and 
to any other person whom the Controller may consider to be interest
ed; and before deciding upon any request or claim made under sub- 15 
section (2) or sub-section (3), the Controller shall, if required, hear 
the· person in respect of or by whom the request or claim is made, 
and, in the case of a claim under sub-section (3), any person to 
whom notice of the claim has been given as aforesaid. 

(7) Where any person has been mentioned as inventor in pursu- 2o 
ance of this section, any other person who alleges that he ought not to 
have been so mentioned may at any time apply to the Controller 
for a certificate to that effect, and the Controller may, after hearing, 
if required, any person whom he may consider to be interested, issue 
such a certificate, and if he does so, he shall rectify the specification 25 
and the register accordingly. 

CHAPTER VI 

ANTICIPATION 

29. (1) An invention claimed in a complete specification shall not 
be deemed to have been anticipated by reason only that the inven- 30 
tion was published in a specification filed in pursuance of an appli
cation for a patent made in India and dated before the 1st day of 
January, 1912. 

(2) Subject as hereinafter provided, an invention claimed in a 
complete specification shall not be deemed to have been anticipated J5 
b~ _ reuon only that the invention was publiahad b~fore the priority . 
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date of the relevant claim of the specilication, if the patentee or the 
applicant for the patent proves-

(a) that the matter published was obtained from him, or 
(where he is not himself the true and first inventor) from any 
pel'ISon from whom he derives title, and was published without 
his consent or the consent of any such person; and 

(b) where the patentee or the applicant for the patent or 
any person from whom he derives title learned of the publica
tion before the date of the application for the patent, or, in the 
case of a convention application, before the date of the appli
cation for protection in a convention country, that the applica-
tion or the application in the convention country, as the case 
may be, was made as soon as reasonably practicable there
after: 

15 Provided that this sub~ection shall not apply if the invention 
was before the priority date of the claim commercially worked in 
India, otherwise than for the purpose of reasonable trial, either by 
the patentee or the applicant for the patent or any person from whom 
he derives title or by any other person with the consent of the paten-

20 tee or the applicant for the patent or any person from whom he 
derives title. 

{3) Where a complete specification is filed in pursuance of an 
application for a patent made by a person being the true and firs' 
Inventor or deriving title from him, an invention claimed in that 

25 specification shall not be deemed to have been anticipated by reason 
only of any other application for a patent in respect of the same 
invention made in contravention of the rights of that person, or by 
reason only that after the date of filing of that other application 
the invention was used or published, without the consent of that 

30 person, by the applicant in respect of that other application, or 
by any other person in consequence of any disclosure of any inveD· 
tion by that applicant. 

30. An invention claimed in a complete specification shall not Anticlpa· 
be deemed to have been anticipated by reason only of the communi- tlon by 

35 cation of the invention to the Government or to any person autho- ~~=:!.. 
rised by the Government to investigate the invention or its merits, or cation to 
of anything done, in consequence of such a communication, for the Govern-
purpose of the investigation. ment. 

31. An invention claimed in a complete specification shall not Anticipa-
40 be deemed to have been anticipated by reason only of- tion ~Y 

public 
(a) the display of the invention with the consent of the true display, 

and first inventor or a person deriving title from him. at an etc. 
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industria! or other exhibition to which the prov1s10ns of this 
Eection have been extended by the Central Government by 
notification in the Official Gazette, or the use thereof with his 
consent for the purpose of such an exhibition in the place where 
it is held; or 5 

(b) the publication of any description of the invention in 
consequence of the display or use of the invention at any such 
exhibition as aforesaid; or 

(c) the use of the invention, after it has been displayed 
or used at any such exhibition as aforesaid and during the 10 

period of the exhibition, by any person without the consent of 
the true and first inventor or a person deriving title from him; 

or 
(d) the description of the invention in a paper read by the 

true and first inventor before a learned society or published 15 
with his consent in the transactions of such a society; 

if the application for the patent is made by the true and first inven. 
tor or a person deriving title from him not late>r than six months 
after the opening of the exhibition or the reading or publication of 
the paper, as the case may be. 20 

32. An invention claimed in a complete specification shall not 
be deemed to have been anticipated by reason only that at any 
time within one year before the priority date of the relevant 
claim of the specification, the invention was publicly worked in 
India-- 25 

I 
(a) by the patentee or applicant for tl:e patent or any 

person from whom he derives title; or 

(b) by any other person with the consent of the patentee 
or applicant for the patent or any person from whom he 
derives title; 30, 

if the working was effected for the purpose of reasonable trial only 
and if it was reasonably necessary, having regard to the nature of 
the invention, that the working for that purpose should be effected 
in public. 

33. (1) Where a complete specification is filed or proceeded with 3J 
in pursuance of an application which was accompanied by a provi
sional specification or where a complete spedfication filed along 
with an application is treated by virtue of a direction under sub
section (3) of section 9 as a provisional specification, then, not
withstanding anything contained in this Act, the Controller shall 4° 
not refuse to grant the patent, and the patent shall not be revoked 
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or invalidated, by reason only that any tt d 'b d · . . . . . rna er escn e m the 
provisional specification or m the specificati'on tre t d f 'd .. a e as a oresa1 
as a prov1s1onal specification was used 1·n Ind' bl' · d . . 1a or pu Ishe in 
Ind1~ or .elsewhere at any .time after the date of the filin of that 

5 specification. g 

(2) ~ere a. co~plete specification is filed in pursuance of a 
~onv~nhon application, then, notwithstanding anything contained 
m this Act, the Controller shall not refuse to grant the patent, and 
the pate-nt sh~ll not be revoked or invalidated, by reason only that 

Io any matter disclosed in any application for protection in a conven
tion country upon which the convention application is founded was 
used in India or publishlid in India OT elsewhere at 'any time after 
the date of that application for protection. 

IS 34. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the Control- :r-:o a.nti-
ler shall not refuse to accept a complete specification for a patent ~~p~hon 
or to grant a patent, and a patent shall not be revoked or invalidatPd if circum· 
b 1 f · · stances 

Y reason. on y o any Circumstances which, l-y virtue of section are only 
29 or section 30 or section 31 or section 32, do not constitute an as des-
anticipation of the invention r.laimed in the specification. cribed 

in sec-

20 CHAPTER VII 

PROVISIONS FOR SECRECY OF CERTAIN INVENTIONS 

tions 29, 
30, 31 
and 32. 

35. (1) Where, in respect of an application made •before or after Secrecy 
the commencement of this Act for a patent, it appears to the Con- di~ec~ions 

2 
troller that the invention is one of a class notified to him by the :: ~~~~-

5 Central Government as relevant for defence purposes, or, where tions re!e. 
otherwise the invention appears to him to be so relevant, he may vant for 
give directions for prohibiting or restricting the publication of defence 
information with respect to the invention or the communication r.f purposes. 

such information to any person or class of persons specified in the 

3o directions. 

(2) Where the Controller gives any such direction" as are refer
red to in sub-section (1), he shall give notice of the applica~ion and 
of the directions to the Central Government, and the Central Gov
ernment shall. upon receipt of such notice, consider whether the 

3$ publication of the invention would be prejudicial to the defence of 
India. and if upon such consideration, it Rppears to it that the pub
lication of the invention would not so prejudice,. give notice to the 
Controller to that effPct, who shall thereupon revoke the directio~s. 
and notify the applicant a~cordinl{lif, 



(3) Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sub-section 
(1), where the Central Government is of opinion that an invention in 
respect of which the Controller has not given any, directions under 
sub-section (1), is relevant for defence purposes, it may at any time 
before acceptance of the complete specification notify the Controller 5 
to that effect, and thereupon the provisions of that sub-section shall 
apply as if the invention were one of the class notified by the Central 
Government, and accordingly the Controller shall give notice to the 
Central Government of the directions issued by him. 

Secrecy 36. (J) The question whether an invention in respect of which ro 
directions d' t' h ·b . d t' 35 t' t b I t 

b . •rec IOns ave een given un er sec IOn con mues o · e re evan :o epeno-
:lically re- for defence purposes shall be re-considered by the Central Govern-
O'iewed. ment within nine months from the date of issue of such directions 
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and thereafter at intervals not exceeding twelve months, and if, on 
such re-consideration it appears to the Central Government that the 15 
publication of the invention would no longer be prejudicial to the 
defence of India it shall forthwith give notice to the Controller accor
dingly and the Controller shall thereupon revoke the directions pre
viously given by him. 

(2) The result of every re-consideration under sub-section (1) 20 

shall be communicated to the applicant within such time and in such 
manner as may be prescribed. 

37. (1) So long as any directh>ns under section 35 are in force 
in respect of an application-

(a) the Controller shall not pass an order refusing to accept 25 
the same; and 

(b) notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, no 
appeal shall lie from any order of the Controller passed in · 
respect thereof: 

Provided that the application may, subject to the directions, 30 
proceed up to the stage of the acceptance of the complete specifica
tion, but the acceptance shall not be advertised nor the specification 
published, and no patent shall be granted in pursuance of the appli
cation. 

(2) Where a complete specification filed in pursuance of an appli- 35 
cation for a patent for an invention in respect of which directions 
have been given under section 35 is accepted during the continuance 
in force of the directions, then-

(a) if, during the continuance in force of the dirPctions·, any 
use of the invention is made bv or on behalf of, or to the order 40 
of..-.t;:h~e-:G~ov::'e:-:r::n:-:m~e:-:n~t-, ~t~h-e_p_r_o:.v.,.;is~io_n.:,s:_:o:.,;.f:..s.:e.:.c;ti:;o:.:;n,.;s:.;l,.;,O,;O.:., ..;l:;O""l.:.:a.:.:n:..d;.;..;;.l0;,.;;3 .. 
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shall apply in relation to that use as if the patent had been 
granted for the invention; and 

(b) if it appears to the Central Government that the appll· 
cant for the patent has suffered hardship by reason of the 
continuance in force of the directions the Central Government 
may make to him such payment (if ~ny) by way of solatium 
as appears to the Central Gove:rnment to be reasonable having 
regard to the novelty and utility of the invention and the pur
pose for which it is designed, and to any other relevant circum
stances. 

(3) Where a patent is granted in pursuance of an application in 
respect of which directions have been given under section 35, no 
renewal fee shall be payable in resp~ct of any period during which 
those directions were in force. 

15 38. ~en any direction given under section 35 is revoked by the Revoca-
Controller, then, notwithstanding any provision of this Act specify- tion o·f 

ing the time within which any step should be taken or any act done sd~crecy 
rrec-

in connection with an application for the patent, the Controller :nay, tions 
subject to such conditions, if any, as he thinks fit to impose, extend and exten-

20 the time for doing anything required or authorised to be done by or sion of 
under this Act in connection with the application, whether or not time. 
that time has previously expired. 

39. (1) No person resident in India shall, except under the autha. Residents 
rity of a written p~rmit granted by or on behalf of the Controller, not to 

25 make or cause to be made any application outside India for the grant ~~~~t!or 
of a patent for an invention unless- outside 

30 

India witto• 
(a) an application for a patent for _the same invention has out p~or 

been made in India, not less than six weeks before the applica- P.enrus-
- SlOD. 

tion outside India; and 

(b) either no directions have been given under sub-section 
(J) of section 35 in relation to the application in India, or all 
such directions ha~ been revoked. 

(2) The Controller shall not grant written permission to any per
son to make any application outside India without the prior con-

35 sent of the Central Government. 

(3) This section shall not apply in relation to an ~vention for 
which an application for protection has first been filed m a country 
outside India by a person resident outside India. 
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40. Without prejudice to the provisions contained in Chapter XX, 
if in respect of an application for a patent any per~on contravenes 
any direction as to secrecy given by the Controller under section 35 
or makes or causes to be made an application •or 'he grant of a patent 
outside India in contravention of section 39. the application for patent 5 
under this Act shall be deemed to have been abandoned and the 
patent granted, if any, shall be liable to be revoked under section 64. 

41. All orders of the Controller giving directions as to secrecy as 
well as all orders of the Central Government under this Chapter 
shall be final and shall not be called in question in any court on any 10 

ground whatsoever. 

42. Nothing in this Act shall be held to prevent the disclosure by 
the Controller of information concerning an application for a patent 
or a specification filed in pursuance thereof to the Central Govern
ment * *, for the purpose of the application or specification being 15 
examined for considering whether an order under this Chapter should 
be made or whPther an order so made should be revoked. 

CHAPTER VIII 

GRANT AND SEALING OF PATENTS AND RIGHTS CONFERRED THEREBY 

Grant 
and 
sealing 
Of 
patent. 

4.3. (1) Where a complete specification in pursuance of an applica- 20 

tion for a patent has been accepted and either-

( a) the application has not been opposed under section 25 
and the time for the filing of the opposition has expired; or 

(b) the application has been opposed and the opposition has 
been finally decided in favour of the applicant; or 25 

(c) the application has not been refused by the Controller 
by virtue of any power vested in him by this Act; 

thP patent shall, on request made by the applicant in the. prescribed 
form, be granted to the applicant or, in the case of a joint application, 
to the applicants jointly, and the Controller shall cause the patent to 30 
be sealed with the seal of the patent office and the date on whica 
the patent is sealed shall be entered in the register. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (I) and of the provi
sions of this Act with respect to patents of addition, a request under · 
this section for the sealing of a patent shall be made not later than 35 
thP exoir~tion of a pPriod of six months from tbe date of adverti~e
ment of the acceptance Q~ th~ complete specification: 
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Provided that-

(a) where at the expiration of the said six months any 
proce-eding in relation to the application for the patent is pend
ing before the Controller or the High Court, the request may be 

5 made within the prescribed period after the final determination 
of that proceeding; 

(b) where the applicant or one of the applicants has died 
before the expiration of the time within which under the provi
sions of this sub-section the request could otherwise be made, 

10 the said request may be made at any time within twelve months 
after the date of the death or at such later time as the Controller 
may allow. 

(3) The period within which under sub-section (2) a request for 
the sealing of a patent may be made may, from time to time, be ex

IS tended by the Controller to such longer period as may be specified 
in an application made to him in that behalf, if the application is 
made and the prescribed fee paid within that longer period: 

Provided that the first mentioned period shall not be extended 
under this sub-section by more than three months in the aggregate. 

20 Explanation.-For the purposes of this section a proceeding shall 
be deemed to be pending so long as the time for any appeal therein 
(apart from any future extension of that time) has not expired, and 
a proceeding shall be deemed to be finally determined when the time 
for any appeal therein (apart from any such extension) has expired 

25 without the appeal being brought. 

---44. Where, at any time after a patent has been sealed in pursuance Amend-
of an application under this Act, the Controller is satisfied that the ment of 
person to whom the parent was granted had died, or, in the case of pate~!ct 
a body corporate, had ceased to exist, before the patent was sealed, fo'~:Ceas-

30 the Controller may amend the patent by substituting for the name ed appll. 
of that person the name of the person to whom the patent ought to cant. 
have been granted, and the patent shall have effect, and shall be 
deemed always to have had effect, accordingly. 

45. (l) Subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, Date of 
35 every patent shall be dated as of the date on which the complete patent. 

specification was filed. 

(2) The date of every patent shall be entered in the register, 
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30 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section, no sUit or 

other proceeding shall be commenced or prosecuted in respect of an 
infringement committed before the date of advertisement of the 
acceptance of the complete specification. 

46. (1) Every patent shall be in the prescribed form and shall 5 
have effect throughout India. 

(2) A patent shall be granted for one invention only: 

Provided that it shall not be competent for any person in a sUit 
or other proceeding to take any objection to a patent on the ground 
that it has been granted for more thwl one invention. 10 

47. (1) Subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, a · 
patent granted, whether before or after the commencement of this 
Act, shall confer upon the patentee-

(a) where the patent is for an article or substance, the 
exclusive right by himself, his agents or licensees to make, uss, 15 
exercise, sell or distribute such article or substance in India; 

(b) where a patent is for a process of manufacturing an 
article or substance, the exclusive right by himself, his agents 
or licensees to use or exercise the process in India and of using 
or selling in India articles or substances made by such process 20 
and of authorising others so to do. 

(2) The rights conferred on the patentee by this section shall be 
exercisable only subject to the provisiona of any other law for the 
time being in force. 

48. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act,- 25 
(a) the importation by or on behalf of the Government of 

any patented machine, apparatus or other article for the pur
pose merely of its own use, or 

(b) the importation by or on behalf of the Government of 
any patented medicine or drug for the purpose merely of its own 30 
use or for distribution in any dispensary, hospital or other 
medical institution maintained by or on behalf of the Govern
ment or any other dispensary, hospital or other medical insti
tution which, the Central Government may, having regard to the 
public service that such dispensary, hospital or medical institu- 35 
tion renders, specify in this behalf by notification in the Official 
Gazette, or 

(c) the making of a patented machine, apparatus or other 
article or the use of a patented process or the making of an article 
by the use of the patented process by or on behalf of the Gov- 40 
ernment for the purpose merely of its own use or by persons on 
its behalf who may be specially authorised for the purpose, or 
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(d) the making or use of a patented machine or apparatus 
or other article or the use of a p11 tented process or the use of an 
article made by the use of the patented process, machine or 
apparatus for the purpose merely of experiment or research. 

5 including the imparting of instructions to pupils, 

shall not be deemed to constitute an infringement of the rights con
ferred on the patentee by this Act in respect of a patent granted, 
whether before or after the commencement of this Act. 

~9. (1) Where a vessel or aircraft registered in a foreign country Patent 
1 o or a land vehicle owned by a person ordinarily resident in such ~i&hts 1 

country comes into India (including the territorial waters thereof) mfnna 
t "1 "d when u emporan y or acc1 en tally only, the rights conferred by a patent on tort>. 
for an invention shall not be deemed to be infringed by the use of vesst>ls, 
the invention- t>tc., 

(a) in the body of the vei!Sel or in the machinery, tackle, !~;np~~ 
apparatus or other accessories thereof, so far 11.1 the invention ac;dt>n 
is used on board the vessel and for its actual needs only; or ally in 

15 

(b) in the construction or working of the aircraft or land India. 
vehicle or of the accessories thereof; 

:110 as the case may be. 

(2) This section shall not extend to vessels, aircraft or land 
vehicles owned by persons ordinarily resident in a foreign country 
the laws of which do not confer corresponding rights with respect 
to the use of inventions in vessels, aircraft or land vehicles owned 

25 by persons ordinarily resident in India while in the ports or within 
the> territorial waters of that foreign country or otherwise within 
the jurisdiction of its courts. 

50. {1) Where a patent is granted to two or more persons, each Ri&hlc! 

of those persons shall, unless an agreement to the contrary is in of 
co-ownt 

30 force, be entitled to an equal undivided share in the patent. of patent 
(2) Subject to the provisions contained in this section and in 

section 51, where two or more persons are registered as grantee or 
proprietor of a patent, then, unless an agreement to the contrary ia 
in force, each of those persons shali be entitled, by himself or his 

35 agents, to make, use, exercise and sell the patented invention for 
his own benefit without accounting to the other person or persons. 

(3) Subject to the provisions contained in this section and in sec
tion 51 and to any agreement for the time being in force, where two 
or more persons are registered as grantee .or proprietor of a patent;" 

4° then, a licence under the patent shall not be granted and a share in 
the patent shall not be assigned by one of such persons except with 

the consent of the other perwn or persons. 
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(4) Where a patented article is sold by one of two or more per
sons :!'egistered as grantee or proprietor of a patent, the purchaser 
and any person claiming through him shall: be entitled to deal with 
the article in the same manner as if the article• had been sold by a 
sole 3>aten tee. 

(5) Subject to the provisions contained in this section, the rules 
5 

of law applicable to the ownership and devolution of movable pro
perty generally shall apply in relation to patents; and nothing con
tained in sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) shall affect the mutual 
rights or obligations of trustees or of the legal representatives of a 

10 
deceased persoll or their rights or obligations as such. 

(6) Nothing in this section shall affect the rights of the assignees 
of 1!1 partial interest in a patent created before the commencement 
of this Act. 

51. (1) Where two or more persons are registered as grantee or 15 
proprietor of a patent, the Controller may, upon application made 
to him in the prescribed manner by any of those p~rsons, give such 
directions in accordance with the application as to the sale or lease 
of the patent or any interest therein, the gmnt of licences under the 
paient, or the exercise of any right under section 50 in relation 

20 
thereto, as he thinks fit. 

(2) If any person registered as grantee or proprietor of a patent 
fails to exeeute any instrument or to do any other thing required 
for the carrying out of any direction given under this section within 
fourteen days after being requested in writing so to do by any of 
the other persons so registered, the Controller may, upon application 2 5 
made to him in the prescribed manner by any such other person, 
giVP. directions empowering any person to execute that instrument 
or to do that thing in the name and on behalf of the person in default. 

(3) Before giving any directions in pursuance of an application 30 
undP.r this section, the Controller shall give an opportunity to be 
heard-

(a) in the oose of an application under sub-section (1), to 
the other person or persons registered as grantee or proprietor 
of the patent; 

35 
(b) in the case of an application under sub-section (2), to 

the person in default. 

(4) No direction shall be given under this section so as to affect 
the mutual rights or obligations of trustees or of the lfgal represen
tatives of a decl!ased person or of their :rights or oblip,ations as such, 
t h" h 0 0 0 40 o w IC IS Inconsistent with the terms of "ny agreement between 

nersons registered as grantee or proprietor of the patent. 
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. 52. {J) Where a patent has been revoked on the ground that the Grant c 
patent was obtained wrongfully and in contravention of the rights of patent t' 
the petitioner or any person under or through whom he claims, or, true and 

h . tit' f t• h .· first w ere lD a pe xon or revoca 1on, t e court, mstead of revoking the invento1 

5 patent, directs the complete specification to be amended by the ex- where 
elusion of a claim or claims in consequence .of a finding that the in- it 
vention covered by such claim or claims had been obtawed t.rom the has ~I 

tT th t b d . . obtamec pe 1- roner, · e cour may, y or er passed m the same proceedmg, by anotl 
permit the grant to the petitioner of the whole or such part of the in fraud 

1 0 invention which the court finds has been wrongfully obtained by of him. 
the patentee, in lieu of the patent so revoked or is excluded by 
Jimendment~ 

(2) Where any such order is passed, the Controller ~hall, on re
quest by the pet~tionE:r made in the prescribed manner grant to him-

IS (i) in cases where the court permits the whole of the patent 
tG be .granted, a new patent bi!aring the S.llme date and number 
as the patent revoked; 

(ii) in cases where the court permits a part only of the 
patent to be granted, a new patent for such part bearing the same 

.20 date as the patent revoked and numbered in such manner 
as may be prescribed: 

Provided that the Controller may as a condition of such grant 
require the petitioner to file a new and complete specification to 
the satisfaction of the Controller describing and claiming that 
part of the invention for which the patent is to be granted. 

(3) No suit shall be brought for any infringement of a patent 
granted under this section committed before the actual date on which 
s:.~ch patent was granted. 

53. (1) Subject to the p;ovisions of this Act, the term of every Term ol 

30 
•patent granted under this Act shall- patent. 

(a) in respect of an invention claiming the method or pro
cess of .manufacture of a s_ubstance, where the substance is in
tended for use, or is capable of being used, as food or as a 
medicine or drug, be ten years from the date of the patent; and 

(b) .in respect of any other invention, be fourteen years from 

35 the date of the patent. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Indian Patents 
and Designs Act, 1911, or in the patent granted thereunder, _the te~ 
of every patent granted under that Act in respect of an mventwn 

<!O claiming a substance or the .method or process of manufacture in 

,988 BS--:7. 
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respect thereof, where the substance is intended for use, or is cap
able of being used as food or as medicine or drug shall be-

(a) ten years from the commencement of this Act, or 
(b) ~ixteen years from the date as of which the patent was 

sealed under tne Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, 

whichever is less: 
Prov1cted that where at the commencement of this Act any such 

patent is in force by reason of an extension granted under the Act 
aforesaid, the patent shall cease to have effect on the expiration of 

5 

the period of such extension. 10 

(3) A patent shall cease to have effect notwithstanding anythinC 
therein or in this Act on the expiration of the period prescribed for 
the payment of any renewal fee, if that fee is not paid within the pres
cribed period or within that period as extended under this section. 

(4) The period prescribed for the payment of any renewal fee shall 15 
be extended to such period, not being more than six months longer 
than the prescribed period, as may be specified in "';'?equest made to 
the Controller if the request is made and the renewal fee and the 
prescribed additional fee paid before the expiration of the period 
&o sp11cili.ed. 20 

CHAPTER IX 
PATi.NTS OF ADDmON 

a tent. of 5f. (1) Subject to the provisions contained in this section, where 
idition. ;m application is made for a patent in respect of any improvement in 

or modification of an invention described or disclosed in the complete 25 
specification filed therefor (in this Act referred to as the "main in
vention") and the applicant also applies or has applied for a patent 
for that invention or is the patentee in respect thereof, the Control
ler may, if the applicant so requests, grant the patent for the improve-
ment or modification as a patent of addition. 30 

\2) Subject to the provisions contained in this iection, where an 
invention, being an improvement in or modification of another inven
tion, is the subject of an independent patent and the patentee in 
respect of that patent is also the patentee in respect of the patent for 
the main invention, the Controller may, if the patentee so requesUI, 35 
by order, revoke the patent for the improvement or modification and 
grant to the patentee a patent of addition in respect thereof, benring 
the same date as the date of the patent so revoked. 

(3) A patent shall not be granted as a patent of addition unless 
the date of filing of the complete specification was the same as or 45 
later than the date of filing of the complete specification in respect ot . 
the main invention. 

( 4) A patent of addition shall not b11 sealed before the sttaling of 
the patent for tlae main iavention; and if the period within which, 
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but for the provisions of this sub-section, a request for the sealing 
of a patent of addition could be made under section 43 expires before 
the period within which a request for the sealing of the patent for 
the main inventio~. may be so made, the request for the sealing of 

s the patent of add1tlon may be made •t any time within the last 
mentioned period. 

Si. (1) A patent of addition shall be granted for a term equal Term of 
to that of the patent for the main invention, or so much thereof as patents 
has not expired, and shall remain in force during that term or of 

addition. 
ro until the previous cesse-r of the patent for the main invention and 

no longer: 

Provided that if the patent for the main invention is revoked 
under this Act, the court, or, as the case may be, the Controller, on 
request made to him by the patentee in the prescribed manner, may 

rs order that the patent of addition shall become an independent patent 
for the remainder of the term for the patent for the main invention 
and thereupon the patent shall continue in force as an independent 
patent accordingly. 

(2) No renewal fees shall be payable in respect of a patent of 

30 &ddition, but, if any such patent becomes an independent patent 
under sub-section (1), the same fees shall thereafter be payable, 
upon the same dates, as if the patent had been originally granted as 
an independent patent. 

56. (1) The grant of a patent of addition shall not be refused, and Validity of 
:zs a patent granted as a patent of addition shall not be revoked or patent£ ol 

invalidated, on the ground only that the invention claimed in the addition. 
complete specification does not involve any inventive step having 
regard to any publication or use of-

(a) the main invention described in the complete specifica-
3Q tion relating thereto; or 

(b) any improvement in or modification of the main inven
tion described in the complete specification of a patent of addi
tion to the pat(Ont for the main invention or of an application for 
such a patent of addition; 

35 and the validity of a patent of addition shall not be questioned on 
ihe ground that the invention ought to have been the subject of an 
independent patent. 

(2) For the rt>moval of doubts it is hereby declared that in deter
mining the novelty of the invention claimed in the complete speci-

40 fication filed in pursuance of an application for a patent of addition 
regard shaH be had also to the complete specification in which the 
main invention i.i described. 
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CHAPTER X 
AMENDMENT OF APPLICATIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

57. (1) Subject to the provisions of section 59, the Controller may, 
upon application made under this section in the prescribed manner 
by an applicant for a patent or by a patentee, allow the application 5 

for the patent or the complete specification to be amended subject to 

such condiLions, ii any, as the Controller thinks fit: 'i'~· 
Provided that the Controller shall not pass any order allowing or 

refusing an application to amend an application for a patent or a 
specification under this section while any suit •before a court for the rc 
infringement of the patent or any proceeding before the High Court 
for the revocation of the patent is pending, whether the suit or pro
ceeding commenced before or after the filing of the application to 
amend. 

(2) Every application for leave to amend an application for a 15 

patent or a specification under this ~ection shall state the nature of 

the proposed amendment, and shall give full particulars of the rea
sons for which the application is made. 

(3) Every application for leave to amend an application for a 

patent or a specification under this section made atter the acc€-ptance 20 

of the complete specification and the nature of the proposed amend
ment fhall be advertised in the prescribed manner. 

(4) Where an application is advertised under sub-section (3), 
any person interested may, within the prescribed period after the 
advertisement thereof, give notice to the Controller of opposition 25 
thereto; and where such a notice is given within the period aforesilid, 
the Controller shall notify the persan by whom the application under 
this 1'ection is made and shall give to that person and to the oppo
nent an opportunity to be heard before he decides the case. 

(5) An amendment under this section of a complete specification 30 
may be, or include, an amendment of the priority date of a claim. 

(6) The provisions of this section shall be without prejudice tc. 
the right of an applicant for a patent to amend his specification to 
comply with the directions of the Controller issued before the accept

ance of the complete specification or in the ccurse of proceedings in 35 
opposition to the grant of a paten-r.--

58. (1) In any proceeding before the High Court for the revocation 
of a patent, the High Court may, subject to the provisions contained 
in section 59, allow the patentee to amend his complete specification 
in such manner and subject to such terms as to costs, advertisement 40 
or otherwise, as the High Court may think fit, and if in any proceed
ings for revocation the High Court decides that the patent is invalid, 
it may allow the specification to be amended under this section instead 
of revoking the patent. 
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(2) Where an application for an order under this section is made 
to the High Court, the applicant shall give notice of the application 
to the Controller, and the Controller shall be entitled to appear and 
be heard, and shall appear if so directed by the High Court. 

(3) Copies of all orders of the High Court allowing the patentee 
to amend the specification shall be transmitted by the High Court to 
the Controller who shall on receipt thereof cause an entry thereof 
and reference thereto to be made in the register. 

59. (1) No amendment of an application for a patent or a complete Supple-

11 d mentary 
specification sha be rna e except by way of disclaimer, correction provisions 

10 or explanation, and no amendment thereof shall •be allowed, except as to 
for the purpo~e of correcting an obvious mistake, and no amendment 

of a complete specification shall be allowed the effect of which 
woUld be that the specification as amended would claim or describe 
matter not in substance disclosed in the specification before the 

15 amendment, or that any claim of the specification as amended 
would not fall wholly within the scope of a claim of the specifica-
tion before the amendment. 

(2) Where after the date of advertisement of acceptance of a 
complete specification, any amendment of the specification is allowed 

20 
by the Controller or by the High Court,-

25 

30 

(a) the amendment shall for all purposes be deemed to form 
part of the specification; 

(b) the fact that the specification has been amended shall be 
advertised in the Official Gazette; and 

(c) the right of the applicant or patentee to make amend
ment shall not be called in question except on the ground of 
fraud. 

(3) In construing the specification as amended, reference may be 
made to the specification as originally accepted. 

CHAPTER XI 

RESTORATION OF LAPSED PATENTS 

60. {I) Where a patent has ceased to have ~ffect b;y reaso~ ~f 
failure to pay any renewal fee within th~ prescnbed pen.od or w1thm 
that period as extended under sub-sechon (4) of sectwn 53, the 

35 patentee or his legal representative, and where the patent was held 
by twooc more perEons jointly, then, with the leave of the C~n~roll;r, 
one .or more of them without joining the others, may, w1thm one 
year from the date on which the patent ceased to have effect, make an 

140 application for the restoration of the patent. 
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(2) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall also apply to pat1mts 
granted before the commencement of this Act, subject to the modifi
cation that for the reference to the prescribed period or to sub-section 
( 4) of section 53, there shall be substituted a reference to the period 
prescribed therefor under the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911 .l 
or to sub-section (2) of section 14 of that Act. 

(3) An application under this section shall contain a statement, 
verified in the prescribed manner, fully setting out the circumstances 
which led to the failure to pay the prescribed fee, and the Controller 

lO may require from the applicant such further evidence as he may 
think necessary. 

Procedure 61. (J) If, after hearing the applicant in cases. where the appli
for disposal cant so desires or the Controller thinks fit, the Controller il; prima 
of applica- facie satisfied that the failure to pay the renewal fee was uninten
!~~':::~~on tiona! and that there has been no undue delay in the making of the 15 
of lapsed application, he shall advertise the application in the prescribed man
patents. ner; and within the prescribed period any person interested may 

Rights of 
patentees 
of lapsed 
patents 
which 
have been 

give notice to the Controller of opposition thereto on either or both 
of the following grounds, that is to say,-

(a) that the failure to pay the renewal fee was not uninten- 20 

tiona!; or 
(b) that there has been undue delay in the making of the 

application. 
(2) If notice of opposition is given within the period aforesaid, 

the Controller shall notify the applicant, and shall give to him and 25 
to the opponent an opportunity to be heard before he decides the case. 

(3) If no notice of opposition is given within the period aforesaid 
or if in the case of opposition, the decision of the Controller is in 
favour of the applicant, the Controller shall, upon payment of any 
unpaid renewal fee and such additional fee as may be prescribed, 30 
restore the patent and any patent of addition specified in the applica
tion which has ceased to have effect on the cesser of that patent. 

(4) The Controller may, if he thinks fit as a condition of reetorinJ 
the patent, require that an entry shall be made in the register of any 
document or matter which, under the provisions of this Act, hu to 35 
be entered in the register but which has not been so entered. 

62. (1) Where a patent is restored, the rights of the patentee shall 
be subject to such provisions as may be prescribed and to such other 
provisions as the Controller thinks fit to impose for the protection or 
compensation of persons who may have begun to avail themselvel 40 
of, or have taken definite steps by contract or otherwise to avail 

restored. themselves of, the patented invention between the date when the 
patent ceased to have effect and the date of the advertisement of the 
application for restoration of the patent under this. Chapter. 
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(2) No suit or other proceeding shall be commenced or prosecuted 
in respect of an infringement of a patent committed between the date 
on which the patent ceased to have effect and the date of the 
advertisement of the application for restoration of the patent. 

CHAPTER XII 

SURRENDER AND REVOCATION OP' PATENTS 

113. (1) A patentee may, at any time by giving notice in the pres- Surrender 
.rrlbed _manner to the Controller, offer to surrender his patent. of patants. 

(2) Where such an offer is made, the Controller shall advertise the 
xo offer in. the prescribed manner, and also notify every person other 

than the patentee whose name appears in the regi3ter as having an 
interest in the patent. 

(3) Any person interested may, within the prescribed period after 
t!UCh advertisement, give notice to the Controller of opposition to the 

IS surrender, and where any such notice is given the Controller shall 
notify the• patentee. 

(4) If the Controller is satisfied after hearing the patentee and 
any opponent, if desirous of being heard, that the patent may pro
perly be surrendered; he may accept the offer and, by order, revoke 

20 the patent. 

64. (1) Subject to the provisions contained in this Act, a patent, Revocatioa 
whether granted before or after the commencement of this Act, of patent•. 

may, on the petition of any person interested or of the Central 
f• Government or on a counter-claim in a suit for infringement of the 

25 patent, be revoked by the High Court on any of the following 

30 

35 

frounds, that is to say-

(a) that the invention, so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification, was claimed in a valid claim of earlier 
priority date contained in the complete specification of another 
patent granted in India; 

. , . , (b) .that the.· patent was granted on the application of a 
person not entitled under the provisions of this Act to apply 
therefor: 

Provided that a patent granted under the Indian Patents and 
Designs Act, 1911 shall not be revoked on the ground that the 
applicant was the communicatee or the importer of the inven
tion in India and therefore not entitled to make an application 
for the grant of a patent under this Act; 
. (c) that the patent was obtained wrongfully in contrllven

tiQn of th!'! rights of the petitioner or any person under or througg 
whom he claims: 
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(d) that the subject of any claim or. the complete sp~elft
cation is not an invention within the meaning of this Act; 

(e) that the invention so far as claimed iil any Clabn of tli~ 
complete specification is not new, having regard ta wh8t wal 
known or used in India before the priority date of the claim or s 
to what was published in India or elsewhere in any of the 
documents referred to in section 13: 

Provided that in relation to patents granted under the Indian 
Patents and Designs Act, 1911, this clause shall have effectas ~! 2 ot liU 
the words "or elsewhere" had been omitted; 10 

(f) that the invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification is obvious or does not involve any inven
tive step, having regard to what was known or used in India 
or what was published in India or elsewhere before the pnorlty 
dafe of the claim: IS 

Provided that in relation to patents granted under . the 
Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, this clause shall~ _haye 
effect as if the words "or elsewhere" had been omitted; 

(g) that the invention, so far as claimed in any claim of 
the complete specification, is not useful; 2o 

(h) that the complete specification does not suftlciently ana 
fairly describe the invention and the method by which it Is to 
be perfonned, that is to say, that the description of the irtethod 
or the instructions for the working of the invention es contained 
in the complete specification are not by themselves sufficient to 25 
enable a person in India possessing average skill in, and average 
knowledge of, the art to which the invention relates, to work 
the Invention, or that it does not disclose the best metb'od of 
perlonning it which was known to the applicant for the patent 
and for which he was entitled to claim protection; 30 

(i) that the scope of any claim of the complete specification 
is not sufficiently and clearly defined or that any ciairri of the 
complete specification Is not fairly based on the matter disclosed 
in the specification; 

(j) that the patent was obtained on a false suggestion or 35 
representation; · 

(k) that the subject of any claim of tlie complete speclftca
tlon Is not patentable under this Act; 

(l) that the Invention so far as claimed in any claim of the 
complete specification was secretly used in India, otherwise 40 
than as mentioned in sub~section (2), before the priority date 
of the claim; 

2 of m. 
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(m) that the applicant for the patent has failed to disclose 
tg the ~ontroller the information required by section 8 or baa 
furnished information which in any material particular w~~ false 
tQ his knowledge; -

(n) that the applicant contravened any direction for secr~7 
passed under section 35 or made or caused to be made an appli
cation for the grant of a patent outside India in contravention of 
section 39; 

(o) that leave to amend the complete specification under 
lGI section 57 or section 58 was obtained by fraud. 

(2) '!!'or the purposes of clauses (e) and (f) of sub-section (1),

(a) po account shall be taken of secret use; and 

(b) where the patent is for a process or for a product as 
made by a process described or claimed, the importation into 

!$ ~ndia of the product made abroad by that process shall consti
tute knowledge or use in India of the invention on the date of 
the importation, except where such importation has been for 
the purpose of reasonable trial or experiment only. 

(3) For the purposes of clause (L) of sub-section (1), no account 
~9 ~hall be taken of any use of the invention-

.., 
25 

30 

(a) for the purpose of reasonable trial or experiment only; 

(b) by the Government or by any person authorised by the 
Government or by a Government undertaking, in consequence 
of the applicant for the patent or any person from whom he 
derives title having communicated or disclosed the invention 
directly or indirectly to the Government or person authorised 
as aforesaid or to the Government undertaking; or 

(c) by any other person, in consequence of the applicant 
for the patent or any person from whom he derives title having 
communicated or disclosed the invention, and without the 
"onsent or acquiescence of the applicant or of any person from 
whom he derives title. 

(4) · Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sub-section 
35 p), a patent may be revoked by the High Court on the petition of 
·· the Centrlj.l Government, if the High Court is satisfied that the 

patentee has without reasonable cause failed to comply with the 
request of the Central Government to make, use or exercise the 
patented invention for the purposes of Government within the 

40 meaning of section 99 upon reasonable terms. 
· !5) ;.. notice of any petition for revocation of a patent under this 

sec_l;iQJl :?hall be served on all persons appearing from the register to 
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be proprietors of that patent or to have shares or interests therein 
and it shall not be necessary to ierve a notice on any other person. 

65. (1) Where at any time after acceptance of a complete speci
fication, the Central Government is satisfied that an application for 
a patent or a patent is for an invention relating to atomic energy for 5 
which no patent can be granted under sub-section (1) of section 20 
of the Atomic Energy Act, 1962, it may direct the Controller to 
refuse to proceed further with the application or to revoke the 
patent, as the case may be, and thereupon the Controller, after 
giving notice to the applicant or, as the case may be, to the patentee xo 
and every other person whose name has been entered in the register 
as having an interest in the patent, and after giving them an oppor
tunity of being heard, may refuse to proceed further with tha 
application or may revoke the patent. 

(2) In any proceedings under sub-section (1), the Controller IS 
may allow the applicant for the patent or the patentee to amend the 
complete specification in such manner as he considers necessary 
instead of :refusing to proceed with the application or revoking the 
patent. 

66. Where the Central Government is of opinion that a patent 20 

or the mode in which it is exercised is mischievous to the State or 
generally prejudicial to the public, it may, after giving the patentee 
an opportunity to be heard, make a declaration to that effect in the 
Official Gazette and thereupon the patent shall be deemed to be re-

33 

voked. 2.5 

CHAPTER XIII 
REGISTER OF PATENTS 

RegUter 
of patents 
and parti
oulars to 
be entered 
Ulerein. 

67. U) •J.'here shall be kept at the patent office a register of 
patents, wherein shall be entered-

(a) the names and addresses of grantees of patents; 30 

(b) notifications of assignments and of transmissions of 
patents, of licences under patents, and of amendments, exten
sions, and revocations of patents; and 

(c) particulars of such other matters affecting the validity 
or proprietorship of patents as may be prescribed. 36 

(2) No notice of any trust, whether express, implied or construc
tive, shall be entered in the register, and the Controller shall not be 
affected by any such notice. 

(3) Subject to the superintendence and direction of the Central 
Government, the register shall be kept under the control and 40 
mana.:ement of the Controller. 



{4) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that the re
gister of patents existing at the commencement of this Act shall be 
incorporated in, . and form part of, the register under this Act. ., 

&8. An assignment of a patent or of a share in a patent, a mort- A.!sign. 

5 
gage, licence or the creation of any othe:r interest in a patent shall menU., 

b alid nl th . 't' th t etc. not not e v u ess e same were m wn mg and e agreemen t b 
between the parties concerned is reduced to the form of a document ~ali~ 
embodying all the terms and conditions governing their rights and unless in 
obligations and the application for ~registration of such document writing 
is filed in the prescribed manner with the Controller within six a?d red-

10 _ g!Stere . 
months from the execution thereof or within such further period not 

IS 

exceed.mg s1x months m the aggregate as the Controller on applica-
tiOn made m the prescnbed manner allows: * * 

Provided that the document shall, when registered, have effect 
from the date of its execution. 

69. (1) Where any person becomes entitled by assignment, trans- Registra. 
mission or operation lilf law to a patent or to a share in a patent or tion ot 
becomes entitled as a mortgagee, licensee or otherwise to any other assign
interest in a patent, he shall apply in writing in the prescribed ::':!~ 

' manner to the Controller for the registration of his title or, as the missions, 
lO 

case may be, of notice of his interest in the register. etc. 

(2) Without prejudice to the I>rovisions of sub-section (1), an 
application for the registration of the title of any person becoming 
entitled by assignment to a patent or a share in a patent or becom-

l5 ing entitled by virtue of a mortgage, licence or other instrument to 
any other interest in a patent may be made in the prescribed man
ner by the assignor, mortgagor, licensor or other party to that in
strument, as the case may be. 

(3) Where an application is made under this section for the regis-
10 tration of the title of any person the Controller shall, upon proof 

of title to his satisfaction,-
(a) where that person is entitled to a patent or a share in 

a patent, register him in the register as proprietor or c~pro
prietor of the patent, and enter· in the register particulars of the 

ll instrument or event by which he derives title; or 
(b) where that person is entitled to any other interest in 

the patent, enter in the register notice of his interest, with par
ticulars of the instrument, if any, creating it: 

Provided that if there is any dispute between the parties whether 
40 the assignment, mortgage, licence, transmission, operation of law or 

any other such transaction bas validity vested in such person a title 
to the patent or any share or interest therein, the Controller may 
refuse to take any action under clause (a) or, as the case may be. 
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under clause (b), until the rights of the parties have ;peen det~rtl)ip.ed 
by a competent court. 

(4) TlJ,ere shall be supplied to the Controller in thl'! pr~~ErtJ:l!!9 
manner for being filed in the patent office copies of all agre~ep.ts, 
licences and other documents affecting the title to any patent or an,
licence thereunder authenticated in the prescribed manner and alsq 
such other documents as may be prescribed relevant to tl~e ~ub~!!ct
matter: 

Provided that in the case of licences gmnted under ji patent, t4e 
Controller shall, if so requested by the patentee pr lic~see, tak.o Io 

steps for securing that the terms of the licence ar~ ~ot H~licl<?~~4 ~9 
any person except under the order of a court. 

(5) Except for the purposes of an application under sub-~e~
tion (1) or of an application to rectify the register, a <locument 
in respect of which no entry has been made in the register under IJ 
sub-5ection (3) shall not be admitted by the Controller or by any 
co).l.rt as evidence of the title of any person to a patent or to a share 
or interest therein )mless the Controller or the court, for reasons to 
be recorded in writing, otherwise directs. 

70. Subject to the provisions contained in this Act relating 1o fD- 2c 

ownership of patents and subject also to any rights vest.eq i_~ !!P.Y 
other person of which notice is entered in the register, the person or 
persons registered as grantee or proprietor of a patent shall have 
power to assign, grant licences under, or otherwise deal w~fp, the 
patent and to give effectual receipts for any consideration for ap,y 25 
such assignment, licence or dealing: · 

Provided that any equities in respect of the patent )llay be en
forced in like manner as in respect of any other movable property. -- . ' 

71. (J) The High Court may, on the applic~tiOI). pf any PE!f,SOD 
aggrieved- · · 30 

(a) by the absence or omission from the register of an)' 
entry; or 

(b) by any entry made in the register without sufficient 
cause; .or 

(c) by any entry wrongly remaining on the register; or 3l 

(d) by any error or defect in any entry in the register; 

mal$;e such order for the making, variation or deletion, of any el).try 
therein as it may think fit. 

(2) In any proceeding under this section the High Court may 
decide any question that may be necessary or expedient to decide ill 1° 
connection with the rectification of the register 
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(l) Notice of any application to the High Court under thi~ section 
shall be given in the prescribed manner to the Controller who shall 
be entitled to appear and be heard on the application, and shall 
appear if so diTected by the court. 

5 (4) Any order of the High Court under this section rectifying 
the register shall direct that notice of the rectification shall be served 
upon the Controller in the prescribed manner who shall upon receipt 
of such notice rectify the register accordingly. 

72. {1) Subject to the provisions contained in this Act and any Register 
10 rules made thereunder, the register shall at aU convenient tirluis be to be open 

open tu Inspection by the public; and certified copies, sealed with the ~?r inspec
~al of the patent office, of any entry in the register shall be given to lon. 
any person requiring them on payment of the prescribed fee. 

(2J Tlie i~gistel:- shall be prima facie evidence of ahy matters 
·15 fequii:ed or authorised by or under this Act to be entered therein. 

CHAPTER XIV 

PATENT OFFICE AND ESTABLISHMENT 

73. (1) The Controller Generai of Patents, Designs and Trade Controller 
Mai:kS /tppo1nted tb1der sub-section (1) of section 4 of the Trade and ~:e~~er 

id Mefdiandise Marks Act, 1958, shall be the Controller of Patents for 
the pl.if'po~s of this Act. 

(2) The Central Government may appoint as many Pxaminers 
ahd other officers and with such designations as it thinks fit far the 
purpose of discharging, under the superintendence and directions of 

lS the Coll.trollef, such functions of the Controller under this Act as it 
may from time to time authorise them to discharge. 

74. (J) For the purposes of this Act, there shaH be an office which Patent 

shan be kno~ ~s the patent office. ::ce 

(2) The patent office provided by the Central Government under 1b·ts h 
ranc e•. 

30 .~h~ Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, shall be the patent office 
under this Act. 

(3) The head office of the patent office shall be at such place as 
ffi~¥entral Government may specify, and for the jm.t;Jose. of facili
tating the· registration of patents there may be establisluitl, at such 

35 other places a:s the Central Govertunent may think fit, branch offices 
of the pate:nt ofli"ce. 

( 4) There shall be a seal of the patent office. 
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Henrie- 75. All officers and employees of the patent office shall be in-
tion on capable, during the period for which they hold their appointme~J.ts, 
employees to acquire or take, directly or indirectly, except by inh'eritance or 
~~~t=~t · bequest, any right or interest in any patent issued by that office. · 
tordghtor 
interest 
in patent&. 
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711. An ofticP.r or employee in the patent office shall not, except 
when required or authorised by this Act or under a direction in 
writing of the Central Government or the Controller or by order of 
a court,-

(a) furnish information on a matter which is being, or has 
been, dealt with under tills Act or under the Indian Patents and 1of 
Designs Act, 1911; or 

(b) prepare or assist in the preparation of a document re
quired or permitted by or under this Act or under the Indian 
Patents and Designs Act, 1911, to be lodged in the patent office; 
or Il1 

(c) conduct a search in the records of the patent office. 

CHAPTER XV 

POWEM OF CONTROLLER GENERALLY 

77. (1) Subject to any rules made in this !behalf, the Controller 
in any proceedings before him under this Act shall have the powers ~" 
of a civil court while trying a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 
1908, in respect of the following matters, namely:-

(a) summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person 
and examining him on oath; 

(b) requiring the discovery and production of any docu·Il! 
ment; 

(c) receiving evidence on affidavits; 

(d) issuing commissions for the examination of witnessl!i 
or documents; 

(e) awarding costs; 

(f) reviewing his own decision on application made within 
the prescribed time and in the p~escribed manner; -

(g) setting aside an order passed ex parte on application 
made within the presCribed time and in the prescribed manner; 

(h) any other matter whtch may be prescribed. 
(Z) Any order for costs awarded by the Controller in exercise of 

the powers conferred upon him under sub-section (1) shall be exe· 
cutable as a decree of a civil court. 
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78. (1) Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sections Power of 
57 and 59 as regards amendment of applications or complete specifi- Controlle1 

cations and subject to the provisions of section 44, the Controller !~e~':.~eet 
may, in accordance with the provisions of this section, correct any t 

S clerical error in any patent or in any specification or other docu-
ment filed in pursuance of such application or in any application for 
a patent or any clerical error in any matter which is entered in the 
register. 

(2) A correction may be made in pursuance of this section either 
10 upon a request in writing made by any person interested and accom

panied by the prescribed fee, or without such a request. 

(3) Where the Controller proposes to make any such correction 
as aforesaid otherwise than in pursuance of a request made under 

.-:: this section, he shall give notice of the proposal to the patentee or 
IS the applicant for the patent, as the case may be, and to any other 

person who appears to him to be concerned, and shall give them an 
opportunity to be heard before making the correction. 

( 4) Where a request is made under this section for the correction 
of any error in a patent or application for a patent or any document 

20 filed in pursuance of such an application, and it appears to the Con
troller that the correction would materially alter the meaning or 
scope of the document to which the request relates and ought not to 
be made 'without notice to persons affected thereby, he shall require 
notice of the nature of the proposed correction to be advertised in 

25 the prescribed manner. 
(5) Within the prescribl!!d time after any such advertisement as 

aforesaid any person interested may give notice to the Controller of 
opposition to the request, and, where such notice of opposition i& 
given, the Controller shall give notice thereof to the person by whom 

30 the request was made, and shall give to him and to the opponent 
an opportunity to be heard before he decides the case. 

errors, e ~. 

79. Subject to any rules made in this behalf, in any proceeding Evidence 
under this Act before the Controller, evidence shall be given by h?W to be 
affidavit in the absence of directions by the Con troller to the con- given an< . , . powers c 

35 trary, but in any case in which the Controller thmks 1t nght so to Controlle 
do, he may take oral evidence in lieu of, or in addition to, evidence in respee 
by affidavit, or may al1ow any party to be cross-examined on the thereof. 

contents of his affidavit. 
80. Without prejudice to any provision contained in this Exe:cise 

t +h d. of discre-
40 Act requiring the Controller to hear any party o - e procee mgs ti , onary 

thereunder or to give any such party an opportumty to be heard, the powers b~ 
Controller shall give to any applicant for a patent, or for amendment controlle' 
of a specification (if within the prescribed time the applicant so 
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requires) an opportunity to be heard before exercising adversely to 
the applicant any discretion vested in the Controller by or under this 
Act. 

81. Where under the provisions of this Act or the rules made there. 
under the Controller may extend the time for doing any ect, nothing · 5 
in this Act shall be deemed to require him· to give notice to or hear 
the party interested in, opposing the extension, nor shall any <>pp-eal 
lie from any order of the Controller granting such extension:· 

CHAPTER XVI 

WORKING OF PATENTS, COMPULSORY LICENCES,.LICENCES OF·RIGHT AND 

REVOCATION 

82. In this Chapter, unless the context otherwise requires,-

(a) "patented article" includes any article made· by a patent
ed process; and 

IO 

"patentee". (9) "patentee" includes an exclusive licensee. 15 

General 83. Without prejudice to the other provisions contained in thU 
principles Act, in exercising the powers conferred by this .Chapter, regard shall 
applicable be had to the following general consideratior.s, nan:ely,
'toworkmg 
of patented {a) that patents are granted to encourage· inventions and to 
inventions. secure ·that the inventions are· worked in- India on a commercial 20 

scale and to the fullest extent that is reasonably practicable 
without undue delay; and 

(b} that they are not granted merely to enable IJatentees to 
enjoy a monopoly for the importation of the 'Patented article. 

84. {1) At any time after the expiration of three years from the 25 
sory date of the sealing of a patent, any person interested may make an 
licencees. application to the Controller alleging that the reasonable require

ments··of the public with respect to the patented invention have not 
been satisfied or that the patented invention is not available to the 
publie at a reasonable price and prayirlg for the grant of a compul- 30 

sory licence to work the patented invention. 

Compul-

{2) An application under this section may be made by any person 
notwithstanding that he is already the holder of a licence under the 
patent and no person shal'l be estopped from alleging that the reason
able requirements of the public with respect to the patented inven- 35 
tion are not satisfied or that the patented invention is not available 
to the public at a reasonable price by reason of any admission made 
by him, whether in such a licence or otherwise or by reason of his 
having accepted such a licence. 

{3) Every application under sub-section (1) shall contain a state- 4° 
ment setting out the nature of the applicant's interest togetheT witJt 



such particulars as may be prescribed and the facts upon which the 
application is besed. 

( 4) In considering the application filed under this section the Con
_troller shall take. into account the matters set out in section 85. 

S (5) The Controller, if satisfied that the reasonable requirements 
of the public with respect to the. patented invention ha~e not been 
satisfied or that the patented invention is not available to the public 
at a reasonable price, may order the patentee to grant a licence upon 
such -terms as. he may deem fit. 

10 (6) Where the Controller directs the patentee to grant a licence 
he may as incidental thereto exercise the powers set out in section 
93. 

• • * * * 
. 85. In determining whether or not to make an order in pursuance M tt 

·IS . . a ers 
of an application filed under section 84, the Controller shall take into to be take 

. account:- into 

(i) the nature of the invention, the time which has elapsed i~~~~~:ir 
,.since the sealing of the patent and the measures already taken by compulso 
the patentee or any licensee to make full use of the invention; licences . 

. 20 (ii). the ability of the applicant to work the invention to the 
public. advantage; 

* • * * * 
(iii) the capacity of the applicant to undertake the risk-in 

providing capital and working the invention, if the application 

25 were granted; 
but shall not be required to take into account matters subsequent 
to the making of the application. 

86. (1) At any time after the expiration of three years from the End:me

date of the sealing of a patent the Central Government may make an m~nt of 
. . ' d h b pa,,;nt 

30 applicatiOn _to the Controlle~ for an or. er ~~at t e patent may e with 
endorsed -wrth the words "Licences of nght · on the ground that the the 
reasonable requirements of the public with·respect ta the patented words 
invention have not been satisfied or that the patented invention is not "Licence• 

_ available to ..the public at a reasonable price. 
35 · .(2) _The Controller, if satisfied that the reasonable requirements of 

. the public with respect to the patented invention have not been satis
fied or that the patented invention ·is not available .to .. the public- at 
a reasonable price, may make an order that the patent be endorsed 

'with the words "Licences of right". 

40 
(3) ·Where a patent of addition is in force, any application made 

under .. this, section for an endorsement either of. the original patent 
or of the patent of addition shall be treated as an application for the 

of right." 
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50 
endorsement of both patents, and where a patent of addition is granted 
in respect of a patent which is already endorsed under this section, 
the patent of addition shall also be so endorsed. 

(4) All endorsements of patents made under this section shall be 
entered in the register and published in the Official Gazette and in 5 
such other manner as the Controller thinks desirable for bringing the 
endorsement to the notice of manufacturers. 

5· , 

87. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act,-

(a) every patent in force at the commencement of this Act 
in respect of inventions relating to- 10 

(i) substances used or capable of being used as food or 
es medicine or drug ; 

(ii) the methods or processes for the manufacture or 
production of any such substance as is referred to in sub-
clause (i) ; 15 

(iii) the methods or processes for the manufacture or 
production of chemical substances (including alloys, opti
cal glass, semi-conductors and inter-metallic compounds); 
and 
(b) every patent granted after the commencement of this 20 

Act in respect of any such invention as is referred to in section 

shall be deemed to be endorsed with the words "Licences of right", 
in the case of inventions referred to in clause (a), from the com
mencement of this Act, and, in the case of inventions referred to in 2 5 
clause (b), from the date of sealing of the patent. 

(2) In respect of every patent which is deemed to be endorsed 
with the words "Licences of right" under this section, the provisions 
of >ection 88 shall apply. 

81l. (J) Where a patent has been endorsed with the words "Licences 30 
of right", any person who is interested in working the patented inven.. 
tion in India may require the patentee to grant him a licence for the 
purpose on such terms as may be mutually agreed upon, notwith
standing that he is already the holder of a licence under the patent. 

(2) If the parties are unable to agree on the terms of the licence, 35 
either of them may apply in the prescdbed manner to the Controller 
to settle the terms thereof. 

(3) The Controller shall, after giving notice to the parties and 
hearing them and after making such enquiry as he may deem fit, 
decide the terms on which the licence shall be granted by the patentee. 40 
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(4) The Controller may at any time before the terms of the 

licence are mutually agreed upon or decided by the Controller, on 
application made to him in this behalf by any person who has made 
any such requisition as is referred to in sub-section (1), permit him 

S to work the patented invention on such terms as the Controller may, 
pending agreement between the parties or decision by the Controller, 
think fit to impose. 

(5) In respect of every patent deemed to be endorsed with the 
words "Licences of right" under sub-clause (i) or sub-clause (ii) of 

!O clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 87, whether the patent was 
granted before or after the commencement of this Act, the royalty 
and other remuneration reserved to the patentee under a 
licence granted to any person after such commencement shall 
in no case exceed four per cent. of the net ex-factory sale price 

ii in bulk of the patented article (exclusive of taxes levied under any 
law for the time being in force and any commissions payable) 
determined in such manner as may be prescribed. 

(6) Save as otherwise provided in sub-section (5), the provisions 
of sub-sections (J), (2), (4), (5) and (6) of section 93 (regarding 

!O the powers of the Controller) and of sections 94 and 95 shall apply 
to licences granted under this section as they apply to licences 
granted under section 84. 

89. (1) Where, in respect of a patent, a compulsory licence bas Revocation 
been gronrted or the endorsement "Licences of right" has been made of patents 

!S or is deemed to have been made, the Central Government or any per- by the 
son interested may, after the expiration of two years from the date fController 

or non
of the order granting the first compulsory licence or, as the case may working. 
be, the date of the grant of the first licence under section 88, 
apply to the Controller for an order revoking the patent on the 

30 ground that the reasonable requirements of the public with respect 
to the patented invention have not been satisfied or that the patented 
invention is not available to the public at a reasonable price. 

(2) Every application under sub-section (1) shall contain such 
particulars as may be prescribed and the facts upon which the appli-

35 cation is based end in the case of an application other than by the ' ' . , 
Central Government shall also set out the nature of the applicants 
interest. ' ' •• -T:q 

(3) The Controller, if satisfied that the reasonable requirements 
of the public with respect to the pa,tented invention have not been 

40 satisfied or that the patented invention is not available to the public 
at a reasonable price, may make an order revoking the patent. 

(4) Every application under sub-section (J) shall ordinarily be 
decided within one year of its being presented to the Controller. 
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When 90. For the purposes of sections 84, 86 and 89, the reasonable re
reasonable quirements of the public shall be deemed not to have been satisfied-
require- (a) if, by reason of the default of the patentee to manufacture 
ments of in India to an adequate extent and supply on reasonable terms the 
the pubii< 
deemed patented article or a part of the patented article which is neces- 5 
not sati.l- sary for its efficient working or if; by reason of the refusal of the 
fled. patentee to grant a licence or licences on reasonable terms,-

(i) an existing trade or industry or the development 
\hereof or the establishment of any new trade or industry in 
India or the trade or industry of any person or classes of per- 10 

sons trading or manufacturing in India is prejudiced; or 

(ii) the demand for the patented article is not being met 
to an adequate extent or on reesonable terms from manufac
ture in India; or 

(iii) a market for the export of the patented article 15 
manufactured in India is not being supplied or developed or 
such market capable of being created is not being created; or 

(iv) the establishment or development of commercial 
f!ctivities in India is prejudiced; or 

(b) if, by !l'eason of conditions imposed by the patentee (whe- 20 

ther before or after the commencement of this Act) , upon the 
, grant of licences under the patent, or upon the purchase, hire or 
use of the patented article or process, the manufucture, use or 
sale of materials not protected by the patent, or the establishment 
or development of any trade or industry in India, is prejudiced; 25 
-or 

(c) if the patented invention is not being worked in India on 
a commercial scale to an adequate extent or is not being so 
worked to the fullest extent that is reasonably practicable; or 

(d) if the demand for the patented article in India is being 30 
met to a substantial extent by importation from abroad by-

(i) the patentee or persons claiming under him; or 

(ii) persons directly or indirectly purchasing from him; 
or 

(iii) other persons egainst whom the patentee is not t-!lk- 35 
ing or has not taken proceedings for infringement; or 

(e) if the working of the patented inverution in India on a 
commercial scale is being prevented or hindered by the importa
tion from abroad of the patented article by the p?.tentee or the 
other persons referred to in the pre~ding cleuse. . 40 
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9L (1) Where an application under section 84, section. 86 or sec- Powerol 
tion 89, as the case may be, is made on the ground mentioned. in clause Controller 
(c) of section 90 and the Controller is satisfied that the time which to adjourn 
has elapsed since the sealing of the patent has for any reason been a~plica-

5 insufficient to enable the invention to be worked on a commercial twns flor compu sory 
scale to an adequate extent or to enable the invention to be so work- licences, 
ed to the fullest extent that is reasonably practicable, he may, by etc.,in 
order, adjourn the further hearing of the application for such period certain 
not exceeding twelve month3 in the aggregate es appears to him to cases. 

10 be sufficient for the invention to be so worked: 

Provided that in any case where the patentee establishes that the 
reason why a patented invention could not be worked as aforesaid 
before the date of the application was due to any State or Central 
Act or any rule or regulation made thereunder or any order of the 

15 Government imposed otherwise than by way of a condition for the 
working of the invention in India or for the disposal of the patented 
articles or of the articles made by the process or, by the •use of the 
patented plant, machinery, or apparatu~. then, the period of adjourn
ment ordered under this sub-section shall be reckoned from the date 

2o on which the period during which the working of the invention was 
prevented by such Act, rule or regulation or order of Government as 
computed from the date of the application, expires. 

(2) No adjournment under sub-section (1) shall be ordered unless 
the Controller is satisfied that the patentee has taken with prompti-

25 tude adequate or reasonable steps to start the working of the inven
tion oin India on a commercial scale and to an adequate extent . 

• * * • • 
92. (1) Where the Controller is satisfied, upon consideration of Procedure 

an application under section 84, section 86 or section 89, that a prima fo.r dealin.! 
30 . . d h hall w1th apph faete case has been made out for the making of an or er, e s cations 

direct the applicant to serve copies of the application upon the under sec· 
patentee and any other per3on appearing from the register to be tions 84, 

'interested in the patent in respect of which the application is made, 86 and 89. 

and shall advertise the application in the Official Gazette. 

35 (2) The patentee or any other person desiring to oppose the 
application may, within such time as may be prescribed or within 
such further time as the Controller may on application (made either 
before or after the expiration of the prescribed time) allow, give to 

.the Controller notice of opposition. 

40 (3) Any such notice of opposition shall contain a statement set-
ting out the grounds on which the application is opposed. 

(4) Where any such notice of opposition is duly given, the Con
troller shall notify the applicant, and shall give to the applicant and 
the opponent an opportunity to be heard before deciding the case. 
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Powers of !13. (1) Where the Controller is satisfied on application made 
Controller under section 84 that the manufacture, use or sale of materials not 
in granting protected by the patent is prejudiced by reason of conditions imposed 
compulsory I' .1. by the patentee uuon the grant of 1cences under the patent, or upon . 1cences. · 

the purcha>e, hire or use of the patented article or process, he may, S 
subject to the provisions of that section, order the grant of licences 
under the patent to such customers of the applicant as he thinks fit 
as well as to the applicant. 

(2) Where an application under section 84 is made by a person 
being the holder of a licence under the patent, the Controller may, Io 
if he makes an order for the grant of a licence to the applicant, order 
the existing licence to be cancelled, or may, if he thinks fit, instead 
of making an order for the grant of a licence to the applicant, order 
the existing licence to be amended. 

(3) Where on an application made under section 84, the Control- 15 
ler orders the grant of a licence, he may direct that the licence shall 
operate-

(a) to deprive the patentee of any right which he may have 
as patentee to make, use, exercise or vend the invention or to 
grant licences under the patent; 20 

(b) to revoke all existing licences in respect of the inven
tion. 

( 4) Where two or more patents are held by the same patent.,e anA. 
an applicant for a compulsory licence establishes that the reasonable 
requirements of the public have not been satisfied with respect to 25 
some only of the said patents, then, if the Controller is satisfied that 
the applicant cannot efficiently or satisfactorily work the licence 
granted to him under those patents without infringing the other 
patents held by the patentee, he may, by order, direct the grant of a 
licence in respect of the other patents also to enable the licensee to 30 
work the patent or patents in regard to which a licence is granted 
under section 84. 

(5) Where the terms and conditions of a licence have been settled 
by the Controller, an application may be made to the Controller by 
the licensee for the revision of the terms on the ground that the 35 
terms settled have proved to be more onerous than originally ex
pec.ted and that in consequence thereof the licensee is unable to work 
the invention except at a loss: 

Provided that no such application shall be entertained,-

(a) unless the licensee has worked the invention on a eom- 40 
mercia! scale for a period of at least twelve months, or 

(b) a second time. 



(6) The decision of the Controller shall be subject to appeal to 
the High Court. 

94. The powers of the Controller upon an application made under General 
section 84 :>hall be exercised with a view to securing the following purposes 

5 general purposes, that is to say,- for . 
grantmg 

(a) tbat patented inventions are worked on a commercial compulsory 
scale in India without undue delay and to the fullest extent that licences. 
is reasonably practicable; 

(b) that the interests of any person for the time being 
10 wo:-king or developing an invention in India under the protec

tion of a patent are not unfairly prejudiced. 

95. (1) In settling the terms and conditions of a licence under Terms and 
section 84, the Controller shall endeavour to secure-- conditions 

of com
(i) that the royalty and other remuneration, if any, reserved pulsory 

I5 to the patentee or other person beneficially entitled to the patent, licences. 
is reasonable, having regard to the nature of the invention, the 
expenditure incurred by the patentee in making the invention or 

20 

in developing it and obtaining a patent and keeping it in force 
and other relevant factors; 

(ii) that the patented invention is worked to the fullest ex
tent by the person to whom the licence is granted and with rea
~onable profit to him; 

(iii) that the patented article-s are made available to the 
public at reasonable prices. 

25 (2) No licence granted by the Controller shall authorise the 
licensee to import the patented article or an article or substance 
made by a patented process from abroad where such importation 
would, but for such authorisation, constitute an infringement of the 
rights of the patentee. 

30 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (2), the 

Central Government may, if in its opinion it is necessary so to do 
in the public interest, direct the Controller at any time to authorise 
any licensee in respect of a patent to import the patented article or 
an article or substance made by a patented process from abroad 

35 (subject to such conditions as it considers necessary to impose relat
ing among other matters to the royalty and other remuneration, if 
any, payable to the patentee, the quantum of import, the sale price of 
the imported article, and the period of importation), and thereupon 
the Controller shall give effect to the directions. 

40 96. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the other provi
sions of this Chapter, at any time after the sealing ~f a p~tent,_ any 
person who has the right to work any other patented mvenhon e1ther 
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as patentee or as licensee thereof, exclusive or oherwise, may apply 
to the Controller for the grant of a licence of the first mentioned 
patent on the ground that he is prevented or hindered without such 
licence from working the other invention efficiently or to the best 
advantage possible. s 

(2) No order under sub-section (J) shall be made unless the 
Controller is satisfied-

(i) that the applicant is able and willing to grant, or pro
cure the grant to the patentee and his licensees if they so desire, 
of, a licence in respect of the other invention on reasonable terms; 10 
and 

(ii) that the other invention has made a substantial contri
bution to the establishment or development of commercial or in
dustrial activities in India. 

(3) When the Controller is satisfied that the conditions mentioned IS 
in sub-section (1) have been established by the applicant, he may 
make an order on such terms as he thinks fit granting a licence under 
the first mentioned patent and a similar order under the other patent 
if so requested by the proprietor of the first mentioned patent or his 
licensee. 20 

(4) The provisions of sections 92 and 110 shall apply to licences 
granted under this section as they apply to licences granted under sec
tion 84. 

* * * * * 
97. (1) If the Central Government is satisfied in respect of any 

patent or class of patents in force that it is necessary or expedient 25 
in the public interest that compulsory licences should be granted at 
any time after the sealing 'thereof to work the invention or inven
tions, it may make a declaration to that effect in the Official Gazette, 
and thereupon the following provisions shall have effect, that is to 
say- 30 

(i) the Controller shall on application made at any time after 
the notification by any person interested grant to the applicant 
a licence under the patent on such terms as he thinks fit; 

( ii) in settling the terms of a licence granted under this sec
tion, the Controller shall endeavour to secure that the articles 35 
manufactured under the patent shall be available to the public at 
the lowest prices consistent with the patentees deriving a reason
able advantage from their patent rights. 

(2) The provisions of sections 92, 93, 94 and 95 shall apply in re
lation to the grant of licences under this section as they apply in 40 
relation to the grant of li~ences under section 84 . 

• • • • • 
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98. Any order for the grant of a licence under this Chapter shall Orde f 
t 'f 't r or opera e as 1 I were a deed granting a licence executed by the licence 

patentee and all other necessary parties embodying the terms and to ope
conditions, if any, settled by the Controller. rate ali 

a deed 

CHAPTER XVII 

USE OF INVENTIONS FOR PURPOSES OF GOVERNMENT AND ACQUISITION OF 

INVENTIONS BY CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

between 
parties 
concern
ed. 

99. (1) For the purposes of this Chapter, an invention is said to Meaning 
be used for the purposes of Government if it is made used exercised of use of 

ro or vended for the purposes of the Central Governme~t a State Gov- invention . • for pur-
ernment or a Government undertakmg or any other undertaking in poses of 
a class or classes of industries which the Central Government, having Govern
regard to the interests of the general public, may notify in this behalf ment. 
in the Official Gazette. 

15 (2) Nothing contained in this Chapter shall apply in the case of 
any such use of an invention as is deemed not to constitute an in
fringement of the patentee's rights under section 48. * * 

100. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, at any Power of 
time after an application for a patent has been filed at the patent Central 

20 office or a patent has been granted, the Central Government and any Govetrtn. men o 
person authorised in writing by it, may make, use, exercise or vend use inven. 
the invention for the purposes of Government in accordance with the tions for 
provisions of this Chapter. purposes 

. . of Govern-
(2) Where an invention has, before the pnonty date of the rele- ment. 

25 vant claim of the complete specification, been duly recorded in a 
document, or te3ted or tried, by or on behalf of the Government or 
a Government undertaking, otherwise than in consequence of the 
communication of the invention directly or indirectly by the patentee 
or by a person from whom he derives title, any use of the invention 

30 by the Central Government or any person authorised in writing by it 
for the purposes of Government may be made free of any royalty or 
other remuneration to the patentee. 

(3) If and so far as the invention has not been so recorded or tried 
or tested as aforesaid, any use of the invention made by the Central 

35 Government or any person authorised by it under sub-section (1), 
at any time after the acceptance of the complete specification in res
pect of the patent or in consequence of any such communicati~n as 
aforesaid, shall be made upon terms as may be agreed upon either 
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before or after the use, between the Central Government or any 
person authorised under sub-section (1) and the patentee, or, as may 
in default of agreement be determined by the High Court on a 
reference under section 103. 

(4) The authorisation by the Central Government in respect of an 5 
invention may be given under this section, either before or after the 
patent is granted and either before or after the acts in respect of 
which such authorisation is given or done, and may be given to any 
person, whether or not he is authorised directly or indirectly by the 
applicant or the patentee to make, use, exercise or vend the inven- 10 

tion. 

(5) Where an invention has been made, used, exercised or vended 
by or with the authority of the Central Government for the purposes 
of Government under this section, then, unless it appears to the 
Government that it would be contrary to the public interest so to do, 15 
the Government shall notify the patentee as soon as practicable of 

the fact and furnish him with such information as to the extent Of 
the making, use, exercise or vending of the invention as he may, 
from time to time, reasonably require; and where the invention has 
been made, used, exercised or vended for the purposes of a Govern-

20 

ment undertaking or an undertaking in a class or classes of indus
tries notified by the Central Government under section 99, the Cen
tral Government may call for such information as may be necessary 
for this purpose from such undertaking. 

(6) The right to make, use, exercise and vend an invention for the 25 
purposes of Government under sub-section (1) shall include the right 
to sell the goods which have been made in exercise of that right, and 
a purchaser of goods so sold, and a person claiming through him, shall 
have the power to deal with the goods as if the Central Government 
or the person authorised under sub-section (1) were the patentee of 30 
tne invention. 

(7) Where in respect of a patent which has been the subject of an 
authorisation under this section, there is an exclusive licensee as is 
referred to in sub-section (3) of section 101, or where such patent hu 
been assigned to the patentee in consideration of royalties or other 35 
benefits determined by reference to the use of the invention (includ
ing payments by way of minimum royalty), the notice directed to be 
given under sub-section (5) shall also be given to such exclusive 
licensee or assignor, as the case may be, and the reference to the 
patentee in sub-section (3) shall be deemed to include a reference to 40 
such assignor or exclusive licensee. 
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101. (1) In relation to any use of a patented invention, or an in- R~ghts of 
t . · t f hi h I" · third ven 10n m respec o w c an app 1cat1on for a patent is pending, parties in 

made for the purposes of Government- respect of 

(a) by the Central Government or any person authorised by ~~:eo:tioo 
5 the Central Government under section 100; or for pur-

(b) by the patentee or applicant for the patent to the order poses ot 
made by the Central Government Govet.rn-

' men 
the provisions of any licence, assignment or agreement granted or 
made, whether before or after the commencement of this Act bet-

' 
10 ween the patentee or applicant for the patent (or any person who 

derives title from him or from whom he derives title) and any per
son other than the Central Government shall be of no effect so far 
as those provisions--

(i) restrict or regulate the use for the purposes of Govern-
IS ment of the invention, or of any model, document or informa

tion relating ihereto, or 

(ii) provide for the making of payments in respect of any 
use of the invention or of the model, document or information 
relating thereto for the purposes of Government (including pay-

2o ments by way of minimum royalty) ; 

and the reproduction or publication of any model or document in 
connection with the said use for the purposes of Government shall 
not be deemed to be an infringement of any copyright subsisting in 
the model or document. 

25 (2) Where the patent, or the right to apply for or obtain the 
patent, has been assigned to the patentee in consideration of royal
ties or other benefits determined by reference to the use of the in
vention (including payments by way of minimum royalty), then, in 
relation to any use of the invention made for ~he purposes of Gov-

30 ernment by the patentee to the order of the Central Government, 
sub-section (3) of section 100 shall have effect as if tOOt tUe were 
made by virtue of an authority given under that section; and any 
use of the invention for the purposes of Government by virtue of 
sub-section (3) of that section shall have effect as if the reference 

35 to the patentee included a reference to the a,signor of the patent, 
and any sum payable by virtue of that sub-section shall be divided 
lletween the patentee and the assignor in such proportion as may 
be agreed upon between them or as may in default of agreement be 
determined by the High Court on a reference under section 103. 

40 (3) Where by virtue of sub-section (3) of section 100, payments 
are required to be made by the Central Government or persons 
authorised under sub-section (1) of that section in respect of the 
use of an invention for the purposes of Government and where in 
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respect of such patent there is an exclusive licensee authorised under 
his licence to use the invention for the purposes of Government, 
such sum shall be shared by the patentee and such licensee in ~uch 
proportions, if any, as may be agreed upon bt!tween them or as may 
in default of agreement be determined by the High Court on a 5 
reference under section 103 to be just, having regard to any expen
diture incurred by the licensee-

(a) in developing the said invention; or 

(b) in making payments to the patentees other than royal
ties or other benefits determined by refe1ence to the use of the 10 

invention, including payments by way of minimum royalty in 
consideration of the licence. 

•cquisi. 102. (I) The Central Government may, if satisfied that it is 
ion of necessary that an invention which is the su·r-ject of an application 
Lventions for a patent or a patent should be acquired from the applicant or 15 
ld pat~ts the patentee for a public purpose, publish a notification to that 
~the 
mtral effect in the Official Gazette, and thereupon the invention or patent 
overn- and all rights in respect of the invention or pat~nt shall, by force 
ent. of this section, stand transferred to and be vested in the Central 

.eference 
l High 
ourt of 
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; to use 
•r pur
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Government. zo 

(2) Notice of the acquisition shall be given to the applicant, and, 
where a patent has been granted, to the patentee and other persons, 
if any, appearing in the register as having an interest in the patent. 

(3) The Central Government shall pay to the applicant, or, as 
the case may be, the patentee and other persClns appearing on the 25 
register as having an interest in the patent sucn compensation as 
may be agreed upon between the Central Government and the ap
plicant, or the patentee and other persons; or, as may, in default 
of agreement, be determined by the High Court on a reference 
under section 103 to be just having regard to the expenditure in- 30 
curred in connection with the invention and, in the case of a 
patent, the term thereof, the period during which and the manner 
in which it has already been worked (including the profits made 
during such period by the patentee or by his licensee whether ex-
clusive or otherwise) and other relewnt factors. 35 

103. (1) AIJ.y dispute as to the exercise by the Central Govern
ment or a person authorised by it of the powers conferred by sec
tion 100, or as to terms for the use of an invention for the purposes 
of Government thereunder or as to the right of any person to 
receive any part of a payment made in pursuance of sub-section 40 
(3) of that section or as to the amount of compensation payaqle for 
th:? acquisition of an invention or a patent under section 102, may be 
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referred to the High Court by either party to the dispute in such 
manner as may be prescribed by the rules of the High Court. 

(2) In any proceedings under this section to which the Central 
Government is a party, the Central Government may,-

S (a) if the patentee is a party to the proceedings, petition 
by way of counter-claim for revocation of th-e patent on any 
ground upon which a patent may be revoked under section 64; 
and 

(b) whether a patentee is or is not a party to the proceed-
xo ings, put in issue the validity of the patent without petitioning 

for its revocation. 

(3) If in such proceedings as aforesaid nny question arises whe
ther an invention has been recorded, tested or tned as is mentioned 
in section 100, and the disclosure of any document regarding the 

15 invention, or of any evidence of the test or trial thereof, would, 
in the opinion of the Central Government, be prejudicial to the 
public interest, the disclosure may be made confidentially to the 
advocate of the other party or to an indeper.dent expert mutually 
agreed upon. 

20 (4) In determining under this section a!1Y dispute between the 
Central Government and any person as to terms for the use of an 
invention for the purposes of Government, the High Court shall 
have regard to any benefit or compensation which that person or 
any person from whom he derives title, may have received, or may 

25 be entitled to receive, directly or indirectly in respect of the use 
of the invention in question for the purposes of Government. 

(5) In any proceedings under this section, the High Court may 
at any time order the whole proceedings or any question or issue of 
fact arising therein to be referred to au official referee, commis-

30 sioner or an arbitrator on such terms as the High Court may direct, 
and references to the High Court in the foregoing provisions of this 
section shall be construed accordingly. 

(6) .Where the i~vention claimed in a patent was made by a per
son who at the time it was .made was in the service of the Central 

35 Government o~ of a State Government or was an employee of a 
Government undertaking and the subject-matter of the invention is 
certified by ·the relevant Government or the principal officer of the 
Government undertaking to be connected with the work done in the 
course of the normal duties of the Governm~nt. servant or employee 

< ,. • 
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of the Government undertaking, then, notwithstanding anything con
tained in this section, any dispute of the nature referred to in sub
section (1) relating to the invention shall be disposed of by the 
Central Government conformably to the provisions of this section 
so far as may be applicable, but before doing so the Central Govern- s 
ment shall give an opportunity to the patentee and such other parties 
as it considers have an interest in the matter to be heard. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

SUITS CONCERNING INFRINGEMENT OF PATENTS 

104. No suit for a declaration under section 105 or for any relief 10 

under section 106 or for infringement of a patent shall be instituted 
in any court inferior to a district court having jurisdiction to try 
the suit: 

Provided that where a counter-claim for revocation of the patent 
is made by the defendant, the suit, along with the counter-claim, 15 

shall be transferred to the High Court for decision. 

105. (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 34 of the 
Specific Relief Act, 1963, any person may institute a suit for a declara
tion that the use by him of any process, or the making, use or sale of 
any article by him, does not, or would not, constitute an infringement 20 

of a claim of a patent against the patentee or the holder of an 
exclusive licence under the patent, notwithstanding that no assertion 
to the contrary has been made by the patentee or the licensee, if it 
is shown-

(a) that the plaintiff has applied in writing to the patentee 25 
or exclusive licensee for a written acknowledgment to the effect 
of the declaration claimed and has furnished him with full 
particulars in writing of the process or article in question; and 

(b) that the patentee or licensee has refused or neglected 
to give such an acknowledgment. 30 

(2) The costs of all parties in a suit fo·r a declaration brought by 
virtue of this section shall, unless for special reasons the court 
thinks fit to order otherwise, be paid by the plaintiff. 

(3) The validity of a claim of the specification of a patent shall 
not be called in question in a suit for a declaration brought by 35 
virtue of this section, and accordingly the making or refusal of such 
a declaration in the case of a patent shall not be deemed to imply 
that the patent is valid or invalid. 

( 4) A suit for a declaration may be brought by virtue of this 
section at any time after the date of advertisement of acceptance of 40 
the complete specification of a patent, and references in this section 
to the patentee shall be construed accordingly. 

4 



106. (1) Where any person (whether entitled to or interested in Power of 
a patent or an application for a patent or not) threatens any other Court to 
person by circulars or advertisements or by communications, oral or grant 

relief in 
in writing, addressed to that or any other person, with proceedings cases of 

S for infringement of a patent, any person aggrieved thereby may bring groundless 
a suit against him praying for the following reliefs, that is to say- threats of 

(a) 
infringe-

10 

a declaration to the effect that the threats are unjustifi- ment pro-
able; ceedings. 

(b) an injunction against the continuance of the threats; and 

(c) such damages, if any, as he has sustained thereby. 

(2) Unless in such suit the defendant proves that the acts in res
pect of which the proceedings were threatened constitute or, if done, 
would constitute, an infringement of a patent or of rights arising from 
the publication of a complete specification in respect of a claim of 

15 the specification not shown by the plaintiff to be invalid, the court 
may grant to the plaintiff all or any of the reliefs prayed for. 

20 

Explanation.-A mere notification of the existence of a patent 
does not constitute a threat of proceeding within the meaning of this 
section. 

107. {1) In any suit for infringement of a patent, every ground on 
which itiitay be revoked under section 64 shall be available as a 
ground for defence. 

Defences, 
etc., in 
suits for in· 
fringe
men!. (2) In a suit for infringement of a patent granted in respect of a 

method or process of manufacture of a substance referred to in sec-
25 lion 5, any substance of the same chemical composition or constitution 

as the first mentioned substance shall be presumed, unless the con
trary is proved, to have been made by the aforesaid patented method 
or process. 

108. The reliefs which a court may grant in any suit for in- Reliefs 
h t 'f ny as in suits 30 fringement include an inJ'unction (subject to sue erms, 1 a , 

d for in-
the court thinks fit) and, at the option of the plaintiff, either amages fringe-

or an account of profits. ment. 

109. (1) The holder of an exclusive licence shall ha~e t~e like right Right _of 
as the patentee to institute a suit in respect of any mfrmgement of e_xclusJVe 

35 the patent committed after the date of the licence, and in awarding lticetnskee 
. h I' f . ny o a e 

damages or an account of profits or granting any ot er re Ie m a proceed-
such suit the court shall take into consideration any loss suffered ings 
or likely to be suffered by the exclusive licensee as such or, as the ~gai_nst 
case may be the profits earned by means of the infringement so ~ar JDfnnge-

40 as it constitutes an infringement of the rights of the exclUSIVE' ment. 

licensee as such. 
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(2) In any suit for infringement of a patent by th~ holder pf an 
exclusive licence under sub-section (1), the patentee shall, unless he 
has joined as a plaintiff in the suit, be added as a defendant, but . a 
patentee so added as defendant shall not be liable for any costs unle.ss 
he enters an appearance and takes part in the proceedings. . 

5 
110. Any person to whom a licence has been granted under section. 

84 shall be entitled to call upon the patentee to take proceedings to 
prevent any infringement of the patent, and, if the patentee. refuses 
or neglects to do so within two months after being so called upon, the 
licensee may institute proceedings· for the infringement in his own 10 

name as though he were the patentee, making the patentee a defen
dant; but a patentee so added as defendant shall not be liable for any 
costs unless he enters an appearance and takes part in the proceed
ings. 

111. (1) In a suit for infringement of a patent damages or an 15 
account of profits shall not be granted against the defendant who· 
proves that at the date of the infringement he was not aware and had 
no reasonable grounds for believing that the patent existed. , 

Explanation.-A person shall not be deemed to have been aware 
or to have had reasonable grounds for believing that a patent exists 20 

by reason only of the application to an arti~le of the word -'Patent', 
'Patented' or any word or words expressin·g or implying that a, patent 
has been obtained for the article, unless the numbet of the 'patent 
accompanies the word or words in question. · 

(2) In any suit for infringement of a patent the court may, if it 25 
thinks fit, refuse to grant any damages or an account of profits . in 
respect of any infringement committed after a failure to pay any 
renewal fee within the prescribed period and before any extension of 
that period. 

(J) Where an amendment of a specification by way of disclaimer, 30 . 
correction or explanation has been· allowed under this Act after the 
publication of the specification, no damages or account of profits shall' 
be granted in any proceeding in respect of the use of the· invention 
before the date of the decision allowing the amendment,. ,unless the 
court is satisfied that the specification as originally published was 35 
framed in good faith and with reasonable skill and knowledge. 

(4) Nothing in this section shall affect the power of the court to• 
grant an injunction in any suit for infringement of a patent. 

112. If in proceedings for the infringement of a patent endorsed or 
deemed to be endorsed with the words "Licences of right" (otherwise 40 
than by the importation of the patented article from other countries) 
the infringing defendant is ready and willing to take a licence upon 
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:terms· to ·be 'settled by the Controller as provided in section 88 no 
injunction 'shall be ~ranted against him, and the amount (if ~ny) 
•recoverable against him by way of damages shall not exceed double 
the arriount which would have been 'recoverable against him as licen-

,5.see if such a licence had been granted before ,the earliest infringe
ment. 

to 
grant 
injunc
tion in 
certain 
cases. 

113. (1) If in any proceedings before a High Court for the revoca- Certificate 
non of a· patent under section 64 the validity of any claim of a spec!- of vali~ity 

, , fication is. contested and that claim is found by the court to be valid, ~~:~~~;nd 
10 the Court .. may. certify that the validity of that claim was contested costs of 

1in those proceedings ·and 'was upheld. subsequent 
suits for 

,(2) ,Where any such certificate has been granted, then, if in any ::~ge
su·bsequent suit before a court for infringement of that claim of the thereof. 
p~tent or .in any. subsequent;.proceeding for revocation of the patent 

15 in so far as it relates. to that claim, the patentee or other person rely
Jng'on the.valiciity of the.claim obtains a final order or judgment in 
his f:ivour,; he. shall,be, entitled to an .order for the payment of his 
full costs, charges. and expenses of and incidental to any such suit 
or proceeding properly incurred so far as they concern the claim in 

20 respect of which the certificate was granted, unless the court trying 
the suit or proceeding otherwise directs: 

Provided that the costs as specified in this sub-sectron snan not 
be ordered when the party disputing the validity of the claim satisfies 
the court that he was not aware of .the grant .of the certificate when 

25 he· raised the dispute and withdrew forthwith such defence when !he 
became aware of such a certificate. 

(3) .Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as 
authorising courts hearing appeals from decrees or orders in suits 
for infringement or petitions for revocation to pass orders for costs 

3o on the seal~ ;referred to therein. 

114. (1) If in proceedings for infringement of a patent it is found Relief for 
that any~claim-oLthe specification; being a claim in respect of which infringe
infringement is alleged, is valid, but that any other claim is invalid, me~t~ 01~ 

I'd . ·I . h' h . par ra y ,the court may, grant relief in ·respect of any· va 1 c a1m w 1c 1s valid 
35 infringed: ' specifica-

•Provided that the court shall n~t grant relief except by w&y of 
injunction save in the circumstances mentioned in sub-section (2). 

tion. 
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(2) Where the plaintiff proves that the invalid claim was framed 
in good faith and with reasonable skill and knowledge, the court shall 
grant relief in respect of any valid claim which is infringed subject 
:o the discretion of the court as to costs and as to the date from 
which damages or an account of profits should be reckoned, and in 5 
exercising such discretion the court may take into consideration the 
conduct of the parties in inserting such invalid claims in the specifi
cation or permitting them to remain there. 

115. (1) In any suit for infringement or in any proceeding before 
a court under this Act, the court may at any time, and whether or not 10 
an application has been made by any party for that purpose, appoint 
an independent scientific adviser to assist the court or to inquire and 
report upon any such question of fact or of opinion (not involving a 
question of interpretation of law) as it may formulate for the pur-
pose. 15 

(2) The remuneration of the scientific adviser shall be fixed by 
the court and shall include the costs of making a report and a proper 
daily fee for any day on which the scientific adviser may be required 
to attend before the court, and such remuneration shall be defrayed 
out of moneys provided by Pa1·liament by law for the purpose. 20 

CHAPTER XIX 

APPEALS 

116. (1) No appeal shall lie from any decision, order or direc
tion made or issued under this Act by the Central Government, or 
from any act or order of the Controller for the purpose of giving 25 
effect to any such decision, order or direction. 

(2) Save as otherwise expressly provided in sub-section (1), 
an appeal shall lie to a High Court from any decision, order or 
direction of the Controller under any of the following provisions, 
that is to say, 30 

section 15, section 16, section 17, section 18, section 19, section 
20, section 25, section 27, section 28, section 51, section 54, section 
57, section 60, section 61, section 63, sub-section (J) of section 69, 
section 78, section 84, section 86, section 89, section 93, section 96 and 
section 97: 35 

(3) Every appeal under this section shall be in writing and 
shall be made within three months from the date of the decision, 
order or direction, as the case may be, of the Controller, or within 
mch further time as the High Court may in accordance with the 
rules made by it under section 158 allow. 40 



117. (1) Every appeal before a High Court under section 116 
shall be by petition and shall be in such form and shall contain such 
particulars as may be prescribed by rules made by the High Court 
under section 158. 

Procedur~ 

for hear
ing of 
appeals. 

5 (2) Every such appeal shall be heard by a single Judge of the 
High Court: 

Provided that any such Judge may, if he so thinks fit, refer the 
appeal at any stage of the proceeding to a Bench of the High Court. 

(3) Every such appeal shall be heard as expeditiow:ly as possi
ro ble and endeavour shall be made to decide the appeal within a 

period of twelve months from the date on which it is filed. 

CHAPTER XX 

PENALTIES 

118. If any person fails to comply with any direction given under Contrave 

15 section 35 or makes or causes to be made an application for the grant tton of 

f 
. t . f . h h I secrecy o a patent m con raventwn o sectiOn 39, e s a I be punishable with provisior 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years, or with relating 
fine, or with both. to certair 

inventior 

119. If any person makes, or causes to be made, a false entry in Falsifica· 

20 
any register kept under this Act, or a writing falsely purporting to tion of 

d 
entries : 

be a copy of an entry in such a register, or pro uces or tenders, or register, 
causes to be produced or tendered, in evidence any such writing etc. 

knowing the entry or writing to be false, he shall be punishable wiih 
imprisonment for a term which may extend h' two years, or with 

25 fine, or with both. 

120. If any person falsely represents that any article sold by him Unautho 
is patented in India or is the subject of an application for a patent in rised c\;' 

India he shall be punishable with fine which may extend to five 
0~ phatten• ' r1g s. 

hundred rupees. 

30 
Explanation 1.-For the purposes of this section, a person shall be 

deemed to represent-

35 

(a) that an article is patented in India if there is stamped, 
engraved or impressed on, or otherwise applied to, the article the 
word "patent" or "patented" or some other word expressing or im
plying that a patent for the article has been obtained in India; 

(b) that an article is the subject of an application for a 
patent in India, if there are stamped, engraved or impressed on, 
or otherwise applied to, the article the words "patent applied 
for", "patent pending", or somE' other words implying. that ~n 
applicetion for a patent for the article has been made m Indra. 
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Explanation 2.-The use of words "patent", "patented", "patent 
applied for", "patent pending" or other words expressing or imply
ing that an article is patented or that a patent has been applied for 
shall be deemed to refer to a patent in force in India, or to a pending 
application for a patent in India, as the case may be, unless there is 5 
an accompanying indication that the patent has been obtained or 
applied for in any country outside India. 

121. If any person uses on his place of business or any document 
issued by him or otherwise the words "patent office" or any other 
words which would reasonably lead to the belief that his place of 10 

business is, or is officially connected with, the patent office, he shall 
be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
six months, or with fine, or with both. 

122. (1) If any person refuses or fails to furnish-

(a) to the Central Government any information which he is 15 
required to furnish under sub-section (5) of section 100, 

(b) to the Controller any information or statement which he 
is required to furnish under section 146, 

he shall be punishable with fine which may extend to one thousand 
rupees. 

(2) If any person, being required to furnish any such informa
tion as is referred to in sub-section (1), furnishes information or 
statement which is false, and which he either knows or has reason 

20 

to believe to be false or does not believe to be true, he shall be 
punishable with imprisonment which may extend to six months, 25 
or with fine, or with both. 

123. If any person contravenes the provisions of section 129, he 
shall be punishable with fine which may extend to five hundred 
rupees in the case of a first offence and two thousand rupees in the 
case of a second or subsequent offence. 30 

124. (1) If the person committing an offence under this Act is a 
company, the company as well as every person in charge of, and 
responsible to, the company ·for the conduct of its business at the 
time of the commission of the offence shall be deemed to be guilty 
of the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and 35 
punished accordingly: 

Provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall render 
any such person liable to any punishment if he proves that the 
offence was committed without his knowledge or that he exercised 
all due diligence to prevent the commission ·Of such offence, 40 
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(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), 
where an offence under this Act has been committed by a com
pany and it is proved that the offence has been committed with the 
consent· or connivance of, or .that the commission of the .offence is 

s attributable to any neglect on the part of any director, manager, 
secretary or other officer of the company, such director, manager, 
secretary or other officer shaH also be deemed to be guilty of that 
offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished 
accordingly. 

IO 

IS 

Explanation.~For the purposes of this section,-

(a) "company" means any body corporate and includes a 
firm or other association of individuals; and 

(b) "director", in relation to a firm, means a partner in the 
firm. 

CHAPTER XXI 

pATENT AGENTS 

125. The Controller shall maintain a register to be called the regisc Register 
ter of patent agents in which shall be entered the names and addres- of patient agen s. 
ses of all persons qu;;~lified to have their names so entered under 

20 section 126. 

l "fi h" t d · Qualifica-126. (I) A person shall be qua 1 ed to have lS name en ere m tions for 

the reghler of patent agents if he fulfils the following conditions, registra-
namely,- tion as 

patent 

(a) he is a citizen of India; ** agents. 

25 (b) he has completed the age of 2t years; 

(c) he has obtained a degree ** from any University in the 
territory of India or possesses such other equivalent ** qualifica
tions as the Central Government may specify in this behalf, 
and, in addition,-

30 (i) is an advocate. within the meaning of the Advocates 
Act, 1961; or · 

(ii) has passed the qualifying examination prescrirn•d 

for the purpose; ** 
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(d) he has paid such fee as may be prescribed. 

(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), a 
person who has been practising as a patent agent before the 1st day 
of November, 1966 and has filed not less than five complete specifi
cations before the said day, shall, on payment of prescribed fee, be 5 
qualified to have his name entered in the register of patent agents. 

127. Subject to the provisiOns contained in this Act and in any 
rules made thereunder, every patent agent whose name is entered 
in the regi~ter shall be entitled-

(a) to practise before the Controller; and 

(b) to prepare all documents, transact all business and dis
charge such other functions as may be prescribed in connection 
with any proceeding before the Controller under this Act. 

10 

128. (1) Subject to the provisions contained in sub-section (2) 
and to any rules made under this Act, all applications and com- 15 
munications to the Controller under this Act may be signed by a 
patent agent authorised in writing in this behalf by the person 
concerned. · 

(2) The following documents, namely,

(i) applications for patents; 

(ii) applications for the restoration of lapsed patents; 

(iii) applications for the sealing of patents after the time 
allowed for that purpose by or under sub-section (2), or sub
section (3) of section 43 has expired; 

(iv) applications for leave t.o amend; 

(v) applications for compulsory licences or for revocation; 
and 

(vi) notices of surrender of patents; 

shall be signed and verified in the manner prescribed by the person 

20 

25 

making such applications or giving such notices: 3o 

Provided that if such person is absent from India, they may be 
signed and verified on his behalf by a patent agent authorised by him 
in writing in that behalf. 
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129. (1) No person, either alone or in partnership with any other Restric
person, ~hal! practise, describe or hold himself out as a patent agent, tions. on 
or permit himself to be so described or held out, unless he is regis- practice 
tered as a patent agent or, as the case may be, unless he and all his as patent 

5 partners are so registered. agents. 

(2) No company or other bod) corporate shall practise, describe 
itself or hold itself out as patent agents or permit itself to be so 
described or held out. 

Explanation.-For the purposes of this section, practise as a patent 
10 agent includes any of the following acts, namely:-

15 

20 

(a) applying for or obtaining patents in India or elsewhere; 

(b) preparing specifications or other documents for the pur
poses of this Act or of the patent law of any other country; 

(c) giving advice other than of a scientific or technical na
ture as to the validity of patents or their infringement. 

130. (1) The Central Government may remove the name of any Removal 
person from the register when it is satisfied, after giving that person from 
a reasonable opportunity of being heard and after such further in- register Ol 

quiry, if any, as it thinks fit to make- ~;!~~! 
and resto

(i) that his name has been entered in the register by error or ration. 
on account of misrepresentation or suppression of material fact; 

(ii) that he has been convicted of any offence and sentenced 
to a term of imprisonment or has been guilty of misconduct in 
his professional capacity which in the opinion of the Central 
Government renders him unfit to be kept in the register. 

(2) The Central Government may, on application and on sufficient 
cause being shown, restore to the register the name of any person 
removed therefrom. 

131. (1) Subject to any rules made in this behalf, the Controller Power of 

30 may refuse to recognise as agent in respect of any business under this Controller 
A.ct- to refuse 

to deal 
(a) any individual whose name has been removed from, and with 

not restored to, the register; *** certain 
agents. 
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(b) any person who has been convicted of an offence under 
section 123; 

(c) any person, not being registered as a patent agent, who 
in the opinion of the Controller is en~ged wholly or mainly in 
acting as agent in applying for patents in India or elsewhere in 5 
the name or for the benefit of the person by whom he is employed; 

(d) any company or firm, if any person whom the Controller 
could refuse to recognise as agent in respect of any business under 
this Act, is acting as a director or manager of the company or is a 
partner in the firm. 

10 

(2) The Controller shall refuse to recognise as agent in respect of 
any business under this Act any person who neither resides nor h1> 
a place of business in India. 

132. Nothing in this Chapter shall be deemed to prohibit-

(a) the applicant for a patent or any person, not being a 15 
patent agent, who is duly authorised by the applicant from draft
ing any specification or appearing or acting before the Controller; 
or 

(b) an advocate, not being a patent agent, from taking part 
in any proceedings under this Act otherwise than by way of draft- 20 

ing any specification. 

CHAPTER XXII 

INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

133. (1) With a view to the fulfilment of a treaty, convention or 
arrangement with any country outside India which affords to appli- 25 
cants for patents in India or to citizens of India similar privileges as 
are granted to its own citizens in respect of the grant of patents end 
the protection of patent rights, the Central Government may, by noti
fication in the Official Gazette, declare such country to be a conven-
tion country for the purposes of this Act. 30 

(2) A declaration under sub-section (1) may be made for the pur
poses either of all or of some only of the provisions of this Act, and a 
country in the case of which a declaration made for the purposes of 
some only of the provisions of this Act is in force shall be deemed to 
be a convention country for the purposes of those provisions only. 35 

)t pro
ding for 
ciprocity. 

134. Where t uy country specified by the Central Government ln 
this behalf by notification in the Official Gazette does not accord to 
citizens of India the same rights in respect of the grant of po1tents and 
the protection of patent rights as it ;lC'cords to its own nationals, no 
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national of such country shall be entitled, either solely or jointly 
with any other person,-

(a) to apply for the grant of a patent or be registered as 
the proprietor of a patent; 

5 (b) to be registered as the assignee of the proprietor of a 
patent; or 

(c) to appiy for a licence or hold any licence under a patent 
granted under this Act. 

135. (1) Without prejudice to the provisions contained in section Conven-
10 6, where a person has made an application for a patent in respect of tio? appli-

. t' · · h · cations an mven wn m a conventwn country ( eremafter referred to as the · 
"basic application"), and that person or the legal representative or 
assignee of that person makes an application under this Act for a 
patent within twelve months after the date on which the basic ap-

15 plication was made, the priority date of a claim of the complete 
specification, being a claim based on matter disclosed in the basic 
application, is the date of making of the basic application. 

E:rplanation.-Where applications have been made for similar 
protection in respect of an invention in two or more convention 

20 countries, the period of twelve months referred to in this sub-section 
shall be reckoned from the date on which the earlier or earliest of 
the said applications was made. 

(2) Where applications for protection have been made in one or 
more convention countries in respect of two or more inventions 

25 which are cognate or of which one is a modifi-
cation of another, a single convention application may, 
subject to the provisions contained in section 10, be made in respect 
of those inventions at any time within twelve months from the date 
of the earliest of the said applications for protection: 

30 Provided that the fee payable on the making of any such appli· 
cation shall be the same as if separate applications have been made 
in respect of each of the said inventions, and the requirements of 
clause (b) of sub-section (1) of section 136 shall', in the case of any 
such application, apply separotely to the applications for protection 

35 in respect of each of the said inventions. 
Special 

136. (1) Every convention application shall- provisiom 

(a) be accompanied by a complete specification; anct relating.to 
. t conventlOJ 

(b) specify the date on which and the conventwn coun ry applica-
in which the application for protection, or, as the case may be, tions. 

4° the first of such applications was made; and 
(c) state that no application for protection in respect of the 

inventign had been made in a conve!ltion country before that 
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date by the applicant or by any person from whom he derives 
title. 

(2) Subject to the provisions contained in section 10, a complete 
specification filed with a convention application may include claims 
in respect of developments of, or additions to, the invention in res- S 
pect of which the application for protection was made in a convention 
country, being developments or additions in respect of which the 
applicant would be entitled under the provisions of section 6 to 
make a separate application for a patent. 

(3) A convention application shall not be post-dated under sub- 10 

section (1) of section 17 to a date later than the date on which under 
the provisions of this Act the application could have been made. 

ltiple 137. (1) Where two or more applications for parents in respect 
orities. of inventions have been made in one or more convention countries 

and those inventions are so related a~ to constitute one invention, IS 

visions 
o con-
ttion 
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one application may be made by any or all of the persons referred 
to in sub-section (1) of section 135 within twelve months from the 
date on which the earlier or earliest of those applications was made, 
in respect of the inventions disclosed in the specifications which 
accompanied the basic applications. 20 

(2) The priority date of a cl£im of the complete specification, 
oeing a claim based on matters disclosed in one or more of the 
basic applications, is the date on which that m<:tter was first so 
disclosed. 

(3) For the purposes of this Act, a matter shall be deemed to 25 
have been disclosed in a basic application for protection in a con
vention country if it was claimed or disclosed (otherwise than by 
way of disclaimer or acknowledgment of a prior act) in that applica
tion, or any documents submitted by the applicant for protection in 
support of and at the same time as that application, but no account 30 
shalJ be taken of any disclosure effected by any such document un
less a copy of the document is filed at the patent office with the con
vention application or within such period as may be prescribed after 
the filing of that application. 

138. (1) Where a convention application is made in accordance 3S 
with the provisions of this Chapter, the applicant shaH furnish, in 
addition to the complete specification, copies of the specifications or 
corresponding documents filed or deposited by the applicant in the 
patent office of the convention country in which the basic applica
tinn was made, certified by the official chief or head of the patent 40 
office of the convention country, or otherwise verified to the satis-
faction of the Controller, along with the application or within three 
months thereafter, or within such further period as the Controiier 
may on good cause allow 
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(2) If any such specification or other document is in a foreign 
language, a translation into English of the specification or document, 
verified by affidavit or otherwise to the satisfaction of the Control
ler, shall be annexed to the specification or document. 

(3) For the purposes of this Act, the date on which an applica
tion was made in a convention country is such date as the Control
ler is satisfied, by certificate of the official chief or head of the 
patent office of the convention ~ountry or otherwise, is the date on 
which the application was made in that convention country. 

10 139. Save as otherwise provided in this Chapter, all the provisions o.t~er pro
of this Act shall apply in relation to a convention application and ~~~;~~s of 
a patent granted in pursuance thereof as they apply in relation to apply to 
an ordinary application and a patent granted in pursuance thereof. convention 

CHAPTER XXIII 

15 MISCELLANEOUS 

applica
tions. 

140. (1) It shall not be lawful to insert- Avoidance 
ot certain 

(i) in any contract for or in relation to the sale or lease of restrictive 
a patented article or an article made by a patented process; or conditions. 

(ii) in a licence to manufacture or use a patented article; or 

~o (iii) in a licence to work any process protected by a patent, 

a condition the effect of which may be-

(a) to require the purchaser, lessee, or licensee to acquire 
from the vendor, lessor, or licensor, or his nominees, or to pro
hibit him from acquiring or to restrict in any manner or to any 

25 extent his right to acquire from any person or to prohibit him 
from acquiring except from the vendor, lessor, or licensor or 
his nominees, any article other than the patented article or an 
article other than that made by the patented process; or 

(b) to prohibit the purchaser, lessee or licensee from using, 
30 or to restrict in any manner or to any extent the right of the 

purchaser, lessee or licensee, to use an article other than the 
patented article or an article other than that made by the patent
ed process, which is not supplied by the vendor, lessor or licen
sor or his nominee; or 

35 (c) to prohibit the purchaser, lessee or licensee from using 
9r to restrict in any manner or ~o any e.xte11t the ri(l;h,t qf tM 
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certain 
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purchaser, lessee or licensee to use any process other thah the 
patented process; 

and any such condition shall be void. 

(2) A condition of the nature referred to in clause (a) or clause 
(b) or clause (c) of sub-section (1) shall not cease to be a condition 5 
falling within that sub-section merely by reason of the fact that the 
agreement containing it has been entered into separately, whether 
before or after the contract relating to the sale, lease or licence of 
the patented article or process. 

(3) In proceedings against any person for the infringement of IO 

a patent, it shall be a defence to prove that at the time of the in
fringement there was in force a contract relating to the patent and 
containing a condition declared unlawful by this section: 

Provided that this sub-section shall not apply if the plaintiff is 
not a party to the contract and proves to the satisfaction of the 15 
court that the restrictive condition was inserted in the contract 
without his knowledge and consent, express or implied. 

( 4) Nothing in this section shall-

(a) affect a condition in a contract by which a person is 
prohibited from selling goods other than those of a particular 20 

person; 

(b) validate a contract which, but for this section, would 
be invalid; 

(c) affect a condition in a contract for the lease of, or 
licence to use. a patented article, by which the lessor or licensor 25 
reserves to himself or his nominee the right to supply such new 
parts of the patented article as may be required or to put or 
keep it in repair. 

(5) The proviSIOns of this section shall also apply to contracts 
made before the commencement of this Act if, and in so far as, any 3° 
restrictive conditions declared unlawful by this section continue in 
force after the expiration of one year from such commencement. 

141. (1) Any contract for the sale or lease of a patented article 
or for licence to manufacture, use or work a patented article or 
process, or relating to any such sale, lease or licence, whether made 35 
before or after the commencement of this Act, may at any time after 
the patent or all the patents by which the article or process was 
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protected at the time of the making of the contract has or have 
~eased to be in for~e, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
m the contract or m any other contract, be determined by the pur
chaser, lessee, or licensee, as the case may be, of the patent on giving 

S three months notice in writing to the other party. 

(2) The provisions of this section shall be without prejudice to 
any right of determining a contract exercisable apart from this 
section. 

142, (1) There shall be paid in respect of the grant of patents Fees. 
ro and applications therefor, and in respect of other matters in relation 

to the grant of patents under this Act, such fees as may be prescrib-
ed by the Central Government. 

(2) Where a fee is payable in respect of the doing of an act by 
the Controller, the Controller shall not do that act until the fee has 

rs been paid. 

(3) Where a fee is payable in respect of the filing of a document 
at the patent office, the document shall be deemed not to have been 
filed at the office until the fee has been paid. 

(4) Where a principal patent is granted later than two years 

20 from the date of the application for patent, the fees which have 
become due in the meantime may be paid within a term of three 
months from the date of the recorda! of the patent in the register. 

143. Subject to the provisions of Chapter VII, an application Restric
for a patent, and any specification filed in pursuance thereof, shall lions upon 

25 not, except with the consent of the applicant, be published by the P.ublicfa_ 
. . t' b f th tlOn o Controller or be open to publlc inspechon at any Ime e ore e specifics-

date of advertisement of acceptance of the application in pursuance tions. 
of section 23. 

144. The reports of examiners to the Controller under this Act Reports 
30 shall not be open to public inspection or be published by the Con- of exa-

miners 
troller; and such reports shall not be liable to production or inspec- to be 
tion in any legal proceeding unless the court certifies that the pro- confiden
duction or inspection is desirable in the interests of justice, and ought tiai. 
to be allowed: 

35 Provided that the Controller may, on application made in the 
prescribed manner, by any person, disclose the result of any search 
made under section 13 in respect of any application for a patent 
where the complete specification has been published. 
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Publication 145. The Controller shall issue periodically a publication of pat• 
of paten- en ted inventions containing such information as the Central Gov
ted inven- ernment may direct. 
!ions. 

Power of 
Controller 
to call for 
informa
tion from 
patentees. 

146. The Controller may, at any time during the continuance of 
the patent, by notice in writing, require a patentee or a licensee, 5 
exclusive or otherwise, to furnish to him within two months from 
the date of such notice or within such further time as the Controller 
may allow, such information or such periodical statements as to the 
extent to which the patented invention has been commercially work-
ed in India as may be specified in the notice. ro 

Evidence 147. (1) A certificate purporting to be signed by the Controller 
of entries, as to any entry, matter or thing which he is authorised by this Act 
d~cuments, or any rules made thereunder to make or do, shall be prima facie 
e c. evidence of the entry having been made and of the contents thereof 

and of the matter or thing having been done or omitted to be done. 'iS' 

Declara
tion by 
infant, 
lunatic, 
etc. 

(2) A copy of any entry in any register or of any document kept 
in the patent office or of any patent, or an extract from any such 
register or document, purporting to be certified by the Controller 
and sealed with the seal of the patent office shall be admitted in 
evidence in all courts, and in all proceedings. without further proof 20 

or production of the original. 

(3) The Controller or any other officer of the patent office shall 
not, in any legal proceedings to which he is not a party, be compel
lable to produce the register or any other document in his custody, 
the contents of which can be proved by the production of a certified 25 
copy issued under this Act or to appear as a witness to prove the 
matters therein recorded unless by order of the court made for 
special causes. 

148. (1) If any person is, by reason of minority, lunacy or other 
disability, incapable of making any statement or doing anything re- 30 
quired or permitted by or under this Act, the lawful guardian, com
mittee or manager (if any) of the person subject to the disability, 
or if there be none, any person appointed by any court possessing 
jurisdiction in respect of his property, may make such statement or 
a statement as nearly corresponding thereto as circumstances permit, 35 
and do such thing in the name and on behalf of the person subject 
to the disability. 

(2) An appointment may be m~de by the court for the purposes 
of this section upon the petition of any person actin!f on behalf of 
the person subject to the disability or of any other person interestedj4o 
in the making of the statement or the doing of the thing. 
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149. Any notice required or aut.horised to be giwn by or under Se;·vice 
this Act, and any application or other document so authorised or of noticee, 
required to be made or filed, may be given, made or filed by post. etc., by 

post. 
150. If any party by whom notice of any opposition is given under Security 

5 this Act or by whom application is made to the Controller for the for costs. 

grant of a licence under a patent neither resides nor carries on 
business in India, the Controller may require him to give security 
for the costs of the proceedings, and in default of such security being 
given may treat the opposition or application as abandoned. 

10 151. (1) Every order of the High Court on a petition for revoca- Transmis-
tion, including orders granting certificates of validity of any claim, sion of 
shall be transmitted by the High Court to the Controller who shall orders of 

courts to 
cause an entry thereof and reference thereto to be made in the Contro!leJ 
register. 

15 (2) Where in any suit for infringement of a patent or in any suit 
under section 106 the validity of any claim or a specification is con
tested· and that claim is found by the court to be valid or not vai1a. 
a~ the case may be, the court shall transmit a copy of its judgment 
and decree to the Controller who shall on receipt thereof cause an 

20 entry in relation to such proceeding to be made in the prescribed 
manner in a supplemental record. 

(3) The provisions of su'b-sections (1) and (2) shall also apply 
to the court to which appeals are preferred against decisions of the 
courts referred to in those sub-sections. 

25 152. Copies of all such specifications, drawings and amendments ~ansmis-
left at the patent office as become open to public inspection under 810~ of 

. , . , d b COpieS Of the prov1s1ons of th1s Act, shall be transm1tte , as soon as may e, specifics-
after the printed copies thereof are available, to such authorities tions, etc., 
as the Central Government may appoint in this behalf, and shall be and inspe• 

30 open to the inspection of any person at all reasonable times at places tion 
. d 'th th 1 f the thereof. to be specified by those authorities an WI e approva o 

Central Government. 

153. A person making a request to the Controller in the prescrib- !?forma-
. h tt be hon relat· ed manner for information relatmg to any sue rna ers as may ing to 

35 prescribed as respects any patent specified in the request or as res- patents. 
pects any application for a patent so specified shall be entitled, sub-
ject to the payment of the prescribed fee, to have information sup-
plied to him accordingly. 

154. If a patent is lost or destroyed, or its non-production is ac- Loss or 
40 counted for to the satisfaction of the Controller, the Controller may destructio 

at any time·, on application made in the prescribed manner and on of patent. 
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payment of the prescribed fee, cause a duplicate thereof to be sealed 
and delivered to the applicant. 

Reports 
of 
Controller 
to be 
placed 
before 
Parlia
ment. 

155. The Central Government shall cause to be placed before 
both Houses of Parliament once a year a r~port respecting the exe-
cution of this Act by or under the Controller. S 

Patent 
to bind 
Govern
ment. 

Right of 
Crllvem
mentto 
sell or 
use for

feited art!. 
~les. 

Power of 
High 
Courts to 
make 
rules. 

156. Subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, a patent 
shall have to all intents the like effect as against Government as it 
has against any person. 

157. Nothing in this Act shall affect the power of the Government 
or of any person deriving title directly or indirectly from the IO 

Government to sell or use any articles forfeited under any law for 
the time being in force. 

158. The High Court may make rules consistent with this Act 
as to the conduct and procedure in respect of all proceedings before 
it under this Act. IS 

Power of 159. (1) The Central Government may, by notification in the 
Central Official Gazette, make rules for carrying out the purposes of this Act. 
Crllvem-
ment to 
make 
rules. 

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, 
the Central Government may make rules to provide for all or any 
of the following matters, namely:- 20 

(i) the form and manner in which any application for a 
patent, any specifications or drawings and any other application 
or document may be filed in the patent office; 

(ii) the time within which any act or thing may be done 
under this Act, including the manner in which and the time 25 
within which any matter may be advertised under this Act; 

(iii) the fees which may be payable under this Act and the 
manner of payment of such fees; 

(iv) the matters in respect of which the examiner may make 
a Teport to the Controller; 3° 
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(v) the form of request for the sealing of a patent; 

(vi) the form and manner in which and the time within 
which any notice may be given under this Act; 

(vii) the provisions which may be inserted in an order for 
5 restoration of a patent for the protection of persons who may 

have availed themselves of the subject-matter of the patent 
after the patent had ceased; 

(viii) the establishment of branch offices of the patent office 
and the regulation generally of the business of the patent office, 

ro including its branch offices; 

(ix) the maintenance of the register of patents and the 
matters to be entered therein; 

(x) the matters in respect of which the Controller shall 
have powers of a civH court; 

IS (xi) the time when and the manner in which the register 

20 

30 

and any other document open to inspection may be inspected 
under this Act; 

(xii) the qualifications of, and the preparation of a roll of, 
scientific advisers for the purpose of section 115; 

• • • • • • 
(xiii) the manner in which any compensation for acquisi

tion 'bY'Government of an invention may be paid; 

(xiv) the manner in which the register of patent agents may 
be mamtained; the conduct of qualifying examinations for 
patent agents; and matters connected with their practice and 
conduct, including the taking of disciplinary proceedings against 
patent agents for misconduct; 

(xv) the regulation of the making, printing, publishing and 
selli~f indexes to, and abridgments of, specifications and other 
documents in the patent office; and the inspection of indexes and 
abridgments and other documents; 

(xvi) any other matter which has to be or may be pres

cribed:-
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(3) The power to make rules under this section shall be subject 
to the condition of the rules being made after previous publica
tion. 

160. Every rule inade under this Act shall be laid, as soon as may 
be after it is made, before each House of Parliament while it is in 5 
session for a total period of thirty days which may be comprised in 
one session or in two successive sessions, and, if before the expiry 
of the session in which it is so laid or in the session immediately 
following, both Houses agree in making any modification in the rule 
or both Houses agree that the rule should not be made, the rule shall Io 
thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, 
as the case may be; so, however, that any such modification or an
nulment shall be without prejudice to the validity of anything pre
viously done under that rule. 

161. (1) Where, as a result of action taken by the Controller 15 
under section 12 of the Atomic Energy Act, 1948, or under section 20 29'of1. 
of the Atomic Energy Act, 1962, an application for a patent made 370!1 

before the commencement of this Act could not be accepted within 
the time specified for the purpose in the Indian Patents and Designs 
Act, 1911 (hereafter in this section referred to as the repealed 20 2 o111; 
Act), and, consequently, was deemed to have been refused by reason 
of sub-section (4) of section 5 of the repealed Act, the application 
may, if the applicant, or, if he is dead his legal representative, makes 
a request in that behalf to the Controller in the prescribed manner 
within three months from the commencement of this Act, be revived 25 
and shall be disposed of as if it were an application pending at the 
commencement of this Act to which the provisions of this Act apply 
by reason of sub-section (J) of section 162. 

(2) The Controller may, before proceeding to act upon any such 
request as is referred to in sub-section (J), refer the matter to the 30 
Central Government for directions as to whether the invention is one 
relating to atomic energy and shall act in conformity with the direc
tions issued by it. 

(3) Where in pursuance of any such application as is referred to 
in sub-section (/) a patent is granted, the rights of the patentee shall 35 
be subject to such conditions as the Controller thinks fit to impose for 
the protection or compensation of persons who may have begun to 
avail themselves of, or have taken definite steps by contract or other
wise to avail themselves of, the paten+ed invention before the date 
ot advertisement of the acceptance of the complete specification. 40 
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(4) A patent granted in pursuance of any such application as is 
referred to in sub-section (I) shall be dated as of the date on which 
the request for reviving such application was made under sub

section (I). 

162. (1) The Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, in so far as it 
relates to patents, is hereby repealed, that is to say, the said Act shall 
be amended in the manner specified in the Schedule. 

Repeal of 
Act 2 of 
1911 in sc 
far as it 
relates to 

(2) Notwithstanding the repeal of the Indian Patents and Designs patents 

Act, 1911, in so far as it relates to patents- and savings. 

(a) the provisions of section 21A of that Act and of any rules 
made thereunder shall continue to apply in relation to any 

patent granted before the commencement of this Act in pursu

ance of that section, and 

(b) the renewal fee in respect of a patent granted under 

that Act shall be as fixed thereunder. 

(3) Save as otherwise provided in sub-section (2), the provisions 
of this Act shall apply to any application for a patent pending at the 
commencement of this Act and to any proceedings consequent there
on and to any patent granted in pursuance thereof. 

20 ( 4) The mention of particular matters in this section shall not 
prejudice the general application of the General Clauses Act, 1897, 
with respect to repeals. 

(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any suit for 

infringement of a patent or any proceeding for revocation of a 

25 patent, pending in any court at the commencement of this Act, may 
be continued and disposed of, as if this Act had not been passed. 

163. In sub-section (1) of section 4 of the Trade and Merchandise Amend
Marks Act 1958 the words and figures "and the Controller of ment of 

' ' . dAct43of 
Patents and Designs for the purposes of the Indian Patents an 1958• 

3o Designs Act, 1911" shall be omitted. 



THE SCHEDULE 

[See section 162] 

AMENDMENTS TO THE INDIAN PATENTS AND DEsiGNS ACT, 1911 

1. Long title-Omit "Inventions and". 

2. Preamble-Omit "inventions and". 

3. Section l-In sub-section (1) omit "Indian Patents and". 

4. Section 2-

(a) omit clause (1) ; 

(b) in clause (2) omit "(as respects designs)"; 

(c) for clause (3), substitute-

'(3) "Controller" means the Controller General of Patents, 
Designs and Trade Marks appointed under sub-section (1) of 
section 4 of the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958;'; 

5 

IO 

(d) in clause (5) for "trade mark as defined in section 
478", substitute "trade mark as defined in clause (v) of sub- 15 
section (1) of section 2 of the Trade and Merchandise Marks 
Act, 1958"; 

(e) omit clause (6); 

(f) in clause (7), after sub-clause (e) insert-

"(f) in relation to the Union territories of Dadra and 20 

Nagar Haveli and Goa, Daman and Diu, the High Court of 
Bombay; 

(g) in relation to the Union territory of Pondicherry, 
the High Court of Madras;"; 

(g) omit clauses (8), (10) and (11); 

(h) for clause (12), substitute-

'(12) "Patent Office" means the patent office referred to 
in section 74 of the Patents Act, 1966.' 

5. Omit Part I. 

25 

43 oil~ 
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6. For section 51B, substitute-

"51B. A registered design shall have to all intents the like Desig.ns 
fft "tG "h tobmd e ec as agams overnment as It as against any person and Govern-

the provisions of Chapter XVII of the Patents Act, 1966, shall ment. 
apply to registered designs as they apply to patents.". 

7. In section 54, for "The provisions of this Act", substitute "The 
provisions of the Patents Act, 1966". 

8. Omit sections 55 and 56. 

9. Section 57-For sub-section (1), substitute-

ro "(J) There shall be paid in respect of the registration of de-
signs and applications therefor and in respect of other matters 
relating to designs under this Act such fees as may be prescribed 
by the Central Government.". 

10. Omit section 59A. 

rs 11. Section 61-0mit sub-section (1). 

12. For section 62, substitute-

"62. The Controller may, on request in writing accompanied Power 
by the prescribed fee, correct any clerical error in the repre- ~ 
sentation of a design or in the name or address of the proprietor le~n!~ol-

20 of any design or in any other matter which is entered upon the correct 
register of designs.". clerical 

13. Section 63-

(a) in sub-section (1), omit "to a patent or" and "patent or"; 

(b) in sub-section (2), omit "patent or" and for "patents 
25 or designs, as the case may be,'', substitute "designs,"; 

30 

(c) in sub-section (3), omit "patent or" wherever that ex
pression occurs; 

(d) in sub-section (4), omit "to a patent or". 

14. Section 64-

(a) in sub-section (1), omit "patents or" and omit "either" 
wherever that word occurs; 

(b) in sub-section (5), omit clause (a)· 

15. Omit section 66. 

16. Section 67-0mit "for a patent, or for amendment of an appli-

I 
35 cation or of a spe~ification, or". 

errors. 
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17. Section 69-In sub-section (I), omit "to grant a patent for 
an invention or''. 

18. Section 71A-Omit "or from patents, specifications and other.". 

19. Omit section 72. 

20. Omit sections 74A and 75. 

21. Section 76-

(a) in sub-section (I), omit "other"; 

(b) in sub-section (2), in clause (c), omit "opponent". 

22. Section 77-

(a) in sub-section (1)

(i) in clauses (c) and (d), omit "specifications"; 

(ii) for clause (e), substitute-

"(e) providing for the inspection of documents in the 
patent office and for the manner in which they may be pub-

s 

IO 

lished;"; 15 

(iii) omit clause (eee); 

(b) omit sub-section (2A). 

23. Omit section 78. 

24. For section 78A, substitute-

"78A. (I) Any person who has applied for protection for 2o 

any design in the United Kingdom or his legal representative or 
assignee shall, either alone or jointly with any other person, 
be entitled to claim that the registration of the said design under 
this Act shall be in priority to other applicants and shall have 
the same date as the date of the application in the United King- 25 
dom: 

Provided that-

(a) the application is made within six months from the 
application for protection in the United Kingdom; and 

(b) nothing in this section shall entitle the proprietor 3° 
of the design to recover damages for infringements happen· 
ing prior to the actual date on which the design is registered 
in India. 
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(2) The registration of a design shall not be invalidated by 
reason only of the exhibition or use of, or the publication of a 
description or representation of, the ·design in India during the 
period specified in this section as that within which the appli· 

S cation may be made. 

IS 

(3) The application for the registration of a design under 
this section must be made in the same manner as an ordinary 
application under this Act. 

( 4) Where it is made to appear to the Central Government 
that the legislature of any such Commonwealth country as may 
be notified by the Central Government in this behalf has made 
satisfactory provision for the protection of designs registered 
in India, the Central Government may, by notification in the 
Official Gazette, direct that the provisions of this section, with 
such variations or additions, if any, as may be set out in such 
notification, shall apply for the protection of designs registered 
in that Commonwealth country.". 

25. Omit the Schedule. 



APPENDIX I 

(Vide para 2 of the Repo~t) 

Motion in Lok Sabha for reference of the B~U to JoiJI.t Co~mittee. 

"That the Bill to amend and consolidate the law relating to 
patents, be referred to a Joint Committee. o! the H9uses. consistlni 
of 48 members, 32 from this House, namely:-

(1) Shri S. V. Krishnamoorth~ Rao 

(2) Seth Achal Singh 

(3) Shrl Peter Alvares 

(4) Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

(5) Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

(6) Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

(7) Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

(8) Shri P. C. Borooah 

(9) Sardar Daljit Singh 

(10) Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

(11) Shri V. B. Gandhi 

(12) Shri H. K. V. Gowdli 

(13) Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 
(14) Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

(15) Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

(16) Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

(17) Shri M. R. Masani 
(18) Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

(19) Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

(20) Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

(21) Shri P. S. Naskar 
(22) Shri Chhotubliai M. Patel 

(23) Shri Naval Prabliakar 

89 
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(24) Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

(25) Shri -sham La1 Saraf 

(26) S:tiri A. T. Sarma 

(27) Dr. C. B. Singh 

(28) Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

(29) Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

(30) Shri K. K. Warlor. 

(Sl) Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

(32) Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

and 1e from Rajya Sablia; 

tliat in order to constitute a sitting of the Joint Committee the 
quorum shall be one-third of the total number of members of the 
Joint Committee; 

that the Committee shall make a report to this House by the first 
day of the second week of the next session; 

tliat in other respects the Rules of Procedure of this House re
lating to Parliamentary Committees shall apply with such varia
tions and modifications as the Speaker may make; and 

that this House recommends to Rajya Sabha that Rajya Sabha do 
join the said Joint Committee and communicate to this House the 
names of 16 members to be appointed by Rajya Sabha to the Joint 
Committee." 



APPENDIX ll 

(Vide para 3 of the Report) 

Motion in Rajya Sabha 

"That this House concurs in the recommendation of the Lok Sabha 
that the Rajya Sabha do join in the Joint Committee of the Housea 
on the Bill to amend and consolidate the law relating to patents, and 
resolves that the following members of the Rajya Sabha be nomina· 
ted to serve on the said Joint Committee:-

(1) Shri Arjun Arora 

(2) Shri 'l'. Chengalvaroyan 

(3) Shri Babubhai M. Chinal 

( 4) Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

(5) Shri R. S. Doogar 

(6) Shri D.P. Karmarkar 

(7) Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

(8) Shri P. K. Kumaran 

(9) Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

(10) Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

(11) Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

(12) Shri M. R. Shervani 

(13) Dr. M. M.S. Siddhu 

(14) Shri Dalpat Singh 

(15) Shri R. P. Sinha 
(16) Shri T. N. Singh." 
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APPENDIX m 
[ Vlile para 7 of the Repon] 

Statmunt Showing the nQmeJ of Anociarions/ lndwiduab. etc. from wJJom Me,ora,daf 
Representations <Dere received Dy the Joint Committtl 

SL No. . From whom received :Action taken 

I 2 

I L.S. Davar & Co., Patent & Trade Mark 
Attorneys, Clacuna. 

2 Remfry & Son, Patent & Trade Mark · 
Attorneys, Calcuna. 

3 British Pharmaceutical Industry Association; 
England. 

-4 Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Limited, 
Bombay. 

5 Tbe Chemical Industrial and Pharmaceutical 
Laboratories Ltd., Bombay. 

6 Dr. J. M. Hunck, Chief Editor, Handelsblan,
Duesseldorf, West Germany. 

3 

Circulated to Members and evi· 
- dence taken on 27th and 28th 

January, I966. 

Circulated to Members and evidenec 
taken on 28th and 29th ] anuary, 
I966. 

CircUlated to ·Members· and cvi· 
· dence taken on 31st· January, 
. 1966-

Circulated to Members and evidoncc 
taken on Ist Feb., I966. 

Circulated to Members · and evi· 
dence taken on 2nd Febl1lBIY• 
I966. 

7 Dr. E. Jucker, Incharge of Syothetic Re- Circulated to 'Members and cvi· 
search, Sandoz Ltd., Basle (Switzerland). dence taken on 3rd February, 

I966. 

8 Prof. G.H.C. Bodenhausen Director of Uni
ted International Bureau for the Protec
tion of Intellectual Property (BIRPI) 
Geneva. 

Circulated to 'Members and evi
dence taken on 23rd April, 
1966. 

9 National Foreign Trade Council Inc. 10 Circulated to Members and Evi-
Rockefeller, Plaza, New York. dence taken on 1st July, '1966-

10 Chamber of Commerce of the United States 
of America, Washington. 

11 Association of Chemical Industry in West 
Germany. 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on 2r-d July, 
1966. 

Circulated to Members ar.d evi
dence taken on 4th July, 1966. 

u Centre European Des Federations De L' In- Circulated to Members and evi-
dustrie Chimique Bureau, Zurich. dence taken on 4th July, 1966. 

13 Prof. Gino Bergami, Director, Institute DI 
Fesiologia Umana Universita (Nepals) and 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on ~th July, 1966-
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2 3 

----------------------------------------------------------
Dr. Gi~rgio. Delgiudice, Leodoga SPA 

Lepeut, V•a Andhrea Vesalio 6, Rome 
(Assisted py Mr. Gabrial Brohamasha as 
Interpreter). · 

14 japan _Pharmaoeutical Manufacturers' Asso- Circ!Jlated to Members and evidenc: 
cJatJon; Japan Pharmaoeutical, Medical · taken on 5th july '1966. 
and Dental Supply Exporters' Association ' ' 
and Federation of Economic Organi••-
tions, Tokyo. 

'' The Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay. 

16 Trade Marks Owners Association oflndia, 
Bombay. 

Circulated to Members and eYi
dence taken on 6!h July, 1966. 

Do. 

17 Indian Pharmaceutical Association, Bombay. Circulated to . Memben and evi
denoe taken on 7th July, t966. 

18 . Bundesverband Der Pharmazeutischen & 
Industries E.V. Brankfurt Am Main, 
West Germany, Association of the Ger
man Pharmaceutical Industry, Frankfurt 
Am Main. 

19 Neo-Pharma Industries, Bombay 

20 Haffkine Institute, Bombay 

21 . Mr. ].F. Monnet, Chambre Syndicate Na
tionale des FabricaNs de Products Phar
maceutiques, 88 Rue de Ia Faisanderie, 
Paris-16. 

22 Dr. T.R. Govindachari, Director, CIBA 
Research Centre, Goregaon, Bombay. 

23 All India Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Manu
facturers' Consultative Committee, Bom
bay. 

24 All India Manufacturers' Organisation, 
Bombay. ~ 

zs Sarvashri G.M. Parikh, H.J. Vaidya and 
S.C. Nanabhai, Zandu Pharmaceutical 
Works Ltd., Bombay. 

26 Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

27 Associated Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry of India, Calcutta. 

z8 Bengal Chemists and Druggists Association, 
Calcutta. 

29 Shri T. Durairajan, Dollar Company, Mad
ras. 

30 Pharmaceutical Manufacturers'. O~~~anisation 
Ahmedabad. · 

31 Gujarat Veapari Maharnandal, Ahmedabad · 

Do. 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on 8th July, 1966. 

Do. 

Do. 

Circulated to Memben and evi
dence token on nth July, 1966. 

Do. 

Do. 

Circulated to Members and eYi
dence taken on i1th July, 1966. 

Circulated to Members and eYi
, dence taken on uth July, 1966. 

. J 

Do. 

Do. 

Circulattd to Members and CYi
dence taken on 13th July, 1966. 

Do. 

Do. 
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3Z Pharmacy Council of India, New Delhi 

33 Federation of Indian Chambe~ of Com
merce and Industry, New Delhi. 

34 Dr. V.B. Chipalkatti, Director, Shri Ram 
Institute for Industrial Research, Delhi. 

~S Business Council for International Under
standing, New York. 

3 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on ,.14-th July, 
1966. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

36 Organisation of Pharmaceutical Producers Circulated to Members and evi-
of India,Bombay. dence taken on 15th July, 

37 lniian Chemical Manufacturers' Associa
tion, Bombay. 

38 · Incorporated Law Society of Calcutta 

39 Council :or Scientif!c and Industrial Re•
earch, New Delhi. 

1966. 

De 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on 12th August, 
1966. 

Do. 

40 Directorate General of Technical. Develop- Circulated to Members and evi-
ment, Government ofindia, New Dell-i. dence taken on the 261h August, 

di Shri S.K. Borkar, Drug Controller, Govern
ment ofindia, New Delhi. 

1966. 

Circulated to Members and evi
dence taken on 27th the August, 
1966. 

4Z Dr. A. J oga Rao, Controller General of Do. 
Patents and Designs, Government of 
India, Bombay. 

43 Confederation of British Industry, London . Circulated to Memben. 

44 Chemical Industri<s Association Limited, Do. 
London. 

45 Shri N. Adhikari, BenRal Chemical and Do. 
Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Calcutta. 

46 National Association of Manufacturers, Do. 
New York. 

47 U.S. Council of the International Chamber Do. 
of Commerce Inc., New York. 

48_ Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., Do. 
Washington. 

49 Japan Patents Association, Tokyo. Do. 

so Embassy of the United States of America, Do. 
New Delhi. 

s 1 Embassy of the Federal German Republic, Do. 
New Delhi. 

sz Swiss Association of Machinery Manufac- Do. 
turen and Swiss Patent Commission, 
Switzerland. 
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53 Shri B.K. Nyogi, Auckland Mansions 
617, Lower Circular Road, Calcutta. ' 

54 The Indo-German Chamber of Com
merce, Bombay. 

55 :_ Srikar Pai & Co., Patent and Trade Mark 
Attorneys, Calcutta. 

56 Depenning & Dopenning Patent and Trado 
Mark Agents, Calcutta. 

57 The All India Association of Industries, 
Bombay. . 

58 Association of Physicians of India, Bm>
bay. 

S9 Federation of German Industry Cologn. 

60 The Patent & Trade Mark Practitioners 
Association, Bombay. 

61 Shti N. Bose, Cheif Chemist, Simple>< 
Brothers, Research Chemists, Calcutta. 

6~ Major General Sir Sahib Singh Sokhey, 
Haffkine Institute, Bombay. 

63 The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents, 
London. 

64 The Southern Indian Chamber of Commerce 
Madras. 

6S The Bangalore Bar Association, Kempegow
da Road, Bangalore. 

66 Dr. (Mrs.) Asima Chatterjee, D. Sc.IKbaira 
PrOfessor of Chemistry, University Col
lege of Science and Technology, Univer
sity of Calcutta. 

67 Shri N.R. Amin, Director, Public Relations, 
Alembic Chemical Works Co. Ltd.,Aiem
bic Road, Baroda. 

68 Bombay Incorporated Law Society, High 
Court New Building, Bombay. 

69 V. Bolshakov, Head of the Department 
(Soviet Review) 

70 Dr. M. D. 'Phalnikar, Gokh!e Road, 
Bombay. 

3 

Circulated to Memben. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Kept in the Library 

Do 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 



APPENDIX IV 

( Vid1 para 9 of the Report) 

Visittd'by Study Groups of the Joint Committee, on the Patents Bill, 1965. Pltar-tical 
uniu, Rtsearch ImtituwfLabortlloriu etc. for an on-lhe-spot-Siudy of their workirag. 

Composition of Study Groups Units Visited with dates 

Composiliora of Study Group.-1 (Bombay Region) 

I. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-

2. Shri Peter Alvares 
•3. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

4· Sardar Daliit Singh 
~. Shri B8!8Ilta Kumar Da• 

••6. Shri V. B. GandJ:oi 
7. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

ts. Shri M. R. Masani 
9. Shri Chhotubbai M. Patel 

to. Shri R. Ramanathan Cbeniar 
11. Shri Sham Lal Sara! 
12. Shri A. T. Sarma 

@13. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 
14. Shri Arjun Arora 

tIS· Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 
16. Shri P. K. Kumaran 
17. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

St8. Shri R. P. Sinha 

Monday, 1111 6thJum, 1'966 
Chairmara 

r. Zandu Pharmaceutical i Works Ltd., 
Bombay. 

::1. Chemical Industrial and IPharmaceu
tical Laboratories (Cipla), Bombay. 

3. K. Mahadev and Company Private 
Ltd., Bombay. 
Tuuday, The 7th June, 1966 

4· Glaxo Fine Chemical Factory, Thana. 
S· Ciba Research Centre, Bombay. 
6. Ha!Ikine Institute, Bombay. 

Wednesday, The 8th June, 1966 

7. Merck Sharp and Dohme of India, Pri
vate Ltd., Bombay. 

a. Hoechst Pharmaceuticals, Bombay. 

Thursday, The 9th Jum, 1966 

9. Alembic Chemicals, Baroda. 
10. Sarabhai Chemicals, Baroda. 

Friday, The 10th June, 1966 

11. Sandoz, Bombay. 
12. Unichem Laboratories, Bombay. 

Saturday, The I Ith June, 1966 

13. Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd., Pimpri 
(Poona). 

•Arrived Bombay on the 6th June, 1966. Joined the Study Group w.e.f. 6th June, 1966 
onwards. 

••Did not visit Baroda. 
tJoined the Study Group on the 7th June and did not visit Baroda and Poona. 

@Left Bombay for Delhi on the 1oth June, 1966 in the afternoon. Did not visit 
·Poona. 

SAnivtd Bombay on the 9th June, 1966. Did not visit Baroda. 
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I 

---------------------------------------
Composition of Study Group.-II 

r. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy RoO
Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 
3· Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

*4· Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 
S· Shri Bibhuti Mishra 
6. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 
1· Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 
8. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 
9· Shri Naval Prabhakar 

••zo. Dr. C. B. Singh 
II. Shri K. K. Warior 

t12. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 
13. Shri Vimalkurnar M. Chordia 

tz4. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 
ttzs. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 
Sr6. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

17. Shri Dalpat Singh 
18, Shri B. K. Das 

Compon'tion of Study GrouP-III. 

r. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy RoO
Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 
3. Shri Panna La! Barupal 
4· Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 
S· SJ.ri Bibhuti Mishra 
6. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao J adhav 
1· Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 
8. Shri Naval Prabhakar 
9· Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

ro. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 
II. Shri Dalpat Singh 

112. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 
13. ShiP. K. Kumaran 
14. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta. 

Monday, The 13th June, 1966 

1. Bengal Chemical & Pharmaceutical 
Works Ltd,, Calcutta, 

z. The Bengal Immunity Co. Ltd., Calcutta 

Tuesday, The 14th June, 1966 

13. Standard Pharmaceutical Limited., 
Calcutta. 

4· M/s. Smith Stanistreet & Co. Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

Wednesday, The zsthJune, 1966 

S. M 's. Martin & Harris (Pvt.) Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

6. Dey's Medical Stores (Mfg.) Pvt.l.td., 
Calcutta. 

Thur.day, The r6th June, 1966 

1· Kavirai N. N. Sen & Co. Private Ltd,, 
Calcutta. 

S. East India Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., 
Calcutta. . . td 

9. Dabur (Dr. S. K. Burman) Prtvate L ·• 
Calcutta. · 

Pritkly, The 17th June• 1966 

ro Paul Lohmann (India) Ltd., Calcutta. u: Tata Fison Industries Ltd., Co.t.cuttL. 
12 Patent Office-Informal discuSSion Wtth 

· the Joint Controller of Patents and 
Designs, Calcutta. 

Saturday, The r8th June, 196' 

13. Calcutta Chemical Co. Ltd., Calcutta. 
14. Albert David Ltd., Calcutta. 

(Chandigarh) 

Saturday, The 16th July, I966 

Pfizer's Basic Manufactllring Plant 
Chandigarh. 

*Joined the Group from the 14th June, 1966 onwards. 
••Left Calcutta on the 17th June, 1966 (A.N.) 
tLeft Calcutta on the r8th June, 1966 (F.N.) 
tLeft Calcutta on the r6th June, 1966 (A.N.) 
ttJoined the Group from the 14th June, 1966 onwards •. 
$Joined theG~oupfrolllth~ rsth ]une, 1966 onwards .. 
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Composition of Study Grou[>-IV. (Lucknow) 

I. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao- Saturda:1, The 6th August, 1966 
Chairman. 

2. Shri P. C. Borooah Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow. 
:J. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 
4. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

· ,. Shri Vimalkurnar M. Chordia. 
6. Shri P. K. Kurnaran 
7· Shri R. P. Sinha 
8. Dr. C. B. Singh 
·9~ Shri M. R. Shervani 

IO. Seth Achal Singh 
n. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra. 
12. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu. 

Composition of Study Grou[>-V. Gammu) 

~. Shri S. V. Krishnamoorrhy Roo-
Chairman. 

• ;,;. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 
3. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 
4. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 
s. Shri P. C. Borooah 
6, Sardar DaljitSingh. 
'7. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 
s, Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao J adha~ 
~· Shrl' Mathew Mani~angadan 

1q., Sbri . .llrai Berari .Mahrotra 
h. 'Sliri Naval Prabhakar 
12. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettfar 
I3. Shri,Sham.Lal Saraf : 
I4. Shri A. T: Sarma · . 
rs .. Shti ;K, K .. Warior . 
16:"Shri D.P. Karmarkar 
11- "Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 
tB. Shri Dalpal Singh 

Saturday, The 20th ll>1gust, 1')66 

Regional Researcn . Laboratory, aild 
Chakroha Farm, Jammu. 



APPENDIX V 

(Vide para 10 of the Report) 

L4t of A!Sociarions/Individuals etc. who gave etJidence before the Joint Committ., 

S.No. Names of Parties/Individuals 

t L.s. Davar & Co., Patent & trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

2 Remfry & Son, Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta .. 

3 British Pharmaceutical Industry Association, England. 

4 Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Limited, Bombay. 

S The Chemical, Industrial and Pharmaceutical Laboratories 
Ltd., Bombay • 

6 Dr. J, M. Hunck, Chief Editor, Handelsblatt, Due99eldorf 
West Germany. 

7 Dr. E. Jucker, lncharge of synthetic Research, Sandoz Ltd., 
Basic (Switzerland). , 

8 Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen, Director of United Inter
national Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual Property 
(BIRPI), Geneva. 

9 National Foreign Trade Council Inc. 10, Rockefeller, Plaza, 
New·York ' 

10 Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, 
Washington 

n Association of Chemical Industry in West Germany, 

12 Centre Europeen Des.Federations De L'-Industrie Chimi
que Bureau, Zurich •• 

13 Prof.. Gino Bergani, Director, Institute DI Fisiologia 
Umana Universita (.Naples) and Dr. Giorgio. Delgiudice, 
Leodoga SPA Lepetit, VIa Andrea Vesaho 6, Rome, 

. (Assisted by Mr. Gabriel Brohama sha as Interpreter). 

14 Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Association, Jopan 
Pharmaceutical, Medical and Dental S_upply Expo~ers' 
Association and Federation of Economic Qrgamzauons, 
Tokyo. 

15 .. The Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay. 

16 Trade Marks Owners Association of India. 

17" ·Indian ·Pharmaceutical Association, Bombay, 
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. '...• 

Dates on which 
evidence-· was 

taken 

27-1-1966 
& 28-t-66 
28-1-i966 
& 29-1-66 
31-1-1966 

31-1•1966 

1·7•19~6 

2-7-1966 

4-7-1966 

5-7-1966 

6-7-1966 

6-7-1966 

7-7-1966 
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I 

IS Bundesverband Der Pharmazeutischen & Industries E. V. 
Frankfurt Am Main, West Germany, Association of the 
German Pharmaceutical Industry, Frankfurt Am Main .. 

Ill Neo-Phanna Industries, Bombay. 

10 Haffkine Institute, Bombay. 

1I. MI. J. F. Monnet, Chambre Syndicale Nationale des 
Fabricants de Products Pharmaceutiques, 88 Rue dela 
Faisanderie, Paris-16. 

aa Dr. T. R. Govindachari, Director, CIBA Research Centre, 
Goregaon, Bombay. 

:13 All India Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Manufacturers' Con
sultative Committee, Bombay. 

2.4 All India Manufacturers' Organisation, Bombay. 

15 Sarvashri G. M. Parikh, H. J. Vaidya and S.C. Nariabhai., 
Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bombay. 

::a6 Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 

17 Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India, 
Calcutta. . · 

18 Bengal Chemista and Druggists Association, Calcutta 

19 Shri T. Durairajan, Dollar Company; Madras. 

30 Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Organisation, Ahmedabad 

3 I Gujarat Vepari Mahamandal, Ahmedabad. 

31 Pharmacy Council of India, New Delhi. • 

33 Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry, 
New Delhi. 

34 Or. V. B. Chipalkatti, Director, Shri Ram Institute 
for Industrial Research, Delhi. • 

3' Bll!ineSI Council for International Understanding, New 
York 

36 Or&aniaation of Pharmaceutical Producers of India, Bombay 

37 Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association, Bombay. 

38 Incorporated Law Society 'of Calcutta. • 

3!1 Council of Scientific and Industrial ~Research New Delhi. 

40 Directorate General' of Technical Development, Govern-
ment of Indi~, New Delhi . . . . . 

41 Dr. M. L. Dhar, Director, Central Dru~: Research Institute, 
Lucknow. 

3 

7-7-1966 

8-7-1966 

8-7-1966 

8-7-1966 

11-7-1966 

II-7-1966 

U-7-1966 

11-7-1966 

I2-7-1966 

I2-7-I966 

I3-7-1966 

13-7-1966 

I3-7-I966 

I4-7-1966 

I5-7-I966 

IS-7-1966 

12-8-1966 

I:Z-8-I966 

16-8-1966 
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42 (i) Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller, Government of 1 
India New Delhi . . . . . . . r 

(ii) Shri P.S. Ramachandran, Deputy Drug Controller, j 
Government of India, New Delhi . . . . 

43 (i) Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents and 
Designs, Government of India, Bombay. . . I 

(ii) Shri R. V. Pai, Joint Controller of Patents and Designs, 
Calcutta •. s 

3 

27-8-1966 



APPENDIX VI 

MintLtes of the Sittings of the Joint Committee on the Patents Bilt, 
1965. 

I 

First Sitting 

The Committee met on Saturday, the 11th December, 1965 from 
14.30 to 15.05 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

1. Seth Achal Singh. 

2. Shri Peter Alvares. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

3. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade. 

4. Shri Pana Lal Barupal. 

5. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya. 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra. 

7. Shri P. C. Borooah. 

8. Sadar Daljit Singh. 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi. 

10. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta. 

11. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav. 

12. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan. 

13. Shri M. R. Masani 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra. 

15. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee. 

16. Shri P. S. Naskar. 

17. Shri Naval Prabhakar. 

18. Dr. L. M. Singhvi. 

19. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 
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20. Shri Arjun Arora. 
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Ra;ya Sabha 

21. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia. 

22. Shri B. T. Kulkarni. 

23. Shri P. K. Kumaran. 

24. Shri Shyamnandan Mislira. 

25. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel. 

26. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy. 

27. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OP' THE MINISTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, JOint Sceretary, Department of 
Industry, Ministry of Industry & Supply. 

2. Shri B. N. Atr:ishi, O.S.D., Department of Industry; Minis-
try of Industry & Supply. · · 

DRAFrsMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legis!cttive 
Department. Ministry of Law. 

SECRETAiUAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deptttrf -Secretary. 

At the outset, the Chairman mentioned to the Committee about 
a letter received from one Mr. _Leonard J .. Robbins of Mjs. Langner, 
Parry, Card & Langner, New York, a U.S. Patent lawyer and a 
Mernbef <if the New York Bar, who had expressed a desire· to 
appear before the Committee as an individual patent attorney 
having an expert knowledge of international patent problems, and 
also on behalf of American clients, particularly those in the pharma
C•~u tical field. 

2. Mter some discussion, the Committee decided that a Press 
Communique be issued advising associations, public bodies and 
individuals who were desirous of presenting their suggestions or 
views or of giving evidence before the Committee fn. respect of the 
Bill, to send written memoranda thereon to the Lok Sabha Secre
tnrlat by the 12th January, 1966, at the latest. 

3. The Committee authorised the Chairman to select the parties, 
after receipt of written memoranda, to be asked to send their repre
&entative~ to give oral evidence. 
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4. The Committee desired the Ministry of Industry & Supply 
to furnish the following material to them as early as possible:-

(i) A note stating the various aspects of the working of the 
various Patent Offices in India under the Ministry of 
Industry; 

(ii) A note stating the working of the existing Patent Law 
in India vis-a-vis that obtaining in U.S.A., U.K., 
U.S.S.R., and other European countries; 

(iii) Report of Shri N. Rajagopala Ayyangar on the Law of 
Patents in India; 

(iv) A note stating the salient features of the Caufever Com
mittee Report of the U.S.A., Senate along with a copy 
of the Report; 

· ·(v) A note setting forth the salient features of the working 
of the International Patents Pool: 

5. The Committee decided to sit from the 27th January, 1966, 
onwards for hearing oral evidence, if any, and for clause by clause 
consideration of the Bill. 

6. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Thursday, 
the 27th January, 1966 at 11-00 hours. 

u 

Second Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 27th January, 1966 from 
14-00 to 17-00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rae-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 
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7. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

8. Shri P. C. Borooah 

9. Sardar Daljit Singh 

10. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

11. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

12. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

13. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

14. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

15. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao J adhav 

16. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

17. Shri M. R. Masani 

18. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

19. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

20. Shrimati Sharda Mukherjee 

21. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

22. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

23. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

24. Shri Sham Lal Sara£ 

25. Shri A. T. Sarma 

26. Dr. C. B. Singh 

27. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

28. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

29. Shri K. K. Warior 

30. Shri Balkrishna W asnik 

31. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

32. Shri Arjun Arora 

33. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

34. Shri R. S. Doogar 

35. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

36. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

37. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

38. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

39. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 
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40. Shri M. R. Shervani 

41. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

42. Shri Dalpat Singh 

43. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Depm"tment of 
Industry, Ministry of Industry & Supply. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs 
and Trade Marks, Trade Marks Registry, Bombay. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Department of Industry, Minis
try of Industry & Supply. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri 8'. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of La.w. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary . . 

WITNESSES 

L. S. Davar & Co., Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

Shri L. S. Davar. 

2. The Committee decided to continue their current series of 
sittings upto the 3rd February, 1966 and then to sit on the 15th Feb
rurary, 1966 for hearing oral evidence of Prof. Bodenhausen, Direc
tor, United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual 
Property (BIRPI), Geneva. The Committee decided to cancel the 
sittings fixed for the 4th, 5th and 12th February, 1966. 

3. Before the witness was called in, it was pointed out that there 
were certain clauses in the Bill which sought to curtail the privi
leges, particularly relating to drugs and medicines, already granted 
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to the patentees in the public interest under the existing Law. The 
point as to whether such a curtailment offended against the provi
sions of the Constitution inasmuch as compensation was not provid
ed for in the Bill should be examined. 

4. The Committee heard Shri L. S. Davar of Mjs. L. S. Davar & 
Co., Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. His evidence was 
not concluded. 

5. The Committee desired that the Ministry of Industry and 
Supply be asked tq furnish copies of the following publications for 
use of the Members as early as possible:-

(!) The Role of Patents in the Transfer of Technology to 
Developing Countries (Published by the United 
Nations); 

(2) Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions (B. I. 
R. P. I.) Geneva, 1965. 

6. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

7. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Friday, the 
28th January, 1966 at 14-00 hours for hearing further oral evidence 
on the Bill. 

m 

Third Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 28th January, 1966 from 14-00 

to 17-15 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shl'i Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 



7. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

8. Shri P. C. Borooah 

9. Sardar Daljit Singh 

10. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

11. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

12. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

13. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

14. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

15. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

16. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

17. Shri M. R. Masani 

18. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

19. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

20. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

21. Shri P. S. Naskar 
22. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

23. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

24. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

25. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

26. Shri A. T. Sarma 

27. Dr. C. B. Singh 

28. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

29. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

30. Shri K. K. Warior 

31. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

32. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

33. Shri Arjun Arora 

34. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

35. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

36. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

37. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

38. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

39. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 
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40. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

41. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

42.. Shri M. R. Shervani 

43. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

44. Shri Dalpat Singh 

45. Shri R. P. Sinha 

46. Shri T. N. Singh. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Department of 
Industry, Ministry of Industry & Supply. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks, Trade Marks Registry, Bombay. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Department of Industry, Mirns
try of Industry & Supply. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. L. S. Davar & Co., Pa.tent & Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 
Shri L. S. Davar 

II. Remfry & Son, Patent & Trade Mark Attomeys, Calcutta. 

1. Mr. Harold Holloway 

2. Mr. Desh Pal Ahuja 

3. Mr. Baldev Chaturbhuj Ojha. 
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2. The Committee resumed further hearing of the evidence of 
Shri L. S. Davar. After his evidence was concluded, the Committee 
heard the representatives of Mjs. Remfry & Son, Patent & Trade 
Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. Their evidence was not concluded. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Saturday, the 
29th January, 1966 at 13.30 hours for hearing further oral evidence 
on the Bill. 

IV 

Fourth Sitting 

The Committee met on Saturday, the 29th January, 1966 from 
13.30 to 15.50 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S, V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

5. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

6. Shri P. C. Borooah 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

13. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

14. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

15. Shri M. R. Masani 

16. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

17. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 
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18. Shri P. S. Naskar 
19. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

20. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

21. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

22. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

23. Shri A. T. Sarma 

24. Dr. C. B. Singh 

25. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

26. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

27. Shri K. K. Warior 

28. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

29. Shri Arjun Arora 

30. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

31. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

· 32. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

33. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

34. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

35. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

36. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

37. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

38. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

39. Shri Dalpat Singh 

40. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs & 
Trade Marks, Trade Marks Registry, Bombay. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Mi.nist1·y of 
Health. 
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DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

Remfry & Son, Patent and Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

1. Mr. Harold Holloway 

2. Mr. Desh Pal Ahuja 

3. Mr. Baldev Chaturbhuj Ojha. 

2. The Committee concluded further hearing of the evidence of 
the representatives of Mjs. Remfry & Son, Patent & Trade Mark 
Attorneys, Calcutta. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Monday, the 
31st January, 1966 at 10.00 hours for hearing further oral evidence 
on the Bill. 

v 
Fifth Sitting 

The Committee met on Monday, the 31st January, 1966 from 
10.00 to 13.00 hours and again from 14.30 to 17.05 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Cha.irman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Shri Pater Alvares 

3. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

4. Shri Panna La! Barup!ll 
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5. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

6. Shri P. C. Borooah 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

15. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

16. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

17. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

18. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

19. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

20. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

21. Shri A. T. Sarma 

22. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

23. Shri K. K. Warior 

24. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

25. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

26. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

27. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

28. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

29. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

30. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

31. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

32. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

33. Shri Dalpat Singh 

34. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 

Industry. 
2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 
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REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative De
partment, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. British Pharmaceutical Industry Association, England 

Mr. A. G. Shaw 

II. Zandu Phm·maceutical Works Limited, Bombay 

Dr. K. M. Parikh 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Tuesday, the 
1st February, 1966 at 14·00 hours for hearing further oral evidence on 
the Bill. 

VI 

Sixth Sitting-

The Committee met on Tuesday, the 1st February, 191il' from 
14.00 to 17.10 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
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4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri P. C. Borooah 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

14A. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

15. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

16. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

17. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

18. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

19. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

20. Shri A. T. Sarma 

21. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

-22. Shri K. K. Warior 

· 23. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

· 24. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 

25. Shri Arjun Arora 

26. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

27. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

28. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

29. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

30. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

31. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

32. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

33. Shri M. R. Shervani 

34. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

35. Shri R. P. Sinha. 
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REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy SecTetary. 

WITNESSES 

The Chemical, Industrial and Pharmaceutical Laboratories Ltd., 
Bombay 

Dr. K. A. Hamied 

2. At the outset, some members drew attention to a Press report 
appearing in some of the local Delhi newspapers according to which 
Dr. Jucker of Sandoz, Basle, Switzerland, who was to appear before 
the Committee on the 3rd .february, 19ti6 for g1ving oral evidence, 
h<td told Reporters about his opinion on the questwn of Patents vis
a-vis drug research. 1t was felt that this fore,gn witness should not 
have rushed to the Press when he was to appear before the Jomt 
Comn:ittee. After some discussion, it was decided that the Chail'
man L1ght bring to the notice of the witness the impropriety of his 
actwn, when he appeared before the Committee. 

3. The Chairman then mentioned to the Committee the contents of 
a cable dated the 31st January, 1!:166, received from Dr. Bodenhausen, 
D1rector BIRPI, Geneva, wherein he had requested the Committee to 
hear him on the 13th :february,- 1966,. when he expected to be in 
Delhi on his way back from Colombo. While the Committee ex
pressed their regret on their inability to accede to Dr. Bodenhausen's 
request, they decided that a cable should be sent to him asking him 
to intimate any Saturday during February or March, 1966, which 
would suit him. On hearing from him, a sitting of Joint Committee 
could be called. 
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4. The Committee then heard the evidence given by Dr. K. A. 

Hamied, Chairman of the Chemical, Industrial and Pharmaceutical 
Laboratories Limited, Bombay. 

5. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

6. Another witness, Dr. Abraham Patani, a representative of the 
Indian Drug Manufacturers Association, Bombay, was called in. Due 
to lack of time, the Committee informed him that some other day 
would be fixed for his oral evidence and he would be informed of it 
in due course. 

7. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Wednesday, 
the 2nd February, 1966 at 14.00 hours for hearing further oral evi
dence on the Bill. 

VII 

Seventh Sitting 

The Committee met on Wednesday, the 2nd February, 1966 from 
14.00 to 17.10 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao--Chairman 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri P. C. Borooah 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 
12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

· 13. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 
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14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

15. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

16. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

17. Shri P. S. Naskar 

18. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

19. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

20. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

21. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

22. Dr. C. B. Singh 

23. Shri K. K. W arior 

24. Shri Balkrishna W asnik 

25. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 

26. Shri Arjun Arora 

27. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

28. Shri R. S. Doogar 

29. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

30. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

31. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

32. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

33. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

34. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

35. Shri Dalpat Singh 

36. Shri R. P. Sinha 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of Health. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 
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SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESS 

Dr. J. M. Runck, Chief Editor, Handelsb!att, Duesseldorf, 
West Germany. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witness named 
above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Chairman informed the Committee that the Speaker had 
heen pleased to permit them to visit some of the modern pharmaceu
tical units in the different regions of the country in groups; as de
sired by them. The Chairman announced that the Committee might 
divide themselves into three groups to visit the units at the following 
places during the next inter-session period: 

(i) Calcutta; 

(ii) Hyderabad, Madras and Bangalore; and 

(iii) Bombay, Baroda and Indore. 

The Committee authorised the Chairman to put fifteen members 
in each of the three groups in case the number of members in any 
group exceeded that limit. 

5. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Thursday, the 
3rd February, 1966 at 14.00 hours for hearing further oral evidence 
nn the Bill. 

VIII 

Eighth Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 3rd February, 1966 frorr. 
14.00 to 17.05 hours. 

PRESENT 

Sh · S V Kr1· ohnamoorthy Rao-Chairman n . . " 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
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4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao L~xmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

14. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

15. Shri P. S. Naskar 

16. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

17. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

18. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

19. Shri Sham Lal Sara£ 

20. Dr. C. B. Singh 

21. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

22. Shri K. K. Warior 

23. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 

24. Shri Arjun Arora 

25. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

26. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

27. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

28. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

29. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 
30. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

31. Shri Dalpat Singh 

32. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MTNISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 
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REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India M' . t f H , tms ry o ealth. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman Legislative D _ 
partment, Ministry of Law. ' e 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESS 

Dr. E. Jucker, Incharge of Synthetic Research Sandoz Ltd 
Basle (Switzerland). ' ., 

2. Before the commencement of the proceedings, the Chairman 
dre~ the attention of the witness, Dr. E. Jucker, Incharge of Syn
thetic Research, Sandoz Ltd., Basle (Switzerland) to the reported 
Press Conference held by him on the 31st January, 1966 expressing 
his views on the merits of the Bill. While explaining the circum
stances under which he met the Press, Dr. Jucker tendered a sincere 
"lpology for what had been attributed to him by the Press, whom 
he had met in connection with his proposed lecture before the 
Science Society of Delhi University. 

3. The Committee then heard the evidence given by Dr. Jucker. 

4. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

5. The Chairman informed the Committee that the visits to the 
various pharmaceutical units in the country would be arranged some
time in the middle of May, 1966, and the detailed programme, when 
chalked out, would be circulated to the Members in due course. 

6. The Committee decided to ask for an extension of time for the 
presentation of their Report upto the first day of the second week 
(Jf the August-September, 1966 session of Lok Sabha. The Com· 
mittee authorised the Chairman and, in his absence, Dr. C. B. Singh, 
to move the necessary motion in the House on Wednesday, the 16th 

February, 1966. 

7. The Committee also decided to sit from the second Monday 
of June 1966 onwards for hearing further oral evidence on the Bill 
and from about the middle of July, 1966 onwards for taking up 
clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. 

8. The Committee then adjourned. 
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IX 

Ninth Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 17th February, 1966 from 
16.3C to 17.00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri P. C. Borooah 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

4. Sardar Daljit Singh 

5. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

6. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Yadhav 

7. Shri M. R. Masani 

8. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

9. Shri P. S. Naskar 

10. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

11. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

12. Shri A. T. Sarma 

13. Dr. C. B. Singh 

Rajya Sabha 

14. Shri Arjun Arora 

15. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

16. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF lNDVSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 
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SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

2. The Chairman mentioned to the Committee about the letter 
dated the 12th February, 1966, addressed to him by the Japanese 
Ambassador in India wherein it had been stated that the Govern
ment of Japan had decided to send two experts viz. Mr. M. Inoue, 
ex-Chairman of the Patent Agency, Government of Japan and Mr. 
Matsui of the Federation of Economic Organisation, who would re
present Japan and explain its position before the Joint Committee 
and that they should be given an earliest possible opportunity to 
place their views before the Joint Committee. The Committee deci
ded that they might be called to give evidence at 14.30 hours on 
Friday, the 18th March, 1966 and in the meantime, the Embassy 
might be asked by the Chairman to tell their home Government to 
forward the usual number of copies of the memorandum stating the 
views of these two experts for the information of the Committee. 

3. The Chairman also apprised the Committee about the com
munication dated the 11th February, 1966 addressed to him by Prof. 
G. H. C. Bodenhausen, Director of the U.I.B.I.P., Geneva that he 
would be ready to meet the Committee on the 23rd April, 1966. The 
Committee decided to sit at 09.30 hours on that day to hear this wit
ness. 

The Committee then adjourned. 

X 

Tenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Saturday, the 23rd April, 1966 from 09.30 
to 12.15 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

3. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

4. Sardar Daljit Singh 
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5. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

6. Shri V . .;s. Gandhi 

7. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

8. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

9. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

10. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

11. Shri P. S. Naskar 

12. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

13. Shri Sham La1 Saraf 

14. Dr. C. B. Singh 

15. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

Rajya Sabha 

16. Shri Arjun Arora 

17. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

18. Shri R. S. Doogar 

19. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

20. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

21. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

22. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

23. Shri R P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, Joint Secretary, Ministry of 
Industry. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks, Bombay. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of Pndia, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislatwe 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 
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WITNESS 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen, Director of United Internation
al Bureaux for the Protection of Intellectual Property 
(BIRPI), Geneva. 

2. The Com~ittee heard the evidence given by Prof. G. H. c. 
Bodenhausen, Director of United International Bureaux for the Pro
tection of Intellectual Property (BIRPI), Geneva. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee agreed to the requests made by the following 
parties to give oral evidence before them:-

(i) Major General S. S. Sokhey; and 

(ii) Sarvashri G. M. Parikh and M. A. Pattani of Zandu Phar
maceutical Works Ltd., Bombay. 

5. The Committee then considered their tour programme. The 
Chairman informed the Committee that since there were not many 
units in the South for one Group of the Committee to visit, the Com
mittee might be divided into two Groups only viz. (i) visiting the 
units in the Bombay region (Bombay, Baroda and Poona) and the 
other at Calcutta and the Pfizer's Plant at Chandigarh (this was to 
be arranged on a convenient day when the Committee next hold their 
sittings). The programme as approved is set forth at annexures I 
& II. 

The Committee also decided at the instance of the Drug Con
troller (Shri S. K. Borkar) to include two or three small scale phar
maceutical units in Bombay in their itinerary. He undertook to 
:ntimate their particulars. 

- 6. Referring to the earlier decision to restrict the number of 
members joining each Group to 15, the Chairman announc~d that 
now that.only two Groups were being constituted, this number might 
be restricted to 22. The Chairman was authorised to exercise his 
discretion to regulate this number. 

7. The Committe also authorised the Chairman to visit the TATA 
Chemical Works at Mithapore (Gujarat) to study the application of 
the process patents envisaged in the Bill instead of products pate~ts 
in respect of B.H.C. etc. manufactured by this Uni~. The. Chai~
man was to nominate 2 or 3 members to accompany him durmg th1s 
visit. It was also decided that an officer of the Secretariat sh?uld 
accompany this group. The date for the visit was to be determmed 

by the Chairman. 



8. The Committee then considered their future programme of 
work. 

It was decided to sit daily from 09.30 to 13.00 hours and again 
from 15.00 to 17.00 hours from the 1st July, 1966 onwards (for a 
fortnight or less, if possible) to hear oral evidence of the wit
nesses-both foreign and Indian. It was decided that foreign wit
nesses should be given about two hours each and the Indian witnesses 
about one and a half hours each for giving evidence. The Chairman 
appealed to the members to be brief in their examination and thus 
help in completing the recording of evidence within this period. The 
Committee authorised the Chairman to draw up the programme of 
the sittings and have it circulated to them. 

9. The Committee also tentatively agreed to sit from the 25th 
July, 1966 onwards to take up clause-by-clause consideration of the 
Bill. 

10. The Committee then adjourned. 

ANNEXURE I 

(See Para 5 of the Minutes dt. 23-4-1966) 

GROUP I 

TOUR PROGRAMME OF VISITS TO PHARMACEUTICAL 
FACTORIES IN BOMBAY REGION 

Sunday, the 5th June, 1966 

Members to assemble at Bombay (exact place to be notified 
later). 

Monday, the 6th June, 1966 

F.N.-Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bombay. 

A.N.-CIPLA, Bombay. 

Tuesday, the 7th June, 1966. 

F.N. Glaxo Laboratories, Bombay. 

A.N. (i) CIBA RESEARCH CENTRE, Bombay. 

(ii) Haffkine Institute, Bombay. 

Wednesday, the 8th June, 1966. 

F.N. Merck Sharp and Dohme, Bombay. 

A.N. HOECHEST Pharmaceuticals, Bombay. 

Dep: for Baroda by the Gujrat Mail at 21.40 hrs. 
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Thursday, the 9th June, 1966. 

Arr: Baroda at 4.22 hrs. 

F.N. Alembic Chemicals, Baroda. 

A.N. Sarabhai. Chemicals, Baroda. 

Friday, the lOth June, 1966. 

Dep: for Bombay Central By Gujrat Mail at 0.6 hrs. 
A1·r: Bombay Central at 5.55 hrs. 

F.N. Sandoz, Bombay. 

A.N. Unichem Laboratories, Bombay. 

4 P.M. Discussion with the Controller General of Patents and 
Designs and Trade Marks, Bombay. 

Saturday, the 11th June, 1966. 

Dep: Bombay V.T. for Pimpri (Poena) by 305 Dn. Deccan 
Express at 7.10 hrs. 

Arr: Poena 11.5 hrs. 

Visit to the Hindus tan Antibiotics Ltd., Pimpri (Poona). 

DISPERSAL AT POONA 

Note: This Group will also visit 2-3 small scale pharmaceutical 
units in Bombay. Their particulars will be intimated separately. 

ANNEXURE II 

(See Para 5 of the Minutes dt. 23-4-1966) 

GROUP li 

Tour Programme of visits to Pharmaceutical FactoriesjWorks in 
Calcutta and Chandigarh"'* 

Sunday, the 12th June, 1966. 

Members to assemble at Calcutta. 

(Exact place to be notified later) may be Central Govern
ment Guest House, Nizam's Palace. 

Monday, the 13th June, 1966. 
F.N. Bengal Chemicals, Calcutta. 

A. N. Bengal Immunity, Calcutta. 

**Visit to ti-e Pfizer's ba,ic manufac uring fac•o·y. ~t Chand;garh v.:ill bl arra~~ed 
after the Joint Committee conclude their first round of sittings to be held m Jt• y, 19 . 
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Tuesday, the 14th June, 1966. 

F.N. Standard Pharmaceuticals, Calcutta. 

A.N. Smith Stanistreet, Calcutta. 

Wednesday, the 15th June, 1966. 

F.N. Martin & Harris, Calcutta. 

A.N. Dey's Medical Stores, Calcutta. 

Thursday, the 16th June, 1966. 

F.N. East India Pharmaceutical Works, Calcutta. 

A.N. Ayurvedic Units-(i) DABAR (ii) Kavi Raj N. N. Sen. 

Friday, the 17th June, 1966. 

Discussion with Joint Controller of Patents and Designs and 
the President, Technical Society of Patents. 

Saturday, the 18th June, 1966. 

Dispersal at Calcutta. 

**Visit to the Pfizer's Basic manufacturing factory at Chandigarh 
will be arranged after the Joint Committee conclude their first round 
of sittings to be held in July, 1966. 

XI 

Eleventh Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 1st July, 1966 from 09.30 to 
13.15 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 
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11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

14. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

15. S'hrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

16. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

17. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

18. Shri A. T. Sarma 

19. Dr. C. B. Singh 

20. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

21. Shri K. K. Warior 

22. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

23. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 
24. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

25. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

26. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

27. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

28. Dr. M. M. S. S'iddhu 

29. Shri Dalpat Singh 

30. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D., Ministry of Industry. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India, Ministry of 
Health. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

S'hri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 
WITNESS. 

National Foreign Trade Council Inc. 10, Rockefeller, Plaza, 
NEW YORK. 

Mr. Leonard J. Robbins. 
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2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witness men
tioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Chairman then informed the Joint Committee that the 
Business Council for International Understanding, New York 
having intimated that they would not be able to come on the 2nd 
July, 1966 to give evidence before the Joint Committee, as there was 
very little time for them to undertake the journey, he had agreed to 
their representative being heard by the Committee on the 14th July, 
1966. As a result of this, there would now be left only one party 
which would be coming up before the Committee on the 2nd July, 
1966, viz. The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, 
Washington. This party, the Chairman added, had been asked to 
come at 10.00 hours on the 2nd July, 1966 instead of at 11.30 hours, 
as originally scheduled. 

5. The Chairman also informed the Joint Committee that Dr. 
Guido Zerilli-Marimo who was to come with Prof. Gino Bergami 
from Italy on the 5th July, 1966 had intimated that he had met with 
an accident and that he would not be able to undertake the journey. 
In his place, Dr. Giorgio Delgiudice would be coming. 

6. The Committee were apprised of the proposed visit by the 
Study Group II to the Pfizer's Basic Manufacturing Plant at Chandi
garh (as earlier decided) on the 16th July, 1966. 

7. The Chairman also informed the Joint Committee that on a 
suggestion being made by some members, a visit to the Hamdard 
Dawakhana Drug Manufacturing and Research Unit in Delhi was 
l:eing arranged at 16.00 hours on Monday, the 4th July, 1966. 

8. The Committee ·then ajourned till 10.00 hrs., the 2nd July, 1966. 

XII 

Twelfth Sitting 

The Committee met on Saturday, the 2nd July, 1966 from 10.00 to 
12.45 hours. · 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rae-Chairman. 
MEMBERS. 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 
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4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Brfij Behari Mehrotra 

14. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

15. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

16. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

17. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

18. Shri A. T. Sarma 

19. Dr. C. B. Singh 

20. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

21. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

22. Shri K. K. W arior 

23. Shri Balkrishna W asnik 

24. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 

25. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

26. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

27. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

28. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

29. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

30. Shri M. R. Shervani 

31. Shri Dalpat Singh 

32. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 
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DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America 
I 

Washington. 

Prof. Maurice D. Kilbridge 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witness men
tioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Chairman informed the Committee about the communi
cation received from the Directorate of Research Coordination and 
Industrial Liaison, C.S.l.R., New Delhi, wherein they had stated 
that Dr. S. H. Zaheer, D.G., C.S.l.R., and Shri Baldev Singh, who 
were to appear before the Committee on the 8th July, 1966, would 
be both out of station on that day, the Committee might agree to 
permit Dr. K. Ganapathi, Director, Regional Research Laboratory, 
Jammu, alongwith Shri R. B. Pai on behalf of the C.S.l.R. to appear 
before them instead. The Committee did not agree to the request 
<nd decided that they should be asked to intimate the next date 
.,·hich would be convenient to them. 

5. The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Monday, the 
4th July, 1966. 

XIII 

Thirteenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Monday, the 4th July, 1966 from 09.55 to 
13.30 and again from 14.30 to 16.50 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorihy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth M:hal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
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4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri R. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

14. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

1!;, Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

16. Shri Naval Prabakar 

17. Shri A. T. Sarma 

18. Dr. C. B. Singh 

19. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

?.0. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

Rajya Sabha 

21. Shri Arjun Arora 

22. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

23. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

24. Shri Dalpat Singh 

25. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

?.. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 

Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES · 

I. Association of Chemical Industry in West Germany. 
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1. George Albrechtskirchinger. 

2. Dr. Ulrich Heubaum. 

II. Centre European Des Federations De L'-Industrie Chimi

que Bureau, ZURICH. 

1. Mr. R. A. Willens, Head of the Patent Department of Shell 

Chemicals, London. 

2. Mr. J. Egli, Director of the Swiss Society of Chemical In

dustries. 

3. Mr. Haslam, Head of the Patent Department Wellcome 

Foundation Ltd., London. 

4. Mr. D. H. Nowotny, Delegate of Swiss Society of Chemical 

Industries, Zurich. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given bv the witnesse11 

mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. Before proceeding to give evidence, Mr. J. Egli, leader of the 
representatives of the Swiss Society of Chemical Industries (Centre 
European Des Federations De L' Industrie Chimique Bureau, 
ZURICH expressed his sincere thanks to the Joint Committee of 
Parliament of India for giving him this opportunity of participating 
at their hearings. He added that he was extremely impressed by 
the manner in which the Chairman of the Committee had organised 
these hearings. It was very rare in the world that a Parliamentary 
Committee was receiving foreigners to testify before them. For this 
very great generosity of the Committee, he expressed his admiration 
and his sincere thanks. He further added that he very much appre
ciated this gesture of a great Democratic Country like India to have 
given him an opportunity to give evidence before the Committee. 

The Committee then adjourned till 9.30 hours on Tuesday, the 
5th July, 1966. 
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XIV 
Fourteenth Sitting 

The Committte met on Tuesday, the 5th July, 1966 from 09.30 to 
13.00 and again from 15.00 to 17.15 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Raa-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri M. R. Masani 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

15. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

16. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

17. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

18. Shri A. T. Sarma 

19. Dr. C. B. Singh 

20. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

21. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

22. Shri Balkrishna W asnik 

23. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 
Rajya Sabha 

24. Shri Arjun Arora 
25. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

26. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

27. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

28. Shri Dalpat Singh 



29. Shri R. P. Sinha 

30. Shrl B. T. Kulkarni 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chagla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. 1. Prof. Gino Bergami, Director, Institute DI FISIOLOGIA 
UMANA UNIVERSITA (NAP ALES). 

2. Dr. Giorgio Delgiudice, Leodoga SPA Lepetit, Via 
ANDREA VESALIO 6, ROME. (Assistant by Mr. Gabriel 

· Brohamasha as Interpreter). 

II. Japan Pharmaceutical Manufacturers, Association, Japan 
Pharmaceutical, Medical and Dental Supply Exporters' 
Association and Federation of Economic Organizations, 
Tokyo. 

1. Mr. Shoji Matsui, Patent Attorney. 

2. Mr. Shoichi Inoue, Senior Managing Director, (Assistant by 
Sardar Hem Singh, as Interpreter). 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. At the outset, Prof. Bergami stattd that he would wish to 
pay his most hearty compliment to the Chairman and the Members 
of the Joint Committee for their readiness to hear the views of 
experts from other countries. This was a unique and excellent 
approach by the Parliament of India knowing as he did the Parlia· 
ments of many other countries. 
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This showed in a very impressive manner, how liberal democrallic 
and progressive the Parliamentary institution in India was. He 
added that he and his colleague had nothing but admiration for the 
manner in which Government and people of India had recently 
faced the stupendous problem that was before the country. He 
further added that he did not represent any special interest nor any 
industrial tnterprise and his only interest was the welfare of the 
people of India. 

5. Messrs. Shoji Matsui and Shoichi Inoue of Japan also expressed 
their appreciation of the manner in which they had been treated by 
the Committee. 

6. The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Wednesday, 
the 6th July, 1966. 

XV 
Fifteenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Wednesday, the 6th July, 1966 from 09.30 
to 13.00 and again from 15.00 to 15.30 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman 

MEMBERS 
Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

5. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

7. Sardar Daljit Singh 

8. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

9. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

10. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri M. R. Masani 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

15. Shri Bibhudhendra Mishra 

16. Shri Naval Prabhakar 
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17. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

18. Shri A. T. Sarma 

19. Dr. C. B. Singh 

20. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

21. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

22. Shri Balkrishna W asnik 

23. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

Rajya Sabha 

24. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

25. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

26. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

27. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

28. Shri Dalpat Singh 

29. Shri R. P. Sinha.· 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D . 

. REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of Pndia. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislatit•e 
Department, MiniStry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. The Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay. 

1. Dr. R. C. Cooper-Vice-President. 

2. Shri P. A. Narielwala, Member. 

3. Shri C. L. Gheevala, Secretary. 

II. Trade Marks Owners Association of India. 

1. Shri S. H. Gur~ahani, Chairman. 

2. Shri R. A. Shah, Solicitor. 

3. Shri C. K. R. Rao, Secretary. 
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2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then dfscussed their future programme re: 
clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. One view was that the 
Bill as reported by the committee should be passed by the House 
during the next session, as the winter session of Parliament would 
not only •be over crowded but also of a short duration, and it might 
not be possible to get through this Bill, which might ultimately lead 
to the lapse of the Bill-the term of the current Lok Sabha would be 
over shortly after the winter session. Another view was that mem
bers should be given adequate time to digest the evidence in view of 
the intricacies and complexities of this Bill. They were all set 
against the Bill being rushed through. It was suggested that the 
Committee should sit for a week or ten days in early October to take 
up clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. After some discussion, 
it was decided that the Chairman might discuss the matter with 
the Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and ascertain from him 
whether Government hoped to ensure passage of this Bill during the 
next Session or in case it could not be brought up in that Session, it 
could be passed for certain during the Winter Session so that all the 
labours of the Committee did not become infructuous. 

Further consideration of this issue was, therefore, deferred. 

5. The Committee rioted that the three Witnesses representing the 
Indian Drugs Manufacturers Association, Bombay, who were to appear 
before the Committee, had not turned up. 

The Committee then adjourned tiU 9.30 hours on Thursday, the 
7th July, 1966. 

XVI 

Sixteenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 7th July, 1966 from 09.50 
to 13.40 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabhc 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 
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4. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

5. Sardar Daljit Singh 

I. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

7. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

I. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

9. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

1!1. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao J adhav 

11. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

12. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

13. Shri A. T. Sarma 

14. Dr. C. B. Singh 

15. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

16. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

17. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

18. Shri. Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

19. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

20. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

21. ·shri Dalpat Singh 

22. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF OOUSTRY 

1. S?ri K._ V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 
2. Shri B.· N. Atrishi, Q.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

1. Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

_DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of . Law. 

SEcRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES . 

I. b.dian Pharmaceutical Association, · Bombay. 

1. 1-l.r. K. C. Chatterjee, Vice-President. 

2. Dr. J. N. Banerjee, General Secretary. 
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:tl. •Bundesverband Der Pharmazeutischen & Industries, F..V., 
Frankfurt Am Main, West Germany. 

1. Mr. Curt Engelhorn, President. 

2. Dr. Scholl, AdviBer. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses men. 
kioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Friday, the 
lith July, 1966. 

• .Association of the German Pharmaceutical Industry, Franlrfurt 
AU llAIN. 

xvn 
Seventeenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 8th July, 1966 from 09.40 to 
13:05 and again from 15.30 to 17.30 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoothy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Setn Achal Singh 

J. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 
Lok Sabha 

4. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

5. Sardar Daljit Singh 

6. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

7. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

8. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

9. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

10. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

11. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

12. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

13. Shri A. T. Sarma 

14. Dr. C. B. Singh 

15. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 



16. Shri Arjun Arora 
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Rajya Sabha 

17. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

18. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

19. Shri D.P. Karmarkar 

20. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

21. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

22. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

23. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

24. Shri Dalpat Singh 

25. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative Deprzrt
ment, Mitnistry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. Neo-Pharma Industries, Bombay. 

1. Shri N. L. I. Mathias, Director. 
2. Shri A. C. Mitra. 

II Haffkine Institute, Bombay. 

1. Dr. H. I. Jhala, Asstt. Director. 

2. Dr. C. V. Deliwala, Asstt. Director. 
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III. Mr. J. F. Monnet, Chambre Sandicale Nationale des Fabri
cants de Products, Pharmaceutiques; 88. Rue de la Faisanderie, Paris-
16. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The discuss.ion with the representatives of Mjs. Neo Pharma 
Industries, Bombay, was to a large extent centered on the research 
aspect to ensure that the consumer was benefited by the incentives 
to industrialisation by the privileges and rights granted to an 
inventor under the Patents Law. The evidence showed an appalling 
lack of incentives on the part of the Indian Pharma manufacturers 
to invest some of their surpluses in research both in the matter of 
development of old drugs and disc-overy of new drugs for the benefit 
of the community. This aspect was brought to fore on the previous 
day also when the representatives. of the Indian Pharma Association 
appeared before the Committee. The Committee, therefore, decid
ed t-o visit the following Drug Research Institutes on the dates noted 
against each so as to acquaint themselves as to how things were 
going on in these Institutes which were run and managed by the 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research:-

(i) Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow, (Saturday, the 
6th August, 1966). 

(ii) Drug Research Institute, Jammu (recently taken over by 
CSIR) .-Saturday, the 20th August, 1966. 

The Committee decided to divide themselves into two Groups for 
visiting the two above mentioned Institutes. The Committee autho
rised the Chairman to regulate the number of members in each 
group which was not to exceed 22. 

5. The Committee then decided to sit on Friday, the-12th August, 
1966 from 14.00 hours onwards to hear the evidence of the following 
parties, which could not be taken up during their current session, 
and thus conclude their evidence taking part of the business:-

(i) 14.00 hrs. to 15.30 hrs.-incorporated Law Society of 
Calcutta. 

(ii) 15.30 hrs. onwardS-Director General, Councii of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet thanked the Chairman and members of the 
Committee for having given him an opportunity to appear before 
them. This, he said, was not only a great honour to his own person 
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but he considered it a homage to his country which has had good 
and friendly relations with India in the past and which would cer
tainly be reinforced in the future. He added that he had been 
particularly sensible to the fact that the Committee had taken a deci
sion to give a hearing to the foreign witnesses on a matter of 
national importance on which others should not have any say. 
This, he said, was the privilege of great nations and the privilege of 
great democracies to be able to take such decisions.· Continuing he 
said that he had not seen any similar decisions being taken in the 
world except in the U.S.A. as far back as in 1945, when he had an 
opportunity to be called there at a hearing on a Bill for extension of 
priority rights for patents that had been lapsing during the last 
war. The decision of the Committee to send for foreign witnesses, 
according to him, was the first of its kind and for that he paid his 
respects to the Committee and to the Indian Parliament. 

The Committee then adjourned till 9.00 hours on Monday, the 11th 
July, 1966. 

XVDI 

Eighteenth Sitting 

The Committee met on Monday, the 11th July, 1966 from 09.40 
to 13.20 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
2. Seth Aachal Singh 

3. Sardar Daljit Singh 

4. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

5. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

6. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

7. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

8. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

9. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

10. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

11. Shri Chhotubhai M: Patel 
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12. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

13. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

14. Shri A. T. Sarma 

15. Dr. C. B. Singh ·..... . ' . 

16. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

17. Shri K. K. Warior 

18. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

19. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 

Rajya Sabha 

20. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

21. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

22. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

23. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

24. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controlle1· General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks. 

DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisas.tri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative Depart
Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

.Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. Dr. T. R. Govindachari, Director.· 

CIBA Research Centre, Goregaon, Bombay. 

II. All India Drugs & Pharmaceuticals .Manufacturers' Consultative 
Committee, Bombay. 

, L Dr. Gurbax Singh, Leader. 

2. Shri G. M. Parikh 

3. Shri R. Ganesan 

4. Shri B. S. Giri. 



Ill. All India Manufacturers' Organisation, Bombay. 

1. Shri Hansraj Gupta, Leader 

2. Shri G. M. Parikh 

} M•mbe" of th• C•nt"l Committ... 3. Shri B. S. Giri 

4. Shri R. Ganesan 

5. Dr. Gurbax Singh 

IV. Sarvashri G. M. Parikh, 

H. J. Vaidya and S. C. Nanabhai, 

Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., 

Bombay. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses men
tioned above. The evidence of the parties at S. Nos. II to IV was 
heard together at their request. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. At the outset, Shri R. P. Sinha, a member of the Committee, 
pointed out that the Minister-in-charge of the Bill, Shri D. 
Sanjivayya did not so far attend any sitting of the Committee. The 
other Minister, Shri Bibudhendra Mishra, too was not present. Shri 
P. S. Naskar also did not attend any of the sittings during the current 
session of the Committee. It was also pointed out that Shri Naskar 
being now the Deputy Home Minister was not concerned with the 
subject matter of the Bill any longer. The Chairman mentioned 
that he had already written a D. 0. letter to the Minister-in-charge 
requesting him to make it convenient to attend the sittings of the 
Joint Committee. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra, who had gone to 
Bangalore to attend the Small Scale Industries Board meeting had 
taken his prior permission to be absent from the sittings of thE' 
Committee 'last week. 

XIX 

Nineteenth Sitting 

The Committee m'i't on Tuesday, th~ 12th July, 1966 from 09.30 to 
13.10 hours. -- · 

PRESENT 
Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-·Chairman 



2. Seth Achal Singh 
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MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

3. Shri P. C. Borooah 

4. Sardar Daljit Singh 

5. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

6. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

7. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

II. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao J adhav 

9. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

10. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

11. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

12. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

13. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

14. Shri A. T. Sarma 

15. Dr. C. B. Singh 

16. Shri K. K. Warior 

17. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

18. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

Rajya Sabha 

19. Shri Arjun Arora 

20. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

21. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

22. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

23. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

24. Shri M. R. Shervani 

25. Shri R. P. Sinha. 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY .OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
· Trade Marks. · 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 



DRAFTSMAN 

Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative Depart-
ment, Ministry of Law. 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. Indian Chamber of Commerce, 
Calcutta. 

1. Shri B. P. Khaitan 

2. Shri B. Kalyanasundaram. 

II. Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry ·of 
Calcutta. 

1. Mr. C. A. Pitts 

2. Mr. A. B. Parakh 

3. Mr. I. Mackinnon 

III. Bengal Chemists and Druggists Association, Calcutta. 

1. Shri P. K. Guha 

2. Shri T. K. Ghosh. 

India, 

2. The Committee heard the. evidence given by the witnesses men
tioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. On a question being raised whether it would be possible for 
Government to allocate time during the next session to have the Bill 
<:s reported·'by :the Joint Committee pushed through both Houses of 
Parliament, Chairman asked the Minister of State in the Ministry of 
Industry, Shri Bibudhend~a Mishra, to ascertain the present position 
f'Iom the Minister of Parliamentary Affairs and to apprise the Com
mittee of the sa.-ne. so. that the htter could ~djust their programme 
accordingly. The Chairman, however, pointed out that as earlier 
decided they had to sit on the 12th August, 1966 to examine two 
residuary witnesses :viZ. ·(i) Incorporated Law Society of Calcutta 
and (ii) Director Gener.;J.l, C<J_uncil of Scient.ific & Industrial Research 
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and thereafter, as suggested by the members today, the following 
further witnesses had to be examined:......,. 

(i) Dr. B. Shah, Industrial Advisor, Director General o"! Techni-
cal Development, Government of India, New Delhi; 

(ii) Director, Central Drug Research Imtitute, Lucknow; 

(iii) Drug Controller, Government of India, New. Delhi; 

(iv) Controller General of Patents and Designs, Government 
of India, Bombay; and 

(v) Joint Controller of Patents and Designs Office, Calcutta. 

Further discussion on this issue was deferred till the Committee 
were informed of the outcome of the discussion which the Minister 
of State in the Ministry of Industry was asked to have with the 
Minister of Parliamentary Affairs. 

The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Wednesday, the 
13th July, 1966. 

XX 
Twentieth Sitting 

The Committee met on Wednesday, the 13th July, 1966 from 
09.30 to 13.05 hours· and again from 17.10 to 18.20 hours. 

PRESENT 
Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy ·Rao-Chai1·man 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Rarnchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

7. Shri' P. C. Borooah 

8. Sardar Daljit Singh 

9. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

10. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

11. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 
12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 
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15. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

16. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

17. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

18. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

19. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

20. Shri A. T. Sarma 

21. Dr. C. B. Singh 

22. Shri K. K. W arior 

23. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

Rni!fa Sabh'l 

24. Shri Arjun Arora 

25. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

26. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

27. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

211. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

29. Shri M. R. Shervani 

30. Shri R. P. Sinha 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Peri•astri, Deputy Draftsman, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

Shri T. Durairajan, Dollar Company, Madras. 
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li. Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Organisation, Ahmedabad. 

1. Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah 

2. Shri I. A. Modi. 

III. Gujarat Vepari Mahamandal, Ahmedabad. 

1. Shri Charandas Haridass, Vice-President. 

!!. Shri Chandulal Premchand, Ex-Presic!ent. 

3 ::"l.ri J 'T'. TrivEdi. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given hy the witnesses 
n;entioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. Before the representatives of the Gujarat Vepari Mahamandal, 
Ahmedabad, proceeded to give their evidence, they expressed theh 
regret for their late arrival which they explained was due to the 
unusual late running of the train. 

The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on ThUl-cday, the 
1 Hh July. 1966. 

XXI 

Twenty-first Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 14th July, 1966 from 09.30 
tc 13.20 hours and again from 15.00 to 17.10 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

L. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

3. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

4. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

5. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

6. Sardar Daljit Singh 

7. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 



8. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

!). Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

10. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

11. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

12. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

13. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

14. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

15. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

16. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

17. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

18. Shri A. T. Sarma 

19. Dr. C. B. Singh 

20. Shri K. K. Warior 

21 Shri Balkrishna Wa:nik 

Rajya Sabha 

22. Shri Arjun Arora 

.23. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

24. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

25. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

26. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra · 

27. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

28. Shri R. P. Sinha 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRy 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

DRAFTSMEN 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department, 
Ministry of Law. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Peri:astri, Deputy Draftsman, Leg:slative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 
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S.!CRETARf.U. 
Shri M. C.- Chawla-Deputy Secretary, 

Wrrm:ssts 

!. Phatmacy Cbuncil'bf Inctia,-New De1ht 
~- ·~r .. S .. Robatgi . . 

2. Dr. P. K. Sanyal 
3. Dr. "S.· B: Rao 

1 .. Shr1 b~v}ria~r· X. Jai11.' 

, II. 'Federlitiori bf Indian Chambers of Commerce and industrY 
liJ e~ Delhi. ' 

.l.Jlhri ·Ramanbhai B. Amln-Presi@nt. 
,J; Shti L. s. Davar 

-s. ~hri c. H. Desai 
4. Shrl N. :krishnamurthi 

nt.'Dr. V. B. Ch'palkattl, Director, Shriltam 'Institute for 111~ 
' · d'ilstrial Research, Deihi. · 

I. Business Council ftir Iribrnational Understanding, New York. 

Mr. Robert Meagber 

2. 'The Committee beard the evidence given by the wltn~tl 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the -evidence given was taken. 

4. At the outset Shri R. P. Sinha raised the follow'ng issue!:-

(!) the Committee had so far -concentrated the;r d?liberatlons 
·bit 'tht! et'f?l:ts' bT the Bill'Cm the Drug a~d Phal:ma:!eutl
cal Industry ahd tliey had not exam'ned any witneSi 
from other fields cf •il'ldustry where Pat?nts other than 
those for. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals were either being 
used or exploited; 

(U) chemical testing of· a drug-.or med:cine devebp?d 1n 
India was a very complicated .process and it -took ·a very 
~Oil$ time; anq 
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(Iii) the targets laid dow.n in the Third and Fourth Five Year 
Plans and their achievements, . so far as the Third Five 
Year Plan· was concerned, for the manufacture of inter
mediates used in the preparation or manufacture of any 
of the medicines or drugs. 

The Chairman, however, ruled that due publicity about" the sub
mission of the Memoranda and the giving of oral evidence had been 
given. But as it was, no other industry came _forward to present 
their views or express their difficulties. As the Drug Industrv was 
primarily affected by the proposed provisions of the Bill ina~much 
as it sought to reduce the term of the Patent from 16 to 10 years, it 
was that Industry from whom a majority of the Memoranda!Repre
sentations. had been received. For the same reason, much of the 
e~dence also ·came from that Industry. The Chairman made it 
clear that the Committee were solely concerned with the ~onsidera
tion of the Bill within the framework of the principles underlying 
it, which had been accepted by the Home while referring the Bill 
to the Joint Committee, and not with the development of any In
dustry. This, he observed, was beyond the scope of the Bill. 

5. Before Mr. Meagher proceeded to give his evidence, he thanked 
tJ:te Chairman and Members of the Committee for glving·him an 
opportunity to appear before them. This he considered to be very 
extra-ordinary for a Committee of Parliament to permit foreigners 
l_ike .. himself to -come !~rth to place his views before them. 

Before withdrawing on the conclusion of his evidence; Mr. Mea
l!her once again thanked the Committee for the honour done to him 
in giving him an opportunity. to place his views before them .. 
. • .... ' . ; 

The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Friday, the 
15th July, 1966. 

XXII 
Twenfy-set!ond Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 15th July, 1966 from 09.30 to 
13.25 hours and again from 15.00 to 18.55 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

LOk Sa"bhq 
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4. Shri Rarrichandra Bade 

5. Shri Panna La! Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

- 7- Shri Bibhuti Mishra 
8. Shri P. C. Borooah 

9. Sardar Daljit Singh 

10. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

11. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

. 12. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

13. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

14. ~hri Mathew Maniyangadan 

15. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

16 Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

17. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

18. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

19. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

211. Shri R: Ramananthan Chettiar 

21. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

22. Shri A. T. Sarma 

23. Dr. C. B. Singh 

24. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

25. Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah 

26. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

Rajya Sabh11 

21. ·Shi-i 'Arjun Arora 

28. Shii- Viinalkumar M. Chordia 

29. Shri D. P. Karmarkar 

30. Shri P. K. Kumaran 
31. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

32. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

33. Shd Mulka Govinda Reddy 

34. Shri M. R. Shervani 

35. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 
' - -
3G~ "Shri D~pat Singh -- .. - ' .. '"' ~ 

37. Shri R. P. Sinha 



Shrl M. R. Shervanl: Cancellation 
of the patent. Everybody should be 
tree to start the production. 

Dr. · K. A. Hamied: If he does not 
. manufacture within two or three years, 
anybody can step in. 

Shrl K. V. Venkatachalain: 'There 
is provision for revocation also. 
· Sbri M. R. Sbervanl: That is a diffe

rent thing. · If I hold a patent and I 
do not exploit it but sit tight on· it, 
how long should I be allowed to sit 
tight because I do not want to take 
a risk and invest money. Should 
there not be a clause that the patent 
will be cancelled if the patentee does 
not within three or five or ten years 
or one llof!ar-whatever be the 
period-eX!ploit that patent by 
starting a manufacturing organisa
tion? If that · is so what time 
should be put for the chemical or 
drug industry? Three yean; front the 
time of granting? 

Dr. K. A. liamied: At pr. _r\t there 
is no clause like that. 

Shrl K. V .. Venkatachala There 
is clause 89(1). 

Shri M. R. Shervani: It ' take 
two years. · Why not put an automa
tic provision · that it should b~ con-
aidered· after three. years? · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Somebody 
must apply. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Every
thing has to come within the pro
cess of law. 

Dr .. K. A. Bamied: With regard to 
these patents, it should not be a cog
nizable offenoe. Somebody has to 
write, saying, "so and so is holding 
patents for the last six or 10 years, 
and he is not using it. I am having 
a compulsory licence but I cannot 
pro.eed." 

Shrl · M. R. Shervanl: My next 
question is th:a. You said that if 
pate~ted drugs a:e being imported. 
then their free . import ahould be 
allowed, aubject to the restrictions 
placed · thro\lih import control. 
foreign exchance and 10 on. 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: Yes; that is 
very important. If a gentleman or· a 
firm is holding a patent, and is selling · 
a kind of tablet or injection in which 
that material is being used, and he . 
is not manufacturing that material in 
Indi11, and he is importing it, by 
virtue of the ·patent,- he is stopping 
me from importing it. &; he has the 

· monopoly for importing it and selling 
it at znv price h~ likes. That is a 
very important aspect, 

Shri M. R. Sbervani: Let us consi
der the interests of the Indian paten
tees; let alone the foreigners. There 
is a provision in the law which says 
that the Government, even for publie 
undertakings. in the State or the 
Central sphere, can utilise the patent 
without paying any compensat1on to 
anybody. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: I think 
there is a little. confusion in thia. 
There are really two clauses in the 
Bill; one refers to use by Govern
ment for non-commercial purpo&ea, · 

. for its own use like giving it for 
hospitals and so on. There, no com
pensat.on or royalty is payable. Tbia 
is in clause 48. Then there is· another 
clause-clau3e 99 and 100 onwards-
which ref!-!rs to use of patent by Gov
ernment and Government undertak
ings which are of a commercial 
nature. There, compensation has to 
be paid. If it is a public undertaking, 
it is not lim:ted only to Government 
undertakings. For example, in the 
steel industry, it can apply to botb 
the private sector undertakings and 
the public sector undertakings in 
that group. This provision is conla.· n
ed in sectioll5 99 and other follow
ing aections. 

Shri M. JL Sbervanl: What In your 
· opinion should be the life of a patent? 
Should it be 10 years or should it be 
reduced or increased, particularly in 
rega. d to drugs and chemicals, . ancl 
from when should the life start ancl 
from JV'hich stage? 

· Dr. E. A. Bamlecl: It 110 happens Ia · 
India that an applicaUon Ia made tar· 



. t.he grant of .a patent, but along with 
the application. the full specifications · 

· are not submitted by the ~pplicant, 
and the applican~ is given about one. 
year to 15 months for submitting the 
complete specifications of the patent. 
Now, the period is 10 years but it 
really becorne:S 11 years .and three 
months, because . one year is also 
~iven for submitting the speciflca
tlOns. So, the time given to him is not 
exactly 10 years but it is 11 years 
and more. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: In the 
riew .. Bill, it is suggested that the 
period should be from the. date when 
the complete specifications are tlled 
before the Controller. , 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: From the date 
of application, it lkcmoes 11 years. 
As soon as the . application and the 

. specifications are tiled,, the party con

. cerned starts manufacture and he 
write, "patent' applied for'' and ' so, 
nobody . can • copy that , process. He 
has actually 11 years to exploit that 
patent, not from the ·time of sellint 
the patent but from the time he sub
mits or files his specification, and he 

·-can explojt it and nobody · can copy 
it. He has just to mention "patent 
applied for." Even in respect of a 
ma:hinery, they can do so. 

I 
Shri Atrishi~ We cannot have a 

suit brought against him before the 
sealing of the · patent because the 

.rights accrue to the patentee only 
· after the sealing . of the patent. 

Dr. K, A. Hamied: No. It cannot' be 
copiep. That is the. rule in the pre-
.&ent Act. · 

Sbrl M. R. Sbervanl: In .the sphere 
of drugs and medicinee, test. haYe 

. to be gone .through and the bad 
et'l'ects are observed and discovered. 

. So, it is quite possible that 10 years 

. may not · be sufficient; eight years 
may go by before it is put into use, 

: into commercial production. So, would 
• ~ou li~ ·to give power to the: Gov
.. emment · to extend the time in •ui
. table caaea! 

Dr. K. A. llamied: I think the Ca.
troller can live it u a concession to 
the patent-holder; if the patent
h.older wanta, under r.ertaln apeei1le 
CU'cwnstances. sayinJ that such ancl 
a~:~ch a thinr is not available and he 

• coul~ not utilise the patent and • 
the time must be extended by another 
two years,· then, I think it 1hould be 
allowed. · 

Sbri D. P. Kannarlcar; You saicl 
. .that 10 years would. amount to 11 

years. Accordin1 to clause 45, yoy 
will see that every pateht shall be 
dated as of the date on which the 
complete specification was Hied-not 

.when the original application was ftlecl 
-but from the date on which lhe com
plete speci.ftcat.ion wa1 flied. &. it • 
would not be 11 or 15 years as the 
case may be. The. effective date Ia 
from the date of the completion of the 

• specification. 
• 

Dr. K. A. HamJed: Yes. 

Sbrl P. K, Kumaraa: You aaid that 
you are for the abrQgation of the 

· patent · law for drugs, 1f posaible. But 
in the absence of that, you prefer this 

' process. Suppose, the patent luw b 
abrogated completely; don't you think 
that the market will be ftoojcd with 
so many drugs and in order to pro
mote their sale fn the market, :he 
quality of the drugs would become In
ferior? 

Dr~ K. A. HamJed: The hon Mem
ber is confusing the term "drut' with 
the term .. chemical". J'or preservln1 
the quality of the drugs, ther• is the 
Drug Control Order; nobody can · make 
a sub-standard drug In India ao lon.r 
as the Druf Control Order is ~t'l't:cc' 
But for chemical.a, there II no a~ch 
difficulty, beoau.e, the manufacturers 

· who buy thoae c:hemical.a ar• them
~lves so careful that they analyse tbe 
chemical before they buy it. I analy~ 
all the chemical• ,rom Europe an4 
America before I J)ut it in the market. 
It is about the medicine• that you are 
talking; they are controlled by the 
DruJ Controller. Nobody c:an buy ancl 
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Twenty-Third Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 12th August, 1966 from 14.00 
to 16.30 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

3. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

4. Shri P. C. Borooah 

5. Sardar Daljit Singh 

6. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

7. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

8. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

9. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

10. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

11. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

12. Shri P. S. Naskar 

13. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

14. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

15. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

16. Shri A. T. Sarma 

17. Dr. C. B. Singh 

18. Shri K. K. W arior 

Rajya Sabha 

19. Shri T. Chengalvaroyan 

20. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

21. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

22. Shri M. R. Shervani 

23. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 
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3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Potents, Designs ond 
Trade Marks. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 
REPRESENTATIVE OF MINISTRY OF LAW 

Shri R. V. S. Periastri, Deputy Legislative Council, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

1. Incorporated Law Society of Calcutta. 

Shri B. P. Ray. 

2. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, New Delhi. 

1. Dr. S. H. Zaheer, Director General, C.S.I.R. and Ex-officio 
Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of 
Education. 

2. Shri Baldev Singh, Industrial Liaison and Extension Officer, 
Directorate of Research Co-ordination & Industrial 
Liaison, C.S.I.R. 

3. Shri R. B. Pai, Patents Officer, C.S.I.R. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on Friday, the 
26th August, 1966. 

XXIV 
Twenty-Fourth Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 26th August, 1966 from 14.40 
to 17.05 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao---Chairman. 
MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

3. Shri Bi!bhuti Mishra 



4. Shri P. C. Borooah 

!!. Sardar Daljit Singh 

6. Shri Basanta 'Ku.nlar bas 
7. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

8. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

9. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka. 

10. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

11. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

12. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

13. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

14. Shri Sham Lal Sarat 

15'. Dr. C. B. Singh 

.1!J. Shri K. K. Warior· 

. l'h Shri Balkrishna Wamik. 

Rajya Sabh4 
18. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

19. Shri n: P. Karmark~r ,. . . 
20. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

21. Shri R. P. Sinha. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISll\T ~F INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 
2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller Generat of Patents, Design• and 
Trade Marks. · ·· · 

REPRESENTATIVE OF MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of lnd~. 
REPRESENTATIVE OF MINISTRY OF LAW 

Shri R. V. S. Perlsastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, Legisla-
tive Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy _Secretary. 

WITNESSES 

I. Dll:ectorate General of Techniclil. Development, Govemmen' 
of India, New Delhi. 

1. Dr. B. Shah, Industrial AdviSer. 

%. Dr. P.R. Gupta, Development Omcer. 

a. Dr. S. S. Gothoskar, Development 6rilcer. 
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II. Dr. M. L. Dhat, Director, Central Drug Research Institute, 
Lucknow. 

2. The Committee decided to sit from the 5th October, 1966 
onwards to take up clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill and to 
sit for a week or ten days till the consideration of the Bill was com
pleted whichever was earlier. 

3. It was decided that notices of amendments to the Bill might be 
forwarded to the Lok Sabha Secretariat by the 1st October, 1966. 
The Committee desired that Government amendments should be 
accompanied with explanatory notes thereon. 

4. The Committee then heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

5. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

6. The Committee then adjourned till 09.30 hours on Saturday, 
the 27th August, 1966. 

XXV 
Twenty-Fifth Sitting 

The Committee met on Saturday. the 27th August, 1966 from 10.05 
to 13.30 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Shri Bi!bhuti Mishra 

3. Shri P. C. Borooah 

4. Sardar Daljit Singh 

5. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

6. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

7. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 
8. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingj{a 

9. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

10. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

11. Shri Bibudhendra Mi£hra 

12. Shri P. S. Naskar 
13. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

14. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 



15. Dr. C. B. Singh 

16. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik. 

Rajya Sabha 

17. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

18. Shri M. R. Shervani 

19. Shri R. P. Sinha . 

. REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTR1 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF MINISTRY OF LAW 

. Shri R. V. S. Peri Sastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, 
Legislative Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITN;;:SSES ... 
I. (1) Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller, Government of India, 

New Delhi. 

(2) Shri P. S. Ramachandran, Deputy Drug Controller, Govern
ment of India, New Delhi. 

U. (1) Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents and 
Designs, Government of India, Bombay. 

(2) Shri R. V. Pai, Joint Controller of Patents and Designs. 
Calcutta. 

2. The Committee heard the evidence given by the witnesses 
mentioned above. 

3. A verbatim record of the evidence given was taken. 

4. The Committee then adjourned till 14.30 hours on Wednesday, 
the 5th October, 1966. · 

XXVI 
Twenty-Sixth Sitting 

The Committee met on Wednesday, the 5th October, 1966 from 
14.30 to 15.45 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S, V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman, 



MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 
2. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

3. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

4. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

5. Shri P. C. Borooah 

6. Sardar Daljit Singh 

7. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

8. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

9. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

10. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

11. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

14. Shri M. R. Ma~.ani 

15. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

16. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

17. Shri P. S. Naskar 

18. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

19. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

20: Shri A. T. Sarma 
21. Dr. C. B. Singh 

22. Shri K. K. Warior 

23. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav. 
· Rajya Sabha 

24. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

25. Shri R. S. Doogar 

26. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

27. s:1ri P. K. Kumaran 

28. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

29. Shri Dahyabhai v. Patel 

30. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

31. Shri M. R. Shervani 

32. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

33. Shri Dalpat Singh. 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 



2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs, and 
Trade Marks. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF MINISTRY OF LAW 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Peri Sastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, 
Legislative Department. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

:!. At the outset, the Committee decided to sit daily from l 0.00 
to 13.00 hours and again from 15.00 to 17.00 hours till the clause-by
clause consideration of the Bill was concluded. 

3. The Committee then took up clause-by-clause consideration 
of the Bill. 

4. Clause 2: 

The following amendments were accepted

(1) Page 2. for lines 19 to 22, 

substitute '(g) "food" means any substance intended for 
the use of babies, invalids or convalascents as an 
article of food or drink;' 

(2) Page 3, lines 31 and 32, 

for "to the extent to which they are used" substitute 
"which are ordinarily used". 

(3) Page 4, for line l, substitute: 

'(m) "patent" means a patent granted under this Act and 
includes for the purposes of sections 44, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 

1 3 1-4 55, 56, 57, 58, 63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 78, 134, 140, 5 ' 0 

and 156 and Chapters XVI, XVII and XVIII, a p~tent 
granted under the Indian Patents and Designs, Act, 
1911;' 

(4) Page 4, lines 11 and 12, 

for "established under" 

substitute "referred to in" 

Further consirleration of the clause was held over. 
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5. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on J.'hursday, 
the 6th October, 1966 at 10.00 hours. 

XXVII 

TwentY-Seventh Sitting 

The Committee met on Thursday, the 6th October, l:i66 from 
10.00 to 12.50 and again from 15.00 to 17.00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

4. Shri Ramachandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

6. Shri Dinen Bhattacharya 

7. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

8. Shri P. C. Borooah 

9. Sardar Daljit Singh 

10. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

11. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

12. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

13. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

14. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

15. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

16. Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

17. Shri M. R. Masani 

18. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

19. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

20. Shri P. S. Naskar 

21. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

22. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

23. Shri A. T. Sarma 

24. Dr. C. B. Singh 

25. Shri K. K. Warior 

26 Shri Balkrishna Wasnik. 
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Rajya Sabha 

21. Shri Arjun Arora 

28. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

29. Shri R. S. Doogar 

30. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

31. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

32. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

33. Shri M. R. Shervani 

34. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

35. Shri Dalpat Singh. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF MINISTRY OF LAW 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Perisastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, 
Legislative Department. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

2. The Committee resumed clause-by-clause consideration of the 
Bill. 

3. Clause 3: The following amendmmt was accepted:-. 

Page 5, line 15, omit "a claim to" 

The clause, as a~ended, was adopted. 
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4. Clause 4: 'l:he .clause was adopted without amendment. 

5. Clause 5: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 6, for lines 7 to 9, substitute-

"the patent shall be granted only in respect of .claims for the 
method or process of manufacture and in respt:ct of 
claims for the substance~. when produced by such 
methods or processes". 

The clause as amended, was adDpted. 

6. Clause 6: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

7. Clause 7: The follDwing amendments w~re accepted: 

(1) Page 6, for lines 32 to 37, substitute-

"prescribed after the fj.ling of the appli,cation, proof of the 
right to make the application". 

(2) Page 7, lin~ 5, after "such !IPPlication," insert "(not being 
a convention application)". 

The clause as amended, was adDpted. 

8. Clauses 8 to 10. The c~auses were adopted without amendment. 

9. Clause 11: The following amendment was accepted:-

Page 10, fo-r lines 16 and 17, substitute-

"there has been a post-dating under section 9 or section 17 or, 
as the case may be, an ante-dating under section 16, be a 
reference to the date as so po~t-dated or ante-dated." 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

10. Clause 12: The clause was adopted witpout amendment. 

11. Clause 13:-The Committee decided to amend the clause in 
order to provide that the examiner shall complete his investigation 
of the application referred to him under section 12 ordinarily with
in a period of eighteen months. 
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The Legislative Counsel was asked to redraft the clause accor-
dingly. 

Subject to this, the clause was adopted. 

12. Clause 14: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

13. Clause 15: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 12, for lines 13 to 20, substitute-

" (2) If it appears to the Controller that the invention claimed 
in the specification is not an invention within the meaning 
of, or is not patentable under, this Act, he shall refuse the 
application". 

The clause, was amended, was adopted. 

14. Clause 16: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

15. Clause 17: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 13, for line 24, substitute-

"required to be amended under clause (b) of sub-" 

The clause, was amended, was adopted. 

16. Clauses 18 to 20: The clauses were adopted without amend
Jnents. 

17. Clause 21: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 17, for lines 1 to 31, substitute-

" (2) The period of fifteen months specified in sub-section (1) 
shall on request made by the applicant in the prescribed 
manner and before the expiration of the period so 
specified be extended for a further period so requested 
(hereafter in this section referred to as the extended 
period), so, however, that the total period for complying 
with the requirements, of the Controller does not exceed 
eighteen months from the date on which the objections 
referred to in sub-section (1) are forwarded to the 
applicant. 

(3) If at the expiration of the period of fifteen months 
specified in sub-section (1) or the extended period-

(a) an appeal to the High Court is pending in respect of the 
application for the patent for the main invention, or 



(b) in the case of an application for a patent of addition, an 
_ appeal to the High Court is pending in . respect of either 

that application or the application for the main invention, 

the time within which the requirements of the Controller shall 
be complied with shall, on an application made by the applicant 
before the expiration of the said period of fifteen months or the 

extended period, as the case may be, be extended until such date 
as the High Court may determine. 

(4) If the time within which the appeal mentioned in sub-sec
tion (3) may be instituted has not expired, the Controller 
may extend the period of fifteen months, or as the case may 
be, the extended period, until the expiration of such further 
period as he may determine: 

Provided that if an appeal has been filed during th~ said fur
ther period, and the High Court has granted any exten
sion of time for complying with the requirements of the 
Controller, then, the requirements may be complied with 
within the time granted by the Court." 

The clause, was amended, was adopted. 

18. Clause 22: The following amendment was accepted:-

P 13 1. 1 f " b t' (2)" su'bstltute "sub-section age , me , or su -sec 10n • 
(1)". 

The clause, was amended, was adopted. 

19. Clauses 23 and 24: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

20. Clause 25:-The following amendments were accepted:-

(1) Page 18, 

(a) 1. 3o d 31 for "of whom he is the legal represen-
mes an , · h 1 · " 

tative", substitute "under or through whom e c aims 

(b) line 34 for "claimed", substitute "of the claim". 
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(c) for lines 38, 39 and 40, substitute-

" (ii) in India or elsewhere, in any other document: 

Provided that the ground specified in sub-clause (ii) shall 
not be available where such publication does not consti
tute anticipation by virtue of sub-section (2) or sub
section (3) of section 29". 

(2) Page 19,-

(a) line 6, for "was used", substitute "was known or used". 

(b) line 10, for "used", substitute "known or used". 

(c) line 12, after "date", insert "except where such importa
tion has been for the purpose of reasonable trial or ex
periment. only". 

The cluase, as amended, was adopted. 

21. Clause 26.-The clause was adopted without amendment. 

22. Clause 27.-The following amendments were accepted:

Page 21,-

(i) lines 2 and 3, omit "in India or any other country". 

(ii) for lines 7, 8 and 9, substitute-

" (b) in any other document in India or elsewhere". 

(iii) for line 12, substitute-"his. satisfaction: 

Provided that the Controller shall not refuse to ~rrant thP 
patent on the ground specified ·in clause (b) if such 
publication does not constitute an anticipation of the 
invention by virtue of sub-section (2) or sub-section 
(3) of section 29''. 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

23. Clauses 28 to 30.-The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. -

24. Clause 31.-The following amendments were accepted:-

(!) Page 23, line 42, after "inventor", iMert "of a. person 
deriving title from him". 

(2) Page 24, line 11, after "inventor", insert "or a person 
deriving title from him". 
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The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

25. Clauses 32 to 35.-The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

26. Clause 36.-The following amendments were accepted:

Page 26,-

(i) line 10, after "36", insert "(1) ". 

(ii) for lines 13 and 14, substitute-

"within nine months from the date of issue of such direc
tions and thereafter at intervals not exce~ding twelve 
months, and if, on". 

(iii) after line 19, insert-

"(2) The result of every consideration under sub-section (1) 
shall be communicated to the applicant within such time 
and in such manner as may be prescribed". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

27. Clause 37.-The following amendment was accepted:

Page 26, for lines 36 and 37 substitut~-

" (a) if, during the continuance in force of the directions, any 
use of the invention is made by or on behalf of, or to 
the order". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

28. Clause 38.-The clause was adopted without amendment 

29. Clause 39.-The following amendment was accepted:

Page 27, line 28, for "eight weeks" substitute "six weeks". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

30. Clauses 40 and 41.-The clauses were adopted without amend
ments. 

31. Clause 42.-The following amendments were accepted:

Page 28, 
(i) line 15, omit "or any department thereof". 

(ii) for line 17, substitute-

"under this Chapter should be made or whether an order 
so made should be revoked". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 
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32. Clause 43.-The following amendment was accepted: 

Page 29, lines 19 and 20, 
for "or such shorter period as may be prescribed", substi-

tute, "in the aggregate". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

33. Clause 44.-The clause was adopted without amendmen;.. 

34. Clause 45.-The following amendment was accepted:

Page 30, for lines 1 to 4, substitute,-

" (3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section, no 
suit or other proceedings shall be commenced or prose
cuted in respect of an infringement committed before the 
date of advertisement of the acceptance of the comple,te 
specification". 

Th~ clause, as amended, was adopted. 

35. Clauses 46 and 47.-The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

35A. New Clause 47A.-Discussion on thE' prupvsed 'lew clause 47A 
was held over. 

36. Clause 48.-The following amendments were accepted:-

(i) Page 30, lines 34 and 35, for "which may be specified by the 
Central Government in this behalf by notification in the 
Official Gazette", substitute "which, the Central Govern
ment may, having regard to the public service that such 
dispensary, hospital or medical institution renders, specify 
in this behalf by notification in the Official Gazette". 

(ii) Page 31, lines 6 and 7, for "conferred on the patentee by 
this Act", substitute "conferred on the patentee by this 
Act in respect of a patent granted, whether before or after 
the commencement of this Act." 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

37. Clnuse 49.-The clause was adopted without amendment 

38. Clause 50.-The following amendment was accepted:

Page 31, for lines 36 to 41, substitute-

" (3) Subject to the provisions contained in this section and 
in section 51 and to any agreement for the time being 
in force, where two 'lr more persons are registered as 
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grantee or proprietor of a patent then, a licence under 
the patent shall not be granted and a share in the patent 
shall not be assigned by one of such persons except with 
the consent of the other person or persons". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

39. Clause 51--The following amendment was accepted:-

Page 32, line 42, for "co-proprietors", substitute "persons regis-
tered as grantee or proprietor". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

40. Clause 52.-The clause was adopted without amendment. 

41. Clause 53.-The following amendments were accepted:

Page 34, 

(i) for lines 1 and 2, substitute-

"is capable of being used as food or as medicine or drug 
shall be-

(a) ten years from the commencement of this Act, or 

(b) sixteen years from the date as of which the patent 
was sealed under the Indian Patents and Designs 
Act, 1911, whichever is less". 

Iii) line 12 for "three months", substitute "six months". 

The clause as amended, was adopted. 

42. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Friday, 
the 7th October, 1966, at 10.00 hours. 

XXVIII 

TwentY-Eighth Sitting 

The Committee met on Friday, the 7th October, 1966 from 10.00 
to 13· 00 and again from 15· 00 to 17· 00 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

:1. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 



4. Shri Pannalal Barupal 

5. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

6. Sardar Daljit Singh 

7. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

8. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

, 9. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

10. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta 

11. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

12. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

13. Shri M. R. Masani 

14. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

15. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 

16. Shri P. S. Naskar 

17. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

18. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar 

19. Shri A. T. Sarma 

20. Dr. C. B. Singh 

21. Shri K. K. Warior 

22. Shri Balkrishna· W asnik 

Rajya Sabha 

23. Shri Arjun Arora 

24. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

25. Shri R. S. Doogar 

26. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

27. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

2!!. Shri Dal:iyabhai V. Patel 

29. Shri M. R. Shervani 

30. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

31. Shri Dalpat Singh 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs aYI(i 
Trade Marks. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 
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REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF LAW 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Deptt. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Peri Sastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, 
Legislative Department. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

2. The Committee resumed clause-by-clause consideration of the 
Bill. 

3. Clause 13: 

As decided by the Committee at their sitting held on the 6th Oc
tober, 1966, a draft amendment to provide for completion of investi
gation by the examiner of an application for a patent referred to him 
under section 12 ordinarily within a period of eighteen months, was 
considered by the Committee. The Committee decided that the 
following amendment should be incorporated in Clause 12 instead of 
Clause 13:-

Page 11, after line 5, insert 

"(2) The examiner to whom the application and the specifica
tion relating thereto are referred under sub-section (1) 
shall ordinarily make the report to the Controller within 
a period of eighteen months from the date of such refe
rence". 

Clause 12-as amended was adopted accordingly. 

4. Clauses 54 to 56: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

5. Clause 57: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 36, 

(i) lines 5 and 6, · for "the complete specification," subst~tute 
"the application for the patent or the complete specifica
tion". 

(ii) line 9, for "a specification", substitute "an application £or 
a patent or a specification''. 

(iii) line 14, for "a specification", substitute "an application for 
a patent or a specification". 



(iv) line 17, for "a specification", substitute "an application for 
a patent or a specification". 

(v) line 32, for "passed", substitute "issued". 

(vi) line 33, for "and", substitute "or". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

6. Clause 58: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

7. Clause 59: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 37, 

(i) line 9, for "a complete specification", substitute "an appli
cation for a patent or a complete specification". 

(ii) line 12, after "obivious mistake", insert "and no amend
ment of a complete specification shall be allowed". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

8. Clause 60: The following amendments were accepted:

(!) Page 37, for lines 32 to 40, substitute. 

"60. (1) Where a patent has ceased to have effect reason of 
failure to pay any renewal fee within the prescribed period 
or within that period as extended under :;ub-section (4) of 
section 53, the patentee or his legal representative, and 
where the patent was held by two or more persons jointly, 
then, with the leave of the Controller, one or more of them 
without joining the others, may, within one year from the 
date on which the patent ceased to have effect, make an 
application for the restoration of the patent". 

(2) Page 38, for lines 1 to 5, substitute. 
"(2) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall also apply to 

patents granted before the commencement of this Act, sub
ject to the modification that for the reference to the period 
prescribed or to sub-section ( 4) of section 53, there shall 
be substituted a reference to the period prescribed therefor 
under the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911 or to sub
section (2) of section 14 of that Act". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

9. Clause 61: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 38, for lines 11 to 14, substitute. 

"61. (i) If, after hearing the applicant in cases where the 
applicant so desires or the Controller thinks fit, the Con
troller is prima facie satisfied that the failure to pay the 
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renewal fee was unintentional and that there has been JJC) 

undue delay in the making of the application, he shall ad
vertise the application in the". 

(ii) for line 29, substitute 

"restore the patent and any patent of addition specified in the 
application which has ceased to have effect on the cesser of 
that patent". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

10. Clause 62: The following amendments were accepted:-

(1) Page 38, line 40, for "order restoring the", stibst;tute "adver
tisement of the application for restoration of the". 

(2) Page 39, lines 3 and 4, for "order restoring the", s11h•tit"t·· 
"advertisement of the application for restoration of the". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

11. Clause 63: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

12. Clause 64: The following amendments were accepted:

(1) Page 39, line 24, after "Government", insert 

"or on a counter-claim in a suit for infringement of the patent" 

(2) Page 40, (i) after line 7, insert-

"Provided that in relation to patents granted b,fore the co., 
mencement of this Act, this clause shall hHve effect ~s :! 
the words 'or elsewhere' had been omitted,". 

(ii) after line 12, insert 

"Provided that in relation to patents granted bf'fc-re the co·,. 
mencement of this Act, this clause shall have effPrt ? ' ; f 

the words 'or elsewhere' had been omitted,". 

(iii) line 39, for "material particulars", sub•titute "any materi~1 
particular". 

(3) Page 41, (i) line 2, after "made". !~ •Prt "or caused to be 
made". 

(ii) line 12, after "importation", insert 

"except where such importation has be<'n for the purpo~"' d 
. t 1 " reasonable trial or exper1men on Y -

Tl:e Clause, as amended, was adopted. 
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13. Clauses 65 to 67: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

14. Clause 68: The following amendment~ were accepted:
Page 43, 

(i) lines 7 and 8, for "three months, or within such further 
period not exceeding three months", substitute "six months 
from the execution thereof or within such further period 
not exceeding six months". 

(ii) line 10, omit "from the execution thereof". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

15. Clause 69: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 43, for lines 36-41, substitute 

"Provided that if there is any dispute between the parties 
whether the assignment, mortgage, licence, transmission, 
operation of law or any other such transaction has validly 
vested in such person a title to the patent or any share or 
interest therein, the Controller may refuse to take any 
action under clause (a) or, as the case may be, under clause 
(b), until the rights of the parties have been determined 
by a competent court. 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

16. Clauses 70 to 73: The clauses were adopted without amend-
ment. -~, :· 1 

17. Clause 74: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 45, for lines 25 and 26, substitute 

"74 (I) For the purposes of this Act, there shall be an office 
which shall be known as the patent office. 

(IA) The patent office provided by the Central Government 
under the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911, shall be 
the patent office under this Act". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

18. Clauses 75 and 76: The clauses we're adopted without amend
ment. 

19. Clause 77: The following amendments were accepted: -

Page 46, (i) line 27, after "application, made" insert "within the 
prescribed time and", 
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(ii) line 29, after "ex-parte", insert "on application made within 
the prescribed time and in the prescribed manner". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

20. Clauses 78 to 81: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

21. Clause 82: The following amendment was accepted:-

Page 48, line 9, for "In this Chapter", substitute "In this Chap-
ter, unless the context otherwise requires". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

22. Clause 83: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

23: Clause 84: The following amendments were acce,Pted:-

(1) Page 48, (i) line 26, after "satisfied", insert "or that the 
patented invention is not available to the public at a reaion
able price". 

(ii) line 32, after "satis.fied" imsert "or that the patented 
invention is not available to the public at a reasonable 
price". 

(2) Page 49, (i) line 5, after "satisfied", insert "or that the 
patented invention is not available to the public at a rea90n
able price". 

(ii) omit lines 9 and 10. 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

24. Clause 85: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 49, (i) omit lines 19 to 22. 

(ii) line 23, for "(iv) ", substitute "(iii)" 

The clau~e, as amended, was adopted. 

25. Clause 86: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 49, (i) line 34, after "satisfied", insert 
"or that the patented invention is not available to the publit 

at a reasonable price". 

(ii) lines 36-37, after "satisfied", insert 
"or that the patented invention is not available to the publi~ 

at a reasonable price". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. . . 
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26. Clause 87: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

27. Clause 88: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 50, line 33, after "upon", insert 

"notwithstanding that he is already the holder of a licence 
under the patent". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

28. Clause 89: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 51, 

(i) line 28, for "the date of the endorsement", substitute "the 
date of the order granting the first licence under Section 
88". 

(ii) line 31, after "satisfied", insert "or that the patented inven
tion is not available to the public at a reasonable price". 

(iii) line 39, after "satisfied", insert "or that the patented inven
tion is not available to the public at a reasonable price". 

(iv) after line 39, add-

" ( 4) Every application under su.b-section (I) shall ordinarily 
be decided within one year of its being presented to the 
Controller". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

29. Clause 90: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

30. Clause 91: The following amendments were .accepted:

Page 53, (i) after line 3, insert 

"Provided that in any case where the patentee establishes that 
the reason why a patented invention could not be worked 
as aforesaid before the date of the application was due to 
any r:>tate or Central Act or any rule or regulation made 
therew1der or any order of the Government imposed other
wise than by way of a condition for the working of the 
u1ventwn in India or for the disposal of the patented arti
cles or of the articles made by the process or by the use of 
the patented plant, machinery, or apparatus, then the 
period of adjournment ordered under this sub-section shall 
be reckoned from the date on which the period during 
which the working of the invention was prevented by such 
Act, rule or regulation or order of Government as com
puted from the date of the application, expires". 
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(ii) omit lines 8 to 20. 

Jhe clause, as amended, was adopted. 

31. Clause 92: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

32. Clause 93: The following amendment was accepted:-

Page 54, line 40, for "Central Government" su'bstitute ''High 
Court". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

33. Clause 94: The clause was adopted without amendment. 

34. Clause 95: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 55, line 34, after "other matters to", irisert, 

"the royalty and other remuneration, if any, payable to the 
patentee,". 

fhe clause, as amended, was adopted. 

35. Clause 96: The following amendments were accepted:.:.... 

.l?age 56, {1) for lines 5 to 8, substitute-

" (2) No order under sub-section (1) shall be made unless the 
Controller is satisfied-

(i) that the applicant is able and willing to grant, or procure 
the grant to the patentee and his licencees if they so 
desire, of a licence in respect of the other invention on 
reasonable terms; and 

(ii) that the other invention has made a substantial contri
bution to the establishment or development of commer
cial or industrial activities in India.". 

l2) omit lines 18 and 19 

·Lle clause, as amended, was adopted. 

33. Clause 97: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 56, omit lines 38 and 39. 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

37, Clause 98: The clause was adopted without amendment. 
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38. Clau.se 99: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 57, lines 17 and 18, omit 

"and under which no royalty or other remuneration is pay· 
able to the patentee". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

39. Clause 100: The following amendments were accepted:

(!) Page 57, line 30, after "use of the invention", insert-

"by the Central Government or any person authorised in 
writing by it". 

(2) Page 58, (i) lines 16 and 17, 

for "after the use has begun" su.bstitute "of the fact", 

(ii) lines 19 and 20, 

for "the use of the invention has been" substitute "the 
Lwention has been made, used, exercised or vended.". 

The cbuse, as amended, was adopted. 

40. Clauses 101 to 103: The clauses were adopted without amend· 
ment. 

41. Clause 104: The following amendment was accepted:

"Page 52, after line 13, insert-

"Provided that where a counter claim for revocation of the 
patent is made by the defendant, the suit, along with 
the counter claim shall be transferred to the High Court 
for decision.". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

42. Clauses 105 and 106: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

4.3. Cla~e 107: The following amendments were accepted;

Paie 63, 

(i) line 20, after "107", insert "(1)" 

(ii) ufter line 22, insert-

"(.2) In a suit for infringement of a patent granted in 
respect of a method or process of manufacture of a 
aubstance referred to in 1ection 5, any substance of the 



same chemical composition or constitution as the first 
mentioned substance shall be presumed, unless the 
contrary is proved, to have been made by the aforesaid 
patented method or process." 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

44. Clauses 108 to 115: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

45. Clause 116: Consideration of the clause was not concluded. 

46. Consideration of the proposed new clause 47A w]1ich was held 
over at their sitting held on the 6th October, 1966, was not pressed 
by the members in view of adoption of Government amendment to 
clause 107. 

The Committee then adjourned to meet again on ~aturday, the 
8th October, 1966 at 10.00 hours. 

XXIX 

Twenty-Ninth Sittinr 

The Committee met on Saturday, the 8th October, 19GI5 from 10.00 
to 11.30 hours. 

PRESENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Rao-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Panna Lal Barupal 

4. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 

5. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

6. Shri V. B. Gandhi 

7. Shri H. K. V. Gowdh 

8. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

9. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

10. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

11. Shri Bibudhendra Mishra 



12. Shri P. S. Naskar 

13. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

14. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

15. Shri R. Ramanthan Chettiar 

16. Shri A. T. Sarma 

17. Dr. C. B. Singh 

18. Dr. L. M. Singhvi 

19. Shri K. K. Warior 

20. Shri Balkrishna Wasnik 

Rajya Sabha 

21. Shri Arjun Arora 

22. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

23. Shri R. S. Doogar 

24. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

25. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

26. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

27. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

1. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Dr. A. Joga Rao, Controller General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks. 

3. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF LAW 

1. Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint Secretary, Legislative Department. 

2. Shri R. V. S. Peri Sastri, Deputy Legislative CoUTlfel, 
Legislative Department. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

2. The Committee resumed clause-by-clause consideration of the 
Bill. 
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3. Clause 116: The following amendment , was .accepted-:.,.-

Page 66, line 34, for "section 86 and section. 89" ittbstitute 
"section 84, section 86, section 89, section 93, section 96 
and section 97". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

4. Clause 117: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 67, for lines 9 and 10, s·ubstitute-

" (3) Every such appeal shall be heard as expeditiously as 
possible and endeavour shall be made to decide the 
appeal within a period of twelve months from the date 
on which it is filed". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

5. Clauses 118 to 125: The clauses were adopted without .amend
ment. 

6. Claruse 126: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 69, (i) line 21, after "126" insert u(i) ''. 

Page 70, 

(ii) for lines 24 to 26, substitute-

" .(a) he is a citizen of India;". 

(iii) lines 28 and 29, omit "i11 physical science or 
engineering". 

(iv) line 30, omit ''scientific or technical" . 

. ( v) omit lines 37 to 40. 

(2) (i) omit lines 1 to 6 

· (ii) after line 7, insert-

" (2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), 
.a person who has been practising as a patent agent 
before the 1st day of November, 1966 and has filed not 
less than five complete specifications before the said 
day, shall, on payment of prescribed fee, be qualified 
to have his name entered in ·the register of patent 
agents". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

7. ·clauses 127 to 130: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 
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B.·C~liuse 131: :The following amendment wa.S accepted:..,-

P:lge 71, lines 33 and 34, 

omit ", or who is for the time being suspended from acting 
as a patent agent". 

The dause, as amended, was adopted. 

9. Clauses 132 to 139: The clauses were .adopted without amend
ment. 

10. Clause .140: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 76, line 32, for "three months", substitute "one year". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

11. Clauses 141 to 160: The clauses were adopted without amend
ment. 

12. Clause 161: The following amendment was accepted:

Page 83, for lines 1 to 3, substitute-

" ( 4) A patent granted in pursuance of any such application 
as is referred to in sub-section (1) shall be dated as of 
the date on which the request for reviving such appli
cation was made under sub-section (1) ". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

13. Clause 162: The foiiowing amendments were accepted:

Page 83, (i) for lines 7 to 11, substitute-

" (2) Notwithstanding the repeal of the Indian Patents and 
Designs Act, 1911, in so far as it relates to patents-

(a) the provisions of section 21A of that Act and of any 
rules made thereunder shaU continue to apply in rela
tion to any patent granted before the commencement 
of this Act in pursuance of that section, and 

(b) the renewal fee in respect of a patent granted under 
that Act shaii be as fixed thereunder". 

(ii) after line 18, insert--

"(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any 
suit for infringement of a patent or any proceeding for 
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revocation .of a patent, pending in any court at the com· 
mE'ncement of this Act, may be continued and l.!isposcd 
of, as. if this Act had not been passed.". 

The clause, as amended, was adopted. 

14. F'irst Schedule.-The schedule was adopted without amend
ment subject, however, to consequential changes, if any, to be made 
by th~ Legislative Counsel. 

15. Clause 1: The following amendments were accepted:

Page 1, (i) line 5, for "1965", substitute "1966". 

(ii) line 8, for "appoint", substitute ''appoint &Jld di!· 
ferent dates may l::e ap;Jointed for different pro~ 
v!sions of this Act". 

T!1e clause, as amended, was adopted. 

16. Enacting Formula.-The fcllowing amendment was accept
·ed:-

Page 1, line 1, for "Sixteenth", substitute "Seventeenth". 

The enacting formula, as amended, was adopted. 

17. Title.-The title was adopted without amendment. 

18. Clause 2: The clause as amended on the 5th October, 1966 was 
adopted subject to consequential changes, if any, to be made by the 
Legislative Counsel. 

19. The Chairman then drew the attention of the Committee to 
the provisions of Direction 87 of the Directions by the Speaker under 
the Rules of Procedure regarding minutes of dissent. 

20. The Committee directed the Legislative Counsel (Drafts
man) to correct the patent errors and to carry out amendments of 
consequential nature in the Bill and submit an attested copy thereof, 
as amended and adopted, by Saturday, the 15th October, 1966, at 
the latest. 

21. The Committee also decided that since the evidence given 
before them was voluminous and ran into about a thousand pages, 
it should be printed in two volumes instead of one, so that it might 
be more easy to handle. (The Committee at their earlier sitting held 
on the 15th July, 1966 had decided to print and lay the evidence on 
the Tables of both the Houses.) 

22. The Committee also decided, on a suggestion being made, that 
before the Evidence Volumes were finally printed, Members should be 
given an opportunity to peruse their respective portions in the pro-
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· ceedings so that they could carry out any verbal changes therein, if 
necessary, as it was likely that some of them had not done so 'before 
when the v~~:,b~tim record was sent to them. It was agreed that two 
copies of the p~oof- should be _made available to the Members for 
_perusalby the Secretary 9f the_Comml.ttee in his room for a period 

-Qf .one week. 

23. The.·Committee also reaffirmed their earlier decision that 
copies of:.the memorandalrepresentations etc. received by the Com
mittee from the various partiesJ or·ganisationslinstitutions 1 exper ~s
both foreign and Indian-should ·be placed in the Parliament Library 
for reference; · · 

24. /The Committee also decided that the Study Notes on the visits 
undertaken by their Study Groups to the various pharmaceutical 
Units; Research Institutes. etc. for an on-the-spot study of their work
ing etc, should not be printed, but only laid on the Tables of both 
the Houses. An adequate number of copies should, however, be kept 
in the ;P~rliament Library for reference. 

25. The Chairman also informed the members that since the Report 
of the Committee was to be presented to the House on the first day 
of the next ses'sion, viz., the 1st November, 1966, members who were 
desirous of giving their Minutes of Dis~ent should do so by 10 A.M. 

on the 1st November, 1966. Further they should.send 4 copies of 
their Minutes of Dissent so that these could be readily tacked to the 
authenticated copies of the Report to be presented to Lok Sabha and 
placed in the Parliament Library. 

26. The Committee then adjourned to meet again on Monday, the 
31st October, 1966, at 10.00 hours to consider their draft report. 
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THIRTIETH SITTING 

The Committee met on Monday, the 31st October, 1966 from 15.00 
tt~ Hi.05 hours. 

PREsENT 

Shri S. V. Krishnamoorthy Ra0-Chairman. 

MEMBERS 

Lok Sabha 

2. Seth Achal Singh 

3. Shri Peter Alvares 

4. Shri Ramchandra Vithal Bade 

5. Shr,i Dinen Bhattacharya 

6. Shri Bibhuti Mishra 
' 7. Shri P. C. Borooah 

8. Sardar Daljit Singh 

9:. Shri Basanta Kumar Das 

10. Shri V.· B. Gandhi 

11. Shri .H. K . .V .. Gowdh 

12. Shri Kash~· Ram Gupta 

13. Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka 

14. Shri Madhavrao Laxmanrao Jadhav 

15. · Shri Mathew Maniyangadan 

16. Shri Braj Behari Mehrotra 

17. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee 

18. Shri Chhotubhai M. Patel 

19. Shri Naval Prabhakar 

:10. Shri Sham Lal Saraf 

2l..Shri A: T. Sarma 

22;' Dr; c: B.' Singh 

23. Shri K. K. Warior 

2LShri Balkrishna Wasnik 
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Rajya Sabha 

25. Shri Babubhai M. Chinai 

26. Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia 

27. Shri R. S. Doogar 

28. Shri B. T. Kulkarni 

29. Shri P. K. Kumaran 

30. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 

31. Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel 

32. Shri Mulka Govinda Reddy 

33. Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu 

34. Shri Dalpat Singh 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY 

I. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam, O.S.D. 

2. Shri B. N. Atrishi, O.S.D. 

3. Shri R. V. Pai, Joint Controller of Patents, Designs ~~:n<i 

Trade Marks. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug ContrOlleT of India. 

REPRESENTATIVE.OF THE MINISTRY OF LAW 

Shri V. N. Bhatia, Joint .Secretary, Legislative Departml'llt. 

SECRETARIAT. 

Shri M. c. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

2. The Committee adopted the Bill as 11-mended. 

3. The Committee adopted the Draft Report.· 

4. The member were asked to give their minute of dissent,. if any., 
by 10.00 hours on Tuesday, the 1st November, 1966. ·Four copies of 
the minutes were to be sent. 

5. The Committee authorised the Chairman.· and, in bis abSence, 
Dr. C. B. Singh to present the Report and to lay the Evidence, and 
Study Notes on the Table of thl! Lok Sabha on the 1st November, 
1966. 
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6. The Committee also authorised Shri R. S. Doogar and in hili 
absence, Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel to lay the Report, Evidence and 
Study Notes on the Table of Rajya Sabha at its first sitting. 

7. The Committee placed on record their appreciation of the assis
tance rendered to them in their task by the Secretariat. 

8. The Chairman apprized the Committee of the contents of the 
letter he had received from Dr. J. R. Guha, General Manager, Martin 
and Haris (Pvt.), Ltd., Calcutta wherein he had sought his permis
sion to publish the comments recorded by him in their Visitor's Book 
when they visited their Factory on the 15th June, 1966. The Com
mittee decided that it should not be published and the firm should 
be informed accordingly. 

9. The Committee then adjourned. 
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L. S. Davar & Co., ·Patent & Trade Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

Shri L. S. Davar 

L. S. Davar & Co., Patent & Trade 
Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

Spokesman: 

Shri L. S. Davar 

(The Witness wM ca!led in and he 
· took his seat l. 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your memorandum which has been 
distributed to all the Members. Do 
you want to· add anything to it? You 
may add now, and then Members will 
ask you questions. I presume you 
represent the Patent and Trade Mark 
Attorneys, Calcutta. · 

Shrj L. S. Davar: Yes, Sir. May it 
p!ease Your Honour, if I may be 
permitted, I would like to give to 
the bon. Members a general idea of 
the development of the patent system 

'in this world. That will be the basis 
upon which the patent system has 
been formed not only ·in other 
countries but also in India. Then, r. 
wilJ deal with the philosophy of the 

patent system al'.1 then I will d~al 
with the points which have been 
raised in the memorandum w'hich I 
have already submitted to the Com
mittee, and then the implications of 
the submissions which 1 have made 
on the proposed Bill. 

Regarding the development of the 
patent system, in the middle of the 
16th century, when Enghnd was in 
a low stage of industrial development 
in relation to its neighbouring 
countries, it had the desire to indus
trialise itself, To fulfil that desire. 
England imported the craftsmen as 
well as the inventions from other 
countries. As an inducement to the 
importation of the knowledge and the 
know-how of the inventions, th~Y 
gave what they called a certam 
amount of privi'ege which resulted 
in' patents, That formed ultimate~Y 
the basis of the patent system tn 
England. The s3me thin<( happened 
about 200 years afterwards in the 
United States. When the United 
States got its independence in 1774. 



the kr..ow-how and the inventions as 
well as the machinery were all in the 
hands of the B.ritish people, and they 
controlled the import of the know .. 
how and the inve·ntions as well as 
the machines to America. The United 
States was faced with a predicament 
as to how to industrialise itself. At 
that time, Georg~ Washington, in his 
inaugural address "urged the expe
diency to give effectual encourage
ment· as well to the introduction of 
new and useful inventions from 
abroad as to the execcise of skill and 
genius at home." as a result of the 
policy of the first President of the 
United States, the patent system was 
introduced in the United States m· 
1790. 

Coming to the patterns of the 
other Governments, firstly; the 
USSR, historically, the USSR intro
duced the patent system in 1812 and 
a planned and co-ordinated develop
ment of science and technology has 
therefore made Russia a great indus
trial and technical power. The intro
duction of a system of encouraging 
inventions played a luge role in the 
economic and industrial development 
of that country. The patent system 
in t;tussia is based on public recogni
tion of the personal interest of the 
inventor. When the new regime came 
to power, a new law relating to the 
patents was introduced and although 
It is the general belief among the 
public that there is no patent system 
In Russia, I would like the hon. 
Members to know that in 1964, 9~,000 
patents were filed in Russia as 
against about 65.000 in America and 
about 45.000 in England, and a simi
lar number in countries Eke Germany 
and Japan. Of course, in Russia, 
there are two systems of patents: one 
is the system which we understand 
in the non-communist countries . or 
what we understand in th's country, 
and the other is the. author's certifi
cate, namely, the Government has 
got the right· to use the invention, 
but when th~ Government uses the 
Invention, it pays a cerhin amount 
of royalty or remuneration to the 
inventor, iiepending upon the profit 
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which the organisation of the Govem
ment realises· in that particular field, 
although the maximum profit which 
an inventor can get from his inven• 
tion is limited to 22,000 dollars. The 
other system which Russia has got 
is the normal patent system. For 
example, any person in India can 
apply for a patent and if Russia res
pects the rights of the patent in the 
sense that if any body else from 
another country or even in his own 
country wants to i·nfringe the rights 

· of a foreigner in Russia who is the 
patent-holder, then the Government 
will protect that right and prevent 
the importation of machinery or any 
article made according to the pro
cess into Russia and if at all it i! • 
necessary to import, they will ask 
the importer to pay a certain amount 
of roya:ty t9 the patent-holder. That 
is the position in Russia. 

I have given to the hon. Members, 
the basis of the patent system both 
in the communist countries and the 
non-communist countries. I would 
now like to explain to the hon. Mem
bers what is the philosophy of the 
patent system. 

Shri Sh~rvani: He might gi"e us 
the history of development of the 
patent Jaws in Japan also, before he 
proceeds to the next point. 

Shri L. S. Davar: In view of the 
fact that one of the hon. Membeu 
has raised the point as to the history 
of patent law in Japan, I might say 
that the patent law in Japan is based 
on the system as obtains in any other 
country, 

Shri Arjun Arora: When did that 
come into being in Japan? 

Shri L. S. Davar: With your per
mission, Mr. Chairman, I might 
answer this question straightway. 

Mr. Chairman: The questions will 
follow afterwards; otherwise, there 
will be no end. 

Shri L. ·S. Davar: I might as well 
deal with one point here with regard 



to Japan. Although i\ has been 
considered, and many people have 
the impression, that Japan is the 
biggest imitator, I may point out that 
that conception might have been 
right perhaps 20 years ago or in the 
pre-war period, but since the war, 
period, Japan has improved its 
.technology by importing the know
how from other countries and obtain
ing licences from other countries and 
at present, Japan is the leading 
~ountry in the world in respect of 
the number of patents which are. 
being granted there. The law is the 
same as in any other country, whe
ther it be the United States of 
.America, the United Kingdom or, for 
that matter, India; only certain 
details or provisions may slightly 
differ, but the principal basis upon 
which patent law is framed in Japan 
is the same as in any other country. 

What is the philosophy of the 
p1te,-,t system? We must appreciate 
that the inventor, the man who 
crec-tes anything new, has the inherent 
_right to keep what he invents secret 
and ·work it himself. It depends upon 
what profit he makes-that is imma
terial-but he has the inherent right, 
the natural right to keep it secret io 
himself. Now, if he discloses to the 
public or discloses to the Government 
on behalf of the public, the Govern~ 
ment says, since he has faithfully 
and honestly disclosed what he had 
the inherent right to keep a secret 
they will give him a reward. That 
reward is not in the form of a mono
poly but a reward for the scientific 
achievement or improvement which 
the man concerned has made and 
which he discloses to the Government. 

What is the effect of that on the 
ec0"1omv or what is the social effect 
of thct in the country? When a new 
invention comes out in the country 
it gives a cue to the' other people to 
know that here is a field in· which 
they can also, develop or find out 
alternative products or alternative 
processes,: Secondly, supposin!l a 
man comes to me and says: "I have 
got a wonderful idea; are you pre-
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pared to invest Rs. 5 lakhs?" Then I 
will ask him: "What is that wonder
ful idea?" Naturally, he will say: 
"First promise me that you are going 
"to put in the money, otherwille I am 
not going to disclose". But, if he has 
a patent he can openly go to any 
prospective investor and say that he 
has sueh and such an idea, he hu 
the patent which co:vers that idea, 
he has the protection and then ask· 
him whether he is prepared to irivest 
the money in it or not. Therefore, 
it can induce the prospective investor 
to invest money in developing that 
particular invention. That is another 
advantage, that development of 
industry can take place by virtue of 
the patent system. 

Now, the other philosophy is that 
once an idea becomes common to 
the public after 17 years or 15 years 
of protection~whatever the term 
is-when the term of patent expires 
everyone is entitled tq use it. That 
is another advantage to· the public, 
namely, that the· disclosure of the 
invention results in the prospect of 
people investing money in t~at indus
try and making the invention free 
to the public after the term of patent 
expires and thus giving inspiration 
to others to make inventions in· the 
same field. 

This is the philosophy of the patent 
system and the whole philosophy, 
therefore, turns round on this point, 
namely, that the industrial develop· 
ment in the country should take 
place. That is the whole idea behind 
it. Therefore, the object of our 
patent Jaw should be that industry in 
our country should develop. 

Now, in many countries, not onlY 
in India, there is a general feeling 
that thi.s sort of ·monopoly is being 
abused. How is that being abused? 
It is abused in this way that a foreig
ner has got patent in this country, 
he does not work that invention, he 
has the monopoly in that particular 
product or particular process, he is 
the only person who can export from 
his country into our country, his 



industry is developing while we are 
merely importers of that macbinery. 
That is what they c!'ll the abuse of 
the pate'!lt system. 

Therefore, in 1961, in the General 
:Assembly of the United Nations this 
quest:on was raised by Bolivia and 
the General Assembly of the United 
Nations requested the Secretary 
General to go into the question as to 
how the patent system is !being abus
ed by developed countries in develop
ing countries and, also, what role do 

· patents play in the industrial develop
ment of developing countries. In 
1964, the Secretary General, after 
making enquiries from 55 different 
countries, prepared a report. I will 
give to the han. Members just a gist 
of the report-this is the publication 
by the United Nations on the role of 
patents in the ·transfer of technology 
to developing countries-which was 
published. 

Several hon. Members: We have 
not got that report. It is not avail
able in fhe library also. 

Mr. Chalnnan: I have also not 
received it. The Ministry will try to 
supply more copies. 

Shri L .. S. Davar: I have, for the 
convenience of han. Members, pre
pared a gist of the report published 
in a public document published by 
the United Nations and which is 
available from the United Nations at 
a cost of $1·5. The resolution is this: 

"That on the 1!»h December, 
1961, the General Assembly of the 
United · Nati~ns in its resolution 
1713 stated . 

Mr. Chairman: You need not read 
that. The resolution has. been cir
culated to hon. Members. 

Shri L. S. Danr: I will now give 
hon. Members a ~ist. of the replies 

s 
from the various 
tralia said: 

countries. Aus.-

"The patent system has fulfilled 
its function of industrial pro
gress." 

France said: 

"60 per cent of patents are from 
foreigners. 

The country pays 300 million new 
Francs, that is, equal to 300 million 
rupees, in payment of know-how and 
the transfer of technology is facili
tated by the Patent System which 
gives assurance of protection 'to the 
owne~s of know-how. 

Israel: The utilisation of foreigrk 
invPntions by domestic enterp;ises 
will be rendered impossible in the 
absence of Patent protection. 

Italy: The country is primarily a 
recipient of foreign inventions access 
to which is helped by Patent Sys
tem. 

Japan: Introduction of new foreign 
technology has contributed greatly to 
the development of industries and 
the right of Patents of foreigners is 
protected." 

I may pause here and submit to 
the han. Members that during the 
period of 1958 to 1962, Japan paid, 
in 1958, 40 million dollars in the form 
of royalty of patents and 2 million 
dollars for the know-how; in 1959, 
paid 51 .million dollars in royalty and 
4 million dollars on the know-how; 
in 1960, it paid 80 million dollars in 
royalty and 7 million dollars for the 
know-how; in 1961, Japan Paid 9~ 
million dollars in royalty and 11 mil
lion dollars on the know-how and in 
1962, it paid 103 million dollars in 
royalty and 10 million dollars on the 
know-how. These amounts were 
paid as royalty for patents and the 
know-how respectively notwithstand
ing the fact that payment ot foreign 
exchange is controlled in the same 
manner in Japan as it is in India. 

Dr. M. M. S. Slddhu: You shoul<t 
have also read the Indian Govern-
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ment's opm1on on it. You are only 
giving the views of other countries. 

Sh!l Sham Lal Saraf: The Govern
ment of India has said that the pre~ 
•ent. patent law is functioning well. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I submit the 
view of the Government of India· 
should be known to hon. Members. I 
am g1vmg the views of other 
countries. These are the views ex
pressed by various countries which 
I have taken as extracts from the 
United Nations' publication for the 
convenience of the han. Members 

. here. I quote further the views of 
other countries: 

"Mexico: 
of national 
facilitates 
knbw-how. 

Equality before the law 
·and foreign inventors 
availability of foreign 

Holland: Due to Patent System, 
foreign patentees are prepared to 
give licences and know-how for n~w 
inventions. 

New Zealand: The Government has 
come to realise that it should not 
expect to be a recipient of inventive 
skill from abroad without p1yment of 
'royolties towards cost of ~esearch 
and rewarding inventors. 

• 
Switzerland: To encourage the 

supply of inventions and know-how to 
developing tountries, measures are 
taken to see that efl'ective protection is 
given to patents." 

In the United Kingdom, more ,than 
half the patents applications come 
from abroad. From early d1ys, the 
British law recognises the advantages 
to the economy in exploiting of the 
new inventions in the country. 

• Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
Switzerland, there is no patent law, 
I suppose. 

Shri L. S. Davar: They have a 
patent law. We have o'Jtained patents 
in Switzerland on behalf of tndiall 
parties. 

T~en, this Is what did Czechoslo
vakia say: 

"There is an increase in the 
nm_nber. of foreign patents appli
catiOns m our country. Majority 
of agreements are based on undis
c'osed know-how and experience. 
Hungary: The use of inven~ions 

and know-how has been secured 00 
the basis of agreements y.oith foreign 
patent-holders." 

Now, the Secretary-General's Report 
further included the following con
clusions: 

"There is an extensive range 
of national legislation directed 
against practices that are consi
dered abusive of the national 
patent system, such as, non-USl 
of patents, restrictive practices 
a':ld excessive royalties." 

Provision for compulsory licensing 
exists in many countries. Here 1 
m'ight tell the hon. Members that' in 
order to overcome the abuses of the 
patents system, many countries, prac· 
tically a '1 countries, excepting Unit
ed States and Russia, have a system 
of compulsory licensing, that is, il 
the· invention is not being worked in 
the country and if anyone from with
in the country is -anxious to work the 
invention. then he makes an app!J. 
cation to the Controller and after due 
consideration, if the party is found 
to be suitable, the Controller can 
grant a licence. 

Now, the experience of many 
countries has been that this compul
sory licensing system h3s not been 
found to be very practicable. For 
example, I would give the, figures for 
five years in different countries. In 
United Kingdom, only 7 app:ications 
were filed in five years; in Canada, 
only 5 applications were filed; in 
Denmark-7 applications;- in Philip
pines-8 applications; in Ireland--! 
application; in India-4 applications; 
Israel-3 applications; Japan-nil; 
New Zealand-nil; 'Switzerland-nil; 
Holland-nil; Germany-nil. In 
Norway, in 27 years, 3 applicatiolll 
were filed, but all those applicatiolll 
were not from nationals of the 
country but .from foreigners asking for 
licences to work within the countrY· 



There Ill a very pertinent question 
as to why, in spite of the fact that 
licensing system is there and it has 
failed, this system is still on the 
statute book. It has been well recog
nised througl•out the world-that has 
also been confirmed in the Report of 
the United Nations after consulting 
seve<al countries-that what is more 
important is the know-how. It is 
not patent alone that matters. Patent 
merely acts as a vehicle. ~ will show 
you what a patent document is. (A 
copy of the patent document was 
then circulated by Shri L. S. Davar 
for the perusal of the hort. members.) 
The patent document merely gives a 
genera) idea of the invention. Let me 
put it this way. If somebody gives 
me a sketch of this instrument (the 
microphone} and asks me to manu
facture this, I will have to find out 
as to what metal I should use, what 
shou'd be height of this and what 
should be the weight. Thus, in the 
manufacture of every article, what
ever it may be, there is a technical 
know-how involved and, therefore, 
patents by themselves are useless 
without· the technical know-how ex
cept in some cases where the patent 
is of a very minor nature. For exam
ple, I remember, in 1934, there was 
a patent for a clamp. The cla,mp was 
of a simple nature made of hoop iron,. 
one end turned this way and the 
other like this (the witness explained 
this by demonstration with a piece of 
paper). It was fixed at the end of a 
railway sleeper in order to prevent 
vertical cracks. Mil!ions of these 
were ordered from England. One of 
the Indian parties realised in 1934, 
when we had the provision that a 
pate!'.{ could be revoked if it was not 
worked in the country, "why can't I 
manufacture this." So we approached 
that party, "if you do not give the 
licence to us, we are going to make 
an application for compulsory licens
Ing or revocation of your patent". 
This used to come from England. In 
those days when steel was very cheap 
it was imported at 4 annas and they 
would supply to the Railways at 8 
annas, while the Indian party could 
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manufacture at a cost of 2 pice. The 
man, in view of the provisions in the 
Act, readily agreed. The result was 
that importation of this thing from 
England was completely stopped. and 
all the clamps since 1934 even today 
are being manufactured in this coun
try. Those are exceptional cases. 
But when we come to the complex 
type of inventions with which we 
are now faced, for instance, in the 
petro-chemical field or jn the 
machinery of a complicated nature, 
there we essentially want the know
how. From whom do we want the 
know-how? We want it from the man 
who has developed the know-how, 
who has worked it from the very 
beginning. Therefore, patent merely 
acts as a vehicle. It is a legal docu
ment, one which can establish a rela
tionship between the man who has 
the know-how and the man who 
Wants to establish the manufacture 
of that particular article according to 
the pltent. This view has been 
established not only in this country 
but in every country of the world. 
How hls Japan industrially advanced 
in the post-war period? It is because 
they have obtained the I<now-how and 
now you will see that,. in countries 
like Germany or America which are 
highly industrialised, Japanese goods 
are being openly offered. These pro
visions of compulsory licensing or 
revocation are there, but where the 

· technology is of a very advanced 
nature, there the know-how is very 
important. 

I might give to the hon. Memben 
another picture of this. What hap. 
pened during the Second World War? 
In 1940 when England was invaded 
·by Germany and many of the neigh
bouring countries had fallen, there 
was a great need for England to have 
aircraft as well as to make the radar 
and otl,or weapons for defence. Eng. 
land could not do it firstly because of 
the restricted capacity of man:.facture 
it had and secondly because it was 
always in the danger of being bom
barded. What did England do? It 
went to America. The Tizard Com-



m1ss1on was appointed. He went to 
America and asked the Americans, 
."will you manufacture these things 
for us? Here are the patents; you 
manufacture the Rolls Royce engines 
according ~o these patents, radar 
according to these patents and other 
weapons for war according to these 
patents". The Americans said, "we 
cannot do it without the know-how". 
What happened on the other side? The 
English people who had the know-how 
refused to give the know-how. They 
said "what will happen after the war? 
Wh~n the war is over, America will 
come in competition with us. We do 
not want to give the know-how not
Withstanding the fact that the war is 
on." The patent is not so important . 
as the know-how in the modern com
plex type of science. However, the 
Government prevailed upon them to 
give the know-how. The Rolls Royce 
people, for example, took an assurance 
from the Government that ali engines 
manufactured under the know-how 
of the English people would be 
given back to England and not 
sold in the open market nor used 
in the open market. In addition- to 
that, when America started manufac
turing war weapons as well as the 
Rolls Royce engines, naturally they 
also had to develop a certain new 
technique during the course of manu
facture. Then there was an agreement 
between the Government of the 
United States and the Government of 
the United Kingdom, which is known 
as the P.I.A., i.e., the Patents Inter
change Agreement, i.e., the Patents of 
one country will be given to another 
country and free use will be made by 
either of them. The same aNangement 
nOW' exists between the countries 
which have a Mutual Defence Pact. 
In the Mutual Pact, one of the clauses 
is that an invention which has been 
made by a member country can be 
keely used by another country which 
is a member of tQe Mutual Defence 
Pact and that is, of course, England 
and many of the European countries. 

This is how the patents have been 
playing an important role in the 
transfer of technology or in the deve-
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lopment of science, not only during 
peace but also during the period when 
the war is on. The efforts of the 
United Nations are still continuing to 
find out ways and means as to now 
the laws of developing countr-ies 
should be formulated in order that· 
transfer of technology takes place 
effectively from the developed to the 
developing countries. I am only deal
ing with transfer of technology from 
the developed to the developing coun
tries because, in so far as the deve
lopment of technology in our own 
country is concerned, of course, that 
is the- business of our Government or 
the business of our industrialists. 

BIRPI is an ·inter-governmental or
ganisation in Geneva which looks after 
the patent syste-m of va-rious countries 
and it is organizing, in the second 
week of February an Asian Seminar 
in Colombo in order to consider again 

- what should be the laws of the deve
loping countries in relation to patents: 
I had· the privilege of being invited to 
Washington to become a co-Chairman 
on world peace through law conference 
on the Industrial Property Committee 
and I was specially asked to deal with 
the subject of transfer of technology 
from the developed to the developing 
countries and the role of patents in 
that technology. The U.S. State 
Department particularly mentioned 
that India is not to be considered as 
an under-developed country and, 
therefore, my subject had to be as to 
how, after we have received the techno
logy from other countries, we have 
developed our own technology and 
how can we transfer our technology 
to u,;der-d<:!veloped countries. There4 

fore, it is not that we are only going 
to be the recipient of technology 
from other countries, but we have to 
give technology to other countries 
which are much less developed than 
we aa-e There is going to be an inter
nation~! conference in Tokyo in April 
to consider the law which should be 
applicable to developi!\t countries 
.particularly in relation to the transfer 
of technology .. This is what has hap
pened throughout the world and what 
is the intention of the developed eoun-



·tries, how they want our laws to be 
·framed ~o that transfer of technology 
is encouraged· to the developing coun
tries. Let us not think that we call 
get technology from any country. I 
have been t<Jld in many countries: 
Look, probably you can get technology 
from East European countries or from 
Russia for which you d<Jn't have to 
P'ay. I would like to give ·the position 
obtaining in the Soviet Union .. During 
the Hanover Fair in 1965 Soviet Union 
offered 700 patents and technical pro
cesses for use by western countries 
(Interruption). Authorship as well as 
paten!s are there. Rights only vest 
with the government. For patents 
the right vests with the inventor ~.nd 
nobody else: Now, the Russian Gov
ernment is setting up an office in 
West Germany in order to licence the 
patents which they have taken out in 
o'ther countries. Offices are · being 
opened in France, Italy and U.K. 
During the international conference 
held in Geneva in March 1965 Russian 
delegation manifested their ,interast in 
cooperation with we<tern patent nffi
ces in order to remc·.· > misinterpreta
tion about the pracl;cal procedures 
and to contribute to a better mutual 
understanding between the w.estern 
countries and Rlllssia. 

The number of patents from Russia 
as well as from East European coun
tries is steadily increasing in this coWl
try. They M"e anxious to ·give out 
licenses to Indian manufacturers on 
payment of roya•lty or lumpsum. The 
object of giving of this information to 
hon. Members is this, namely, to show 
what are the activities of the world wide 
organisation and not onJy the activity 
Of the UN but also what other count
ries are also doing in this field because 
they have re-alised that prosperity in 
their own country cannot be. main
tained unless they share that pros
perity with the countries which have 
the desire to develop themselves. I 
Will just take a few more minutes. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: About 
West GermP.n?r plense tall us some
thing .. What is the position of patents 
ln West Germany? 
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Shri L. S. Davar: ·It is the same u 
in any other country. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: How 
patent Jaw is operating there? 

· Shri L. S. Davar: The most severe 
patent law they have for examination 
procedure is in Japan, USA and West 
Germany. The only difference in the 
law in West Germany is that their 
scope of clarms is given a much wider 
interpretation than in other countries. 
Each country is having its own sys
tem. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: ·It is 
more broadbased. 

.Shri L. S. Davar: They go into the 
spirit of the invention. In France 
there are no claims of a patent. Again 
when the suit is filed they come to 
know what an invention is. Each 
country has got its own system. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Please tell us 
something about your experience with 
the htdian patents. Of course, you 
Will take some time before you come 
to that. 

Shrl L. S. navar: r will take up 
Indian patents. I have been connect
ed in this field for over 35 years. It 
is my interest to see that industrial 
development takes place in the coun
try. Before the independence, before 
our government started the plan 
periods, the nu'mber of Indian inven
tions used to be very small. The 
qualitY' was so poor that it is a 
shameful thing to l<Jok at those inven
tions. The invention may relate to a 
hooka or a chuhla or some such arti
cle, no inventio'n of any high merit 
was made by the Indian inventor. I 
am talking in general terms. No 
great invention was coming out of the 
country before Independence except in 
cas<! of some companies like Tatas or 
Associated Cement Companies who 
have their own research departments. 

How the patent system induces peo
ple to make inventions? Let me give 
one illustration. In 1933 a British 
company, Dorman Long ·applied for 



patents for the manufacture of steel 
which had l;o be used in Howrah 
bridge. That composition was cover
ed by a patent to Rendell Paimer who 
were consulting engineers to Govern
ment of India at that time. They said 
the steel required will be high tensile 
steel and this is the only steel to be 
used. We were faced with a problem 
like this. We s~id: Look here, we 
have a big work like the Tata Iron 
and S tee! company and if these people 
are going to get a patent then we will 
not be able to supply an ounce 
of steel for the manufacture of 
the Howrah bridge which was at 
that time going to be the lungest 
bridge in India. We opposed that 
patent-not only opposed that patent, 
but also Tatas started developing their 
own high-tensile steel. Before we 
we ·e successful in throwing out that 
patent, we had developed our own 
high tensile steel which had better 
properties-at least as good properties 
as the steel developed by the British 
company. If Dorman -Long had not 
come into the picture, Tatas would 
have gone on with the old type ot 
steel and would not have thought 
about that. Since then they have 
been developing various processes in 
order to manufacture better quality 
of steel in a cheaper way. 

After the war, things have improved 
1n this country. Who can make in
ventions? It can be either by an 
individual or by collective efforts. The 
days of an individual as an inventor 
are gone. Technology has advanced 
to such an extent that individuals can
not be regarded as those who can givE' 
us goqd inventions. Individuals can 
be divided into two diffe~ent cate
gories. One is the ordinary indivi
dual ana the other is an individual 
engaged, for example, in an industry, 
or in the Government. I am glad to 
inform the han. Members that . our 
Government officials for whom I have 
the highest regard have made some 
remarkable inventions which are be
ing considered as good inventions 
throughout the world. · I had the 
privilege of ·handling the well-known 
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case of Mr. Suri and several ath 
Railway officials because we h erl 

G t 
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. overnmen. m these matters. 'Iheil· 
mventlons are considered to be I l 
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rea practical value. You cannot say 
that . patent system· has not been res
ponsible for stimulating inventions. 
As soon as we get opportunities and 
as soon as we know that Indian in
ventions can be used within the coun
try, inventions are coming up. Out 
boys are very bright and clever 
Slowly and slowly as the industrie; 
develop, things will come up. It is 
not the fault of the patent system 
It was the fault of the Government 
When I first went 'to Calcutt·a in 1930 
letters came from all the people say: 
ing: Get us a good agency. Now 
there are no more agency systems. 
Everybody is interested in manulac. 
turing. If industries develop, if there 
are more free enterprises, if there are 
less restrictions by the Governme~~ 
if regulation Acts ace removed, i! 

·more foreign exchange is available, 
if more raw materials become avail· 
able and if more industries develop, 
there will be more competitions and 
more patents and •more genius will 
develop. This is automatic. 

Dr. M. S. Siddhu: Wait for the 
Dooms Day! 

Shri L. S. Davar: Let us not. 

The other is invention by collective 
efforts. The example is CSIR. The 
number of patents from the CSIR 

'has increased considerably. They are 
.being exploited. How can we say that 
the patent system has not performed 
its function? It is a complete misno
mer .. It is because our country is not 
industrially developed. As the deve· 
lopment takes place, things will be
came better. Therefore, the object ol 
the patent system should be to see 
that not only are the inventors e~· 

couraged, but also the industry u 
encouraged to take up inventions and 
risk their capital in those invention! 
rather than strangling them. I have 
made some cryp:if remark in Jl\1 
memorandum. I could not help saY· 
ing that if a man is foolish enough to 
go-to the patent office, the patent office I 



putll a string round his neck to stran
gulate him. If he escapes, he is shot 
in the back. That is the exa=t feeling 
I have after reading this Bill. I am 
an Indian. I am sorcy to say that the 
clauses which have been provided arc 
most impractical, most unworkable 
even ·in the working of the patent 
office. The first duty of the Govern
ment should have been .to see that the 
patent office works properly, What 
do the provisions say? They say that 
a patent will not be granted for seven 
years and eight years. The patent 
office can sit on it as long as it likes. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Cari you cite 
a single case where the patent officer 
has taken seven or eight years to give 
the patent? 

Shri L. S: Davar: The present Act 
pcovides that a patent must issue 
within a period of two years or with
In an extended period of 31 months. 
The present proposals do not make 
any provision as to the duration with
in which patent should be granted .... 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Can you 
give any instance whe:·e it has taken 
seven or eight years? 

Shri L. S. Davar: The present ~ct 
provides that the patent must issue 
within a certain period. Does the Bill 
say that? 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: I see, it is 
a prophecy about the Bill. 

Sh'i L. S. Davar: I will say some
thing· about the examination system .. 
The examination system provides that 
search for noveity should be made on 
a world-wide basis. If that provisbn 
Is implemented, what will happen? 
Although we have now got a staff ... 

Mr. Chairman: You have referred 
to staff in your memorandum and 
said that it should be increased ten 
times. 

Sh1'i L. S. Davar: That is a mod;rate 
estimate. It may be much more. 

Mr. Chairman: You need not refer 
to that. 
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Shrl L. S. Davar: I think I have 
finished what I have to say; 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On the first pa.;e 
of your me-morandum you have stated: 

"Further stimulation of inventions 
will obviously demand incentive 
which can only be achieved by 
strong patent protection and .... 

What do you mean by this expression 
'strong patent protection'? 

Shri L· S. Davar: I would define it 
in this way: Firstly, when you give 
protection to a person, do not gb~ !lim 
the protection that the Government 
have the right to take away the right 
which has already been given to hinL 

Dr, C. B. Singh: How can that be? 
That cannot happen. 

Shri L, .S, Davar: That is what .. the 
Bill says. 

Mr. Chairman: That is 
certain conditions which 
laid down. 

only under 
they have 

Shri L. S. Davar: Under clause 48 
Government have the right to usc it 
at any time it likes. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, for public pur
poses. 

Shri L. S. Davar: If it is for securit7 
purpose, yes, I am for it, but not for 
use by the Government. 

Mr. Chairman: You want Govern
ment to pay compensation? 

Sh!i L. S. Davar: Yes; otherwise, 
what will happen? 

Mr. Chairman: Every Government 
has that right. 

Shri L. S. D~var: Yes. But then pa7 
compensatiol! to the inventor. 

Mr. Chairman: That we can under
stand. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The second point is 
about recognition of the inherent right 
of the inventors. According to you. 
how long this inherent right is 
to go on or will there ·be a fixed 
period? · 



Shri L. S. Davar: The period in 
various countries varies from 15 to 17 
years or even 20 years. For example, 
in Australia, it is 16 years; in Austria 
it is 18 years; in Belgium it is 20 
years. It takes about 2, ·3 years be
fore you get a ;>atent. Then, you go 
to the man who looks into the possibi
lity of exploiting it. He takes tim., 
in developing it; he is not going tfl 
work it out straightway. He takee 
time in marketing it. What is thP. 
inventor going to get all this time'! 
Take, for example, the chemical field. 
The well-known ·medicine Thialami
dine took 7 years before it came into 
the market. 

Dr. !If. !If. S. Siddim: Do yo\4 knew 
·that many more drugs like Chlorte · 
tracycline came into the market with
in .. one year? 

Shrl L. S. Davar: I am giving one 
example. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: That is an ex
ception. 

Shri L. S. Dava.r: There are mecha
nical, electrical, electronic and h unrl
red other types of inventions. In 
order to .give a pcactical shape to a 
specification, it will take two, three 
years. Then the prototype which is 
made has to be tried and then put to 
commercial use and then exploitation. 
It will take ~. 7 years for the inven
tion to come in the market. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The main complaint 
a'--ut the life saving drugs is, after 
b!'ing given the patent, it becomes 
v;,. y ccsLly; it is not within the reach 
of common man. What steps are to 
be t~':ea to bring the price down? 

Shrl L. S. Davar: That again, in 
my humble submission, is a misnomer. 
During the last three years no drug 
patent has been granted. Has the price 
of any dl"'l.gll come down? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The prices of 
some hRve come down. 

Shri L. S. Davar: On the other hand 
I will Qj,l'ee with you on this point. 
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Another Conference in the month o! 
October was held in Washington, 
which I attended. Then, I raised this 
very question which the honourable 
Member has raised now, when the 
Vice-President of an established firm 
was givin.g evidence. I said, 'my Gov
errrment has raised this question; what 
answer can you give tn that?' He 
evaded the answer before 1500 pe<>ple 
present and he could not give a satis
factory answer. I said, 'if you can 
sell this product for Rs. 5,000 a kilo, 
have you gone and proved to the peo
ple who make the complaint that it 
costs you Rs. 4,000 a kilo and that 
your demand is not much. He replied, 
'I am not here to answer your ques
tions as to what is my cost price. This 
compl·aint is not only restricted to 
India; this is there all the world over. 
I have studied this problem. The peo
ple spend millions of ~upees on re
search work on certain products which 
later prove a complete failure. They 
must recover their loss in some other 
items where they succeed. The price 
of sugar is high; the .price of wheat 
is very high; the price of all other 
consumer goods is high. Why pick up 
only the, poor medicine? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: This is a very old 
argument that they spend. so much 
money on research and sometimes 
they fail and they want to make up 
this loss elsewhere. I would like you 
to give some way out by which this 
can be minimised. Something has got 
to ·he done in this direction. 

Shri L. S. Davar: Of course I will 
be giving you the commercil!l point. 
At the last meeting of the International 
Chamber oi! ~ammerce which took 
place here, the suggestion which I had 
given to the pharmaceutical manufac
turers was this. I told them, 'out of 
every· product that you sell for Rs. 
l 00, 20 poer cent or 25 per cent goes to 
the retailer and the wholesaler; 20 per 
ceiit goes on advertisement; out of 50 
per cent perhaps 10 per cent or ~() 
per cent is your cost and the rest 18 

yot.:r profit. I asked them, 'why don't 
you giv~ all your prcducts, whether 
covered by patents or not covered by 



patents, to the Government for ita 
hospitals under the generic names? 

This is what happened in America. 
One store suddenly said that they will 
reduce the price of drugs. to 25 per 
. cent. lie sold a11 tlie drugs under the 
generic name and not under the trade 
mark of a pa-rticu1ar manufacturer· 
the prices came down. I told the drug 
manufacturers ·here also to adopt 
this policy. Don't give the profit to 
the retailer or to the wholesaler nor 
you spend any money on advertise
ment. I don't kn~w whether they 
would do that. 

Shri Dinen Bhattacharya: The Gov
ernment is not the purchaser always. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Mr. Chairman. J 
would like you to consider whether 
this question of seiling under generic 
names can somehow be brought in the 
Bill itself, sco that the prices can be 

· brought dawn. 

Shri Sham La! Sara!: Mr. Chairman. 
I would request you to call one mem
ber that side and another member 
from this side so that all of us get 
a chance to .put our questions. 
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Shri Bim.matsinh.il: Yot.i Ruggest 
that the period of licence should he 
such that the cost can be recovered. · 
Under Clause 53, in one case it is 14 
years and in another 10 years. Do 
you think that is Jess?. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Very much less. 

Shri Bimmatsinhji: In almost all 
the countries generally the period al
lowed is 12 to 14 years. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have got a list 
before me. If the honourable Mem
ber wants to see it, I will pass it on. 

Shri Bibhuti Misl\ra: The witness 
has made a long statement lasting 
more than one hour. He bas spoken 
about all othel' countries of the world. 
India is also considered as a develop
ed country now. He stated that the 
UK has made so much money by sell-

ing patents to France and vise versa 
I want to know how much we have 
earned as foreign exchange by selling 
our patents to other countries. Dur
ing all these years we must also have 
developed S!Jme patents . 

Shri L. s. Davar: Other countries ... 

Shri Bibhutl Mishtra: I want to know 
in terms of money how many patents 
we have sold to other countries. 

Mr. Chairman: HaJV many patents 
We have sold to other countries and 
how much foreign exchange we have 
earned in that process? 

Sh'ri BibhuU Mishra: When the wit
ness knows so much about other coun
tries. be must kn.ow something about 
our country also. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have already 
made my submissivn that since indE: · 
pendence and since the Plan period, 
the quality of inventions and the 
number of .inventions from within the 
country is increasing. 

Mr. Chairman: He wants to know as 
to how many patents we have sold 
and how much foreign exchange we 
have earned as a result? If you have 
got the information th~n say so. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have no infor
matbn on this except for a few 
patents of the railways which are 
being arranged to be exploited m 
other countries of th~ world. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the foreign 
exchange that we have earned? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I won't be able to 
give an answer t~ this. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: You spoke 
about the international conferences. 
In that connection I want. to put one 
question.· Are yJu aware of the ract 
that ln th~ international conferences 
ever since 194 7 till 1965, there is a 
confl:ct betwee:t the developing and 
developed countrio:s? 



·Shrl L. S. Davar: We are aware ot 
this •. 

Sbrl D. P, Karmarkar: Do you agree 
that what is being d.:me is the best for 
our country? ' 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Yes, Sir. 

Sbri D. P, Karmarkar: The third 
question is this: Do you or do you 
not agree with the reasoning that 
under cJmpulsory licensing, wh~re a 
patentee i~ not having the capacity 
to produce and where he has not 
enough capital and know-how, when 
he applies for a licenc~, it is only atter 
the Controller bas satisfied himself 
that this can be iss!Jed?. 

Sbri L, S. Davar: I think this needs 
explanation. I suppose I am not 
under cross examination to say · 'Y cs' 
or 'No'. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: It is not a 
· ~ross examination. I am a lawyer. I 
cannot cross examine a lawyer. But, 
what I want to know from you is this. 
There is a provision in the B~ll sin)i
lar to that for in the m.:>st industrially 
advanced countries that when the 
patent has not been put to the best 
advantage Within a period of time, 
·then it is open to any applicant who 
is fully C.)mptent to produce that stuff 
from U}e point of view of know-how, 
capibl and everything else to have a 
compulsory I:cencJ under such cir
cumstances. Would YJU or would you 
.not agree with this? 

Sbrt L. S, Davar: I ·agree that the 
compulsory licences are good. · In 
fact that will act as a threat to the 
other persons to come and give us the 
know-how. If we have provisions 
without having a compulsory licence, 
perhaps the G.:>vernment might say 
that we shall take away the patent 
and W.:! are going to make· use of it. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: The provi
sion is there that the Controller should 
satisfy himself before issuing a com
pulsJry l;c'?n'!e. O'herw:.Se this ques
tion would not arise. 

Sbr• ~. -s. Davar': I know that provi
sion is already th.:re in our Act, 

'Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Are you 
aware that in most countries. including 
England, there is a system of issuing 
of compulsory licence? Are you 
aware of the pradice there to make 

. arrangements with other licensers 
when a patentee is oth.:rwise too idle 
t.:> make the best advantage of his 
patent? Do you agree with that prac
tice? 

You know that the number of ap. 
plicants for compulsory licensmg ia · 
very few. This provision for a com
pulsory licence is good where a 
patentee has not exercised the best care 
to make use of his paLnt to bring hi1 
product intoJ commercial use and 
things of that sort and where the ap. 

'plicant is competent to produce this 
patent. In those circ\lmstances the 
exist.:nce of this prqvision by itse:.t 
aut.:>matically induces him to manu
facture this product. Otherwise 'ha 
would remain idle. Are you agreeing 
with this? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I agree to this 
extent that compulsory !Lensing ~ 
necessary. 

Mr. Chairman: In spite of a few ap
plicants IS there any country which 
has thought fit to rev.:>ke that provi
sion? Do you agree 'with this .P~ 
vision? 

Shri L. S. Davar: l agree with this 
because the compulsory Lcensing may 
be useful in one inventbn but it may 
not be useful in another invention. As 
I have explained just now to the hon. 
Members, for an inv .;ntion of s.:>me 
nature, compulsory licens:ng is very 
necessary. 

Slhri D. P, Kumarkar: I hope you 
will agree that in order to speed up 
the applications recJrding of paLnts 
registered should be kept uptodate? 

Sbri L, S. Davar: It is very necessary 
and I agree with this. The bon. Mem-
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b::rs might be knowing that during 
the last four years or so, inspite of 
best efforts maae. . because of the 
shortage of. staff, with th.e increase in 
the number of applications, ind.:.xing 
of the patants during th3 l"st four 
7ears has not been done. If I want 
to set up an industry, and wait t.) lice 
what patent has been: granted. I 
do not know as to why it has not been 
done. 

Shrl D. P: Karinarkar: We appre· 
ciab that. 

Sh~l K. K. Warior: From what you 
say, I see "that whereaS" the develop. 
in~ countries including India do ;1ot 
get tha advantage whereas the devn• 
lop_d. countries take advantage of the 
Pate!lt Law, Is that correct? You 
have inferred like that and that con
troversy is unsettled. 

Shd L. S •. Davar: That is the bJne 
of contention that out of the Patent 
Laws, it is the dJveloped countries 
which take advantage of that. ~,or 

that reason, the laws relating to com- . 
pulsory licences are introduced in the 
various countries. But hOW far it is 
true there ar~ no statistics to prove. 
NobJdy has yet been able to say dtfl· 
nitely as to how much more relative 
advantage the dev~loped countries 
have derived as compared to the 
developing countries by the Patent 
Laws . . 

. Shrl K. K. Wartor: Our country has 
g1ven pat.:.nts to some of the foreign 
rnanufacturcrs where the manufactur- · 
lng is not actually taking place here. 
How far have we stood in advantage 
or d:sadvantage in regard to that ac
<:Jrding to · you~ knowledge? 

Sbl'l L. S. Davar: According to my 
knnwLd~e. I would say the law 
should be so made that it sho1.tld be 
coniucive to the foreign patent-hJ!der 
!o come and work the invention wi~h· 
ln the coun.try. ' 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Do y .1u ngree 
t~at thJ pahmt right should not be 
g1ven to any foreigner if he doe3 not 

' 

intend to have the manufacturlna also
here? 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Whether Y-'U ilve 
the right to a foreigner or not. U1at. 
point I might make it clear. In 
India there are only 5000-6000 patc:o1ts 
granted at present every year. In 
ot)ler countri:s probably a mil!ion 

.. patents are being granted. We are 
free t.J use them. But can we use 
them? Hav~ we used them? 'l'h~ro 

were 3 million patents granted till 
1961 in .the USA while, India had only 
one lakh patents and 2.9 million 
patents were available to us for usc. 
Did w~ use them? Can we use 'hem? 
No. It is the know-how which is im· 

· portant. As I have said, tenucr a 
small amJunt for the transfer und 
have the know-how. I can buy any 
patent copy for 2 shillings from 
England and -use it here. Nobotiv can 
stop it. · The value of th~ patent &P• 
plies only tj , this country. Any 
patent granted anywhere in the wurld 
I am entitled to use, so long as it is 
not patented here. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: Why should the 
foreigners come up fJr patents 'lere 81 
long as they are not prepared t ·'> givo 
the know-how as well? 

Shrl L. S. Davar: It is for us t.o pay 
for the knJw-how. If the la'Jis nre 
stable; if we can give thl'm the induce
ment to bring the know-how, then, of 
course they will bring the patellt and. 
the k~ow-how. And the man who in
v.:st:; money in this cJuntry will kno\V 
by virtue of the p:1tent that .... e has 
got a certain amount of protection 
for his inve.>tment in that particular 
industry. 

Therd:lre pa~ents are very import
ant fJr a ~s~Tch:>logical effeCt on the 
ma'l who hl3 the know-how, and the· 
man who i> plying in the moMy from 
this cou"'try. If somebody comes t.> 

· me and says: "Lo·)k Mr. Davar: Can 
you put h Rs 5 million in th:s in
dustrv? I will say: 'All right. I will· 
start mv in·lustry, TomorrJw an;:,ther 
perSOn' · comes and takes away my· 



workmen and sets up another indus
try of a similar nature. What pro
tection have I got?'." Therefore, 
Patents Act has a protection for the 
man who invests money in that parti
cular industry. That is the advant
age of the patent system. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Is it not also a 
fact that the larger interests of the 
community should be looked into 
when protection is given to individual 
concerns or manufacturers? In that 
case, what is the amount of protec
tion? How that quantum of orotec
tion is . <'~!ermined? What are the 

·criteria for thaf? Suppose the market 
Is a v~ry limited one, then there is 
necessity for more protection. Sup
pose the market is unlimited as in 
India. Then why should that amount 
of protection be given to manufac. 
turers' work where' they have scope 
for abnormal profit? 

Shri L.· S. Davar: The remedy is 
compulsory licensing system. I find 
the compulsory licensing system pro
vides that even when somebody is 
w.:>rking the invention, another ~erson 
can ask for licence for the 'arne in
vention within the country provided 
he is prepared to pay royalty for it. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: The basic idea 
behind the Patent law in various 
countries was t.:> import the inventions 
'for exploitation within the count.ry. 
If that is so, why should at ali a 
patentee be granted the ex Jusive right 
to import a product at the cJst of 
manufacture in India. According to 
the present law you just patent a 
product for setting up a plant here, 
but do not manufacture it within the 
CJUnt!'y. 

Silri L. S. D:ivar: That is not the only 
advantage of the Patent Law. There 
are other advanta3es ·with it, ramcly, 
if there is <an invention within the 
country, supposing that thing is im
ported and is cov ·red by a patent,· 
then I wou11 be induce:] t J manufac
ture it or mvent a better type of 
th;n ~ T1ke t'P rose of Pen;cillin. 
Here is a commodity coming into the 
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market. I wm lnvent a better 
penicillin. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: With the tech
nical know-how 'you cannot produce 
it if you patent a process here and a 
product. Then YOIJ just do not start 
manufacturing it here; you only im
port. In that case, why should thai 
protection be there? 

Sbri L. S. Davar: Again when I said 
that it depends upon 'the nature of the 
invention, if it is of a complex nature 
you cannot help it. Nobody can deny 
that if a man possesses a particular 
technical knowledge even in this 
country, you -cannot force him to give 
it to you-whether he is a foreigner 'Of 

a citizen oj the country. Supposing 
you take away his patent, how are 
you going to benefit? 

Shri M. R. Shervani: My point is: 
that patent should be there, out that 
patentee should not be given the ex
clusive right to import the product. 
Let him put up a manufacturing plant 
within the country. 

Shri L. S. Davar: · The other thing 
<Is I said: what are tn.-e advantages o! 
the patent system. There is also an 
international basis upon which . you 
have t.:> go. To-day you do 110t give 
the rights t,p another country. To
morrow they will not give their rights 
to you. 

Sliri M. R. Shervani: That tomorrow 
is 50 years hence .. 

Shri L. S. Davar: It is not 50 years 
hence. 

Shri 1\1. R. Sh~rvani: My sec0nd 
question is: we have said that co!la
bora\.on and technical know-how i.! 
more imoJrtant than the patent pl'o
cess. There are many patents all 
over the world. But you are not able 
to accept that t<'chnical know-how i9 
not paLntab'e. Therefore, we have tJ 
go for technical kn 1W.-ho'1". pav royal
ti~s n'lY hl"Tlp !"um p'lyme'1t to ~tet 
the know-how althou1h tn~ par\icu·ar 
proce;s is not patented. . What harlll 



will come to . the industrial develop
ment if ,e do not have any patent 
law. [l.ctually industrial de,•elop
ment depends upon · the techn!cal 
know-how. 

Shri L. s. Davar: Where is the safety 
to the man who is giving you the 
know-how or the man who is receiving 
the know-how? As I just now PX

Plained, what was the position in 
England and America during the war 
period? The know-how was not pro
tected by any patent. The. Americans 
could not work the patents. Know
how is important. 

S'hri ArJun Arora: So you think it is 
useless. Even if, you know what is 
contained in the patent, you annot 
work it arid you have to pay for the 
know-how. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: The point was 
that technical know-how is 110t 

patentable and there is no guanntee 
that it will not be misused by some
body else. Technical know-how is 
given on certain payment and roy3lty. 
This technical knJw-how is protect
ed without' b~ing patentable. Why 
cannot the invention also be protected 
becaus~the man who invented is the 
best man to know the thing. 

Shri L. S. Davar: This is a two-way 
trade. A man sitting abroad has a 
patent and the know-how. The man 
sitting here wants the know-how as 
well as the patent. He· gets the patent 
to safeguard himself. Wo11ld you set up 
an industry, pay a large amount for 
the know-how and see that .vithin 
the matter of one year your know
how is stolen and worked by '!ther 
people'? 

Shri 1\i. R. Shervani: Has t.he e><
·pansion of a patented industry been 
more during the life of the patent or 
has it been more in the decade follow-
ing the life of the patent? · 

Shri L. S. Da var: It generally starts 
in the middle of the life of the patent. 
Science is advancing at such a rapid 

807 (B) L.S.-2. . 
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rnte that whatever ·was invented 10 
years ago is useless to-day . . 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You have not 
answered my question. For insts.nce, 
take any drug or any other mecha· 
nism. After the licence has been 
granted and the thing nas been pat
ented, people start putting up facto
ries. My question is whether the ex
pansion or production is great after 
the expiry of the patent or during the 
life of the patent. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I think this ques
tion is related to various factors like 
the capacity of the· inan to commer
cialise the thing and manufacture the 
article on a large scale. Patent is 
not the only .factory which is respon
sible. In any business whether there 
is patent or no patent, there are ~eve
rOJl factors which come into the pic
ture. I think it would be very wrong 
on my part to give an answer that 
only patent is responsible for this 
and nothing else. There are various 
other factors. I shall give a very 
simple example. I remember in 1936 
an elderly gentleman came to us and 
asked for a patent for a tiffin carrier. 
We thought the idea was silly as there 
were hundreds of carriers of this 
type. But we took the patent for 
him. Later on they were taken up by 
a gentleman in Poona and we were 
surprised to know, when an applica
tion for expansion was filed, that 
busi·ness for Rs. 1.20 crores had bee!l 
done. How was it? I think it was 
entirely due to the efforts of the man 
who commercialised it. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You said that 
this patent business is two-way tra
ffic. Before India can. develop 
enough technical know-how and 
scientific knowledge to be able to 
have more inventions, it would b"' 
one-way traffic and harmful to the 
country. Even to-day it is one-way 
traffic. Should not our scientists be 
allowed to learn from the experience 
of others, practise it here and take it 
further on as in Japan? 
. . 

Shri L. S. Davar: Barring two coun
tries in the world-the United States 



and Japan-in au other countries, the 
number of foreign applications is 
more than that of the local ones. 
Therefore, we cannot isolate ourselves 
and make laws for our own conve
nience, We have to move in the 
international field. Why are not 
other countries stopping the grant of 
patents? In England also, 60 per cent 
are foreign patents and in Holland, 
80 per cent. 

Shri Sham Lai Saraf: While depos
ing before the Committee, you said 
that some inventions may also be 
kept secret. Should it be made obli
gatory upon .the inventor to get re
eistered under the patent law? 

Shri L. S. Davar: No, it is not obli
gatory. You can still work it secret-
•ly. . 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: For the com
mon good of the community, if a 
particular person or a unit is in pos
session of an invention which has got 
something noyel in it and can be 
patented> why not make it obligatory 
under law on the person to get It 
reeistered under the patent Act? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I think it is an 
inherent right of a person to disclose 
or not to disclose. There are hun
dreds of medical prescriptions which 
are passed on. from one generation to 
another in this country. You can't 
force them to disclose. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: With the 
social objectives of our Constitution 
in view, should it not be made obli
gatory on the individual to get it re
gistered? 

~hri L. S. Davar: I would put it 
this way. Instead o.i: making it obli
gatory, which is not practical, it 
would be better if as in other coun
~rie.s, i~ is populari~ed more. Sup
posmg m ~ndon, you ask a taxi man 

. to take you to the Patent Office he 
will immediately take you there· 'you 
need not" tell him that it is in Chan
cery Lane. U YQU ask any man in 
America where the Patent Offlce · lS, 
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he will say it is in Washington. But 
here I know of a case where a man 
went to America to ask where the 
Patent Office is. It has not been 
popularised in this country: 

Shri Dinen Bhattacharya: Is he· an 
American citizen? 

. Shri L. S. Davar: Unfortunately, he 
1s very much an Indian. · 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: The days of 
individual inventors are gone. It ·is 
only the organised units that can in
ve~t things. But with your permis
swn, I may mention a particular case 
in this connection. A few months 
back, an engineer who was drawing 
a handsome salary, went for a fur
ther course of training in. some fore
ign country. On coming back, he in
vented a contrivance which was 
covered under the Patents Act. He 
did not have adequate finance. He 
shared "the know-how with a financier 
who invested money on this. Later 
on the. person who invested came to 
know of everything about this know
how and squeezed him out ·of that 
whole concern and the entire benefit 
has been going to the financier. How 
do you protect such inventors who 
make such inventions and which are 
patented under tne law? 

Shri L. S. Davar: There are two 
ways: one is, as I advocated way 
hack in 1937 before the Shanmugam 
Chetty. Committee, that, as in Eng
land, you should be able to buy a 
patent application in any of the post 
offices. The patent system has not 
been popularised in this country. Re
garding the second point, about the 
case which you mentioned, the five
man 'world · committee, on which I 
happen to be a member, is discus
sing the question whethel' the tech
nical know-how should also be pro
tected or not. And if we come to the 
conclusion that it should be protect
ed, of course we can only make re
rommendations to the various Gov
ernments. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: What is your 
personal opinion? 



Shri L. S. Davar: Nothing can be. 
done. That is why I said the lot of 
the individual inventor is not good. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: It is accepted 
that particularly in the case of under- · 
developed countries unless the know
how is imported from fairly advanc
ed countrie~, the ,backward countries 
cannot progress much. T.ill now as 
some friends have put it, comp~ra
tively a lesser number of these inven
tions or know-how could be imported 
to this country. What is the reason 
:for that, and could you suggest ways 
a.nd means as to how it will be pos
Sible to get more-whether it is from 
the Russian · bloc or the American 
bloc or from any other country? 

Shri L. S. Davar: It is a very long 
subject, and if the bon. Member is 
interested I would like to send him 
a copy of the paper that I submitted 
to the World Patents Conference on 

. this subject. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Sir, the Se
cretariat may note it. 

I have one or two more questions. 
I am not taking the industrial or the 
research aspect; I want to ask some
thing about the compulsory licence. 
When a person or a group or. a unit 
that is less resourceful is in a posi
tion to invent something and get it 
registered and they are able to derive 
some benefit, a person or a unit or an 
organisation which is more influential 
and resourceful and which can com-

. mand a better organisation can force 
a unit like that under this compul
sory licence. Wlia t safeguards have 
you got for genuine people, with 
genuine patents, to work up tol the 
time they are permitted to work? 

Shri L. S. llavar: That is absolutely 
a matter of discretion for the Can
troller. He has fairly wide powers, 
and that is w nat ·I have sugg~sted, 
that the appeal from the Controller's 
decision should lie to the High Court 
and we have me highest regard for 
our judiciary-In order to safeguard 
the interests of every individual. 
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Shri Sham La! Saraf: Everybod.v 
has been hearing about corruption in 
certain Government ranks and other
wise also. From experience we have 
seen, the more the discretion and the 
more the discretionary powers you 
give, the more chances for corrup
tion. Are you of the opinion that 
people in' the hierarchy of these offi
cers, whether it is the Controller or 
anybody, should be given more dis
cretionary power or less? Do you 
think that is the answer to this? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would tell the 
bon. Member one thing with pride. 
Throughout the world there· is no 
patent office, including India, which 
is corrupt. That is one thing. 

Shri Sham La) Saraf: That is not 
my contention. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I can stand up 
ond say, and I want to challenge 
anybody .to deny, that our patent 
office or any patent office anywhere 
in the world is free from corruption. 

Shri Sham .Lal Saraf: I wo'uld res
pectfully submit, it is agreed on all 
h·ands, a number of conunittees·on this 
.have been set up .... 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: He says, 
take away the word 'discretion'. 

. Shri L. S. Davar: The discretion is 
exercised on certain judicial principles 
and according to the law which has 
been laid down in relation to the grant 
of compulsory licences. Of coUJ'l!e, 
every officer has got discretion. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: In the pre
sent law, on an appeal from the Con
troller you can go to the High Court. 
The Bill that is before us intends to 
take away that right of appeal to the 
High Court and leave it to the discre
tion of the Central Government. If 
the status quo is restored that an· 
appeal should go only to the High 
Court and not to the Central Govern
ment, again, for . the reason that it 
would be interference on. the part of 



the executive !n mterpreting our law 
and our Constitution, may I know · 
what· is your reaction to .that? 

Shri L. S .. Davar: I have already 
made my . recommendation that an 
appeal from the decision of the Cont
roller should be to the High_ Court, 
bec>ause, after all, the Central Govern
ment is again an administrative body. 

Shrl Sham Lal .Saraf: My friend 
has said that the Controller's organi
sation is not working to the satisfac
tion of the people at the moment, for 
the reason ·that it has less staff, the 
staff is not enough to deal with the 
work that is coming up before them. 
May I ask him whether he means to 
say that physically they are not able 
to handle all the work that is coming 
up before them, or the working· of 
the organisation is such that it cannot 
satisfy cir meet with what this law 
demands from them in order to satisfY 
industry and all those covered under 

. the Patents law? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Physically, for 
the simple reason that the number of 
applications have increased. While in 
other countries one examiner is doing 
50 c>ases in a year, in India an exami
ner is expected ·tO do 200 cases a. year. 
And he C'annot do justice to the· job 
properly, 
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The second thing is, the other job 
which has to be done, namely index
ing of patents so that industry should 
know what new· inventions have come, 
what new ideas have come into the 
market, that job is equally important, 
but they cannot do it, because the 
staff is short. 

Shrl Sham Lal Saraf: Do you think 
that the time has come when' the non 
patentable inventions or novel things 
that may come to light need tp be 
codified? Because, we find from. 
experience that there is a lot of con
fusion to determine what is a patent 
and what is not. Do you think it 
should be codified, s,,o that you know 
what inventions can come and be sub
ject to patent? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would respect
fully submit, we should say what are 
inventions but we should not say what 
are not inventions. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Therefore, 
when you codify, I think that is per
fectly legal, and that should answer 
your feeling as well, the feeling that 
·you have expressed just now. 

Shri L. S. Davar: But nowhere in 
·the ~or!d has any court yet been able 
to decide what is an invention and 
what is not. 

·Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Cannot 
do a novel thing ourselves? 

we 

Shri l.. S. Davar: ·No, we can only 
codify according to our experience. 
Sciences are of such a complex nature 
and the results can be such that you 
c>annot codify these .things. What you 
may think to be an invention, I may 
not think to be so. We handle the 
cases of Indian people in many coun
tries of the world. The law is the 
same everywhere. The Indian patents 
office grants patent far something, the 
German patents office grants, but 
America refuses, England grants, but 
Japan refuses. They say, in view of • 
the art or in view of the combination 
of the art in this patent, in that patent 
or the other, no inventive skill has 
been exercised as to be worthy of 
the grant of a patent. It is purely a 
matter of interpretation, how our office 
interprets and how other countries 
interpret. Therefore it is very very 
difficult to codify. We may codify as 
to what is an invention, but we cannot 
codify what is not an invention. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have cited 
-the UN report. I would like to draw 
your attention to what India has to 
say in respect of patents on drugs 
and articles af food. This iS from 
the statement made on behalf of 
Indi•a: 

"It is a fact that the price of the 
same drug va~ies considerably 
from country to country. The 



question of public interest · is 
involved in these cases." 

In this connection, is it a fact that 
India has perhaps the highest scale 
of prices of drugs all over the world? 

,shri L • .S. Davar: I beg to differ on 
that point. India does not have the 
highest price or drugs. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Could you kindly 
give statement to substantiate ·your 
point of view? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have not got 
any figures off hand to present to hon. 
Members. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You can present 
it to us at a: later date. 

.Shri L. S. Davar: A statement of 
the relative prices of drugs in varl 
ous countires-I would be please to 
do that. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I have here seve
ral .tables which go to show that the 
prices Of drugs in India are anywhere 
between two to three times those pre
vailing in countries where they are 
manufatcured or in other countries. 
Here I would cite a Senate Report 
which says: 

"India which does grant patents 
on drug products provides an 
interesting case example. The 
prLes in India for broad spectrum 
antibiotics aureomycin and achro
mycin are among the highest in 
the world. As a matter of fact, in 
drugs generally, . Indi!a ranks 
among the highest priced nations 
of the world and gives an inverse 
relationship between per capita 
income and the level of drug 

prices". 
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Shri L. S. Davar: There has a lot 
of controversy about" drug patents un
fortunately. Firstly, in spite of ?ur 
sending questionnaire to the chemical 
manufacturers' association and to 
various . organisations, we have not 
been able to find what is the percen-

tage of drugs available in the country 
which are covered by patents. Is it 
one per cent or two per cent? Many 
people have the impression that milk 
of magnecia is covered by a patent. I 
am sorry to say it is not. We are 
talking of patents. What is the rela-

. tionship of patents in regard to the 
· prices &f drugs. What is the percen
tage of drugs covered by patents? Is 
penicillin covered by a patent? No. 
The patent expired long ago. Why is 

·the price high? There are other 
factors. Are we looking into ·!hose 
factors? Are we looking into the price 
structure Of the manufacturers or the 
profit they are charging? Why give a 
dog a bad name in order to hang it? 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would appre
ciate if you can give figures to sub
stantiate your contention, because 
there are figures m:ade available to 
us.· For example it has been reported 
to us that vitamin B-6 now manufac
tured by Merck-Sanbhai in this coun
try is priced at Rs. 800 per kg. where
as the international price is Rs. 200 per, 
kg. 

Shri L. S. Davar: Is it covered by 
any patent? 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: That is what we 
would like .to know-the part played 
by patents in India ilf'this. Is it only 
a general phenomenon which is irre
lev ant so far as patents are concerned 
or is it because of patents coming into 
play? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would give the 
hon Member some more information 
whi.ch appeared in Fortune two years 
ago "Only on this question, beC'ause this 
controversy is not only in this country; 
it is everywhere, even in America. As 
I have just now submitted, one of the 
proposals which I had made at the 
International' Conference in February 
last year was: sell the products under 
a generic. name and save the cost to 
government. This problem is there 
even in West Germany. Why are the 
prices of drugs high? I have known 
of the prices of three "small tablets 
there-16 marks. Why so much? 



I would give the han. Member fur
ther information on 'the point he has 
raised. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: The reply sent on 
behalf of India in .the course of the 
UN study emphasises two factors 
particularly~ one was the f!)ctor of the 
n.on-working of foreign pa~ents 

and the . other was the factor 
that patents were worked abraad 
wholly· and not in this country, that 
is to say, patents were secured in this 
country merely to protect their export 
markets. What have you to say on 
these two factors? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would not make 
a general statement of this nature, nor 
would I agree with the statement of 
the Government unless statistics are 
produced. There are general causes, 
of what are known as ab'llses of the 
patent system which are known every
where throughout the world. 

Dr, L. M. Singhvi: Have you made 
any study of any such abuses being 
known in this country? 

Shri L. ~. Davar: I do not know 
any. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you say 
that most of the foreign patents which 
are secured in this country are not 

'merely for the purpose of protecting 
export markets but also for develop
ing indigenous production. If so, is 
this substantiated by actual exper
ience. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I want .to give 
impetus to people who want to come 
and manufacture in this country. 
Give them tax relief, give them other 
facilities. They wiH come here. Why 
ia it that in spite of the fact that 
India has been getting about a thou
sand million dollars from the aid
India consortium every year\_~he total 
foreign investment is 60 million dol
lars? Is it the fault of patents? No. 
It iS the fault of our system. Have 
we given them certain reliefs? Have 
fo'e given them certain impetus, 
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inducement, to come and work in 
this country? 

Shri Arjun Arora: You want the 
whole economic policy to be changed 
merely because you consider that the 
patent system is not responsible for 
this state of affairs. 

'Shri L. S. Davar: I am saying that 
patent is not the only factor. I am 
saying the other way. There are 
other factors. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Because of the 
patents, \hey can make money !rom 
India sitting at home. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: It would appear 
that you are pitting one generalisation 
against another. 1-would like to know 
whether you have any specific ex
perience or study made in regard to 
these two factors, namely, utilisation 
of patents in this country and . the 
fact that patents are used mainly for 
protecting their own· export markets 
rather than for developing them 
indigenously. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would support 
my answer .by one simple example, 
r.amely this: notifications requesting· 
people to take licences for foreign 
patents are periodically issued by us 
in newspapers, and you would be 
surprised that nobody comes forward. 
Hundreds of them appear in the news
papers. Out of a hundred, tb:ere may 
be one solitary reply ·by a postcard 
'Please send me particulars of this 
'patent'-that is the end of the en
quiry. This is the interest we are 
taking when a foreigner makes a pub
lic announcement, 'I prepared to give 
a licence to you if ya·u want to manu
facture in this country'. N a body re
plies. Can you say that the. foreigner 
is exploiting? No. 

Dr. L. M. Siril:hvi: Would you say tllat 
this is on account of the fact that 
economic and technological conditions 
in this country are not suftlcientlF 
developed? 



Shri L. S. Davar: No, as soon as 
more and more industrialisation takes 
place, within the country, things will 

. be all right. That is. my 6wn view. 
If there is lack of industrialisation, 
how have things improved during the 
last ten years? Why are better class 
inventions coming from within the 

. country itself? How are we produc
ing more of the type of things which 
we want than the ordinary chula or 
hook or· some such things we were · 
producing in the prewar period? 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would like .to 
know whether you would favour the 
system practised in South American 
countries as pointed out ·by you
Argentina, Chile, Columbia, Venezula 
and also Spain and Belgium, the sys
tem of patent import so that we do not 
grant patents. broader than the patent& 
available to the inventors in the coun
try in which they are first and origin
ally registered. 

Shri L. S. Davar: That is one sys
tem of granting patents, and I would 
recommend that system to our gov
ernment too. 

Dr, L. M. Singhvi: Do you think 
it has some advantages? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Great advantages. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What are the 
main advantages? · 

Shri L. S. Davar: At present, the 
novelty in ·regard to the patent is 
limited only to what is available with
in the country. Therefore, if a man 
in Chile or Argentina has a patent 
or has made an invention which he 
brought out 20 years ago, he can still 
come here and take protection for 17 
years. But if we give him protection 
for the confirmation, he wil! get only 
protection for the unexpired term in 
his own country. If he took out a 
patent 10 years ago and on!~ si~ years 
are left, he will get protectiOn m th1s 
country only for six years. Therefore, 
it is of great advantage of our coun
try. 
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·Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have !Ug

gested that a separate enactment 
should be brought forth for providing 
in respect of restrictive conditions and 
no provision should ·be made in res
pect of restrictive conditions in this 
enactment. What are your re.asons for 
making this suggestion? 

Shri :L.' S. Davar: My reasons are 
these: the business restrictive prac
tices are not only related to patents; 
as han. Members are aware, the repor 
of the committee which considered all 
the busine.ss restrictive practices, 
covers various subjects on this topic, 
and patents can be included in that u 
a separate enactment. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: In another part 
of your memorandum, you have said 
that any provision for such restrictive 
conditions would only generate ·a 
psychological fear and it should be 
avoided altogether. · 

Shri L. S. Davar: We are now 
talking on two different points: one ill 
whether it should be there, and the 
oth'er is, whether it should form part 
of this Bill or not. I repeat what I 
have said: it will cause psychological 
fear and it is only in highly industrial
ised countries where they have got 
anti-trust laws, for example, in Ger
many and America and the United 
Kingdom, and not in every country, 
and every country has not got an 
anti-trust law. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you like a 
provision for final appeal to the High 
Court in all instances or a restricted 
right of appeal as provided in the 
present Bill in respect of only certain 
provisions? 

Shri L. S. Davar: In all cases, the 
right of appeal should lie to the 
High Courts. I will give you a 
very concrete example: at pre-

• sent, when: a patent application ill 
oppo'Sed, and the Controller gives a 
decision, an appeal lies to the Central 
Government. I want to know ana 
<'ase where the Central Government 
has reversed the decision. .All that 
the Central Government says is con
tained in just one sterotyped rep!;,. 



consisting of one line: "The Centml 
Government has no reason to change 
the decision of the Controller." That 
is the way in which the appeals are . 
heard. Therefore, I submit that all 
appeals from the decision of the CC'"· 
troller should lie to the High Courts. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have men
tioned, while commenting on several 
clauses of the BilJ, that the Bill seeks 
to vest very wide and untrammelled 
powers in the administration. Would 
you suggest any specific means for 

· curtailing, regulating or reducing such 
discretionary powers? 

Shri L. S. Davar: My submission is, 
if you ask me candidly, there is 
nothing wrong with the .present Act, 
except that if there is any particular 
provision which has to be changed 
and some people have to be satisfied, 
modify those provisions. No industry 
wants it and there has been no 
demand from the country, as far as I 
know, for a wholesale revision of the 
existing Act. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you say 
that, in spite of the fact that two 
committees, one •being an informal 
committee and another being the 
committee, 'headed by Justice 
Ayyangar, who came to the ,conclu
sion that the present patent law has 
failed to fulfil the functions in the 
interests of the country? 

Shri L. S. Davar: For the hon. 
Member's information, I may point 
out that the second committee was 
not a committee; it was a· one man's 
report; evidence from the industry 
must be taken, evidence of the peo
~le who are interested. I would ask 
1f Justice Ayyangar -ever did it. 

Dr. L. M, Singhvi: I would like to 
drav: your attention to the opening 
portwn _of the report which says that 
such evtdence. was taken, that th 
persons whose interests were involve: 
were consulted. 
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Shri L. S. Davar: It is one thing 
to issue a questionnaire and it is 
another thing to take evidence, as the 
Joint Comni.ittee of Parliament is 
now taking. When an enquiry com
mittee meets, it is one thing; but 

· when a single person makes a recom
mendation, it is entirely different. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would like to 
know whether you are in agreement 
with the report made by BIRPI, the 
international organ;sation, and with 
the model law which has been 
evolved by that organisation, and 
would you say that this le~islation 
will fulfil the needs of our national 
economy or do you think various 
departures would have to be made 
from the model law evolved b>· 
BIRPI? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Pardon me if I 
say that I have to answer that ques
tion at another conference and so I 
would not like to disclose here as to 
what my reaction to the BIRPI pro
posals is, but if the hon. Members 
want to know it ·individuallY, I 
would say it, but I would not like 
to disclose it openly, as to what mY 
personal views on ·it are. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi:. For the time 
being your answers are confidentiaL 
The evidence is confidential until it 
is placed on· the· Table of the House 
or is made public. I would not likP 
to press you to answer anything like 
that, but it is an important question 
and we are in the course of evidence 
going to consider the relevancy and 
the adequacy of the model laws 
evolved by BIRPI. • 

Shri L. S. Davar: If this part of 
the evidence is not published, I am 
prepared to answer it. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvt: That is for the 
Chairman to decide. 

Mr. Chairman: The answer to thl~ 
question will not be ·published; you 
C'::m answer it. 



Shri L. S. Davar: •••. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have made 
a detailed reference to the examina
tion of patents and you have indicat
ed that the present system of exami
nation in India cannot possibly meet 
the accidents which would be created 
or which are contemplated in the 
present Bill. Would you suggest any 
measures to make our examination 
system more adequate and more effi-
cient? · · 

Shri L. S. Davar: Yes, Sir. I have 
made a suggestion that so long as 
we are not highly developed, we 
should stick to the present system of 
examination that is a novelty in the 
country and no novelty tram without 
the country. · We should look into 
the literature available within the 
country in respect of any invention 
rather than look · for Hterature. 
throughout the world. 

I 
Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you sug

gest that we should set up a central 
institute within the country, spy, 
a central international institute, as 
has been suggested in some quarters? 

' . 
Shri L. S. Davar: The Inter'na-

tionat Institute is at the Hauge, and 
in view of the fact that there are 
great resources in the western 
countries, they are taking advantage 
of the institute, but I am sure our 
Government would not like to spend 
so much money in foreign exchange 
in going to that institute. If the 
system is maintained as it is,-the 
system of· examination as it is in the 
present Act and not in the propo•ed 
Bill-then the staff of examiners can 
manage to do the work properly if 

· the staff is further supplemented by 
a few more officers, rather than go
ing into the wider novelty question 
as has been proposed in the Bill. 

Dr. L. M. Slnghvj: Would you sug
gest that· the period of 10 years iS 

highly inadequate or just not quite 
adequate? 

·' Shrl L. S. Davar: I would say high
ly inadequate, more so because of 
the present provisions of the Bill 
which. !loes not say how long it will 
take for the patent office to issue a 
patent. It may take them 7 or 8 
years. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What in your 
views is a reasonable period? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Before 1930, it 
used to be 14 years. Then it was 
increased to 16 years. · Eofore the 
patent is granted and before the 
invention can see the comm~rcin, 

working of it or find a party wh . 
can work it, four or five years a 
normally lost out of the term. of the 
patent. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What would you 
say if we make the period run from 
the time the patent is granted? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have said 14 
years from the time the patent ia 
granted. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: Do you 
think the present Act is much better 
than the proposed Bill? 

Shri L. S. Davar: In my humble 
opinion, yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Do you say 
the present Act does not need any 
·amendments? · 

Shri L. S. Davar: It would require 
&mendments of a very minor nature. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What are 
they? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I thin~ it will be 
a pretty long job to enumerate them 
now. 

•ooornitted at the request of the witness. 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Out of 169 
clauses in the Bill, you have sugges
ted amendments only for . certain 
clauses; Does it mean the other 
clauses are acceptable to you? 

Shri L. S. Davar: In my opinion, 
the law for a developing country 
should be made as simple as possible. 
Unfortunately I have yet to see a 
masterpiece of obscurity as you find 
in this particular Bill. It has taken 
me 10 readings befo-re r could under
stand what it implies. Either I am 
foolish or my 35 years of experience 
have all gone to waste. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In. your 
opinion, the present Act does riot nee)i 
any change at present? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Not till we come 
to a certain stage of indUstrialisation 
should we modify our law. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: For what 
period should we wait for the amend
ment? 

Shri L. S. Dwar: So long as our 
plan periods go on, we should not 
touch the Bill. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That means 
far an indefinite period. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I think it will 
not go on indefinitely. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Government 
propose to have the plan for the next 
30 or 40 years. · 

On the one side you say great 
changes are going on and a thing 
which is good now may not be good 
after 10 years. Still you say the patent 
must be not below 10 or 15 years-. 
'l:his is a contradiction. 

Shri L. S. Davar: There are two 
types of patents, of a simple nature 
and of a complex nature. The tech
nology is moving very fast as far as 
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complex nature of inventions are 
concerned. 10 years ago, the speed or 
the aeroplane was 300 miles. Now it 
is 500 miles. In another 5 years it 
may be 1000 miles. But changes are 
not s-o swift in other fields. ·We must 
take the overall picture. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: 
think for simple tHings, 
period may be prescribed? 

Do you 
a lesser 

~hri L. S. Davar: It is very difficult 
to confine it like that. Nowhere else 
in the world it has been done. It is 
not practical to do it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You say 
the time of individuals is gone and 
this is the time for collective work
ing. Then why should you insist on 
a period of more than 10 years? 

Shri L. S. Davar: These two are 
not inter-related. I say the period 
should be more because it takes some
time before that piece of paper takes' 
a practical shape. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: If a limit is 
put on the -time taken by government 
and if the clause is so amended that 
the time will start from the ' date on 
which the patent is. granted, do you 
think 10 years should be sufficient? 

Shrl L: S. Davar: In my paper I 
have said that we want 16 years, but 
if you want to reduce it to 14 years, 
give it from the date of granting the 
patent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You say, 
in Russia there are two sorts of 
patents-authorship certificates and 
patents. You say that here also 
patents can be held by the individual? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The indivi
dual here is nowhere except where 
he works in the government labo
ratories. How can an individual work
ing in government laboratories get 
the sole patent for his Invention? 



Shri L. S. Davar: Patents are 
generally taken out in Russia by 
foreigners. But authorship certificates 
are taken out by Russian nationals •. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You said 
there is not much relationship bet
ween patents and prices. ~ut mem
bers feel that this is a very big fac
tor. How will you be able to 
differentiate between the two, whether 
the high prices are due to patents or 
other factors? What percentage of it 
is due to patents and what percentage 
due to other factors? 

Shri L. S. Davar: L<it us see what 
was the price of Milk of Magnesia 10 
years ago and what is its price today. 
Let us also see what \vas the price of 
another antibiotic ten years ago and 
what it is today. If you see any diffe
rence in the relationship of prices, you 
can say the prices are higher in res
pe~t of patented articles. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: We have 
received a memorandum from Messrs. 
Remfry and sons who are also At
torneys. You are also an Attorney. 
They have tried to deal with each and 
every clause of this Bill, but you have 
given ·comments only about certain 
clauses.. It means that so far as the 
other provisions of the Bill are con
cerned, you are agreeable to them. 

Shri L. ,s. Davar: They are harmless. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In other 
words, only this. is harmful. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I did not want 
· to waste your time by referring to 

provisions which are harmless. 

Shri Bade: Is it a fact that 90 per 
cent of the patents in the field of 
drugs and medicians in our country 
is held by foreigners? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I think it is the 
fault of Indian inventors. 

Shri Bade: is it a fact? All those 
who have .submitted their memoran-
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dum are against section 87 which pro
vides that certain patents shall be 
deemed to be endorsed with the words 
"Licences of right". If it is a fact 
that the licences are held by the 
foreigners, why should you object to 
this section? Because, our nationals 
will be benefled by this provision. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I agree with you 
on that point. But I think bon. 
Members will realise one thing. When 
we talk of medicines we are playing 
with human lives. Would you like 
to take a medicine which is being 
sold on the street corners? You may 
know that it is the same generic pro
duct but you would not buy it. If 
my child is not well, I would not care 
what I pay but I will buy a product 
which I know has been manufactured 
by reliable. and ,reputable persons, a 
product which has gone through many 
tests. · 

Shri Bade: But we do not want to 
be exploited by the foreigners. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I agree with you 
hundred per cent when you say that 
we do not want foreigners to exploit 
us .. Let us t!ike the know-how of the 
foreigners. When a man is prossessing 
something you must induce him to 
give it to you. 

Shri Bade: So, if the compulsory 
licence of patents is accompanied by 
know-how then you have no objection 
for section 87? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Here again you 
cannot force a .person to give the . 
know-how. He will say "here is the 
patent, you can do whatever you 
want". It may be that 90 per cent of 
the patents in this country are held by 
the foreigners but let us see how 
many patents are there. Here we have 
2,000 as against 20,000 patents granted 
in America and Germany. Why can't 
I pay a few rupees and get some of 
these patents? I can, but I know that 
I cannot make the drug as effective alld 
as good as the person who has the . .. 



know-how and has developed the 
drug. 

Shri Bade: In countries like Israel 
and Turkey they are imitating Bel
gium in this respect. 

Shri L. S. Davar: The point is that 
• each country is trying to have perfect 

drug patents but nobody has yet been 
able to find out what the real solution 
is. Everywhere people think prices 
are high. But what are we· going to 

. do about it? Even America says the 
prices are high. So also Germany and 
England. Recently, there was a case 
in a High Court in England about t.he 
' ight of the Government to make use 
u! an invention in the interests of the 
public. For some time when they im
ported drugs from Italy, they found 
they were sub-standard drugs. 

Dr. III. M. s. Siddhu: Italian drugs 
are not sub-standard. You should be 
factual when you refer to these things. 

Shri L. S, Davar: I will put it in a 
different way. Are you going to be 
sure that a drug manufactured by 
any person is as good as the drug 
manufactured by the person who has 
invented it? 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Sir Alexander 
Fleming discovered penicillin and gave 
it to the world. Since then penici
llin is made all the world over. Is it 
being suggested that the Penicillin 
now being manufactured in various 
countries is different from the one 
invented by Sir . Fleming?-

Shri L. S. Davar: May I tell you 
one thing. I will show you a remark 
by Sir· Fleming where he said the 
greatest folly which he did in his life 
was not to patent his drug. I have 
got that in writing. · 

Shrl Bade: Section 35 refers to 
secrecy directions relating to inven
tions relevant for defence purposes. 
The same provision is there in the 
model law for developing countries. I 
hope you havi! no objection to that 
provision. 

Shri L. S. Davar: None whatsoever 
, when it is for the defence of the coun
try. 

Shri Bade: Not only for defence but 
for health also. 

.Shri L. S. Davar: Health is a ver11 
wide term. If my teeth· are bad I can 
say that my health is bad. We must 
say something specific. Let us not 
generalise things. 

Shri Bade: Since 90 per cent of the 
patents are held by the foreigners and 
none by our people it is -being suggest
ed that the patent law should be abo
lished and there should be no patents 
ag long as there are no reciprocal 
arrangements. Whaf have you to say 
in the matter? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would simply 
say this. All right, let us abolish it. 
But what are. we going to gain? _!u 
against 1,500 ·or 2,000 patents of drug;Jt 
which are taken- out in India, there are 
15,000 patents for similar drugs in 
America. Am I not right? 

Shri Bade: The only point is that 
there should be no mo~opoly. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I am coming to 
that. Those 15,000 patents which 
have been taken in America are free 
for us to use. r do not have to pay any 
royalty. But why is it that we are 
not using them again, because we will 
have to have the know-how. As I 
said, 3 million patents were granted till 
1951 in America as against 1 lakh in 

·India. These 29 lakh patents ar~ 
available to us free, without any roy• 
alty. All that we have to pay is ~0 
cents for the patent specification. 
You can take it from anywhere in tl).e 
world and use it; nobody is going to 
stop you from doing it. There is no 
monoi>oly. Patent is applicable only 
to. that country; nowhere else. Ap 
American patent is applicable only ifi 
America. If it is not patented her~ 

I can copy it, anybody can copy it. 



Shri Bade: I will now como to the 
provisions of the Bill. We are exploit

jed by the foreigners in the field of 
nedkine. We have seen so many 
oboklets about the difference between 
the international price and Indian 
~rice of medicine. So, we have to do 
something to put a stop to. this ex
ploitation. Now, regarding the com
pulsory licence, should it be given by 
the Controller or by the court? 

Shri L. s. Davar: Court procedure 
becomes too expensive and too 
lengthy. In France what they have 
done is that they have appointed a 
committee of medical experts which 
goes into this question. I have suggest
ed that we might adopt that practice, 

.as is done in France, that a co•mmittee 
of medical experts be appointed by the 
Ministry of Health of the Government 
of India to go into the question whe
\her the licence for drugs should be 
igiven· or not. 

Shri Bade: This again will be a 
lengthy procedure. 

Shri L. S. Davar: These are alter
native procedures. 

Shri Bade: You have said that you 
~annot define "invention" while this 
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Bill tries to define "invention" Some 
suggestions have been made that it 
should be "new" or "useful". What is 
your opinion about this? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would say that 
the addition of the word "useful" i• 
.good. Whether it is there or it i• 
not there, if the invention is not use. 
ful, it is of no use to· the public and 
nobody is going to bother about it. 
But my objection is: define what is an 
invention if you can, although the 
courts have not yet been able to give 
a proper definition, but do not say 
what is not an invention. That is the 
only submisslbn I have made in my 
memorandum. 

Sbri Bade: lf it is an invention, it 
is new; if it is old, it is not an inven
tion. So, what is your view about the 
word "new"? 

Mr. Chairman: New is .new. We will 
adjourn here now and continue the 
examination of Shri Davar tomorrow 
at 14.00 hours. 

(The witness then withdTew). 

The Committe~ then adjourned. 
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I. L, S. Davar & Co., Patent and Trade 
Mark Attorneys, Calcutta. 

Spokesman: 

Shri L. s. Davar. 

(The Witness "Was called in and 
he took his seat 

~ "flU~ : ~ li!Q'f, ~ ;;ft 
~ i'nftm R!IT ~ m1f.r 
'ffiTllT R> mm:r <t~ rn ~ ~~ 
ifm~ ~ ~ <rt ~if> 
fu:rmt f~ ciT it "fT'RT 'f~;rf f'l; 
m ffi if mm:r wc:>r ~m ~ ~ 
~. ff"'<;,"-1<<1~ ~if~ ~li 
;;r;r i\oii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ aT wf.r ~ 
-.tii•Wli 'flit ~ ~ lrili ? 

Shri L. S. Davar: The reply to that 
is that, so long as the product ~overed 
by that particular process ·is patent·~d 
or is given protection, there should be 
no objection at all. I do not recom
mend that the product as such ~hould 
be given protection, but the p'roduct 
accordinl! to that particular process 
should be given protection, so that 
others can also find out alternative 
processes for manufacturing a :;imihr 
product.· That is exactly what is hap
pening in other countries where they 
have only the process and not :.he 
product per se. It is only in America 
that the product per se is covered by 
a patent, but in many other countries 
it is the product covered by I hat 
particular process which is . pa~ented 
and my submission is that that <lliJuld 
be the law in this country. 

~t "~"~ : ~ ;;ft 'l;[1'f arnr l:~ 
~ f'l; '8'ili ~ if ~ ~ fu f'f>lTT 
;;rrq ~ '8'ili ~ if mm:r ~ <m: 
fiF!rr ;;rrq ciT of<!; ~ . . . . 

"'ll If<'!• ~· ~ .: ~ ciT ~ 
~~I 
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P..lT ..mf~ : crT orcr fi:r'fU ~. 
~ ~ ~ •. srl"m:r 'i!T 'f"QT fu ~ ~. 
~ sr~ m ~ ~. ~('\l; '8'ili 'fllit~ 
f:sinJ ~ ~T li'f;aT ~ f;;n:ri:f ~ ~' 
~ fu 'll<'llrrr ~ rn ~.aT <Mr 
~'{a if mq- 'fliT ~ "'m ~ ? • 

Shri L. S. Davar: For example, in 
the case of alloys which relates to the 
metallic industry, generally it is the 
composition and the end product 
which are covered by the patent. In 
such cases, it is preferable to give 
protection for the end product 'lnd •;ot 
only for the process. It all depends 
upon each individual case-what type 
of invention it is-but the general 
principle which should be followed is 
that the end product should be !over
ed only in respect of the process which 
has been developed for producing that 
end product. 

·P..lr "'"~: m~ ~ 'ffiTliT 

~~~·il{sl! iff'!' fu '1ft .;rqf'a' Gtr liT '!lG'~ 

liT<'r '1ft ;;ft ~ ~ orga '!>If 'WfT ~ ~<l~ 
if; f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \Nlit'ffif 

·if> f~ ~ <rga \7!lm ~. al: G'RT 'liT 

~. ~ ~ liif> ~ ~~ ~ '8'ili 
~ 'f<'!lfm'f.~ "'m ~11; mq- arnr 
rilf f'!' m liT sr~ f'l>li sr'!ill: 

'l'iif Cf'l' if; fui'r fu f'f>lTT OIW ? 

Silli. L. S. Davar: The law has to be 
uniform in ail cases, but as I made 
my submission yesterday to the llon. 
members, it takes some time before 
what is written on the paper takes a 
practical shape. It is for this reason 
that I have suggested that the term 
of the patent should not be redu~ed. 

P..lr "'""~f¥t1T : ~ lJllfif tt<T m
';3'<mf'qf ~ f'!' OfT 'ift;;r m;;r .;no o;rrif 
if fl:r.rn r ~ ~ fm ;;rr,'r.l ~ 1 4 ~ • 
li flr.rnr. ~rr m<= ';3'lJ<f;T srr~ ifi+1 Cf'i!T 

9t 'lf<f ~ tr~c '!'T o;rf"!fer ~1'<1' ~if 
<i; ~ cr~ ;:fr.,r lOf1"k if ·mm- aT ~r 
ft>mf if "l!TGT lJil1:f '(11;[T ;;mrr ~ aT 



:a4>tl'f(1r 'liT m ~ ~r m 
~~ <ITt it ~ Wmri ~ ~ ~. 
'ti~![_~ 'tiT 'll"f ~·~fC ~ ~ ~. 
~«il; forit 'lil{ ~vrr i!!T'l"tiT ~ ? 

Shri L. S. Davar: But- the han. 
member has to see this: we must also 
benefit by the experience of other 
countries. After all, each country 
makes laws tor its own benefit. If 
we take guidance from other count
ries-and that is what we have done-
from the experience of highly indus
trialised countries or the countries 
which went through the same stage of 
development as we are now going 
through, they have found that the 
~eriod_ of sixteen or seventeen years 
IS the right period within which an 
invention can properly be put into a 

·practical shape~ It is very difficult 
to say for a particular invention the 
term should be -so much and for ano
ther the term should be lesls. There 
should be one uniform law in regard 
to all inventions and we must follow 
the practice, what is being done in 
seventy or eighty ather countries. 

>;f( :ql<:~~~ : '-l"l'Tif <l"i1 'f'lfi<T f<~r 
~t .:rf~'lf'1· t;r Oil""' 'IT ;;rr·<•ir ;,~ ~ 
'a' ff '-l"T'1 q-~ ~ 'f ~, ~ '!ffc <~rTtur '!ff'T;f 
<r1W f<~r if2"c- 'l"lf'litr f~. :;:hr ~ mr 
'<'T'l f<t'f'tiif Q:t'i'i ~ cr) '!f·F~l <~rk'IT{ 
«>T <p: '!><: f~r ;;,r':r. ~:r.f'f'V."f BT'Ii 

<rGT'i><: ;;-r f<~r~r cr~ iJ cr;r mn:r 
~ t:ifrflli'fi!T'f ~ iJ ~ Pnl!I if 

~TifT ? llil:"t ~'ti fn:ta- 'tiT 'liWT m4"FT 
& liT ~ o;rh: f<n:T"l ~ m4'1i't & ? 

You say that the axamina.tion should 
not be there. 

Mr. Chairman: He never said that. 
He said the staff has to be increased. 
He said it may take seven years, so 
increase the staff. That is what he 
._,ants. 

Shri Bade: Does he want that as 
soon as the application · is filed it 
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should be accepted with<rut examw
tion! 

Mr. Chairman: He wants examina
tion, but he says that can be done onlJ 
by increasing the staff. I do not think 
there is any pomt in that. 

Shrl Vimalkomar · M. Chordla: Ou 
page B''Of their memorandum it is said: 

"The present draft Bill in India 
proposes examination system simi
lar to that which exists in other 
developed countries. 11 that ia 
adopted, the strength of technical 
staff will have lo be- increased 
five times. Such staff is not 
available. Even with the present 
system which is less stringent 
than proposed, the stall' is not 
enough to cope with the work. 
The Patent Office ·bas since the 
last four years been neglecting ita 
primary duty of indexing patenta 
sa that under present conditions 
·any one cannot make a search in 
the Patent Office to ascertain if a 
certain invention has been patent
ed during the last 4!5- years." 

<l"il: ;;it ~rii 'tiil:f :a-"'i ;m": if ~ 
~~ ~ l;TcrT~ fF 

he is not in favour of examination. 

Mr. Chairman: Is that your oPinion? 

Shri L. S. Davar: No, Sir, I am ia 
favour of examination. 

I think this is a purely technical 
matler which the han. M.cmber may 
like to know and if you permit me I 
can give an explanatiJn as to what ill 
the practice and what I want to be 
done. 

The practice at present is that when 
an application is filed, the application 
is accompanied by a technical. docu
ment, what we call the specification. 
It is referred to the examiner and 
there is a certain provision, namely 
section 5 of the existing Act, under 
wliich the examiner makes a s2arch or 
maKes his report with regard to the· 
application which has been tiled. 



What does the examiner do at pre
sent, or what i.r he expected to do? 
Accordmg t.> the present Act the 
examiner, in order to find out whe
ther the invention is novel or not, 
what part of it is novel, makes a 
aearch through the records of the 
prior Indian patents which are lying 
in the Indian patents office or such 
publications which are available with
in the country. That is the practice 
ia Indl;o. In some countries, for 
example, Germany or the United 
States, the pracLce is, that they 
search through the literature of the 
whole world. They hav.:! got the 
facility to make it; we have not got it. 
We have not got such big libraries, 
JIOr have we got patent specificatiom 
of all the 110 countries in the world 
who have got their patents system. 

According to the -proposed Bill it 
says the novelty examinativn shall be 
extended to novelty anywhere in the 
world, which in my humble submis
sion is impossible with the present 
stall', and although 1 have said that 
the stall' will have to pe incre<J.Sed by 
tlve times, it m~y perhaps by twenty 
times. 

~t "M~ : m<R ~ zm
fufu: t m: if iffil1lT ~ f.!; ~ zm
fufu: 11ft f.!; fu ~ f~ t ~ 
~) ;;r]"lf o;ri1: '« ~ ~ ~ ~ '~ ~. 
«) m'l" 'fliT ~ ~ 'ifT~oT f.!; f.!;cr;rr 
m:l1 fufu: ~ "00" ;;rm ~ 
mfl; m t fOfC!; ~ rn <rnr 'liT 
f~ ;r ~ o;ri1: <ii~f<n: '11T ~ 
~~? 

Shri L. s. Davar: At present a 
patent must be accepted within a 
period of eighteen months or an ex
tended per<od of twenty-one months, 
and the patent must issue within a 
period of two y cars, or thirty -one 
months including the extended period. 
In the proposed Bill there is no pro
visiJn that the patent must issue with
in a specified tim.:!. And my submis-

. sion is, if you do not do that, then the 

patent office can sit over it for several 
years. And they may have to sit fOI' 
several years if they have to look into 
the novelty of the inventions in rela
tion to what is available throughout 
the world. It may take twenty years 
before the patent is granted. Ancf 
therefore I have suggested that the 
present system of the search for 
novelty should remain as it is and 
that a time-limit should be specified 
within which the patent must issue. 
Every inventor is like a child. • Let us 
take the case of an individual inven
tor. He is very keen, firstly whether 
he is going to get a patent or not. If 
he is to hang on for five, six or aeven 
years, h:e loses interest. 

Mr. Ch"irman: You have not gi"9"en . 
any example where it has taken live 
or seven years. 

.Shri L. S. Davar: Now it cannoli 
take. 

Mr. Chairmaa: You mean, you eJt

pect it would take seven years. 

Shri L. S. Davar: At the present 
moment the patent must issue withiB 
thirty~vne months latest. But there 
is no provision in the Bill before us 
that the patent must issue within a 
specified period. 

~1 ;;tl-d'~ : m "'~ t ~ 
f;rn;n mlf fufu: m'f m;n 'i'f~ff ~. 
m<R ;;i't fu u;;m-~ "'~ ~;;tm
rm: 'R: 'fliT 'l;fl'f iiC!T ~a-~ f'fl ~-..:;r 
~ t f~ ..:a.IT-l<aift W~f!:l" alf "'~ 
~r ;;rr;IT "tlf~ fuflit r"' ~~,g 'liT 1rr 
~ ;r ~r o;ri1: fu mfcr.tr 1rr ~m 
mmift ~ "'~ ~ o;ri1: 'fi1'1 >l~O<:T ~ 
fi? 

Shri L. S. Davar: This is again a 
related matter in relation· to examina
tion. If you ask the patent exammer 
to mak-~ a search thrJugh all the re
cords available in the world, then it 
is impossible to lay down the time
limit, because he has neither the faci.:,' 
lities, nor the time, nor the means tG· 



do i~ And therefore these two things 
are mter-related. If we sticit t? the 
present system, then we may say, in
stead of two years, or thirty-one 
months, the patent must issue within 
the maximum period of three years 
and not more. 

Shri R. RamaDathan Chettlar: Since 
ihe time at our disposal is limited and 
there are many Members who would 
l!ke to put questions, it is better if the 
questions are restricted to two in 
aumber. Otherwise the time must be 
extended. 

Hr. Chairman: I shall leave it to the 
good sense of the Members. 

o,ir ~ f~ :;;IT ?uilh•e ~'lit 
lfRf ~~ ~ m ~ ~ if 'l1ror .m 
~ if ~ ~ '1ft wrm<i'fiC!T <raT{ 
t (!) ~ m-<t"!ft 'fliT Ulf ~ ? 

'-"IT tr<'(o ~o ~ : Ulf if. It 
~~ if@ ~ ~f'fi'f ~ ll;'R" (!) 

~~1~1 

l!ilf Wil\'1 f«(! : 'l1rof ~ ~ ~ 

t a1 ~ f<rn if ro-w ~an fiR 'l!Tlt 
crrf.l; ~ if ~. ~ if ~ 
~ 'lgQ "llRT ~ ~ ~ c:Tlil 'R 

;;r;mr 'fiT Wf"T ll:T ri ? 

11ft ~0 ~0 ~ : 11li: ~ 
-,m: ~ 1 ~ if 'lT\1" 'lgQ ~ ~ f'fi 
~ $ '!><: \'~"if <tic: m<'r 'fif I 

~ ~ m ~ f'!im ~ f'fi·~ m~ 
'ff;u ~ iJh: \i"if ~ <tic: if ~ mcff I 

~ ~ if 'fi't{ m ilW ~ m'fi'f 
~ 

~ ~ ;;m;n ~ ~ orN iJof lHW 

~ 'fir ll:'far ~ ~ l<CAT ilk ~ 
f~ <r@ wcff crrf'fi W'i 11l!: 'fi~ 
" f.t; ~AT 'li-e 'fiT ll:T ~ « G'!Tm 
'i ~-~ ~? 

l!i!T ~ fm[ : ;;IT G<fTtt ilic ~ 
~1 ~ iRT ~ ~. li~1 illlml' 

f.rnlfur '!><: \i"'i6" ~ ~ m1J .n.r 
i!'f!q m ~ ««rT fi:r<;r \i'R!r t I 

llilt t;"'1 o ~ o ~ : iRTif 'fiT 

etil<r.T 'l1T m "'~ 1 ~ !f.T wn: 
i!il{ it '!><: it iRTi't nT ~ ~ l!.'R: if 
~ f'fi!!T gm ~ ;;it if"'T'fT ~ mit 
m ~ ~ if 11li: 'IT R> m trr'l il; · 
ifTG 'li'l{ em- fuflrc if@ qr 1 'li'l{ m 
~r ;;IT if"'T'fT ~ 'A'R ~ fir. ~t ~ 

~ iRT tr<RIT ~ .m.: wciT ~"' \i'f.<!T 

~ li~ ~ fll<f ;;rm "!Tf;o:~ m if( 
fir<:f \i'f.<!T ~ ~ ~ '!if omr 
11l!: ~ f'fi <rn-'f'"ll: m ~ ~ 3-4 

'tl~fw•i'i if ~ 'fir ..-;;IT ;U ~ · m 
~if!IT~~~mTcit~ 
i{ ~ r 'ATC!T 1 i'tU m- cit >nr ~ AI 
~~'iftqr it ~:f3'f~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ i!'fT'f 'fiT I 'm"l "f'T 'Ill if'ITif 
cit 'l1T ~ ~ ~ iRT!!T ;;mrr ~ I ~ 
!i"' l1JT'fT 'ATciT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
VAT 'ATciT ~ I 

The same rule applies as far as medi-
cine or any other commodity is con
cerned. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The witness 
has been pleading for a longer period 
of patent rights. I would like to seek 
this clarification from him: what is 
the motive in asking for a longer 
peri~d? Is it because the company 
concerned may not get adequate re
turn on the investment? Here is a 
Reserve Bank Bulletin· which made a 
study of the investments and proiU 
earned by the pharmaceutical and 
other chemical industrios, From this 
it is clear that these companies make 
adequate profits in a very short peri.:>d. 
I find that the average for 1961 to 
1962-63 of gross profits as a percent
age of the total capital employed 
w~rks out to 17.7 per cent .... 

1\lr. Ch::tirman: The time is very. 
limited. The hon. member may ask 
his question. 



Sb.ri R. P. Sinha: We have to make 
up our mind on the question. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes; he may proceed. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: In the pharmaceu
tical industries the profit was 22.9 
per cent; in the basic industrial 
chemicals it was 2Q.5 per cent; in the 
other chemicals it was 10.8 per cent; 
and the average of all the three works 
out to 17.7 per cent. That was the 
return on capital invested-gross pro
fit. What does it mean? If a ·man 
invests Rs. 100, in ten years' time he 
will get Rs. 170 by way of return on 
the capital invested. When we take 
into acc0unt the foreign participation 
and not the indigenous capital, we find 
that the total capital employed by 
the foreign participants was Rs. H.87 
crores and the dividend remitted was 
Rs. 104 lakhs, i.e. about Rs. 2 crore&. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the hon. 
member's question? The witness 
knnws all these details. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Buf tlie Members 
may not know. 

Mr. ChairlWln: The Members also 
have been supplied with these: The 
hon. member may now ask his ques
tion. 

Shri R. 1'. Sinha: One more point 
· and I w0uld finish with that. The 

remittances on royalty and technical 
eervice on all these investments were 
Rs. 5.28 crores. 

Sbri L. S. Davar: In how many 
years? 
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Shri R. P. 8;nha: For the period, 
1961 to 1962-63, i.e .. in one year, on an 
investment of Rs. 14 crores, they took 
about Rs. 2.04 crores by way of divi
dend remitted. During 1956-63, they 
took away Rs. 5.28 crores by way of 
remittances on royalty and technical 
services. All these show that they 
get aneauate -return in ten years' 
time. You have been pleading that 
the patentee will not be able to get 
adequate re~urn on the capital invest
ed. If y0u have got some figures to 
contradict my statement, we would 
like to have them:- The pharmaceuti-

cal industry get& a profit of 22.9 per 
cent. 

Shri L. S. Davar: My first observa
tion to that will be: how is that relat
ed to patent? 

In any pharmaceutical industry, as 
I said yesterday, it is perhaps 2 per 
cent of the products which are cover
ed by patents. Milk of magnesia is 
not covered by a patent and there · re 
hundreds of products which an not 
covered by patents. 

Shri B. P. Sinha: Whether it il 
covered by/patent or not, the ret.urn i1 
the same. 

Shri L. S. Davar: It the return is 
higher, surely the Government have 
powers to reduce the profit. But 
that has nothing to do with patents. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Why' do you want 
14 years1 

Shri L. S. Da..-ar: Exp~rienct 

throughout the world has shown that 
this is the minimum adequate period 
within :which an invention can be 
given a practical shape. Ar~ we 
going against the experience of 70 or 
80 countries? 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Can you give us 
the figUTes of .other countries to show 
that they have not been able to get 
adequate return on the capital invest· 
ed in ten years1 

Shri L. S. Davar: I am sorry I was 
not prepared for this duestion as to 
what have been the returns in other 
countries, but J. have some figur~s and 
if the bon. members want, I can EUP

ply them. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The return on in
vestment is higher in a developin& 
country than in a developed country. 

Mr. Chaimtan: We can have this 
information from the Government. 

Shri R. P. Sillha: You want· four
teen years. We are prepared to con
cede fourteen years if you give ns 
facts and figtlres to show that the r•· 
turn will not be adequate if it is le,. 
than ten years. 



Mr. Chairman: The Government 
spokesman will explain to you. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I leave it t•J the 
witness. If he wants to say something 
he may do so. 

' Sbri L. S. Davar: I nave already 
made my submission that it is n.ot be
cause of the pr.>fits earned during a 
particular period; it i'S the :levelop
ment oLan invention which accordmg 
to the experience of othe'r countries 
takes a certain period of time before 
the thing can be put into a patent. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Every country 
makes its own patent law to suit the 
genius or the interests of the country. 

Sbri L. S. Davar: Cvrre~t. 
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Sbri R. P. Sinha: We are now .n· 
acting 0 ur law f.>r the benefit of our 
own country. We are anxious to 
have the flow of information ,.nd 
know-how from other countries. 1! 
you can give us figures to prove that 
for less than fourteen years there will 
not be adequate return, we shall con
sider it. But our experience in the 
country shows that you can ge~ llack 
your capital in less than ten years. 

Shri L. s. Davar: That is In respect 
of. those pharmaceutical preparation~ 
which have already been developed 
and are in the process of manufacture. 
Patents only relate to a new pruduct 
or process. When we talk of a_ny 

. normal pharmaceutical preparation. 
the process has been developed. No 
time is spent in developing from the 
very beginning. When you talk of 
patents you have to develop from. the 
initial stages, give it to the_ gumf'a 
pigs and give it to human bemgs, and 
it takes some time before you can 
say that it can be safely taken by 
human beings. The hon. Member will 
agree with me that no pharmaceutical 
preparation of a drastic natu~e can be 
just doled out to human bemgs un
less it has gone through proper tests. 

Shrl R. p. Sinha: I will put only 
one more question as other Members 
are waiting. We have found from the 
report of the Haffkine Institute that 
the patent system in India has 

strangulated the growth of tile ph&r· 
maceulical industry and the drug in
dustry in this country. And they 
have given instances of the;.r own ex
perience that in the case oi cholera 
and plague drugs the foreign patent 
holders did not permit the processes 
to be developed and the products to 
be marketed here for seven or eight 
years and they carried on litigation in 
order to stop the proceoses. from be in' 
u"ed. They have given ~gures to 
show that what they could manufac· 
ture in India for Rs. 20 they had to 
import at Rs. 259. I am taikm~ of 
the plague medicine-! do not re
collect, the technical name. You ~ay 

that the patent system ,hould be "" 
devised that it should help the grow:h 
of the· drug and the photmaceutica: 
industry in the country. That i' 
what we are trying to do. But in 
your submissions and in your memo
randum you have been sayin.~ that 
this will rather retard the growth o [ 
this industry. What have yuu to say 
to that? 

Shri L. S. Davar: To what year do<• 
that report of the Haffkine Institute 
relate? 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It is ~he latest re· 
port. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: That was 
started in 1939, •that medkine. 

Shri L. S. Davar: May I submit to 
the hon. Member that in 1952 or 1953 
the Indian Patents Act was amend
ed by the· introduction of •cdion 23 CC 
which says: 

"Without prejudice to thP. !ore. 
going provisions"-

this relates to food or medicine
"where a patent is in force in respect 
of a substance capable of being used 
as food etc., the Controller shall on 
application"-no time limit is provid· 
ed, the moment a patent is granted 
anybody could go and ask f'lr licence
"the Controller shall on appJ;cation 
made to him by any person interest
ed, order the grant 1o th" app!Jconl 
of a licence under the pat~nt on such 
terms as he thinks fit." 



I am surprised why in spite ·of this 
provision the Haffkine Institute . . . 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: What hap
pened in 1939. 

Shri L. S. Davar: In n5J the Act 
, .. as amended. But in spit~ of the 
: nendment of the Act it is rather un
fortunate that very few people have 
come forward for this licenct>. 

Dr. M. Ill. S. Siddhu: Wh2n by the 
order of the Madras High Court sul
phathyocol was allowed to be import
ed, the price came down t<l nearly 
one-fourth the cost. 

..n~-ll~~:~ ~ 
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And where is the proof ihat the 
man has taken such a !on~ time in 
inventing an article? All that proof 
will have to be submitted. Let us go 
.by our past experience. Nobody has 
5aid that "I should be given more 
protection". But apart from that I 
am glad the "h,m. M~mber raised this 
question. In the present Act th<!re is 
a provision that if a man has not 
made sufficient profits commemurate 
with llie nature of the invention and 
the time and money spP.n~ in deve
loping the inventi~n. he can go to 
Government and ask for an extra pro
vision or five years and in extreme 
cases ten years. Unfortunately. Sir, 

liB 

. that provision has been deleted in 
the present Bill. I haV<! to rt'C.lrn
mend that proVIsiOn should not 
be deleted. That meets EXactly 1l-Je 
point that we hav;! raised now. · 

Dr. M. M. s. Siddhu: I would like 
Mr. Davar to recall that he said thst 
the imports of streptomycin were 
sub-standard. I would like him to see 
what has been stated in reply to a 
question in the Parliament in U.K. 
The Minister said that arrangements 
were made for inspection of oversea• 
factories and samples of each· batch 
were tak~n on importation and tested 
by the Government chemist for com
pliance with ihe British Pharma
copoeia requirements bef0c~~ issue tv 1 

hospitals. Regarding the view that 
non-patented country's products are 
substandard, I would like to know 
what y~u have to say in this regard. 

Shri L. S. Davar: My observations 
which were made yesterday were 
based upon what I heard only about 
3 months back from people in the 
phamaceutical industry, who· were 
representing England at a particular 
conference. I have no citation to · 
place before the hon. Members. I have 
no reason to disbelieve what the han. 
Member is saying. but I am only 
quoting what 1 heard a':.~tit 3 mon1hs 
ag0. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I would tell 
one instance. Alexander Fleming was 
tak2n round the United State>. He 
wa; asked by the head of the Iirm 
which had become the largest manu
facturer of penicillin in the world 
why he had not insisted on the rights 
and rewards which woul<i enable him 
to live in the manner lit for so great a 
benefactor of mankind. 'I have never 
thought of it'-Flcmin!l replied. 
Fleming was actually h~ld in ereater 
esteem because of his ].l~'t of com
mercial acumen. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Not just now but 
at a later stage if the hon. Member 
so desires, I will place before you tha 
evidence given in the Keafuolll" Com
mittee in America and what were ~he 
observations of Flerilil)g himself and 



what were the observations also of 
the other poop!e who were working 
along with Mr. Fleming after he went 
tram England to the U.S.A. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddbu: The Reserve 
Bank, in its bulletin has obs.erved: 
'"Lumpsum royalty is treated as tech
nical fee, while a so-called technical 
fee linked to output or sales is consi
dered as a royalty". What is the effect 
Of this observation? The question of 
royalty payment, when it is linked 
with the technical 'fee, becomes in such 
a way, a bigger thing than the mere 
royalty. What he has to say about 
the observations of the Reserve Bank? 

Shri L. S. Davar: The Reserve Bank 
figure did not indiC'ate separately how 
much was paid as royalty for the 
patent and how much was paid as 
royalty for the know-how. I have the 
figure, not just now here, but I have 
the figure with me •and I don't think 
I will be Wrong in saying that that 
figure is very very muo!J. Jess than the 
figure I quoted yesterday. As far as 
royalty payments on patents made 
during 1958-62 is concerned, 1 
h·ave ·th~ figures of the Reserve Bank 
with me, but not here just now. I can 
send it on to you. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: The recent 
cases did not relate to pre-1951 period, 
but they relate to post-1951 period. 
Even if the Indian manufacturer were 
to work · for no loss will it not be 
correct ·for right of licence ~o be given 
for the drugs? 

Mr. Chairman: It is a matter for 
the committee to decide. 

Dr. M. I'll. S. Siddhu: When I quote 
cases, which •are post-1951, that makes 
the difference in the answer. 

Shri L. S. Davar: I have only to re
peat my observations which I made 
before that after 1952, there was pro
vision in the Acf that anybody can ask 
for the licence. If people have not 
done it it is entirely their fault ~ond 
not the' fault ot the system, nor of the 
patent Act. 
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Mr. ·Chairman: 
with his answer? 
mittee to decide. 
decide. 

Are you satisfied 
It is for the com
It is for you to 

Dr. M. M. s. Siddhu: · Is it a facl Lhat 
the products of the patentee countriea 
are imported in our country at very 
high price. Is it a fact that the pro
ducts a1·e patented, not the processes? 

Sbri L. S. Davar: Even eccordin1 
to the existing practice, it is the pro
duct made by a particular prooess. 
Supposing product 'A' is covered by 
patent in India, the protection is limit
ed only in as much as the scope of 
the process is concerned. lf anybody 
else or ·any other country can find ow 
alternative process, he .is entitled to 
get a patent for the same. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Production
cum-process is pate.nted. 

Mr. Chairman: It is .to be intefllr.,._ 
ed by us. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: He would like 
process to be patented? 

Mr. Chairman: He says his view. 

Dr. I'll. M. S. Siddhu: Would he like 
the process to be patented alone? 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any answer? 

Sbri L. S. Davar: Product should 
be patented or covered by a patent 
only to the extent of the process by 
which th·at product is made and not 
product per se which is the position lD 

America. In America you get patent 
for product per se, but here yoa 
don't get that protection. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Will the in· 
dustry ask for still higher return over 
20 per cent, while the 6 per cent 
which they spend on research iJ 
already covered? Certain pharmaceu
tical industries spend not more than 
6 per cent and the return, after all 
the e:. _ ... JSes, is 20 to 25 per cent. 

.Sbri L. S. Davar: As I have already 
rud, every~hing which the pharmaceu
tical industry does is not covered by 
this; and the Government have IJOl 



sufficient power with them to control 
the price structure of the various com
modities. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: A surgeon, 
after a good deal of research, finds out 
a new method of surgery. As a 
physician cures with his medicine, this 
surgeon cures oy this newly invented 
method. Will the hon. witne6s like 
the surgeon to get his method of 
operation patented? 

Shri L. S. Davar: In that case every 
housewife who can cook a better meal 
can get a better patent. 

Shri Peter Alvares: You have stated 
in your memorandum that an importer 
should be recognised as an inventor 
more or less and given the same rights. 
In, the absence of any corresponding 
provision for the compulsory workinl: 
of patent in India, don',t you think that 
these two, when com!>ined, would de
prive the country of any benefit of 
any invention? 

Shri L. S. Davar: With due apology, 
I think the han. Member has not 
appreciated the particular proviEions 
of the Act. When we talk of an im
porter, he is an importer not of a com
modity, He is an importer of an 
invention. You go abroad and visit 
various countries to see varicms pro
cesses. You see how various articles 
are manufactured. Then you decide 
that something is good for our country. 
You bring it to this country and start 
working it. Are you not entitled to 
get a patent? 

I can give you an e,leample. In 
1934 we used to import lnngles from 
Czeckoslovakia at a price of Rs. 2.50 
per gross. One Mr. Mehta went to 
Japan and found out the process by 
which lustre bangles could be manu
factured. He found out what the pro
cess was, c-ame back to India and 
started working that process in his 
own factory. The result was that the 
price of those bangles came down to 
Rs. 1.25 per gross. Would he not be 
~ntitled to get protection for his 
wonderful choice of finding out some 
thing which will sa~e foreign ex-
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change and bring a new industry to 
the country? This is what I meGnt 
by importation of an invention. 

An hon. Member: That is importing 
the know-how. 

Shri L. S. Davar: Along with that 
you are importing know-how also. 
This is something which is beneficial 
for the country. We should cDt>iinue 
that practice for a few years to come. 
As far as compulsory licensing is con
cerned, that provision is already there, 

Shri Peter Alvares: In view of the 
fact that in the international field 
tod'ay developed nations are paying 
attention to the needs of the develop
ing countries, is it not in the interest 
ot India or any underdeveloped coun-
try for that matter to insist that the 
product should be worked out in India? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I entirely agree 
with the han. Member. There are two 
types of people who have got patents
one is the local people and the other 
foreigners. 

Shri Peter Alvares: What I said 
applies to foreigners. 

Shri L. S. Davar: When we talk of 
a foreigner, if you give him enough 
inducement to come and work in this 
country, why would he not do it? I 
can give you an example. Mexice> 
which is a developing country is offer
ing considerable advantages to the 
investors there is other countries and 
money is being spent in developing 
industries, by the developed countries, 
in Mexico. If we give enough empetus 
to the foreigners, they will come and 
do it. 

Shrl Dinen Bhattacharya: Yesterday 
you were telling us that patent is 
nothing today; what is important is 
technical know-how. Why then· you 
are so much interested in opposing 
this Amend'ment Bill? 

Shri L. S .. Davar: This will. take a 
long time to answer. In one sentence 
I can explain it in this way that the 
Patent acts as a legal vehicle for the 
transfer of technology. It gives a good 



psychological feeling to a person who 
bas got the know-how. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: It is not 1o1.n 
individual as you seem to say, but a 
company who gets the patent. 

Shri .Dinen Bhattacharya: You have 
said that the price has nothing to do 
with the patent. May I draw your' 
attention to ,the furore created in our 
country about the import of librium 
·which was •old at the rate of Rs. 5,000 
a kg. Then, suddenly, a small firm 
of Delhi imported the same material 
from an Italian firm. That cost was 
Rs. 300 a kg. How did it happen? Ha• 
it got anything to do with the existing 
patent law which requires immediate 
amendment so as to remove these 
difficulties? 

Slori L. S. Davar: The story of 
librium has travell~d throughout the 
world. You cannot make a law on the 
basis of a particular instance. ·You 
must loo"k into the overall picture. I 
have myself asked questions about 
librium. I have asked those people: 
Have you gone· and explained to the 
Government why yo J. are charging 
such high price? You cannot make a 
law on the basis of a particular in
lrtance. That is my answer. 

Shri Dinen Bhattacharya: Is it not 
a fact that before the First World War, 
in America chemica! industries were 
totally and fully dominated by German 
-eompanies? America continued to get 
patent rights and built up their own 
chemical industries issuing licences to 
the American firms. Is it not .time for 
India to follow the- same example in 
J"et!pect of so many things which are 
still being imported by the monopolists 
from 'foreign countrieo? 
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Shrl L. S. Davar: We did that during 
the Wtrr. All the patents belonging to 
Japan and Germany, the entmy coun
tries, were being given freely to any
body who wanted. 

Shri Dinen Bhattach•.rya: Thet wa• 
the starting point of the chemical 
indt'stry in the USA From 'that time 
il atar!ed developing. 

Sbrl L. S. Davar: I think that a<;oin 
will need a long reply. 

1\lr. Chairman: Then, it is not neces
•ary. 

Shrimati .Sharda lUukerjee: In your 
memorandum you have :referred to 
Ctauses . 87 and 88 regarding the 
'Licences of right' in respect of food 
and drugs and you have said that these 
two clauses in your opinion should be 
deleted because they will be a disin
centive to foreign drug companies 
to come and work their patents here. 
You h3· c also mentioned that whee 
t.,c process is very complicated then 
the provision of such a section in the 
Act will no\ 'in fact benelit the country 
because of lack of technological base or 
industrial base. I would like to know 
whether you would have any ,u,;gcs
tions whereby instead of deleting 
these clauses the intention of these 
clauses can be safeguarded. Even 
1ustice Iyeng:u- h:as mentioned that 
Licences of Right should be included 
in view of the fact that in future there 
will he industrial development in this 
country and that we should not there
by block this possibility. Would you 
have any suggestions to make? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I would suggest 
tha~ just as in the U. K. thl' p:~te'ntee 
should •have the right to say, 'mork 
this as Licence of Right' and not the 
Government. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: You, 
know that these drug eompanies are 
very powerful organisations. You 
have Rs. 6 crores; even the!) you can
not compete with the drug manu
facturers of the USA and the U. K. 
So a small man will not be able to 
compete wiTh tnem. What you sue
gest will provide blanket protection. 
Would you still say that the practice 
in England shoufd be adopted in India? 

Shri L. S. Davar: I think this is 
purely an economic question in the 
sense that, if there is a poweriul grouo 
what will happen to others. Thero nre 
so many powerful groups in this coun
try or in anY country for that matter. 
When we talk of laws, we ahould not 



.discriminate one person from another. 
Government have acted strongly in 
countries 1ike America. You orobab
ly know wha-t happened to Dupont. 
They were going to take over General 
Motors. The Government came into 
the picture under the powers of Anti- . 
Trust Law and said that they cannot 
control so many companies. We are 
also proposing now to have AnH
Trust Laws. The Government have 
got enough measures to prevent the 
domination ·of powerful groups. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: These 
groups are putside our country. How 
can we control them? Therefore, in 
this Bill it is proposed that there 
should be protection for all the 
newcomers. You are objecting to that 
by saying that Clauses 87 and 88 are 
to be deleted. 

Shri L, S. Davar: As I submitted, 
you cannot fix royalty straightaway 
for every product. 

Shrirnati Sharda Mukerjee: Only 
with regard to food and drugs. 

Shri L, S. Davar: There are drugs 
and drugs. You cannot say that 
for all the cloth sold in India 
there should be a particular profit 
or so much should be royalty. 
Each case must be considered 
on its merit If there is more 
benefit to the community by a parti
cular· product, that should get more 
royalty. If there. is less benefit to 
the community by a particular pro 
duct, then that should get less royalty. 
I think that every businessman sets 
a balance when he is making a con
tract with the man who is giving the 
know-h0"; or patent and the man who 
is receiving the benefit from it. I 
can tell you that all the businessmen 
ere 'not fools. They will not pay 
much if they are not going to bene
fit much. 

Shri M. R. r.lasani: I want to ask 
only one question to draw some more 
Information out ~f the witness. The 
imnression that has been given is 
that there is one way traffic bet.,.leen 

·the • est of the world and India and 

that mdia IS at the receiving end ot 
a raw deal. Can you, from your ex
perience, tell us if t!Iis impression is 
correct? In our country abo the 
trend towards inventiveness in the 
people is growing. Indians also have 
abundant inventive geniu5 to make 
inventions just like people in more 
advanced countries. To what extent 
do you feel that this inventive trend 
has increased in our country an • what 
benefits have we derived out of that? 

Shri P. S. Naskar: In which field~ 

Shri M. R, 1\lasani: In all field! .. 

Shri L. S. Davar; I don't ·bother 
about the quantity of inventions al
though the quantity is also increasing. 
The quality of our inventions is in
creasing to a very very large extent. 
Let us take, for example. the phar
maceutical industry. I cannot di!
close the name unfortunately. But 
one of our American clients hns paid 
probably 200,00() dollars for buying a 
process from this cpuntry because 
they felt that it was .so good. I draft
ed the agreement for them. So we 
cannot say that there is no genius in 
this country and my submis•ion is 
that we should encourage them in 
order to develop it further rather thau 
strangle them. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Is that product 
not being sold at a very hig'h cost? 

Shri L. S. Davar: It has not yet 
started working. If the honourable 
Member is interested to know, that 
company is operating in this country. 

Shri R. Rama.~~athaa Chettiar: There 
is the following note in the Reserve 
Bank of India which ·has made a sur
vey of the pharmaceutical industry 
on page 1389 of November 1964 issue. 

Although the burden of foreign 
<"ollaboration is perhaps most rea
dily apparent in the form of pay
ments for patents, knowhow and 
other ancillary services, the real 
effect of suc'h colla':.oration has 
also to be evaluated in terms of 
the contribution of the transmitted 
technology and management 



practices to the development of a 
particular industry and the long
run contribution that it makes to 
decreasing the country's depen
dence on imporls and increasing 
its exports. 

Do you ·find any trend towards this 
objec'tive? 

Sh.ri L. S. Daval": I think il is a 
very sensiJ:>le statement. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Are 
these people to whom we have given 
the licence taking steps to m~eting 
the desire expressed here? 

Shri L. S. Davar: If overall condi
tions for foreign investment is im
proved in this country, you can see 
that a number of industrialists will 
come and invest in this country. 

Shri R. Ramanathaa Chettiar: It is 
one-way traffic now. 

Shri L. S. Davar: When we reach 
a particular stage of development, 
then we are gqing to give the ":!"OW

how to the other countries. That is 
the proposal which- I had made to the 
United Nations. Look, we want 
ko.owhow from the developed coun
tries and we are prepar~d to give 
knowhow that we develop becau~e we 
are industrially better dev~Joped than 
many other countries; we can synthe
•ize our genius with the knowhow of 
the foreign cauntry and the process 
which we will develop will be more 
8pplicable to developing countries 
than the process~s )"'hich have been 
developed by highly developed coun

. tries. Therefore, I said, 'you g1ve 
us an opportunity to take the know
how from highly advanced countires 
11nd we will synthesize that with our 
practices and knowledge; we will 
-develop our own processes which 
will be more applicable to other 
developing countries.' For instance, 
in America they would manufacture 
one million pieces of this micropnone. 
We do not need one million of thes~ 
microphones. To manufacture one 
mil'ion microphones they will .1dopt 
a particular process. But we md)' 
nee-d only 10,000 and we shall adopt 

another process. Therefore, we shall 
take their process, and see how it ean 
be applied to the technica; conditio, ·• 
of this country, and the moment v. c 
have developed that, we are prepared 
to give it to other countries, and I can 
assure you that other countries are 
looking forward to receiving th~ 
technical know-how from our country. 
That is what I gather from my con
tacts with people in the other inter
national fields. . 

Sb:ri R. Ramanathan Chcttiar: How 
would you like the idea of the system 
prevalent in Switzerland to be adopt
ed here? That system is that the pat
ents are only for the process and not 
for the products. In Switzerland the 
drugs are free from being patente-d. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: We must consider 
the conditions of each country. In my 
opinion what is good for our country 

· is that we should gi\'e pr<>lection, as 
I have said before, for the product 
covered by that particular process, 
which as I said, each country must 
consider according to its circumstan
ces: each country must consider the 
laws according to its own conven
ience; what is good for us. in my opi
nion, snoU!il be the practice. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Take 
the question of baby food. At present. 
is not the manufacture of baby food 
the monopoly of only three firms? 
Is that monopoly not bein~ perpetuat
ed, it these patent rights were to con
tinue like this? 

Shri L. S. DavaJ: I do not know how 
baby food comes into the picture, be
cause I have not seen a process for 
baby food being patented so far. 

Shri R. RaiiLillathan Chcltiar: It is 
hampering the development of our 
indigenous industry. 

Shri L, S. Davar. So long as the 
clauses for compulsory licensing arr 
there, any abuse of the patent system 
is v.,..y well covered by these clauses 

Shri R. Ram~nathan Chettiar: Yes
terday, in the course of your remarks. 
you had maJ~ an astonishing state
ment that startled some of us her ... 



when you said that the present Act 
was enough and there was no neod fOr 
this Bill. ..... 

Shri L. S. Davar: It js enough; I 
would repeat that statement. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I am 
really surpris2d at this statement, and 
I belie,·e some ot ·my colleagues were 
also surprised when you made that 
statement. The present Act was 
based on the pattern of UK in 1911, 
that is, about fifty-five years ago. In 
the context of the fast changing eco
nomic development of our country and 
the other under-developed countrie!, 
vis-.a-vis the developed countries, I 
am really surprised that you should 
think on those lines, even though you 
are an experienced person in this line. 

Shri L. S. Davar: May I submit that 
this Act has been amended se\·eral 
times? Prior to one particular yeqr 
which I cannot mention just now, we 
had a prov1s1on for revocation of a 
patent if it was not being worked in 
India. That clause was amended and 
we have now got the compulsory li
cence syctem. The Act was amended 
to provide for compul~ory licence for 
food and medicine. As the require
ments are coming up, we are entitled 
to amend our Act. But all that I am 
against is the wholesale revision of 
the law which no industry, as far as 
my information goes, has asked for. 

IShri · R. Ramanathan Chettiar: But 
in the same breath you also said that 
,.,_e should move with the times. So, 
do you not think that we should also 
~·~eamline our legislation to suit the 
changing needs. ' 

Shri L. S. Davar: The point is that 
if the legislation is such that it suits 
the requirements of the country at the 
present moment, then we should not 
disturb it. I have said already that 
during the Plan periods, when we 
want foreign investment and we want 
the local technological experience to 
develop and so on, we should not 
disturb the law; the law should remain 
as it is so that the foreigners as well 
as the local people can develop their 
industries· in a proper manner. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Everu 

though it be of a reactionary nature~ 
After all, we ha"le adopted democratic 
socialism and we shall have to base 
our laws within the four corners of 
the po1icy of our ·country. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Yes, but my sub
mission is that our present law is 
IIJUCh stricter than ather Jaws; our· 
present Bill· is completely different 
frcrm what appears in the socialistic 
countries. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: It ilr 
In consonance with the policy. 

Shr; L. S. D:war: No; it i; : ot so 
in socialistic countries. In Russia 
you are entitled to get a pa!ent and 
the Government will not allow im
portation from a,.;other source in 
violati.m of the rights of the patent
holder. 

Shri R. Runanath.an Chettiar: 
While answering a question of a col
league of mine earlier, you said that 
you were not quite sure whether an 
ifldustry could come to fruition with
in a period of ten years, and you, 
therefore, wanted a longer period. But 
from th~ figures of investment and 
the return thereon, you will find that 
on an investment of Rs. 14 crores, a 
return of Rs. 7 crores was thm e; in 
1962~63 the people concerned g")t a re
turn of Rs. 2 crores by way of remit
tances of dividends, and Rs. ~ crore~ 

by way of royalties, which m.•ans a 
return of nearly 50 per cent. I c!o not 
think that in any other country, the 
pharmaceutical industry gives a re
turn of 50 per ceJtt. This is uue to 
the patent laws being so elastic in 
our country. 

Sllri L. S. Dllvar: No, I do not agree 
with the hon. Member. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I 
think Shri P. S. Naskar will bear me 
out on thU; point. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: I am sorry to re
peat that when we talk of a royalty 
of Rs. 5 crores, we are talking of 
things which have already been deve
loped, and when I say that the !Jerio•i 



· ·Of protection should be extc!lded I am 
taking .into consideration the period 
for the deve'lopment of the inventions 
into a practical shape. Surely it is 
nat the pharmaceutical industr; only 
but perhaps there are several indus
tries which g'ive so much prc.lit but 
-considering that they do make ~refit, 
you must see that you have got the 
accumulated know-how of pe~ple who 
have worked perhaps for five years 
before· or ten years before and who 
have come and given you the know
how now, and who are making profits 
nOw, 

Shri R. Ramanathaa Chetti .. r: B<Jt 
does it not tend to a monopolistic 
pattern? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Again, ur.fortu
nately, I would submit when yrJu talk 
of monopoTishc pattern, that we have 
got other provisions of law in ordet 
to overcome that. 

iShri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
Even the Monopolies Inquiry Commis
sion has referred to that. 

Shri L. S. Davar: Even under the 
pre~ent Act there is monopoly but I 
would say that the mvnopoly 's most
ly in the technical know-how; in so 
far as patents ore concerned, the exist
ing provisions are sufficient 'o break 
'lhat monopoly completely. 

.Shri R: R:.inanathan Chettia.: 
'Therefore, we should tighten ihe law 
BIJW. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: How mucl1 more 
ean we tighten the law? The more 
you tighten the law, the Jess the 
people will be inclined to give you the 
know-how. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cllr:tiar: 
Should the period not be made less 
than ten years? 

Shri L. S. Davar: No; I am afraid 
it is going to hit back the Ind1an in
dustry itself. 

Shrl B~lkrlshna Wasnik: Dr,cs th~ 
witness al(ree that there is m;.use ot 
patents which this Bill is trying to 
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prohibit? Supposing this Bill is not 
passed, then what method would he 
suggest to prohibit this kind of mis
use? 

Shri L. S. Danr: There bas be~n 
no misuse. If there has been any 
abuse, the proviSIOns are alr dy 
there and if the people are not enligh
tened enough to take advantage of the 
provisions it is not the fault of the 
Act. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: May I know 
whether you are supporting this Bill 
or opposing it? After· going through 
your memorandum I was under the 
impression that you are opposed to 
this Bill, but yesterday you supported 
the Bill. I want to know wllethcr 
you stick to what you have stated in 
your memorandum or you are sticking 
to the oral evidence that y0u gave 
yesterday? 

Shrl L. s. Davar: I do not think 
there is any conflict between the sub
missions I made yesterday and th~ 
statement I have given in wr1' ~ng. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: The Gov~rnme1 
has sta',cd that the existing Act haa 
not achieved its purpose. You say 
there is an improvement in the quaU:o' 
of the patents though the number i• 
less. It is an ambiguous term. "Whal 
is the improvement in quality? You 
have statcrl in the memorancl•Jm that 
in certain cases the rights rf the 
patentees h-ave been curtailed. You 
have listed many objection>. But 
yesterday you said'- that the licensing 
system is necessary, wherfil'a~ i"'l your 
statement you say that it has totally 
proved a failure in the advanced 
countries. You now ~ay that the exist
ing Bill provides a better procedure 
of examination and it has been don" 
on the model of ailvanced :0t:ntrie1. 
Again, you threaten that if the pro
posals are implemented then the ex
penditure will !(o up five times and 
you ask whether the Government is 
prepared to bear such a huge expendi
ture. From the grounds- statEd by 
you it seems you are opposed to the 
Bill. Do you agree with that? 



Mr. Chairman: Take it by what it 
is. He stands by his statement and 
also his oral evidence. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Mr. Davar, 
you are very clearly in favour of the 
aontinuance of the present Act and 
not in favour of the proposed Bill. 
The main difference between the pre
sent Act and the proposed Bill is that 
as far as drugs and other thir,gs ~re 
eancerned the process is going to be 
patented and not the· product. You 
!!eCm to think that the proccsJ cann Jt 
be separated from the produd. If 
the present Bill becomes an Act and 
the proce3ses are only pat~nte1. what 
do you think will be the impact of 
liUCh a patent system on the ar.u
tllcture and sale of drugs and other 
)hings in India. 

Sl1ri L. S. Davar: I do nol agn·e 
with the first observation which the 
llon. Member has made, that I am ab
solutely against the Bill or the only 
improvement or the only amendm~rt 
i• the Act is in relation to d~nrs. It 
is a wholesale revision of the present 
Act, and I have in my mem~randum 
detailed only such criticism ot s~cb 
elauses which have a certain impact 
either on the existing industr7 and 
development of further ind·.a~~riE's or 
on tEe· in-ventor, and I think It wou!d 
take a long time if I go through all 
those things again. My memorandum 
is alreadv in the hands of Lon. !'.fenJ
bers. With regard to the point abo~! 
the process and the pn iuct, the 
answer is very simple. If you give 
protection for the product CIJ\'erf'd by 
a process, then it will give impetus or 
inducement to others to find 0-1~ a!te"·
native processes. I have alrt:aay ela
borated that point. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: In rega~·d to 1~e 
terms of existing patents it seems you 
are oppose.J to the entire Lvnclpt of 
reduction irrespective of the meri's of 
eacn case on the ground that it would 
be unconstitutional and it will violate 
the existing agreements. W!Jat will 
be . your opinion if it is done in the 
case of an emergency in the cot.~r.!ry'.' 

Shri L. S. Davar: In the case of 
emergency it is all right. We are 
not in any state Of emergency. Thia 
law is being made for posteri.ty. When 
once the Government has gJvl'n a 
right, why should it take awey that 
right? Many people have m~de 

agreements on the basis of those 
rights and made investments on ~he 
basis of those rights. The legislature 
should not take away tho<e right• 
merely by passing a law. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: If it •• dur.e ;. 
the public interest, for the purpose el 
defence or ..... 

Shri L. S. Davar: Under th~ Defence 
of India Rules you can do anythinc, 
but do not make that as part of the 
statute. 

Shri B. K. Das: Shri Davar is of tile 
opinion that 4 per cent ma:umua 
royalty is insufficient. May we have 
an idea as to what according to hia 
should be the maximum royalty? 

Shri L. S. Davar: It all depcnda" 
upon each individual case. I hne 
given an example where in one parti
cular instance our Government allow
ed 15 per cent royalty on a 'ton
exclusive basis because the art w:ac 
such that even if we paid 15 per cent 
royalty we were benefiting by it. 
Each case depends upon its own merit. 
Therefore, as I said, royalty should· 
not be fixed, it should de:;end upon 
the beneftt that a person f'r an ;ndus
try is deriving from the pat.mt or 
know-how. 

Shri B. K. Das: Do you meau to 
say that the Central G•Jvernment 

. should judge that maximum limit? 

Shri L. S. Davar: Of course, 311. 
agreements are screened by the Gov
ernment because it involve~ P<-tyn1ent 
of foreign exchange. They have the 
rll!ht to refuse any agreement being 
executed if they find that the royalty 
is too mu~h. ~' ny shuuld tite Ad lay 
down the limit? 



· l:jhri Babubhai M: Chinal: May :;: 
know from the witness whether he 
!IUbscribes to the view that tnere 
!hould be a good flexible p~tent law 
•nder. which industries can develop 
]USt hke Japan which even today is 
paymg nearly 10() mil!icb dollars by 
way of royalties to oth(>r c~untries but 
it is .~et ofr against the increasr-d. trade 
and Its cost of production by making 
.~e of the know-how which has been 
'1Ven by others, even though they 
load to pay very high patent chaq:;es? 
Is it possible that under these c;.r
M.tiDstancos you would advocate that 
lbia country should also adopt a little 
less restricted patent law so that they 
wi!I be able to take advantage of it 
•nee this country is also under-deve
loped and requires more kno~'< -how 
than many other under-developed 
eountries? If so. does he subscribe 
to this view also that in the ultimate 
analysis even though you pay more 
royalties you are actually benefited by 
way of your .export trade increasii1C 
lor leaps and bounds? 

Shl'i L. S. Dnar: I entirdy endorse 
lA~ view of the hoi'!. Member. '!hat 
i~ why I quoted the exarnple of 
Japan which has paid 300 n,i!lion 
dollars as royalties within the period 
of live years and is benefited to a great 
eKtent. 

·shri P. S. Naskar: You >aid that 
you are in favour of the patent of the 
process and not the product. 

Shri L. ·s. Davar: Yes, not the pro
otuct per se. It should be made clear 
in the clause that the patent is for the 
product made according to the 
pr.Jcess. 

lihri P. S. Naskar: The clause says: 

" .... no patent shall be gr"nteci 
in respect of claims for the sub
atanc(>S themselves, out claims 
for the methods or processes of 
manufacture shall be patentable." 

Shrl L. S. Davar: What about the 
product made by that process? 'l'he 
process of manufacture o! penicillin 

consists of this, this and this. Then· 
the final claim will be penicillin 
manufactured by the processes uore
said. So long as protection is given 
to that process .... 

Shrl P. S. Nask.ar: Kindly read 
clause 47(l)(b) which says: 

"Where a patent is lor a !'To
cess of manufacturing an Hticle 
or substance, the exclusive right 
by himself, his agents or !Jcen
•ees to use or exercise the proceso 
in India and of using or selling in 
India articles or "ubstances rr.ade 
by such process and of outhorts
inE! others: so to d.J." 

Shri L. S. Davar: I ha·te road that 
clause. T'oe wording d clause i 
should be made clear to make it iq 
conformity with clause 47. Oo tha 
one hand, you do not clearly ~ay that 
the product made according to tha 
processe> will be given protection. 
On the other hand, in clause 47 you 
•ay about substances manu!a~tt.lred by 
the- pr~cess. Therefore, cbuse 5 
•hould be amended in order to make it 
specific that the product '!lade by that 
particular process will be l!iVf'n pro-· 
tection. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Do you agrLa 
with me when I say that th~t" r.rctJld 
be one process for one o)l'Od uct and 
not a multiplication of o)roce~s~s? 

Sbri L. S. Davar: I am afraid, it is 
not a ,practical way of thinking. I 
will tell you something from my own 
experience. Let us take an ordinary 
composition which results in a parti
cular product. Let us take a refrac
tory material which con<l5'.s or 11 

narticular composition-alumina 5 
t0 10 per cent, chr.Jmium oxtdP 2 to 
3 per cent and so on. \V~h!l\ w~ talk 
of one process, accordine to the exist
ing law or according to the modified 
Bill, it is always one process which is 
:overed. But there is a g<"net at pro
cess in which there is v>rtatwn. 

Sbrj P. S. Naskar: Dr·1g is a com. 
position of intermediate• Each 



intermediate will have its own process. 
Do you think that aTl these in:livldual 
processes should be allowe<l to be 
patented or only the final proceu 
should be allowed to be patented? 

Sbri L. S. Davar: It depends upon 
particular inventions. One coa.ld not 
generalise. I would put it this way. 
If therl! are certain variants coming 
within the broad aspect of the whole 
invention, then you give claim for the 
bwad aspect of the invention includ
ing the details of that proce~s. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: There is a state
ment which reads: 

"So drastic are the terms now 
proposed that there seems little 
doubt that India, if she Ghould ~o 
desire at any time in ~he future, 
would not be able to bE.c~me a 
member of the Iternational Con
vention if the Bill in its present 
form i~ passed." 

·Would you like to make anv· com
ments on this? 

Sbri L. s. Davar: The>'P. is an Inter
national Convention of which 70 coun
tries are members. Certain principles 
are laid down which have to be fnl
wwed by each member country. One 
of such principles is that so far as the 
patent law is c.:>ncerned, the same 
treatment should be given to beth the 
nationals and foreigners. "rhis h&.s 
been agreed to by all the member 
countries of the Convention, inciuding 
Russia. Now if we ado'pt Co!rtain dis
criminatory clauses in our law, we 
cannot join that conventi?n. 

M". Chairman: Thank you !or your 
evidence. 

Shrl L. S. Davar: Sir, may I thank 
you and the mem'bers of the Joint 
Committee for giving me an oppor
tunity to express my viewpoint? 

(The. witness then withdrew 

II. Remfry & Son, 

Patent and Trade Marks Attorn~~s, 
Calcutta. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Mr. Harold Holloway. 
2. Shri Desh Pal Ahuja. 
3. Shri Baldev Chaturbhuj Ojha. 

(The witnesses were. called in and 
theu took their seats). 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Holloway, the 
evidence that you give wBl be treated 
as public. It will be printed and 
distributed to all the Members and 
also placed on the Table of the House. 
Even if you want any portion of it 
to be treated as confidential, it will 
be distributed to our Members. 

We have received your Memoran.
dum and we have distributed it to all 
our Members. If you want to add 
anythmg in addition to what yoll 
have said in that Memorandum, you 
may do so and then our Memben 
will put questions and you may 
answer them. 

Mr. Haroli Holloway: I thank you, 
Mr Chairman and the Members of 
th~ Committee, for ·.giving us this 
opportunity of expressing our views 
on this subject. We are here to help. 
the Committee. I hope you must have 
seen our written Memorandum and 
)'au will appreciate that w,e have 
aimed in our comments to provide 
material that may help in pinpointinr; 
difficulties and showing what improve
ments can .be made. 

1£ y two colleagues and myself have 
between us some 50 years of experi
ence and participation in work relat
ing to industrial property. I have 
spent more than half of my life in 
India much of it in connection with 
this ~ork. My colleague, Mr. Ahuja, 
has spent many years in dealing wita 
industrial property matters. H7 is a 
Master of Science and he had himself 
been engaged in research for seve~al 
years with the Government of, IndJa. 
Mr. Ojha is a Barrister-at-Law. !Ie 
has also been the Registrar of a H1gh 
Court, a Deputy Registrar of Trade 



Marks, and a Registrar of Joint Stock 
Companies. So, we h.ave some e>rperi
ence of the matters which you, Sir, 
and the Members of your Committee 
are considering. 

We felt that we had 'something to 
contribute in helping .you to decide 
what form the new legislation should 
take. _It is only right, I think, to say 
that, m general, many people may 
have overlooked the fact that there 
has really been no recent inquiry into 
this. In 1948, the Tek Chand Com
mittee was set up. That Committee 
did circulate a very detailed ques
tionnaire to which my firm, amongst 
others, also replied. That covered the 
whole range of patents law. The Com
mittee which consisted of a number 
of persons presided over by. the dis- · 
tinguished ex-Judge examined 122 
witnesses. Its members visited 13 
djfferent cities. There was, therefore. 
a very thorough inquiry. The Com~ 
mittee was appointed on the 1st 
October, 1948 and it reported in April, 
1950. Now, the main point that 1 
would submit here is that it was set 
up very shortly after India had her 
Independence and shortly after India 
began seriously to tread the path of 
industrialisation. · 

Then, when the AyYanger Com· 
mission was appointed in 1957, it was 
not in the same way as the Tek Chand 
Committee was. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
what way? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I have got 
the exaet language !1ere. The learned 
judge was asked to advise with regard 
to the provision of law relating to · 
patents · and designs. He did not 
examine any witnesses other than 
three Government or semi-Govern
ment officials. 1'he questionnaires 
were sent out and 79 replies were 
received. But those questionnaires
! have got the copies of them-related 
only to the question of .product patents 
concerning chemicals and foodstuffs 
and compulsory licensing. The Tek 
Chand Committee .covered all the 
points. Certainly, I think, all of you 
will agree with me in paying a tri-
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bute to the learned Justice Ayyangar 
for the wonderful appraisal he carried 
out. But the important point is that 
it was a personal appraisal. Hi• 
appraisal did .not rest upon a compre
hensive study of evidence as was 
t~ken by the Tek Chand Committee. 

Mr. Chairman: You want the whole 
ground to be gone over again by 
another Committee? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I leave it to 
this august Committee. I am -only 
making a point which, I think, is rele
v;~nt to the background of this Bill. 

You have got our Memorandum. 
On p. 5, you will find we have listed 
many points. There are 23 main points 
set out there. It is interesting to 
note that each one of those 23 points 
rests not upon the Tek Chand Com
nlittee's recomme'Tldations but on th~ 

Ayyangar Commission's recommenda
tions with the exception of 3 point< 
which have been added since the 
Ayyangar Commission's Report. 

think there were certain practi
cal considerations which came before 
the Tek Chand Committee-no doubt, 
they would be regarded by you as 
relevant-which perhaps were not 
brought before the Ayyangar Com
mission because evidence was not 
invited. The questionnaires also were 
limited only to the two aspects of 
compulsory licensing and product 
patents. If you look at the 23 'points 
which have been enumerated, you 
will find that those rest upon the 
recommendations of the Ayyangar 
Commission with the exception of 
3 points which have been added since 
the Ayyangar Commission's Report. 
They are not based upon a wide-rang-
ing of inquiry of the kind which was 
undertaken before. There has been 
no evidence taken since 1949-50 witl1 
the exception of those questionnaires 
r~lating to the only two aspects of 
eompulsory licensing and product 
patents. That much is clear. We 
should be specific concerning the 
particular clauses. We cannot avoid 
feeling that the main predicament, 
relates to the criterion to be applied 
to the particular clauses. I have iD 



mind particulatly the lines at the 
'oottom of page 4. I would like lo 
read out these few lines. It says: 

"The obvious principal criti
. cism which can be made against 
the Bill is that it neither ends 
Patent Law nor gives adequate 

· protection to inventors. Patent 
Law everywhere rests upon· the 
premise that in the case of inven

. tioi)S some element of monopoly, 
although subject to suitable safe
guards, is in the pll!blic interest. 
If this were not so, then there 
would be no place for Patent 
Law." 

This 
which 
clauses 

is the •basic predicament, 
is reflected throughout the 
of the Bill. 

In our submission there cannot be 
any .patent system, un'less it is attrac
tive or sufficiently attractive to inven
tors. I would like to refer to the 
'Tek Chand Committee Report .. They 
Reported in page 71 as follows: 

"Another suggestion is that the 
provisions in regard to the grant
ing of compulsory licences should 
be made applicable at least to 
patents for inventions relating to 
food, medicine and surgical 
appliances. We have given care
ful c9nsideration to the arguments 
advanced for and against these 
suggestions. As regards the first 

·suggestion, we are wholly opposed 
to it. The 'exClusive right' con
ferred by a patent is the essence . 
of the Patent system and compul
sory licences are a negation of 
such 'exclusive right'. A patent 
which is liable to be restricted by 
the granting of compulsory 
iicences would confer 'exclusive 
right' neither on the patentee nor 
the licensee. Most of those who 
take out patents do so with a view 
to enjoying the 'exclusive right' 
conferred thereunder, and the 
system of granting compulsory 
licences in respect of patents 
generally would not be attractive 
to them." 
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This is what they said. The point 
I wish to make is this. We are all 
compulsorily amenable to the taxation 
laws, income-tax laws and things of 
that sort. Regarding patent laws, the 
question is whether a patentee con
siders it to 'be worthwhile endeavour
ing to make. an invention, and, if he 
does make an invention, his decision 
whether to secure a patent is his own 
personal choice which can certainly 
be affected very considerably by the 
legislation in any .particular country. 
That view is reflected in the Ayyangar 
Committee report. It is said on page 
19 as follows: 

"Patent Laws rest upon the 
assumption that it is desirable to 
encourage inventions for their 
own sake and that monopoly pri
vilege is the best way of doine 
it. The Swan Committee obsen
ed: 

" ... The theory upon which the 
patent system is based is that the 
opportunity of acquiring exclusive 
rights in an invention stimulatea 
technical progress in four ways: 
first, that it encourages research 
and inventions; second, that it 
induces an inventor to disclose 
his discoveries instead of keeping 
.them as a trade secret; third, that 
it offers a reward for the expenses 
of developing inventions to the 
stage· at which they are commer
cially practicable; and fourth, that 
it provides an inducement to 
invest capital in new lines of pro
duction which might not appear 
profitable if many competing 
producers embarked on them 
simultaneously. Manufacturen 
would not be prepared to deve\oP 
and produce important machinery 

· if others could get the results of 
their work with impunity."." 

Looking into the individual clau•eo 
of the Bill, the •balance is so very 
heavily weighted against inventor&. 
If one looks at the additional liabili- , 
ties which we enumerated in the 
intr~ductor/ chapter, the cumulative 
burden on an inventor is very heavy. 
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Under clause 102 Government is 
~ntitled in certain cases, to acquire 
11atents. The "Notes on Clauses" 
against clause 102 read: "It will be 
useful t0 enable the Central Govern
ment to acquire an invention in cer
tain circumstances, as for example, 
where it would be economical to 
-acquire the patent instead of obtain
ing compulsory licences in respect 
thereof''. I will cite an invention 
which is a worldwide invention, 
namely, "Terylene", covering synthe
tic fibres. If there were no patent 
in India then under the new Bill, by 
virtue of prior publication overseas 
110 one else would be entitled to secure 
such a patent in India, and the inven
tor but he could not then be prevent
ed from manufacturing as could 
happen if he had a patent, and it was 
acquired. If he secures a patent, it 
would become liable to be acquired 
by Government. He could then not 
use his own invention without first 
'becoming a licensee or he would be 
an infringer. This is not all: under 
Clause 93. The ControUer possesses 
a.nsiderable powers to deprive 
altogether such a · patentee of his 
rights. The patents also acquire an 
obligation to give a great deal of com
mercial information to the Controller 
under penalty of fines. All these are 
factors • which ·cumulatively must 
influence the inventor in deciding 
whether it is worth his while to se
cure such protection. A little earlier 

· I did mention the question of the time 
Jag. · One of the aspects that has 
naturally been given much attention 
in the drafting of this Bill has been 
1he effect of foreign-owned patents. 
During the public controversy which 
preceded the introduction of this Bill, 
there was much reference to the 
majority of patents being owned by 
foreigners, although tha~ applies to 
many other countries also. 
· In this con~ection, I would like to 
draw your attention to page 13 of the 
Ayya'ngar Report where there is a list 
of the percentage of patents in difT
·rent countries which are foreign
owned. This relates to the years 1930-
.,7. At that . time, it is known that 
file· pofteen of production and manu-

facture throughout the world wu 
very different from what it is today. 
If the Members look at these figures, 
they will see that they are very much. 
out-of-date today, As a matter of 
fact, a majority of patents are owned 
by foreigners. This is so in almost 
every country, .because protection is 
usually secured for a good invention 
in a large number of countries, and 
in only one of them the inventor is 
not a foreigner. 

This need to consider the inter
national position is particularly 
important, •because, while in every 
country the legislators can decide the 
laws in their own country, nowadays 
·when patented goods are extensively 
exchanged in the ordinary course of 
international trade there is really only 
a very limited variation in patent 
laWs, as between different countries 
which is feasible. Otherwise one 
would have to face a situation in 
which goods, which were not covered 
by patents in India, had been manu
factured here, and when they came 
to be exported. Inevitably, th,e 
inventor who had !been unable to 
obtain a patent, or who had not con
sidered it worthwhile to obtain one 
in India, would hold patent rights in 
other countries where the import of 
such goods from India would consti
tute infringement. This would 
inevitably be detriment to the pro
duction of those goods here in India. 
These are ·practical considerations 
which, I believe, would have emerged, 
could there have been an inquiry in 
1964 as well as in 1950. It is regret
table that there was no Inquiry Com
mittee before introduction of this Bill. 
It is a matter of cumulative experi
ence. In considering the position, it 
is not only right to look at the indivi
dual clauses of the Bill, but also at 
the overall impact of the Bill. Half 

' of our anxiety-! do not say obiec· 
tions, because we are not in a position 
to object-concerns its cumulative 
effect. 

We. have set out these 23 pointo 
here. We believe that these are verY 
relevant. Taken together they haYe 



destroyed, or are likely to destroy, 
the •balance of adva,ntage. Unless 
there is an element of monopoly in 
the patent law, there is a contradic
tion in terms. Patent law does depend 
upon this. 

It is being suggested in some quar
ters that the Bill which is now under 
consideration merely brings uptodate 
the Tek Chand Committee's recom
mendations which found place in the 
1953 Bill. But this is not really so. 
None of those 23 points appears in 
that particular Bill. They have all 
been added subsequently. Perhaps 
we are a little biased, but those who 
have spent a good number of years 
working with the Patent Office here 
have full admiration for its wonder- . 
ful performance, not within the last 
two years, .but really ever since 
Independence. They have been · 
handling a number of increasingly 
complicated applications rising from 
800 to 6,000 per year. We are full of 
admiration for them. We know .from 

· our contacts with overseas inventors 
that they too are appreciative. They 
also have great appreciation for the 
way in which our Courts of Law work. 
I was concerned here in Delhi in 
negotiations involving Government 
with the President of an American 
Company, who took the opportunity 
to visit the Supreme Court. He told 
to me that it should •be a compulsory 
visit for every foreign visitor, since 
it gave him so much confidence in 
India. This feeling has greatly 
encouraged foreign investors. They 
know that India cannot compete in 
the matter of financial return with 
such countries as South America. 
You may sometimes get a return on 
capital thereof 30 or 40 per cent in 
the first years. One of the main attrac
tions here to overseas investors is the 
way in which the Patent Office func
tions, the way in which the Trade 
Mark Registry works, and the way in 
which industrial property rights are 
respected. These are things which 
are built only .by years of hard 
work. Overseas investors greatly 
nppreciate and admire the integrity 
and competence of our courts. 
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It is of particular regret to us and' 
to them that whereas the Tek Chand 
Committee proposed that all appeala 
should lie to the Courts, this new Bill 
proposes that there should be no 
appeals to the courts in the matter of 
compulsory licensing, acquisition of 
patents by Government, etc. It is 
worthy of note that even at that time 
in 1950, when it was not intended that 
any such additional rights, as are 
now sought to be secured by Govern
ment, should be given to the latter, 
the Committee recommended that 
there should be appeals to the courts. 
As today Government's position is 
intended to be one of particular 
advantage, it is ·absolutely necessary 
that there should ·be a right of appeal 
to the courts. There are good grounds 
for this. I think I can illustrate thia 
point by mentioning the matter of 
applications for extensions of the· 
terms of patent. Now, in the new 
Bill, it is proposed that there. should 
be no right to apply for extension of 
the terms of patents. Under the exist
ing Act, there is a right to apply for 
an extension and there is discretioa 
on the part of the Central Govern
ment to grant such extensions. 

When the Central Government )oak• 
at a particular Section of the Act, it is 
inevitable that its inte.rpretation will 
be different from that Of the courts 
because Government are bound to be 
influenced by consideraHons of policy. 
.The Courts are not concerned with 
matters of policy. We are not saying 
that the Sections of the Act should re
main permanently static. If the Legis
lature wishes to make any change, 
then we believe that the rignt way to 
do this is by amending the section& 
openly rather than by interpreting 
them differently. On the basis of the 
Tek Chank Committee's recommenda
tion, there was provision in the 1953 
Bill for the grant Of extensions of the 
term of patents in certain cases. The 
Ayyangar Commi9Sion was opposed to 
this, and recommended that there 
should be no provision for extension, 
accordingly such provision was drop
ped altogether. During the period 
1954 to 1957, 12 applications for exten-



J<ions of the terms of patents were filed 
of which ·one was later abondoned 5 
applications out of the remaining '11 
were granted. This was the position 
u~to the time Of the Ayyangar Com
nusswn. With the change of view that 
•he Ayyangar Report pr<>Juced; bet
ween 1958 and '1965 there have been 
-48 such applications, and not one has 
been allowed. You will see that 
whereas formerly almost 50 per cent 
of such applications were allowed 
~ince the time of t'1e Ayyangar Com~ 
mission, every application, although 
based on exactly the same section, has 
been rejected, no doubt on account of 

·such change in attitude. Probably the 
officials of the Central Government in 
this Branch are convinced of their 
fairness, but we have no doubt that 
considerations of policy have influ
enced them in the interpretation of 
these sections. If it was decided that 
there should be no extensions in any 
case, the right course for the legisla
ture is to alter the section rather than 
to alter the manner in which it is 
applied. Having regard to the fact 
that ·the life of patents is short, the 
right U. grant extensions in suitable 
circmnstances as recommended by the 
Tek Chand Committee should be re
tained. India needs many of these in
ventions. Some inventions, by their 
very nature, require long periods of 
testing before· there can be any ex• 

'ploitation of them. Amongst the 48 
applications rejected, one application 
related to a certain insecticide. As 
you are all aware, certain insecticides 
require long testing before it can be 
known with certainty that no toxic re
sidues will be left in crops, edible or 
otherwise, which have been so treated. 

. Here, the question of human safety is 
involved. Approval was not given to 
utilise this invention any where till 
1956, though the date of the patent in 
India was some time in 1948. Althou"' 
such permission was given to use the 
invention only in 1956 in the USA, 
tests had takl'n place in India as early 
as 1957. This invention would be of 
great benefit to the cultivators of India. 
As I have stated earlier, it can take 
a>me time before lfUCh an invention, 

having regard to the public interest, 
can safely be exploited. If all op;>or
tunity to secure extension of term of 
such patents is denied, the country 
will •stand to lose much benefit, ;~s 
these inventions will not be adopted to 
Indian conditions or commercially ex
ploited here. 

In all these circumstances inventors, 
whether Indians or overseas people, do 
·believe that the sections of the Act 
which affect their rights should be 
amenable to challenge on appeal to 
tne Courts. If there is an. appre
hension of delay in the making of 
these references to the court, then a 
speciai Patents Appeal Tribunal con
sisting of a High Court Judge should 
be appointed, so that such matters 
can be dealt with speedily. If this 
is not done, then Government's ·posi
tion will be one of undue advantage. 
There is a basic principle, which I 
don't think anyone of us would dis
pute, memo index in causa saus that 
is to say, "no one should be judge in 
his own cause". If there is fear as to 
delay, then it should be possible for 
Government to cope with this diffi
culty without taking away the right 
of reference to the Courts, which 
latter inspire so much ~onfid ence in 
those not only in this country but 
also outside. This right is being 
taken away particularly with regara 
to compulsory licensing. One of the 
proposals in the Bill is that the Cen
tral Government as the appellate 
authority will have the final SdY 

v:ith regard to compulsory licences, 
while in certain cases the Controller, 
under Sub:.C!ause 85 (iii), must even 
concern himself with whether the 
applicant will be permitted to manu
facture once a compulsory licence was 
granted to him. In ordinary course, 
the Central Government will hnvc 
been concerned with the matter nf 
issue of any industrial licen~t, UJ 

which the applicant wno' proposes to 
manufacture, will have been invo}vP.d 
but not the patentee. It is desirabl" 
that justice should not only be done, 



but that it should appear to be done, 
and yet the patentee may later be in 
conflict with the holder of the in
dustrial licence granted by Govern
ment, the outcome of which dispute 
will depenO. on an appeal to the Cen
tral Gqvernment, which had itself 
already granted the industrial licence. 
We have been concerned in cases 

'relating to compulsory licences in 
which the applicants have previously 
managed to secure industrial licences 
from Government, and have thereafter 
sought to weight the controller's con
sideration of the compulsory licence 
appplication zgainst the patentee. 
Thus, these are genuine apprehen
sions, and the Committee upon con
sideration of these representations 
may feel that a right of reference to 
the Courts is desirable. I cannot 
carry this point any further. I believe 
that if it is fe1t that the present 
situation is unsatisfactory from the 
standpoint of delay, then it would 
be. reasonable to request this Com
mittee to have a further look at 
the idea of creation of a Patent 
Appellate Tribuna' as it might prove 
successful. It is not fair that delays of 
great magnitude should have been 
attributed to patentees during pre
vious public discussions nor is it 
enough to say, in order to justify the 
proposed change, that appeals to the 
Central Government would J:oe dis
posed of quickly. I would like to give • 
you certain facts very briefly of one 
of the m1in cases in which delay is 
alleged. My firm has been engaged on 
the side of the patentees in practically 
all these compulsory licences appli
cations, so that, we have comprehen
sive knowledge of these. A little 
while· ago· a paper was submitted to 
a meeting in India, concerning indus
trial property rights, in which allega
tions of delay by patents in compul
sory licence proceedings were made. 
In the latter connection, one· case is 
most commonly mentioned and will no 
doubt be referred • to this Com
mittee. In this particular case we 
would like to cite the broad facts as 
they are reveaEng. With your per
,.,ission 1 would ·ike to read these pat
ticulars. 

Patent Nos. 43678 and 43679. 
"The responsibility for delay 

cannot be attributed to the p:tten
tees. 

After filing their application~ 

on the 28th September, 1956, it 
took the applicants for rea
sons best known to them, until 
the 24th September, 1957, i.~., 

approximately a year, !.>efore 
true copies i.e., exact copies, were 
served on the patentees. 

"Moreover, as late as the 2nd 
September, 1958, and the 30th 
October, 1958, i.e., two years and a 
month after ·the filing of these 
applications, the applicants lodged 
Petitions for leave to submit iur

. there evidence, both of which were 
dismissed by the Controller ·m the 
20th January, 1959. It is surely 
inarguable that this delay is attri
butable to the applicants, and was 
not due either to the patentees or 
to any statutory <;ieficiency. 

"On the 9th February, 1959, the
applicants made a further attempt. 
by lodging another Petition, to 
obtain lea'l(e to file additional evi
dence, and this was eventually 
allowed on the 30th June, 1959, · 
whereafter, as is customary, the
petitioners were, as a direct con"7 
sequence, afforded opportunity to 
file additional evidence in reply. 
which they did on the 2nd Novem
ber, 1959. In the result, the hear
ing of the applications was there
fore able only to commence on. 
the 22nd February, 1960. · 

"Thus, the applicants' own <lila
toriness, in the matter. of submis-· 
sion of evidence, was alone .res
ponsible for delaying the hear
ing during such period extending 
from the 2nd September, 1958, to
the 22nd February, 1960, i.e., for
almost 18 months. 

"If to such period of 18 months· 
there be added the period of one· 
year, i.e., from the 28th Septem
ber, 1956, to the 24th September~ 
1957, taken by the applicants to·; 
supply to the pgtentees true co-· 
pies of their application, it is 
found that an . aggregate of 2: : 



years and 6 months' delay resulted 
solely from the applicants' own 
actions. 

"The hearing of such appliea~ 
tions took place on the 22nd, 23rd 
and 24th. February, 1960 where- . 
after the then Controller' deliver
ed Judgment only on the 21st 
March, 1961, i.e., 13 months later. 

"If to such 13 months be added 
the period of delay directly attri
butable t<> the applicants of 2 years 
and 6 months, a combined total 
of 3 years 7 months delay ·in ob
tained for which, by no strength 
of imagination, could any lacuna 
or fault in the Patent Act or Rules 
(or indeed on the part of the 
patentees,) be held responsible. 

"Accordingly, at the time of de
livery of such judgment on the 
21st March, 1961, a period of . 4 
years. and 6 months had elapsed 
since the first filing of the appli
cations." 

Here I should say that if the com
bined total period of 3 years and 7 
months delay is deducted, it will leave 
only l 1 month~ with which the 
patentee is at all concerned. A 
brief reference may also be made 
to other cases allegedly, indicat
ing dialatory tactics on the part 
of patentees. Suffice it to say that the 
facts are broadly similar in the case 
of the compulsory licence application 
relative to Patent No. 48416, in which 
delivery of the Decisions and Orders 
occupied more than 2 ) ears and one 
month. I would respectfully request 
you to enquire into any such the cases 
which may be mentioned to you the 
fact. of which should not be taken as 
established. Of course occasiOnal ad
vanta!!e is taken of the rules bY every 
part or litigant. This mention of de
la) s is just to show that these one
sided allegations are without justifi
cation. I believe that the information 
in such statement will prove, there
fore, to be interesting. 

Sbri M. R. Ma>ani: Wi!J that state
ment be available to us? 

. Mr. Harold Holloway: With the 
Chairman's permission I would like to 
make that statement available to ~he 

Members. l believe I need give on\,. 
the numbers of the patents concerned. 
On that basis verification from the 
Patent Office could be made. 

Shri M. R. Masani: Would you kindly 
circulate that statement? 

:Mr. Harold Holloway: I shall hav" 
it cyclostyled tomorrow morning, so 
that it can be distrituted tomorrow. I 
have not mentioned the names of th" 
parties but I shall give the patent 
numbers. 

'Mr. Chairman: Here the case num
ber is enough. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It seems that the 
witness has very long experience. Can 
you tell us as to whether there are 
any cases where the patentholders 
were also responsible for such long 
delays? l think invariably in almost 
all the case>. the patentholders pro
long such litigations. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I could not 
concede on that point. I would only 
say that all patentholders are not 
saints. Certain rprocedural advan
tages can sometimes be taken by them. 
There have also been a number of 
cases where delays have been cau•ed 
by the Applicants, But, where the 
patentee is ,allegedly at fault there 
may have been valid reasons for 
oppo~ing the app1 ic~tions. 

In the well-known ease relating to 
chloram-phenirol the international 
patentee had six licensees, including 
its own associated company in Inrlia, 
who were licensed to produce chloram
phenicol in India. Three of them, 
prior to the submission of the >ppli
cation for a compulsory licence, had 
alroerlv obteincd i~dustrial licences to 
produce, and the total of such licensei! 
prorl11ctio• caoacitv exceeded Govern
ment's estimate of requirements for 
Chloram-phenicol. Of these six 
companies who were licensed, five 
were competitors of \he patentee. 
Thev had no connection what
soever with the latter. The other ~om
panv was a subsidiary of the Patents. 
In so far as the applicant was con
cerned it is a fact that, the app!iclmt 
had itself been associated with a licen
ce of the patentee. That connection 



had been terminated and the 
patentees rightly or wrongly, but 
genuinely considered that the appli
cants were not suitable. It cannot be 
Mid to be an unreasonable monopoly 
when a patentee has licensed five of 
its competitors. 

Accordingly, as I said, we hope that 
the Committee will reconsider . the 
question of ·appeals. 

Now so far as the Bill itself is con
cerned, it does seem to us to contain 
a number of oddities. For want of a 
better word, I call them, '0ddities' 
and by that we have particularly in 
mind those clauses which provide. for 
retrospective effect. 

Now, it is never enough to say that 
in no circumstances should there 
even be retrospective provisions. but, 
generally speaking, there should 
always be close examination before 
introduction of any retrospective pro
vision,-and there are six ma1n 
clauses which affect the position of 
patentees adversely and retrospec
tively. 

T:;e first one concerns the term of 
patents which is clause 53. We hav~ 
made our comments on this on page 
54. I do not propose to ·,add anything 
to that. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Mr. Holloway is 
just elaborating the points that he has 
given in his memorandum. But is hP
prepared to answer q urstions on the 
basis of the written memorandum hE' 
has submitted. He is only just recapi
tulating what he has said in thi~ 
memorandum. I think we have all 
gone through , his memorandum. If 
he has any new points, he can put 
forward them rather than elaboratin!!, 
his memorandum. · 

Mr. Chairman : You can go on. 

Mr. Ha:rold H~loway: You will 
appreciate this is a very long and 
important Bill, sometimes it is very 
difficult to recall precisely whether 
one has included a point or not. I do 
not want to recapitu'ate. I apologise. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You can supple
ment it. 
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Mr. Harold Holloway: I want to 
add one or two points of information. 

Ct. 64(1) (h):-We believe that 
this may even not five been intended, 
but it does seem rather less than 
equ.itabl<' that a patent granted on the 
basis of the law as it existed at a 
particular time, and which complied 
with such law, should become liable 
to be revoked as a result of a subse
quent change. We have in mind. 
particularly, the question of novelty 
as it is pfoposed to be affected by 
prior pubcication outside India. W<' 
also have in mind the position of 
importers who have already secured 
patents, and there is nothing wrong 
m that. Many countries do refuse to 
grant ,patents to people who, ·having 
geen inventions overseas. have brought 
them into the country and then manu_ 

"factured under them. But if thP 
legislature changes its mind' on thP 
question of commumcation patents or 
the obtaining of patents by tmporters. 
then we say that it is undesirable that 
these changes should be made retros
pectively effective. Drafting of clauses 
of such· technicality is always difficult 
and any criticisms that we have made, 
have been made with humility. It' is 
easy to throw stones. It is a highly 
dHl\cult Bill to draft and anybody 
who has attempted to do· so would, 
we hope, welcome comments which 
are bosed on practical experience. It 
does seem in this case that the drafts
men m >y perhaps have' overlooked thP 
consequences of the new revocation 
grounds, which have been specified 
elsewhere in the Bi!l, upon patents 
which will hwe been granted before 
the Bill becomes law. For example, 
take the matter of destruction of 
novelty, anticipation -as Tt is called by 
prior publication overseas, i.e. any
where outside India, as opposed to 
only inside India-it may be that this 
Committee will fee) that it is a right 
step that publication anywhere should 
destroy, novelty, but that is a separate 
question. The point here is whether 
any person should be able' to go to 
a Court to apply for revocation o:t a 
patent, granted before the new Act, 
only on the ground lliat some 8-9 



years ago there had been some publi
cation overseas prior to the grant of 
the particular patent iri India. That 
could only lead to great uncertainty. 
My respectful submission is that con
sideration shouta 15'e ~en to remedy
ing this defect. 
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The third point concerns Cl. 68: ' 
Interests are not to be valid unless 
registered within 3 months. This is 
likely to lead to difficulties in the case 
of agreements that have previously 
been executed. One would prefer to 
ensure that this should apply only 
to agreemehts executed afterl:he com
ing into force of the Act. Fourthly, 
under clause 107, in an fnfringement 
suit, every ground on which a patent 
may be revoked is to be a ground of 
defence. ThiS would mean that after 
infringing your patent, I could go 
along and say to the Court That al
though your patent had been valid 
for saY nine years, it had now become 
liable to revocation by virtue of this 
new ·Act since there had been publi
cation, possibly even by yourself, the 
patentee outside India, at some time 
prior to the filing of the Indian appli~ 

.cation ... 

Mr. Chairman: How do you say 
clause 68 is retrospective? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: It 
pective because it requires 
ments, even previously 
agreements . . . 

is retros
all agree
concluded 

1\lr, Chairman: The agreements :Ire 
only with regard to those registered 
under the ·present Act and noC with 
regard to those registered under the 
previous Jaw. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: With respect, 
all patents, even if fhey were secured 
under the earflef' Act would surelv 
be regardable as having been granted 
validly and held on the register under 
the new Act. If that is not so, then 
it is difficult to know what the status · 
Of those "old" patents would be. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: Then what is 
the posiUon of the patents which are 
already t~xisting? 

Draftsman: Sir, wherever we have 
applied the provisions ot the present 
law to· the patents issued under the 
existing Jaw, we have specifically said 
so. But wherever we have not •peci
fically said so, the patents granted 
under the existing law will subjected 
to the provision of clause 162 be gov
erned by that Act and not by this 
law. 

Shri M. R. Masani: You mean the 
old law will continue for the old 

. patents? 

Draftsman: So far as this point ia 
concerned kindly refer to the repeal 
clause, cl~use 162. It says "(2) Not
withst3nding the repeal of the Indian 
Patents and Designs. Act, 1911, in so 
far as it relates to the patents, the 
provisions of section 21 (a) of that Act 
and of any rules made thereund~r 

shall continue to apply in relation to 
a:ny p3tent granted before the com
mencement ,of this Act in pursuance 
of that section. (3) Save as otherwise 
provided in sub-section (2), the pro
visions of this Act shall apply to any 
application for a patent pending at 
the commencement of this .Act and to 
any proceedings consequent thereon 
and to any patent granted in pursu
'ance thereof." Wherever there is an 
application pending,. to that, of course, 
this law will apply. 

Mr. Harold Ho'loway: But clause 
64 (1) which relates to revocation 
reads: "Subject to the provisions con
tained in this Act, a patent, whether 
granted before or after "the commence
ment of this Act may, on the petition 
of any person interested or of the 
Central Government. be revoked by 
the High Court on any of the follow
ing grounds . 

Draftsman: That is ~etrospective. 
Wherever we have provided retros
pective effect, we have said !O. Clause 
53 (2) also has retrospective effect. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: 
Clause 141 relating to 
of certain contracts ... 

The fifth is 
determinatiOII 



Draftsman: That is retrospective; 
that is made clear. 

. Mr. Harold, Holloway: Then the 
·sixth one is Clause 87-that patents 
already granted are to be endorsed at 
once with the words ''Licences of 
right ... " 

Draftsman: That is al•o retrospec
tive. 

Mr. Chairman: Wherever it is re
trospective it is mentioned in the 
section its~lf. 

Mr. Harold, Holloway: In these· 
cases, there is no doubt that it is 
retrospective and that is an aspect 
which is causing considerable concern . ' . undcrstandab:y, to patentees. These 
are the six anxieties concerning the 
retrospe: tive consequences to paten
tees. Then there are some clauses 
which do seem to us to be inappro
pri~te.. I have here seven of those 
clauses. I am not going to make 
again all the comments which are 
already there in our memorandum. 

ntr. Chairman: You have already 
given them. 

Mr. Harold, Holloway: I now cbm~ 
to clause · 90 which is dealt with at 
page 79 of our memorandum. Sub
clause (a) (iii) of this clause pro
vides for inclusion of the additional 
words: 

'or developed or such _market 
capable of being created is not 
being created.' 

Our submission is that while it is 
quite reasonable to expect the Con
troller to ascertain whether an exis
ting market is being satisfied to an 
adfquate extent, it is not reasonable 
to expect the Controller to determine 
whether a market is capable of being 
created. Whether a ma:ket is being 
supplied is a matter of fact. Whether 
a market is capable 'of being created 
is really not possible of judicial or 
semi-judicial determination. We d<;> 
believe that in this case the words 'a 

market for the export 'of the patented 
article manufactured in India is not 
being supplied' are fair and reasonable 
but that the rEference to possible 
c:eation is something which even 
Socrates c·oul~ hardly have decided 
fairly. Therefore, we do hope that 
our recommendation will be accepted 
and that those additi'onal words Will 
be deleted. 

Then, I come to clause 8 about 
which you must already have heard 
a great deal, and that is referred . to 
at page 31 of our memorandum. 
This relates to the · obligation 
upon an applicant to keep the 
Patent Office informed of the filing of 
applications in other countrirs and of 
official ·objections and the amendments 
!hade thereon. I would like you and 
the Members to co.~sider the additional 
<>xpeme that this would involve, and 
this will become evident when you 
take into account the fact that any 
ma]or patent today is protected in 
eighty or more countries. Also, the 
obligauon on our friends-because 
they are all friends- in the Patent 
Office would be such that the task of 
keeping these extra records would be 
'as impossible as it would be for my 
firm or any other. 

Shri R. · Ramanathaa Chettiar: 
What is the practice in the UK~ 

Mr. Harold Holloway: In the UK 
there is no such obligati'cm. This 
proposal is based, I believe, on the 
Canadian practice, since the Cana
dians ·sometimes, but .. very rarely, 
make such rnquries; I say this on th~ 
basis of experience because my firm 
has on behalf of Indian applicants, 
filed applications in Canada, and very 
occasionally we have had an enquiry 
because the Canadians are sometimes 
interested in what has happended in 
the USA. Although we file applica
tions all round the world for Indian 
parties, we have no experience of 
anybody else calling for this infor
mation. I do not know how the .suc
cessive Controllers, even though they 
be men of great 'W'l•dom and learn-



inJ, will :Oe 
these other 
ments or 
with them. 

able to translate some '>f 
applications and docu

what" they would do 

IShri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Can 
you enlighten us about any other 
easier method by which Crllvernment 
eould obtain this information? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I do not think 
iot iS really possible and I do not think 
that there would be any utility in 
5ecuring this information, because the 
law in India is already different from 
that in other countries. When this 
Bill comes into effect, it will be even 
more different. So, I do not think 
that much guidance would be avail
able from what happens in othj!r 
countries. We have made an appraisal 
and we reckon that it could land an 
applicant from the USA in an addi
tional expenditure of Rs. 10,000. That 
is not an arbitrary figure it is based 
on calculation which we have made. 

Sbri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: What 
is the practice in the USA? 

Mr. Harold Holloway. There is. no 
such obligation in the USA. • 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: It is 
there only in Canada? 

Mr. Harol~ Holloway: Even in 
Canada, to the best of our knowledge, 
it is not a statutory or official obliga
tion; it is l\lerely a case of the exami
ners sometimes asking for information 
with reference only to the USA. But 
we do not believe that it would ever 
be an advantage. It would be a dis
advantage to the applicants, in the 
matter of expenditure, to the agents 
in the matter of handling, and also 
to the Patent Office. Therefore, there 
can hardly be any justification for 
this new ·burden. So we do ask you 
to iook particularly carefully at the 

· necessity for this clause 

The third one of these particular 
anxieties is in regard to Clause 89 

which is dealt with at page 78 of our 
memorandum. Our anxiety here is 
this. There are overseas patentees 
particularly who would like to manu
facture in India, but nobody from 
overseas can manufacture here unleS! 
he can get the necessary permission. 
If an inventor obtains a patent in this 
country, which he is not permitted 
himself to work, and it is notified as 
"licences of right",-you know what 
that means; it means that anybody can 
use it-or a compulsory licence has 
been granted in its respect it does 
seem to us unreasonable that the 
patent should then, on the top of all 
that, be liable to be revoked. For, as 
we have pointed out. it could happen 
that after it was revoked, a licence to 
manufacture might be granted to the 
Patentee. We hope 1herefore that you 
will rest content in such cases with 
the power to grant compnlsory licen
ces and you will not insist also on 
having the power to revoke. India's 
position is unusual in !hot the sys
tem of industrial licemin~ is rnther 
tighter, for understand-.hle reasons, 
than in most other countries. 

The fourth point is in regard to 
clause 103 which is dealt with at page 
88 of our memorandum. I am ref or
ring to item (a) on this paee. · T have 
mentioned this before so I will not 
repeat it. I did in-'icate, however the 
case of a patentee who could be in a 
wors~ pl")sition by S"Curing a p:1.tent 
here, in that he mi~ht, as a result or 
acquisition of the patent. he prevent
ed f··om himc:;r;l~ manuf1cturing, so, 
we would ask you to rPcnnsider this 
clause, because it will hove a d,,tpr
rent effect tmon th~ mokin~ of ap
plications for' potents both in regard 
to Indian inventors as well as in re
gard to overseas inventors. 

Shri R. Ram~n~than Chettiar: It is 
in respect of defence inventions. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: There is no 
such restriction in that respect. It is 
for a "public purpose" which includes 
a Crllvernment undertaking. It is a 
very wide term and that is one of the 
point$ of arud<>tv. 



Then, I turn to clause 47, on page 
-s1, of our memorandum which 
will have an adverse effect on exports. 
It would mean--and this is what 
would happen-that if there is going 
lo be no protection for the -products 
even when achieved by specific pro
cesses, you· would then find that 
parties are to be put, as they are put 
under the Bill, in a more· favourable 
position if they import from outside 
India a product, than if they manu
facture it in India, because, if they 
manufacture it in India, they will be 
infringing the process, whereas if they 
import it from overseas, as· there 
would be no protection for the pro
duct. there would be no infring.,ment. 

Then clause 141(1), page 98. As we 
have noted in our me_morandum, the 
et"l'ect of this provision would be that 
it would become a matter of chance 
as between two contracts: whether one 
is liable to be invalidated and the 
other should continue to be valid. 
This particular clause was considered 
at length in the Ayyangar Commis
sion's report, and the Author came 
"ut there strongly against it:. but it 
has reappeared here. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Could you 
"laborate this point? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I think that 
is quite easy. If you take the case you 
were mentioning earlier, the case of 
chloramphenicol, then. under the · 
Bill, to import chloramphenicol would 
not constitute an infringement, be
eause the product would be brought in 
and the product would not be protect
.,d. but if a party other than the 
patentee, instead of importing it, were 
to manufacture it in India, he would 
be using the process, so, he cauld be 
restrained. I do want to sav that we 
have in my firm a very large number 
of people, over a hundred, who are 
.,oncerned in tabulating what is going 
on outside as well as where in India. 
It i.s difficult enough for us to keep 
abrea•t. so we appreciate the difficul
tie. of Ministers, but it is a fact that 
the Minister was misinformed in th" 
IIP"ech that he made as to ·the ~itlon 
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of product-patents in other countries. 
Would I be permitt!!d to refer to that? 

Mr, Chairman: Yes. 

Mr. Harold Hol•oway: I quote from 
the speech of the Minister, who said: 

"Shri Dandeker and Shri N. C. 
Chatterjee think that nowhere 

'was this difference existing bet
ween processes and products. I 
would submit that this difference 
exists already in many countries. 
I have got a long list of such 
countries here with me, namely, 
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Bel

. gium, Canada, Chila, Czechoslo-
vakia, Denmark. Finland, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, etc., 

' where foodstuffs, pharmaceutical 
preparations and product-obtain
ed by chemical processes are not 
patentable, but on'y processes for 
preparing them are patentable." 

The difficulty here is understandable. 
Different Acts take different forms. In 
certain cases, one Act may say that 
certain things only are patentable, and 
at· a different place deal with infringe
me~ts so that it would be quite natu
ral for somebody who perhaps ~ad not 
seen the Act. to assume that a product, 
even when achieved by a particular 
process, is not protected; if this were 
not listed but, if· you look elsewhere 
in the statutes, you would find that 
for the purooses of establishing in
fringement, protection is gi~n to 
such a product. 

Argentina. for example, far from 
not allowing products when achieved 
by a process. allows clinical products 
per se, and there is a very good rea
son for this. The whole tendency in 
th'e world today. I submit with res
pect, is to extend protection to pro
ducts per se in the interests of the 
little man; for example, if you are a 
big company, when you make an in
<vention and you achieve a product by 
means Of a sp~ific process, then you 
set out, with the aid of massive re
search, to discover all the other pro
cesses by which you caq achi"n \he 



aame product. If you are a small in
ditvidual you may, with a little capital, 
perhaps discover a process which gives 
you a particular product, but you have 
not got the means nor the resources to 
discover all the other possible proces
ses. In India, heretofore, although 'it 
has not been specifically stated in the 
statute, it is well-established practice 
that one only gets protection for .a 
product when achieved by the pro
cess which is specified, and there would 
be no objection from the standpoint, 
I think, of patent practitioners, ·if a 
specific effect were to be given to this 
in the statute. That was proposed in 
the Tek Chand Enquiry Committee, 
and in the 1953 Bill it also found 
place. In Argentina, far from having 
no protection for products when 
achieved by processes, they have gone 
the whole way, so that, a patentee 
secures protection for such a product, 
howsoever achieved. The next coun
try is Belgium; there is no such res
\riction there. In. C;mada, the pro
ducts prepared by particu'arly des~ 
cribed processes are allowable. 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: Clause 5 
specifically relates to medicine, drugs 
and substances produced by chemical 
processes. In those cases, the products 
cannot be patented. 
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Mr. Harold Holloway: That i, rialot,. 
but the term "chemical product&" 
covers almost all products. 

Mr. Chairman: What is your next 
point? 

Mr. llarold Holloway: Really you 
have a list there of six cauntries-
A~gentina Belgium, Canada, Austria, 
Brazil and Germany-where the posi
tion is very different, as members 
might have gathered. I do not want 
to say this critically. As I said, it is 
very difficult to ascertain the t me 
position. It is only by getting our 
fingers burnt that we have over the 
years been able to ascertain the•e 
things. This is a very difficult sub
ject. That is why we have to. point 
out some of these things to you and 
to this committee. 

Mr. Chairman: How much more 
time do you require? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: will try teo 
finish in half an hour. 

Mr. Chairman: You may cantin"e 
your evidence tomorrow. We shall 
now adjourn and meet again at 1.3~ 

P.M. tomorrow. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witnesses were called in and they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: You were on clause granted was ill-based, because of the 
1(~2 yesterda~r. definition, and that wherever patents 

which were granted under the previ
ous Act were to be affected, it was Mr. HarOld Holloway: In accord-

ance with your instructions, we have 
rubmitted a note concerning the two 
point•. 

· . There was one point which arose 
ye..terday when the Draftsman drew 
attention to the fact that 'patent' was 
defined in the Bill by reference to 
patents granted under the present 
Act It was pointed out that one of 
.,,. · apprehensions concerning the 
~lf<>ct of a clause on patents already 

. specifically stated. If the Bill is exa
mined then· it will be found that 
there 'are many discrepancies. For 
example, Clause 84(1) which deals 
with compulsory licences, says: 

"At any time after the expira
tion of three years from the date 
of the sealing of a patent ... " 

"A patent" means, according 
definition, ''a patent granted 

to the 
under 



this Act". Now there are a wide 
variety of other references; as for 
example, concerning the restoration 
of patent rights, when there is a si
milar reference only to "a ·patent". 
Again a pacentee in India gets his 
right to file a suit for infringement 
by virtue of the statute and not as in 
Eng' and by vir! ue of the terms of 
letters patent. The clause dealing 
with the right to bring an infringe
ment suit refers only to "a patent"; 
it does not make any reference to 
patents previously granted. I think 
the reason for that is intended to' be 
the savings clause which is to be 
found in paragraph 3 of Clause 162: 

"Save as otherwise provided in 
sub-section (2), the provisions of 
this Act shall apply to any appli
cation for a patent pending at the 
commencement of this Act and to 
any prnoeedings consequent there
on and to any patent granted in 
pursuance thereof." 

So the applications which are pend
ing at the time when the new Act 
comes into force are well taken care 
of. 

But there appears t0 be no other 
p~ovision except 162 ( 4): 

"The mention of particular 
matters in this section shall not 
prejudice the general application 
of the General Clauses Act, 1897, 
with respect tv repeals." 

The learned Draftsman made the 
point that 'patents' meant the new 
patents except where it is specifically 
fiated otherwise in the Bill. It does 
seem undesirable that while in some 
eases reference is made in the· clauses 
to the fact that such clauses are to 
cover all patents, whether they were 
tranted under the previous Act or 
undet the new one, in other clauses 
there is no such reference. I would 
mggest respectfully that considera
tion be given to the pos.ibility of fol
lowing the same pattern throughout. 
At one place it has been specified 
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that a clause is to apply to all those 
patents granted under the .earlier Act 
as well as under the present Act. That 
pattern shou· d b«j followed through
out; otherwise, misunderstandings of 
the sort to which I was a party yes
terday, are likely to occur. 

In the 1953 Bill there was an addi
tional provisiOn which read like 
this-this is 115(3): 

"Save as otherwise provided in sub
section ( 2) the provisions of this Act 
shall apply to any application for a 
patent pending at the commencement 
of this Act, and to any proceedings 
consequent thereon to any patent 
granted in pursuance thereof". 

There was thus more extensive pro
vision in the 1953 Bill. In the Patento 
and Designs Act of the UK. of 1907 
a rather easier procedure was, I 
think, followed. 'Patent' was defined 
to mean "letters patent for an inven
tion." 

I 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Since 
then a lot of water has flowed under
neath the ·bridge. You are referring 
to the 1907 Act. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Quite, but' 
in this country we have never had 
any occasion to repeal any . Patent. 
Act. It is the first time that this is 
.occurring. Of course, no one is 
bound by what has occurred anywhere 
else, but it is of interest that they 
define, in such 1907 Act, "patent" to 
cover all patents and then .put in a 
further specific· provision which walt 
98 (2) .. 

"Except where otherwise expressly . 
pravided, this Act shall extend to all 
patents granted and all designs regis
tered before the commencement of 
this Aot, and to applications then 
pending in substitution for such enact
ments a;; would have applied thereto 
if this Act. had not been passed." 

In ihat case there is no doubt. Ill 
might be worth while for you to con-



:Sider inclusion of a definition· of a 
·''patent", by referring in to the. same 
way as it occurred in this (1907) Act, 
to· any patent, that is· under whateve~ 
Act, and then· to make it plain that 
all the provisions would apply except 

·where it is expressly stated otherwise. 
irrespective of the· Act under which 
the patent had been obtained. At the 
tnoment it· does seem as if we are do
ing some of the one and some: of the 
other, which is certainly inconsistent 
and liable to make it more difficult 
for patentees and others to interpret. 
'these provisions. 

· Shri R. P. Sinha: You mean that 
our definition of 'patent' should be 
revised accordingly? 
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Mr. Harold Holloway: .Yes, I think 
that would be easier. At the moment 
t]J.e definition a patent is to a patent 
granted under the new Act. For the 
next fourteen years anyway there 
;hould be patents on the Register that 
have been granted under the 1911 
Act, and it certainly will make it m~re 
difficult for the Patent Office staff and 
for everybody e:se if, instead of a 
clear provision of the type I have just 
read out that was followe.d not only in 
1907 but subsequently also in other 
British Acts, you introduce a clause 
which is not so clear; then all the time 
one will· have the initial problem of 
deciding whether any particular 
clause, by virtue of the General 
Clauses Act or some other provision. 
means what it says to the extent of 
covering all patents or only patent.< 
under 'the new Act, and there will be 
confusion. The ]earned Drafts man 
pointed out yesterday th.at in certain 
clauses mention was made of the feet 
that the clause would apply to both. 
classes of patents. If in some cases 
this is s•ated, I think it <hould be 
similarlv stated in all other ·cases 
where this is intended. 

· Sbri D. P. l{arma~kar:. Your nolnt. 
1 take it, is that t)le Act should be. so 
worded, all the clauses, so tl)at what 
Is app1~cable only to new patents and 

R071B\ L~~ 

what is applicable· to ·both patents 
ought to be clear? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: The whole 
Act should apply to every patent ex
cept where it is specifically stated 
otherwise. That is the simplest pro
cedure. 

·sir, yesterday when you concluded 
the proceedings I had just referred to 
the fact . that there were certain in
accuracies concerning the countries in 
which protection for products where 
obtained by specific · proces;es is 
given and is not given. r.Ioving on 
from there, I think that point is im
portant, because clearly India. like 
every other country, must in a matter 
of this sort pay some respect to the 
practices that obtain in other coun
tries. Otherwise, if one is completely 
out of step, the question of the com
mercial exchange of Patented goods 
and other things, the question of join
ing the International. Convention, etc. 
would become complicated, if not im
possible. 

On this matter of inventions which 
are not patentable I would invite your 
attention to page 27 of our memoran
dum. It is under this clause 5, that 
products are said not to be patt>ntable 
even when achieved bv a sneriftc pro
cess. Now, it nne looks at other por
tion• of the Bill, they would seen to 
indic~te that these n,rorlucts are pat
enhble I am cnmnorinl( clause 5, 
referred to on pa!(e 27 of our memo
r"ndum, with clause 47 (1) (i) refer
red to on n~~e 51 of our memoron
dnm. Chnc:P !=; s~vc; th"'lt product!=: :'re 
not potrnteble in India hut r1au<e 
4';'(1) fh) sutt~pstc:: th~t snh~anr,. ~CE 

bv nrocrss and Patentable. F.lscwhe.., 
;., the Art (clause 4R) we ~re t.o1!1 
that it ..,.ill not conotib•le !nfrin~e
ment if. Government lmnoTt-. r:r 
,,thorise•. th<> imnr>rt of thr_se nro
ducls. Clearly, if produds even 
wh"n obhined bv T'l~rllrular orne-,.,., 
whiclt are tltu• protected are not to 
be protected. then there would £-em 



to be no reason why there should be 
a particular exemptiOn in respect of 
G.Jvernment concerniag the ImtlOrts 
of these products. If these products 
are' not covered by patent protection, 
th~n if Government or anybody else 
imports them, there would be no in
fringement. 

The hon. Minister in the Lok &abba 
on the 22nd November, 1965 safd: 
"Thirdly Government cou"Id authorise 
such licensees to import the patented 
article from any source, wherever it 
is available at a cheap price for sale 
in India, subject to the payment of a 
reasonab~e royalty to the patent
holder." 

That quotation followed a discus
sion on drug patents. The quotation 
does suggest that the Minister was 
under the impression that there would 
be protection for products when secur
ed by the particular process, and that 
is borne out by the language of clause 
48. . 

Clause 48 reads thus: 

'Notwithstanding anything contain
ed in this Act,-

• . . • • 
(b) the importation by or oR . 

behalf of the Government of 
any patented medicine or drug 
for the purpose merely of its 
own use .. 

Shall not be deemed to con
stitute an infringement of the 
rights conferred on the patentee 
by ,this Act.', 

I think, therefore, that it will need 
a policy decision by Parliament or 
by this Committee, no doubt, as to 
whether protection is to be granted 
to products as is suggested by 
clause 48, or whether there is to be no 
such protection as. envisaged by 
clause 5. because clearly, if there jo 

no protection, then . there is no 
rl'as.Jn why the Minister , shculd 
h11ve suggested that royalty would 
be paid to _the patent-h"ald~rs. We 
are whol~heartedly in favour of 
.!lOme protection for the product. I 
mentioned yesterday that it was in 
tile intuests Qf. the little :ma" parH-

aularly, that there should lie suclo 
protection, and, if there was no Sllth 
protection, then these patents would 
be virtually valueless because any
body could import the product. We 
do ask you to consider this question 
of product patents. We have put 
forward a suggestion in this regard 
at page 29, of our Memorandum as to 
how this clause 5 could be re
drafted so as to bring it in line with 
the rest of the Bill. Our recommenda
tion is set out at page 29 in para
graph 7. If that draft is not accep;
able, then it might be worth-while 
having a look at the 1953 Bill. Sub~ 
clause (d) of clause (3). of Bill 
says what is not patentable. The 
language used there is very feliciti
ous. It is as f.:Jllows: 

"A substance prepared or pro
duced by a chemical process or 
intended for food or medicine 
other than a substance prepared 
or produced by any method or 
process of manufacture particu
larly described in the complete 
specification of the invention o•· . 
by its obvious chemical equival
ent." 

There are a number of variations 
which could easily be made so as io 
give the some effect as this sub-clause 
(d). 

If it is decided that product!' 
when secured by a protected process 
should also be protected, then there 
is another problem which I would 
like to put before you. This is not 
covered in our memorandum except 
in the introduction. In such intro
duction, we have referred at the bot
tom of page 2 to the fact that in the 
UK it was found that it was not real
ly enough merely to give protection 
to a product, as was the case in the 
UK up to 1919, ana as is, of course. 
the position in India today, because 
if somebody imported a product, a 
chemical product, it was very diffi
cult for a patentee to establish that 
such product had been manufactut-ed 
by any particular process. So, the 
UK Act, section 38A (2) not un
reasonably,_ . in those circumstances, 
declared that a f}l"Oduct would ue 



tleemed to have been manufactured 
by the protected process unless it 
could ·be proved that some other pro
cess. had been used. 

A lot has been said about" the de
lays. Delays in these matters. do result 
from. proving or endeavouring to 
prove U>at no other .process but the 
protected process r;ould have been 
used. I would suggest that that mat
ter also be looked into. 

. The other two points that I would 
like to deal with concern food and 
flrugs. The definition of food in 
clause 2 has been covered at page 12 
Of our memorandum.. At the pre
sent time, the definition is proposed 
to be. 

". 'Jood' means any substance in
tended for the use Qf, or capable 
of being used by, babies, in
valids or convalescents as an 
article of food or drink ... ". 

Most of you will have heard of the 
·English proverb 'One man's meat is 
another's poison'. I think most 
Members would agree that it is im
Possible to think of any item of food 
which somebody during some human 
Jl'lalady could not be advised to con
sume as a food. If you are going to 
include 'intended for the use' of, 
then these words are more than cov
ered; . the words 'capable of being 
used'. Since the latter would really 
cover every sort of food. 

We have the same sort of problem 
with regard to sub-section (1) of 
section 20 of the Atomic Energy Act. 
If you would kindly look at page 25 
of our printed memorandum, you 
would see that mention is made ·n 
the Atomic Energy Act that: 

"As from the commencemenl 
of· this Act, no patents shall be 
granted for inventions which 
in the opinion of the Central Gov
ernment are useful for or relate 
to the production .... ". 

As we have pointed out, even a 
brick wall could be useful for such 
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production. In actuat war'k.ing, tlti• 
has been found to give a great deal 
ot trouble, because many aPPIJ<>ation! 
which ha\·e only had the most inci
dental use for atomic purposes have 
been held not to be patentable by. 
virtue of.· the words 'or useful for·. 
We ·WOuld like to see the word! 
'primarily relate to' substitute.!!. 
Similarly, with· regard to the df'fln'i
tion of 'food', we would like to sc~ 
the wo;ds 'primarily intended' intro
duced in the Bill. There could ne\·er 
be any doubt in the mind of tloe 
learned Controller whether some
thing was "primarily" intended to be 
food for babies or convalescents, but 
if we include in the definition the 
words 'capable of being used' then .jt 
would mean that aU food would be 
covered 

Mr. Chairman: You have stated all 
this in your memorand'um. 

Shri Ra.mal)athan Chettiar: :Wr. 
Harold Holloway has been only re
peating whatever is contained in the 
memorandum. I think it· would be 
better if he were to supplement wh~t 
he has said and also bring In new 
points. Otherwise, I think we shouhl. 
be permitted to ask him questions 
now. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: C&n I bring 
in immediately two new points that 
have not been covered? 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Certain point.. 
·made by the witness are such that it 
some of it is accepted then consequen, 
tial changes would naturally follow. 
Therefore, the witness need not take 
pains in explaining all those things in 
detail now. 

Mr. Chairrn~n: That is what 1 have 
been suggesting that he need not re
peat what is there in his memorandum, 
which is already there before u• all. 
He has already dealt with all these 
points in detail in his memorandum. 
So, he need not repeat those thing<. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Can I deal 
with two additional points? 



Mt. "'Chii!'IIl:lft: ·n you have anything 
r\'ew. or" anythirtg to supplement what 
S>-ou have stated in yoUt me,;,or.:.ndum, 
you may do so:· 

1\lr., Harold Hollmvay: This is· en
tirely .new, Cl. 87-'-p. 73 of otir memo
randum; .in th_at we have dealt solely 
with-food and medicines; we have not 
dealt with sub-clause (a) (iii), which 
renders all patents relating to methods 

. or processes for the- manufacture or 
.production of chemical substances 
.liable to endorsement with the words 
'Licences of right1

• If you woUld look 
.to the notes on clauses in the Bill 
against cl. 87, you will find the state
ment: 

"These provisions are intend~ 
to secure the proper development 
of the drug and chemical indus
tries in the country". 

We ·have not "o:mmented on the che
mical industries part of the c'ause, 
but there appears to be no reason why 
the chemical industry, quit., apart 
from the- food and drug industry, 
should be singled out for marking im
mediately as 'Licences of right'. If it 
is really accepted that this provision 
is nf'Cessary to secure the proper deve
lopment of the food, drug' and chemi
cal industries-and we agree that 
customarily special considerations are 
felt to a nply to food and drug patents 
~then if chemicals are brought in 
here, it does seem difficult to make 
any distinction between them ar.d 
patents relating to machinery of tele
communications and so ·on. If it is 
really felt that these industrie.• cannot 
be properly developed if these patent~ 
are not marked with the words 
'Licences or Right', then that argu
ment cow J be considrued equally 
applicab'e to every other kind of 

.patent. If that view is really felt, 
with respect then it woUld probably 
,b_, worth considering whether any 
)?atents Bill is desirab'e. We do not 
feally see why the chemical industry 
shoUld be singled out in this parti
cular way. 

Another point-the final point
concerns the quali(i.ca}ions for patent 
agents. One ·.of the t~n~s that has 
occurred in this country, in the· profes- · 

sion relating to patents and trade 
marks, has been that !11UCh benefit has 
been derived from the rich experience 
of senior officials when they have re
tired, in assisting . others and in 
helping to train younger people 
in their profession. Now every
body knows that last year twice as 
many patent applications were filed as 
in 1956. There is a shortage of staff 
at the Patent Office. If we are going 
to make provision in the Act to pre
vent any officer who has been a hear
ing officer for more than twelve 
months from prac~l<l€ that will mean 
that a large numbe; of examiners, 
before they have been in offices fJr 
more than a year will leave the Patent 
Office after 7 years or so becaus~ they 
will be disqualified from practice in 
later life if they dO not do so. Under 
existing regulations, so I understand, 
in Government service, class I officers 
cannot take such private employment 
except with special permission, within 
two years of retirement from Govern
ment Service. It does seem that this 
general provision is quite sufficient to 
cover these cases and that it is not 
necessary or desirable to impose a 
particular restriction on the staff of 
the Patent Office, which does not apply 
for example, against High Court 
Judges or others. 

The relevant clause is 126(c'·' iv): 

"has served in the office of the 
Controller as ·an examiner of 
patents or in any higher capacity 
for a period of not less than seven 
years: 

Provided that he had not exer
cised the functions of a hearing 
officer for a period exceeding 
twelve months in all during his 
tenure of office". 

I think that will create administrative 
problems. In our note I did ask leave 
to be able to add to the comments on 
the qualifications of patent agents. 

It is as was noted in the Ayyangar 
Commission Report, a matter of fact 
thai in other countries where specific 
requirements have been imposed, theY 



have been brought into effect gradual
lY. ·' In out very first note in the memo
rartdum on the "<;ommencement of the 
Act';. we have suggested that, as in 
the 'case of the Merchant Shipping Act 

. and one or two other such complicated 
Act,s, power should be taken to make 
it·; possible to. bring the statute into 
operation in phases,, if Government · 
feels at ~he tiroe ,ti)Bt thiS is right, 
Clearly, 1f . thts part· of the Btll con
ce.rning Patent Agents and Firms were 
to become law, very shortly, there 
would be complete dislocation. In my 
own firm, f..Jr example, we have some 
members ·of our staff who have been 
doing the same job for 40 years or so, 
as for exampll,· in the matter of filing. 
Similarly; In· the. Patent Office, they 
no doubt have' staff who are employed 
on wo'rk peculiarly adapted to the 
existing Act.' If· immediately there are 
to be fundamental changes without 
anyb~dy having !:tad tirTJ.> to adapt 
himself or to qualify himself, there 
will· be dislocation, and the Controller 
of Patents would be \'ery much in the 
position of a Judge having to decide 
cases without counsels~ aids, be
cause there ·will be so few people 
who qualify immediately to become 
patent agents. I wauld ask that the 
t;:ommittee give ''onsiderati;m, no 
doubt after consultation with the offi
cials, who, I think, would reflect this 
view to our reco,nmendation 11wt 
ther~ should be a pP.riod of grace of 
say five years· or so, if these clau~es 
concerning practice are really gomg 
to be adhered to. 
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Another alternative which has been 
suggested by other practitioners . 1n 
India· is that a list might be comptled 
at once of bona fide practitioners, as 
happened in the UK, by the Control
ler to whom application would have 
to \e made within a . year from the 
coming into force of the Act. 

This is really ·vital to the adminis-
tration of any Act. All those -~~~ 
practice get on very we!~ wtth 
Patent Office. For example, If we prac
titioners . were to put in all our hun
dreds of applications. in disorder, chaos 
would result ·At th<t Patent OfilcP.. 

·They are .used. to receiving appll~ation.s 
in go'Od ·order.~ T!>erefore, it js essen,. 
tial that any .char,;;:s should -be mad<; 
gradually, so as to permit this state o( 
aff3\rs to continUe. 

On the point of administration, . I 
would like to draw attention to the . 
fact that this Bill will Impose " vory 
heavy additional burden on the-Po!P•1l 
Office. Some of. the clauses on wl. ic•h . 
we have commented do -involve sozne 
extra work which we believe is un
necessary. 

Mr. Cl>airm8J1: That is for Govct e1-. 

men.t to consider. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar:' No' 
chaos. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: The Clauses 
which require particular attention ~re 
2, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, 18, 21, 39, 42, 5i, 69, . 
85 and 93. They all involve additional 
work.· 

On the position of the Indian invPn
tor, I want to say this. First, the Act 
should have as a main object the en
couragemen·t of research. Second-
ly ......... . 

Mr. Chairman: You have sta~.·ll 

that in your memorandum. 

Mr. Harold HoUoway: 
quite said that. 

Now, under clause 13, Indian in
ventors are going to be very seriO'-'.S.,; · 
ly hit. 

Mr. Chairman: You may leave t!1<' 

rest to the Commi l tee. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Mr. Hollo·,.: y, 
you are representing a very old firm 
and a very reputable firm, Your 
concluding sentence was that the pur
pose of this Patents Bill should be 
to see that the inventions and the re
search or rather the industrial growth 
is helped. You are In this line for 
many years. The Patents law is In 
existence for a lor,g time. C .m you 



tel1'1ne o.u\ of· !he number of patents 
that have been "granted, ··how· many 
a.re ·owhed- by Indi8'1'19 and how many 
lire' ·owned by ·non-lndhn's? The non
frulians who are haVing· 'the"patents 
;; l"e not working them inside the 
co11ntry. ·How can it· help the in
<l<Btrial growth. 

Mr.·· Harold Holloway: I think, to
•fay, for obvious reasons, there have 
ti> be stringent impart controls .... 

Shri P. S, Ji'aslr.lr: 1 am not talking 
tJf today. The Patents law has been 
in existerree in · the· eountry for .a 
hmg time. I have got the figures. 
\'ery few patents especially in the 
flharmaceuticals •industry have been 
j!ranted to Indians and quite a very 
tu<ge number, l should say 6Q per 
cent, of patents have been taken up 
ty the non-Indian concerns who just 
tio not work them inside the country. 
'l'1:ey' do not function inside the coun-
1-J.·y. In this way, they are retarding 
01ur industrial growth. Don't you 
ll'g•·ee. with me? 

'Mr. Harold Holloway: I agree that 
in this countl'y, as in every other 

, country, excluding the United States, 
· tne majority of patents, not only in 

the pharmaceuticals industry but in 
every field, are owned by foreigners. 
In India, in the pharmaceuticals field 
'lthich involves a very costly re
•earch, it is quite likely that the 
,.,ajority of the patents will continue 
for a. long time to be held by for
oi~ners. 

I 
Shri P. S. Na'skar: I do not mind 

:r.e~arch being done by them. 'l'hey 
ue holding the patents but they are 
>~ot working them inside the country 
to help our industrial growth. By 
1 ois they are retarding our industrial 
~ rowth. Do you agree to that? 

'Mr. Harold' Holloway: I will not 
~gree with that. I share the view of 
.. ne of'. the critics of the present 
Jl~tent situation who mentioned in 
the Lok S.abha ' that in 1948 the 
olrugs that were produced were ·~orth 

Rs. to· minions' and' t.bday that ftgltre 
has risen to Rs. lOilel millions, ·which 
represents· a hundred tim.en growth. 
We ·want to see even quicker 
growth, .. . 

Shri·P ... s:.·Naskar: But··how? .You 
take IJ>e patents' but you do not•work 
them in the country· and you · bave 
the''l'honopoly 'of •importation· of' the 
bulk 'supply · in this eountry. Yo .. 
just put it in bottles and sell them 
here. :(low does that help our indw.l
trial growth? 

·Mr. Harold Holloway: In the phar
maceutical industry, in India there is 
a good amount of collaboration be
tween the overseas eompanies, who 
are engaged in relearch, and the 
local manufacturers. Indian techni
cians are being trained here and 
overseas. 

With regard to the il'llporlation Qf 
products, I agree that ~e yeaN~ ago, 
it was commonplace that even inter
mediates had to ·be imported. 

· Shri P. S. Naskar: :Eyen today. I 
restrict the· scope of iny question to 
·this. There are quite a few ·!ife-oov-· 
ing drugs. Can you tell me in res
pect of how many life-saving drul!l!, 
the bulk is imported under the mono
polistic system ·and how many dru~s 
are being manufactured under the 
patents inside the country? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: For iristanc~. 
take the case Of chloramphenicol. I 
am taking one specific case of whicla 
I know something. You have one 
company whiCh developed this drug. 
Five of its competitors and its ow• 
subsidiary in India, have been licens
ed to manufacture here. The Govern
ment decided the capacity which it 
wanted, and that capacity. was meot by 
.such local manufacturing arra.,_e"l 
ments. Since 1961. .. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Who supplietl 
the raw material? 

'Mr. Harold Holloway: ... there llwliJ 
been no import of any intermed>PH 
but · only of raw materiale. 



Shri ~ R. Masaru: I would like the 
. "-llness to tell us a little about ·the 
sJ atement made on p .. 7 of their 
l\f.emorandum to the effect that there 
·a,.-e several aspects of thi:; Bill which 
"vuld prevent India from becoming 
a member of the International· Con-· 
v~ntion. What are the aspects which 
~ ould eome in the way? 

Mr. Harold Halloway: I would re
fer you to p. 118 of the .1\.yyangar 
C··JJJlmission's Report. I would like to 
·make this point: the .1\.yyangar · Com
n\.ission never envisaged the abolition 
of appeals. It did not envisage the 
lio:ensing of right which ic proposed 
in respect of a wide range of patents. 
This Bill goes much further. The 
Ayyangar Hepor~ did ·note the d3nger. 
It says if! para . 307: 

"Apart from any theoretical or 
ideological preference for or 
against the Convention, I would 

. point out two matters which have 
a . vital bearing on any decision 
on this matter. The first is . that 
some of the recommendations 
which I have made and which I 
c.om;ider essential to achieve the 
"«dequate working of inventions 
>n the country are not in accord
ance with the Convention .... " 

ht this .country, we need assistance 
-in developing our industries. I think 
it is a serious step to introduce the 
Bill which would later on make India 
in.admissible to join the Convention. 
One such disability results from the 
!A>ndon and Lisbon amendment of' 
the International Convention. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: How does it 
.. ,iJitate against the present con
Ylention? 

Mr. Ha<rold Holloway: Thus the 
Lisbon revision says: 

"(3) Revocation of the patent 
•hall not be provided for except 
m cases where the granting of 
oompulsory licences would not 
have been sufficient to prevl'nt 
•uch abus!'s. No proceedin):! for 
1'he cancellation or revocation of 
II patent may be instituted before 
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!he expirat.ion of two years from 
the granting of the !Irs\ Nmpul
sory licence . ., 

This Bill 
procedure. 

envisages a more drastic 

Shri M, R. Masani: My next ques
tion is about thl' Soviet Union. In 
what year did the Soviet Union join 
the fnternational ·Convention? What 
are the factors · that Jed the Soviet 
Union to· change. its position and be
come a member of the International 
Convention? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I was not 
aware of it. I accept the Hon. Mem
ber's information . that Russia is a 
member of the Convention. Pl'rsonal
!y, ·. we have always found that, 
when in India we have told Ru;sians 
that they Wl're infringing somebody 
else's patents, they have been an
xious ·to resl)l'ct such pall'nt rights . 
They have a sliiihtly diff!'rent system 
in Russia. They have also certificate.t 
of authorship which, I think, involve 
payment of royalty. Anybody can vse 
an invention so held subject to pay
ment. The reasons, I think, for 
Russians instituting a patent system 
are exactly thosl' which prevelll 
Italy, in practice, from nbolishing 
permanently the patent system con
cerning medicin!'s, In fact, most of 
the big Italian manufacturers- con
ducted a private system of voluntary 
licensing with the bigger companie• 
throughout the world, because if they 
had not done that, they would not 
have been able to l'xport. That ;, 
one of the dangers that we appreheRd 
in India. 

Shri M. K. Ma....U: Can you tell .,. 
anything about the proposed move iR 
Italy to bring the patent law in cOII
formity with the International Cooa
vention? 

Mr. Harold HoUov11y: The imme
diate occasion for the new Bill i• 
the need for uniformity with lh., 
other countries of the !:uropeaa 
Cominon Marke(. But, 1111 i ban •id. 



there are already .rnany cases of 
privatt-?Iiccnsl'ng .:irrahgemcrl'tS~ while
their e-xport3 ·would· be affeci~d. 

·· .. · 

Shri M. R. Ma.sani: We shall be 
gratci'ul if you can inake· availabie :· 
a copy of the new Bill. · · 

My next question is this. The' pre~ .
sent Bill seeks to abolish tbe time .• 
limit wi·thih whicn a patei1t musi be ·_ 
issued, Would yoil favour the res
toration of the time limit so that long . 
debys do not take place· and would ·· 
you think that the limit.~· in 'the pre-' 
sent Act are roughly fair and' · ade~ 
quate for that purpose~ 

Mr. IL'trold Jiolloway: Th" · period 
is proposed· t0 be· '15 months, subject 
to a thr.ee ·monthly · ex-tension from 
the date of the first offici:~! examina

_tion. I think we are dealing with 
that. As a· result of accumulation of 
work, a n impossible situatJon has al- ·• 
readv been r('ached in 1.hE' Patent 
Offic>~. and apnli'C'llions are JlOW able 
Or1l.v l•1 b~ exa minl'd jU>t before the 
expiry of the existing 1 o mo!1th sta
tutory pc:>riod. UndE-r the IiCW system 
it is ··clP'lr. tha t pJI'en-ts are going to 
be gnnted three ye;•rs 'l(tt:•: filing, or 
even four or . fi ve years a!'ter. If 
the pt·riod is to b::l ::-al::u!atcd from the 
first· ex::1mination Tenor!, H mean9 
tha t more time wiU be taken which 
also· h ~~ the consequence of reducing 
further the e!Tcctivc life · of the 
p;J!l'llh · f'rom 14 or 10 year:; to a les'
ser term. 

1\fr. Chairman: Would you like to 
put any time limit? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I think the 
factual ~itu~tion is such \hat we must 
accept the inevitable. May I in this 
CJnnection, read :1ut :1 short lcttf:r 
whic? has rome to us- from a foreign 
Government, which applied for a 
patent in India; it has a t!irect bear
i..cg on this _matter? 

"In this conn~cti~n ·...,_,~ wish to 
draw atte1,1!ion tG tha fact that 
the relevant . official letter dated 
20th AU(US!, ~ w~ a . ~t :official 

a~~on.,, ~nfl ~ll,9wed a pertQd . of. 
only .~t ,days . ~n which to .. file. lt,' . , 
reswri~e. The action was not, in . , 
fa~~. r~?~~Ved .. · by: us · 'untji . l~t . 
Sept!'!mbe,r .making it absolutely . 
im.P9.ss~~le to , replY,: wit~!)., . . th~ . 
st~,Pulated .Peri.Qqf .. It i~ considered. 
quite uiireiisonable . t,hat .patent , 
Offi~~ · sh~uld exact from im · app~' ' 
licant a fee for an extensi~n: of 
time which was only necessary 
. because of its own cieiay in issu- -
ing a, first official action a mer'e:. 
fourteen days before --the expira-' '' ' 
tion o( 'the·· normal period for · 
securing acceptanc~. This Is felt 
to · be a special hardShip in. the 
case' of an applicant, abroad 
where ·the who'e of the' short 
term available for response can 
be .• lost, as it was in 'this case, 
in quite normal postal t~.ansit 
times. , . \ 

Will ·you, therefore, on· our be
half', please make the strongest : 
possible protest ' to the Patent · 
Office ·in respect of this gross 
imposition." · 

We did nothing of that s0rt. We have . 
loyalty.·also to the Patent Office here . . 
We know . the present problems of 
examination. so, in these . circum
stances, We have exp!alned the posi
tion to _the Government concernecl. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Regarding Clause 
ll5, you have pointed ont ·that it 
:would be improper for the Govern
ment to draw up a list of experts to 
br~ consulted in ma·tter.:; where liti
gation .arises. Would you like to 
suggest an alterna tive means of draw
in~ up the list of experts or would 
you like to leave it to tl12 Court to 
determine as to who is an expert on 
a pr.rticular subject as and when 
occasion arises? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: The 1953 Bill 
WQuld have permitted the Courts . to 
seek the !issistance of experts, but the 
Courts. no doubt, after hearing the 
parties would themselves have been 
responsible for d::ciding who the ex
perts should be. It seems tc me that. 
when Y»u have n liP.W Bill which 
gives Government a special position 



with regard to the manufacture of 
pa(~nts,. cbfiurietciaf uk· lmd SO' on, it 
is t&any uhd'e~irabhi that there should 
be" a· Government-controlled' list. It 
would Ple''fiiir toleave it'to'ihe Court,· 
as was proposed under tl:.a 1953 Bill, 
to make its own selection and to fix 
ad hoc· .remuneration. - ,, . ' 

Shri R.· Ramanathan Chettiar: The. 
1963 ·Bill was .introduced ·but ·~as 
withdt'awn.' 

.n,::· L~ ·l\1. Smghvi: Yol.l have op
p~s~d· the ·abolition of appeals t<l · 
High Cow·t,s and have advocated 
that, an appeal should invariably' and 
in all cases lie to High Court, Would 
you suggest th<~t in bet ween an ap
peaJ to . the High Court and a writ 
pro~eedirtg . J:?cfore the High Court 
there"'should be interposed a proceed· 
ing before a Specialists Tribunal 
specially constituted f~r the put pol'<€ 
Of. patents? 

Mr. Harold Hollow~y: In the note 
that we have submitted 1oday, in the 
tillal paragraph we have expressed 
the desirability of a Patent~ Appeal 
Tribunal consisting of a High Court 
Judge which could hasten disposal of 
these matters. Our own view is that 
the AyyangJr Commissicn, as also 
the Tek Chand Inquiry Commission, 
were correct in saying that it was 
necessary that these appeals should 
all go to the High Court &nd having 
regard to the increased Government 
powers and benefits such as in 
Clauses 102, 99, 43 and 97, I think H 
would be better if the appca:s did 
go to the High Court. 

Dr. L. M. Sin~hvi: If you prov1de 
for an appeal before a PatPnt~ Tribu
nal, would you still insist on a second 
appeal before · the High Court be
cause if, in the first appeal, th~ Pa
tents Tribunal were not able to 
adjudicate to the .:atisfaction of the 
aggrieved party, as writ petition might 
still lie b:fore the High Court &nd, 
therefore it would be superfluous to 
pr.:>vide for a second appeal before 
the High Court. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: While the 
general law of the country allows se-
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cond appeals, there S<'ems to be nO" 
re:.Son·· why there should· nat 'be · &· 

second appeal in· respect c:t patents. , 
If there , is not , to ,be· a Jecond appeal, . 
but there is to be one appeal·. to the .. 
Patents Appeal '· Tribunal· or 'io the 
High Court, that· it -would be much• · 
better than to have no appeal at lll. 

Dr. L: M. Singhvi: You have m~dl" 
a reference to the fact -tha1. 6 proCesst>'s .. 
and technical k~ow· how 'continue ro 
corhe from outside into ;·th~ cnuntry 
and.thnl the Paf~ll.ts Bi"ll, ns ·it is pro• 
posed, ..;_,auld· ·e'n:isculc\1<> Hi'e possibi
lity of tran.,fcr· ot' technology. . Are 
you aware."ln the ccnrtext of the fact, 
that the patents· secured in 'the _country 
have not been utilised ar.ct U1cre is 
an allegation that• these· pal~nts 

ha\'e generally been secured 'only 1>0 · 
protect export pockot3 and not really 
to SOCUre transfer Of technolor,y and 
secure transfer of technology and 
indig.:.nous, Jnariufactnre in this 
country? 

Mr. H~rold Holloway: Whatevef" 
was true in the past, today fhose !terns 
which are desired to be n'anufactur
ed in India are being ma:-tufacturcd 
in India. We have thrown out the 
challenge that if anybody suitnbl~ 
anywhere in India wants to obtain a 
licence and assistance We would be 
ready to put him in touch with those 
who are engaged in that line. Gov
ernn1ent should encourage pZ!tents 
to manufacture here in India, but the 
Bill will not. 

Dr. L. III. Singhvi: The Kefauver 
Committee of the United Sc~tes point
ed out that India is havir.~ tn~ highest 
incidence of prices of drw!s. 'Ihen~ is 
the unhoppy relationship between 
the cost of living here a•HI the prices 
of dru~s and other es,eniinl com· 
modifies. Do you think potent pro
tection. has played a cert;;in part in 
keeping these prices high? 'Ihe pric~ 
are very high in this country com-

. pared to international prices. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: There are 
varlo\13 observations which should be 



.... 1ade Ill'! the prices of patented ant! 
•mpaleoted medicines. We .~an11ot 1ee 
.;my gteat differential. If. one looks at· 
the general jewel. of. ~ising pri~s in 
litis and other cCJuntries, one .ten& 
i1> see . the position in .. better , pe-rs
.pective and not to attribute those to 
the existence of patents. A certam 
enquiry went .out from GoveEnment 
whereby , certain ~ompanies in 
India were asked to report 
whether they were manufac-
turing goods unde~ patents, and it so, 
what goods. The majority of them 
llad no idea for the simple reason that 
J.hey were not being charged anything 
by their parent eompanies. The patent 
.-ompanies say: Manufacture like 
this, send us your technicians, we 
will train them. The , local companies 
were thus manufacturing in complete 

·i·cnoranre ol' whether :here were 
. patents or no patents at aiL I don't 
lhink those patents have a decisive 

, bearing on 'prices. One of the com
mon solvents in the case ('f drugs is 
alcohoL That is subject to excise and 
various other charges. 'l'here is one 
llig company in Bomba:v a subsidiary 
~f. an overseas company, which has 

• been manufacturing dru~s. in India 
!>ncP 1904, and I understand they 
llave never paid the ~'arent company 
<•ne anna of royalty during that 

. Jlt•riod. I think that unless there were 
''n 1nv:stigtion as to wheth<•r there is 
<ny dilfHential in the increasing costs 
<>f unpatented medicines .and patent
~d medicines it would be premature 
to draw any conclusion. 

ShJi P. S. Naskar: In respect of 
F·atented drugs coming from outside 
lhe same thing is sold r!teaper out
•ide and it is sold so costly in India. 
That is just imported. Why it is more 
•ostly here than in other counti'ies? 
That was Dr. Singhvi's question. 

. 11<<1r. llarold Holloway: A ·number of 
~hese drugs are partly imported and 
J>artly made here. • 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Price is so high 
~ecause of taxation only, or is it due 
:., the high profit motive there! 

· ~lr. Harold Holloway: Patents have 
liOthing to do with it .... 

. Sbrl P. , ~ Nlllljlat: :J:be ~e. j:ont
pany sells, at. 9ne price. ,vhl~ ,Is .cal
led interna\iQnal . price . outside . and 
that very, dt>UIJ is ~old .hl ,India,. ir~T 
much h,igher. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: . The · figures 
that we have in this regard have. 
pointed out: the v.ery •. w.ide .Yar,il\~on 
in ,the prices ofAhe .. same ,·drug .. in 
different companies manufactured,. and 
oold by the same agency. My ques
tion is this. What part. do patents 
play in this ~regard!" 'Aze they in
terested in preser,ving. export inar
ket and . malting such profit as· .they 
can mal<e by e~porting these· things 
rather than furthering. the possibility 
ot idigenous manufacture of these 
medicines or drugs which would 
bring down the pries? · · · 

Mr. Harold Holloway: There are 
specific drugs the prices of which are 
lower. If you were able to · mam.ifac
ture in India in sufficient quantities 
then it would foll.ow that the . bigge; 
the production the. lQwer would .b~ 
the price, It you look . a~~und you 
will find that prices of a lot- of drugs 
are coming down. 

Dr. L. M .. Singbvi: For . the aame 
drug the same company charges dift-e
rent prices when it is sold in India amd 
in other countries. Why this variatioR? 

, !Ur. Harold .Holloway: 
lot of other goods .... 

Sbri P. S. Naskar: 
cause of patenUs? Or, 
other considerations? 

That '•· .oe
because ot 

Mr. Harold Holloway: If a maa 
looks for profit, then he is as anxtoUB 
to make a profit on a product that is 
upatented as it is patented. 

Dr. L. M. Sin~bvl: Patents mat:,. 
him sure because he ha5 monopoly 
in this market. He can make any 
profit without any fear of C!lmpetitjoa 
from any quarter. What · is a. 



~riO(! fuat we should prescribe? 
.F\'om when should- this period begin 
;md what are the reasons for indi

"'&ting as to the suitability Qf · indi
cating particular. period? 

MY. Harold Holloway: Do you 
·c'l";ean the life of the patent? 

Dr. L. M. Siagbvi: Period of the 
Jll·e of the patent. 

'Mr.·· Harold Holloway: I like the 
idea, of 16 years. 

'Dr.· L. M. Singh vi: ls··it 16 year. 
~rom the date of grant of· patent or 
·f;om the date of application? 

:'l>lr. Harold Holloway: The date of 
p·ant as the longer the periOd the 

-.o.,tter it would be for patentees. I 
-..·ould like to refer you to what the 
Tek Chand Committee suggested, 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
-,)flJ}orandurn you suggested ~d
w,ent of section-~ -<>f·~ -~Atomic 
Tnergy Act. Are you -not aware of 
<he fact that this committee is not 
• up posed to go into that sort of 
arrangement? . What was the .pur
'""se of your' bhnging ·this' into the 
J,lemorandum? 

:Mr .. Chairman: He has referred to 
jt only as an example. 

Shri KaShi Ram Gupta: He has •aid 
•"at it should be amended. 

·Mr. Harold Holloway: Clause 4 of 
1llf' Bill reads thus: 

"No patent shall be granted in 
Tespect of an invention relating 
1o atomic energy falling within 
sub-section (I) of section 20 of 
~he Atomic Energy, Act, 1962". 

J>.s referenc·e was being made in: the 
llill to that section, it appeared ap
propriate to draw the members' atten-
1ion to the difficulties experienced ia 
jf.s administration. 
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· Sllri· Kasbi lloaa' G11p&a: You ·lilll'fe 
suggested" amendments, •. modilicatioras 
and 'deletions• of aoout >:iO ela14ses. 
Does it · mean that' the -rest · of the 
clauses . are agreAble lo ·you? 

-Mr.' Harold Holloway:· ln pan•grapll 
2 of our Introduction we han stat:ed 
as · follows: 

"~n short, we would ask that 
our detailed comments, many of 
which are of. a technical nature, 
against the various Clauses, 
should not be construed as· imply:. 
ing approval either of the shape 

· of ·the Bill as a whole or of any 
individual Clauses". 

- •Shri • Kubi ll.am Gupta: It mean.s 
that you dO not take responsibility 
for anything-even for your sugges
tions for amendment. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I am sorry 
if we have given that impression. 
These suggestions· have been made in 
the interest of patentees and are aim
ed at improving lhe working vf the 
Jaw. We naturally take responsibi
lity for these recommendations, and 
we shall help to work the !'lew Bill 
to the best of our ability. We are all!o 
prepared to render any other assist
ance, either infot'mally or formally 
to make the Bill workable. 

Shri Kashi Ram GuPta: In view ot 
the fact that lot of clauses are for 
deletion, do you mean to !lay that tae 
old Act should be there and there ' 
should be no an:>endments? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Yes, but 1 
think some clauses of \he Bill would 
have to be deleted, ..,,pecially the pro
vision which makes it obligatory that 
one must give enough information to 
make it workable bv the . average 
skU!ed technician in india. That real
ly means that you must give "know
how'' which is inappropriate and im· 
possible in a specification. If you 
could get all' the information you want 
from a specification, there would thea 
be no need nor - to seJU! bcbau 



overseas .to ge~ uainjpg .. There is a 
lot more involved in .. thl.s .•. · Such a 
claus11 in a . U.K.. :Sill . wa~ found on 
examination to be utterly 1.mworkable., 
A clause like that cannot be amend-, 
ed. It can only be retained, although 
unworkable, 9r fn the alternative de
leted. . Anyone could S>lY. ''I am an 
average technician. I cannot . under
stand your specification. ·Therefore, 
I am entitled to have the patent re
voked". How' can one expect the 
Indian Co1irl' to decide what an 
averng~ tcchnic'i.an knows' or does not 
know• · That really is· not proper. 

Shri Kashi Rarn Gupta: You have 
suggested so many amendments. Why 
don't you bring forward a parallel 
Bill ,o that we c:ln consider that, in
stead of· this? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I will be 
very happy to do so if I am given 
time. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gul}ta: In 1963 
your firm together with four others 
had put in a representation to the 
Cabinet. You have not mentioned 
what those firms are. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given them 
in the memorandum. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In !bat re
presentation you feared that tbe 
patent policy should be abolished. In 
this Bill it is not abolished. There is 
a reduction of the period. I think you 

'f!lust be s~t h:::fied now. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Dealing with 
the first point, we did not mention the 
names of the other firms in our Memo
randum because we did not want to 
associate them either informally or 
directly with something to which they 
might not have agreed. If the Com
mittee require the names of the other 
firms, I will gladly give them. As 
regards the other point. We still 
have our apprehensions. In our Intro
duction we have listed' 23 main bur
dons which are saught to be imposed. 
Of those 19 or 20 aro new in the 
sense thaL .. 

.l'rll:. Chairman: You have already 
said !bat yesterday> 

Shri K,ashl .Ram Guptai · Ar!e yotr 
aware of the Jact' that' there are so 
many Indian firms who produce phar" 
maceutical products. They are all in 
favour of total abolition of the pateat 
so far as 'pharmaceuticals are con-· 
cerned. Have you studied their point 
of view? 

Ml'. Harold Holloway: Yes. Some 
of ·these companies are our clients 
and we have assisted .them in secur
ing. patent protection in the country, 
and in others we are therefore aware 
that there are a ver)r large number 
of Indian companies who are working 
in India's interest ana are efficiently 
producing wonderful drugs. 

Shri K: K. Warior: Caii we have a 
brief account' from the learned wit
ness as to how the patent Act is work
ing in the newly independent count
ries like Egypt, Ghana, etc.? ' . . 

Mr. Harold H~lioway: I am aware 
of the position in Indonesia, Vietnam;· 
Egypt and West Indies (Trinidad) 
who are members of the International 
Convention. Their statutes must 
tberefore conform to the geheral}y ac~ 
cepted pattern. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In the Ayyan
gar Report, as Mr. Masani was pleas
ed to refer, he had recommended 
certain provisions in the new Bill 
which may militate against the Con
vention. But still he recommended 
them to be inc1uded in the Bill Is it 
not in the national interest that they 
should be added in this Bill? 

I 
Mr. Harold Holloway: It will make 

India ineligible to become a member 
of the Convention. Thereby you will 
also be penalising the Indian inven
tor who will be denied the priority 
privileges which ·inventors all over 
the world value. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Does it not 
imply !bat until and unless Indian in-



.ventor comes of age he can. avaU of 
the favours from the International 
Convention and until tJ,at time these 
provisions .. should be included? 

1\lr. Chairman: It is for you to 
decide. 

Shrt K. K. Wartor: I want to know 
his opinion. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Very Useful 
inventions. are increasingly made in 
India. Some ;years ago it was very 
difficult 10 get permission from the 
Reserve Bank for the foreign ex
change involved. They have now be
come fairly familiar with the proce
dure, and it i• working very satis
factorily. I think it will be a great 
·pity if an Indian citizen, before ob
taining a patent, overseas, has not 
only to refer to the Controller but 
also to the Central Government. We 
want to encourage Indian inventors. 
I think a number of these provisions 
as to prior publication overseas, 
novelty, etc. are going to hit the 
Indian inventors very heavily. For 
cxol"ple an Indian pharmaceutical 
comPany may make an invention, 
and to ·expect them to discover whe
ther there are any prior patents in 
IndJa before applying for a patent is 
reosono blc, but i ., •'xpect them to 
ascertain whether there has been any 
prior publication anywhere overseas 
is not, and is going to add to the cost. 
·Wlw should an Amer;can company, 
for 'example come to India and chal
lenge a patent which somebody in 
Ilidia has obtained "' a result of re
search merely be<:ause in Argentina, 
for example, some earlier document 
had refened to the invention · un
known to the Indian inventor? 

Shri K. K. Warior: Do you think 
that certain ·products and processes 
which are not having the luxury of 
patent right in their own country 
<hotild have potent right in India? 

Mr. Harold Holl,;way: Thai is really 
molter· of the inventors preference. 

For example; inventors- ·-may only 
want to have" patent protection for 
jute machinery in those countries like 
the 'u.K., Belgium or Thailand, where 
the jute is used and where they have 
business connections. · There is noth
ing wrong in that. 

· Shri K. K. ·Warior: Some of the 
. rights patented are really blocking in-
ventions idigenously. What is your 
comment on this? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: That is al
. ways alleged, but you have provi
sions far compulsory licences etc. and 
you have got hundreds of examples of 
happy voluntary co]]oboration. 

Shri Sham Lal S"raf:. You have 
said that the present Patents Law is 
encouraging collaboration and also it 
!_las helped our export trade, Do you 
by implication meon that the pro
posed bill wiii impede both and if 
~o in what way"? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: It will cer
tairly impede both because many 
~atentees, looking at the situation 
will decide that it is not worthwhile 
to obtain such patent protection and 
collaborate in manufacturers here. 
After others have secured patent pro
tection in this country and if licenses 
are granted summarily in the way 
now proposed it may "'ell &, nnd thls 
is a matter ot' prartical reality that 
when exports are made from this 
country, the inventors will treat them 
CJs -constituting infringement in other 
countries. That will affc ct India's ex
port trade,· in the same way as it 
nas affected Italy's. 

Shri Sham Lal Sar~f: In certain 
t'H.Ses, some eubstancr..:; nre manufac. 
lured or prepared elsewhere outside 
the country and are sold as patent 
commodities here. How would you 
n .. act to thP idea that wl:erevcr it is 
possible the law should make it in
cumbent ur>on these patentees to 
manufacture t~eir produ~ts here witb4 
in the country? 

Mr. Chairman: He has said enough 
r.bout 'that. 'Dr. Sin·•hvi rolsed that 
questioB and· Iii;.' lOai ~answered. 



Sllri Slwa· Lal 's.rat: Ar,,. J(IU 

know, the patent. or inventions are 
always unpredictable: Th.erefore, 
would you suggest, tha~ • the codifica
tion of 'patents or ,such,inventions that 
need · not, come under· the law of 
patents should be attempted~ 

Mr. llarold Holloway: Under 
C:ause 13 it is proposed 'to· examine 
the applications in India to find aut 
whether there has been any antici
!» tory publication outside India. Be
La use of the unprediCtability· of some 
i11ventions, their utility at that stage 
'""Y not be known completely until 
a period of time has elapsed. One 
con always apply to revoke a patent 
~n the ground that there is no utility 
in that inventi<Jn. 

Shri Sham t.l Saraf: When the 
lirst law was enacted, it might. have 
been argued in this way, In the con
, ext of present day with the ever
rhanging technology, would you agree 
tnat the period of I 0 years should be 
~nough time for registering the patent 
from the date the goods are sealed or 
manufactured? 

Mr. Harold Houo-J: The ten
dency today is for inventions· to cease 
'o be simple and to become very 
.tomplex. As I mentioned yesterday, 
m the case of insecticides and things 
ltke that a longer time is required 
before an invention. is able to be 
exploited commercially at all. 

Sbrj Sham t.l Saraf: You said that 
where goods are patented at present 
:he law provides that the Govern
ment may import such patented com
modities or goods from elsewhere, of 
course on payment of reasonable roy
alty to the patentee here in the coun
try. In_ Cilse the Government do it 
:or . thetr own use, what is your oh
Jeclton to that? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: We have 
made our C'Omments against Clauseos 
99 to 103 of the proposed. Bill. We 
•ee no reason why the Government 
>hould not have eertain rights, but 
"!l'hen you ;f'I1end those right. t1J 
GOVM'nmtmt tilldlll'tek!Qar and C>\b&rs 

for the purpose at earning ptot\~ i\C 
.r.eems to us that there is a fudamen-. 
tal conflict with the whole idea of a, 
Patents Act,. since there can be no· 
~y~tem of patents without some ele. 
mcnt of monopoly, albeit subject t& 
appropriate safeguards. The whole 
!rlea of giving any benefit to the in
ventor would then be undermined, 
T'lat is where the point of departure 
come in. The bill goes very much
wider than is necessary. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 4 of your 
memorandum you have stated it~ 
para 3 thai 'with the growing de
mand in India, it is necessary, we 
bt!iieve, that the Pharmaceutical In
tlustry, like other industries, should 
continue to expand, and so long as 
India's technicians are concerned, as 
they must be for somt! time more. 
with the battle of production rather 
than with research, it will be neces
Mry to ensure continuing co-opera
tion from those whose men, money 
and massive research are achievinr: 
the advances from which many of us 
have already benefitted.' Do you meaac. 
to suggest that research should be 
given the secondary place or be giVCI'l. 
a gD-by? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: There has 
to be a balan"" between productiol'l 
and research. As you develop your 
techniques in producing goods of high· 
quality in quantity, you acquire a 
hHse from which you can engage in. 
,·esearch. Here in India there is s~ 
much immediate need for so many of 
these products, that it is obvious that 
for some time to come the numb~:
of technicians who will be available 
for research, will be nothing like the 
numbers available in the more indus
trially advanced countries. Therefore 
I think it is in India's interest that w~ 
continue to encourage people over
seas to work their inventions here in 
a<sociation with Indian industry. 

Dr. C. B~ Singh: Are you envisag
ing big export market for Indian 
pharmaceutical gOods and that is why· 
the patent law should. be tightened 
and protection given for a longe-r 
P<'Trod? 



~~~'•' Harold Holloway: In general, 
e:XportS· are likely to be encouraged, 
if there is an· effective patent system 
in this country, because when goods 
are· exported they will not constitute 
infringements in other countries. 

Dr. C. B, Singb: You probably 
know· that the result of · research is 
very· often accidental. Mr. Roentgen 
was experimenting Photographic with 
high machines where certain current 
generating electrical plates were kept 
which were found to have been affeCt
ed by some current and he acciden
tally discovered X-Ray. So also 
Prof. Fleeming discovered · penicillin 
while doing some experiments. The 
results have come out of smaller 
routine laboratory experiments and 
not of highly developed experiments. 
Then, how does it happen that high 
eost should be given to patentees' 
drugs etc on this score? 

Mr. Harold Hollaway: Many inven
tions may be simple and may have 
been· discovered by chance. But the 
fac't remains that they have been dis
l'oVered. When an invention is made, 
it can either be kept· secret or 'it can 
be exploited. One of the purposes of 
patents law has always been to en
courage publication of the discoveries, 
A:nd I think that whatever kind of 
invention is made, it is desirable that 
patenting thereof should be encourag
ed. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Do you agree to 
exceptions being made in respect of 
life-saving emergency drugs and in
ventions in the interests of the coun
try's defence? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Yes, certain
ly, of the kind we have got in the 
present Act. It is working very well. 

Dl', C. B. Singb: You have pointed 
out that commufiist countries which 
oiid not have any patent law are now 
gradually coming to patent law. 
Could you give us some explanation 
why they have come back to patent 
raw? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I think theJ 
want to encourage research in tl>elr 
own factories in the communiSt, as ·it\. 
the western countries. I think there 
i~ also this consciousness uf the need 
to facilitate interchan~e of goods in 
normal cause of international trade.· 

Dr. C. B. Singh: From your wido 
experience, may we have a few big 
examples of infringement of patent 
laws dealt with by your firm, espe
cially in pharmaceutical products irl' 
this country? 

Mr. Harold HoUoway: Yes, we have 
been concerned with ~ number of 
them. A recent one, as I menlione<i, 
concerned chloromphenicol. Most of 
these matters, when there are infringe
ments, are settled as a result of 
negotiations between the parties. 
That is the only recent one that ha• 
gone to court, a'S far as I can remem
ber. 

Dr. C. B, Singh: Although only a . 
small per cent of drugs and pharma
ceuticals are covered by patent' in this 
country, I have a lurking fear in my 
mind that a reputed firm enhances 
the prices like any other commodity. 
for example tincture, ginger etc., to 
make high profits. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: As I have said 
before, people are just as greedy wit It· 
regard to unpatented goods as to 
patented goods. There is no differ
ence in the human greed. 

Shri Himatsingka: Have you any 
idea as to the proportion of patented
c.irugs to the unpatented drugs? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Our estimate 
is it is something like 2 per cent. We 
did it on our own enquiries and exa .. 
ruination three or four years back, 
and nobody has scrously challenged 
such conclusion. Somebody once said 
it was nearer 5 per cent, but if this 
was ,o, it is still a very tiny fraction. 
Even if it· were 6 per cent, it i• a 
(.iny proport-ion of the who18. 



. Shri"P. s. Naskar: Are unpatented 
tlrilgs· ·costlier,.·or patented drugs are 
.costlier"-a~· a general rule? 

' Mr. llarold Holloway: The general 
·rule is, that if a drug has been costly 
to develop, therefore it would be 
costlier to buy, not because it is 
patented but .because. it proved more 

. difficult to develop. Therefore, on 
the whole one would expect that 
patented drugs resulting from re

, s~arch would be slightly more expen
sive. 

Shri lfimatsinka: Even under the 
present law the Government have 
a right to have licences issued up to 
lhree years. There is that provision 
·that articles can be protected by the 
issue of licence. You are objecting to 
that now. 

lllr. Harold Holloway: I am sorry 
if 1 have misunderstood the question. 
What we don't recommend is this-I 
think it is under clause 87 whereby 
all pharmaceutical patents are to be 
marked at one n:s "licences of right". 
This is one ot" those considerations 
that would cause the Bill to run foul 
of, or counter to, the International 
Cunvention_ They have made such 
p3lcnls it liable to the grant of licence 
nnmeiliately-not after a period of 
l!lne-.irrespective of whether the. in
\'Pntor works, or is going to work, 
t'll.C'm in India or not. 

Scl7i D. P. Kannarkar: In page 27 
of your memorandum you refer to 
~·Jnu~e 5, and later you refer. to clause 
47 which relates to rights etc. Do 
YO'I agree that so far as the advan
tage is ('()nceril£-d, C'lause 5 and clause 
47 arp satisfactory, taken by them
•elves-I am not referring to the im
piging of the rights-do you agree 
that a patentee is privileged to the 
proce-sqed product as produced by 
that particular process? 

· 11-lr. Harold Dolloway: I think on 
balance, that of it would perhaps be 
.asking too much to expect you now 
to !1l'Bnt p~tent protection to· products 
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peT ·se. It seems, however; ·not. . only 
reasonable but neeessary tha\ you 
should continue as at present to ··grant 

'protection to products when they are 
rroduced by a particular process. 
Otherwise these patents would be 
valueless. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Then on 
page 31 of your memorandum. in 'res
pect of. elause 8, your principal com
plaint is that the work of the Patent 
Office will be unnecessarily over
crowded and that ·this 'provision is 
unnecessary. 

1\lr. Harold Holloway: Yes. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: That is your 
only camplaint. Suppose it could be 
managed, do you agree that a positi
vely useful purpose will be served? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: No: In all 
these Bills it is very easy to see 
afterwards that some of the informa
tion which is sought has proved not 
to be necessary, In another recent 
Bill there was the requirement that 
topies of the memoranda and articles 
of association or' the parties should 
be submitted with each application. 
That produced the odd situation that 
in connection with one series of appli
cations with which my firm was con
cerned, we were involved in the need, 
technically, to submit nearly a thou
sand copies of these memoranda and 
articles to a Government office. The 
Government office concerned accepted 
that they and we could not cope with 
a 1housand such r:opies nl,though the 
law required that we should submit 
five hundred copies of eac'h. We 
therefore reached a compromise; we 
wrote and said "here are six copies of 
each, the rest will follow", and the 
Government office agreed never to 
ask for the others. We have some
times to get round these provisions. 
It really is· not, I think, sensible to 
insist, for example, · upon specifica
tions, and other documents, in Spanish 
and in half a dozen other foreign lan
guages which we cannot translate 
here, being submitted to the Patent 



Office. We could not cope with this, 
and I am sure the Controller, and all 
the other officials concerned would 

. agree, that. they could not examine 
them. One could not cope with the 
tremendous volume of additional infor
mation, indexing etc, while even get 
these papers from New York for 
example, would cost you a thousand 
rupees in postage. I do not know how 
any of us could cope with this, or 
what purpose it could serve, because 
every application in every other 
country will be examined on a diffe
rent legal basis from what is now en
visaged in our new Act. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: From clause 
42 you propose the omission of the 
words "or anY department thereof". 
Are you aware that a department of 
Government is not different from 
Govt. 

11r. Harold Holloway: And yet it is 
"the Central Government or any 
department thereof" that is the ex
prpssion used there and elsewhere. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Arising out 
of your observations on page 84 of 
your memorandum, with regard to 
public interest, as you have observed, 
and rightly, where the policies of 
Government are concerned, you have 
nothing to say-you may have your 
own private views. But situated as 
we are, if public interest is to be the 
dominant motive power behind Gov
ernment's activties, though it results 
in loss to the patentees, do you agree 
that it is a progressive suggestion? 

Mr. Harold Ho!loway: Certainly. 
This is why 1 feel it is quite outside 
my provinC'e. It is a fundamental 
policy decision whether or not you 
believE' the public interest demands 
the granting of some element of mono
poly. I! you don't-and you are en
titied not to-then, of course there 
can be no room for any Patent Bill. 
Our anxiety is that the 'public inte
rest' is at each decisive point regard
ed as operating to justify the with
drawal of every effective element of 
advantage which should be left, and 
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is i<'ft, Under the existing Act to · 
inv~ntors. Now, the balance is pro
posed to be tilted so much one way 
that I am quite confident that if you 
hold to this Bill, then in honestly we 

·would have to tell some applicants. 
You are far better off without seek
in.: patent which would render you 
liable to fines for not giving informa
tion, and which would expose you to 
all the burdens which we have enu
merated in our introduction .. " 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: At page 93, 
of course, you have given your final 
opinion in paragraph 3, with regard 
to appeals. Suppose what you are 
suggesting does not happen. In that 
case, in view of the fact that these 
matters arising in respect of patent 
law have to be speedily decided, and 
iu view of the fact that the High 
Courts are all busy with so many 
other things and they are not able to 
cope with the work, would you agree 
if as in the case of the Income-tax 
law or the sales-tax law, a .tribunal 
would be set up with a person with 
~ome JUdicial experience at its head 
to drcide these cases? In your opi
nion will that tribunal be found suffi
ciellt?. 

1\lr. Harold Holloway: Yes; I think 
a t:ibunal, particularly if it consists 
of a high Court judge who is a~WI
tomed to hea.~ and weigh ·evidence, 
would be acceptable here and over
seas. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: IDtimately, 
in respect of what you cal! the 
advantages to be given to the patentee 
or the applicants for patents, taking 
all things into consideration includ
ing the exclusive monopoly for the 
thing and so on-let us leave aside 
delays etc. for the present-in the 
case of patents as a whole, what 
should be the effective period for 
which the patentee should be allowed 
to enjoy his rights? 

1\lr. Ch3lrman: He has already said 
that it sho11ld be sixteen years. 



Mr. Harold HOIIoway: Very occa
sionally I think it has occurred that _ 
a patent application has been accept
ed without any official objection. In 
those cases, the Patent Office could 
proceed to grant the patents very 
much more quickly than in the case 
of applications where there were a 
good number of objections raised. I 
do not think you can ever achieve a 
uniform period for the term of- a 
patent; you may say that it should be 
sixteen years but some patents will 
take longer inevitably for a variety 
-of reasons before they are granted. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: You are not 
able to say what the minimum effec
tive period should be? 

Mr. Harold Hoiioway: I would say 
two things. A period of sixteen 
years would be satisfactory; ten 
years would be too short, because 
four years could ·be taken before the 
patent was granted leaving an effec
tive period of six years only; I do 
not think that any of the officials 
would take a different view as to 
future grants taking a Jesser period. 

Shrt D. P. Karmarkar: It is possible 
for a patent-holder in a sense to help 
the arranging of patents and things 
'Jik~ that and sometimes raise the 
priees- to- more than justifiable levels. 
What should be the effective method 
to-'-eheck such· unconscionable rise- in 
p.t!cesr :_' - ·-- - -

Mr. Harold Hoiioway: I think that 
really is outside my province. 

Shrt M. L. Jadhav: The cost of 
labour in India is lower as compared 
to that in other countries, whereas 
the cost of medicines is more than in 
the Western countries. Do you think 
that the provisions of this Bill would 
help to bring down the prices? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: No, I do not. 
I thmk that when they start manufac
turmg something new-and by every 
standard, India is a country which is 
developing-then natura·ll l't . y 1s more 
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costly and more troublesome, •but 
when you have been doing so for a 
longer period, then the cost would 
come down. The other problem of 
course, as we are all aware, ,is that 
there is to shortage of raw materials, 
due to foreign exchange, and by 
other things, which prevents people 
from manufacturing always in econo
mic quantities. 

Sbri M. L. Jadhav: Could you say 
that the profits made -by -the drug 
companies or the patentees is very 
high in India as compared to other 
countries? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: That is a 
matter of fiscal policy. If the profits 
are too high, that is a matter for 
taJ~Jation rather than for a Patents 
Act. 

Sbri Arjun Arora: Do you have any 
idea of the percentage of patents 
being he1d in India which are not 
actually exploited- in this country? 

Mr. Harold HoUoway: I should 
think that as in every other country 
in the world, probably a -majority. of 
them ·are not; that is just my personal 
impression. 

Sbri Arjun Arora: Suppose a patent 
is held in India and the patentee does 
not start manufacture in Tridia:. Do 
you still insist that he· should have 
the right of · exploitation of - the 
Indjan m_arket for sixteen years? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: That should 
not affect the period of the patent, 
but there should be provision where
by somebody could obtain a compul
sory lienee for it, as under the pre
sent Act, under which, if the patentee 
does not work his patent, then it is 
open to somebody else to go along 
and seek a compulsory licence or it 
is possible, in certain circumstances 
for the patent to be marked ~ 
"licences of right". 

Shri Arjun Arora: A number -of 
patentees are not utilising the majo
rity. of the. patents held 'by them in 
Ind1a. Th1s Bill will not affect 
adversely the holders of those pa,tents? 



Mr. Harold Holloway: I think a lot 
of them are not being worked because 
patentees have not yet had an oppor
tunity to work the. 'Last year, there 
were about 6000 applications filed; in 
the two preceding years the number 
was only a little less. So, at any one 
time, a very large number of patents 
on the register, which are subsisting, 
are new patents, because if a patent is 
not being worked and is not found to 
be useful, then the annuities are not 
paid and it lapses. 

Shri Babubhai M, Chinai: I have 
gone through what you have s-taled in 
your memorandum in regard to clau,cs 
4 to 8, and chapters VIII and XVII. I 
would like you to be a little more clear 
than in the memorandum on one point. 
If Government for their own purpose 
say that they are going to import ce•
tain things, such as medicines etc. 
then it is provided that there is no 
infringement of the patent law. Sup
pose such a thing is permitted, then 
will you not think in terms of any 
compensation to the patentee? If so, 
kindly suggest the way or mode of 
payment of compensation in such 

My second question is related to 
this. In all cases where Government 
allow the public sector undertakings 
to utilise these patents, where no 
compensation is envisaged under the 
law, will you consider the public sec
tor undertakings which are also sup
posed to make profits to be on a par 
with other private sector projects, or 
will you differentiate between the two 
and say that compensation should be 
paid by the one only and not by the 
other, or will you say that it shouid 
apply to both? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: 1 thmk many 
people feel that in this matter all 
parties should compete equa!ly. If 
the public sector trading concerns are 
to have special advantages, then it 
does mean that the patentee, who maY 
be a private party is at a disadvant
age. One of the 'things that strikes 
so many patentees as being undesir
able is that under the Bill, for example, 
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if Government wanted typewriler• 
that were covered by a patent and 
those typewriters were being produc
ed in India by the patentee-that is 
to say the patent was ·being worked
it would still be quite open to Gov
ernment to go along to somebody else 
and say, 'You can manufacture there 
typewriters with exactly the same 
inventive features, but without any 
royalty payments. That results from 
cl. 48 and from other clauses. 

It may be in the "public interest" 
that there should be no effective 
monopoly for patentees and that these 
extra rights should be given to t,his, 
but if that is in the public interest 
then that view of the matter there 
would not seem to be any place for a 
Patents Bill. 

Shri Babubhai M. China!: May first 
question was not answered, whether 
for importing any drugs etc. any com
pensation should be paid to the 
patentee, and if so, what should be 
the mode of payment. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Yes these 
things, it is normally a matter of 
negotiation between tlte parties. I 
think there is also provision for settle
ment by the court. 

Shri Vimalkumar ·M. Chordia: You 
object to compulsory acquisition ·of 
patents. If they are properly com
pensated, what is the Dbjection·r 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I have every 
objection, for this reason. As I 
indicated yesterday, if you have an 
important invention and you have it 
patented, then it is able to be acquired 
by Government so that you could be 
prevented from using it but you have 
no patent then there is no risk of 
acquisition by Government and you 
would be able to continue to manufac
ture the item. 

Mr. Chairman: If compensation is 
given. what is the objection that is the 
question. 

1\lr. Harold Holloway: Compensation 
is clearly not going to be adequate be-



cause Government has said it is only 
going to acquire where it is cheaper 
to do so. That, I think, iS in the "Notes 
on Clauses"-against cl. ·102. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: You 
are opposed to compulsory supply of 
information also. Why? If the Con
troller requires that information, 
which will be kept with him, what 
could be the objection to supplying it? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Because the 
Ayyangar Report has said that it is 
not essential. I share that view. The 
"Notes on Clauses" say it is desirable 
for statistical purposes. Now, in 1he 
case of some of these big companies 
over here, big pharmaceutical com
panie~ over here, they do not know 
what patents of their parent compa
nies they are using. They would have 
to search to discover that information, 
and even if they did it would not be 
complete, because many of the pro
ducts manufactured would be un
patented. It would involve a great 
deal of extra and unnecessary work. 

Shri Dalpat Siugh: On p. 24 of our 
memorandum, you have raised objec
tion against sub-clause (h) of cl. 3, 
saying that 'm·ethod of agriculture or 
horticulture' is a very wide term. 
What particular metho1 do you want 
to. be treated as invention for the pur
pose of patent? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: This idea is 
not a new one:" tn other countries, a 
distinction is made betwe·en treatment 
of land and treatment of plants. We 
suggested that just as on various other 
points there has been a great deal of 
uncertainty in Indian practice, it 
would ·be desirable so as to avoid 
doubt, to make it clearer whether the 
sub-clause covered treatment of land 
which we anticipate the framers of 
the Bill did not intend, or only the 
treatment of plants. 

Dr. M. M. S. Sidd!ru: Which are ihe 
developed countries which have not 
process patented rather than products 
patented, as far .as pharmaceutical 
drugs are concerned? 
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Mr. Harold Holloway: We tould 
certainly prepare a list. The Hon. 
minister did enumerate 9 or 10 coun
tries, but we excluded from that 
list half a dozen; as to the balance, 1 
think we would agree. We have also 
told you of the position in the U.K. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I have noted 
from the charts in the UN publication 
on the subject that nearly 20 out of 64 
have only product patents; the rest 
of them are process patented. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Yes, but I 
think the point there is that you also 
have to have regard to what is pro
vided in the laws of those countries 
for infringements. They may say that 
a product is not patentable and that 
only processes are, but they sometimes 
go on to say that for purposes of in
fringement suits, the product would 
be regarded as protected. If desired, 
we could prepare a list, but I would 
not like to give detailed information as 
to all other countries without verify
ing the position further. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Do you think 
that patents regarding medicines 
whose widespread distribution is 
necessary for the immediate benefit of 
the community, should be maae avail
able to the community at a cost which 
it can bear? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Yes, that is a 
wonderful idea. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Do you have 
any information to the effect that the 
big cartels of the industry, specially 
Chas Pfizer, Cynamide, Bristol etc. 
have entered into an agreement with 
one another to keep the prices of 
tetracyclene and broad-spectrum anti
biotics very high throughout the world 
arid if similar practices have been 
adopted by other firms, do you not 
think that administered prices brought 
about in such manner would adversely 
affect the country as a whole? 

1\lr. Harold Holloway: If that is 
occurring, it would clearly be wrong, 
but I do not think that a Patents Bill 
is the right. means· of rectifying such 
~ state of afi'airs. · 



Dr, M. M. S. Siddhu: As a matter of 
Iact they have taken advantage of 
patent rights to do so. That has been 
brought out in the Kofauvour Report 
and also in the report of the Public 
Accounts Committee of the House of 
Commons. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: That report 
is not concerned with India. Here we 
are concerned with what is happening 
here, namely, that the growth of the 
pharmaceutical industry has been 
phenomenal. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: You said that 
interunediates are not being imported 
oow. Am I correct? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: To a very 
much Jesser extent than heretofore. 
Previously, the companies could 
have made profits in three 
ways. They would have gained 
from sale of the intermedrates, not raw 
materials, and some would have recei
ved royalties and some dividends. To
day it is mainly dividends. That can 
be controlled by taxation rather than 
by any Patents Bill. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: As far as tetra
cyclene is concerned, UK was able to 
import it at one-tenth of the price 
and thereby save £ 12 million during 
two years. So, that is the position in 
a country with patents. Even in coun
tries that have patents different rates 
exist. 

Mr. Harold Holloway: U pharuna
ceuticals they are imported from 
a country where there is no patent 
control, no royalty at all has had to be' 
paid and the cost of research has not 
had to be shared, so, they may come 
in cheaply, but the consequence of that 
would be that any such country, like 
Italy, would soon have no real pha~
maceutical research at all. That IS 

why in Itay you have a chemical in
dustry which is one of the most ad
vanced in the world but it has a phar
maceutical industry which has no 
major invention to its credit, since the 
Patent law in respect of pharmaceuti
cals was revoked. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I may correet 
you. Italy has go a good pharmaceuti
cal industry and new drugs are comine 
up. Since they could not patent them 
in their country, they have patented 
them in USA and USA is going to 
exploit them. Therefore,. to say that 
the countr1es which have no patents 
are not able to build a drug industry 
is not correct. 

Mr. Chairman: That is this opinion. 

Dr. M. i\1. S. Siddhu: But his is a 
fact. There is difference between an 
opinion and a fact. 

Then, as far as drugs are concerned, 
you think .they should not be treated 
different from any other inventions in 
spite of the fact that drugs form a 
way of alleviating the human suffer
ings while other things are not of such 
a direct consequence to human life? 

Mr. Harold Hol!oway: No, Sir, That, 
I think, would be an extremely un
reasonable position. Section 23cc of 
the present Act does make a very im
portant exception in respect ot medi
cines. We have no objection to thiat 
section, as it stands, but we agree with 
you that in India's present position 
there are special considerations in the 
field of drugs, but to let everybody 
make use of an invention before the 
inventor is given any chance to work 
the invention himself is not, according 
to our view, a desirable feature. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: With regard to 
one of the points mentioned by the 
learned witness I would like to ask a 
clarification because, to my mind, 
there seems to be a contradiction, may 
be more apparent than real. That 
contradiciToh relates to the basic posi
tion. The basic position taken by the 
witness seems to be ttu>t the country's 
interest is best served by continuing 
the present state of affairs. It that is 
so, in the same breath to take up 
another position that before undertak
ing this measure there should have 
been another inquiry instituted, that 
does not seem to fit in quite well 
Secondly, there are certain tactora 



which have taken place after 1957 
which should have been taken into ac
count before undertaking a measure of 
this kind. Which are those factors? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I think the 
answer to that is this. The Ayyangar 
Commission have stated in their report 
that they looked into the questionnaire 
and evidence that had been given 7 or 
8 years earlier. The Ayyangar Com· 
mission interviewed only 3 witnesses, 
so much of the evidence which the 
Ayyangar Commission considered was 
not of even 1957 or 1958 vintage but 
ot 1948 or 1949, as was stated by that 
Commission itself. So we can say that 
many basic points of information, par
ticularly as to the consequences on ex
ports, are not reflected in the Repol't 
of the Ayyangar Commission, although 
it is undoubtedly a very brilliant sum
mary, Also it is not ibased on impor
tant events which have taken place 
later, so, we would have liked to have 
had another inquiry, if Government 
thought that major changes were in
volved, before the Bill was published. 
Of course, the 1911 Act cannot be re
garded as being immutable', There 
are a number of sections that require 
to be modified-points like the position 
of joint owners, conflicts between 
joint owners of a patent which the 
Controller should be able to settle, the 
obvious difficulty in proving that a 
product has been made by a particular 
process and thus constitutes an infr
ingement, for which something along 
the lines of section 38A(2) of the 
United Kingdom Acts (1907-1932) 
should be introduced, and so on. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: So far as the 
justification for taking~ into account 
the various developments that have 
taken place du.ring this period is con
cerned there can be no doubt at all. 
But I was simply asking whether on 
the same account was he justified ;n 
asking for a change of the present 
position when he seems to be arguing 
all the time that the interest of the 
country would be best served by con
tinuing the present Act. 
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Ml'. Chairman: We can discuss it 
amongst ourselves. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: · The second 
point relates to export. He seems to 
suggest that our export would be very 
adversely affected because of this 
"unique severity" as he has chosen to 
call it. I am not able to grasp his 
point fully a~ to how our exports are 
going to ·be very adversely affected 
because of this measure. 

Mr. Harold Halloway: In the same 
way as it has occurred in Italy. If 
people are given licences compulsorily 
or independently of the patentees as 
"licences .of right", when they try to 
export they will find difficulty of the 
kind which exactly happened in Italy. 
When their goods reach other coun
tries, patents covering inventions will. 
be 'found to exist in the countries to 
which exports are made where there 
is no patented invention, as in India. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: The witness 
seems to agree that in licensing or 
granting patents the interests of the 
nation and the interests of the consu
mer are to be protected. Will he en
lighten us as to how we can achieve 
th6se objects other than by the provi
sions which have been made in the 
Bill? 

Mr. Har1od Holloway: Yes, Sir; we 
want to avoid the cumul•ative weaken
ing of the position of the patentee to 
such a point that protection is inade
quate to justify the development and 
manufacture of inventions that may 

' necessitate not only the purchase and 
installation of costly plant but the 
training of technicians. Under the 
protection of a patent industrial in
vestors are ready to put up plant and 
to train technicians, all of which may 
take a certain time. I think, it is less 
a matter of royalty or money because 
many people are getting no royalty 
but they desire that their inventions 
which they have made or caused to be 
made should first be put into effect by 
them. They believe, they are entitled 
to some benefit for their research and 



some protection for the initiation of 
their manufacture. 

Shri P, K. Kumaran: Suppose we 
do away with the patent syste~ al
t<;>geth':r, in respect of. drugs and medi
cmes, m India, what will be its effect 
on the country? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: We were con
cerned the other day with an inquiry 
from somebody who manufactures ve
terinary products. Veterin<ary pro
ducts are covered by one Of the defini
tions in the Bill' and experience of 
manufacturing veterinary products 
is Certainly something that India 
needs desperately. They are 
awaiting are to see what happens 
to this Bill before they go on with 
their project. i do not think anybody 
would get out of India because of the 
Bill but I do think that what would 
happen is that people will hesitate to 
expand and to put in additional money 
and technicians of which there is a 
worldwide shortage, which we here all 
need, and which we have been doing 
our best in our different ways to en
courage. We firms sometimes have a 
very hard battle to encourage people 
to come here and co-operate. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Do you think 
that in countries like Italy, Switzer
land and USSR, where the patent 
system does not obtain in respect of 
drugs and medicines, people did not 
invest in that industry ·and those 
countries suffer because there is no 
P'atent law in those countries? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: Generally 
speaking, I would say that if there was 
not a patent system, research would 
be affected. You mentioned the parti
cular case of Italy where, I think you 
will agree, there has been some 
private system of licensing and phar-
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maceutical patenting being restored. 
Switzerland is always an exceptional 
case because nobody really wants to 
go to Switzerland to manufacture be
cause the market is too small. The 
Swiss, for example, do not manufac
ture a motor car although they are 
highly industrialised, Therefore they 
are more concerned with •the export 
position, so the absence or presence of 
patent protection in Switzerland would 
really be no criterion, I think, for any 
other country. They can only survive 
by manufacturing and producing for 
specialist export purposes, Yes and 
bu tourists. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: What 
comments have you to make on the 
observation made in the Monopoly 
Inquiry Commission's Report that 
continuation of these patent Jaws will 
lead to monopolistio tendendes in the 
drug industry particularly? 

Mr. Harold Holloway: I think that 
the position concerning patents has 
been enormously misunderstood. For 
example, a year and a half ago it was 
generally thought in India that pro
ducts per se were protected and many 
knowledgeable people, in the press and 
elsewhere, made these statements. 
The Monopolies Commission, with 
great respect, I do not think was con
cerned with patents; if it was con
cerned with patents, I think their 
views might have been different had 
they got the evidence that would have 
been put before an Inquiry on that 
point. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Shri 
Holloway. 

(The witnesses then withdrew.) 

(The Committee then adjourned.) 
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1. British Pharmaceutical Industry 
Association, England. 

Spokesman: 

Mr. A. G. Shaw 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat). 

Mr. Chairman: Gentleman, the 
evidence that you give will be treat
ed as public because it will be print
ed and distributed to our Members 
and also p]Jiced on the Table of the 
House. Even if you want anything 
to be treated as confidential, that will 
be printed and distributed to the 
·Members. 

We have received your memoran
dum and it has been distributed to all 
the Members. If you wan~ to add 
anything apart from what IS c9ntam· 
ed in the memorandum, you maY 
please do so. Afterwards, the Mem
ber& will ask you questions. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Mr. Chairman 
and Members of the Joint Select Com
mittee of the Parliament o! India on 
the Patents Bill, First of all, may I 
express my deep and ~incere appre
ciation for the honour which you 
have accorded to me by permitting 
me to attend before you this morning. 
The number of Members which the 
Parliament of India has appointed 
to this Committee incticates the 
importance which your Parliament 
attaches to this subject and 
the impartial manner in which 
the Parliament of India in ac
cordance with democratic traditions 
deals with its important work. I am, 
therefore, deeply conscious of your 
kindness in extencting to me as a 
member of another Commonwealth 
country the opportunity to speak to 
you about my memorandum of evi
dence. 

As you will have seen from the pre
face, my name is Arthur George Shaw 
of 27. Moorhurst Avenue. Gaffs Oak, 



Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire, Eng
land I am a Fellow of the Pharma
ceutical Society of Great Britain and 
qualified in January 193~. I am 
also a Barrister-at-Law and was called 
to the Bar in 1959. 

I would explain Mr. Chai.rman and 
Members that I am not in practice as 
a Pharmacist or a Barrister. Indeed, 
although I was employed as a Pharma
cist at one time I have never practis
ed in the .courts because, since 1954, 
I have been employed in a full· time 
capacity as Assistant Secretary to the 
AssociatiOn of the British Pharmaceu
tical Industry. This is not a company 
or an undertaking but an organiza<.ion 
which pharmaceutical companies join 
On their own free will. This organi
za!ion, like all good organizations 
takes interest in all matters which 
concern the health and well being of 
the people and it has, therefore, studi
ed with great interest the Patents BiB 
introduced by the Parliament of India. 

As the Bill contains certain provi
sions which are similar to the law at 
present in force in Britain and be
cause those provisions :1ave been in 
use in my country in recent years, it 
was thought that I should submit to 
you the knowledge and experience 
which I have acquired as a:> Assistant 
Secretary of that organisation and I 
submit this knowledge in the belief 

_ that knowledge gained in one country 
may prove to be of -interest and bene
fit to another. 

As I have explained, the As•ocia
tion is an organisation the membership 
of which is voluntary. It has its offices 
in London. Consequently, I come into 
close contact with the ~Enistry of 
Health and other Government De
partments and as Assi,tant Secretary 
of B.P I., I have seen 'developments 
which have occurred in the applica
tion of the particular ~ections of the 
British Patents Act which is the sub
ject of my memorandum. It is because 

of my special position in such an orga
nisation that I wish to offPr evidence 
which is purely .a factual statement of 
what has occurred. 

I do not, in my evidence which I 
have the honour to present, offer any 
personal opinion. It is a statement of 
facts which, I sincerely trust, will be 
of interest and assistance to this Com
mittee of Parliament of India in its 
important work. 

I would like to explain Mr. Chair
man and the Members of the Com
mittee that because of other duties in 
my organisation, it was not possible 
for me to complete all m v detailed 
enquiries before I prepared the writ
ten document which is before you. 
Before coming to Delhi at your kind 
invitation I made further enquiries to 
which, with- your permission, I sha:l 
refer in my expose. In particular, I 
consulted officials of the Ministry of 
Health and the Patents Office · in 
London as to the correctness of what 
I had written to you. These Officials 
suggested minor additions to the text 
and this will be mentioned in my 
oral evidence. During the course of 
my expose, I should like to refer to 
certain documents which I have 
brought with me. As 1 have come 
from England, I have brought the 
original papers which I shall be pleas
ed to pass to the Chairman at any 
time if it is your wish and to leave 
some documents with you if that is 
your wish. Certain documents which 
I have brought are taken from our 
library and copies are no longer avail
able but if it is your wi,h, Mr. Chair
man: I will have copies'made on my· 
return to England and send them to 
you. 

If members of the Committee would 
also like copies, I will do my best to 
provide them on my return to Eng
land. 

Shri Sham La! . Saraf: Thank you 
for that. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Mr. Chairman 
and Members of the Committee, maY 



I now have your permission to take 
each paragraph from Sections B and 
C in my memorandum in turn and to 
comment on them and tc add to the 
information ('ontained therein. There
after, I will be pleased to answer any 
questions to the best of my ability 
which the Oommittee may wish to ask 
on my memorandum or my expose. 

In paragraph 4 I reproduce Section 
41 of the British Patents Act of 1949-
in your present Patents Act under 
Sec. 23CC there is a simila.r provision. 
This section 23CC is not continued in 
the Bill but is replaced, as I under
stand it, by Clauses 87 and 88, which 
require patents far foods, drugs and 
methods and processes for the manu
facture of foods and chemicals to be 
endorsed with the words 'licences of 
right'. These clauses also impose a 
ceiling rate of royalty in certain in
stances of 4 per cent and in this con
nection a resume of the decisions of 
the British Comptroller of Patents 
which I mentioned in paragraph 17 of 
my memorandum may be of interest 
to you. 

In paragraph 5, the section to which 
I referred to does not now occur in 
your Bill because the new Bill re
quires licences to be endorsed. 

In paragraph 6 you will note that 
I refer to the fact that before 1919 the 
British Patent Law did not contain 
any special provision for the grant of 
complusory licences in respect of 
food and medicines but later on such 
provisions were introduced by Sec
tion 38A. I am informed by the 
British Patents Office that upto 19·~9 
when the particular Sections ~er': 1n 
force, there were four :oppl!catJ~ns 
for compulsory licence under Section 

38A(2). 

In paragraph 7 of my memoran?um 
I referred to a report of a Committee 
which led to the amending Act of 

1919 The deliberations of that Com
mitt~e were not published but some 
reference was made to them in &ft-
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other Committee called the Sarpnt 
Committee which was appointed in 
1929 and reported in 1931. You will 
note the reasons that they gave for 
the introduction of the particular Sec
tion. 

This Sargant Committee which was 
considering in 1929 or 1D30 the posi
tion with regard to this Section and 
the general question of patents for 
medicines and drugs considered a sug
gestion that such patents should be. 
dedicated to the State. You will note 
their conclusion to which 1 have re
ferred in paragraph 8 of my memo
randum. You will note that having 
heard even in 1929 the arguments for 
a suggestion that patents for medicine 
should be dedicated to the State, the 
Committee came to the conclusion that 
no sufficient case has been made out 
for such a dedication and ;hat an al
terati.- in the law would operate ad
versely against the British industry 
and discrinlinate 3gai.'lst research 
workers in Great Britain. 

In paragraph 9 I refer to a further 
Committee which was set up to review 
the Patent Law in 1944. That Com
mittee was called the Swan Committee 
and it published in all 3 reports, the 
first interim report, the second interim 
report and a final report. 

In the second interim report the 
Swan Committee having ~onsidered 
the question of the speeial provisions 
for patents for drugs and medicines 
which then existed, came to the con
clusion that such provisions cou'd be 
withdrawn from the new legislation. 
However, in the final report, a copY 
of which I have got here, the Com
I'!ittee examined the desirability of 
granting what are known as prod~ct 
patents for chemical compounds In

cluding those which could be used 
for food and for medioine and if I 
ean, Mr. Chairman, I would refer to 
this report and in particular 
to paragraph 93 of the re-
pert in which the 'Comittee report 
that it has been atronaly uraed that 



the limitation imposed on not being 
able to claim a patent on a substan,•e 
in itself should be removed as not be
ing in accordance with modern tech
nical developments. The Committee 
said that it has been argued that the 
real invention lies in the discovery of 
a new substance with new and useful 
properties and that the process of 
manufacture often involves little 
novelty In itself. Many valuable new 
substances are produced by synthesis
ing a large number of possible com
pounds by known methods and then 
determining of which of the new sub
stances have useful ~,>roperties. 

Having looked at this argument put 
before them this Committee which re
ported in 1947 said as follows in 
paragraph 95: 

"We are impressed by the argu
ments which have bee, advanced in 
support of the proposal for ..emoving 
this limitation on the claiming of new 
substances produced by chemical pro
cesses and we recommend this limita
tion be repealed. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it the final re-
port of the Swan Committee? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: This is the final 
report which I will be very pleased 
to give you if you so like. 

Mr. Chairman: Please give us a 
copy, 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Having deciEied 
that a product patent should be grant
ed in respect of a chemical substance 
the Committee looked at the difficulty 
of distinguishing between chemical 
substance which can be used for pure
ly chemical purposes and which can 

'be used for foods or a medicine. They 
found that it would be difficult to dis
tinguish between a chemical whic·h 
can be used for one !)urpose and one 
which can be used as a drug or a 
medicine or in the production of a 
drug or a medicine. And, therefore, 
recommended that the conclusion in 
the second document which stated 

that the special provisions concerning 
food and drugs might be withdrawn, 
should be withheld," and .consequently 
this finely balanced dedsion has re
sulted in carrying forward into our 
present Act of 1949 the special pro
visions for food and for drugs. Now 
in paragraph 11, I explain section 41 
of our present Act continues the spe
cial provisions of this earlier legisla
tion. I also point out that the section 
is not applicable tci ?ther classes of 
inventions and in order to seek a com
pulsory licence for an invention that 
is not a food or a medicine or a sur
giral or .curative device, it is neces
sary for an applicant to proceed under 
another part of the Act, Section 37. 
Now Sections 37 and 41 differ in a 
number of important respects and for 
an application to succeed under Sec
tion 37, it is necessary to show some 
abuse of monopoly on the part of the 
patent-holder.. The various reasons 
which an applicant can ll.dvance under 
Section 37 are set out b greater de
tail in the appendix to my paper, but 
I have instan.ced one or two examples 
in my paper which are perhaps most 
important. 

Further, I also point .ou~ that no 
proceedings can take place under Sec
tion 37 until three years have elapsed 
from the date of sealing; but in the 
case of Section 41, applications may 
be made at any time. 

I now turn to reviewing the appli
cations which have been made under 
this Section of the Patents Act passed 
in 1949 Here, Mr. Chlirman, there 
are certain corrections which have 
been made to the figures. With your 
permission, I will now read from my 
expose so that I can e;ive you the 
latest information which was kindly 
provided by the British Patents Office 
before I left. Between 1949 and 1965, 
there have been 45 applications made 
under Section 41 of the Patents Act. 
Of these, 40 related to medicine· one 
application is classified by the P;tents 
Office as surgical or curative device; 



and four related to food. The years 
in which the applications h respect of 
medicine were made are correctlv set 
out in the table which is reproduced 
in paragraph 14. At the end of 1965, 
the position with regard to these a p
plications is as follows: in the case 
of medicines, where there was a total 
of 40, nine have been granted, none 
has been refused, 17 have been with
drawn and 14 were pendinl( waiting 
attention by the Patents Oflice and 
the comptroller. The •me application 
which was submitted for a surgical or 
curative device was. withdrawn, and 
the four applications submitted in 
respect of foods were refused. Now 
in the case of medicines, .,,here there 
were nine lioences granted, six appli
cations were subsequently · with
drawn ... 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: For 
what reasons? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The applications 
were abandoned, Mr. Chairman, as 
I understand it, bec.ause having exa
mined the possibility 'lf placing the 
particular drug on the market, the 
company which was granted the ap
plication: was not sati,fied that if 
would than be a commercial proposi
tion to do so. This was the informa
tion given to me before I left London. 
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In oara 16 of my memorandum, I 
say that of the licences which have 
been granted, only three are in force 
at the present time and royalty rates 
have been determined in resoect of 
those licences. 

Referring to paragraph 17, in the 
second case which I mentioned, i.e. 
Biorex Labor~tories Ltd. and J. R. 
Geigy S.A,, the Comptroller ordered 
a royalty of 16 per cent. But this was 
increased to 18 per cent when the 
matter was tak~n on appeal to the 
Patents Tribunal. The figure which 
I have quoted of 18 per cent is oper~
tive royalty, but I wish to expla1.n 
that it was 16 per cent with an addi
tional 2 per cent added to it to make 
a total of 19 per cent. 

I would now like to refer, Mr. 
Chl;lirman, to comments made by the 

Comptroller in giving his decisiOn in 
these first two ca.>es. '!'his is a copy 
of the decision in that case. It is at 
your disposal if you wish to see it 
later, Mr. Chairman. As the .commit
tee will note, the terms or section 41 
provide that the Comotro!ler shall 
grant an application unless it appears 
to him that there are good reasons for 
refusal. In giving his decisions, the 
Comptroller examined what might be 
accepted as good reasons for refusing 
an application. The reasons inc! uded 
the need ,for him to satisfy himself 
that the applicants were capable of 
manufacturing the articles in question 
and possessed full knowledge and 
equipment for the purpose. Unless he 
was so satisfied, he would not feel in
clined to grant the licence. In exa
mining the facts to be taken into ac
.count, in assessing the amount of 
royalty which should be ro.warded, the 
Comptroller referred to this matto;r 
as an extremely difficult and comp!I
cated question, particularly in refer
ence to drugs and medicines. How
ever, he took the view in coming to 
his decisions-which as I have explain
ed were 15 per cent in one case and 
16 oer cent originally h the other 
cas..:-that the licensee in his royalty 
payment must make a oonhibution to 
the cost of research which led to the 
discovery and development of the new 
drug and medicines and also to the 
cost of the work which the inventor 
bad bad to carry out in order to de· 
monstrate to the medici profession the 
value of the product in the treatment 
of disease. There are appropriate re
ferences to his remarks in the docu
ment which I have brought with me. 

Now I turn to other dPvelopments 
which 'have occurred in connection 
with sectiOn 41 of the Patents Act. As 
you will note certain companies which 
have submitted aoplications under 
section 41 of the Patents Act have 
offered for sale to chemists and doc
t<>rs medicines which are the subjf"ct 
of a patent. In many of these i,.tances 
these products were being jmported. 
from abroad and they were offered for 
sale and in that way, at that time, It 



was contrary to the law, and that 
was why, as I have explained ill 
paragraph 19, the patent-holders 
challenged the sale. 

Then, the companies submitted ap
plications under section 41 and said 
that having submitted an application 
under section 41 they o/ere then en
titled although their applications had 
not then been heard, to import the drug 
and to offer it for sale to chemists and 
doctors. 

Some of the products to which re
ference is made in this paragraph 
were examined by Mr. F. G. Stock at 
the City of Birmingham Analytical 
laboratories. Mr. Stock is an inde
pendent analyst who is employed by 
Birmingham City just as he might be 
employed by the corporation of Delhi 
(?) . A report published in the Phar
maceuti~al Journal gives a survey of 
his findings. I have brought with me 
an extract from the reoort of the 
Pharmaceutical Journal which again 
if it is your wish I am very wil!ing 
to leave with you here or of which I 
am prepared to have additional copies 
made in England and sent on to you. 

In his report, Mr. Stock draws at
tention to some deficiencies in cheap 
drugs. While some of the samples 
which he examined were quite satis~ 
factory, others were badly prepared 
and showed marked deterioration in 
potency when he examined them. In 
one .ease quoted by Mr. Stock, the de
firiency was very high; the various 
samples of the same product which 
he examined showed deficiencies which 
ranged from 57 per cent to 73 per cent 
in the potency of the J)roduct. 

Mr. Stock makes the ~omment that 
these products were badly r-repared 
and badly formulated; by 'bad1y for
mulated' I mean that they were not 
correctly compounded in t:1e best way. 
The produrt in question was drops in
tended for administration to small 
children it was prepared· in a liquid 
form for convenience to administer by 
a . dropper to small children.. They 
had zlet been correctlv prepared. The 
material according to ·Mr. Stock tend
ed to stick at the bottom of the bottle, 
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and therefore when he examined the 
product, it sh~wed these large defici
encies. I shall leave with you the 
extract from the Pharmaceuti.cal Jour
nal if you require it. 

In paragraph 19, I have already 
mentioned that these drugs which had 
been imported were coming from un
licensed sources and were the subject 
of patents held in Great Britain. 
Therefore, the companies which held 
the patents cha]lenged the action of 
importing the products. 

In paragraph 20 I point out that this 
matter went to the Court of Appeal 
in London and it was he! d that the 
fact that a~ application had been sub
mitted under section 41-not examined 
or a licence granted-was not of itself 
any reason why the .court should re
fuse to grant relief to the patent
holder by way of an injunction which 
would restrain and stop the company 
offering this in1ported product for sale. 
Accordingly these injunctions were 
granted and the company was pre
vented from importation and ~ate. 

In giving that decision, which I 
have with me, these reasons are set 
out in the copy of the judgment there, 
Since this decision was given, a num
ber of applications which have been 
submitted under that section have 
been withdrawn. This .•efers to the 
figures which 1 'have mentioned 1n my 
earlier report. Now, of course, it is 
not possible to· say that the sole rea
son for the ·withdrawal of these appli• 
cations in 1965 was a decision given 
by the Court of Appeal. But as many 
of the applications which have been 
submitted recently under section 41 
are for the importation of products 
rather than for manufacture in Great 
Britain, I think that the decision must 
have had some consequence in those 
withdrawals. · 

In section VI I explain the views 
of the British pharmaceutical indus
try on this subject. It is purely fac
tual, and I draw your attention to the · 
rapid increase in the number of ap
plications which has ocCUlTed in re
cent years and wh'ich is set cut in the 
table in paragraph 14. 



This caus_ed serious concern to the 
pharmac~uhcal industry i,1 Britain 
because It _wa~ evident that many of 

, these a~phcahons were being made 
for t~e _Importation of drugs and the 
AssociatiOn of British Pharmaceutical 
I_ndustry as representing pharmaceu
tical manufacturers in the U.K. made 
representations to Her Majesty's Gov
ernment requesting that the section 
be repealed. Here is a copy of the 
actual memorandum reproduced as an 
extract from the journal, which I 
_sh~l! . be pleased to leave with you 
If It Is of interest to you or to the 
Members of your Committee. 

In paragraph 24 I draw attention to 
some of the principal arguments which 
have been advanced why the section 
should be repealed. The reason is 
that it discriminates unfairly against 
the p~armaceutical inventor by not 
provtdmg comparable protection to 
that afforded to holders of patents of 
other articles.- In his decision when 
he examined the question of ro'yalties 
to which reference is made in th~ 
document here, the Comptroller said 
that many substances had to be made 
and· examined before it oould be found 
that a particular one was of value in 
the treatment of dise~se and of value 
to humanity. Therefore, this is one 
Olf. the _ re<asons why the association 
suggests that_ the inventor o! a new 
drug is no less . worthy of the praise. 
and patent protection of the country 
than_ the inventor .of some mechanical 
device._ 

I also point out in paragraph (b) 
the benefit to the health of the nation 
and to its economy which follows 
from research and discovery by the 
pharmaceutical industry in GreJ.t 
Britain. In this connection, r would 
like to draw your attention to the 
views expressed by a Government 
Committee appointed in 1959 which 
investigated the cost of prescribing in 
the National Health Service. This 
Committee, which is called the Hin
chliffe Committee-with your permis
sion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to 
quote the relevant paragraph and the 
document is available to you and the 

members of the Committee-in para
graph 258 of its report under the 
headJng "Conclusions on research''-! 
wil_l read out only those condusions 
which relate to the pharmaceutical ;n. 
dustry and to the production of new 
medicines-says: 

"Our investigations into the re
search activities of the British 
Pharmaceutical Industrv led to 
the following conclusions: 

The pharmaceutical firm• 
which do research ara making a 
valuable contribution to the 
National Health Service. Such 
research is essential for ad
vances in therapeutics. The 
costs of research on therapeutic.> 
and prophylactics product are 
considerable but no higher than 
in other countries making com
parable effort. Firms should be 
encouraged to increase their re
search effort. The conditio,Is 
which favour profits !or research 
such as patent rights, publicis
ing of proprietary names and 
the price agreement with the 
Ministry of Health should be ac
cepted. No changes in the orga· 
nisat-ion of pharmaceutical in
dustry should be recommendea 
without a detailed enquirv as 
we have been able to make." 

A little later <>n, towards the end 
of my memorandum I will draw your 
attention to the fact that such a Cflm · 
mittee has recently been appointed ;n 
the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, 
I would now like to turn to seotion 
'C' of my pap.,.- which deals With 
section 46 of the United Kingdom 
Patents Act, 1949. I now turn to that 
part of the memorandum which is 
concerned with the use of patents bY 
government departments which gene
rally correspond to provision, of sec-· 
tion 48, section 99 and section 100 of 
your Bill. 

Sub-section (i) 'of Section 46 o' the 
British patents Act is the relevant 
section under which the Ministry of 
Health imported drugs from abroad 



lor the hospital services. Clause 100 
'bf your Bill contains similar though 
aomewhat wider provisions than in 
section 46. The principal of 'govern
ment use' is taken much further bv 
clause 48 of your 'bwn Bill. · 

In paragraph 26 I refer to one case 
which has been heard in various 
courts in England, concerning govern
ment use, in 'order to pstablish whe
ther the provision ot drugs for the 
hospitals, which is a social service, . 
can be considered as coming within 
the services of the Crown and the use 
of section 46. The point I wish to 
make in tltis paragraph is this. In the 
judgment in one ot the cases, which 
may be of interest to you in relation 
to clause 48 of your own Bill, there is 
a comment which defines a govern
ment undertaking. In his judgment, 
lJord Reid-I have here a copv of the 
Judgment which I shall be pleased to 
leave with you-said: 

"But I think that it is now well 
recognised that by reason of the 
structure of their organisation the 
nationalised industries, for ex· 
ample are not services of the 
Crown." 

I now turn . to paragraph 28-
Paragraph 27 · is merely an explana
tory paragraph. -It would be more 
explicit if it read: "On the introduc
tion of the National Health Service in 
1948, individual hospital auth'orities 
were given general responsibili
to ry.paragraph. It would be more ex
ty for the ·purchase of pharmaceutical 
products for use in the hospital 
service." I did not intend to infer 
that this was a power that was only 
given to hospitals when the NationaJ 
Health Service was introduced; the 
hospitals always had the power to 
purchase their own requirements. I 
mentioned that in reneral the responsi
bility rested with each hospital autho
rity and that central contracts werf' 
only made for specied druj!s. Examples 
of where central contracts were 
made is in the antibiotics such as 
penicillin when they were ftrst intro
duced Antt were in short supply, or 

t 
cortisone or similar materials wher\ 
they were first made in the United ... 
Kingd'om and their supply was very 
short with the result that the Gov
ernment had to enter into contract ,1 
wih the manufacturers to ensure th-: ·L I 
the supplies went primarily to the' 
hospital services. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Do you make 
any distinction between private hos- ~. 
pitals run by private people and • 
government hospitals under this l!lw? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: There are very 
few private· hospitals now in the 
United Kingdom. Practically all hos · 
pitals are now controlled by thl 
National Health Service. There ar 
very very few indeed and I think fo 
general purposes they may be ignoJ 1 
ed with regard to the question of ar 
plication of this section. · .. 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: What 
about some of the infirmaries? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Infirmaries and 
hospitals were all taken CYVer by thl". 
National Health Service in 1948 an~ 
were vested in the Ministry ' ' 
Health. They all form part of th · 
National Health Service. 

In paragraph 29 I drew attention ( 
the fact that several reports appeP ·· 
that hospitals were achieving alle • 
savings by purchasing drugs fr . . 

. unlicensed sources outside the Unit , 
Kingdom. This clearly created diftl' ~ 
cult problems because of the unr · · 
tainty of the position as to whet' r,' 
Government's use of section 46 e J 
tended to individual hospitals. 

This again is amplified in paragra
ph 30 in which I say that subsequen
tlv Mr. Enoch Powell, who was the 
then Minister of Health replied to a 
number of parliamentary questionf 
announcing his intention to use section 
46. In 1961 he stated that he propo
ses to use section 46 to obtain certai: 
drugs and he gave instructions tha . 
individual hospitals themselves werE' 
to stop purchase of drugs from abroad. 
The hospitals originally were pur-



~basing the drugs from abroad. When 
lhe Minister of Health stated that he 
was going to use section 46, he told 
the hospitals to stop purchases be: 
cause he, as the Minister of Health, 
will arrange to· get those drugs by 
using section 46. So, the hospitals 
stopped buying these drugs from 
abroad. 

l'tlr. Chairman: And the UK Gov-
ernment took the responsibility of 
tmpplying these drugs? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Yes. 
I 

The point I was making there was 
:that the Minister himself decided that 
be would use the powers to supply 
the hospitals and the individual 
bospitals stopped purchasing them
selves. 

l'tlr. Chairman: Those powers exist 
-even now? 

Mr .. A. G. Shaw: Yes, but they are 
not being used now. The Minister is 
no longer using those powers. 

Mr. Chairman: But they have not 
been revoked? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: No. The fact re
mains that at the present time the 
:Mjnister has. stopped using them. He 
used them from 1961 to 1965, for a 
period of four years. Now he has 
st'opped it. 

Shri K. K. Warior: When the 
:Miruster took action •no hospital raised 
any objection to it? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: No, because the 
Minister himself is responsible for 
the provision of all hospital ·services 
under the National Health Service. 

In paragcaph 31 I explained that 
the Ministry of Health announced 
'that they proposed fo invite contracts 
for the supply of certain drugs to the 
hospitals. The· drugs which \were 
,;upplied. came from manufacturers 
()utside the United Kingdom and 
111one of the companies which we:e 
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awarded these contracts was a paten
tee or hcensee. They were coming 
from unlicensed sources. The drugs 
,In Queshon came mainly from ltalv 
and- were supplied through smail 
compames which. imported them from 
that source. 

in paragraph 32 I explained, as I 
have already said, that this action 
was continued until 1965. Although 
the~e was s·ome change in the com• 
pames which were awarded contract 
by the Ministry of Health and some 
changes in the countries from which 
these drugs came, they all came from 
unhcensed sources. 

In paragraph 33 I go on to state 
that the Minister of Health announ
ced, before taking any further action 
to continue the contract for 
a further period that he had invited 
patentees and licensees in the United 
Kingdom to quote for the supply 'Of 
these drugs for the hospitals and armed 
serviCes. He also gave the same in
VItati'on in respect of three other 
patented drugs which are widely used 

· in hospitals. Subsequently, in Parlia
ment the present Minister of Health, 
Mr. Kenneth Robinson made a state
ment with regard to the use and pur
chase of drugs under section 46. You 
will note that he says that with two 
exceptions satisfactory arrangements 
have been made. with manufacturers 
and that, therefore, he would negotia
te prices with manufacturers in the 
United Kindgom who were the paten
tees or licen~ees of the drugs in 
question. 

In paragraph 35 I stated that sub
sequently satisfactory arrangements 
have been made with the patentees or 
licensees of the two outstanding drugs 
to which he refe:s earlier and, con
sequently, now, as I have mentioned, 
n·o purchases of drugs are being made 
from unlicensed sources under the 
authority of section 46 (I) of the 
Patents Act, 1949. There has been no 
formal announcement of this but this 
decision was conveyed to my Asso
ciation in a -Jetter from the Ministry 
of Health, of which I have a copy and 



in order to substantiate the stat~inent 
which I have made, I nave· brought a 
copy of the leUer for you to see, if 
you so wish. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you kindly 
read that letter? 

Mr. A .• G. Shaw: I will read it. ·It 
is addressed to Mr. D11ckworth; who 
is the Secretary of my Associatio.1, 
my superior officer. It is from the 
Ministry of Health. It says: 

"Dear Duckworth, 

You wrote to Mr. Hunt on 3rd 
Decemb~r about the supply of 
d;ugs to hospitals under section 
46 (I) of the Patents Act, 1949. 
Sallsfactory arrangements were 
made with the patentees or licen
sees of the two outstanding drugs, 
chlorothiazide and hydrochl 
rothiazide. This means that there 
are now no purchases of drugs 
being made under the authority 
section 46(1), but tile Minister 
said in a written answer to a 
pa·rliamentary question on 21st 
June last that he would continue 
to use his power under this sec
tion as and when it seemed to 
him right to do so." 

Mr. Chairman: So the section is· 
there. 

' Mr. A. G. Shaw: The section is 
there. The Minister says he would 
continue _to use section 46 (!) if he 
thought It were necessary to do so. 
One could not expect any Minister 
to make any other statement. The 
Act is there on the statute book it 
gives him powers. Therefore, ' he 
must say that he will use the powers 
:Which the Parliament has given him 
If he thinks it is right and in the in~ 
terests of the nation for him to do 'so. 

. Shri K. K. Warior: There was no 
Instance of any import under section 
46 0) after that statement in Parlia
ment in June? 

Mr. Chairman: The 
there. 

power was 
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Shri K. K. Warior: Were there any 
insta'nces of any import? 

Mr. Chairman: The patentees came 
to terms with him. You may con
tinue, Shri Shaw. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: In the reply given 
by Mr. Robinson he refers to drugs 
used in the pharmaceutical service. I 
think, it would be helpful if I explam 
this term and why it differs from "th~ 
hospital service". The pharmaceu
tical service to which Mr. Robinson 
refers is the supply 'of medicines \() 
National Health Service patients 
through the retail chemist when they 
have consulted the doctor in his sur
gery or when he has visited. them at 
their homes. When ·he visits them at 
their homes 'or when they go to h:S 
surgery, if they require medicine, he 
will write a prescription and they 
take the prescription to the chemist 
who makes up the medicine and then 
gives it to the patients. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: · Thl.$ 
service also is a part of the N aUond 
Health Service. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Yes. The National 
Health Services extends to hospitals 
and also to the doctors in relation
ship with their patients at hoine as 
also to the welfare and clinic services 
for mothers and young children. This 
is all part of the National Health 
Service in the United Kingdom. If I 
could just interpose an example, be
fore I came to India I had to have 
some inoculations. Before I came I 
went to see my doctor as a National 
Health Service patients and I r.;,ceiv<'d 
the inoculations as part of the 
National Health Service in .Great 
Britain. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Is Health Ser
vice compulsory 'for <all people? · 

_Mr .. A. G. Shaw: The Health Ser
VIce IS not . compulsory in the sense 
that you need not take advantage of 
the Health Service if you do ljlOt want 
to. H you want to employ a private 
doctor, you can employ a private 



doctor and pay him; but if otherwise 
you want to use the National Health 
Service in Great Britain, it is there 
fo~ Y?U to use as a citizen of Great 
Bntam: 

In referring to the pharmaceutical 
service, which I have explained what I 
mean by pharmaceutical service the 
Minister refers to negotiations' of 
prices. By this Mr. Robinson refers 
to the voluntary prices reguiation 
scheme, a copy of which I have here 
which regulates the prices of branded 
prescription medicines when supplied 

· through chemists to the National 
Health Service patients. This scheme 
was entered into voluntarily by the 
pharmaceutical industry in Great Bri
tain with the Ministry of Health. The 
purpose of this scheme is to establish 
that the prices charged by the manu
facturers are fair and reasonable. It 
was negotiated first in 1957, again .in 
1960 and the last agreement was made 
in 1964. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the organi
sation? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The organisation 
which negotiates it with the Ministry 
of Health on behalf of the pharmaceu
tical industry is the organisation of 
whioh 'I am an assistant secretary, I 
should add that this agreement does 
not apply to the hospital. service, but 
this is for historical reasons. This 
agreeme'ni W'as originally negotiated 

. following recommendations by a com
mittee which was concerend with the 
supply Qf branded pres~ription pro
ducts , by doctors for National Health 
Service patients. The present scheme 
is complex and complicated as one 
might expeot in dealing with such a 
diverse range of products and a diverse 
industry, but I should like to mention 
to you four important points in con
nection with this scheme. 

Firstly, as I have mentioned, the 
scheme applies to prescription products 
only; it is not concerned with the 
prices of medicines for which the pub
lic may wish to go to the chemist or 
anywhere else and purchase for them-
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selves as ·an individual. It is only 
concerned with the prices of branded 
prescription produ>ts which are sup
plied on prescription and which are 
!)aid for by the National Health Ser
vice. 

·Secondly, the price control which is 
applied ·by this scheme does not apply 
when ~ new product is first placed on 
the market. A new product when it 
comes on to the market has a freedom 
from price control. This freedom 
period. extends for two to four years 
accordmg to the amount of original 
research that went into the discoverY 
a~d development of the medicine. If 
a lot of research has gone into a pro
duct, it has a longer period than one 
which is a formulation. 

Thirdly, after the freedom J)eriod 
has expired, the price of the product 
is determined by various methods in 
which export sales are traken into ac
count. This is an important point 
because a part of the scheme is to 
encourage the industry at home to 
export its sales and if it has a good 
export performance, it has better 
treatment under the scheme. 

Fourthly, if a product has a verv 
large use for the Health Service, th~ 
Minister has the right to enter into 
separate ne.gotiations with the c 1'1lpany 
and also if the manufacturer himself 
wishes to negotiate directly without 
recourse to the scheme, he can go to 
the Ministry of Health and do so. All 
members of the organisation by whom 
I am employed have agreed to accept 
this scheme voluntarily and not to 
increase prices without the approval 
of the Ministry of Health. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: What is the• 
difference in the export price and the 
internal use price? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: That I cannot 
answer. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will it be possible 
for the witness to supply this informa
tion later; or, he would not .like to do 
that? 



Mr Chairman: You can ask the 
questlon later. Let him finish his 
evidence. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The present scheme 
will last tor three years and may be 
continued unless either side gil'es six 
months' notice to terminate the agree
ment· That is all I want to say at the 
mom~nt about the particular sc!heme. 

I turn now to· section 4, which is the 
legal proceedings arising out o"f the 
use of section 46. 

I may merely summarise that. sight 
of the Minister of Health to exercise 
powers in relation t<Y supply of drugs 
to .National Health Services hos.pitals 
was challenged. 

In 1961 proceedings w~re commenced 
which did not terminate until 1965 
when there wa~ a decision by the 
House of Lords. You will know that 
the House of Lords is, however, the 
highest court in England. You will 
also note that the decision of the 
House of Lords in this case was not 
unanimous but was reached by a 
majority of 3 to 2. 

In his speech whilst he was deliver
ing his judgment, a copy of which I 
have already given, one of th~ judges 
said that the ac:eptance of the 
principle of Crown use for the 
National Health Services hospitals 
seemed to he alanningly wide and to 
be a fqrmidable incision into the rights 
which the Crown had granted. His 
views were endorsed hy another mem
ber of the Court. 

: Now, under Sec. 5, I set out the 
·Views of the British Pharrriaceutic<ll 
Industry, on the use of Section 46 and 
the reasons wny they have ·been con
cerned on the importation of drug 
~rom unlicensed sources because of the 
effect which it can have upon the re
sea-rch and development in the U.K. 
In pmiicu!ar, they are concerned that 
if these importations continue on the 
products which are the most popular 
and in the greatest demand, it will 

• 
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take away the ability of the company 
to carry out adequate research in the 
U.¥:. 

, Now to paragraph 43 I draw atten
tion to some views which have been 
expressed by the Patent Advisory'· 
Committee of my Association and I 
can now say that that has been approv
ed by the Association for incorporation 
into' the evidence which they will 
submit to the Committee recently 
appointed by Government to enquire 
into the relationship of ~he Phanna
ceutical Industry and the National 
Health Service. 

The Committee, which was appointed 
in 1965, is known as the Sainsbury 
Committee. You will note that except 
when the Section is to be used for 
defence purposes, here it is recognised 
that there is an overriding priority, it 
has ,:ecommended that there should be 

·an equiry to establish such use of the 
section bv Government in the interests 
of the ·national economy and the 
nation's health. The procedure sug
gested is similar to that which the 
British Parliament has accepted for 
the compulsory purchase of ]and. 

You will note that one of' the consi
deration which it is suggested should 
be taken into account is whether the 
use by the Go,vernment of this Section 
is. likely to discourage manufacture or 
research in the U.K. In this connec
tion, and it is relevant in relation ~ 
Section 41, to draw attention to the 
results of survevs carried out on ex
penditure by the pharmaceuticals 
iildustry association from time to time. 
The following figures which are re'adily 
available are for ·the years 1956--1963, 
They are:-· 

(In £ & $) 

1957 42 . 
1958 5.1 

1959 6.3 
1960 7.5 
1961-62 7.8 
1962-63 8.3 



This is the latest information which 
-is available at my disposal. From this, 
it can be seen that in the recent years 
for which the figures are available, 
the rate of expansion on expenditure 
on pharmaceutical research iri the U.K. 
has not been maintained. One might 
assume from these figures that the use 
of Sec. 46 and 41 must influence the 

·owner of any company is in deciding 
upon the .amount of money which one 
can devote upon reseach . for .new 
medicines. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: In this con
nection, can Mr .. Shaw tell us as to 
whether there has been any change 
in the position of the British Phar
maceutical Industries as a result of 
the American subsidiaries having 
taken ovef the British industries and 
consequently the research being c~rri
~ed out in America? · 

Mr. Chairman: ·You can ask this 
question at the end after he finishes 
his evidence. P\ease note down the 
points. You can ask him later on. 
Mr. Shaw, you maY continue the 
evidence. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Mr. Chairtnan, 
this is the expose which I wish to 
give. I am sorry to have taken so 
much time of the Committee. I am 
grateful to you and the Members of 
the Committee for your patience 
which you have shown to me in mak-. 
ing this expose. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: May 
I ask the learned witness one ques
tion? During the course of his obser
vations, he mentioned that out of 9 
licences granted (patent rights) in the 
U.K. under Sec. 41, as much .as 2j3rds 
(6) were abandoned. 

. Shri A. G. Shaw: ·yes, Sir. Nine 
were granted of which oix were 
abandoned. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Can 
you ·explain the reasons that impelled 
the manufacturers . to come to the 
decision in abandoning those six? 
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Mr. A. G. Shaw: Those app!icatio.1s 
were for separate patents which re .. 
lated to licences to deal with a part i
cular material. I have already ex
plained earlier 'hat the comp;,ny J,._ 
cided after a careful consideration not 
to use them as a commercial proposi· 
tion. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In the 
U.K. there large cartels (syndicate.<) 
in the pharmaceutical drug industry. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cheltiar: If 
you realy analyse the worldw1cle orga
nizations of the pharmaceutical indu3-
try, I think it is not more th"n 200. 
After all, about six or seven are c.:1rtels 
or syndicates .that operate in tile U.K. 
So, don't you think that these patents 
rights given to such ca•·tel.• will ]l•ad 
to monopolistic tendencies? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I don't think so 
because there have been few appli
cations· under Sec. 41 of the Act. The 
reason why there have been few 
applications is as follows:-

First of all, the manufacture of 
chemicals and medicines is very com
plex and a costly process and requir~s 
much complicated equipments and 

·plants. Before applying for a licence, 
a company must be satisfied that it 
has got equipmenfs and plant hi order 
to carr'y that out. · Having done so, It 
has also to be satisfied that· it ran 
establish a suitable market for the 
drug in the U. K. Then, it has also to 
be satisfied that it has the know-how 
in order to prepare a product of the 
correct standol"d and to otTer 1t in the 
correct form which is requird for tile 
patient. 

For a pharmaceutical p~oduct y0u 
might have to manufacture a chemical 
and then· you have to convert it into 
an appropriate form in which it has 
to be administered. 

Shri Virna1kumar M. Chordia: P:case 
see para 14 of your memorandum. 
There you $ay only 4 app'ic3tians w<rc 
given for compulsory licence and none 
was accepted. May I know what are 



the reasons that only 4 applications 
were given and even they were not 
accepted? 

Mr. Chairman: That' has been modi
fied. He has said that 47 applications 
were made. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: It has 
been modified. He said that only 4 
compulsory licences were . given for 
food and not a single one was accept
ed; all were refused. 

1\fr, A. G, Shaw: They were refused 
because as I understand the reason
( have not got the decision of the Com
ptroller with me here--they were going 
to import those foods into the U.K. Sec. 
46 is Govt's use and Sec. 41 is other 
than Govt's use where one can apply 
for a compulsory licence · and these 
applications for food, as I understand 
it, were for the importation of the 
particular food into the U.K. and these 
applications were refused. . I have 

·not got the details of that judgment 
with me. If you- like, on my return 
to England I will look into the ques
tion and obtain further information. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: Please 
refer to para 35. There you say that 
the Government have ' made satis
factory arrangements with the paten
tees or licensees of the two outstand
ing drugs and, consequently, no pur
chases of drugs are now being made 
under the authority of Sec. 46(1) of the 
Patents Act 1949. May I ask: was it 
possible for the U.K. to reach those 
arrangements without previously using 
the power of importing of patented 
drugs and prod'!cts? ' 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Undoubtedly they 
used Sec. 46. But as I explained the 
Ministry of Health is negotiating with 
the manufactures both in relation to 
the prices which are to be charged to 
hospitals and also in relation to the 
royalty payments which hav~ to be 
made. At the present time these 
negotiations have not been completed. 
So I cannot, nor indeed can I ,expect 
to have any information. about the 
prices because these are confidential 
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betwe·en the Government and the 
manufacturer. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Is there any 
difference in the prices that are char
ged to hospitals and those charged to 
private persons? 

Mr. A, G. Shaw: Very few private 
people get their medicines to-day 
because all the people or' a very large 
proportion of ·people in U.K. obtain 
their medicines through the National. 
Health Service. Very very few people 
buy the medicines themselves. 

An hon. Member: What is the 
difference between the retail prices 
and the hospital prices? 

lUr. A. G. Shaw: As I understand 
the question I have no information 
about the prices which have been 
agreed to by the Ministry of Health 
for these contracts. This information 
is confidential .between the Ministry 
of Health and the contractor. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: What 
is the attitude adopted by the other 
industries in the U.K. to the use of 
Sections 41 and 46? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw.: The reply to that, 
Mr. Chairman, is that other British 
industries have submitted memoranda 
of evidence to the Sainsbury 'Com
mittee: Towards the end of my ad
dress I mentioned that the Government 
have set up a Committee of Inquiry 
to go rnto the relationship of the 
pharmaceutical industry and the Na
tional Health Service. This Commit
tee is called the Sainsbury Committee. 
The confederation of the British In
dustries which represents all· British 
Industry has sent a memorandum to 
the Sainsbury Committee in which 
it supports the suggestion that the 
discrimination put forward in Sec. 4i. 
should be removed and that also the 
use of Sec. 46 to pr.ovide articles for 
such purposes as National Health 
Service should be reviewed. So, in 
general, the views which I have ex
press~d in my document consisting of 
the views of the industry on Sec .. 41 



and 46 have been endorsed by other 
:British industry. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your state
ment you have said that even a single 
supplier supplies drugs or medicines 
in various rates and prices vary from 
<me supplier to another. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Could you men
tion the 'paragraph in my. document? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: If I may 
put it correctly, is it not a fact that 
the negotiated prices do not apply 
to any private doc.tors who would like 
to 'prescribe medicine~? Differentia" 
tion of prices is as between the nego
tiated prices. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think I under
stand the question. I must apologise 
to the questioner for not understand
ing it at the first time. These prices 
which are agreed. to by this National 
Health Scheme will detetmine the 
prices at which the manufacturer will 
supply to the chemist and for the 
National Health Service it is the same 
price. There is no difference in ·the 
prices charged to the chemist for the 
product whether it is for the National 
Health Service or whether it is sup
plied on a private prescription. But 
as I have explained there are very 
very few people •who obtain private 
medicines to-day; they all use Natio
nal Health Service. But if they do 
obtain the medicines through their 
chemists and pay for them, the basic 
price of the medicine which they 
would obtain would: be determined by 
this Scheme. 

Sliri A. T. Sarma: In paragraph .14, 
you have given a statement sho:-"ing 
the number of applications submitted. 
But the number of applications is very 
small. Even out of that number, 13 
have withdrawn their applicati~ns and 
others are pending. What IS t~e 
u5a of having Section 41 .if there iS 

no use of it. 

A G. ShaW: . I tried to explain 
Mr. · h d been so 

a little earlier why there a . 41_ 
few applications under Section 
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that you have, in fact, to be satisfied 
that you have the requisite plants 
and the capability to manufacture; 
you have to be able to satisfy that you 
have the know how in order to pre
pare the product and to prepa~e it 
in the proper form. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Referring to 
the expenditure on research, may I 
know what is it as a total percentage 
of the sales, and secondly, what per
centage of the amount the pharmaceu
tical industry has been spending on 
sales promotion and advertisement? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The amount which 
the industry spends on research in 
Great Britain in relation to its sales 
to the National Health Service is 
about 10% and it spends about the 
same amount of' money on sales promo
tion. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I want to 
know it in respect of the total sales. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: It is difficult "to 
relate it to total sales because the 
total production of the industry, 
which is about 200 million pounds, in
cludes many things which are sold 
as medicines over the counter to the 
public. and also veterinary medicines. 

Dr. M; 1\1. S. Siddhu: Mr. Brian 
Inglis in his book "Drugs, Doctor, and 
Deaseses" surveying the pharmaceuti
cal industry, says (on page 102) that 
"research and information are not 
services which the pharmaceutical 
manufacturers provide at great 
trouble and expense simply tor the 
benefit of the medical profession and 
the community. Both are basically 
promotional activites indulged in at 
great cost because of the still greater 
returns." May I know whether the 
observation is correct? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Mr. Chairman, I 
have not dealt with this aspect of 
sales ·promotion expenditure of the 
pharmaceutial industry in my bnef 
and I would like to have a further 
opportunity of studying it. I do n~t 
wish to give· a quick answer to thiS 



question conerning the extract taken 
from a book I would most welcome 
the opportunity of taking the question 
and giving you a written ans~er. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What, in your 
opinion, is the life span of modern 
drugs which are being produced these 
days? After how much time they 
are not being prescribed? 

Mr. A. G. Sh~w: Again, Mr. Chair
man, these are questions which come 
outside my memorandum. I carrie 
here to talk to you, if I may say so, 
abou·t sections 41 and 46 and if' there 
are queshons outside my brief for 
which the Committee would like me 
to give ·an answer, by· all mea"s I 
would \(•rite them down, take them 
back with me and study them. I have 
not come prepared in my brief to 
deal with these q,uestions. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: You may 
please think over and give ·us replies 
afterwards. 

Mr. Chairman: You can study them 
and send your comments afterwards. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think it Would 
be better and preferable to the Com
mittee, if they wish me to study 
som~thing which is not in my brief, 
to give those questions to me· before 
I leave and allow me to -study them. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What has 
been the impetus on research pro· 
grammes in those countries of Europe 
where the process for the product is 
patented. It has "been made out that 
if the product is not also patented 
along with the process, then then re
search promotions do not get the im
petus. There are • countries in the 
Continent ·where the proceso. is pa
tented and not the product. What is 
the research programme of those 
countries as compared t 0 U.K.? You 
may give the answer · af't.er your 
return. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw:· Again, these are 
questions which I would like to have 
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an opportunity o( taking away witib. 
me and · studying them. I am ve1·y 
willing to help you, Mr. Chairman, iD. 
every way I can. 1 do not think it 
would be desirable for rrie to give 
answers here without information. 

Dr. M. 1\1. S. Siddhu: It is stated 
here in 1he same book (page 102) 
that "with the pharmaceutical indus-· 
try established internationally oo a 
cartel basis and protected by patent 
laws, such" a competition can be 
minimised. I may add that Cyanamide 
Pfizers, Brystol and Parke Da'{ies. 
have their subsidiaries in England 
and one reason why the research pro
gramme of England suffers is that 
these subsidiaries instead of doing. 
research work in London or England 
are doing it in Washington and New 
York. 

. ,Mr. A. G, Shaw: Equally I may say 
in turn, Mr. Chairman, that these 
companies have established them
selves and are manufacturing in 
the United Kingdom for so many 
years and 'the British public gets the· 
benefit of the research which is car
ried out in other countries. 

Shri .R, P. ·Sinha: I would like to
know · what has happened to the 
memorandum that you submitted on 
Section 46 for its repeal. Are yotL 
satisfied with the Jetter from the 
Minister of Health or are you still: 
pursuing for the repeal· of that sec
tion? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw:· They have ,ap
pointed a committee of enquiry· and 
in its submissions to this committee·. 
of enquiry, the Association wiU sug'... 
gest, as I have pointed out in my 
memorandum, that consideration 
should be given 'to the method of use· 
of Section 46. I have explained that 
in my m~rnorandum. • 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you think 
tha·t the repea] of section 46 as sug
gested by you will be in the national' 
interest of UK? 



Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think that it will 
be 'in ~he national interest of Eng
land because, in fact, we are- not 
suggesting that the section should be 
done way with but we are suggesting 
1hat the section should ·in the first 
instance, be retained primarily for 
the .purpose for which it was intro
duced into the legislation, that is, fo,
the Armed Services and the defence 
of the realm. We freely admit that 
sec>tion 46 must be there to enable 
a Government Department to exercise 
an invention for the defe·nce of the 
realm What we suggest is that be
fore ~ Government Department would 

. use section 46 to purchase drtigs for 
hospitals, there 'is an enquiry in 
which the company concerned can 

· state its case and state its objections. 
And when there has been enquiry 
there can be a report and on the basis 
of that report action can be taken, 
and we wish to suggest that the 
whole aspect of the national interest, 
of the effect on' production and the 
effect on exports and· so on is taken 
into account. 

Mr. Chairman: N'ational interest 
should be of prime importance? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: National interest 
is· whether it is going to assist in re-

. search in the country, whether it. iS 
going to assist in growth of the m
dustry in the country and wh~~er 
it is going to .assist in the promotion 
of exports from the U.K. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you agree that 
national interest should be. of pri
mary importance in decldmg these 

matters? 

G. Sha'W: These we consi-

d Mrt. Ab. ,·n our national interest; th~ 
er o e : · 1 · 

growth of the industry lS natwna m-

terest. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: 1 would like ~~ 
k a further clarification on o 

see · f the as
point regarding the t~ewsp~armaceu-
sociation. Suppose e 
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tical industry England, in spite of thl!· 
agreement that theY. have got with 
the Health Ministry with regard . to 
the prices, cannot reduce the prices 
to bring them on par with the in
terna'tional prices in the case of a 
certain drug or pharmaceutical pro
duct; suppose in respect' of a pro
duct A, the international price is 50 
per cent or 30 per cent lower than 
the British prices of that particular 
drug; would you like the Health 
Ministry to enforce see>tion 46 and 
compeJ the industry to reduce the 
prices? If this particular drug or 
product could be sold at a cheaper 
price in the world, then national in
terest does demand that you should 
so improve your research and produc
tion processes that you could also give 
the item at the correct price. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think !he ans
wer is· that we have an effective 
pharmaceutical industry established in 
the U.K. and we would hope to be 
able to 'produc::e our drugs at com
petitive world prices. Indeed, our in
dustry exports about 30 per cent or 
33 per cent of its total production. I 
think that shows that the industry i; 
effective and is competitive v:ith the 
world prices. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Previously, be
fore secion 41 • came, it was found 
that the patents were mostly used for 
purposes of foreign patent-holders to 
import their products into the U.K. 
The patent law had been revised in 
order that new industries could be 
put up to manufacture those new 
drugs. I find that in the USA, the new 
inventions of drugs are far 
more than in Britain. What you have 
been able to invent in England by 
way of new drugs . is far less than 
what they have been able to do. Is 
England satisfied that all those new 
drugs that are being invented in the 
USA are now being manufactured in 
the UK as a result of section 41? For, 
if tho;e inventors abroad do not 
manufacture them in UK, then sec-



tion 41 could be
1
enf'orced and a com

pulsory licence could be given. Has 
that helped in the expansion of the 
pharmaceutical industry in England?. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think that the 
expansion of the pharmaceutical in
dustry in England takes place because 
these drugs which are developed in 
the USA are manufactured in Great 
Britain by the companies which have 
come and established themselves in 
Great Britain. They also are assist
ed by licence agreements and re
oearch agreement between the one 
company and the other, as a result 

.of which one particular company in 
Great Britain will manufacture a 
drug which has been developed by 
somebody else. This is the pattern 
of development in the UK. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: With regard to 
section ·41, -there is in England .9 

differentiation in the matter of com- · 
pulsory licence, between· the drug 
and the food industry and ather in
dustries. Do you think that such a 
differentiation is correct? 

1\lr. A. G. Shaw: There is a differ
ence between section 41 and section 
37, and this is the difference. As I 
have explained, I think· .it is wrong 
that there is this discrimination 
against the inventor of a new and 
valuable medicine, because in order 
to develop a medicine today, the 
pattern of research is that you have 
to discover and manufacture many 
many compounds; it is not in the 
manufacture of the compound that 
the value lies but in the use of that 
compound in the treatment of disease. 
As I have mentioned in one of the 

, documents which I have here, the 
comptroller of patents states that the 
relationsh~p of discovery is probably 
Jn the rah.:> of 2500 substances to one 
~ubstance which may have some use 
m the treatment of disease; the 
others are far to toxic. Because the . 
value lies there and because of the 
va_lue of the product, I ·thinlt that 
thJs discrimination against drugs and 

med"cines in secti.:>n 41 should go. 
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Shri P. K. Kumaran: Before being 
the powers under section 46(1), the 
British Government started import
ing medicines from unlicensed 
sources, from countries like Italy. 
The British: Government were nat 
able to procure locally, that is, from 
England, the medicines which they 
required for the national services. 
Was that· not so? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The drugs which 
wer~ imported from abroad were 
being made in Great Britain. 

Shrj P. K. Kumaran: But the )ocal 
manufacture did not find it con
venient to supply the thing to the 
British Government at reasonable 
prices. The prices quoted by the 
local manufacturers were high when 
c.:>mpared with the import prices. 

1\lr. A. G. Sh:1w: The pricLs quoted 
by the local manufacturers were 
high in relation to the. prices at 
which · tha drugs were imported, 
because, as I understand ,it, the c.:>m
panies which had manufactured the 

.drugs in other countries had not done 
research which led to the disc.overy 
of the particular drug. They have ncr 
research cost to cover. As I have al
ready sa:id, you have to search for a 
long time to get a new- product which 
is useful in the treatment of diseases. 
It is obvious that certain drugs that 
you manufacture can be cheaper if yoU 
are a c.:>untry carrying on no research. 

Sb:ri P. K. Kumaran: In that case, 
later when the Government started 
using powers under section 46(1) and 
the local manufacturers found it 
convenient to come to some sort of 
agre2ment . with the British Govern

·ment, do' you think they will supply 
after incurring a loss? 

Mr. A: G. Shaw: The .Position is 
that the Ministry of Health is . no 
longer using section 46. 

Shri P, K. Kumaran: But a situa
tion has been. created whereby the 



local manufacturers agreed to supply 
.at reasonable rates. That was because 
the B~itish Gov ~rnment used power 
.under section 46(1). 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I do not know at 
what rates the drugs have been sup
!ied, I have not got that information. 
I know that' at the present time 
these. negotia lions on prices are pro
-ceeding; il). the meantime, drugs are 
being supplied and hospitals are told 
that they will be charged at agreed 
prices later. 

~bri P. ·K. Kumaran: That is true. 
We do not expect you to give the 
details of the prices, but we can 
infer. Keeping section 46(1) in the 
.Act has now proved . that it is in 
the interests of the British nation. Is 
it not? 

~lr. A. G. Shaw: The inclusion of 
section 46 (1) in the Act is there, and 
I am quite sure it will continue to 
remain there. What we are suggest
ing is that when it has to be used for 
purposes other . than defence, there 
should be • an enquiry to establish 
that its use is in the nationai 
interests. This is the point in the 
memorandum which we have sub
mitted to the Committee. 

Shri Tulsidas Jadhav: In India, the 
cost of labour is low and the prices 
of drugs are very high. Is .it not 
desirable that certain measures sug
gested in the present Patent Bill 
should be there to reduce the prices? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: With the greates~ 
respect, I know little of India. This 
is my first visit to India. I arrived 
three days ago. I do not know the 
conditions here. In any event, this is 
a question which is surely for the 
Parliament of India to decide. It is 
not for me to offer any personal 
observation on such a point. 

· Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Page 12, 
para 46. What are the provisions of 
section 32(3) and 40 referred to 
therei.n, in brief? 
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~lr. A. G. Shaw: In brief, section 
32(3) is a revocation of the patent by 
the court. In other words, the Gov
ernment would have to aPply to the 
court and ask for the patent to 9e 
revoked, and the coUrt would then 
decide whether it should be revoked. 
Section 40 gives the power for a 
licence to be endorsed on application. 

Shri D, P. Karmarkar: We should 
like to know the rationale behind sec
tions 41 and 46. Is it a social purpose? 

~lr .. A. G. Shaw: The rationale of 
section 41 is that it makes special 
proviSions for food, drugs and 
medicines on the assumption that this 
was necessary, there may he special 
need. As I have explained, in today's 
circumstances such a discriminativn 
is unnecessary. Section 46 is used 
to give the Government the right to 
use certain patent inventions for Gov
ernment use. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Under sec
tions 37 and 41 there is a difference 
in time. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Under section 
you can make an application at anY 
time; under section 37 you have to 
wait for a period of three years. 

Shri D. P. K~rmarkar: This was 
the discrimination you referred to a 
little while ago? 

Mr.: A. G. Shaw: Yes. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: So far as 
you are aware, this definition of a 
substance "capable of being used as 
food or medicine or in the produc
tion of food or medicine'' in section 
41 has not given rise to any dJ!Ii
culties? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Not as far as I 
am aware, there was one case when 
it was argued-! have not got the 
details-whether or not a particular 
compound was a food or a drug, and 
they came to the conclusion that it 
was a drug. 



Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Normally 
this has not given rise to· any du'fi
culties?. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: No. There is no 
definition provided in the Act itself. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: What are 
the terms of reference of the commit
tee you referred to that was appoint
ed? 

Mr. A. 0. Shaw: This Sainsbury 
Committee was appointfd in March, 
1965 and its terms were: 

"To examine the relationship of 
the pharmaceutical industry m 
Gt. Britain with the National 
Health Service, having regard to 
the structure of the "industry, its 
commercial policies and the firms 
comprising it, its pricing and 
sales promotion practices and 
their effects on patents and the 
relevance and value of research., 
and to make recommendations." 

Shri D~ P. Karmarkar: Normally 
export prices would be more than 
what has been negotiated as the 
agreed price between Government 
and industry. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Normally the ex
port price is taken into consideration 
in determination of the price that is 
charged in the home market by che 
price regulation scheme. "One • would 
expect the export price to be slightly 
higher than the home market because 
of the cost of transporting· the' drug 
to the market, and due allowance Is 
made for that in the scheme, but if a 
company establishe• that it exports 
25 per cent of a particular product in 
export markets then the pricE> which 
it charges to the home m~rket is in 
relation to the price which it obtains 
in export m~rkets 

Mr. Chairman: What will be the 
difference between the internal price 
and export price? 

. Mr. A •. G. Shaw:. Only the cost 
mvolved m transportation. 
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IUr. Chairman: Could you give the· 
percentage? ' 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: 
detailed examination. 
like to see this scheme 
here. 

Not without 
If you would. 

l will leave it 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar:· It would be 
better, Mr. Chairman, if he leaves all 
th .. relevant documents to ·.diich he 
has referred. 

Am I correct, if I infer from whnt 
you told us, that the principal l"eason 
why the Government e1ihe1· impo:ted 
or permltied other importer>" t0 make 
importat'on of patented medicinps 
was the difference in price i!lld that, 
so far as you kn.Jw, they. could buy 
cheaper from the outside market than 
the prices offered by the local con
cerns? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Only the T·;Iinister 
himself· can answer as to why he de
cided to do this. I can only otl.er my 
personal opinion. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Huve ycu in 
the course of your st1,1dies or even 
earlier fvund that the prices at \\llich 
th~ Government imported patented 
n~fdicines were advantageously lower 
than the prices at which similar medi
cines were offered by local COnC'!Ins? 

Mr .. A. G. Shaw: Obviow;ly, Mr. 
Chairman, the prices at which Gov
ernment imported the drugs from 
abroad were lower than the prices m 
Great Britain; otherwise thev would 
n.ot have gone to the trouble or im
porting t~em. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you agree that 
the Government has reserv~d the 
l-ight to control the prices for intcrna~ 
consumption? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw:. The Govemment 
has agreed with the pharmaceutical 

. industry on this scheme '" hich in fact 
controls the prices at which arug~ are 
supplied to the chemists and to tile 



public, but the' sche~e provides fur 
certain incentives t6 the manufac
turers. 

Mr. Chairman: You shouid have no 
such objection if the Government of 
"India also reserved the same rights? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: That is for the 
Government of India to decide. 

Mr. Chairman: Considering the 
powers your Government have re-
served for themselves vou . should 
have no objection if the Government 
of India reserved the same rights. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cb.ettiar: In 
1960 the prices had fallen frmr. £ 60 
per 1000 tablets to £ 9.10 sh. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I do not know t!1e 
prices at which the Gover:1ment im
ported because these were never dis
closed, not even. to my association. I 
know there 'has been speculation in 
the Press and· elsewhere, but I have 
not seen· any information about· the 
prices at. which the Government im
ported the drugs. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Tt had 
fallen even to £ 4.10 for 1000 tablets. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Earlier. 
were the patentees given the right of 
exclusiv~ imp~rtation for the P,erlCJd 
~f validity of the patents or there was 
no such privilege granted? 

1\lr. A." G. Shaw: This, Mr. Chah
man, is a verY detailed question on 
the general aspects of tire Patent Law 
on which I do not cla1m t~ be an ex
pert. I am not,. at any rate, a patent 
la~yer. If you would like me to 
answer that question, I c\Jn study the 
,question and. prepare an answer on 
this p~int, but now it is. !lot a p·Jint 
within the brief on whlcn I have 
come. 

Shri n: P. Karmarkar: According to 
the Indian law, anyon'e granted patent 
riahts for manufacture lS also sJmul
·ta~eously given the righ\s for exclu-
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sive importation of the particular pro
duct or process. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Ours 1s an 
under-developed country, Mr. Shaw 
and yours is a very developed c011ntry. 
I want to know huw far yuur country 
has been able to help this country in 
the matter of research and technical 
know-how? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I have not gut the 
answer to that. It is som£>tlung in 
relation to India which I cannot 
answer. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Is there any 
difference in the prices charged by 
you for those who tak~ 'Tlediome from 
your stuck and tho"e who are under 
your National Health Service? 

Mr. Chairman: He has ~!ready •aid 
that there is no difference. 

Shri Bibhuti ~ishra: Y uu said that 
some years back England ban••~d the 
import of medicines. Is it good f<>r 
this country to ban import ol rneJi· 
cines frO"lll other countries? 

1\lr. Chairman: That is !or you to 
decide. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: He has come 
all the way from England to help us 
by giving his opinion. His euuntry 
is much more advanced than our 
country. I want to seek his advice 
about my own country. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I am unable to 
give· any such opinion. 

Shri Bibhuti ~ishra: When the 
P<>tent Law was .enacted tn your 
country, it was done keeping in view 
the interests of your o-.vn cuunto·. 
May· I know. how far those mtl'rests 
correspond to the interests Gl this· 
country? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Mr. Ci1airmnn, J 
have come here, if I may say so, to 
explain two developments which .have 
occurred in the United Kingdom in re
gard to certain aspect. of tJus law 



which are comparable to certain pro
visions of your Bill. This ,s the basis 
of my memorandum and that is why .I 
have come to talk to you this morning. 
I d.:> not think I can usefully answer. 
the question that the bon. Member has 
put. 

Shri Sham Lal Sara!: May I know 
whother the Jaw of patents has given 
rise to monopolistic tendenc1es and 
there are international combines and 
gr.:>upings, specially in the field of 
drugs, n1edicines and phannaceuti
cals? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Here again it is a 
general question of the patent law 
which is outside my brief. If the 
Committee would like me to answer 
that question, I would like to study it 
and write to you later I have return
ed to England. 

Shri Sham La! Sara!: There is a 
lot of criticism in India of the patent 
law because it has given rise to 
monopolistic tendencies. 

Mr. Chairman: He says he has not 
studied this question. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: We would be 
very thankful to him if he enlightens 
us ori this point later. 

I understand that your country and 
your law is more in favour of regis
tering under the patents law the end 
pr.:>dlict and not the process. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The reason why 
our present law provides for product 
protection is set out in the ,.ecom
mendations of the Swan Committ~e. I 
did t·efer to that earlier on, and I am 
quite willing to leave the document 
with you. If I eould add my. own 
pe:son~t observati.:>n, I tllink product 
protecllon WO!Jld help to stimulate· 
the advance of pharmaceutical re-

• search in Great Britain. 

Shri Sham La! Sara!: Is it to en
courage incentive for research and in
ventive genius that y.:>ur law treats on 
par inventions of drugs and pharma
ceuticals along with mechanical ana 
other devices that are patentable? 
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Mr. A. G. Shaw: If I have under
stood the 'question correctly, we have 
explained our view to our govern
ment and it is that ·in orlier to en
courage the maximum inventive· 
gertius and use of the development of 
medicines there should be "o differ
ence between drugs and pharmaceuti
cals and other type of inventions. 

Mr. Chairman: The bon. Member
wants to know whether the UK law 
is on par with the Jaws in other coun
tries so far as this aspect is concern
ed. Have you studied the compara
·tive position in different countries'? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: As I explained. 
earlier, I am not a patent lawyer and 
I have not ma.de an international sur-· 
vey of patents and patent Jaws. I am. 
the Secretary of an Association. 

Shri Sham Lal Sara!: In view of 
the fact that very few applicationS' 
have been addressed to .the Controller 
of Designs and Patents what impres
sion do we get about the preSQllt Jaw? 

'Is it woe king satisfactorily, as far as 
the operation of registration ):; con
cerned? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: To the best of 
my knowledge, yes. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: With regard 
to thl! percentage of royalty on what 
basis does your Controller. of Designs 
and Patents fix it? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The provisions. 
of section 41 in regard Ito royalties etc.
are set out in the text which I re
produced, and during my expose I 
referred to the way in which the 
Comptroller gives' his decision. 

.Shri Sham· Lat Saraf: It is repor·t-· 
~d that in Italy, for example, there 
1s no patenting of drugs and phar
maceuticals. Is it as a result of this 
that the medicines imported f.rom that 
country were not only found to be 
defective but also deficient in a num
ber of substances? . Can the reason 
be that because they had not patented 
the inventions so people b~gan to. 



manufacture all sorts of things, mak
ing it all tht! more necessary to patent 
drugs and medicines? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I· am not an in
ternational expert on patents. But 
I understand that a Patent Bill is now 
before the Italian Parliament, just as 
the Patents Bill is before your own 
Parliament. In that Bill it is suggest
ed that drugs etc. should be· patent
ed. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: I conc1ude 
from what you have stated up till 
now that you are · not agreeable to 
sections 41 and 46(a) as they stand. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: No, Sir. We have 
suggested that section 41 should be 
repealed to avoid this discriminatian. 
In section 46, in the application 
of the way in which that section 
should be applied, should ·be review
ed.. We have not suggested that sec
tion 46 should be repealed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But you 
are not agreeable to sections 41 and 
46 (a) as they stand? 

Mr. A .. G.• Shaw; We have not 
suggested that section 46 should be 
altered. We have only suggested 
modification of its method of appli
cation. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Does it 
mean that you are suggesting that in 
our proposed Bill sections 87 and 88 
and 98 to 100 should not be there? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I am not suggest
ing anything at all to your Commit
tee. It is for the Committee to de
cide. I have come here to tell you 
what the ·position in Great Britain is. 

1\lr. Chairman: He has not made 
any comments on our Act. He has 
only spoken about the sections in the 
British Act and how it has worked. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you in 
favour of compulsory licensing sys
tem, as provided in the Act, or not? 
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Mr. A. G. Shaw: It is not for me 
to give replies or comments on your 
own Act. In my opening remarks also 
I made only comparisons. 

Mr. Chairman: The witness says 
that he is not competent to make any 
comments on our Act. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But there 
is section 41 in his own Act. 

Mr. Chairman: He has statad that 
it has not been repealed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He is in 
favour of repealing section 211. 

Mr. Chairman: They are trying to 
repeal it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That means, 
he is in favour of removing the licens
ing system. That is what I conclude. 
Then, he has referred to the rate of 
royalty and in our Bill it is provided 
that there should be a fixed rate of 
royalty. In his opinion does UK also 
favour such fixation of the rate of 
royalty or "will it be in the interest 
of the industry as a whole? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: 
fixatiop. of royalty in 
Each one is decided by 
ler on app lie a lion. 

There is no 
the U.K. Jaw. 
the Comptrol- · 

1\lr. Chairman: By negotiation. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The high,.st 
cou~t in England has given the 
decision ·lo retain the powers with 
the Government about section 46(a) 
and now, you say, the Government 
has set up a committee to go into the 
whole affair. Does it mean that the 
problem is there before the Govern
ment for a change in sPite of the 
cecision of the highest court? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The decisio:1 of 
the highest court in the land was on 
the interpretation of the statute as 
to whether the supply of drugs to 
National Health Service hospitals was 
within the term "Services of the 
Crown". The House of Lords, the 



highest court, decid.ed that that was 
the case by three to two; but the 
committee which has been establish
.ed and to which I have referred has 
\'ery much wider terms of reference 
than that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You say 
that you are neither competent nor 
do you have the· mind to say anything 
about our Act and Bill, but you have 
t..·ome to give evidence before us in 
relation to your Act, which means 
that WP Can COnclude that SO far all 

the applicatic;-, of those clauses in 
our Bill i.,s concerned, your opmwn 
has to be counted in respect of your 
sections. 

1\lr. Chairman: It is for us to consi
der. What can he say? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He has 
come here to give evidence in respect 
of some sections of their Act. He 
must have studied the question of 
limitation of period of patent. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I have not dealt 
with this point. 

· Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You 'wve not 
dealt with other points of your Act 
except these two sections. · 

Mr.· A. G. Shaw: In my evidence 
here I have dealt with two specific · 
sections. 

Shri Warior: How far will the 
comparable provisions in the Indian 
Act to the provlSlons in sections 41 
and 46(a) affect the pharmaceutical 
industry in Britain? 

Mr. A .. G. Shaw: They have affect
ed the pharmaceutical industry in 
Great Britain by giving it a period 
of uncertainty as not to· know what 
further development might oc-cur.· 
The Government, when it first used 
>ection 46, bought only 'five drugs 
!rom abroad. The industry did not 
know whether in the next year the 
five drugs would be 20, 25, 30 or 50. 
So, this is a period of uncertainty 
whi~h must cause manufacturers in 
the country to wonder as to what pro
portion Qf ·their resources . they can 
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· continue to devote to research. I 
think, this is shown out i~ a way by 
the figures which I gave which show
ed that there has been a levelling off 
in research expenditure. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: You said in 
your statement that new inventions 
made iP.. countries other than Britain 
are l.lken to Britain by the same 
manufacturers; they establish theif 
manufacture there and they process 
it there. Suppose, a firm is not wil
ling to give such know-how, will 
Britain allow the .import of the pro
duct for sale by these sections? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Know-how does 
not go in the patent specification; the 
know-how is contained in what the 
manufacturer knows.· I do not think 
that we have any instances where we 
think we are short of anY essential .. 
111edicines because they are not being 
developed in the United K.ingdom by 
one company or another. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Where a product 
or process is not patentable in the 
country of origin, will Britain allow 
that product or process to be patent
ed in Britain under the· Patents and 
Designs Act? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The British Patent 
Act stands on its own. If you apply 
for a patent in Britain, you apply 
under the conditions which apply 
under that Act. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What Is. the 
composition of the Association of the 
British Pharmaceutical Industry; in 
particular, are there any )'llernbers of 
this Association who are principals 
or who have a holding interest in any 
drug manufacturing companies in this 
GOUntry? 

Mr. A. G. Shawo: I am sorry, I have 
rot got a list of the members of my 
Association with me, !<ut I know that 
there are a number of British com
panies who are established. in this 
country. For example,' the British 
colnpany, Glaxo, I know, has a fac
tory In Bombay because I passed it 



<>n the way to the airport. I also 
know that the Briti•h Drug Houses is 
<>lso established here. 

Dr. L. M. Sillghvi: Would you, 111 
Barrister-at-Law and as one associat
ed for a number of years with the 
pharmaceutical industry in Great 
Britain, say that the exigencies and 

. the controlling considerations of 
patent ·legislation would have to vary 
from one country to another in accord
ance with the demands of a given 
natiUllal economy as also the stage of 
scientific and technological develop
ment in that country? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: That is a very 
wide question which, with respect, I 
do not feel competent to answer. . 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would like to 
draw your attention to a statement 
that you have quoted on page 2 of 
your memorandum where you quote 
a departmental inquiry committee. 
Do you hola that tbis was a legi~i

. mate reason, at least historically, at 
the stage at which the amending Act 
in 1932 was enacted? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: At the time the 
1932 Act was enacted the situation 
with. regard to the development of 
medicines was quite different to what 
it is today., I am sure, all Members 
of this Committee will know the vast 
changes which have occurred in the 
practice and treatment of diseases io 
the last 20 or 30 years since the 
advent of, what is known as, chemo
therapy. I think, the comment which 
is made in this document here should 
be looked at in relation to the state 
of medical knowledge and treatment 
which existed in the world at that 
time. 

Dr. L. M. Slnghvi: I invited your 
attention specifically to this statement 
which was contained in this Com
mittee's Report somewhere in 1932. 
Conditions in 1932 were somewhat 
more comparable to those in· India 
today. 
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I woul<\ like to know whether till• 
change of circumstances which you 
referred to has come about mainly 
because of a greater pace of techno
logical development in your countr 1 
and ·therefore, the cons;idcratwn~t 

which might have been applicable •nd 
relevant in 1932 In your opinion are 
no longer relevant and valid? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I think that tha 
technological advance has come about 
L, every country. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvt: I would like t<t 
invite your attention to para II o• 
page 3 about the Swan Committee 
Report. They put forward the new 
recommendation that novel chemical 
compounds, ·including those Intended 
for use as food or medicine, should 
be made patentable per se. What 
was your Association's point of view 
in respect of this recommendation! 

IUr. A. G. Shaw: My Association a\ 
that time did nQt give evidence before 
the Swan Committee. But the princi
ple which is contained therein haa 
been accepted that the product• 
should be made patentable per se by 
my Association because we believe' 
that )t is related to technological deve
lopment in Great Britain and that the 
Great Britain has found important 
drugs. 

Dr. L. JU. S!nghvi: How long, on an 
average, does it take for an applica
tion under Sec. 41 to mature In your 
country? 

l'tlr. A. G. Shaw: I am afraid that 
without looking into the record I am 
not in a position to give my answer. 
But, I would say that perhap.s it take• 
about 18 months or so to mature. 
Anyway I have not got the Informa
tion on this matter just now. 

Dr. L. M. Songhvl: You have made 
a reference at page 5 on para 23 that 
the 'rapid lncrea!e iri the number of 
applications submittzd since the time 
has caused serious concern to the 
pharmaceutical industry In th• 
United Kingdom. I take it that yolll' 



reference is to the year 1960. How
ever, I 'invite your attenti~n to the 
figures given by you at page 4 which 
did not disclose any rapid increase 
ln the number of applications sub
mitted since 1960. You would ,Your
self notice that according to your 
etatement, in 1961, the number of 
applications submitted was only 3 
whereas it was four in 1962 and 1963 
but in 1964 it has risen to 15. 

?trr. A. G. Shaw: In 1960-61 and 
1964 the number of applications sub
mitted ·was more. , But, no app-lica
tion has been submitted in 1965. But, 
1,1pto 1959 beginning from 1949 (for 
ten years), there were only 8 appli
cations but from 1960 to 1964 there 
were about 30 applications which 
were wbmitted. To my mind, there 
~ a fairly rapid increase in the nutn" 
ber of applications. 

Dr. L. 1\I, Singhvt: In 1960 there 
were six applications; in 1961 to 1963 
there were only 3, 4 and 4 respec
tively. 

l\1r. A. G. Shaw: During the period 
from 1Q.49-1959-in- this ten-year 

. period-you would have seen that 
only 8 applications were submitted. 
I. admit thot the figures from 1961 tel' 
1963 are only 3, 4 and 4. But, in 
1964, it jumped to 15. I think there 
is a significant difference in the 
figures of 8 applications in ten years 
from 1949-1959. Whereas there were 
8 applications in this period, the nurn

·ber of applications submitted was 32 
from 1960 to 1964-a significant 
Increase ·in these five years, 

Dr. L. l\L Singhvl: What was the 
nature of the concern of the phar
maceutical industry in the U.K.? 

Ur. A. G. Shaw: The concern of 
the pharmaceutical industry was to 
have compulsory licences for impor
tation into the U.K. 

Mr. Chai!'Inan: He has given. the 
fnc~ ·and he gave that answer; it was 
for unportation. 
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Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have men
tioned about Sec. 41. According to 
your Association this discriminates 
unfairly against the pharmaceutical 
inventor by not providing a compar
able protection to. that afforded to 
holders of patents for other tYPes ·of 
invention. · Would you not consider 
this from another point of view viz., 
the importance and significance of .a 
particular kind of invention or pro
duct of an industry is not in terms 
of how an inventor of a particular 
kind of a product is treated? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: We feel, Mr. Chair~· 
man, that Section 37 provides ade
quate grDunds upon which anym•e can 
come and ·apply to the Court or to 
the Comptroller in order to secure a 
compulsory licence. 

Dr: L. 1\I, Singhvi: It is your Asso
ciation's contention that the power to 
give adequate protection to the phar
maceutical industry would result in 
condemnation of its research efforts. 
Whether this is substantiated by 
t'Xperience and actual facts and 
whether there was really a very sub
stantial condemnation of ·research in 
your country as a· result of somewhat 
lesser proteciion afforded to the phar
maceutical industry. 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I had mentioned 
in my expose, Mr. Chairman, certain 
figures which . give the tesu!ts of 
resear-ch expenditure from "1957 to 
1963. I pointed out that in recent 
years it has · shQwn that the expan
sion has not been maintained. I also 

. said that the effect of s~cs. 41 anJ 4J 
did influence the amount of research 
:-"hich the industry was contemplat
Ing to do. 

. Dr. L. M. Singhvi: One more ques
tion that I would like to ask is this. 
What was the result of the decision 
of the House of Lords in the Swan's. 
case? Can you give us a copy of it? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I have got the 
decision with me. I have given the 
reconunendation of the Swan Com
mittee on page 3 of my memorandu~ 



Dr. L. M. Sin«hvi: On page 12 of 
your memorandum you have men
tioned several points in respect of' 
providin~:, against the arbitrarines8 
under Sec. 46. At the end you say 
that instead of exercising Sec: ~6 the 
Government department were to 
make use of its powers under Sec. 
32(3) or 40 of the Patents Act, 1949, 
the interests of the public would be 
equally well served and the interest. 
of the patentee better protected. You 
have also suggested that a specific 
enquiry should be followed by 
various methods including the one 
which I have just now mentioned. If 
such an enquiry is made, whether it 
would be more beneficial to Govern
ment or not? Or whether it would 
·be more beneficial to have the pro
ceedings instituted und,er Sec. 33(3) or 
40 of the Evidence Act? What is the 
specific purpose of this suggestion? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: The purpose of. 
this suggestion is to refer it to the 
Tribunal so that :both the -parties can 
appear and put their points of view 
when the Tribunal will be able to 
decide whether, in the · national 
interest, the Government should pro
ceed to use its powers having regard 
to such considerations as I have men
tioned there as that would not dis
courage the growth of industry and 
research in the U.K. 

Dr. L. 1\1. Singhvi: Would you sug
gest that here, in India, there should 
be a Specialised Patent's Tribunal as 
has been suggested for your country 
or would you like this enquiry to be 
made by an ad hoc tribunal or by a 
common Court of Law? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I am afraid I can
not give a quick answer to this ques
tion. That would be done by an 
independent tribunal. 

Mr. Chairman: Would you want a 
judicial tribunal? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Not necessarily a 
judicial tribunal. 
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Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: We 
quite appreciate the anxiety of the 
learned witness to confine himself to 
two limited points. But, we would 
also like him to appreciate us to as'< 
him to give those very points in a 
somewhat wider context. In our 
anxiety to do so we would like to 
seek soine information with regard 
to certain points and I hppe they 
would not be outside his brief. The 
first one relates to the ratio of utilisa
ti"on of patents in his country; the 
second one is the ratio of patents to 
inventions over a period. What is 
the trend of the ratio of inventions to 
patents? So far as I could see f!"om 
a distance, it appears that in England 
the inventions have been rather on 
the decline and the patents have been 
on the increase. That would be a 
matter from which one can take a· 
lesson. I would like to seek infor
mation on these two points. 

Then, what is the amount of royalty 
paid and received by the United 
Kingdom? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I have mentioned 
in my memorandum about the royalty 
that was awarded by the Comptroller. 
in these two cases. Sec. 46, that is a 
negotiated royalty, 

Regarding the utilisation of patent. 
in the country I have no information. 

The only information which I know 
is available is published in the report 
of the Patents Ofllce in London. It 
shows the number of applications and 
specifications which are filed. 

• Shri Shyamnandan Ml<hra: What 
is the number of patents effective at 
a particular point of time in UK and 
what is the number of inventions 
which have occurred during a parti
cular period-that information l.s 
not availa'>le in the UK? 

lltr. A. G. Shaw: Not to my know
ledge. I would try and make inquiric. 
when I go back. 



Shrimati Sharda 1\lnkerjee: The 
learned witness has particularly 
stressed on the royalty which comes 
under compulsory licence and in the 
UK after 1949 under Section 46. As 
you know, the Bill provides !or a 
maximum 4 per ce:1t 'royalty under 
Clause 88. I would like to know if 
he has any information regarding t.l}e 

percentage of royalty which is paid 
to the pharmaceutical companies and 
other industrial companies which may 
have similar kind of agreements i~ 
olhor developing count:·ies. Has he 
got any information 'on that? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: No information oa 
that point at all 

Siuimati Sharda Mukerjee: You 
have no information regarding the 
rate of royalty in the other develop
ing countries. Particularly you have 
mentioned that in Great Britain you 
have given a reference to a judgment 
In which the decision was 18 per cent 
royalty ex-factory price. The Bill 
here provides for 4 per cent royalty. 
I would like to know what 's the 
general trend of royalties given in 
other developing countries. 

. Mr. Chairmall: He has given the 
answer. He has not studied the posi
tion in other C"Ountries. In UK it is 
negotiated. 

Shrimati .Sharda Mukerjee: Has he 
got any idea that 15 or 17 per cent i• 
above the average because his ex
perience may be 4 or 5 or do we take 
that 15 or 17 per cent is normal? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: There are only 
very few decided cases under Section 
~1 which was the Section I came to 
talk to you about, I have given you' 
t~e three cases where at the present 
~1me the royalties are working. r· 
IS a very limited number. But I have 
given you all the information that is 
available at my disposal. · 

Sh'i P . .S, Naskar: You have re
ferred to one of the recommendations 
o ~ the Swan Committee that novel 
chemical compounds including tho;;e 
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intended for food should be made 
patentable. Has this recommendation 
been accepted in this 1949 Act? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Ye~. indeed. 

Shrl P. S, Naskar: Under which 
Section? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I am sorry I 
cannot give it immediately. It would 
be somewhere within Sections 1!}.-..25 
of the Patents Act 1949 which talk 
about the grant, effect and the ternu 
of the patent. It includes chemical 
products. per se. 

Shri P. K. Kumaru.: Will he be 
able to tell us the number of patent. 
which ·the members of his associa
tion have taken out in India! 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: I am \1orry I han 
no information on that. 

MI-. Chairmaa: It is only two 
panies which have Branches 
He is not fully conversant. 

com
here. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: It is not there. 
I went through Sections 19 to 26. I 
have not come across the use of the 
words 'per se'. 

Mr. A, G. Shaw: By 'per se' meana 
the product patent for a chemical 
substance in the UK. These words 
'per se' are not there. I am sorrY 
if I have misused the 1errn. 

!'tlr. Chairman: You told the Com
mittee some time back that the pricea 
for the manufacture of an article 
are fixed. Who does fix that? You 
said that after a certain time the 
Comptroller comes in and refixes the 
internal prices. But just in the 
beginning of the manufacture you 
said that the prices are for a certain 
period. If it is not fixed by the 
Comptroller is it naturally within 
the discretion of the manufacturer to 
charge· any price? 

Mr. A..G. Shaw: The price whic'b. 
the manufacturer can charge for his 
product is determined by the man•-



facturer himself" when the pr•"duct 
comes into the market for the 11m 
time. It possesses a certain freedom 
period during which the manufac
turer's price is charged. But after 
that period ends, it comes under th~ 
comcol of the Scheme. 

Mr. (J)J.A;.......,., What is tl,.,t perlod1 

Mr, A. G. Shaw: 2-4 years. Four 
years for a product which has had 
a specific research; 2. years for other 
products. 

Shri D, P. Kannarkar: That is also 
1a .volun\aey' scheme? There is no 
atatutory backing? 

~lr. A. G. Shaw: Thlrt is a volun
tary scheme. 

Mr. Chairman: In spite of the deci
sions and inquiries held in UK, Sec
tions 38, 41 and 46 still remain on 
the statute? 

Mr. A. G. Shaw: Yes, Sir. 

~lr. Chairman: Thank you. 

Mr. A, G. Shaw: May I thank you 
very much indeed for your kindnc~! 
in receiving me--some one coming 
from quite an another country and 
talk to you on a subject which is of 
great concern to India. 

Shri Shorn La\ Sara!: C:1nirman 
Sahib: thank the gentleman on our 
behalf also. 

Mr. Chairman: Your evidence is 
very illuminating and will be usef':'l 
to this Committee because our Act ~ 
mainly moulded on your Act. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned to 
meet ag~in at 14.30 hours). 
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(The Committee reassembled at 
14.30 hours) 

IL Dr. K. M. Parik"-7..andn Ph.lrma
ceutical works Ltd., Bombay. 

(The witness was called in and he 
topk hi.! seat). 

Mr. (;hainn:tn: Dr, Parikh, we have 
received your memorandum and we 
have circulated it to aU the Membe111. 
If you want to add anything, you 
may do so. A!t .. rwar<L•. the Mr...,'>er• 
wili ask questions which you rn.oy re
ply. 

Dr. K. M, Parikh: Hon'ble Chair
man and hon'ble Member'S, I am very 
happy to tender my evidence here be
fore your learned Committee. I would 
like to point out at the outset wha~ 
is patent. Normally, a contract bct
weor> the Inventor and the Stale, so 
that State grants limited monopoly in 
order to encourage invention and 
inventor is required to make full dis
closure of the invention, and so that 
at the expiration of monopoly it can 
be used by the public at large. Also 
during the time of his monopoly in
ventor is required to sati•fy the 
reasonable requirements of the pub
li~. Thomas Jel'ferson says, 'Society 
may give the above rights, but this 
may· or may not be done according 
to will and convenience of the society 
without daim or complaint from any
body'. I would like to put forward 
the following quotations from the 
United Nations Economics and Social 
Council Report on the rnl~ of pa'ent• 

· in the transf~r of technolo~v to un
der-devoloped countries dated 9th 
May, 1964. 

"In the ca•e of inventions of 
sp~cial intere<t to the public wel
fare or security, provisions have 
bPen ma1e h many laws h throw 
their use om.n to other than the 
inventor. Thus. In manv count
rie• no patents mav be iSl!ued for 
inventio~• in rertain fi>lds (es
pecially food and medicine). In 
cac::13oc; where p!"tfe"lh ar~ is~ued~ 

provision is m3de in the public 
interest. 



In conclusion it may be stated 
that the creation and delimitation 
of the inventors right is essen
tiacly a pruoess In whlch account 
is taken of and attempt ls made 
to reconcile and satisfy the whole 
scheme of public a'!d privaw 
interests pressing for recogniti~n, 
i.e., interest of inventor, ·so.cJal 
interest of encouraging inventwn, 
the in'erest of the buying public 
t<> enjoy the fruit of the inven
ti<>n upon fair and reasonable 
conditions, and the interest of 
the national government to acce
lerate and promote the economic 
development of the country." 

.!lhrj Bale: How are the inventors 
-delimited? 

Dr. K M. Parikh: It is delimita
tion of the rights of inven!<!rs.' 

Shri peter Alvares: May I submit 
·that the wit11ess makes his statement 
In full and then we ask questions? 

Mr. Chairman: Yes, questions after-
wards. · 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: C'arillcations 
to(). 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: 

'·1t is recognised even under. the 
Paris Convention-under the prin
ciple of National treatment that, 
'each country applies its own 
· st.a.!1dards to all '>lpp!icants and 
patentees .... with regards \() 
patentability, formalities, dura
tion of patents, conditions of use 
etc. Thls may result in a situa
tion in which natiopals of a given 
country receives less-genero~a 

treatment in other countries .... 
than aff()rded in one's own coun
·tcy or vice versa. Since eacb 
national <treatment country ·is 
.free to determine, according to 
·its own needs .... the degree of 
.auch protection will vary fr()m 
.:ountry to countr.y' ". 

-It •was the practical experience of 
our G?verrunent that is glvim below 
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in a reply to U.N. · Economic and 
Social Council. 

''Patent system, which yield 
advantages to highly industrialised 
countries, does not produce the 
same results when applied to the 
under-developed countries." 

It furth ... ;<tates,. ·"th""o ia ll() doubt 
that normally granting of patents to 
foreign firms stimUlates the rate of 
invention in foreign country .... Most 
countries have little if anything to 
gain economically !rom such grants. 

"The maoiter assumes great impor~ 
.tance in respect of patents for drugs 
llnd food articles. It is a fact that 
the price of the same drug varies 
considerably from country to country. 
The ·question of puJ;>!ic interest 
involved in these .cases." 

From the above considerations and 
conclusions of the U.N. Economic and 
Soda! Council, the following points 
are clearly established and are hav
ing universal acceptance: 

(1) Patent may or may not be 
granted for a class of com" 
modity. 

; 

[2) Pharmaceuticals are to be 
treated on different grounds
and this does not amount to 
any discrimination. 

:a) No industrial property rights 
are involved or violated. 

(4) No country (particularly 
members of Paris Conven
tion) shall have any objec
tion to such special treat
ments. 

Now 1 will discuss a little on the 
patents in pharmaceuticals (drugs). 

In recent years in the Unite.d States, 
Canada, New Zealand and S()uth 
Atnca-special committees have 
considered this problem at length. 
New Zealand agreed for restriction 
on drug patents, Canada suggested 
abolition. of d'rug patents. In United 
States, in the bill, it was contended 
that three years ahould be ample 



time to recover research outlays and 
maximum royalty of 8% for "un
restricted licence" that includes grant 
of all technical information required 
for sale and manufacture by the 
patentee. The Syrnan Commission in 
South Africa suggested five years tor 
drug patents. 

Looking to the above 41lld uniform 
conclusions of various Committees of 
experts· in developed countries sug
gests that there is something radi
cally wrong with the drug patents 
and is commonly abused. The best is 
abolition or otherwise· restrict the 
same to the minimum possible num
ber of years which was found to ·be 
three to five· years for a drug patent. 
This .is mainly because the drug's life 
is very short and hardly 'lasts a decade 
in this fast moving time. The abuse 
of patent is on a large scale, also 
mainly due to: he who orders does 
not buy and he who buys does not 
order; sometimes sentiments _ and 
helplessness of public are exploited. 
For example, a poor man drawing 
hardly Rs. 100 a month will spend 
any amount, even borrowing, Jor his 
ailing relation, Javed ones, wife or a 
child, etc. 

Thus it is very right 
patent 'be abolished or a 
three, five or seven years 
imposed ·but not more. 

that drug 
period of 
may be 

Even if it is feared that this may 
harm some few inventors for good 
reasons one extension of three years 
be pro~ided by Controller ·or the 
proper authority if fully satisfied on 
such application and verification. This 
is with regard to clause 53. 

Now I have given a small table· 
where you see the Hems, the import
ed C.I.)!'. price, the local manufactur
ed price, the percentage. differenc~. 
and the finished stage price, that IS 

when put in formulation form and 
these formulations are sold directly. 
For Vitamin B12 the C.I.F. price 18 
Rs. 3o per gram while the local 
firms are manufacturing it at about 
Rs. 230 per gram. Similarly tor 
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Chloromycetin, It is Rs. 80 while the 
local manufactured price is Rs. 40(). 
You will see that in all other cases, 
Tetracyetin, Prednisolon and Tolbuta
~ide, the local manufactured prices 
are much higher. Of course, in 
Tolbutamide, the patentee who Is 
manufacturing this. is not sPIEng this 
particular item to anybody and 
reserves it for his own use. An indi
genous process for this particular 
Item has been · doveloped by the 
Haffkine's Institute, but this has 
been challenged as an infringement· 
by the patentee and the matter is 
now before court. 

The Development Council after 
taking into consideration aU the 
aspects affecting the Indian produc
tion suggested that the local manu
factured price should -not be more 
than 60% above the c.i.f. price, 

It the suggestion is considered 
with above quoted prices, it will 
reveal the true picture of the thing 
as it exists. 

I have also given another table a 
little below on page 4 showing the 
patented items, the price of the item 
in some European and other countries 
and its ·price in India-a comparison 
of the two prices. Regarding Tab. 
Tolbutamide, in some countries 
including Ge:many and England 
it is sold for $1.85, while in India, It 
is sold for $3.57. These are figures 
existing roundabout 1958 or 195~. 

These I have taken from a published 
report. 

Tabs. Chlopropamide Is $1·41 In 
Italy while in India it costs $4. 
Aureomycin was sold in Argentina 
for $1·19 while in' India it was 
$6·92. Tetracycline was sold in 
Argentina for $1·19 while in India, 
it was sold for $6·52. 

Mr. Chairman; What Is the unit? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: The price mum 
are the same. 

Particularly with regard to Aure
omycin and Tetracycline, you will 



aee that the prices in India are the 
highest throughout the world, even 
higher than what were existing in 
the United States. 

Now I will look at the pharmaceu
tical industry of this country. There 
are three groups that we can con
sider for our purpose here; that is, 
(i) those which are whol.ly foreign 
concerns; (ii) foreign collaboraton, 
I.e. Indian plus "foreign; and (iii) only 
Indian Industries. The first twO, 
namely foreign and foreign colla
borators are having their vested 
Interest; and so instead of accepting 
the faults and remedying, they are 
all out to say the bill is ful!y harm
ful and the present law is very good. 
Particularly the second group of col
laborators are more virulent than the 
former one. 

The collaborators and the foreign 
vested interests point out the false 
advantages of the present patent law 
and disadvantages of this present Bill 
as follows. These I have gathered as 
and when I went through different 
literature. They say that (1) the 
present patent system stimulates 
research and technical progress. (2) 
The patentees disclose their · inven
tions. (3) It is in the interest of the 
national economy. (4) The present 
law helps to create new products and 
processes. ( 5) · The present system is 
not the reason for high prices. (6) 
It is in the interest of the national 
development; and (7) It will help the 
ability of the country to be indepen
dent of foreign advances in therapy. 

Also they fear that if the present 
Bi:I be· passed as H is, it will affect 
very bc.dly in the following way: (i) 
Because of the point seven above, the 
country will require additional 
foreign exchange; (ii) export of 
Indian _drugs will diminish; (iii) 
domeshc know-how cannot be deve
loped without foreign assistance· (iv) 
flow of foreign know-how wili be 
slowed down; and (v) technical level 
and expansion of the Indian industry 
will be reduced .. 
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Now we will dis.cuss the so-called 
advantages due to the present Patent 
Law and the disadvantages . shown 
it the present Patent Bill is enacted 
as it is. 

Now we will be discussing it in 
detail. The first point is that they 
say that the present patent system 
stimulates re.search and technical pro
gress. 

Merely by looking to. the number 
of patents obtained by the Indians 
under the present Patent Law in the 
last 100 years,. it will be clear that it 
has neither stimulated research nor 
assisted technical progress under the 
present Patent Law in this country. 
In pharmaceutical industry, it is 
likely to be point few per cent. 

The second point is that the 
·patentees disclose inventions. It is 
toue that when the patent rights are 
granted, it ls understoo1 that thoy 
have -to disclose their inventions. But 
if it is really disclosure of invention, 
then why there should be a special 
agreement and charges for technical 
know-how which is required for the 
working of these inventions. If 
these inventions disclose the exact 
nature of everything in detail, then 
this may not be required. If you look 
into the conditions and specifications 
of various patents, such statements 
do not bring any one near the perfor
mance of these inventions. 

I would like to take as an example 
one of the patents from G.e,·m3ny, 
namely manufacture of new sulphony
ureas, Specification No. 58716 dlted 
8th May, 1956. In the Case Study" I · 
have pointed out the vagueness of 
their claim to the conversion of 
benzene-sulfonylthiourea into the 
corresponding sulfonylureas by treat-· 

· ing sulfonylthiourea with agents eli
minating sulphur. 'Agents eliminat
ing sulphur' includes the present 
known methods which may be hund
reds plus the additional ones which 
are not developed; even if somebody 
deve"ops something by which sulphur 
can be eliminated, that is also covered 
and they ar~ granted protection. 



Thus it is not right to say that they 
disclose the inventions in right 
perspective. 

It is said that the present law is in 
the interest of the nation's economy 
and development. A number of 
foreign-collaborated companies have 
sprung up. We call this as develop
ment. These companies are fully 
controlfed by their p1rent bodies and 

\ ' 
that only with the view of taking out 
the maximum for their parent bodies 

. from this country. There is also a 
tendency to delay the process of 
manufacture under one pretext or 
the other so as to continue more and 
more import from their parent body. 
Under the plea of local manufacture 
in most of the cases it is merely bot
tling or repacking or gradually 
importing semi-finished products 
from their parent body and carrying 
out only the last stages here. 

Here I would like to take one point 
with regard to Tolbutamide. As far as 
my knowledge goes, they are manu
facturing it here from a raw material 
known as p toluene ·sulphonial carba
mate which is imported at the c.i.f. cost 
of Rs. 20·70 per .kg., ·against which 
the imported tolbutamide c.i.f. price is 
about Rs. 21·40 per kg, That is if we 
import the tolbutamide as it ,s from 
outsi:le, the c.i.f. price is only Rs. 21·40, 
but the cost of the intermediate is 
Rs. 20·70 per k.g. This intermediate 
is not as it is, made into a potent pro
duct, 'but .has to be ~ixed with others 
and the processes are to be carried out. 
You can see how this hel;>s our 
foreign-exchange saving! 

In this industry it is more a produc
tion of Proprietary than that of basic. 
Some may say that the product1on in 
1948 was l10 million rupees worth, and 
now it is Rs. 1350 millions worth. These 
figures are given just to show what 
progress the pharmaceutical industry 
has made in this country. There are 
various things to look at. But 1 will 
give a sir{,ple instance of a prud.uct 
like Aspirin Tablet which wa; manu
factured by a firm in India and com
pare the price of the same in 1956 and 
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1964, and you will obsen•e whether It 
is the difference in the production or 
the value alone. In 1956 the ;>rice of 
1000 ta-.lets was Rs. 4·50 and in 196S 
the price of 1000 ta1>lets is Rs. 9 00. So 
this value of 1350 million rupees might 
have ·become in that fashion. But the 
actual production could be the sam~. 

The same drug cost Rs. 4·50 in 1958 
but it was sold at Rs. g·oo in 19o5. 

Also, some of the Pharmac~utical 
Industries Associations constituted of 
the foreign collaborated firms plead 
that they repersent 70 per cent of the 
total production. This may be true 
so far as the production is taken on 
the basis of the sales value. But the 
following clarification wi'l C;Carl.y 
bring out the real position. 

I am giving below the Installed capa
cities of Messrs. Glaxo Laboratorie• 
Ltd. and Messrs. Zandu Pharmaceu
ticals Ltd .. as mentioned in the Look
let Indian Pharmaceuticals Industry 
published by the D"velopment Council 
-Drugs and Ph:~rma ~euticals, Govern
ment of India in 1962, 

Your honour will see from the 
figures that in the case of tablets rnd 
capsules and pills, as we I as inie.ct
ables, the capacity of Glaxo Lo!J~ra
tories is double that of Zandu Pharma
ceuticals; it is th~ same in the cGtse of 
Liquids; while in the case of ointments 
and powders the capacity of Zondu 
Pharmacouticals is double tlwl of 
Glaxo Laboratories. If you will con
sider the sales figure of tht-se two 
firms ymr' will very easi ·y find out the 
differ"nce in the prices of the two. 
Thus with merely the same capacity 
of production in terms of unit• your 
honour will observe the diiTerence may 
be 10 times in terms of value. 

Your honour will also note frorri tho 
following example the differenc~ of the 
prices of the stuff manufactured by 
the Ind'an mannfacturers and a foreign 
manufacturer. 

To give just one example, take 
Chloramphenical. The price of th& 
Indian manufacturer is Rs. 3 per 



dozen, while that of the foreign manu
facturer is Rs. 11 per dozen. 

We can see that the differ~nce in 
price will clearly bring out the pro
duction in terms of \'alue and produc
tion in terms of quantity, As the pro
duction in terms of value is represent
ed at about 70 per cent. by these 
foreign units, it may be inversely true 
llbout the production in terms of t>.l"'its 
tor the Indian Industries. There are 
about 2,000 licensed concerns, drug 
concerns, in this country. Out of them,. 
less than 100 may be foreign or 
'foreign-collaborated -ones, while the 
balance of 1,900 are Indian. And it 
amounts to this that 30 per cent of the 
value of the drugs and 70 per cent of 
the production is done by thP 1,900 
firms, while the hundred firms are 

. doing 30 per cent of production and 
enjoying 70· per cent of the value. And 
this is mainly because in our country 
we have got a flair or craze for e\'ery-
thing with a foreign label. ' 

From the above explanation your 
.honour can very well observe how our 
firms can be developed under · the 
Present patent law; but it is to enable 
the existing patent-holders to tjlke 
away the maximum of our foreign
exchange' in innumerable ways under 
the heads of Royalty, technical know
how, service, fair return on capital, 
Ana1ytical Controls and Machineries. 

I have given a annexure which wil' 
clearly show-which has been pub
lished by the Reserve Bank-that in a 
period of three to five years these con
cerns take away their capital back. At 
the same time how the cap:tal has 
been brought is again to be seen. They 
may send· a machine from there to 
here, which may be owned by them 
there and the collaborators m"y agree 
to .that, and it will· be treated as' capi
tal participation. 

It is claimed the present law creates 
new production and proeess. 

So far as India is concernec!, nothing 
new has developed in this country. But 
it m •:r be true that our patent }aw 
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has helped foreigners to create new 
things in their country out of the 
foreign exchange paid by us through 
our nose. 

It is claimed that the reason fa• 
high prices of drugs is not this Patent 
Law.· . 

It is very well clear and shown ln 
my memorandum on pages 4 and l) 
and page 8 how the patent law is 
directly affecting the present high 
prices. It is also very clearly brought 
out by the American Senate Repot·f. 
No. 448. 

I. have given also a table which 
shows how patented products are very 
highly priced in this country, There~ 
fore I do not see how it can be insisted 
that the patent law is not the reason 
for the high prices. 

Almost all the well known com~ 
panies in this trade all over the world 
are already having their subsidiaries 
in one form or the other in this coun-

. try and now many small or medium 
class. Foreign Industries are also 
attempting to enter. I do not under
stand how the present patent law ia
creases the ability of the country to 
depend less on foreign advances in ' 
therapy. On the contrary it has hit 

. hard our national development !Je
~ause it is always difficult for a new 
one, whatever ·he could do against the 
existing foreign well-known l;lrands. 
Our dependence grows more' on 
foreign collaboration; even the indivi-. 
dual capacities are afraid of !acing. 
the giants and are tempted to go in 
for collaboration which is a fashion of 
today. 

These collaboration firm3 are mainly 
governed by their present companies 
and thus the only intention is to serve 
the interest of the parent body in the 
best possible way. Therefore, i~ is teo 
much to imagine that these coUabora
ti"n firms will give out the know-how 
·~~~ train. or develop our industry. 

A.s mentioned ·before, the present 
patent-holders put forward the· dis-: 



advantages of the proposed patent 
Bill if it is enacted as it is. We ahall 
discuss them individually .later on. 

As seen in point 7 above, the presen·t 
patent law has made us more dep~n
dent on foreign advances and because 
of that we need more and more foreign 
exchange, whlle if the Indian research 
and development will progress under 
the present proposed Bill it is clear 
that the foreign exchange requirement 
will be decreased and in turn it will 
earn the exchange. 

The second point ia that they tear 
that the export by these foreign units 
will diminish. May I know at present 
what the export of the patented drug 
I.S? It is practically nill. They export 
to oearn import values, which help 
them to make large profits and con
siderable exchange for their home 
country in different ways. 

How does. this export help us? 
There is no question of diminishing 
export.. On the contrary, the export 
of these products shouid have been 
increased and at a better price. 

The third point is this. It is said 
fhat domestic know-how cannot be 
developed without foreign assistance. 
But the main purpose of the patent 
'law should be to encourage the 
domestic know-how which is already 
existing so that it can be developed. 
We should rightly refuse them b7 
abrogating the patents. 

By our flying Boeings they are not 
built here~ by collaboration nothing 
is· developed; in order to have them 
here, we have to build them h~re. 
Similarly, by collaboration nothmg 
can be obtained or developed here. 

The fJurth and fifth points are as 
follJw~. Flow of foreign know-how 
will. be slowed down. This amounts. tJ 
a threat. In India, w~ are dom2 
everything for the uplift l!';'d .better
ment of our nation and wJthl~ our 
framework those who can fit m and 
really wish to assist us are welcome 
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and so we should not submit to an7 
1uch threats. 

Also, what know-hJw has b<'en 
brought into this country by thc"e 
foreign pharmaceutical indusl:·ies, or 
what products have been manu
factured here by them? Whatever 
products are manufactured by them 
are ali manufactured by other indi
genous manufacturers too. This 1..1 

concerning the proprietary medicines. 

Now, let us take the examPle of 
tolbutamide. I have just now stated 
that the imported raw material cosu 
Rs. 20.70 per k.g. while the imported 
tolbutamide Wvuld have cost us only 
Rs. 21.40. This clearly indicates tha 
fact that the technology of the 
patentee is obsolete and old and it 
also suggests that indirectly a large 
amount of !Jreign exchange i' taken 
out, and the Indian industry u 
prohibited from the manufacture "f 
thls material by legal threats. Thus, 
the present patent law has h'ndered 
the technical level and expansion of 
the Indian industry. 

I would like to discuss the case 
study wh'ch has been g·iven. I have 
already stated that r would like to 
discuss one of the patents her~ ao 
that one could get a clear idea of 
the things. 

As I have said, Hoechsts have ~he 
manufacturing patent for. tolbutam~<la 

· now. I m~y stat~ that this tJlbutamide 
is a substance belonging to the group 
of substances known as sulphony
lureas. This group consists of a large 
variety of compounds; hundreds of 
thousands or millions of them can De 

Included under · that category, and 
tolbutamide is just one of those sul
phonylureas just one of those 
millions of compounds. 

The general formula has be~n given 
as a CJmbination of R with Rl al 
shown belvw: 

R <=::)> SO,-NH-CO-NH-R, 



When R snd Rl is substituted with 
the prop.cr radical, that is, methyl 
and Butyle radical, then it is called 
tolbutamide. 

II R and Rl can be changed, then 
it will result in a number of com
pound> whose number would go to 
mil!iJns. It is the general formula for 
sulphonylureas which has been shown 
in this particular patent No. -58716. 

The present patent 58716 covers 
the· synthesis of an exceedingly large 
number of benz"nesulphonylurea 
derivatives. As cla:med In claim 1, 
compounds with the general formula: 

R <=-=> SO,-NH-CO-NI-1-R,y. 

Will cJme under that patent. Normal
ly, under this paLnt specification, 
whatever is supposed to be cbi:ncd 
under th.s formula could be claimed 
by them ns their property; under 
this particular claim No. 1, they are 
claiming this particular compJund of 
R with 502-NH-CO-NH-Rl. 

Now, what is the definit:on of R 
end Rl? Here are some of the forms 
which R and Rl can take. R can 
mean a phenyl radical or may co•,tain 
any of the following namely: Alkyl 
branched or unbranched, alkoxyl resi
dues or Dialkyl and Diakoxyl 
Ha!o~ens, Aliphatic hydrocarbons cr 
Cycloal phatic hydrocarbons. 

So far as Rl is conc::rned it can 
be any one of the following 'namely: 
Aliphatic hydrocarbJns, cyc!oa!i
phatic hydrocarbons and its salts, 
straight branched chains. 

The compound described by the 
formuh is a combination of th?>C two 
namely R and Rl. Suppose R is a 

· phen_vl radical, then R! can be any 
on~ of the combinations which I mc'n
tioDed eal'lier; so the compounds that 
could b~ formed are not just one 
but several. It can be the methyl, 

ethyl or butyl ra<lical; if you make a 
p~rmutation and combination of 
these things, it will result in an 
astronomically high numb:r of com
pounds, imd all those are ~uppc;s~d 
to be cove?ed by this claim 1 of this 
patent. 

If an organic chemist is to sit down 
and calculate the innumerable possi
bilities as described above, he will 
find after reckoning f:>r a few hours, 
-that the number of compound~ covered 
in this omnibus claim will amLu,tt to 
tens of thousands if not hundreds of 
thousands. 

Here I would like to quote wh~t 
Justice' Lord Lorebum has observed 
in one of the cases he has stated: . 

"This patent is bad for ambi
guity in the specificatjon, There 
seems to be soine danger or the 
wellknown rule of the hw against 
ambiguity being in practice invad
ed. Some o'f those who draft 
specifications and claims are apt 
ta. treat this- industry as a ,tria1 of 
skill, in which the objects is to 
m>ke the daim very wide upon 
interpretation of it . • .". · 

I shall come to the question of trial of 
skill a little later. In this particular 
claim No. 1, the claim is made in such 
a way that they c-an claim the whole 
lot of compounds under that daim. If 
others are goo ng to manufacture the 
substances. then they can stop other 
people 'from working those things by 
virtue of this claim; even if that is 
challenged, the•l they c-an show this 
original patent for one compound and 
claim all the other compounds as their 
property, If amendments to permit 
such things are going !o be made then 
I am afraid th·at would not be an in
centive but a disincentive to the re
Search workers here in our country. 

Another thing is this that so many 
compounds are covered in this parti
cular claim practically. The small 
people or the ordinary people would 
not like to enter into any dispute with 
them because even if they fin? out a 



new compound the:r will have to tlnd 
a new name for it, and the legal trial 
Will go on. for years as has happened 
m the case of the Haffekine Institute 
They have prepared a sulphonylure~ 
tolbutamide bv a different precess 
pa~entect by themselves. Yet it is 
?emg challenged and it has been pend
mg before the court for the last thref! 
or four years. Lakhs of rupees are 
required to fight out the case in the 
wurt. Most of our industries today 
are llllt in a position to undertake such 
heavy legal expenses. 

Now, I would like to mention the 
name of another compound with the 
name of chloropropamide which be
longs to the same sulphonylurea group. 
Pfizers who are a giant corporation 
also patented it and they put it out 
in the market. Immediately when this 
came to their notice, Hoechsts said 
'This comes under our patent; ycu are 
infringing on our patent rights'. And 
they begain to fight. And they could 
fight because both were giant corpora
tions and each one of them hpd a 
patent which could make a very wide 
claim. For four or five years the 
fi"ht went on; ultimately when they 
knew that both were giant corpora
tions, they granted the licence, "O that 

· Pfizers alsa could put the product in 
the market, as part of their patent. 

The industry is a trial of skill. In 
writing a patent, it is only a matter 
of skill than anything else. If it 

. were foe one process only, then auto
matically the patentee would have 
b<•en restricted to that process and he 
could not claim other processes. 

1\tr. Chairman: Is it your view that 
this patent can be claimed for all 
other combinations? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes. Accordi!lg 
to thei: claim of R.I, it covers for
mulae with R and R 1, that means so 
many millions 'Of compounds. 

J\1? Chairman: This has been pro
hibit~d in the Bill. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Not properly. In 
the Bill, it has been said that process 
is patented and not product. What I 
mean to say is that here also for these 
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particula- pr'odu,ts t' 1 · ~ • ney uvc- cover-
ed as many as 13 Processes, all COA

ceivable processes as their claba. 
A II the 13 processes are included ia 
these 30 claims. That rnca:n, I hov,. 
no option; I cannot manufacture these 
pr~ducts. They have made these 
claims all in such a way that r cannot 
r<'lch that Particular stage. 

·. Therefore, it should be s'o provided 
m the law that that it should be pro
cess .patent and one process only 
which actually they want to uoe 
which will be mo->l econonuca! te 
them, so that research incentive will 
be there and people will find out a 
better process and make it more eco
no!Jlical and t>etter. That will be in 
the public interest. 

Further, Lord Loreburn otateo: 

"Some of those who draft spe
cifications and claims are apt to 
treat this industry as a trial llf 
skill, in which the object is to 
make the claim very vide UJ><>n 
one interpretation of it, in order 
to pr~vent as many people u 
possible from c'ompeting with the 
patentee's business, and then to 
rely 'upon carefully prepared 
sentences in the specification 
which, it is hoped, will be just 
enough to limit the claim within 
safe dimentions if it is attached 
in court. This leads to Iitig3tions 
as to the construction or specifica
tions which could generally be 
avoided, if' af the outset a sincere 
attempt were made to stnte exactly 
what was meant in plain bnguage. 
The fear of a costly l•w suit i• 
apt to deter any but wealthy com
petitors from contesting a patent. 
This is all wrong. It is an abuse 
which the court can prevent, 
whe\hPr the charge of ambiguity 
is or is not raised on the plead
ings, because it affects the public 

· by practically ente~ into the mon,o
poly and does so by a kind of 
pressure which is verv objection
able. It is the duty o' a patentee 
to state clearly and dist;notly 
either in direct words or by 



distinct reference, the natuce 
and limits of that he c'aims. It 
he used Jangu3ge which when 
fairly rearl is avoidably obsure or · 
amb'gu.·us the patent is invalid 
whether the ddect be due b 
design or to carelessness or to 
want of skill". 

The reference is 32 RPC. 

The claim 11 of the Patent refer~ 

to the conversion of benzenesul
fonylt-hiourea into the corresponding 
sulfonylureas by treating "uliony!
thiourea with agents eliminatiag sul
pher. This means they cover every
thing, things not even known now. 
Here also Lord Ressel dbserved: 

''The function o! the claim is 
to defcine clearly and with pre
cision the monopoly claimed so 
that others may kn·ow the exact 
boundaries of the area within 
which they will be trcspassets. 
Thirr primary object is to limit 
and not to extend the monopoly." 

1 woulrt like to discuss thi~ rose 
furt,.,er. On p. 3 'of my memorandum, 
I have given the costing of · these 
tolbutamide tablets as in the vs fixed 
by the kefauver Committee ·which 
clearly shows that even the Hoechest 
Chemical Corporation after 
takir.g thd~· products and evc~ything 
were selling to their licen~ee in 
America, M/s. Upjohn at $3.39 per 
~00 grammes, that is, to ;manufacture 
1.000 to blets. The entire cost is given. 
The tableflng charge is $2.00 in 
America which is hardly Rs. 2.83 2! 
in India. Even if we calculate on' 
the US standard, it will be $0.86 per 
1000 tablets. On that, they Used to 
pay a royalty to Hoechst at the rate 
of 7 ~ per cent, and the selling price 
used to came to 13.11. The same. 
thing was sold to the trade at about 
$83.40 dollars, which is comparable 
with the Indian selling price. The 
same thing is being sold in Germany 
and England; it is cheaper there. 

ShrJ R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Under 
the .I(Uise oi the patent, they do· this. 
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Dr. K. M. Parikh: Here there is no 
authority that can stop them. They 
take advantage o! what is written in 
the law. 

Continuing further with the case 
of tolbutamide, I would say that it b 
not to my knowledge that any com
pany has started the research labo
ratory first, invested money and then 
afterwards they start manufacturing. 
Normally, they start manufacturing. 
the unit first and from whatever 
profit they get, they assign 3, 4, 5 or 
6% of their sale value. This i~ 

a !ready calculated in the cost of the 
product which is marketed. This 
amount is put in successive years on 
a research ~a:,oratory. So there is no 
other capital as such created for 
research laboratory. It only me-sns 
that research is done from the money 
obtained from the consumer. It is 
not that these corporations . have 
invested money in it. It is the consu
mer's money. 

Shri R. Ramana(han Chettiar: Is 
the practice different in your com
pany? 

Dr. K. Ill. Parikh: I am also doing 
it the samz way; it can be the only 
way of doing research. 

I was pleading that if fair chance 
is given to Indian concerns to be in 
this market at least, they can earn 
and spend more on research so that· 
we can see that the develo!)m~nt of 
this iP1'1•tr0• is tremendous. But to
day the real Indhn industry has 
suff.orrn greatly, beca11se right aftec 

. 1943, the Indian industrial concern• 
did not know how to create public 
opinion in this democracy so as to 
effect Government policy. Therefore 
the policy has gone in such a wa; 
that it has always encouraged col, 
laboration; the collaborators have 
come up and flourished. You see that 
hardly 100 firms take away 70 per 
cent of the total valume of sales in 
spite of the fact that these Indian 
concerns were existing long before 
independence. 

Regarding cl. 5, only process is to 
be patented. Quite all right. But I 
would like to amend it further to ~ 



that only one process which is eii.zc
tive and which is economical and 
which the patentee wants to use 
should be patented and not a'! the 
C:onceivabh~ processes. I would then 
refer to the quotation from !vir. 
Leonard J. Robbins given in pages 
T-8 of ,mY •menoorandum and op. the 
basis of that submit that the· follow
ing change be '.nade. in Clause 4: 

1 "inventions where subStances are not 
patentable but only one method or 
one proce.::.s may'be etc." 

. ·Clause 43. Normally tende~ buying 
is done , by Government, local bodies, 
municipalities etc., not for profit but 
to distribute the medicines to the 
pon masses of the peop'e who cannot 
afford to buy the drugs. Th·2refore, 
I feel that Clause 48 is very essential 
and should be retained as it is. 

Clause 53, I have already made the 
point that th.z period should not in 
flily case be more than seven years. 
The United States committee suggest
ed three years, the South Abean 
co'mmittee suggested , five years, the 
Canadian Committee suggested abro
gation. Even the United States put 
in. their Bill three years with 8 per 
cent royalty, including the royalty 
that the patentee bas to give on 
technical· knowhow, for manufacture 
u well as sales. So, when ours is a 
developing country where we have 
got the knowhow which we can 
·develop, these patents should be 
limited to a maximum of seven years, 
'from the date of application. I may 
also submit that all concessi011s and 
restrictions should relate to only one 
date, the date of application, as 
otherwise there will be -confusion. 

Clause 58(1). There was a case in 
1948. CIBA took a patent for sul
phathiazole, apd May & Baker was 
the !icencee in England. They had 
taken a patent not only for sulpha
thiazole but the compounds 
covering the whole group. This 
particular compound was being pre
pared by Boots, England, who had 
filed a patentee. So, they went to 
court and won the case. and the 
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pate:>t of M3y & Baker was r~vok

ed because it was wide and ambi
guous. They asked for perm1ssion 
to amend their patent, saying they 
would have it only for sulph•thiozole 
but the court did not alow it. So, 
if amendments are allowed in th~ 
court in -fu·3 course of liti;!ntion, it 
will give the patentee wider scop!. 
Therefore, I st~ongly feel that unde~ 
this clause amendments at the court 
should not be allowed. Moreover, 
if .for any one claim the product or 
the patent is declared invalid, it 
should be treated as invalid in toto. 
Only such strict rules and regula
tions will make the patentee a little 
careful while drafting his claims, so 
that he will not claim everything 
possible. 

Clauses 87 and 88-licences of f1g!1ls 
with respect to patents in pharmaceu
ticals and drugs. This is absolutely 

. necessary and must be retained. II 
.is argued why there should be dis
crimination between pharmaceutical 
and other patents, why there should 
be compulsory licence in the one 

· case and not in the other, but as I 
said· in the beginning, it is common 
practice throughout the worlli that 
there are different systems for differ
ent commodities, and pharmaceuti
cals and drugs are being treated by 
most countries on special lines for 
licensing. Compulsory JiceRce was 
there, but it was not so far utilised 
mainly because the process was 
complicated, and therefore thore a 
nothing wrong in having licences of 
right: If anybody wants to prepare, 
~:hy should ho not if he h.1s the '"''a
city to do it? 

I do not know how the Contr~llcr 
of Patents is the proper man to find 
out whether the applicant has the 
cap,acity to manufacture or not. We 
have got a very strict Dcug Cont:ol 
Administration in this country wh1ch 
looks after the quality, the purity and 
capacity to manufacture. It· is neces
sary according to the schedules that 
they have to go and inspect the 
equipment, procedures, laboratories, 

•tandards etc. So, they are the pro-



per authority to look after this. If 
the licence is once granted under the 
licences of right and he is able to 
manufacture anything, he has to get 
the necessary permirsion trom the 
Drug Control Authority, w_hether It 
ia a small-scale or a mediUm-scale 
industry; large-scale industry au~o
matically comes under the Industnes 
(Development and Regulation) Act 
for purposes of development, regula
tion, licensing etc. These are the 
authorities who will see whether he 
l• the proper man or not. Why should 
there be duplication at the level of 
the Controller of Patents? So, if an 
app:ication is made for licences of 
•·ight, it should be immediately grant
t!d, beclluse whatever the fees or the 
loss is borne by the applicant and 
nobody else. Even if he wishes to 
throw away money and not utiliae 
the licence afterwards, there is noth
Ing wrong in it. 

The Senator E. Fefauver Com
r.nittee in their report have stated: 

"The conclusion would appear 
to be warranted that in this indus- · 
try, the mere existence of patent 
protection is not a guarantee of 
invention, nor is its absence much 
of a barrier." 
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So, the best thing in the interests of 
this country is to abrogate the patents 
"specially in the field of drugs and 
medicines. If this is done even for 
- short period of say ten years, you 
·will see the difference. 

I have also given one annexure 
published .by the Reserve Bank which 
has already been discussed and which 
shows how by means of royalty etc. 
foreign exchange which is very s: arce 
is being lost. The matter wil! be cry
lrtal clear to your honour that it is 
amply proved that the prices of the 
patented drugs are higher in this coun
try ~ven compared to the other deve
loping countries. • Wh:t should Indians 
alone pay more to. the giant corpora
tions to meet their research expenses? 
In their charocteristlc way many forei
gners and their friends will post vari-

ous points and see that under the law 
this countinues to flow out from thia 
country. The main point still remaina., 
Are we to be influenced by the specia
lised techniques of the vested foreign 
interests and give up our grim detl!l'
mination to maintain our individuality? 

In the memorandum' I !rave suggest
ed one point. From these calculationa 
you may see that a royalty ·Jf fQu:· per 
cent or five per cent or ten per cent 
makes no differenc-e so far as the pri~ 
of these patents are concerned. 

I maY' clarify one point. viho wants 
that the inventor should not benefit. 
He may be from any part of the world. 
The inventor must be encouraged. The 
rovalty may be given. Only this paten\ 
Bill is necessary in order to stop tha 
undue exploitation of people. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: How many 
patentees are foreigners, how • many 
are collaborators and how many In
dians? 

Dr. K. 'M. Parikh: I do not see much 
· differenc-e between collaborutors and 
fC'reigners. Indian patents so tar u 
pharmaceuticals are concerned may 
be abolh 3.5 per cent previously; 
it nray be about 2 ·5 per cent now. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: How mucb 
money is drained out through this 
business to .the foreign country? 

Mr. Chairman: He has submitted 
those figures which are published by 
the Reserve Bank. That will be cir
culated to the Members. I am re
questing the witness also to send 65 
copies. 

Shri Bil>huti Mishra: Wh:at is your 
suggestion to have the know-how hers 
-research scholarships to .be set up in 
this country. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: My suggestjon iJ1 
very clear. These industries should 
be protected in the sense that onlY 
those who are really independen\ 
Indian induStries-not collaborators or 
foreign firms-be given a choanoe to 
sell their products. They will defini-



~.ely do it. Not only that. I think 
about Rs. 15 crores is being spent by 
o.ur government on researches in this 
<:ountry. I would lik;e to give one 
example of Hoffkine Institute. They 
found a particular drug which was 
useful for the plague and they manu
factured it. But they could not manu
torture it because it was a ;>atonted 
product. The whole thing went .to a 
court of law and one of the points in 
the court that it was not avaitab!e in 
India. When the case was going on I 
have been told that patentee flooded 
·the market with their products. Then 
the court went round and found that it 
W'as in the market and the case 
was rejected. 

Now another example Of the same 
institute is with regard to paludrine. 
They developed a process without any 
help, on their own. They asked the 
patentee, I think the ICI, to allOw the 
manufacture of this particul·ar product. 
They went· on corresponding with re
gard to royalty, etc. It went on for 
1ive years and by the time it was re
solved, malaria was more or less eradi
cated in this country. 

Another thing with regard to To!, 
butamide. The particular process is 
also absolutely original one. Lt is a 
process patented under our patents. 
But it has been found out that in 
J'apan the game process has been put 
by a patentee as their process for 
patent in Japan. The matter could not 
be decided in the ]ower court; they had 
gone on appeal to the higher court. 

-With regard to Tolbutamide tablets, 
the price was Rs. 300 or more. To
day's price is about Rs. 183 per thou
sand tablets. The Hoffkine Institute 
prepared it on their own and without 
any help from the Hoechst and they 
sold it at Rs. 60 per kilo. Many peo
ple started selling it. Then notices 
started coming in and · many have 
stopped it also. If you consider the 
requirement of this, it is a permanent 
requirement; it is an anti-'Cliabtes drug; 
·diabetes could not be cured; it con only 
be controlled by this product. It is 
controlled by this product. These 
:are permanent requirements. The 
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present requirements are about 20 tons 
per year .. 

Shri Karmarkar: The case is going 
on in the court. 

Dr. K. lU. Parikh: Yes; the litiga
ti0n is going on. Now, Hoffkine has 
been given a licence. When the Hoff
kine Institute gives it at Rs. 60 per 
kilo it comes to Rs. 30 per t'hou5'nd 
tablets. According to this. Indian 
firms were selling it at Rs. 50 for 
thousand tablets. Toray, Hoe,rht is 
selling it at Rs. !83. In July, 1961 ·it 
was Rs, 285. They are making a net 
profit of Rs. 150 on this drug. It it is 
Rs. 150 for 500 grams, it comes to 
Rs. 300 a kilo and Rs. 3 lakhs per ton, 
and for 20 tons, per year, it comes to 
'Bbout Rs. 60 lakhs a year. It should 
have been a little easier if it was shar

. ed by Hoffkine, and they would have 
earned quite a good amount and they 
would have further developed the 
research activities in their laboratory. 
But, instead of that, they are manu
facturing same tablets Ior CSI· this is 
not economical, because in o;der to
maintain their expenditure, the Gov
ernment may not be able to grant them 
more money, While these advantages 
make the research laboratories flou
rish, it is not as if from the very beg
inning, a huge research laboratory has
been established. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Are you in 
favour of bringing the drug industry 
into the public sector so that the 
poor people of our country may have 
cheapest medicine? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I am not in fa
vour of bringing it under the public 
sector, mainly beC'ause it is a very 
small industry. This is my individual 
opinion, and my firm has nothing to 
do with it. I personally feel that there 
is more of wastage and less of effici
ency in the public administration. I 
am sorrv to say it here. In the p~jvatl" 
undertaking, there is. the question of 
owning it. It makes every individual 
work and the private sector gives pro
per attention in day-to-day matters. 

This industry is so small and Wt! have 



so many possibilities of changing the 
existing law a little here and there and 
through such changes, the Govern
ment can fully control the industry and 
bring the drugs for the use of the 
people at a very cheap price. If these 
changes are effected, definitely the 
country is going to get many products 
at very cheap prices. As you will see, 
chloroemphinicol is being sole~ by In
dian small concerns at Rs. 3 per 
dozen against Rs. 11 per dozen by 
others. It is a great difference. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Are you in 
'favour of having an appeal against the 
order of the Controller? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: In most of .the 
cases, appeals are a!Iowed but in some 
case, where delay is likely to take 
place, this delay is dangerous to the 
public, and. an appeal in such cases , 
should not be allowed. An appeQJ may 
be allowed to a tribunal appointed by 
the Central Government. The High 
\;ourts normally take more time and a 
Jot of money is spent. · I suggest a 
IIITlall tribun>al ·to go into such ques
tions, and. on this tribunal, a judge may 
be represented. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Within what 
:period, would you suggest, that an 
olippeal should be, decided? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It depends on the 
rourt or the .tribunal. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The hon. wit
ness has made a number of points. 
Creating interest in research and in
ventive genius as tar as drugs are con
ceorned is absolutely necessary, and 
tluat alone will bring us io some stage 
ot development as 'far as the pharma
ceutical and drug industry is concern
Ell. Making the drugs available at a 
lower or a cheaper price or a reason
able price is a different' thing alto
gether. Do you agree that these are 
two separate things altogether? There
fore, do you agree that as far as the 
preservation of research and encourag
iug research and making the •best medi
cines awilable to our countrymen, as 
far as possible, all efforts should be 
made? 
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Dr_ K. M. Parikh: 
made it clear. 

I ihave already 

Shri Sham Lai Saraf: If I have 
heard you aright, you said that it is 
only just a small percentage of the pre-
. sent-day patents are registered in 
name. of Indian firms. ·on the contrary 
over 90 .per C'ent of patents are 
registered in the ·name of foreigners. 
That being so, all the drugs, cihemicals 
and pharmaceuticals that are sold in 
this country today are available be- . 
cause either you have got some know
how imported into this country or there 
is collaboration from firms outside this 
country. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not agree 
with it completely, because all the 
drugs that are available in the coun
try are not mainly manufactured else
where. There are man,ufacturers here, 
and .they are able to manufacture be
cause all the drugs are not patented. 
There are some which are being lll/8IlU

factured in India and they are sold in 
India in a free market by Indian con
cerns. 

Shri Sham Lal Sarat: At the mo
ment, the discussion is on patents. May 
I ask you how many drugs from your 
firm-which I know for years...:.have· 
been patented and are sold out as pa
tented drugs of your firm? 

Dr. K. M:. Parikh: It is only a negli
gible amount. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: How many? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: 3·25 or 2·50. From 
my firm, there is not a single patent. 

Shri Sham Lai Saraf: So, do I take· 
it that the hon. witness has little ex
perience about patented drugs? 

Dr. K. M, Parikh: To have experi
ence in obtaining and .patenting the 
drugs is entirely different. What I say 
is, we are not given that opportunity 
to earn and invest on research as is 
given in the foreign countries; so that 
we could produce a sizeable resetarch 
activity and manufacture medicines 



and drugs which could be patented 
and sold. 

Shri Sham Lal Sara!: A:! f'ar as 
procuring the drugs for the common 
man is concerned, everybody agrees 
that that they should be sold at a 
reasonable price. Do you agree that 
that change can be brought about if 
our administration is geared to that 
ideal? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: That change can 
be brought about. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: You have said 
:at one place that there is discrimina
tion between pharmaceuticals or 
manufacturers within the country and 
those who manufacture with the col
laboration of, or with imported know
how from, foreign countries. Could 
you explain that? You have also said 
that you are ·being threatened that 
some of your products would .be seiz
ed when sold in the market. You have 
not said by whom you are being 
threatened and why. Could you 
please explain both these points? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Some foreign col
laborators are manufacturing some of 
the patented drugs here in India, and 
it is their monopoly. In the case of 
tolbutamide, we bought it from Hoff
kine Institute and sold it, and we got 
a threatening letter, and we have 'to 
"!'ace court action in this matter. 

Shri .Sham Lal Sara!: At one place 
you say that the period in respect of 
the registration for your patents 
should be from three to five years. I 
should expect that you have some ex
perience of research work and, so, may 
I know how much time, on an average, 
it takes for developing a genuine re
search skill in a properly ·equipped 
laboratory to find out a particular 
equipment and then work at it? 

Dr. K. ·M. Parikh: To have an up
to-date phaMTlacological laboratory, I 
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require a lot of money. Today I lin• 
to sell in competition with foreign 
manufacturers who are already then> 
with established names. 

Shri Sballl Lal Saraf: I was ask
ing about the time factor, apart from 
the costs. Taking into account tho. 
timt: taken for completing the proces
ses and then working it out and so 
on, to make it a patentable thing how 
much time would you ordinarily re
quire? 

Dr. K, 1\1. Parikh: It varies from 1 
year to 2 or 3 years. For example, 
ihia tolbutamide was 8 sulpha drug 
which was used for other purposes. 
By chance it was found that it lower
ed sugar in blood. Afte" that, a 
little work will clearly bring out its 
properti .. s. 

Shri Sham La) Saraf: Let us leave 
it to the committee to decide the 
period. Are you in favour of revok
ing a patent by a particular time and 
if so, under what circumstanc~s 
should this revocation' take place? 

' Dr. K. M. Parikh: If a limit is 
fixed for a patent, it should not be 
revoked before that.. If the patenl ;., 
not worked, there is already the pro
vision of 'lenceces of Right'. If that is 
enforced, it will ensure that all 
patents are worked. · 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Your two 
principal poinrn are that the patent 
clause has come in the way of deve
lopment of Indian medicine . and 
secondly, the prices chareed here are 
enormous compared with the prices 
at which they are available outside. 
Do you agree that apart from soml! 
handicaps which arise on account of 
the fact that we have been backward 
in the development of modern medi
cine, in order to make India sell
sufficient in medicine, for some time 
there would have to be foreign col
laboration, ~ven at a disadvantage'! 

Dr. Jt. M. Parikh:' I' am not at all 
against foreign collaboration. 



Shrt D. P. Karmarkar: When you 
agree that foreign collaboration will 
be necessary for some time, ans1ng 
out of that, do you agre.e that t)le 
terms whic'h we give for collabora
tion efforts should be ·not more than 
absolutely necessary for the purpose? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Tha( is true. 

Shrt D. P. Karmarkar: It is not 
saying anything uncomplimentary 
about the talents of our people, but 
on occount of historical reasons, we 
have been slow in catching with 
modern medicine. Is it a fact that 
in the last 18 years, compared with 
the world, we have noi come up to 
anything appreciable at all in the 
matter of inventions of medicines of 
large application? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I would not 
agree witlh that •completely. There 
are other factors which have worked 
again~t it. Otherwise, WP, could have 
come up to the expectations. If there 
had been free licence for 10 years, 
many of the concerns in India would 
have ·manufactured these thimgs. 

Shri D .. P. Karmarkar: Do you 
agree that out of the medicines manu
factured, medicines under patents are 
a very small percentage? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Today they are 
Yery large. 

. Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I am speak
Ing of medicines which C'Over a large 
!5.eld, .not those used for small things 
lay, those covering about 70 per cent 
of the field. 

. Dr. K. M. Parikh: Most of the im~ 
portant drugs used by albpathic 
prac!Jt10ners are patented. 

Slori D. P. Kannarkar:. Do you 
agree that amongst the drugs as a 
:'·hole, during the last 15 or 20 years 
It Is the sulpha drugs and antib.iotics 
which have developed greatly? . 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes. 
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Shri D. P. Karrnarkar: In that, 
do you agree the foreign people have 
been responsible for these inventions? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh; If chances had 
been given to this country, I am 
sure we would have also come up 
equally .. · 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: You mean 
by way of abrogatioa of patent law? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: That is one of 
the things. 

Shri D .. P. K.umarkar: Or by way 
of proper protection--either import 
control or helpiag with capital on 
technical know-how-you mean if the 
industry had been helped by these 
methods, they · would have done it? · 
So far as I !mow it is being helped. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: By chance I 
mean, in regard to things which can 
be very easily made by Indian con
cerns, licences should not have been 
gra!'ted to for&ign m~nufacturers. 

Taking aspro, for example, the aspi
rin tablet which can ·be sold at Rs. 
9 per thousand is being sold at about 
Rs. 60 or Rs. 70 per thousand. This 
is because of this foreign collabora
tion. 

• Shri D. P. Karrnarkar: Is clause 
87 of the present Bill completely 
satisfactory from your point of view? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It is satisfactory, 
but I want a small change from ten 
years to seven years in clause 53. 
Then it will be more effective. 

Shrj D. P. Karmarkar: That is 
another matter. So far as elause 87 
is concerned, is it not completely 
satisfactory? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes; it is com
pletely satisfactory. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar· Do you 
agree that whatever th~ concessions 
in Ia w or in practice we want to give, 
they should be •neither more than 
necessary nor less. than necessary for 
that purpose?. Suppose I am nejlotia
ting with a particular party. The 



judgment. may vary, but do you 
agree that in order to llerve the pur
pose, the tenns should he neither 
more generous nor less generous than 
is necessary for the purpose? 

Dr. K. M. Parikb.: For foreign 
patents or Indian? 

Shri D. P. Ka.rmarkar: Both. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: For foreign 
patents, it should not be more; it 
should be less. For Indian patents, 
it should be more. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Even if we 
find that foreign collaboration is ab
'!lolt.tt.ely necessary for ;the country, 
you think that the period should ·be 
less than what is absolutely necessary, 
you think that the period should be 
less for foreign collaboration and 
more for Indian firms? 

Dr. K. M:. Parikh: Yes, provided 
other f<~cilities . . . 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: I am not 
speaking about facilities at all. This 
Bill does not deal with facilities. The 
Industries (Development). Act deal" 
with facilities like free land, free 
capital and all that. This Bill deals 
with certain concessions given to cer
tain producing units either here or 
abroad. One of the things is tenure. 
Opinioos may vary. One may say 
that it should be five years and ano
ther may say that it should be two 
years. Do you agree that on a 
balance with what we offer for the 
development ot industries it should 
neither be too niggardly nor too 

generous? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: In India the 
cost of labour is low as compared to 
other countries while the cost of even 
indigenous medicines is very hlgh. 
·What have you to say about thatT 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: The term ''high" 
·is a very relative term because it goes 
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with oo many oth..,. things. I take 
it that by indigenous medicines you 
mean foreign drugs produced in India. 
I have already submitted a whole list. 
You will notice that they are sold at 
rock bottom prices and at the highest 
possible prices. It varies from com
pany to company and some t<1kc ·ad
vantage of certain things. 

Shri Kashl Ra"' Gupta: You men
tioned just now that medical practi
tioners in India use a large portion 
of patented drugs. What is your opi
<nion about the use of drugs in gov
ernment hospitals, whether ther also 
use a large portion of patented drugs? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I\ is the same 
thing everywhere. I may givo just 
one example. When a hospital wants 
Sulphathiazed instead of writing that 
they prefer to write Cibazol which 
is a patented drug of a particular firm 
and they insist on getti·ng that only. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
suggested a pfriod of seven years. 
From the note we understand tlHt it 
is 7 years from the date of the patent 
whereas you now say that it is from 
the date of the application. You 
know that the Patents Office may 
take some y\>ars to finalise it. Sup
pose it takes seven years to finalise 
it, then there i• no time left. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It varic~. !n 
the case of Tolbutamide it was done 
in 1!}54 ·and marketed immediately. 
Thereafter if a period of 7 years ;_, 
given. I think that would be enough. 
The Patent Office should not take 
such a long .time. If there is no r<>s
triction put in the present Bill on the 
time that the Patent Office can take, 
it should be done now. 

· Shri Kashi R.'m Gupta: You ha\'e 
put the rate of royalty at ?} per cent 
while in the Bill only 4 per cent i• 
provided. What is your rea,;on for 
raising it? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I feel that those 
who are inventors should get a fa<r 



return. Even if 7i per cent is given I 
feel that it will be a fair amount. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I invite 
your attention to the Memorandum of 
your managing agents, Mr. G. M. 
Parikh for Jagat Ram and company, 
wherein they have put down oniy 4 
per cent. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I know that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On page 
2 of your JRemorandum you have 
given the example of Italy and Japan. 
How many years did it take Italy or 
Japan to bring in the Patent Act? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not know. 
I think in Italy it was done recently. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Only yes
terday the Japanese industrialists 
have come out •aying that .they are 
against the present Patent Bill of 
India. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It might be a 
timed one. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
· said on page 2: 

"In order to achieve these twin 
objectives, the best and the only 
way out is to abrogate the 
Pate!Jts completely till we deve
lop to such a stage when we can 
enter this convention. 

What is your idea about "till we 
develop"? When do you think we can 
consider ourselves to have sufficiently 
developed? How can you measure 
that? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I think 10 to 
1 ~ ~ears will be enough for develop
ment. Once there is 1110 Patent even 
American manufacturers wilJ. be 
ready to collaborate with us for giv
ing the know-how etc. 

Shri lta.!lhi Ram Gupta: You have 
~ven a list of liquids, ointments and 
powders of Zandu Pharmaceutical 
~Vorks. This means that although 

these are unpatented so far as Zandu 
works are concerned, iii the case of 
other firms they are patented. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I am just telling 
the class of medicines and not of any 
paritcular prod~otct. I have only said 
that our processing capacity for 
liquids is this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
put in liquids, oilntments and powders 
of Glaxos. Are they patented or P-ot? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: They include 
both. I have given the manufactur
ing capacities of these pharmaceutical 
preparations. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Now, tha 
old patents are there. We are fast 
developing and they may be but af 
use. In any case they have made a 
lot of profit. Are you iJn favour of 
revoking all those patenteT 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Who is to decide 
whether they have made enough pro
fit? It can be generally decided Oil 

the basis of the number of years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: When you 
say that 7 years is enough you think 
that 7 years is enough to give him 
the expenses of research and also a 
good living to him, and after this Bill 
comes into an. Act all those old 
patents must be revoked? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: All those that 
are more than 7 years should be .re
voked. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given an idea about your firm: Are 
there such firms in India whose 
patents are' working in· a good way 
and they are also in favour of abro
gation of all patents for the time be
ing? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not know 
of any Indian finn having patents ex
cept one or two in Bengal and one 
here. 



"Shrl Xashi Ram Gupta: Therefore, 
'that is one of the reasons why this 
abrogation is sought. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It is in the 
national interest. 

Shri K. K. Warior: What percen
tage of the total sale proceeds of your 
firm is reserved for research work? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We. have not 
allotted ·any specific amount. As and 
when we require it, we gp on spend
ing it. At present we are spending a 
very small amount; 

Shri K. K, Warior: What will be 
the approximate percentage? 

Dr, K. M. Parikh: About one per 
-cent. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Do you agree 
with the view that if patent rights 
are not given there is every chance 
~f many spurious drUgs being manu
factured? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: No, I do not 
·agree. Because, there is strict drug 
-control admi,nistration in this coun
try. 

.Shri K. K. Warior: Do you · not 
agree that spurious drugs are being 
manufactured? . 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: They are manu- . 
factured even in the United States. 
It is something which no one has been 
.able to stop the world over. 

Shri K. K. Warior: What will be 
the approximate profit range of the 
1111dian manufacturers without any 
-collaboration? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Normally, the 
profit range of the Indian concern is 
much less than that of the foreign 
·companies. The cost of raw materials 
multiplied by twenty will be the 
standard for foreign concemB. In the 
-case of Indian concerns, if chloro
phenica} is sold for Rs. 3 it may be 
•>nly two tim"" 
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Shri K. K. Warior: If the foreign 
collaborators are not given patent 
rights do you think that indigenous 
manufacturers would be able to cope 
with the demand? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes, I am con
fident. 

Shri Daljit Singh: Is there any 
objection if there is a provision for 
expropriation of patent rights or 
acquisition of invention by Govern
ment? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I have not studied 
it so thoroughly. So, . I have nothing 
special to mention about it. 

Shri Da!jit Singh: You said that 
there is a vast difference in price 
between the products of Indian 
patentees and .patentees with foreign 
collaboration. But is there any differ
ence in quality of the product or pro
cess of manufacture? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: No difference. 
The quality is the same. 

Shri Daljlt Singh: Then why is it 
that people do not prefer to· buy 
Indian manufactured products? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: That is indivi
dual preference. I cannot explain it. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: In Italy there 
has been no patent system. Some 
people hold thai the absence of patent 
system did not encourage the inven
tion of medicines in Italy, for the same 
although they have been manufactur
ing a la,rge number of medicines and 
have been often introducing 20 to 30 
variations of the medicines introduced 
by foreign firms. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not agree 
there. In Italy they have also found 
out many of the products which are 
under trial. Many products have 
been invented in Italy even in the 
absence of patents. Even when there 
was no patent law many things were 
found out by the foreign countries. 



Shri P. K. Kumaran: Is it not a fa~t 
that the Italian industry was able to 
sell its product at lower price than the 
international market price? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes, they were 
able to sell even to England, a country 

·which has a patent law. 

Shri A. T •. Sarma: I was under the 
impression that your firm is dealing 
with Ayurvedic pharmaceuticals also. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We have dealings 
with allopathy, biological and Ayur
ved. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: But you have not 
mentioned about Ayurved in your 
written· speech. Do you not think that 
Ayurvedic medicines also require 
patents? 

Dr. K. Ill. Parikh: We need not 
bother about ·.Ayurv~d because this is 
ihe only country which is producing 
Ayurvedic medicines. 

· Shri A. T. Sarma: What is ·.;our 
opinion about it? 

Dr. ·K. M. Parikh: It is a very big 
problem on which I have definite 
ideas. I have given some lectures on 
this subject. 

Shri A. T. Sarma': Do you think that 
the provisions of this Bilio are bene
ficial to Ayurved? 

Dr. K. Ill. Parikh: For example, 
CIBA is doing re•earch on reserpin 
which is the , same as sarpagandha in 
Ayurved. The thing to remember is 
lf the medicine is prepared in a fin~ 
finished form it will have a wider 
market while if it is in a coarse form, 
as it exists today, it ·will have very 
little market. Therefore, so far as the 
properties of the medicines are con
cerned, they ·should be scientifically 
explainable by the action of the drug 
etc. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I am not talking 
about the medicine. I am asking about 
the process of research work ill Ayv.r
ved. 
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Dr. K. M. Parikh: If a firm deviates. 
from the old process in Ayurved, 
immediately the vaids criticise it by 
saying that it is going against the old 
and well-established Ayurvedic tradi
tions. Many of the vaids may not like 
it. That is why there is no progress 
in that field. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I was thinking 
about Makaradwaja. 

Mr. Chairman: Anyhow, that is not 
-the matter under discussion here. 

Shri A. T. Sarma': I want to know 
whether any special provisions are 
necessary in the Bill for improving 
Ayurved. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: As we are the only 
country practising Ayurved, I do not 
think it is necessary. If it is included 
in the Bill, there is nothing wrong 
either. 

Shri A. T. Sarma': So, you are not 
against its inclusion? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: No, I am not 
against it. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You have men
tioned that you anticipated the Bill 
earlier and that it has come in a muti
lated form. What is the meaning of 
it? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I have discussed 
·the two points--seven -year period 
and abolition of patents. I think, 
abrogation will serve the interest!; 
of this country much better. But "s 
w.e have already patentees in Ind1a, 
having big factories and everything, 
perhaps it may not be possible so to
combine two ideas and to come to an 
amicable settlement. If the period 
is limited and licence is given, it 
will be a better solution. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your memoran- . 
dum you have stated that some safe
guards are needed to protect the inter
ests of Indian drugs. Wh'at do you 
mean by that and what safeguards GO' 
you want? · 



Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not think so. 

.Shri Veeranna Gowd.h: It is stated 
that the period should not be more 
than 7 years while in the Bill it is 
stated as ten years. What is your 
opinion if a period of only five years 
is fixed? 

Dr. K. M· Parikh: It can be anything. 
The exploitation period should be as 
low , as possible so that it gives them 
enough opportunity to recQup their 
exopenses as they say and, at 1he same 
time, it should not give them a longer 
duration for exploitation. In genuine · 
cases, I have already suggested. an 
extension of three years may be grant
ed. 

Shri Veeranna Gowdh: In your 
opinion royalty should be about 7~ 
per cent, not more than 1hat, while in 
the Bill it is 4 per cerit. Suppose, no 
percentage is fixed and each case is 
dealt with separately? 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: It may delay the 
matter. As I told you in the case of 
the Haffkine In9titute Paludrine was 
delayed for fixing up the royalty. 
After five years they got the permis
sion. So, there must be some period 
fixed. 
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Shri Peter Alvares: You have been 

argl1ing for some time that if 
the patents are progressively abolish
ed it would be an incentive for 
Indian indu.stry to develop. If 
the patents are entirely abolished, 
that would mean that there would 
be no protection for Indian industry 
if by chance you develop an 
invention yourself. As an investor in 
the private sector, are you agreeable 
to this position? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I think, inventions 
are not made mainly by beginners and 
other people with the intention of 
patent protection only. They are done 
because it is a creative desire of man. 
ThB name is more important than 
financial gains. · 

Shri Peter Alvares: Therefore you 
are of opinion that even when Indian 
industry comes of age or is competent 
enough, even in those circumstances 
the Indian pharmaceutical industry is 
not in favour of any pr0tection of 
patents. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It may be a com
mercial aspect, as Italy is entering into 
today. If the people of this country 
feel like it, they may enter into it ai 
that time. 

1~8 

Shri Peter Alv~UeS: Ypu are not sura 
about it. You are the first chemist 
here as a witness. There is a distinc
tion sought to 'be made between pro
tection of a product and protection of 
a process. I want to know from your 
experience or from the experience 
of the world, whether this distinction 
is real or whether it is possible •to 
develop a particular product by a 
a process other than the one patented. 
Axe there theoretically or in practice 
various ways of arriving at a product? 
If it is so, it is understandable; but if 
it is difficult or impossible in practict!' 
to arrive at a particular product by 
any other process, the distinction is 
only national. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: There is a poslti
bility. The same product can be pre
pared by more than one process. The 
Haffkine Institute is a Government 
institute and their process is open to 
everybody. Anybody can go and see 
it. 

Shri Peter Alvares: If there are 
various possibilities' qf arriving at the 
product by various other methods, 
what is the great objection to indus-
trial or pharmaceutical patent? · 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: All the processes 
are covered by the specifications and 
I cannot do it. Here I have a patent 
of Ho!'chst which contains 13 process 
and runs into 56 pages. It bas covered 
all the possible sulphonylureas and all 
the possible and conceivable processes. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: What is the num
ber of Indian patents in the field of 
drugs? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I may not be 
knowing the exact fig11res but it may 
be 2.5 to 3.5 pet cent. That will, how
ever, include such type. of patents 
which are also challenged. 

Shri S. N. Misbra: That means, 97 
per cent is the number of foreiga 
patents. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes, Sir. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: Why are Indian 
patents not coming up? What is the 



practical difficulty in the way of 
Indian patents coming up? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I gave a solid 
-example of the Haffltine Institute. If 
they had been allowed to do their 
patent, they would have earned so 
much money that they could have 

· built a very huge research laboratory 
and the!l only the results would come 
out. To do research is not one or two 
individual's job. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it · the current 
patent law that is in the way? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: To an extent, yes. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: How many of 
these 2·5 to 3·5 per cent patents be
long to the private sector? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not know. 

Shri s. N. Mishra: Normally, the 
assumption would be that the private 
-sector is not so well-equipped for the 
kinds of inventions which are required. 
If that is the present p·osition, how do 
you think that. you can displace the 
large number of patents that are 
granted to the foreigners? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not know 
about the first part of it . 

Shri S. N. Mishra': You are not able 
to get at my point. The assumption 
would be that the Indian industry is 
not well-equipped to undertake inven
tions because of lack of resources or 
maybe because of lack of talent and 
so on. Is .that assumption eorrect or 
is it something else which is coming 
in the way of the Indian patents com
ing up? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It is quite right 
that if the patents are to be worked 

• out, the finance and· other things a~e 
required. If' a little assistance IS 

given, more and more patents will be 
worked out. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: Do you want the 
resources to be provided by the Gov. 
ernment? 
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Dr. K. 111. Parikh: It Will be Tf!JT 
difficult for the Government to pro
vide such huge amounts • . • 

Mr. Chairman: What is the assistance 
that you want? That is what you said. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Assistance, in the 
sense, to protect the Indian .industry 
in selling their products, etc. so that 
instead of having competition with 
other people arid selling the products 
at a low price, they can make a little 
more money and spend more on it. 

Mr. Chairman: You want to intro
duce Indian monopoly instead of 
foreign monopoly, 

Dr. K.' M. Parikh: That is not my 
submission. As we see, there is a 
difference of Rs. 150 as profit on a 
particular product and the Indian capi
ta1ist may not take that much but, say, 
Rs. 20 or Rs. 30 or Rs. 40 which may 
be utilised for the research. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: From 
your evidence what I gather is that 
what seems to be in the way of fur
ther research in India is the lack of 
well-equipped laboratories. Is that 
not so? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: There are many 
laboratories which are well-equipped. 
But further expansion of the labora
tories is needed. 

·Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: More 
research is held up due to lack of more 
facilities. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh; By virtue of hav
ing more facilities, that is, more and 
more good laboratories, there will be 
more people working into them taking 
up more problems at a time. Today, 
they may be able to take up a few 
problems out of which only 3 or 4 may 
show results. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: There 
are many processes which are well
known and which are not patantable. 



May I know why we have not been 
able to adopt those processes here and 
make medicines or even other products 
'>f the same standard as obtains in the 
"a•e of goods which we import? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: The Indian 
;ndustry is 
•'lumber or 
vatantable. 

preparing quite a large 
chem,icals which are not 

Shrimati Sha-rda Mukerjee: Why 
have we not been able to obtain the 
same standard in the case of JI)edicines 
or other products? 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: Our S'landard is 
the same . 

Shrirnati Sharda Mukerjee; Not in 
P.very case. 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: I would say every 
case. Whatever drawbacks are there, 
they are common to both foreign or 
Indian. 

Shrimati Sharda 1\lukerjee: It has 
been the experience that where spe
cial protection has been given to the 

· Indian industry, the prices have shot 
up and neither the quantity of com
modity available to the market nor 
the quality has improved. 

Dr. -K. M. Parikh: There can be a 
number of factors, namely, the short 
supply of commodities, the profit 
element and a . number of othe!' 
factors can also be there. 

Shrimati ShaTda M'ukerjee: There
fore, if we were to abolish patents, it 
may not necessarily help the drug 
industry. 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: It will help so far ' 
as patented drugs are concerned. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: 'what is 
the percentage of patented clrugs in. 
India? We were told that 3 to 4 per 
cent of the drugs used in India are 
natantab!e. · 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: If you take all the 
<!rugs available . . . 
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Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Out of 
the drugs which are in use today, what 
percentage of them are patented? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: There may be 
some obsolete things .which may be in 
use somewhere in the country . 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: You take 
the drugs which are in use today. 
What is your assessment? 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: It will be 40 to 50 
per cent. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: We were 
told that it is only about 4 per cent. 

Dr. K. 1\1. Parikh: That is how I 
have calculated. · 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: You suggested 
that the term of patents should be 7 
years. As an experienced business
man holding responsible position in a 
very large Indian firm, you should be 
able to tell us how it can be worked 
in 7 years. As you know, before 
a drug can be put on the market, 
it requires . a chemical trial and 
all sorts of other trials. The Gov
ernment requires that it should un
dergo a thorough trial. It takes 
some time to obtain an industrial 
licence. Also, as you know, some
time is taken for marketing the pro
duct. Of course, there are some pro
ducts which were lucky enough to be 
successful immediately, like, chylro
mycetin or such othe.r products. · But 
that good luck cannot be expected in 
every case. So, considering the re
quirements of chemical trials insisted 
by the Government and the time 
taken for marketing and so on, wouht 
you not like to reconsider your sug
gestion? 

1\lr. Chairman: He has already given 
the answer. 

Dr. K. 1\1, Parikh: The period of 3 
years is enough for recouping the 
expenditure while the period of 4 
years is enough for other things. In 
the case of a really genuine case, it 
may be given an extension. · 



Shri V. B. Gandhi: About the 
prices, it seems everybody wants to 
blame the present high prices of the 
patented products in India as Shri
mati Sharda Mukerjee and Shri Kar
markar also pointed it out. Actually, 
the percentage of the products that 
are pattented in India, according to 
our information received from our 
responsible source which we have 
every reason tv believe, is not in 
excess. of 2~ per cent to 3 per cent. 
So, what applies to 2! per cent or 3 
per cent should not be enough to 
push up the entire level of prices. 
The prices of other products which 
are not patented have gone up. The 
prices of all other products, even 
non-medical, have gone up; the ·t.Jilet 
soap, Hamam, used to be sold at only 
5 annas but now the price has gone 
up to 8 or 10 annas; the ENOS fruit 
salt-not patented I ·hope-which used 
to be available for Rs. 3 now costs 
Rs. 6. So we cannot throw the blame 
for high prices only on the exist~nce 
of patents. 

Dr. K. ~1. Parikh: It is not a ques
tion of high price only; it is a ques
tion of exorbitantly high price. This 
thing happens only when monopoly 
1n some way is created and one of 
the ways is patent. 

Sltri R. P. Sinha: Without good che
mical engineering we carlnot make 
use of patents even if they are avalla
ble to us free because it is not only 
the know-how, but the chemical 
engineering has not developed to a 
stage where what you do in the labo
ratory can be translated into prac
tice. So, in your opinion, what is the 
stage of chemical engineering that 
we can take acfvantage of the patent 
only provided even the know-how 
was not available to us ·or we wilt 
have to pay for the know-how. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We are fairly 
developed in. chemical engineering. 
Moreover, cheffiical engineering is a 
thing w!lich can be bought from an)l 
.country. We can go out to an Ame
rican firm of chemical engmeering 
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and get the plants; there will be p.y~ 
men! only once. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Some of the ch~
mical pharmaceutical manufacturers 
abroad met us as doctors and they 
said that, if they were to withhold 
the know-how when the patent law 
is changed, then lndia would sutler. 
What do you think about this? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I do not agree 
with it because the technical know
how is fairly availabl~. Most of the 
chemical processes are of a common 
nature ·with very little difference. 
Secondly, these foreign collaborators 
employ a number of scientists at very 
high remuneration and I do not know 
how far they. have really learnt it; 
the things come straight from there 
and. they have to act according to 
what is written down there. 

Shri R. P, Sinha: The sales pro
motion forms a major expenditure 
item as compared to research. What, 
in your opinion, those firms which 
are here either as collaborators 0 r 
manufacturers are spending, as a per
centage, on the sales promotion and 
on research? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Sales promotion 
is essential and they spend money on 
it. How much they are doing il in 
India, I do not know, but I can say 
from the figures elsewhere that the 
expenditure on sales promotion is 
fairly very high compared to the 
.expenditure on research. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: If lhe expenct1ture 
on sales promotion is cut down from 
25 or 30 per cent to 10 per cent, then 
there will be reduction in the prices. 
What have you to say on this? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: That is only one 
aspect, but it will not bring us tech
nology which we are very much wan
ting. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The Indian firms 
have to compete with foreign firms. 
The foreign firms have better means 
of detailing sales promotion w1th the 
result that the Indian firms' goods do 



not get the same stamp of respectabi
lity as those of !.:>reign firms. As you 
say, the Indian firms are working at 
a very meagre margin. So in order 
to bridge this gap between foreign 
and Indian firms, the only thing that 
can be done is to cut down this ex
penditure. What do you say about 
this? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Instead of that, 
my suggestion would be that we 
should divide: wherever the Indian 
firms can do, the field should be open 
to them; why should there be any 
competition? 

Shri Bibudhendra Mishra: For the 
information of the members, I may 
tell about the percen~ages as g1ven 
by the Drugs Controller. 

Out of the total mass of med1cines 
used in the c~untry, about 60 to 65 
per cent is patented, but out of the 
total number of patentees, the num
ber of Indian patentees . is some
where in the region of 2·5 to 3 per 
cent. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: In other 
·words, 65 per cent are alive today. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: 
which are available in 
65 per cent constitute 
are patented. 

Of the dl'Ugs 
the market, 
those which 

Shri J). P. Karmarkar: Of this 60 
or 65 per cent, how many cover 70 
or 80 per cent of the field? 

Shri S. K. Bork~r: I can say that 
about five groups of drugs constitute 
about 80 per cent of the consump
tion. 

Shri Bade: You have said in your 
Memorandum that we should abolish 
this Patent Bill. But now y.:>u have 
climbed down to this level, namely, 
mstead of abolishing, we should 
have some curbs on the foreign 
firms. We have got the Model laws 
m which it is said that, if this Act 
was made retrospectiv!!-5ome coun
lril!a have done like this-the deve-
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loped countries cannot send their 
know-how to the under-developed 

· countries and, therefore, there should 
be no c.:>mpulsory licensing. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Even today what 
is -the know-how they have given tO> 
us-from the exampie of Tolbuta

·mide. 

Shri Bade: We shall compel them. 

br. K. M. Parikh: How far is it 
proper or how far is it correct? 

Shri Bade: According to the Hill, 
only pr.:>cesses would be patented 
and not th~ product. Suppose the 
processes are patented and according 
to one pr.:>cess, they are manufactur
ing the product, the other processes 
will be scaled; Is it not a fact. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: The other pro
cesses will be open for others. 

Shri Bade: According to this Bill, 
only processes can be patented. Sup
pose th2y have patented ten processes 
and they are using only one pr0cessr 
then the other processes will 1,c, 

sealed out. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Therefore, it was 
my submission that one process should 
be ·sealed and the others should be 
kept open. 

Shri Bade: There is a provision in 
th~ Bill; it will be sealed for three 

.years. 

Mr. Chairman: If they want t<> 
manufacture with other processes 
they must take patents for those pro~ 
cesses also. 

Shri Bade: So there should be that 
an;endmenf here; if they are not 
usmg the other processes, they should 
be open to the public. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh; Only one process 
should be mentioned. 

Shri ·Bade: Regarding the period, 
you have said that it should be 3 or 



5 years. · We are also a party to the 
Model Laws; our representative was 
there imd we· have said th.at . the 
period should be only 10 or 14 years. 
If you say that it should be 3 or 5 
years, then we should give them some 
royalty. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We can revise 
our thinking. 

Shri Bade: How can you make it 
retrospective without giving ' them 
compensation or royalty or damages? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It is not that 
question. The Bill, which will come 
into foree is there. They are enjoy
ing patent under the new Bill also. · 

Shri Bade: The section is quite 
clear. Same royalty should be given 
to them. 

Dr. K. · M. Parikh: They have al
ready provided 4 per cent. I am sug
gesting 7 per cent. 

Shri Bade: That is all right. 

~ '1'1-d~ : ~ 'fiW ~ f'!\" 
4f'l1'l it 'liT ~ '1\"T ~ 1 ~ ~ 
~ ~ f'!\" o;rqit ~ •t''t ~ <nit 't; t'<it1; 
m'f w Sflr(Tf 'f."~ ? 

"i'!O ~0 ~0 mm : o;rqit ~ m 
ifT ~<'IT~~ 

~ ~~ , m'f'!i't ~ma rn if 
'flfT ~ ~? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We can buy this 
know-how and get this know-how also 
but we have gat our know-how in 
our country. The case is such that 
we have got enough know-how to 
start within our country. 

"tt "~f'R! : o;rqit ~ 't; ifT ~ 
'1\"T ot'!\" ~· « ~ rn 't; ~ 

1~ 
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~M 'fiT 'llT lfWrn;r ~ ? 

"il 0 ~ 0 1{1'1'.; 'm'm : ~Tfu-rt 
~if m<f mii '1\"T !ffi!R ff;l.n- ~ I 

"'"t 'I'M~ : t:1;'!\" a~ mq- '1\"f¥ 

G"'fTit 't; ~, if '!""@. ~. ~r a~ mq

~ ~ f'!\" ~" 'fit <11 m<f ~T<i '1\"f 
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'T>rr~~~~ll"~~r 
l1i '!\""If ~ ? i:tt ~ if aT ;;>:w.r 
f~l 

"i"TO '1\"0 ~0 mm : i'tii~ 
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Shri Bade: That is not in the BilL 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: This is indirectly 
.a control. It is valid for 7 years. If 
·r know. the same know-how I will go 
for licence and 1 will manufacture 
the same. I will utilise my know
hJw. 

Shri P. C. Burooah: You support- the 
bill in toto. What steps ·you would 
suggest to enc .. :mrag2 inventions? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It depends on the 
development of the country and the 
country's inventive capacities. Today 
America or England need this patent 
bill. India may not require to that 
€Xtent. 

Shri R.. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
While he mentiJned about the period 
of 7 years may I ask him whether it 
is his contention that this will crub 
the monopolistic tendencies in the 
drug and pharmaceutical industry and 
also bring down the price level· . o! 
drugs in the country? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Yes. It wil! 
definitely bring it down. 

Shri Basanta Kumar Das: I under
•tand that under the present circums .. 
lances if this law is enacted 'then it 
will be of some disincentive to forei
.gners to transfer their know~how to 

US. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It will curb th<: 
period of exp!Jitation, or area of ex
ploit?tion. 

Shri Basanta Kumar Das: Do you 
think it will not stop know-how? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: It will not stop 
know-how. It will flow. 

Mr. C!J.airm.~n: You said that the 
same period for drugs may b€ fixed 
as 3 or 5 or 7 years. Some of the 
witnesses who came before us told 
us that this discrimination should not 
be made between drugs and other 
patents. Is there any such discrimi
nation existing in· other countries? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: In ·some oth"!r 
countries pharmaceutical and drugs 
are treated on. a special level. Even 

·in England compulsory licence is al
lowed for drugs and medicines. 

Mr. Chairman: What 1s the period 
fixed fJr that~ 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I don't know · 
much 

Mr. Chairman: You gave a table 
and said that the c.i.f. prices of drugs 
were far below the local manufactu
red prices here. What would be your 
remedy to contrJl those prices? What 
would be your reaction? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Allow others to 
manufacture. It will bring down 
prices. 

Mr. Chairman: It has been stated 
to us that in spite of the patent law 
being there for so many years, India 
has not taken advantage of that. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: In law we have 
to take the licence and then only we 
can manufacture. They take so much 
time in giving terms and then in cor
respondenc2 and all these things. 

Mr. Chairman: You quoted one item 
where the price of Indian manufac
ture was Rs. 3 and the price of foreign 
manufacturer was Rs. 11. Do you 



agree that the standard of the two 
drug, are the same? 

· 'Dr. K. M. Parlklh: Absolutely same. 
You CAn send to any chemical or clini
cal laboratory for test. It will come 
to same standards. Basic material is 
purchased from the same source. 

Mr. Chalrnnan: You said that nothing 
new has developed in this country. 
Sonne witnesses have said that the 
foreign collaborators have helped us 
with these modern medicines and 
patented drugs and if these restric
tions were to be placed that much of 
know-how may not be forthcoming 
to the Indian manufacturers. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: They are helped 
'n the sense that we pay exorbitant 
price, nn uch higher price than the 
price prevailing in their own home 
country. 

Mr. Chairman: It is our mistake. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Our law and our 
regulations are such that they get 
all this -benefit. 

Mr. Chairman: If we do not pay, 
they won't make such profits. This is 
.a matter for negotiation. 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: That is because 
they are the monopolist under our 
existing patent law. Whep the Doctor 
writes a particular preparation, the 
patent goes to the chemist and gets it 
without enquiring the price. 

Mr. Chalrnnan: Do you agree by 
and large with the provisions of the 
Bill that is now being proposed? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: I fully agree 
with it except a few modifications 
.alfut the term of patents. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
pharmaceutical industry has been in 
existence for over 20 years now. 
Have you made any attempt to have • 
.a Research Institute just like the · 
'Textile Research Institute in a col
lective way? 
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Dr. K. M. Parikh: I feel that in this 
industry there is no chance for col
lective research. 

Sbri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I 
want to ask you whether you have 
explored the possibilities· of putting 
a small percentage towards develop
ment of research, which would go to 
make a fund and you may create a 
Research Institute for the benefit of 
the whole industry, not only to indivi
dual· users. · 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: If a new subs
tance is found o~ in a collective 
laboratory, who will be the owner of 
it to exploit it commercially? 

Sbri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: In 
1962-63, according to a survey conduc
ted by the Reserve Bank of India, out 
of 14 crores invested by foreign in
terests in this country, they have 
taken away Rs. 7 crores-Rs. 2 crores 
as dividend remittances and Rs. 5 
crores as royalties. The facts are 
there. If you want to crub the 
growth of indigenous industry . and 
also want to crub the growth of 
foreign interests, this · is one of the 
methods. Why don't you explore the 
possibility? · 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: We will do that. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: You have 
stated that the term of patent should 
be seven years instead of 10 years • 
from the date of patent with regards 
to Food, Medicines, etc. You feel 
that seven years is enough a period 
for recouping the expenses and parti
cularly that is so in these days of 
fast development. In the case of 
existing patents, in the proposed Bill 
provision is there giving retrospec
tive effect as soon as the Act comes 
into force. In the case of new 
patents, so far as !lledicines and phar
maceuticals are concerned, if the 
person is in a position to develop a 
patent for which he is given a licence 
and to manufacture it, why should 
·you worry about this period of 7 
years? 



Dr. I( M. Parikh: I am suggesting 
this period of 7 years even in the case 
ot P.xisting patents in. order to stop 
the high prices and exploitation of a 
particular firm. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: If the price 
is otherwise regulated? 

Dr. K. M. Parikh: Then ten year· 
period is all right. · 

Mr. Chalnnan: There is another 
point. Certain patents have already 
been taken; they have got the right 
now. By taking recourse to this, if 

H6 

you revoke that, people will go to Ute 
Supreme Court. · 

Dr. 'S:. M. Parikh: I feel that the 
Government has all the rights w 
change the number of years in the 
national interest. The existing peo
ple have had all the benefit fr:~r all 
these years now. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. 
Parikh: 

(The witness then withd?ew) 

(The Committee then adjoU1'ned). 
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The Chemical Industrial and Phar
maceutical Laboratories Ltd. Bombay 

Spokesman: 

Dr. K. A. Hamied. 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat) 

Mr. Chairman: Dr. K. A. Hamied, 
whatever evidence you give before 
this Committee will be printed and 
published. It will bP Jald on the 
Tab!~> of the House and distributed to 
members. Even if you w'ant anY 
particular portion of your evidence to 
be treated as confidential, it is liable 
to be given to our members. 

We have received your memoran
dum and it has been circulated to all 
the members. If you want to add 
anything you may do so now. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Sir, I am appear
ing here in my individual capacity. 

.Mr. Chairman: You are not repre
senting Cipla? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I am the Chair
man of Cipla. I may say a few words 
about myself because that will reflect 
upon my evidence. Although it may 

be against me, I may say that I am 
holding so many patents, ·but I believe 
that the interests of my country are 
before everything else. I have been 
associated with Mahatma Gandhi. I 
have lived with Gandhi in Sabarmati. 
I am hundred per cent a member of 
the Congress Party. I was a mem
ber of the Bombay Legislative Coun
cil for 25 years. I am now Chair-. 
man of the Pharmaceutical Drug Re
search Committee of the Government 
of India. I have been a member of 
the Indian Chemical .Association and 
its President continuously fOT four 
years. My connection witli the phar
maceutical and chemical' industry is 
for the last 35 years and have done 
something-T am not bragging-for 
the unlift of the chemical and phar
maceutical industry of my country to 
its present level, to what it is today, 
in the last 35 years. Therefore what 
I sav before you today sho~ld be 
judged from that point of view. 

Coming' to the patent law, the first 
patent was granted in England in 
1449 for some glass manufactured by 
some English inventor. There was 



no legislation for patents in England 
at ,fuat time. The first legislation 
came in 1624 or something like that. 
Then the patent was granted only as 
a protection for the process of manu
facture of certain items. What hap
pended was, after some time Germany 
and other countries manufactured 

• the same substance and exported it 
to England at a cheaper rate. There
fore, the U.K. Government brought 
in an order that nobody can import 
or sell a product. bY the process which 
has been patented in England. There
fore, this process of· product and 
patent started in En gland first. 
Afterwards the need arose when 
Gennany, France, America and ~ther 
countries which were scientifically 
developed tried to protect each other 
against the inventions of one country 
to be exploited by the other countries. 
They met and' thought about it first 
at the International Patent Club 
where it was ag'reed that the patents 
of Gennany should be protected in 
England. England should protect the 
Inventions of France and so on. So 
it became a reciprocal law in which 
no country had the advantage over 
the' other country--Gennany took 
hundred patents in England, England 
had hundred patents in Gennany, 
France protected American inven
tiom, America protected the inven
tions bv France and so on. In this 
way the whole thing ·started. 

In India, the patent system wa! 
started in 1911 during the British 
rule. We have no patents to protect. 
In the Ayyangar Report there is a 
mention that 1300 patents of foreign 
companies exist today in drugs and 
phannacl!Uticals, but the· report has 
not mentioned a word about patents 
of India in America, Germany or else
where. There!ore, so far as India is 
concerned this patent law is a one-· 
sided traffic, it is only exploitation of 
our country. by these patents held by 
foreigners. We have no patent any
where, the reason being_ that we are 
not so scientifically advanced, we are 
not so scientifically developed that we 
can make inventions and discoveries · 

and take· patents in the highly deve
loped countries. I hope a day will 
come when we shall take patents. 

An example of this was Japan.
J~pan had no patent law till 1945. It 
is surprising that the Japanese dele
gation which came here yesterday or 
the day before and saw the Finance 
Minister and others was opposing this 
Bill. Japan is the first country which. 
developed on account of the absence 
of patent law. In Japan they copied 
everything. They became so, big at 
the time of the Second World War 
that they played hell with America 
and England. Their submarines, 
cruisers, guns where exactly like 
others. Japan brought in the patent 
law for two reasons. One is Japan 
was at that time-in 1945-under the 
control of America and it was Ame
rican pressure that made Japan to 
bring in the patent law. Seconaly, 
Japan's own inventions became so 
great--transistors, cameras, television 
apparatus and others-:-that Japan was 
herself interested il), protectin11 her 
inventions in other countries. There
fore, Japan brought the patent law 
in Japan. 

Today the position is that the 
foreign companies or scientists who 
take patents in our country are not 
even utilising those patents. I have 
submitted here a list of firms. There 
are about 2000 patents held in India 
'bv foreign companies and foreign 
persons. How many are they exploi
tin~? Thev are just holding the 
patents. They are not uti!isin!( them. 
I have mad" an estimate that not 
more than 10 or 15 at the most--! 
have not got the exact figure-are 
exploited in India. The rest are not 
exploited in India. They are simply 
holding it. I will give you an 
example. A' substance was be in~ 
sold in India by a firm at the rate of 
Rs." 8 for 20 tablets. They are holding 
a patent for that substance but th<>y 
are not manufacturing it. They are 
importing it. · I also imported th"~ 
substance. My cost of 40 tablet' 
came' to Rs._-2. The moment I put 
thtm in the market they filed a •nit 



. st me in the High Court saying 
agam because theY 
that I cannot sell them • . 
were holding the patent for Jmport, 
sale and distribution. I lost the case 
I can understand it if they are manu
facturing it. But they a~e not _man~: 
facturing it. They are lrnportmg lt, 
but I cannot import because they 
are holding the patent· law ~hould 

that if a patent-holder lS not 
say h'ch hD 
making the product for w 1

• nd 
holds a· patent but imports lt a 
sells it in India, then anyobdy can 
import and sell it. The moment 
he starts manufacturing.. . I can:not 
manufacture it, but if he IS Jmpo~tmg, 
I can also import it. There. IS no 
reason whY a person should be 
granted a patent if he is not manu
facturing it. 

Some people may say ~hat ItalY 
has no patent .law. I will read a 
quotation from "Manufacturmg Che
mist" London, Vol. XXX No. 10 (page 
_.06) of October 1959: 

"Paradoxically, Italy has the dis
tinction of being the only major 
manufacturing country in Europe 
that doe snot grant patents for medi
. cines or processes, and yet has a 
flourishing pharmaceutical industrY.· 
This absence of patents has enabled 
Italian manufacturers to make manY 
valuable drugs discovered elsewhere. 
The costs of research have thus been 
evaded, imd this has played no small 
part in the growth of the post-war 
Italian pharmaceutical output. At 
the same time, an Italian manufactur
er enjoys the patent protection of 
other countries for his own inven
tions. This one-sided scheme has 
aroused considerable. resentment, but, 
as, it is due to the economic environ
ment, it is unlikely to change ttntil. 
new factors come into play. ·When 
the Italian pharmaceutical manufac
turers become more interested in 
originating their OWl\ products, the 
question of protection in the home 
market will ac~uire more than acade- . 
mic interest, and some reciprocal 
patent a1 rangements .may become an 
economic ·necessity." 

So, here also they are speaking of 
reciprocal arrangement. Today Ita
lian inventors and discoverers are at 
a low ebb that they cannot compete 
with America in discoveries and in
ventjons. So, they do not allow their 
inventions to be patented so that 
their industries flourish. Here argu
ments are being advanced that the 
Indian pharmaceutical and chemical 
industry will go down if the revised 
patent Bill is passed and the foreign 
manufacturers will go out of India. 
Nothing of that sort will happen. I 
can assure you that even if the Patent 
Bill is passed as it is, they will never 
go out of India. We are paying them 
4 per cent royalty. So, if our sales 
go up to Rs. 20 lakhs they will get 
Rs. 80,000 from the patented firms. 
So, they will not be at a loss and 
they will certainly not ~o out of India. 

I will now ·come to another P.oint 
which is at the back of this agitation. 
Today the !;:,reign manufacturers like 
Sandoz, CIBA, Roche and ICI are 
protected by these patents. If the 
patent law is abolished, these firms 
will have to compete between them
selves . 

Mr. Chairman: It will ·be for the 
good of the country. 

Dr. K, A. Hamied: Yes, sure~ It the 
patent law is abolished, it may well 
happen that one European firm is 
holding a patent for a product in 
England. Another European firm 
may also be holding patent in ·Eng
land but not in India. 

Shri R, Ramanathan Chettiar: It 
does not affect our interests. 

Dr. K. A, Hamied: Yes, it will ·be 
beneficial for our country. 

· It is also said. that patents encour
age development and research. It is 
just the reverse. The chemical in
dustry is so well advanced in Europe.· 
and other countries that for manu
t~cttJ.ring one product the.y have got: 
about 10 methods .. What happena Js, 
that the foreign jllanu!acturers pa,te!l~; 



not only one process but all the .ten 
processes. They do not leave any
thing to us. They have covered all 
the processes conceivable in the 
chemical industry because they are 
so advanced. So, our scientists o! 
laboratories are not able to adopt any 
new process. Therefore, I would sug
gest that if a patent is granted, it 
should be only for one process which 
the patentee is using; it should not 
be for 20 processes. If he is using 
one process, let him patent only that 
process. If he wants a patent for the 
second process, the patent for the first 
process goes away. This will give 
an opportunity to· Indian scientists 
and research workers to make use of 
some processes at least. Today ·we 
have not got that opportunity. 

I will give an example. There is 
a lJl&chine manufactured in Bombay 
'by a Sindhi called Magamal, a tablet
making machine,. exactly identical to 
the one made by certain foreign 
manufacturers. When I told him that 
it is a patented machine, he said that 
he has changed some screws here and 
there and so it is entirely a new 
machine. I told him "<'ll right, you 
go on with that". Because, if we go 
on doing that, we shall be able very 
soon to compete with the foreign 
manufacturers, as this machine will 
cost only Rs. 12,000 as against 
Rs. 20,000 for an imported machine. 
I was only saying this is how the 
absence of a patent law will help· us.. . 

· Shri D. f:, Karmarkar: If the patent 
law is left as it is, will it not mean 
infringing the patent law? 

· Dr. K. A. Hamied: He is infringing 
the patent Jaw. I asked him to go 
ahead because I do not care for the 
patent law. Let him file a suit, if be 
thinks the patent law is infringed. 

. · I think for -the development of our 
eountry for the next twenty years 
there should be no patent law. In mY 
opinion, the patent ,law should be 
wmpletely abrogated. But, on ac
~ount of inter~ational complications 
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we may not be able to dO thai. 'nl.e 
proposed Patent Bill is better. than 
the existing Act of 1911. It is a 
compromise, not hundred pe~ cent 
what I personally wanted for the sake 
of my country. . The country cannot 
develop with the present patent law. 
We are completely under the hold' of 
these patent-holders and we cannot· 
manufactur:e or discover because they 
have covered all the processes. 

When the . patent-holder takes a 
patent in India, he is not allowed by 
his parent office in Switzerland or 
France or any other country fo export 
that product which he makes in India 
under- that patent. He is only exploit
ing the Indian market. I want it to 
-be made a condition that if you· want 
to patent tor a particular· product, 
give us an undertaking that you will 
export that product. · 

I had a big talk on this subject with 
our late Prime Minister, Shri Shastri, 
who was at that time the Minister of' 
Industry. He told me that all these 
firms ·about whom I · was speaking 
were Indian firms registered in India. 
I said that the criterion I would fix 
for saying whether it is .an Indian firm 
or not is that if the fir.m ·exports the 
products manufactured in india · I 
will consider· it as an Indian firm bUt 
if the products manufactured in Iniffil 
are mainly tor the exploifation of the 
Indian. market and the firms are pro
hibited from exporting it, it is not an 
Indian firm. Shri Shastri immediate
ly took a paper and wrote it down. 
He said, "It is a strong point tliat you 
are telling me". 

For example, there are certain. firms 
which are making sulphadlazene in 
India. I got an order for one tonne 
of sulphadiazene · from Singapore. 
When· I contacted those firms, they 
asked me what for I wanted it and 
when I said that I wanted it for ex·· 
port, they said that export was not 
allowed. They are utilising 'the patent' 
with a foreign collaboration only in 
India. I do not call such a firm as 
an Indian firm, This ill one . point 



which should be kept in . mind by 
Hon. Members here. If I am manu
facturing something, and my products 
are being exported, I am proud of it. 
Which Indian firm can be called a 
truly, patriotic Indian firm which does 
not export 0 r is prohibited from es
porting its product? · 

Then, the very fact that so many 
experts from foreign countries, law
yers and representatives/ of foreign 
firms, are bemg brought to Inclia to 
oppose the Patent Bill shows· how 
important it is for the foreign firms 
that the revision of the Patent Bi!I 
should not come in; otherwise, they 
will not do it. If today you draft a 
Bill which is beneficial to them, they 
Will not care; tloJey will keep quiet and 
will. not agitatp at all. But this Bill 
is in the interest of India and ifthis 
is passed-it is very mild today-I am 
sure, it will heip the development of 
our industries. 

Then, the Reserve Bank of Inclia 
Bul!etin for November 1964 at page 
1383 has given figures on the colla
boration in the chemical and pharma
ceutical industry. In the field Of basic 
inc,tustrial chemica ·s, the paid-up 
~apital is Rs. 7.6 crores, foreign capital 
IS Rs. 2.2 crores and remitt•nces by 
foreign firms abroad is fu. 32.45 lakhs 
per year. In the pharmaceutical in
dustry the capital invested is Rs. 8.74 
crores, foreign capital is Rs 7.58 
crores and the remittance of dividends 
IS Rs. 99.68 l3khs. In the other 
chemicals. the paid-up capital is 
Rs. 13.97 crores, foreign ,rapital is 
Rs. 5.07 rrores and dividend remit
t~nce is Rs. · 7Z.54 lak hs. Then, royal
ties _are Rs. 2.42 crores ancl technh! 
service~ rem:t,ances are Rs. 2.86 crores 
The total remittances by foreign finn~ 
on account of royalties, technical 
know-how and dividends are Rs. 7.36 
cror~s. I cannot 2et Rs. 5,000 to go 
outside but the foreigners can re7nit 
Rs. 7.36 c~ores per year only under 
these headmgs only. 

Shri M. R. Sherwani: I am sorry to 
interrupt, but when I said that Rs. 2 
Iakhs per day are being drained OIAt 

of the country, it was contested. Here 
only under one item it is Rs. 7 crores. 
So it is not Rs. 2 lakhs per day but 
it is actually Rs. 5 lakhs. · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Then, 51 firms 
in India-they are almost all foreign 
firms with or without Indian collabo
ration-are producing and selling 
1,933 pharmaceutical formulations in 
Inclia. For these formulations these 
firms are using importee raw m11te
rials. Almost 80 per cent are imported 
raw materials. For tii:bse raw mate
rials they are holding patents in India 
but they are importing them. 

Mr. Chairman: They are nol; manu
facturing it? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: They are holding 
the patents but are importing them. 
For example, in a tablet there are 
three ingreclients and tor all the three 
ingredients the firm is 'holding a 
patent but it is not man~ng 
these three ingredients and is import
ing to the tune 01: Rs. 20 la!<hs a year. 
Then, why are they iio!aing the 
patent? 

In my second letter dated i'rte- 8th 
January to the hon. Members I have 
said, "Will you kindly · put these 
questions to the foreigners as to how 
many patents they are holding, what 
are the names of the .products for 
which they are holding patents and 
how many patents they are utilising 
ih India and then just se~ their 
replies". If the:y · are holding 100 
patents they are using only one· if 
th~J:' are holding 200 patents, they 'are 
ubhs1ng only one or two. Why are 
they anxious when they are not utilis
ing their patents in Inclia? It is for 
the sake of import and product con
trol so that nobody else can produce. 
The ~aunt Of foreign exchange going 
on thiS account is terrible. 

~hri D. _P. Karmarkar: In case your 
pomt of VIew that there should be no 
patent law for 20 years is not accept
ed, you have been good enough to 
make some specific suggestions on 
page 8 of Your note. . They are four. 



You say, firstly, that only one pro. 
cess for the product by which they 
are manufacturing sha!I be patented. 
In the second paragraph you say that 
compulsory licensing shall be enforced 
even if the patentee is manufacturing 
the product himself. Are you satisfied 
with the provision that is already 
there with regard to compulsory 
licensing where in the case of drugs 
and medicines, even in the case ,of a 
patent, there should be compulsory 
licence under those conditions? 

Dr. K. A. Hamieds There should be 
compulsory licensing, Licence of right 
is· also very necessary. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Take cl. 87. 
It says pat~nts covering medicmes, 
drugs etc. shall be deemed to be en
dors~d with the words 'Licences of 
Right'. Does that satisfy you? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It is very neces
sary under existing conditions 

Sb.ri D. P. Karmarkar: RP.garding 
your pa~a 3, yollt' point is that some 
measure should be devised .. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: What about para
graph 1? Suppose a patentee has 
got 100 processes patented. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: If a particu; ar 
pa' en tee does use a partir.ular pro
cess in so far as medicine and drugs 
are concerned, the other proresses 
could be straightway be thrown open 
according to the provisions of 87. 
There is no difficulty about that. Sup
pose you have patented 100 proces<es 
and you are utilising only one pro
cess. So far as drugs and medicines 
and food and chemical substances are 
concerned, if you do not utilise the 
other processes, s•raightway compul
sory licences. can be obtained by 
others. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Even if 
he utilises, it can be done. 

Dr. K. A. H~mled: I am sayin!f that 
patent should be granted only for 
one process.· 

· Shri D. P. Karmarkar: v;rhat is t'l'f 
dUference? Suppose. a man baa macle 
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a discovery, no matter whether 
Indian or foreign. I make a discovery 
today in India. I have . it patented 
immediately. Suppose a foreigner 
comes in. He immediately get& 
about 100 patents registered with the 
Patent Ce11troller. Now if it is a 
drug or medecine, on the registra
tion of the patent itself, you can have 
a compulsory lir.ence. So what is 
your objection to his obtaining the 
·wo patents? 

Dr. K. A. Ham.ied: I am not objecticg. 
I am objecting to his patenting 100 
processes or one product. There is a 
lot of difference. 

Shrl D .. P. Karmarkar: He has 
patented 100 processes for one thing. 
He is using only one process. For the 
99 processes, you should have the free
dom. Is that so? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Not only fr~e
dom. I say that the 99 process should 
not be patented in his favour. Only 
one patent should be given. 

He is using only one. The rest he 
keeps in his shelf. With the result, 
that I cannot use any of those pro
cesses· I r-annot have any of those 
proce;ses patented if I discover any 
of them. 

Mr. Chalrinan: Yesterday D!". P"ni<h 
said that so many combinations are 
possible and he pain' ed out that the 
patent is made to cover all those 
combinations. What Dr. Ham1ed 
wants is: give him a process patent 
for only one product through one 
process. 

Shrl D. P. Karmarkar: What is h:.; 
difficulty if the person gets a hun
dred processes patented, differentlv 
or may be in one combined lot, if 
he utilises only one process, because 
this clause then .comes in? 

Mr. Chairman: What witnes3 say 
Is: do not give him one process and 
allow him to cover 100 processes for 
one product. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Wl:lat is his 
difficulty. If out of 100 processes, the 



patentee utilises oriiy one process and 
1hen keeps all the 99 to be exploited 
by others through compulsory licens
ing, what is the objection? 

Dr. K. A, Hamied: No. Chemical 
science is a very advanced science. To 
reach a certain product, I can go by 
many ways, These foreign firms are 
of highly scientifically advanced 
nations possessing these process 
patents. After getting these processes 
patented, their scientists start work to 
find out if there is any other method 
by which the same thing can be made. 
Thev have highly qualified scientists 
at their disposal. They find out: yes, 
there are 5 or 6 processes more by 
which the same thing can be made. 

· They imm~diately indude these in 
their patents. 

Take tolbutamide patent held by 
Hoechst. There are about 17 pro
cesses . patented by Hoechst for one 
product, tolbutamide. We cannot reach 
tolbutamide by any other route, 

Shri K. V. Venkttachalam: Cl. 87(1) 
will permit you to' do so. 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: My point is: 
y;hy should he be given all' the pro
cesses when he is using only one? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: We shall 
have to find out some foolproof 
method in regard to what this witness 
bas said and what the other witnesses 
yesterday afternoon said, .because it is 
rather important. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: The point 
·made is that when all the 17 processes 
l1ave been patented by that party, all 
the routes get closed to our scientists · 
and research is closed. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I appre!!iate 
JOur point. Accordi"g to your para 3, 
you want to dtovise some measure to 
atop exploitation by way of unreaso
nably high prices after the patentee 
begins to work. We have io find out 
a·>me statutory measure empowering 
Covernment to put a stop to that. 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: 1 am sorry. No 
-1\atutory measw-e ~a11 control prices. 
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Government has tried it in regard to 
food cement and so many other things. 
Pric~s can only be controlled by com
petition. 1f five people make the same 
thing, no man will charge high price. 
If a particular firm is holding-a patent 
and it only is manufacturing that pro
duct, it can sell it at its price. The 
moment I also come· into the field, 
either by licensiilg or by licence of 
right or compulsory licensing or by 
my own skill, it. will immediately reduce 
it. I can give examples. A .firm in 
Bombay was selling a particular injec
tion at Rs. 25 for two. I started manu-
1acturing the same thing. They sent 
me a notice alleging infringement ot 
patent. I said, I do not care. You 
fight it out; we shall see. I sold it for 
Rs~ 4.5. Then they reduced it from 
Rs. 25 to Rs. 14 and now to Rs. ·9. 
The moment competition starts, price~ 
come down, 

Another Indian· firm, not holding a 
patent .but collaborating with a foreign 
firm, was manufacturing a pro~uct and 
selling it at Rs. 63. · When I got a 
licenc.,. to make the same product, I 
made it and sold it at Rs. 45. Imme
diately they brought down their price. 

Today these firms are holding not 
only a patent monopoly but also 
import monopoly. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Under cl. 87, 
anyone can have a licence of right 
granted to him under acceptable con
ditions. That removes your difficulty 
with regard to competition. · 

Even in spite of that right, there 
may not be Indian parties coming up. 
In that case 11lso, your point is that 
even if there is one monopolist manu
. factur~r and no other Indian is pre
pared to come up, you would like that 
the price he charges for his product 
in India should not be unconscionably 
high. For that, if possible, legal, pro-. 
VIsions should be made in the Bill 
giving power to Government. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: That can be 
brought into this Bill, but this is not· 
1. Priae Control Bill. 



, Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Witness is 
not a lawyer. We shall find out how 
it can be done. The draftsmen know 
that in some of the clauses reference 
has been made to public interest. 
Whether under this, price control can 
he covered, we shall later decide. 

Finally, what is the exact signi
ficane of paragraph 4? 

."Dr. K. A. Hamied: I had explain
ed that. Supposing a patent is !!ranted 
to a firm in India for the manufac
tur~ of cortesone .... 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I U'llderst<md 
the process. Supposing it is found 'On 
11 balance of advantage that even if the 
party is not prepared to export in 
the interest of manufacture in · India 
itself, even when that export promo
tion is of advantage to us, even then 
you ask us not to allow, it? 

. Dr. K. A. Hamied: In that case 
i b must be allowed. 

Shri Jadhav: These foreign firms 
do exploit. At the same time, do you 

· :1gree that it did help in bringing in 
new drugs in the market fOr the deve
lopment of the industry. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I may. explain 
1he difference between the word drug 
•md the word chemical industry, 
which is mit clear to many. It is like 
that of a shirt and a cloth. Shirt is 
made of cloth; so long as it is cloth 
you do not call it a shirt. Ascorbic acid 
is just a chemical; so long as it is in 
bulk it is not called vitamin C: The 
moment it is manufactured into tablets 
and ready for sale it ceases to· be a 
chemical; it is a drug. The drug 
industry In India .during the last 
eighteen years has gone up considera
bly manufatcuring tablets, formula
tions, lotions, etc. But we have not 
developed the basic industry from 
which drugs are manufactured. If the 
import of foreign · materials, basic 
pharmaceuticals are stopped tbe indus
try wijl fall flat. In this connection, 
I may be allowed to read· a quotation 
frOm the speech of the late Pandit 
Nehrv which I quoted in one of my 
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speeohes. He said that operatm_ a 
steel mill or a chemica! plant set up 
by, foreign assistance would hardl7 
make the country advanced an indus
trial nation no more than using a <!ar 
or flying an aeroplane purchased from 
abroad. It is only when India has 

. acquired the ability to design, to fab
ricate and to work its own . plants 
without foreign assistance will it be a 
truly advanced and industrialised 
<;ounrty." I am say that I entirely 
agree with this ;point. We are so 
much dependent on the foreign tech
nical know-how and foreign money 
and foreign help that we are ceasing. 
to be a nation on our own. I do not 
want to boast but I can say that 
with.:mt ·any foreign help Qr technical 
know-how I am able to supply drugs 
ai:Id · am even exporting to England 
and other foreign countries. We can 
do it provided we work for it in-
creasingly. · 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You say that 
no development has tall;en place in the 
chemical industry. Is it due to a 
defective 'patent law? 

Dr~ K. 'A. Hamied. I say that. the 
development that has taken place in 
the drug industry is not due to an:r 
basic development in the chemical 
industry. I drew that distinction. 
This patent law, l think, will help us 
in starting some basic manufacture if 
we are not hindered by the patents 
held by foreigners in India. 

Shri -M. R. Shrevani: The point is 
·that anybody who obtains or patents 
a certain · ·Product -here should be 
forced to manufacture it in India 
within a reasonable perioa. Olherwise 
the patent should not be granted. If 
you do not do so, they keep on import
ing. Therefore, it should be obligatory 
on him to start manufacture in the 
country. What, in yo"ur opinion, is a 
rea~onable period to be given to the 
patentee to start production of the 
product? Two, or three or five years? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Supposing you 
fix a time and if he does not manu
facture within that time,. what penalty 
should be imposed on him? 



Shri M, R. Shervani: Cancellation 
ot the patent. Everybody should be 
tree to start the productipn. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If he does not 
. manufacture within two or three years, 
anybody can step in. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: There 
is provision for revocation also. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: That is a diffe
rent thing. If I hold a patent and I 
do not exploit it but sit tight on it, 
how long should I be allowed to sit 
tight because I do not want to take 
a risk and invest money. Should 
there not be a clause that the patent 
will be cancelled if the patentee does 
not within three or five or ten years 
or one )Oear-whatever be the 
period-exploit that patent by 
starting a manufacturing organisa
tion? If that · is so what time 
should be put for the chemical or 
drug industry? Three years from the 
time of granting? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: At pr .nt there 
is no clause like that. 

Shri K, V .. Venkatachala There 
is clause 89 (1). 

Shri M. R. Shervani: It r take 
two years. Why not put an automa
tic provision that it should b~ con
sidered after three years? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Sumebody 
must apply. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Every
thing has to come within the pro
cess of Jaw. 

Dr .. K. A. Hantied: With regard to 
these patents, it should not be a cog
nizable offenee. Somebody has to 
write, saying, "so and so is holding 
patents ~or the last six or 10 years, 
and he IS not usmg it. I am having 
a compulsory licence but I cannot 
pro_eed.." 

Shr! M: R. Shervani: My next 
queshon IS th:s. You said that if 
patented drugs a~e being import d 
then their free import should ~ 
allowed, subject to the restrictions 
pla~ed through import control, 
foreign exchange and so on. 

Dr. K. A. Hantied: Yes; that m 
very important. If a gentleman or a 
firm is holding a patent, and is selling· 
a kind of tablet or injection in which 
that material is being used, and he 
is not manufacturing that material in 
India, and he is importing it, by 
virtue Of the patent; he is stopping 
me from importing it. So. he has the 
monopoly for importing it and selling 
it at c nv price h' likes. That is a 
very important aspect, 

Shri M. R. Shervani: Let us consi
der the interests of the Indian paten
tees; let alone the foreigners. There 
is a provision in the law which says 
that the Government, even for public 
undertakings in the State or the 
Central sphere, can utilise the patent 
without paying any compensat.on to 
anybody. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: I think 
there is a little. confusion in this. 
There are really two clauses in the 
Bill; one refers to use by Govem
ment for non-commercial purpos.es, 
for its own use like giving it for 
hospitals and so on. There, no com
pensat.on or royalty is payable. This 
is in clause 48. Then there is another 
clause-clause 99 and 100 onwards-
which refers to use of patent by Gov
ernment and Government unde,tak
ings which are of a commercial 
nature. There, compensation has to 
be paid. Ii it is a public undertaking. 
it is not lim:ted only to Govern!flent 
undertakings. For example. in the 
steel industry, it can apply to both 
the private sector undertakings and 
the public sector undertakings in 
that group. This provision is conta·n
ed in sections 99 and other follow
ing sections. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: What in your 
opinion should be the life of a patent? 
Should it be 10 years or should it ~ 
reduced or increased, particularly in 
rega, d to drugs and chemicals, and 
from when should the life start and 
,from which stage? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It so happens ia 
India that an application ia ·made 'fOl' 



the grant of a patent, but along with 
the application, the full specifications 
are not submitted by the ~pplicant 
and the applicant is given about on~ 
year to 15 months for submitting the 
complete specifications of the patent. 
Now, the period is 10 years, but it 
really becomes 11 years and three 
months, because one year is also 
~iven for submitting the specifica
tions. So, the time given to him is not 
exactly 10 years but it is 11 years 
and more. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: In the 
new Bill, it is suggested that the 
period should be from the date when 
the complete specifications are filed 
before the. Controller. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: From the date 
of application, it oecmoes II years. 
As soon as the application and the 
specifications are filed, the party con
cerned starts manufacture and. he 
w:ite, "patent applied for" and so, 
nobody can· copy that , process. He 
has actually 11 years to exploit that 
patent, not from the time of selling 
the patent but from the time he sub
mits or files his specification, and he 
can exploit it and nobody can copy 
it. He has just to mention "patent 
applied for." Even in respect of a 
ma:hinery, they can do so. 

Shri Atrishi: We cannot have a 
suit brought against him before the 
sealing of the patent because the 
rights accrue to the patentee only 
after the sealing of the patent. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: No. It cannot be 
copieoJ. That is the. rule in the pre
sent Act. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: In .the sphere 
of drugs and medicines, tests have 
to be gone through and the bad 
effects are observed and discovered. 
So, it is quite possible that 10 years 
may not · be sufficient; eight years 
may go by before it is put into use, 
into commercial production. So, would 
you lilre to give power to the Gov
ernment to extend the time in sui
table cases? 
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Dr. K. A. Hamied: I think the Coa 
troller can give it as a concession ~ 
the patent-holder; if the patent
h.older wants, under r.:ertain specific 
Clrcumstances, saying that such and 
such a thing is not available and he 
could not utilise the patent and 80 
the time must be extended by another 
two years.- then, I think it should be 
allowed. · 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: You said 
that 10 years would· amount to 11 
Y':'ars. According to clause 45, you 
Wl!l see that every pateht shall be 
dated as of the date on which the 
complete specification was filed-not 

when the original application was filed 
-but from the date on which the com
plete specification was filed. So, it 
would not be 11 or 15 years as the 
case may be. The. effective date is 
from the date of the completion of the 
specification. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Yes. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: You said that 
you are for the abrogation of the 
patent law for drugs, if possible. But 
in the absence of that, you prefer this 
process. Suppose, the patent law is 
abrogated completely; don't you think 
that the market will be flood cd with 
so many drugs and in order to pro
mote their sale in the market, :he 
quality of the drugs would become in
ferior? 

Dr~ K. A. Hamied: The hon. Mem
ber is confusing the term "drug" with 
the term "chemical". For preserving 
the quality of the drugs, there is the 
Drug Control Order; nobody can· make 
a sub-standard drug in India so Ionl!' 
as the Drug Control Order is <'ff~cr· 
But for chemicals, there is no s~ch 
difficulty, beoause, the manufacturers 
who buy those chemicals are them
.SI!IVes so careful that they analyse the 
chemical before they buy it. I analyse 
all the' chemicals ~rom Europe and 
America before I put it in the market. 
It is about the medicines that you are 
talking; they are controlled by the 
Drug Controller. Nobody can buy and 



. 111!11 them. There is no patent lor the 
drugs today in India; there is a patent 
for chemical processes. Xhe h~n
:t.fember is con/using the terms with 
the proprietary ·registered names of 
foreign manufacturers such. as .Palu
drine, Tolbutamide, and so on. We • 
are unable to make .them, because 
those names are regi~tered tr~de 
marks and there is no Jaw to prohibit 
them. The quality of the chemica~s 
and pharmaceuticals and basic chemi
cals manufactured in India will be 
such that i!Veryone will compete and 
those who are selling better quality 
•tuff wilt naturally have some lead. 
But today there is no such competi
tion. 

Shrl p K. Kumar.ln: I can adver
tise that ~ch and such a popular drug 
of the same quality as that brought 
from elsewhere is available and then 
manufacture anything, 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: The bon. Mem
ber is again con/using the two We 
are nOw talking about chemicals. You 
give me the name of the drug. 

Shrl P. K. Kumaran: I am making 
a certain thing which I call by aome 
name and it is having the same quality 
as the popular drug. I can manufac~ 
ture it aecording to my own process 
and market it. It may affect the 
health of the people. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: But you cannot 
market it. There is the law. 

Shri Arjun Arora: We have been 
told by some people that the abroga
tion or the modification of the patent 
law in India will create a situation 
under which no Indian will be able to 
get the patents abroad. How will it 
affect Indians? · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: We have to exa
mine first how many patents· Indian 
inventors .and scientists are taking 
outside India. In America, during the 
last 20 years, the number may not be 
tnore than 3 or 4 or 5 whereas during 
1955 to 1959, 2000 patents , have been 

. taken in India by foreigners. 

· Shri Arjun Arora: Do you have any 
ldea of the earnings that Indians make 
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· because of patents that they are able 
to get abroad? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: At the momenl 
it is nil so far as I know. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Do you envisage 
that in the next 10 years, the Indians 
will be doing a roaring business be
cause of their patents abroad? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: At least I am 
living on that hope. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What ill yo• 
practical experience? 

Dr, K. A. Hamied: The rate at which 
Indian science is advancing today 
through the C.S.I.R. and other private 
enterprises where scientific laborato
ries are working, we are capable of 
progressing at a very high speed un
less they are not frustrated in their 
attempts by these hindrances in their 
ways. You may just see the example 
of Japan. Today, the Japanese tran
sistors, radios, cameras and photogra
phic apparatus ar~; flooding the world. 
How did they learn all this? It is by 
copying anytping which other~ are 
making. 

Shri Arjun·Arora: If we do not have 
the patent law, like the present one
in/act, the proposed Bill-the result 
will be that Indians will not be able 
to get the know-how from abroad. 
What is your opinion on this. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I shall be glad 
if we do not get the know-how. Then. 
our know-how will start working. To
day, it is lying dormant. The things . 
are being manufactured in India with 
foreign collaboration which ;1b ordi
nary M.Sc. in India can make. I was 
a tnember of the Finance Corporation 
and I .objected to many licences being 
granted in collaboration with foreig
ners.. I said, "Why are you , giving 
Rs. 10 lakhs royalty to such and 
such an American firm? , Why don't 
you come to me? I will give you full 
advice." But they do not come to me. 
The ,foreign technical know-how: has 
got such a halo about it that we are 
completely, ignoring our own know
ledge. We are not advancing becaUH 



we are getting something free, We 
want to become rich quicker. If I 
combine with, say, I.C.I., I shall be 
able to earn Rs. 1 lakh by next }·ear. · 
I! I do it myself, it will take 4 years 
to earn Rs. 1 lakh. So, I say, why 
not I combine with I.C.I.? 

Sbri Arjun Arora: If India is starv
ed of foreign know-how in the aeld 
of chemicals and drugs, may I know 
whether there will ·be a famine of 
medicines in India? 

Dr. K. A. Hamled: Never. 

Shri Arjun Arora: We shall be able 
to meet our requirements? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: We shall be able 
. to meet our requirements. Even to
day, we are not able to meet our 
requirements. 80 per cent of the drugs 
are dependent on the import of foreign 
raw materials, not on the import of 
technical know-how. 

Shri Arjun Arora: A number of 
foreigners take patents in India and 
they do not start the process of manu
facture in this country. Do you have 
any idea as to what is their percent
age? Are they in a minority· or in a 
majority? · 

Mr. · C)uul'JilP: He has given the 
answer. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I have given the 
answer. 

Shri Daijit Singh: You say in your 
Memorandum that the compulsory 
licensing of the patent should be en
forced even if the patentee is manu
facturing the ;product himself. Now, 
the existing Act covers this. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I think it does. 
when I wrote that Memorandum, ·the 
Act was not printed. 

Shri Daljit Singh: You have stated 
in your Memorandum that Japan did 
not have the patent law before the 
~ond World War. Is it not a fact 
that in Japan the patent law was 'fil'st 
introduced 11pproximately in 1921? . . ' ) 

. ' Dr, K. A. Hamled: .Not · to my 
lmowledge. I think Mr. Davar · who 

appeared berore this Committee con
firmed that it was in 1945 that the 
patent law was introduced in Japan. 
That is my information also. 

Shri Daljit Singh: You have stated 
that the patent law is one-way trafllc 
so far as India is concerned because 
the number of patent taken by the· 
foreigners in India is very large. We· 
want to know how this problem can 
be tackled by India. 

Dr. · K. A. Hamied: The taking of 
patents is not according to my wish 
or according to the wish of our coun
try. It depends on the advancement 
of scientific knowledge, inventive 
·genius and all that. As our country 
develops, our inventive genius advan
ces, we shall ·be able to develop things 
and make· .inventions and take patents 
in other countries. But today that· 
is not the case. Let us have that gap
of 20 years in which we can develop-
ourselves. · · 

Shri Wasnik: You have stated that 
free competition will check the high 
prices and not the Government con
trol. What I feel is that the com
bination of interested parties . can 

-dictate the prices and cause hardship
to the consumer. In such cases, what 
do you think the Government should. 
do? Should they make any provision 
1here.? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: The Government 
can make a provision, as in the Unit
ed States, against forming cartels. In 
the United States, the big firms like 
the Dupont, Monsant. were not allow
ed to make unions. They were pro
secuted immediately and big penalties 
were imposed on them. So, here also 
that provision can be made by the 
Government thilt no cartels or unions 
can be made. ·· 

Shri Wasnik: What do you think 
should be the term of patents? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I think, what is 
proposed now is all right. I would 
have chosen a less period. But now 
that the Bill has come and the period 
is given there, it is all right . 

·Shri Wasnlk: We· can change it. 



Dr. K. A. Hamied: Between 7 to 8 
_Jears would have been all right. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: ·seven years from 
the date of certification or applica
tion? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: From the date of 
certiflc;1tion. 

Dr. M M. S. Slddhu: You gave us 
the exa~ple of Testosterone propnate: 
a foreign firm came. in competition and 
they slashed the price to 50 per cent 
of its original price. Have there been 
other cases like that?. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Yes. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Can you give 
other examp.:es where a foreign firm 
.and an •n:iian firm processed their 
products and the foreign concern 
brought the price down so that the 
Indians may not have a market. 

Dr. K, A. H1mied: There are cases 
when the foreign firms were forced to 
reduce the prices. · But the foreign 
firms are selling their products on 
.the basis of prestige-false or correct. 
If it is a small· firm, then the foreign 
1irm does not do it. If, however, a 
firm of e:jual standing makes a pro
duct cheap_er, then the foreign firm 
comes into the field; the foreign firms 
are afraid of competition with firms 
of equal standing. If a small •firm 
reduces the price, .th<:'Y may not take 

.:Care of it. 

Dr. M. M. S. Sid~hu: What is the 
time delav in the grant of licence for 
the manufacture? Because it has been 
pointed out that, once a patent is to 
be exploited, there are some delays: 
.one is the delay at the patent office; 
.the second is the de'ay at the licence; 
and the third is the forl!ign exchange 
component. You have been in this 
chemical industry for a long time. 
Could you tell us by your experience 
as to what is the usual time taken 
for an industry to be set up for a new 
drug? . 

. Dr. K. A. Hamied: Including the 
·application? 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: No; if the 
·,patentee himself were to exploit it. 
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Dr. K. A. Hamied: That means, the 
patent has been granted to him. Then 
the process is licensing •by the Deve- · 
lopment Wing. That may take a long 
time. 

Dr. M. M. s .. Siddhu: What is the 
usual time taken? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It is too much. 
I know that a very important foreign 
firm applied for an industrial licence 
two years ago and only some months 
ago they have been issued the letters 
of intent; they are just starting it." It 
all depends on the. influence and pull 
of the person. 

Dr. M. M. S, Siddhu: If that is llO, 
do you think that 7 years' time. is 
enough-il mean, under the present· 
conditions of the country? · · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: So far as .the 
time taken for the Development Wing 
to issue a licence to the manufacturer 
is concerned, that is a different pro
blem, which I cannot answer just now. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What is the 
usual time taken in the s~reening of 
the compound, toxiCity and other 
clinical tests being done? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: One year or two 
years or six months; -it depends on 
the nature of the substance. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Assuming that 
good scientific talent is available, what 
is the usual .time taken? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It depends on 
the product to be tested. Suppose 
there is a birth control product, it 
may take five years. Suppose it is a 
product for heart disease, it may take 
a long time. In the case of certain 
products like the product for diabetell, 
I can give the report within one 
month. 

Dr. M. M.S. Siddhu: You know.the 
recent advances that have been made 
in the field' of antibiotics, in the field 
of anti-diabetics, in the field of 
tranquilisers-I am not talking of 
harmones which take a long time. 
What is the usual time taken In tMse 

fields? 



Dr. K. A. Bamied: About a year or 
18 months; in the case of diabetes, it 
may even be less. 

' . . 
Dr. M .. M. S • .Siddhu: If we were to 

.think in terms Of not having the 
foreign supsidiaries, can we get a]J the 

· intermediates from which we will be 
able to have the product manufactur
ed if the compulsory licence is granted 
or they will hold back" the interme
diates? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It will take a 
long time to reply to this question. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Suppose we 
give a compulsory licence to 'A' and 
the intermediates are controlled by 
the patentee. If the patentee a0es not 
want to co-operate, can we exploit it? 

Dr. K. A. H:>mied: About two 
months ago, a Conference was held in 
Delhi by the Council of Scientific & 
Industrial. Re.search on the substitu
tion of imported products in Tndia. I 
was the Chairman of the Group of 
pharmaceutical chemicals. This ques
tion was discussed threadbare there. 
Th~ point is that the chemical indus
try .on which al' the synthetic pro
ducts are based starts from a very 
basic raw material cal'ed coal br dis
tillates like tolune, benzene and 
phenol. These coal tar pro :lucts are 
developed by othor subsidiary chemi
C"als like suluhuri~ acid, nitric add, 
etc., and are converted into inte!me
diates. These intermediates are made 
as synthetic chemicals which are used 
in drug industry, plastic industry, etc. 
These intermediates are a go-between 
bc·tween co a' tar and the final pro
duct. In India, there is a great scar
city of coal tar. We have got coke 

-oven plants, under gavernment con
trol as well as under Tatas, but the 
coal tar which comes out is not further 
distilled. We are having a big scar
city of basic coal tar distillates and 
so we cannot manufacture the inter
mediates. Because we cannot manu
facture the intermediates. we cannot 
manufacture final products. It is. a 
chain reaction. At .what sta~e shall 
we start? If we start manufacture of 
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final products, we must have interme
diates; if we start manufacture of 
intermediates, we must have coal tar. 

I a'm ~!tending another Conference 
on the 7th of this month on the very 
same subject. From which point we 
shall start? I have suggested that we 
should start from the basic coal tar. 
The coal tar is wasted on roads; why 
1s it not distilled? 

Dr. M. M, S. Siddhu: In other words. 
till the petro-chemical complex and 
the coal tar derivative complex which 
are .the base of the pharmaceutical in
dustry, are developed, • we will be 
at the mercy of the foreign concerru. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: About petr'loo 
chemicals also, they are not made 
here. They are made from petroleum, 
Petroleum is from crude oil. Where 
is crude oil in India? It is also being 
imported. Bulk of the crude oil is 
being imported for the distilleries in 
Madras, Bombay and Calcutta. So 
for petro-chemicals also we are going 
to import this crude oil; we shall 
break it up into petroleum and chemi
cals. We are• copying America! In 
America, this petroleum is natural 
and it is being utilised for these 
chemicals. Crude oil is available in 
Mexico and other places. We are 
copying that method without having 
the crude oil. Import licence will 
increase enormously. We should have 
some basic thing. Imports of crude 
oil will still remain. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What is the 
expenditure of the Indian firms, pure
ly Indian firms, with Indian capital, 
know-how etc.-there are three or 
four of them, as compared to the 
foreign concerns on sales promotion? 
Advertising, detailing representative, 
sampling, all that is concerned with 
the ~ales promotion. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It is almost 
equal. Foreign and Indian company 
is equally divided. Not less than 15 
per cent and not more than 25 rter 
cent. 

Dr. M. M. S. Slddhu: There'is great 
deal of formulations. Manufacture of 



mostly formulations has impaired the 
growth of the pharmaceutical Indus
try because formulations · bring easy 
money with less capital' or know-how 
with the result that Indian pharma
ceutical industry has not begun work
ing on the manufacturing side 
actually. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: May I deal with 
the working of the pharmaceutical 
Industry? It is just like the tailoring 
industry. Materials for the tailoring 
Industry are made by the textile 
firm~. Materials for the pharmaceu
tical indust~y arc made by ' the 
chemical firms. · You cannot ask a 
tAilor, why you are not making your 
own cloth. The bilor is not supposed 
to m'<ke his OWl) cloth. Pharmaceu
tical manufacturer makes tablets, 
lotions, injections, ointment and all 
'arts of things-he is not supposed 
to manuf Jcture thos~ chemicals. 
Pharmaceutical industry is b1SiCa!ly 
an industry for the manufacture of 
ready-to-use drugs and ready-to-use 
m.ediciues. Pharmaceutical m:lnufac
turers in India are manuf-cturing 
produds which cover· a ready mar
ket. Today if I can get a fo"mulation 
for T.B. or influenza and it is useful 
I will make a formulation for it and 
sell it. It i~ not for me to manufac
ture all the things. Glucose is a 
thing which is a chemical manufac
tured by not more than 5 or 10 firms 
in the whole world. Everybody can
not make. But they are making glu
cose injections. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Some of the 
compounds are of less use. There is 
a compound for cancer. The sale will 
be very limited. Do •YOU want for 
them the same terms of royalty of 
4 per cent? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I am making it 
without any foreign know-how. We 
are so bent· upon foreign kPow-bow 
that we forget our own know-bow. It 
is. very important. We are getting 
confidence. I am proud that I am 
sending the same to foreign firms in 
India als •. I am m1king a particular 
hormone drug without any technical 
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know-how. There is no oi per cent 
.royalty to anybody. 

Mr. Chairman: We have got one 
more. witness. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The compulsory 
licensing system is on our patent law 
for qu.ite· some time now. There have 
been lot of patents being registered 
in this coun,ry. Why is it that we 
are not · able to take advantage of 
those things and start manufacturing 
the chemic1ls and drugs here under 
the s·ections of the compulsory licens-
ing? . 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It has ,been so, 
but it is correct. The compulsory li
censing now is being made very ~asy 
under t:,e existing l:lw. Formerly 
there w1s some difficulty in getting 
compulsory licence. Under this new 
Act I think compulsory 'licensing will 
be taken advantag~ by us, Indian 
manufacturers. Besides that, another 
point also we should remember. In 
the course of these various yeacs the 
technical know-'how of us, Indians, 
has also grown. At the moment I 
can assure ycu th!lt our own tec_hni
cal know-how is so much that we 
shall st3rt taking advantage of the 
compulsory licensing. 10 or 15 years 
ago chemical science was not so much 
advanced as it is today. For that 
same reason, the advantages of the 
compulsory licensing which were 
there were not made use of. 

Shrt R. P. Sinha: As per the com~ 
pulsory licensing section in this bill 
more industries under this section can 
be put up. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Yes. Our own 
scientific knowledge has advanced so 
much. Licence which was granted to 
me also requires some knowledge on 
my part. Otherwise I cannot make 
use of that licence. Licensing of a 
patent process merely will not help 
one to put up that industry. During 
the last 18 years or so our own scienti
fic knowledge has gone forward that 
we can moke use of that licence. 10 
oi 29 yea~s ago we could not make 
use of that. 



Shri R. P. Sinha: If you use the•e 
sections for compulsory licensing that 
means when you use your own tech· 
nology and know-how you will deve
lop your own processes and .know
how. Will you not like that what 
you develop should receive adequate 
protection under patent law so that 
you can flourish? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied:t Tl1e licenc'e 
which I will acquire by paying 4 per 
cent royalty I shall be able to utilise 
that licence and 'if there is any flaw 
in that licence or process given to me 
I can make it up and I can find out 
where the flaw lies, by my own efforts. 
All the patents disclosed to patent 
office ·are not complete. 50 per cent 
of them is not complete. Even if we 
take the licence we cannot work 
under them. We have to apply our 
own knowledge to it. They do not 
disclose anything in the patent: 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You don't get the 
co-operation o( the f•Jreign patent
holder and in spite of that you try 
to develop your own know-how and 
your own tCchn!cal knowledge. Now 
~\'_hen you develop that, will you like 
fflat to be protected under the patent 
law or not? That is in respect of 
your own chemical process, your own 
technical know-how etc. Or, will 
you like anybody can make use of 
that once you have developed it? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If there is patent 
law I will take· advantage of the 
patent law. If there is no patent law 
there is no patent law. But of course 
we shall take advantage when· the 
patent law is existing. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Wil! you be able 
to develop your own industry wltll 
the help of your own technical know
how and technical knowledge, if there 
is no patent law? 

Dr. K. A .. Hamic!l: We shall deve
lop. We can develop so many new 
things even for export to the ent1re 
world. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I can also start 
it and put you into difficulty. 

Dr. K, A. Bamied: So much the 
better for the consumer. You and I 
may have some difficulties. But the 
prices w.ill go down. 

Shrl. R. I'. Sinha: We find-this Is 
nat only with respect to pharmaccutl· 
cal industries. but other industries as 
well-that the cost of production in 
India is higher than in other coun
tnes. If we permit importation of 
thase articles produced by these 
industries. then these industries put 
up at a heavy national co~t in lnrl~a 
will be hit. How do you solve th1s 
problem·> 

i)r. K. A. Hamied: lt Is a very im
portant. question. First of all. I 0.) 
not a~reo that the cost of production 
i~ In:iia today is as high a~ i.1 n~r.cct
<·d by the priee charged by the mlnU
fuctures. I am talkinl! cf chem ~~ls 
anrl ba.sic materials. 1 a.m n1anutac
turin1! s"me of them. M'{ price s:IY 
comes to Rs. 30 which is some 
what hi~her than the world prl<'f'. lt. 
Is bemg sold in llid:a at Rs. 1001-, 
Why it should not s1ld it at Hs. 40!- . 
instead of at Rs. lOJ? Beoause I am 
the only manufacturer. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: If there Is r:>om 
onlv for one industry, we have to con-. 
troi the price by som~ other mecha
niSm. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Most of lhe 
foreign concerns have taken a licence 
!rom the Industry Department on this 
excuse that there 1s Room for one 
manufacture e.g. by Vitamin B12 is 
manuiactured by 2l firms in the 
world. I am not goin1 to manufac
ture if there is no Prospect of sale. 
In India licence has been given only 
tJJ one fi~m. The import has been 
stopped. Please give tlle licenc~ only 
to us. And they hcve been given' the 
licence. Th~y are a]iowed to sell it 
at Rs. 2201- a gram whereas the world 
price is Rs. 30 a gram. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You have stated 
m your memorandum that the patont 
law was estabLshed in 1911 hy Brltlsll 
rulers to encourage tile HntiSh nrma 



In India. Do you think that thr 
patent protE'ction is harmful to t!o 
Indian inventor? 

Dr. K. A. Bamled: From '1911 up 
1ill now we have not been ablt to 
invent anything. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I want you to> 
given concrete instances as to how 
this has been harmful? 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: There is nc. In
dian invention. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Do you mean to 
6&) that Jack of Indian invention is 
due tu th~ patent protection? 

Dr, K. A. Bamied: When I say 'no 
invention', it may not be hundred 
per cent so. There may be one ,,, 
twu inventions. 

~hrl A. T. Sarma: Was it due to 
tn•s ;Jatent law? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: lt was mainly 
. because we werer not given oppor
tunities for research and there werP 
no research facilities and there was no 
research apparatus. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: If it was to en
~ourage British firms, how is it that 

·all foreign firms are opposing this 
.and all Indian firms are welcoming 
itt 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: No. We are 
favouring this change in the paten~ 

law. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: According •o 
your calculation, it is harmful to the 
Indian inventors and more beneficial 
to foreigners. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: That is the old 
law, not the present Bill. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Then do you 
welcome this? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I am in favour 
of complete abrogation. Since that 
is not possible due to political a'ld 
other reasons, I am supporting · this 
Bill subject to certain modifications. 

Shrl A. T. Sarma: Do you think 
that the proposed Bill will be benll· 
ftcial to the Indian inventors? 

Dr. K; A. Bamied: I hope so. 

Mr. Chairman: I am raising now a 
very important point. Big foreign 
firms established in chemical and 
pharmaceutical industry iii India are 
'remitting over Rs. 5 crores of divi· 
dends and reyalties to foreign coun
tries: Why do not they take up 
motor car industry"? Why do not 
they take up textile industry in India? 
Why are they not doing locomotive 
industry? Why only pharmaceutical 
industry? That is the question. WhY 
are they not coming into any other 
industry in a big way? 

Sh ri Bade: As far as abrogation is 
concerned, of course, we are also of 
your view that there should be aboli
tion so that the foreigners may not 
exploit us. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I am very hap
py, 

Shri Bad': At the same time, you 
h•ve stated that since we are int&).. 
nationally connected we should not 
abrogate it Supposing we make it 
compulsory that they should disclose 
their know-how before getting the 
licence, then they may withdraw 
from India. I would like to know how 
many years we require to develop all 
these drugs. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I cannot say how 
many years we will take. And it will 
bJ very difficult also to judge how 
many years we will take to develop 
all these drugs. But, I hope the process 
of development will be much faster 
than it has been hitherto. There will 
be no hindrances in our way. 

Shri Bade: Kindly refer to Sec
tion 95--page 55-of the proposed 
Bill. Sub-clause (3) says: 

Notwithstanding anything con
tained in sub-section (2) the Cent
ral Government may, if in its 
ouinion it is necessary so to do in 
the public interest, direct the Con-



troller at any· time to authorise 
any licensee in respect of a patent 
to import the patented article 
or an article. or substance madP. 
.by a patented process from abroad 
(subject to such conditions as it 
considers ·necessary to impose 
relating among other matters t~ 

the quantum of import, the sa1e 
price of the imported article, ann 
the period of importa.ti•m), am! 
thereupon the Controller shall 
give effect to the directions. 

Are you happy with this provision? 

Dr. K .. A. Hamied: 'To authorise 
any licensee to import'. 

Shri Bade: The whole Bill is nul
lified by this clause. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If the original 
patent holder is not · manufacturillg 
the product in the country and if he 
is allowed to import, then other peo
ple also should be allowed to import. 

Shri Bade: It is stated in the clause 
uif in its opinion it is necessary so to 
do in the public interest, direct ·the 
Controller at any time to authorise 
any licensee in respect of a patent to 
import the patented· article . . " 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: This will kill 
the whole Patent Bill. 

Shri Bade: So you agree with me. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: This is very 
cleverly put here. The patent holder 
may appoint as licensee his own firm 
in India, who is a licensee by right. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: It is 
intended to be there. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: But it is not 
mentioned. The· licensee is sitting in 
Switzerland. The licensee may be 
a person belonging to the same firm. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: He is only 
a primary licensee. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Though he i.;. 
not manufacturing, you allow him to 
import. 

Shri Bade: Supposing there are. 3, 
or 4 processes. Anybody can go t<> 
the Court and say that the patentee 
is using only one process and he 1£ 

not using three processes. :I'herefore. 
there should be compulsory licences 
for three processes and he wi II be 
given compulsory licence. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: He can be given 
for the first process only. 

Shri Bade: That is not the condi
tion here. He can be given compul
sory licence for any of the processes. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: They should not 
be granted patent for any of the pro
cesses which they do not use. 

Shri Bade: In the proposed Biil. 
the definition of medicine or drug is 
all medicines for internal or external 
use of human beings or animals. In 
the Drug Act, cosmetics is included 
in the external use of human beings. 
or animals. I was in that Select 
Committee also and I objected to that. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I thought 
that was for those intended for cur
ative purposes and not for adornment 
purposes. 

Shri Bade: The definition of drugs 
given in the Drugs Act is repeated 
here also. 

Shri Bibhudhendra Mishra: I am 
told by the Drugs Controller that the 
cosmetics has been separately defined 
in the Drugs Act. 

Mr. Chairman: Anyway, we are 
not concerned with that here. 

Shr; Bade: Again, in the definition, 
Government undertaking means any 
industrial undertaking. When it is 
mentioned Government's use, it will 
mean Corporations also. 

Dr .. K. A. Hamied: It is only for 
Government's use, not for trading 



purp<>•es by the State Trading Cor
poration or the IDPL or th~ Hindus
tan Antibiotics. 

Mr. Chail'man: You have already 
made It rufficiently clear. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: . Do you agree 
that with the coming into force of this 
Act, the terms of existing pa,ents for 
licence should al<o come .to an end? 

Dr. K A. Hamied: The Bill should 
.have retri>speclive effect. Licence 
means patents. The patens will fall 
in line wHh the n'\w Bill when it 
eomes into force. 

Shri P. C. Borooa.h: Now India is 
holding a position because it stands 
on certain commitments. U we cur
tail the terms, then we will be falling 
back on our commitments. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: In tho;e com
mitments India has never guaranteed 
that there will be no alteration or 
changes in the Patent Bill. · There is 
no clause like that. 

Shri R. Ramanathan ChettiaT: From 
your experience, are cartels in the 
drug and pharmaceutical industry 
operating in India under ·the guise 
of the firms enumerated in your list' 

·Dr, K A. Bamied: No cartels are 
operating in India. Cartel can only 
operate when the drug manufactured 
Is the same. Take toJtracycline of 
Pfizer. Ii is manufactured by three 
firms. When it is manufactured by 
more than one firm, only then cartel 
can be formed. 

Shrl R. Rauumathan Chettiar: You 
referred to Rs. 5.28 crores being re
mitted by way of royalty and <:livid
end by those 35 fl.rms. 

Dr, K A. Bamlcd: This is besides 
the remittance for purchase of raw 
materials by th<" 35 firu'IS-another 6 
crores. 

Shrl. R. RMnanat.han Chettiar: 
About 11 crores. In these raw mate-

16" 
rials, thev have more or less mono
poly. In ~eply to a question, you said 
that 80 per cent of the drugs are de
pendent on imported raw materials. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: May be ~5-80 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cli.ettbr: 'fh,, 
capital invested by foreign companies 
according to the RBI Survey (Nov. 
1964) is Rs. 14 crores •in 1962-63, p. 
1387. 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: It is: chemical 
7 crores, pharmaceutical 8 crores, other 
chemicals 13 crores--in all 30 crore<. 

That is the to.tal fapital. 

Shri R. Ra~nathan Chettiar: What 
is the foreign content of the capital? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: About 14---15 
crores. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cbettiar: Out 
of that, 2 crores was taken away, 
by dividends in 1962, 5 crores by 
way of royalty-total 7 crores. 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: Out of 14 crores 
invested, 7 crores are taken out every 
year .. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: In 
196Z-631 they had taken. Compared 
to that, what is the total capital of 
the indigenous manufacturers m the 
pharmaceutical and drug industry? 

Dr. K- A. Bamied: I cannot say 
offhand. 

Sbri B. K. Das: When the new Act 
comes into force, in your opinion, will 
foreigners still be tempted to take 
patents or do you think they will 
not come at all? 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: They would 
come all right. They are threatening 
that the Bill will have so many un
d£oirable effects. But the fact is that 

·they are saturated in their own coun
tries. I met a French manufacturer 
recently. He is starting a factory for 
manufacturing antibiotics in Vi~tna:n. 
I asked why he is d'oing it in that 
country when there is so much of un
certainty there. He said 'We have :~o 



means ot expansion in France. 
will go wherever we can', Thls 
the. condition in Europe today. 

So I assure you it is merely 
threat. 

We 
is 

a 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would like to 
know, in the first instance · whether • 
a provision for compulsory iicence or 
li~;,nc~ of righ~ would not preclude 
the difficulty that he anticipates in 
respect of paten·ting a number of pro
cesses, because as soon a person wants 
to utilise or exploit another alterna
tive process, he can always apply and 
use that process. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: They generally 
have the better and easier process 
which gives more yield at less cost. 
But in order to prevent others trom 
jumping by other means, their scient
ists work out all possible means and 
get those also patented, whether they 
are workable or not. The others reach 
the same product, but perhaps at 
double the cost and at half the yield. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Once a provi
sion for compulsory licence or licence 
of right is already there, there is no 
monopoly or exclusion in resp~ct of 
utilisatio:.' of these alternative pro
<'M~es. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: That monopoly 
right is also for the processes which 
they are not using. What I am saying 
is that if these processes are not bar
red, our scientists and technical ex
perts will have free scope to work 
on various chemical reactions and 
various processes. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Putting it differ-. 
ently, d.:> you not think that by al
loWing patent of a number of pro
cesses you are making it possible that 
a nud,ber of processes and tcclmical 
know-how would become public pro
perty in the sense of having that in
formation disseminated so that your 
own scientists would not have to do 

. ? 
the process of res~arrh all over agam. 
'l'hey could use any one of these pro-

cesses. 

Dr. K. A. Ifamicd: I am a chemist 
myself. u th~ process is n.:>t known 
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to us, I have my own processes to 
work. But the moment I start work
ing, I reach a stage where I find it 
is already patented. I have to stop 
it there. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You mentioned 
that a certain monopoly is created 
because only one industrial licence i• 
given in respect of a partil:ufar drug. 
If more than one industrial licence 
were given, there would be no mono
poly. Is that the point'/ 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Not only licence 
given, but the manufacture start~d 
also. I have got a licence for a pro
duct for two years. But I never start
ed it. It should be giving of a 
licence and manufacturing the pro
duct according to the licence wi:hln 
a certain time. The more the manu
factures, the cheaper the product. 

Dr. L. M. Sioghvl: Would it be cor
rect to deduce that i! more than one 
industrial licence were gh-en a :1d i1 
the indigenous manufacturprs em
harked on the manufacture of •hat 
particular commodity, there · would 
be no monopoly and ·in that case, 
you could not find fault with the 
patent law 'but with the 
procedure of the licensing Ministry 
which grants only on~ lirence and 
not more than one? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I have never 
said so in my memorandum that 
patent law is responsible for high 
pricEIS. Patent law leads to mono
poly. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: It is intended to 
lead to a kind of monopoiy. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: That monopol,j 
is removed by compulsory liccnsin~ 
or licence of right and .further by 
the issue of industrial Jicenc~s which 
has come to stay in ,our rou!ilry. 
Then p:.ccs will come down 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Are you aware 
that in our country a lot of sub
standard or spurious drufis are manu· 
factured. 



Dr. K. A. Hamled: Mr. Borker will 
be able to ~ay about that because hj; 
is dealing with it. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You are thil wit
ness now. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: That is the case 
everywhere, not only in India, but 
in America, England. G~rmanv and 
so on. In America, there was an in
jection prepared on using which 10 
people died instantly: Nobody b!am· 
ed the Ameri~an manufacturer. · T<> 
err is human. It can happen any
where. An injection made bv a for
eign Jlrm when admiu;stcred intra
muscularly resulted in a wound o m
ehes long and one fnch deep. Nobody, 
blamed the m3nufaclurer. But. the 
Doctor was blamed, tha~ his method 
or injection was wrong. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: That i.> very 
unfortunate. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If it was my m
jection, then the Doctor would not be 
blamed; they would say that the 
Indian medici.oe was bad. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvl: The· statemEnt 
is often made, and has been made 
before us, that abrogation or relaxa
tion of patents might lead to a 
greater manufacture of spurious/sub
standard drugs, and therefore, 
patients would not kn<>W what they 
are buying. · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: No medici.oe is 
being manufactured by the patentee. 
They are all formulations based on 
the chemicals manufactured by the 
patentee. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvl: w•,at ,, tiJe ex
tent of research being done by indi
genous investors and manufacfurer? 

Dr. K. A. ·Hamled: Quite a lot 
today. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvt: Is it self-suffi
cient !\O much so that we need not 
draw on research from abroad? 
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Dr. K. A. Hamied: r: .. ~earch i~ a 
very costly process. I have .had dis
cussions with government oflicutls 
and ministers and informe<l them 
that research is a costlv process. And 
in I~dia it is ten time·~ costlier· than 
in America and England.. 'l'he duty 
'on the import of research !11strument 
is 60 per cent. If it costs here 
Rs. 20,000, I can get it in America for 
4,000 dollars. If it gets out of u1 der, 
I can phone the company and ~an 

get it repaired. But here, I have t~ 
import another one in a sin1liar con
tingency. Who is stopping research. 
government or the people? Sometimes 
the duty is 60 per cent, 70 per cent or 
even 100 per cent on research ap
paratus. 

-Dr. L. M. Singhvi: How many in
digenous manufacturers are there in 
India i.o the field of pharmaceutical&? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Among the big
manufacturers we shall count about 
200. 

Dr. L, M. Singhvi: What portion of 
the tot'al consumption of pharmaceuti
cal formulations and drugs is manu
factured indigenously? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: N0t more than 
20 per cent or 25 per cel)t; the rest 
goes to the foreign manutacturers. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What are the 
reasons for our not having embark
ed upon the manuhcture of phar
maceutical raw materiala which are 
not cover~d by anv patents'! 

Dr. K. A. Hamielf: The manufacture 
of these things is 'hot a small process-' 
A costly factory, a big factory has 
to be started. That can be started by 
people who hold capital. People wh() 
hold money do not understand what 
a coal tar distillant is, for instance. 
They are not· . i.otere>ied. If I .tart 
manufacturing, for instdnce, glass, 
they will go into it. Capital is shy. 
Of course they a; e commg to this 
field now. 



Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Axe you ~ug
gesting that even government which 
is supposed to be omniscient is un- . 
aware of the utility of ,producing 
these raw materials 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Application for 
licences are to be made bv the pri· 
vate people, not go~·ernmel'l.. In the 
last two or three years. they are 
coming forward. 
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Dr. L. M. Singhvi: My las~ questiun 
is about the difficulties ex<>erienccd by 
the pharmaceutical industry in work- · 
ing or obtaining compulsory l_ioence 
in respect of patents whic'l could be 
commercially. exploited in the ~oun
try. What are the main diffictilhes? 

Dr. K. A. Hmnied: ! mentioned 
that for us to realise a patent niter 
getting a licence of right or by com
pulsory licence requires soTI)e chemi
cal and industrial knowledge whioh 
has developed only during the last 
few years. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: It i.s not the de
ficiency of the existing patent law 
but deficiency of our own technical 
know-how. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Plus the diffi
culties in getting' a licence compul
sorily. 

Dr. L, M. Slnghvi: What kind of 
difficulty you face? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I have not tried 
to get a compulsory licence; I do not 
care for these licences a~ 1 do e'lery
thing myself. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: You said that 
our production of pharmaceutical pr~
ducts has increased tremendously tn 
the l~st few years, from ten orores 
to something like 100 !'ru:·es. Is it 
right to say that it has happened un
der the present system of some kind 
of protection that is being given to 
the pharmacf,utical industry through 
the existing patents law? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: No, through im
port control. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: Anyway, larger· 
production helps in diminishmg the 
need for larger imports. Ir tilis pro
duction had not taken place. we wtll 
have had to import a substantial 
quantity and spend t!!e precious for
eign exchange. As a result of the 
protection extended under the ptcsent 
system, the industry ha~ ~een Jb!e 
to make a much larger procluctiu., 
and that means we have s"ved so 
much in imports. Do you agree? 

Dr. !':, .''.. Hamied: That is not on ac
count of the patents, as I have told. 
you already, but on account cf the 
ban on imports of. finished products 
and medicines. 

Shrimati Sharda Muket·jee: Ot.e of 
the thing which other witnesse9 
tried to impress on us that a mere 
relaxation of the law in itself will 
not ensure the growth of pharma
ceutical industry in Indi, because we 
have not the wherewithal in respect 
of the technology, capital and indus
trial base. What is your opinion re
garding this? For instance, you men
tioned the petrochemical indus
try. The process of the petro
chemical industry is not really 
a great deterrent. It is a Rs. 30 
crores industry which requires pro
bably machinery worth Rs. 15 crures, 
p+,., Is it your opi'nion that it is oul:• 
~---. patent law which is ~ dete.-rent, 
<.c, !s it your opinion that equally 
With the patent law is the fact that 
the other factors have not been avail
able in to the countrv in the last 18 
years? 

Dr. K. A. Hamled: Both. 

Shrlntati Sharda Mukerjee: To wha': 
extent? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I cannot give the 
exact difference and sav how much 
it iS. But the patent l3W has teen 
responsible for our not having any 
knowledge as how to do it. It was 
controlled by certain firms. American 
or Gennan, and "ven i! W<! had the 



.knowledge, it was difficult to ~et im
port of capital equipmr:nt, licenses for 
starting the manufactures and so on. 
EvPn othen, some raw m3terials had 
to be imported, because we com;ot 
start from the basic things. F'or the 
petrochemical industry, as I said 
crude oil is necessary for ntunu:f.ac
turing petrol or petroleum products, 
and then f.Jr breaking them up, at 
some staP.e, the import of raw material 
and capital equipment was necessary, 
and the technical know-how was also 
neces;ary. If we had tne technical 
know-how, we did not have the 0 ther 
three things; if we had the ether 
three things, then the technical know
how was not there. So, thego!" have 
to be developed. The Government 
is •.aking interest in petrochen;icdis; 
at least they have given "facilities to 
combine with other for~ign firncs and 
start petrochemical industries, but 
they will have to import raw mate
rial. 

Sbrimatl Sbarda Mukerjee: Do you 
think that the Bill whi~h i• before 
us is saiisfactory? 

Mr. Chairman: H" has given that 
answer. 

Shrlmatl Sharda Mukerjee: He 6aid 
that there should be a much greater 
relaxation in the law. 

Dr. K. A. Bamled: I have answered 
that question already. 

· Shrimatl Sharda 1\lukerjee: Regard
ing products per se and the process, 
you said there shou,ld be patent only 
for the process of the prodt!tt; is it 
your opbion that the product should 
be potented or not? 

Dr, K. A. Hamied: The prvduct is 
patented on account of the pro~ess. 

Shrimat; Sharda !1-Ioker.iee: '!"here 
is .a difference between the process 
and the product: 

Vr. K. A. Bamied: I know the 
difTerPn<·e, but if the product is patent-
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ed, nobody can make that pl ud"l..'t 
unless the process is known. This is 
happening in Ind4. The product cal
led tolbutamide, is a British pharma
copoeia product. Jot is not a propriet
ary name. The patent. is held by. 
Hoescht for the manufacture of that 
product. 17 patents are held bv them 
for the manufacture oJ' tolbutamide. 
If we import this product, thcv SHY 

that the product is also patented and 
we cannot import it. This is the 
position. So, they are today in full 
control of not only the process. b11t 
the manufacture of tolbutamide. 

Shrlmati Sharda Mul<erjee: Do you 
think there should be a shorter tertJt · 
than what is provided in the .Di.a? 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: I have already, 
answered it: 10 years. 

Shri S. N, Mishra: Our m.Ur. ob
ject is to restrict or eliminate the 
scope for exploitation which is · in
herent ·in the situation. You have · 
suggested a few methods fn::- dL·mg 
so. The meihods that you have wg
gested are, so far as I !1ave been aLie 
to understand to restrict the patent 
to one proc.,;.. Secondly, Lo make 
proVISIOn for compulsory export; 
thirdly, to provide for the import of 
its products. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: In cuse the· 
patent-holder does not make it. 

Sbri S. N. Mishra: Yes; these are 
the three ways in which tl1" scope 
far exploitation could be restri~ted 
or eliminated. Could we add to 
them.:_I am just testin~ my idea w1th 
you, and it may be a kind of com
promise-that in the case it is laid 
down that a particular level of produc
ti.:Jn has to be attained inside the coun
try" and if that level is not obtained, 
the Governm~nt would b\' compel12d to 
allow import? There should l>e a kind 
of compromise. The Government can 
take a view ot the requirements or 
the demand or the potential demand 
in the ~ountry and the Government 
can lay down tbat this level of pro
duction has · to be obtained through 



the exploitation o·f ~he !Mrucular 
method and so on. Jf that has not 
come about, then the Gover11ment 
will be compelled to provide for im
port. That makes it mor~ r.:.ason
able, when you say that ·there should 
be sufficient import. 

Then, if the development .of the 
basic drugs and the intermedi1tes 
comes about in a satisfactory way, 
then also the scope for exploitation 

· would be very much !imitt!d, because 
much of the reasons for the incre'lSe 
in prices may be put down to the 
import of many of these ra\v materi
als too, which they have been usiHg 
for this purpose. So, as we have be"n 
thinking, if in ihe country we are 
able to bring about adequate deve
lopment of the basic drllg• and the 
intermediates, then much of the scope 
for this can be eliminated. W <>ul::l vou 
like to lay more stress on that? -

Mr. Chainnan: What is your qu<·s
tion? 

Shri S. N. Misbra: It is a simple 
question. My question· is, if it is laid 
down that a particuhr level of C:eve
Jopment has to be attained by ~he 

exploitation of a particular method, 
would not the scope for exploitation 
be limited. · I am trying to tes-t the 
idea with the learned witness. Tilis 
ls a very important question f~r wbich 
I want to have his advice and his 
answer. 

Dr. K. A.. Ha'mled: Regarding the 
·first que>tion, it will be very good u 
the patent-holder or the lic~ctsee un
der compulsory licence or othPr 
licences, is Induced-not forced or 
compelled but prompted-by· the Gov
ernment to manuhcture a3 rn'-lch 
quantity of that substance as is need
ed in the country; it will bt! very 
·good if the patentCholde-rs or the 

·licensees try to help and produce as· 
much as is required by the cvuntty. 
ln case it is not possible f0r "erne 
reasons . you suggest that this sho'-'1d 
be imp~rted by the Govermnent, bat 
there comes the foreign <'Xch&n~e 
difficulty. At the pres~nt , JUnctu~e, 
the question of import does not ar•se 
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at all. And therefore, we au not to 
consider it at the present junc"'•Jre of 
the foreign exchan&e position. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: That is somethine 
else. The foreign exchange position 
may be difficult, but you should not 
go by that; it is only about the prin
ciple that I want to have your views. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If foreign ex
chan;:e is freely available, you will 
giv,e notice to the manufacturer say
mg that we shall allow import, as Mr. 
Kirlwai did when the sugar prices wero 
going high. He issued licences for 
the import of sugar, to 20 people--! 
know it-and the sugar prices im
mediately came down. 

Shri S. N. 1\lishra: So, in each ca..,, 
would you like the Government to lay 
down the level of production which 
has to be attained, keeping in viel!' 
the requirement of the country with 
regard to that? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Yes. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: Then the 
question will arise as to whether we 
have- got the wherewithal in the 

: country to get to that level of think
ing. 

S!trl S. N. Mishra: The Governm~nt 
will take a review of the production, 
keeping in view all these things: the 
pooi lion of the resources, the demand 
in the country and so on. But it must 
not fall below a particular level of 
production. 

Dr. K. A. llamied: I have already 
replied that the production of one 

'item depends on the import of another 
five items. We are lacking in the basic 
drug5 and intermediates.• I am 
making certain products for which 1 
am given a licence for the raw mate· 
rial to the tune of three tons. I am 
prodtJcing a vitamin which is very im
portant today in India and which is 
not maue by anybody else. If the 
Government does not a!low me to i·m
port mY three tnns of raw material, I 
cannot manufactu,-e my vitamins. So. 
th~ qut!stion is, for the manufarturt' 



ot that much quantity laid down by 
Government, for the use of the whole 
country, the raw material required for 
the manufacture must be allowed by 
the Govenment. Otherwise, it cannot 
be made, 

Shri S. N. 111ishra: My question Nn. 
2 is with regard to the development 
of basic drugs and the intermediah's. 
If the besic drUI!S Rnd the interme
diates are produced in the country in 
large quontities. would you suggest 
that there should not be much scope 
for the grant of patents? 

Dr. K, A. Hamied: The grant of 
patent is quite different. To m.)' 
knowledge, not many patents are in
volved in basic drugs and intermed
iates. 

Shrl S. N. Mishra: There will not 
be much scope for that. 

Dr, K. A. Hamied: The patents start 
after the intermediates and when we 
have a combination of intermediates 
in 20 different ways, we reach 20 diff .. 
erent products. Then, we start patent.. 
ing. As a Chemist. I have combined 
one or two intermediates and produc
ed a drug for heart disease. Another 
man may combine two different inter
mediates and produce a tranquilliser. 
Everybody tries to combine interme
diates in making new synthetic che
mical! which are used as drugs ant:! 
medicines. That derive for making 
new inventions and discoveries in the 
field of medicines will always remain. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: The prices will 
C'mne dr:-wn. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: .The prices will 
come dawn when competition starts. 

Shrl Peter Alvares: You and some 
other chemists have made out a case 
that one of the reasons for the stag
nation . of the Indian pharmaceutical 
industry is the existence of foreign 
patents. This implies that .becau•e 
you are not able to work on those 
foreign patents, you are not able tn 
expand. It is a very sorry state of 
affairs because it impiies that all the 
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research that has been done has been 
done by foreign patentees anrt you 
have nothing else to day. May I a•k 
why is it that the Indian pharmaceu
tical industry has not been able to 
achieve a break-through in inventions
of essential drugs? 

Dr. K. · A. Hamied: The break
through is not so easy as the Han. 
Member thinks. There are so many· 
factors involved in making a break
through. On the discovery of a new 
drug, whether it is for diabetics 01" 

heart disease, the break-through is· 
a combined process ·of the che-mist, 
the pharmacist, the bio-chemist. thE> 
microbiologist and the medical doctor. 
The combination of all these factors
leads to a drug and leads to a patent. 

Shri Peter Alvares: Some of th<> 
witnesses have been saying that in the 
interest of India, this patent law 
should be abrogated. It has also been' 
said that one should not rely upon 
copying so much but one should tr:v 
to do some sort of fundamental re
search. I would like to know why 
the pharmaceutical industry has not 
been able to achieve anythinl( in that 
matter. Can :vou tell me what is thE> 
percentage of their .Profits which they 
invest in research from year to year? 

Dr. K. A. Hamled: They Invest 
quite a lot. 

'lhri Peter Alvaretl: What is the 
percentage? 

Dr, K. A. Hamied: It will he about 
20 or 30 ·per cent. 

':l"t r.f fil~"t ~m : ~ 1:1% liT 
Rmr '!i'm ~m ~ f~ ~ f<i<r ~ 
fit; '!iR'I' <'llTrT <f.! . ~ClifT ~ R 

rorr ~ f.!> hW ;;ffi ~ ~ \'ll ~ mr 
wn: ~ ~ U;ar ~ <r.r ;;rnr \'ll om 
~ ~ <f.! ~ <'IT\1' \;lTrT ? 



no !fio t{o t?'~ ': if.t ~ ~ 
~ Rm ~'ql ~ I 

l!olT ~ f~ ~!;rr : fu 'f>l' 
flfl!TG WR: ~ <m qq ~ 'fi"lf 'liT ifi"~ ~ 
'fi'T 'fliT o;rpr ~~ <lWG ifi"~tr ? 

. no !fio ~0 ~~ : "~ 'liT ~ 

:or<ITGJ ~ "'" r ~ 
Shri Gowdh: In the present Bill, 

there is. a provision for the payment 
of royalty at the rate of 4 per cent. 
Do you think it is reasonable or do 
you think that no royalty should be 
fixed or that the rate of royalty should 
be increased? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I think 4 per 
~ent is a very desirable percentage 
provided the person who takes the 
licence works the patent and sells it 
in good quantity, It depends on the 
sale. If the sale increases to Rs. 30 
lakhs or Rs. 40 lakhs and he gives 
Rs. 1! lakhs to the patent-holder for 
doing nothing as royalty, it is a very 
good return. · 

o..ft o;r...r ~ : ;;IT mtf.t ~ 
fG"l!f ~ it't ~~ ~T a~ ~ ~r ~ 
o;ri<: it ~T ~ ~TfmQ.c: if><:"<TI -~ 
~f'l;';r lt ..,T il; wcr ~n>T l{g 'llr:r it 
'O!T'RT 'I~ ~ fifi" '!!'R l';l'f qa f'l<'l' 
;;ftfifi" l';llR IDlf.t ~ ~'liT ll:l'f ll:?:T ~ 
f'l<'I'JJ<=r ~orr, ;;rrqT'f it orm f'f' f~ 
~T ><r <l m lf.T l!~ 'll"T 'f.l: ~ aT 'fliT ~ 
~ o'T'fo ~ '1m ~l1 ? 

no !fio t{o (:'fr~ : itu Ull ~ f'li" 
ll:lf '<f'H 'l<'ff ~ll ~ l[l'f ~ "l!TG"f 

mfli"T '!i"~if 1 

l!oll o;r"f<'~ ~ : f;;r.r '<ft;;r 'f>l' ~a 
"Q;'~> ~q-if l[TaT ~ ;,~ '~"~ ~ l!ll:i' ~ 
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<iW'r. f't;it ;;rrn ~ WR: ~ fu f'l<'l' ~ 
;;rrl{ <it 'fliT lfl[ ~ ~ ~ ll:q: mm
fir.r ~ITT ? 

no If; o t{ o, i!lifif : o;ri{ ~ '!IT 

<it ~<mr ~ ~ I o;r~ ifi"ft '<ft;;r ;;ftf'!i" 
t{'!i ~'l"if it ·mcft ~ lfl[ 'll"lfqffi ~ 
m't it f11<1't <1ii <it lfl[ oT'f> l';T ll:lrn 1 

;rr'f>l' il ~ lfT'im ~ f'!> ~ffi ll:T'l ~ ll:lfRT 
~'fm ll:llfT ~If if m<: ll:l'f ~ '<if~ 'iTT 
ififT ~~1]- f~ f'!> l';lf ·'fir 'ql~ 
~'liT'T~ ~ ~T ~ m<: ll:l'f ififf 'IQl 
q-fcf~ 

I am not talking of injections and 
tablets. I am talking of the raw 
rna terials and the patents for the raw 
materials. · Tablets are being made 
here but the materials coming from 
there are patented. The drugs are 
not patented; they are patented only 
In name. 

'!oTT Ul'l~ l!R'f : '!!T<f.t '!!"<f.t 
~l'l1t.SI'f # ~ 'li"l[T f'f> \!.'!> ~ ~ ~~ 1m 
it, l\JT~ ai<: ~ f~'r'iif'i if .;;r) ~<: ~ 
"{~ '!!"rciT ~ ~ :a"'i il; G"flff i'i q,<t ~ 
aT it mq- ~ ;;rT<RT 'ifR'ITT f'!i fu 'f>1' 
ifi"TI'fii ~RT f'fo« ll:G' iiifi" ;r;v.!TR ~ 
~ 'lli<: 'fliT itie:T '!!'\<. <1T~<l'!rl ifi"l lfl[ 

~ vr<f '1"<:: fG'l!f ;;rrl{ f'!i" "'T 'll•<n~lf 
mila ll:llfT "'~"il; m>T <~«'lir 'f<=r'if q-~m 

· '!!R ~m 111't ~ l!l[ 'IT'il ~ 111 «'li"aT 
~ ? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: The patent is 
respJnsible for higher price to a 
certain extent in the early stages of 
the product.. For instance, Cart'sone 
was manufactured by a very big lab
oratory in America. They spent mil
lions of dollars on that and the price 
theY kept was Rs. 950 per .gram. 
You may say tha.t O!J account of the 
patent which they were holding, the 
price -was Rs. 950 per gram. But that 
is not so. It is bec1use they were the 
only manufacturers. There was "to
body else in the United States 



Or in England at In Germany. 
They were selling at a price 
:which they liked · because the 
drug was very important. ~nd 
useful. In America, the sctentlfiC 
workers ~re so advanced that they 
started to manufacture Cartisone bY 
20 different methods which we in 
India are not able to do. They 
succeeded in that. When 3 or 4 firms 
•tarted manuafacturing the product, 
the price came down to Rs. 95 and 
today it' is standing at Rs. 8 only. 
So in the early stages i.f there is no
body coming forward to utilise that 
patent, then the patent-holder is the 
only man who manufactures . the 
product. That is one of the causes of 
the rise in price. If enough number 
of persons come forward and take the 
licence and st1:t · mnufacturing the 
product, then the. P"ice .due to patent 
will never be high. If there iS com
petition, the price will be less. 

•;fi m R~:-:: IV~«: q-~·c- m ;:rr~ihr 
it' m>l' "ft •h: ll~i <f;T 'fl"i'<rr ~ omr ~ 

~ 

~!R>f Wff <1''ffi't ~ nT ~'a f~ 'fit 
~<: f -f;lif orr tr<R~T ~ ? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: There are causes 
by which the prices of pharmaceu
tical chemicals are higher in India 
than in other countries Gf the world. 
The price of sulphuric acid is double 
the world price; ·the price of nitric 
acid is three times the world price; 
that of caustic soda is double the 
world price. These are basic mater
ials required· in the manufacture of 
various items. 

Mr. Chairman: We are manufac
turing all of them here. 

Dr. K. A. Ham'ed: Yes. Nitric 
acid is manuf"ctured only by Govern
ment at Sindhri; it is selling at three 
times the world price. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I want to draw 
the attention of the witness to this. posi
tion: he said that we were short of 
the basic materials~ then how 'can he 
complain that the foreign firms lm-
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port these materials for finally pro
cessing them? 

Dr. K. A. Banlied: I have not com
plained. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Dr Hamied, in the 
event of these firms not importing, 
do you think that the Indian manufac
turers alone should import these 
intermediates? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Let me explain 
this. The foreign firms are holding 
patent for making, say, Butanol. 
They are holding patents for makmg 
the three ingcedients. But they are 
not making these three ingredients 
here. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Are they import
ing finished goou? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: They import 
finished raw mlt,.ials and press them 
into tablets here. Why are they 
holding the patents? 

Shri K. K. Warior: In the a'Jsence of 
that what will the indigenous firms do? . 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: The knowledge 
of manufacture of intermediates is 
not available here. 

Shri K. K. Warior: First you say that 
our pharmaceutical industry has 
developed to such an extent that we 
would depend on our own know-how 
and in another ·breath you say that, 
if at all we are allowed to import 
these intermediates or the basic raw 
meterials', we are not able to do the 
finished goods. How do you reconcile 
these two statements? 

Dr. K. A. Bamied: We are allowed 
to import intermediates as much as 
the. foreign firms are allowed to do. 
But they. have the privilege of hold
ing a patent and not utilising it. That 
is what we are objecting to. 

Shri K. K. Warior: You will agree 
that, if at al\ we get the raw materials, 
we do. not have the know-how to have 
the products finished? 



Dr. K. A. Bamled: I am not com
paring the Indian manufacturers. I 
am saying that the foreign manufac
turers are not utilising the patents 
which they are holding, 

Shri K. K, Warior: What I want to 
know from you is this. As long 'as the 
indigenous firms do not have the 
knowhow, what is the harm in the 
foreign firms h~lding it back or block
ing it? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: We have the 
knowhow. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I am sorry you are 
not catching my .point. My point is 
this: some four proCesses are paten-· 
ted by a foreign firm; they are using 
only .one and three are left out just 
to block.... · 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: My argument is 
that they are not using even one. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Why can't the indi
genous firms have their own know
how to make use of the basic mater
ials which can be imported?' 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: They are now 
grodually using i~. Our scientific 
knowledge is slowly advancing; the 
laboratories are now working. Im
mediately after Independence, we 
were passing through difficult times'; 
we had the import control difficul
ties--raw materials, even for research, 
were not allowed. But now we have 
advanced so much that today we are 
in a position to overcome those diffi
culties and we are doing sotne work. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Is it your opinion 
that, even if you had all the facilities 
of raw materials and the facility of 
the background of the-chemical indus
t,ry, you will not be able to develop 
in this country your own inventions 
and your own production? In other 
words, is it your opinion that, given 
all other favourable conditions, the 
existing Act will come in the way of 
your developing? 

Dr. K. A. Hamled: From my ex
perience I can say that it has come 
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in our way. Whether it will corttinue 
in future also after our scientific 
knqwledge advances, I cannot say. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Till now even 
though there was the provision 'for 
compulsory licensing, many people did 
not take advantage of that. Now do you 
think that the provisions of Clause 
95 of the present Bill-for the terms 
and conditions of compulsory licens
ing-are all right or do you think 
that any further advantage should be 
given to tl.te lit."t:'ncef':-;, apart from the 
patentees? 

Dr. K. A. llamied: I have already 
replied. So far as the present Bill 
is concerned, they are sufficient. Tf 
more facilities can be given, so much 
the better. 

Shri K. K. Warior: My question arises. 
this way. When there is no agree
ment between the p 1tentees and the> 
licensing applicants as far as royalty
and other considerations are con· 
cerned, when such disputes ar'se wh:·n 
there is' no agreement and the Con
troller comes into the picture, do you 
think that the present provJSlon• 
contained in Clause 95 of the Ba! are 
satisfactory or any amendments are 
necessary? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I have alr\!ady
rep!ied to this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given a statement that Japan started 
its Patent Act in about 1945, after 
the Second World War. Some say 

that it was after the First World War. 
So I want to know whether you have 
based your knowledge on the fact 
that you have seen the document it
self-the Patent Act-<>r your know-. 
ledge is borrowed from some others. 

Dr. K. A. H'afnied: It is borrowed" 
from the general information which 
I have been able to receive. I can
,not say from which document I have 
been soying this. Mr. Davar also has 
said 'the same thing. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point Is 
this. Have you seen the Act itself? 



·nr. K. A. Hamied: 1 have not. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: You say 
that you are exporting your own medi
cines. Are they patented medicines? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Medicin~s we 
are exporting. We are also exporting 
raw materials of pharmaceuticals. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Does your 
firm possess any patents? How many 
are there in your firm? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: About 4 or 5. 

Shri Ka~hi Ram Gupta: Are they 
doing quite all right? 

Dr. K, A. Hamled: 3 out of them. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are they 
being sent outside? 

Dr. K. A. Uamied: We are not 
debarred !rom sending outside. They 
are not sent outside beacusc ,other 
counl! ies have .their own laws, import 
control orders. etc. I am not allowed 
to import finished medicine-' from 
other countries. They cannot import 
from my country. There is no bar on 
me from exporting, 

S,hri Kashi Ram Gupta: You said 
that you .have experience about re
search. When you say that it takes 
long time these days to arrive nt anY 
new inventwn. becaus,. it has become 
more competitive, thousands of com
pounds may be there and only one of. 
utiiitv mav be found. This is a sort 
of _gambling where a lot of money is 
put in. This is one argument. The 
other argument on the other side is 

_ thi• They sav that the period for 
- whirh t-ne patent mav be given ::hould 
• be verv Jow. How _do you reconcile 
the two• 

Dr, K. A. Hamied: 8 years or 10 
yearn 

Shri K.-hi Ram Gupta: 10 years 
from thP rlatP nf application. lt may 
take 3 or 4 or 5 years for the same. 
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Dr. It. A. Jiainied: · They may start 

the manufacture before the seal~ 
tim ... 

Shri Kashi R.am Gupta: They can . 
,start it, but government cannot take 
action. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: The moment. 
Patent application is made and final 
specificatiOns are submitted .... 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He won't 
do J";, 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: There are articles 
manufactured in England and Bombay 
and it is written: Patent applied for. 
You can't copy it. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: The control
ler cannot interfere so long as it is not 
sealed. Whv should one start like that 
when a law does not allow? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Law tloes not 
orohibit him from starting. It does 
not prohibit him from starting. So 
long as process is known only to me 
and not revealed to anybody else .... 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Unless it is 
sealed he cannot go to court of law. 
That period cannot be <ounted that 
way. You say, it may be less thai! 10 
years. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I am not able to 
know the legal point raised by the 
hon. Member. After specifi_ations are 
completed and tiled by patentee in the 
patent office, after that, I believe the 
patent applicant is protected if he 
makes. known to the people that he is 
manufacturing such and such· a pro
duct and that the patent is pplied 
for; nobody can copy that under the 
law. 

Representative of the Ministry: Ap
plicant is not sure as to what is going 
to be the ultimate patent. Some of 
the claims may have to be amended. 
So it is only after their acceptance and 
op'Jos;tion period is over that patent 
will b_e s~aled and right accrues after 
sealing of patent. No suit ran be filed 
under any rule earlier than sealin&. 



These ·patents are being sold in 
land and Germany and they 
Patent applied for. 

Eng
say: 

Mr.' Chairman: The witness is not 
competent .. These are all legal points. 

Shr{ Kashi Ram Gupta: Do you 
agree to the period? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I have already 
replied to that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The rate of 
royalty of 4 per cent is enough you 
aa1d. In these days it is a competitive 
position regarding research. Will that 
amount spent on research be able to 
be recovered by this 4 per cent of 
royalty? 

Dl'. K. A. Hamied: If licence is 
granted to several firms and you ex
clude that licence 4 per cent will be 
ample: He will get 4 per cent from 
IO.firrns. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You should 
give your opinion about the rate ot 
royalty. 

Mr.· Chairman: He has mentioned 
that. 4 per cent is enough. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: Companies de
clare dividend of 6 per cent. If patent 
holder gets 4 per cent without trouble 
and labour, I don't think it is bad. 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What are 
the difficulties for companies like you 
to have your own know-how patented 
in the present conditions? 

Mr. Chairman: Know-how is not 
patented. 

Dr. K. ·A. Hamied: Some of our 
patents are wei! known ones. Othera 
don't know. We want to hide our 
research. We apply to the patent 
offi~e. We are holding a few patents. 
We consider it as complete secrecy of 
ours and nobody can copy it. If any
body copies it I will also-suffer. 

Shri Sham Lal Saral: You said that 
the .annual return by way ot dividend 
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and know-how is over 7 crores of 
rupees. What is the total investment 
made by foreign investors in India? 

Mr. Chairman: He has given that 
also. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: What is the 
annual return for that investment 
plus technical know-how? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: This is 7 crores 
on jnvestment of 14 crores. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: The entire 
investment on the part of foreigners 
is only 14 crores. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: There are 35 
concerns. 

Shrl Sham Lal Saraf: At the present 
stage there is lack of knowledge and 
there is Jack of inventive genius and 
technology. What measures do you 
suggest so that we may c<Ome up to 
the level of the progressive nations of 
the world? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: . This is nothing 
coming under patent Jaw. There are 
many methods. 

. Shri Sham Lal Saral: This Jaw is 
brought from England for specific 
purpose. There are number of mem
bers speaking on different aspects of 
the Bill. Our feelings and fears are 
there. We do not want to get them 
trom outside tor all times to come. 
You have said that this is a reciprocal 
Jaw. Today we are not yet in a stage 
of reciprocating with foreign coun
tries. You know it because you ara 
an expert. How do you suggest. that 
we can at least reach 3 stage so that 
we will be able to reciprocate? How 
long will it take for us to reach that 
stage? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: About 20 fo 30 
years. 

Sbri Sham Lai Saraf: We are at 
the lowest ebb so far as development 
is concerned. Our advancement in 
gcience and ~echnology cannot be 



compared with the .achievements of 
advanced countries. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I agree that 
foreign countries are today very much 
advanced in technical know-how and 
ingenuity. They have been doinll that 
work for years. But this has nothing 
to do with the patent Jaw. I can write 
a thesis on that. 

Sbri Sham La! Saraf: Unless there 
is collaboration we will not go ahead. 
About abrogation of this law, you 
might be knowing that in Italy when 
this law was abrogated for a number 
of years the goods manufatcured were 
defective and of low quality. Then 
the Italian Government was forced to 
introduce a law. Today the law. is 
on the anvil of the Italian Parliament. 

· Dr. K. A. Hamied: In Italy the real 
reason is that certain gigantic insti
tutions do not want smaller firms in 
Italy to manufacture certain chemical 
which those gigantic firms are 
manufacturing, The smaller manu
facturers startea manufacturing them 
because they do not care for 
the patent law. Now the gigan
tic American and Italian firms 
are forcing the Italian Government to 
pass a law. The law is not yet passed. 
But who are behind this move? They 
are big firms. Similarly, here also 
lawyers are flying from Switzerland 
and Germany to oppose this Bill. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: Regarding 
your own firm, how many of your 
know-how are patented under this? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: About five or 
six. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: You said 
that as far as foreigners who are 
working in collaboration or on their 
own are concerned, to the extent of 
manufacturing within the country, 
they may be allowed patent rights. 
Otherwise, they import and let others 
also be able to import. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: If they are hol
ding a patent for a certain product 
in our country and a-e selling it with
out manufacturing-! can give you so 
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manY examples; Acromycin is one 
such. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: That means 
importing a commodity should not 
come under this. 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: It 
under the existing law. 
new Act it wili be free. 
import. 

is so 
Under 
They 

also 
the 
can 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: For manu
facturing a particular drug there are 
more than one process. A particular 
firm is employing just one process. 
With regard to the rest, it should not 
be allowed. 

Shri K A. Hamied: I quite agree. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: With regard 
to inequality of prices ranging bet
ween what is being sold in our coun
try and foreign countries, what would 
you suggest to regulate the prices? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: I do not think 
that by statutory regulations prices 
can come down. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: With. regard 
to raw materials for manufacturing 
drugs, you have said that they are to 
be imported. How long shall we con
tinue to import these? Or, qo you 
think that attempts have to be made 
to use our own raw materials? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: We are unneces
sarily afraid of imports. Switzerl:md 
is a country to which God Almighty 
has given nothing-no steel, no coal, noc 
coaltar. Still it is the largest pro
ducer of chemicals and pharmaceuti
cals which have flooded the whole 
world. They have no raw-materials 
except cheese and butter and milk. 
How did they achieve this? Because 
they are allowed to import all types 
Of things for manufacture. Govern
ment do not interfere. Their scientific 
knowledge and development is so high 
that they .are now the experts. They 
are importing coaltar products from 
France, Belgium, etc. We are not 
allowing that. I am trying to tackle 



this matter with the new Finance 
Minister. Please allow us to import 
all raw materials free Of duty. Let 
us then see how much export we can 
do. If I import raw materials for 
Vitamin from Germany at 65 per cent 
duty, I cannot do anything after that. 
If the Finance Ministry take a very 
ratSonal view on imports of raw mate
rials, all these can be converted into 
finished products as Switzerland is 
doing. We shall also then flood the 
world with our things and our science 
and industry also will develop. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Would you 
please send a note to the Chairman 
on this question of import of raw 
materials indicating what type of raw 
materials will be helpful to us? 

Dr. K. A. Hamied: We will. 
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Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

(Dr. Abraham Patani was called in) 

Mr. Chairman: Dr. Patani, Dr. 
Hamied has already taken three hours. 
Our friends are tired. Tomorrow we 
have got two foreign witnesses." We 
cannot postpone their evidence. Since 
you are coming from Bombay, we w.'U 
give you some other time. Please 
excuse us. We want to give you full 
time. 

Dr. Abraham Patani: Thank you, 
Sir. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witness wa.s called in r:nd he 
took his seat) 

Mr. Chairman: Dr. Runck, the evi
dence that you give will be treated 
as public and published and distri
buted to our members and also 

·placed on the table of the Parlia
ment. Even if you want anything to 
be treated as confidential, it will be 
printed and distributed to our mem
bers. We have received your memo
randum and it has been circulated 
to all the members. If you want to 
supplement anything, you may now 
do so. After that, the members will 
ask questiO'lls. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: May I supple
ment my memorandum now? 

Mr. Chairman: Have you got suffi
cient number of copies? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Not now; I can 
hand it over to you tomorrow. 

Mr. Chairman: We will require 65 
copies. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
B~fore Dr. Runck begins, we would 
like to know something more about 
Dr. Hunck. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Handelsblatt is 
an economic and financial paper and 
I have been the Chief Editor since 
the starting of this paper; it was 
started in 1946. It is a new styli of 
financial paper where internatiOnal 
relations in the field of commerce 
play a very important part and this 
pattern has been followed a]] these 
years. To a comiderable extent, it 



has also promotea uur foreign trade 
whether export or import. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: We 
would like to know whether any 
pharmaceutical industry or drug 
industry in Germany has got any 
interest in the economic journal. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Yes. No financial 
interest, i.e., capital. 

Mr. Chairman: You are not con
nected with these industries. You 
are not connected with the Patent 
Law. You are not a practising agent 
or attorney for patents. Only as an 
anticus curiae? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Yes. Some phar
maceutical industries in Germany 
came to- know about mY intention to 
come to India and asked me if I 
could try to do something for them. 

1\lr. Chairman: Have you got any
thing in writing to show that they 
have authorised you to come and 
give evidence? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: No. They asked 
me if and when. I go to India I can 
do something for them. 

Mr. Chairman: As one interested in 
the collaboration between India and 
Germany? 

Dr. J. M. Hnnck: Yes, that is my 
point. 

Mr. Chairman: You may begin. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Hon'ble Mr. Chair
man and Hon'ble Members of the .Joi~ 
Select Committee, at the outset, I 
would like to thank the Committee 
for having granted me the opportu
nity of appearing before you and 
offering my views on the Patent Bill 
1955 and elucidating some of the 
matters mentioned already in my 
memorandum. India is by for the 
largest active democracy of the 
world and since independence has 
been a tower of justice and equality. 

1&2 

The fact that the Committee ha~ 
agreed to invite oral evidence from 
other countries of the world with 
regard to this legislation bears ample 
testimony. For this reason, many 
nations, including West Germany, 
have maintained friendly relations 
with India. 

I would like to refer to the preface 
which Dr. Leubke, President of the 
Federal Republic of Germany wrote 
for my last book on India entitled 
India Tcmtorrow which generally states 
that real friendships alway> produce 
new friendships, and to the words of 
Dr. Leubke: 

".Just as the social duty of the 
individual to the community of our 
people has become a funda.nent3l 
principle of our national life, so 
our people as a whole feel they 
have a social duty to the larger 
community of the peoples. The 
world will judge our people ac
cording to their willingaess to aid 
other peoples. Indians and Ger
mans. have co-operated in various 
fields; scholars from both our 
countries have worked in close 
co-operation in the spheres of arts 
and literary studies. This colla
boration is now spreading to the 
field of technology. May it pro
mote the welfare of the Indiar.. 
nation and contribute to a flour
ishing friendshi!> between Ger
many and India?". 

Similarly, the Federal Minister for 
Economic Cooperation, Mr. Walter 
Scheel, mentioned on the 13th of .Janu
ary this year, when he held a press 
.conference in New Delhi, th~t the 
Federal Government would do its best 
to help India by capital aid. Besides, 
it would lay special stress on techni
cal aid which includes education and 
training. Furthermore, the German 
Governme~t will promote joint ven
tures between Indian gnd German 
firms in a more intensive manner. 
The Indian Investment Centr(! told me 
:v~sterday that till September, .1966, a 



total of 372. approvals .__ . . t 
t •vr Jom ven
ures had been accorded. These joint 

ventures Which provide foreign capi
tal and technical aid as Well can as 
a matter of fact, only llouri~h i~ a 
favourable investment climate and 
because your government will only 
allow new investments in those 
branches which are of the utmost im
portance to the health and economic 
developments of your people, such 
climate may be called the corner
stone of prolfl}able co-operation for 
a)] parties C<Jncemed. . 

In _my opinion, international part
nerships are the stepping stones to 
future economic stability. They are 
the most dependable means of over
comd.ng obstacles. With their aid 
India is bound to gain in stature as ;u; 
international partner in trade and 
indus try. Due to its vast population 
and the vast untapped resource• of 
mineral wealth, fndia is most suitable 
to become one of the !TIOst important. 
economic· partners in th·e world. If 
India were to achieve :his, she must 
lose no time ;;.,_ developing the home 
market and supplementing it by an 
export trade with various other coun
tries of the world. 

To quote the words of Shri G. L. 
Mehta, Chairman of the ICICI and 
India Investment Centre: 

"There is nothing objectionable 
per se in obtaining assistance 
from other countries whether in 
the form of government aid or 
private investment ,obtained on 
fair terms and in a selective 
manner.". 

Shri Ashoka Mehta, the non. Minister 
for Planning has rightly emphasised 
that self-reliance does not mean self
denial of the essential means 0~ deve
lopment, which is foreign aid, or even 
stagnation of the economy. 

Mr. Chairman: You are only re
peating what is already contained in 
your memorandum. 
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Dr. J. M. Hunck: There are two 
quotations which I have ~iven. 

1\lr. Chairman: You have already 
said all this in your memorandum, 
If you want to supplement anythin~; 
In addition, you may do so. It is not 
necessary to read the whole thing 
again. 

Dr. J. M. llunck: I am only gtv
ing these two quotations. 

Yol,lr Committee is :-onsidcring a 
new patent law which amongst otht'l' 
things gives special treatment to art,_ 
cles of food and medidne. Your 
esteemed Health Ministe,·, Dr. Sushil.t 
Nayyar, who being also a medical 
doctor is extremely C<Jmpetent to deal 
with a!l questions concerning health, 
has tried as far back as 1963 to re
model patent protection ior foods and 
medicines for the main reason that 
production may rise and that consu
mer prices might in con-:;equence go 
down. The hon. Health Minister is 
making efforts to obtain cheap medi
cines for the people. But "'hich is 
the best method to do so? 

I have been an economi::.t during 
all my life and did practical and theo
retical work as a scholar, as a busi
nessman, as a writer and ac; the editc.r 
of an economic paper of international 
reputation. In my opinion, pricc·s 
will only become lower if the prorlw
tivity increases and more goods <trc 
being offered in relation to a ~~i-v'Cil 

demand. In the .case of pharmac•·u
ticals, this means, in the first place, 
that research and development goes 
on in the same intensive manner as 
has been done in all countries ,·;h~re 

riew drugs have been produced and 
sold on a large scale. This rcscorch 
and development is very expensive. 
Proof of this fact is the statistical late 
about new drugs produced during the 
last fifteen years in various countries. 
U.S A. figures with not less than 35~ 
new drugs, little Switzerland with 44, 
West Germany with 32, United King
dom with 27, and France with 21 and 
the remaining countries inc:'urling 



Italy and Russia produced fewer than 
five each, 

India is trymg to achieve self-suJli
ciency In food by 1971-72. This was 
even confirmed to me yesterday by 
your hon. Food Minister, Shri C. Sub
ramaniam, whJm I had the pleasur~ 
of meeting yesterday. This means 
mcreased crop production and cattle 
improvement, to say the least, accord
ing to Dr. P. V . .Sukhatme, Director, 
Statistics Division of the F.A.O., who 
delivered the Dr. Rajendra Prasad 
Memorial Lecture in Cuttack on De
cember 31st. Dr. Sukhatme statP<i 
that 25 per cent of the lildian people 
suffered from hunger and mainutri
tion; In the case of children it was 
even worse. This makes your endeav
ours to bring down prices for :nedi
cines and pharmaceutical products like 
vitamin taJ:>lets quite understandable. 
But one should not forget that out of 
about three thousand experiments 
in the laboratories only about one 
product becomes of practical use and 
will be a commercial success too. The 
question, therefore, arises, of course, 
whether the G<>vernment itse!f •hould 
be in charge of laboratory research 
work by means of public enterprises. 
Research and development of that kind 
includes pharmacology, toxicology 
and .clinical trials in several hundred 
clinics in the country and abroad 
which usually takes four to six years. 
Very often, it happens that these trials 
prove to be unsuccessful or that after 
one or two years the disadvantage
ous effects of the product are observ
ed. In the meantime" three to four 
million rupees might have been spent. 
Perhaps there might be very few dir
ectors In the public sector research 
undertakings who would courageous
ly stop further trials af}er enormous 
amounts of money have already been 
spent and that will be lost. The pri
vate entrepreneur, however, it used 
to take these risks, and he must 1o it 
if solely for competitive reasons. He 
is possessed by the idea that that 
another time the lost mone:· will be 
recovered by first class laboratory re-
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· search. The mere risk element. in re
search might in any case be claimed 
as justification for higher returm. 
Surely, in many cases, drug firm is 
like an economist; its income lies in 
its brain power, its principal asset. 
Yet no one has tried to express my 
own earnings as a rate of return on 
my capital (e.g. car, office, one type
writer). 

In the drug industry, the existence 
of patents does not restrict competi
tion. I;;: fact,. patents are essential to 
competitive endeavours. Drugs have 
a very inelastic demand.. If a patient 
can in any way manage it, he will 
consume the drugs of his doctor's 
choice. Price competition is therefore 
very unlikely to. be effective. Rather 
it is substitute .competition which 
typifies the drug industry, namely, 
rapid obsolescence of nroducts one 
drug being quickly repl~ced by 'a bet
ter one. Each company strive~ to dis
cover new products and to improve its 
old ones. In other words, the objec-· 
tive must be determined from the 
point of view of whether it helps to 
promote (a) research for developing 
and discovering new drugs and pro
cesses by granting rewards for creati
vity and for the risks which have 
been undertaken in such research, 
(b) the cross .fertilisation of ideas by 
encouraging publication of inventions 
rather than their suppression as a 
trade secret, (c) by creating a classi
fied source of informatiOn concerning 
existing technology so :ts to aid in 
the conduct of research and prevent 
duplication of efforts, (d) by such 
cross fertilisation of know-how to 
improve and develop own know-how 
and thereby to become a majo:- part
ner in international economy. 

Less developed. countries very often 
complain that young scientists prefer 
to stay abroad where they might earn 
more than at home. This situation is 
not unique to India. I can tell you 
that in 1962, not less than 356 and in 
1963, in total 428 German scientists 
and technicians emignted to the 



United States. It is estimated that 
between 2 and 3 thousand German 
scientists and engineers are working 
in the U.S. The German Government 
is trying hard to get them back. So 
Scientific institutions are being erect
ed on a broader scale. Their salaries 
will be enhanced. All over the world, 
sk.illed people are moving to the more 
developed countries. We have a lot 
<>f young scientists from African coun
tries, from the Near East and also 
some kom India who do excellent 
work. The British figures since the 
Immigration Act, analysed by the 
Ministry of Labour, show that from 
June, 196~. to June, 1964, some 32,000 
emplo:l'lllent vouchers were issued to 
commonwealth immigrants and over 
90 per .cent of these went to India and 
Pakistan. Development, as a matter 
of fact, is not simply a matter of pro
ducing skllls; it is a matter of pro
ducing opportunities to use these 
skills. This includes laboratori"s, 
good salaries and similar incentives. 
First class laboratories or joint ven

-tures or even foreign firms in India 
might offer a chance for young Indian 
scientists to be trained withm the 
country and under conditions which 
he will meet when doing work within 
his own enterprise or with an Indian 
firm .later on. This can only he 
achieved if there is a reasonable op
portunity to recoup th<> capital invest
ed and a reward for the risks under
taken in the shape of patent protec
tion. 

Your country, where 80 per ceni of 
the national inc-:>me cornes from the 
private sector, has spent in 1961-62 
on scientific research an insignificant 
amount of Rs. 46.9 crores which is 
Rs. 1.07 per capita and 0.32 per cent 
of the national income, while the total 
investment up to the end of the Third 
Plan is estimated at the huge sum of 
Rs. 30,000 crores, most of the invest
ments being based on imported tech
nical know-how. The Federal Rep':'b
lic of Germany with a populat~on 
only !/8th of the Indian populatiOn 
has spent in 1962 a total sum of 
Rs 517 crores. Nevertheless, the so
cailed technical balance cif payments 
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(which compares the imports with 
exports of royalties) is highly unfav
ourable as far as the Federal Repub
lic is cone<!rned. In 1962, 50 million 
dollars were earned by German royal
ties whereas German firms paid not 
less than 135 million dollars for royal
ties abroad. This results in a nega
tive balance of payments of 85 million 
dollars. Another statistical data 
might interest you. 75 per cent of 
private research and development in 
western countries is in the fields of 
aviation, construction of electrical 
machinery and appliances and the last, 
but not the least, chemical industry 
including pharmaceuticals. 

It was the German chemical indus
try which invested most abroad dur
ing the last few years. ln many 
Latin American Republics, the big 
dye-stuff companies md Schering 
have established factories to produce 
besides the dye-stuffs, artificial fibres, 
fungicides, pasticides, pnarmaceuti.oal 
products etc. FARBWERKE HOECHST 
to give you one example, have invested 
aJbroad a total sum of more than Rs. 
30 crores of which 44 per cent was in
vested in less developed countries. 

More than half of German private 
investments abroad were made by 24 
big firms out of which 9 hold a lead
ing position. This means that private 
investment is generally being made 
by relatively a few big enterprises. 
This is quite understandable because 
it must be remembered that especial
ly the chemical and ;:>iurmaceutical 
firms need a lot of money- to invest to 
the advantage of the country where 
they are carrying on their work. 

Now let us look at some leading 
pharmaceutical firms and their busi
ness in India. First there i• HOECHST 
which participates in a joint venture 
with a majority Indian capital parti
cipation. HOECHST also plans to 
establish in collaboration with Indian 
partners a research laboratory near 
Bombay where Indian scientist will 
be usefully engaged. A few young 
Indian scientists are at the present 
moment being trained in Germany 
and they will, on return to India, 
occupy leading positions in this re-



sear.ch "unit. CIBA, by the way, has 
built a huge research centre in Bom
bay where Indian scientists are busy. 
Next comes Bayer with a joint ven
ture and a German par.t CJf 50 per cent. 
Bayer India has almost completed a 
factory near Bombay at a cost of 
Rs. 6 crores which will commence pro
duction in the beginning of autumn 
this year. Bayer will develop in this 
new factory three products which are 
vi\;ll or India's development. Fir>'! 
coutchouc (rubber) auxiliaries, second 
pesticides, insecticides and fungicides, 
third pharmaceutical produd.; against 
tropical diseases. besides resochine 
which fights malaria. In all these 
cases. it must be found out whether 
the Indian climate needs a different 
compositiGn of the product. necessary 
to make it possible to store these pro
ducts for a .~ertain period without 
danger of deterioration. In · other 
words, every foreign enterprise which 
does work within India must start a 
certain scientific work to find out 
whether Indian conditions are appro
priate to either store thei~ products 
or make the best use of it. Further
more, these firms are exper'encing 
with indigenous plants and active in
gredients. Foreign kno·Nledge. is be
ing matched, to the advantag·e of all 
parties concerned, with Indian know
ledge. And everything should be 
done to protect such a development in 
the way of a fair patent law. 

Boehringer Knoll works with a 
German partnershlp of 48 ner cent., 
Sarabhai-Morck with 33 per cent, and 
German Remedies with 49 ner cent. · 
On account of the unce:·tainties of 
the Patents Bill, many German firms 
will hesitate to invest more in Indian 
laboratories. This, of course, would 
change at once if and when a patents 
law will be modled on a basis which 
is not confiscatory in character and 
on the basis of international terms to 
protect private · property, whether 
material or intellectual. 

In view of the most unfavoU<"able 
foreign trade balance, India is highly 
interested in more e~orts. If the 
Patents Bill becomes law in the pre
sent form, exports will hardly be pos
si.b)e because expenses and 1 isks ar~ 
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relatively high and could not be cov
ered by the extremely small margin 
of profits which have been mentioned 
so often. Foreign partners are quite 
prepared to agree to exports being. 
undertaken under conditions of a ,fair 
Patents Bill. They will do so the 
more since prices calculated in West
ern Germany, for instance (which 
may be considered to be a har<i cur
rency area) will naturally be higher 
than in countries with soft currencies. 
This export business will, therefor<'. 
be an asset which could hardly be
over-estimated in joint ventures pro
ducing pharmaceuticals. 

F01reign invesitments in Germany 
might give you another iiluminating 
example of what concentrated inter
national' cq-opelration means. Bet
ween September 1961 and June 1965. 
the amount was Rs. 777 crores, half 
of which came from neighbouring 
countries and the rest from the U.S.A. 
As far as German investments abroad 
are concerned, they come in the pri
vate sector up to 1964 to only Rs. 8,64. 
crores. West Germany is, therefore, 
in consequence of the enormous losses 
due to the last war, walking to a cer
tain degree on foreign crutches. In- • 
ternational partnershlp was an effici
ent help in the recovery of the West 
German industry. Capital has been·, 
made freely transferable by the then 
Minister of Economics, Proi. Erhard. 
West Germany was able to gain its 
feet and surge ahead. Now it is, as 
you might know, the second largest 
trading partner in the world. The 
principle- of its system is not only to 
assist the economically week but to 
give full cope to initiative and free 
enterprise. · 

I shall now give you another ex
ample which refers to an Asian coun
try, J aP'3n; after the second world 
war, has made rapid pro6ress in tech
nology and industry and accomplish
ed considerable technical innovation. 
As the Japan Patent A.>sor.iation has 
explained in its memorandum which 
was handed over to the esteemed
Select Committee, this is all due in 
an important degree to the introduc
tion of foreign .patents, foreign know-
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how and foreign .capital 'nt0 Japan 
under the protection of Japanese 
Patent& Laws which are in lines simi
lar to the laws in other industnaiiscd 
countries of the Western orbit, The 
technical balance of trade inc! udir.g 
patent royalties and payment for 
kn<Jw-how amounted in 1964 to foreign 
expenditure of 146.4 million dollars 
while Japan received in the same year 
for patent royalties •nd know--how 
from abroad only seven million dol
lars. This again means, a:; in the 
German case, a negative balonce of a 
sum total of 139.4 million do!!ars. 
Our Japanese ·friends reiterate this 
fact by saying that it is in this way 
that they have made technical pro
gress in industries and have gained 
much larger sums in foreign currency 
by the exportation of the products 
thus made in Japan. It is exactlv 
such a point of view \..,hich should be 
included in the basic objectives of 
your Patents Law and play a very im
portant role. It i• mentioned further
more in the Japanese memorandum 
and I quote: "It is nations such as 
Japan and West Germany whieh held 
a complete Patents System and . that 
have made progress in industry since 
the Second World War". And I may 
add in a phenomenal way. 

If you consider the Indian Patents 
Bill under these aspects, one might 
say that it has restricted essential and 
substantial rights. The consequence 
mentioned in the Japanese mem:>ran
dum is formulated as follows: · 

"If any form of property were 
to be used or acquired by gov
ernment without payment of rea
so~able compensation and with
out due process of Jaw, such use 
or acquisition would offen:i the 
fundamental rights which we have 
always jealously snfeguaeded in 
a democratic country ,m:i India is 
considered as a model case of d~
mocracy." 

The effect of this Bill, if enacted, Is 
tentamount to taking of property 

d Ower of Government without un er p .. 
due process of Jaw, without p~VlS!Oll 
for an· appeal to a judicial 'tr~bunal 

and without just compensation. To. 
give some data about the recent eco
nomic development of Japan, exports 
have risen in 1965 by 26 r>er cent after 
23 per cent in 1964. The balance of 
payment came out with •dditional 
rupees 96 crores. The Germ 1.1 b:1lance 
of. payment by the way in comparison 
in 1965 ended, for the first time since 
14 years due lo enormou~ imports. 
caused by high prices, wrch a deficit 
which .can be appriasoJ nt about 
rupees 780 crores. And may I add 
to finish up the Japane:-e cas~ that 
the special adviser to the Minister of 
F·oreign Affairs, Mr. Ohkila. mention
ed some days ago in New Delhi that 
though the economic plannlnl{ agenC'Y 
of the government had produced seve
ral plans since the end of World War 
II, the Japanese economy w10 pre
dominantly a private enterprise and 
the per capita income in 1954 'toad 
at 2900 rupees, by fnr the hi~l-rest in 
Asia. 

Reference is often being made to 
Italy and its patent laws. Everybody 
knows that the Patent Laws in exis
tence have been reformed under the 
domination of Mussolini in 1939. 
There is practically no patent proteo
tion for pharmaceuticals in ItalY, 
with the consequence that smal! and 
obscure firms arc flooding the mar
ket, but nevertheless, international 
products are being preferred. HOE
CHTS, for instance, is in the market 
with 76 per cent of diabetes tablets 
consumed whereas 37 Italian firms 
deliver only ·24 per cent. The same 
is the case with products of other 
firms who are research oriented. 
The chemical industry of Italy, as 
you might know, however, enjoys 
patent production and has developed 
a high international standard, if you 
take f.i. Montecatini and Edison. 

Now the Italian pharmaceutical in
dustry wants· international exchange 
of te~hnical progress and the Italian 
goyernment has drafted a bill accord
ing to which patent protection shall 
be granted for proce.se& to manufac
ture drug• and m~dicine•. The draft 



•bill is before the Judicial committee 
·of the Italian Senate. 

On the other hand, the European 
Economic Community has prepared a 
European patents law which is in 

•conformity with an agreement of the 
European council to harmonise the 
sale of all kinds of drugs. This of 
course will influence action in .. taly 
as well as in Great Britain. May I 
add that the Council of Europe em
braces European countries belong
ing to the European economic com
munity as well as to the European 
free trade area and consequently all 
the States of western part of Europe. 
A convention on the unification of 13 
points of substantive law on patents 
for inventions has been concluded in 
November, 1963. According to this 
convention of the Council Of Europe 
protection will be granted to the 
substance itself produced by chemi
cal processes in so far as the substance 
does not relate to food stuff, luxury 
articles, provisions including sweets, 
tea, coffee, beverages and tobacco 
products. Italy, as a member of the 

·Council of Europe, is obliged after a 
limited period to grant patent protec
tion for such substances produced by 
chemical processes. As you might 
perhaps know, the Soviet Union has 
already adhered to the international 
convention for the protection of in
dustrial property known as the Paris 
convention. Further, in the middle of 
1965, the Soviet Union has introduc
ed a trade mark Jaw. At a conference 
held at Munich recently between the 
representatives of Eastern and Wes
tern Europe including the Soviet 
Union, the above-mentioned informa
tion was again disclosed. This indi
cates reinforced preparedness for 
international exchange between east 
and west European countries includ
ing the Soviet Uni.on of technical in
formation and the use Of patents upon 
pa"ment of reasonable tPtms. Since 
th 0 adherence of Soviet Union to the 
Paris convention, not a single case 
has been known according to which 
the so'viet Union bas violated the 
patent ri~ht<. As far as the new 
Indian pa'"nt law is concerned, judi-
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cia! appeal seems comparatively to 
be absolutely necessary. 

Regarding the term of validity of 
a patent the exceptional case of ten 
years only for drugs and foods seems 
to be discriminatory. It is a basic 
experience that discrimination tends 
to breed new discrimination. It is 
suggested that the term should be 
ten years at least as of the date of 
sealing of the patent instead of the 
date of filing the complete specifica
tion. 

Sections 5 and 47 provide that for 
food, medicine or drug patent protec
tion shall be only for processes and 
to the products produced by such 

. processes. But no provision is made 
concerning the burden of proof. This 
should lie in any case with the in
fringer. And if a licence is granted 
under a pa{ent or another person is 
authorised to work the invention for 
reasons of vital importance, the licen
cee should start immediately to 
produce and not be allowed to import 
only. In any case the licencee should 
pay reasonable royalty. If a coun
try changes its patent law it is to my 
mind a bad thing in so far as it off
ends the international code of fair 
behaviour and science and develop
ment in the whole world in a detri
mental way. India, however, bas a 
special place; it is a guiding light
house to many countries, especially 
those which are less developed. For 
this reason, pharmaceutical firms· all 
over -the world are so much interested 

· ir. the way the Indian government 
proceeds with the patents Bill. There 
is always a way to find a solution 
which gives comfort to both parties. 

If for instance prices seem to be 
extremely high, why not follow the 
French example: after a period of 
three years from the date of commer
cial exploitation, the patentee has to 
appear before an official committee 
which controls the whole cost struc
ture and then has to come to terms 
re~arding a fair and ciel,ent price. 
This of course can only ~e done on 



condition that the representative of 
the government is not just interested 
to take over but to have the firm cal
culate a _fair price. Needless to say 
that, for mstance, big institutions like 
Securo Social in Latin America get 
substantial discount. The India~ 
government has always been flexible 
if necessity arises. I might refer to 
the substantial tax reductions which 
will be granted for the erection of 
the new fertiliser factories. 

The 'late Mr. La! Bahac.lur Shas!ri 
W>lnted a purely pragmatic approach 
to problems. The Shastri legacy in 
the economic and scientific field is 
determined pursuit towards self-reli
ance in a most pragmatic manner 
which gives the best advantage possi
ble to the Indian people without hurt
ing the foreign investor sincerely. 
Solid business with a social touch is 
what you need in the new patent 
law'. This is in conformity with the 
words of our President Lubuke 'which 
I quoted at the beginning of the 
memorandum. It reminds me of what 
the foreign minister of Kenya, Josef 
Murumbi, told me once: "As far as 
international co-operation is concern
ed, we do not want charity because 
charity only comes once. Tb,>refore, 
we want solid and fair business 
which helps both the parties." 

Thank you once again for having 
given me an opportunity to place my 
views before you and, J ai Hind. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Mr. 
Huncl<, your memorandum which was 
circulated to us and also your expla
l!ation have been of considerable helP 
t~ us. We would like to ask one or 
two questions. Would you like to 
tell us, in regard to the modern re
search which is being conducted in 
Germany in relation to drugs, how 
much of international co-operation 
you have in modern drug research, 
for instance? I mean the collabora
tion between your country and ano
ther foreign country, for instance, 
or foreign countries. 
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Dr. J. M. Hunck: I can only answer
in general terms. I gave You the 
mstance that we have much more
royalties from abroad. I should ap
praise it at about 30 to 40 per cent, 
and a few of the drugs we are pro
ducing in Germany are being pro
duced on the basis of royalties and 
patents from abroad. 

Shrimatl Shard& Mukerjee: I am· 
afraid I did not put my question so 
directly; what l mean to ask is, in 
the research laboratories themselves, 
is there any work being conducted in 
collaboration between Germany and 
foreign countries. 

Dr. J, M. Runck: No, probably not. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: When . 
you say that international cooperation 
between India and Germany would 
be affected by this measure, do I take 
it that you only refer to the invest
ment aspect or you refer also to the 
research aspect? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I should think 
both, because research also means 
investment: sending exports to India 
and invest an amount of money and 
use technological work and find out 
the methods which may suit the 
climatic conditions of India, and find 
out indigenous plants and all those 
things. That means investment, of
course. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: As you
are aware, this Bill is an amending 
Bill, coming after many years since 
the existing Act was brought into· 
effect and which is now in force; the 
present Act is almost 50 years old. 
I think it has been the experience in 
this country that there has been very 
little collaboration in research in' 
regard to drugs and other things. We 
feel that while European countries 
are anxious to invest capital here, 
they are not equally anxious to part 
with their knowledge. 

Dr. J. M. Bunclt: They have started 
the collaboration on a laboratory
scale. The first Jrtep was, as you· 



·might remember, the Indo-Gerunan 
co-operation with firms in Asia. This 
.started only in 1957-58, that is to say, 
. only six to eight years back, and 
·within these eight years, the first step 
was to export to India; the second 
step was to establish its own ven
tures; for many years, the first difli-

··CU!ty was one of exchange; there was 
not enough foreign exchange to trans
fer our profits back to Germany, and 
for this very reason the German firms 
told me in the last few years that 
they even prefer to invest this money 
in India; probably Hoescht does it and 
Bayer does it, and similar other firms 
will do so. Since they were told that 
this co-operation is of advantage to 
both parties, they might call new 
items of research which can be trans
ferred to Germany; it is in fact, not 
forei2n exchange, but it is only intel
lectual money which can be exchang
ed with Germany and can be used in 

·Germany for any other country where 
the climate and other conditions may 
be similar. The Germans have pick

·.ed up this idea of erecting more labo
ratories in your country, especially
India-which has a huge market. I 

·can give you more items. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: As 
you have rightly said, India has a 
huge market, but India wishes to 

·develop markets outside India, and it 
is to safeguard that that this Bill has 
been presented to Parliameont. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I think I have 
mentioned in my little memorandum 
th~t exporting is another thing; there 
m1ght be other conditions and coun
tries . where exports are possible, 
espec1ally your neighbouring markets 
in Asia, and these joint ventures are 
quite willing to do so. I see that 
there is quite a lot of such joint ven
tures of two or three firms here in 
Delhi, who do export business. Why 
should it not be done in pharmaceu
tical interests, which are specially 
prepared for this part of the world 
and this part of Asia? .. 

Sbri Bibudhendra Mlshra: Would 
y_ou please tell u• the exact provi

·..>!On m the Bill to which you. object! 
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.Dr. J. M. H'unck: I mentioned. in 

my speech that I consider patents as 
a method to restrict production or a 
certain amount of development for a 
given period to one firm. That is one 
objection. 

Sbri Bibudhendra Mishra: I hope 
you are acquainted with the provi
sions of your German patent law. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I have generally 
presented my ideas. To a certain 
degree, I am aware of those laws. 
Basically, I am. 

Shri Bibudhendra Mishra: In Ger
many also, articles of food and medi
cines-the products are not patent
able, but only the process is patent
able. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Patents apply to 
both. 

Shri Bibudhendra Mishra: I find 
from the United Nations publication 
that both in Germany and Japan, only 
the processes are patented, and if the 
patent is not worked inside the coun
try, they can be revoked. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: But you have to 
pay compensation and you can apply 
to the court about it. It is qui.te 
natural. 

Shri Bibudhendra Mishra: But there 
is a prov!Slon that if it is not work
ed inside the country, it can be re
voked. Also, in the public interest, 
there is a provision that there can be 
compulsory licence. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Yes; it must be,. 
if it is a question of emergency. 

Mr. Chairman: That is what this 
law is doing. What is your objection; 
those provisions . are being sought to 
be enacted here; so, what is your 
objection? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: The objection is, 
it is not clearly explained which are 
those public undertakings and cases; 
secondly, by. licensing, it does not 
enable us to ~:o to court a~:ainst it. 



1n Germany, there is a special court 
in Munich which deals with patents 
and with violations of patents. 

Shri Bibudhentlra Mishra: This 
book, published •by the United Nations, 
The Role of Patents in the transfer 
of technology to developing countries, 
also refers to Germany, and the reply 
given by the Government of Germany 
says: "Free use of invention by order 
of Government in the interests of the 
public". 

Dr, J. M. Hunck: Only with com
pensation. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
compensation may be illusory. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: It must be a fair 
compensation. 

·Shri S. 'N. Mishra: What counter
vailing actiO'lls . have you adopted in 
your country to contain the evil 
effects of monopoly arising out of 

]latents? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: We do not con
sider that as an evil effect of mono
poly. I have told you about the prices 
and about obsolescence. 

Shri S. N. Mishra~ If the prices do 
· not happen to be at the international 

level, what action do you take? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: We do not take 
any action. We leave it to the free 
competition between the producers. 

.Whether the price is high or not, the 
I?hysician who recommends a drug 
and the patient who takes it prefer a 
drug prepared by a first class firm in 
which they have got confidence. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: What is the 
amount of foreign investment that 

has taken plaee in drugs in Germany? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I cannot give the 
answer at the moment. 

Shri s. N .. Mishra: You mentioned 
the figure of 777 crores so far as 
foreign investment is concerned. pro-
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bably that comprises both on govwn
ment account and private account? 

Dr. J. M. HuDek: Only private 
account. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: Since you are 
dealing in the field of drugs, was it 
not reasonable for us to expect you 
to give some figure about foreign 
investment in the field of drugs? 

Dr. J. M. Huack: I can give it to 
you later; not at the moment. 

Shri S. N. Mishra: What is the 
ratio of foreign patents to the indiee
nous inventions in Germany? 

Shri Peter Alvares: In the subject
title of your memorandum .you have 
said "Development of Indian Phar
maceutical Industry to serve the 
public-Memorandum pleading for 
competitive prices by fair competi
tion". I do not know if you are aware 
that the prices of foreign patented 
pharmaceutical products in India are 
two to three times the cost in Eur
opean countries. The other factor is 
most foreign pharmaceutical com
panies have secured a monopoly by 
patenting all processes in this country 
and thereby preventing the broad
based growth of the pharmaceutical 
industry. In view of this, how do 
you justify ·your own thesis that if 
the field is kept open for foreign 
enterprise and participation. the pre
sent system as it is will serve the 
Indian public? The prices are mani
pulated and the industry is not allow
ed to grow because of monopolistic 
tendencies. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, prices 
of many other things are also higher 
in India. An Italian Fiat car costa 
double the ·price here as in Italy. You 
might know the reasons why it is so. 
bf course, there might be other 
reasons-the price structure, cost of 
production, market situation, etc. 

Shri Peter Alvares: That is not 
very correct. because these patents 
are not worked in India. They are 



imported. If they w~re worked in 
India, I can understand the argument 
that cost of production in India is 
higher. · 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I have seen statis
tics where prices bf drue:s in India 
are not high. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: It is an acknow
ledged fact that the price of a parti
cular brand of patented medicine in 
India is higher than the so-called 
international price prevailing in other 
countries. To pinpoint his question, 
can you tell me in the last 15 years 
how many patents have been taken 
by the German firms in India and 
how many of such patents are work
ed in India? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Unfortunately l 
have no figures about it. I will try 
to get it. 

Shri Peter Alvares: In the last para 
of page 3 you say, 

"The new Bill will not encour
age in particular the foreign 
patent holders to work the 
patents in India." 

This is what fhe Bill wants to do, i.e., 
to try to compel foreign patent hol
d~rs to work them in India. At pre
sent there is no such compulsiOn. 
That is why we have the situation 
where all patents are registered here, 
but the products for sale are imported 
from outside. The present Bill will 
try to do away with that. I do not 
understand how you say the Bill will 
not encourage the physical workin,;: 
of patents in India. 

Dr. J. M. H'unck: As far a~ I know, 
the German firms do not see that 
there is enough security or the risks 
may be too high to start laboratories 
here. 

Shri Peter Alvares: At the momP.nt 
there is no compulsion to start a 
laboratory to work any pat~nt in 
India. This Bill will try to do some
thing like that in a half-hearted man
ner. But you do not want that pro-
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VISion and you want the existing 
provision to continue whereby it will 
not be required .that a patent is com
pulsorily worked in this country. So, 
this statement is not correct from the
point of view of what the Bill seeks 
to do. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I see it in a diffe
rent way. At present there is no
opportunity for a foreign patent 
holder to work on it in this country. 

Mr. Chairman: · Why is there no· 
opportunity? If he takes a patent 

· here and does not work it here, what 
is the government to do? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Government can_ 
stipulate that he has to work it here. 
As I have said in my me~orandum, 
you can always find a way which 
satisfies both parties. 

Mr. Chairman: The very object of 
having patents is in the interests of 
the country. 

Dr. J. M. Hoock: Yes. 

~lr. Chairman: Supposing a patentee· 
does not work that process and pro
duce the product in India? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: After some yearso 
he should produce it here. 

Mr. Chairman: That is what -he
Bill tries to do. 

Dr .. J. M. Runck: But you must 
give deceht conditions and fair prices:' 
on which he can work.· 

Shri Peter Alvares: India has a. 
low cost structure and America has 
a higher cost structure. The prices
here are four times the prices ln 
America ~nd in real terms the price 
o.f a particular medicine will be ten 
~1mes more in India than what it is 
m America. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: There is no com
petition from other international 
firms. 



Shri Peter Alvares: How can there 
be any competition? 

1\lr. Chairman: You hold the mono
poly and you will file a suit in the 
court if your patent rights are viola!· 
ed. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: If you allow more 
firms then there will be competition. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You said that 
if a patentee after taking a patent 
inside this country does not function 
for two or three years then we should 
revoke that patent. But then you 
will ask us to pay him the compen
sation. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, he is 
entitled to get some compensation !or 
his patent which you use. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: In your speech 
you laid emphasis on the research 
part of it. Could you give us an 
idea, taking any particular pharma
ceutical firm in Germany, as to how 
much money is spent on research, how 
much on advertisements and so on? 

Dr. J. 1\1. Hunck: On research and 
-development they spend about 15 per 
cent and on advertisements it is subs
tantially less. We in Germany ad· 
vertise very little because the phar
macies, the physicians and others use 
what is produced. 

Shri Gowdh: You have chosen · 
three or four items with which you 
disagree. One of them is the question 
of royalty payable· to a patentee. You 
say that 4 per cent is.very low. What 
in your opinion is the percentage 
that should be given as royalty? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: In Great Britain 
they had legal proceedings and 18 per 
cent was given. 

Shri Gowdh: Is it your opinion 
that no percentage should be 'ixcd? 

Dr. J. 1\1. Hunck: Yes. 

You say that if the 
is reduced from 6 
it is not workable, 

Shri Gowdh: 
me of the patent 
years to 10 years 

807 (B) L.S.-13. 
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it is not profitable to the patentee. 
What do you think should be the 
reasonable period? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: My idea was ten 
years. I was saying that it tak<s 
about two years in between the d·•te 
he applies and the date on which he 
receives the patent. 

Mr. Chairman: It is 18 years in 
Germany from the date of application. 
Here in India it is now 16 years and 
now under the Bill it is made 14 
years and 10 years from the date of 
application for medicines and food 
articles. It actually comes to 12 years. 
That distinction is made in many 
countries. · 

Shri Gowdh: Are you aware of any 
instances in the recent years where 
a patented drug has becCI!Tle obso lcte 
or out of date within five years be
cause of the invention of a more 
effective drug? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: There are many 
instances of such drugs. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In his memo
randum, on page 3, Dr. Hunck rays: 

"Paragraph 48 enables the State 
to confiscate all patents without 
giving any reason or compensa
tion". 

Clause 48 is only for certain gov
ernmental purposes. Will he explain 
why he has used the word "confisca
tion"? 

Dr. J. 1\l, Hunck: If you take 
without compensation, I should 
it confiscation. 

away 
call 

Shri K. K. Warior: Is there no such 
provision in any of the Acts in Ger
many? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: No, it is not there 
in any other country. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Suppose a situa
tion arises, for defence' or in the case 
of some epidemic or some such thing, . 
where the Government thinks ;t is 
necessary should not the Government 
have the right to import any patent
ed material~ither the process, the 



material or the . product-from out
side? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, it has 
that right. 

1\fr. Chairman: The provision in he 
West German enactment says that 
the free use of the patent invention 
is possible by the order of the Gov
ernment in the interest of public 
welfare and security. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course. 

Mr. Chairman: That is all what we 
want to do by this Bill. 

Dr. J: M. Hunck: It is confiscation 
if it is done without proper compen
sation. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Suppose the 
patentee is not in a position to sup
ply enough of that product during a 
crucial period like an emergency or 
when there is an epidemic how can 
the Government safeguard the interests 
Of the community? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: But why do you 
not pay compensation? That cO'!tl
pensation is for his intellectual pro
perty .. 

!l.lr. Chairman: In' your enactmel't 
relating to patents there is no question 
of compensation. It refers to free use 
of -patent invention by the ord">r of 
Government in the interest of public 
welfare and security. So, why do 
you object to this provision in our 
Bill? After all, Government will 
exercise that power only for the wel
fare of the country and for the securi
ty of the country. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, they 
can dO it, but the patentees should be 
compensated. 

Shri K. K. Warior: 'l'hen I come to 
clause 87, relating the licensing rights, 
to which you have raised objection. 
Is it not a fact that similar provisions 
exist in patent laws ot developed 
eountries7 
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Dr. J. M. Hunck: No, I do not think 

licensing rights in the pharmaceuti
cal field for patents is given anywhere 
else. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Suppose a firm 
in a developed country takes patent 
rights for a number of processed for 
the same product just to block the 
entry of others into the field; creating 
or acquiring a monopoly in that pro
duct, should that be allowed? Suppose 
that party is not using all the proces
ses but only one process, should not 
the local inventors or research wor
kers be given some elbow room to 
utilize the other processes? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, pro
vided the party concerned has the 
brain, the knowledge, the know-how. 
But no stich thing is mentioned in 
the Bill. It simply says that the. 
licensing rights can be given. It should 
specify that it will be given only to 
those who have got the know-how 
and who know the trade secrets, be
cause they are much more i•mportant 
than the patent proper. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In a contin
gency where a firm tries to block the 

. entry of others by patenting all the 
processes, should not Government 
enter the field and encourage the 
local manufacturers to produce 
them? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: But how many 
patents are there in India which stands 
in the way of curbing the initiative of 
the local inventors from evolving 
some new processes? Not many. Why 
should we concentrate on those few 
unscrupulous firms and generalise? 

Shri K. K. Warior: All right I will 
not generalise. But in case all the 
processes are patented only to block 
the development of indigenous in
vention, should there be any objec
tion to a provision in this enactment 
which will lift that blockade and 
allow free open competition? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: H you kindly 
make it a little more specific, I can 
trY; to answer it. It some one doe. 



something which is against the wel
fare of the community, It is quite 
natural to take action against him. 
But that is an exceptional case. 

Mr. Chairman: It is only in an ex
Ct.!ltlOnal case that Government will 
use those powers. Do you mean to 
say that the Government will use 
those powers indiscriminately? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: As far as I know 
sections 87 and 88 say that patents 
relating to food and drugs shall auto
matically be endorsed with !he words 
"licensing rights". Furthermore, even 
a patent held under the old Act will 
automatically be endorsed with these 
words from the commencement of the 
present Act. No appeal is possible 
against that. The Controller can uti
lise the patent at any time before the 
terms of the licence are mutually 
agreed upon. It is retrospective. He 
gets it immediately before the terms 
of the licence are agreed upon. 

Sbri K. K. Warior:. Then I come 
to the question of royalty. You say 
that 4 per cent royalty is too low. • 
But it is not as if the patent right is 
given to somebody and all of a sudden 
4 per cent is fixed. There is sufficient 
scope for all sorts of agreements bet
ween the patentees and the licensees. 
This provision is only to safeguard 
against extorting exorbitant royalties. 
It is only there the Controller comes 
in the way and fixes 4. per cent. Is 
it not sufficient? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: You are referring 
to an exceptional case. But I am 
sure it is not the case everywhere. 

Shri K. K. Warior: It is not cover
ing all licenses compulsorily. It is 
only when the other provisions are 
not satisfied, in the last resort, it is 
done under section 88. 

Mr. Chairman: It is there in the 
German enactment also. It says that 
by declaration to be published and 
registered any patentee may permit 
any person to use his patented inven-
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lion subject to adequate compensa
tion. 

Dr. J. M. llunck: Under this provi
sion anybody can apply for this 
licence to the Controller and he hu 
to give it immediately without wait
ing for proper agreements. 

Shri K. K. Warior: What will be the 
impact of this Bill when enacted on 
the export market of West Germany, 
so far as medicines, pharmaceutical• 
and intermediates are concerned? 

Dr. J. M. llunck: On the W'""t 
German pharmaceutical industry, you 
mean? 

Shri K. K. Warior: What is the 
assessment of those friends who were 
happy in giving you the brief aud 
asking you to represent them? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Those friend•, as 
I told you, are very happy to con
tinue to co-operate and develop more 
co-operation with India. 

Shri K. K. Warior: We welcome 
that co-operation. The question is: 
What will be the impact, adverse or 
advantageous, on the West German 
industry if this Bill is enacted, ac
cording to their assessment or accord
ing to your assessment? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: It depends. on 
individual cases; but, basically you 
must allow the man who inveoUI 
money to get a fair profit out of his · 
money if the risk is in a decent limit. 
There is nothing wrong about it. 

Shri K. K. Warier: I understand 
from your statement that India standa 
to suffer, but what will be the im
pact on the West German industry, 
according to their assessment or ac
cording to the assessment of any of 
the associations which the pharma
ceutical industry has. or according to 
your own personal assessment, if any, 
and not on German investments Ia 
India? 

Dr, J. M. Bunck: In what respect? 



Shri K: K. Wartor: In their exports 
to India or in their taking out patents 
here for their exports and .processes. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am afraid, 
there may not be the desire to es
tablish a laboratory and collaboration 
will not be as much as it has been 
up till now. 

Mr. Chairman: Please look to clause 
88(5). Compensation is provided 
there. It is not expropriation. 

Dr. J. M. Rnnck: Expropriation was 
only under section {8. 

Mr. Chairman: That is, for the pur
poses of Government. 

Dr. J. M. Rnnck: For the. pur. 
poses of Government or if anyone 
does it on behalf of Government. 

. Mr. Chairman: If it is for Govern
ment purposes, Government should 
reserve those powers. Do you not 
agree? Many countries have done 
that. UlC has done it; Germany has 
done it. 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: Then we come 
back to the same old question, that 
is, decent compensation should be 
paid. 

Mr., Chairman: But you have no 
objection .to the power being retained 
lf compensation is paid. 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: Of course: It is 
quite natural if a country is in a 
state of emergency and a state of 
defence. 

•Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: 
When the Government exercises that 
power, no compensation is paid un
der the German patent law. 

Dr, J. M. Runck: I am sorry, there 
ar~ no cases of taking over patents 
Without compensation. Compensation 
Is paid. 

Mr. Chairman: Not even for secu
rity purposes? 
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Dr. :r. M. Runck: It pays for that. 

Shri R. Ramanathan . Chettiar: 
It may be illusory or nominal com
pensation. 

Dr. :r. M. Runck: It depends; but at 
least it is fair compensation, not only 
nominal. Government does not take 
anything away from only a · small 
group of people. The taxpayer has 

·to pay the money. He will be com
pensated. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You must 
be aware of the fact that during the 
last ten years there have been patent 
agreements by German firms in , this 
country and the old Act has not put 
any limit on royalty, still under the 
agreements, "" they stand, generally 
the royalty fixed is not more than 
8 or 10 per cent? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Yes, I know. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Agree-
ments entered into during these ten 
years do not have a rate of royalty 
more than 8 or 10 per cent-that is 

·the maximum; it may be 5, 4 or 6 
per cent even. Then, on what 
grounds do you say that there should 
be royalty of 15, 16 or 18 per cent? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I mentioned the 
British case. You asked me what 
royalty should be paid. Then I men
tioned what is paid in Great Britain. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In veiw of 
the fact that German firms agreed 
to a royalty of less· than 8 per cent, 
as a jouranlist you ought to have an 
idea why the Government of India is 
goiii.g to fix it as 4 per cent in spe
cial cases. Have you studied it from 
that point of view? 

Dr. J. M. Bun~k: May I tell you 
that royalties are paid in the course 
of joint 'ventures of German firms co
operating with Indian firms? Of 
course, royalty is one small profit 
which comes out of it; but, there is 
besides, another kind of .profit fot 
producing and selling those· goods 
which may be shared between the 



Indian and German partners. 
m1ght have additional profit in 
general ·business in this joint 
ture. 

They 
their 
ven-

Shri Kashi Ram Gnpta: Whethe! 
they make additional profit or not it 
not the question here; the question 
is about patent royalty to be fixed 
by the Controller. Under the agree· 
ments that royalty is Jess than 8 per 
cent, which means that Indian condi· 
ti(Yl1S are suited to them for a lower 
royalty. If it is so, your argument 
about this clause does not stand. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: 4 per cent is 
only half the amount of 8 per cent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But that 
8 per cent is the maximum; there are 
cases of it being 5, 6, 4 or 3· per cent 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Royalty is be
sides profits out of mutual business. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The Con
troller has nothing to do with profits; 
he fixes it about the patent. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: German firms do 
go into negotiations regarding the 
royalty. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Every 
firm has to negotiate under the old 
Act 

Dr. J. M. Runck: In case there is 
a joint venture, b~sides royalty he 
gets additional profit out of that, so, 
he agrees to royalty of 8 or 6 per 
cent. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You say 
that collaboration is welcome. When 
it is welcome, the net result is there. 
Everybody knows it. When they will 
get profit from it, according to you, 
there should be the least objection 
to lower royalty; 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Does that 4 per 
eent include royalties? Or, does it 
also refer to know-how agreements? 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: Know-how 
has nothing to do with it 
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Dr. J. M. Runck: But the Chairman 
just now referred to some section 
where it is said "royalties and simi
lar things". 

Shri Bibodhendra 1\lishra: It soys: 
"4 per cent of net ex-factory sale pr1ce 
in bulk of the patented article". 

Dr. J. M. Runck: But does it refer 
to royalty? 

Shri Bibudhendra l\7ishra: That is a 
sort of compensation, 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Royally 
and other remuneration. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: What is meant hy 
110thzr remuneration"? 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: It doC3 
not include know-how. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am happy if it ill 
so. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: It 
says, 4 per cent royalty and other 
remuneration. It is not clear. 

Draftsman: The idea is that th!) 
maximum that is recovered should not 
exceed 4 per cent. Supposing we 
simply use the word 'royalty' only, th,. 
object of the provision may be de
feated by using some other expres
sion, e.g., royalty 3 Per cent, some
other thing 5 per cent or 6 per c>nt. 
Whether in the form of royalty or 
otherwise, all told, it should n~t 
exceed 4 per cent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That bas 
nothing to do with the know-how. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Could there be 
other agreement regarding compen
sation for know-how? Is it inc udcd 
in this? I was told just now that it 
includes everything. I am not sure. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Supposin: 
the word 'remuneration' is not there, 
are you then agreeable to this? 

Dr. J. M. Bnnck: Yes. 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that there are huge expenses on 
research and, therefore, care should 
be taken to see that all those expen
ses are covered. As you know, in 
India there is mixed economy. Here, 
the Government has also got its own 
laboratories and they give the facili
ties and there may be further im
provement in lhat direction. T!ien, 
your argument of spending very 
heavy amoUI>' s on research does not 
stand bore. Your argument may be 
from 'cho German point of view and 
not from the Indian poinf of view. 
In India. the Government also gives. 
facilities in the field -of research. 
When this is the case here, the ques
tion of asking for the extension of the 
p10riod of pa\ent or a bout the rate of 
royalty does not stand on that ground. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Why should the 
research cost less for the Government 
than for the private people? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Whether it 
is lower or higher, the question is 
this. You say, in India, the German 
Company spends a huge amount on . 
research. But actually, the amount 
spent on research can be huge only 
1f the Company is doing it indepen
dently. In this country, there are 
Government laboratories also, and 
there are other ways of doing it. 

Mr. Chairman: 
him? 

Why argue with 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He has to 
see to the conditions obtaining here. 
We are draf\ing the Bill according to 
our own conditions. 

Therefore, we have given the period 
as 10 years because we know the 
amount spent on research will not be 
so much as they say. 

You are a journalist and you should 
~ow the position obtaining here and 
m Germany and other countries. You 
~hould examine it. 

Shri J. M. Runck: I am surprised ' 
how the time taken on research for 
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certain products should be shorter 
here than in other countries. 

Mr. Chairman: You need not argue. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I am not 
arguing. I am linking it up with the 
period of the patent. We have made 
it 10 years. He is objecting to that; 
he says that that is not enough. We 
say that the period of 10 years is 
enough. 

Mr. Chairman: He wants extension 
of time because they have to spend a 
lot of money on research in Germany. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta:· My point is 
that when they ha,:e to come here, 
they are to do it here. 

Mr. Cb.airman: Research is done in 
Germany also. 

·Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He is a 
journalist also. He ought to know 
the position, obtaining in other coun
tries including India. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: We should al
ways take into account the research 
cost which the firm undergoes in all 
places, not in India ptoper only. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Have you 
thought of some suggestions by which 
the Indian inventor may benefit? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Whether it is an 
Indian or an alien inventor, every
one should benefit in the same way 
or everyone should get the saine in
centives by way of royalties or by way 
of fair compensation. Whatever I 
have mentioned does not refer te 
foreigners only. It does refer OPly 
to scientists, whether foreign or Indian. 
What I suggested was that more 
Indians should be trained in labora
tories which are built up by joint 
ventures. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
stated that there should be proper in
vestment climate in India. Do you 
mean to say that the present Act 
provides proper investment climate 
and that the amended Act will not 



provide proper climate and. if 
what are .your reasons? 

so. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am afraid that 
the new patent law will not provide 
comparably favourable investment 
climate. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How does 
he explain the reasons? 

Mr. Chairman: He has alr~ady 
replied. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Can you 
give us an idea about the time taken 
generally for such research in your 
country and the percentage, in 
general, of the amount that is >pent 
on research? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I .have already 
given the answer-10 to 15 per cent 
is being spent on research. 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On the basis 
· of your knowledge· during the last 10 

or 15 years, may I know how much 
has generally been the time taken on 
research on certain patents? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: It takes from 2 
to 4 years. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: First of all 
I thank you for the expression that 
your country owes some social duty 
to this country also. In this country 
we want advanced research, know
how and raw materials in order to 
be able to set out foot on this modern 
industry of drugs and pharmaceuti
cals. May I know· how and in what 
way your country can help us in 
that? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Advanced re
search has to be done only when 
basic research is available. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: That. I know. 
What I am asking is this. We are 
grateful to you for the sentiments that 
you have expressed on behalf of your 
country. We need three things, name
ly, advanced research, technical knew
how and raw materials, in order to be 
put somewhere on the map of manu· 
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facture of drugs and pharmaceuticals. 
How and in what way your country 
can help us in that? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I gave you in
stances of Hoechst and Bayer, the 
new factories which are established in 
Bombay. Young Indian scientists are 
sent to Germany to be trained nnd 
later c.n to take over leading positicns 
in these firm<. This is a kind of co
operation whic'> is important and 
which gives advantage to both the 
parties. We mi;ht give you cur ex
perience and by this co-operation of 
both the partners, I think th~rc will 
be a good result within a few years. 

. Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Therefore, 
keeping, that in view, do you feel 
that it is all the more necessary that 
whatever firms get their patents in 
this country should invariably manu
factue and prepare these drugs 3nd 
pharmaceuticals within this co•mtry? 

Dr. J. M. llunck: Yes; it shnuld be 
done within this country; that is 
necessary. 

.Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Today ~he 
position is that most of the forc;gn 
firms .who have got their patents re
gistered here, are not preparing the 
drugs here. 

Dr. J. M. llunc~: The prep~r:.tion 
should be done in this country. That 
is the ic!ea of co-operation. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: As a colum
nist, I would ask you what would you 
consider a· reasonable return fnt' in
vestment-cum-knowhow-cum-all that 
the patentee imports from a forPign 
country. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am afraid it 
differs from branch to branch. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: I am talk<••C 
of drugs and pharmaceuticals. 

Dr. J. M. llunck: As I told you in 
the beginning, I have not my•elf had 
enou ~h practical experience to know 
how the cost structure is in the pre
duction . of pharmaceuticals. 



Shri Sham Lal Saraf: What ! mean 
here is this. When a drug or a phar
maceutical is in a position to be ccm
mercialised, what is the earning; that 
is, from the day it is commercialiscd, 
what would you consider to be a rea
sonable annual return for all the in
vestment, including the royalty, etc.? 
What percentage would you consider 
to be a reasonable return? 

Dr. J, M. Hunck: This is a Yery 
ticklish question. I cannot tell you 
whether it is 50 p.c. or 20 p.c. I gave 
you the suggestion as to how it is 
done in France. There, he presen•s 
his cost structure and they find out a 
dec,nt price considering dl :he ~ost 

elements. That would be a !air thing. 

Shrl Sham Lal Saraf: At the be
ginning you said that, after the ,pre
sent Bill came up, the German in
vestors were hesitating to invest in 
pharmaceutical industry in this coun
try. After all these discussions which. 
have taken place and in which you 
wonderfully participated, may I ask 
you whether the hesitat:on is more 
imaginary .. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I am sure that 
there will be a fair and dec2nt patent 
law afterwards, fair without t'1esc 
various c'auses which are low~ring 
the investment climate; for in£tance, 
the clause which makes it retrosvr.ctive 
on the patents already given; this is 
an exceptional case. · 

Shri Sham Lal Sara!: You hnve 
heard from different quarters that 
medicines and drugs sold here h this 

·country, particularly those th~t are 
imported or supplied by foreign in
ventors. are priced very high. When 
the Bill under discussion · coin~s i::to 
force •and along with the adminislra
th·e action, it will be necessary to 
regulate and not to control the price 
structure. Do you agree to that? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We have bePn tald 
about peop'e having put good amount 
of. money and good amount of money 
bemg spent on research in va"ious 
countries. I would like you to tell me 
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how many nobel laureates have· bi'en 
there in the last few years who !lave 
obtained nobel prizes during the l~st 
few years on medicine? Ha·;e you 
any such idea? 

Dr. J. 1\1. Hunck: I remember . my 
neighbour professor Domagh. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In the last 15 yean 
there have been 13 nobel laureates. 
Only one of them has been worki!'lg in 
the drug research fact.ory .. Only one. 
Out of them only one has been wo:k
ing in a factory and that is Paul 
Muller, discoverer of insect-killi:~g 
elements of D.D.T. He was working 
in a chemical factory producing phr.r
maceutical drugs. Others had heen 
working in other universities or Gov
ernment laboratories. The argument 
that money is required for res·•arch 
by the private firms falls to the grC''.lnd 
completely. Research of the type that 
is known as rese.arch has. not been 
carried out. 

Dr. J. M. Hun~k: They are ch:-sen 
by other people. Many of these are 
not known to the general pu!:l lie. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Those who nro 
selected for the nobel prize-the world 
knows them. I suppose you will not 
dispute that. There are many Germa!l~ 
who have obtained nobel prize1. Let 
me go to my next point. Whr.t p"r
centage of the profit should be com
pulsorily detected for research work 
in any big manufacturing concern? 
What percentage should be detected 
from their income? Do you suggc>t 
any figure? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I can give ycu the 
figure of 15 per cent., 15 per cent 
of the total prize. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Regarding car• 
marking for research work, 6 per cent 
Is done in this country. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I have no idea. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Hardly rmy re• 
aearch work worthwhile in what yc.tl 
cll!l medicines or drug research ol 



drug manufacture has been ~one in 
this country. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I know .•. 

Dr. 'c. B. Singh: What is the reason 
for this? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: In 1957 or 1958 
there 'were certain joint ventures in 
this country. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: They have net pro
duced any result. There have bPen 
various patents of foreign countries 
which have been sold here. Rea\ re
search is not done by joint ventures 
also. They are bringing their nw 
-uaterial, bottling them, and they ••re 
~oing nothing more. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: They try to use 
indigenous p~ant. They try to> do it 
under Indian climate and other ren
ditions. They are constanlly en Imlian 
surroundings here .. 
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Dr. C .. B. Singh: That we under• 
stand-tha~ is not my point. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: They are sending 
scientists to Germany and other coun
tries. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On p"ge 2, on 
paragraph 4, you have said that there 
Is nothing wrong with foreign invest• 
ments and that West Germany has 
made use of them from the very be· 
ginning. We are not disproving that. 
We don't dispute. What we dlfpute 
is the amount of investment and the 
consequent income and profit they 

· take. Suppose we ask you ·to suegest 
reasonable ratio of income from 'he 
investment, will you suggest some
thing? Sometimes you get 20. Some
times you get 30. Sometimes y ;>u get 
40. What do you suggest? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: It should have 
some relation to cost. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Will you agree to 
fO per cent? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Annual p;ofit of 
~ per cent? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: They say 11::1d pU1 
it as high as that. 

Dr. J. M. Uunok: It should not be 
so much. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How can you bring 
this down? There are very heavy 
prices as compared to the im·estment. 
What do you suggest to bring U1is 
down? 

Dr. J. M, Runck: Profits have to be 
set in relation to costs. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have men
tioned that as far as price is concern
ed, there should be some d•scciunt for 
hospitals, etc. Can this be done ~snd 
brought about in this Bill, com;>Ulsory 
discount for this very thing, in this 
BU? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Latin America 
for instance. They ofier a hu.:e dis
count. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: They do it here 
also. 20 per cent they do even here. 
That is not enough. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: When you say 
something apart fr.lm price regula. 
tion, you must mention its cost •.• 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You· agree to th.U 
to be incorp.lrated in this bill 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Yes. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: The pcincipal 
d:fficulty is in respect of far.oi~l\ 
collaboration. That has been foun<l. 
There are certain well-placed firms 
and producers abr.lad who are 
collaborators here that maintain the 
paLnt. During the duration of tha 
patent as no importation can be. mada 
in c.lmpetition w1th the sale by lhe 
patente~ . the charges charged by the 
patent-hold;r are inordinately high. 
You mentioned one instance. 1 am 
mentioning this because we have • 
combination of tw;> manufacturers. 
The referenc~ is "to Merck Sarabhai: 
They are very famous in this field.. 
In respect of Vitamin C their ·sale 
price within the country Is R.t. 'l4l• 



per kg. The international price is 
Rs. 18.501- subject to minur varia
tions. This fum is. a first class pro
ducer. but the internal consumer has 
to pay four times the cost of inter
national price for the same product. 
There is a strong feeling on this. 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: Could you kindly 
. give the details of this case? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: The details 
are what I said. Vitamin C is being ' 
manufactured with German collabora
tion of a very high standing. The 
Indian manufacturer is also of high 
standing. The internal price of the 
product is four times the external 
price. I am not asking you to com
ment on this. If these facts are 
correct. would you leave some dis
cretion tu the public authority to see 
to it that nothing more than what is 
considered as a reasonable pnce is 
charged for the product? 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: In any case, of 
cuursz. I have mentioned it several 
times. 

Shri D. P. Karnurltn: For this 
purpose it will be good for the compe
tent authority to take power and to 
take such ·measures to make the 
selling of the products at' a very high 
price almost difficult and impossible. 
A little increase in price on' account 
of first production or due to local 
conditi()ns is admissible. But if the 
difference in prices is su much then 

. you would agree with me? ' 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: I completely agree. 
I have mentioned it in my memo
randum. Normally the comparison 
should be with international standard 
price, but subject to special costs in 
India. 

, Shri D. P. Karmarkar: You have 
made your position clear in regard to 
40 and 42. One may or may not agree 
With that. That is a different matter. 
You have given reasons also. I have 

.checked up the factual position in 
' 
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Germany. This is a United Nations 
public'ation. I think we can take for 
granted the facts contained in this 
publication. There I may just invite 
.Your attention to one prOVISion, 
namely: "If working is of public 
interest, compulsory licence, and 
possible revocation; revocation by 
Federal Patent Court two years after 
grant of compulsory licence is possi
ble. If the invention is exclusively or 
mainly ... ' Let us leave it. I am. now 
coming to the most relevant point 
which says: "Free use ·of the inven
tion by order of Governments". 
Government have reserved this right 
to themselves. "Free use of the inven
tion by order of Government in the 
interest of public welfare or security'. 
Public security is clear. If Govern
ment are satisfieil that the public 
welfare is so served, then free usa 
of the invention is permissible. Do 
you agree with this? 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: What about com
pensation then? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Let us 
assume that compensation is there. 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: With compensa
tion I agree. 

Shri'D. P. Karmarkar: So you agree 
that at any time in the interest of 
public welfare free use of inven
tion can be made. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Free use 
and compensation do not tally. 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: What is free"> It 
is liberal use. · 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: With tl)is 
provision you will agree? 

Dr. J. M. Bunck: Of course. 

'Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Cost to the 
consu!ller is part of public interest 
or public welfare. That is obvious. 



Dr. J. M. Hunck: What is_ that? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I am manu
facturmg a medicine. It costs 50 times 
mo_re here. Obviously public Interest 
is mvolved in this. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Then you should 
say ~hat all copsumer prices are for 
pu_bhc welfare. How will you fix th 
prrce? e 

Shri D. P. Karmark.ar: Price should 
be reasonable. Would you consider 
consumer's price as part of public 
welfare? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Not in general. 

Mr. Ohairman: We have authentic 
information that internafional prices 
are lower than the prices that are 
being charged for patented 
n:~edicines. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: I am grate
ful to you for your observation He 
is a distinguished person in the fleld. 
I shall pass on this information to 
you so that you can make use of it. 
You ·see that Vitamin B6 manu
factured by Merck Sarabhai is sold 
here at Rs. 800 a kg; its international 
price is Rs. 206[-. Vitamin B12 ·manu
factured by Merck Sharp & Dohme is 
sold here at Rs. 215[- a gm; its inter
national price is Rs. 32[- per gm. 

Mr. Chairman: Is Merck an Ameri
can firm or German? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Merck is Ameri
can. It was taken away after the first 
World War. 

Shri D. P. ).{armarkar: Chloram
phen1c0l manufactured .by Parke 
Davis is sold at Rs. 410[- a kg in India 
whereas it is sold at -Rs. 100[- in inter
national market. Tolbutamide mllnu
factured by Hoechst is sold in India 
at Rs. 75[- a kg; its international 
price is Rs. 20[-. Vitamin A (dry 
powder) manufacured by Glaxo is 
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~old in India at Rs. 421[- , kg;. ita 
International price is Rs. 54!- a k!. 
Procaine Hydrochloride manufactured 
again by Hoechist is sold in India at 
Rs. 211- per 500 gm; its international 
price is Rs. 8[- per 500 gm. Tetracyc
line Hydrochloride manufactured by 
Pfizer-you please note this- is sold 
internally at Rs. 1,147[- per kilo; in 
the world market it is sold at Rs. 107!
per kilo. Assuming that these facts 
are correct, then you have already 
agreed that Government should take 
some power in their hands. 

Mr. Chairman: They are correct. 
They are compiled by the Reserve 
Bank of India. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: There is the ques
tion of compulsory licence. 

Shri D. P, Karmarkar: In the model 
law they have agreed that the Min
ister of Industries c0ncerned should 
have the power to give a compulsory 
licence wherever public safety or 
public -welfare is involved. Here we 
say that compulsory licence should 
be given. Do you agree that such 
power should include importation? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Instead of 
going to the High Court, if there is a 
tribunal consisting of a Judge, will 
you be satisfied? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Then it should be 
a special tribunal. The special tribunal 
'hould consist of experts. They have 
to be experts. I am in fa·n11r of 
appeal to the Court. We are livmg iu 
a democratic society. There :;hould be 
right of appeal. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: My honoura
ble friend just now quoted to you the 
prices of different drugs obtaining ill 
lndia and that obtaining abroad. What 
in your opinion India should do to 
bring down the prices of those drugs? 

Dr. J. M. H•mck: Of cours<> ·you will 
have differences in prices. This hap. 
pens not only in this country but aillct 



In many other countries. For reasons 
of scarcity of foreign exchange, you 
may not be importing the reGuired 
quantity of some drugs. If vou have 
more imports, then the prices will au
tomatically go down. , 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: It is uot a 
question of foreign exchange, We c'an · 
import only those medicines for which 
the firm has taken a patent in Ir.di;.. 
If for a particular drug a firm in Ger. 
many has taken the patent in India, 
we cannot import that drug f<om any 
other source. · 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Cannot you import 
from any other source? 

Shrl P, K. ltumaran: They have 
taken the patent for the drug as well 
as for the process. 

Dr, J. M, Runck: That comes to 'the 
suggestion I made before. The prtce of 
the imported drugs should, of course, 
be control 'ed. That shall be control
led by the Commission I have sug
gested, 

6hrl P. It. Knmaran: Some time 
back the Government of India issued 
ll licence to a German firm for the 
manufacture of raw chemicals and 
intermediate chemicals in hrge quan
tity in India. For some reasons that 
German firm has refused to build the 
factory. Unfortunately, I don't know 
the name of the German firm. 

Dr, J. M. Runck: Sometimes there 
nrc such cases. 

Shri P. It. Kumaran: This firm was 
to produce 94600 tons of raw chemicals 
and 33,200 tons of intermediate chemi
cals from which drugs were to be 
made. Now the German firm has re
fused to build ii, 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am sorry I could 
not tell you the reasons. I don't know 
the name of the firm. 

Shrl Dalpat Singh: You have men-
1ioned in your memorandum that in
ternational partnership was an l'fficient 
help on the way to the recovering of 
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the West German Industry which was 
comp'etely shattered in 194:i. May I 
know how far this can be attributed 
to the Patent Law operative in your 
country? 

Dr. J. M, Runck: With intP.rnational 
co-operation the economic develop
ment of a country will go faster. If you 
have a patent law according to inter
national standards and on international 
basis, naturally the international .co
operation will be forthcoming. For the 
same reasons the Soviet Union agrees 
to the, patent laws of various countries 
and sticks to them. This is a base for 
smooth international economic co-ope
ration. Patent law is the pillar or in
ternational co-operatiot:t. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: What is the per
centage of appeals to the Federal Court 
from the Patent Commissione.r in Ger
many?! want to know whether tile 
number of appeals is small or it is a 
good number. ' 

Dr, J. M. Runck: It is I'Ciativeiy a 
small number. During the last 15 
years it is .34 out of 3,000. 

Shri R. P, Sinha: Dr. Runck. you 
have spoken very flattering words 
about our democracy and about our 
democratic functioning. Yo" have· 
quoted copiously from our leaders both 
in the Government and outside the 
Government. You have also si.:!lc:d 
that the Patent Law of our country 
has been largely patterned ,,n your 
own patent bill in Germany, Thera 
may be variation in some detni!s but 
the main frame-work is morP. or ' iess 
same. You have also stated that tha 
Government there function juc'iciously 
not only in ths interest of German 
public but also in the intere>ls cf in
dustries there so that they can al"o 
function profitably. I don't kl'ow why, 
when you have got so much r.onlldenca 
in our 'Government and in our way of 
functioning, you fear that w~ wit! noC 
implement this law fairly, in :.pite of 
the fact that there are resen·~ powers. 

Mr. Chairman: I don't think that 
would be justified. 



Shrl R. P.' Sinba: He has stated in 
his m~morandurn that with the pas
aage cl this Bilt there will not be in
flow of caprtal and the knowhow and 
the patent in tnis country, alti1o~gh 
it is a similar legislation and he has 
c;onfidence that our Goernment would 
function fairly, and will not see that 
the patent rights are abrogated in 
spite of the fact that we have reserve 
powers. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: After seeing th'e 
W<•rking of this. Committee, the sincere 
efforts you are really putting to find 
out the different shades of opinion 
about this Bill and the democratic way 
in which you are functioning, I have 
no doubt that the outcome will be a 
fair patent law. That your patenHaw 
is framed after our patents law is it
self flattering to us in German:r. I don't 
flee why we should object to it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You have stated 
that HOECHST are selling 76 per eent 
of their product-pharmaceutical pro
ducts in Italy and only 24 per cent 
comes out of indigenous ·source be
cause their products are so good. Why 
should they fear that they will not be 
able to do weh In this country even 
if we have no patent law? 

Dr. J. M, Runck: In Italy, they have 
po big German firms but they have 
been getting drugs etc. from the 
neighbouring countries. Practically 
\here is a large pharmaceutical indus
'ry in the neighbouring country and 
it serves well. Likewise, in Great 
Britain whether there is any Patent 
Law o~ no Patent Law, we try to 
export our products <there. Here, i_n 
this country, the difference is that thiS 
is a new market. We try to make 
good work. In the case of Italy, i~ is 
served by the neighbouring countries. 
We must concenotrate all our efforts 
on good work. 

Shri R, P. Sinha: As far as I think. 

in India we know that the German 
' 1 I d n't manufacturers do very wei . o. 

think that there is any difficulty Wlth 
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regard to your country. Whether 
there is any Pa~ent Law or no Patent 
Law, the name is there; they will be 
able to sell all their products. 

Dr, J. 1\I. Runck: It is in your inter
est that these German firms do make 
their investments in India on labora
tories. You should encourage this in 
order to have production. 

Sbri R. P. Sinh~: That is what we 
are trying to do ·exactly. We are 
encouraging that in order to have 
production. That is the purpose for 
which this Committee is sitting to 
revise the Patent Law in such a way 
that we have production here. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Then it is good. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: My han. friend 
here has referred to you about the 
different prices obtaining in India and 
in the international markets for the 
different products inculding some ot 
the German products. 

Here, I would like to know whether 
it is possible for you 'to give us the 
cost of production of the German 
pharmaceutical firms in India as well 
as in Germany to find out why the 
prices here are so high. Is it a fact 
that the cost of a drug is high because 
the cost of production here is high or 
is it because they are "trying to profi
teer from the nearest market that the 
cost is high? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I think this refera 
to several items which we have to 
consider. For example here we have 
to pay higher freight charges, customs 
and excise duties. 

Shri R. P.' Sinha: We would like to 
go into details. Do you feel that the 
prices here are unreasonable being 
four times the international prices? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Now it may be un
reasonable. But, in the long run, it 
will be reasonable. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will it be possible 
for you to cooperate with this Cot?· 
miHee to furnish us with a certam 
data to show as to what is the cost of 



production in India and in the inter
national markets else-where? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I shall try to do 
that. 

Shri Peter Alvares: The phrase 'cosl 
of production' is rather a misnomer. 
The prices in India are not so high 
because there is no production here. 
All that is happening here is that in 
each item a lot of ingredients is involv-· 
ed. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I am only talking 
about the items which are manufac
tured here. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Very little is 
manufactured here. 

Dr. M. JU. S. Siddhu: You have quoted 
about the cost of research in the phar
maceub.:al industry. May I quote it 
that the Medicinal Chemistry by 
Burger a standard book; here, he 
says that out of 500 to 1,000 corn
pounds, it •ou screen all the com
pounds qua>. 'atively, that cost alone 
comes to $ 2 to 4 lakhs. At the same 
time, if one were to take one year's 
profit of a patented drug and a non
patented drug-in England they call it 
as branded and non-branded drug-on 
one item alone, the difference is to the 
tune of two lakhs and sixty pounds. 
In other words, the sale of a single 
drug for one year is able to cover out 
of the profits all the services and 
other expenditure which have gone 
into the research. But it said in the 
country that the research is a very 
expensive thing and its cast has to 
be recovered over a very long period. 
This is . something which I cannot 
understand. Therefore, will it be 
possible for you to tell us why in the 
name of research, the increa;e in 
prices of a drug is out of proportion 
with the expenditure! 

Dr J. M, Hunck: Do you want me 
to tell you about the expenses on a 
single drug? 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What I want 
you to tell me is this. Out of 3,000 
compounds, what will be the actual 
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expenditure that will be incurred on 
one compound? If that compound is 
successful in one country alone, will 
the profit from that compound cover 
·the cost of the whole project? Will that 
also not cover up the expenditure on 
research incurred within one year? 

Here is the figure that I have got. 
I am quoting it from the U. K. Public 
Accounts Committee's Report. The 
name of the product is 'Pamedol'. 
This is one of the German Firm's pro
duct. Price difference in one coun
try is £2·60 lakhs. Worldwide patent 
would be able to recover out ·of its 
profits all expenses incurred on 
research in a short time. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I might mention 
that in some cases the research costs 
will be covered within one year but 
in other cases, it might take a number 
of years. 

Dr. M. M, S. Siddhu: There is a 
drug by name sulphanori'a of CIBA. 
They have been able to cover up 
their expenses out of the profits of 
this drug; there is another drug by 
name Tolbutamide. . Here also they 
have been able to cover all their 
expenses. In England, it is found that 
from the sale proceeds of one year, 
the difference· between branded and 
non-branded drugs total investment 
on research could be met. The profit 
on one year's sale is equal ta the total 
research done on a product of that 
firm in England. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Of course, it is 
equal to the total research done on a 
product of a firm in England. 

Dr, M. M. S. Siddhu: If the drug is 
to be sold all over the markets within 
six or seven years, the total expense3 
on research are recovered and yet 
most of the drug manufacturers, as 
Dr. Singh said, are not doing the 
fundamental research work. They 
are thinking in terms of more com
pounds branching out of a particular 
compound; comparison with the parent 
compound makes a difference of 



5-10%. That is why in the long run 
these compounds or drugs become 
obselent a~ you have said yourself. 
The drug mdustry in order to proriuce 
more and more of such dru "'S are 
spending money and producin; obse
lent drugs. Because of this real r~
search, as Dr. Singh has said 's still 
coming out of the Universities Re
search Institutes where the ~nder
standing of the disease processes is 
gomg on whereas the question of 
marketing of drugs of doubtful value 
which are not going to last long is 
bemg done by the modern drug in
dustry. 

Dr, J. M. Runck: I would not be 
quite off the mark when I say that I 
know that inany big German rharma
ceutical firms like Bayers have had 
enormous research work done to assist 
the general development of new pro
ducts. The very reason that these 
new drugs will become obsolete very 
~oon itself' is an additional impetus to 
invent new processes to have new 
drugs invented. It •is .not that only 
from the business point of view but 
at least as much from the scientific 
!'Oint of view also that a man who 
invents some thing, and invests it for 
the general good too. 

Dr. M. 1\1. S. Sidclhu: The German 
manufacturers and their products have 
been held in high esteem not only 
during the last f'ew years but for many 
years-we can even think of the twen
ties. Since then the question of col
laboration should have come up earlier. 
I would like you to tell us how much 
is research done through the Univer
sities and institutes and the drug manu
i'acturers. While they were importing 
these drugs and making good deal of 
profits, they were drawing all the pro
fits from out of our county. 

Mr. Chairm.m:' Do you want to 
know the contribution to research in 
Germany? 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I want to 
know the financial· contribution in 
India, to the Universities or to the 
Indian Medical Research Council of 
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India. The drug industries' con{rfbu
tion towards research has been negli
gible. 

Dr. J. JU. Runck: I do not know. 
How could I know? I have been told 
by my German friends of a pharma
ceutical branch that it costs more 
money to make their products popu
lar. You talk of India. For instance 
in Germany there are many magazine• 
for doctors etc. and they are explained 
in those magazines whereas in this 
country there. are only few, I have 
been told and so a man has to cover 
regularly the various physicians. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: It is not that 
we do not" have enough of. medical 
magazines and journals which will 
reach medical men. But when the 
firm have more f'ormul<~tions which 
are in competition with each other, 
they detail their representatives to go 
out with a lot of samples and all {hat. 
There what the firms do is to ask the 
doctor to prescribe !A' medicine or 'B' 
medicine of a particular drug manu
facturer. It is not due to the fact that 
the mailing is bad in India or the 
magazines are not the~e. It is only 
for doing more and more promotional 
work and there the expenditure i3 
about 20% as compared to 6% on 
research the average all over the 
world. 

In your country it has been pointed 
out in tJle United Nations booklet that 
the medicines are not patentable, the 
drug is not {>atentable but the process 
is. What happens is this: the firm 
which is going for a process or for a 
product tries to cover all the conceiv
able theoretical ways of reaching that 
product with the result that to reoch 
that product or to manufacture the 
product all the theoretically possible 
ways have been blocked. The result 
is that another young scientist in spite 
of the faot that he is ahle to discover 
or manufacture or bring o~t '\.he sa.me 
drug by another process finds that 
theoretically he is blocked. Will you 
like that the process to be patented 
should be the one or two which the 
particular patentee has in view to 



exploit rather than all the theoretical 
possibilities? Patentee should get 
only those processes patented which 
he is likely to exploit but not all the 
theoretical processes which can be 
conceived in Chemistry. 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I would agree with 
you. 

Shrl P. C. Borooah: You said that 
you have no objection to Government 
retaining the right of revoking a 
patent at any time provided compen
sation was paid. ' What is your view if 
suppose a patentee abuses his right? 
Do you want that he should also be 
tompensated? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: He should be 
rtopped immediately. He should not 
oe allowed to earn any further profits 
out of his patent. But I would like 
.to know what you mean by 'abuse'. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: Suppase he has 
taken a patent for 15 items but he is 
working only two items and import 
the rest. Is it not an abuse? 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: If I may sup. 
plement, the hon'ble member's ques
tion is: suppOse a patentee comes 
here; he purparts to manufacture some 
items. So he gets the exclusive right 
of Importing the same. He' goes on 
importing them and selling them and 
making profits and shows no ostensible 
progress in its manufacture within the 
country. That is what he calls by 
'abuse'. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: There also you 
want compensation to be paid? 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: For 3 years 
.he has done nothing. The patentee's 
intention is not to work out the patent .. 
. In the mean time for 3 years he has 
.bad the advantage of importing the 
product and selling it here with no 
corresponding advantage to the people 
at all. In this situation, why should 
he be paid compensation; why should 
.we not penalise him and mulct him 
some of his profits? 
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Dr. J. M. Runck: I would put the!e 
things in a contract that penalty will 
be imposed, etc. Then it will be bind
ing if he abuses. It will have a judi
cial basis .. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: In 1911 it was 
considered reasonable that a period of 
16 years would do for a patent. Since 
then the country has developed tech
nologically to an unimaginable con
tent. Why ignore this position? Why 
should not the period be curtailed 
because of this technical development, 
which it has been possible to do 
research and marketing in a much 
shorter period. Why should you 
ignore this technological development 
and cannot reduce the period to 16 
years or 14 years? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I am not quite sure 
whether research can be done in a 
faster way. I would say with the 
advance of science, the outcome of 
things is more complicated; you invent 
for a disease which has not been 
known before and you don't know the 
outcome; these can take much more 
time. 

Shri Bade: In your memorandum, on 
page 3, you have said that this paterit 
Bill is bad both for foreign and Indian 
investors. The object of the Bill is to 
encourage Indian investors, according 
to the statement of the Bill Then 
how can you say that it is bad for 
Indian investors? 

Dr. J, M. Runck: Where have I said 
· so? 

Shri Bade: On Page 3 of your memo
rar:du":, you say "The Patents Bill 
which IS now introduced in the Parlia
ment tends to perpetuate the emergen
~ law which, as the expression says, 
IS ?nly meant fm; times of emergency . 
This would be bad for both foreigu 
and Indian investors." . . 

Dr, J. M. Hunck: Because you can't 
per_Pet~ate the emergency situation 
Which IS only for a certain period and 
you can't normalise these conditions of 
emergency . • • 



Mr. Chairman: Because .foreign 
investors will not come . . 

Shri Bade: If the foreign investors 
could nat come in, my another ques
tion is that the Patents Law should 
not allow excessive foreign influence 
in the economic field and it should also 
protect the country's balance of pay
ments position. Is. it not true? 

Mr. Chairman: That is for us to 
decide. 

Shri Bade: If he does not agree with 
me, then is it not EJ. fact also th&t in 
India 90 per cent of the medicines are 
foreign and they are importing all the 
drugs here? Then there is this ques
tion of foreign exchange. Therefore, 
this Bill is introduced. Do you not 
agree with us? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I agree with you 
that as many patents as possible 
should be produced as soon as possi
ble within the country. 

Shri B:!!de: If this Pa1ents Law is 
abrogated, then there will be more 
firms· importing,· there will be com
petition and the consumers will get the 
products at a cheaper cost and there 
will be more inventions in India; just 
as is done in Japan. 

Dr. J. MI. Hunck: I am ncrt in favour 
of abrogating the ·Patents Law . . 

Mr. Chairman: It is for this Com
mittee to recommend. He has given 
his opinion. 

Shn Bade: Then there is another 
question about this royalty. You have 
said that some compensa1ion should ~ 
given. But there are so many coun
tries--Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Liberia, 
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
U. K., etc.-where ther-e is no provi
sion for compensation. Even then the 
companies are having their sales there. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given his 
views. It is for this Commit1-ee to 
consider. He wants. compensation. 

Shri Virnalkumar M. Chordia: Some 
of the firms have got patents for many 
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drugs but manufacture only a few and 
import others. We want that they 
should manufacture all here and not 
import. What procedure will you sug
gest for that. 

Dr. J. M .. Hunck: This question has 
already been put by another Hon'ble 
Member-about what procedure should 
be followed to indu<;_e these firms to 
produce here. 

Shri Vimalkwnar M. Chordia: For 
example, Hoechst is holding many 
patents in India but exploit only one, 
that is for manufacture of Tolbuta
mide. What should we do to induce 
these firms to manufacture other drugs 
also here. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: You can only per
suade the firm to manufacture in India 
if there is a market which takes 
enough of its production. I am of the 
opinion that if there is any chance to 
produce here with profit, then it will 
be done. 

Shri Vimalkumar 1\1. Chordia: Indian 
market is almost monopolised by 
foreign patentees and foreign collabo
rators. Can you suggest any way so 
that India can be relieved of the 
dependence on foreign companies? 

Mr. Chairman: It is for us to take 
decisions. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Sir, three months 
ago I had a long conversation with 
Mr. S. L. Kirloskar. I asked him 
why Indian products were not sold at 
world market prices in Germany. He 
said that Indian economy was associa
ted with a closed mar'ket for many 
years and most of the products were 
sold in India itself. But the inter
national market is a buyers' market 
where the buyers decide the prices. I 
think it is a general outcome of a 
situation of market which is in India 
for the last 35 years or so. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: We are 
happy to learn that. Germany is e\·en 
now having a very few of ,JU!' engi
neering products .at prices which are 
competitive: 



Dr, J, M, Hunck: We are sending 
now two engineers to India to find 
out which parts of the machi-
nes, such · as sewing machines 
etc. can be produced . to ad-
vantage India and sold in Germany. 
We have the Business Bureau 
in Dusseldorf, sponsored by the manu
facturers' or anisation, and thcv are 
considering ·this question; they find 
that the quality etc. can improve in 
the course of two years, but it would 
take some. time. They always concen
trate on two or three qualities which 
are still in vogue in Germany. In the 
case of one of the items, about ten 
years ago, there were 150 varieties, 
but today there are only five !eft, and 
more and more of it is imported from 
other countries. 

So far as the Import quota system 
is concerned, I am in favour of lett
ing go all these quotas. But I 
might say that most of these quotas 
are not even practically used by the 
Indian exporters to the full today, but 
when you ask them they only tell you 
that because of the quota system they 
are not able to export more. 

Shrl Vlmalkumar M, Cbordia: The 
patent law will apply to all types of 
industries, but we are seeing that only 
the pharmaceutical industry is agitat
ing very much against this. Can you 
attribute any reasons for that? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: You are discrimi
nating against pharmaceutical firms, 
and there must be a reason for it. And 
I quite understand it. Your Health Mi
nister has explained it several times 
that the health and physical otatus of 
the whole nation depends on meeting 
the demands for vitamin tablets, vac
cines, medicine for preventing malaria 
and so on. So, the pharmaceutical in
dustry has a certain distinct and vital 
position in respect of the life of the 
nation. 

Sbri R, Ramanathan Cbettiar: May I 
know how many combines or cartels 
are {here in West Germany in the 
pharmaceutical 'industry, such as Ba
yers etc.? 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: Bayers is not a 
cartel. We have an anti-cartel law 
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in Germany under which cartels are 
prohibited. 

Sbri R Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
do not h~ve a law such as what exists 
in the USA? 

Dr J M. Hunck: We have an anti
cartei l~w. We have a special cartel 
tribunal in Berlin. Whe'llever any 
case comes up that tribunal goes into 
the matter. So far as Bayers are con
cerned, they are an independent firm, 
and they are not a cartel. ' 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: While 
than~ing you for having taken the tro
uble to appear before this committee, 

"I would suggest that it would be advi
sable for the representatives of your 
pharmaceutical industry not only in 
West Germany but in the 
Central European countries to come 
and appear before us, because now 
they have se'llt you, only a non
technical man on their behalf. That 
is the only humble suggestion that I 
have to make to you. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I am very sorry. 
I was not sent for this purpose. I 
told them that I would be going to 
India but it would be difficult for 
me to represent them, but they 
said 'Since you are going to India, 
why don't you appear before the 
Committee on our behalf?, and I 
said 'All right'. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: It 
would be helpful to the phannaceuti
cal industry as well as to the Joint 
Committee if they could send some 
of their representatives to appear as 
witnesses before us. 

Dr. J. 
coming. 
industry 
prevails. 

M. Runck: Dr. 
He represents 

where a similar 

Jucker is 
the Swiss 

situation 

Sbri B. K. Das: Have you studied 
the patent law, that is the Patents 
Act, 1911 as it is in existence now? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: I have studied it 
broadly, because I intended to refer · 
only to the basic economic facts and 
not to go into details. 



Shri B. K. Das: Do you think that 
that law as it stands today will be 

. helpful for having foreign capital 
and for lowering down the prices and 
for fostering the development of the 
industry? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: It will be helpful. 
Of course, some changes or some 
amendments can be made. 

Shri B. K. Das: But you do not 
want amendments to the extent that 
the present Bill envisages? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Giving retros
pective effect to certain provisions is 
a bad thing. Further, the basis of 
calculation for royalty and other 
expenses is not quite clear. Then, 
there is the question of appeal to a 
special court. I understand that you 
are going over that provision again. 
I would suggest that there might be 

·a special court where the person can 
go in appeal. These are the few 
suggestions that I would like to make. 
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Shri D. P. Kimnarkar: By special 
court, you mean somebody with 
judicial experience? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Yes, of course, 
so. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: It may be a 
regular civil court or it may be a 
court appointed by Government but 
it should be a court manned by per
son~ with judicial experience? 

Dr. J. M. Runck: Yes, it should be 
manned by persons having judicial 
experience. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: We deeply 
appreciate the trouble that you have 
taken to come and give evidence 
before us. 

Dr. J. M. Hunck: I thank you very 
much for this opportunity given to 
me. 

(The witness then withdrew) 
[The Joint Committee then adjourned] 
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(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat) 

Mr. Chairman: Before we begin, I 
have to bring one . matter to your 
notice. You have given a Bress state
ment in India. ·Normally the proceed
ings of this C'ommittee, until they are 
placed on the Table of the Houses of 
Parliament, are treated as confiden
tial. So it was most improper on 
your part to have given a statement 
to the Press. 

Shri R. Ramanatha·n Chettiar: He 
held a. Press Conference. 

Mr. Chairman: It should not have 
been done. You are appearing as a 
witness before this Committee. Till 
the report is placed on the Table of 
the Houses of Parliament, 
the proceedings IQf this Com-
mittee are treated as confi
dential. Whatever evidence you 
will give here will be treated as 
public and it will be printed and 
placed on the Table of the House and 
will also be distributed among the 
Members of Parliament. Even if you 
want any portion of it to be treated 
as confidential, it will be printed and 
distributed to the Members of Parlia
ment. 

We have received your Memoran
dum and copies have been distributed 
to all the members of this Committee. 

If you want to supplement anything 
·to that, you can. Then members will 
ask questions. 

Dr. E. Jucker: Hon. Mr. Chairman 
and Hon. Members of the J'oint Com-
mittee. · 

I should like, first of ail, to thank 
you very much for having given me an 
opportunity to appear as a witness at 
this meeting of the J'oint Committee 
on Patents Bill. Being a research 
chemist, being a Swiss citizen, I am 
v~ry much impressed by the demo
cratic principles of your country, of 
your Parliament and of this . Joint 
Committee. I will take this experience 
back with me and I thank you very 
much IQnce again for the opportunity 
that you have given me to be here &I 

a witness. 

I should like to apologize for not 
having a full command over English 
and I should also like to apologize, 
Mr. Chairman, for what has appear
ed in the Press and if you permit me, 
I would like to give a few explana
tions as to how it had happened. 

I have been in India five times, al
ways invited to lecture on drug re
se~ reb, and each tim!e I was . asked 



by the Press to discuss the most recent 
achievement in drug research with the 
Press and each time there were small 
articles in the Indian papers on the 
subject of my lectures. Therefore, I 
was not surprised to be asked this 
time also to tell the Press as to what 
was going on in drug research. With 
respect to the lecture I had to give 
yesterd-ay at the R0yal Society of 
Chemistry which was presided over 
by Dr. Seshadri. ... 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: We 
are not referring to that. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I supposed that the 
Prrss-men wanted, as usual, to ask 
questions with .respect to that lecture 
and I was taken by surprise when 
they started talking of patents. A 
few things were published. I 
sincerely apologize for that; I <lid not 
intend to do so. I hope you can 
accept this. 

With your permission, Mr. Chairman 
would like to say a few wo:ds in 

addition to what I have stated in the 
Memorandum ·that I have submitted. 

May I, first of all, draw your atten
tion to the fact that I am only a re
search chemist. I graduated myself in 
Organic Chemistry from the Universi
ty of Zurich where I spent six years 
with the famous Nobel Prize Winner, 
Prof. Karrer. I then joined the re
oearch lab'oratory of Sandoz and there 
I am in charge of synthetic drug 
research. What I know about patents
! must admit quite fmnkly-is only 
as a research chemist and not as a spe
cialist on patents. 

I should like to draw the attention 
of the hon. members of this Commit
tee to the fact that drug research, as 
it is done today, is done in an entirely 
different way when compared to what 
was done perhaps 30 years ago. In 
those days it was possible for a single 
research worker to isolate natural 
products to establish their physiolo
gical properties, to have those natural 
products tested by clinicians and then 
to see that some of these natural p:o-
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ducts were _!!Sed as medicines. Today 
the situation is a C'ompletely different 
nne. Dru·g research of today is a very 
complex entel'prise. I certainly do 
not want to make anY propaganda 
for Swiss watches, hut I want to p'oint 
out that the mechanism of drug re
search can best be compared with the 
working of a Swiss watch. There are 
many many wheels which have to 
turn at the same speed and in the same 
direction together and only the whole 
of it is to be considered as drug re
search. The situation has also 
changed very mucb inasmuch as 
natural products in modern drug re
search, apart from antibiotics, do not 
play the same important role as they 
did 20 o.: 30 years ago. Drug re
search of today con.sits mainly of sYn
thetic work and most of the medicines 
which we use today are of synthetic 
origin. I would like, later on, to go 
into greater details as to h'ow this 
drug research funcbions and how long 
does it take, because it does have a 
direct relation to the patent systems 
o~ vadous c'ourntries. 

I have already mentioned that drug 
research consists of many varied 
sciences. I should like to give you a 
proper idea of its functioning accord
ing to the chart which was distributed 
to you. In the development of a new 
pharmaQeut.ical speciality, many sci
ences are involved today, The begin 
of a research pr'oject is 'always an 
idea. We, synthetic chemists, are 
used to think in terms of relationship 
between chemical structure of com
pounds and their .possible physiologi
cal activities. Once, such an idea has 
been c'onceived, it must be transform
ed into a working hypothesis .tnd here 
a very complex and complicated work 
starts. As a research chemist, I then 
have to establish the already exist
ing knowledge with respect to my. 
own idea. I must be abSolutely sure 
that what I want to start is new and 
novel. Otherwise it would mean dup
lication of work and I could not afford 
to start it .. Therefore, the beginning, 
after the working hypothesis has been 
established, is always a ver~ thorough 



search of literature and of patents. I 
mention patent in this connection for 
the foll"owing reasons. 

In the patents which can be bought 
at the patent office, chemical proce
dures are described and it is said to 
what final products these' chemical 
proce~ur~s would lead. It must also 
be said m . each patent as to hat 
purp·ose the final products are m~ant 
for. Therefore, what is contained in 
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a patent has the same value as a scien
tific publication. The knowledge of 
what 1S published in a patent can 
under circumstances form the basis 
from which a new research line can 
~e started. We must consider the 
hterture and patents before we start 
the research project of our own. Let 
us assume that this research ha~ 
shown us that the idea is new and we 
are persuaded that it is a good idea 
a~d we hope that new medicines 
might result. The first experimental 
,step then is chemical wol]k. · The 
chemist who is usualy graduated from 
university, starts synthesising new 
compounds. He builds a complicated 
compound by adding small compounds 
together and· by subjecting them to 
chemical reactions. Synthetic resear
ch, as it is todaY., is a verY cimplicated 
pr~cedure and requires thousands of 
basic chemicals as starting materials .. 
Pharmaceutical industry is n·ot a basic 
industry. It requires basic materials 
from other sources. Duri,ng the sy
nthesis, out of the simpler parts, a 
complicated product is being built. It 
is like a house. You have the bricks. 
You add them together and at the end 
of it, it is a h'ouse. In the same waY 
it works in the synthesis. Us•Jally to 
start a new project about a dozen 
of nove! substances are required; we 
cQnsider them as prototypes. Then 
these substances undergo a th"Oroug ;1 
pharmacological screenil\g, the pur
pose of which is to establish the phy
siological activities of the compocnc:s 
which we have synthesised. 'Ihcsc 
comp"ounds are new; they were not 
known up to now, and it iS not P'·'
sible to predict their 9hysiolog<c·.,: 
properties. Those of our collec ~u· ·' 
who are pharmacologists, apply t:wse 
new substances to isolated tissues from 

animals and 1 t a er on to the whole 
animals such as mice, rats or otht!rs 

. and see how these substances react 
and what effects they produce, Some
times there are good effects. Some
t~mes there are no effects; and some
lime> there are undesirable effects. 

, Let us assume that the compounds 
"e have built from simple substances 
~roduce certain interesting effects in 

mmals.. Let us als·o assume that due 
to certam activities ot these substan
ces a certaia percentage of mice fall 
asleep tben it could be considered as 
a Sign of a sedative activity of the sub
stance. we were testing. Our next 
duty IS, now to supply many moN 
substances to pharmacol"ogists in order 
to find out whether the substance 
produced hitherto is the m:ost active 
one, the best that is wanted, or whe
ther from the new group there are 
better substances to be had. It 
usually requires the synthesis "of 
many hundreds of new chemical s-ub
stances in order to establish these 
relationships between the structure 
of the novel substances and thei•· 
pharmacological activity. This work 
takes 2 years, 3 years, or more in the 
chemical laboratory. Parallel with 
it, other substances are tested in "hat 
you find here as pharmacological 
screening. This pharmaoolcgical 
screening takes at least as long as 
the chemical work. Of course, some 
of the screening is d"one simultane
ously with chemical work. Let us 
assume that this pharmacological 
sc:ee~ing has shown that a few of 
the substances possess interesti..;g pro
perties, and we think that these pro
perties can be used in the tre~t:nent 
of 'human beings: as sedatives o• 
tranquiliser· "or whatever it is. These 
few substances, perhaps six or a dozen 
out of 500, or out of one thousand, 
must undergo a very detailed phar
'" ,co!ogical screening. Many tests 
'" ~ applied to the substances :-nd to
gether with these new pharmacologi
cal screening a very extensive re
sea:ch with respect to toxicology 
must be done. It is an extremely im
portant factor as you all know of 



c'ourse, and we must be very careful 
to have no substances in all these 
tests and in the tests of human be in as 
which might be toxic. These toxi
cological tests require half year or 
one year and only afterwards are 
we allowed by G·overnment's regula
tions and by our own conscience to 
Pass on one or two substances into 
clinics where medical d'oc'tors would 
test them on the patients. Usually it 
is the chemist who produces the 
substS"nce itself and the pharmacolo
gist who tests the substance. Usually 
these people also try the new products 
out on themselves, in order to be sure 
that no. accidents could happen in the 
clinic. 

Parallel with the clinical tests 
many other tests should bP carried 
out. Analytical work 'must be done, 
in order to ·be absolutely sure that 
substances are pure and quality is al
ways the same. This is a very impor
tant thing. Lot of effort is spent on 
the analysis of these new potential 
drugs. At the same time biochemistry 
of the substance must al~o be studied 
in order to find out what happens to 
the substS"nce in the human body. 

Let us assume that all these tests 
proceed on well and our clinicians are 
prepared to look at the substance on 
human beings. Sufficient amount of 
the new product must then be pro
duced .. ~d, this is an entirely new 
~ask which cannot be carried out by 
reoearch chemist, but for which •pecial 
laboratories exist. We call them 'Pilot 
Plants' because they have fitted their 
w:ork with quantities of 5 kilos or 10 
kilos whereas in the research labora- · 
tory, you work with one gramme 'Or 
five grammes or 10 grammes, but cer
tainly not more. 

Therefore, before the . substance can 
go into the clinic, the pilot plant must 
syn~esise 5 l:lr 10 kilos which again 
reqwres a certain amount of time 
half year, ?r sometimes longer, if th~ 
procedure Is a very complicated one. 
Leter on it is upto the physician to tell 
us whether the substance is gol:ld or 
no good at all. If it is no good at all, 
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we try to produce something better. 
It it is good, the clinical test goes on 
for two years, three years or longer 
and the clinical tests are carried out op. 
thousands of patients .. Let us assume 
that we have been lucky-luck is ale 
ways required in our field-and one 
of the substances survives and the 
physicians say that it could be used. 
Then, of course, we will start think
ing of manufacture. First it will be 
hundreds o£ kgs, sometimes even 
thousands of kgs. At the same time, 
we must start preparations to inform 
the medical profession of the new 
substance .. Very often, we are criti
cised today that our factories spend 
lots of money on .the medical propa- , 
ganda. I would , like to explain 
here-probably you all know it-that 
it is not only propaganda that we are 
doing in this respect, but it is. some
thing more. You can never expect 
the medical profession to be able to 
make use of a novel substance· il: we 
do not explain what the new sub
stance is, how it works whether it is 
less or more' toxic, what are the side 
effects, where it co11ld be applied and 
how it could •be applied. This is a 
very difficult job. This is not to be 
considered as a pure propaganda. It 
is absolutely needed in this field. All 
in all, the whole procedure takes l:ln 
an average six, seven or eight years 
or even more. From my own experi
ence I can tell you that most ot my 
own medicines which were deve;oped 
by my c'ol!aborators took us seven, 
.eight or more years. When we com
pare our own results with the results 
obtained by others, it is all the same 
and it could even be longer. 

Due to the time factor, I should 
like merely to draw your attention 
to a very important blood-pressure 
drug-Alpha Mthyl Dopa. I't was 
synthesized in 1950, but was iatro
duced into therapy only in 1963. It 
took thirte~n y.ears to evaluate this 
drug in such a way that. it could be 
introduced into therapy, · 

After this explanation, I would like 
to answer the question. Where is 
drug research done today? You have 



seen from what I have said up-till
now that in order to carry out drug 
research You need learned people 
who can study patE!'llts and literature. 
You need chemists, you need physico
chemists, analytical chemists, bio
chemists, physiological chemists, phar
macologists biologists, micro-biolo
gists, toxicologists and clinicians. 
You need representatives of about on~ 
dozen different sciences. It is so all 
over the world, with few excepti"ons. 
It is only the pharmaceutical indus
try whi~h can combined all those 
people togethu. · They must be almost 
in the same building. They must 
have daily contacts. They must work 
hand-in-hand. Drug research .s 
carried out in industrial laboratories 
in this way. .Few drugs .result from 
other sources. 

Mr Chairman, I may, with your 
permissi'on, make one more remark 
about the contributions of drug re
search to the welfare of human be
ings. Yesterday I gave . a lecture 
entitled: Progress in drug research. 
I spoke on four subjects-High ';!ood 
pressure, Diu=etics, Oral Antidiabe
tics, and Mental Drugs. 

Fifteen years ago not on~ single 
drug for the treatment of mental 
disorders· was known. Twelve years 
ago not one single drug for the treat
ment of high blood pressure was 
known. Ten years ago not one drug 
for oral administration was known 
to combat ~ugar diabetes. The 
last twenty years have seen a tre
mendous output in this field of en
tirely new medicines. These medi
cines have revolutionised our means 
for therapy. It is true to say that mil
lions of human Jives have been 'Saved 
by new drugs. I can draw your 
attention to perhaps the case of mental 
disorders. Ten or twelve years ago 
mental cases could not be treated 
properly with drugs. There were only 
electro-shocks and insuline shocks. 
but no drug therapy was possible. 
Many of y'ou who have seen me~tal 
hospitals know what they looked like. 
People were just put away and isola-
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ted from humanity. Medical doctors 
where not in a p'osition to treat them 
properly, These were the poorest 
of the .poor. Today what is the posi
tlon? I have seen many mental hos
pitals myself. There are n·o patients 
left in the rubber cell. Most of the 
patients can live quite ordinary hves 
with the help of drugs. Many patients 
have been released from hospitals ;md 
a:e working-patients who otherwise 
would have spent the rest of their 
days in the mental hospitals. 1 am 
very happy to say that one of our 
sub>tances has produced such inte
resting effects in mental disorder cases 
that patients who have been hos
pitalised for more than twenty yea:·s 
could be sent him for the first time 
and remain at home. Of course, many 
of you know these things yourselves. 

Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 
I would not like to keep your attention 
any longer. I can only say that accord
ing to my humble opinion and the opic 
nion of research. chemists, patent is an 
absolute necessity for research of any 
kind and patent is a nec.!'ssity for 
d:ug research for various reas'ons. 
There are very few fields in research 
activities whe"re competition is as 
tough as it is in pharmaceutical field. 
Therefore, I am of the opinion th~t 
the better the protection the i)alentce 
is given for pha;maceutical research, 
the . better wilJ be the output of new 
substances. I do not want to go into 
details in this respect. · I would be 
very happy. to answer all questions 
if there are any to be put forward. 
I will try to answer them to the very 
best of my knowldge. Thank you 
very much for your attention. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Dr. Jucker, we 
are grateful to you for discriblng the 
method of drug research as it happens 
today. We are very happy about it. 
I would like to draw your attention 
to one impo:-tant point. Here, I have 
got a paper showing the names of 
Noble Laureates who have been doing 
research work on medicine nd 
physiology. Out of 30, only one 
Noble Laureate, Mr. Paul Mueller, 
is working with the industry In Basle, 



Switzerland. All others have been 
working either in the University 
Laboratories or institutions which 
have nothing to do with what you call 
pharmaceutical drugs. That is an 
important point you have to remem
ber. Secondly, you have given in 
paragraph 4 en page 7 of your memo
randum the important new drugs 
produced by the various countries in 
the last 15 years. USA 355; Swit
zerland 44; West Germany 32; U.K. 
27; France 21. You also mention that 
majority of this work was done, 
rather, was helped by drug manu
facturers. I want you to substantiate . 
your point that majority of this res
earch was helped by the drug manu
facturer~. 

Dr. E. Jucker: First of aa, you 
asked how does it come about that 
Nobel Prize Winners are not with the 
industry but with the Universities. 
I have n'ot seen the list of these Nobel 
Prize Winners which you have and 
1 would like to look at it, before I 
with the industry and quite a lot of 
experience with respect to how 
Nobel Prize is given. I would put it 
this way. Quite a f!!w of the Nobel 
Prize Winners, who are ·probably in 
this list, were very much supported by 
the industry. Chemical Professors, 
who have received Nobel Prize re
cently had a very close associati'on 
with the industry and quite a iot of 
fundamental research has been carried 
out by them. In this respect, we 
must differentiate, of course, basic 
research and the applied research. 
'l'he PU"''Ose of the latter is new 
drugs, The work of pharamaceutical 
industry must be based on basic re
search and it has been established 
this way that in the Universities 
people do more of a basic ~e,earch 
than in the · drug industry. Basic 
research means that you don't aim at 
something absolutely special which 
could as such be used in the therapy. 
Basic research means that you study 
fundamental !unctions of the body; 
or for example, fundamental ~he mica I 
reactions. Those who have achieved 
$Orne outstanding result in their basic 
research have won this Noble Prize. 
If I as a research chemist conbibute 
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a new drug for mental disorders, such 
a contribution would never fit into the 
regulations of the Noble Prize C'om
nuttee. If something of importance 
:o the humanity is being done at a 
particular, level of basic research, 
than it is rewarded by the Noble 
Prize Committee. Such people are 
seldom with the industry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Your explanation 
Is there. But the fact remains that 
real basic research of a fundamental 
nature anywhere is carried out by 
these Noble Laureates and the drug 
companies, if anything, take those 
ideas· and modify those things to suii 
their own purposes. That point you 
concede. 

Dr. E. Jucker: . As much as I am . 
aware, not one single drug has resul
ted from the work which was done by 
a Noble Prize Winner. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: What about 
penicillin? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We shall take the 
question if penicillin as pointed out 
by the Deputy Minister. In 1928 it 
was discovered by Flemming and in 
1939 Florey was one who discovered 
the practical use of it. Then there 
is Chain. How d'o you say that no 
one has discovered any drug? Peni
cillin was not discovered by the re
search worker in the industry, 

Dr. E. Jucker: Drugs are not pro
duced by Noble Prize Winner-it is a 
fact. Penicillin is one of the very 
very few exceptions, if it is not the 
only one. Drugs are not produced 
by this very important type of people; 
fundamental knowledge is produced 
by them. But pharmaceutical indus
try does not just modify it. Funda
mental knowledge is needed, but what 
is built on top of it is quite enormous. 
Some of the research work of Chain 
was paid by the industry. 

Dr.: C. B. Singh: You will agree 
with me that, in spite of the rese
arches carri~d out-sulpha drug you 
have brought out as an anti-biotic
pencillin still remains the queen of 
anti-bioticr. 



Dr. E. Jucker: May I tell you that 
the first achievement in the fight of 
infectious diseases was due to Pro
fessor Domagk who was associated 
with the German pharmaceutical 
industry and who discovered the anti
bacterial effect of the red dye pron
tosil. Sulpha drug have saved many 
lives and are extremely important 
bacticides. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I have used it 
and in the earlier stages because of 
its toxic. effect some of the patients 
died. 

Dr. E. Jucker: It was not synthe
sized for the purpose of using as a 
drug in the initial stages. It was a 
general observation that Prof. Domagk 
made that it has anti-bacterial acti
vity. Two years later, it was substi
tuted by sulfanilamide and released 
as a safer drug.' With sulfanilamide 
probably no people died. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I lost so many 
patients •because of using Pr011tosil. I 
have seen patients dying. In your 
memorandum you have stated that 
the USA is the largest in producing 
new drugs. How do you explain it? 
Why all those drugs have ·been cen
tralised in America? Have you got 
any explanations for that? 

Dr. E. Jucker: 1 would put it this 
way. America's pharmaceutical 
industry is an extremely developed 
one. They have very big phallllla
ceutical firms and they have been 
spending enormous sums of money ou 
re;earch alone. Last year, more than 
300 million dollars were spent by the 
pharmaceutical conwanies-not by 
Government-on industrial drug 
research. 300 million dollars were 
spent for this purpose in one year 
alone. Due to c011centration of 
research workers and also due to all 
facilities which can be got by spend
ing all this money, it is quite clear 
that the efforts which are made pro
duce many new substances. If all 
these substances are tested properly, 
it is quite clear that mor~ ·drugs 
result from them than from a smaller 
amount of sU'bstances. 
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Mr. Chairman: What is the amount 
expended by U.S.A. Government on 
this? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I do not know that. 
But, last year, 300 million dollars 
had been spent by the private enter
prises. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: My second ques
tion is this. How do you e:x;plain 
that in this country or any other 
country for that matter, hardly any 
research worthwhile has been car
ried out by the institutes or by the 
technical institutions including the 
research factories of the pharmaceu
tical industry? Here no research 
worth the name has been done in 
this country. How do you explain 
that? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I would like to 
explain o'n the following lines. First 
of all, I am sorry to say that I am 
not in complete agreement with his 
statement. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I would like you 
to give me one example in this coun
try. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I have been in this 
country five times and. I have visited 
university laboratories as also the 
Central Drug Research Institute in 
Lucknow where quite a lot of 
research works are ·carried out. 

Dr. C. B. 
about that. 
C.D.R.I. 

Singh:. I know 
Don't tell me 

much 
about 

Dr. E. Jucker: I would like to tell 
you that the Hindustan Anti•biotics 
have done very much of research. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: This is a Govern
ment factory. It has not done 
research. 

Dr. E. Jucker: · They do research· 
work on the same line as anyone 
does. In this country, certainly 
research is carried out; it has started 
bearing fruits. I know of private 
enterprises in the western countries 



which are interested in getting new 
drugs developed by Hinduslan An~i
biotics. Here I would like to explam 
one thing, in a different way. ln 
Europe Chemical industry was estab
lished in the middle of 19th century. 
It took the industry a long time to 
develop its research. You know for 
research work a lot of financial assist
ance is necessary. Nobody can afford 
to . do research work unless one 
builds up financial basis first. This is 
probably the reason why smaller 
companies carry out little research, 
a., long as they do not have a proper 
fundament !or it. 

As I have already said drug 
research is not a basic research; it 
needs intermediaries and it needs 
starting materials. If you do not 
supply .all these starting_ materials, 
you cannot carry out drug research. 

Therefore, Sir, in this country, drug 
research can be carried out either 
by the Government or by a private 
enterprise, but only if these ·tarling 
materials and intermediates are made 
available. For this purpose a che
mical industry must be built up. As 
long as there' is no· basic chemical 
industry, we cannot do drug research . 
properly. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: But you have 
for.gotten one important point. For 
any research, you must have a first
class scientist. To get a scientist It 
must be made attractive for him to 
go into research. Can you tell me as 
to, wiry in my country, first-class men 
are not coming over here for research? 
Or for that matter why they are not 
coming forward for research of any 
kind anywhere in this country? 

I have got some ideas on this. But, 
I· want . you to tell• me the reason 
why first-class scientists are not 
coming to do research work. 

Mr. ·chairman: What answer can 
he . give to this? 

;!,20 
Dr. E. Jucker: Mr. Chairman, . as 

a Swiss boy do you want ~e to ~1ve 
an explanation for certam thmgs 
which are happening in this country? 
I cannot answer this question. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: All right. Will 
you please refer to page 7 of your 
Memorandum? Here you have men
tioned as follows:-

"In those countries in which most 
new drugs were produced, the uni
versities conducting basic .research 
are a1so subsidised very heavily by 
the relevant industries themselves--to 
this case, by the pharmaceutical 
industry." I would like you 'o tell 
me as to how the subsidies are given 
to the universities by these industries? 

Dr. ·E. Jucker: You want to know 
about the position in Switzerland or 
in this country? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Any country 
about which you know you may tell 
me. 

Dr. E. Jucker: About this country,. 
I do not know. But, as regards my 
country; the following .is the position. 
Basic .research is mainly carried out 
in universities. This type of research 
is not supposed to have immediate 
influence on drug research. Basic 
research will supply the industrial 

'drug research with impulses and will 
stimulate it,· but will as such not 
result in new drugs. Therefore, if 
a tl'niversity professor suggests an 
interesting project, for example 
with respect to novel chemical reac
tions, the industry might agree to 
support this project even if no direct 
results which cou!.d be used by drug 
research are to be expected. Upon 
preliminary discussions we might 
come to an agreement with respect 
to the above project and the financial 
assistance which then is given, is 
usually meant to cover the costs for 
substances and personal assistance. 
The means which are provided by 
the industry usually cover these 
expenditures. 

Dr. C. I. Singh: You know that In 
the earlier days there was some en-



quiry about mercury and chlorine. 
There used to be medicines from 
out ·of arsenic chlorine con-
tent. I am talking about the 
earliest period of ·time. Don't 
you agree with me that for 
this purpose one · basic unit should 
be started for doing this work? It 
may not be difficult to do that. Take 
the case of sulfonamide. First this 
was made. Then came sulphadiazine, 
then came sulphadine etc., etc. That 
the beginning was sulfonamide itself 
is an important point: Later on, the 
,synthesis was made under the same 
constitution, in the same cost and 
probably in the same circumstances 
and you were able to synthesise a 
dozen or more drugs without much 
difficulty. · 

Dr: E. Jucker: I would like to answer 
tills question in the following way. 
Nothing is difficult once you know the 

. answer, but if you work on any new 
synthesis, as I do often, then you are 
faced every day with the most diffi
cult problems. Once you have solved 
them, everything · looks very easy. 
Then there will be no problem any
more. I can tell you one example. 
We have recently built up a new 
group of psychothropic substances 
which could be used against mental 
depressi!)n. It took us 2 years to syn
thesise one single S~:Ibstame. But to 
produce it on a longer scale it took 
3 more years. I would say that there 
are substances, the synthesis of which 
is easy and simple but the longer our 
activities go on, the more complicated 
this work does become. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have seen our 
· Patents Bill. I would like you to tell 

me a few basic features which you 
think should be either dropped or 
modified or redrafted. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I feel-! am to some 
extent . entitled to speak on drug 
resea~ch . but I am definitely not 
entitled to go into details of the 
Patents Bill-! would; therefore, iike 
to draw your attention only to very 

. few points which I know, and which 
I hav~ come ac~oss in my own work. 
May l sta_rt with Jh.e problem? 
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Mr. Chairman: The hon'ble Member 
wants to know how this Bill that is 
before our Parliament comes in the 
way of research. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I would put it this 
way. It comes in the way of synthe
tic drug research. inasmuch as (a) 
the protection given for the subs
tances which we develop is not 
enough; the process alone does not 
give you proper protection. Second
ly, the term of patents should be 
longer. I am absolutely convinced 
and I talk the truth 'when I said that 
on· the average it takes you 7 or 8 
years to produce a marketable drug. 
If the term is 10 years, then the effec
tive term that remains is 2-3 years 
and not longer. 'These are very 
important points which affect drug 
research. 

Then, of course, there are other 
provisions which are foreseen in the 
Bill and, in the present form, such 
as licences of right which are un
known in · any other country. There. 
is no one single law in the- whole 
world which have licences of right of 
this type, and I believe that these 
particular clauses will affect the 
developing of drug research in the 
country very badly. May I draw 
your attention to this point? How can 
you imagine anybody to · take up 
costly time-consuming drug •esoarch 
if he knows that once he has suc
ceeded in producing a very valuable 
substimce, anybody who asks for 
a compulsory licence must be 
given. If according to the Bill the 
Controller of the Patents Office 
has to grant anybody who asks for 
it, the compulsory licence, and the 
royalty is not more than 4 per cent. 
Nobody who has ever done drug 
research would dace to continue under 

. such circumstances, because he must 
be afraid that once after he spent 
enormous ,amount of money and after 
he reached certain success, the fruits 
of his work are taken away from him 
and the insufficient compensation will 
not enable him to continue his 
research . 

Mr. Chairman: Do you know that 
in Switzerland, your country, inven-



tions contrary to law, inventions 
contrary to morality, chemical subs
tances medicines, foods when they 
are n~t made of chemical substances, 
processes for the manufacture of 
medicines other than chemicaf, are P.at 
patentable? 

Dr. E. Jucker: That is not correct. 
May I give you an explanation on 
this point? 

Mr. Chairman: What I am reading 
is a United Nations Booklet. 

Dr. E. Jucker: There are three 
types of patent protection .. One type 
is the French Law; one the American 
Patent Law and the other the German 
Law for the French and the American 
systems the substances as such are 
protected. This is not done in Germany 
or in Switzerland. In Switzerland the 
sustances are protected not as such, 
but when produced according to a 
special process, which is covered by the 
patent. This means here for that the 
-.;:tbstances are not protected if there is 
n~ particular process for their 
manuf~cture. What we protect is the 
substance when manufactured al0ng a 
certain route. We hav,e a perfect pro• 
tection and there are no infringement 
cases in Switzerland; no infring-ament 
cases in Germany. We have exactly 
the same patent law and I beg you f.o 
believe it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You think there is 
no provision so far for extension in 
our Bill. After hearing you, if there 
is a provision included in the Bill for 
extension in suitable cases, do you 
think that it will meet your point? 

Dr. E. Jucker: Definitely, Sir. 

Shrl Sham Lal Saraf: I thank you 
for giving us some details of this 
modern way of research, particularly, 
in drugs and pharmaceuticals. May 
I know in the first instance whether 
the Sandoz India Ltd. have got col
l"'boration with Sandoz Ltd., Switzer
land or it is an off-shoot of '-he Swi~s 
company? 

Dr. E. Jucker: It is an affiliated 
company which was founded 15 or 20 
years ago by our company in India. 
Now Sandoz Ltd. India have share
holders all over India. 
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Shri Sham Lal Saraf: I had the 

privilege of visiting your Head
quarters also and talking to . the 
Minister of Foreign Trade of Switzer
land and your representative in Berne 
in !960 and later Sandoz bec~me in
terested in the State I come from, 
i.e. Jammu & Kashmir. I understa~d 
that your company is interested m 
both herbal drugs as well as synthetic 
drugs. May I know as far a·• your 
efforts or as far as your work that you 
are conducting within this country is 
concerned, wheth~r you confine your 
activities mainly to herbal drugs or 
synthetic drugs as well? 

Dr. E. Jucker: In our company, the 
main line of production and the main 
line of research until very recently 
was with natural drugs. This line 
started with ergot alkaloids and later 
on with cardiac glycosides. In the 
old days we have preferred . the 
natural products to synthetic ones. 
Our company has always been very 
much interested in drugs from natural 
sources. We conceive them of , the 
greatest importance, though the ex
perience of the last, let us say 10 
years, shows rather clearly that the 
main sources-! exclude anti-biotics
of drugs are synthetic sources. If 
you have a look at modern meclicines, 
you will not find one single new 
medicine of greater importance from a 
natural source, which was discovered 
and introduced into therapy dtn·ing 
the last ten years. The last impor
tant one was Reserpin from thE: Indian 
plant Rauowalfia Serpentina. Since its 
discovery natural drugs of importance 
were not found any more. That is pro
bably ·one- of the reasons w'ny we 
entered the synthetic field ~nd we 
started to build up substances which 
are not of natural origin, which are 
derived from the chemists fantasv. Of 
course, to a great extent we kef!p 
the idea of natural product~ as 
a model and we look at the formula 
of the natural products lnd try 
to modify it in our minds so 

~ that there is a certain relation 
to it. Sometimes it does work; spml'
ties it does not. That is what I 
call model based synthesis. We 
have natural product model! but to-



day I have to say free systhesis -'is 
much more frequent. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Some of the 
learned witnesses who have preceded 
you, have given us the impression that 
if to-day the pharmaceutical indus
try in this country suffers, one of the 
main reasons for it is the paucity of 
raw materials for the manufacture of 
drugs. From your experience that 
your company has gained in this 
country, do you consider that even 
to-day there is a lot of scope for herbs 
to be raised, handled properly and 
brought under proper research? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I have been asked 
this question about each time I was 
in this country. I have discussed 
these prOblems with my friends from 
universities, from other institutes and 
also from the industry. I believe
this is my personal opinion; I .have 
an experience of 20 years in drug 
research-that the greatest handicap 
you face in your country is the lack 
of raw materials for synthetic drugs, 
If you want to produce synthetic 
drugs on a large scale, you need a 
well-estat!lished. chemical industry 
for basic starting materials. If you 
have to import all the raw mate
rials-the simple chemicals-from 
abroad, then the whole enterprise of 
the synthesis of medicines becomes 
vel)' costly. In order to produce one 
kilo of a medicine, you might require 
100 kilos or even 1,000 kilos of a 
simple starting material like benzyl 
chloride or chloracetic acid, because 
the yield during a complicated syn
thesis is so small that you start with 
a huge amount and at the end of the 
synthesis, there might be a kilo or 
two. This explains the cost of the 
substance. And if you have to 
import all the raw materials and pay 
transport charges for such huge 
quantities, it would be too expensive. 
Therefore, I would like to say that if 
synthetic drugs are to be produced 
here, the raw materials, the starting 
materials, must be made availl!ble by 
your ,own industry. Of course, 
there are also possibilities with 
herbs. But these herbs have been 
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investigated so thoroughly during the 
last 40 or 50 years that, I think, very 
few herbs remain uninvestigated, 
that is, herbs which you can collect 
in major quantities. Therefore, I 
believe that if you want to build up 
a drug industry of your own produc
ing these substances, you should 
better start with synthesis. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: May I know, 
ever since you started manufacturing 
drugs and pharmaceuticals in this 
country, how many imported inven
tions you have got patented in this 
country, and secondly, how many of 
these patented drugs are actually 
being manufactured by you in this 
country? 

Dr. E. Jucker: This question is very 
easy to answer. Out of all the pro
ducts which we have on the market 
here, there is only one drug which 
is under patent protection. It is 
Intestopan, used for intestine trouble. 
All the rest of our products are not 
under patent protection. It might be 
that a second product is also under 
patent protection, but I am not quite 
sure about it. But in no case there 
are three patented products. All the 
rest of our products are not protect
ed by patents. I would like to draw 
your attention to Calcium prepara
tions, ergot alkaloids and cardiac gly
cosides-they are not protected by 
patents. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: How 
processes for manufacturing 
drugs are done here? Is it 
packing or finishing alone? 

many 
these 
only 

Dr. E. Jucker: No. As soon as 
there was a possibility to manufac
ture, we have started manufacturing. 
But, as I have already told you, if you 
want to manufacture a medicine, you 
need raw materials and we also, like 
other firms, had to wait until raw mate
rials were available. We are manufac
turing now our Calcium (Sandoz). The 
whole supply of the country ts 
manufactured here jn a place 11ear 



Bombay. These manufacturing faci
lities ar€ now being expanded in 
order to export Calcium (Sandoz) 
from India. It is now intended tc 
export ·Calcium (Sandoz)· produced 
here into Switzerland. Then they 
are manufacturing now cardiac .gly
cosides. The plant digitalis is culti
vated in the country a:nd is used for 
the manufacture of distatalis g!y. 

· cosides. We have started manufac
turing Intestopan. I can tell you 
frankly that it is almost impossible 
to synthesise this very simple subs
tance here because of the lack of 
starting materials. Therefore, we do 
our very best. 

Shrl Sham Lal Saraf: You said that 
even now it t•kes seven to eight 
years for fundamental research for 
some of the drugs. Now, on that we 
have different opinions. May I know. 
from your vast experience, what 
would be, in your op1mon, the 
reasonable time for a patent from the 
date of sealing? 

Dr. E. Jucker: The average term 
of the patents all over the world is 
about 17 yea""· We believe that if 
the present term of 16 years :s 
maintained, it is a fair treatment to 
the patentee. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: In the Bill, it 
is· suggested that from the date of 
sealing, it should continue for 10 
y~ars. Keeping in view all the pro
cesses that it has undergone--<;ome
times very lengthy processes also-if 
the drug is patented for a ten-year 
period, what wCIUid be your reaction 
•to tha·t, as compared to 16 or 17 
years? 

Mr. Chairman: He has said if it is 
16 years, it is quite all right. 

. Dr. E. Jucker: If the patent is ior 
ten years, then the actual protection 
is ·for two or three years and no 
more. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: Drugs are 
·sold at very high prices in India 
when compared to other countries iu 
t'le world.. Also in this country 
because of the rising standatd of 
living, drugs are very much in 
demand. How would, in your opi
nion, we be able to reduce the prices 
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and also be able to import as much 
of know-how as ·possible? 

Dr. E. Jucker: With respect to the 
hon. Member's question, I do not 
think that I am competent to express 
my opinion ·on it, beC!ause L do not 
!mow the prices of this country. 

Shri Sham La! saraf: What about 
the impOlt of know-how? How can 
we do it? 

Dr. E. Jucker: The import of know
how. depends on the collaboration · 
between those who have the know
how and those who want it. If this 
collaboration can be established on 
terms which suit both parties, there 
should be no problem, and if I may 
say sci, during the last ten or twelve 
years, this collaboration has worked 
beautiful~y. The pharmaceutical 
industry in India today is much 
larger than what it used to •be about 
ten years ago; it is about ten times 
larger todaY than wnat it was ten 
y~ars ago. This collaboration did 
work, and if one can proceed along 
the same lines, then there is no diffi-
culty. · 

Mr. Chairman: This witness has 
. spoken only on research, and there
fore I would suggest that the ques
tions also should be only on research. 
He is a technical witness. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Your 
memorandum deals with the det~iled 
processes through which a compound 
has to pass.. ·before it becomes useful 
in the final stage. You have given 
an idea of the average time taken in 
these different processes and also 
indicated the fact that huge sums are 
involved in the venture But you 
have not given any picture of the 
break-up on the financial side of the 
matter. After all, there is a proce>s 
on which the companies big or small 
have to decide; they decide wha'c per
centage of their total assets can be 
allotted to research tor capita! invest
ment and what. percentage of the pro
fits are to be reserved for research 
expenses. Unless an idea of this 
break-up is given, your whole expla
nation and arguments and phraseo
logy for protecting patents leads 

1 
us 

to no conclusion and gives us no :'lel? 



logy for protecting patents lead,. us 
to no conclusion and gives us no help 
in formulating our correct opinion. 
Please throw somo !ight on this aspect 
of the problem. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I thank you very 
much tor tills question; I am concern
ed with drugs, as I have already spe
cified, and .I work as a research che
mist. I !Lil supplied with all the 
money, and I spend millions per year 
On synthetic drug research but I 
would definitely not be in ~ position 
tO' give you the proportion between 
the money we spend on drug research 
and the profits. The dellnilion of the 
term· 'profits' is not the same every
where. The conditions here are diffe
rent from ours. What I can tell you 
is with respect to Swiss companies; 
there the proportion between the 
money spent on drug research and 
the turnover is on an a verag" about 
8 to 10 per cent. My company, let 
us assume has a turnover of 500 mil
lion Swiss francs On pharmaceuticals; 
then the spending on drug research 
would be about 40 million Swiss 
francs; it is. roughly about 8 per cent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Your me
morandum leads one to conclude that 
the pharmaceutical industry in the 
future can deliver the goods only if 
it is highly centralised both in regard 
to capital and know-how, productive 
capacity and marketing, and competi
tiOn too can only be :><>SSible when 
equally giant firms are there in the 
market. This means that the older 
the company, the more are its chances 
to stand in the market. Such compan
ies possess such varieties of medicines 
al;o along with the patented medi
cines, whose patents time-limi': has 
elapsed but which are in good demand 
in the market. They are thus in a 
position to get results by spending 
on research a lower percentage of 
their profi~s than those who are new 
to the line. Thus having such a Jaw 
11!1 protects such combines naturally 
goes aglinst the interests of entre
prenPurs in undeveloned .~ountries 
and tho"~ who•e resources do not 
m3•ch with those of the developed 
cpuntries. As such, a legislation of 
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your conception wlllch you have j~ 
now referred to will naturally go 
against the interests of our economy. 
If your reply is in the negative please 
explain how you can substantiate that 
it will be in our country's interesta. 

1\lr, Chairman: The hon. Member's 
questions are too long, 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I have 
written it down purposely so that I 
do not go astray this way or that way 
from the main point. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I am very happy 
about tills question. I have many 
very good friends in this country. 
Despite the fact that I am associated 
with a private firm, I do not keep 
what I know as a secret; I lecture 
about it and then try to give my 
advice if it is wanted, where I can. I 
have discussed this particular q ucs
tion many times here with my colle
agues at the universities and with "llY 
friends, and therefore, I would like 
to put it tills way. 

Enterprises which can produce 
drugs, either governmental or private 
enterprises, have not been built "''ilh· 
in five years or within ten years. 
Many of these enterprises are fifty 
years old. Some of them are a 
hundred ypars old. Thus, the whole 
procedure requires time. You need 
time to build up a factory and to 
build up research work, and you can
not forget about the time-factor; you 
cannot get round it. You cannot ex
pect your country which is industrial
ly a :r'oung country to produce ciru~l 
as .cheaply and at the same qu1ntity 
as a country which has been doing 
so .for hundred years. It will n<'ed 
a certain amount of time, but the fun• 
dament for manufacturing your own 
drugs cheaper perh•P• th'n wh't theY 
are today is research wcrk. Jf re
search work is carried ou': in thlt 
country, proper drug re;e1rch. then 
you will be ob'e to prod•1re drur.s of 
your own. If drug research is C3M'iecf 
out abroad, patented •bro'd "''d then 
you get compul,..,rv licences. then vou 
wi1J always be later than the foreign 
counrties, and your country would 
always be depending upon them. I 



belleve that a country like India 
ahou.d aim at independence at all the 
levels. And independence in medi
cines can be achieved only on the 
basil of drug research ,,f ;.•ou1· own, 
and, that is where I am a firm be.iever 
In 1he fact that if y<lU ztimula\e druo~: 
research in this-countrY, drug research 
done by Indians, by Indim firms al'.d 
eventua ly helped by Government, 
and you have a patent system which 
protests the tesults of tho>e re;elrch,.s, 
then you will have a proper drug 
reJearch and drugs of your own. That 
is the way I see it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Seeing 
your reply, I think I have to put my 
question this way now. Pharmaceu
tical researoh g·Jes hand in hand with 
research in the field of disease; and 
ailments also. The latter research 
mostly consti utcs a duty on Govern
men~al ·eve or is done by such orga
nisltions as may be specifie,l. So 
far as the pharmaceutical drugs are 
concerned, co you not think that if 
the ri ·-k y processes are covered by; 
Government aid or by Government 
organisations, then the rest of the 
process which has eliminate:i this risk 
can be taken up by priva\e enterprise? 
If such a thing is done, then how could 
you say that the present patent law 
would no• give enough term for the 
patent? It that is done by govern
ment1l agenov mostly, th<::n the fear 
of risk is e~iminated; then so far as 
the term. royalty and ather things are 
concerned, the present Bill should 
suffi e, I think. What is your qpinion 
about it? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I hope you do not 
mind if I do not completely agree with 
your opinion. I have been born in 
Russh; I have lived there for 14 years, 
and I have relative! in Russia and 
frienils in Russh and friends ~ my 
own buciness in drug re•earch. Ru~!ia 
uo till now has not produced anything 
of importance in the field of drug!. If 
you go 'hrough the list of Russian 
drun•. that i• the drugs which are 
av•i'ob'e i, Rus.h-I nsve the late!t 
book bv Prof. Ma<hkovskv wham· I 
k'low ve•-· well-vnu will find that 
they are all drugs which have been de-
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vel(>ped In Western countries. Here, 
you have an example, The whole 
drug research is started and paid for 
by Government. I be;ieve that it you 
let the pharmaceutical i ndu~try com• 
pete, one firm with anoth,>r, on the 
basis of free enterprise but protected 
by a proper patent Jaw, then yvu will 
get better and quicker results 1.han 
by governmental aid. ' 

Shri Kashi Ram Gup!a: I think 
my question is not very clelr to you. 
My point is this. I have suggeJt~d 
that the risk portion of it may be 
covered by Government but the other 
portion could be left to :Jrivate enter
prise. That is not so in Russ:a. 

Dr. E. Jucker: But what is the 
risky portion of i•? Tha whole is 
risky. I have projects; I must admit 
that I might be not too gooj a chem
ist; I have worked on rheuma.ism 
project !or more than ten year>, with 
about 6 Ph.D. chemist> and about 40 
llssistants; we spend perhap, 20 mil
lien Swiss francs on it. The results 
are non-existent. What is the portion 
which ill risky and which is not rilky7 
The whole is ris~y. 

Mr. Chairman: How can you divide 
the two? 

Dr. E. Jucker: You cannot divide 
it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: At page 
10 of your memorandum you ha\'e 
mentioned that the deve op~1ent ot 
drugs has slowed down during the 
last five years. This in your opinion 
is due to legislative measures, keen 
competition and high expenses etc. 
Do you mean that the Governments 
of all countries or of some particular 
advanced countries have introduced 
such legislative measures during the 
la•t five years? 

Dr. E. ·Jucker: I would like to ex
plain it this way, First of all, the 
developments in the sciences which 
have led to new drugs-:I nwe dos
cribed all of them-such as chemi try, 
phannacology etc.· have been tremen,d-



ous, and many new drugs were dis
covered. There are many new dru's 
available, and the more of them are 
available, the more diilicuit it is to 
find new drugs and to find bet1 er 
drugs. That is one reason why this 
process of finding new drugs has 
slowed down. 

The second reason is that drug re
search becomes moce difficult as we 
enter into new fields. Tal<~. for in
stance t.he virus diselses, cancer etc 
We k~ow so little about the funia~ 
mentals of these fields; that nee::!s 
much more ba ·ic resear:~h; so, much 
more basic re::;earch m1.nt ·oe done on 
them. For <xa:nple, as long as we do 
not know what is rheumali£m or what 
is cancer, how are we to !'Jroduce ne\V 
drugs? That is what 1' .would call 
basic res~ar·h. If somebo:ly disoov
ers what can-er is h~ will not get -the 
remedy but the Nobe: Prize because 
It io; only on this dis·over>' that we 
can produce the remedy, but the dis
covery is very impor~a,1t. ';'herefore, 
I would say that in fielcls whirh re
main ope:t and which Are so difficult 
we are spending, all ot us, enormous 
amounts of money. For example, 
take cancer rese>rch, We are rather 
certain that during the next ten or 
twenty ye1rs there will b~ no clrug 
of choice for raneer, ancl yet we are 
spending mon·y on it because we 
want to do the pro~ress. If we do not, 
then who does? That is one answer 
to your ques'ion. 

Shri Ka,hl Ram Gupta: But you 
h•ve not replied to mv cpestion about 
legis:ation in the countries. 

Dr. F.. Jucker: I am coming to 
that. The seco!l1 part of your qu~s
tion is this. There was a very un
h1ppy exp<>rience In Germanv and in 
other rountries about five or six yean 
ago. For the first time in the history 
of drug re·earch, it was found that a 
certa'n s•Jbstance when usei by 
pregnant women h1d re~ulted iol f1·a
lities a.,rl th1t had caused a tremend
ous clrawb'rk on the whole •lrul! re
search. Everybody is !l~W afr~i:l. of 
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unknown factors in novel substances. 
If you have something aovel in your 
hands, then it first mean! that yuu 
do n<>t know everything about it. 
Therefore, we ourselves have beoome 
much more careful about introducing 
new drugs, be:ause no one can &.fford 
a second ca:oe like th1t such as we 
faced five years ago in Germany and 
other countries. · 

.Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Do you 
agree that these regulations o! the 
Government are justified? 

Dr. E. Jucker: Absolutely so. 

Shri Kashi Jtam Gupt:l: How d<> 
yo!.! say that this Bill puts hurdles 
in tile way? 

Dr, E. Jucker: I do not object to it, 
'but I say that it takes mu h longer 
today to find a new d'!"ug and t'l in
troduce it in the market. Therefore, 
it becomes much more cost y, and 
the period which is left for the 
pa\ent is too short. That was the 
point that I wanted to explain, 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Are you able 
to appreciate the fact that there is 
p etty lit.le invention here, and wlrat 
we have been doing during the la!t 
ten or fifteen years is with coll1· 
boration with distinguishe:l firms 
like yours and it is by this means 
that 'hey have been having some 
industrial production in tlre field of 
pharmaceutic1ls here, with proper 
terms etc. Therefo· e, the m ctiv1tion 
l:Ehind the shortening of the per o1 
in respect of patents from 16 to 10 
years is this that we aTe anxi1us to 
h've industrial pr'Jductio:t star!~d 

here as elr'y as possible. Ace you 
not in a position to appreciate t•nt 
this is the reaJon for the shortening 
of the period? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I 'fully understand 
the id~1. behincl th·s shortming 
of the term. T fully unierstr1d 
it and I fully appreoiate the 
Jndi•n position. But we must not 
forget tha\ patent does not give 
e\·erything. Anyhow, it is n'lt in tne 



patent that one gets the know-how; it 
is not in books that one gets the know
how; this know-how must also be made 
available if somebody wants to u!l
!ise what has been described by a 
patent. Just by shortening the term 
of a patent one does not find a suit
able solution to this problem. I 
think it would be wiser if conditions 
CO\Ild be made such that the patentee 
wil!ingly give9 all that he knows, the 
whole know-how plus ·the patent to 
the licensee; I think that that would 
be very efficient if it were done that 
way. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Dll you agree 
that fOr reputed producers of drugs 
and medicines }ike your concern, fryr 
instance, in the world of pharmaceu
tical production, whether you have a 
patent or not does not make a diffe
r<>nce? So long as the industry pro
duc,·s things of good quality, and 
your concern produces things of good 
st:.ndard, and Sandoz will remain 
Snndqz, whether or not you will have 
paleots would make no difference. 
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Dr. E. Jucker: With respect to 
patents and drugs, for our company 
or for any other company, the fol
lowing has to be said. We have tried 
~o find out how many drugs out of 
those sold in India are patented and 
WP have come to the answer that It 
is only 2.5 per cent; 97.5 per cent of 
all the drugs in this country are not 
patented at all; they can be manu
factured by anybody in this country. 
And yet why do people not do it? 
They do not do it because they lack 
the know-how; they lack the facili
ties. This is much more important. 
But with respect to patents, I still 
have ~ot to stress the following. 
This 97·5 per cent covers ;..!1 the pro
ducts, so to say. The new drugs 
which ar~ developed by the industry 
and which are put on the market re
quire patent protection for a few 
years. If after a few years this 
patent protection stons and dru'!s be
.,ome free, then the industry does not 
mind. Rut to introduce a new phar-. 
rnaceutical specialitv. there must be 
protection for a while. Just imagine 
what will happen, if a firm introdu-

ces a speciality and gives all the in
formation to the medical profession. 
Imitators get everythin.g gratis. They 
would not contribute anything at al~. 
As soon as such a firm puts the pro
duct on the market, there are per
haps 20 similar products produced by 
imitators from all over the world. Then 
the profit which the patentee must 
have for a while becomes question
able. That is a very important point. 
The starting of a new drug must be 
covered by a patent. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: It is not as 
a complaint that I am mentioning 
this. In so far as your distinguished 
concern in India is concerned, for 
instance, they have specialised in 
belladona alkaloids and ergot alka
loids. I am told it is a fact that they 
are not making these things in the 
country, even though the raw material 
is grown here. Why? 

Dr. E. Juck.er: I am prepared to take 
all the blame, if necessary I have 
been asked why do we sell certain 
products here like balladona-alko
loids which is derived from a plant 
which grows in this country but, why 
do we import this substance frO'In 
abroad? Why do we not manufac
ture ·it here itself? This question 
is very justified and I am very happy 
that I am in a position to answer it, 
because 1 had a similar request quite 
recently with respect to another of 
our drugs. 

Certain products are sold in thou
sands of kilos and others are soTd in 
a few kilos. Bellodona alkaloids are 
extremely active compounds; they are 
used in dosages of half a milligram 
or one milligram. For some of these 
products which mY firm markets here, 
the basis is just not broad enough to 
manuhcture th~ amount ne~ded here; 
it might be perhaps one kilo or 5 
kilos. It wo:~ld be too co~tly to es
tablish manufacturing facilities for a 
small amount of active ingredient! 
and it is wiser in every respect to 
.buy it from somewhere where it is 
produced on a larger scale. It will be 
cheaper. 



Mr. Chairman: What is the quantity 
you are manufacturing in Switzer-
.!and? 

Dr. E Jucker: Very small. I do not 
exactly know, it is perhaps 50 kilos 
or perhaps 100 kilos. But it is never 
in tc>ns. It is very little for the whole 
world. · 

Mr. Chalrmaa: India i~ ten time! 
Switzerland. 

Dr. E. Jacker: This product has 
been on the market for a very ion~: 
time. It has never been developed 
in significant terms. 

Shri Sham La! Sarat: In Kashmir 
a substantial quantity or belladona is 
grown. But the difficulty today is of 
processing. Is this firm prepared in 
any way to encourage that State to 
process belladona? 

Mr. Chalrmaa: Is your firm doing 
anything to help the processing here? 
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Dr. E. Jacker: Yes. I can· give you 
an example. The amount of sub
stance which one manufactures for a 
speciality must be of some order in 
order to justify manufacture. If it is 
only for a very small quantity, it is 
too costly to manufacture it. 

, Mr. Chairman: That can be said of 
every other product. 

Dr. E. Jucker: No, Sir. here are 
substances which you need for a 
speciality in sufficient quantities and 
then you try to manufacture them 
as is ~he case with difitalis leaves 
which is grown here in the country by 
ourselves and extracted here. 

Dr. M. M. So. Siddhu: Will you 
take Cortisone?, 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Let me finish 
·my questions. 

So far as vital medicines are con
eemed, are you in a position to ap-

preciate that they have been ex
ploited, patents ~aken and part of 
the expenditure on research 
has been covered by profits, 
and that being so, in view of the 
large market that exists in India by 
way of its huge population, not much 
would be lost by the company or the 
producer who comes here either in 
collaboration or by himself, if the 
period of protection is reduced, so far 
as medicines and drugs are concerned. 
from 16 to 10 years? 

Dr. E. Jucker: What one mu~t 
realise is this: You need to synthesise 
about 3,000 compounds to produce one 
food drug. That means that this one 
drug is to pay for an the failures, 
and the profits we are making on this 
one drug must finance all the failures 
and all the research we are carrying 
out at the present time. We never 
know how long it is going to take us 
to produce the next medicine. 

Mr. Chairman: But that is not so 
in the case of all drugs. There are 
drugs which take two years, some 
three years and so on. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I fully agree. But as 
I see it, you cannot have a patent 
law which takes these differences into 
account. These drugs which are sold 
on a very broad scale are an excep
tion. We have waited for years and 
years to bring out a new drug· and 
then if the protection for this one 
new drug is two years, we are not in 
a position to compensate, to reim
burse our expenditure. 

Mr. Chairmaa: Will you be aatis
fied if in certain particular cases, the 
period may be extended by the Con
troller under powers given to him! 

Dr. Jl!. Juek.er: Quite frankly, the 
drug research people would appre
ciate if there was a proper limit of let 
us say 15 years for all inventions, but 
if this cannot be done, of course, even 
a prolongation of the term Is better 
than nothing. 



Shrl D. P. Karmarl<ar: There Is a 
provision in your federal law, a sum. 
mary of which has been given in the 
U.N. brochure as follows: 

"Other cases in which patents 
are subject to publb use-Total 
or partial expropriation in pab
lic interest against compensation 
to be fixed by the State." 

Have there been any cJmplaints 
about this provision in your law 
either by your own companies or 
foreign companies having patents in 
your country? 

Dr. E. Jucker: Compulsory licenocs 
In the Swiss law, German patents 
law, European patent law, are of an 
entirely difforent character than what 
is suggested in this Patents Bill. Here 
everybody would be entitled to a 
compulsory licence with respect to 
patents on drugs. In our syst~.Y. com
pulsory li. ences are given only in the 
public interest and then against pro
per remuneration, the quantity of 
which i.> not fixed tut is subject to 
mutual discussion. I ~nust make it 
quite clear that not one single case 
of this type has happened in Switzer
land during the last 10 or 15 years. 
There has not been even one single 
expropriation by the Government of 
a patent, and if it had to be, then we 
would accept it for three reasons: 
firstly because it is needed in the 
country's interests, secondly because 
a proper rununeration would exist, 
and thirdly because we would have 
access to an appeal at the highest 
courts of Switzerland. 

Mr. Chairman: It might not have 
happened in Switzerland, but there 
are several countries which have got 
this provision of ccmpulsory licens· 
!ng-U.K., France, Germany, almost 
all the countries. 

Dr. E. Jucker: Yes, but it Is Ill
ways in the public interest and for 
1ecurity purposes. 

1\lr. Chairman: You have no objer
ti on to that. 

Dr. E. ,Jacw: We have no objec. 
tlon to it at all. This is absolute!)
justified. 

Sbrl M. L. Jadhav: In the law of 
your country, there is a provision for 
revocation of patents. Has there been 
any instance of revooation of patents 
and for what reasons? 

Dr. E. Jucker: In my country, not 
one single patent has been revoked in 
recent years. The provision is there, 
it is in every country for dealing with 
cases of immorality and things like 
that. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: After giving 
number of inventions in your memo
randum, you have stated: 

"The remaining countries in
cluding Italy and Russia produced 
fewer than five." 

Will you enlighten 
Russia could not 
medicines? 

us why Ita'y and 
produce modern 

Dr. E, Jncker: I was very careful 
in putting it down as less than five. 
I must admit that I know of not a 
single original drug produced in Italy 
or Russia. In fact, a couple of yeara 
ago the Russian Minister of Health 
complained badly about the under
developed state of the Russian phar
maceutical industry. In Italy very 
little research work has been carried 
out by three or four of the major 
firms only; all the rest of the Italian 
industry did nothing but copy. There
fore, the research work which was 
carried out in Italy was of a very 
limited order, and it never led to one 
single original pharmaceutical specia
lity. Nowadays the Italian pharmaceu
lirll industry is going through very 
bad times. There has be·n recently a 
governmental study •made of the 
!talian pharmaceutifal industry, .tnd 
tt was asked Why certain of the com· 
panies were being taken over \>Y 
firms from abroad, why other Italian 
firms had started limiting their re
search activities, and it was answered 
that in the present situation when 



there is no patent protection for 
pharmaceuticals at all, nobody ln 
Italy can afford research work in this 
field, and they have never been able 
to carry out proper research work 
during the last 20 or 30 years, that 
Is the reason why they have no new 
drugs of their order. 

Sbrl Arjun Arora: You said that 
97·5 per cent of medicines sold in 
India were unpatented. b that figure 
'based on turnov cr in terms of rupees, 
or items of llledicine? 

Dr. E. Jucker: Items or medicines 
or drugs sold. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: Have you any 
idea of the turnover of patent medi
cines in India in terms of rupees? 

Dr. E. Jucker: No. It can be done, 
bu{ it will take some time. 
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Shd ArjO!I Arora: Does your firm 
deal only in pa~ented medicines for 
both patented and unpatented medi· 
cines? 

Dr. E. Jocker: Yes, with both. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: Could you give 
us an idea of the percentage in terms 
of rupees of your turnover in India? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I am sorry I cou;d 
not do it. I would say a major part 
or the sales is with unpatented medi
cines. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: You said that in 
Russia there was not much research. 
How is It that they are able to pro
duce medicines at cheaper rates with
out research? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I do not know how 
cheap medicine3 are there. he only 
explanation that I can give is that the 
Russian drugs which you find in Prof. 
Mashkowski's · bo~ks, all those drugs 
had been developed by the west; the 
west has paid the whole research 
expenditure for these drugs. Thc;Y 
are just m1nufactured and s'lld ln 

Russia. They are western medicine1. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: Why cannot yoa 
do it in India? 

Sbrl R. Ramanathan Chettlar: Even 
in Russia the open mJrket prices aro 
very hig'l. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I wish to know 
the p:oportion of the cost of the 
starting material, the intermediate 
and the finished products in :ha 
Sandoz factory. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I could never answer 
this questicn because I just do not 
know it. I a~n in resear:h. I und~r
stand nothing about the costs of the 
starting materials or the cost of the 
end products. But may I give you :m 
example which I was told a few days 
ago here in India. You can take a 
cotton shirt and find out the cost of 
the cotton in it and compare it with 
the price of the shirt. You can do 
the same thing in medicines and thil 
will be abcut the answer. Starting 
materials are very cheap. But the 
work involved is very expensive and 
the yield at the end is very smalL 
That is what makes the cost of the 
final produot. It you add together 
the price ot all starting •materials th!. 
will never give you an answer. 

Sbri K. K. Warier: What I mean is 
this. We get a m1terial worth 100 
dollars. How much will research cost? 
How much will the inte:mediates 
cost? Ho much will the finished pro
duct cost? 

Dr. E. Jucker: We can never gen.,. 
ra!ise like that. It is different in 
every case. It you have a startin8 
material, sometimes it takes three 
operations to get the end product; 
sometimes it takes 15 operations. So. 
there is no generalisation possible. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: Do the inter
mediatp, cost much .more? dispropor
tionately more? 

Dr. E. Jurker: No, no. May I clarify! 
The price of a substance which we we 
as a drug is composed of vario111 r-



tors. One of the factors 'is the price 
of raw materials. Another factor ia 
the work involved; yet another is the 
capital involved; then there is the 
research factor. So, there is no gene
ralisation possible. 

Shri K. K. Warior: We have a 
report here from Justice Ayyangar 
before us. In that report on page 16, 
he says that there are some examples 
where an invention is not patentable 
in the patentee's home country but is 
patented in India and they relate to 
patents for medicine and drugs taken 
out by Swiss nationals in India. 

Dr. E. Jucker: May I tell you that 
I hold myself a couple of hundreds of 
Swiss patents. That is the only 
answer I can give you. In Switzerland 
we can patent our inventions in the 
pharmaceutical field like in the whole 
of Europe. There are only 7 countries 
in this world where you cannot patent 
pharmaceutical inventions - China, 
Afghanistan, , Iraq, Iran, Ethiopia and 
:l'urkey. Italy is going to have a patent 
law. In the rest of the world includ
ing Switzerland you get patents for 
pharmaceuticals. I know the Swiss 
law by heart. What is of ten being 
mixed up is product per se protection 
which you have only in France and 
USA while you have in the rest of 
the world product by process or pro
cess protection. It is a wrong inter
pretation to say that in Switzerland 
there is no patent protection for 
pharmaceuticals. 

Shri K. K. Warlor: I could not 
follow. 

Mr. Chairman: He aays it i1 wrong 
lntel'pretation. 

Shri DalJlt Slnl!'h: On page one of 
your memorandll'ITI you say that you 
do not propose to even attempt to 
consider the legal provisions of the 
Indian Patents Bill. And also in the 
end of the memorandum you say that 
the prime concern of the legislators 
dealing with the Patents Bill should 
be the encouragement of drug re

,,.arch by means of a strong, juat 
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patent law which would ensure th• 
unimpeded further development of 
this most important industry. 

In view of that should we think 
that you support the Bill. 

Dr. E. Jucker: Mr. Chairman, 
is a very important question. r. 
distinguished gentleman ·asking 
whether 1 support the Bill? 

this 
the 
me 

Mr. Chairmaa: He has come 
research sc!ientist. 

as a 

Dr. E. Jucker: I wanted to say what 
I know about drug research and the 
implications with patents. . 

Mr. Chairman: That is what he 
wanted to tell us. 

Shri Peter Alvares: I have one 
simple question. Dr. Jucker, 
you are a very promi
nent chemist. The Patents Bill, 
as is stated in its objects and reasons 
is to encourage inventions, etc., but 
the controversy a,Ppears to be on the 
time-limit of patents. It has been 
suggested in the case ot medicines and 
drugs the period should be 10 years 
and otherwise, it should be 14 years 
from the date of the patent The date 
has been defined as the date of the 
filing of the specificati'ons. May I 
know what can be the time-limit? 
Between the filing of the specification 
and the commercial exploitation of 
the patent, how much time should be 
deducted trom the span of 14 yearst 

Dr. E. Jucker: This is a very im
P'ortant question. I will give my 
absolutely frank opinion about it. Due 
to very hard competition to which we 
are submitting in our part · of the 
world, we have to file the application• 
as S'oon as we can. That means we 
file them as soon as we have the phar-· 
macologica:J results. We wait for the 
first pharmacological 1 resuit.s which 
may be indicative, indicating the 
proper commercial use of the com
pound as a medicine. Therefore, 
from the time of conception of the 
idea to the time of filing, perhaps one 
year elapses on an average. 



Shri Peter Alvares: From the time 
ot filing of the specifications. 

Ur. E. Jueker: From then on, it 
taL, u3 six or seven years to market 
it. Out of the eight years we require 
tar the whole research, one year can 
be deducted. Therefore, from the 
moment or filing, it is perhaPs aeven 
years. 

Shri Peter Alvares: I presume you 
know the meaning of the words "filing 
ot the specifications". From the time 
ut the filing of the specification, the 
period of the patent is counted. Bet
ween the time of filing the specifica
tion and the marketing of the product, 
bow many years could be deducte.d 
from the 10 years that are available? 

Ur. E. Jncker: Seven years. 
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Ur. M, M. S. Slddbu: Great stress 
has been laid on the point that unless 
chemical engineering and chemical 
industries are deveL'oped in this 
country, research on synthetic pro
ducts, synthetic drugs, is not possible 
at this present stage, with the result 
that we will be depe 1dent on research 
of other countries ;;nd th'lir patents 
and on large imports, thereby this 
country will be depleted of its large 
res'ources, and it will not be able to 
carry on with an3 major chemical 
programme. So, in such a case, do 
you think that the production of the 
period or 10 years is not justifiable. 
Please take into consideration firstly, 
the ·economic state of the country; 
secondly, the non-devel<?pment or the 
infancy of the chemical industry; 
and thirdly , once a firm has intro
duced a drug, that product does not 
go out of the market in spite of the 
fact that the patent has elapsed, be
cause the doctors, once they. are ac
customed to a pa~ticular brand, go on 
continuing to prescribe it? ln other 
words, the ten-year period does not 
mean only 10 years but it means as 
much time as the doctor can reliably 
entrust the patient with the qualitY 
of the drug and as long as it lies in 
his memory! Therefore. under these 
circumstances, would the ten-year 
perl\:ld not sufllce? 

Dr. E. Jucker: You have b~en judg
ing the present .situatlon on the phar
maceutical market and the pre>cnt 
situation arose under the existing 
patent law where you have the pro
tection of 16 years. First of all, no
body can predict with abs'olute cer
tainty what is going to happen if the 
16 years are reduced to 10 years. But 
do not forget that in the old times, it 
did not take as eight years to intro
duce a substa:1.ce Jn the market; even 
if it tO'ok e;ght years to develop it, 
then le't still another eight years ago 
protecleci marketing. And then it is 
clear that doctors who get the' sub
stance are inclined to stick to it. Let 
us assume that this Bill becomes law 
and the protection is 10 years. It 
takes us eight years to bring a c'om
pound to the market. For two years 
only would the patent protection la<t. 
Jf a compulsory licence is given im
mediately, the patentee will enjoy 
no monopoly at all. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu:- You are pre
suming that it takes seven years; 
light drugs such as streptomycine, 
chloromycetine, etc., started process
ing earlier, but it is worth-while 
studying the question in respect of 
the date of the application of tha 
patent, the sealing of the patent and 
the manufacture of those products, 
and studying what is the time taken. 
The time in America is never more 
than three years. 

Ur. E. Jucker: It has been studied. 
The cases which you talked about are 
instances. The antibiotics are got 
from the fungus and the cultivation of 
fungus, and needed perhaps as some 
what shorter time than syrrthetio 
drugs. 

Ur. M. M. S. Siddho: And steroids. 

Ur. E. Jucker: How long has it taken 

to develop this steroid field? It you 
take the modern drugs-of - course, 
chloromycetine and so on related to 
10 venrs ag"O--on an average, the 
time taken is much more than it wu 
10 years ago. Today, you. can take 



tor granted thot no Rynthetic com
pound can anymore be brought into 
the m1rke-t before six years. In this 
countri, it take3 two years to get the 
Government permission to market it 
In addition to the chemical and phlr
macological an:! toxicological deve
lopment. 

D7. M. M. S. Sldahu: I do under
atnn:l it. I d) not hlve the list at pre
sent; it WJs a long list of drugs which 
are mo:lern in tCie seme th lt they hJve 
revolution:se:l the treatment That is 
WhJt they Clli m'ldern in America. 
I had a Lst of about 10 drugs con
taining steroids. Bu azlli:liss pro
ducts and antibiotics and I fnund th1t 
from thg filing of th~ aoplication to 
the grant "of the applic1tion, there was 
one year, and within three years they 
&tarted the manufacture. 

Dr. E. Jucker: It Is absolutely im
poss'ble today. It might have been 
possible 10 years ago, but the new 
law will h1ve an impact on research 
today and not what was happening 10 
yea7s ago. Today, it is just not p'lS
Iible to introduce a compand within 
four to five years. It cannot be done, 
and I can glve you examples, as many 
as y-ou want. 

Then, I would like to give the ans
wer to your next point. You said that 
once a substance is introduced by a 
firm, then the medical profession 
knows it and sticks to it. But just 
take this fact: you synthesise a c":lm
pound and you bring it out and with
In the first half a year, somebody who 
had previously asked for a compulsory 
licence which mmt be granted ac
cording to the Bill-a 'ter half an 
year-al~o brings out your new pro
duct and 20 more imitations come; you 
said the medical professi·~n would 
stick to your product. But, after all 
you were the only one to have all the 
expenses for the research and the 
copyist did not contribute anything 
at all. 

Dr. M, M. 8. Slddhu: I have before 
mz the book Medicinal Chemistry by 
Burger. He has worked out the ex
penditure on the screening, toxico1ogy 
c'ontrolled clinical studies and quality 
control and he says that out of every 

-500 to 1000 compounds which are sy
nthesised and testea, if one were to 
become successful, the cost runs f~om 
2,20,000 d'~llars to 4 30,000 dollar!. 
This is the Second Edition of his book 
published in 1960. 

Dr. E. Jucker: Six years have elap. 
sed since then and inflation has gone 
ahead. I am sorry I have to say 
frankly that Pro'. Burger is a ve~y 

academic man. I know h'm personally. 
He is a professor at the university. 
He has never done drug research on 
his own and he never had to pay for 
it. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Whgn a 
patentee takes out a patent for a 
productr thraugh a process, through 
his theoretical kn·~wledge he covers 
all the poss:ble processes which are 
likely to lead to that compound. Will 
it not be correct that the patent should 
be only of th·ose two o~ three proces
ses which ~he patentee is likely to ex
ploit and not all the possible. p:o
cesses, otherwise research in other 
countries on a similar product iJ 
bl'ocked for ever? 

Dr. E. Jucker: When you talk about 
research, you do not quite mean the 
same thing as myself when I talk 
about research. When I talk about 
research, I do not want to find new 
ways to syn :hesise known compounds. 
But I want to find w.ays to synthesise 
new compounds, because only if you 
find new ones which can be used as 
medicines, you help the progress of 
medicine. Otherwise, if i"QU find new 
processes for substances which have 
been developed by others, you help 
yourself and the p:ogress of medicine 
is nil. Therefore, by idea is the best 
way to protect research is. to grant 
pr'~duct protection. This is my firm 
belief. Secondly, I have already 
pointed out the way it is handled in · 
Switze:land and Germany--it Is pro-



duct by process protection. We are 
not allowed to claim all possible pro
cesses. We must describe them pro
perly and they must work. Thefore, 
no fantasy is allowed in these patents. 
It somebody finds ot l!)>rocess which 
is novel and which adds to the progress 
he can get a patent of this tJwn. 

Dr. Ill. M. S. Siddhu: In Switzer
land, if a particular patent is not 
worked, then compulsory licence is 
given. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I cannot answer this 
without reading the cor:esponding 
paragraph ol the Swiss law very care
fully, because to my knowledge in Le 
last 15 years n·0t a single request for 
a compulsory licence has been m1de. 
So far as I am awa:e, you have per
haps only a summary of the Jaw. It 
requires mucli more th~n non
working. Non-working, according t"0 
my knowledge, does not permit a 
compulsory licence in Switze:tand. 
·Otherwise, there w"0u!d have been re
quests for it. I believe it is the re
lation between non-working and 
a dependent patent. If you 
have a patent which depends 
on another paten~ and this 
patent is not worked and you are 
prevented from using your patent, 
the n after a period of 3 years you 
can ask for a compulsory licence. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: The ·provision In 
Switzerland is: 

"On request, compulsory licence 
may be granted by the court if 
the invention was not adequately 
worked in Switzerland within 
three years from the date of re
gistration of the patent. The 
patent may be nvoked if after 
the expiry of three years from 
the issue of an ordinary licence, 
the granting ol licence is not suf!i· 
cient to satisfy the needs of tne 
Swiss market." 

Do you contradict it? 
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Dr. E. Jucker: I do not contradict 
lt. But I must see the whole taw 
Reading one paragraph wlll not ou. 

It Is inter-related with the other pro
visions. Assuming it is correct ... 

Shrl P. S. Naskar: There is "o 
question of assumption. It is a fact 
I hJve quited from the United Natioru~ 
Publicati'on. 

Dr. E. Jucker: But s!ill there are 
three yeJrs during which the plten
tee can decide whether he wants to 
utilise the patent. 

lllr. Chairman: So you cannot ob
ject to a similar provis:on in our 
country? 

Dr. E. Ju,ker: If a safeguard period 
is provided for, it is absolutely •il 
right. 

Dr. M. Ill. S. Siddhu: Why is it thai 
medicines other than chemical pro
duc!s are not patentab!e in the Swit
zerland? 

Dr. E. Jucker: According to the Swiss 
law, on ·y chemical processes are pa
tentable; physical processes, mecha
nical processes for the extraction are 
not patentable. The substance which 
you 'Obtain as the final p:oduct mu•' 
be obtained by a chemical process. 
Only then it is patentable. 

Dr. M. M. S. Slddhu: If there is a 
such a provision in our Bill, wi:l U 
not also protect at least a large num
ber of antibio:ics which are not syn
thetic? 

Dr. E. Jucker: In your Bill, there b 
no distinction between syn:hetic pro
ducts and natural products at all 
You take pharmaceuticals as a whole 
class. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: One has been 
trying to refer to development of drug 
indust':y in S0viet Ru>sia. For ins
tance, it will be worthwhile under
sanding an:l studying why only two 
countries, the United State of Am<!
rica and Soviet Russia, are goir.g into 
sp•ce and n~t the o'her people. If 
one is to comp3re these two things, 
one wn have to think why U.K. is 



not doing it and somebody may say 
that it is due to the patent law in 
U. K. In a socialist country they can 
put their genius to a particular type 
of work and is possible that the So
viet people are working more on fun
damental or bosic research .but they 
are not working on drug industry 
alone-for example Aviation medicine, 
space medicine, physiological pro~ess~ 
g<metics, DNA, RNA, and all those 
!3clors. Therefore, it is possible that 
Soviet medicine has neglected drug 
research work simply because they 
are more occupied with something 
more important. 

Dr. E. Jucker: First of all, in the 
Soviet Union, it is a patent Jaw whicn 
gives you protection along the lines 
of the German patent law. Secondly 
if it has ·been the case, as what you 
have said, that they are not just in
terested in drug research because thev 
are kept busy with the space proble~. 
Now they have realised that drug 
research is important. Recently when 
I was in Czechosl'ovakia I had occa
sion to discuss this with the people 
there and also some of my Russian 
friends. They are reorganising the 
whole drug research in Russia in order 
to become independent from abroad. 
Up to now they have been doing no
thing but producing western drugs. 
Apparently, they find that it is in
sufficient and therefore they are 
thinking of changing the system now. 

Sbri Bade: I believe, Dr. Jucker, 
oo..t must be knowing that there are 
two wavs "'' I!Tanting patents
patent of introduction and inventor'• 
certificate. Inventor's certificate is th~ 
one which is followed in the socialist 
countries. When your bbject, as is 
evident from your memorandum, is 
that research should be encouraged. 
supposing our Government pi..rchase; 
l'!e inventions and gives grants to the 

patentees, have you any objection? 

Dr. E. J11cker: In the eastern 
rm 1ntries, in Russia and in the whole 
eastern bloc, as ¥ou said, there are 
two types of patents-<>ne is the patent 
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like the German patent and the other 
is the 'authorship• or the inventor's: 
certificate as you call it. This is 
also a patent, but the patentee br th"' 
holder ot the letter of inventorship 
has guaranteed to the State a licence 
to his invention for whieh the State 
will compensate him. This is the 
difference between the normal West
ern patent and this sort of, Jet us 
say, •junior patents'. I know fran:. 
my own experience that in Russia it 
is easy to obtain these certificates an<i 
more difficult t'o obtain patents. But 
in principal it would not make , toC>
much difference whether you obtaine<t 
a patent or such a certificate, 
because each time the Russian Gov
ernment wanted to take bur inven
tions, whether it was a patent or a 
certificate, you would be properly· 
remunerated. 

Shri Bade: Leaving aside Russia and 
other countries, by studying our Bill 
you will find that both the system~ 

are given in this Bill. Clause 87 deals 
with inventor's certificate. If Govern
ment purchases these things by giv- · 
ing sufficient compensation, are you 
satisfied that research will be en
couraged in India? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I think it is a better 
way if the patentee is given the pos
sibility to work it After all an inven
tion is the .patentee's baby, if yau call 
it that way. 

Shri Bade: Our difficulty is that the 
patentees or the manufacturers manu
facture the things in foreign countries 
and flood our drug market. We want 
them to manufacture the drugs here. 
Therefore, we want that there should 
be, what you call, some restrictions on 
these foreign companies. Does this 
Bill put that kind of restriction or nott 

Dr. E. Jueker: I have already said 
that iJ' you want to build up >the mar
ket here you have to encourage the 
industry and not introduce restric
tions. Restrictions in no way will 
encourage anything. I think if you 
let the industry compete and they have 



·•. 'free fiell!, then due to the laws of 
free market you will get cheaper and 
cheaper things. If you put restrictions 
you wil! not succeed in doing it. 

Sbri Bade: You said that there 
should be 'patent product' by a parti
cular proceas. In one memorandum 
·we have read that if there is one pro
cess then the product will be the 
same. Therefore, if we patent the 
process, what is the use of - having 
'patent product' also? 
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Dr. E. Juclr.er: If you have one 
aubstance whlch can be used as a 
medicine and you patent one process 
to its manufacturer, then it is possible 
for the organic chemist to find many 
>Other ways to manufacture the same 
compound. Therefore, patenting one 
process means no protection at all. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: Is it 
not a fact that under the protection of 
patent manufacturers charge too high 
prices? For example, Ciba, which 
have a patent for the manufacture and 
·ule of .... 

Mr. Chairman: Ciba people are com
ing and you may put yo)lr questions 
to them. He is only a research scien
tist. 

Shri Vima!kumar M, Chardia: He 
is saying that 17 years patent should 
be granted. I say that they are charg
ing very high prices. How does . he 
justify this· period of 17 years? C1bas 
were selling two ampules for Rs. 25 
and now they are selling the same 
thing for Rs. 6. 

Dr E Jucker: I think it is wrong 
to pi~k 'out one or two drugs out of a 
few hundred and to say that they are 
1~elling at a very high price and there
fore we should modify the patent Jaw. 
That is what the answer would ~e. 
lf you take the whole market you Wlll 
see that 97 per cent of the drugs are 
not patented. Therefore, I think we 
can say that the prices of these un
patented 97 per cent drugs have no 
relation to the existence of patents. 
So, there are. other facton. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: India 
is a developing country. According tD 
you the patents for products in deve
loping countries should be 17 years. 
What will the Indian inventors do 
during this period? 

Dr. E. Jucker: May I put it this 
way? First of all, it is often said that 
most of the Indian patents are held by 
foreigners. I can tell you that the 
oame is the case in Switzerland, 
Canada and other countries Gf the 
world. It cannot but be that way. It 
is so even in the United States. Most 
of the American patents are held by 
foreigners. Most of the countries are 
members of the Paris Convention. 
Scientists do research ·all over the 
world and they take patents in various 
countries. There are many Swi.u 
patents in India and Indian patents in 
Switzerland. So; that is no argument 
at all, because the Indian inventor 
should not copy the foreign patent but 
do research of his own-even if this 
one is based on the knowledge suppli
ed by the foreign patent. With res
pect to seventeen years, I think I 
have gone into it earlier. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: How 
many large combines operate in 
Switzerland in the field of pharmaceu
ticals? 

Dr. E. Iucker: The six largest firms 
are Roche, CIBA, Geigy, Sandoz, 
Wander and Sigfried. Then there is 
perhaps half a dozen more omaller 
firms. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: They 
function more or less as cartels. 

Dr. E. Jucker: No cartels. 

Shrl R. Ramuatban Chettlar: In 
your memorandum and also in your 
press conference .... 

Dr. E. Jocker: May I say that it 
was nnt a pre~s conference? Th~Y 
asked certain questions and I answer
ed them. 

8hrl R. Raman~:tban Cb~ttiar: All 
rieht. we will not I(O Into that. You 

·object tG the percentage of royallY 



being 4 per cent on the ground that 
out of 4 per cent, 2 per cent wil' go 
by way of taxes. But, in your own 
country, there is no provision in your 
law for royalty. 

Dr.E. Jucker: No. other country 
than India has a provision like that. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
Canada there is such a provision. 

Dr. E. Jucker: In England and 
Canad1 the royal~y is fixed by the 
Controller of PJtent Office and one 
can go to the Hight Court in appeal 
if one feels that the amount is too 
small. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: How 
do you say that in an u·1:I r-icvelop
ed country like India the percentage 
of 4 percent is unreasonable? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I wm try to explain 
my point. A patent law is enacted by 
a 'ountrv for the protection of the 
patentee· and lor the protection o! the 
inventor. If I say that 4 per cent is 
not enough, then I mean that com
parei wi h the inventor's •effort and 
compared with the amount Of money 
he has spent, it cannot be enough. I 
could not, of course, at the sam~ time, 
take into consideration the national 
interest of India or of any country. I 
have to oncen!rate my thinking on the 
inventor. He is the one wioo spends 
monev and in order to continue his 
research work, in order •o continue 
to contrib•Jte for further progress he 
needs certain remun~ration and •hiq 
h~ would n1t P.'t if 4 p~r ~ent is fiYei 
because after "taxes it would mean 
only 2 per cent which is too little to 
be consider~d proper recom;>ense. 

Shri R. Ramanath1n Chettiab: I 
would li'<e to re 'er to a survey made 
by the Roserve Bank of India which 
was pub!" slJed in their bulletin where
in it is state-! that in 1962-63 on an 
inves ment of Rs. 14 crores by foreign 
interests in the pharmaceutical indus
try thev had remitted Rs. 2 crores by 
way of remittan·es and Rs. 5 crores 
bv wav of ro~·altv from our country. 
So, don't think their profits are. mea
ere as you are trying to make out. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I am not tryint tc. 
make out any case. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I may 
just point out to you that 50 per cent 
of the capital they have taken out. 
This is a counter reply to your point 
that 4 per cent is not enough. Consi
dering the stage or development of our 
country, some people think that even 
4 per cen ~ is too high. 

Dr. E. Juckrr: Looking at it from 
the po'nt of view of the patentee it is 
very little and it is not enough to be 
consid~red ju3t compensation. 

Shri B. K. Das: Do you want the 
percentage of royalty to be fixed or 
it should be left to be settled by nego
tiat'on? If you want it to be fixed, 
how would you like to fix it! 

Dr. E. Jucker: I think it is a very 
important ques'.ion. First of all, I 
think it is wrong to fix the royalty be
cause sometimes 4 per cent is too much 
and sometimes it is by far not enough. 
I think the royalty must be esta~lish
ed in every case individually. First ot 
all it must be doscussed between 
th~se who wants to buy something and 
those who want to sell something. One 
invent' on might have co ,t 10 mi lion 
dollars to develop and another inven
tion only 500 dollars. So, why should 
the percentage of royal~y be the Slme 
for both? A very good comparison is 
the Br' !ish system. In Britain there is 
a provho for compulsory licence and 
royalty is established by the Control
ler of the Pc;tent Offi e. He fixes for 
example at 10 per cent. But in Eng-

' land it is no• of the bulk price but of 
the price of the speciality and the de
cision of t~e Controller is subject to 
High Court decision. In one of the 
most recent cases it was fixei at 18 
per cent bec3use the court felt that 
the patentee has invested such a terri
fic amount on his invention that one 
wiw gets results must cont~ibute some
thing to the research ex:>enditure. I 
believe t'lat in each individual case it 
should be discussed, p-rhaps together 
with the Controller of Patents. 



8hrl B. K. Das: ff the parties are 
not satisfied with the decision of the 
C.:mtro11er, you want the matter to go 
to the court or to the Government? 

Dr. E. Jucker: It should go to the 
court. 

Shri B. K. Das: You do not like the 
provision about licensing rights even 
for a country like India? 

Dr. E. Jucker: No. 

Mr. Chctirman: Even countries like 
USA and Germany have a provision 
for licensing rights. 

Dr. E. Jucker: No, India is the 
only country which has got such a 
provision. 

Mr. C~airmm: UK has it. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I am sorry to con
tradict you. It is d:tferent. It is this 
way. In varlous countries the inven
tor, themselves have the rght to 
endorse their pa!ents wlth the words 
"lice.1ce or right" but in each case it is 
done indivijullly if the patentee wants 
to offer hos invention for licensing. 
In the Bill it would be done a Jto
matically without the patentee's con
s:nt with all nharm~ceutica] patents. 
That is the difference. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You have I•'d 
so much emphasis on research and 
basic research of wh'ch you are a 
a schol1r. Do you thing that research 
expenditure is a factor for the high 
prices of drugs? 

Dr. E. Jucker: It is one of the f'l~
tors. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: · ·You said a little 
while ago that 8 to 10 per cent of the 
total turnover is spent on research. 
After that. statement, how do you say 
that it is a major factor for high pri
ces of drugs? 

' . 

Dr. E. Jucker: I would not say that 
(t is a major factor. 

Shrf P. S. Naskar: Do you considel" 
that research expenditu:e is one of the 
main factors for high prices of drugs? 
believe that drugs are sold at too hih 
consider that research expenditure il 

Dr. E. Jucker: First of all,· I do not 
believe that drugs are sold at too hig!) 
a }eve!. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: In India. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I do not know the 
Indian price structure. 

Shri P. S. N1skar: You s1id tl·~t 
you hwe visited Indil five o~ six times 
Do you not c>re to fiod out abJut anti
biotics and other life-saving dru~s. 
whether they cost more in India than 
in other countries? You have come tc 
give evidence be"ore t'>i; Commit'e( 
and I thought vou should have had a 
little in:ormation on that po:nt. 

Dr. E. Jucker: I am very ,on y, I 
came here as a research chemist and 
not as an expert on prices. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You made out 
the point that patent is necessary for 
an incentive to research; so, I am ask
ing you whether you think that re
search e'Cpenditure is one of the main 
factors for h'gh prices of drugs. We 
in India consider that drug• impo·ted 
into this country from America, Swit
zerland and other places are costlier 
than in other countries. 

Dr. E. Jucker: It is a very good 
question, but it is not easy to answer, 

Shri P. S. Naskar: If you have no 
answer, please say so. 

Dr. E. Juck .. r: I would ]'ke to tell 
you that one or the major factors is 
the packing of the drug for which we 
are not responsible. The aluminium 
tube or a proPer p~cka~i~1g soml"'
times is so co1tly and we can C'l) 

nothing about it. 

Shrl P. S. Naskar: I am restrktinC 
my que;tion only h research expendi-



ture. I am not going into allied ex
penditure. Would you say that re
search expenditure is one of the main 
factors? 

Dr. Jl:. Jucker: Yes, Sir. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: If I asked you 
to give a detailed financial statement 
of your company, that is, Sandoz .... 

Dr, E. Jucker: In Switzerland these 
figures are published; they are avail
able to the public. I do not know 
how they are handled here. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: From your de
tailed financial statement could you 
show ,that research expenditure is 
higher than 8 to 10 per cent of the 
total turnover and how much is 
spent on fundamental research out of 
those funds for research? 

Dr. E. Jucker: When I am speaking 
about basic and fundamental research 
I mean research which is not carried 
-out !or the specific purpose of finding 
out .a drug; therefore, our expenditure 
does not go into what I call basic and 
fundamental research because that is 
done by universities. 

Shri P. S, Naskar: 
eearch is mainly done 
·or public laboratories. 

So, basic re
in universities 

Dr, E. Jucker: What do you under
-stand by "basic research"? 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You said ''funda
mental research". 

Dr. E. Jucker: By "basic and funda- . 
·mental research" I mean research not 
d:rec ly a!Jplicable to drugs. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: So, b8sic r 2sr;ren 
has noth'ng to do with patent. Do I 
take it? 

Dr. E. Jucker: No, Sir. 

.Shrl P. S. Naskar: You said that 
Sandoz has got only one patent per
haps in this country. 

Dr. E. Jucker: No\ patent; I said tkat 
of 0 ur products not more than two 
are patented. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: That means, 
most of the Sandoz produc!S in this 
country are unpatented. Has that 
affected your sales in this country? 

Dr. E. Jucker: This ca11not be ane
wered because up till now we have 
been working under tpe old law. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You say that a 
patent is necessary for all drugs, but, 
at the same time, you say that Sandoz 
has one or two patented drugs; mostly 
they are unpatented drugs which are 
sold in this country. That being the 
position, how ha~ it affected you? 

Dr. E. Jucker: I assume that if 
we had patented all our products our 
sales would •be higher; but it cannot 
be established because we do not 
have the patents any more. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: It has not affec
ted the sale. 

Shri E. Jucker: Of course, it ha. 
affected. 

Shri P, S. Naskar: Have your sale» 
increased or decreased? 

. Dr. E. Jucker: Of course, they have 
increased but with some exceptions 
If you have competition with those 
who· sell the •arne substdnce without 
having had the research expenditure 
the price is probably pressed down. 

Shri P, S. Naskar: The relationship 
is between sale of the product and 
patent, which is not all the 'time cor
related. 

Dr. E. Jucker: It must be corre'at
ed. 

Shri P, S. Naskar: But here you ere 
making so much money on inpatentcd 
drugs . 

Dr. E. Jucke': I do not know how 
much mon~y we are making h<'re but 
these drugs have been on the ·m~1 ket 



for so many years and are sold for 
their quality and the firm's name. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How does paymer.t 
to a research worker compare with 
the payment to the administrative 
head of your department? 

Dr. E. Jucker: In my country 
research workers are paid nry well, 
usually higher than the corresponclinf~ 
ranks in administration. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How much money 
has your firm spent on research in this 
country? 

Dr. E. Jnck~r: I am sorry that I 
am not in a position to answC'r tili.:) 

question· because I do not know the 
exact figures; but we spend quite a lot 
of money. I can say that for the 
following reasons, about ten years 
or so ago, we extracted u compotmj 
from an Indian plant podophyllum. 
This plant is not available in iargrr 
quantities. We had to cultivate it 
first; the whole botany cultivation and 
everything had to be studied. We 
have farms established and we "re 
spending lots and lots of money 
millions of rupees, on drug research in 
the natural products field. The exact 
figure I do not know. 

Mr. Chairman: We have the infor
tnation that international prices of 
some of the patented drugs are iar 
lower than the prices that they are 
charging in India; if that is so, do 
you not want that the Governm£n1 
should take some steps to control 
prices by way of limiting the period 
or working of the patent? 

Dr. E Jucker: This question is a 
very important one, but I do not know 
~he figures. 

Mr. Chairman: If you want. I will 
give you the figures. Vitamin B-6 sell::i 
here at Rs. 800 per kilo wherea3 t:1e 
international price is Rs. 206 oer kilo. 
The international price of Vitamin 
B-12 (Merck, Sharpe and Donme) is 
Rs. 32 per gm. while the indrgenou., 
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price is Rs. 215 per gm. The inter
national price of chloramphcni<al 
(Parke Davis) is Rs. 100 per ki:o 
whereas the indigenous price is Rs. ·110 
per kilo. Tolbutamide-the internation
al price is Rs. 20 per kilo and the 
indigenous price is Rs. 75 per ki!". 
Vitamin A (Glaxo)-the international 
prices Rs. 54 per kilo and the indi
genous price is Rs. 421 per kilo. Pro
caine Hydroch!oride-Rs~B per 500 gm. 
is the international price and Rs. 21 
per 500 gm, is the indigenous price. 
Tetracycline Hydrochloride-Rs. 107 
per kilo is the international price t·nd 
Rs. 1,147 per kilo is the indigem•ll' 
price. 

Dr. E. Jucker: How was the inl0r
national price established? Fot 
example, To!lulamide is marketed--it 
is Upgoha product-and there is no 
such figure of international price for 
Toleu!amide. Is it the price for the 
bulk? Is it for speciality? All thi.; 
must be taken into consideration. Do 
you take into account the packa6ing 
cost? The packaging in this country 
is much more expensive than what it 
costs in other countries because of the 
climate. This must also be taken into 
consideration. Only then. one c.:n 
compare the prices. May I say your 
approach is not too good. 1 think the 
drug prices must not be controlled by 
the patent system. Our experience 
shows quite clearly that in a countn· 

.like Italy where there is no patent 
system for pharmaceuticals, the drug,· 
are not cheaper there. Many of the 
items are very expensive. I do no'. 
see how we can relate the prices of 
pharmaceuticals with the patents sys
tem. 

Shri D. P. Karma•·kar: Along w'.tb 
the grant of patent, you get the ex
clusive right of sale and, therefore, it 
is expensive. It is just possible tha: 
the prices are lower in the wor:d 
market because there is competition. 
Here, because of the protection, the 
product costs more. 

:'llr. Chairman: They have • pJ\eut 
for exclusive manufacture and for :-.al.:-. 



Dr, E. Jucker: May I ask one ques
tion? Why the cars manufactured in 
this country cost more than two times 
or so as compared to the cost abroad? 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: In respect of 
cars, we have not given them the ex
clusive right of importation and sale. 
Now, the moment you get a patent, you 
have the right to import your own 
product. It is a fact that what costs 
Rs. 120 in Switzerland costs Rs. 300 or 
Rs. 500 here depending on the price. I 
wish you· appreciate that there is a 
strong feeling in this country. In order 
to meet the reasonable requirements of 
the peop'e at reasonable prices, the 
State may have the power to intervene. 
If you are going to be unreasonable, 
then we shall see to it that you are 
reasonable. That is the point. 
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Dr. E. Jucker: May I say one thing. 
The han. Chairman was going through 
the list. Not all the drugs that were 
mentioned are patented. Therefore, 
this difference in price also exists in 
respect of those drugs which are not 
patented in India. So, according to my 
humble opinion as a chemist, there 
must be other reasons as to why the 
drugs are costlier here than abroad and 
r do not think that the answer to this 
problem which is a very severe one is 

' patents. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Dr. E. Jucker: Thank you, Sir. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(BIRPJ), Geneva. 

The witness was ealled in and he took 
his seat. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Bodenhausen
we have received your memorandum; 
The evidence that you give here will 
be printed and published and distri
buted to the Members and also laid 
on. the Table of the House. If you 
want anything to be kept confidential, 
even that portion will be printed and 
distributed to the Membero Of tbe 
House. Your memorandum has been 
distributed to all the Members. If you 
want to add anything, you may kindly 
do so. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: With 
your permission I would like to add 
a few words to the memorand11m that 
has been distributed. 

My first remarks concern my perso
nal background because I think mem
bers should know something about me 
to un.derstand my position better. I 
have been a Barrister since 1928 and 
took the first patent case in 1931. 
Afterwards more patent cases and 
trade-mark cases followed and I 
have become a specialist in this 'field. 
In. the last 15 years of my practice I 
have not taken any case but cases of 
patents and industrial property and 
my experience is mainly with patents 
and trade marks within my country, 
the Neitherlands. I have been appoin
ted in 194'6 as Professor of Intellectual 
Property Law in the University of 

Utrecht and I had an. opportuniy to 
teach industril11 property law especial
ly patents for 16 years. Then of cour
se I acquired a more general knowle
dge because I had to survey also 
other legislations on patents. Then in 
the beginning of 1963, 3 years ago, I 
became the Director of the United 
International Bureaux for the Protec
tion of Intellectual Property in Gene
va which, as you may know, is an 
inter-Governmental organization and 
the joint secretariat of the Paris and 
Berne Unions. India, while it is a 
member of the Berne Union for the 
protection of copyright, is not a mem
ber of Paris Union for the protection 
of industrial property like patents ar.d 
trade marks. This latter convention 
now comprises 74 States-75 States if 
you take into account the German 
Democratic Republic. The composition 
al'.d membership of the Paris Union 
makes it obligatory for us to be com
pletely neutral-politically neutral and 
as, far as we can technically neutral 
too. Amongst its members are not 
orly important industrialised countries 
of the West such as the United States. 
U.K., Federal Republic of Germany, 
France and Japan but also all Com
munist States including the SoviE't 
Urlon, with the exception of China 
and Albania Part of our membership 
consists of States which have a highly 
developed industry and are very pro-

minent in industry and commerce such 
as the USA. But a iarge majority of 

the Member States are of course deve
lopir..g countries-Many in Asia, many 



in Africa and some also in Latin Am<'
rica. This is just to tell you why our 
approach to problems in the sphere of 
patents and trade marks has to be 
neutral and objectiYe. 

We try to give, if desired by coun
tries, technical assistance. I have not 
come here to convince you of any
thing. I am here at your disposal. U 
you want to put questions to me I 
will try to answer them to the best of 
my knowledge. 

But I want to tell you at the start 
that I do not want to take sides on 
your Patents Bill. It is your responsi. 
bility. I am here to tell you what I 
think of it as being a Patent specialist 
for many many years and in chargP 
of an international organization in 
this field. We have some experience 
also with the problem of giving tech
nical assistance to developing coun
tries in the field of patents and more 
with industrial pro_perty in general. 
We have organized seminars in diffe
rent parts of the world-the first one 
was held in Africa, the next was in 
Latin America and the third was held 
in Ceylon where we had also repre
sentatives of India who participated 
in. this Seminar. We had fair and 
frank discussions on all the problems 
of industrial property which are inte
resting to developing countries. I 
know there. connot be any comparison 
between some of these countries be
cause of differences of development, 
size and interest. We have had many 
dealings with them. I think we are 
making progress in understandinll' 
their problems. We have made a 
Model 'law on patents and are now 
working now on a Model law on trade 
marks. We have a programme of 
training. We have trained officials·
m8.ll..y patent officers of developing 
countries, who wished to improve 
their knowledge and we also give 
technical assistance to Governments 
which require such assistance on their 
legislative and admini.;itrative prob· 
lems. We gave assistar..ce to the Gov
ernment of Algeria on their Patent 
law and we have given the same assis. 
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tance to other African States, for in· 
stance, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. 
We have assisted the Governments of 
these countries in drafting patent le· 
gislation, of course leaving the entire 
respor.sibility to them. I will take 
one example, Algeria. There they 
have a new patent law which came in
to force on 1 March this year. They 
have ordered that patents or lnven. 
tors certificates derived from the 
Communist System can be taken out 
at the choice of the interested enter
prises or men, but for nationals only 
an inventor's certificate can be grant
ed and no patent. I personally think 
that this regulation is unwise. It creat
es an imbalance in the economy, but 
it is their decision. I have not tried 
to convince them that it is. not the 
right way to deal with the problem. 

I want to come now to the Patent 
Bill which is before you. I hope that 
you will not identify me with any 
particular interests, neither with any 
group of industries or commercial 
people nor with any group of States, 
because in my organisation all States 
are equal and we do not take sides at 
all. I am here-! repeat-to give you 
my views to the extent you wish and 
not to convince you. The only point 
of view which is valid on this is•ue 
is what is good for India. I have tried 
very hard to live with this problem 
in this sense that I can feel what you 
need and give you advice as to what 
will be the best procedure to get what 
you need. My memorandum has also 
been drafted only from this point of 
view and I have to apologise to you 
for the rather critical tone of it. I 
had to strike this tone in order to 
make my point clear and to warn you 
that in my view you will not surceed 
with this Bill as it stands. In a few 
moments I will explain my views. 
Of course, it is true that this Bill has 
good points too and it has evPn defi
nite improvements over the U.K. law, 
which clearly has been the starting 
point also for the existing Indian 
Patent Act The principle of absolute 
novelty which i.l introduced now iD 



)'().tr Patents Bill and also the fact 
that the non-obVIOUSness Of an appli
cation has to be examined from· the 
otart-that from the first moment it 
has to be jud&ed whether there is m
vention or not-not as in England 
where it is lett to be considered in a 
further staae, are the two main im
provements. 

Mr. Chairman. I regret to repeat 
that m:v main impressiOn of the Bill IS 

that it will not be cood tor India aud 
the reasons are tnese. I think there 
i-it is perfectly justified also-a fear 
of patents, the fear of the restraint :>f 
competition which patents may cause. 
But this fear hs overshadowed to a 
very large extent all other considera
tions. Jn the Bill, as it stands, the 
eood intluence of patents has practi
cally disappeared. No doubt this Bill 
i• against the abuses, but a patent law 
is supposed to do some good too. 'fhe 
fight against the abuses has been so 
strengthened in the Bill that I don't 
see it will work to a good purpose any 
more. I will explain that more 
fully. The country I come from doe~ 
to..ot have tigers, but you have plenty 
of them. They are dangerous animals; 
they are obnoxious and they can pre
sent dangers to the society. The mea
sures which have been taken in this 
Bill reminds me of ar..other measur~
whic!\ you may take---by which you 
•iecide to do away with all animals, 
to eliminate the danger of tigers. Til 
be sure that all tigers will be killed 
you would kill all animals. Surely 
the t a lance of Nature will be upset. 
!t is not 11 logical measure which 
""<>U ld kill both the advantages al'..d 
the disadvantage of animals. 

On page 5 of my memorandum I 
have pointed out a few technicnl 
features which ar~ most important. 
The main point is that the very short 
duration of a patent would not encou
rage anyone to start an industry, be
cause when the industry starb, the 
patent will be about to lapse. The 
intention will have no protection dur
.ing the time he needs it. · Another 
difficulty lies in the very large powers 
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givo.n to the Government. I know tlu• 
c.,mu; from the British law. On.ly the 
ct 'Ito tries in the British Commonwealth 
BL't mder the influence of the British 
legislation and in no other count·r;y
>UL h powers are given to the Govern
ment. In other countries, if the 
G "c>rnmen~ wishes to exploit a patent, 
it has to take a licence like anybody 
else. SomEtimes they may have to 
obtain a compulsory licence. The 
~:nghsh sy~tt·m dates back even bc
iute 'he Statute of Monopolies in 162·1 
when the patents were considered a 
monupoly given by the State, by the 
Crown, freely and arbitrarily. The 
Crown · then retained of course th" 
power of use for itself, which in mo
dern technology and modern political 
and economic circumstances, I think, 
is not justified any more. It is cer
tainly not justified to the extent in 
'IL"hkh it practically destroy the en
couragement which is exists in the 
p~tent system to establish industries. 
T.~E:n, under the system of compulsary 
hL'CI'ct>s and the automatic licence of 
1·ight, the patentee has only the right 
of rt>muneration. It has been fixed in 
som" cases at 4% which seems unsca
Ii~tic. If I may add a few words in 
general about the usefulcss and the 
dsngers of a patent system not only 
with r~spect to India but for the eco
~lomy of any country, the patent sys
tem is only one of many many factors 
that influence the national economy. 
T!wrc Pre many other factors like the 
s .. curity of investments, education cf 
labour force, tax facilities and so on. 
The patent problem may not even be 
a major one. It is scientifically im
possible to prove the value of a pattmt 
system. We cannot compare the same 
situatioto of the same country in the 
same pt'riod with and without patents. 
It remains an impressioto. It is like 
~·our gEtting well after taking medi
dr.e for some time. It may be that 
you would hav got well also without 
medicine but when? Nobody can 
prove that it is because of the inftu
ern:e or the medicine you have got 
well. On the basis of the experience 
that many people have taken the same 
thing nnd become well, you can pro-



bab!y form to the impression that the 
medicine has helped you also. Th~ 
same is the case with the patents. 
When we compare the U.S.A. and 
Japan and see that their patent Jaws 
have proved a success, we feel that a 
I:OOd and strong patent system has a 
healthy influence on industrlialisation 
It encourages research and it er..co•Jra
ges investment in industries. I agree 
it is not scientifically prover.., but it 
is the impression we get when we see 
the pater.t system in operation in di
fferent countries. 

I think another advantage you get 
i.s that the patent system provides 
more transfer of know-how undel" 
licence contracts. You get better 
kr..ow-how. It enables you to carry 
out :nventions in the best ·conditions. 

There is an interesting statement in 
the recent report of a United Nations 
body. It is in the report of the Ad
visory Committee on the Application 
of Sc1ence and Technology to Develop
ment. It says, even complete and 
frank disclosure cannot invest the re
cipient with the integrated operative 
expPrience needed to assure the effc
tive and economical adaptation and 
utilisation of the technology involved. 

Now, what are the advantages and 
what are the dangers of the patent 
system? I will first deal with 
some dangers. Of course, the system 
has dangers. First of all a patent is 
temporarily a monopoly which can 
put limitations to the manufacture or 
importation of useful materials or 
substances. Its effect is also in most 
countries to enlarge foreign influence. 
In many countries, almost all count
ries, the number of patents taken out 
by foreigners is greater than the num
ber of patents taken out by nationals. 
The exceptions are only some indus
trial giants such as Soviet Union, Uni
ted States, Federal Germany &'id 
Japan where local industry is so st
rong. There inventions are sO many 
that they beat all the other countries 
together. But in almost all countries 
the situation prevalent is that foreign 
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patents out-number national patents. 
I am familiar with Netherlands and 
where we have more than 70 per cent 
foreign patents. It is not entirely dis
:.:lvantageous because under the fore
ign patents you can have national 
licensees. This is the way -the patent 
system normally operates. 

The other disadvantage or danger 
is high prices which is no doubt up
pel"most in your minds. Under a 
patent system prices can be higher 
because the patentees and licensees 
can cor. trol more and there is no free 
compelit:on. Nevertheless, this has to 
be considered with great care even 
in the case of medicines. There is one 
country in Europe-Italy-where 
patents are available neither for medi
cines n1one, nor for processes to manu
facture medicines. On this basis one 
would l'xpect that the prices of medi
cines would be lower in Italy than 
elsewhere. I do not think this is true. 
I think in the free competition prices 
have a tendency to go up because of 
competition. The competitors make 
prvpaganda and publicity and spend 
more on these than on research. It is 
however true that patent do not lower 
prices. The price factor is certainly 
important and especially in India. 
What is the remedy for this? It is 
really necessary to do away with the 
pater.t system or part of the patent 
system or should there be price cont
rol by law allowing the patentee or 
!icemee the right to produce or im
port at fixed prices and if he does not 
wish to accept these, be subject to 
a compulsorily licence? Which Is 
more flexible? 

I would like to draw your attention 
to a few comparisons with other coun
tries. The comparison I have in. mind 
is on the one side United Kingdom 
and on the other side J a par. The 
United Kingdom patent law is nPt a 
Vf"l') strong patent law when you com
pare it with other laws of countries 
which can be compared with United 
Kingdom. They have a number of 
exceptions, compulsory licences, shift
ling of the onus of proof, etc. which 



are unusual. I remember the time 
when this law came into being. It 
seemed doubtful then whether it 
couid ~ive strong inducement to in.
dusl,:ics which any patent law is 
supposed to have. I do not know how 
for the United Kingdom can get away 
with that. There is now some econo
mic illness in that country. I do not 
think it can be attributed to the patent 
system alone, but perhaps to some 
extent the patent Jaw is responsible. 
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Now take the case of Japan which 
was completely ruined after the last 
war. Maybe under pressure from 
Americans, the Japanese adopted a 
strong patent law. It is even one of 
the strongest in the world. It maY 
not be entirely due to this that Japan 
has come up. There may be other 
reasons. For instance, Japanese ;1re 
industrious. They have a well deve
loped technology. Mayb€' they have a 
good tax system. I am not a tax 
specialist and therefore I cannot speak 
of tax system. But one of the many 
factors influencing industrial develop
ment is whether your patent law is 
good or bad. After giving these 
~xamples of United Kingdom and 
Japan, I will wind up with one other 
remark. 

It is a pity that Indb is not 
yet a member of the Paris 
Union. That would have been 
better for purposes of consulta
tions with your Government on the 
modifications of thi! patent law in order 
to strive what in my view would be a 
better balance. It is unfortunate. 
Nevertheless, 1 am very happy to be 
here to give my opinion and have an 
exchange of views with you. You 
would have to make a choice whether 
to keep this Bill or to throw it out. ·I 
would say that some of the provisions 
are good or at least they may be worth 
while trying. In other respects, I fear 
it will lead to disaster in the field of 
patents. One of the things you have to 
think about is the exclusion of patents 
in regard to pharmaceutical and chemi
cal products. This exists in many 
other countries. It is for you to decide 
whether it is good or bad. I think you 

have your own experience. If you do 
not like it, try it without. A thing you 
>hould not keep is the limited duration 
of patents that is, ten years. It is 
really too' short. Nobody will ever 
dream of investing his money under 
a patent when it lapses the minute you 
invest and you start operation. It 
should be at least raised to 14 yeara. 
I am strongly of the opinion that this 
should be amended. Government 
powers are also in my view developed 
too far. How can you expect anybody 
to invest lot of money under a patent 
when he knows Government will be 
his foremost competitior? He will ask 
himself the question: Shall or ahall 
I not build an industry in India? He 
will not do it if the Government could 
come in and compete royalty fee. Also, 
compulsory licenses should be limited. 
They go too far. I don't think this Bill 
will be good for the development of 
industry in India. 

Thank you very much. 

Dr. C. S. Singh: You just now men
tioned that In<)ia is not a member of 
the Paris convention. Do you know 
the reason for that? What is that? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I don't 
know the reason. The reason may be. 
or may have ·been that India wanted to 
conserve more liberty in drafting leg;,. 
lation. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Government of 
India must have some good reason not 
to become a member of this convention. 
Will you be able to throw light on that? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I am 
not informed Of the reasons. 

Mr. Chairman: He does not know. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: The 
reasqns are not know,n to moo 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In respect of 
changes you have mentioned monopoly 
and heavy foreign influence and prices. 
Last item is prices. We are concerned 
with this part of it. How can we safe
guard the interest of the general pub
lic in this price part of it? Can we do 



'omething by which prices can be so 
adjusted that heavy charges need not 
be paid? The prices should be reason
able-not harming the investor, not 
harming the consumer, not harming 
the Government. What will you ,ug
gest? 
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Prof. G. H. C.·Bodenhausen: There 

is this proposal of mine to introdu oe 
in this Bill the power for the Govern
ment to fix prices for patented pro
ducts. The Government can fix a 
maximum price. When the patentee 
does not accept ihe price he will stop 
production or stop importation, but 
then becomes liable to compulsory 
licences. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What is the basis 
for fixation of price? Is there som<> 
scientific data or what do you suggest"' 

Prof. G. H. c. Bodenhauscn: I don't 
think you can generalise in this matter. 
It depends upon various things-it 
varies from one field to. another. You 
can empower government to fix price.s 
for patented products of drugs from 
patented processes. There should be 
some organisation for this includin~ 
technical and economical experts. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: A case was mock 
out that heavy price is one of the rea
sons, as, they spend lot of money on 
research. That is what they say und 
our opinion is this. They spend not so 
much on research, but on processing, 
and advertising and other things. One 
suggestion is made that that mcney 
should be earmarked for resea"ch. 
What do you suggest? Can they ear
mark certain percentage of profit by 
which research could be encouraged"? 
What do you suggest for that? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I\ is 
difficult to suggest a solution. You 
cannot force an entrepreneur to in
vest. There may be a period when 
research is carried out to a great "x
tent. There may be another p~riod 
when the product described has to be 
developed and so on and so forth-! 
don't think you can make a rigid ru 1 e · 

I don't think you can giv' " 
generpl solution to that p•·oblem. Whc·n 
the patent system is strong tlle paten
tee will, of necessity, invest in research. 
He will expect that by research he will 
find out new things and he will profit 
by such research. When yuu haH a 
system of price control it is not feasi
ble and not necessary to make a pro
vision that the patentee has to spend 
all that money on research. That 
should be left to his discretion. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You said tho t one 
of the worst feature is the fixation of 

· the period of ten years. You oaid ten 
year period is not advisable, ;t is one 
of the worst features, etc. What do 
you sugegst for that? There are two 
extremes: One is, no period at al!; 
another view is, have it for 20 yeur::;. 
We have brought down a compromise 
and we have fixed 10 years. What do 
you suggest now in this regard? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodtnhausen: It io 
all right having 16 years with possi
bility of extension in cases wherP the 
patentees for some objective reasnn·; 
have not earned a profit. 

Shri Basanta Kumar Das: The Bill 
should safeguard against the abuse•. 
You said about that. Have you got 
any idea as to how the abuses are pre
vailing in our country? What are the 
abuses that are prevailing in this 
country? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhauscn: They 
arc the same abuses you find every
where. There is the lack of loea I 
manufacture and importation somC'
times at fairly high prices. The jl! o
cedure of control may be improved 
But the means for this are alrearh· 
there under the existing Act. 

Shri Basanta Kumar Das: There is 
too much of profiteering in this <Dun
try. Prices of medicines are so high, 
patented or imported. Do you know 
some such cases? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I do nul 
know the figures. There may be some 
cases of high prices in comparison with 



other countries, in the East. One thing 
we should remember. The patenlees 
are not angels. I think every Govern
ment and every country is entitled to 
protect itself against prices that are 
to high. I do not see any objection to 
it. Only you should not abolish for 
that the whole Patent system. 

Sbri Basanta Kumar Das: But here 
the Patentees are not manufacturing 
the product but simply importing them. 
How can we prevent this abuse? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhaus~n: Both in 
your existing Patents Act and in the 
present Bill you have got provisions 
for compulsory licences and you can 
apply these. May be it has not been 
done many times. It may be due to 
two factors, I believe. I am not 
absolutely well-informed about Indian 
Law of procedure. I believe the. pr<'· 
~edures are cumbersome. Also when 
there i$ a threat of compulsory licence, 
many times people come to terms be
·Cause otherwise there will be enforce· 
ment. So the patentee prefers to grant 
a licence voluntarily and he would 
then also gfve the technical-know-how 
which is very important. 

Mr. Chairman: So, when the paten
tee abuses his patent you support the 
compulsory licence provision that is in 
the Bill? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Yes; 
only that should not be overdone. 

Sbri Basanta Kumar Das: Do you 
think that the provisions of the 
Patent Law which is already in 
existence in this country i.e. the 1911 
Patent Act are better than the provi
liions of the present Bill? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Yes. 

Shri B~santa Kumar Das: In your 
opinion we should continue that Act? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhansen: I 
would prefer the existing Act; I would 
much prefer the existing Act to the 
present Bill. Of course the present 
Act can be improved. You can make 
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a few improvements for instance, in 
procedure; making compulsory, 
licenc~ more accessible and cheaper 
to get. But I think when you change 
from the existing law to a law 
according to the Bill, you would be 
taking a step backward. It will be a 
disad va '!!age to your economy and 
scare away foreign investors. 

Shri Basanta Kumar Das: But as 
regards investment by other countries 
in our country we want foreign 
investment in this count~v as we are 
still in the developing stage. In your 
view this Bill will shut the door com
pletely. 

Prof. G. H. fJ. Bodenhausen: I 
won't say 'completely', but it will 
gravely endanger the situation. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
your remarks earlier you had said 
that you do not represent any 
interests or you do not repre•ent 
any point of view while giving evi
dence before this Select Committee. 
But from the course of your remarks 
one has ta come to the conclusion 
that you are representing some 
vested interests who want to have a 
monopoly in this pharmaceutical 
industry because you yourself said 
16 years and you yourself said that 
the present Bill is not good in the 
larger interests of this country and 
there practically you are voicing the 
viE<W-point of the vested interests 
in the pharmaceutical industry. There 
is one other point and your reasons 
have not been convincing for us to 
come to the conclusion ... 

Mr. Chairman: It is not fair to com
ment like that. He has given his 
opinion. You may have your own. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: He 
had requested us saying that he has 
come here as a dis-interested person. 

Sbri Sham Lal Saraf: I object to 
this sort of question. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given his 
opinion. 



Prot. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I have 
no objection to answer that. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given his 
opinion. Yvu may have a different 
opinion. You can ask questions on 
facts. 

Shri Arjun Arora: The witness is 
prepared to reply. 

• Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: He 
is prepared to reply. Had he nvt 
said that, 1 woufd not have asked 
him this question. 

Mr. Chairman: It is net fair. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
have no other question. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It is 
true that I represent any particular 
interest, especially in pharmaceutical 
industry. But, of course, when onJ 
studies <>n a subject like this-the 
Patents Bill-and one ask• · self 
whether this Bill will work well or 
not, in my view and within my 
limited exp~rience, the conclusion is 
that the Bill will not work to the 
satisfaction of India. The fact that 1 
do not represent or cannot be identi
fied with the interests of pharma
ceutical industry is proved by the 
fact that when summing up I s>rid 
that if y0u want to make some 
changes, you can keep the exclusion 
of patentability of pharmaceutical 
substances. If I represented the 

~pharmaceutical industry, I wou1d not 
have said that. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
There is another point. How dv you 
say that the present Bill will retard 
th~ possibility of foreign investment 
in this country? 

Prof G. H. <:. Bodenhausen: Nvt 
only foreign investment but also &nY 
investment by Indian entrepreneurs. 
In my view they will be very hesi
tant to do under the provisivns of the 
present Bill as there will be constant 
danger. Government will have a free 
right; there will lbe compulsory 

licences and licences of right and the 
patent will have a very short 
durati.:m. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chetti3r: 
There are countries which are mem
bers of the Paris Convention where 
the Patent Law is far stricter than 
as envisaged in our Bill. Y~, it 
ha• not retarded the foreign invest
ment. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I dv 
r.ot know any existing Patent law 
which goes so far in limiting patent 
nghts. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Your 
own country-Netherlands. 

P••of. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: .No 
We have a compulsory licensing 
system just enough for the general 
\nterest and the interests of industry. 
Aftor 3 years you can apply for com
pulsory licence. Nothing wrong 
that. It is much weaker and there is 
no revocation at all like the Japanese 
law. I think I can fairly say-1 have 
not studied all the Patont Laws of 
of the. world-as far as my know
ledge g0es, this Bill goes much 
farther in limiting the Patent system 
than anything I know. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What do you 
think about the proposition that a 
country should give patent nghts 
only to those who are prepared to 
and actually do manufacture the 
patented item within the country and 
do n.>t utilise their right of patents to 
import? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Under 
that system you can get th~ patent 
only when you commit yourself to 
exploitation in the country itself and 
not import. 'the difficulty is th1s. At 
the m~ment one applies for a patent 
nobody can know what he can invest. 
It is dependent upon various Circum
stances on labour force, on establish
ment of industries, on transport, so 
may problems are involved. lt is 
better to make the patent freely 
obtainable but then {he patentee has to 



exploit. I! necesscary there will be " 
compulsory licence. That will be a 
better system than to grant the patent 
only on the cvndition that patentee 
will exploit. 

Shri Arjun Arora: The proposition 
which you advocate, in more ways 
than one, gives the patentee such a 
right to go on importing for a long 
timC' 'ta come. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: There 
should be a procedure quicker and 
Jess costly for giving compulsory 
licences. When you have this, this 
evil system Of importation for a long 
period will disappear. 

Sltri Arjun Arora: Is it so, that 
because of the existing patent law 
prices of drugs and medicines are 
abnormally high? Should they be 
/c•s pri\'ilet;ed? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: You 
can limil prices in many ways. Gov
<·rnment can fix prices. For that it is 
not nccesseary to abolish the patent 
,ystem. That was my point. I would 
remind you of the example of the 
tigers. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What do you 
advocate as plausible reasons tor the 
period of !6 years-which is fair!y 
long period? 
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Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbausen: I have 
no special preference. I don't think 
it is wise to change your law. I~ 
)'oars is not a long period. Other 
countries have 18 years or 20 years. 
The position is this. In modern 
technology inventions age c:uite 
rapidly. Many inventions are useful 
only for three or four or fiive years. 
But there are al~o exceptions, and 
for these cases it is not wise to limit 
the patent to a very short period-it 
impairs the establishment of indus
tries. I have worked with industrialist 
for a good part of my life. They 
are not angels. They will esta
blish industry only when they expect 
some profilt. 

Shl'i Braj. Behari Mehrotra: When 
these patentees charge more higher 
price -that\ the international price, IS 

t the only remedy to Impose 
no f t t ? restriction for 10 years or pa en s · 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbausen: The 
remedy will be a law enabling G.ov
ernment to fix the ceiling of pnces 
for all products, pharmaceutical pro
ducts and also others. It will be ,jJ 
good solution, because if the patentee 
is not willing to meet that ceiling of 
the price, you give compulsory licen
ces to Indian industry. 

Shri Braj Bebari Mehrotra: You 
are prepared to agree for patents of 
16 years and 20 years. Will you not 
adree for 10 years when these high 
p;ices are charged in India for 
medicines in relation to prices of 
international market? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I can 
say that too short a peri0d defeats 
th~ very purpose. It takes away the 
harm but it takes away the 
advantage also .. 

Shri B. T. Kulkarni: You said that 
this present Bill is an improvement 
on the U.K. provisiOns. I would like 
to know more about it. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It 
goes further than the UK Provisions. 
United Kingdom limits the examina
tion of novelty to publications in 
England, which means that some
thing which is not novel in another 
c0untry say, France or Germany, still 
gets a patent in England, if it is new 
in England. You may obtain, a 
British patent for subjects for which 
you cannot obtain a patent elsewhere. 
It is a continuation of the old con
ception of the 17th century. It was 
difficult for the inventions from other 
countries to come to England over the 
English Channel. That was the reason. 
In your Blll it is said that the patent 



cannot be granted when the subject 
ts published wherever and whenever 
possible. It is a big improvement in 
my view. It is different in England. 
It ts much better as proposed in your 
btll and you get better results. You 
get good patents that way. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: So far as the 
duration of the patent is concerned. 
10 years for the pharmaceutical and 
chemical products is too small a 
period. You said about that. You said 
that the mvestor or the entrepreneu1 
will not be able to earn enough 
profits in this short period. Profi
tability in the industry is very high
m chemical industry, in pharmaceuti
cal industry, etc. There is a study 
made by the Reserve Bank. We find 
that the return on the invested capital 
Js very high. It is higher than the 
return in other countries . 

Mr. Chairman: You may give the 
figures. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I have not got it. 
You accept this from me for the 
time being. I can give the figure later 
on. The profitability is very high. Thi< 
is what has emerged out of the inde
pendent .,tudy made by the Reserve 
Bank of India. It is accepted by the 
American and other foreign investors. 
If that is the criterion what is the 
justification for patents for such a long 
period, when the entrepreneur is going 
to get that much from India in 10 
years as he expects from the other 
countries in fourteen years or fifteen 
years? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenl1ausen: There 
is relation between the degree of pro
fitability and the necessary duration of 
a patent. If it is true, I accept your 
data without questioning, that in India 
profitability is much higher than some 
other countries, there will be a mo1ive 
to limit the duration of a patent 
because the patentee will have earned 
enough in first few years. But at the 
same time, ten years will be t.Jo short. 
Certain chemical and other tests must 
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be carried out. It will take some 
time even for the Government to give 
permission to make or sell the product. 
I think this might be true in India 
too. Even with higher profitability, 
what can you do when two years 
of the patent remain and then it 
becomes subject to free competition. 
I think ten years is unrealistic. If 
you say that there is high profitability 
and it might be true, still the pateni 
should last at least 14 years. Nobody 
WJ!l embark on exploitation when he 
has, after being given Government 
permission and after he has tested the 
invention, only two or three years to 
exploit it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: There are two 
types of cases: one, the inventions 
done here; and the other will be 
inventions done under foreign patents. 
They are usually put on the Patent 
Register after the product had been 
properly tested or tried in other coun
tries. The period will start from the 
date when you file the complete speci
fications. We are told that it will take 
a bout two-three years for the grant of 
the patent. Probably the entrepre
neur will" start to establish his industry 
after this period. If we put it that 
the period should start from the period 
of the grant of the patent, will it 
serve your purpose and then will you 
agree to retain ten years without any 
change? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It makes 
it better. You give the protection the 
moment the patent starts. To start 
pro1ection from the moment of the 
publication of the specification is illo
gical because you start protection at a 
moment when you do not have the 
patent. You have to wait for the 
grant of patent. Then only you can 
fight your competitors. If ypu say 
that it will start from the grant, It i• 
better. I still hesitate to say that it 
should be ten years. It is not a suffi
cient period. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You get ten plu• 
two. 



Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbau.sen: Maybe 
ten years with extension. When a 
patent has reached the exploitation 
stage and when the patentee is ?ot 
rewarded there can be an extensiOn 
of this ~riod by five years. That is 
the position in some Latin American 
Countries. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You m~an to say 
that where the Government find that 
it will be desirable to extend it, they 
should have power to extend the 
period upto five years. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It will 
be an improvement. Start protection 
from the grant and give power to the 
Government to extend the protection 
period. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha!: Will that be more 
acceptable to you? 

Prof. G. IL C. Bodenhausen: It will 
be more acceptable. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Would you tell me 
in how many countries does it start 
from the date of the filing of the full 
specifications and in how many coun
tries it starts from the date of the 
grant and which is more popular? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I on
not exactly tell you. I think it is 
almost evenly divided. I am famiJiar 
with the Netherlands. There protec
tion starts from the grant-it is 18 
years from the grant. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The other point is 
regarding grant of pa1ent of the pro
duct and the grant of the patent uf the 
process. We have made that differ
ence in our Bill. Do you think it is 
good to have the mixed system? 
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Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It is 
illogical to give protection both to the 
prbcess and the product except in the 
case of chemical or pharmaceutical 
industry. I was a delegate at the 
Lisbon Conference for the revision of 
the Paris Convention about which 
there ~ a reference in the Ayyangar 

Report. It was discussed whether it 
should be compulsory under the Paris 
Union to protect chemical products, 
not only the process. It was not 
accepted-those for it and those 
against it almost being equal in num
ber. Bu1 the modern trend is that it 
is better to give it for both. There is 
however, a technical difficulty. Your 
Bill extends this limitation not onlv to 
medicines but also to chemicals which 
may serve as intermediary products. 
At the date of the application or the 
date of the grant of the patent or 
even afterwards, some chemical pro
ducts may become useful for medical 
processes. I think you should confine 
the limitation to pharmaceutical pro
ducts as such and introduce also the 
onus of proof which appears in many 
legislations. 

Mr Chairman: I think your model 
law ~ays one patent for one product, 
one process and one patent. Am I 
correct? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: We 
have this onus of proof <juestion when 
there is a new product by the patented 
process. 

Mr. Chairman: By the same iiltcr· 
tediary products you may derive two 

or three products and then you claim 
patent rights for all those products. 
But your model law says-one product, 
one process and one patent. 

Prof G. H. fJ, Bodenhausen: It is not 
so. When you may obtain ten or 
more products through the same pro
cess, you can protect them all. 

Mr. CbairllllUl: Same intermediary 
prorlucts can be used for different pro
:lucts.. That will be shutting out 
others. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbausen: I do not 
think that was the intention. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Don't you think it 
will be more in keeping with the 
modern trend that we have the pro
cess patented and not the product., 



Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: No, this 
is still an open question. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is your 
experience in other countries about 
compulsory licence? Has it led to the 
industrialisation of the country or led 
to the putting up of the patented pro
ducts manufactured in those countries• 
What is your experience in othe~ 
countries? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I can
not give figures. The only thing I 
know is that the granting of compul
ll ·a.xu AlaAJll!Jedwoo S! aoua;,n AJos 
does not happen frequently. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The patentees 
themselves would like sometimes to 
have 'the products manufactured in 
different countries provided there is 
market for them. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I t."ink 
the clause of compulsory licence works 
indirectly by encouraging contractual 
licences. 

·Shri R. P. Sinha: We are concerned 
with the results. If the industrialisa
tion takes place, we will succeed. Does 
it lead to industrialisation? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I 
believe it does. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: As you have 
seen the provisions of this Bill, we 
have been rather anxious .to see that 
the patent holders are not allowed to 
charge too high prices for their pro
ducts. You have suggested as one of 
the possible .. emedies some kind of 
price control. Do you know of any 
country where such a price control has 
been instituted and it has been work
ing with some success? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: After 
the last war, nearly all the countries 
of Europe adopted some system of 
price control and I think it worked 
comparatively well. Of course there 
also some loopholes can exist. But it 
is better than the drastic remedies 
proposed in this Bill, 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: Do You .uuest 
that provisions for price eontrol could 
be incorporated in this Bill? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhauroen: Yes. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: In ·that case 
the incentives to the patent holder; 
which he gets as a result of the 
monopoly element will be absent or 
will ·be to some extent reduced. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: You 
have to strike a balance somewhere. 
If the prices are too high, then you 
have to provide measures for lowering 
prices .trying at the same time to keep 
the incentives to the patente~ at least 
to some extent. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: I want to know 
from you whether it will be feasible 
for the Government to consider all the 
elements before controllin& the price, 
such as the expenditure which the 
patent holder may have met in arriv
ing at the patent, the publicity expen
diture etc. Then it should be ensured 
that the controlled price should aloo 
give. some incentives to him. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhall.'len: The 
Board which advises the Government 
regarding fixation of ceiling price can 
hear the patentees individually and 
then it will be possible to arrive at 
a satisfactory prire both ways, 

Shri Himmatsinrka: You stated 
that because of the wide powers taken 
by the Government under the provi
sions of this Bill, it will frighten away 
persons who want to have patents in 
this country. As regards the compul
sory right, you say that if the royalty 
is fixed it will act as a disincentive. 
Would you be satisfied if the lim>t of 
4 per cent is not fixed and the ri&ht 
is given to the Controller to fix the 
amounting according to the circum
stances of each case? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: That 
would be an improvement. It i• 
unfair to fix -t per cent. There might 
be cases where 4 per cent may be too 

high when the product is cheap and 



sold in good quantity; 1 per cent may 
be a satisfactory rate in such a case. 
Where it is very expensive to make 
a product, 4 per rent royalty will not 
:-;atisfy. 

.Shri llimatsingka: Would you 
agree with the suggestion that the 
period begins to run from the date the 
patent is granted and not from the 
dale of application ... 

Mr. Chairman: From the date of 
'pecification, not application. 

Shri Himatsingka: Yes, from the 
date of specification. 

Prof. G. H . . c. Bodenhausen: That 
would be an improvement. 

Mr. Chairman: He has agreed to 
that. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Yes. 

Shd Himatsingka: In that case, 
what would be the protection in the 
interim period, i.e. from the date of 
specification to the date the patent is 
granted? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Under 
some legislations there is a stipulation 
that you can claim damages after 
grant of the patent even for the period 
before grant ·but after submission of 
the specification. 

Shri Himatsing;ka: If there is a pror 
vision limiting the powers of the Gov
ernment to use patents for its own 
purposes, will that satisfy the pros· 
pective patentees? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It would 
be an· improvement. If you Ilmit it 
to the extent as in the U.K. law, it 
would be less dangerous. Basically 1 
don't agree with the whole idea of freE' 
use by the Government. When the 
Government wants to use patents, they 
can take a licence like anybody else. 
There can be compulsory licence under 
which royalty can be given. In Ger
many, Austria Switzerland Scandina
\'ian countries, Japan, and 'also in thE:> 
USA wh~n the GovernmPnf wants to 
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use the invention, it applies for a 
licence. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
just mentioned that the Patent Law 
or the U.K. is a weak one while the 
Patent Law of Japan is stronger . 
Please explain it in detail as to how 
one law is weak and the other is 
strm:ger. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: There 
is no revocation of patents under the 
Japanese system, while there is revo
cation under the English system. Thb 
revocation is an important thing for 
a patentee. It seems that the idea of 
this Bill and also of the· Report of 
Justice Ayyanger is that there is 
advantage in doing away with patents, 
so that it is better to have revocation. 
However when you revoke a patent, 
you get to the situation where there 
will be no industry; nobody will be 
prepared to risk on exploitation of the 
invention. There will be more impor
tation. That is why the Japanese have 
done away with revocation. The 
second difference is that the compul
sory licence clauses are much nar
rower in Japan. There one can get a 
'ompulsory licence-! have got a book 
here on Japanese Jaw-only when the 
patent has not been worked and when 
it is particularly in public interest. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: May I saY 
that the Japanese law when compared 
to our present Bill in so far as the 
compulsory licence system is concern
ed, is more or less similar? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It is 
very dissimilar. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In India 
there is a section of the pharmaceuti
cal industry which is of the opinion 
and which has represented that {here 
should be no patent law for drugs or 
if at all there should be one, it should 
be the present Bill enacted in the pre· 
sent form. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I 
think the Bill admits patentabi
hty for processes but not Ior subst
ances in the pharmaceutical field. 



Mr. Chairman: It is for us to decide. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I want to 
know whether he has studied tlti$ 
ru;pect. That is my point. There is a 
section of the Pharmaceutical industry 
which has represented that there 
should b~ no patent law and il ·there 
has to be one, the present Bill will 
~uffice. 

Mr. Chairman: What is good for our 
industry-that is for us to decide, 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He has also 
given it to us. 

Mr. Chairman: He has made cer
tain general observations. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: In view of 
those observations, is this a fact? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhapsen: The 
1ndian Pharmaceutical Industry also 
tried to give me information but I do 
not want to be identified with their 
point of view. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far the 
pharmaceutical industry. works in an 
organized way and the industry mostly 
has got its own research laboratories. 
Generally this research is a part of 
~heir annual budget and this is allowed 
as. revenue expenditure under the 
Income TaJC Law. Therefore, when 
you say that the industry may not be 
able to recover the money, when that 
expense has been allowed yearly and 
so after 8 or 10 years they become 
successful. Naturally it is not accept
ed on mathematical grounds to take 
'OUt that expenditure on which income 
tax has been allowed. Therefore, that 
reasoning does not hold good these 
days. In view of this can we hold that 
this 10 years ·after the sanction of the 
licence as a reasonable period will 
suffice? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenha~n: I still 
·believe that the Hi year period is a 
misjudgment of the situation. 

807(B)L.S-17. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: My point Ia 
that the research expenditure is al
lowed as revenue expenditure and 
mcome tax rebate Is given on that 
Therefore, that burden is not there 
and we have to fix the period in rela
tion to that. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: There 
may be cases where 10 year period 
is eriough and there may even be 
cases where even 5 years will be 
enough. But as a rule 10 years Is 
unrealistic. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: The ques
tian is: the period is related to the 
amount of expenditure involved. 
Nowadays that changes vastly. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: The 
patentee may have an Invention now 
which yields enormous profits but 
which he found after enormous re
search. He tries money methods or 
products and only one succeeds. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: Can yo11 
give the example of any patent law 
of any developing country which has 
got similar conditions as India and 
which differs very much from the 
Indian law or which does not differ 
very much from the Indian law? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausea: I do 
not know any developing country 
whose patent law resembles your 
Patent Bill. Your Bill goes much 
farther in limiting patent righb and 
allowing exceptions. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: Is there 
any law which resembles our law? 

Prof G. H. C. Bodenhausen: 'n!ere 
is no law I know of. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My last 
point is: can you give any suggestion 
for improvement of the Bill in so far 
as the- question of fixing . the perlocl 



'Within which the licence should be 
granted-say 2 years or 3 years. For
many there was a limit on the period. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given us a 
model law. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbausen: 3 years 
is reaiiy the minimum period. If you 
make it still shorter it is agam un
realistic. You will have• to g:tve the 
patentee' some time. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: You 
must have come across cases where 
manufacturers charge different prices 
in different countries and India has 
been the sufferer in that respect. How 
to check this tendency? ' 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhailsen: Again 
I refer to this Board which would 
fix price ceilings for certain products. 
In this Board all evidence should be 
brought of such prices in other coun
tries and the patent~e should be 
caiied to explain the differences antl 
why in India he should charge more? 
Is it because of transportation or any 
thing else? 
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Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: Do 
you agree to this point that there . 
should be ·some provision in this Act 
so that the patentee should .be asked 
1hese things and asked to lower down 
his price compared with the prices in 
other countries? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: If you 
create this Advisory Board you can . 
oblige the patentee to co-operate and 
give all information of prices in 
other countries and the expenses in
volved in his research. 

Shri Vlmalkumar M. Chordia: There 
have been instances were patentees 
charge twice or thrice the price of 
the product. till their rights are there. 

But no sooner, he obtains exports. 
the ~rices come down and this tendPn
cy is very much. You have sugges
ted price control bu.t controlling of 
prices is itself a very difficult job 
and it may involve many things which 
may result in the' increase' of prices 
also. What . practical remedy would 
you suggest so that the consumers' 
interest can be safeguarded and the 
patentees may also be benefited to the 
·extent that they may not have tG 
waste money on inventions? 

Prof G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I sub
mit that the system of price control 
is difficult to establish and difficult 
to implement. But you may have to 
do it somehow. The patent sYstem 
.should be an incentive to industrialc 
isation and at the same time curb 
the abuses. 

Shri Vimalkumar M. Chordia: D() 
you not agree to this point that In<na 
is suffereing heavily on account of 
drain of its foreign exchange? . India 
is a developing country.· The foreign
ers take grip of the developing coun
try and we have to suffer every year 
greatly. ·Should we not have strict . 
controls so that we may save the dif!l
culty of foreign exchange also and 
give incentive to local inventors? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: The 
problem of foreign exchange is of 
course very important. In our Model 
law we have a special provision that 
every licence contract has to be cont
ract involving payments abroad has 
to be controlled by the Government 
and approved or disapproved. That is 
to keep the balance of payments posi
tion. On the other hand, when the 

· effect of the patent law is that you 
would not further industrialisation 
but rather importation, the prices may 
be lower because of free competition 
but you would have to pay these 
prices for ever, whic'h is also a drain 
of foreign exchange. There will be 

· no industrialisation to take over un-
1 ess the patent system iS strong. 
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Your own pharmaceutical industry Is 
already now working to a large eX'
tent on local products, the products 
of the country itself. Seventy to 
eighty per cent I believe it is so. It 
saves you money for payment of im
portations. I was in the U.A.R. some 
time ago which can be compared with 
India. 70 per cent of this pharmaceuti
cal · production is independent or. 
foreign imports. It is impresstve. 

Sbri Sham La! Saraf: I want to 
know whether you are represenung 
yourself here in your capacity as ex
pert on important aspects of patent 
law or as representing a great orga
nisation? 

Prof, G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I am 
also representing my organisation. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: You said, in 
your organisation you have both the 
western countries economy or capital 
system of economy and also the 
eastern economy. May I know what 
are the similarities between the patent 
law in western countries and also dis
similarities apart from whoever may 
be the beneficiaries. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: In 
'some of the Communist countries the 

patent law is very much like the 
patent law of the western countries. 
They rely on the same system. These 
are Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yu
goslavia and to some extent Poland and 
Cuba. There are 3 countries which 
have different system-Soviet Union, 
Rumania and Bulgaria. The system 
is different because y·ou have a 
choice. You can apply for patents or 
inventors' certificate. In the latter 
case the right of explanation goes to 
the Stat~. and you bave the right to a 
remuneration according 'to certain 
rules. You can also apply for a patent 
which has almost the same feature 
as in western countries. In· certain 

·cases you can only have an inventor's 
certificate. 

Shri Sham LaJ Saraf: Regarding 
imparting of know-how, there are 
various foreign patents in an under
developed country and there are 
various service depots that have com" 
into being and it is folN1d that in over 
ninety per cent of our foreign patents 
registered here . they import raw 
materials from their own country-· 
outside India. Little effort has been 
made to produce patented drugs to 
a large extent within the State. They 
did not take steps in this direction. 
What would you suggest for safeguar
ding against that? 

Prof. G •. H. C. Bodenhausen: The 
problem of transfer of technolo~:y is 
a much wider one; it is studied by 
several bodies of the U.N. It is a 
matter of the transfer of the know
how. Know-how has to be paid for. 
U.N. will have an institution provid
ing for funds to assist developing 
countries in paying fer the technical 
know-how they need. That is a thing 
which escapes our organisation which 
deals with the technical and legal 
side. This particular problem is un
der consideration with United 
Nations. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Purchase of 
know-how is different from getting 
a patent registered here. Foreign 
know-how is patented and it is al
ways that the country itself gets 
something out of it. That countrY 
will produce the>se things. Now. 
COUld you suggest something that wLII 
help us in this matter? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: All 
these things take time. You have to 
be a little patient and see how thing• 
develop. You can create institutions 
to promote ·exchange of know-how 
and try to institute technical infor
mation centres or something like 
that. There are manv means to try 
to improve the situation as far as the 
know-how in the developing count
ries is concerned. You should not cut 
youTself off from the flow ot know
how in the international field. 
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Shri Sham La! Saraf: Italy has no 
patent law for pharmaceuticals, 
chemicals and drugs. In our country 
we do have such voices that there is 
no necessity of having patent law. 
Please tel) us• whether this state of 
affairs has fared well in Italy. 

Prof. G. B. C. Bodenhausen: Italy 
will shortly create patents for phar
maceutical processes. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: Is it due to 
the reason that the drugs which they 
manufactured and sent out were 
fond to be defective? 

Prof. G, B. C. Bodenhausen: I 
believe they had many quality 
troubles when competition, completely 
free. 

Shrl Sham La! Saraf: U. K. law 
is softer. Japanese law is harder. Is 
it due to more checkln_g or what? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: When 
you call U.K. law weak and Japanese 
law strong, I would say your Bill is 
much weaker. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: What do 
you mean by that? From what as
pect particularly will you say that the 
Japanese law is harder? 

Prof. G, H. C, Bodenhause•: 'l.'here 
are few exceptions to the rights of 
the patentee; few compulsory licen
ces and there is no revocation and no 
automatic fixation Of royalties. It 
cives the essential protection to the. 
national economy. But it is not spell 
out in so many exceptions in the 
.BiJI. 

Shri Sham La! Sarf: Instances 
have come to light where ridiculous 
'prices have been charged far phar
maceuticals and medicines. In cer
tain cases prices have been 300 to 
400 per cent higher than those charg
ed for these medicines by forei•m 

manufacturers elsewhere. Keeping 
that in view would you 'suggest that 
Government should have right or 
authority for importing such · drugs 
and paying · certain percentage of 
commission to the patentees regis• 
tered in the country? 

Prof. G, H. C, Bodenhausen: Under 
the Bill your Government · would . 
have the right of royalty-free impor
tation of medicines. This is authoris
ed by clause 48. This is too much. 
The system we have proposed in the 
Model law is quite different. It is 
compulsory licence with the possibility 
for the Government to declare certain 
classes of products for which licence 
can be given forthwith and also for 
importation of course against pay
ment. But courts should fix the pay
ment. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: 
is agreed upon that 
should have that right. 

So the point 
Government 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It is 
a matter of procedure. The proce
dure should be. different. In your 
Bill exception~ are so· strong and so 
numerous that the incentive for · the 
investor completely disappears. We 
have tried in our MadeJ law to keep 
that incentive. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Then I come 
to the point with regard to process 
and product. Would you suggest that 
in certain .sPecifications the process 
also should be registered and in cer
tain cases only the end product? 

Prof. G, H. C, BOdenhausen: Yes. 

Sb,ri Sham' Lal Saraf: Where the 
licence-holder or the patentee feels 
that he is harmed by the actions 
taken by the Government under the 
law, he can prefer an appeal. In this 
Bill it is suggested that such appeals 
may lie to the Executive. But ycu 
recommend that appeals should lie 
to the judicial authority. May I know 

, what is the main plank on whicll. 
you base this argument? 



Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Il is 
a matter ?f confidence. When you in
duce the mdustry to invest and when 
you have compulsory licence, appeal 
to the Government is not proper. You 
?eed a . court for that. But it is very 
Important to have the court proce
dure accelerated. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: At the time 
.of c.ancellation of certain data or Te
vokmg the licence or somebody 
placin.g a different process, at that 
~Ime m order to prove that it is an 
Improved process than what is patent
ed for, the burden of proof should 
be on the new ·person? . 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Yes. 
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Shri Dahyabhai Patel: With your 
permission, I would request the wit
ness to elucidate what he said about 
UAR. I could not quite follow that. 
Is their patent law sinlilar to the law 
that exists here or is it a little har
der or looser? What Is the reason 
why they have been able to build up 
their industry? I can give you the 
background of my question. In this 
country, particularly in the matter of 
drugs and medicines, we had a very 
old system. The world has taken quite 
a lot of medicines which are known in 
this country though they are not 
perhaps practised in this country in 
the most modern scientific mannel' 
for lack of research. Still some of 
them have stood the test of time and 
some of the drugs that are known in 
the Ayurveda and Unani systems are 

·very potent and effective. Why is it 
that we have not been able to deve
lop these· medicines? Is it because of 
this that some feel that a Bill of this 
kind is necessary for us? 

Prof G. H C. Bodenbausen: With 
regard. to UAR, I am not absolutely 
sure. I believe that U A1t has a 
patent law which grants protection 
for · both process and product iri the 
pharmaceutical fteld. With that 
patent system, they have achieved 
some progress in the pharmaceutical 

field. 

Your second qllestion was about oo · 
many drugs which have not been 
developed in India. These things do 
take time.. Yo_u have already a 
pharmaceutical mdustry in India 
which is now very much concerned 
with this 'Bill. Sooner or ]ater re
search will more be developed. All 
these things take time--to train the 
people, to encourage the l~ventive 
spirit, etc. 

Shri P. S. j"askar: I think we have 
~orne to the last lap of this ques'ion
Dg. I see in this booklet it is writ
ten-United International Bureaux 
for the Protection of Intellectual Pr<>
perty. Do I take it that this Intellec
tual property belongs to the Inven
tor? Or, does it belong to some com
mercial firm. who utilises that intel
lectual property for commercial pur
poses? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: It 
depends on the national patent law. 
In many cases the inventor works 
for a firm in which he tries to Invent. 
When he fulfils that obligation the 
invention goes to the enterprise. 
The patent will go to the enterprise. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You said about 
invest-ment and patentees. I have not 
heard anything from you about the 
individuals who invent. It is neces
sary to give them protection. Do 
you think in that context that the 
patent encourages Invention especially 
in drugs? 

Prof. G. H. C. Boderihaosen: It the 
inventor works for himself, he will 
get the patent without any difficulty 
for himself. It he works in any firm, 
he is working and trying to rnake 
inventions because when the firm 
makes profits he will also be provided 
for: he will get a higher reward; he 
will get bonus and also a part of the 
profit which the enterprise gains from 
his inventions. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: You know that 
most of the life-saving drugs have 



been invented in public laboratories 
which have no profit-making motive, 
life-saving drugs like insulin, sulpha 
drugs, etc. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenbausen: I maY 
be wrong, but I believe the labora
tories of pharmaceutical firms also 
have inventions to their credit. 

Sbrl P. S. Nask.ar: India is a deve
loping country. Industrially we are 
trying to develop· technological know
how, etc. But the research has not 
developed to the extent comparable 
to other industrially developed coun
tries. Now the patent system as it 
exists today is detrimental to the 
national interests of India. 

Prof, G. H. C. Bodenhausen: No. I 
think the patent system is a favour-
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. able system almost in any country. It 
provides incentives for investment in 
an industry. Of course, in the begin
ning stages of development it wiii be 
partly to the advantage of foreign 
enterprises. The other day I was 
talking to the Director of N a tiona! 
Patent Office in Algeria. He was 
saying "we have to pass through that 
1tage; we have to be patient and rely 
for a certain number of years to a. 
certain extent on foreign inventions; 
but the A1gerian inventions will fol
low soon after". 

Sbri P. S. Naskar: If that is so, why 
research is not being done in our 
country? Research is always done 
in their own country. After invent
ing it, the foreign companies come 
here and obtain the patent right for 
commercial purposes. How does it 
help the development of research in 
our country? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhansen: When 
:rou don't have a patent system, there 
will be no industrialisation at all. 

l'lbrl P. S. Naskar: They don't eveR 
take up research work in collabora· 
lion with. our people. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenl).ausen: Under 
the threat of compulsory licence they 
will do. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: No such thing 
is being done bY foreign pharmaceuti
cal industries. Only the patent is 
taken out so that others are blocked. 
Hindustan Antibiotics had done a Jot 
of research on tetracyclin, but the 
Pfizer firm came and held up the 
work on a~count of their patent. The · 
whole project is held up now. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Why 
don't you insist on compulsory licence? 

Shri P. S. Naskar: We want com
pulsory licence. That is why we want 
to amend the Bill. I would plead with 
you to understand our difficulties. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I know 
the tetracyc!in case very well . 
By using your compulsory licensing 
system you would achieve better re
sults. Even the best law cannot give 
you a solution when it is not used. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: I find that your 
model law is quite suitable for· newly 
independent countries as in the Con
tinent of Africa where there is no 
existing patent office or ·industrial 
property office and they don't have a 
well-developed patent system. But 
we have a well-developed system, a 
patent office and also an industrial 
property office and everything. With 

. this background, bow does your model 
law help us? 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhauset~: I know 
that this Model law is of less use 
for you. Nevertheless, you can per
haps take out one or two stipulations 
which could fit into your system too. 

j 

Mr. Chairman: My friend referred 
to you about the foreign remittances. 
I. will give you figures for the year 
1Q56-57 and for 1962-e3 in the shape 
of royalty remittances, technical 3er
vice remittances, dividend remlttanc:es. 
etc. 
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1956-57 196~-63 

(Ro. fu million•) 

RoaltyRemittances : 

Basic Industrial Chemi-
cals o.o7 

Pharmaceuticals a. 39 
Other Chemicals 1. ~~ 

Technical Service Remittances : 

Basic Industrial Chemi-
cals o. 11 

Ph3Imceuticals 
Other Chemicals . 0.01 

Dividend Remittances : 

Basic Industrial chemi
cals · 
Pharmaceuticals a. 54 
Other Chemicals 

Total JCmittances of all 
the above items 2.33 

0-49 
0.79 
3.02 

32'S 

The prices charged have been nearly 
3 to 4 times the international price in 
antibiotic drugs, You have said in the 
introduction to your model law that 
patent law is one of the factors that 
epmes into operation in regard to the 
question of prices. That is true. But, 
with these things happening in our 
country, especially with our very 
large population and our people being 
very poor, don't you think :hat these 
restrictions for compulsory licence and 
licence of right are necessary in 
the interests of our public? 

Prof. G. H. c. Bodenhausen: I don't 
pretend' for a moment that the situa
tion in India is satisfactory, I don't 
question your figures eit~er. The 
question is whether you will be able 
to meet the situation wiili this patent 
Bill. I am sure that it will make it 
worse. You may find some tempor.ary 
influence an the prices. But, as t~me 
passes, you will find that the pncH 
will rise again because of the s~or~ce 
of drugs; and people will no.t nsk m
yestment in India. Some other means 
llhauld be found to inftuence the 

llituation. 

Mr. Chairman: One of the reasons 
you have given is that there is no 
right of judicial appeal. Would you 
be satisfied with a special Tribunal? 

Prot. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I am 
in favour of existing courts. Special 
tribunals are inclined to follow a 
different pattern. 

Mr. Chairman: So you prefer judi
cial appeal. You also say that 4 per 
cent. royalty on food and chemicals is 
rather too small. 

Prof. b. H. C. Bodenhausen: I don't 
say 'too small'. I say it is an arbit
rary figure. It can be too _high In 
some cases. 

Mr. Chairman: So Government has 
drawn a via media and fixed it. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: You 
cannot fix it once tor all product•. 

Mr. Chairman: You would like it to 
be left to the parties? 

Prof. G. B. C. Bodenhansen: In 
some cases it may be 1 per cent; and 
in some it may be 15 per ccn~. Both 
may be justified. 

Mr. Chairman: So you would leave 
it to the parties to come to some 
agreement. 

Another objection you rabed if' that 
the Government cannot Import 
medicines royalty-free and you want 
royalty to be paid. 

prOf, G. B. C. Bocleulaavsen: I think 
the proposed ay•tem will hamper In
dustrialisation. 

Mr. Cllalrmaa~ If it is do11e ir the 
interea\1 of th• p•blie! 



Prof. G. B. C. Bodenbausen: It de
pends where the interest. of the pub
lic lie: 'no industrialisation and free 
importation'-is this in the public in
terest? · 

lUr. Chairman: Government hospi
tals are in the interests of the public. 
Some Governments have this power.· 

Prof. G. H. C. B()(lenbausen: There 
is Sec. 48. I do not know of any 
parallel to that. 

Mr. Chairman: After all Patent law 
is in the interests of the country 
where the law is made. It should be 
in all interests. You agree to that in 
your in traduction. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Or;ly I 
: said that today it may be good for 
India, but not for ever. 

Mr. Chairman: The country's indus
trial development and the stage of 
development, richness or ·poverty of 
the population-all these things had 
to be ·taken into consideration in en
acting this J;~w. You agree with that? 

Prof.· G. B. c. Bodenhausen: Of 
course, yes. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
regard to the figures you .quoted it 
will be better if I also add this .... 

Mr. Chairman: He does not dispute 
the figures. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
1962-6l-Page 1387 of the !'!.eserve 
Bank Annual Bulletin, November 
1964-Pharmaceutical Industry: in
vestmenL.Rs. 14 crores; Dividends 
remitted-2 crores and the royalties 
etc., Rs. 5 crores. So Rs. 7 crores was 
the profit on an investment of ·Rs. 14 
crores and most of it is owned by 
fo~eigne~s .in this country. Don't you 
thmk th1s IS unconscionable? 

Prof. G. B. C. Bodenbansen: I do 
n~t contest the ligures 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Mr. 
Chairman was referring to compara
tive figureS-1956-57 and the present 
time. Does he know this fact that fic
ti~ious profit. are made by the Ir•dian 
pharmaceutical industry under the 
present Patent Law. That abuse we 
want to put down. Naturally we 
want t.o tighten up the law. The 
more the number of years we give the 
more are the chances for the phal'
maceutical interests to make more 
money and ·also establish cartels and' 
monopolies. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: Again· 
I revert to my theme--whether the 
purpose is to kill only the tiger or 
all the animals? 

Mr. Chairman: The main object of 
the Patent law is that research should 
be carried on in India and the manu
facture should be done in India. But 
most of the Indian· patentees import 
some intermediary from outside and 
finalise the product and label and sell 
it and make huge profits. Our Bill is 
designed to prevent such' abuses. rn 
t~e circumstances you have no '!>bjec
t~on ~o the provisions of compulsocy 
hcensmg and licence of right that has 
been incorporated in the Bill? · 

· Prof. G. B. C. Bodenbausen: I think 
they go too far. I don't object to 
the principle. That is necessary. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Every 
ot~er Patent law has such a provision. 

Mr. Chairman: And your model 
l~w too. Then what is your objec
tion for these provisions? 

Prof. G. B. C~ Bodenbausen: They 
go too far in many respects. First of 
all the compulsory licences are given 
·without appeal to a court. That is 
o~e point that may be corrected. 
'Licence of right particularly for 
'Pharmaceuticals is automatic. 

Mr.. Chairman: Naturally· 'before 
grantmg a licence of right or. com
puloory licence Government makes atl 



investigation. The Drugs Controller 
makes an investigation and grants 
the licence after hearing the parties. 

Prof. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: He is 
after all human. He can make errors 
too. 
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Mr. Chairman: So you want a right . 
of appeal? 

Pr<>f. G. H. C. Bodenhausen: I think· 
it is better to leave the final decision 
to the Judiciary. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very
much. 

(The witness then withdrew). 

(The Committee then adjourned). 
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,(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat) . 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Robbins, what
·ever evidence you give here is pub
lic; it will be printed allld distributed 
to the Members of this Committee as 
well as to all other Members of Par
liament. If you want anything to be 
:treated ·as confidential, even that may 
·be distributed to the Members. 

We have received your memoran
dum and also the latest statement you 
gave us last night. That has also 
been sent to the Members. PTobab~y 
·the had no time to go through 1t. 
. 1f ~ou want anything to be stres~ed 
. upon yoi.t can do so now. Please gtva 
.. us a' short resume of the notes that 
you have , submitted. 

Mr. L. J, lt«<bbin8: Mr. C:hairmall 
and Members of this bon. Jomt Co~
mittee I should first like to apologtze 
to yo~ fQI' presentinc this typed State-

ment at such short n~tice before my 
appearance here, but there is a reason 
which I hope you will appreciate. 
When it was initially proposed, at the 
end of the last year that the American 
National Foreign Trade Council should 
request permission for me to appear 
before you, we were not at that time' 
very familiar with the precise proce
dure of this Committee. As you know, 
we only presented a very brief and 
very generalized statement as to what 
our ideas were about this Bill. Also, 
I expected to be called in January 
or February and just make a verbal 
statement at rather short notice. In 
view of the subsequent postponement 
after the initial hearings, I was not 
certain whether I wocld be able to 
come, owing to other commitments, 
but there was time for me to prepare 
a written Statement possibly to be 
used as a substitute for personal ap
pearnace . 

I should like to say that the Nation• 
a1 Foreign Trade Council gave me a 
very free hand. However, thls te::rt .has 
been studied and reviewed by ... artous 

, eommittees and you will appreciate 
that there are various ehaages made. 
But I eaa ••Y that tllis S\atement 



does represent a concensus of the 
'American view point. 

I do not propose to read this state
ment straight through, but I would 
like to emphasize certain points and 
elaborate on others. Also, during re
cent. months, I have been able to col
lect a number of documents which I 
believe are significant, and which I 
hope you wm find of interest, I have 
them here, and with your permission, 
I will refer to certain of these docu
ments which I believe are of signifi
cance in connection with each of the 
sectio,,s of my Statement, and I will 
draw attention to certain passages. I 
propose to leave these documents with 
you, arranged in order, together with' · 
an index, for the Committee's records. 

Those of you who may have read 
through the Statement will realise 
that certa>n sections are rather dill'-. 
erent from each other and have diff
erent approackes. Do you wish to put 
questions right at the end or do you 
wisli to put them after each section? 

Mr. Chairman: You may complete 
your statement; the questions w.ill 

·come afterwards, 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Very Well. I now 
come to the introduction. In the first 
paragraph. I naturally refer to my 
sponsorship by the· American National 
Foreign Trade Council. I have here 
a report for the year 1963, and a pro
gram of the last annual convention 
and declaration of principles which 
indicate the vital interests of Ameri
can business in international co-ope
ration and the relevance of patent 
·protection in this connection. There 
is a section in the declaration of prh:i.
ciples relating to patent problems ge
nerally. I have been informed that 
35 members of the Council-welt' 
known US Corporations-have actual 
manufacturing operations themselves 

·in India in many fields. Some 20 
have licensing and technical assistance 
arrangements with Indian firms and. 
over 30 have extensive trade and 
service connections. I· need .. hardly 
say that I am greatly honoured by 
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your invitation to apear before you, 
and I earnestly hope that the submis
sions that I make at this Hearing and 
the answers to questions you may put 
to' me-based on some 35 years' · ex
perience in this field-will be of as
sistance to you in your deliberations 
on the Patents Bill of 1965, 

·I am here before you as an 'expert 
in the international patent field. I 
hope I can furnish any information 
you require concerning the past and 
the present patent laws and practices 
in all countries throughout the world. 
I can .discuss the licensing of patents 
from the viewpoint of a lawyer who 
is naturally interested in· obtaining 
the best terms for his clients. I feel 
sui:e you will understand that I do not 
have any expert knowledge in con
nection with the prices to the public 
o: patented articles and materials. 
I merely become a member of the 
public m this area. I may buy some
thing which is useful, but I may com
plain about prices from time to time, 
like everyone else. 

However, in view of want I will 
say subsequently, I can venture the 
following two generalisations on a 
purely personal basis' of conviction: 
( 1) that patent monopolies and roy
alties based thereon play only a 
minor part in the price structure of 
the competitive market place and 
(2) that anY special situations or tem
po:ary 'dislocations in L."!dia or anY 
other country should be dealt with 
by appropriate 'and flexible regula
tions or decrees and not by imposing 
arbitrary restraints on the sensitive 
and unique operations of the patent 
system. 

In view of the importance of pa
tents in promoting technological de
velopment and th~ resulting effect on 
international relations, any changes 
in patent laws anywhere in the world 
are of major interest, and ·are fol
lowed closely,' certainly in the United

. States and in Europe and elsewhere. 
However-this is something which I 
would like . to emphasise-in all my 
experience, this is the first •time that 



:so spontaneous a reaction has occur
red and that cbusiness organisations 
from so many countries--from the 
United States, from Europe and from 
.Japan-have requested permission to 
send representatives or to submit their 
views in writing to a Parliamentary 
'Conmtittee of a Sovereign State in 
con ~ection with patent legislation. 
It is clear that the significance and 
implications of Patents Bill, 1965 ex
tend far beyond the borders of India. 

• My own experience totally convin
~es me that a sound and generous 
patent system, with fair and reason-

. able safeguards of the public interest, 
is absolutely essential for the future 
.growth of any country, whatever its 
oStatus in the present industrial hier
archy. Please permit me to quote 
what can be regarded as unsolicited 
testimonials from three of Arne, 
rica's greatest Presidents:-

Over 150 years ago, Thomas Jeffer
son, who • was an inventor himself, 
~aid: 

"The issue of patents for new 
discoveries has given a spring to 
invention beyond my concep
tion." 

Abraham Lincoln, also an inventor, 
said: 

. "The Patent System added the 
fuel of interest to the fire of 
geniUs." 

30 years ago, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
said: 

"The American Patent System 
has promoted countless applica-
tions of the arts and sciences to 
the needs and well-being of our 
people." 

This is undoubtedly a very tech
nical field. At this point, I should 
1ike to set out a few basic. proposi
tions which apply in India, even at 
the i:isk of stating what is' familiar to 

·you: 

(i) Inventions must be di~tin
guished ·from pa~entable inventions. 
Inventions have been made and re-

m~de from the dawn of history. The 
wheel was orgina!ly a patentable in
vention, if there had then been any 
patent law. Paientable inventions 
involve the modern legal concepts 
developed duri.ng the 19th century, 
of· novelty, utility, inventive height, 
etc. 

(ii) 'The best invention in the 
world can be ruined by an incompe
tent patent attorney. The protec
tion against infringers afforded by a 
patent depends on the scope of its 
disclosure and the wording of its 
claims. 

(iii) Patents are not things but 
legal concepts. They cannot all be 
treated alike by arbitrary rules. 

(iv) The very rare pioneer patent& 
create new industries. If they are 
not adequately worked by the patent 
owner, thi'rd Parties can come in 
through compulsory licensing. Most 
patents are improvements which m'ay 
or may not be of interest to compe
titors. Patents relating to unsuccessful 
inventions can be ignored; they are 
merely pieces of paper. 

(v) Apart from the USA, West 
Germany and Japan, the majority of 
national patents are ow.ned by fore
igners. This, of course, is true in 
India. \Vhy is this? The answer i• 
very simple. The owner or. a new in
vention must essentially be a gamb
ler. It is something like putting on a 
new Play in the. theatre. It will be 
a success or a failure, but you do not 
k•1ow ;,. advance. When a patent 
application has been filed in the in-1 
ventor's home couPltry, he must deci
de promptly whether ·to file abroad, 
even though he is still not certata 
that the invention will be profitable. · 
The International Convention givea 
him a year. But in India, which doe& 
not yet belong to the Convention, any 
publicity or use in India would. des
troy the validity of patent nghts. 
Therefore, many patents are obtained 
in India bY foreigners purely as spe
culations. U they are not succes,._ 
ful, they remain paper patents doing. 

·no harm and probably abandoned. If 



they are 'useful and are not manu
factured in India, then Indians already 
have the recourse of compulsory 
licensing, if they wish, under the 
present law. 

I am aware that the Patents ·E~::, 
1965 has been under preparation for 
several years past, and I do know 
something about the previous history 
of this whole ·proposal. The .Bill, of 
course, demonstrates legal scholarship 
and sophistication. But in operation 
its practical effect would inevitably be 
to restrict, reduce and circumscribe 
the rights and activities of patentees 
in India-Indians as well as foreigners. 

As a result, if Patents Bill, 1965. 
should be enacted into law, this law 
would be unique and far more drastic 
in overall effect than the .patent 1aw 
of any other country operating under 
free enterprise conditions, and would, 

• · ~ believe, have a detrimental effect on 
· the Indian economy. 

Those of you who have had an op
portunity to glance through my State
ment will see that I have arranged it 
in sections ~nd proceeded from the 
specific to the general. I have includ
ed what I believe will be of interest 
to you including a special section bn 
the U.S. Kefauver investigation. 

I start wj.th section 2 which deals 
with some specific .provisions of the 
Bill. I am aware that a number o'f 
detailed and comprehensive analyses of 
the provisions of the Bill have already 

. been prepared and will be submitted 
•or have already been submitted · by 
various ·Indian and• foreign organisa
tions. I wish to avoid any unneces-

. sary repetition. So,· I will only refer to 
just a few sections' of the Bill which 
based on my own experience would be 
either ineffective as regards their 
avowed purpose or would be positively 
harmful to ~ndian interests. 

Coming to produot and process 
claims, (Chapter U, Clause 5) clause 5 
attempts to define certain technical 

•ftelds in which independent · product 
claims will not be allowed_ . but only 

process claims. I consider this actual
ly to be an example of wishful think
ing. The apparent prohibition could' 
in pra-.tice be easily .circumvented by 
skillful patent attorneys with the co
operation o'f the inventors while the· 
strict application of this clause •would 
cause enormous difficulties of adminis
tration and interpretation in the Indian 
. Patent Office and undoubtedly would 
resu~t in delays in prosecution. · 

Such a process limitation, at any rate· 
in the field of chemicals. including 
pharmaceuticals and foodstuft's, · is a 
19th century concept in Europe, which . 
arose when technical knowledge and 
social ideas were very different. It 
has now become quite academic. In 
certain countries, such as Germany, 
Holland, Switzerland and the Scandi
navian countries, where the patent 
laws still do not permit Independent 
chemical product claims per se, in ac
tual practice very broad pro~:ess claims 
are permi·tted, even covering c·onven.
tional reactions, if the product is new 
and has advantageous and unexpected 
properties. The emphasis in these 
countries even though on the surface 
they only protect process claims, is to 
protect the product and, of course, in 
all these countries process claims do 
automatically protect · the immediate 
product of the process. I say that a 
broad process claim can be relilly 
equiv·alent to an independent product 
claim. 

It is highly significant that in recent 
years Great Britain, Australia, New 
Zealand and France and still more re
cently Ireland and the new country o! 
Algeria, have switched over to inde
pendent broad product patent protec
tion 'for chemicals and pharmaceuticals. 
Almost everywhere on the basis of in
formed legal commentaries and con
templa·ted legislation, this can be re
garded as the modern trend to facilitate 
the. work of examining Patent Offices 
and Courts. I am sure you know that 
there is a proposal for a Europ~an 
patent. This :may never come 
through, but it was }lased on •the latest 
thinking which definitely permits inde-



pendent product c:laims. The same is 
true in Scandinavia where a proposal 
for a uniform law is under considera
tion. 

"' If the chemistry indicates possible al- • 
, ·· ternative routes ·fO obtain a new pro

duct, the alert and skilled patent attor
ney together with the inventor will 
conduct sufficient experiments in the 
beginning to justify a broad procesa 
claim which will bar in'fringers. Fur
thennore, if the product is successful, 
the patentee is likely to explore all ·the 
chemistry involved ahead of competi
tors and obtain further supplemen·t.ary 
patents y.rhen advisable. There
fore, I consider there is no basic differ
ence but only a matter of degree '-et
ween a product patent and a process 
paten-t. · · 

Chapter II, clause 5, of the proposed 
;Bill goes far beyond the law of any 
other country in applying this ntu
sive restriction to flelds outside 
chemistry-namely, alloys, optic'al 
glass, semi-conductors and intermetal
lic compounds. I believe this indicates. 

,; some lack of technical- appreciation by 
the dra'fters of the Patent Bill. For 
example, for many alloys, the only 
prQcess involved is mixing and heating 
lhe ingredients. · The invention 
resides in the combination· of ingre
dients. Thus, process and product 
claims are actually identical in effect. 

'I would also point out ·that the 
technical border lines of these terms 
'alloys', 'opti-cal glass' etc. are so vague 
that arguments with a Patent Exami
. ner as to whether a given case does 
or does not fall within Chapter II, 

· ~lause 5, could be 'very difficul·t. Thus, 
while it is doubtful whether the res
triction of the pat_r.ntee· to process 
claims will produce ( ...: desired result, 
there can be .no question that the 
Patent Office would have a most diffi. 

• cult and frustrating experience in ad
. ministeri~g this provision. 

In the exhibit here I would refer you 
particularly to item '1 where I have 
selected some Germanpafents relating 
to alloy• and optical glass. Germany 

' 
at present. as you know, doea not per-
mit independent chemical product. 
claims. However, these two patents,. 
which are typical, do have product 
claims. So, this clearly indicates that 
the highly skilled German Patent 
Office does not regard alloys and opU
cal glass as being result of chemical 
reactlons. This Is a most difficult fl.eld 
in the present knowledge of atomic 
and molecular structure and it would 
be most unfair to· the Indian Patent 
Office to make it state that a aiven 
alloy or glass invention involves •· 
chemical reaction or a physical mix
ture. The same applies to inter
metallic compounds. So, I consider 
that the proposed restriction in this 
'fleld is entirely artificial. For your 
general information as regards what 
I said about the effect of broad process 
claims I have in the Exhibits some· 
examples of Indian patents which have 
already be.en granted with some ex
tremely broad process claims which.· 
would in practice operate just as 
broadly as product claims. So, It il 
possible in India now under the pre
sent system to do this. 1: have a 
chart here prepared in my office to·· 
show just what the si>tua\ion is as. 
regards product and process claims In 
all countriea throughout the world and 
that I think is the latest Information in 
this field. 

We now come to the seotions relat
.ing to compulsory licensing and 
licences of rights----Chapter XVI, 
clauses 87, 88, 89, 95, 96, 97 etc. It is 
true that in the early years of the 
19th century many countries provided 
tor outright revocation of non-worked. 
patents. This was finally considered 
unjust and impractical and compulsory 
licensing was proposed as . a more · 
equitable and less drastic alternative. 
The laws of most major countries 
now provide for compulsory licensing 
of patents in general (that is, the grant 
of licenses to approved applicants on 
suitable terms after Patent Office or · 
Court investigation) after three years 
from grant, in conformity with the· 
provisions of the International Con
vention. A few countries, 1Uch u-



·Great Britain, also provide for compul
·sory Ji.censing of paten~ for . drugs 
and foodstuffs without any periOd of 
delay after grant. 

I tqink you know that the United 
States does not have any provision as 
t"egards working and compulsory 
licensing in the patent statute, but 

. owing to the different approach in 
America as regards anti-trust mea
sures- and decisions of courts, it is 
probably true that more American 
patents are subject to compulsory 
licence than anywhere else in the 
world. 

The history of statutory compulsory 
licensing since the beginning of the 
20th century is highly significant. 
Very 'few compulsory · licences have 
been applied for anywhere. The broad 
general explanation is that a success
ful invention is fully exploited by •the 
patentee at a reasonable price to the 
public and tbat an unsuccessful inven
~on dies. Intermediate situations are 
dealt with by voluntary licensing, as a 
~uch preferred alternative to the 
official intervention of compulsory 
·ticensing procedures. 

At the present time, no country any
where has fixed any ceiling for 
royalties under a compulsory licence, 
but leaves this to negotiation between 
the parties involved and the appointed 
authorities, with the right of appeal 
in the event of disputes. Inventors 
and industry, . throughout the world,· 
have lived and survived witli the mild 
and consistent compulsory licensing 
provisions of countries which broadly 
adhere to the International Conven

-tion. 

1 would like to emphasize the next 
two statements on page 4. The pro
·visions of Indian Patents Bill 1965 are 
eo. drastic in respect of compulsory 
·licensing, in comparison with ·the. ]awl 
·of all other countries, that they are 
detrimental to lndian interests from 

·every aspect. 

Consider, for example, the situation 
•Of an American company originating a 

successful invention and have world
wide paten.t protection, inCluding 
India, and willing to invest capital 
abroad to manufacture the product 
It seems obvious that a· manufacturing 
plant would not be established in India 
it the American company could be 
compelled to grant a low royal·ty 
licence to any and all competitors. 

Also, and I would emphasize this, 
consider the situation of Indian indus
try itself-assuming, as everyone 
hopes, that this wil,l expand and that 
domestic Indian research and develop
ment will become an impol'fant factor 
of the economy. Under the compul
sory licensing provisions of the Bill 
an Indian company could in effect 
appropriate the inventions of its 
competitors, whether they were Indian 
or foreign. Inqian industry, in certain 
fields, may not be concerned with this 
a-t the present moment, but in the 
future this could be most harmful to 
commercial 'initiative. Furtherm~re, 
the possibility of compulsory licences 
to import products would actually 
.favour foreign over domestic Indian 
industry. 

ln connection with this brief state
ment on compulsory licensing I would 
very definitely refer you to these Ex
hibits particularly. There is a .most 
interesting report prepa:t:,ed for the 
American Congres,._the 85th Cong
ress. It was entitled, "Compulsory 
Licensing o·f Patents under some non
American systems". This was .prep~r
ed ·by a very well known Swed1sh 
lawyer who was intimately connected 
with the problem all over the world. 
I would draw your attention to th.e 
conclusion-the implication is ·that if 
you push too hard in this field, you 
may kill the goose that lays the golden 
egg,._ 

"The dissatislled inventor will 
pass over into the area of trade 
secrets, cease publishing the results 
of his intellectual research, which ·n be if known and available W1 
useful in fuvther development, ~r 
simply stop inventing. Publlc 
interest in patent matters,. there-



fore, can never neglect the interest 
of the new inventors without 
defeating its own purpose." 

The very first proposal for com
pulsory licensing, surprisingly enough, 
-was made in the United States. For 
the last 50 or 60 years there have been 
many, many propasals for compulsory 
lic2nsing in America, but they ~ave not 
oucceeded because, as I said, there is a 
different viewpoint with regard to anti
Trust. 

The Exhibits include a highly in
teresting list of reported cases on com
pulsory licensing in ooth Great Britain 
and Canada during the last six yean 
and you will see how very few contro
versies and requests for licences hav11 
arisen in these very typical countries. 

I have also included a copy of a re
cent decision in England, which may 
not be available to you, which denies 
.compulsory licences for importation of 
a pharmaceutical product and I sub
mit that this decision should be care
fully studied. It is by a well known 
and a highly respected senior hearing 
officer in the British Patent Office and 
refers to the possible results of 
weakening the patent law by permit
ting importation of patented products 
from abroad. 

I come now to the provisions about 
Government use of inventions, that is, 
Chapter VIII, Clause 48, Chapter XII; 
Clause 66, Chapter XVII . etc. The 
laws of, I think, practically all coun
trie~. as in India at the present time, 
do provide for Government use of in
ventions far military purposes and in 
time of emergency. This is considered 
absolutely legitimate, but in recent 
years this relatively clearcut proposi
tion has been complicated, it is true, 
by various countries in which there is 
socialised · medical legislation. In 
Great Britain, the House of Lords, in a 
very important decision only last year, 
did construe the British Patents Act to 
enable the Government, in the opera
tion of the National Health scheme, to 
make unlicensed use of imported 
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patented products, of course aubject tD 
compensation. However, in spite of 
this decision, I am reliably informe4 
that the British Ministry Of Health hall 
elected not to import any more but hu 
preferred to resume obtaining its medi
cal supplies from local productiJII. 
There are a number of reasons for thia 
decision by the British authorities. 
Partly it involves the question of keep
ing up the quality of the product. 
When there is an imported product, it 
may nat be possible to control the 
vitally necessary quality of the pro
duct. I will come to this question of 
importation later. 

The powers granted to the Indio 
Government in the Patents Bill 196i 

-are so sweeping, particularly in con
nection with clauses 48 and 102, that 
it is quite unlikely that any foreign 
owner of an important invention would 
actually apply for patent protection in 
India at alL It seems much more 
likely that any operation in India, 
either by direct investment or by a 
licensing arrangement, would be based 
On secret know-how. I woul1 point 
OUt that secret know-hOW WOUld be 
outside the provisions of the patent 
law. Of course, these days anything 
based on secrecy is to be deplored. It 
is unscientific and ft does not benefit 
the public. 

The next of these comments is on 
special provisions involving examina
tion in the . Patent Office, that is, 
Chapter III, Clause 8 and Chapter IV, 
Clause 13. An applicant is expected, 
under the provisions of this Bill, to 
furnish particulars of all other corres
ponding foreign applications. I would 
point out that at the present time
and, of course, probably for some time 
in the future-the preponderance of 
applications will be owned by foreig
ners. There are well over 100 countr
ies having patent laws and mnny im
portant inventions are widely filed. In 
view· of international trade that is now 
becoming essential. I can assure you 
that it w"uld be a clerical task of m.ost 
appalling proportions for a busy patent 
department of a large cot;X'rrtinn, aay, 



in the United States or in Europe, 
handling thousands of pending patent 
applications. all over the world, to com
pile the information called for u~der 
Clause 8 and forward it to Ind1a "/lith
in eight weeks. 

I would point out It IS quite uncertain 
·what the Indian Patent Office would 
then do. Clause 8(2) is permissive. 
The Controller may call for particulars 
ot prosecution of any or all other 
foreign applications. But foreign ~xa
mination practices, and novelty and 
patentability requirements, are ex
tremely variable and in' many countr
ies quite different from those of the 
Indian Patent Office. For example, 
the average official action in the United 
States or Germany would result in 
arguments and amendments based on 
legal principles not present in the 
Indian Patent Law. Also in many 
foreign Patent Offices it may take 
several years before even a first official 
action is issued. If the Indian Patent 
Office invoked Clause 8(2), it would 
receive an erratic flood of material 
which it would find either difficult or 
impossible to digest. 

If you will refer to page 5, I refer 
specifically to the situation now in 
Canada and also in various other 
Scandinavian countries and Holland. 
In the Exhibits I have some examples 
of what they do require. But I would 
emphasize that in these countries the 
requirement of furnishing inform~tion 
is permissive and voluntary. Some 
applicants may occasionally furnish 
information if it is convenient to them. 
There is absolutely no penalty in any 
of these countries for not furnishing 
information of what is done elsewhere, 

Clause 13, Chapter IV, provides for 
a novelty search of publications not 
~>nly in India but elsewhere also, that 
IS, throughout the world. I submit 
the. Ill:dian Patent Office has no library 
facJhhes for such searching. Even · 
Great ~ritain the search 'is confined ~~ 
domestic publications. It iS only a 
v~ry few highly industrialised coun
tries that provide for world-wide 
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novelty, It is also notorious that th 
quality of searching even in thes 
countries is becoming very poor ow 
ing to the vast increase of the tech 
nical literature. in recent years. 

I refer now very briefly to the Righ· 
of Appeal, Chapter XIX, Clause llG. 
This Bill positively and severely res
tricts the right of appeal from Patent 
Office decisions and decisions of the 
Central Government, to higher tribu
nals or to the Courts. I could say 
much more on this point but I do not 
feel that this is a matter on which 
outsiders should go very far. I ~on. 
sider this as a matter for the Indian 
legal profession. I may point out that 
about a year ago in Washington I had 
the honour of meeting a number of 
Indian Judges. I feel quite sure that 
if this restriction of the fundamental 
right of appeal is enacted into law, :t 
ought to be a matter of very- great 
concern for ih~ legal profession and 
judiciary in India. 

I would now like to refer in more 
detail to the general effect of a law 
based on this B111 on the future func
tioning of the Indian Patent Office. I 
consider this as most important from 
the practical viewpoint. 

With your permission, I may point 
out that I visited the Indian Patent 
Office in Calcutta in 1953 and met many 
officials and members of the examin-

. ing staff. I was greatly impressed by 
their dedication, hard work and, at , 
that time, their concern about the 
efficient operation even under an in
creasing work load. A decade later, it 
is generally conceded that the Indian 
Patent Office, as it stands now under 
the present law has serious difficulties 
in carrying out' the relatively mild 
provisions of the existing patent raw. 
I can state quite categorically that the 
Indian Patent Office, as it is at· pre
sent constituted and organised, would 
not be able to administer a new patent 
law based on this Bill. This would 
be true even if the present number of 
Patent applications filed per year doesl 
not increase. But, as you know, in all 



other countries, the number of patent 
applications is increasing. There is no 
doubt that it will increase in India 
also. The efficient administration of 
clause 8 and clause 13, irrespective of 
all the other clauses, would ca II for a 
large number of highly skilled exa
miners, famili<rr with the patent laws 
and practice of other countries and at 
any rate conversant with several 
European languages t6 enable them to 
search the technical foreign literture. 
It would take many years to train 
such lm elite examining crops. I ask: 
Is the personnel available? Appa
rent'!y, many odd situations wouid 
arise. The Patent Office would have to 
compete for technically qualified man
power with the industry it is intend•od 
to serve-just at a tims when indus
trial expansion in India will produce 
a shortage. 

Obviously, to carry 0 ut the potential 
requirements of the proposed new 
patent law, the. Indian Government 
would have to budget for very sub
stantial increases in staff and office 
space. Would this be justified? If 

·even some of the submissions 1>resent
ed in the present statement, conten
tious as they may now appear, should 
turn out to be correct, there might · 
actually be a decline in the number of 
patent applications filed by both 
Indians and foreigners, contrary to the 
normal trend. 

Whatever the underlying objectives 
and reasons. may be for the prepara
tion of Patents Bill, 1965, I feel con
vinced that the legislature as a whole, 
irrespective of economic or social pres
sures which may l>e responsible for 
•orne of these provisions, is not yet 
aware of the purely practical problems 
the Indian Patent Office would face. 
There would be no point in enacting 
a law which could lead either to ad
ministrative chaos or to stagnation. 

I can well understand that the ofl\
cials of the Patent Office who are very· 
devoted public officials, would have 
~reat hestitation, obviously, in criticis

. mg a Patent Bill, which might be re
garded as serving their own interests. 
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. This problem of the Indian Patent 
Office can, I think, best be presented 
from the outside on the basis of a 
comparative evaluation of what ls 
going on in other patent offices all 
over the world. ' 

Now I come to Section 4, i.e., the 
effect of this Bill in certain specialized 
technical fields. This Bill, of course, 
would affect patent rights in general 
but would have very special impact in 
certain technical fields in which very 
intensive research is essential for pro
gress, unless human nature in India 
has become entirely altruistic. These 
fields include, of course, pharmaceuti
cals and foodstuffs in particular. All 
governments throughout the world are 
concerned with public health and 
availability of essential drugs and food
stuffs, but the basic issues are the 
same in all countries, whatever their 
size, population and the stage of in
dustrial development. 

Possibly the drafters of this Bill 
hope that the result of their efforts 
will be to provide freedom of action 
to the public and private sectors of 
the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry to 
furnish drugs and foodstuffs to the 
Indian public at the lowest possible 
prices. But, I say, gentlemen, that 
there are no' valid and rational argu
ments that would indicate fulfilment 
of such a hope. It is far more likely 
that foreign applicants, now responsi
ble for over 80 per cent of the Indian 
applications, would gradually find the 
restrictions too difficult, too onerous, in 
this highly difficult and technical field 
and might even bypass India entirely 
and refrain from filing on new' inven
tions in this field. At the present stage 
of Indian domestic research~ this means 
that Indian manufacturers might ac
tually have to •appropriate and use in
ventions made abroad which are the 
legitimate property of others. 

I respectfully submit that this Com
mittee should most carefully consider 
the Italian pharmaceutical situation in 
all its aspects. I am sure you are 
aware of it in general, but there are 



many particular aspects that are not 
sJ well known. It is, of course, a 
unique situation that the Italians ~o 
not grant ani type of patents tor 
pharmaceuticals. I will not now ex
plain the reason why this has occurr
ed, but let us treat it as a fact. After 
th" War, the Italian industry did in
deed copy many important drugs origi
nating in the United States arid Europe. 
The theory, of course, was that the 
Italian industry had been so much 
dornaged by the War that this was the 
only way they could keep the industry 
going. The industry became quite 
competent and aided by the publica
tions of foreign inventions did begin 
to develop its own knowhow. I have 
referred here in the Exhibits to a 
situation that you may be awa,re of 
that certain Italian firms, in recent 
years, not only copied but actually · 
stole technical information and even 
physical organisms that were used in 
producing antibiotics. 

The fact that there. are no patents 
granted on pharmaceuticals in Italy 
has not led to any great benefit to 
the Italian public. I can assure 
you that the prices of pharmaceuti
cal!; in Italy are at least as high 
as, if not higher tnan, those in other 
countries and for any given drug, 
there may be 20 or 30 different pro
ducts on the market, all under different 
names, so that the emphasis is on ad
vertising. Owing to the great cost of 
advertising, each of these 20 or 30 
companies fight one another. It has 
beco~e, I can only say, a ridiculous 
Situation ,and that is now apparent ~o 
tho Italian pharmaceutical industry 
and partly as a result of this and 
partly due to the Italian entry into 
the Common Market, it is highly pro
·ba ble that the Italians will enact a 
pharrnac:utical patent law' comparable 
to that m other countries. In other 
words, having been in a unique situ
atiOn f~r many years, Italy may now 
JOin With the rest of the orld . 
handling pharmaceutical inv;tions. m 

. You are, of course, aware that, dur
mg the last generation, a . medical 

resolution has occurred particularly 
owing to the discovery of sulfa druga 
and antibiotics. But in countriee 
having strong patent systems, compe. 
titian has actually been intense due to 
the stimulation of research. It in cer~ 
tain instances and at certain tirnea · 
costs to the patient may appear to b~ 
high, this is not due. to the existence 
of patents, but to research cost1. 
Alleged unsatisfactory or inappropri
ate commercial practices in any coun
try should be controlled by goverJI
ment by ~uitable regulations. 

I ·would again say that the patent 
system is not the correct system to 
apply .restrictions against commercial 
practices. I saY that this is true i.a 
India and I say that the Legislatuu 
should look forward into the future 
and not consider merely the present 
situation and I would emphasize that 
the nature of medical research a 
changing very rapidly everywhere. A 
great deal is being conducted oy Uni
versities and Fuundations, intimately 
tied up with biology, physics, chemis
try and wliat is ·known as the group 
of "life sciences"; there is pure re· 
.search and there is applied research, 
Startling discoveries will undoubted
ly be made, which will become avail· 
able to everybody. The initial patent 
protection is the price you must neceJ
sarily pay to encourage this research. 
It is only of limited duration and after 
that, th-= results of these discoverie! 
will be available to all mankind per· 
manently without any patents beillll 
involved. 

The next Section, on the Kefauver 
investigation, I believe, will be con· 
sidered by you as of considerable im· 
portance because there has been 10 

much of misunderstanding about the 
Kefauver investigation. Senator 
Kefauver, many years ago, started ~ 
investigation through his sub-com!Illl· 
tee of th.e Judlciary Committee to in· 
vestigate what he called "administer
ed prices", i.e., prices be did not con· 
sider the result of the natural opera· 
lion of commercial market conditionJ. 
He first of all investigated automobill 



industry prices; he then investigated 
'he baking industry and then some 
other industries. It was, more or less 
by accident that he finally got down 
to investigate the pharmaceutical in
dustry, Before going into this dis-

, cussion, I want to point out the result. 
I am sure you will understand that, 
since Senator Kefauver was the Chair
man of -his Sub-Committee, his politi
cal Party was in power. Aiter years 
of investigation-! think you have the 
full Kefauver Committee Report avail
able--his own Party disagreed with 
him. The net result on the patent laws 
of America was absolutely negligible 
ancf the practical result was nothing. 
Senator Kefauver tried to do in a way 
what this Indian Patent Bill is aiming 
at-1 w~uld not say wliolly because 
American law is different-but he was 
trying to use the patent law to control 
prices of drugs, As I said, the net 
result was zero. The main result of 
Kefauver's investigation was in an en
tirely different field which the phar
maceutical industry in America wel
comed. That was somewhat stricter 
investigation of the quality of drugs 
and of their effect, because most of 
the manufacturers in America felt 
that this was a way of keeping the 
marginaf producers in this highly com
petitive field in line. So, I would just 
emphasize-! will not go into all the 
details-that the net result of the 
whole Kefauver Investigation was that 
the Patent Law itself was merely 
modified in completely negligible 
directions and there was no restriction 
on the terms of patents and no restric
tion on licence royalties. Whatever 
they were, his proposals were con
sidered totally impracticable, I am 
sure that many of you will read what 
I have written here at the beginning 
of page 8. 

I will, if I may, just read from the 
last paragraph. 'Mter extensive 
hearing the Kefauver Sub-committee 
Report was issued on June 27, 1961.' 
If you will read it carefully, you will 
also see that 'it oears· every evidence 
of the most h-urried preparation and 
very crude distortion of facts.' ·I 
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would point out that Senator Kefau
ver, th~ugh I am sure his basic ideas 
were to protect the public' mterest, 
was a politiCian with presidential 
ambitions. He was a very, very ~kil
ful publicist and much of his sensa
tional statements, many of them total
ly wrong, were, released early in the 
afternoon so that they would just catch 
the afternoon newspapers and make 
very large headlines. "Few people 
seem to know that there was a very 
vigorous minority report "liy Senatora 
Dirksen and Hruska which begins 
with the words "The majority's views 
in the report on administered prices 
in drugs do little credit to the Sub
committee for there is no attempt 
whatsoever to· be objective and cons
tructive through judicious evaluation 
of all tlie testimony and exhibits'. It 
also states 'There has been a general 
confusion 0 n the subject of patents, 
which pervades the majority's report 
on process patents versus product 
patents'. I _can personally testify to 

· this because the Kefauver Report has 
quoted a single paragraph trom a very 
innocuous informational article I had 
written many years ago enfitled 
'Pharmaceutical Patents in Foreign 

. Countries' to imply that certain coun
tries do not grant patents for new 
pharmaceutical products. However, 
the Dirksen Minority Report points 
out: 

'Any careful review of the com
ments made in the majority's 
report as contrasted with the text 
shown above indicated that there 
is a completely different concept 
of patent protection abroad than 
the report attempts to convey.' 

Then they refer to subsequent state
ments I made that record exactly the 
opposite impression. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: You were res
ponsible for providing that motive. 

Mr. L. J. -RDbblns: I was not res
ponsible. Senator Dirksen picked it 
up himself. This was a very C?ld 
paper I had written. They found it 
themselve!. 



There was a very great gathering 
criticism of the whole Kefauver 
Investigation but in spite of t!Us he 
introduced Bill Sl552 in the United 
States Senate and I hope this Com
mittee will study this Bill in connec
tion with what you are proposing to 
do here. 

Now, this Bill was actually in three 
parts. It affected three different 
United States Laws-the Sherman 
Antitrust Act, the Patent Act, and the 
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. You 
can ignore the proposed Sherman Act 
revision as it is in a specialised region 
that does not affect the Indian Patent 
law at all. 

The proposed US Patent Act revision 
was drastic, and here if I may, I will 
read from my Statement in view of 
some of the parallel provisions pro
pos-ed jn the Indian Patents Bill. One 
provision would have prohibited 
grant of patents for molecular modifi
cation or new combinations of existing 
drugs unless it was determined that 
the therapeutic effect is significantly 
greater than that of the original drug 
so modified or combined. Another 
provision proposed to reduce the ex
clusive term of a drug patent to 3 
years,- after which it would be avail
able for licensing to any qualified 
third party (for the next 14 years) for 
a royalty not exceeding 8 per cent per 
annum. Such compulsory licensing 
would also require· the disclosure of 
the original applicant's know-how.· 

Th:' Federal Drug and Cosmetic Act 
proviSions were numerous and I d9 
not think we really need to be con
cerned with these here in discussion 
of Your Patents Bill, but they were the 
ones to whlch the Pharmaceutical 
Industry in America was quite sym
pathehc. 

There was very little comment on 
the ver · li Y specla sed revision of the· 
Sher:n.an Act. However, the patent 
~rovuaons were strongly objected to 

y all sectors of the industry b 
nomist ' Y ceo~ 

. s and patent experts. I will 
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refer in a minute to these exhibits I 
have here which I do hope wiii be 
read by many of ~ou. 

After all this, the Kefauver Bill went 
through the legislative ·machinery of 
the United States Congress. I would 
point out that the Kefauver Antitrust 
Sub-committee was merely one of 
several Sub-committees of the main 
Judiciary committee. In accordance 
with the usual procedure these provi
sions were referred back to the Patents 
Sub-committee. Now, this Committee 
held its own hearings, reviewed the 
matter thoroughly, talked to many ex
perts and then it disapproved the dras
tic and controversial patent provisions. 
This disapproval was confirmed by the 
main Judiciary Committee in the final 
Bill which was actually submitted to 
the Congress. · 

The only legislation that was then 
finally enacted in the field of Patents, 
as a result of the whole · Kefauver 
Investigation extending over many 
years, and which wa:s signed in due 
course by President Kennedy, are two 
minor and limited statutes. I will not 
read them in detail because you wiii 
have the text here in the Exhibits. One 
provided for recorda! of patent inter
ference settlements in the Patent 
Office. You do not have interference 
practice here, so it should be ignored. 
The other amendment was to enable 
the U.S. Patent Office to call on the 
Secretary of Health to furnish techni
cal information concerning drugs if 
he wishes to do so. In actual practice. 
there have been very few instance• 
of requests as the Patent Office has 
its own qualified examiners. 

About these Exhibits he;e, you have 
not Yet got, I think, a copy of this 
list, but it will be available to you. 
I am referring you to the main Kef
auver report to the U.S. Senate. J 
would refer most strongly to pages. 
105 to 154 which deal with patents and 
research relating to drugs. And I 
would point out as an illustration of 
the many misleading statements in 



the whole Kefauver investigation, that 
on pages 106 and 112 there are totally 
incorrect statements relating to India 
itself. I would also refer you to point 
3 of the minority report beginning 0'11 
page 138. 

Of these Exhibits, number 4, entitl
ed "Prescription drugs and the public 
health" is a digest 11nd summary of 
the complete presentation of the 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Associ
ation in America. And there is very 
Interesting testimony from Prof. 

· Rostow and Mr. George Frost, a well
known American Patent lawyer. I may 
point out that it was originally pro-' 
posed at the end of last year that Mr. 
Frost, who was actually a witness be- . 
fore the Kefauver Committee in this 
field, should come over here because 
he had the most expert knowledge of 
the whole proceedings and would i1ave 
been able to answer any of your 
questions. But Mr. Frost has _ just 
been appointed Patent Counsel of 
General Motors Corporation and his 
new duties made it impossible for him 
to come o:ver here. But Mr. Frost made 
available all his files to me and I 
spent manY, hours with him talking 
over what we consider~d the key 
points. So even though I can't pretend 
to be an expert on the Kefauver 
investigation, I think I have a certain 

·amount of general informatiO'll and can 
refer you to the particular things of 
interest to you. I may for the record 
refer now to exhibit No. 5 which is 
called "Legislative Analysis." This is 
a fairly brief pamphlet which gives a 
complete summary of the legislative 
results of the Kefauver hearings. I 
would draw your attention particular
ly to these passages-the summary on 
page 1, the introduction on page 4, 
and the digest on page 6. All these 
are quite brief. I would refer yo~ to 
Part 1 entitled "Competitive Structure 
of the ·Pharmaceutical Industry" on 
pages 7 to 23. I would refer you to 
·Part 2, "The Nature of Ethical Com
petitiO'll" on pages 27 to' 47. I. would 
refer you to part 4, "The Patent Code 
Amendment", on pages 55 to 64, and 
Part 5, "The . Food and Drug Amend-

ment" on page 68. All of those, l 
think, are well worth your considera~ 
tion. I also refer you to item No. 6; 
this is unofficial but is a complete 
comparison of the Kefauver Bill
the Senate Bill S!552 introduced by 
Senator Kefauver with all its ramifica
tions-and the Bills Sl552 as finally 
enacted. It must be said that the 
mountain laboured and brought forth 
a mouse; the final patent rev1s1ons 
are of completely minor significance. 
These are the Kefauver Exhibits. I 
leave with you and which will, I hope, 
be of interest to you. 

I now turn, Mr. Chairman •lnd 
gentlemen, to Section 6 entitled "Re
cent World-wide Developments Affec
ting Patents." I believe that all the 
following specific . foreign develop
ments have a bearing, in their differ
ent ways, on the general Indian patent 
·situation, and I submit that each of 
them and all of them are reasons why 
the l'ndian Parliament should not take 
precipitate action in this field in a 
direction which, I believe, is contrary 
to the world-wide trends in this field. 

First, there is a new concept · in 
patent law which has recently been 

. introduced. Acually, I believe the 
origin was in France, very surprising
ly. Now, as you know most major 
industrial countries lcmg ago incor
porated examination procedures as 
clistinguished from simple registration. 
France and Italy and some other coun
tries are exceptions, but all the others 
in Europe and the United States, and 
Japan and countries elsewhere in the 
world and, of course, including India, 
examine patent applications the reason 
being to try and get a reasonable 
presumption of the validity of the 
claims instead of having claims put 
in by the applicants which are far too 
broad so that it is very difficult to 
determine what the scope is. I would 
say, in 'general, the strictness of the 
examination in any given country is 
a measure of its industrial develop
ment. The purpose is to issue only 
patents of reasonably certain and 
well-defined scope. But the rising 



~ide of invention everywhere h~s 
begun to swamp iPatent offices, and In 

practice serious backlogs have 
developed and the quality of the 
examination has· declined. And I 
think top officials in the Indian patent 
office are well aware of this problem. 

:z8o 

Now as a solution to this, what .is 
called "def.zrred examination" has 
been proposed. This means in essence 
that a patent application is filed and 
assuming it is in formal order, it ls 
published quickly; when I say 'quick
ly', I mean, within 18 months or two 
years. Now it is considered that early 
publication i.! a great benefit to indus
try and to everybody concerned and 
that a great delay before a new inven
tion is published is not a good thing. 
But the idea is that the actual techni
~al examination in the patent office 
should be deferred at the option of the 
applicant or at the option of third 
parties. As you know, it often takes 
four or five years in any case before 
an invention is commercially develop
ed. It is a great waste of time in 
patent offices to examine every appli
~ation because. ultimately so many ot 
them fall by \he wayside. So, it is 
much better to examine only those 
which are likely to be important 
inventions. 

This proposal gives any applicant 
the option to request that his applica
tion's examination should be deferred 
by say some 5 to 7 years. On the 
other hand, since it has been publishP.d 
some parties may be interested in this 
very field and wish to be quite certain 
of the scope of this invention. So the 
idea is that the third party can come 
in and also request examination. But 
the general proposition is that the 
burden on the Patent Office is reliev
ed, because it does not have to e~a
mine every case and it a given appli
cation has not been examined at the 
end of this 5 or 7 years term then 
it is just considered as abando~ed. It 
no request has been made it is 
not considered of interest 'and it 
is assumed that the applicant is 
not interested and third partiea 
are not interested, •o that the 

Patent Office has not had to waste 
its time to give consideration to this 
case. This is a totally new idea in 
recent yea~s. It has met with some 
criticism, as new ideas are generally 
met with criticism. But I would saY, 
generally the merits of this idea are 
beginning to be appreciated. Holland 
is the only country that has as 
yet adopted this, actually in practice, 
and there were among members ot 
~he Dutch Patent profession grav~ 

doubts whether it would work. I 
have consulted them and also the 
President ot the Dutch Patent Office. 
It can ;,ow be said that upto the mo
ment, it is working satisfactorily and 
it has cut down the burden on the 
Dutch Patent Office by something like 
over 60 per cent. Now under such 
deferred examination procedure, many 
other benefits might arise which 
have not yet been explored. 

· These statistics are not yet very 
accurate but the Dutch experi
ment is being closely watched else
where in the world. A Bill has act
ually been introduced into the Ger
man Parliament for deferred exami
nation in Germany. That, of course, 
would be a major step which should 
have influence all over the world. It 
has been proposed in Australia also. 
Now I do not suggest, of course, that 
this Committee should study this pro
posal in detail, but I do submit that 
this is something which is being con
sidered elsewhere in the world as a 
solution to a very grave problem iln 
Patent Office operation. 

The next section relates to Harmo-
- nization of Patent · Laws. This is 

something which is going on very 
quietly particularly in Europe. M' 
you know, in Europe, the Common 
Market authorities proposed the en
tirely new concept of a single Eu
ropean Patent. The actual text. :was 
prepared but for various pohhcal 
reasons and other reasons and partlY 
due to the enormous complexity of 
this proposal, it has not gone through 
and personally· I think I am co:· 
rect in saying there are consi
derable doubts as to whether 

.it ever will be enacted. The inter-



nal and external problems of this 
proposal have not been solved. There 
i8 the question whether outsiders not 
in the Common Market should be in
vited. That is not relevant to this 
particular session here. Many ex
perts and indust:ialists consider that 
harmonisation of the national patent 
laws is a far more simple and prac
tical approach and in. any event would 
be an essential preliminary to any 
multi-national operations. This har
monisation movement is proceeding 
quietly in Europe, and <.mong the ex
hibits I have here are the texts of two 
Treaties that have been enacted-one 
making formalities in the countries 
the same and the other relating to 
substantive Jaw to unify legal con
cepts. I merely mention these things 
to indicate that there are· worldwide 
trends in the Patent field at the pre
sent time and this Indian proposal is 
so specifically contrary to these world
wide trends that I feel I should draw 
these general considerations to your 
attention. 

I would refer now to the Interna
tional Convention. Chapter XXII of 
your Patents Bil! indicates that India· 
may in the future wish to join the 
International Convention. India is 
free to join roternational Convention 
at any moment. Any country can join 
merely on request, but the provision 
of your Bill are so contrary to the 
provisions of the Lnternational Con
vention that it would be a very ano
malou,; situation. The International 
Convention now has some 80 or more 
countries and I would point out that 
Russia recently joined and a very in
teresting publication which is avall
able here in the Exhibits discusses 
the Russian Patent Law in relatiOn 
to the International Convention. Sur
prisingly it finds that the . Russian 
Patent Law is not contrary m many 
respects to the provisions of the I~
ternational Convention. The mam 
provision in the patent field o~ t_he 
Convention is the one year pnonty 

. provision. That of course from the 
practical point of view is most lffi

portant. When Indian industry ?e~e
lops and you have many domestic m-
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ventions made, as I am certain it will 
happen, that provision of the Inter
national Convention would be of vital 
importance because otherwise your 
inventors would have to hurry and 
rush, as I pointed out, to file in other 
countries before publication. There 
are certain South American countries 
that are not yet members of the In
ternational Convention. In my own 
practice in America, it is often a great 
problem making a decision-should 
this case be filed, immediately or 
should the member take a chance aJnd 
wait. The provisions of the Inter
national Convention constitute a 
minimum set of rules, apart from the 
priority provision, about compulsory 
licensing, national ,treahnent, and so 
forth. The adhering countries bind 
themselves to adopt them. That does 
not necessarily mean they actually do 
carry out these provisions, because in 
most countries even when an. inter
national treaty has been signed and 
ratified, domestic legislation is neces
sary to effectuate the provisions of the 
treaty. I might point out that for 
many years, although France in a way 
was the home of the Intermational 
Convention, going back to 1883 and 
known as the Paris Convention, 
Framce did not have any compulsory 
licensing provisions until about 10 
years ago. All that time, France in
validated a Patent if it was not 
worked, after litigation by request 
of third parties. Italy, a long time 
member of the Intemational Conven
tion-almost from the beginning
stili does not have compulsory licen
smg proVlswns. A. patent in Italy 
will be revoked if it is not worked, 
if a third party objects and brings suit 
on that ground. There are anomalies. 
If an Indian law were to be. enacted 
basect on this Bill, this would not 
prevent India becoming a member of 
the International Convention, but it 
would cause a very much more ano
malous situation becallSe the pro
visions in India umder a Patent Act 
based on this Bill would be so con
trary to what would amount to your 
commitments under an international 
treaty. 



1he next point is about the BIRPI 
Model Law that has been drafted on 
which you have already heard evi
dence. An Indian representative was 
present at the discussions of the 
Model Law before it was adopted, I 
think, your Controller General of 
Patents. So, it is :rather anomalous 
that the Bill as presented should con
tain provisions which are totally dif
ferent from those of the Model Law. 

I am convinced myself that in a 
country where the economy is deve
loping rather than highly industria
lised the provision of Patents of Con
firm~tion is extremely useful, and 
that, of course: is one of the optional 
sections proposed in the Moder. J.,aw. 
It takes many years for an invention 
to be developed practically. · Foreign 
patentees would come to India, and 
obtain a patent for something which 
was already a practical, useful inven
tion. Of course, Patents of Confirma
tion would be subject to compulsory 
licensing if not in actual production 
in the country like anY other patents. 
I would recommend a study of the 
benefits of Patents. of Confirmation 
which are adopted in some countries 
at present, particularly in South 
America, and I believe that the com
ments of BIRPI on Patents of Con
firmation are well worth considera
tion. 

In the United States. I can assure 
you we dO have our own patent prob
lems. As you know, the U.S. law is 
very different fr9m other countries 
as regards claim practice and paten
tability. The backlog in the U.S. 
Patent Office has increased, .nd in
dustry is gravely concerned by· the 
potential consequences. There have 
been many proposals for amendment. 
In April, 1965, President Johnson 
appointed • Commission to study all 
aspects oi the patent system and re
commend appropriate changes. The 
American Patent Law Association 
established a special committee to 
study this, of which I am a member, 
to advise and report to the Presiden
tial Commission, and many proposals 
are under very intensive study. It is 

far too early yet to saY whether 
these proposals will be favourably re
ceived, ·but many of these proposall 
are quite radical and drastic, a~<d 
there is quite a possibility that ulti
mately the U.S. law will be amended 
and brought into. much greater cop
formity with the laws of other coun
tries. It is definitely true that a 
change in the American patents sys
tem would •be of great interest all 
over the world. I woulld suggest 
that possibly India might wait. and see 
what happens in the United States 
and other count:ries also before pro
ceeding with this very different, spe
cific, drastic· legislation. 

I now come to my general conclu
sions. There is a ferment in this 
whole patent field all ov·e{ the world. 
It is not pecuiiar to India alone. On 
top of this there is the general jdea 
of international co-operation. Du]J
lication of effort of patent offices in 
examining and re-examining the same 
invention in different countries is ad
mittedly waste of time. You proba-

. bly know that there iS already in 
exitence an international institution 
at the Hague which uses the remarK· 
able facilities of the Dutch Patent 
Office Library, and there a very ex
cellent examination can be made. 
There is a proposal that patent offices 
all over the wo:rld, including even the 
U.S. Patent Office, may begin to use 
these facilities, in other words have a 
centralised examination system to 
avoid duplication. This is one of 
the proposals. 

Some time back at the World Peace 
and Law Conference held in Wasn
ington, they surprisingly introduced 
an industrial property section, indi
cating how important it is from the 
world point of view, an:d since this 
was a very general meeting, I spoke 
about what might be t~ patent 
situatiOn in the world in the year 
2,000A.D. It is all speculation and 
nobody· can prove me right or wrong, 
and I indicated there might even be 
an international satellite for ex-. 
change ot information lbY patent 
offices all over the world. It is quite 
possible. 



I would emphasize that because of 
the· very technical nature of the 
patent field, it is usually quite diffi
cult to get tfre attention of Parlia
ments to patent legislation, and when 
comprehensive changes are made, they 
are likely to remain for a 'Very long 
period. The present Indian Patent 
Law has been in force for over 50 
years apart from certain specific 
amendments. It would be most un
fortunate if a new patent law should 
be enacted, which is quite different 
from· that of other countries, and 
which might remain in effect for a 
long period. I feel that this might 
even hinder india in its struggle to 
take its deserved place as one of 
the world's largest markets. 

At th" present time, India does 
not hav" sufficient capital resources 
of its own to finance all the industrial 
expansion and investment that is 
needed to maintain the necessary rate 
of growth in all seCtors of the coun
try. No one can predict how the res
trictions on patent rights-they are 
very definite restrictions-in this Bill 
would hamper the future flow of in
vestment capital. I am being follow
ed by Prof. Kilbridge tomorrow. He 
is an expert economist and he will 
be able to deal with those aspects. 

American capital has many com
peting regions of interest. As an ana
logy, I would 'refer to an art!cle in 
ChemicaL and Engineering News of 
November 15, 1965, entit1ed "Low 
Capital Spending Mars Italy's Eco
nomy". A quotation reads: 

"U.S. chemica! firms are slowing 
down their ' Capital outlays in 
Italy this year. U.S. dollars are 
skirting Italy ip favour of West 
Germany and the Low Coun-
tries." ' 

The general climate fO'!' foreign in
vestment is complex and depends on 
many factors. I want to point out 
that Mr. Nehru himself, in his book 
"Nehru: the First Sixty Years", h~s 
aaid that ''I do not think it is poSSI
ble for India to be really indepen-

dent unless she is a technically ad
vanced country. I am not thinking 
fOr the moment in terms of just ar
mies but rather of scientific growth." 

I submit that if certain conditions 
now in anY specific industry here in 
your country are of concern to the 
Government, it would seem that auit
able specific legislation or regulations 
should be or are available, to control 
0'!' ameliorate them without attack
ing or debasing the patent system, a 
system which ;s really the hand
maiden of sCientific growth. 

May I very respectfully urge that 
the Patents Bill should be further 
studied in the light' of what other 
countries have found to be a very 
satisfactory procedure. When im
portant new legislation is contem
plated, I wo~(f suggest that the Gov
e-rnment might appoint a Special 
Commission, a Commission -of promi
nent citizens from all sections of the 
community, to study the true interests 
of industry and the public under the 
patent system and then make appro
priate recommendations after consi
dering develop'1'ents in other coun
tries. 

I can refer to England, Canada and 
the United States and their Com
missions, for example.- In concllli.ion, 
I would say that the best patent Jaws 
are indeed the simplest ones, ·and not 
the complex ones, as has been very 
well proved by what is going on now 
with the revisions that are being 
made and proposed in other countries. 

In connection with this conclusion 
of my Statement, I would finally 
refer you to the Exhibits !:)ere. I hope 
you will read them. The first one iS 
a COpy of a memorandum which one 
of my pa'!'tners submitted to Mr. 
Modawal of the Ministry of Com
merce in connection with Registered 
User practice under the Indian Trade 
and Merchandise Marks Act. 1958. 
The comments on page 1 relate to an 
air of suspicion and to the severity of 
requirements and formalities which jo 

110t exist elsewhe>re in the world. I 
10aY that the unfortunate air Of sus-



picion ill relevant to the present situa
tion and the- provisions in this Bill. 

I would also refer to the Canadian 
Royal Commission Report. It IS true 
that the Canadian patent law has not 
yet been amended for various politi
cal and other reasons, but the Royal 
Commission conducted most compre
hensive hearings; I was a witness 
before them and if you refer to page 
23 of the Report, you will find that 
one of my proposals was very favour
ably considered by the Commission. 

I have some documents here rela
ting to one Of your famoWI scientists, 
Dr. Yellapragada Subba Row ana the 
recently established Subba Row 
Memorial Library in America. There 
have 'been many famous Indian scien
tists of world-wide fame, such as 
Dr. R. C. Bose, Prof. Raman, Dr. 
Chandrashankhar, and l:>r. Bhabha 
who unfortunately was tragically 
killed recently. I wish to speak of 
one, whom I had the honour of meet
ing-Dr. Subba Row, who was the 
Director of Research of the Lederle 
Laboratories Division of American 
Cyanamid until his untimely death in 
1948, and wlio was also a friend and 
ru;sociate of Mr. R. Norris President 
of the National Foreign ~ade Co11n
cil. Among his . many achievements, 
Dr. Subba Row first synthesized the 
B 12 vitamin folic acid and he was 
largely responsible for the discovery 
by Dr. B. Duggar of the first broad 
spectrum antibiotic chlorotetracycJine 
known as Aureomycin. i: personally 
handled the filing of patents on both 
these developments throughout the 
world ana I will know that Dr. Subba 
Row was an enthusiastic aupporter of 
the patent system, without which the 
dramatic results achieved by Lederle 
and other pharmaceutical manufactu
rers would not have been possible. 

I may also suggest that this Com
~ittee should most actively enlist the 
mterest3 Of the Indian scienfific com
munity in patents generally and in 
the proposed new patent legislation. 
I am certain that they will confirm 
that Indian research and foreign in-

vestment must go band in hand <tnd 
that both will depend on a fair and 
equitable patep.t law. Thank you. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We are very grate
ful for your views, Mr. Robbins. But 
I am sorry that you are not an ex
pert as far as the prices of these com
modities are concerned, an aspect with 
which we are most concerned. But 
I would like you to give a rePly to 
one question. Is there any widespread 
complaint about the price structure, 
the claims of firms, about the quality 
and the methods of advertisement, in 
respect of the pharmaceutical pro
ducts in America at the moment? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I would not say 
there was any widespread complaint .. 
But over the years, in any industry, 
there are always specific complaints 
going on by certain people, as to what 
certain people are doing and what 
certain manufacturers are doing. It 
is common all the time. As you know 
the US Government has recently 
appointed a new director, Dr. God
dard of the FDA, ana he is very much 
tightening up. But what he is doing 
in the field of quality ana advertise
ment. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I was referring to 
the first speech of Dr. Goddard. He 
has complained very bi.Herly about 
these things, ana he has given a 
warning to the pharmacists. Do you 
agree with that? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: As you know, he 
has only recently been appointed, and 
I think you know that new broo!l)s can 
sweep clean. He is very vigorous at 
the moment, but whether what he 
asserts is justified is far too early to 
•ay. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: He is the fir!l 
Chairman who is a medical man 
with MD degree; the first one in 
forty years and that is why I put this 
question. He is supposed to know 
more about these advertisements and 
so on and their effect. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: You will find 
that possibly India might wait and see 



years and in a rather remote part of 
the country. His experience has been 
in the administrative field rather than 
in actual practice of medicine. But, 
as I said, I am not an expert in thi• 
field. I am merely talking as a ·mem
ber of the public. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am a doctor my
~elf, and I am putting before you 
the public poirlt of view. There is a 
great complaint in this country also. 
It is a very reasonable complaint a• 
we:!. So! that question has been put. 

My second question is thi~. You 
have mentioned at page five, about 
the examination of patent applica
tions. You have mentioned certain 
difficulties of the Patent Office. What 
will you suggest in that regard? You 
have mentioned that the world lite
rature has beeri growing very fast 
and· that it becomes very di~ult for 
the Patent Office to go through every
thing. What will you suggest to re
medy this? 

Mr. L J. Robbins: For the time 
being, the provisions for novelty, of 
Indian patents shm.ild be restricted to 
publications within India, as it is 
under the present law. If you · go to 
the world-wide novelty concept, the 
Indian patent office examiners would 
have to consider publications in Ger
man Russian and other foreign lan
guages. For that, you will have to 
build up first an enormous library 
and you will need skilled people to 
study all those things. 
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Dr. C. B. Singh: The trouble will 
be a good number of applicants will 
be foreigners themselves. So, we will 
have to refer to some foreign publi
ca lions also. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: You will find 
that the applications from major 
countries like America are well pre
pared and are in good form. They 
know what they are entitled to and 
obviously they will not make their 
claims too broad. But applications 
from other countries, say France, may 
not be so well. prepared. There is no 

examination in France and the claims 
may be rather too broad. That is why 
the Indian examination is important. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have men
tioned about right of appeal. Right of 
appeal has r.ot been agreed to be
cause of certain ditftculties we have 
been experiencing in this country. If 
it goes to the· H1gh Court it takes I 
or 10 years or even more. That i• 
w'w the Bill provides that the appeal 
will lie with the Indian Government. 
Can you suggest a method by which 
there would be no delay and yet the 
appeal will not be to the Govern
ment? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I appreciate yo•Jr 
point &bout delay. But it is n.c~t e·1ery 
controversy in the patent field that 
has to go all the way to the Supreme 
Court. In Germany validity is deter
mined separately in a special novelty 
court which is now an extension of the 
patent office. In the United State• 
and England, there are specialised 
courts which are constituted for thi• 
purpose. In England, there is what 
is known as the Appeal Tribunal and 
with a very few exceptions, most ap
peals stop there. This is a very effi
cient Tribunal and it disposes of ap
peals in a very short time. In Ame
rica also, if there is a controvers;r 
about a patent application, while it IS 

pending, it can go up to the CCPA
the Court ·of Customs and Pattnt 
Appeals. So, here also, except for 
some major concepts which involve 
basic rights, legal and other technical 
controversies can be decided on ap
peal by a special tribunal. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Would you fix a 
period for the judgment to be given by 
this tribunal, because time is a \'ery 
important factor? 

1\fr. L. J. Robbins: ·Everywhere, if 
there is a controversy about a pat~nt, 
a certain time is provided for appeal 
and if you do not exercise your right 
of iJppeal within that time, you Jose 
the right. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: The time for patents 
origmally was "14 years. Now this 
Bill provides for 10 years. What is 
your opinion about it? 

111r. L. J. Robbins: I understand that 
this period of 10 years is only in cer
tain fields like food, drugs, etc. It is 
contrary to experience everywhere in 
the world. J,n. ' Switzerland, for in
stance, which is a small country, they 
had very restrictive provisions in the 
field of chemicals. App:ications were 
all~wed only for process claims and 
the term was 10 years. Finally it 
became ridiculous. The period of 10 
years was found to be most restrictive 
and it actually hampered the Swiss 
industry. So, some 10 or 15 years ago, 
they enacted a very modern law com
parable' to that of other countries with 
a normal term. So, here also 10 years 
is not practicable and it would hamper 
the Indian industry. If you agree 
with the basic principle that the in
ventor should be given a limited mono
poly during which he can obtain re
compense and get a reasonable return, 
10 years is not enough. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Do you agree that 
we can have 10 years and if we find 
that an inventor or firm has not been 
able to get adequate benefit and if he 
proves his case, the period should be 
extended? 

111r. L. J. Robbins: This. will lead to 
adminstrative difficulties because the 
applicant will have to file petitions 
and you will have to hear evidence to 
determine the justice of his claim. 
All I can say is that a limited term of 
10 years i~ contrary to 'the world trend. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Do you agree 
that the prices of drugs in India are 
far hi'gher than the international prices 
of the same drugs? •· 

lllr. L. J. Robbins: As I said right in 
the beginning of my Statement, I am 
not an expert in this field. But, as a 
member of the public frankly 1 do not 
~hink that is true about prices of drugs 
m lndta. There may be certain ex
ceptions but I do not think it is true 
as a general proposition. You should 
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put this question to an economist. 
He can answer this question far better 
than I can, I do not think I can say 
anything of much value to this Com
mittee on prices. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Assuming there 
is some difference between Indian and 
international prices of drugs, how far 
is it due to foreign p~tents? 

lllr. Chairman: Mr. Robbins has 
explained that he is not competent to 
answer this question. 

Shri Warior: Beginning with com
pulsory licensing, in the absence of any 
agreed solution and in the context of 
our retaining this clause, will you 
agree to the percentage of royalty pro
posed in this clause? Do you think 
it equitable and reasonab'e? 

Mr. f... J. Robbins: I thought I 
tried to make the point earlier. No 
two inventions are the same. They are 
different and they must be considered 
so. You have to consider how valu
able they are, how they are develop
ed and so on. Y Qu cannot put out an 
arbitrary ceiling of 4 per cent. It 
might be reasonab · e in one case and 
most unjust in another. No other 
country has any ceiling. In England 
among compulsory licensing proceed

. ings in recent years, in one case the 
British Controller gave a royalty of 
20 per cent. So, any arbitrary legis
lative ceiling is just not practicable 
and would be unjust. It should be 
left to the discretion of the Controller, 
as it is now. There should be no arbi
trary ceiling. 

.Shri Warior: It is our experience 
that if patent rights are given for pro
ducts and not for processes, then the 
processes are never coming to India. 
So, we are precluded from getting the 
know how. Therefore, for a country 
like India, at least for the transitional 
period, do you agree that only the 
process should be patented and not the 
product so that we can get the knoW 
how in the long run and, at tne same 
time,· need· not pay exorbitant prices 
for import of such products? 



Mr. L. 1. Robbins: No, I completely 
disagree with you there. I think I 
made the point that this difference 
between process claim and product 
claim is an artificial one. From the 
point of view of administering the 
Patent Office, it is very much easier 
to grant a product claim than a pro
cess claim. You say that India would 
not have the benefit if there are pro
duct claims. If a European or Ameri
can patent owner,- even in your con
troversial pharmaceutical industry, 
only imports, surely the Indian indus
try has the right to apply for compu.l
sory licence to manufacture in 'ndia. 
If that happens, there may then be a 
voluntary arrangement. Alter all, a 
voluntary arrangement is •better than 
compulsion in any activity. So, I do 
not think your point is valid that the 
·mere existence on paper of product 
claims will have anything to do with 
its economic aspects. 

Mr. Chairman: Will it not be giving 
a virtual monopoly to ·the patentee? 

Mr. L. 1. Robbins: Yes. But why not? 
What is wrong with that? . 

Mr. Chairman: If another scientist 
by a different process could manufac
ture the same thing cheaper, why 
1hould that be 'prevented ? Is >t in the 
interests of the country? 

Mr. L.1. Robbins: If he Invents a new 
process he could then possibly apply 
'for a li~ence under the main patent. 
Why should he not get a compulsory 
licence '! It is quite possible, if he 
could manufacture 1zy a cheaper pro
cess. 

Mr. Chairman: If a licence is given 
to him even though it is a new ...,ro
c-ess, the person who had the licence 
earlier will obstruct him by virtue of 
his patent. 

Mr. L. -1. Robbins: .I suppcse you are 
talking of the pharmaceutical industry. 

From my experience, particularly in 
highly skilled countries in Europe and 
the United States, I can say that it is 
really quite rare that when a good pro
duct has been found that the original 
patentee does not use the very best 
method. Also, just as a matter of 
business operations, when normally a 
company has spent years on resear<:h 
in a certain field, it is very rare that 
another competitor tries ·to break into 
that field. 

Mr. Chairman: In any case, will it 
not an:10unt to blocking another inv~n
tion? 

Mr. L. 1. Robbins: No. I do not think 
ti)is has hampered pharmaceutical re
search in the United States. On the 
contrary, it is a great reward, an in
centive for research to be done. 
Please do not forget, when you say 
"a product", that it must be properly 
claimed and defined-its structure and 
so on. You ani not allowed to get 
anything that is too broad because that 
is not justified by the original work 
that the inventor did or -by his disclo
sure. Somebody else can come along, 
and find a modification; it is different 
and better he cannot get a patent on 
that new product. 

Mr: Chairman: If, without refe
rence to the old process, a scientist • 
invents a new process and manufac-

- . 
tures the same product m a cheaper 
waY why should he be prevented from 
maklng use of his process to manufac
ture the same product? Except, I 
think,· America, almost all countries 
have only process patents .. 

Mr. L. 1. Robbins: In this list in 
the Exhibits you will find that at least 
50 per cent of the countries throu~h
otit the world give proquct protechon. 
As I said, the difference is becoming 
artificial. Under your own present. 
patent law, a scientist who invents an 
entirely new process for making a 
known product could get a patent for 
it. You know that. If you ho~ pro
duct patents in this country, the mven-



tor of this new process would have to 
apply for a li~ence under .the dominat
ing patent. And why should he not get 
it? If he has applied for a compulsory 
licence and if his grounds are good 
enough, he can get it at a reasonable 
royalty and can manufacture under 
his improved process. After all, he 
was not the basiC' originator of the 
product; he came along la-tter. It is 
true, he has made a contribution and 
nobody can prevent him from using it. 
The only thing is that he will have to 
pay a reasonable royalty to the basic 
patentee. What is wrong with that? 

Mr. Chairman: They have · been 
prevented here in ·India. 

.Shri Warior: Some manufacturers, 
may have different processes for a pro
duct and may not be giving out all the 
processes to the patent office in the 
first instance but may, at the time ·of 
the expiry of the right after 14 years 
or so, bring forward a very small' 
amendment of the same product and 
take out another patent so that the pro
tection to the product or the process is 
extended still further by 14 years pre
cluding ail others from having the 
advantage of utilising that. As Mr. 
Robbins suggests, technological deve
lopment is taking place so fast and 
new processes are coming up and this 
monopoly right is coming in the way 
of those new processes being opera ted 
upon. So, should there not be any
thing about that in the provisions of 
this Act? 

Mr. L. 1. Robbins: I consider that 
that argument is in favour of product 
protection. If you grant only process 
patents, when the first one has expired, 
that is available for anybody to prac
tice because the term has expired and 
-there is no more monopoly. U some
body invents another process, he would 
have to compete with the original pro
cess. You !ay that this is better. Well 
it may be better; but talking in simple 
terms like "better" I assure you, is not 
very practical. It is very rare that 
some absolute third party comes in and 
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finds a better process. It is true, it 
can happen; but I can tell you, that 
this is not ge!ferally the experience of 

. countries elsewhere in the world. 

Now, here are two major countriea, 
the United States and England. Bolla 
have product patents. The new Scandi
navian law, which probably will be 
enacted in the four Scandinavian coun
tries,-permits product patents in ·thill 
field and it is highly likely that in th~ 
near future Germany will adopt it be
cause, as I say, the distinction ha.; 
become so artificial. 

I appreciate your position here. 
have been to India several times and 
I know what your problems are. How
ever you think that this emphasis oa 
the distinction between product clailllll 
and process claims is a better · solu
tion, but I can assure you that it is not. 

Shri Sham La! .Saraf: While ~ appre
ciat~ very much the lucid and detailed 
exposition that Mr. Robbins has given 
to this Committee, I would like to ask 
him a few questions. After hearing 
Mr. Robbins I find that there <:an be 
two approaches--<>ne that of a scientist 
and the_ other that of a lawyer. All 
that Mr. Robbins has explained, to my 
mind, is the legal approach. As right
ly pointed out by the hen. Chairman, 
the scientist feels the other way 

· round. The scientist :feels that 
there are other processes which 
could be found out to reach 
the same end-product. Speaking 
strictly from the legal point oi view, I 
agree with the contention of Mr. Rob
bins of registering under the patent 
law the process-cum-product, but in 
our country there are two or three 
things which have to be kept in the 
background. Firstly, we have very 
poor know-how here; secondly, we 
have just started particu'!arly in the 
pharmaceutical line and, thirdly, there 
is the question of capital about which 
there -is no mention in the note of Mr. 
Robbins. Keeping that in view, .our 
countrymen, particularly our scientists, 
are very much urged to go ahead about 
finding out the new know-how. Now 
if some Indian scie~tist is in a position 
to find out a particular product through 



some process which is not included in 
the patent of the patentee who has 
taken out a process-cum-product pat
ent, speaking strictly from the legal 
p.:>int of view will you agree that such 
a scientist should be accommodated 
either through compulsory licensing or 
through some other provision in the 
law? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I appreciate your 
problem and view point, but I would 
point out that there has been a revolu
tion in chemistry in recent years. What 
was called, chemistry a generation 
ago was a difficult and an empirical 
science. It is becoming much better 
organised now and we are finding out 
so much about ·the nature o'f chemical 
reactions. In the field of pharmaceutL 
cals-you all seem to come back to 
this-the main problem is how to find 
a product to do some specific job. In 
India you have certain problems of 
tropical diseases. The accomplished 
&cientist, the doctor-scientist, through 
his knowledge has a very good idea 
of what he wants and what its struc
ture would be, but the point is that 
be has to make it first and try it out. 
U may work; it may not work. The 
actual process of making it has now 
become relatively simple, because 
most processes now claimed in patents 
are really only one step. You put this 

· molecule together with that one ·and 
something happens; they join up. As 
I say, this is now becoming rather 
common knowledge to all scientists .. 
So, there is not so much invention 
any more in working out the chemis
try of the steps; it is more in know
ing the sort of product you want ami 
what it will do. For that, of course, 
the main research problem is to make 
a series of these related products and 
try them out medically to ,find out 
which one works. When you talk 
;rbout .a better process :or\ 
say somebody comes along with 
a better process, the original work 
was feally done by the basic .inven
tor. The second man who comes 
along with a better process can do re
search in his own field, but the second 
.man is not the original inventor . 
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Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Therefore 
some accommodation is called for. ' 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: The whole pur
P?se of the patent system is to pro
VIde a reward and unless it is a rea
sonable reward, it will not work. I 
d.o not know whether you have con
Sidered this. In America, you know, 
we tal~ about somebody who gives 
somethlng and takes it away as an 
.!'Indian giver". Of course, <Ne ar~ 
not talking about Indians here· we 
are talking about our own I~dians. 
I feel your proposed Patent law in 
one way offers a reward and takes 
it back in another way. 

. Shri Sham Lal Saraf: My question 
Is very specific as explained by the 
Chairman. There is a local scientist 
who just invents a new process and 
comes out with a product which is 
already patented. The process is dif
ferent and the product is already pa
tented. Wil! you give some reward 
to a person who has invented a new 
technique or a new process? Keeping 
that in view, what I was putting to 
you was whether such an inventor or 
such a person who is able to invent 
such a process be given some acco
mmodation under the law. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: What do you 
mean by 'accommodation'? 

Shrl Sham La\ Saraf: For instance 
compulsory licence or something like' 
that. The Committee may think 
about that. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: We are assuming 
that there is a product patent and 
that another inventor comes along 
with a new process which is not des
cribed in the original. Wel!, he can 
obtain a patent because it is a nr w 
process. He can also obtain a c ' r
pulsory licence and he will ha·;~ to 
pay a royalty which should be ' 'a
sonable. Surely, he is not h'ampered. 
The only thing is that he will have to 
pay a reasonable royalty which I con
sider is just because he is not the basic 
originator and he comes along as a 



secondary man who has made an im
provement. It seems to me that that 
is perfectly fair and that would not 
hamper the Indian industry at all. 
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Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The second 
question is this. You said about I~dia 
joining the International Convention. 
May I know what may be the pre
requisites for a country 'ike India 
joining the International Conventwn so 
that the policies and the programmes 
followed under the International 
Convention are kept at par in this 
country also? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: No pre-requisite 
whatsover except that it is assumed 
you have to have a patent law. If you 
look at the list of countries, you will 
find countries like Indonesia .... 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: What I mean 
to say is whether there is anything 
specific under the patent law that 
may be enacted or enforced in a par
ticular country for joining the Inter
national Convention? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: There are two 
aspects to that. If a country ioins the 
International Convention, there will 
be the question: Is this a country 
where the whole of an International 
Treaty is self-enacting? In .other 
words, if so, everything in the Inter
national Convention automatically 
applies to that country. The other 
question will be: Is this a country 
where special laws have to be made 
to conform with the Convention?. 
I believe that the Convention would 
not be self enacting in this country. 
Am I right? I am sure there are some 
lawyers on this Committee. I believe 
that is correct. If you join the In
ternational Convention and you wish 
to comply with all the provisions, you 
would then have to make some spe
cial legislation to alter the provision 
of a law based on this Bill particu
larly in the field of compulsory li
censing. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: As a coro
llary to this, may I ask this question. 
You mentioned about the interna-

tiona! cooperation with regard to the 
patent law and the relation that it 
will h3Ve among the different count
ries. May I know what can be the 
outstanding points which will ensure 
that international cooperation? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: International co
operation, obviously, depends on peo. 
pie doing certain things. There is <:!
ready an association of the heads of 
Patent Offices, at any rate in Europe. 
They are coooerating with the United 
States Patent Office. They have con
tinuous meetings; they are talking 
over all this and trying to adjust 
their procedures. There is no rea
son why they would not be delighted 
to cooperate with India. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: In this inter
national cooperation, there should 
be ·some area of agreement among the 
cooperating countries. 

Mr. L, J. Robbins: I think, essen
tially, yes. There is already, at pre
sent, an informal arrangement-let 
us call it semi-official. It is because 
of this that the Indian Patent Office 
should cooperate, generally, with the 
European Patent Offices and the Uni
ted States Patent Office and that 
would be a very fine result. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: While giving 
out your mind on certain issues, you 
revealed the information to the Com
mittee that till now there are 20 busi
ness or commercial relations estab
lished by American firms with their 
American know-how and that there 
are 30 service connection also estab
lished. May I know whether you 
are apprised a bout the experience 
that they have gained in India and 
whether that know-how is bearing 
some success? Secondly, may I know 
whether that know-how is getting 
coooeration and appreciation from 
Indian scientists as well as from In
dian businessmen? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: The•e are mem
bers of the National Foreign Trade 
Council. As far as I know, basically 
they have had some problems. But 



they would not be here unless they 
were satisfied with the prospects here 
in India. You would hardly invest 
your capital unless you know there 
are good prospects. Surely, they 
would not be here unless they 
thought that the future was good. 
That is all I can say. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: You men
tioned today about the American 
capital getting sceptical for invest
ment so far as Italy is concerned. I 
suppose there is no such position as 
far as India is concerned? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I did not say 
that American capital was completely 
removed from Italy. There are poli
tical considerations .... 

Mr. Chairman: He said the same
thing may happen in India. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Today, that 
is not there. Today, all the American 
know~how has been imported into 
this country. What I want to find 
out is this. Whatever items we have 
patented under the law, the American 
know-how has been imported into 
this country-the experience is not 
otherwise-and today it is not as it 
has been expressed in Italy. 

Mr. L. J. Rvfbbins: I know that an 
enormous amount of know-how has 
been brought here, many products of 
the most modern type are being 
made. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: You said that, 
as far as industrially advanced count
ries like Germany and Japan were 
concerned, most of the patents were 
owned by foreigners. May I know 
whether it is necessary to create some 
climate here in favour of getting those 
patents registered and if so, what 
sort of climate is to be created? 

Mr. L. J. Robbillli: I said that there 
were three countries-the United 
States Germany and Japan-where 
the n:ajority, since they are highl_Y 
industrialised were taken by the1r 
own national~, but even so, in those 

countries, there is a very substantial 
number of patents taken out by 
foreigners. In the United States, it 
is as large as 25 per cent and in Ger
many and Japan, it is probably more; 
so it is only a matter of degree. 
There are many many foreign ac
tivites in the United States; in Ger
many and Japan also, there are many 
foreign activities. This is coming 
back to the international co-operation 
theory in the technical field. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: My point was 
about creating some climate before 
a foreign patent can be successful. 

1\lr. Chairman: Please do not go to 
general questions. Ask only a few 
questions. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: In the back
ground, a number of things come up. 
We have examind so many witnesses. 

Mr. Chairman: Still there are so 
many members who have to put ques
tions. Please put only a few question. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Mr. Robbins, 
I hope you catch mY point. I was 
asking whether any particular type 
of climate was necessary for getting 
the imported know -how successfully 
or getting imported patents regis
tered. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins. I think I said at 
the end of n•Y Statement that the very 
best solution would be to interest the 
whole scientific community. I would 
think of appointing a special Govern
ment Commission. This is a case of 
education. In America, some scientists 
and some businessmen are not even 
now fully acquainted with the whole 
patent systems. It is one of the fields 
where it is necessary to go back to 
first principles, i.e., education. Obvi
ously ·the whole thing will not develop 
unless the scientists are fundamental
ly interested. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
explained at length about compulso'!' 
licensing, but nothin~ has been sa1d 



about "licences of right". Will you 
please give your opinion about "li
cences of right"? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I consider 
"lice'lres of right" as of negligible 
importance. If something is available 
to everybody, nobody wants it. The 
idea of "licences of right", i think, 
probably arose originally in the Eng
lish-speaking countries-and basically 
this whole provision of so-called 
"licences of right" was meant for the 
poor inventor, the individual inventor, 
who may have a small invention. As 
yo·1 know, in those countries, you 
have to pay taxes on a patent, "licences 
of right" were tied up with taxes; if 
you endorsed voluntarily your patent 
with the words "licences of right", 
you pay half •he taxes. BU:t personal
ly I do not know of any case where 
anybody has requested a licence under 
a patent endorsed "licences of right". 
It is against human nature because 
everybody can get it. If you obtain 
a licence and start investing on it and 
put the product on the market, every
body else would be able to come in. 
A very good example of that is this; 
amer the last War, ali enemy proper
ties were seized in America, including 
industrial property rights and patents. 
All German and Japanese patents 
were made available by involuntary 
"licences of right" to anybody in the 
United States for one dollar. As far 
as I know,-there may have been a 
few minor exceptions--nobody took 
advan•tage of that. Why should any
body get a licence under an involun
tary "licences of right" when .his 
competitors could also come in and 
get the same benefit out of it? I 
consider "licences of right" whether 
voluntary or involuntary as ineffec
tive and. as a matter of negligible 
importance. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you in 
favour of including these provisions 
or are you against these? Our Bill 
has got this clause and the Model 
Law has also got the same clause. 
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Mr. L. J. Robbins: They are not 
the same, but as I said I consider it 
as of negligible importance. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The ques
tion is not whether it is of negligible 
importance or not. My question is 
whether you are against it or are in 
favour of it. 

Mr. Chairman: It is for us to decide. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the 
Model Law, on page 49, about the 
time limit for a patent, it is said
it is given in the final commentary a·t 
the end of the first para-that in any 
case a patent will be valid for at 
least ten years after grant. What is 
your opinion about "after grant"-not 
from the date of application. 

Mr. L. J.' Robbins: I am sorry, I do 
not know what exactly is the question. 
What is this "ten years after grant"? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There are 
two or three ways o'f loaning it: one 
is from the date of application; our 
present policy is the date of complet
ing the specifications; ·the third is 
from the date . of grant of the patent. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: A patent does 
not exist until it is granted. When 
it is filed, it does not acquire status 
because it is so uncertain; it may be 
changed during examination. Only 
when it is granted do you know what 
it is. it does not exist as industrial 
property until 1t is granted. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: At present 
the Bill contains the provision that 
the ten-year period will be from the 
date of completing the specifications, 
while the Model Law contains a pro
vision that the ten years can be from 
the date o'f grant of the patent. 

Mr. Chairman: It is for us to de
cide. Why do you want his opinion? 
The Model Law is for our considera
tion. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He has 
quoted the Model Law in his speech. 
That is why I wanted to know his 
opinion. 



Mr. Chairman: He has supported 
it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Yes; that 
is why I wanted to know his opinion 
on this specifically. This is the way 
the pharmaceutical industry is organis
ed: they have got their research 
laboratories; they have got their year
ly expenditure; they have also gut 
income-tax assessments. Therefore, 
when this is the case, how do you say 
that 10 years will not be sufficient for 
any one who makes an invention be
cause when the inventions are mostly 
applied for by firms who employ the 
scientists and those scientists may be 
getting regular salaries or any re
muneration which may ·be agreed to 
between them and the firm, but the 
actual inventions are applied for by 
the firm. When such an arrangement 
is there, why is the 10 year period not 
sufficient? 

Mr. L. ;r, Robbins: I can only refer 
to what the experience is in the rest 
of the world. I mentioned that 
Switzerland is a country which has 
got rid of this 10 year limitatio.n. That 
is a country where probably there are 
more patents owned by foreigners than 
their own nationals. That is true of 
most of the countries of Europe. That 
is true of Holland. That is true of 
B<:>lgium. They all have no limitation 
of 10 years but a normal term for all 
patents. They do not discriminate 
between patents in the pharmaceutical 
field and patents in the other techno
logical fields. I say that from my own 
experience, which has been tied up 
in recent years with the pharmaceuti'
cal field and I am well•acqu:Jinted with 
research in the USA and Europe, it 
usually takes a minimum of 5 years 
frOm the initiation Of the idea or the 
concept before it gets to the market. 
As you very well know, in this 
pharm~ceutical field you cannot just 
make a product and sell it to the pub
lic and a minimum of 5 years is 
r~"'~sary before the produc1 is refined 
and ready for the public. So, out 
of the 10 years, only 5 years would be 
left anct that is too small a period to 
make a reasonable profit. The patentee 
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has been spending a lot of money 
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during the initial period to get the 
product. Also researchers may have 
to possibly make 100 attempts to 
make a new pharmaceutical product 
when probably one is successful. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: These ex
penses are regular expenses of the 
firm. They are not special expenses of 
one particular aspect. From the eco
nomic point of view these are all al
lowed yearly. This is nfy point. 
Dividends are declared after all these 
expenses are allowed in income-tax 
assessments. 

Mr. L. ;J. Robbins: This question 
really, I feel, relates to economics and 
I cannot really pretend to be an ex
pert there. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You ha"e 
said that the Patent Law is being 
examined in America and there are 
some controversial points in it. You 
also say that we must wait till the 
result of that comes out. How much 
time will it take? 

Mr. L. ;r. Robbins: I did not say 
'You must wait'. I just made a sugges
tion. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I am inquir
ing about the time it wm take for the 
American Govt. to arrive at a decision. 

Mr. L. ;r. Robbins: They are in a 
great hurry. As I said my Sub-Com
mittee has worked all last year. We 
have had meetings every month and 
the President's Commission which was 
appointed in April, 1965 hope to re
port to the President in October this 
year. It hopes to make definite reo
commendations. As I say whether 
there will be an actual change may 
take some more time, but there is go
ing to be something definite in Octo
ber, 1967. We are proceeding with 
great speed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Our Patents 
Bill so far as other items are con
cerned, leaving aside the drugs, has 
laid down a period of 14 years. For
merly, it was 16 years. Therefore, 
there is a deduction of only two 
years. What is your opinion about 
this? 



Mr. L. J. Robbins: In the present
day conditions 14 years is not long 
enough. It is contrary to the main 
trend. The main trend seems to be 20 
years. That seems to be reasonable 
and most patents take 3 to 4 years at 
least before they gain ground and so 
they are left with only 16 or 17 years 
real protection. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In India 
in the puesent circumstances no re
presentation has come from any 
quarter regarding other items except
ing drugs. 

Mr. Chairman: I think each 
hon'ble member should not ask more 
than 2 questions as there are other 
members jllso who would like to put 
question. So much of evidence has 
already come. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: When he 
comes to give evidence, questions also 
should be put to him that there are 
no representations in this regard from 
others. 

Mr. Chairman: We have other wit
nesses also. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far as 
other items are concerned, there are 
no representations. 

In the last paragraph of your 
memorandum you have said: 

"On the basis of these submis
sions, I respectfully urge that 
Patents Bill 1965 should be with
drawn for further study In the 
light of what other countries have 
found to be a very satisfactory 
procedure when important new 
legislation is contemplated, I sug
gest that the Government should 
appoint a Special Commission of 
prominent citizens from all sectors 
of the community to study the true 
interests of industry and the public 
under the patent system, .and to 
make appropriate recommenda
tions after also considering the 
developments in other countries." 

You may please note that this is a 
sovereign body of the Parliament 
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where all interests are represented 
and this Bill was drafted by Govern

. ment on the basis of the Justice 
Ayyangar Commission's recommenda
tions which has gone in detail into the 
Patent laws of other countries also. 
What more is required? Then how 
have you been prompted to say that 
this Bill should be withdrawn and a 
Special Commission of prominent 
citizens appointed to go into it? 

Mr. Chairman: That is a suggestion 
he has made. It is for you to accept 
it or not. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What does 
he mean by a Special Commission of 
prominent citizens? That I want to 
know. 

Mr. Chairman: I don't think he has 
read Raja Gopala Ayyangar Commis
sion's report. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I merely res
pectfully submitted that as a sugges
tion. I am well aware of what is 
going on. I know the Ayyangar Com
mission's report and also the previous 
one. But I would point out that there 
have been no recent public hearings 
in connection with this problem and 
the present draft of the Bill seems to 
be, at least to my mind, just putting 
the cart before the horse. I would 
suggest that normally it is necessary to 
have hearings to get the benefit of 
the present views of industry, the 
patent profession and scientists before 
specific provisions can be prepared. 

Mr. Chairman: Here too, Govern
ment draft the Bill and introduce it in 
Parliament which remits it to the 
Select Committee. We do not general
ly publish the Bill, Government 
publish it in the Gazette and anybody 
interested can send his views. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that a large number 
of Indian scientists are for a short 
period for patents? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I am not aware of 
that. What is the reason? 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: They want 
a shorter period than what has been 
contemplated in the present Bill. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: But they must 
have some reasons for their opinion. 
What is that? 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: They have 
given the reasons also. Finally I 
want to ask you one, thing. As 'you 
are giving evidence on behalf of the 
other Association also, there is a point 
mentioned there. There is a company 
called Selas Corporation. They have 
not taken any patent in India. Why 
could not this company come to India 
for the last 15 or 16 years when the 
old Patent Law was in force? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I am afraid I 
don't have enough information to 
answer that question. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: This is con
tained in another memorandum given 
by the National Association of Manu
facturers. So, because I was told this 
moming that you are also ' giving 
evidence on their behalf, I put this 
question. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: No. I am not 
appearing here on behalf of the 
National Association of Manufacturers. 
Their representative has not been able 
to come. So, the Chairman gave me 
his time. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: You have 
suggested that this Bill may be de
ferred or postponed or delayed and 
after that you want a high-powered 
commission to be appointed and that 
the commission should go all round 
the world. Then after that, taking 
the experience alf over the world, 
this Bill should become an Act of this 
Parliament. What is your idea? 
Why do you want this to be delayed? 

Mr. L . .J. Robbins: I can only say 
that my viewpoint is entirely pro
India. I am merely trying to submit 
that on the basis of my experience, I 
consider this Bill is fundamentally 
restrictive and I am merely drawing 
your attention as a Committee to what 
is taking IJlace elsewhere. I am not 
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.·proposing that you should appoint a 
Commission tomorrow and send it 
round the world. That is not •vhnt I 
said at all. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: You are in 
favour of patents. Keeping the con
ditions of India in view how much 
do you want to give to 'the inventor 
as honorarium, how much should be 
the profit for the industry and what 
would be ·the price for a particular 
medicine in a country like India which 
is very poor? Do not compare with 
America or Western countries. 

Mr. Chairman: He says he is not 
an expert on prices. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: We are con
cerned with prices. He comes from 
America which is one of the most 
wealthy countries in the world and if 
the price of a particular medicine is 
one dollar, here the people of India 
would not be able to pay one dollar. 
So what would be the benefit for 
India? Suppose a patentee comes 
from America to India and if he 
manufactures a medicine here, what 
would be the price for that medicine? 

Mr. Chairman: He says he is not 
an expert on prices and can't answer 
questions on price. He has said he is 
a patent attorney. Tomorrow another 
witness is coming. He is an economist 
and you may put this question to 
him. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Your Council 
has suggested the postponement of 
the Bill until the situation in other 
countries is clearer. You say that the 
American Government is also review
ing the Patent Law and you ask us to 
wait till that decision comes out. But 
we think we need not wait till then. 
We think we should pass this Bi II at 
present to improve our research and 
development and industrial activities. 
If it becomes necessary later on, we 
can bring an amending BilL So we 
find that the ground given for post
poning this Bill is not sound. Do you . 
·agree with us! 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I am not trying 
to suggest what this Parliamentary 



Committee should do. I am merely 
here to offer some suggestions based 
on my own experience and as I said 
it seemed to me--patent makers are in 
such a state of ferment all over the 
World-that possibly the things that 
might happen in other countries might 
be of some benefit to you, rather than 
thinking solely of specific Indian pro
blems. This is mY only sugestion 

Mr. Chairman: 1t is only his sug
gestion; we may or may not agree with 
it. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: On page 12 of 
your statement, you have said that 
"the baeklog in the United States 
Patent Office has increased." May I 
know the factors which lead to this 
backlog? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Basically, it is 
partly due to the very complex 
American procedures. But it is also 
due to the fact that the n'umber of 
patent applications filed each year has 
been steadily increasing, Also, there 
is such a demand for technically 
trained people in industry thai 
they often stay in the patent 
office for a few years and then go into 
industry, and so the investigation 
work does not proceect rapidly, The 
examination of new applications just 
gets pushed further and further back
wards which is very bad. It is bad 
for industry since it takes years before 
the new developments are published. 
Early publication is highly desirable 
for the improvement of technology 
and further developments. -

Shri Bade: Do you agree ·that there 
should be some difference between the 
patent law Of a developed country and 
the patent law of a developing coun
try! 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Yes, I most 
strongly agree. That is why I think 
the BIR.PI Model Law is a worthy 
proposal. I do not agree with every
thing here, but I think basically it is 
a very sound proposal and I think I 
said before that the best patent laws 
are the simple ones. 

Shri Bade: That difference is made 
in the Model Law also? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Yes. 

Shri Bade: On page 4 of your 
memorandum, you have stated that 
"furthermore, the possibility of com-. 
pulsory licences to import products 
would actually favour foreign over 
domestic Indian industry." How do 
you support this? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: The compulsory 
licensing proposals are similar to those 
in International Convention and those 
at present operative in .many coun
tries throughout the world. They are 
generally similar. 

Shri Bade: In our Bill also, the 
provision regarding compulsory licens
ing is the same as given in the Model 
Law. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: No. They are 
far more drastic. 

Shri Bade: Those proVISions in the 
Bill, are made according to the recom
mendations of the Model Law for the 
under-developed countries. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: No. The Model 
Law proposal is that after 3 years from 
grant, if the patent has not been 
worked, then it is only after two y~ar 
Of compulsory licensing that they 
may be a possibility of revocation. 

Shri Bade: The same provision is 
there in West Germany, Netherlands, 
Italy etc. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: _ Which provi
sion? 

Shri Bade: kbOut compulsorY 
!incensing. In USA, there is no provi
sion. In U.K. compulsory licensing of 
patents can be granted upto 3 years. 
The same provision is here :n fhe Bill. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: The restrictive 
provisions on compulsory licensing 
involve arbitrary powers. 

Shri Bade: Our provision in the 
Bill is identical to U.K. provision. 



Mr. L . .J. Robbins: Not at ..all. In 
your present patent law some years 
ago you adopted the same provisions 
as there are in England. 

Shri Bade: The difference is in 
compensation, in the U.K. provision 
and our provision. Under our provi
sion, the maximum compensation will 
Pe 4 per cent of the net product of 
the sale. 

Mr. L. .J. Robbins: There is no 
such provision in England. 

.Shri Bade: But now if we say that 
4 per cent compensation is maximum 
that will be given on net product of 
the sale .... 

Mr. L . .J. Robbins: Was not the 
same question asked a little while ago 
and I said you could not put arbitrary 
ceiling on things that are different. 

Shri Bade: How is it arbi.frary? 

Mr. Chairman: Let us discuss it. 

Shri Bade: Whether it should be on 
the net product of the sale or whether 
it should be on the working of the 
period of the patents. Just as in the 
Model Law, -the compulsory licence 
shall only be granted subject to the 
payment o'f adequate royalty com
mensurate with the period for which 
patent is worked. That period should 
be taken into consideration. But tha•t 
is not the provision in our bill. 
Whether that provision should be 
there or whether only royalty should 
be given. 
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Mr. L . .J. Robbins: I am sorry, Sir, 
I do not quite see just exactly what 
you are asking. 

Mr. Chairman: The Model bill 
1>rovides adequate compensation but 
;,ur bill provides 4 per cent compen
satiOn of the net sales. 

Shri Bade: One more factor. The 
period for which the patent is work
ing i.e., suppose for 10 or 20 years 
they have taken profit, that period 

should be taken into consideration 
while giving the compensation. We 
said that the highest compensation 
should be 4 per cent to be granted on 
the net sale of the product. 

Mr. Chairman: What is your objec
tion? Model Law says the amount of 
compensation is justiciable. 

1\lr. L . .J. Robbins: I just do not 
think the arbitrary ceiling of 4 per 
cent is just. I do not think it is fair. 
I do not think it will encourage in
ventions in this difficult field. I do 
not think it will encourage Indian 
inventors. 1 have said this before. 

Shri Bade: You have said, process
cum-product should ·be patented. 

Mr. L . .J. Robbins: I do not think 
any one in any country in the world, 
if .there is a fair operation and the 
Controller or anybody else handling 
this compulsory licensing, deals with 
it justly in a legal manner and consi
ders all the facts and comes to a fair 
decision about what the royalty 
should be, would have any obi ection; 
but it should be completely. variable 
and may be much more than 4 per 
cent or may .be less .\han 4 per cent. 

Shri Bade: The question is whether 
patent should be only for processing 
or for product. You have said that 
process-cum-product should be 
patented. 

Mr. L . .J. Robbins: Well I think you 
would be largely defeating your own 
purpose if you limit it in this field 
just to processes .to be carried out in 
India without giving any protection 
to the product at all. That will mean 
Italy can import the product and the 
patentee would have no recourse. 
Is'nt that right? 

Shri Bade: In Japan, only processes 
are patented on the ground that if the 
product is not patented and only pro
cesses are patented, there would be 
other scientists who will be encourag
ed and they will find some other pro
cess to have the same product. 



1\fr. L. J. Robbins: Tha~ is not cor
rect, as regards Japan. The product 
is most definitely protected as made by 
the process and foreigners can sue in 
the Japanese courts I can assure you. 
The two things are tied up. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: You have 
said on page 3-while discussing pro
cess and product patent-"therefore 
there is no basic difference but only a 
matter of degree, between what are 
termed 'product' patents and 'process' 
patents by the uninitiated". If there 
is not so much of a difference and it 
is purely theoretic-al whether a person 
will be able to come to any other 
profitable method to get to that pro
duct, then why all this fuss at all. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: When I say 
there is no basic difference, I am 
naturally assuming •that there has to 
be a competent patent attorney who 
fully cooperates with the inventor in 
preparing claims. 'In Germany, for 
example, there is a very good example. 
The whole emphasis is on the product 
itself. The process can be completely 
conventional, but you have to prove 
to the satisfaction of the German 
Patent Office that your product is new. 
I am mostly concerned in this field 
with the complications in the patent 
Bill itself. The moment you grant 
protection to the product, it will be 
quite easy to administer the law, 
because then it would be absolutely 
clear. 

Dr. M. 1\1. S. Siddhu: . A person 
may produce a drug for limited use, 
but it is only after long clinical trial 
it becomes known, that it may have 
other uses which the inventor never 
thought of; even then he gets the 
benefits of patent rights, and the per
son (physician) who has made its use 
_possible does not come into the field 
at all. Therefore, in medicine 1t is 
not only the inventor but also the 
physician who plays a vital role. So, 
don't you think that the medical 
world does need the benefit of it and 
therefore the number of years for 
which a drug should be paten-ted 
should be different from the namber 
of years for other articles? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Frankly I do 
not quite see what this has to do with 
the patent law itself. I agree that 
there have been a number of exam
ples where drugs were intended for 
one purpose and by chance they were 
found beneficial in other fields, but 
that is customary. But I consider 
that at the present time in India your 
Government's basic concern is not with 
highly specialised drugs, but with 
sulpha drugs, antibiotics etc. which 
are most needed, and for which there 
is now no patent protection or only 
patents that expire in a very short 
time. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: That is not the 
only thing. Patents are connected 
with trade names. A doctor is ac
customed to write a particular drug. 
Even after the period of patent is 
over, he continues to write the same 
drug, with the same trade name. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I do not think that 
this question of trade name really has 
any relevance to this. Most of ·these 
are condensed terms of chemical 
names, used for general convenience, 
but Trade Marks are important be
cause they imply a standard of quality. 
'I mentioned previously the problem 
of Italy having 20 or 30 names for 
really the same product. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: That problem 
will still remain if the drug is to be 
used even after the patent period has 
expired. What are you going to do 
to overcome that? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Yes, but I do not 
know whether the patent law can 
solve all problems of hUman nature 
and business practices. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Don't you 
think that on humanitarian grounds 
drugs should be treated differently? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I do not think 
so because they are products of very 
intensive research, and it is contrary 
to basic ideas in this field to differen
tiate between products of different 
technologies. 



Shri Wasnik: You have said on 
page 5: 

"Clause 13(2) provides for a 
novelty search of publications in 
India or elsewhere. But the 
Indian Patent Office has no 
library facilities for such 
searching." 

In this context, would you recom
mend that we grant patents on the 
trade registration system of France? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I think that 
would be a backward step, because 
on foreign patents coming in here 
from countries of Europe and America 
they have to do very little work, but 
in other cases it would be different. 

Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel: As you may 
know, medical science is quite ancient 
in this country; the system of medi
cine known here as Ayurveda is :he 
oldest medical science in India, and 
it has given to the world some of the 
drugs which are considered very 
potent and as a specific for some dise
ases. For instance, I may name one 
of them which is used to relieve blood 
pressure; it is known as serpina. 

Shri Warior: Serpentina. 

Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel: There are 
so mAny other drugs like that. The 
people of India feel that this is some
thing that can go to the world out
side. But India has not been able 
to get the advantage out IJf it. These 
drugs are recognised abroad as very 
potent all over the world, and India 
has to purchase the material from 
abroad. Perhaps they are processed 
better, and the result is that we have 
to pay very exorbitant prices. What 
is the remedy for this? Does the 
Patent Law provide a remedy for this? 
Is the present patent law going to 
help research in this direction and do 
you think we are equipped for that? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: It was my under
standing that these drugs here have 
been developed through thousands of 
years of research, and are derived from 
native plants of India, which grow 
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here in India. Why do you say they 
are expensive, I do not quite under
stand. 

Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel: Now we 
are importing some drugs for the re
lief of blood pressure. Most of them 
are imported. 

Mr. Chairman: It is manufactured 
here. 

Shri Dahyabhai V, Patel: Some of it 
is manufactured here. The point is, 
they cost tremendously. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: One of the best 
now has the trade Mark Hydro Diuril; 
it is a synthetic compound. It is not a 
natural compound. I did not know 
that these natural things are imported 
from abroad. 

Shrf Dahyabhai V. Patel: The drug 
is exported and processed and we 
get it back. 

Shri Warior: The raw material is 
exported. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: In cases where 
the raw material is available in India, 
it should be developed as an Indian 
industry. 

Shri DJI.hyabhai V. Patel: Do you 
think that the present patent law is 
going to help this country to conduct 
research and provide the people with 
cheap drugs indigenously, or, will we 
have to depend still on knowledge and 
research abroad? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: Obviously for the 
next generation, you will have to de
pend largply on others. It is not a uni
que thing for any country. I feel very 
strongly that Indian research Nill 
rapidly improve, but a law based up<m 
this Patent Bill would hinder Indian 
research itself. Many industries may 
not know about it, but I can assure 
you that they can take advantage of 
it. Owing to the technical nature of 
the patent legislation, it might take 
many many years before you could 
modify it. One should not deliberately 
run into a bad situation. 



Sbri B. K. Das: You have mentioned 
in your memorandum that the legisla
ture as a whole, irrespective of the 
economic and social pressures which 
may be responsible for some of the 
provisions of this Bill, is not yet 
aware of the pur~y practical prob
lems of patents. Would you like to 
clarify this? What practical prob
lems can be there it this Bill is passed 
into law? 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: In the Patent 
Office itself, I think there are a number 
of things. We discussed one of them, 
and that is, if examiners have to 
examine this all over the world you 
will have to increase the staff and 
spend more money and get highly spe
cialised people. You will have to 
take away from the industry· itself, 
where they have knowledge of langu
ages, German or Russian or some of 
the European languages. That is 
one problem. Also, on the whole, 
these special provisions and restric
tions you are putting in impose a 
tremendous burden on the Controller
General. He will have to have an 
enlarged staff. Do not forget that 
you are making him practically 
equivalent to a judge. He will have 
enormous economic power in his hands 
to affect industry greatly which I 
think, is giving rather too much pdwer 
to an appointed official. I am sure 
that the Patent Office ml!y be greatly 
expanded in 20 or 30 years. But I 
feel that there are so many other 
things immediately urgent in India 
and expansion of the Patent Office at 
the present time seems to be not too 
practical 

Sardar Daljlt Singh: You have 
referred to a few clauses of the Bill 
~n your evidence. Should we take 
1t tor granted that you are in support 
of all the other clauses of the Bill? 

Mr: L. J. Robbins: No, Sir. Quite 
delimtely not. I thought I made it 
clear that other people and other orga_ 

nisations will discuss this Bill section 
by section. I have merely concentrated 
my study on a few sections just to save 
time. I know what has been said on 
some of the other sections. I am sure 
you are going to get very expert, 
legal, well-reasoned statements on all 
sections of the Bill that are confrover. 
sial. I only picked out those features 
of the Bill which have special relation 
to my own competence and it would 
not be correct to say that I :lm in 
favour of all other clauses of the Bill. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: There is a vast 
difference in the price of some of the 
foreign patented drugs and products. 
For example, vitamin Bl2 cost~ like 
this: its initial market price is Rs. 
2 per gram while its subsequent mar
ket price is Rs. 40 per gram; strepto
mycin costs Rs. 19 per gram, while 
its initial market price would have 
been just Re. I per gram. 

Mr. Chairman: He has said that he 
is not an expert on prices. Tomor
row we are going to get another wit
ness who is an economist and who 
can speak on prices. You can reserve 
that question for him. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: All is ' well 
that _ends well! 

Sardar Daljit Singh: I want to know 
whether these high prices are found 
to affect adversely the interests of 
the common man in India. I want 
to know his opinion about it. 

Mr. L. J. Robbins: I decline to answer 
it, though I have a personal opinion on 
it. But I do not think it will be of 
any interest. So, I very respectfullY 
decline to give it. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank 
Robbins. 

you, 

The witness then withdrew. 

Mr. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat) 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your earlier Memorandum which has 
been circulated to the Members. 
You have given another Memorandum 
this morning. Any evidence that 
you give before this Committee is 
public. Even if you want to say any
thing confidential, it is bound to be 
circulated to our Members. If you 
want to add anything or explain your 
Memorandum, you may do so. After 
your explanation, Members will ask 
you questions. 

Prof. Klibridge: Nothing I have ,to 
.say thl.s morning is confidential. The 

Memorandum you have before you is 
an elaboration of the earlier Memo
randum which I sent two months ago. 
I would like to refer to it now and 
to go through it with you before we 
go to the questions. 

Let me introduce myself. I repre· 
sent the views of the Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States. I 
am a member of the faculty of the 
Graduate School of Business Admini
stration of Harvard University. I 
have also served as a professor of the 
University of Chicago and as consul
tant on .industrial development to ·,he 
Development Advisory Service of 
Harvard University. Most recently I 
have served for two years as Assis
tant Director of the U.S. Agency for 
International Develorrme~t Mission to 
India. 

The Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States, I am sure you know, 
\s the largest U.S. business federation . 
It represents more than 3,900 indivi-



dual organisations-these organisa
tions being business firms, societies, 
technical groups of various kinds. 
The underlying membership in all 
these groups is about 4! million pro
fessional and business people. I 
would like to explain that the 
National Chamber has always favour
ed the economic and social advance
ment of developing nations. In its 
policy declarations, the Chamber has 
specifically expressed its belief in the 
importance of the continued freedo•;n 
and progress of India. The National 
Chamber has also supported the 
foreign aid programme of the United 
States and has in its policy resolutions 
commended to the State Department 
development of foreign commerce as 
part of its foreign aid programme. 
They have insisted that the private 
sector should be given every oppor
tunity to flourish, both in the deve
loping countries as well as in ~he 

United States. 

I would like to start first with a 
very short summary of the econumic 
arguments for patents before I go in
to a discussion of the specific problems 
of the Patent Bill pending and the 
economic development of India. 

As you are aware, the patent syst
em is an institution developed as an 
instrument of national policy and it 
is designed to serve the nation's eco
nomic interest and as such we believe 
it should be judged by economic cri
teria. In the famous Justice Ayyangar 
Report that we have all read, we have 
a very apt quotation in which he says 
that "Patent systems are not created 
in the interest of the inventor but in 
the interest of national economy." 
The rules and regulations of the 
patent systems are not "governed by 
civil or common law but by political 
economy", 

Patent Law should be looked upon 
as something which is essentially, a 
tool of political economy, designed for 
the welfare of the nation, its economic 
and social welfare. So the essential 
economic argument for patents is 
that they are needed to pr~vide suffi
cient stimulus for the workmg of new 

inventions • by industry. The patent 
system is based on the assumption that 
industrial progress is desirable, that 
innovation is necessary for such pro
gress, but that sufficient investment 
in new products and processes will 
not be made if industry caru10t re
coup the costs and realise a profits 
for its effort. The simplest, most 
economical and effective way yet 
found for society to achieve this is to 
grant exclusive patent rights in in
ventions. Through the years various 
other arguments have been used in 
support of the patent system. The 
essential argument in favour of 
patents is one of social welfare and 
economic welfare of the nation. 

The fundamental point then is that 
the patent system is designed to ~erve 
the economic welfare of the com
munity. It takes its significance from 
its over...all effect on the economy, 
which. is generally to stimulate in
vestment in new products and process
c; and it does this by providing a pro
tected market with the opportunity 
for profit necessary to justify the 
heavy investment of bringing the im
provement to the public. The grant
ing of patent protection is intended 
to allow the innovating company time 
to recoup the cost of invention, deve
lopment and commencing production 
and unless the period of protection is 
long enough to make investment at
tractive, manufacturers will be under
standably reluctant to make this in
vestment. 

Clause 53(1) of the Patents Bill 
under consideration, as we all know, 
provides for a ten year patent term 
for food and medicine inventions and 
a fourteen year term for all other 
inventions, with no provision for ex
tensions. This is a reduction froon 
16 years in both instance& under the 
present law. There is considerable 
doubt in my mind that this period of 
protection is adequate in most ca3es 
and this judgment is consistent with 
the patent laws of other nations of 
the world which provide, on an 
average, 17-18 years of patent pro
tection. Also, there is sound reason 



to believe that a relatively longer, 
rather than shorter, period is appro
priate in the developing countries. 
By the time, the owner of a patent 
considering investment in India has 
studied the market for his product 
and the possibility of working the 
patent successfully and has received 
all the necessary licenses and ap
provals, there may, considering these 
delaYs and delays in importing plant 
and equipment, hardly be sufficient 
time left to set up his manufacturing 
facilities and start production before 
the patent runs out and leaves his 
investment unprotected. It is alto
gether possible that the manufacturer 
may decide not to take the risk. 

Since the patent system provides 
the right to exclude competitors from 
producing identical product or using 
the same process, it is, in theory, 
superficially inconsistent with India's 
economic public policy, which is equi
table distribution of wealth and de
concentration of the means of produc
tion. I insist, however, this is only a 
superficial inconsistency. In fact, the 
degree of economic power conferred 
by patents is far less than that of 
monopoly in its usual sense. Owners 
bf patents are not free to fix mono
polistic prices or to ignore the actvities 
of competitors. There are always 
alternative prod~cts and processes 
and sooner, more likely than later, a 
superior non-infringing product will 
be brought to the market. So, a 
major value of the patent system is 
that it injects competition of a kind 
that otherwise would not exist. The 
threat of new firms with exclusive 
rights to new technologies compels 
existing companies to improve upon 
pain of sudden ·absolescence. The 
net effect that the patent system 
makes is a dynamic, progressive en
vironment in which business must 
constantly seek technological im
provements. Without patents, busi
ness is apt to fall into the routine of 
making the same old things in the 
same old way. The consuming public 
is deprived of new products and the 

rate of industrial development slows. 
Thus, paradoxically, while the patent 

system operates in one sphere by the 
grant of exclusive rights, and anti
monopoly laws operate in another 
sphere by keeping the channels of 
trade open, nevertheless in ~he ulti
mate objectiv~ompetition and 
avoidance of economic concentration
there is identity of purpose. 

Now as we all know, no nation's 
patent system is perfect. India's 
patent law is undoubtedly in need 
of some revision to· update it to suit 
todays conditions, to si•mplify and clari
fy its application, and to plug loop
holes perhaps. We believe that revi
sion can be achieved without basical
ly weakening the patent system. 
Since the patent holder is always sub
ject to anti-trust regulations, the 
public can be safeguarded without 
weakening patent protec.tion itself. 

Let me now turn to the subject of 
Patents and Economic Development 
which is the central theme of my pre
sentation. We urge the Committee to 
support a sound patent law because 
we firmly believe that a patent law 
which will enable India to participate 
in international patent conventions is 
in India's best economic interest as a 
developing nation. The rate of in
dustrial investment in India is not 
such that government can afford to 
risk slowing it down by inadequate 
patent protection. Industrial growth , 
during the Third Plan, especially in 
the consumer goods industries, has 
fallen short of Plan targets. There 
are already special risks and burdens 
enough for the Indian industrial in
vestor, and lucrative opportunities for 
investment in other and less produc
tive sectors of the economy. Any 
further burden may lead to a weaken
ing of industrial development. 

There is also little doubt that the 
proposed Patents Bill will tend to re
tard the flow of foreign private ill
vestment into India. The foreign in
ve'stor must already cope with a high 
tax structure, expensive and uncer
tain ... aw materials supplies-some of 

wloich has been alleviated now bY 
devaluationt-and burdensome con-, 



t~ols and approval procedures (al
though these are not peculiar to 
India). ' If to these is added 
weak and uncertain patent pro
tection and, I must add, the attitude 
toward the private sector that the 
proposed Bill implies, then foreigru in
vestors may decide to put their fac
tories elsewhere. 

I would wish to underline this atti
tude toward the private sector im
plied in the proposed ·Bill, and this 
is what has made those in interna
tional trade circles feel slightly upset. 

In particular, clauses 87 and 88 of 
the Patents 'Bill provide that all pat
ents for goods, drugs, and chemicals 
will be endorsed as "Licenses of right," 
and that where an endorsement 
"Licenses of right" exists any person 
wishing to work the patent in India 
may require the patentee to grant 
him a licence on terms decided by the 
Controller of Patents-not to exceed 
a four per cent royalty, as we know, 
on the ex-factory price. These claus
es, in effect, virtually deprive the 
affected industries-and especially 
the important pharmaceutical indus
try-of their patent rights, throwing 
open these patents to any number of 
applicants without regard to their 
financial or technical ability to work 
them properly, and setting a ceiling 
pn royalties rather than allowing for 
free negotiations based on ihe merit 
of the product involved. Aside from 
the special burden, this places on the 
drug industry, this abrogation of in
dustrial property rights without court 
aopeal seems to be inconsistent with 
I~dia's high international reputation 
for legal process, and cannot but put 
some doubt in the minds of prospec
tive investors about the future security 
of industrial investment in general. 

' 
Now let us look for a ·moment at 

the changing nature of foreign invest
ment in India. I made recently a 
study of the structure of foreign 
private investment in India, its 

sources and the industries into which 
it is flowing, and I can summarise the 
following informafion for you. 

_ so7(Bl rs oo 

There has been a shift in the sector111. 
distribution of foreign investment in 
India since independence and because 
of this the relevance of patent protec
tion to investiment is of increasing im
portance. There has been a sharp de
cline, relative to the total, of invest
ment in the traditional sectors of ser
vices, plantations and mining; they are 
receiving very little investment; the 
collective share of these sectors in 
total investment has declined from 63 
per cent in 1948 to 29 per cent in 1965. 
This is the position in the traditional 
sectors of the economy. At the 
same time there has been a rise in 
the share of petroleum and manufac
turing which together accounted for 
72. per cent of foreign investment in 
1965, as against 36 per cent in 1948, 
that is to say, a doubling of the per
centage of investment in manufactur
ing and petroleum. There has also been 
a re-distribution of investment within 
the industrial sector. Considerable 
diversification of investment has taken 
place in manufacturing where pro
ducer goods investment, especially in 
transportation equipment, metal pro
ducts and chemicals, has increased 
strikingly; at the same time invest
ment in the older consumer goods in
dustries, such as textiles, has been 
virtually constant. Similarly, inves
ment in the petroleum industry has 
been more in refining and less in 
marketing, The typical foreign in
vestor of the future is therefore more 
likely than not to be a manufacturer 
in one of the newer branches of in
dustry to whom patent protection is 
of paramount importance. 

It is also interesting to note that re
patriation of profits from these newer 
industries is at a much lower rate 
than from the older investment sec
tors. This Is because they are growth 
industries with an eye to the future. 
They plow back their profits for long
range growth rather than remit them 
abroad. Reports published by the Re
serve Bank of India indicate that 
foreign investors in petroleum and 
manufacturing industries are plowing 
back over 50 per cent of their earn• 
ings, while profit reinvestment in the 



case of plantations and the service in
dustries averages not more than 10 
per cent of earnings. The net effect 
of the sectoral shift of investment is 
certainly beneficial to the balance of 
payments, and this shift can be assist
ed by strong patent protection. In 
fact, I would say that strong patent 
protection should lbe continued and 

~ is essential for the development of 
foreign ptivate investment. 

The net inflow of private invest
ment capital into India has averaged 
only Rs. 25 crores a year since in
dependence, and, as we all recognize, 
this a mere trickle as compared to 
India's needs. The Fourth Five Year 
Plan probably will set an ambitious 
target of about Rs. 150 crores a year of 
net new private foreign investment. 
To an increasing extent this capita!. is 
coming from the United States where 
it is official government policy to en
courage and assist investment in India. 
In the year 1965 about 21 per cent 
of India's foreign private investment 
came from the United States. This 
compares with only 10 p~nt ten 
years ago. United States PI:'f~ate in
vestment in India has grown from 
about Rs. 48 crores in 1955 to about 
Rs. 135 crores in 1965. The National 
Chamber of Commerce has consistent
ly supported the United States Gov
ernment's policy on private invest
ment in India, and has consistently 
encouraged and supported its members 
in making their investments abroad. 
And we feel it will be easier for the 
Chamber to continue this support if 
patent protection in India is not mark
edly weaker than that in other deve
loping countries competing for United 
States private capital. 

I would like next to comment briefly 
on Patents and the Transfer of Tech
nology, As important to India as the 
inflow of foreign capital, is the related 

· transfer of industrial technology. 
There is probably no single factor, in 
my judgment, in India's industrial de
velopment more critical now than the 
availability of useful . knowledge. I 
put this as perhaps the most important 
element of development. And, as is 

well known, this knowledge is not em
bodied in patents alone, but involves 
a great amount of associated informa- 1 

tion and experience, both technical 
. and managerial. Patent protection,.· 
however, provides the incentive for 
foreign investors to divulge and apply 
this knowledge in India. Once this 
knowledge is in use, it spreads and 
grows through the industrial and 
technical community. Indian policy 
and law wisely require the rapid 
training and employment of Indian 
technicians and managers in companies 
employing foreign capital and import
ed technology, thus speeding the di~ 
fusion of useful knowledge. The key 
to sharing the technical and mana-

. gerial knowledge, and the access to 
world markets, enjoyed by companies 
of the more advanced countries is to 
attract their manufacturing and re
search activities to India. And as a 
very practical matter, social and 
1>conomic theory aside, I do not be
lieve, this can be done successfully on 
a broad basis without patent protec
tion at least as strong as that provid
ed by other developing nations. You 
know I continue to emphasize the 
comparative patent protection of India 
as against other developing countries. 
This, I think, is one of the most im
portant aspects of the present Bill. 

Adequate patent protection is, . I 
believe, essential for the development 
of India's indigenous scientific and 
technical base. Multi-national corpo
rations have in recent years decentra
lized their manufacturing operations 
out of the home country to those coun
tries where tlley have substantial 
national markets. This has become 
the thing to do. You leap-frog the 
national barriers and establish your 
manufacturing units in those countries 
where you have a market. But as you 
know, research and development acti
vities are still concentrated at home 
There are very few industries which 
have made any effort to decentrali~e 
their research and development acti
vities. The logical next step in the 
evolution of international corporations 
is the decentralisation of research and 
development. It is just now beginning 
and this could be of great advantage 



'to India in that it wouid provld.!! 
<>pportunities for Indian scientists and 
technicians, and assist the develop
ment of indigenous technologies em
ploying domestic materials and suited 
to Indian conditions. But one wonders 
if this step will be taken in the 
absence of adequate patent protection. 
Will a large chemical company, for 
example, choose to develop new pro
ducts and processes in India if patent 
protection is inadequate to justify 
their commercial application here? 

• 
There is also to be considered the 

effect of weakened patent protection 
on India's developing scientific com
munity. It is well known that literal
ly thousands of Indian scientists train
ed abroad continue to reside there. In 
the last annual count it was found that 
as many as 6000 Indian scientists, 
highly skilled and qualified, reside in 
the United States; they are employed 
there. Many of them do not come 
back, or delay their return, for lack .of 
equally good employment opportu
nities at home here. 

Now, there has been in the past 
little privately financed industrial re
search carried on in India; most of it 
has been, as you know, Government
financed research. Most industrial 
knowledge that is in use has been im
ported full blown from more advanced 
countries. But, as the industrial 
establishment broadens to include 
science-based industries, and com
panies become better established and 
more mature, we should normally ex
pect considerable growth of privately 
financed research and development 
activities. But will this natural evolu
tion take place if the patent system is 
weakened or will Indian industria
lists consider it more to their advan
tage to continue to import second-hand 
technology? What might the effect of 
this latter course be on India's young 
scientific community? 

Let me take up next the point of 
the effects of royalties on the balance 
of payments. This is a vague and 
difficult subject-one about which, you 
know, the argument is sometimes rais
ed, contrary to the protection of fore1gn 

patentees, that royalties impose an ex
cessive balance of payments burden. 
This is a difficult point to pin down 
because of conceptual difficulties and 
the inadequacy of available statistics. 
Two facts seem certain, however. One 
is that royalty payments, are only a 
minor element in India's unfavourable 
trade balance, and the other is that 
the costs and benefits of royalty pay
ments cannot be reckoned in direct 
balance of payment terms alone. 

According to the 1961 Survey Re
port of the Reserve Bank of India, 
published in 1964, royalty payments 
to foreign patentees for the year 1961, 
which was the last annual figure avail
able, were Rs. 2.4 crores. This is to be 
compared with ~ payments deficit 
(imports p!us debt service !ess ex
ports) averaging about Rs. 680 crores 
annually over the Third Plan period. 
In other words, royalty payments for 
the year 1961 were only about o· 3% 
of the payments deficit. When a ·oun
try's balance of payments situation 
is as desperate as India's is today, 
every little bit counts and Rs. 2· 4 
crores is not to be overlooked. But 
the question must be asked whether a 
small direct exchange saving on 
royalty payments might not resu!t i.n 
a much larger indirect loss? Th1s IS 
a hard balance to strike. 

Now the substitution of domestic 
indust;ial products for foreign imports 
depends on India's industrial growth 
which in turn requires an inflow of 
technical information and skills. To 
save foreign exchange on royalty pay
ments at the risk of cutting off the 
inflow of technology may be to eat the 
goose that is about to lay golden eggs. 
It may be penny wise and pound 
foolish. The same argument holds 
even mor~ strongly in the case of _ex
ports of industrial products: Smce 
exports of the traditional agrJcultural 
cannot be expected to increase much 
or very rapidly because of the severe 
competition from the other d.evelo~
ing countries in the field .. So, If Indl'.l 
is to raise its export earmngs substan
tially, this increase has to come v_ery 
products such as tea, coffee, and JUte 



largely from manufactured goods. 
Here, India is in a more advantageous 
position because it has cheap and 
highly qualified labour. The wealth 
of technical and managerial knowledge, 
capital resources and marketing ac
cess enjoyed by manufacturing com
panies in the developed, countries 
makes them formidable competitors in 
the field of manufactured goods. An 
alliance with foreign capital and im
ported technology, an alliance requir
ing patent protection, is frequently the 
only practical way to enter the world 
market in certain industrial goods. 

Now, a step in the right direction 
has been taken in the devaluation of 
the rupee-a bold and, I think, eco·· 
nomically sound step. Let us not now 
take a step backward by weakening 
patent protection. 

Another argument frequently heard 
contrary to the protection of foreign 
patentees is that high prices result 
from this protection either because the 
foreign patentee has thus acquired· a 
protected export market in the less 
developed country or he has acquired 
a monopoly position in the local 
market if he decides to manufacture 
there. 

jo8 

I am told that Mr. Leonard Robbins 
assured you yesterday that I, as a:~ 

economist, would deal with this price 
question. Let mE' immediately disavow 
any special knowledge of comparative 
current pr\ces. My field is industrial 
economics in general. I know you 
have questions about cost-price rela .. 
tionships )n the drug industry parE, 
cularly, and these, following the skil
ful lead of Mr. Robbins, I shall ask 
you to defer, for subsequent specia
lists from that industry. I do not wish 
to dodge the issue. I am saying that 
I do not have detailed ihformatinn 
about cost data and price data to 
give you at this time and these people. 
I believe, will have. I can, however, 
make some general observations. As 
with the balance of payments question, 
it is difficult to resolve this question 
precisely, but I can talk about it in 
a general way based on my ex
perience in India. 

Let me first refer you back to the 
United Nation's report on "the Role 
of Patents in the Transfer of Techno
logy to Developing Countries", which 
all of you I am sure have read. I 
shall quote a very short paragraph: 

" ... the effect of higher prices 
specifically due to patent protec
tion is almost impossible to dis
entangle from higher prices due 
to such factors as exclusive know
how, trade secrets, restrictive 
practices, or the dominant market 
position of the supplier, all of 
which are intrinsically unrelated 
to the patent system. Since 
patents are thus only one of the 
factors which may bring about 
higher prices, the question &rises 
whether measures directly affec
ting price levels or general anti
trust legislation are not an eco
nomically more effective and 
administratively more feasible 
technique of coping with the prob
lem than legislation devoted speci
fically to the patent system." 

Now the existi:ng Indian price control 
legislation is adequate for direct ac
tion if this is thought necessary, and, 
from what I have seen in the Press re
cently, I believe that it has been 
thought necessary. Getting at prices 
through the patent system would seem 
to be a round-about approach, and one 
for which the prospects of success ap
pear remote. There is also good reason 
to believe that where prices of :ndus
trial goods in India are abncrmally 
high, it is due more to government im
port and licensing restrictions and to 
the protected market that results from 
these as well as such things as the 
high cosf of raw materials, the small 
scale of operations which, in many 
cases, have not reached the ful! eco
nomy of operation, the low product
ivity of some of the smaller factories 
etc; also the high cost of imported 
machinery and equipment, I believe, in 
some cases, has raised the cost of 
manufacture in India. 

Although this statement is intended 
to he of a general nature rather than 



the detailed analysis one might ex
pect from a patent lawyer, specific 
reference has been made to several 
clauses of the Patents Bill. We ask 
the Committee not to infer from this 
that we consider-by "we" I mean the 
United States Chamber of Commerce
only the referenced clauses to be 
harmful to India's future economic 
interests. On the contrary, a large 
number of the provisions of this Bill 
are we feel, inconsistent with inter
nationally recognized patent princi
ples, and will be found offensive and 
discriminating by both Indian and 
foreign business communities. 

In concluding, let me urge th2 
Committee to consider this Bill from 
the point of view of its psychological 
effects in world trade circles. This 
concerns me as much as anything el~e 
in this Bill, and it has upset inter
national trade circles; people feel that 
India becomes, with this patent law, 
a hard and unc·ertain p"ace to do busi
ness. The Patents Bill. may cost 
India far more in retarded economic 
growth than it can possibly gain for 
her in any other way. The retention 
of a sound patent system that will 
enable Indian participation in interna
tional agreements is, we believe, in 
India's best economic interest as a 
developing nation. 

Thank you. 

Mr. Chairman: Now, members 
might ask questions. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Does your 
country make any survey regarding 
statistics, particularly about pharm
aceutical industry, as to how generally 
research expenses are met and in 
how many years they are met be
cause the main argument against low
ering the years of patent is that the 
industry may not recoup what it has 
invested? Is there any survey made 
in your country about this? 

Prof. Kilbridge: The question, as I 
understand, is whether any survey is 
made in the United States which 
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shows how long it takes to recoup 
the cost of research and development 
in the pharmaceutical industry for 
the purpose of comparing this with the 
patent protection time of ten years. 
My reply is: yes; such surveys do 
exist. I do not have the data at my 
finger tips. I am sure that this infor
mation will be introduced by wit
nesses from the pharmaceutical indus
try. I can give you some general 
readings on the subject. I do not 
represent the pharmaceutical indus
try particularly I represent here the 
United States Chamber of Commerce 
and I myself have not worked in 
the pharmaceutical industry. I am 
a·n industrial eConomist and my expe
rience has been mostly. in mechani
cal industries. But from general 
readings I have the impression that 
development costs vary immensely 
and only when a large number of 
cases are taken, does the average 
have any meaning. Some well esta
blished compa:nies with physical 
facilities already available for ex!llO
iting the process, have managed .to 
turn a profit in a matter of three to 
four years; in other cases where the 
facilities had been poor, it was 
necessary to build pilot plants and 
then new full scale industrial plant 
and they had to work for 12 or 13 or 
';;ven 20 years to turn a profit. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is the 
relation of a scientist with the indus
try in the United States? Are the 
scientists regularly paid or do they 
also get something out of their inven
tions as commission from those indus
trial concerns? 

Prof. Kilbridge: Typically an indus
trial scientist signs a contract of dis
claimer with the company in which he 
is employed under which he gives up 
all patent rights. He receives no 
direct remuneration. However, the 
man's progress within the company 
and his basic salary frequently de
pend upon the research that he does. 
Indirectly he maY receive somethin5, 
but nothing directly tied to patents. 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the 
latest memorandum, you have stated 
that 21 per cent of foreign investment 
is American. May I know how much 
of it is due to such industries which 
are dependent on patent and how 
much of it is due to know-how and 
other factors? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I do not think I 
can answer that question directly. 
American investment is almost entire
ly in manufacturing industries. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What per
centage of such investment is in paten
ted industries? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I am unable to 
answer that question. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Is, in your 
opinion, the present Patent Act of the 
Government of India quite suitable? 

Prof. Ki!bridge: I believe, the exist
ing Patent Act is comparable to the 
Patent Acts of other developing coun
tries and, generally speaking, quite 
acceptable to the American business 
community. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the Bill 
it is written that the period of pro-, 
tection will be counted from the date 
of completion of specifications which 
is an improvement and which means 
actually 16 years. What objection do 
you have to this particular clause? 

Prof. Kilbridge: There is no provi
sion for extensions. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Is it a fact 
that most of the American investment 
is at present due to the supply of 
know-haw and not because of patents? 

Prof. Kilbridge: It is a very diffi
cult question to answer. In all Am.::ri
can financed factories and joint ven
tures I have visited in India, I think 
all of them require a considerable im
port of know-how. I cannot visualise 
any of them having been done by im
port of capital alone. 
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Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In which 
of the developing countries the 
Patent Act at present is more attrac
tive to American capital compared t() 
the Indian Patent Act? 

Prof. Kilbridge: The Latin Ameri
can countries, of course, traditionally, 
get the lion's share of American 
foreign investment. This is more due 
to other factors and not due to the 
Patent Jaw. On the sub-continent, 
Pakistan, to use a nasty word, has in 
the last ten years received a larger 
percentage of investment of private 
capital from the United States than 
India has. This is not, however, be
cause of patent conditions or patent 
laws. I think this is because of the 
aggressiveness of the Government in 
seeking foreign private investments 
and the concessions they have made to 
private investments. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that in the last 15 
years other European countries have 
invested more in drugs and medicines 
here in India. than America? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I am not aware· 
of that fact. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
mentioned in your memorandum that 
research has been centralised up till 
now. How wi!J you be able to decen
tralise research if the Patent Act is 
changed according to your sugges
tions? Now the research is done there 
at home. How wil! you be able to 
see that the research is done here in 
India? 

Prof. Kilbridge: Some large inter
national corporations I am fami'iar 
with are now planning a decentralisa
tion of research and development 
activities. It is well known that one 
cim run a research establishment in 
India considerably cheaper than one 
can in the United States. Also, one 
can use indigenous materials in the 
research effort. One can also eonsi
der manufacturing processes in the 
development effort which are appro
priate to Indian conditions and one 



can then develop a manufacturing 
complex to produce products suited 
to. Indian conditions. American re
search is conducted on American 
needs and problems which are not 
necessarily the needs of India. 
American research is conducted on · 
the basis of raw materials avai'able 
in America which may not be avail
able here. Therefore, when we import 
into India these technologies we neces .. 
sarily import raw materials which 
means a continuous drain of foreign 
exchange for the import of raw 
materials to run a factory and pro
due~ a product which could possibly 
be made in other ways if the research 
and development had been started 
here in India. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far as 
research is concerned, it comprises of 
not only the patent side but also the 
know-how and technology side. Patent 
is only a part of it. Therefore, even 
if the Patent Law is not amended ac
cording to your wishes, research can 
be carried out in this country in a 
decentralised way. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Yes. I think so. 
The Indian scientists are available. 
There is no reason why a pharmaceuti
c~ company cannot set up a research 
plant in Delhi and have it as a base 
for manufacturing new products in 
India. I think it is coming. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
country most of the industries are 
very largely based and they have got 
their own research establishments 
which have recurring expenses which 
are treated as revenue expenditure. 
The.<e <:>Xp2nses are part and parcel or 
me whole business ana dividends are 
worked out after deducting these ex
penses and also income-tax. There
for<>. hoW can this old theory stand, 
that a scientist who· invents should 
work it out individually and then 
give the know-how etc? What is the 
basis of such an argument? 

Prof. Kilbridge: 
quite true. Most 
budget a certain 

What you say is 
large compatl!;•• 

amount of money 

annual'y for research and develop
ment programmes. This is consider
ed an annual recurring expense. 1 
do not try to justify patents on the 
basis of .the individual researcher 
being paid for disclosing his informa
tion to society. The argument rests 
more soundly on the opportunity for 
the company to recoup cost of re
search and development. There is an 
equation in the minds of management 
between how much they can afford 
to spend on research and development 
annually and how the patent protec
tion is allowing them to recoup a cer
tain amount through profits over time. 
We do not know how long it will 
take to develop a particular product 
or process. Research is a very uncer
tain kind of thing. Many research 
and development projects are 'aunch
ed and a certain amount of money is 
spent. Many products are sold; many 
processes are up-graded and improv
ed and certain profits are made. A 
balance is struck between what you 
can afford on one hand and what you 
receive on the other. This balance 
is based largely on the country's pa
tent protection. Certainly, if in the 
United States there is a sh1ft in our 
patent protection and the period is 
reduced, we will have to put less 
money in research and development 
because less can be supported on the 
basis of profits. Thls is what would 
happen in any country. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There is a 
model law given for developing coun
tries. I think, you must have studied 
that model law. This model law ccn
tains a note that a patent can be for 
a minimum period of 10 years from 
the date of the grant of a patent. Do 
you agree with that?, 

Prof. Kilbridge: I have >een the 
model Jaw but I am not a patent 
lawyer. 

Sbri Warior: I only want to a>k 011e 
or two points.. I wish to know your 
reaction about the protection to pro
cess and the protection to process
cum-product or product alone. 



Prof. Kilbridge: Can you be more 
specific? • 

Shri Warior: Under this patent law 
which we are now considering, ,v~ 
think that the protection shduld on:y 
be given to processes and not to pro
cesses-cum-products or products 
alone. What is your reaction to it? 

Prof Kilbridge: I think I am being 
asked 'to make a distinction between 
process-cum-product and product 
alone. The distinction is difficult in 
some cases and easy in other cases. 
Sometimes, it is possible to circum
vent a patent by achieving the same 
end b.)' different means. If the pro
duct is patented but not the process, 
this wou!d not be successful. In 
another case, it is possible to use the 
same process and turn out a diffe
rent product. If the process is patent
ed but not the product, this would 
not be successful It depends on what 
you try to achieve. 

Shri Warior: The object is this. 
When the process-cum-product is 
patented and patent protection is 
given, naturally that comes in the way 
of inventing new processes and new 
discoveries. Then, that also gives an 
additional advantage to the original 
patentee in the form of extension of 
his same process by adding something 
or omitting something after the lease 
of protection for the prescribed .num-· 
ber of years is over. That is what is 
happening thereby creating a mon.o
po!y for long periods and precluding 
others from coming into the field. 

Pr'of, Kilbridge; I see your point. 
The process can be patented. In ~n 
attempt to make the same product 
by different processes, in many cases, 
an improved process has been found. 
It could give opportunity to people 
for searching for a better way of 
doing the same thing. In many casee, 
a search for a new way has been a 
search for a better way. 

Shri Warior: About research, I wish 
to ask one very simple question. Why 
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is it that under the existing Act, when 
it is better than the enactment con
temp'ated now, even with all tho::;e 
facilities for research, the foreign 
investors have not developed rese.~rch 
in India so far. Only the products 
are being imported here and sold in 
the Indian market. The manufacture 
of fhe products of which the kr.ow
how is with them has not taken place 
here. What is your reaction to this 
from the Indian point of view? You 
have been here in India for some 
years. 

Prof. Kilbridge: There are many 
reasons why foreign private inveGt
ment has not flowed into India 1nore 
rapidly than it has. I am sure yuu 
know them. 

Shri War:ior: Not investment. I 
specially a sired about research. No 
research has been done and no manu
facturing has been done here. They 
have been keeping their patent rights 
with them and importing only the 
end-products and marketing th"m 
here. As you have suggested in your 
memorandum, you have found out that 
only in the petroleum industry, the 
refining and manufacturing 's done. 
But in the pharmaceutical indu.;try 
and other industries, even 1ww the 
old system continues. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Certainly, it 1s to 
India's advantage to have manufa~tur
ing done here rather tha~ to !tave 
the product imported. It is to India's 
advantage to encourage foreign in
vestors to bring their manu.i'acturing 
pfants here and to produce product3 
for the Indian market. It is certainly 
advantageous for India to have re
search and development done htre 
rather than to have products import
ed from abroad. But this is happer.
ing very slowly. There have been 
problems within India. ThEre is the 
question of foreign private invest
ment. You say, under what conditions. 
you are going to accept it. The Indian 
view on this has been ambiguous. 
Sometimes there is a shift in thinking. 
There is the problem of foreign ex
change. Recently, the exchange rate 



has been revised. There have bcn.n 
various other restrictions and contrvls. 
TherP. have been disinct..ntiv~s +o 
foreign investors for coming to lnd;a. 
I do not think the patent law has had 
much to do with it. Of course, patents 
may have had 1 it tie to do with it in the 
past, but in future it may be that 
patents will have much to do with it. 
According to the- trend today ill pub'ic 
1)olicy in India, there seen1s t<> be a 
renewed desire to attract foreign pri
vate investment. Just at Lhis time 
we should not, it seems to me, take a 
retrograde step on the pJ.tE:nts frc,lt. 

Shri Warior: One general question 
about incentive to private ~upital 
Don't you think that such • arg~ 

population as 49 crores of people is 
an enough incentive and a moxe a>
sured marl<et than a patent protec
tion? 

Prof. Kilbridge : The market in 
India, although it is very large, is alsc 
very poor. The total population is 
about 480 million. But the pu:chasing 
power is very low. It is still a fair:y 
small market for many things. But 1 
will say that I believe that the strong
lest inducement that has attracted 
foreign investment into Indh has been 
the· potential of the Indian market, 
which is larger than all of Latin 
America and Africa combined, and a• 
the purchasing power of the merke~ 
grows, the manufacturers can S'CC' 

here a tremendous propensity to con
sume and they would likt! to serve 
that market. 

' 
Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 2 of your 

original statement, you have men
tioned in para I that the P•tents Bill 
1965 as it now stands is a harsh ana 
discriminating instrument, and that 
in the long run it may hit industrial 
development, retard inflow oi foreign 
private investment and impode trans
fer of technology from industrially 
advanced countries. These are your 
words. Don't you think that these are 
very harsh words? May I put it to 
you that the comments by yr,u are 
rather harsher from that point of 
view? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I don\ think in 
my new statement, written som<: 
two months afte'!- this, thal I have re
used the words "harsh and discrimi
nating". However, I don't retr<.ct 
them. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am glad you have 
modified them. You have got to re
member that in our country, we arP 
developing our own industr;al policy 
and it is not a capitalistic coun'.ry like 
the one which you repr'l:~nt. We 
have got our own democratic SQrial
ism. So our patent system .h<:s got to 
be on that main basis of S<lcialistic 
democratic set-up. You have been 
here for more than two years and you 
know that this is '! very poor coun
try. Under these circumstances, do 
you think that the present patent 
system is more useful as compared to 
the new one and that tho new Bill 
that we have brought forv:ard is not 
desirabre? That is what you think'/ 

Prof. Kilbridge: Yes, I think that 
the proposed Patents Bill is less desir
able than the pre~ent pt~tcnt l~w 
India is a very poor country. This is 
why economic development is very 
essential to the country. Industr.ial 
development will depend, not entirely, 
but to a large extent, upo'l foreign 
capital and foreign know -how. That 
may be seen from the history of all 
developing countries. Even America, 
for her industrial development, im
ported British capital and British 
knowhow. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: My most important 
point is about pharmaceutical and 
chemical industry. I am concerned 
mostly with that. Most of my friends 
here are mostly concerned with high 
prices for these pharmaceutical drugs. 
You probably know that we have 
got a very important public sector 
here where we have invested more 
than Rs. 2,500 lakhs in three impor
tant projects at Madras, Rishikesh 
and Hyderabad. Do you still believe 
that the patent system should be more 
strict keeping in mind that we have 
such a big pubric sector project where 
we are, before long, likely to be self
sufficient in the pharmaceutical drugs? 



Prof. Kilbridge: I fail to see the 
connection between file size of the 
public sector and the need for patent 
protection, unless it is envisioned that 
at some time in the near future, the 
entire food, drug and pharmaceutical 
industry and chemical intermediates 
will be in the public sector .. 

Dr. C. B. SingJt: No, that is not the 
idea I am not suggesting that, as we 
are going to encourage the private sec
tor as well. The point is, in view cf 
this large public sector and a sti'l 
larger private sector, will it serve our 
purpose if we have a separate secti~n 
altogether dealing with pparmaceu!I
cals and chemicals. The present Bill 
has sections where it deals with 
pharmaceuticals· and .chemicals along 
with food as well. Will it be all right 
from your point of view if we have 
separate sections altogether dealing 
with pharmaceuticals and chemials 
and food drugs? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I am not a patent 
lawyer and I just a:o not know the 
omplications involved in the adminis
tration of two patent laws, one cover
ing pharmaceuticals and chemicals 
and one covering other drugs. This 
kind of question may be referred to 
patent lawyers who are specialists in 
the administration of patent laws. 

Dt. C. B. Singh: One more point 
about the right of appeal. In our 
patent Bill, there is no right of appeal 
beyond the administrative machinery 
given by the Government or the 
Drug Control Act. You have not said 
much on that point. What is your 
view on that? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I think I have 
pointed out in my testimony briefly 
that it seems to be inconsistent with 
the general Indian policy of judicial 
appeal and that it seems to be rather 
an arbitrary way of_ deciding an issue. 
More consistent with the Indian demo
cratic processes, it seems to me, would 
be an appeal board and an appeal 
judge of sen~ sort or to put these 
issues into a judicial channel. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: Now it is common 
knowledge that hardly much money 
has been invested in research in.. this 
country either by the private sector 
or even by Government. Do you think 
that a strong patent system is likely 
to attract more capital for industrial 
development? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I think that, in 
general, a strong patent system has 
the effe.ct of encouraging research and 
development and that therefore, there 
would be greater investment in re
search and development. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: How many 
patents does your country ho'd in India 
and how many patentees are manufa,o . 
turing their products in India? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I do not have tha1• 

information. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Do you agreE 
the price of patented medicines in 
India is much higher as compared to 
the international price of the same 
medicine? 

. Prof. Kilbridge: I do not think ther•J 
is such a thing as an internationai 
price for a given drug. It must differ 
from country to country. My own ex
perience after living here for twt• 
years is that the retail price of drugs 
in the chemists in Delhi is cheape1 
than they are in Chicago or Washing
ton. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: On page 7 yO<l 
say: 

"My experience in Indill during 
the past two years convinced me 
that, although the cost of basic 
drug manufacture was higher in 
India than in the United StatE~. 
mostly because of the higher cost 
of raw materials and the uneco
nomical scale of production, still 
consumer prices weZ.e lower." 

Have you got any factua ~ data on the 
basis of which you arrived at this 
conclusion? 

Prof. Kilbridge: This is. purely a 
personal observation. In the presen
tation of my testimony for the r~cord, 



I did not give that statement. Not 
because I had changed my mind, but 
because I had made a personal obser
vation and I had nothing to support it. 
I have no survey or extensive data to 
support it. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: During the 
years immediately following the first 
World War, The American pharma
ceutical industry which was in a lower 
stage of development took full advant
age of the patents registered by Ger
mans in that country and developed 
the industry. If so, do you think the 
Indian industry should be denied such 
an opportunity of utilising the well- · 
known formulae, etc. and developing? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I am not familiar 
with your observation about the be
haviour of the US drug industry after 
the first war. As I said, I do not re
present the drug industry here speci
fically. I represent the United States 
Chamber of Commerce. I am not 
famniar with your observation and 
I have no comment to make on it. 

Shri Peter Alvares: You had argued 
from the point of view of technologi
cal development as well as industrial 
finance. A reference has been made 
here to the particular po'itical economy 
that our country wants to evolve and 
develop. In this context, various 
political economies are being respond
ed to in different manner. Developing 
Economies are now coming together 
under an Asian Development Bank in 
which developed nations are investing, 
Again, the UN has asked all develop
ed nations to pay 1 per cent levy upon 
their national income. If the res
ponses are so varied, why is it not pos
sible for the foreign investor to con
sider developing the industry in India 
by even permitting the abrogation of 
the patent law as was done in Russia 
and Japan until they developed their 
own industry? 

Prof. Kilbridge: Unfortunately the 
individual industrial investor looks 
upon his investment as an opportunity 

to make profit in the long run, J:li!l 
social instincts, although they may he 
highly developed, are I believe, secon
dary to his instincts as a businessman; 
whether he is a foreign investor or 
Indian, the jn~ic !":"'!c~ives are the same 
Accepting these motives, we have got 
to ask ourselves, is a n1ixed economy 
such as India going to be successful 
in developing industrial enterprise if 
they refuse to acknowledge the motives 
of free enterprise? 

Shri Peter Alvares: You have talk
ed about t'•e incentive for foreign in
vestment. The Reserve Bank of India 
Bulletin for May, 1965 reveals that 
the investment of both the UK and 
USA in India drew the largest profit 
in India than in other developing coun
tries and even in the investing coun
tries, i.e. U.K. and U.S.A: So far as 
UK's investment is concerned, the pro
fit in India was 8.8 per cent, all other 
countries average 7.9 per cent and 
domestic, i.e. in UK itself 7.8 per cent. 
Similarly for USA's investment, in 
India the profit was 11.9 per cent, all 
other countries average 10.2 per cent 
and domestic, i.e. in USA itself, 9.1 per 
cent.' Therefore, it is not proper to. 
argue that there should be a proper 
climate created for investment by 
maintaining the old anachronistic 
patent law. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Are these profits 
that is, profits after deducting all 
taxes? 

Shri Peter Alvares: In one case, it 
is net profits. In the other case, it is 
profit on investment. Whatever it is, 
the ratios are similarly worked for the 
different countries. 

Prof. Kilbridge: It is difficult to 
compare the profit margin from coun
try to country, from industry to in
dustry. I have one set of data from 
the Reserve Bank of India and 
another from the Commerce Depart
ment of the US. I have tried to worlr 



1t out and I did not get very far with 
it. Even if we accept the figures given 
by the Reserve Bank, to get a return 
·of 8.8 per cent in USA is fairly easy, 
while on 11.9 per cent profit in India 
is realised with much greater risk 
than in the United States and with 
·much greater trials and tribulations. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You have men
'tioned in your statement that forei
gners may not invest money in India 
and open factories if more protection 
is not provided in this Bill. What is 
·the kind of protection that you re
·quire? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I say that if the 
·present patent protection is greatry 
·weakened, it may influence the rate 
of inflow of private foreign invest
·ment. I did not argue that the pre
sent patent law retards foreign pri

·vate investment. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: What is your 
·specific suggestion in this matter? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I plead for no more 
-protection than the present protection. 
I think the present law needs some 
changes but not such drastic changes. 

Shri Dalpat Singh.: You have object
~d to the provision in the Bill which 
reduces the time during which a paten
'tee can enjoy the benefits' of his 
patent. In view of the fact that mar
'keting facilities have increased in r·e
·cent years what do you think should 
be the time limit for the patentee to 
get full benefits of his patent? 

Prof. Kilbridge: It varies from 
·patent to patent and country to coun
try, I think it would be better if 
'India adheres to international stan
dards in this respect. After all, it is 
not. only the condition of the market 
wh1ch determines the rate of return. 
The problem is as much the scale of 

·.manufacture and the rate at which one 
can produce the product as much as 
the sale of the product. If a unit 
.:wor~s one shift instead of three shifts 
lt Will take three times the period to 
·get full return. Similarly, if it works 
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for half a shift, it will take six time 
the period to get full return on inves 
men!. 

Sbri Bade: On page 4 of your memo 
randum you say: 

"Clauses 67 and 88 of the Patents 
Bill, 1965, provide that all patents 
for foods, drugs, and their chemi
cal intermediates will be endors
ed as 'licenses of right', and that 
where an endorsement 'Licenses of 
right' exists any person wishing 
to work the patent in India may 
require the patentee to grant him 
a license on mutually agreeable 
terms, or on terms decided by the 
Controller of Patents in the event 
of disagreement. These c'auses, 
in effect, virtually deprive the 
affected industries-and especially 
the important pharmaceutical in
dustry--of their patent rights, 
throwing open these patents to 
any number of applicants without 
regard to their financial or techni
cal ability to work them properly, 
and setting a ceiling on royalties 
rather than allowing for free · 
negotiations based on the merit of 
the product involved." 

Why do you object to this clause? Is 
it on 'y because the manufacturer or 
inventor is put to loss? 

Prof. Kilbridge: My criticism of 
clauses 87 and 88 is based on the fact 
that they deprive these industries
food, drug and chemical industries
Of their patent rights, which I think 
is somewhat discriminatory. They 
virtually throw out all patent rights 
in these industries. 

Shri Bade: Do you not think that 
during the last fifteen years of our 
independence the foreign firms have 
created monopolistic conditions by 
obtaining patents and exploited our 
country? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I have the feeling 
that monopolistic manufacture in India 
has its roots essentially in the licens
ing system. This avoids duplication of 



effort and controls the amount of 
money invested in various industries 
and limits the foreign exchange drain. 

Shri Bade: Suppose a patent .is 
granted in India for an American firm 
for both the process and the product 
manufacturers from Italy or Japan 
cannot come to India and compete with 
that American firm and that creates 
monopolistic tendencies at the cost of 
consumers. 

Prof. Kilbridge: I agree that it is 
one of the functions of patents to have 
a protected market. 

Shri Bade: Therefore, it is better to 
abolish the patent law and allow the 
manufacturers to compete as in Italy. 

Prof. Kilbridge: In a situation in 
. which you abolish all patents you 
may find no one coming forward to 
manufacture things. 

Shrl Bade: Jn Italy there is no 
patent law. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Because of that 
there is any amount of spurious drugs 
in Italy. 

Shri Bade: In your present note you 
seem to have taken a different line 
from your previous note. In your 
previous note you had come to the 
conclusion that our present Bill 
amounts to abrogation of all patent 
rights. In that note you had objected 
to the license of rights, compulsory 
licence, provision of appeal, amour;-t of 
royalty etc. In fact, you had _obJeCt
ed to every section of that Btll. It 
rneans that according to you there 
;hould be no amendment at all. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Are you referring 
o another statement made by me. 

Shri Bade: You have given previous 
1ote which was circulated to us. The 
1ote which was circulated to us pre
·iously by the Chamber. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Is it my note? 

Shri Bade: I am sorry that is rtot 
your note. That is from InternationaL 
Chamber ot Commerce. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to put 
one or two economic questions because
the witness is an economist. As the 
witness has pleaded that India needs an 
inflow of foreign capital and inflow of 
foreign technology; now, we have our 
own plans . in which there is rightly 
referred that we would like to en
courage the inflow of foreign capital 
and technology in a planned manner. 
Now Patents Bill is only a part o! the 
incentive that is provided for the in-· 
How of foreign capital as he himself 
said and the effect of the Patents BiU 
that he said in the Memorandum it
self is more or less psychological. 
Now the real criterion for inflow of 
foreign capital will be the return on 
the capital that is available in India
Now our Reserve Bank has made a 
survey to which also the witness has 
referred about the return on capital 
by the various sectors of the industry. 
I will refer him to the November 196& 
Reserve Bank Bulletin-he has refer
red to Novemoer- 1964 Bulletin-pages 
1697 and 1698. Since he will not have 
the bulletin with himself I will just 
read out the figures given there. Now 
it is stated that the profit after tax a.• 
percentage of net worth from medi
cines and pharmaceuticals is given as 
below-! will also compare with the
general profit from the industry as a 
whole. Now in 1960-61 profit from 
medicines and pharmaceuticals was 
1'7.2 per cent as compared from all in
dustries 10.9 per cent. In 1961-62 from 
medicine and pharmaceuticals it workS' 
out to 16 per cent as compared to al! 
industries 9.9 per cent. Now in 1962-
63 the return from the profit after tax 
amounted to 11.9 per cent as compared 
to 8.6 per cent !rom all idustries. In 
1963-64 it is 12.7 per cent as compared 
to all industries 9.3 per cent. Now the 
witness will notice that the return 
from the medicine and pharmaceutical 
industries is higher than the average 
return from all industries. I would 
like to know this from the witness: 
Whether he is aware that of the 900 



'drugs in common use in India about 
100 of them enioy patent protection. 

Dr. C. B. Sing!!: Even less than that. 

Shri Bade: I am just giving an 
average and about 800 dO not enjoy 
any patent protection. Now what 1 
have been trying to find and I would 
like the witness to answer is: What 
percentage of this profit as included In 
the Reserve Bank Bulletin could be 
attributed to the patented medicines 
because after all out of 900 only one 
hundred have got patented protection. 
Now what is worrying our mind is 
that so far as the other medicines are 
concerned the average profit may be 
low but so far as the patented medi
cines are concerned the profit to us 
appears to be unreasonably high and 
as a result of the very high prices 
that the patent products are in a posi
tion to command· the average profita
bility from the medicine and pharma
ceutical is pushed up. This is what 
the feeling is, that is, because we have 
not been able to get any data separate
ly of the profitability of the patent 
products from the ·non-patented pro
ducts. Now that being at the back of 
our mind we feel that even if we 
weaken .the patents system in this 
~ountry it will not very much effect 
the returns on the capital investment 
in the medicine and pharmaceutical 
industry and, therefore, it will have 
no effect even if it has marginal effect, 
on the inflow of the foreign capital. 
It the witness could enlighten us on 
the point probably it will go a long 
way to remove our doubts. 

Prof, Kilbridge: As far as specific 
knowledge of cost-price relationships 
in the medicine and pharmaceutical 
industry is concerned, you must please 
rely upon the witness from that indus
try who will be coming up next week. 
I would, however, argue we should 
not look at the return on investment 
as ,the sole criterion for attracting 
foreign capital, as the return on in
vestment in under-developed countries 
is only one of several criteria. There 
are other factors like political climate 
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social and political stability, the diffi
culties of doing business, the idiologies 
of Government, etc. These are things 
which also greatly influence foreign 
private investment, and return on in
vestment is only one among them. · 

I have some information about drug 
prices in U.S.A. which shows that, as 
a matter of fact, the patented drugs 
have shown a consfsfemdrop in prices 
in U.S. in the past few years. Let 
me read this news release disclosed 
today. It shows prescribed drug 
manufacturers have been holding the 
line of price in arresting the nation
wide inflationary trend. Figures dur
ing 1965 show a drop in wholesale 
prices for prescribed products on 
average of 1 per cent annually since 
1961. Drug products covered by 
patents have shown an even more con
sistent drop of 8 per cent during the 
same period. It is a fact which be
lies the recent criticism in that under 
the modern patent system non
patented drug items have experienced 
an increase slightly more thari 2 per 
cent. This again is a ibewildering 
statistics to those who argue that the 
patent system is causing increasing 
prices. But again I would ·beg of you 
to ask this question of the drug indus
try people. 

Shri M, R. Shervani: I am sure that 
the intention and the motive of the 
Inian Parliament while enacting this 
is not to retard industrial growth. 
Sometimes, we enact these to stimulate 
industrial growth and sometimes to 
restrict social 'evils. 

In this Bill regarding patents, an 
effort hasl:leen made to plug the looP
holes and to improve upon the present 
law. In your opinion, this new Bill 
weakens the existing law. As far as 
I can see, there are two points to which 
most vigorous objection is being rais
ed. One of them is the shortening of 
the period. 

I personally feel that it is in the in
terests of industrial growth because 

.. if you shorten the period of patents, 
then two 0 r three years more are given 



to others to be able to set up those 
industries, and that will stimulate in
dustrial growth in our country, 

The other point is about the com
pulsory licensing. Here, I want to 
understand from you what the fear of 
the foreign investors is. For, as an 

. economist and as an industrialist my
self, I know that merely owning the 
patent or the process is not enough for 
anybody to be able to put up the in

. dustry, because technical know-how 
is much more important than ~he 

patented process, and I, for one, would 
-never attempt to invest my money or 
encourage others to invest their money 
on the starting of an industry, merely 
because I happen to have the patent 
or those others have the patent. Un
less and until I have the technical 
know-how and the assistance etc. 
which would ·be required from the. 
originator or the inventor of the 
patent, I would not attempt to start an 
industry. I must rather ·go out of my 
way to give him whatever he wants 
in the shape of royalty and so on so 
that I may ensure the smooth work
ing of my factory. 

This provision that has been made 
. here is for the purpose of restricting 
the evil of exploitation by a greedy 
patentee who would not grant a patent 
just because a competitor has come 
into the field. In such a · case, the 
Controller of Licence will certainly 
examine the technical ability, the 
financial capability etc. of the person 
concerned, before giving the licence. 
As regards the fears that you have 
mentioned at page 4 of your memo
randum, namely that if this compul
sory licence is given, then any number 
of applicants could have the licence, 
I would submit that certainly and 
surely, no Government would like to 
waste the internal capital by issuing 
licences to half a dozen people or a 

· dozen people without ascertaining 
their technical and financial ability to 
set up the particular industry. 

I. want to know from you what 
specific fears the foreign investors have 
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in this regard, for, to my mind, these 
things are not only in the interests of 
the country and in the interests of in
dustrial growth, but they are also in 
the interests of the foreign patentee 
1r inventor; they do not harm the 
foreign patentee or the foreign inves
tor in any way, because in spite of the 
process being known, somehow most 
of the industrialists would like to 
have coUaboration. Alld we do have 
already collaboration in our country 
in fields where there are no patents. 
For instance, take the petro-chemical 
industry, and several other industries 
where there are no patents. I have 
myself started a dry battery industry 
where the~ are no patents, but I have 
collaboratiOn with a British firm and 
I am paying royalty to them, because 
I want to have a smooth working of 
my plant and also quicker production. 

So, what is the fear that you have 
in your mind? 

Prot, Kilbridge: I must say that I 
am sure the Indian Parliament has no 
desire to frustrate industrial develop
ment and that this patent law is in
troduced not for that purpose, and 
that this is the farthest thing from 
your minds. But I have a feat, how
ever, that' we may be doing the wrong 
thing f~r the right reason, and no 
matter how good the purpose of the 
Bill may be, it may serve just the 
opposite end. 

To argue that since a patent can be 
worked easily without the needed 
know-how and management techniques 
and that, therefore, a patent itself has 
no meaning is really to argue against 
the patent system in toto. A patent, 
admittedly, is a necessary and. not a 
sufficient condition ~or manufacture, 
but it is necessary, 

Shri M. R. Shervanl: What remedy 
would you suggest against a patentee 
who does not exploit the patent over 
a reasonable period of time? If you 
object to our clause, then what alter-

' native remedy would you suggest 
against this evil of exploitation for 



personal profits for a longer period 
than is reasonable? 

Prof. Kilbrldge: The licence of right 
to my mind creates the possibility of 
too many manufacturers starting pro
duction on less than an economic scale 
and competing for a lfmited market 
and for limited raw materials. 

Shri M. R. 6hervani: I ani sorry I 
have not been able to follow your 
answer. 

·Prof. Kllbridge: The question asked 
previously was why there should be 
objection to thelkences of right in 
view of the fact that government 
would not be likely to license a person 
who is not capable of producing and 
who does not have the funds, the 
technical skills and so on. 

Assuming that the provision is pro
perly administered and that e'l/ery
body who applies for a licence of right 
and is so granted one can indeed pro
duce efficiently and does have the 
capital to do so, then there may be 
too many people producing the same 
item. To resolve this, I would like 
the economy of operations to be kept 
in view. Larger factories can gene
rally produce things cheaper than 
smaller factories. So, we have both 
the cost-price relationship and also the 
economy Of operation in economic 
development as criteria in trying to 
decide whether we should allow con
trolled monopoly for the purpose of 
economy of production or whether we 
should allow competition for purposes 
of economy of production. 

Mr. M. R. Shervani: The basis of pri
vate sector is competition. So, the 
private sector is not afraid of compe
tition. On the other hand, the private 
sector welcomes competition, because 
thereby the quality improves, and the 
costs are brought down and produc
tion increases. The U.S.A. certainly 
would not favour controls and mono
polies. You have a tree economy in 
your country where you compet.e, ar.d 
you are · progressing through that 
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system. So, where is the fear if too 
many people start producing the same 
product? 

Prof. Kilbridge: If the system were 
totally free and open then the fear 
would not exist, because· then the 
market would handle things. But in 
India where there is ·a controlled eco
nomy and a planned economy, the 
private sector really does not function 
or operate as dependent upon the 
market but as dependent ·upon Gov
ernment. A man who has a factory 
running on one shift, if he sees a com
petitive licence issued to somebody 
else to set up a similar factory and 
run one shift in competition with him, 
when his factory requires -operation on 
two or three shifts, in unfairly treated. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: But you have 
not answered my question. My point 
is this: 

In the present law, we have given 
a certain limited period for exclusive 
exploitation of a patent, ,and now we 
are seeking to reduce that period by 
two years .or four years in the case of 
drugs and medicines. My question 
was: What alternative remedy would 
you suggest to prevent the evil of ex
ploitation for a longer period than 
what we have suggested? We say 
that if a patentee does not start 
manufacture but is exploiting it by 
import of the patented product, then 
compulsory licence will De given to 
anybody who is capable of producing 
that produd:- "We do allow a patentee 
to exploit his invention or his product 
for a certam period, and it is only 
after that ~hat the Government of 
India would give or grant any com
pulsory licence. 

If you do not approve of that, then 
what alternative suggestion have you 
got to prevent this exploitation for a 
longer period than is allowed in the 
Bill? 

Prof. Kilbridge: Talking to . the 
narrow point of what should be done 
about a patentee who daes not exploit 



his patent and who prevents it tram 
reaching the market, and to that point 
alone, I would say that there are 
several examples in international 
patent law that we could follow. I 
have no particular argument for any 
one of these, but I do sympathise with 
the, position that the patentee who has 
no desire to work his patent may have 
his patent revoked or cancelled. 

Shri Balkrishna Wasnik: In your 
statemept at page .7 you have stated 
that the existing Indian price control 
lagislation is adequate for direct 
action, if that is thouglit necessary. 
Could you elaborate this statement? 

Prof. Kilbridge: We have had price 
controls in India on pharmaceuticals, 
since, as far as I can recall, about the 
middle Of 1963. Controls were intro
duced under the Defence of India
Rules. I understand the Defence of 
India Rules in respect of control of 
drug prices is no longer applicable, but 
that a new way of achieving the same 
thing through an extension of the 
Industrial Resolution, or some such 
instrument, can be used for continu
ing control, antl, in fact, has been, or 
is about to be used, for the purpose of 
cqntinuing the confrol of drug and 
medicine prices. This is a direct waY 
of controlling prices. Considering all 
the factors that go into drug prices, 
the patent is one of the smallest, and 
you cannot control drug prices directly 
through patents. 

Shri B. K. Das: You say that 4 per 
cent royalty is not- adequate, and that 
it should be settled by migotiatio!J. 
Can you give me an idea as to wha~ 
generally is the percentage allowed in 
such cases'? 

PrOf. Kilbridge: It varies all over 
the place. Usually it · depends upon 
such things as the value of the pro
duct, the size of the market, the num
ber of those licensed etc. Preliminary 
royalty rate may decline with time 
very rapidly; it may be. 8 per cent for 
the first year's production, declining to 
2' per cent after ten years. So, it is 
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impos~Jble to generalise on it. Th8 
argument here is less aimed at the 
am,ount of percentage than at the 
principle of control. 

Shri B. K. Das: But can you give 
the maximum percentage? 

Prof. Kilbridge: There would .,., a 
limit beyond which the manufacturer 
would not get any benefit. That woula 
be the maximum. 

Shri B. K. Das: You have also said 
something about appeal to the court. 
Would you like if the appeal is to a 
special tribunal? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I would think that 
it would be more consistent with the 
way you do things in India to have a 
tribunal · 

Shrimati Sharda JUukerjee: About 
balance of jlayments you have said 
that if Indian private capital can have 
an alliance with foreign capital, we 
can thereby enter the world market, 
but we find that orl the contrary some 
of the agreements are such that we are 
precluded from certain world markel9 
either because of international trade 
agreements or because the companies: 
with which agreements have been 
anived at have put these restrictions. 
How then do you think that this will 
give India access to world markets? 
What world markets are you thinking 
of specifically, because international 
agreements, the European · Common 
Market etc., would preclude us from 
those markets. There is also the 
Atlantic Agreement between Americs 
and Britain. So, which particulm· 
market have you in mind, and would 
the purchasing power of these markets 
which you are thinking of be really or 
any substance to India? 

Prof. Kilbridge: The markets I have 
in mind are the markets of Southeast 
Asia and Africa more than the Conti
nent or Western countries. This kind 
of agreement in which a collaborator 
is starting a factory with an Indian in
vestor. giving him the patents, tha 



knowhow and so 1ortll but precniUing 
the possibility of his selling anything 
abroad, so that his own export pro
gramme fr.:>m the United States and 
other countries is not affected, is . bad 
thing, and I decry it, and I hope that 
in future you would not go into sue}!. 
things, but enter only into such '1gree
ments which not only permit export of 
a certain percentage of the products . 
but require a certain percentage of the 
products to be exported and thus TJUt 
the burden for managing the export- on 
the foreign collaborator. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Justice 
Ayyangar, at page 11 of his report, has 
made the following pertinent observa-
tion: · 

"These patents are taken out by 
foreigners not in the interest of 
the economy of the country, but 
With the main object of protecting 
an export market from competi
tion frorri rival manufacturers 
Particularly those in other parts of 
the world." 

Therefore, it is in the interests of 
India to have this sort of patent law 
which would ensure security for her 
own manufacturers. Because the pre
vwus Act was unsatisfactory these 
modifications have been made: I do 
not quite agree with this point you 
have made regarding the effects on 
our balance -of payment situation, be
cause as things stand at' present, I dO 
not thmk if we enter the international 
market we have a better chance than 
With collaboration. As far a th A · s • e 

stan markets re conc'erned, there 
also there are limitations. 

Prof. Kilbridge: As far as entering 
the world markets is concerned bne 
r:a.son w~y in many c;ases We ha~e to 
ha.' e foretgn collaborators i's to ffi · en~ure 
e Ciency of ?roduction, quality of the 
product and International standard of 
products. It is extremely difficult s for 
an Indian manufacturer who ha not 
had the experience of meet;., g ~hese 
s~andards to meet them by hi~seir to 
f'Ise above the environment as it w~re 
to turn out a product of g~od quality: 

The point about the pl'Otected 
market abroad for the foreign manu
facturer, into which no one else can. 
export if he has a patent, is telling. It 
is for this 1·eason that I would urge 
India to insist on bringing the manu
facturing facilities to this country and 
get the full advantage of the patent 
in terms of having the factory here .. 
To do that, we have to set an environ
ment which attracts the foreign im·es
tor. . The patent law is only one 
small part of the whole thin~ 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: May 1 
Put it to you this way? If your 
foreign capital were to come to India 
on fairly remunerative terms, you 
would probably have a much better 
chance in the Asian market also. 

Prof. Kilbridge: Yes, I believe so. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: The eco
nomic basis of the learned witness ior 
growth and development is quite clear 
His whole approach seems to be based 
mainly on considerations for attracting 
private foreign capital. That being 
so, one is naturally tempted to ask 
whether any study has been made in 
the United States, anywhere, to indi
cate the extent of correlation between 
the inflow of private foreign capital 
and the patent rights granted; if 5o, 
we would be very grateful for getting 
the results of such a study. · 

:Prof. Kilbridge: There have been 
some studies made, both through our 
Department of Commerce and the 
Business Council for International 
Understanding. I see that one of the 
witnesses . v:ho is going to be here. 
next week is professor Meagher. who 

. was with the Business Council for In
ternational Understanding and who I 
believe, conducted such a study. He 
considered not only patent protection 
but other factors as well and I would 
urge you to bring this question to hun. 
I think, he will be able to help you. 
I can myself search for it and I can 
also refer it to him as I know he will 
be more able to put his hands on it 
than I. 



Shri Shyamnandan .Mishra: You 
have been very kind to give us very 
valuable information about many as
pects of the working of our economy, 
but you were not able to give the in
fvrmation sought by an hon. Member 
here as to how many American patents 
based on the 21 per cent of the total 
of the private foreign investment here 
were working, but, strrely, you would 
be in a position to give us some in
formation about the working of patents 
in yottr country. How many Ameri
can patents and how many foreign 
patents are working in your country 
at 'the moment? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I can guess, but I 
am sorry I just do not know the speci
fic number. I am an economist not 
a patent lawyer. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Would 
you be able to send it on to us? 

Prof, Kilbridge: I can search out the 
information for you. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Accord
ing to you, the proposed Bill seems to 
be of a restrictive nature. As a 
natural inference from this one would 
seem to think that the present law is 
more liberal in character. That being 
so, one would be entitled to think that 
on the basis of the present law there 
should have been a more liberal inflow 
of American or foreign private capital 
here. If the present 1aw is allowed 
to stand as it is, do you think that 
there would be a better picture; if so, 
why did the better picture that you 
portrayed before us not materialise i:J 
the past? You have indicated that the 
total foreign private. investment pro
jected for the Fourth Five Ye3r Pbn 
is of the order of Rs. 150 crores a year 
or something like that. We had also 
projected in the Third Five Year Plan 
total foreign private investment of 
the ardor uf Rs. 300 cr-'res. that is, 
about Rs. 60 crores a year, but that 
did not materialise \•lith the present 
patent law. Therefore, Would you 
kindly indicate how you think that 
there collie] be a more hopeful picture 

in the future if the presL~nt mt·o.'ur~ 
did not come nb.Jtit? 

Prof. KiJ.bridge: As \u.: ;,tll knu\\ 

the patent Jaw is one of many .io.u·tor~ 
in the investment climate of a coun
try. It is not the most important: 
there are other factors more impor
tant. These factors ha1·~ in the P"" 
added up to a chancy, unin";iting. 
climate for in\'estment in India. h 
has changed from time to time thi, 
way and that, but in toto the invest
ment climate in India has been barely 
acceptable; it has not been good. Titat 
is why fJreign investment has not 
come in very fast. If we worsen i.he 
climate, we will get Jess foreign in
vestment and if we improve the ell
mate, w..: will get more foreign in
vestment. There are many ways to 
improve the climate. Some things are 
being done right now to improve it. 1 
ca~ see them happening, even in the 
press. The Patent Bill is contrary to 
this trend. We can imprV\'e 'the 
climate for foreign investment in 
various ways and we can, at the s~me 
time, weaken patent protection. Th•'"' 
could be offsetting elements. 

I personally strongly belie1·e that 
India should (l'Y to increase this inflow 
of foreign private investment. I think, 
it ca;,_ do this with its present f"rm of 
social democracy and planned eco
nomy. I do not think it is inconsisknt 
with a socialistic pattern of develop
ment. I think, it is essential to bring 
in foreign capital. I just do not think 
that the balance of payments problem 
is going to he solved in the long run 
bv foreign government loa!lS. Th~ 

i~lercst burden on thee:;-. ln·'ns alone i~ 
becomin~ formidable. !ndia has got to 
find foreign exchange which comes in 
fTom the private sector. To do !hi' 
we ha,·e got to m:~ke the finest invest
ment climate we can make con~i::.:t~nt 

with our principles. 

I think. th~ patent system that India 
has nO\\' is consistent with thl':"e prin
ciples. It meets international stand
ards: I think, the Patent Bill proposed 
is harsher than the patent la'''S of 



other competing countries and cannot 
have anything but a detrimental effect 
upon the flow of foreign investment 
into India. I dO not think that by any 
means the new patent law is going to 
hasten foreign private investment; it 
is going to slow it. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: On page 3, 
line 5, 0 £ your statement today you 
have said:-

"Owners of patents are 0 ot free 
to fix a monopolistic price or to 
ignore the activities of competi
tors.'' 

Then, on page 6, last line. you .;ay:-

"As with the balance of pay
ments question, this private ques
tion is difficult to resolve pre
ei·..:el.v." 
I 

What do you think to be proper to fix . 
rt>a.:-onable pric(• in India? 

Prof. Kilbridge: The meaning I had 
in mind in the statement' on page 3 is 
that a patent does not grant monopoly 
In the sense that ''monopoly" is nor
mal 'y u:-ed by an economist in which 
you have one sllppier and h~ has cvn
trol o•·er the market and the price the 

. market will have to pay. Thel'e are 
compdillg products and co·mpe{ing 
~r~cesscs for any patent and no paterJ.t 
1s Immune to new research and new 
de\'elopment which can produce a 

·newer and better product on better 
processes. So, a patent owner has a 
limited kind of protection and a limit
ed kind vf control during the period.· 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Monopoly 
means monopoly control. When one 
has got a monopoly contro1, we have a 
control for the prices, and when the 
price is controlled. the poor will be 
supprC'~sed. 

Pr~f. Kibridge: We have also, as I 
rntnhonect earlier, the alternative use 
of price controls; the Government of 
India has very successfully used price 

·controls in the past 211d, if necessa·rv, 
may' utilise it in the future. ' 

Shri Bibhuti 1\Iishra: Somewhere 
you have mentioned that the USA 
charges a profit of 10 per cent. I 
think a ten per cent profit is too 
high. 

Prof. Kilbridge: I think I have 
been fortunate enough to escape that 
indiscretion. I do not think I have 
put in profit figures. 

Shri 1\lehrotra: The prices of some 
of the drugs and medicines in Ame
rica are less than those charged in 
Indi1. In India the prices are more 
than those available in America. 
What will you suggest in order that 
th• drugs may be available at a 
muderate price in our country? 

P'rof. Kilbridr,e: do not have 
specific information of comparative 
prices, especi8.11y of medicines Jnd 
drugs, as charged in India and in 
other countries or any cost of produc
tion figures. We have to refer to the 
Industry people "'ho I understand 
have made a scrutiny and seve:al sur
veys of the cost structures in other 
countries. I do not know that we . 
should start with the assumption that 
the prices of' drugs and ph1maceuti
C&ls to the 'patient in India are higher 
than they are in other countries. In 
my own experience, I found th <t the 
prices of cerhin drugs which I pur
chased while tn India, for my chilrl
re.n, v:ere cheapEr than the price in 
Chicago where I was previously. I 
think the industries people will be 
able to answer the question. 

Shri 1\Iehrotra: Some of the life
saving drugs are sold at a very high 
price in Indla and they are imported 
from foreign countries. Will this 
Bill be helpful to get those drugs at 
a cheaper price? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I sympathise com
plejely with the fee'ings of this body 
which has a strong desire to reduce 
the cost of medicines to the poor. I 
think it is essential for the Indlan 
way of life and the Indian way of 
doing things, to make it possible for 
every ·man to afford the drugs that 



he needs. I do not think that the 
patent bill is the best way of doing 
this. I think there must be more 
efficient ways of doing it. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The hon. 
witness represents the Chamber of 
Commerce in the USA. · I want to 

·combine three things in one question. 
Three things are discernible from the 
Patent Bill. Firstly, we have very 
poor knowhow, and certainly we can
not progress ·unless we can get the 
know-how and import it. The question 
is, on what terms .can we do that. I 
would like to have your advice on 
that. How can we encourage the 
knowhow to come" into this country 
at what is called a reasonable cost? 
Secondly, how can that "contribute to 
our further knowledge and further 
research on the cubject so that indi
genous knowhow will also grow here? 
Thirdly, about the drugs and chemi
cals needed in the country, there is 
no scarcity for them; and we get 
them at a reasonable prices. Keep
ing that in view, as far as the provi
sions of this Bill are concerned, don't 
you think that these provisions, if ·they 
are kept as they are, will be conducive 
to fulfil all these objectives that we 
have before us? 

Prof. Kilbridge! Let me reply ,o 
the first two points, and then ask 
for a restatement of. the third one. 
The first question was, what is 
the best way to attract foreign know
how for industry. I think the an• 
swer is obvious: capital. We have to 
throw money and knowledge and 
heart and skill all into it. Buy know
how through collaboration.; I do not 
think it can .be done well without 
capital. Technical assistance and 
agreements that bring only foreign 
technicians to assist an industry are, 
I think, a flimsy way of attracting 
technical knowhow. The best way is 
the way that India is generally tryinl{ 
to do it: by bringing in foreign capi
tal with collaboration agreements 
with Indian capital, and insisting on 
the tralnl.ng of Indian technicians and 
Indian J\,anagers by the foreign 

technicians; by insisting also that as 
much of the research and develop. 
ment work that Nn be done in India 
should be carried out, here, so that 
the company develops an integrated 
business complex, as autonomous a 
group as possible within India, rather 
than a branch of a company which 
sends its research results a broad. I 
would like to see the growth of indus
try in the way I suggested. It has 
to capture the knowhow so that the 
people are trained and are made 
available to other companies as IIH'y 
move around within the industrial cOJCl. 

munity and develop skills in a vari,·: :· 
of different stations and circumstan~ 
ces. I think it is essential to do this. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: From your 
reply I find that you have combined 
both the knowhow and the importa
tion of capital. Cannot this be 
separated? 

Prof. Kilbridge: They can be sep
arated. I think it is an expensive 
way of doing things. We could start 
a factory in India without foreign 
capital, by using public loan money, or 
with free foreign exchange, We can 
hire a group of foreign engineers to 
come here and set it up for us an:l 
show us how to operate lt. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: The first 
question is, importation of knowhow: 
then there is the question of capital. 
It is up to this country to get that. 
Or, if the colla bora tor gets the know
how and is able to manufacture the 
medicines on his own, well and good. 
If not, one may enter into collabora
tion. Do you agree to separate the 
two? These are two separate i•sucs. 
Secondly, we have to get the know
how and make the results available 
at ·a reasonable rate to the vast popu
lation. For this purpose, there are 
provisions in the Bill fixing the dura
tion of a patent and the rate of roya~ 
lty 'to be paid to the patentee. Do 
you agree with -those provisions? 

Prof. Kilbridge: As I said before, 
the royalty rate should depend on the 
circumstances o'f each case and is not 
definable in advance. 



Sh1•i Sham La! Saral': The Bill pro
'idcs the duration of a patent shall be 
i 0 yPars. Do you agree to that?· 

Prof. Kilbridge: 10 years is, I trunk 
too shOrt a period for two reasons. It 
is inl'on~istent with international stan
dards whieh are about 17 years on 
the average. Seeondly, 10 years i.> not 
1tn:.; ..:r.uug~l i11 lllany instances to pay 
back the cost of research and develoP
ment anti sPh ing up rnanufactudng 
LH"iliti<.·s in In .. 1a. 

Shri Sham l.al Samf: What about 
ro~·alty? 

Prof. Kilbridge: That should be 
negotiated in P.'1t:h case. 

)lr Chairman: ln P"~e l you ha\ e 
~airl: 

"T!1e pate1~t system is an insti
tution cl<>veluped as an instrument 
of. natonal policy to serve the 
nation's economic interest." 

That has been the guiding principle of 
USA' also? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I feel that the 
patent law. Why should you object 
the nation·::: E>conomic interests in the 
long run. 

!Vir. Chairman: Earlier your country 
took some decisions regarding the 
patent law. Why should you object 
.to those provisions being made in 
India now? Ours is an under-deveiop
ed country. I hope you have read the 
Ay:,·anger Report. I shali read out 
one pas.age from ·there: 

"Mr. Langner giving evidence 
before the Temporary National 
Economic Committee of the USA 
which was set up in 1941, speaking 
of the American Patent system 
said: 

"Patents are taken out in foreign 
countries (by Americans) for two 
main reasons. One is that we are 
doing business abroad and we want 
to protect our article, so that th<· 
Gc·rman manufacturer or the Eng
lish manufacturer is not able to 
\.,npy it immediately and gl) into 

competition: with -us. In other 
words, it is a great selling point for 
our goods to· have a protected in
ventive feature and we have kept 
aheod of the· whole world in the 
export mark.cf.s through our patent 
system". 

Again, Edith Penrose in his study en
titled "The Economics of the Interna
tional Patent System" has said: 

"No amount of talk about the 
economic unity of the world can 
hide the fact that some countries 
with little export trade in indus-
1rial goods and few, if any, inven
; ions for sale h~ve nothing to gain 
fi·om granting patents on inven
tions worked and patented abroad 
except the avoidance of unpleasant 
foreign relationship in other direc
tions. In this category are agricul
tural countries and countries striv
ing to indush·ialise but exporting 
primarily raw materialS-

Ours is suc·h a country-

"Most countries have little if 
anything to gain economically from 
granting patents to foreign firms; 
and they do so partly because the 
ideals of 'international coopera
tion', 'non-discrimination' and 
similar laudable statements hav" 
been influentiaf in shaping the 
thoughts of lawyers and states
men." 

r have quoted from your own country. 
Do you agree with these views? 

Prof. Kilbridge: I could hardly be 
expected to agree with the total pic
ture. 

Mr. Chairman: Is that because 
yours is a fully developed country and 
ours is an under-developed country? 

Prof. Kilbridgc: No. Indian in-
terests should come first and no Bill 
should be passed on the basis of 
pleasing a foreign power. My inte
rest in seeing that India has a good 
patent law is so that India attracts 
foreign -investment which it needs 
for rapid economic deve1 opment. l 



-~-orked fOr 2 years for ou1· A.I.D. 
Jnission in which position I was 
largely responsible for the loan pro
gramme 10 India. I believe fully 
in Indian development. But I take 
;a re3listic \"iew.. I do not think pub
lic sector projects are enough for 
lndia"s development. Foreign pri
vat-e investment is neeessary and you 
do not get it merely by pleasing 
the Government of a country, but by 
pleasing the bussinessmen in that 
coLmtrr. One way of looking at the 
Anwrican patent system is that the 
American patentee is trying to pre
Yen! competition in the Indian market 
from oth<'r freign producers. AnothPr 
wa~· of looking at it is India is 
benefited if we can attract his factory 
to India instead of mere:y importing. 
the product and putting up barriers 
against other products coming in. 

:Ur. Cbaimtan: This committee is 
'·prepared to give reasonable protec
tion. but fot· for extortion. 

Prof. KUbridg·e: No country 
should give protection for extortion. 

:\Ir. Chairman: According to the 
report of the Reserve Bank, certain 
patented drugs are sold at 400 times 
the price. Is it not extortion? I 
~an give certain examples. Gross 
profits after tax come to 14 per cent. 
16 per cent. I 7 per C<'nt and so on. 

Prof. KUbi"id~re: · Then we have the 
c>uper tax, tax on dividends, or remit
tance~ made. and so on. 

L\tt. Cnairntan: The mrun object 
of th,, patent law is to start manu
fqcture in the country and to pro
mote research. Suppose a patentee 
does not start a factory to m<..nufac
ture it here nor does he havt• any 
research institute here. In such 
cases, if compulsory 'icences are 
given after three years, why should 
there be any objection? 

During those three years he has got 
monopoly for importing the products 
and selling them at exhorbitant 
prices. What protection can th~ 

country have against that? 

Prof. Kilbl"idge; think the 
patent should be used or it should be 
revoked after a period of time. 
otherwise I can see no advantag~ 
to India. When the country is pro
viding all conditions necessary for 
manufacturing the product within 
the country, one should expect the 
foreign manufacturer to set up a 
factory in that country. If under tho 
conditions made available he can 
make a reasonable profit, he should 
set up the factory in India and 'Tlanu
facture the items here. 

:\Ir. Chairman: We have no more 
questions to put. Thank you very 
much 'for coming and giving valu
able information to the committee. 

(The witness t11en withdrew.) 

<The Committee then adjo>Lmed.) 
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1. Mr. Georg Albrechtskirchinger. 

2. Dr. Ulrich Heubaum. · 

(The witnesses .were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give is public and will be printed 
and published and placed on the 
Table of the House. It will also be 
distributed to the members of the 
Committee. If you want any part of 

your evidence to be confidential, it 
will be printed and distributed to the 
members of the .Committee. Your me
morandum has been circulated to the 
members of the Committee. If you 
want to add or supplement anything, 
you may do so. Otherwise, members 
will ask question~. . 



Mr. tieori" Albre<·htskirchinger:' Mr. 
·Chairman and. bon. Members of the 
Committee, may we, in introducing 
<•urselves as the represe>ntatives of the' 
Association of Chemical Industry in 
West Germany, say some words by 
way of introduction about our perso
nal background? Dr. Ulrich Heubaum, 
sitting next to me, is a chemist and 
has a life-long experience in the plan
ning and running of chemical pro
ductions. He is with the well-known 
Bayer Company in. Germany and , he 
has been asked to deal with chemical 
questions of impol'tance which will 
come up dUring this oral evidence. I 
om a member of the Bar at Frankfurt 
a.1d advise the Association of Chemi
cal Industry on all questions of in
dustrial property rights and related 
problems in the legal field. 

We have pointed out to you in the 
memorandum ~·hich was submitted by 
our association, the Association of 
Chemical Industry in West Germany, 
in January of this ye3r, that ours is 
an organisation which represents vir
tually all of the chemical >ndustry in 
Germany with more than 2,000 indi
vidual member firms which represent 
all the companies engaged in the pro
duction of ch<'m.ical goods of all 
typPs 

The President of ~w· Associatio,, has 
Jsked me to convey to you, Mr. 
Chairman, and through you to all the 
members of this Committee, his most 
sincere and respectful greetings. We 
are indeed greatly honoured to be 
heard today by appealing before you 
and we consider it as an event with
out prPcedent that we, as represen
tatives of a foreign country, repre• 
sentatives of a branch of industry of 
a foreig 11 country, have been invited 
to come here and to be heard by your 
Committee, which is seized with a 
very difficult question indeed, i.e .. 
revision of your present patent legis-

tation. We hoPe to be able to con
tribute some ideas and consider. this 
invitation to be ' a remarkable 
example of open-rriindedness and we 
feel that this sort of excharlge of ideas 
across the borders is very usefuL We 
are glad that today in this Committee 
room there will be some sort of dia
logue between India and German:',· 
because as you know, the relationship 
between our two countries has always 
been cordial and is characterised by 
mutual respect and very good under
standing of each other's problems. 

The specific purpos~ of our being 
here today is not, in my opinion, to 
advise you but rather, I would say, 
to share· with you our experience of 
the reconstruction of German indus
try, including chemical industry 
after two devastating wars, because 
the evolution of the last twenty years 
will shed some light on the issue 
which is before you. In view o& this, 
we consider it to be our duty to be 
here and to communicate to you our 
suggestions and answer to the best of . 
our knowledge any questions +hat you 
might want to put. 

Since we have to do this in. Eng
lish, whieh is for us a foreign langu
age, may we ask you beforehand to 
have patience and indulgence if dur
ing the course of questions some pro
blems of rommuniration may arise? 

May I touch 011 our rPcent and 
conte;nporary experience in Germany. 
As vou know, at the end of the second 
Wo~ld War Germany was .devastated. 
Our entire industry had suffered verY 
severely, The persons who tried to 
get the industry back on its feet had 
to cope with every imaginable diffi
culty. In most cases they had to 
start from scratch. Th<'y were faced 
with a great many difficulty and res
trictions which were rmposed upon the 



dt:-feated country which '.vere vn}:\· 
gradually lifted as slowly the Federal 
Republic of Germany regained step 
by step its indep'endence and its 
sqvereignty. There is no need to :eH 
you that today the· Federal Republic 
of Germany ranks among the •;et·y 
top of industrialised nations ;n the 
world. 

In retrospect now of this evolu lion 
of the last twenty years of German 
industry during its reconstruction pe
riod I believe that I should touch only 
upon two of the phenomena which 
were casual and characteristic of 1.his 
recon.$tfuction, and they are the role 
of· patent protection during this pe
riod and technological co-operation 
with foreign countries. As to patents 
the facts are the following_ By the 
end of the war, in the spring of 1945, 
patent protection in Germany ,;tad 
ceased to exist. The Patent Office at 
Berlin had closed its doors and there' 
was no longer any opportunity to file 
anything and to get any sort of !>ro
tection. 

At the end of the war it WdS quite 
evident that everything in the "oun
t ry had broken down. There was 
no longer even the' possibility of 
travel to exchange things to produce. 
Everything had to be done on a very 
small scale, The German property 
rights-of c.ourse, patent right is a 
property right: the lawyers like to 
call it the intangible property right
and patent rights abroad ""ere as a 
rule by the end of the war eonfiscai
ed as a ron~equenre of the war. 

This was the situation that Ger
many had to face and the responsible 
men in Germany in politics, in the 
economy and in the industry who tried 
to get things rolling again knew very 
well that the materiill aid from abroad 
which began to flow into Germany. 
thanb mainly to the American in
rtuence and a'll the inventiveness nnd 
the potential. of creative thought that 
was certainly still there in our coun
try and scienCt' and technology 
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alone would not suffice. It --A·:t:; v~ry 

quickly r<>alised-this, of course, wa• 
based on experit>nce-that the pro
tection of inventive thought olong the 
traditional lines of the patent system 
was a pre·requlsite for an industrial 
and economic recovery. Accordinsiy. 
in Germany everything was done 
from the very beginning to re-insti
tute the patent system and to ;nakt 
it work again. 

At first provisional step.:; were 
taken to n1ake sure 1hat inventor.:; 
could file their inventions. Then. by 
1949 the Patent Office' was re-opened 
and it began its traditional work of ex
amination. The old Patent Act, which 
was originally put into force of taw in 
the last decades of the la,;t century 
and which had been changed several 
times ~ccording. to the changes u( the 
econamy, was n1aintained in all its 
basic features; there was no substan
tial change, 

Thus, from the very beginning. of 
the industrial recovery in Germany 
the inventor could rely on the safe
guards of the traditional. strong pa
tent protection. This meant that 
under this protection new thoughts 
were readily disclosed and not sup
.presscd, anct research and . develop
ment were encouraged. It al.;;o 1neant 
in our opinion and experience that 
thus a basis was giver\ for an dfici
ent industrial investment policy. lr 
the face of almost total destruction 
and in a situation characterised by 
the lack of all material assets, the 
intangible assets which are dormant 
in any nation in the world at any 
time, that is, creative thought, could 
be brought to life in Germany, thanks 
to a very strong patent protecti')n, 
which thus became a very dechdvt: 
factor for tho gradual grow!~ nnd 
reconstruction and for thP prese~t 
strength of our indu~trial sociPty m 

German~·· 

It is cQUiJlJY .:signifH.:c.tnt-lhercby. · 
may touch upon the second ~omt 
which I have mentioned-that trom 
the very bel(innir.g in the p3tent f.~ld 



this sort of protection was offered to 
ail foreigners-anyone in the world
who wanted protection of t.heir in
tangible property rights in Germany. 
No discriminatory measures were 
taken in regard to applications, for 
cated German property during the 
example,· made by nationals ot coun
tries whose governments had ·oonfis
war or as a consequence of the war. 
The fact that Germany right · ofter 
its defeat provided a strong patent 
protection at the time when the coun
try was still in ruins encouraged the 
inflow of foreign technology, capital 
and know-how and relatively quickly 
Germany could again come to the 
basis of exchange of ideas and tech
nology and re-tie the old links that 
had existed before the war because 
the foreign companies felt at ease to 
operate in Germany under those con
ditions of patent protection; they 
felt at ease to grant licences to make 
knoWn their know-how and ~ery soon 
a very intense technological co-ope
ration between Germany a.nd a great 
many countries began. 

As you very well know, now Ger
many has rather intense econo·;nic 
and industrial contacts with a great 
many countries, no.t only with indus
trialised nations but also with a great 
many· countries which are in the 
course of industrial development and 
among those countries, fortunately, 
is also India. 

In this connection, after this intro
duction, I might want to make one 
reference which relates also very· 
directly to our expedence. Our ex
perience might shed some light on a 
specific problem which has been men
tioned by your Government in the 
well-known report of the Secretary
General of the United Nations on the 
role of tr.ansfer of technology to 
under-developed countries. In this re-

, port your Government has stated in 
its official declaration that as a mat
ter of fact 90 per cent of the 'latent 
applications which were filed i~ this 
country are filed by foreigners and · 
that only 10 per cent are filed by 
Indian nationals. This fact is 'deplored 
by your Government. · 
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As you might have seen in our me
morandum, we touched a little bit on 
this issue. In .this memorandum we 
tried to tell you that in our opinion 
this certainly js a situation that 
should be improved. We p.re of the 
opinion that as time goes on and 
there is more industrial development 
in India, no doubt, this ratio wo•1ld 
change to t.he better, that is to. say, 
there would be more Indian applica
tions. 

In this connection I wish to relate 
to you our experience. We have pre
pared for you a diagram on the basis 
of statistics of patent applications in 
Germany between the years 1905 :md 
1965. In this the patent applications 
are shown only in the form of a ;liag
ram but if you so wish I can give the 
exact figures for the last 10 or 12 
years which I have with me. This dia
gram shows the total figures and 
then in two other lines, which are on 
this diagram, the applications are 
split up into "by German nationals" 
mid "by foreigners". You will see 
that from 1905 onwards, at a time 
when Germany was already an im- · 
portant industrial nation in the world, 
the number of foreign appli~ations 
was relatively high. This is shown 
through the line that you see at the · 
very bottom. 

I may draw your. attention to the 
right side of the diagram, which deals 
with the period after the Second 
World War. As you can see, the 
broken line starts practically in 1949 
-the time, as you know, when :he 
Patent Office began to 1 work again, 
and there you will see that this pe
riod of German reconstruction after 
the war from 1950 on, is characteris
ed by very sharp rise in percentage 
of foreign applications. I can give you 
the exact ratio of last year in this 
respect-and I quote here from the 
official statistics of the German Pa
tent Office-in 1965 the percentage 
of patent application~ filed by foreign
ers in Germany was 42:61 per cent. 1 
may state only briefly-! do not want 
to burden you with all tbese figures; 
if the Committee so desire, we are 



ready at any "time to supply . this 
material-at any rate, I may point out 
that, for example, in 1950 this was 
16 per cent and there was a steady 
rise every year and this is not sur
prising to us. We tend to believe that 
in a highly industrialised country, :he 
high per,centage of foreign applica
tions is precisely an indication that 
this area enjoys a great economic in
terest. that it is to be considered an 
area where there is progress, where 
there is evolution and where the1-e 
are chances for a bette( future. In 
this connection, :may I relate to yo-u 
from my 'experience, may be now, 
based on exact statistics. that ~incr 
the starting of a Common Market au
thority and the attempts to coordinate 
and to merge the economies of 'le six 
sountries of Central Europe, the num
ber of patent applications from abroad 
-and I mean from outside Zurope 
including U.S.A.-in a!' these countries. 
especially in Germany which is the 
~nly examining country Jor pat.~·lt 
~pplications in the Common 1Vlarket 
area has increased enormously. As a 
result of this increase, 'the German 
legislator is now faced with the prob
lem to sin1plify the procedure, because 
the German Patent Office is no 'anger 
able to bear the load of exam1mng 
every single application that is made . 

. Now this sort of fact in the Common 
Maoket area todav where the number 
of foreign~an::I in 1his case primarily 
the United States-patent appEcations' 
has increased so enormouslv and our 
Patent Office has practically· broken 
down• is agairt an indicatioCJ that the 
eco:1omic progress in this a::ea attracts 
the outsiders to come in and to ope
rate in this market. . I realise that for 
a country which has not yet reached 
this industrial stage, things might be 
judged little differently. but believe 
me, in reality in my opi·oion, there is 
also for India an indication that this 
great country with a large popula

-tio,1 is considered by any o,e who is 
well versed in the evolution of econo
mics and technology as having a 
future There is a future here and it 
!s the. irntense economic interest o! 
the area which is responsible for this 
l11u"o· 'than an'ything else. From my 

personal experience it seems to nte 
that for an industria[ country lik«! 
Germany a perce.1tage of almost 43 
per cent of foreign a'pPlications in the 
last rear is quite indicative and quite 
remarkable, and as you all know 
may be other witnesses from othe; 
countries have told you already-this 
Is _not an exception at all. Nether
lands for. example, has almost 80 per 
cent foreign applications. Thece are 
great many countries in the world 
where you find a similar situation. It 
seems to me, this is one of the cases 
where a certain amount of patience 
is needed. The problem should not 
be seen exclusively from a pessimistic 
angle. There is much good in this. 

Now, M:. Chairman a1d Hon'blc 
Members of the Committee, may 1 
again give you some material, which 
in this respect, is of intere~t. I havr 
here from the official statistics of our 
Federal Reserve Bank figures which 
werP published in the yeacs 1964 and 
just recently in 1966, ·which show 
balances of royalties paid a:Jd receiv
ed in the Fe[leral Republic of Ger
many for inventions, processes, copy
rights and so on and so forth. Now ·as 
You will have a look at this document 
--i would ask You to have a look at 
it-you will see that Germany todi: •,· 
in the yea:- 1965, arrives at a corn 
pletely n.egative balaace of royalty 
pavments. As a matter of fact, if you 
look at last column you will very 
well see from 1050 0:1, when the ne
gative balance was still very small
but this. of course. was clue to othec 
facto1·s i.e. the receipts and expen
diture were very. small, because this 
was the verv beginning of our indus
trial progre~s-it was vec·y small In 
1950. It ha< come upto 462. In or
der to explain to you this t~ble in a 
conect a 1 ·J complete manner, I 
would attract your attentio1 t9 the 
following. That upto 1962. in thes~ 
stati.::;tics of our Fedf'ral Re~er\'e 

B•nk. a]<o the payments for copv
rights and similar rights were inclu
ded. There seems to be. i1 feet t..,ece 
is no use when discu%ing technolo-
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gical changes to Include payments fat 
things of that sort. I will ask you to 
consider the figures in 1963 and there 
vou see h the second column. the 
·payments for copyrights and Sllmlar 
rights are listed. So if you take th'' 
figures of 1965, you would have to 
subtcact 19 and would arrive at the 
Agure of 300, which would mean that 
Germany has received in 1965 a sum 
of 300 million DMs for royalites. And 
if you look at the expenditure side. 
you would have to subtract 121, 
which· lea'ds you to 660. Germany, in 
other words, in 1965, expended 660 
million DMs for payments on royal
ties. The negative balance, if it .'s 
co:rected taking into account copy
rights pte. would be mi.1us 360. Well 
we can draw this simple lesson from 
this, in 1965, Germany which in rank
ing is far above placed amongst the 
industrial nations of the world in in
dustrial output, paid more tha.1 double 
in royalty payments to othe: count
ries than it received. In spite of all the 
expenditure we have and all the 
efl'orts \Ve make for research, becaw;e 
'\\:e an~ convinced-this is our petsonal 
expcrience-th3t you ca.1 neithe.i.~ 

build up an industry nor maintain an 
industry unless you devote a great 
deJI uf money· a1;d time on ingenuity~ 
re:,;..._'arch a·.1cl development-in spite 
of all this, we cannot run our econo'"' 
my and our industry without the 
help of cou.1tries that have mo:e ex
pe .~ience i.e. are more advanced, and 
if you draw the balance of payments, 
you will realise there is cle3r indica
tion that we in German.v are more at 
the receiving end than at the givmg 
entl. This again I think is a very 
inL.•resting ra2t. 'I am glad that . we. 
are in a position to give you the latest 
lig·.trcs of 1964 and 1965 which have 
ju_-;~ been published t!1l'ee or fuuf 
\J.'eel<.s back. 

I may say one thi:1g marc. Just as 
\'o,:e do nut consider the number of 
fore:gn application; to be a liability, 
\\'e are equally not likely to regard 
this in Germany as a completely ne
~ative thing. It steem 5 to us that you 
ha\'e to arn\'e 3t a sort of balance in 
any econL'my and in the exchange of 

technology and science. E\·en 
whe:e you do all the things that you 
can do yourself with the utmost effi
cie.lc,Y, you ha\·e also to invite foreign 
cooperation. We, in Germany, would 
always be willing to depend in the· 
chemica) industry on the ~ngemuty 

· and experiet1Ce of Ame1:icans, of Swiss 
and of others and we would be only 
too glad to learn a gr.eat deal also from' 
you In chemistry', we would be at 
the receiving end in the sense that 
we would have a black-flow of your 
personal experience of some of the 
methods that we try to use 'here in 
India. 

We wanted to show you the expe
r'cnce of Ge;·many after· the Secnnd 
World War. Of course, it is an ex
perience which you cannot just take 
<ud apply to any other situation in 
the world. I am completely aware of 

. this. But there are certain parallels 
in the world. ln spite of total des
truction we had quite a few men who 
knew how to run industrial installa
tions. I can assure you that if we 
had :not taken these measures to pro
tect these intangible assets, let me say 
like a small little flower that is just 
about to come out. it would not have 
gro,•;n into anything and the material 
aid which we had received later on 
under the llh:sha) Plan would not 
have been put into good effect. If we 
had not created this system which pro
tected· our own creative thought and
it is equall important-which encour
aged \he other countries and also our 
former e.1emy counL'ies to come back 
and say, "Well, Jet us try again; Jet 
us arrive at technological cooperation" 

. the Americans, the British, the French 
and all other countries would not have 
moved an inch. If they had not had 
the assurance that theL· know-how 
and their inventions have a very good 
and solid protection, they would not 
have come forward to cooperate. 

We are dtpendent on cooperation. 
Today, in science and technology, there 
is t!1e science which is worldwide. The 
science or the British science but it 
is the science which IS worldw1de. The 
knowledge must be communicated 

which ;s, after all, one of the ends of 



the patent system. But the disclosul'e 
of the knowledge alone is not suffi
cient. Contracts n1ust be n1ade, tx
perience must be communicated to 
others. This can only be achieved by 
a sound patent s;ystem. 

Now let me say a few words in !'e
gald t~ the Bill itself which, of course 
has been touched upon to some extent 
in the Memorandum which has been 
submitted to you in Janua.ry. It is 
quite clear, as the rfi'pl'esentatives of 
the Association of the Chemical In
dustry in Germany, we are particu
la"·Jy interested in certain clauses of 
the proposed legislation which de3ls 
specifically with chemical inventions. 
However, one cannot look at all these 
things in such an isolated manner. We 
have to go into the provisions as such 
in their complexity and in their en
tirety. I have not the intention to 
repeat what I have already said. I 
would just briefly mention a few 
things v:hich may have not come out 
clearly in our written Memorandum. 
Let me touch upon, very briefly,' the 
provisions of compulsory licensing, 
working of patents and licences of 
rig'lt and revocation. That is all con
tained in pp. 4, 5 and 6 of our Memo
randum.· But Jet me make a few 
general remarks here. We have our 
experience in Germany. Of , course, 
the system of compulsory licensin'g is 
se lf-evjdent in a way and the expe
rience has shown that the temporary 
monopoly which ·is conferred by the 
potent-the legislato~ confers th1s 
monopoly for very good reasons
should be under some sort of control. 
When 2 ver there is an abuse or w?:n
ever there are overriding necessttie~, 

may be in public interest or for publlc 
welfare, legal measures must be ta~en 
in advance to guarantee that the m
vention which is patented Wlll not be 
ab"sed. This may be resorted to only 
in the case of abuse of the right con
ferred by the patent. 

r may, however point out that 
there are other. correctives in an eco
nomy which are·, in our expenence, 
mo:·e effective. One of them is com-
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petition, specia'ly when you tou..:hl'd 
upon the problem of prices whith "''' 
shall discuss here sometime ater. 
There is only the competitive elcn1ent 
which works in an-automatic and effi
cient manner. Of course.· we also ha\'t.' 
it and practically i.1 all industrialised 
nations, there is some sort of legisla
tion which deals with 1·estrictivc 
trade practices. It is quite clear that 
in th1s field of legislation of restric
tive trade practice5, you must also 
touch upon the issue of patents and 
industrial property rights. In Ger
m~oy, we enacted the Restrictive 
Trade Practices Act in the year 1938. 
Without going into the details. the 
basic principle of the law is that any 
measure. any contract, which re.st;icL .... 
competition or which falsifies the 
competitive normal market situation 
is. as such. not valid. ThEn, of course 
there are certain exceptions which 
have to be there. The autho:ity 
which has been created for this pur
pose can rna ke exceptions and grant 
permissions for certain agreeme~ts. 
This Germa;, Jaw, in dealing w1th 
patent rights, industrial property 

'rights. in Sections 20 and 21 says very 
~!early tha-t all the licensmg agre~~ 
ments as such are vahd as long o::; 
they do not impose upon the ic~n.:;ce 
an~ obligations which go bE-yo.Hl the 
scope of the right conferred. New, let 

. me give you one very simple e:~amp e. 
If I am a patentee. I can g1ve my 
patent t oDr. Heubaum and allow h~m 
to run it until the year. let us say, tJ~e 
dates of expiration 1971. Undc,· th1s 
licence contract, if I would obligate 
him to be bound to this agreement 
bevond the year 1971, this ag. ten,ent 
w~uld ,-,ot be valid because it would 
go beyond the scone uf my right. This 
is. of course, only a very slrnp1e ~~a
amplP. Any licensing agreement W111ch 
goes beyond the ·scope of the patent 
right is invalid. Now you see here 
ag!Jin that the Germa1· legislation In 
a field that has 11othing to do WJth 

'compulsory licensing,. which i_s . ot 
greatest importance in the Restnctive 
Trade Pr8ctices Act. has expre~siy 
permitted these agreements which 
after all are based on a monopoly 



right. The legislation has clearly said 
that as long as these licensing ,gree
ments are within the scope of tne right 
conferred to the patentee, they are all 
right. They need not be exempted; 
they need not be registered. They 
are all right. But I m;~y tell you \ita\ 
the;e are certain restrictions of li
censing agreements, restrictions which 
I would impose upon Dr Heubaum, 
referring to my example, that he 
would produce only ill1 such and such 
a manner, manufacture the product in 
that and that quantity or only in that 
territor'y or only ~ithin a certain time. 
The restrictions of this sort by legal 
definition are within the scope of the 
patentee's rights. So you see that even 
in Germany where we have a ·ather 
strong law on restrictive trade prac
tices, it had been found to be necessary 
and especially here the licensing 
agreements should be so to say exempt 
ments should be so to say exempt. 
There are a few examples outside of 
this sphere but they are not regarded 
as rc,trictive by legal definition. Fur
thermore, I may. point out that the 
legislation has also provided for a 
number of ca,.:;es where certain clau~es 
in such licensing agreements may have 
to be registered with an authority wh't 
will issue the permission that they Le 
vractised. For example I am a 
patentee and I can give the licence to 
Dr. Heubaum. But I v..ill not be 
allowed to oblige him that he should 
buy the raw materials and other 
intermediate products from me. But 
if I can prove, and if it is the case, 
that the flawless technical execution 
of this material which is protected, 
depends on this raw material which 
is under mv control-in other words 
where \her~ are technological reasons 
for it-then this sort of agreement is 
all right and the law does not scorn 
it. The legislation in Germany has 
been made with a great deal of care 
in these matters and the significant 
factors may be of great interest .to 
you. I am giving you our own expe
rience in Germany where the legis
lator in the Patent Act itself has re
instituted the tradiEonal system of 
strong patent protection, where for 
developments after the war it was 

thought necessary to have a very 
;trong restrictive trade practices Act, 
where the legislator found i.,: neces
sary to protect especially the indus
tria! property rights by special clauses, 
because it is very well known that 
unless· you do that-give a rather 
strong te~porary monopoly-you will 
have no technological advance. 

I don't want to comment · at the 
moment on the individual clauses of 
your compulsory licensing system. I 
may point out that in Germany also 
we have a clause which deals with 
compulsory licensing and this compul
sory licence is to be granted only 
where public interest requires it. In 
1965, we did not have one single case 
for arbitration and I must tell you 
that applications for compulsory 
licence for reasons of public interest 
are very rare indeed, the reasons for 
this being that the law puts up a very 
high· barrier of conditions which have 
to be fulfilled. In theory you find 
this almost in any patent legislation 
in the world, for example in your 

·Bill also. Due consideration must be 
given however to the faci that the 
applicant for a compulsory licence 
will really be able to produce on a 
cmnmer~ial scale the patented pro
duct. But of course, th<;! jurisprudence 
of a certain country on this matter is 
of high importance in our view. It 
is mainly the jurisprudence which 
decides doubtfu1 cases and which will 
put the accent on how a certain 
clause should be interpreted. Our 
experience in Germany with a very. 
restr'ctive sort of compulsory licens
ing system, is that' it is very difficult 
to get a compulsory licence. There 
is only one ground public interest and 
no other. I know' you are concerned 
with the problem of non-working of 
patents. I will come to that a little 
later. Our general experrence would. 
show that compulsory licensmg IS a 
fleet in being which should be tnere 
and inust be there but ·there Is no use 
having an arsenal of all imag!naole 
weapons which should be wtei<tecl DY 



the Government authorities, which 
could be used by competitors, which 
could be used by practically anyone 
and which go very far in detail. In 
other words, a very . detailed and 
elaborate system of compulsory lic:ence 
will have a detrimental effect. 

May I Mr. Chairman and Hon'ble 
Member; of the Committee, draw your 
attention to one particular point which 
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is very much on my mind and, I will 
say, rightly so, because it touches in 
particular the entire chemica) indus
try? This is the regulation called the 
"licence of right" which is found in 
your proposed legislation-sections 86 
to 89. May I, Mr. Chairman, make a 
few remarks first as to the termino
logy, because there seems to be some 
sort of a confusion regarding the ter
minology. You are quite familiar 
with the Model Law of the United 
International Bureau for the Protec
tion of International Property, which 
also deals with something which is 
called "licence of right". However, 
the licence of right which is proposed 
is Of a completely different nature. 
There a provision is made which 
depends ~n the voluntal'Y action of 
the patentee. A patentee can, if he_ so 
chooses make a sort of a declaration, 
which :.Vill be registered duly by the 
authorities, to say that any one who 
wants to use the patent can use it on 
terms agreed upon. In 'Germany, we 
have a similar regulation in our Jaw. 
It is I believe, in Section 14, which 
we ~all somewhat differently. If · I 
translate it in English, it means ' .vill
ingness to grant licences". The Legis
lature when it framed this clause, had 
the foi•owing reasons in mind: a smoll 
inventor, an individual. scientist,_ may 
sometimes find the patent' fees involv
ed to be rather high; so it was felt 
that granting a reduction in the 
annual fees it he grants licences 
freely to the public, will be very 
helpful. Another reason is that. 
smaller companies which do not ope
rate so extensively in the market 
might have difficulties sometimes in 
finding adequate partners for licensing 
agreements· in most cases, if the size 
of the con:pany is small, you will 

need certain agreements with othen 
to help you in production, distribution 
and so on, therefore, it was felt that 
a smaller company m1ght find it help
ful to have a sort of public notice 
that any one could come and ask for 
the licence. This is the concept of 
licence of right as far as we have 
understOod it. If you s0 wish, I could 
also give an indication as to how many 
of such applications and notifications 
have been made in Germany in the 
last year. There were several thou
sands of notifications of this sort last 
year in Germany. 

The system which is being proposed 
in your Bill is something complicated 
and if you permit me, I would not 
call it "licence of right"; I would call 
it "automatic licensing" because I 
speak here for the chemical industry. 
According to Section 89, any invention 
in the field of chemical industry will 
automatically be endorsed with licence 
of right and this in turn means that 
any one can immediately apply that a 
licence be given to him. 

Shri Bade: Read Clause 90 also; 
that is also applicable. 

Mr. Albrechtskirchinger: Clause 9() 
deals with "when reasonable require
ments of the public deemed not satis
fied''. 

Mr. Chairman: You referred to 
Clause 89; Clause 89 says: 

"Where, in respect of a patent, 
a compulsory licence has been 
granted on the endorsement 
"Licences of right" bas been made 
or is deemed to have been made, 
the Central Government or any 
person interested may, after the 
expiration of two years ... ". 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: am 
sorry I misquoted tp~ Clause. Clause 

89 deals with revocation of patents 



after the grant of compulsory licence 
or the endorsement "licences 0 f right". 
The Clause that I was thinking of is 
87, which deals with certain patents 
to be deemed to be endorsed with the 
words "licences of right". That is 
what I should like to call "automatic 
licensing". There, of course you 
have quite a few sectors of ind~stries, 
for example, alloys, optical glass, etc., 
which are individual productions of 
certain industries. But in the field of 
chemical industry, no distinction is 
made. It is applied for the whole in
dustry; the "licence of right" would 
always apply to it and Clause 88 
regulates in detail as to how this will 
be done. Mr. Chairman and hon. 
members of this Committee, if this 
Clause is passed, the chemical indus
try will be completely under a differ
ent regime. 

lllr. Chail·man: Not to a'! chemicals; 
it is only in respect of substances 
used or capable of being used as food 
or as medicine or drug . . . 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: May I 
give my interpretation of it? I refer 
to the Clause which I should like to 
call "automatic licensing". I would 
like to ask you to tell us whether it 
is correct or not. Th'e clause which 
deals with "automatic licensing" has 
nothing to do with discrimination or 
a special measure with regard to the 
drug industry. It deals specifically 
with all inventions in the chemical 
industry totally. There is one addi
tional measure which hits the phar
maceutical industry. In respect of a 
patent endorsed with "licence of 
right", royalty has to be paid; this 
royalty should normally i>e agreed 
upon between the patentee and the 
licencee and in case there is no agree
ment the President of the Patent 
Office, if I am correct, will have the 
right to arbitrate in the matter-to 
settle the terms. There, for the r.har
maceutical industry, you have intro
duced in the proposed legislation a 
royalty ceiling of 4 per cent. This is 
the only difference. But we want to 

make it clear to you that this parti
cular Clause. Clause 87, puts the 
entire chemical industry in your 
country-a]] inventions in this field
under a completely different and 
special regime. What we want to 
discuss with you in detail is whether 
this is a wise measure. 

Shri Bade: How are the ~hemical 
indusries included? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: May I 
explain it to you? If I may say, your 
Sec. 87 reads: 

"Notwithstanding anything con
tained in this Act,-

(a) every patent in for"e at the· 
commencement of this Act. in 
respect of inventions relating 
to-" 

May I skip the first paragraph as also 
the second one and react (iii): 

"(iii) the methods or processes 
for the manufacture or produc
tion of chemica) substances in
cluding alloys, etc." 

shall be deemed to be endorsed 
~ith the words ''Licences of right", 
In the case of inventions referred 
to. in clause (a), from the com
mencement of this Act . . .". 

In my opinion, it is quite clear and 
in Europe it is always interpreted in 
this way,-if I may say, I would be 
surprised if there were a difference of 
opinion-that the entire chemical in
~ustry _w~ll be automatically brought 
m. This 1s a legal obligation that you 
devise here. There is no administra
tive act needed. It will be automati
cally subjected to a special regime of 
licensing-as I call it automatic 
licensing. Am I correct? ' 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: That is 
correct. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It is only in res
pect of patents in existence at the 

commencement of this Act. 
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Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: No. It 

i< for both. It is a technical question 
of phrasing in such a way that it 
applies to both sorts of patents, ·but 
both are specifically mentioned. I 
think I am quite correct in this inter
pretation~ from the moment ,that you 
would pass the Bill in the way it Is 
proposed now, any invention-! want 
to stressethis again-any invention in 
the chemical field, no matter whether 
it is for drugs or dyes, would be 
treated completely different. What I 
would like to discuss with you is: 
whether this is a right thing to do? 
We do not believe so. I was surprised 
to find in the notes which accompany 
this draft law a very short explana
tion as to why this clause is included, 
that it is included in order to 
guarantee or to make sure that there 
will be a proper development of the 
food, drug and chemical industries in 
India. This is to say the moliration 
which has become apparent by the 
very publication of this draft law. I 
think you need plenty of time to 
discuss the meaning of this 'Licences 
of right'-this automatic licensing and 
what it would amount to. In our 
memorandum we have said a few 
words about it. You find there a 
short summary. We do regard it as 
a discrimination. When I say 'discri
mination', it is not in any evil sense 
of the word. What I want to stress 
is that it is a different sort of treat
ment. We do not believe there is any 

. basis for a different sort of treatment. 
As a matter of fact, we believe that 
the development of the chemical 
industry which is one of the basic 
and most important industries for the 
industrial development of a country 
would be sincerely endangered and 
probably made almost impossible if 
this sort of special regime of auto
matic licensing is imposed. The 
reasons for this, it seer:1s to us, are 
self-evident. If you want to have an 
industry, if you want an industry to • 
prosper, to make progress, in our 
experience, what you should do ls to 
provide a strong patent protection for 
it. In our Patent laws usually, with 
very few exceptions, we have no 

differential treatment. I will come to 
the question of processes and pro
ducts protection in the chemical field 
which is a very special issue and has 
historical roots. It has to be explain
ed in a calm JVanner. If you want 
any industry to prosper, you must 
provide for good and certainly equal 
treatment as compared to other indus
tries. If You do not do this,- the 
results would. be: first of all, you 
would hamper the development of 
your own chemical industry. All the 
efforts now made to build up indige
nous research, to build indigenous 
production units would be hampered 
by this sort of treatment. It would 
frustrate these efforts to a consider
able extent. 

Secondly, you would also restrict 
the inflow of the foreign element of 
technology, parting with inventions, 
probably also the setting up of chemi
cal installations and production units 
in this country by foreign entrepre
neurs. Also from my own experienc2, 
there is no u~e, in our opinion, for 
any country, less or more developed, 
to be sort of hesitant about foreign 
elements in their industry. One should 
not do this. One should regard this 
as a chance of further co-operation 
and further evolution and it seems to 
me that in India at the present stage, 
development depends to a large degree 
on foreign industrial companies' 
experience which after all, when thPy 
come here, incorporate themsdves 
according to Indian laws and b~come 
Indian companies but they bring with 
them a lot of substantial knowledr:e 
and experience which will promote 
here industrialis•tion in ~ '.":cil
balanced manner and India will later 
on, in my opinion, quite clea'rly pre
sent a completely different picture 
and even when India attains consider
able industrial development, ~he will 
always need and probably will wel
come more and more collaboration 
with foreign industry. Germany has 
long since overcome this sort of appre
hension that you might sometimes 
have and I am pleased to say that our 



field of operation is no longer Ger
many but the European Common 
Market and many countries lik~ 
France, Italy, etc. are no longer a 
foreign land for us. The Common 
Market has become an economic 
reality. In other words, automatic 
licensing, in our opinion, will have a 
disastrous effect on the building up 
of your indigenous chemical industry 
and on the very chance of making 
use of tne foreign element for whicn 
there is a pressmg neccsSJty 1n HJaJa 
now. 

I have taken a considerable time 
and I feel that I should restrict my
self very much in elaborating further 
on the specific clauses of the Bill. If 
you so desire, may be later on during 
the question period, if any member 
desires to discuss any specific point, 
I will gladly do so. 

I will only touch upon 3 or 4 gene-· 
raJ points. Let us take the term of 
patents. It should be pointed out and 
we have pointed out this to you seve
ral times, I believe, that the inter
national trend is towards a period 
approaching 20 years and not for a 
period approaching half of it as it is 
proposed in your Bill. We have this 
trend in Europe. It is so in the draft 
European patent Law of the Common 
Market which has been discussed and 

· not yet been realised. It will be of 
special importance to India. That the 
29 years terms is also in· the BIRPI 
c\roft model law. It is after all a Jaw 
drafted for the countries in the ptoees3 
of development by representatives o~ 

industry of developed and underdeve
loped countries to share their experi
ence. and they also propose a term v( 
20 years. If you change it to 14, one 
might argue whether it is a decisive 
step or not, but to reduce it to 10 
years for pharmaceuticals is especial
ly bad, because it .is quite well known 
that the period between the birth 
hour of an invention and the market
ing of the product. for a number of 
reasons, is especially long in this 
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industry. There are a number of 
steps which are ide"lltical in every 
chemical invention, but in addition, 
in the case of pharmaceuticals, toxo
logical, clinical tests etc., have to be 
undertaken and this takes a long 
time. So, by reducing the term of 
patent for the pharmaceutical product 
further, in reality you reduee it by 
more than the number of years that 
are put down in the law. 

The questicrn of process protection 
and product protection has been dis
cussed very often, but we should be 
very clear about the terminology. In 
Germany, for historical reasons, our 
patent law has always been proces1 
protection in chemistry. This is the 
English translation of section 6 of our 
law: 

"If a patent has been granted 
in respect of a process, its effect 
shall extend to the products 
directly obtained by that process." 

This, of course, is in reality not pro
cess protection, because this process 
protection extends automatically by 
legal definition always to the product 
which is the direct result of this 
process. There is a further safeguard 
along these lines in our section 47, 
para 3, which has also been in effect 
for two or three generations now, 
which reads: 

"If the invention made use of 
relates to a process for the manu
facture of any substance, then, 
until proof to the contrary has 
been established, every substance 
of the same nature shall be 
deemed to have been produced 
by the patented process." 

.In other words, if I have a chemical 
patent in Germany, which will be a 
process patent, and I find out 
that the product which is produced 
under "this process by me is also pro
duced by somebody else, an infringer." 
who does not have the right and I 



me. him, it will be the infringer who 
has to prove that he produced this 
by another process, and unless he is 
able to prove this, he will lose the 
case. In other words we arrive at 
what ·is commonly called product by 
process protection. It is not process 
protection as such. 

In the United States, for example, 
there has always been product pro
tection for chemicals, as also in 
France since 1844 or so but in Ger
many process prQtection since our law 
was passed in 1876. This is due 
mainly to historical reasons, due to 
certain ideas that this would be better 
for the development of this industry, 
but if you draw any conclusion that 
because of process protection Germany 
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1 
has prospered more than, say, France, 
it would be very difficult to establish, 

1 because the factors which influenced 
its development are of a completely 
different nature. 

I would like to e~press very strongly 
that if you do not include the sort 
of clauses which we now have in 
Germany, where the product pro
duced immediately by the process is 
also protected and where the infringer 
wili have to prove that he did not 
use the process in order to arrive at 
the product, you weaken the protec
tion in such a substantial manner that 
the final result will be negative. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Please 
look at Clause 47(1)(b) of the Bill 
where the protection extends to the 
product made by the patented pro
cess. 

Mr. G. Albrecbtskirchinger: I am 
not quite sure it does. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: AnY
way that is the intentian. If I may 
say ~o, 1 would not like to go into it 
very closely now and we cannot at 
present give an opinion on it, because 
we haV•! to study it very carefully. 

I would like to look upon this in a 
more detailed manner and th= let 
you know. 

Mr. Chairman: Clause 47( I) (b) says 
as follows: 

"Subject to the other provisions 
contained in this Act, a patent 
granted, whether before or after 
the commencement of this Act, 
shall co_nfer upon the patentee-

(b) where a patent is for a pro
cess of manufacturing an 
article or substance, the ex
clusive right by himself, his 
agents or licensees t 0 use or 
exercise fl'le process in India 
and of using or selling in 

. India articles or substances 
made by such process and of 
authorising others so to do." 

It is quite clear. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: May be, 
but if I may say so this would not 
be the moment t0 gi~e a final opinion 
on it because it has to be carefully 
investigated. 

Mr. Chairman: There is '\O ambi
guity about it. 

Sbri K. V. Venkatachalam: Any
way, that is the intention. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskircbinger: That is 
the intention, but it should be care
fully studied to arrive at a wording 
which will be foolproof. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Other
wise, a process patent has no mean
ing. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I fully 
agree. I personally believe that it 
may be wiser at the moment to have 
a product protection for chemicals 
because science itself has changed. 



On this, one can of course have differ
ent ideas. 

Now, I would like to come to one 
<Of the most important points in my 
evidence because we believe that the 
picture given so far ~ould n'ot be 
completed if we stop here. We have 
very much heard of the problem of 
prices, and in particular the prices of 
certain commoditfes. in the chemical 
field; in order to deal with the prob
lem in an adequate manner, our ex
perience in Germany shows-and that 
is also our experience in India, since, 
after all the German industry is here 
and it has started work in quite an 
etTective manner-that the factors of 
general chemical economics must be 
considered in order to appreciate the 
problem of the cost of production and 
of prices. My friend Dr. Heubaum 
has prepared a brief stud;)" on this 
issue which we hope will help to 
illustrate the point. With your per
mission, Mr. Chairman, I may request 
Dr. Heubaum to present this material 
to you and the Committee. 

Dr. Ulrich Heubaum: In previous 
discussions on the proposed patent 
legislation in India the subject of 
prices of chemicals 'in India and else
where has been repeatedly raised. We 
feel that it would be helpful to offer 
some material which is based on the 
experience of the German chemical 
industry engaged in the production of 
identical chemicals in Germany and 
in India. We have prepared a cost 
analysis which we think is represen
tative for quite a number of chemical 
products in both countries and which 
may be seen in the diagram which is 
being distributed at the moment. This 
diagram deals with firstly agricultural 
insecticides and secondly with a group 
of general organic chemicals and 
lastly with a pharmaceutical com
pound. The products selected for this 
comparison are not patented which 
shows that the pretlominant reasons 
for cost differences of any of the 
chemicals produced in the· two cotm
tries lie outside the patent field. The 
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results· of such a cost analysis are 
shown in the diagram which we would 
like to submit to the Committee. In 
doing this, we beg you to understand 
that the actual production cost can
not be disclosed openly in a competi
tive market. For this reason, the 
cost situation is given in the form of 
a diagram wherein the German pro
duction cost figures are given as 100 
per cent and the Indian production 
costs percentage-wise accordingly. The 
data and ratios given in the uiagram 
are based on figures which serve to 
calculate the cost of identical produc
tions in the different countries. May 
I ask you to look at the first example 
which is an insecticide? The produc
tion cost of this compound in Germany 
is shown by the column on the left
hand side .. The comparative> cost of 
the· same product in India is shown 
by the two columns to the right 
which are based on the official ex
change rates of the two currencies 
involved, before and after lhe devalu_ 
ation of the rupee. You will note 
that before the devaluation of the 
rupee, the production cost of this in
secticide in India was roughly 210 per 
cent of the German production cost. 
The devaluation would bring that 
down to approximately 135 per cent 
provided that no further cost-dsing 
factors come into the picture such as 
rising prices for ~mported interme
diates or manufacturing costs in India. 

The second example deals with 
compounds needed in the rubber in
dustry. The first column shows the 
production cost in Germany expressed 
as 100 per cent. The respective pro
duction costs in India amount to about 
240 and 150 per cent respe~tively. In 
drawing a preliminary conclusion from 
these first two examples, where patent 
protection and therefore expenses for 
royalties do not come into the picture 
at all, it is not possible at present to 
produce in India at comparativ" co5ts. 
The reasons fOr this are manifold, 
one of them being higher cost for 
indigenous raw materials, not to men
tion the fact that production in smaller 
units is always more costly. The 



effect of lowering cost by increasmg 
the units may be seen in our third 
example which describes production 
cost ratios of a pharmaceutical com
pound where patents also have no 
bearing. Production costs in India are 
drawn in twin columns where ~y the 
columns designated with (b) repre
sents a unit of a 50 per cent produc
tion increase, compared with (a). 
You will note that this production in
crease lowers substantially the pro
duction costs. In spite of this, it can 
be seen that the production in India 
is still at 400 or 250 per cent r~spec
tively before and after devaluation o! 
the rupee. It may be noted also that 
customs and clearing charges for 
imported intermediates contribute 
considerably to the higher costs In
cidentally, these samples ere repre
sentative for the complexity of 
organic synthesis in general with its 
multitude of production •tep;;. It is 
characteristic for a great number of 
chemical processes. as for example, 
dye-stuffs. 

Mav I refer in this connection to 
another diagram in which we will try 
to describe graphically the main steps 
involved in the production of a well
known pharmaceutical by the name 
of chloroquine which is used in the 
treatment of malaria and rheumatic 
diseases. The starting material for the 
synthesis of this pharmaceutical is 
Ethylene which can be found in the 
middle of the top of the diagram. 
From this raw material, two different 
series of production steps must be 
_gone through which you will find in 
the left-hand and right-hand columns 
in order to arrive at the · final syn
thesis after a total of 16 production 
steps. To render this picture complete, 
however, the introduction of other 
chemicals represented by arrows in 
our diagram into the production pro
cess must be considered. These 
chemicals in turn are the result of 
separate reactions which again require 
a number of production steps. To 
make the diagram simpler, the pro
duction steps are indicated by the 
number of arrows. The total of pro-
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duction steps involved is about twice 
the number mentioned before; that 
means, about 30. Furthermore, the 
by-products which result necessarily 
in the course of the synthesis are not 
indicated. Incidentally, most of the 
intermediates are not shown by their 
chemical names in the diagram !or 
reasons of simplicity. If you wish, 
the names of these various tompounds 
can be given. 

In Germany, the complete synthesil 
of such complex compoupds starting 
from Ethylene presents r.o problem 
at all for any chemical C'lmpany, 
because either all the chemicals need
ed are produced by th'e company itself 
or are readily available in the domu
tic market. The manufacturer may 
choose whether he supplies or buys 
the various chemicals needed in the 
production. Let us now turn to the 
possibility of synthesising the com
pound in India. It would, of course, 
present no difficulty at all to an 
experienced chemist to perform this 
synthesis on a laboratory scale. To 
produce, however, this compound on 
a commercial scale, which means also 
at reasonable cost, sufficient quantities 
of all intermediates must be avail
able. Experience shows in this and 
some similar cases that all the cl.emi
cals needed are not available here at 
a reasonable price. In order to pro
duce such a commodity commercially 
in India, the manufac~turer under the 
present condition~ i• compelled t0 res
trict his synthesis to the last steps. 
In spite of this as our previous dia~ 
gram has show~, the production cost 
of chloroquine in India, which is 
actually the pharmaceutical we have ' 
been talking about, is many times 
higher than the correspondin~ cost in 
Germany. Should the manufacturer 
in India now attempt to make the 
total or a suostantial part of this 
synthesis in India, the production 
costs would be even more unbearable. 
As has been mentioned before, the 
chemical industry in India seems to 
be handicapped at present by lack of 
sufficient raw materials and chemical 
intermediates at competitive prices. 



To illustrate this may I mention 
some examples? Ammonia, the basic 
chemical for nitrogenous fertilisers 
and an important precursor for many 
chemicals is still about 6 times as 
expensive in India as , in Germant. 
Likewise, nitric acid, the derivative 
of ammonia, is about 51 times· more 
costly in India. Caustic soda, an 
important product of br.ine electroly
sis costs 21 times in India as compar
ed to Germany. Similar relation• are 
true for intermediates such as carbon
disulphide, an important reactant in 
the rayon .and rubber industry, the 
price of which is 51 times more than 
the world market !eve'. }.fost of the 
compounds irreplaceable in the manu
facture of chemicals and auxiliaries 
are 21 to 3 times higher here in India. 
Some of the reasons for this have been 
mentioned before--smaller units and 
also relatively high investment costs. 
As far as this latter item is concerned, 
I should like to refer to the hst part 
of the diagram which has been st:b
mitted and which shows the increase 
of investment costs of chemica) pro
duction in India. The column on the 
left-hand side shows the actual ex
penses in India of a complex che.nical 
manufacturing unit divided into im
ported machinery, machinery from 
India and customs and clearing 
charges. Within the one year period 
between 1964 and 1965 the total in
vestment cost for a certain plant 
which is being constructed at present 
has risen by almost 50 per cent as the 
last column on the right-hand side 
will illustrate. You will note !rom 
the middle column that the factors 
which are responsible for this increase 
are almost exclusively indigenous 
factors, that 1s to say machinery pro
duced In India expenditure for build
ing and increa~e in custom and clear
ing charges for imported machinery. 
At this time, it should aiso be 
mentioned that the cost of che
mical equipment is on an t.verage 
three times as high in India as 
in Germany. The items mention
ed in the diagram can be supple
mented by numerous examples. The 
production costs of certain dye-stuff 
compositions used for printing textiles 
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now being produced in India as well 
as in Germany are 2 to 4 times higher. 
The same is true for intermediates used' 
in making these dyestuffs. The world 

· market in chemicals has for years 
shown a consistent tendency of declin.... 
ing prices due to strong competition. 
This tendency necessitates more and 
more rationalised production and to 
produce in ever larger units. In deve
loping the chemical industry in India, 
this long-term trend must be taken in
to consideration and I am sure your 
'government is well aware of these fac
tors. India has, for instance, decided 
'to get outside help for the construction 
of huge and modern· amcinia plants 
which can operate at a low cost and 
provide this important chemical · at 
'world market prices. We feel the con'"' 
siderable price difference in chemical 
commodities between India and the 
world market will oecome less and Jess 
·the more basic an intermediate chemi
cals are being produced in India in 
modern and sufficiently large quanti
ties and in a well-balanced structure. 
Then the question of backward integra
tion will become a logical necessity and 
the manfacturer in India will have an 
incentive to supply his production from 
indigenous intermediates instead of 
imported chemicals. Finally, he will 
arrive at a more or less complete syn-

. thesis of complicated compounds at 
lower expense. 

Mr. Chairman, hop. Members of the 
Committee, I have confined myself, in 
my presentation, to technological and 
economical aspects in chemical pro
duction. The material presented to 
you highlights the cost structure of cer
tain representative productions in India 
and in Germany which are being ca;
ried out. It has also shown to you, Ill 

this connection, the complexity involv
ed in chemical reactions. These factors 
are of an economic nature and are 
economic realities which lie outside 
any patent legislation. 

One of the strongest motivations of 
· the Bill under discussion was the price 



level of certain chemical commodities. 
I hoPe to have shown some ·basic fac-• 
tors which are almost exclusively res
ponsible for the price level of a chemi
cal commodity. These factors can be 
influenced only by measures in the 
economical and technical field. Ac
cordingly, any remedy lies in influenc
ing or changing these factors but no 
patent legislation will have ~ny in, 
fluence on this. As a matter of fact, 
we feel that the proposed legislation 
will not only be no remedy watsoever 
for the price problem but will rather 
endanger the future development of 
indigenous chemical industry by frus
trating Indian research and develop
ment as well as the inftow of techno
logy. Therefore, we would like to 
conclude our evidence by saying a few 
words on the attention paid to research 
by the German chemical industry. 

Mr. Albrechtskirchinger: Mr. Chair
man, hon. Members of the Committee, 
as Dr. Heubaum has pointed out on 
his concluding remarks--and, in my 
personal opinion, this material has· 
been yery carefully prepared by us 
based on actual figures of production 
costs of identical products which are 
made in Germany and India,-it is 
convincing to show where the cost fac
tors are. We have shown with some 
purpose--it may be also accidental
certain productions where patent pro
duction does not really com.; into the 
~pictute. If you look at these statistics, 
which are true indications of what the 
situation really is like, and if you 
would imagine that any royalty may 
be added, you might hardly see it on 
the diagram because it would be a very 
very small item. In other words, as 
Dr. Heubaum has pointed out in his 
concluding remarks, in our sincere 
opinion and our own experience, any 
attempt to influence the price question 
of chemical products or any other com
modity by making changes in the 
patent law, especially by making it in 
such a way to show differential treat
ment as to certain sectors of the in
dustry, will have no result whatsoever 
along ·these lines. On the contrary, it 
will lead to other results on a different 
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level, which we would consider very 
grave. 

. May I briefly say, when you are hav
mg no research you will have no pro
gress. In your country as well as ours 
the future depends on one's ow~ 
efforts. Our personal experience has 
shown that the patent system is neces
s~ry for a number of reasons, to pro
VIde a climate for research and deve
lopment.. There is, of course, the ques
twn, as IS always said, of the tempo
rary monopoly on the product because 
the patentee has to risk the additional 
investment that has been made. I 
think it is very much more because, as 
pomted out in parts of our evidence 
this patent protection is such a securit; 
that it confers and encourages techno
logical cooperation with the rest Of the 
~orld, which, after all, is of the highest 
1mportanc.e. F~rther more, it is a very 
powerful mcentlve to work on a scien
tific level, on a laboratory level and, 
not only work, but to readily disclose 
whatever we have. 

May I, Mr. Chairman refer you t<> 
the last diagram which' we have pre
pared, and may I point out to you the 
result of an enquiry which has been 
made by our association on the expen
diture of the chemical industry for 
research and development during 1964-
65? This table includ~s some other 
items which might be of interest to 
you. Item (2) gives the total number 
of employees in the chemical industry. 
If you look at the next number you 
will see the percentage of persons 
among these employees who are eng
aged in research and development with 
university training. There are of 
course, a great number of people eng
aged in research and development who 
have no university training and who 
do equally very very useful work in 
the laboratories especially when it is 
not a question of basic research but 
applied research to problems of pro
duction on a commercial scale where a 
great amount of additional research 
has to be done. But you have here the 



number, which is very indicative, of 
people with university training who 
are engaged in chemical industry and 
work in research and development. 

Mr. Albrechtskirchinger: Further
expenditure and we have also a state
ment of donation. Now these dona
tions are also of some sort of impor
tance, because the chemical industry 
in Germany tries to help social institu
tions, many .scientific institutions to 
carry on the work or to do better work. 
There are also grants which are given 
for scientific purposes. May I, Mr. 
Chairman, conclude by giving you 
some information on a special institu
tion that has been created within our 
Association in these past 15 years? It 
will throw some light on this matter. 
We look into the laboratory work be
ing done today. We look into the future 
whether we will have enough chemists 
and scientists in 10 years or 20 years. 
So we go to schools. We give them 
books. We supply teaching material. 
We give scholarships to promising 
chemistry students. If I may tell you, 
Mr. Chairman, it is financed in the fol
lowing way. In order to ensure that 
this will be handled in a fair and im
partial manner, a fund has been creat
ed and every member of our Associa
tion, that is, the chemical industry of 
Germany, is now under an obligation 
to pay into this fund. At the rate of 
DM 1,25 per employee per month. It 
is based on this idea: the more em-· 
ployees there are, the more rnust be 
paid into this Fund. And then, of 
course, there is an administration 
which looks over the working Of this 
Fund. In the year 1965, this fund has 
distributed 8 million Marks. This is 
a unique feature in Germany. We are 
the only industry where this functions 
on a completely voluntary basis. It 
has done enough research all over the 
world but it looks ahead to the future. 
A number of measures have been 
taken by giving money to University 
laboratories. We finance scientific 
publications which would never be 
pought for the price they would have 
in the market. We have subsidised 
this price. We send people to other 

· countries to study. So, all this is. be
ing done for the training of people. 
This is more or less a sidelight; it is 
not really the story of research and 
development in Germany. I have 
given you the figures. I had wanted 
to tell you about the idea of this spe
cial fund, the importance that we pay 
to this problem and we would ask you 
to consider specially this. The che
mical industry is one of the basic and 
the most progressive industries in the 
world. This industry depends on 
effective research. I may give you one 
little figure. If you look at one of 
the largest companies of chemical pro
duction in Germany that produces 
everything-from the drug to the syn
thetic fibre-, you will find that 50% 
of the products they sell today were 
not in the market ten years ago. This 
is the basic figure,'which is applicable. 
In other words, it is a fast developing 
and dynamic industry. The measures 
which you propose to adopt will, in our 
opinion, lead to opposite results. I 
think you will do no good to your 
country. So please accept this as our 
op1mon. We have not come here for 
selfish purposes. In your country, as 
you know, we have participations. 
We operate everywhere in the world. 
The operations in your country are not 
easy for us. On the contrary, it is 
sometimes very difficult under the 
given conditions. I do not want to 
overplay this. I also wish you to rea
lise that the German chemical industry 
at the moment suffers from a lack of 
manpower and we do not really know 
how to cope with this problem. We 
want to do this and that. But we have 
not come here as representatives under 
selfish motives. I hope you will take 
the impression that we wanted to share 
our experience with you. In our sin
cere opinion by passing this Bill you 

. may discourage also foreign companies. 
However, for the development of an 
organized ch'emical industry it is a 
necessity for your country to become 
sort of development, the present Bill 
would be no basis. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair
man, and Members of the Committee. 



Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: In the 
last staterr,e nt that you gave, the turn
over has been shown as so many mil
liards. What exactly does this mean? 

Mr. Alberechtskirchinger: The 
term 'milliards DM' is used as defined, 
in the Oxford Dictionary. It would be 
100 crores. The first item is in 
milliards Marks; the others are in 
million DMs. I am sorry it is not quite 
clear. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: I was 
comparing the figure given against 
turnover with the figure given against 
'research' against item 4. What per
centage does it work out to? 3 per
cent? 

Mr. Albrechtskirchinger: No, it is 
more. Because we do not have any 
official statistics which could give a 
complete picture, our Association n1ade 
a representative enquiry which is as 
complete as possible during. the last 
two years and we have come to a 
figure which is somewhat more than 
3 per cent. In reality, there is a 
great deal of variation. For example 
when I make an analysis of the an
nual reports of two of our largest 
chemical concerns which operate in 
every field of chemical production I 
find ,that their research expenditure- is 
roughly 5 per cent of the turnover. 
Sometimes it is very difficult to ur
rive at the items of expenditure which 
constitute research and development. 
I have given the break up specifically 
in order to show that we do not at 
all want to exaggerate. Here I want 
to explain quite clearly" that in cer
tain sphu·es of chemical production 
the resenrch expenditure is much 
higher than in other fields, and this 
is so in the case of the pharmaceuti
cal industry in Germany, where it is 
double. In the case of a firm like 
Bayer if you take the break up ·of 
expenditure for different departments 
you will notice that the expenditure 
on research and development is quite 
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high. In the pharmaceutical induslq 
it is at least double, and sometime• 
three times the expenditure on re
search in other branches. In the 
chemical industry as a whole it may 
vary from 4 to 5 per cent. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Could 
you give any figures about re<earch 
expenditure by German firms in India? 

Dr. Ulrich Heubaum: ;No. r am 
sorry, I do not. have those figll;es .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: An impression i• 
growing that the difference in nomen
clature between process and product 
is more artificial than real. You have 
mentioned that the process is so modi
fied now that to bring about a diff
erence between a product produced 
by ·a particular process and anothet 
process has become increasingly diffi
cult. Will it oe a correct conclusion? 

Mr. G. Albrecbtskirchinger: I think 
the question revolves round the Jssue 
whether we should have pure product 
protection or pure process protection. 
It seems to me that the intention lS to 
avoid the sort of thing which we were 
faced with in Germany in the early 
days. What is the right thing to do? 
Modern chemical science i~ concerned 
with the discovery of new active 
substances rather than anything else. 
In the beginning. the role of chemical 
science was quite different. Therefore, 
it was thought that new processes 
have to be thought of in order to ••r
rive at new results, that one should 
make sure that by granting process 
protection discoveries of new proces
ses should not be blocked. But now 

'there is practically no new process. 
Chern; r 0 

• science has become so sys
tematic and complete that, to the best 
of my knowledge, new processes do 
not occur. In Germany our jurisp~u
dence has developed what we call 
protection by analogous process which 
contrary to the wording of the law
and this is the product of the think-



ing of judges-Jias given protection 
to the process, although the process is 
known to any chemist. In all the 
advanced countries if we have pro
cess protection, it is product by pro
cess protection. We should also go 
along those lines. There is another 
additional argtrment which is of im
portance: The patentee of a chemical 
patent in a country where we have 
process protection is obliged to cover 
all the imaginable processes that he 
could think of. In other words, it is 
not only duplication but multiplica
tion of effort. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I wanted a simple 
answer to a straight sulphanilamide 
question. You know that sulphanila
mide is a simple product. From that 
you can have 20 more products by 
molicular substitution. They are all 
given different names and in some 
countries they are .patented as diff
erent .products. The same thing can 
be said of many other products. By 
a simple process of substituting one 
molicule or the other and altering 
their position in the chain you are 
able to produce so many products. 
But the process remains essential1y 
the same. A clever barrister like you 
can probably prove before a c:ourt that 
it is the same product manufactured 
by the same process. In view· of that, 
is this distinction between proc~ss 

and product more aritifidal than real? 
Is it a fact that chemistry has advanc
ed so much that the distinction bet
ween product and process has become 
unreal? In our Bill we are protect
ing the process. Will you feel ~atis
fied if we include in it the product 
also? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchingel': From 
our experience of evolution of che
mical industry .in Germany we would 
recommend product protection for 
chemical inventions. Should you, how
ever, think that process protecti<>n is 
the right thing you should have pro
duct by process protection. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have mention-
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ed that the prices of everything in 
India are higher. Does this increased 
cost include the know-how paid by 
Indians to (i) foreign experts; or (ii) 
the cost of raw products imported 
from foreign countries; or (iii) the 
cost of machinery and spare parts im
ported from abroad? Are any of 
them responsible for the prices in 
India going up? 

Dr. Ulrich Heubaum: I may elabo
rate on this and give some supple
mentary remarks to the figures which 
I have given. Firstly, no know-how 
fees are included in these figures. 
However, some provision has been 
made for the influence of customs and 
clearing charges in the case of inter
mediates. The cost of imported ma
chinery also includes customs charl(~s. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Coming to ~esearch, 
which is important, is the research of 
German industry done in universities, 
or is it Ol'ganised by the industries 
themselves? Where do you spend 
the money on research? Is it on uni
versities or factories or your own 
laboratories? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I can 
answer this question in general. terms 
only because I do not have any exact 
statistical material on it. In Germany 
we have a free and liberal econ=y 
and it is up to the individual entre
preneur to do what he wants. But 
since we are in a very competitive 
world where the mere survival de
pends on efficiency and progress, in 
Germany the companies have been 
spending a la·rge amount on research 
and development in their own com
pany. So far as the chemical indus
try is concerned. I think one could 
blindly say that a greater part •lf the 
new research in modern chemicals, 
drugs and insecticides is carried out 
by the industry itself. Any great in
dustry in Germany must have its own 
centralised research institutions. 
However, we co-operate very closely 
with purely scientific institutions. 



Quite often the industry finances cer
tain projects in certain institutions 
and laboratories of the universities. 
They request the universities to work 
on certain problems in their labora
tories and finance such projects. But, 
as far as the expenditure in the uni
versity is concerned, it is considerably 
less. It must also be said that the 
aim of their research is also somewhat 
different. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Is their any method 
of coordination between these agencies 
so that there should be no duplication? 
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Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: The 
researeh being carried out in the 
chemical industry and in chemical re
search institutions can very well 
easily be coordinated and there is no 
difficulty. Most of the research work 
done by Universities is known to every 
one in the field-so this sort of co
ordination, to the best of my know
ledge, is very smooth and does not 
present any great problems. How
ever, it is evident that research car
ried out in the industry laboratories 
is, of course, done behind the scene 
until patent application is , filed. 

Shri Arjan Arora: From this Gia
gram of yours, Patent applicatio,-,s in 
Germany during 1905-1965 national 
and foreign applicants, it appears 
that Common Market has led to an 
increase in application. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: Sir, 
this is correct. I think this increase, 
it would be worthwhile if I give you 
some of the exact figures over the 
last year, there has been a ve;·y steady 
increase and I am personally convin
ced and it" is confirmed by all ~xperts 
that the beginning of the increase was 
accompanied by a great deal of in
flow of, I must now say, extra Euro
pean influence of technology. 

Shri Arjan Arora: Would you give 
us the record of the foreign applica-

tions according to their or>g>n from 
the British .or the Common Market? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: 1 oan 
do this easily. 

Mr. Chairman: You can send it to 
us. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: "·'n 
send you the complete ~tatistics 

Mr. Chairman: Have you got one 
common patent office? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: This is 
a project under consideration. We 
have a Draft Model Law of a Euro
pean Patent which is drafted for these 
countries. 

Shri Arjan Arora: You said you 
have Draft European Patent Law of 
the Common Market Area which 
talks of 20 years. Is 20 years period 
of patent the rule of any country 
today? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: 
period is usually, the aver3ge 
be, arounc{ 18 years. 

The 
might 

Shri Arjan Arora: Am I correct to 
say that 20 years period is nowhere 
the law today? 

Mr G Albrechtskirchinger: I would 
say ~he· tendency goes for 20 years. 

Mr. Chairman: He wants to know 
if 20 years period prevalent in any 
country t.oday? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: Will 
have to look into this. In my ~wn 
country it is 18 years. 



Mr. Chairman: You may 
this also in the note which 
oend. 

include 
you will 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I would 
be glad to do that. 

Sbri Arjan Arora: May I know, 
from referring to this statement, about 
royalty paid and received, who are 
the countries to which you pay the 
royalties? Are these countries mem
ber of the European Common Market 
or the North Atlantic Treaty Organi
sation which you have on your soil? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I would 
say, generally speaking, the main line 
is the following: We pay the most to 
those countries where the technology 
is comparatively more advanced. In 
the chemical field, for exa·mple, we 
pay a considerable amount to Switzer
land where our balance is more nega
tive as compared to other countries. 
Overall. I would say these ~re indus
try figures as such, i.e. they relate not 
only to the chemical industry but to 
the industry as a whole. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you got coun
try-wise break-up? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I have 
got country-wise break-up. I feel, 
Mr. Chair:man, it is •much more 
explanatory if complete statistics are 
submitted. 

Mr. Chairman: Please furnish the 
same. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I will 
furnish the same. 

Shri Arjan Arora: You have given 
two state-ments: one relates to the 
period 1905-1965; the other to the 
period 1950-1965. The figures on 
royalties paid reh>.te to the period 
1950-1965. Could you give· us the 
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other statement from 1905 onwards 
also? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I will 
try to find and furnish this to you. 

Shri Arjan Arora: If you find it will 
help us to compare. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I will 
try to do it. 

Shri A. T. Sanna: Do you consider 
that .this Bill has been drafted to im
prove the existing Patent Law in 
India? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I would 
say, Sir, I do not question L'le mot-, 
ives. This is quite clear the attempt 
is made 1o improve the legislation. 
I would say it is necessary to adapt 
the legislation to changes in techno
logy. However, we do not believe 
that the measures taken, whi"h are. 
proposed in. your Bill, will serve .. 
these cards.· .On the contrary we 'be.;.· 
lieve .that since one of the mai,:, 
motivations is to get at the problem 
of prices the ,measures are -com
pletely inadequate. The results may 
be contrary and you have to · think 
on different lines. It would be MOre 
farsighted to give a very sound pro
tection to your own creative thoughts 
in your country. Overall, I may say, 
I would not at all regard it as an 
improvement. I am sorry to say, I 
would not regard it as an improve
ment. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: My point is, 
whether it is an improvement or not. 

Mr. 0. Albrechtskirchinger: No. I 
may say .... 

Shri A. T. Sanna: You may differ 
on certain points .... 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirehinger: I said 
very clearly that this Bill, as it is 
drafted now, in mY opinion, would 
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bf! no improvement on your existing 
patent Jaw. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: So, you reject 
this Bill totally? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: No, 
~ir. I did not say that. I started my 
•tatement with the following words 
that any patent legislation anywhere 
in the world needs, from time to 
time, an adaptation to changing 
technology, to ohanging world fac
tors and so on and so forth. We also 
ehange our patent law from time to 
time. This is quite normal. 

Shri. A. T. Sarma: In your conclu
ding remarks, you said that in pass

. ing this Bill, the Indian Parliament 
wi)l · take a step backward. 

Mr. G. · Albrechtskirchinger: 
This is precisely what I said 
repeat it 

Yes. 
and I 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Again, what 
you ·say is self-contradictory. Is it .an improvement on the' present law 
or ·not?· 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I think 
I made my answer quite clear. 

Mr .. Chairman: It is all right. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: You said that 
*here are so many applications from 
abroad for the patents that the 
Patent Office cannot cope with the 
work and that there is the need for 
simplifying the procedure. May I 
know what are the main points for 
your law of patents to be simplified 
according to your opinion? 

Mr. ·G. Albrechtskirchinger: I can 
Yery briefly outline them. The am
endment of this law is under con
sideration by our Parliament. It 
does not touch the substantive patent 
law but only the procedure. What 
we want to bring in is a so-called 
deferred examination. In other 
words, you would first grant the pro-

tection for a limited number of years 
and there will be examination only 
on a special application filed either 
by the patentee or by a third party. 
By doing this, one would arrive at 
the fact that a great. many ol the 
applications filed will be, d!ter !ive 
or seven years, dropped automatically, 
This is true because it is qui:e known 
that the inventor, for a numller of 
reasons, as soon as he invents some
thing, files the application. It is only 
later that he can find whether it can 
be worked or it is worthwhile or 
useful. If it is not found useful, he 
will drop it. So, if you start ~he 
exa•mination later, you can f'liminate 
a great deal of labour in your exami
nation procedure. This is an im-

, port ant issue. We will have to do it 
in Germany because we h2.Ve a 
back-log of more than a quartec mil
lion applications which have not been 
handled yet. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: What is the usual 
time taken in granting the pat~nt, 

that is. between the date on which 
the application is made and lh~ da•e 
on which the patent is granted? 

!Hr. G. Albrechtskirchinge~: Now, 
in Germany, the average time taken 
is between five to six years. The 
German Patent Office is completely 
overloaded and we have to resort to 
deferred examination. 

Shri Bade: In your statement you 
, have said that the total number of 

foreign patent applications in 1965 is 
42.65 per cent. May I know, out of 
this number, how many applications 
are for pharmaceutical industry and 
how many are for other industries? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: This is 
impossible to arrive at because cur 
classification as such is not separate. 
I am sorry I cannot answer this. 
The only thing I can tell you is the 
percentage of the turnover of the 
pharmaceutical industry in Germany 
is 10 per cent of the total chemical 
industry, 

Shrl Bade! On p. 5 of your :vlemo
randum, it is stated: 



"Non-working of patented in
ventions in India will often be 
due to factors completely outside 
the patent field and the grant of 
compulsory licences will be no 
remedy in such cases." 

What are those factors according 
to you? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: First 
of all, the non-working of a patent 
as such, in our opinion, is not yet a 
criminal act because, as I have point
ed out before, it must be a patent 
which is worthwhile and which can 
be useful. In other words, the mere 
statistical number will not give a 
clear indication. :in India, you can 
find how many patents are granted 
and how many. are worked but that 
is not a clear indication of the state 
of affairs because you wo'-lld have to 
differentiate which of the patents ar<:> 
really held for the entire period and 
which can be used for commercial 
processes. Then._ there may be a 
patent which may not be worked and 
its non-working may be detrimental 
to the country, Here cames the com
pulsory licensing regulation. If its 
non-working is detrimental to the 
cou'ntry, I think, this should be the 
guide-line for any compulsory licen
sing regulati~n. 

Mr. .Chairman: That is what is 
provided in the Bill. 

Sbri Bade: Yes; that is the pur
pose of the Bill. 

Mr. Chairman: You may not find 
it profitable to start its· manufacture 
here. But if an Indian national or 
somebody else says that he wants to 
have a licence to manufacture it, why 
should it be denied to him. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinget•: I rea
lise this. Our objections are only to 
some spel'ific p:'\rt~ of it, not against 
the general provision of compulsory 
licensing as such. 

Mr. Chairman: 1\f it :s in public 
interest, it could be done. 
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Mr. G. Albrechtsk.irchinger: These 

things have to be carefuily thought 
over. If it is only the non-working, 
that is not en9ugh. It must he n10re 
than that. It has to be seen whether 
it could be done. There are other 
reasons outside the patent fieid which 
restrict tiiis. Again, it is to be seen 
whether its non-working \f detrimen
tal to the public interest. 

Mr. Chairman: It is only under 
such circumstances that licences are 
granted. 

Sbri Bade: You have .tttacked the 
biggest portion of clause 87, i.e., 
chemical substances. You have stated 
that substances aid if there is compul
sory licensing in regard to chemical 
substances, then there will be no in
vention in India. But you have not 
stated anything about drugs, i.e., 87 
(a) (i) and (ii). But about (iii), 
which is the biggest portion. of this 
Clause, you have said that the meth
od of process or production of che
mical substances should not be com
pulsory and that there should not be' 
automatic licensing. 

Mr~ G. Albrechtskirchinger: I am 
very glad you have brought out this 
point. I have singled out this Clause 
in order to show that this 'automatic 
licepsing', as I chose to C'lll it, ap
plies to all the chemical industries, 
and I think that it will not be a good 
thing for your country. It is r.eedless 
to say that it is not advisable to ap
ply it also for any other "ector of 
the chemical industry, for example, 
drugs and so on. I think the normal 
procedure of compulsory licensing 
should suffice. 

Shri Bade: In India, 90 per cent of 
the patents are given for food and 
drugs. If they are patented, then 
they have the· monopoly for exploit
ing the poor people in India; if theY 
are not patented, any manufacturer 
frcrm Italy or J'apan or any other 
country can come and compete with 
the patented medicines. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: 'l'o thi• 
question, of course, a great manY 
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things can be said. and should b~ 
'said. The fact is that we consider 
· things differently. As I have tried 
~to point out before, the fact that 
90 per cent are ioreign applicants in 

'India is a mere indication of the fact 
'that the industrial · development of' 
·this country has not yet sufficiently 
·advanced to _provide another ratio. 
'As soon as .:i.ore industrial develop
ments takes place here, you will have 

.more applications from your own 
'nationals and the ratio will be diff
. erent. But, in our personal opinion, 
.t)lis is not something to be afraid of. 

As tar as monopoly is concerned, 
·I want to say the following. We 
·.have tried· to point out to you under 
. what conditions chemical .production~ 
ace made in t)lis country. You see 

·the difference in prices. We are cer· 
,-~hlly .not responsible for the prices. 
·These are economic matters, in which 
:patent law plays no role ~vhatsoever. 
. You might say that we ~ve the 
, example of drugs costing so much 
here. For this we have already sup
plied you· the reasons. If_ you want 
.t;ll produce a complicated drug i~. a 
·commercial scale, the pre-requiSite 
·.for it is a well-balanced structure of 
~chemical industry where interJJ1ed\
ates and everything else that you 
'need are available at reasonable 
·prices. Patent monopoly, as a price 
factor according to our experience 
is co;,pletely negligible in this coun
try; it does not amount -to anything. 
-'l'he only way in which you can lower 
·the prices of these very important 
cO'IIlmodities in India is to develop 

·your own industry to the utmost, to 
ro-operate with the so-called foreign 
··collaborators that are coming and to 
-provide all the basic organic chemi~ 
·-ea!s and intermediates which are 
•'tlecessary for complicated final pro
i!ucts. This is, if J may say so, .our 
.advice on this issue. 

·· · Shri B. K. Das: In your Memoran
"<:lum ynu have discussed about the 
:~.,. of inventions for purposes of 
t:overnment. On page 7 you have 
-said that the 'use of invention for the 
l!urposes of Government · must be 
'SOZ--.(B) LS-23. . . 

striotly limited to- use by gover11ment 
only. Do you mean both Central and 

. State Govenrments? 

· Mr. G. Albrechtskfrchlnger: As far 
as this terminology is concerned, it 
was not thought to make an differ
ence between State and Central Gov
ernments. l'he idea was that thd 
sort of measure should be restricted 
to government authorities. 

Shri B. K. Das: Should it also be 
in cases of national emergency; 
for example, widespread epidemic or 
something like that? 

Mr. Chairman: The Central Gov
ernment will decide. In national 
emergeDICies, the States have no 
power. It ~ for us to decide. WhY 
should we !'Sk h!m about that? 

Shri B. K. Das: I wanted to have 
a clarification from hrm as to what 
is his idea about national emergency . 

Mr. G. AlbrechtskirChlnger: I can 
give a general answer to that, but 
not a specific answer. We consider 
·those measures, that is to say, uses 
by the Government for purposes of 
government, as vezy extra-ordinary 
measures which ·should be used only 
when there are over-riding necessit
ies. For example, in my opinion, an 
epidemic disease, a revolution, war, 
famine or things of that sort would 
be the principle. Of course the ques
tion must be decided whether the use 
of patents in that particular case 
would remedy the situation. I may 
point out that we do have a similar 
clause in our German patent law 
which, if translated in English, means 
"public welfare". There must be rea
sons of public welfare and in that 
case the Federal Government of Ger
m.;y, that is to say, the entire Gov
ernment and not an in4_ividual cabinet 
member, may issue an ·order that an 
invention, a patent, may be used for 
government purposes. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes; you have that 
provision; it is possible by an order 
of the Government in the interes\ of 

· public welfar_t!. · ... 



Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: It is 
' 11ot a free use. First of all, the deci

aion can be contested, secondly, there 
is remuneration provided in the law. 

Shrlmati Sharda Mukerjee: In one 
of the statements you have given to 
us, you have given Germany's balanre 
of royalty payments over so many 
years. 

I would like to know what amount 
of this was recovered in export trade. 
You have given us a statement show
ing the royalties paid and received in 
the Federal Republic of Germany for 
inventions, processes, copyrights etc. 
Could you give us as to what amount 
of this is realised from export trade? 
You say that the position has improv
ei considerably and you do not have 
to give out any money and you are 
benefiting to the extent it is minus. 
Can you tell us what would be the 
export trade on this, on these commo
dities you manufacture under patent 

· protection with foreign collaboration? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger·: I am 
110rry I will not be able to give this 
Information readily as I do not have 
any additional statistics with me. 
Secondly, this table shows the balance 
of payments position for the entire 
German _industry and your specific 
question, I think, refers to chemical 
products. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Actually 
what we find in India is that there is 
hardly any export from industries 
where they have patents with !oreign 
co'laboration. ·Export market is more 
or less shut out for us. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I thir.l; 
they pay royalty to the foreign con . 
cerns. 

. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: But ·a 
great deal of it is recovered as they 
attract export markets whereas the 
things that are manufactured in our 
country are actually for domestic 
markets. 

Mr. Chairman: You pay royalty !or 
things manufactured in your own 
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country under fo.-eign patents and yoq 
export them. What is the export earn.. 
ings of your country on that account! 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: .I haVl! 
no information with me now. I am 
very sorry indeed. In order to answer 
your question we have to have exact 
statistics. At best I could only make 
a guess. 

Sbrimati Sharda Mukerjee: As hail 
been brought out by Justice Ayyangar 

,in his report on the revision of the 
Patents Law, while the working c.f 
Patent law in European countries may 
be effective and successful, _it is a 
different matter with us because here 
it' is fairly a domestic market and we 
have ·to safeguard the interests of this 
country. This Bill has not been modi
fied in haste. We have an elaborate 
report on the Patents Law by an emi
nent Judge who has gone into it .in 
detail and it is because the patents 
were not worked for the benefit of 
India that we have been forced to 
have this modification. Just for in
stance, one of the main reasons why 
this compulsory licensing had to be 
introduced is, as Justice Ayyangar ha:1 
brought out, that the patents which 
were granted were not worked in 
India. Your first point was that com
pulsory licensing would be a regressive 
step. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: I should 
like to say the following regarding 
this. I do not mean in any way ques
tioning the soundness of a compulsory 
licence. If you misunderstood me, I 
would like to clarify, I also believe 
and I would also like to repeat it that 
in a country like India where· you 
have obviously an interest that inven
tions which are protected here are 
being worked and if you decide to 
have provisions in your Patents Law 
that guarantee the working of patents, 
I think, this is in principle something 
which is quite acceptable. The only 
thing that I mentioned is that there 
are II)any factors for the non-worl<ing 
Of patents which are completely out
side the patents sphere. In other 
.words what I tried to say was thaC 
every case has to be decided on lta 



imtividual merits and nas to be care
tully decided. This is what I wanted 
to convey. The licence of right regu
lation is, in mY opinion, in a complete
ly different sphere, because there you 
should have a procedure which con
siders every case upon application and 
so on and so forth. But you subject 
lbe entire chemical industry to a sort 
of 11utomatic compulsory licensing and 
this will have completely different 
eltects. In other words, this would 

. mean this: that for any chemical in-
vention-not only pharmaceutical
patent protection in India would 
practically no longer exist because 11ny 
one who would have a patent here 
would immediately have to share it 

. without any restrictions with :my one 
who comes and wants to work it. H 
would be completely automatic. This 

. is one of our main points here that we 

. would strongly underline. It should 

. be only in cases of misuse but by sub
jecting the entire chemical industry to 
this sort of treatment, you will not 
arrive, in our sincere opinion, at results 
which the framers of the Bill might 
have in mind. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: I am 
maid it does not convince me. Un
fortunately we have to modify this. 

Mr. Chairman: That is another mat
ter. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: If we 
have perfact market conditions like 
competition, then it would be a better 
thing to pay 4 per cent royalty on the 
licence of right. That may be all · 
rf ght for countries which are indus
trially developed but for a backward 
and undeveloped country I think, the 
protection needed is higher. 

Mr. Chairman: That we will discuss 
later. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: Inter
nally even a country like India is very 
much in need of competition because 
it is a constant check on one's awn 
efficiency. 
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Shri Shyamnandan Mlshra: One 

point which has very much exercised 
the minds of Members is about the 
price and the cost of production. The 
learned witness has told us that much 
of the increase in cost of production 
is the national contribution; that is, it 
is India which has to account for much 
·of the increase in the cost of produc
tion of certain of the materials, in 
construction and the price of indige
nous machinery, etc. Would he be 
kind enough to tel' us as to what ex
tent the contribution is national. He 
has given us certain figures. Can he 
tell us, in terms of percentage, the 
increase in cost of production due to 
national factors and to what extent it 
is due to external factors? 

Dr. Ulrich Heubanm: In the graph 
we have supplied you, there is a 
breakdown. Here one can see that in 
these cases of investment-costs the 
percentage of imported materials is 
about 20 per cent. This means • that 
they have to pay 20 per cent on im
ported machinery customs and clear
ing charges. On this 20 per cent, they 
have to pay in this specific case about 
5 per cent; that means 25 per cent 
clearing charges and customs. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: You 
have given us certain figures with 
regard to the expenditure incurred on 
research and development in lhe Fe
deral Republic of Germany. How much 
of this expenditure is contributed by 
the patentee II)anufacturers and how 
much by non-patentee manufacturersT 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: The 
figures which we have given in thiJI 

. table are the research expenditures of 
the chemical industry. The core of 
your question is who actually pays it. 
I can quite clearly tell you that they 
are the ones who are in research and 
the ones who have patents. And may 
I tell you one thing? Any company 
to-day in Germany of any importance 
which brings out products to the mar
ket which are really new, which are 
important, which mankind is in need 
of, does research. This is basically tha 
question. They are the research
minded men, they are the progressive 



.ones. In Chemistry nowadays, without 
research there is not very ml!ch that 
you can do, except may be some very 
simple products where there is no 
technological advance possible and 
which is really not chemistry but just 
mixing two or three things together .. 

Shri Shyanmandan Mishra: My 
point is, what is the amount these 
patentee manufacturers spend inside 
Germany on research and develop
ment. They may be carrying on re
search and development outside Ger
many it they happen to be foreign 
patentees. They may . not be spend
ing all that amount in Germany. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: The 
figures that I have here, to the best 
of my knowledge, refer to expenditures 
in Germany. Of course, this is also a 
centre of research activity. We have 
certain co-operation also in research 
which is carried outside of the bor
ders. But to the best of my know· 
ledge, most of the research is in Ger
many.· 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Regard
ing product and process, I would like 
to know to what extent in Germany 
you have got process patents. Or, are 
all of them product patents, because you 

: seem to be telling us something which 
is not very much in keeping with the 
propo!M Bill of ours? 

· Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: The 
German Patent law from the very 
beginning provided, generally ~peak
ing, product protection with the fol
lowing exceptions: "inventions relat
ing to foodstuffs, luxury products"

. here the English translation, 'luxury 
goods' is not correct, for it actually 

· ·refers to coffee, tea cigarette and 
\things of that sort-:'a.11d medicines as 
' well as to substances produced by 
' chemical procesaes in so far as they 
· do not relate to a particular- proceS! 
- for the production of the~ articles." 
· So, in other words, food and chemical 
, inventions, ever since tJJ.e beginning 
' of the German patent law have had 
' only process protection. I~ the modi
- iied form, the protection ·is ~xtended 

to the product whi_ch ill the result of 
this process. 

Sl/-ri Sb.Yamnandan Mlshra: What 
is the proportion of the process paterts 
in your country? 

Mr. G Albrechflikirchinger: Global
ly I cad tell you that the German 
chemical industry gets roughly 15 per 
cent of all the patent applications .filed 
and takes the second place right after 
the electrical industry and I would 
have to look up the statistics for food 
and medicine; if it can be done, I will 
be able to supply the information. 

Mr. Chairman: I am re~¥~ing from a 
quotation of German law. "Inven-
tions, the utilisation of which would 
be contrary to law or public morals, 
inventions of articles of food, and 
taste, medicines and substances v.·hich 
are produced by chemical processes, in 
so far as lhe inventions do not concern 
a specific process for the preparation 
thereof, are not patentable. Processes 
for preparing articles of food drugz · 
and -medicines are, however, patent
able." Is this correct? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: The 
wording may be different, but in sub
stance it is correct. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: Is there any 
control of the price of the patent drugs 
in Germany and if so, what measur~ 
are being adopted to check high 
prices? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: We don't 
have any price eontrol of patented 
article!f, this has never existed ;any
where in Europe, to the best of my 
knowledge. Price control has applied 
to a certain group of commodities 
whether they be patented or not paten
ted. In pther words, price control 
which has its legal backing in some 

. special statute has, of course, betn 
in existence in a number of countries. 
To the very best of mY knowledge, in 
pharmaceuticals, this does not exist in 
Germany. In the chemical field there 
have 'been in the past certain ;egul~

' tions on prices for fer\ilizers and so~ 
· other fndusti'ill! products. 



· One thing I want to make clear, the 
German legislator has never adopted 
the way of saying because a product 
is patented, there should be price 
control. He only took from time to 
time certain commodities as a group. 
Does that answer your question? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In view of 
the fast progress of technology in 
chemical industries, the expert opinion 
is that a patent these days goes out of 
use within a period of 10 years. Are 
,.au of this opinion, or if you have a 
separate opinion, please let me knc.w? 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: No. I 
am not of this opinion that due to the 
fast technological change, the life span 
of a patent in the chemical field or in 
general should be shortened. On the 
contrary, one of \he main reasons for 
having a strong patent protection is 
to provide the very basis that we do 
advance technologically and that '''e 
do go ahead very fast by virtue of a 
patent system which is strong and 
which also provides adequate returns. 
You must always allow to the pat'entee 
a certain period in which he can try 
to perfect his methods, to go beyond 
the labl)ratory stage and use the pro
(Juct commercially and also pr~pare 
the market in order to have a certain 
Peturn on the investments he. ha:· 
made for his research. These two is
sues are separate. 

_ · Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
talked very high about the Model Law. 
The Model Law on its page 49, gives 
;1 commentary that if a patent is given 
~or 10 years after grant of the patent, 
it can also suffice. What is your opinion 

.about this? It is on page 49, minimum 
period of 10 years can be there after 
the date ot grant of the patent. 

Mr. G. Albreehtskirchinger: Is that 
adequate time-is that the question? 

Mr. Chairman: That is what the 
Model Patents Law says on page 49. 

Mr. G. Albreehtsklrchinger: Unfor
tunately I do not find it. My paging 
here is different. Anyway, as far as 
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I understand the question, there ia 
need for, a period of 20 years roughly 
after filing, 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: It is 10 ycar11 
in the Model Law. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: This de
pends of course on the lapse of tim .. 
which was needed ... 

Mr. Chairman: That is why they 
have fixed the date after the grant of 
the patent. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: W ~ll if 
you fix the date after the grant of the 
patent, this has to be studied closely_ 
I think in most cases it will arrive a• 
a very satisfactory solution. Il would 
have to be studied closely. 

Mr. Chairman: ·It is quite satisfac
tory. 

Mr. d. Albrechtskirchinger: I .;.,auld 
tend to believe that this might be· 
satisfactory after the grant. 

·- Mr. Chairman: Whatever may be the 
time taken in preliminary, procedures, 
it is satisfactory. 

Mr. ·<;.. Albrechtskirchinger: Tbtr 
difficulty is following. I think you 
have .to look at the situation in indi
vidual countries. For example I dl) 
not know-and I cannot judge-what 
the special conditions are in India t() 
arrive, for example, at the addition•! 
steps which are necessary on clinical 
tests and that sort of thing and th,. 
administration of drugs as such. 

Mr. Chairman: What may he the 
time taken in preliminary procedures, 
if 10 years period is taken for a 
patent, would that be sufficient? That 
is the Model Law which has not yet 
been adopted by many countries. 

Mr. G. Albrechtskirchinger: Well, 
it depends on the length of the pro
cedure. 

Shri_K'lshi Ram Gupta: You have 
just mentioned in your statement that 



In Germany, the Patent Law is for a 
period of 18 years and about 5 J6 years 
are taken for granting the pst.,nt. It 
means the pe~iod after !he' grantin:r 
of patent remains only 12 years. So 
12 years or 10 years, there is a <iiffe
:rence of only two years. 

Mr. G, Albrechtskirchinger: Thia, 
of course, is one thing. If T rna)• ex
plain in detail, after the filing of a 
p(ttent, we H1ve a public notulc~tion 
a!ler a certain time and from · the 
b~ginning of this notification you have 
prc·Jisional protection altl!"ugh the 
patent i3 not yet granted. 1'1 spite of 
my statement, it is quite cn·r~d that 
the pr2sen~ state of affair.; i" Crrmany 
which n!eds an excessively !on~ (>X3-

mination procedure is detriment~ I to 
the patentee, is_ de:rimental to the 
patent system. Whether yo11 have a 
patent granted or not is not derided 
f:arly enough. This is a so onto of the 
reasons, apart from the fact that it 
would help our Patent Omc-,, why we 
want to chango the procedure. 

Mr. Chairman: We are ccncerned 
with the present condition~. not with 
what happe"s in the futurr.. It giv~s 
12 years after the patent i~ granted. 
We ha·:e put 14 year,. 'Nh~~ Is your 
objection? You cannot have any 
objection. 

Mr. G. Albrechtsldrching,r: There 
b one thing there, Sir. As far as 
pharma~eutic3l produ~ts are concern
ed, it is hot 12 years. Our patent is 
13 years from the time of filing the aP
plication. 

Mr. C'!talrman: Even !n this case, 
even for 10 year1 h~ gels :til the rights. 
I~ dates back to the date or applira-
tw~ · 

Mr. G. Al'Jrecht.s'<irehin~er: That is 
differ•nt. It makPs a lillie :!lilercnc:!. 
We have 18 years from th., d&t~ of fil
ing. In your present dr1!~, it il pro. 
posed to short~n it to H Y<'iiLJ. This 
1! an intermediate step. 

Mr. Chainnan: It takes 3/4 years. 
What can be your obj~cllon 

3S8 
Shri Kashi Ram Gnpta: .tar·an 11 

said to have a very strong Patent Law 
at present. Are you agre~able to tt? 
And if so, you should know that Japan 
has got 15 year1 period foT a paten\ 
from the date of filing of the applica
tion. 

Mr G. Albrechtskirchinger: I am 
not f~miliar with the particulars of the 
Japanese patent system. There ue 
good many variations in difT~r~nt coun
tries. The period averages above 15 
and between 15 and 20. lnt~rnat<cnal 
tendency is towards 20 year•. I woul<l 
prefer that the question about Japan 
be put to some one who is men• abla 
to answer it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: ls ~h•> che
mical industry and the ph~rrna~eutica1 
industry spread over •he whoie coun
try or is it concen'rated n~ar Frank
furt and all these places? 

Mr. G. A1brechtskirc1tlnger: Sir, we 
ha,•e chemica} and pharm3~eutical in
dustry, more than 2000, vobably 2,50(1 
diff~rent companies. Of cour>e, among 
these, there are some which ll!'e quite 
Jargl'; they are the one which produce 
everything in chemical,; ftom basic 
things to very refinej pr.:-ducts. They 
are located geo'(raphicallv Mainly 
along the Rhine river, f.,r tec!mologl
cal reasons because they need a lot of 
water which is cheap ~ot cool!ng pur
poses and production pToces.~e~. Tht'y 
may be about 50. The cli"•'lati~ condi
tion is roughly the samu, as the coun· 
try is smal'. 

~hrl Kashi Ram Gnpb: It h not a 
tropical country, ~nd air-~onditioning 
etc., may not be needed there. l.i that 
a reason for reduced co 1t of produc
tion? 

Mr. Albr~cht.sldrchlnger: It is a 
small item: it i's mostly :. qu•stion of 
the size of the unit. 0! lOUrse, !r.Jpi
cal conditions can increa:;e the cost of 
production. 

Shri Kashi Ram . Gupta: Is the 
pharm~ceutical industry more profit
able in Germany (Ompa•·ed to . other. 



industries. do they declare more divi
dends. and are their exp.Jrts the 
bighest"l 
, Mr. G. Albrechtskirchin;er: Fo~ tl:at 

we will have to make an analysis of 
company reports In Germany. 

Mr. Ch:tirman: You gave us figures 
to shaw that · you are paying more 
royalty to foreigners than the roy a 'ty 
"oming to Germany, more than 
double. What is the percentage of 
royalty vou are paying for the foreign 
patentees? 1 tl' 
-Mr. G. A'bre~btskirching-er: It varies 

from 2 to 12 per cent, and depends 
on individual contracts. It depends on 
the merit of the product in question, 
and e·.'en ph>rmaceutic3\s cannot ask 
for a hi ~h :r royalty becau 3e th ?re are 
C!ompetitive materials, and only the 
difference be'ween what is already 
available and whether the other pro
duct is SU'l~rior counts. So if th ·re 
is an excellent new dye 'stuff. for 
instance, the royalty can be hi~her 
than for a pharmaceutical which does 
not have such comparable quality. 

Mr. Chairman: In your patent Jaw, 
you have got· a oprovision for compul
sory licensing and also licence of 
rights in the public interest? 

Mr. G. ·A1brerhtsklrchlnger: Yes, In 
section 15. 

Mr. Cltai=:nt: !'Hmilarly you have 
a provision for revocation of patents? 

· Mr G. Albrecbtskirchinger: Yes, in 
section 8. 

Mr. Chairman: You have got a pro
llfision for end:1rS~m~nt or patents, 
analogous to the provision foc licence 
of rights in 0 ur Bill. 

Mr. G. Albrec3tsldrchinger: Y ;s. b:Jt 
we do not call it licence of rights in 
the terminology of your Bill. A 
patentee · can voluntarily grant a 
licence to anyone. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. We have taken a lot of your 
time. 

Mr. G. Albrechtsklrcblnrer: Mr. 
Chairman, it is our dut7 to thank you· 
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and the Members of the Committee -
for the patience and the interest othal 
you have shown. Thank you' VerJ 
much. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 14.30 hours) 

(The Committee rea,sembled at 14.30 
hours) 

II. Cen're Enrap,en D•s Foreratlons 
De L' Injustrie Chimique Bureau, 
ZURICH. 

Spoke1rrnen: 

1. Mr. R. A. Willens. Head of the 
Patent Department of Sh~a 
Chemicals, London. 

2. Mr . .J. Egli, Director of the 
Swis3 Society of Ch,mical In· 
dustries. 

3. Mr. Haslam. Head of th~ Paten& 
Department Welcome Foun
dation Ltd. London. 

4. Mr. D. H. Nowotny, Delegat• 
of Swiss Society of Chemical 
Industries. Zurich. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen,' whateve-r 
evidence you give is printed In the 
Parliament and laid on the Table of 
the House. It might be distributed to 
Members. Even if you want any por
tion of it to be confidential, it will b~t 
printed and distributed to Members· 
an:i hid on the Table of the Houses of 
Parliament. The Membors have re
ceived your Memorandum. It has been 
distributed to all the Members. If yoll 
want to add anything to it, you may 
kindly do so. 

Mr. J. Egll: Mr. Choirman, Gentle
men: On b'half of CEFlC, I like to 
express my sincere thanks to you, Sir, 
and to the whole Commis3ion of the 
Indian Parliament for givin~ me this 
oppor\unity of participatir.g at these 
hearings. I am extremely impressed by 
the manner in which you organiSe tne~~e 



beatings and let me say that it is vert 
rare in the world that a Parliamentary 
Commission is receiving foreigners to 
testify. For this very great generosity 
of your Commission, I would like to 
express my admiration and my sin
cerest thanks. 

The subject of the Indian Patenta 
system is so wide w..d complicated that 
for the benefit of the bon. Members 1 · 
have taken the liberty of being accom
panied by some very competent col
leagues who will assist me in answer
ing questions which the Commission 
would like to ask. May I just briefly 
introduce my colleagues? That is Mr. 
Willens on my right side, Head of the 
Patent Department of Shell Chemicals, 
Inndon; Mr. Haslam, Head of the 
Patent Department of Welcome Foun
dation in London; and Mr Nowotn;y on 
my left side, a delegate from our So
ciet;y-the Swiss Societ;y of Chemical 
~dustries in Zurich. 

Before I begirt with some points, I 
wcruld repeat once more that I can 
assure you that I do appreciate this 
gesture to have the opportunit;y to be 
here, as I consider that gesture of a 
great Democratic country as your 
country is. ' 

' J 
In addition to what has been said in 

the ·CEFIC Memorandum of January 
5, 1966, mention should be made of 
tlie following points. 

The first point is: CEFIC means the 
Centre · Europeen Des Federations De 
L'Industrie ·Chemique. That would 
mean in English, freely translated, 
European Centre of Federations of 
Chemical Industries. This Centre is 
composed of the National Associatio1111 
of the chemical industry of the fol
lowing countries: Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
United Kingdom, Italy, the Nether
lands, Norway, Sweden and Switzer
land. It practically covers the 
entire chemical il'..dustry or Wes
tern Europe. The Chemical - in
dustry has numerous branches 
ot' manufacture and in what will 
follow I shall confine my remarb to 

only the most important of these, viz.' 
the manufacture of inorganic and or~ 
ganic chemicals. They form the start_:·; 
ing materials for many other branches 
of the chemical industry engrossed in 
manufacture of specialised products. In 
the case of inorganic chemicals, basic 
materials utilized are minerals, such as. 
sulphur, pyrites, salt, and so on; while 
in the case of organic chemicals, basie·. 
materials are coal, on the one hand,. 
and crude oil, on the other. These na-· 

·tural products are converted by what· 
we shall call the basic chemical in
dustry into a variet;y of further pro
ducts, which, in turn, constitute the· 
starting materials, utilized b;y the· 
specialized chemical industries for the 
production of e.g., dyestuffs, plastics, 
pharmaceuticals and many other clu
ses of compounds. 

From the a hove it is clear t):la t the 
chemical indUstry represented by' 
CEFIC is vitall;y important to the 
chemical industry as a whole. To trie 
an analogy, were one to consider the 
entire chemical industry as a column, 
the portion we represent would con
stitute the base, the removal of which : 
would cause the entire column to·: 
collapse; that means that the phar· : .. 
maceutical industry ~d other highlr 
specialised industries would be de
prived of their sources. During the past 
20 years, the chemical industry bas 
progressed tremendously-; In the 12 
countries of CEFIC, the 1963 turnover 
,;as 24,400 million US dollars. Thill· 
represents approximately 29 per cent 
of the entire worlg production of . 
chemicals. By 1964, the turnover has 
jtimp<!d to 27,100 million dollars. As : 
this 1964 figure still represented 29 per ' 
cent of the world production, the che
mical industry made tremendous ad- , 
vances throughout the world and the 
effects hereof were also noticeable 
in India. 

It is a well-known fact that the 
European chemical industry adheres . 
to and defends a most liberal commer
cial and economic policy. That this is 
11.o, is borne. out by the statistics of :. 
l'oreign commerce in the chemical see-



tor .. In 1964, for example, the 12 CEFIC 
countries exported chemicals to tha 
value of 6,587 million United States 
dollars, while in the same period, the 
imports amounted to 4,938 million dol
lars. In 1963, the imports were 3,994 
million dollars, and the exports were 
to the value of 5,583 million dollars. 

N wnerous factors are responsible for 
this extraordinary state of affairs; let 
us consider only the most important. 
In almost all the countries concerned, 
the Governments have ·granted the 
manufacturer appropriate protection 
for his inventions and except when 
serious problems arise with respect to' 
location and the .supply of raw mate
rials, a rapid growth of the industry 
resulted. The protection of the inven
tions made by the manufacturer thus 
represents A most important factor in 
ei18Uring a favourable climate for un
hindered growth , of industry. This 
point of view is shared by leaders 
throughout the world, and the Secre
tary-General of the United Nations, 
Mr. U. Thant, commented as follows on 
this very point:-

:'~Firstly, patent' protection has,. 
enaburaged research' and ' lnven-' 
titm,· secondly, it has induced the 
inventor to disclose his discoveries· 
instead of keeping them as a 

, trade· secret, thirdly, it has offered 
. !l ,reward for devel6ping · in vel\~ 

tionS to the stage at. which they are 
commercially practical, and four-· 

. thly, it has acted as an induce
ment to invest capital In new lines 
of production which might not 
appear to be profitable if many 
competing producers embarked on 
them simultaneously." 

In studying the economic situation 
of a country, it is necessary to inve!f
tigate the import and export regula
tions, the customs duties levied on 
imports, possible import restrictions, 
the financial situation withih the c<iun
try, foreign debts and the attitude of 
the government towards foreign capi
tal investment. A further most import
ant ao:>'Ct which is always considered 
is the extent to which the national 

legislation provides protection for 
industrial property: when such pro
tection is either absent (lr meagre, th .. 
climate for foreign investments of any · 
kind is seriously impaired. When 
industrial property is not adequately 
protected, not only is the national in
ventor handicapped, hut foreign inven
tors are given no a!lsurance that their 
efforts and financial risks will be ade· 
quately rewarded. Under these cir
cumstances, they will prefer to turn 
elsewhere to extend their activities 
with tho result that industry in the 
country concerned will stagnate or 
even receive a serious setback. 

It is to be expected that in the event 
of some of the provisions currently 
contained i.ti the Indian Patents Bill 
becoming law, foreign investors would 
be discouraged from continuing to 
invest capital in India. The contri
bution of foreign industry towards the 
steady development of the Indian eco
nomic standards inay be assured if the 
Government of India creates the right 
climate for · the protection of such 
capital. The provisions contained in 
the present Bill not only do not create 
such a climate but tend to destroy it. 

Turhing to my point No. 3, it · must 
·be ·botne in mind that one of the 
prime objects of strong patent protec
tion is to make possible the recouping 
of research expenditure. In this res
pect, the amount spent on chemical re
search (including pharmaceutical) is 
tremendously high in Europe. Its exact 
total figure is unknown. In Germany, 
this expenditure is approximately 300 
million dollars per year, and in Swit-
zerland, it reaches an yearly amount of 
about 170 million dollars. It would be 
an error to think that the progresi' 
could continue if research were to be 
curtailed and it is equally as obvious 
that the products of today must ne
cessarily bear the research costs of 
tomorrow. 

Due to the flexibility and open-: 
mindednes~ of the chemical industry, 
this industry has not shirked from the 
task of building its factories outside 
Europe, Your own country is an elo-



quent proof hereof, as a number of 
E~ropean-based chemical enterprises 
have opened factories in India. The 
European chemical industries in jlddi
tion strive for the removal of barriers 
to trade and progress, and the indus
try is of the firm opinion that the 
greater the exchange of !(oods and 
know-how, the greater will be ' the 
chances for the raising of the popula
tion standard of living. It is my con
viction as well as that of my collea
gues thlt it would have been impos
sible for the chemical industry in 
Europe to have attained the heights 
which it has done in so short a time 
had not industriol property been suffi
ciently protected It is because of our 
firm belief herein that all ,steps under
hken with respect of pa\ent matters 
in Europe are aimed towards the 
$1rengthening of the patent svstem. In 
this re;pect, you are undoubtE'dly 
'aware of the European pate·1t coP.ven
tion envisaged by the common market 
eountries. In urging you to introduce 
strong patent protection in Ind'a, I 
merely suggest that· you adopt that 
type of Bill under which so many 
countries of the world have prospered. 

4. The main problem underlying the 
discuss'ons on the Indian Patents Bill 
is whether India will really be better 
off by restricting the rights of paten
tees, in the chemical field by making 
patented inventions more freely avail
ab~e to the public and the Government 
a• e'lvisa~ed in clauses 48, 87, 88, 
93(3), 95(3) and 99 to 102. 

My Organisat:on believes that this 
liberalisation is not in the true interest 
of the Indi3n econ~my. While a tran
sient advantage might be gained here 
and there on prices, in the m~in the 
weakening of patent rights will slow 
down the trans~er of technology into 
India fro:n the more developed coun
tries. and react unfavourably on the 
investment climate. 

The role played by patents in the 
economic and industrial growth of a 
country is a long-term o'le. India is on 
the brink of a great indu•trial deve
l<•pment and to weaken her patent sys
tem now will have effects which may 

only become apparent some years 
hence, by which time the damage will 
have been done. 

The question of the role played by 
patents has been carefully studied in 
the two reports "The Role of Patents 
in the Transfer. of Techno~ogy to D~ve
loping Countries" and "The Model 
Law for Deve'oping Countries on In
ventions". I believe the Committee is 
alre1dy aware of these reports. They 
are the result of a deep international 
study of the whole problem, in which 
study India took part, and it is em
phasised what value a strong patent 
system has in developing technology 
in a country. 

For example, the Model Law, in 
Section 35 allows tor the grant of com
puls~ry licences in certain v'tal areas, 
at any time, without the waiting time 
provided in Section 34; food products 
or drugs are mentioned as areas where 
certain countries· consider such. pro
visions nece3sary; but the Report em
phasises that:-

''This faculty ~hould be used 
with measure and caution, because 
in all cases in which it is used it 
is likely to stifle invention, research 
and investment". 

The document "The Role of Patents 
in the Transfer of Technology" analy
ses the effect of patents in the tran!f
fer of technology in the basic philo
sophy of the U.N. that the economic 
progress of the developing countries is 
a matter of concern not only to them. 
selves but also to the world commu
nity at large, and that a~cess to know
ledge and experience in th~ lieiJ of 
applied science and technology is 
essential to accelerate the economic 
development of the developing count
ries and to enlarge the over-all pro
ductivity of their economies. 

It is the experience of those coun
tries which have had a well developed 
patent system that it has greatly sti• 
mulated the local introduction of fore
ign techniques to the cocmtry's overall 
economic advantage, though royalties 



have had to be paid. My Organisation 
believes that it cannot be in the in
terests of India for patents in the 
ehemical field to be so drastically 
weakened as is proposed in the present 
Bill. 

5. Turni'ng now to the actual text of 
the Bill, and in amplification of what 
has been briefly stated in the Memo
rand urn, it may be observed firstly and 
in general that an importanf aspect of 
'the advantages purporting to be con
ferred on the patentee is security 
which he ought tJ enjoy from the 
pirating by late-comers in the field of 
the development work that he will be 
persuaded to do in India. 

As to the "rights" of the patentee 
these are the rights which the Bill 
legitimately purports to confer on an 
inventor and the mischief of, the pre
sent Bill lies not only in the exten
sive limitations of those rights as com
pared with those considered appro• 
priate in the experience of most coun
tries of the world, but also the possi
bility that even these limited rights 
may be withdrawn at any time. The 
investor of capital and the importer of 
technical know-how in considering the 
protection afforded by any patent is 
obliged to take a pessimistic view that 
if his investment is successful the 
protection on which he is counting 
may prove to be a total illusion. 

6. As to the detailed clauses of the 
Bill; regarded not !rom my own point 
of view but from that of a practi
tioner in patents, the following should 
be added to the substance of the Me
morandum. 

Clause 8 

Th~ duties laid upon an ap;>licant 
under this clause are not only o"erous 
in themselves but lay a very heavy 
burden on the Examining Staff• of the 
Patent Offi~e. to weigh up and assess 
the effects of the inform•tion that 
mmt be supplied U'ldet this clause. 
Indeed, we are far from wishing to be 
impertinent in saying, as a critioism of 
the Bill in general, that it will make 
much heavier demands upon the ex-

pertise of the Examining Staff than is 
the case with any or most of the Pa
tent Offices of the world, who are 
themselves currently finding difficul
ties in securing adequate stafl'. 

Clause 53 

It Is a fact that, with the increasing 
complexity of industrial operatiora, 
the existing terms of patents in many 
countries are proving to be unduly 
short, and the world tendency il 
rather to lengthen them than to shor
ten them, as in this Section. For very 
many important inventions the early 
years and sometimes even the later 
ones a'rter grant, are still unprofitably 
taken up with development work. 

Clause 76 raises an apparently small 
point but one of some constitutional 
importance, that the secrery of co!ll• 
munic:.tions to the Patent Office can be 
breached, not only by the order of 
th~ court but alro under the executive 
direction of the Central Government, 
or even of the Controller notwith
standing that he is himself, presum
ably, an officer of the Patent Office. 

Clause 87 (I) is the clause more than 
any other that will prove a disincen
tive to investment in that it withdraws 
any possibility of exclusivity from the 
investor who wishes to set up a plant 
for the manufacture of chemical subs
tances He may b~ all too sure that 
when he has gone to the expense of 
setting up a plant and overcoming the 
inevitable teething troubles, anyone 
may co:ne and take ·advantage of his 
su=cessful d~velopment work under a 
licence granted as Of right. 

Clause 88--0n the subiect of an~ 
arbitrary c~iling for royolties, it shoulo 
be observed that a redurticn of m•nu
facturing costs is an undoubte~ly laud
able object of research and inven
tion, and the effect of this provision i1 
to reward an inferior invention more 
highly than a superior one which 
reduces the manufacturing cast to a 
greater extent. 

In licence negotiation• en1 oth~r 

operations for the determination of 
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~yments appropriate to rewaid .a pa-i 
tentee. ~hile not unduly handicappini 
the licensee, the question .of . . what 
form of prod~ct is to carry the royalty 
percentage . is a very important 'and a 
very variable one. The provision ot a 
fixed ceiling will unavoidably distort 
this question and prejudice tQ.e ;opti
inwn conduct of the execution of t}le 
in~ention. 

. Clause 95(3)-It seems unjust that 
'!}le -lic~ee shoulci be authorized to 
import a patented article while the 
patentee himself is debarred; from 
doing so. · 

The final word of the Memorandum 
on the subject of the sale of licensed 
kn.ow-how is extremery cogent. Indeed 
the implications of the sale of know
_how: call_ even more loudly tor r~ 
.assessment than plans for, the invest-

_ .. -· iJ]ent of capital. Th'e numerous and 
:extensive provisions of. the Bill .for 
compulsory licensiz).g aDd for the wi~ 
~awal . of Tights ma~es the retention 
~f know-how the only defence in ~e 
hands. of . the woW.d-be licensor,. These 
provisions would. eneotirage, where a 
,licence is ,compu18ory· and· ·· unavoid
,!lble, the ~xecution of a 'bare .licence' 
:pnaccompanied by the detailed know.:. 
h~; necessary to take advan~a,ge of. the 
pcence . . A licence can be compelled, 
put ~he transmission of know-'how ,can~ 
~t; . . 

]l · 

·· : · It is in the light h.er9of that I 
•hould like to express on behalf · of 
CE'FIC the hoPe- that the new Indian 
Patents Bill will be -drafted iii such: a 
manner that it Will ensure a · sound 
basis !or the harmonious develapm.ent 
~d expansion of. the Indian industry. 

. ~- Chairman, bon. Members of the 
Committee, may I ~nee again thank 
you for the great honour you have 
given me ·to appear before you. My 
colleagues and. myself deeply appre-o 
ciate this very great gesture of a great 
pemocratic country. 

Shri Bade: You object tO clause 
»5{8) . You object to this because . the 
Government fixes the price. :When. the 

do~ernment r~d&·' that . torelin 'paten; 
'e~s have exploited our country .. an4 
~hey have the monopoly also, ther ~· 
the price. Why should there be allY,: 
objection? .. 
.. Mr. R. A. Wlllens: I think the par
ticular objection to this clause is tha\ 
it grants a right to a licensee of an in~ 
yention which right is denied to the 
patentee himself, namely, that o! iril..; 
·porling the necessary product. ~ 
seems to us to be unfair. I think this 
particuiar point would be met if th~ 
patentee is also authorised to import 
~he product along with or instead. o* 
the' licensee. ~ 

Mr. Chairman: If a patentee does. 
not supply the required quantity · of 
medicine or drug at a reasonable price 
and charges extortionary prices and. 
~he Governnient in the public lnteresl 
.feels it necessary to import such artie• 
les and fixes the price, why should 
you object to that? · 

• • ' • ' ' o • • - • • • ' • J ~ I • o i~ 

. . Mr. R. A. Willens: I understand ,tram. 
what you say that this clause is desig'n; 
ell as a penalty to the patentee; . b~ 
j~ is not .expressed like that-it a~ply . 
,says . . that if . the Central Government 
:<)on5iders it . necessary in the :PUbli~ 
int~rest. .·. . · . . · ·, · , 
· . . ·Mr. • Chairman: · Government .· Will 
j,nterfere only when it is necessary ·. -ill 
the publiC interest;:not otherwise. \ · • i 

, ~,Mr •. B.. A . . Willens: There is nothing 
in the clause to indicate- that the .pa~ 
~ntee was in a.IlJ' way at fault and ye~ 
the licensee is authorised to . im':" 
port. . ., 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose the patentee· 
misuses his patent or does not work 
in . the interests.· of the country -and 
~he Government feels that it is in· the 
interests of th~ country to get tha~ 
:particular medicine or drug. What . is 
wrorig. in their authorising the licen; 
see to import the required quantity of 
medicines at reasonable prices? · 

Mt. l. Egli: May I ask Mr. Nowot7 
ny, who is specialised in this line, t~ 
give an explanation which eouicf 
satisfy ~he hon. Member who a,sk:~~ 
thiS question!" · ~ · 



Mr. D. B. Nowotny· You h 
t . · • ave been lllen lOrung something b 

able prices and . a out reason
draft Bill 't . I thmk c~ncerning the 
Wh t . ~ .Is the crucial question 
do ~ IS e ~easonable price? How 
Price: di~t~rmme what is a reasonable 

f h may r~-'State the question 
o t e hon. Member, I believe what 
pre-occu?I!"S the bon. Member who 
asked thiS question is the following. 
Suppose a company has developed a 
drug, say in Switzerland. There ls the 
well-known case of t.he active Subs-
tance of a tran~ur being sold at 
Rs. 5,555 per kilo& and another 
finn delivering the ~ . . substance at 
Rs. 312. If I understood ·orrectly, the 
hon. Member wonders if there is not 

· some exploitation going on in this 
filed. In this special case, if the Gov

·ernment decides to fix the price of the 
s11bstance at the low level! of Rs. 312, 
~e WOuld not be able in SwitzerlaDd 
to cover our research cost lind the 
~turn on the capital invested in this 
research. This is the only objection 
that we have and that is why we 
believe that patent .2!'ote<:tion is so 
necessary i~ this field. I may point 
o.ut that the firm which is delivering 
this ·substance at Rs. 312 per kilogram 
has not done any research work at all. 
The originator of this drug, Roche has 
many years of research and develop
ment . work to its credil They have 
a large research staff in Switzerland, 
United States and the United King
dom and this research staff cannot be 
diminished from one year to another. 
You know very well that if you have 
a qualified chemist or doctor on your 
staff, you will have to keep him Qn. 
Therefore, once we have built up a 
. very competent team of research 
workers, our big problem is to obtain 
the necessary funds to finance the re
search that is going on, whether we 
make any profits or not. One of the 
problems that we always have to face 
is that people do not understand that 
there is a big difference between a 
company that does . original work and 
one that does nothing at all and just 
w-aits for a drug to come out. I may 
also point out that an imitator, as we 

·ould like to call him, because he does 

1t do any research work, is never 

int!:'re~tl'ct in a medically !tUCcr~sfnl but 
~ommercially unsucc!'~~ ful dru~. You 
PN>b3bly know that !JO per cent of the 
products of n bu~int'~ ' usually make 
10 per cent of the profits and the ba
JRrH'e of 10 pl'r ("('nt of a company's 
products usually ncrount for 90 per 
('('nt of the pTofit~: . I rlo not say that 
this rule is alwnys valid but it r,iv£'~ 
you nn indication. I think it il!l 
characteristic of the pharmnccutical ir._ 
dustry. Out of 100 products thnt a 
pharmaceutical company mny market 
there may be on.ly 10 per cent or even 
less that are commercially f;Uccessfu1 
products. We expect the succes..~ful 
products to pay more of their shnre 
than the other products do. This is 
a principle of justice which, by the 
way, has been accepted by the income
tax authorities in over hundred coun
tries in the world. For every com
mercially successful drug there are 
many other drugs which are medically 
useful but which bccau..~e ot their 
limited use, do not attain a sufficiently 
high volume of sales. Therefore, the 
commercially successful drug has to 
pay for research and development. 

Sbri Bade: Clause 95 (3) says that 
the Central Government will do it 
only if it is in the public interest so 
to do. 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: Tht;! point is 
what you mean by "public interest". If 
you say that this is only an emergency 
clause to cover cases like war or where 
the market has not been supplied 
sufficiently at reasonable prices then it 
is difierent. So, first of all, we have 
to consider whether there is an emer
gency situation and, secondly, whether 
the market has been supplied. 

Shri Bade: There is n() question of 
an emergency. The question is only 
of public interest. 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: Mr. Haslam 
would like to answer it. 

. Mr. Haslam: Clause 95 is concerned 
with the ground or compulsory licence 
under clauses 84 and 85. The object 
Of these clauses is to prevent a patentee 



from simply sitting on an invention 
and to encourage the working of the 
invention in India. The aim of · fuis 
clause; which corresponds to the section 
which has been for a long time in the 
United Kingdom Act, is to encourage 
the actual production of the patentee's 
invention in India. It seems to us that 
clause 95 (3) is illogical in the context 
of clauses 84 and 85 in that having 
eranted a compulsory licence for the 

· p.urpose of working the invention in 
India, clause 95(3) ~?Uddenly allows 
the Government to · import the inven
tion, which has the very opposite 
effect of encouraging the produc-

. tion of the invention in India. 
I 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose, there is an 
epidemic in India and we are in urgent 
need of a medicine. ·It takes years to 
establish. a · factory and produce the 
thing. In that case, why not import 
it under certain conditions certified by 
Government? What is your objection? 

1\lr. Haslam: I think th,ere would be 
no objection to any clause which ex
presses this clearly in terms of an 
emergency. Naturally, nobody would 
want to impose any restrictions in the 
case of a national emergency or an 
epidemic. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you think Gov
ernment will · interfere unnecessarily? 
Unless there is an emergency or some 
apecial reason Government will not 
interfere. I can give you ·an instance; 
wch a case happened in India. The 
Director, Haff~ Institute had for• 
wllrded an application dated the 27th 
May, 1941, to the Controller of 
Patents for onward transmission to . 
the Governor General in Councll 
praying for the grant of compulsory 
licences Uttlldei: Section 22 of the 
Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911 
in respect of patents Nos. 26513 and 
26850 granted to Messrs. . May & 
Baker, London. Briefly, the. grounds 
under which the application: WaS 
based were as follows: . 

The heterocycli~ ·compounds, · sul
phathiazole and its derivatives which 
fonn the subject matter of the patents 
have curative powers in the treat-

ment of plague and a lar1e number 
pt other ba~rial infections gonor
rhoea and the infections of urinary 
tract. This drug was superior to· 
anything Invented before that noth
ing can take its place. In spi'e of 
the importance of the drug, the 
patentees who get their patent in. 
June, 1938, did not put it in the 
market till about December, 1940 and 
the quantity of the drug offered to 
the public was considerably small. 
They did not supply the required. 
quantities at a reasonable price. They 
said that they were unable to supply. 
They frustrated the Government of 
lndia in the grant of compulsory 
licence and importing this drug. In 
such a case do you think it necessary 
to have the powers read out by my 
hon. friend to import the nece~sary 
mediCine in the public interest; or. 
do you want the Government to· 
allow thousands of people to die of 
such cursed diseases? 

Mr. Haslam: Certainly not. Nobody 
would want to impost! restrictions in 
circumstances of that kind. This
section, however, I think, refers to
"in, the public interest". 

Mr. Cilairlll&n: You can rest' assured 
that only in such cases the Govern-· 
ment will interfere . and not in other
cases." 

Mr. Haslam: "Public interest" may 
be a short-term emergency or may be 
a long-term one. My understanding 
ot the meaning of ''public interest• · 
as being behind this compulsory · 
licence section is the long-term one, 
that is to say; the advantage of deve- · 
loping indu.stry in India as opposed to· 
importing patented goods from abroad. 
That i'S obviously something that if.' 
not done overnight; it has a long
term meaning. 

Mr. Chairman: We are not concern- : 
~ only with the development ot. 
indumries but also with the health of· 
the nation. • 

·' .Mr. HasJam: I think, there woul<$, 
be no objection to a aection whicll 



&aid that the Government had the 
right in an emergency to import drugs 
notwithstanding any licence and so 
on. 

Mr. Chairman: You have got similar 
provisions in the UK Act and also in 
-the Patents Acts in Switzerland. 

Mr. Haslam: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P . Sinha: May I add that in 
England there was a case where the 
Health Ministry started importing 
large quantities of drugs for use in 
the National Health Service when 
the patentees in England refused to 
supply them at reasonable prices. 
The case went up to the House of 
Lords and the House of Lords decided 
that Government were perfectly 
justiffed in importing those d rugs in 
order that the Health Service needs 
may be met. A thing similar to what 
you have mentioned occurred in 
Englanrl also. 

Mr. Chairman: What is good for 
England must be good !or India also. 

Mr. Haslam: Yes, Sir; but you 
already have clauses in this Bill 
dealing with the r ight of Government 
to use an invention for the Services 
of the Government, what are called 
in the United Kingdom, the Services 
of the Crown which was the matter 
which the bon. Member has- just 
referried to. These clauses already 
exist elsewhere in the Bill. The objec
tion to this particular sub-clause, 
95(3), is merely that it puts into 
reverse, as it were, the object of the 
previous clauses, clauses 84 and 85, 
to encourage the development and 
production of drugs in India. 

'1\fr. Chairman: How will it put it 
into reverse? This company, Messrs. 
May and Baker, refused to supply. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Even if there i3 
an established industry in anY coun
try, just like in the UK, the Gov
ernment thought it appropriate and 
proper in the public interest tQ import 
despite the fact that they were being 

manufactured in Engl ••• d. So, there· 
may be some occasions here when, in 
order to bring pressure upon the 
patent holders here to supply goods 
not only in adequate quantities but 

·also at reasonable prie~s. the Govern
ment may exercise that power as the 
Goverrunent in the UK very recently 
did. 

~Jr. Haslam: In clause 100 you. 
already have the power of the Cen
tral Government to us~ inventions for 
the purposes of Gove rnment. This 
clause in the Bill corre.;ponds to the 
section in the UK Act under whit:h 
the UK Government imported 
te tracycline for, what we call in the 
U .K., Crown use, and here Govern
ment use. 

Shri llide: That is for invention; 
clause 95 is for importation of nwdi
cines from outside. 

l\1r. 1-lasl:l.m: You. u se here exactly 
the same words as are there in the 
UK Act, namely, tha t the Gove,·n
ment 'may make, use, exercise or 
vend the invention for the purposes 
of Government in acc'ordance with 
the provisions of this Chapter". I 
see no reason why that does not allow 
the Government to import if I h<'Y ' 
want 'to. I think, we are argui n: 
about the point where such a claLh · 
giving the right of Government tu 
import should go in the Dill. 0~,
fecling is that i t should. not f!O m 
the clause which dcalg w1th compul· 
sory licences for the purpo~e of pro
moting industry in lfdia but should 
be con~idcred in the whole context 
ot the use by the Government whlch 
occurs in later clauses, that is, clau:o· ~s 

99 to 102. 

Shri Bade: I would l ike to invite 
the attention of the witness to clau:;e 
87. A difTerence is made in the B1U 
between patents for chemical suD
stances and patents tor medicince, 
drugs and pharmaceuticals. 

In clause 95, clause 84 is also 
referred to. Cl11use 84 Is again 
referred to in clause 90, which seta 



.clown when reasonable req~emen¥ . 

.of. fhe •pilblic are deemed not tO" have 
.been satisfied. Only then will clause& 

.-87 . and M apply regarding· the grant 
.of . compulsory licences. 

. Suppose a foreign firm is not manu-' 
:factnring the item in India, and is not · 
also giving the know-how to India, 
:and at the same time, they have a 
. patent from India and they have also 
,8 · · monopoly; suppose Government 
·~orne ·to the conclusion that this firm 
·is not manu!actur.irig to an adequate 
:extent but by creating a monopoly 
'is exploiting the poor people; in sucb 
:a case, why should dat.ise 87 not be 
-m&de applicable? 

··. Mr. Haslam: Clause .17 applies auto
matically. Under this Bill, all patents . 
in the chemical field are endorsed 

··with the words 'licences of right'. 

Shrl Bade: I am talking -of clause 
:.84. 

Mr. Haslam: If this Bill is passed ·iri 
its. present fonn, _there will never "be 
:any need to · apply clause 84 in il. 
-chemical or pharmaceutical case; be-
·caliSe all those patents would be 
~ndorsed with the words 'licences o1 
!'ight' · anywhere, so ·that it does not 
:really arise. 
·• · ' • r 

Shrl Bade: You have only objected 
•to clause 88, but you have not said 
anything on the question of royalty 
owhere a maximum of 4 per cent •only 
bas been prescribed.-· What· have you 
"to s~y on the ·question of royalty? · 

l 

· Mr. Haslam: We do think that the 
troiatty limit. of ·4 · -per ,cent -is un
qealistic; 

Shrl Bade: What is. the reason for it? ' . . . . ' . 

1:. :Mr. ·HaSlam: 'This' is ai:i ·eronomic 
·question. · · May '1 · ask my· colleague 
·Mr. Nowotny to deal with -thiS' ques;.. 
tion! · ·· · · ·· · · • ' · .· -

:· :Mr. D: .B. Nowotny.: ·The .re~~n. why 
:we have .to ~k ·tor. a higher price jar 
~ J ' • • ; • ~ ' ' • ~ t ' , ' ., ' :' ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ' . '.' I ' • : 

.an active substance that we send trom 
:Switzerland,. than an Italian imitator, 
;~ thai we have tG cover our research 
and development c:osts. As you know, 
· our research and development costs 
·are· running around 8 to 10 per · cent 
of the whole turnover, and il we put 
the . research and development ciJSW 
into relation to the turnover of the 
patented products only it may be 
much higher. · 

Shri Bade: Clause 88(5) reads thus: 

" .... the royalty and other re
muneration reserved to the 

. patentee under -a licence granted 
to any ·person after . .such com-
mencement shall.in n() case exceed 
four per cent of the net ex-factory 
sale price in bulk .of the patented 
article ...... ". 

Mr.l D . . H. Nowotny: As I have .said, 
our ~search llDd development costs 
run around . 8 to 10 per cent of total 
sales; the questiOn is whether thes~ 
.coshJ are {lpplied to the selling price."' 
of the final pharmaceutical specialitf 

·or the bulk price of the active sub-. 
. stance. The latter is only a small 
part of the final selling price. Let 
·us say research and development . 
;costs are 10 per cent ot •he final \_ 
selling price of a speciality. I! they · 
should be expressed as a· percentage 
of the bulk selling price, the pel·cent-
age would be much higher; it can be 
.30 or 40 per cent or even more. .I 
.can give you -an example, il that is 
,necessary. 

. Shri Bade: He ~Y send that to us 
in writing. ·· 

Mr. Chairman: You may give us a 
· :note. 

· · Mr. D. H. Nowotny: Yes, 1 shall do 
so. 

. Shrl R. P. Sinha: Witness has stated 
himself that clause 100 of the present 
·Bill is b:.ised on an equivalent section 
:in, the :UK Act, namely section 48, 
. .and it is more or 'less worded on the 
;aame ·lin~- ·. ~.ince tne . prp'1s~o~ in tbe 
(:. '• . - I • , . Jt. •' ,. ~ ! • '• • . • • ' • - • ' • > ! ' • : ' } 
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.~'K Act was not very clear, a UUga- . t.; 

ti:;-n ~ose in the · H;ouse of· Lords 
~hen . ~overnmi!nt s'~arted impOrting 
1t. To safeguard against such litiga~ 
tion in India, we have tried to clarify 
tbe i>ositlon:oin· clause · 95{31 by pro
viding· that ·Government :could ·import 
also, .because in the UK case ·the point 
at issue was ·that' the Government 

·could use the patent but not import. 
What· I am stating is this. Thete, 'the 

. law has been settled by a judicial 
pronouncement. We do not want· an
other judicial pronouncement \n ·this 
country to settle the . l~w. Therefore 
the legislature . here is taking a pre
cautionary ·measure by having Clause. 
95(3). What objection have you got 
to that? · 

Jrlr. R. A. WilleM: Section 100 can 
be omitted, but the :t:eal point, as I 
mentioned originally, is that section 
95(3) · does give a permission to the 
licencee · which is denied' to · the. 
l'atentee. If this · clause is meant to 

·_..,deal with such · emergencies as 
plagtie>, infection, calamity and ·that · 
sort . of thing, ·it does seem to me to 
be inconsistent · !not to use any ineariB 
available 'to 1.mport the 'i'naterialti' ·r• 
q'uireci whether by the licencee :or by 
the patentee. ' 'What l am' suggesting 
is that it will'· .remove an injustice- tr 

- not oDly the licencee 'bpt also the 
patentee ·is givel\ freedcim: . by the 
Government to . import. · : 

.-1 should add a further; ·detail, that 
'this wi.U not only apply. to ~ompul
sory licenc~s under section 84 and 85 · 
but also.. to licences of right ' •.mdcr · 
section 87, aDd under section 88(6), 
'1'{hich is subject to the ~ditions Qf 
licences provided in ~ction 87, 
licences of right are applicable not 
only to pharmaceutical material and .. 
foodstuffs but also to chemical pro
ducts absolutely without exception. 
That is to say, it covers the ~ntire 
<;hemical industry, which is of course 
our partiaular concern. Section 88(6) 
reads: 

"Save · a'S othe:rWise provided in. 
sub~section (5), the provisions of 
sub--sections (1), (2), (4), (5) and 

:2.07 (B) L&-24: 

·' •. ~ . ' 
(6) of section 93 (regardi.ni the 
pOWer• of· tha ControJler) ~nd d 
sections 94 ·and 95 shall .a\'l:Jiv to. 
licences granted under this 'sec
tion·· as they apply to 1!~en.:ea 
granted under 8e _ tion 84." 
. ... \ 

So, you see section 95 refers to sec
tion 84, and section 88 mlkes it clear 
that it refers also to section 117. . Thia 
is . our ·legitimate comment· on the 
meaning of the Bill, and this will 
answer the proposition that s r r.\icn 
95(3): is a, good alternative t.) stcticm 
100; -. ' 

-, . .' 
·Mr.· Chairman: Pleue ,ee sectton 

47(1), which is only aubj:ct to clause 
(2),. He can import, h'e can sell, bu' 
suppose he does not import in ~uft\
cient . quantities at reasonable prices,. 

. what is G<>vernment to do'? Then 
comes section 10.0. It i! only the Cen- · 
tral · Government which can ext!rcise 
that right, not the Controller. 

Sbri R. P. Slnlla: The wiLnesset 
repr.esent the en~ire industrial and 
chemical community of the European 
countrie~. Countries like . U.K. hnvt 
got provision for licences of right. I 
would like to know how far this 
clause is used for giving licences to 
other .. than paten~-holders for the 
manufacture of the patented articles. 

Mr. R. A. WilleDS: As regards the 
U.K., 1 should first make the obser
vation, to avoid misunderstondinR. 
that. the licence of right . .in the U.K. 
is something different from what. Is 
contemplated in this Bill. It ia a 
voluntary con~On on the part of 
the patentee. He· requests the Con
troller to endorse the patent for 
licenC'e of rights and thereby he gainJ 
rumseU advantages, namely reduction 

. in · the renewal fees payable. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: In the U.K. Ad. 
there is also a provision for compul.• 
sory endorsement of licence of rightll. 
It is not only voluntary under Becti01l 
37, . . . 

Mr. R. A. Willeua: That i111 quite 
true .. 



Shrl R. P. Sinha: What use hall this 
aection been put to? 

Mr. R. A. Wrlens: These are the 
same grounds as those spe:ified In 
eection 37 of the Act, and merely ex
tend to the government departments 
the right to initiate proceedings which 
are indeed available to anybody else 
under section 37. So. it is the same 
thing. But it is different from the 
provisions of the right in the case of 
clause 87 of the Bill wh'ch is auto- . 
matically given irrespective of any. 
request on the part of anvbody, whe
ther it is a government department or 
a licensee. · 

The answer to the other part of 
Mr. Sinha's question is this. From the 
report of the Con:roller-General for 
Patents, Desii!Ils and Trade Marks for 
the year 1965, it is verv clear that 
very little use is made of this provi
sion. It is not necessary that It 
ehould be very much used. The ex
tent of the provision and the possi· 
bilities that anyone can go to the Con
troller and insist on havin~ a licence 
persuades the people to grant licencP-• 
more easily. So. in fact, as is stated 
In the Controller-General's report, the 
number of comoulsorv licences under· 
1ection 37 is very low. taking the 
figures from 1956 onwards. 

Mr. Chairmm: It may be rarely 
used, but dont you think that the 
presence of this section is a correc- .· 
live? 

. Mr. R. A. Wlllens: Yes. 

. Mr, Chairman: Similar. should not 
the provision for compulsory licence 
which can be granted in respect of 
any arti .le of food, medicine, etc., be 
retained? It is in section 41 of the 
U.K. Act. Why should you object to 
1uch a provision in our Act. What is 
good for the United Kingdom is also 
good for India in this case. I aru 
referring to the clause on compulsory· 
licen~e. 

Mr. R. A. Willens: One can have 
ao objection to the provision tor com-

pulsory licence, In approprla·te case., 
and many of these cases are appro
priate. 

Mr. Chall'IDan: The same is found 
In Switzerland also. A compulsol'7 
licence may be granted by the court 
within three years from the date of 
registration o·r patent. It may be 
revoked also in certain cases. 

Mr. R. A. Willens: 'It Is vel'}' 
normaL 

Mr, Chairman: . Then, why do you 
object to the provisions in India? 

Mr. R. A. Willeng: Section 87 goes 
far beyond anything in the provision 
of any United Kingdom Act, because 
it is quite automatic, and it does not 
require any application on anybody's 
part. 1t is purely automati~ and comes 
within .the· subject of invention. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: May I take it that 
you do not object to the licence of 
rights as such when this Is being 
endorsed by the Controller or from the 
Government in the case of a patent. 
What you object to is the automatic 
endorsement of all the patent licences 
as described in section 37. 

Mr. R. A. Willens: That l.i quite 
righL . 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Wha.t is the ex• 
perience in Switzerland and other 
European countries? What is the 
amount Qf profitability in the patented 
drugs or goods or chemicals. By hoW 
much is the selling price of patented 
products higher than the cost of pro• 
duction? We are told that some of 
the patented products in India sell at 
400 per cent more than the cost of 
production. What is the average? 
Could you give us some idea of the 
general profit~bility in respect of the 
patent products in the European 
markets? 

Mr. 1. Egll: May I ask Mr. Nowotny 
to answer this specific question? But 
before be answers. I would say tha
ln regard . to the compulsory licence 
system which was referred to by the 



Chairman, while I am not 11 specialist 
In patents, I may point out that for 
years and years, maybe 10 to 15 years, 
there are no compulsory licence• given 
}ly the Swiss authority because nobody 
asks for them. We have not problem 
in this field. 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: I would like to 
answer the question that the hon. 
Member has put. I do not think that 
we are in the position to give a gene
ral rule, at how many times a patent
ed drug ~ells for based on its produc
tion cost. I do not think that any 
company in the whole inllustry can 
give such a figure; I do not think a 
figure like that exists. As I told you 
before in the pharmaceutical industry, 
we de.pend mainly on the medically 
and commer .ially successful products 
or drugs. Under the patented pro
ducts, you will find a series of phar
maceu.icals that are merely medically 
useful. Therefore, the selling price of 
such a pharmaceutical produ .ts could 
be· fairly close to its main production 
eosts. That means if you are adding 

· the research and development costs 
and medical inJormation expenses, and 
ee'leral management and administra
tive overheads, you may find yourself 
making a loss on this spe .ific products. 
On the o .her hand, you will 'have a 
few commercially and medically suc
cessful drugs and these commercially 
auccessful drugs are the main c~n
tributors to thJ common pool out of· 
which research and development is be
ing financed. It is difficult for us to 
give an average, but all I think we 
can say is this: in the experience of 
the pharmaceutical industry of the 
world, and I must refer to American 
figures, we know that the very well
managed international companies us
ually make a profit of 10 to 20 per 
cent on sales. So, 7 think this might 
be an indication of what is left after 
you h we not only provided 
for production costs but after 
you have covered the research and 
development costs as well and all the 
medical information and administra
tive costs and after you have paid the 
taxes. 

Shrl a. P. Sinha: What percentage 
of profit after paying taxes will attract 
a suitable market for exploitation? 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: This is a very 
pertinent question. In an industry like 
the pharma euticaJ indus:ry, which is 
under pressure to look for new pro
ducts, party t.J replace the older ones, 
probably 10 to 20 per cent profit alter 
taxes would be regarded as sufficient. 
There is an in:eresting study made by 
a french management consu.tant 
recently whi h has been· published in 
a book in French-["Morale de !'entre
prise et de3fin de Ia nation"] tl;le title 
can be roughly translated into !Cngl.sh 
as "The Ethics of Business and the 
Fate of the Nation". Enterprises are 
divided in this book into three g1 oups. 
The first group of companies makes a 
profit of 7 to 10 on their capital invest
ed; they do not innovate very mucll. 
The second group makes 10 to 20 per 
cent profit on capital invested. Into 
this category fall most of the well
managed ·companies that account for a 
lot of innovation like the pharm•ceutL 
cal industry; automobile and aircraft 
industry and ele tronic industry. The 
third group makes a profit of over 20 
per cent. It comprises usually smal
ler companies who through hard work 
and rnaybe some luck also have 
achieved a scientific break hrough. 
This is a very temporary affairs and 
these companies need that high return 
for reinvestment and consolidation of 
their position. In the pharma eutical 
Industry, the costs of research and 
development are going up every year. 
If you realise that research costs are 
going up in · steeper way than sales 
do, 1 think ;:2,' to 20 per cent profit
ability after tax is not exaggerated. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Has this book 
been published in English? 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: No. 

Shri R. P . .Sinha: Will you send a 
copy of this book? 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: I will send the 
French copy. You can have it trans• 
lated. 



Shri R. P. Sinha:. The lead,et of. the 
delegation has been talking about the 
inhibiting' nature of. this Bill in regard 
to inflow of foreign capital and techno
logy in this country in the field , of 
chemical and pharmaceutic a! industry. 
Now you have said that 10 to 20 per 
cent profitability will be able to attract 
foreign capital into India. According 
to the Reserve Bank of India Survey 
made in 1965, fhe themical and 
pharmaceuti.,al industries in India 
have been drawing a net profit, after 
taxes, of abuut 17 to 12 per cent. Is 
that not a sufficient incentive for 
foreig~ capital to come into India? 

Mr. D. H. Nowotny: I have not seen 
these figures, but we must be very 
careful when we talk about return on 
investment as to what we mean by it. 
Some of the foreign companies which 
have come to India and invested not 
only in the pharmaceutical industry 
but in. the basic chemical industries 
have very large research investments 
outside India. In England, a caL uJa
tion was made by the Government 
about the profitability of American 
pharmaceutical companies and the 
astonishing figure of 40 to 50 per cent 
was mentionecl as their profitability. 
These figures had to be adjusted later 
on, because it was found that the 
American subsidiaries in U.K. were 
largely profiting· f;rom the heavy in: 
vestments of their parent companies iii 
U.s.A. 

J)r. C. B. Singh: You talked about 
the huge expenses on research, etc. 
Suppose you carry out 1000 experi
ments. What will be the percentage 
of the successful pharm' .ceutical pro

. du ts produced out of those experi-
ments? 

Mr. D. B. Now~tny: If you are con
ducting chemical and medical research 
on 4,000 to 5,00() chemical substances, 
yo~ will usually get a commerciaJ..Iy 
Yiable product only in one case. So,
we have to screen 4.000 to 5,000 chemi
cal substances to produce one drug. I 
would even go further. This one drug 
that is marketed does not mean that it 
will be commercially successful. Pro-
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babJy you would, hav_e t? look, at, It 
this way, that if we screen bet,vi.en 
4!),000 and 5,o.ooo· chemical substances, 
out o( these 40,000 to 50.000 substan e' 
only ten substances will be marke'ed 
ancl ·out· of, these ten substances ·that 
will be marketed only one will be a 
real commercial success. This is the 
reason why we always emphasise so 
much the importance that not one pro
duct, namely, the most useful . ·or 
successful one is singled out out of th~ 
company's total product line but that 
all products are· .taken· together as 
one unit. 

Dr. C. B .. Singh: Evidence has ~orne 
before us that in the last 15 years out 
of the success'ful patents which have 
been put in the world market, U.S.A. 
is the leading country with 355 ·items 
to its credit, Switzerland 44, Ge"many 
33, U.K. 28, France 21, Australia 1, 
Italy 1 and Tndia 1. Could you ex• 
plain the reason why U.S.A. has 355 
and Italy only 1? 

Mr. D. B. Nowotny: I do not thin:t 
we· have to go too far to 1ind an ex
planation for this situation. In the' 
United States, patent protection i.l 
very strong. You do not only have 
process patents but you also have pr~ 
duct patents. 'l'he U.S.A. have one of 
the strongest patent protection in the 
world. In Italy you do not have any 
patent protection at all. I think thPre 
is· now a Patent Bill being studied by 

• the Parliament.· There is no pharma
ceutical company which can reall)' 
run the risk of employing a large 
research staff and continue to malre 
research for many years if there is n& 
guarantee that if it achieves success 
it will have a temporary monopoly on 
that successful product. We know 
that one of the basic aims of patent 
protection is to stimulate the inven
tor. This is what has been said 500 
years ago, if you remember, in the 
preamble of the Patent Law of the 
Republic of Veni·e in 1474, whPre 
it was stated quite clearlv thr.t n•t•nt 
laws are there to stimulate the inven
tor. I. think ·patent p•otection exp'ains 
whv ther" ar" such wide diff•rences 
in the creation of new products. 



, Dr. C. B. Sin!:b: It has become 
'evident that the distinction between 
'process' and 'product' is getting thin 
and thin. Do you agree with this 
atatement! 

Mr. R. A. Wi:lens: i think it is fair 
to say that in the general case the~e 
is no difficulty in having both claims, 
for procPss ~>nd product, if it is appro
priate. The 11mountof cover afforded 

_by such a ,patent i~ really no great~r 
-'~han that of. a patent which covers 
_.(lither the produ ,t or .the proress., _II 
.ba~ the advantage that the enforce-

,_. .lllel)t .o'f protection i• a little .easier. 
.,;rn some countril.'~, it ;,. t_hQll."ht he'4rr 
a .~lot to ._have patents for products •. In 
._.such cases if the .. matter 1s to b" pro
. tected at ,all it must be in terms of the 
.,proces~, In such countries, if. ther ... 
be a new product, the onus of proof, 
to prove that it is not oroduced by •the 

c.P~tepted process but . by some other 
Pr~cess, -is placed on the ma,n who 

.l>,as the prOduct and not on the paten-
tee. ) 

, Dr. C.,,B. Sin~rh: Do you think.it 
·.·Will be. advan.rageous if in the .new 
.. ~11 tha~ is.before us provision is .m'!de 

to give patent protection for produc-ts. 
along with the process as well? 

Mr . . Hasiam: I think that wotil.d 
be of great advantage. I think ~e 
weakness o·r pro ess cover in many 
c-a•es where new substances are dis
-covered having valuabie nroPerties~ is 
that with modern chemistrv at the high 

-IPvel that it is today, it is ·oossible. to 
·think of many wavs. sometimes ·as 
much as a dozen wavs in whi -h a suo
stance can be made. If oate'nt cover 
·is only to ·the process it wastes a lot 
of time for the inventor to have to 
p1tent all the feasible ways of making 

. th'' s•Jb>tance. Th .. real invention lies 
in the discovery of its prooerties rather 

. than in the. process bv which i.t is 
ma1e .. On e you ~live the infn- mation 
thlt .such an:l such substance is vatu
a'>le for a r••rtlin pu•po•e, a compe-

' tPnt chemist could fir!tl many ways of 
.. ma'd'l"~ that su'-lc;t~'l("e. l:t ;C!'. ,.,,.relY 
.· to c<>ver the:e which are wei' -kno:Wn 

to- chemistr) that patents ue taken. 

'-
. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the last 

paragraph of yQur memorandum It Is 
slated: 

"Should the !Iii! in its· present 
form pass into law, European 
chemical companies will be forced 
to re-assess their plans for invest
ment in India and may also have 
.to consider seriously the imp! ca
lious feu· the sale of licensed 
know-how." 

f ~ • - . . ~ 

aow dnes. the Patent Bill affect the 
'licensed ·know-how? 

()(I 1 •: .. l '·· , 

..... Mr. R. A. Willens: The . common 
practice in licen~ing a pdent ·is that 
.no~ pnly should the_ [icens, ~ be g'ven 
.Proper leave to carry out the process 
_ Qr_ produce the product, as the case 
may be, but he should have the ben eli, 

.of patentee's detailed experience. This 
_is· the .kn~w-how. that, companies 
obtain. In the case of unenforced 
licensing agreement the patent 'JS 

'licensed and the knoW.-how is trans
mitted 'freely ·and It Is generally on 
'extremely friendly terms. The pa·ten 
has a 'g..,at advantage that it thus 

. serves as a bar to anybody else usin. 
that extremely valuable know-bow that 

. bas been transmitted along with lt. 
This is t.he 'way· it .normally goes In 
ihe li~nsing field. If. the ·know -how 

·is not required .on the unt hand, or it 
~e licensor is _no~ wjlling t(_.l trans'!'it 
it on ·the other hand, ·you have a bare 
licence. It is mere permisSion to 
infringe 'the patent without any kn!lw
how_ being transmitted. This can arise 
,in. two ways. ·rhe way we are con
. cerned with at present is wher~ I 
licence is rompelled, either ·by . the 
action of ·the Controller, or the Gov
,ernment, or the operation of section 87 
of the law providing for a licence of 
right. The licence can he compelled 
but no one can be compe lied 'for 
transmission of kn~w-hciw which Is 
esse)ltial for manufacture. A bare 
licence is also rommonlv used where 
the company is well ve-sej in that 
fie'd and wants to simplify some of the 
operations. . Gonerallv, the subject 
matter is not of interest to the patentee 
and what the licensee wants is mt'rtt 



penl!lsSJOD to ignore the 1>atent and, 
U the licensor has no objection, h~ 
allows him to do that for a small 
consideration. Then that licen.e is 
granted v;hich is a simple matter. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Know-bow 
is not necessarily connected with the 
pate.lt Bill. 

Mr. R. A. Willens: It is perfectly 
frue that know-how is not connected 
with the Bill. However, in practice it 
is generally the case that one is deal
ing with a variety of processes, not 
just one simple thing; more than one 
patent. would be involved and a body 
of know-how would be involved and 
it would ·be quite impossible to dis
entangle one from the other. Some of 
the know-how would be intimately 
connected with one of the patents, 
J>erhaps more' than· one and some of 

' them undoubtedly not; but· some it 
Will be impossible to ·say whether they 
11r~ ronnPrtPd with the patent _or not. 

Shri Kashi. Ram Gupta: You have 
mentioned many European countries 
in your memorandum. Are the patent 
laws of those countries identical with 
respect to period, licence of right and. 
compulsory licence?. 

I 

Mr. R. A. Wi'lens: I think in general 
th? laws of most of the countries ar~ 
uniform. I am afraid r cannot really 
unswer ·in detail on this question. 
'fhey are unifqrm and I would be sur
]>rised to· find otherwis~. The laws of 
ull countries provide for the imposi
tion of compulsory licence in the 
f vent of non-use pr6vid •d, of course, 
that under the terms of the inter
national conve~tion there i.s suitable 
lapse of time to give .the patentee a 
cha""'' to carrv out his inveniJon and 
t>rovidei also there is a reasonable 
return to the pat~ntee for his inven
tion, whe' her he has been able to use 
.It or not. 

Mr. Chairman: You have provided 
three years. 

Mr. R.' A .. Wi'J·n~: Y.•s. It is a 
rta,darrl neriod imposed by the Paris 
Convention. 

·' 
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Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: An tt. 
European countries exporting roun. 
tries or importing countries in this 
field? 

Mr. R. A. Wflens: I think we are 
both exporting and ilnporLing coun

. tries. 

1 Mr. J. Egli: I think I can answer that 
question. Germany, Gr<:at Britain, 
Switzerland and even Franc,. are 
producing pharmaceuticals and ] think 
all these countries have a rather high 
export market. But they have also 
a very s rong import because normal
ly no trade barriers exist. But if you. 
take the Scandinavian coun• ries and 

. other smaller countries where the 
phormaceutical industry is not so 
high 'y developed ani is not so large, 
I think t >,e imports are higher than 
the exports. 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: So far as 
the developing countries are concern
ed, I think their laws must be sub
stantially different from the laws of 
th > countries which are highly deve
loped. If you compare our patent 
law with the laws prevailing in the 
develooin~ countries, do you lind any 
difference? 

Mr. Ha~lam: As I understand it, 
what is in the questioner's mind is as 
to wh 1t extent patents p ay a part in 
devzloping a countcy, 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: 'fhe point is 
th•t the difference in patent laws in 
regard to certain points might suit 
de·.·eloping countries and, t:1erefore. 
th•~av <'iff•r from those of the 
developed countries_. Secondly, have 
ynu comoared the laws of the various 
dev''oped countries with our own 
la:ws? 11t 

• 
Mr. Haslam: As far as I know the 

laws of almost all countries i~ the 
world are more or less the same in 
this resp•ct, that is about tbe use of 
i'l"•ntions and the 'penaltiPs imposed 
u,..., . ..,., n"'~t wo .. kin~ an invention in the 
rn.,.,.,.., C'"PlC"'~n~d. I can sav Q'I;te 
categorically that there is n:> country 
in th~ world that has provisJOns any-



where parallel to the pro..,.isions pro
vided for in the Indian Patent Bill 
They do vary slightly from the one 
to the other. As you know, in the 
UK drugs are treated differently from 
other substances But we make no 
cllilerence between chemicals and any 
other type of invention. In some 
countries, which have not acceded to 
the Paris Union, failure to work a 
patent does result in the for!eiture of 
the patent right. This is the most 
~xtreme penalty. But no country im
poses a licence of right system on any 
class of patents right from the mo
ment the patent is obtained. 
~ 

The thesis that my organisation· is 
trying to put forward here is to ex
plain how the patent ~aws of your 
country have provided only hmited 
protection and how this acts as a dis
incentive to bringing know-how into 
the country. 

If I might refer to the question that 
• the bon. Member asked earlier on, I 

could put an imaginary situation. 
Suppose, I am a patentee in 'LJK and 
[ want to exploit my invention in 
India ani in Switzerland. I want to 
do this by granting licences. Behind 
this invention there 'is a gaud deal or 
know-how which must be passed on 
before it can rea ·ty be put in~o proper 
end efficient commercia! prod .1ct1on_ 

Now, let u 5 assume that this Bill 
is passed in its present fl)rm. Then, 
mav I compare the two situations that 
t would be faced with in the two 
countries? In Switzerland, I would 
know that anybody with whom I have 
mad• an arran~ement would have the 
r.xclusive licence, that he woLlld not 
be snbject to competition, that he 
would be willing to pay me reason
~bl• royalty, that anv know-how that 
f n•ss on to him wou'd be confined 
to him solely, that 1 would hw~ rights 
agai'lst anybody else who toak it 
l'rnm him and that he would have 
t·i""'' als') and WI> would he able to 
rnter into a friendly. care~ul1f worked 
flu! arrangement which will be eco
nomic,llv a'l-l techn'callv _satisfying 
lo both parties. On the other hand, if 

I wish to do such an operation in 
India, I would have many diffiCUlties. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: Under the 
present law? Not under the present 
Bill? 

Mr. Haslam: Under the pf"s~nt law 
the situation is equally satisfactory 
because I can enforce the patant an<i 

·I 'Can make a good arrang~ment; but 
if the Bill were passed in it3 present 
form, I would know that anybndy can 
come along for a 'icence and, there
fore, I cannot give my inten<lcrl part. 
ner any sort of exclusive rights. 
Therefore, 1 would have no knowledge 
that this know-how that I wish to 
pass on would be exclusive ar•d woul<i 
bring me a return. I would be :1mpl:r 
throwing it into an almost open sea. 
I will not say that I will not do it. 
Also, I wil' not say that the flow of 
technology would s:op; but, what it 
would mean would be that I would be 
in a much Jess secure and It mucn 
more doubtful position and it there 
was a situation of my wonting to 
develop this invention in the Far 
East and I had to choose between 
India and Japan, with India having 
the Bill as suggested here; I would 
probably SlY that I would prder to 
exploit this invention in the F~r East 
'in Japan where there are n10re secure 
patent laws. It will be a!! the time a 
drag and representing a di~incent_ive 
to enter into arrang:ment.s m Indta. 

Shri Ka•hl Ram Gupta: Formerly, 
the practice was that the periL•d of 
the patent was counted from the: date 
of application but somP. countue~ pre
ferred that it should be from the 
date of gra.,t of the patent. Are yoll 
also in favour that the period snould 
be counter! from the date of grdnt of 
patent rather than from the dale of 
application? 

Mr. Ch•l-man: What Is the position 
in England? 

Mr. H~~·am: Tn En<!!la!'d it Is 15 
years from th• elate of filing the eom
l>lete specifi:ations. 



Mr. Chairman: We have put in 14 
ye·ar5 from the dat• of application for 
things other than d~ugs. 

Mr. Haslam: The two countries 
which go by the date of grant are 
the US and Canada; most of them go 
by tae date of application, 

Mr. Ch:lirman: What ~ime do you 
·Jake to .,Taut a patent :n England 
normal y from the date of filing the 
application? 

Mr. Daslam: ·. Th~ maximum time 
that is allowed to the Patent Office .is 
now thr<'e years from the date . ·of 
filing the complete specifications. 
From th• date of filing the appiica
tion it is about four years. 

. Mr. Cltairm:m: What percentage of 
profits do you invest in research in 
England? 

. , 
Mr. J .. Egll: ·I have no figures of 

what is in••ested in resear~h work in 
Great Britain. 

Mr. Chairman: Can you get it for 
us? 

Mr. Daslam: I think, we could find 
u· for yo;.:. 

Mt. Chairman: In your Act abo you 
have got restrictions on the manufac-

ture of foods and p!'edicineo anc; ~or 
the giant of compulsory licences. Have 
those provisions in any way affecte!f 
your own industrial development? 

Mr. Haslam: I do not think they 
have exactly affected the growth of 
industry. One could nqt say that "hey 
have stultified it. But as they are 
used more and more, they act a. one 
·of the disadvantages of putting money 
into research. · They have not gone to 
the extent where one would say that it 

· ·is not worthwhile investing in re
search because ·of these· . provis:on!. 
That would be going too far.· Rut I 
think a good deal of feeli_ng. is arous
ed against the people who make use 
of these provisions, in that they . are 
people who, we . feel, are taking 
advantage of all the effort and re
·search that is being done and are 
simply cashing in on the efforts that 
other p>ople have made to deve:op 
the new products . 

,,, 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you verY 
much, • gentlemen;. 

,., Mr.· .J. Egli: Mr Chairman, may I 
:just once more thank you very, very 
much for ·the kmdness that you have 
shown us on this occasion. 

. (The witnesses then withdrew.) 

(The Committee then ad;oumed.) 
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The witnesses were called and they 
took their seats 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your Memorandum. Your evidonce 
shall be treated as public and is Jiahle 
to be published unless• you spPcifi,•a'· 
lv d•sire that all or any part of the 
evidence tendered by you is to be 
treated as confidential. Even though 
yo,1 rnqv desire your evidcncP. or nny 
part of it to be treated as confidential, 
it s,_,all ha m•d• availahle to th~ M~m
bers of Parliament. If :vou want to 
str~c::~ a.,v particular noint c:- points 
mentioned in your Memorandu!ll or 

you want to ·add something to that, 
you may do so. Afterwards, the 
Members of the Committee ,..m ask 
questions or seek clarifications nnd ;ron 
may answer them. 

Prof. G. Bergami: Mr. Chah·man nnd 
Hon. Members of the Joint CC1mmlt
tee: My collea~es and I feel honour
ed to be with you today. We h~ve 
come of the way from Rome n!!d 
Naples in Italy to share our thou~hts 
of a subject with which we .are fami
liar and which is of vital importance 
to developed and de~eloping countries. 

Before I introduce my colle9gnes 
and myself, I wish to pay you the 
most hearty compliment for your 
r~adin~ss to h~ar the view3 of experts 
from other countrie•. A• much a• l 
know about the parliaments of many 



~ther countries, your approach may 
be· unique and for excellent reasons. 
It shows in a very impressive manner 
how liberal democratic and progres
sive your par iamentary institutions 
are. We have nothing but admira.ion 
for the manner in which Government 
and people of India have recently fac
ed the tremendous problems that are 
before you. 

Apart from our general qualifica
tions of competence to speak on the 
subject under discussion today, I may 
be permitted to say that in my own 
person I ha11e some special affection 
and regards for this great and ancient 
country. I always wish for your pro
gress and prosperity. I represent no 
special interest nor any industrial 
enterprise and ·my only interest is 
lhe welfare of the people of India. 

Let me now introduce myself. I am 
an university professor teaching 
Phvsiology in the University of Naples 
·with a medical and biochemica' back
ground in the field of Applied Biology, 
Pharmacology and some personal ex
perience in tl.e field of public health 
probletns and sanitary legislations. It 
has, happened to me to be nominated, 
immediately after the War, High Com
missioner for Public Health in order 
to reorganise t~.e ·public health ser

. vice in Italy destroyed by the War. 

I have been for many years the 
member of the Italian High Council of 
Public H?alth, the technical body 
~onsulting the Government in sanitary 
matters and I ha,·e particularly studied 
the problems related to drug produc
tion, controls, etc. Last year, I was 
bear:! ·in the Italian Chamber of 
D 'puty as an expert for the problem 
of drug patentability. In considera
tion of the fact that J am not an ex
P'rt in economics and ,l car.not answer 
the questions of Industrial character 
and in order to give you the greater 
possibility to have . d!rect information 
relatin~ to the Italian situation, . I 
"'v" -.k•rl the Ttolian Association of 
Pharmaceutical Pr~ducers to nominate 
• ~ "P~At' to be at your disposal to 
8I!Swer clearly to any variety of ques-
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lions that are likely to be put to us. 
Dr. Zerill:-Marimo was nomina._ 

•nd he prepared the memorandum 
that has been s~nt to you yesterday. 
He was unable to come to New Delhi 
because of ·sudden ailment and his 

· place is taken by Dr. Delgiujice, the 
economic expert of the Association. I 
have the great pleasure to introduce 
him to this bon. Committee and I have 
great pleasure to introduce also Mr. 
Galbrid Brohamasha who will be our 
interpr~ter and will facilitate our 
task. 

Now, I come to my Memorandum. 
In the Memorandum that I sent to 
the bon. Committee, as you certainl:y 
remember, I tried to enlighten the 
Italian situation after a long experi
ence of no-patents on drugs. Let me 
now explain more in detail the most 
important points. How was originat
ed the law according to which no 
patent was granted for the production 
of drugs? How the Italian drug in
dustry deve'oped an:! how the Italian 
drug industry has been affected by 
this Jaw? Why the Governm.mt • is 
willing to change the no-patent poliCY? 
Which is the type of the Italian draft 
Bill and what are its salient features? 

Coming to the story of this Jaw, 
may I say that about one hundred 
years ago, to be precise, one hundrod 
and sixteen years ago, the Italian 
Subalpine Pariiament, arter a long 
discussion, approved a law ~xcluding 
the patent protection to pharmaceuti
cal products. 

It is interesting to ana'yse as to 
what motivated this decis'on to be 
taken when the pharmaceutical in
dustry was practically non -existent. 
At that time any kind of medicine was 
prepared in the pharma"y by phar
macists following the recipe of the 
physician and the real pre-occupation 
of the Italian legislator was to avoid 
that the utilisation of a good recipe, 
should be inhibited by patents. The 
main aim of th~ law was. therefore, 
to protect the freedom of prescription 
of the phvsician. avoiding that a 

· patent pre,•iously -given t., another 
physician or to a pharmacist should 



{)revent its l,ISe. The same law, . tor 
analogous reasons, . was at the same 
time adopted in France and for many 
many years, in France and Italy, no 
patent was issued to any pharrna~euti
cal product. But little by little, with 
increasing industrialisation in the 
production of drugs, the preparation 
of drugs shifted from the counter of 
the druggist to .the laboratory of the 
industry, originating a new situation, 
characterised by the introduction of 
what we call "medical speciality", 
with fancy names, sold in finish~d 
fcrm, ready to use. 

New regula\ions were issued, both 
1r. France and Italy-because pharma
c~pl!eia was no more sufficient to 
guarantee th.e quality of the medicine 
~old to the pub ic in finished . form
dealing with the need for control of 
efficiency and. tolerance of the ingre
dients of the medical specialities. But 
to ·make con' rol efficient, you must 
know the composition, and for that 
reason, compulsory • declaration on the 
labels of all the constituents was 
prescribed. Secret formula was no 
]l)nger al owed and this originated the 
problem of the protection of the 
righ+s of the inventor of the new drug 
In consideration of a ·very good incen
tive gh•en to th2 research ·in other 
fields by the patent system. The 
French legislation was later modified; 
&o they have now a special drug patent 
for medicines, whereas in Italy a very 
long legal controversy started, because 
of some unfortuna'e series of circum
stances. After a long discussion on 
the interpretation of the law of 1859, 
prohibiting only the product patent 
but silent about the process patent, 
in 1934 a • aw was issuei providing in 
Sec'ion 16 for the patentability of 
the process patent for drugs. The law 
provided that it should conform with 
~;:ecial re~lations to be issued later. 
Unfortunately, some technical difficul
t;~, ar~.- in the dreftin~ of the rogula
t;,,s, mainlv berau•e of the difficul'y 
tc. organize th~ eValuation of novelty; 
rr.a•w ye~rs ehl)sed and tho re~la
th:ms w~re not issued untr 1939 when 
• new decree was is>ued giving to the 

; Government the· power· to regulate 
aU the matters. Strangely- enough; the 
patent decree issued in 1939, in," Sec
tion 14, in contradiction with S ·ction 
16 of the previous law, ordered that 
no patent should be grant~d for pro. -
cess of drugs, originating a legal ·con
troversy on the legal v:alidity of , the 
law. After many years of discussion, 
in 1957 the Supreme. Constitutional 

· .. Court confirmed that legally tho paten. 
tubi ity. •.of drugs, also ru! )'latentability 

:of process, was still not allowed and 
invited the- Government ·to draft· · a 
r.ew law. Many drafts wer'l pr~pared 

·B".<i finally now we hwe a draft bill, 
, which is at pres"nt. in the_ High Cham
' ber of S~nator f:>r.. approval. As· I 
wrote in my Memorandum, we have 
never had a patent Jaw for drugs and 
th:s not as a result of- a-pr~-arranged 

gcvernm~ntal policy, but as the result 
o'i concomitant !ega' controversies 
.which have bereave i t h.e f.fficacy of 
the 1934 law, never enforced. 

So we have ·had, in .Jtaly, th
strange situation of havin<!' f•1ll pall!n\ 
protection for .all the chemical in• 
dustries with .the. exception only of 

. the chemical ,drug industry .• w~ will 
see later the differetlt. resu·.ts obtain
ed in the.se t?.'o .different branches of 
the chemical industry. 

,, ' 
Having spoken of the story of legis

lation, let me now examine the deve
lopment of the Italian drug industry. 
This examina•ion will be .done by me 
in the light of the non-patent system. 
Generally- speaking, the de~ee of 
development of the drug industry may · 
be classified into four stages: 

(i) whe, practically all drugs 
are imported and local· In• 
dmtrial product:on does not 
exist;· 

Jii) when industrial produc\ion 
is limite:i to the packag:ng 
or formulating drugs import
ed in bu'k rn:i no·prnductioD 
of basic drug is operating; 

(iii)· when: . a substantial pro
auction of basic drug -is ope
rat:Og ; and 



(iv) when the production capa
bili~ ia increased •and the:e 
the 'technical possibility · for 
producing all drugs when eco
nomically· convenient. 

Until the First World War, the Ita
lian drug industry was l!lear stage 3. 
mainly devoted to the packaging of 
drugs imported in bulk; the .produc-

. tion of basic d:ug was limited to a 
few items. With the First War, the 
dis•ppearance of ·the German medical 
specialities stimulated the local pro
duction of some important basic drugs. 
Afte: the First War, the situation 
changed very little and although no 
one drug was patented, foreign pro
ducers continued to export in Italy 
their produ£ts, while the Italian in-
4ustry took no major interest in the 
reproduction of imported drugs. The 
reasan for this lack of interest can be 
found in the following facts: 

(i) No one product was of such 
a therapeutic importance as 
to guarantee a ·large market. 

(ii) The expected cost of local 
production was · not competi
tive due to the sub-critical 
mass production foreseeable. 

The situation was static till the 
.discovery of sulpha drugs-discovery 
of the' greatest therapeutic impor
tance, i.e., after about 1936. This was 
the first time· the Italian industry took 
ldvantage of the lack of patent, re
e>roducing tht! original product and 
the new derivatives that followed. 

But the consumer had no economic 
profit of the local production because 
the prices were practical!y the !arne 
as that o' tt.e impo:ted products,. due 
to the 'act that the originator was not 
compelled to charge substantial cost 
of resear<h. 

As a matter of fact, the inventor of 
1ulpha drug5 p1tented a comple:z: 
molecule and was not awa:e as wae 
demon,trated by other resea :che~. that 
onlv a sm11l r-art o' th,. molerule was 
active. So it J>qppened that the burden 
of the cost of research was practi-

cally supported only by the firin which 
orig'•nated the- first p:oduct. while the 
new-comers obtained patents for ne-w 
derivatives without too large expen
ses in research. So . apparently the 
prices of sulpha drugs were not so 
high and the g:eater cost of small 
domestic production practically coun
terbalanced the ro•t of the royalty 
not paid . 

The situation changed completely 
after the Second World War when in 
twenty years m•ny new drugs of tre
mendous importance were i.nt:oduced 
in the world market. A great num
ber of the new drugs were the result 
of very heavy investment in resea_:ch, 
representing in many cases nul!Jons 
of dollars, and consequently their 
prices reached a level never realised 
before. 

For the first time in the history of 
drugs, t·he structure of the price of 
the new drugs changed drastically 
leaving a subs!aintial research cost to 
be recovered bY the originator during 
the life of the product. Obviously the 
large margin existing in these cases 
between the pure production cost artd 
the ·selling price, induced .many 
small Italian firms to start productiOII 
in spite of the expected low yiold, 
due to the lack of know-how and the 
smal! production, largely counter
balanced by the fact that they have 
not spent money in research. So i1 
happened that the. number of small 
drug enterprises in Italy increased 
enormously reaching more than 1000 
units, more than in the United States. 

. This multiplication of drug proclu-
oers created twn different effects. 

The first effect was .the flooding <>I 
the Italian market by a very large 
number of sPecialities almost ident>
ral. For example. for each new pro
duct which appeared on the American, 
English, French or Swiss market, lG-
20 or more products app,eared ln 
Italy, almost of the same composition, 
but all sold under different names. 

The second effect ha8 been the! 
availability, in bulk, on the pharma-



ceutical market, Of new products else
where patented, gen~rally sold at a 
very low price because the producers 
have no research cost to charge, and 
because their profit was mainly b•sed 
on the sales of the related speciality 
IN!d the bulk sales being mainly 
directed to permit a substantiol in
dust:ial product'on in order to reduce 
the general expe:lses, 

In both cases there was no economic 
advantage at all to the Italian consu
mer, because, in order to meet the 
larger promot'onal expen;es. due to 
the g:eat number o' competitcrs for 
the same pr Jduct, prices have been 
maintained in an order of magnitude 
of the original product, comprismg 
the research cost, and the low price 
Of the product in bulk hos been uti
lised only for some export business 
wh~re and when no patent protection 
was enforced, I have given in my 
memonndum one specific example to 
substantiate this. 

n is thus clear that as yet. lack of 
patent protection has not been ilf any 
advantage to the Italian consumer 
because the savings of pos>ible licence 
payments are counteracted and even 
exceeded by lhe larger advertise
ment costs nece>sry to establish one's 
own product in a market among 
about twenty like products. 

In fact as could not otherw'se be 
expected, this excess o' competing 
products, which practic•lly have the 
same price as the o:igi-nal product 
and thus do not exe:t a price-fixing 
effect, has resulted in an enormous 
wastage of free samples and increase 
in advertisement costs. This bas made 
expensive both tJ launch a new pro
duct and to keep the doctor awar~ of 
the products already establish~d, in 
order to prevent replacing them by 
Dth~;n almost ident:cal in price and 
compositioiL 

In conclusion the lhlian experience 
demonstrates that, whereas th~ lack cf _ 
patents in the drug field has not had 
. the effect of lower prices for the 
consumer, in the meantime has been 

an hindrance for the few imp~rtana 
Italian drug manufacturerL 

As a matter of fact only small or 
medium-sized producers have entered . 
the market with copies of patented 
drugs, sta:ting the production only . 
when from the clinical investig1tion 
results published by the orig ml pro· 
ducer, or from the preliminary sale~ 
in the country of origin, potential 
market in Italy was fJreseeable, capa. 
ble of paying the cost of a sma 1· 
sized p:oduction sold at the s1me 
price as o • the originll producer, 
tak'·ng in this way undue advantagl 
of the sbse:~ce of research cost. 

Objectively we must recognize that 
the lack of patents has had a negl• 
tive effect on the best part of the 
Italian pharmaceutical industry, bur· 
dened with the increasing cost of 
research, and obliged to fight with 
competitors copyL:1g freely tha besl 
products originated by others. · 

In conclusion our experience bu 
clearly demJn;trated that the lack ol 
drugs patents has badly influenced the 
development of our best pha:maceuti• 
cal industry, whe:l compared with the 
very good resu ts obtained in Italy 
in other branches of the chemical in• 
dustry protected bY product and pro• 
ceB pater-ts. It we look at the good 
achievements of the Italian chemist• 
in othe: fields, we have very exceli 
lent results and a large number 0 

patents. The only exception of thl 
pharmaceutical indust:y. 

It will b~ convenient to examine at -
t'Jis p0ht t"e future trend in the ' 
ph~rmacoutical industrv. As you ceri 
tainly know a tremendous amount 0 

mo,.,ey is yearly invested in drug re· 
se~rch in a'! the industrial'sed coun· 
tries. This heavy investment, increl~ 

. • d beC3US lng eve:v year Is re1mre om· 
the p'Ja :rnaceutical research Is ~ el 
ptetelv different from all other vp 1 f ·nst1nc o• industr"al research If or J ..., 

. · b'l f.cto., • we consider an automo t e 1 
the management ca:l easily Clake 



research programme for a new type 
of engine. The technicians will do 
their best; the result may be more or 
less successful, but in any case the 
research department will be able to 
give the management a new engine. 
In the case of the drug industry the 
pictu~e is completely d:tierent. The 
management may ask the research 
department to find a new remedy for 
hypertension, but nobody can assure 
that a positive result will be achiev
ed. We can give any quantity of 
money; we can enlarge the labora
tory, asking fo~ a remedy for canc•r, 
but nob~d y can forecast the results. 
What we know is that on an aver
age only one product out of 3000 or 
4000 new products Shows promising 
activity as a new drug and when we 
ray_ promising activity we say that 
we have in hitnd not a product but 
only a probability or· success. 

And now we can forecast that in the 
next decade, very few new products 
will enter the market at a tremen
dous cost of chemical, biological and 
clinical investigation. This means 
that new products will certainly be 
charged of substantial amount of co3t 
of research, that should be paid by 
the State or by the industry, 

We must therefo~e make our choice 
State research or private research. 
·I must recognise that I am not fully 
confident· in the efficiency of State 
research in the pharmaceutical field. 
My opinion is absolutely not based on 
political reasons, but on the observa
tion of the very important results 
obtained during the last 20 years by 
the Soviet Union in aiJ fields with 
th'e only exception in the fie'd of 
drugs. I have the best consideration 
for the high scient'fic standing of 
my Russian colleagues in all fields 
and I know also that the drug resear
ch is very active. Therefore, the ex
planation should be found in the pe
culiarity of the new drug research, 
requiring the largest possible freedom 
i.ndividual freedom, of research. Let 
me give you one example. It hap
pened many years ago that an Ame
rican company-! remember it Is the 

Lilly Company-receiv.ed · from a tro
pical country a flower plant called 
Vinca Rosola, which was 'locally used 
for treatment of diabetes. They tried' 
to extract the active principle of the 
plant, bui they found that there was 
no effect at all on the blood glucose 
o~ on diabetes. In the meantime, 
one researcher found that after the 
injection of the drug bto a rabbit, the 
leucocite (white blood cells) dimi
nished. So it was discovered that the 
drug had the effect of reduc·ng the 
number of leucocites (white blood 
cells) and was later utilised for treat
ment of Hodgkins disease or leuke
m'~. This result of research was due 
to a very large amount· of freedom. 
This is why State resea 'ch is not good 
because this kind o' freedom is not 
there. It may reduce the number of 
new inventions. So we should give 
a large amount of freedom in research. 

Personally, I am in favour of the 
co-existence of a State resea,ch, 
mainly basic research, with a privata 
research, mainly applied, stimulated 
by an efficient patent system. · Our 
experience in Italy bas demonstrated 
to us that the prob'em o• prices of 
d:-ug is pract'cally independent from 
the p'oblem of patent. Prices to the 
public in Italy are of the same order 
of prices in countries having the 
patent-iike France, Eogland and 
Switzerland-and,' what is more im
pre>sive, the P'ices of the b'ggest 
Italian producers who pay voluntary 
royalties to the foreign inventors are 
the same as the sm~Uer producers 
who pay nothing at aU. We have als~ 
moticed t">at mu'tiplication of produ
cers in the drug market increases the 
price because of the h; gher· cost of 
promotion an1 the low vield of the 
small production unit, inferior t~ the 
critical productio11 mass peculiar t~ 
each product. For aU these reasons, 
Italv is now changing its drug patent 
policy. 

It mav be of some interest to you 
to note the fact that the Italian Gov
ernment is preparing a fi.ve-year 
economic deve1opment plan and re

cogr.ising the importance of tha re-



~Search in the sanitary field, has clear
ly ipdicated in section 6 of- the offi
Ci!ll plan that the pha~maceutical re
search will be mainly stimulated ado
pting the patent protection for the 
production o~ drugs. A Bill, intro
ducing the process patent, has al
ready been approved by the Gov
ernment a:1d it is now in discussion 
at the High Italian Chamber, the Se
nate. Many members have suggested 
amendments in favour of a more effec
tive protection of the invention, as 
Is obtained with the product patent. 

·The salient features of the Bill are: 
patents are to be granted to protect 
processes for the production of phar
maceuticals; when a compulsory li
eence is g~a:nted, the compensation 
must be fair- and in keeping with the 
importance of the invention and the 
profit it is expected to yield, with 
1he duration of the licence and all 
other aspects connected with its uti
lisation; and section 10 provides that 
a ·patentee "who refuses to accept the 
compensation as laid down may start 
proceedings before the court i., 
Rome". 

Coining to the Indian situation, I 
must first of all, heartily congratulate 
you on the results already achieved. 
ln- le!s than 20 years, your drug in
wstry, operated by the State or by 
prlivate enterprises, has certainly 
reached stage 3 and now is in . the 
fringe of stage 4, that means the 
highest stage. Having in mind the 
bigh !tanding of Indian researchers, 
chemists, biologists and physicians, 
there is no dqubt that concentrating 
your effort! mainly in the applied re
search and specially in the research 
of new processes for making drugs, 
you will acquire an increasing pur
chasing power through crossed licen
ces with all the world. · Your re
searches must be protected as the 
researches of all the world are pro
tected. 

Coming to the practical aspect of 
the problem, my opm10n as an ex
pert is in favour of the possibility of 
a new ·type of, may I say, combined 
patent i.e. a product patent associated 

with one or more process patents, but 
with the provision that the inventor. 
of a new process maY have a licence 
from holder of the product patent 
In such a way the system is \'ery_ 
simple to assess and stimulus is given 
to new processes. 

Mr. Chairman and Hon'ble Mem
bers, I am at the end of my exposi
tion, and I must apologise for my bad 
English and for the length of my 
speech. I hope that my efforts to. 
give y Ju some technical data will 
be useful for you. In my experience 
as a Chief of the Italian Public Health 
in a difficult period, I 'earnt that laws 
relating to public health have alway• 
two sides, a political side and a techni
cal side. A law. drafted mainly by 
politicians will be a . bad Jaw, but 
worse will be the ) aw drafted only 
by technicians. I repeat my appre
ciation for your unique approach to 
such a vital problem, hearing the 
views of experts of all the countries. 
I wish the· best future for India's pro
gress and prosperity, and please ac
cept my hearty thanks. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Professor, I 
would like you to dilate particularly 
on the situation in respect of the 
quality control of drugs manufactur
ed in your country without patent 
protection. Is it a fact that the quality 
of drugs is not uniformly guaranteed? 
U has been mentioned in some of the 
Memoranda before us that because 
there is the freedom of imitation, 
there is also freedom to manufacture 
sub-standard drugs. Is it a fact? 

Prof. G. Bergami: The standard Je
gulations on the manufacture of 
drugs stipulate that before you make 
a drug, you niust have an authorisa
tion to be operative in the field of 
drugs. In other words, ~ou are 
inspected by an Inspector, who looks 
at your machinery etc. Nat'!rally, 
after this authorisation the burden of 
responsibility lies on the producer, 
When it is sold in bulk, there j5 
practically no control, because the 
control is limited to the processed 
product. 



Dr. L. ;)1. Singhvi: Would you 
p·ea>e tell us whether during the 
perio::l when patent protection was 
not av~ilable in Italy, it is a fact that 
there was no effort by the State also 
to control the prices~ Whether any 
such effort was made or whether 
there was no such effort? 

Prof. G. Bergami: In Italy, from the 
very beginning until now there has 
never been a patent law for drugs. 
All has been free. But control on 
quality and control on price of 
specialities has been operating from 
many many years. 

Dr. L. M. SinghYi: It has been 
pointed out in the Memorandum sub
mi:ted to us that the consumer has 
not gained even though there was 
freedom to copy any patents abroad. 
Now why was it so? Was it because 
the State did not operate effectively 
to control the prices or it was be-

.--t~ause the pro-mo tiona 1 cost inherent 
in the situation of the high propor
tion of cost, prevented the manufac
turer·, in Italy to. sell these drugs at 
a reasonable price with only a reason
able margin of profit? 

Prof. G. 1 Bergami: If I have under
stood you well, you ask why in Italy 
when a copied product is put on the 
market, it has a price that is not low. 
Is that right? The price of the bulk 
is fre-> price. There is no control of 
the State. There is the general law 
o~ economics, the Jaw of the demand. 
But when you sel' to the public a 
me··•ical speciality, the price of final 
proju~t of what is called registration, 
is based on analysed price. In other 
words. you must submit to the Health 
authorities, to the Economic Board, 
a memorandum where you say I have 
put so !nany Liras for the raw mate
rials, ,o many for that and that, and 
the tot a I cost is that. It happens for 
instanc~ that one foreign finn has 
cre.ctttd a new product and is asking 
for registration in Italy; he will show 
the clin:cRl investigation results etc. 
and fina'ly the production c<;>st of the 
product. He will document the price. 
say that he can sell at this price. A 
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new comer is not obliged to that, he 
may just have the same price 
although . is paying anything. He 
will write to the Ministry saying I 
am also producing the same product, 
and will ask for the same price. Govt. 
has not the possibility to say you 
may sell at a lower price. The pro-· 
ducer will say, I have the same right, 
I ask for the same price, because it is 
the same product, and practica ly 
happens that the copier makes a 
large profit, but also this profit is not 
so large, because there are so many. 
One will do, the other will do the 
same. In a short time, there will be 
20 others. The market is always the 
same, but the market in this case is 
divided by 20. Each one may prO
mote it to the physicians. In Ilaly 
we have 70 thousands physicians. You 
can imagine how costly it is to ·give 
samples to these physicians. Multi
ply it by 20 and you can see ltow 
much money is spent, with no use, 
and the cost is naturary higher. In 
the drug field, it is always better to 
concentrate production, to concentrate 
sales and promotion, otherwise you 
will have higher cost. Concentrate 
it at one place, the yield will be bet
ter. 

Mr. Chairman: Does the competi
tion tend to lower the prices? 

Prof, G. Bergami: You must realise 
that in the pharmaceu' ical field the 
market is difl'erent. There is no re
lationship between the consumer and 
the producer. There is the interme
diary, the physician. So really it is 
not the consumer tl)at selects the 
product. The consumer goes .to the 
physician; then it is the physician 
that selects. So happens, that if you 
sell a product at a lower price, you 
can spend less on advertisement an.d 
promotion. The public do not know 
whether the prices are lower, becduse 
the producer has spent practically less 
on the mechanism of promotion. 

Dr. L. 1\1. Singhvi: What is tht 
place occupied by the foreign ir.dus
try in the pharmaceutical bdustry ill 
Italy'? Whether there ha> bee~ a 



substantial inflow of foretgn capital 
In Italy in this particular field? 

Prof. G. Bergami: Well I beg your 
pardon, I am not an econon:ic expert. 
Mr. Delgiudice will -answer for me. 

Mr. Chairman: He can answer. 

Dr, G. Delgiudice: The only data 
we can give now .... 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You may supply 
it at a later date if it is not readily 
available with you because that will 
be more precise. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Broadly· they ~an 
say now. 

Shri R. Ramanathan ChPttiar: The 
question is whether there is foreign 
inv'lestment in pharmaceutical indus
try in your country? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: There is frreign 
investment in the pharmacPutic~J in
dustry. But this data we do not ha ie. 
The only data we have now is that 
21 per cent of the foreign investment 
in Italy is in the pharmac~utiral in
dustry. The exact figures cf for~·gn 
investment in the pharmace-utical 'kid 
will be supplied later. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: We will appre
ciate if y<>u will dO that at a later 
date. 

There is one more qu~stion, th~t is, 
about the new legislation o! the 1st 
of July 1965 which has be<'n drafted 
by various parties which are p•1.ici
pating in the coalition GovPrnmenL of 
Italy, Would you tell us about the 
salutary features cf this nee ~e6i.5la
tion which was submittPd on tJ-~ 1st 
of July 1965 to th2 Senate of Italy? 

Mr. Chairman: Can you send a copy 
of that .Bill to us? 

Prof. G. Bergami: 1 can give you 
the copy. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it summary? 

Prof. G. 8ergami: It is English 
translation of the Law as drafted. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you C<Jm
mit on any aspect of this n>w eg,s
lation. You have said this. concept 
has come out of years of t!tinking. 1 
want to know what are those special 
provisions which are sought to be 
incorporated in this new l<:>gislat.on 
which you think would be particu!ac. 
ly conducive to a proper grcwth and 
development of pharmaceutical in
dustry in Italy and whir.h has been 
lacking in the past or in t'be absence 
of patent or weak· patent law! in· 
your country. 

Mr. Chairman: We will get it 
cyclostyled and disllibute. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: He is giving only 
the piece of legislation and I wruot lhe 
comments on the legislatioP. 

Mr. Chairman: You ple•>e hand 
it over to us. I hope y0u 1}ave got "lv 
objection. 

I am told that this Bill is bef<>re 
your Parliament for the last 10 
years or 7 years. When cto you '1rO
pose to finalise it? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I will explai· 
the situation. We have had during 
the last ten years many differem bills 
prepared by different G>Jve.nmcnts. 
Each time we took it up there was the 
difficulty of availability of time and 
in the meantime the Government fell 
and new Government came, and thi.l! 
happened many times and this is 
the last one and we hope th" life of 
the Government will be so long that 
it will be passed. May I also say, 
that when we draft a Bill we dra!t it 
up r-oughly and there are many 
amendments during the discussion.a 
&nd it is difficult for me to formulate 
some comments on a draft which is a 
starting point. It has just started last 
week and they started feeling that 
certain point may be m)r1 profitable 
or not. A committee of ~P.nfttnrs J1a~ 
been set· up that will discuss it point 
by point making modifications. After 



that the Law must go t., the other 
Chamber and if it is not ful' y ap
proved it must go .back. I believe if 
everything goes right we will have 
this law next year, b•1t my com
ments at this moment, at the starting 
point as it is, will not .<<>rve any 
purpose. 

I 
Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I think 

there· is a Patent law in Italy for 
cars, machinery, boilers and other 
products. Is there any such ldw 
there? 

Prof. G. Bergami: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is the 
period of a patent allowed in that 
law? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: The normd 
period of a patent as in Germany, is 
••bout 15 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gup•.a: Fr.Jn:: the 
date of application? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: Yes, fru111 thr 
ccate of application. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
f.ot an agreement with U.s.::;.R. re
garding FIAT cars. Is i!. on the baei.;; 
of royalty or sale of the know how 
there?· 

Prof. G. Bergami: Really the auto
mobile industry is beyond my com
Jletence. I cannot comment, I am 
DQrry. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gnp~: Do Italian 
firms and companies possess patents 
for drugs also in foreig:~ countries• 

Prof; G. Bergami: Yes, there are 
rnany cases in w ilich m Italian 
<eanufacturer has got S<>me pat<>nts ir.. 
f·ther countries. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupb: Which ~re 
the main countries where th~se po
hmts have been approYed? 

Prof. G. Bergami: England, Fran~e, 
Belgium, South Africa. South America, 
North America, Trinidad and Germany 
etc. I 

Dr. C, B. Singh: You have got f!le 
unique experiE:nce of Deing a PhJSi'l
logist and a phar.!l1a(·eolcgi:;t, aud 
Pub'ic Health man as w~il. Ail these 
things put together, may I know from 
your experience wna~ time does a 
drug take after bemg in'"'"tlgatd in 
the laboratories to be brought i11to 
the market? I mean .he average time 
and an average drug. 

Prof. G. Bergami: My experience i• 
that it depends mainly 011 t.ne type c.f 
drug that you ar·~ cxpcrim.cu:ing. U ·. 
you are deqling with a comphtely new 
entity, you must "t least spend t710 

;vears.· 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You +hmk two 
years will be a re>snnahle period. 

· Prof. G. Bergaml: it is an averc1ge 
period. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: May I know what 
amount of money is beir.g sp2nt on 
research by your various firms of 
drugs or research in proportion to the 
total investment in this industry? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I have no know
ledge of that, because I know only 
about Public Health problems. He, 
Dr. Delgil'dice knows the pharma
ceutical industry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Well, :hen. Jet us 
know about the pharmaceutical in-
dustry. 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: 3 per cent on the 
turnover. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: A big amount. 1 
want to know whether it has been 
able to export large amounts of raw 
materials cheaply to this country be
cause they were not patented in 
Italy. The question is, because there 
is no patent for pharmaceutical drugs 
in Italy, was it possib1e for those firms 
to complete more favourably with the 
world market and export those raw 
materials cheaply to this" country. 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: No. We Asso
farma, do not do so. 



Dr. C. B. Sin&"h: Are you sure about 
it? 

Dr. G. De)gi.udice: Yea. 

Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah: In the 
absence of a patent law in Italy, and 
also because of the foreign capitalists 
taking advantage and flooding the 
Italian market in respect of the 
pharmaceutical products, and also 
owing to the lack of research possi
bilities of .knowing the quality of each 
product that is being sent to your 
country, may I know whether the 
Government is contemplating a~· 

research or control so as to check any 
spurious drugs coming to your coun
try and to have control over the 
quality' 

Prof, G. Bergami: If, you speak of 
speciality, there is a strict control at 
the moment of approval, and also 
during the stage of sale, because some 
.'amples are taken from the market 
for a severe composition analysing, 
and the product which is not well 
made is put out of the market. When 
we are speaking of the raw material. 
I was saying that there was no con
trol on that, because we ·do not need 
contra' on the raw material, since 
we control the finished product. From 
the point of view of the 1 consumer 
what is more important is the finished 
product. There is a very strict con
trol of quality in respect of the finish
ed product in Italy. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: In your me
m01·andum you have quoted the exam
ple where a particular tranquillise;· 
has been produced with IS imitations. 
and you have drawn the conclusion 
that in spite of several in1itations pro
duced in Italy, it did not enable the 
Italian consumer to get the drug at 
o cheaper rate. When the British 
Government started the National 
Health Service, they found that the 
drugs which they wanted were so 
costly in_ the indigenous market, that 
they dec!dsd to 1mport certain drugs 
from Ita'y and they got it at a chea
per rate with the result that they 
later were able to force their meciical 

local, manufacturers, to come to some 
sort of voluntary price regulation 
scheme. That is the Italian consumer 
did not get the benefit of the price· 
reduction due to the absence of the 
patent law, but the British consumer 
benefited. 

Prof. G. Bergami: This is the k~y 
problem of this problem of patents. 
We must recognise one simple· fact: 
when I write a book, I will have the 
right to have a percentage of the 
fixed a price for such copy of that 
book. If somebody will reprint that 
book without paying me the copy 
right, he will have a lower cost and 
may sell it at a lower price. The 
same happens for the drugs. If some 
body reproduce a drug, he can sell 
it at a lower price. But in the case 
of Italy, if one enterprise has been 
able to copy, and sometimes they . 
took the knowhow by not so clear 
channels, he gains selling the specia
lities at high prices, and then· used 
the bulk sales at any price, for lower
ing the general expenses. So, they 
make the best profit on the finished 
product which they sell at a high price 
like the original inventor. In Eng
land, I do not know whether they 
have been successful or not with this 
method. But I believe that all cases 
like that will not be repeated easi'y 
in futqre, especially in regards to 
many important drugs such as chlo
roamphenicol and other antibiotics 
whose patent are expiring. We must 
be careful in planning for the future. 
We need the best new -drugs at the 
lower cost, because it will be always 
useful if we facilitate that. In the 
new discoveries that are made, if we 
do not have the right price, or if we 
do not protect the price of research 
it is not possib'e to ma'ke headway. 
We must see that the spirit of research 
is maintained and honoured. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I want to know 
·whether you consider that this Bill, if 
enacted, wil! be an improvement and 
would improve the res,.arch and de
velopment of industrial activity in 
India. 



J?rof. G. Bergami: If I may b·e frank 
with you, I must say that especially 
on the provision of licence of rights, 
the patent will annihilated on this 
will be against the interests of dis
covery. When one patent is availab 1e 
to everybody, nobody starts because 
he is afraid of the others. Not be" 
caUBe of lack of interest, I do not be
lieve that. Frankly, I do not believe 
your Patent Bill relating to the 
pharmaceutical 1nd ustry will enhance 
research. You have reached a very 
high standard in research and you 
have a very large capability; I do not 
see why you should not act like other 
countries that have already develop
ed. 

!\ir. Ch.tirman: Do you know that 
the pat2nt law in almost every coun
try has got this licence of rights. Out 
of 74 countriPs. 60 have got it. 

Prof. G. Bergami: I am not an ex
pert on this legal matter. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: You have said 
in your statement that absence of 
p,·,:ent· does not make any difference. 

. does not lower the price of the drug. 
Do you think by giving patents, the 
price will come down or vrill it re
main unchanged? 

Prof. G. Bergami: My feeling JS that 
the cost of the utilisation of the 
patent normally realised through 
royalties is so low in comparison with 
fhe protnotion costs of any medicine 
that it does not affect the price practi
cally. The price of medicine toda)· 
ell o·,·er the world is mainly compos
ed of promotion costs, and the c0st of 
the royalty is very little. This is 
demonstrated by the fact that the pril'e 
in France is sometimes lower thi.ln in 
Italy for the same drug although 
France has the patent and we dn 
not have the patent. This is on .eco
nomical resu't that everybody can 
check. The same is the case in Eng
land. In many cases the pric"s in 
J'nglnnd are lower than in Italy. Thic 
gives me the feding that prices are 
J different problem tram pateni. There 
ir only a o;;rnRIJ connection. 

Shri Arjull. Arora: How do prices of 
drugs in Italy compare with those 
in other European countries where 
patent5' exist? 

Prof. G. Bergami: From memory I 
can say that the cheaper countries in 
Europe are France and England. Then 
come Switzerland, which is like Italy. 
Then comes Germany where price;; 
are a litt'e higher. So, we believe 
that the only country which has no 
patents is in the middle of this price 
line: 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It has been l'epre
scnted to us by various witnesses that 
the inflow of foreign capital and 
technology to India will not be forth
coming if we weaken the patent Jaw 
of this country. You have just stated 
that 21 per cent of the total foreign 
investment in Italy is in the pharma
ceutical industry where there is no 
l)atent. Would you throw some light 
as to how the foreign capital is flow
ing into Italy in spite of the fact 
that there .is no protection for these 
products? 

Prof. G Bergami: The !ack of 
patent vbhges the foreign producers 
:o go direct to the market as they 
have to defend their product against 
competitors directly because they ha\'e 
to defend theii· product against com
petitors direc!ly because they have no 
defence from the patent. Coming 
':Jack to the problem of India my 
opinion is this. If I am alone i can 
calculate the rea] cost, as I ..:.m be 
c'b1-c to sell so many tonnes or quintals. 
Otherwise. how can I make any pre-
_,,·>~ption? 

)Jr. Chairman: By enucting a pat.t:-nt 
Jaw. you want to prevent or lncrease 
the flO\\. of forc>ign capital? 

Prof. G. Btrgami: .The policy ·)f the 
Italian Government until now has 
been to :;!i·•c: fn·edmn to ~he economy 
a.nd tbe hE'.::t re~uJts havr. ·lJerm 
obtdin~·d. 

Shri U. P. Sinha: Are the foreJgn 
in·.-estur~ in ph.armaceutic'al i.ndu91ry 



in Italy getting good returns in spite 
of there being no patent law there? 

Prof. G. Bergami: The profit nor
mally made by holders of patents is 
mad~ by heavy promotion by foreign 
companies operating in Italy. Sales 
are related to promotion and through 
promotion profits are made. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We are told that 
the phannaceutical industry will not 
be able to bear the cost of research 
without patent protection. You are 
spending in Italy 3 per cent •lf your 
turnover on research work in spite 
of the fact that there is no patent 
law there. How do you recover this 
expenditure on research? 

Prof. G. Bergami: This small per
centage spent in Italy in research is 
not spent by the thousand enter
prises, but only by a few. A few 
enterprises spent at least 10 per cent . 
or even more on re'Search, because 
their progress depends on research. 
The rese~rches do not pay immediate
ly but they pay in the long run. 

Shri Bade: How much foreign 
exchange is remitted every year by 
foreign firms in Italy in the •hape of 
divid ~nds, royalties and for technical 
know-how? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: Italy pays towards 
royalties and technical know-how to 
foreign companies about 45 billion 
liras. Italy does not get more th~n 
2-3 b'llions of li~as for their p~tents 
on drugs although receive many bil
lions for other things like polymers, 
etc. 

Shri Bade: You have got no patent 
bill till now. We have our patent 
law from 1911. Still, the Glaxo Com
JY-Inv whi"h is manufacturing about 
153 phannaceutical things under their 
own registered proprietary trade 
names and whi•h is holding a 
number of patents in India, is manu
facturing only 2 m•dicines hP.re and 
all the other medicines nre hcing 
lmpor\Pd from ou~side. becau~e they· 
have got patents In India. Thus they 
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are eXPloiting the poor people. In 
the light of this experience of ours, 
how do you .say that patent law will 
be conducive to the inves~ment of 
foreign firms? Instead of manufac
turing medicines here, they impon 
them from outside. The patent law 
is misused. . · 

Prof. G. Bergami: If there is a pro
duct that can be imported at a lower 
cost, it is no use for il country to 
produce that locally at a higher cost. 
It will be a big. mistake. This was 
a mistake that Mussolini did and we 
paid very very badly for that mistake. 
In Italy we started the production of 
some vitamins, but we stopped when 
we saw that our product(on cost was 
many times the production cost of 

Roche who specialised in the produc
tion of vitamins. This happens Jften 
in the pharmaceutical field. The 
emphasis is on the minimum cost. 
That which is economical should be 
adop'ed. There are special cases, duP 
to special needs or due to the cxil't
enc'e of raw materials in a countrv 
where it may be necessary to reso~t 
to local production. But I must· say 
this is a mirage of local production. 
The local production should be econo- · 
mical!y convenient and then only it 
should be resorted. What is import
ant is to have the lowest price and 
the lowest cost. This is very import
ant for the economy of the country. 

Shri Bade: Shaii we come to the 
conclusion by !his discussion, that our 
provision for compulsory licence is 
the only remedy for suc'h forei~n 
companies who are not investing 
money in India? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I agree. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: May I know 
whether it is not a fact that in the 
absence of any patent law in ltaly, 
in the first l!'age the Italians rould 
learn to imitate the produch of others, 
in the second stage they could 

·improve UPon those products and in 
the third stage they coulti introduce 
new produc's, and by this they could 
save their monf'y from being sent oul 
of the countrv? 



Prof. G. Bergami: The production 
of drugs change every year. The 
produotion of drugs ~oday is not what 
it was 20 or 30 years ago. In Ilaly 
the indus:rialists are paying sub
stantial sums for patent rights. 
The yearly cost paid in Italy for 
licences in the pharmaceutical field ;.,. 
about 45 billion liras. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Is it not a fact 
that even if you have a patent law 
for having foreign know-how you will 
have to pay the same amount as you 
are paying at present, but in addition 
to that you will have to pay for years 
more price than what you would have 
paid had there been producers in 
Italy and if there had been no patent 
law? 

Prot. G. Bergami: If there is a 
pa~ent law we will pay practically the 
same amount, there will be no diff<!r
ence at all. Only when it is econo
mically convenient an Italian indus
trialist will start production; other
wise they will import. The burden 
to establish whether it is convenient 
or not should be on the private enter
prise. If the State is to decide that, 
we will be exposed to a lot of com
plic;ations. I have personal experi
ence of that when I was High Com
missiooer for Public Health. This was 
the period when penicillin was very 
s'arce and developed onlv in the USA. 
We obtained from U.N.N.RA. one 
plant to make penicillin. It was set 
,up as a State enterprise. The plant 
was very old, it was modified and 
finally we started production. But 
the price was about two times more 
than the price of free enterprise. 
Finally we stopped production. The 
State is not aware of the real condi
tion of the market and it takes ~oo 
long to take a deelision. So local pro
duction should be done only when it 
.is ecMomically convenient. Econo
mical convenience may have a differ
ent origin-it may be cost, it may be 
existing facilities, it may be the avail" 
ability of taw materials in the coun-
try. 
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.Shri Wasnik: You have stated that 
the provision in the Indian Patent 
Bill for compulsory licence has n,.~a
tived the patent protection. I under
stand that in the Italian Patent Bill 
that is before the Italian Parliament 
there is a similar provision in clause 
8. How do you justify that? 

Prof. G. Bergarni: First of all, I 
must say that I am not the man who 
has prepared the law. We may have 
a different op>nion. I must clarify 
that compulsory licence is completely 
different .from licensing of rights. 

They are two different things. Italian 
law provides compulsory licence. 
According to that, compulsory licence 
is going to be given to reduce tbe 
bad effects of patents. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: You 
stated earlier that 21 per cent of the 
foreign investment in Italy is in the 
pharmaceutical industry. I do not 
know whether you have the figures 
with you. Eaolier you said that 45 
billion liras or something is invested. 
Is it 21 per cent of that or 21 per cent 
of foreign investment in Italy? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: This figure we 
do not have. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: There 
are certain American combines or 
cartels operating in Europe, like the 
American Cynamlde Company, which 
have bought over some of the Italian 
companies. Are there any instances 
where an American pharmaceutical 
combine has purchased any Italian 
pharmaceutical industry and estab
lished itself in Italy? 

Dr. G. Delgiudibe: There are calle!t 
where they have majority sharehold
ing in Italian companies, but these 
are few. 

ShTi R. Ram"lnathan Cbettiar: For 
example, the Minnesota Minini! Manu
fa~uring Companv has recently pur
chased two companies-one in France, 
La Bauchet, and the other one i!t 
Ferrania. 



ceutical market, ·Of new products else
where patented, gen;rally sold at a 
very low price because the producers 
have no research cost to charge, and 
because their profit was mainly based 
on the sales of the related speciality 
IN!d the bulk sales being mainly 
directed to permit a substantial in
dust,ial product'on in order to reduce 
the general expenses, 

In both cases there was no economic 
advantage at all to the Italian consu
mer, because, in order to meet the 
larger promot'onal expenses. due to 
the g,eat number o' competitors for 
the same pr~duct, prices have been 
maintained in an order of magnitude 
of the original product, compnsmg 
the research cost, and the low price 
Of the product in bulk h•s been uti
lised only for some export business 
wh~re and when no patent protection 
was enforced, I have given in my 
memorandum one specific example to 
substantiate this. 

It is thus clear that as yet. lack of 
patent protection has not been of any 
advantage to the Italian consumer 
because the savings of pos;ible licence 
payments are counteracted and even 
exceeded by the larger advertise
ment costs nece>Sa'y to establish one's 
own product in a market among 
about twenty like products. 

In fact as could not otherw'se be 
expected, this excess 0. competing 
products, which practically have the 
same price as the o'igi.nal product 
and thus do not exe't a price-fixing 
effect, has resulted in an enormous 
Wastage of free samples and increase 
in advertisement costs. This has made 
expensive both t~ launch a new pro
duct and to keep the doctor awar~ of 
the products already established, in 
order to prevent replacing them by 
oth,;rs almost ident:cal in price and 
composition. 
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In conclusion the lhlian experience 
demonstrate. that, whereas th~ lack cf . 
patents in the drug field has not had 
.the effect of lower prices for the 
consumer, in the meantime has been 

an hindrance for the few important 
Italian drug manufacturerL 

As a matter of fact only small or 
medium-sized producers have entered 
the market with copies of patented 
drugs, sta,ting the production only 
when from the clinical investigation 
results published by the orig nal pro
ducer, or from the preliminary sales 
in the country of origin, potential 
market in Italy was f~reseeable, capa. 
ble of paying the cost of a sma.J
sized p'oduction sold at the same 
price as o' the origin>\ producer, 
tak··ng in this way undue advantage 
of the abse:tce of research cost. 

Objectively we must recognize tha' 
the Jack of patents has had a nega
tive effect on the best part of the 
Italian pharmaceutical industry, bur
dened with the increasing cost of 
research, and obliged to fight with 
competitors copyLng freely the best 
products originated by others. 

In conclusion our experience has 
clearly demJn;trated that the lack of 
drugs patents has badly influenced the 
development of our best pha,maceuti• 
cal industry, when compared with the 
very good resu ts obtained in Italy 
in other branches of the chemical in
dustry protected bY product and pro• 
cess pater.ts. If we look at the good 
achievements of' the Italian chemistl 
in othe: fields, we have very excel· 
le:tt results and a large number of 
patents. The only exception of the 
pharmaceutical indust:y. 

It will bJ convenient to examine at 
this point t"e future trend in the 
ph~rmac•utical industry. As you cer• 
tainly know a tremendous amount of 
mo~ey i9 yearly invested in drug re
se3rch in a'l the industrhl'sed coun· 
tries. This heavy investment, increlS· 
lng eve'v yeu is re1uired because 
the p'>a :'lnaceutical research is com
pletelv different from all othPr tvpes 
o• industral research If for Jnst1nca 
we consider an aut~mobile f•ctor)', 
the management can easily l!laka • 



research programme for a new type 
of engine. The technicians will do . 
their best; the result may be more or 
less successful, but in any case the 
research department will be able to 
give the management a new engine. 
In the case of the drug industry the 
pictu~e is completely d:tierent. The 
management may ask the research 
department to find a new remedy for 
hypertension, but nobody can assure 
that a positive result will be achiev
ed. We can give any quantity of 
money; we can enlarge the labora
tory, asking fo~ a remedy for canc•r, 
but nob~dy can forecast the results. 
What we know is that on an aver
age only one product out of 3000 or 
4000 new products sh,ows promising 
activity as a new drug and when we 
say_ promising activity we say that 
we have in hand not a product but 
only a probability o! success. 

And now we can forecast that in the 
next decade, very few new products 
will enter the market at a tremen
dous cost of chemical, biological and 
clinical investigatoon. This means 
that new products will certainly be 
charged of substantial amount of co>t 
of research, that should be paid by 
the State or by the industry. 

We must therefo~e make our choice 
State research or private research. 
·I must recognise that I am not fully 
confident in the efficiency of State 
research in the pharmaceutical field. 
My opinion is absolutely not based on 
political reasons, but on the observa
tion of the very important results 
obtained during the last 20 years by 
the Soviet Union in a]] fields witll 
th\! only exception in the fie'd of 
drugs. I have the best consideration 
for the high scient'fic standing of 
my Russian colleagues in all fields 
and I know also that the drug resear
ch is very active. Therefore, the ex
planation should be found in the pe
culiarity of the new drug resea reb, 
requiring the largest possible freedom 
£ndividual freedom, of research. Let 
me give you one example. It hap
pened many years ago that an Ame
rican company-! remember it is the 

Lilly Company...:...receiv.ed· from a tro-. 
pica! country a flower plant called 
Vinca Ros~a. which was locally used 
for treatment of diabetes. They tried' 
to extract the active principle of the 
plant, bui they found that there was 
no effect at all on the blood glucose 
o: on diabetes. In the meantime, 
one researcher found that after the 
injection of the drug into a rabbit, the 
leucocite (white blood cells) dimi
nished So it was discovered that the 
drug had the effect of :educ·ng the 
number of leucocites (white blood 
cells) and was later utilised for treat
ment of Hodgkins disease or Jeuke
m'~. This result of research was due 
to a very large amount· of freedom. 
This is why State reseaoch is not good 
because this kind a' freedom is not 
there. It may reduce the number of 
new inventions. So we should give 
a large amount of freedom in research. 

Personally, I am in favour of the 
co-existence of a State resea och, 
mainly basic research •. with 11: private 
research, mainly applled, stimulated 
by an efficient patent system. · Our 
experience in Italy has demonstrated 
to us that the prob'em o' prices of 
d:ug is pract'cally independent from 
the pooblem of patent. Prices to the 
public in Italy are of the same order 
of prices in countries having the 
patent-iike France, Eogland ~nd. 
Switzerland-and,· what is more Im
pre5sive, the poices of the b'ggest 
Italian producers who pay voluntary 
royalties to the foreign inventors are 
the same as the sm3Uer producers 
who pay nothing at all. We have also 
moticed t'lat mu'tiplication of produ
cers in the drug market increases the 
price because of the h'g~er· cost of 
promotion an1 the .Ia~ v~e.Id of the 
sm31) production umt, tnfenor ~o the 
critical productiol'l mass peculiar to 
each product. For all these reasons, 
Italv is now changing its drug patent 
policy. 

It mav be of some interest to yo!l 
to note the fact that the Italian Gov• 
ernment is preparing a five-year 
economic deve1opment plan and re

cogr.ising the importance of the re-



j!learch in the sanitary field, has clear
ly ipdicated in section 6 of· the offi
Ci!ll ·plan that the pha:maceutical re
search will be mainly stimulated ado
pting the patent protection for the 
production o: drugs. A B1ll, intro
ducing the process patent, has al
ready been approved by the Gov
ernment and it is now in discussion 
at the High Italian Chamber, the Se
nate. Many members have suggested 
amendments in favour of a more effec
tive protection of the invention, as 
is obtained with the product patent. 

·The salient features of the Bill are: 
patents are to be granted to protect 
processes for the production of phar
maceuticals; when a compulsory li
eence is g:anted, the compensation 
must be fair. and in keeping with the 
importance of the invention and the 
profit it is expected to yield, with 
the duration of the licence and all 
other aspects connected with its uti
lisation; and section 10 provides that 
a ·patentee ''who refuses to accept the 
compensation as laid down may start 
proceedings before the court i.;1 

Rome". · 

Coining to the Indian situation, I 
must first of all, heartily congratulate 
you on the results already achieved. 
Jn. less than 20 years, your drug in
dustry, operated by the State or by 

· prlivate enterprises, has certainly 
reached stage 3 and now is in the 
fringe of stage 4, that means the 
highest stage. Having in mind the 
bigh standing of Indian researchers, 
chemists, biologists and physicians, 
there is no dqubt that concentrating 
your efforts mainly in the applied re
search and specially in the reSearch 
of new processes for making drugs 
you will acquire an increasing pur~ 
ohasing power through crossed licen
ces with all the world. · Your re
searches must be protected as the 
res~arches of all the world are pro
tected. 

Coming to the practical aspect of 
the problem, my opinion as an ex
pert is in favour of the possibility of 
a new •type of, may I say combin•d 
patent i.e. a product patent associat~d 

with one or more process patents, but 
with the provision that the inventor. 
of a .;ew process may have a licence 
from holder of the product patent 
In such a way the system is very. 
simple to assess and stimulus is given 
to new processes. 

Mr. Chairman and Hon'ble Mem
bers, I am at the end of my exposi
tion, and I must apologise for my bad 
English and for the length of my 
speech. I hope that my efforts to. 
give y .Ju some technical data will 
be useful for you. In my experience 
as a Chief of the Italian Public Health 
in a difficult period, I 'earnt that laws 
relating to public health have always 
two sides, a political side and a techni
cal side. A law. drafted mainly by 
politicians will be a . bad law, but 
worse will be the ) aw drafted only 
by technicians. I repeat my appre
ciation for your unique approach to 
such a vital problem, hearing the 
views of experts of all the countries. 
I wish the· best future for India's pro
gress and prosperity, and please ac
cept my hearty thanks. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Professor, I 
would like you to dilate particularly 
on the situation in respect o! the 
quality control of drugs manufactur
ed in your country without patent 
protection. Is it a fact that the quality 
of drugs is not uniformly guaranteed? 
It has been mentioned in some of th~ 
Memoranda before us that because 
there is the freedom of imitation, 
there is .also freedom to manufacture 
sub-standard drugs. Is it a fact? 

Prof. G. Bergami: The standard Je
gulations on the manufacture of 
drugs stipulate that before you make 
a drug, you rriust have an authorisa
tion to be operative in the field of 
drugs. In other words, )'OU are 
inspected by an Inspector, who looks 
at your machinery etc. Natl!rally, 
after this authorisation the burden of 
responsibility lies on the producer. J 
When it is sold in bulk, there is 
practically no control, because the 
control is limited to the processed 
product. 



Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Would you 
p'ease tell us whether during the 
perio:l when patent protection was 
not av,,ilable in Italy, it is a fact that 
there was no effort by the State also 
to control the prices? Whether any 
such effort was made or whether 
there was no such effort? 

Prof. G. Bergami: In Italy, from the 
very beginning until now there has 
never been a patent law for drugs. 
All has been free. But control on 
quality and control on price of 
specialities has been operating from 
many many years. 

Dr. L. M. Si.nghvi: It has been 
pointed out in the Memorandum sub
mitted to us that the consumer has 
not gained even though there was 
freedom to copy any patents abroad. 
Now "'hy was it so? Was it because 
the State did not operate effectively 
to control the prices or it was be-

y~ause the promo tiona 1 cost inherent 
in the situation of the high propor
tion of cost, prevented the manufac
turer,, in Italy to.sell these drugs at 
a reasonable price with only a reason
able margin of profit? 

Prof. G.' Bergami: If I have under
stood you well, you ask why in Italy 
when a copied product is put on the 
market, it has a price that is not low. 
Is that right? The price of the bulk 
is fre~ price. There is no control of 
the State. There is the general Jaw 
o~ economics, the Ia w of the demand. 
But when you sel' to the public a 
me··1ical specblity, the price of final 
proJ.uct of v.:hat i~ called registradon, 
is based on analysed price. In other 
words. you must submit to the Health 
authorities, to the Economic Board, 
a men1orandu1n where you say I have 
put so many Liras for the raw mate
rials, so many for that and that, and 
the total cost is that. It happens for 
instance that one foreign firm has 
created a new product and is asking 
for registration in Italy; he will show 
the ciin'cal investigation results etc. 
and fina 'ly the production c9st of the 
PL'Oduct. He will document the price. 
say that he can sell at this price. A 
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new comer is not obliged to that. he 
may just have the same · price 
although . is paying anything, He 
will write to the Ministry saying I 
am also producing the same product, 
and will ask for the same price. Govt. 
has not the possibility to say you 
may sell at a lower price. The pro-· 
ducer will say, I have the same right, 
I ask for the same price, because it is 
the same product, and practica ly 
happens that the copier makes a 
large profit, but also this profit is not 
so large, because there are so many. 
One will do, the other will do the 
same. In a short time, there will be 
20 others. The market is always the 
same, but the market in this case is 
divided by 20. Each one· may pro
mote it to the physicians. In Italy 
we have 70 thousands physicians. You 
can imagine how costly it is to ·give 
samples to these physicians. Multi
ply it by 20 and you can see ltow 
much money is spent, with no use, 
and the cost is natural'y higher. In 
the drug field, it is always better to 
concentrate production, to concentrate 
sales and promotion, otherwise you 
will have higher cost. Concentrate 
it at one place, the yield will be bet
ter. 

Mr. Chairman: Does the competi
tion tend to lower the prices? 

Prof. G. Bergami: You must realise 
that in the pharmaceu· ical field the 
market is different. There is no re
lationship between the consumer and 
the producer. There is the interme
diary, the physician. So really it is 
not the consumer tqat selects the 
product. The consumer goes .to the 
physician; then it is the physician 
that selects. So happens, that if .you 
sell a product at a lower price, you 
can spend less on advertisement and 
promotion. The public do not k.uow 
whether the prices are lower, becduse 
the producer has spent practically less 
on the mechanism of promotion. 

Dr. L. l\1. Singhvi: What is tht 
place occupied by the foreign ;r.dus
try in the pharmaceutical bdustry i.R 
Italy'? Whether there ha> bee>: a 



substantial inflow of foretgn capital 
In Italy in this particular field? 

Prof. G. Bergami: Well I beg your 
pardon, I am not an econon:ic expert. 
Mr. Delgiudice will -answer for me. 

Mr. Chairman: He can answer. 

Dr, G. Delgiudice: The only data 
we can give now .... 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You may supply 
it at a later date if it is not readily 
available with you because that will 
be more precise. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Broadly ·they ~an 
say now. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
question is whether there is foreign 
inv'l!stment in pharma,eutica] indus
try in your country? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: There is frreign 
investment in the pharmacPuticeJ in
dustry. But this data we do not ha ;e. 
The only data we have nov: is that 
21 per cent of the foreign investment 
in Italy is in the pharmac~utiral in
dustry. The exact figures cf fore.· go 
investment in the pharmac~utical lidd 
will be supplied later. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: We wn.I appre
ciate if you will dO that at a later 
date. 

There is one more qu~stion, th2t is, 
about the new legislation of the 1st 
or July 1965 which has be~n dra!ted 
by various parties which are p~ "tici
pating in the coalition Gov.,rnmenl of 
Italy. Would you tell us about the 
salutary features cf this n.,,v !egi.>!a
lion which was submittl'd on tr,• 1st 
of July 1965 to th~ Senate of Italy? 

Mr. Chairman: Can you send a copy 
of that Bill to us? 

Prof. G. Bergami: 
the copy. 

can give you 

Mr. Chairman: Is it summary? 

Prof. G. .Bergami: It is English 
translation of the Law as drafted. 

Dr. L. M. Sioghvi: Would you com
mit on any aspect of this n~w eg,s
lation. You have said this. concept 
has come out of years of t!tinking. I 
want to know what are those special 
provisions which are sought to be 
incorporated in this new !eg;slat•on 
which you think would be particula•
ly conducive to a proper grcwth and 
development of pharmaceutical In
dustry in Italy and which has been 
lacking in the past or in t'ce absence 
of patent or weak patent laws in
your country. 

Mr. Chairman: We will get it 
cyclostyled and dishibute 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: He is giving only 
the piece of legislation and I wruot lhe 
comments on the legislatior. 

Mr. Chairman: You ple·-ne hand 
it over to us. I hope y0u 1~ave got '10 
objection. 

I am told that this Bill is before 
your Parliament for the last 10 
years or 7 years. When <lo you "lrO· 
pose to finalise it? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I will ex;>lai· 
the situation. We have had during 
the last ten years many diff~r<'nt bi!ls 
prepared by different G~Jve.:nmcnts. 
Each time we took it up there was the 
difficulty of availability of time and 
in the meantime the Government fell 
and new Government came, and this 
happened many times and this is 
the last one and we hope tht' life of 
the Government will be so lnng that 
it will be passed. May I also say, 
that when we draft a Bill we draft it 
up Foughly and there are many 
amendments during the discussionJ 
tmd it is difficult for me to formulate 
some comments on a dra!'t which is I 

starting point. It has just started last 
Week and they started feeling that 
certain point may be m~re profitable 
or not. A committee of £.P.nrttnrs }Ja:r: 
been set- up that will discuss it point 
by point making modifications. After 



that the Law must go to the other 
Chamber and if it is not ful' y ap
proved it must go .back. I believe if 
everything goes right we will have 
this law next year, btl( my com
ments at this moment, at the starting 
point as it is, will not <<'rve any 
purpose. 

I 
Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: think 

there· is a Patent law in Italy for 
cars, machinery, boilers and other 
products. Is there any such ld\\ 
there? 

Prof. G. Bergami: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is the 
period of a patent allowed ;n that 
law? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: The norm:J 
period of a patent as in Germany, is 
>·bout 15 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupt.a: Fr.Jrr. the 
elate of application? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: Yes, fr"m th< 
date of application. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
g,ot an agreement with U.s.s.R. re
garding FIAT cars. Is it on the ba~i2 
of royalty or sale of the know how 
there?· 

Prof. G. Bergami: Really the auto
mobile industry is beyond my com
tJetence. I cannot comment, I am 
fiOrry. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupt:J: Do Italian 
firms and companies possess patents 
for drugs also in foreig:1 count•ias• 

Prof; G. Bergami: Yes. there are 
many cases in wilich m Italian 
r.oanufacturer has got S<>me patPnts ir. 
fther countries. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupb: Which ~re 
the main countries where thtse P'-
1-=nts have been apprond? 

Prof. G. Bergami: Eng1and, Fran"e, 
Belgium, South Africa. South America, 
North America, Trinidad and Germany 
etc. I 

Dr. C, B. Singh: Yuu have got the 
unique experi~nce of iJebg a ph;Si'l
logist and a phar!TIJ.c-tolcgist, aud 
Pub'ic Health man as wroil. Ail these 
things put together, may I know from 
your experience wnaT, time does a 
drug take after bemg inve"tcgatd in 
the laboratories to be brought into 
the market? I mean .he average time 
and an average drug. 

Prof. G. Bergami: My experience is 
that it depends mainly oa t.he type c;f 
drug that you ar~~ cxpcrimc11:ing. If 
you are deqling with 3 comphtely new 
entity, you must "t least spend two 
3ears: 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You 'hmk two 
years will be a re3.snnable period. 

· Prof. G. Bergami: It is an avera..:e 
period. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: May I know w!lat 
amount of money is being sp2nt no 
research by your •;ariou~ firms of 
drugs or research in proportion to the 
total investment in this industry? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I heve no know
ledge of that, because I know only 
about Public Health problems. He, 
Dr. Delgil'dice knows the pharma
ceutical industry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Well, :hen. let us 
know about the pharmaceutical in
dustry. 

Dr, G. Delgiudice: 3 per cent on the 
turnover. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: A big amount. I 
want to know whether it has been 
able to export large amounts of raw 
materials cheaply to this country be
cause they were not patented in 
Italy. The question is, because there 
is no patent for pharmaceutical drugs 
in Italy, was it possib1e for those firms 
to complete more favourably with the 
world market and export those raw 
materials cheaply to thi; country. 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: No. We Asso
farma, do not do so. 



Dr. C. B. Si~h: Are you sure about 
it? 

Dr. G. DelgiudiCe: Yee. 

Shri P. Venkatasubbaiah: In the 
absence of a patent law in Italy, and 
also because of the foreign capitalists 
taking advantage and flooding the 
Italian market in respect of the 
pharmaceutical products, and also 

. owing to the lack of research possi
bilities of .knowing the quality of each 
product that is being sent to your 
country, may I know whether the 
Government is contemplating an~' 
research or control so as to check any 
spurious drugs coming to your coun
try and to have control over the 
quality? 

Prof. G.· Bergami: If, you speak of 
>pecia!ity, there is a strict control at 
the moment of approval, and also 
during the stage of sale, because some 
.'amples are taken from the market 
for a severe composition analysing, 
and the product which is not well 
made is put out of the market. When 
we are speaking of the raw material, 
I w3s saying that there was no con
trol on that, because we ·do not need 
contra' on the raw material, since 
we control the finished product. From 
the point of view of the 1 consumer, 
what is more important is the finished 
product. There is a very strict con
trol of quality in respect of the finish
ed product in Italy. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: In your me
m01·andum you have quoted the exam_ 
pie where a particular tranquiliiser 
has been produced with IS imitations. 
and you have drawn the conclusion 
that in spite of several in1itations pro
duced in Italy, it did not enable the 
Italian consumer to get the drug at 
1 cheaper rate. When the Bntish 
Government started the National 
Health Service, they found that the 
drugs which they wanted were so 
costly in the indigenous market that 
they decided to import certain 'drugs 
from lta'y and they got it at a chea
per rate with the result that they 
later were able to force their n1edical 

local, manufacturers, to come to some 
sort of voluntary price regulation 
scheme. That is the Italian consumer 
did not get the benefit of the price· 
reduction due to the absence of the 
patent law, but the British consumer 
benefited. 

Prof. G. Berga.mi: This is the key 
problem of this problem of patents. 
We must recognise one simple· fact: 
when I write a book, I will have the 
right to have a percentage of the 
fixed a price for such copy of that 
book. If somebody will reprint that 
book without paying me the copy 
right, he will have a lower cost and 
may sell it at a lower price. The 
same happens for the drugs. If some 
body reproduce a drug, he can sell 
it at a lower price. But in. the case 
of Italy, if one enterprise has been 
able to copy, and sometimes they 
took the knowhow by not so clear 
channels, he gains selling the specia
lities at high prices, and then· used 
the bulk sales at any price, for lower
ing the general expenses. So, they 
make the best profit on the finished 
product which they sell at a high price 
like the original inventor. In Eng
land, I do not kno"· whether they 
have been successful or not with this 
method. But I believe that all cases 

.like that will not be repeateli easi'y 
in future, especially in 1·egards to 
many important drugs such as chlo
roamphenicol and other antibiotics 
whose patent are expiring. We must 
be careful in planning for the future. 
We need the best new -drugs at the 
lower cost, because it will be always 
useful if we facilitate that. In the 
new discoveries that are made, if we 
do not have the right price, or if we 
do not protect the price of research 
it is not possib'e to ma'ke headway. 
We must see that the spirit of research 
is maintained and honoured. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I want to know 
·whether you consider that this Bill, if 
enacted, will be an improvement and 
would improve the res<>3rch and de
velopment of industrial activit-y in 
India. 



J!l·of. G. Bergami: If 1 may be frank 
with you, I must say that especially 
on the provision of licence of rights, 
the patent will annihilated on this 
will be against the interests of dis
covery. When one patent is availab'e 
to everybody, nobody starts because 
he is afraid of the others. Not be" 
c·ause of lack of interest, I do not be
lieve that. Frankly, I do not believe 
your Patent Bill relating to the 
pharmaceutical 1ndustry will enhance 
research. You have reached a very 
high standard in research and you 
have a very large capability; I do not 
see why you should not act like other 
countries that have already develop
ed. 

!llr. Ch,tirman: Do you know that 
the paL.'nt }a\V in almost every coun
try has got this licence of rights. Out 
f)f 74 countries. 60 have got it. 

Prof. G. &ergami: I am not an ex
pert on this legal matter. 

ShJ'i Dalpat Sing·h: You- have said 
m your statement that absence of 
) ... c·,ent· does not make any difference. 

. does not lower the price of the drug. 
Do you think by giving patents, the 
price will come down or will it re
main unchanged? 

Prof. G. Bergami: My feeling Js that 
the cost of the utilisation of the 
patent normally realised through 
royalties is so low in comparison with 
fhe promotion costs of any medicine 
that it does not affect the price practi
raay. The price of medicine toda)· 
all O\'er the world is mainly compos
ed of promotion costs. and the cost of 
the royalty is very little. This is 
demonstrated by the fact that the prke 
in France is sometimes lower th<.~n in 
Italy for the same drug although 
France has the patent and we dn 
not have the patent. This is :lll eco
nomicol resu't that everybody can 
C'heck. The sa~e is the case in Eng
land. In many cases the prices in 
)':ngland are lower than in Italy. Thi' 
gives me the feding that prices are 
~ different problem from patent. There 
Ir only a ~malT connection. 

Shri Arju! Arora: How do prices of 
drugs in Italy compare with those 
in other European countries where 
pMent~ exist? 

Prof. G. Bergami: From memory 1 
can say that the cheaper countries in 
Europe are France and England. Then 
come Switzerland, which is like Italy. 
Then comes Germany where pric.,.; 
are a Jitt'e higher. So, we believe 
that the only country which has no 
patents is in the middle of this price 
line: 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It has been l'epre
sented to us by various witnesses that 
the inflow of foreign capital and 
technology to India will not be forth
corning if we weaken the patent Jaw 
of this country. You have just stated 
that 21 per cent of the total foreign 
investment in Italy is in the pharma
ceutical industry where there is no 
patent. Would you throw some light 
as to how the foreign capital is flow
ing into Italy in spite of the fact 
that there .is no protection for these 
products? 

Prof. G &ergami: The lack of 
patent -obliges the foreign producers 
to go cllrect to the market as they 
have to defend their product against 
competitors directly because they ha\'e 
to defend their product against com
petitors direc:ly because they have no 
:lefenee from the patent. Coming 
:Jack to the problem of India, my 
opinion is this. If I am alone, I can 
calculate the rea] cost, as I will be 
P-01'2 to st:·ll so many tonnes or quintals. 
Otherwise. how can I make any pre-

; ,-dption? 

~tr. Chairnun: By enacting a pa.t.ent 
lc.w. you want to prevent or increase 
the flow {If forf'!gn capital? 

Prof. G. Bc.rgan:ll: The policy •)f the 
Ita1ic:rn Government until now has 
bEen tv ;;:i·;c: freedmn to :he economy 
a.nd tb~ be~t re.<::ulfs have ·lx~t:n 
obt~1mHl. 

Sh:i R. P. Sinha: Ar~ the fore.ign 
in\·e·sturs in pbarmaceutic'al industry 



in Italy getting good returbs in spite 
of there being no patent law there? 

Prof. G. Bergami: The profit nor
mally made by holders of patents is 
made by heavy promotion by ioreign 
companies operating in Italy. Sales 
are related to promotion and through 
promotion profits are made. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We are told that 
the pharmaceutical industry will not 
be able to bear the cost of research 
without patent protection. You are 
spending in Italy 3 per cent •Jf your 
turnover on research work in spite 
of the fact that there is no patent 
law there. How do you recover this 
expenditure on research! 

Prof. G. Bergami: This small per
centage spent in Italy in research is 
not spent by the thousand enter
prises, but only by a few. A few 
enterprises spent at least 10 per cent . 
or even more on research, because 
their progress depends on research. 
The rese1rches do not pay immediate
ly but they pay in the long run. 

Shri Bade: How much foreign 
exchange is remitted every year by 
foreign firms in Italy in the •hape of 
dividends, royalties and for technical 
know-how? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: Italy pays towards 
royalties and technical know-how to 
foreigri companies about 45 billion 
liras. Italy does not get more th~n 
2-3 b'llions of li "as for their p1tents 
On drugs although receive many bil
lions for other things like polymers, 
etc. 

Shri Bade: You have got no patent 
bill till now. We have our patent 
law from 1911. Still, the Glaxo Com• 
p~nv whi·h is manufacturing about 
153 pharmaceutical things under their 
own registered proprietary trade 
names and whi·h is holding a 
number of patents in India, is manu
facturing only 2 m•didnes here !md 
all the other medicines are !)cing 
impor!Pd from ou~side. because they· 
have got patents In India. Thus !bey 
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are eXPloiting the poor people. In 
!be light of this experience of ours, 
how do you .say that patent law will 
be conducive to the inves:ment of 
foreign firms? Instead of manufac
turing medicines here, they import 
them from outside. The patent law 
is misused. . · 

Prof. G. Berg.ami: If there is a pro
duct that can be imported at a lower 
cost, it is no use for -a: country tC) 
produce that locally at a higher cost. 
It will be a big . mistake. This was 
a mistake that Mussolini did and we 
paid very very badly for that mistake. 
In Italy we started the production of 
some vitamins, but we stopped when 
we saw that our production cost was 
many times the production cost of 
Roche who specialised in the produc
tiOn of vitamins. This happens Jften 
in the pharmaceutical field. The 
emphasis is on the minimum cost. 
That which is economical should be 
adopted. There are special cases, du~ 
to special needs or due to the cxi~t
ence of raw materials in a countrv 
where it may be necessary to reso~t 
to local production. But I must· say 
this is a mirage of local production. 
The local production should be eoono- · 
mically convenient and then only it 
should be resorted. What is imnort
ant is to have the lowest price . and 
the lowest cost. This is very import
ant for the economy of the country. 

Shri Bade: ShaH we come to the 
conclusion by !his discussion, that our 
provision for compulsory licence is 
the only remedy for suc'h foreiqn 
companies Who are not investing 
money in India? 

Prof. G. Bergami: I agree. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: May I know 
whether it is not a fact that in the 
absence of any patent Jaw in Italy, 
In the first 'S'age the Italians rould 
learn to imitate the produch of others, 
in the second stage they could 
improve UPon those products and in 
the third stage they could introduce 
new produc's, and by this they could 
save their mon~y from being sent oul 
of the country! 



Prof. G. Bergami: The production 
of drugs change every year. The 
produ:tion of drugs ~oday is not what 
it was 20 or 30 years ago. In Italy 
the i':'dus'.rialists are paying sub· 
stantial sums for patent rights.· 
~he yea;ly cost paid in Italy f01 
licences m the pharmaceutical field is 
about 45 billion Uras. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Is it not a fact 
that even if you have a patent law 
for having foreign know-how you will 
have to pay the same amount as you 
are paying at present, but in addition 
to that you will have to pay for years 
m~re price than what you would have 
paid had there been producers in 
Italy and if there had been no patent 
law? 

Prof. G. Bergami: If there is a 
pa~ent law we will pay practically the 
same amount, there will be no differ
~ce at all. Only when it is econo
mically convenient an Italian indus
trialist will start production· other. 
wise they will import. The' burden 
to establish whether it is convenient 
or not should be on the private enter
prise. If the State is to decide that, 
we will be exposed to a lot of com
plications. I have personal experi
ence of that when I was High Com
missioner for Public Health. This was 
the period when penicillin was very 
scarce and developed onlv in the USA. 
We obtained from U.N.N.RA. one 
plant to make penicillin. It was set 
,up as a State enterprise. The plant 
was very old, it was modified and 
finally we started production. But 
the price was about two times more 
than the price of free enterprise. 
Finally We stopped production. The 
State is not aware of the :t'eal condi
tion of the market and it takes ~oo 
long to take a dectision. So local pro
duction should be done only when it 
is ecMomically convenient. Econo
mical convenience may have a differ
ent origin-it may be cost, it may be 
existing facilities, it may be the avail" 
ability of raw materials in the coun
trv. 
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Shri Wasnik: You have stated that 
the provision in the Indian PatP.nt 
Bill for compulsory licence has n"~a
tived the patent protection. I under
stand that in the Italian Patent Bill 
that is before the Italian Parliament 
there is a similar provision in clause 
8. How do you justify that? 

Prof, G. Berg.ami: First of all I 
must say that I am not the man V.:ho 
has ~repared the law. We may have 
a different opinion. I must clarify 
~at compulsory licence is completely 
different .from licensing of rights. 

They are two different things. Italian 
law provides compulsory licence. 
According to that, compulsory licence 
is going to be given to reduce the 
bad effects of patents. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: You 
stated earlier that 21 per cent of the 
foreign investment in Italy is in the 
pharmaceutical industry. I do not 
know whether you have the figures 
with you. E•olier you said that 45 
billion liras or something is invested. 
Is it 21 per cent of th•t or 21 per cent 
of foreign investment in Italy? 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: This figure we 
do not have. 

Shri R. Rama~nthan Chettiar: There 
are certain American combines or 
cartels operating in Europe, like the 
American Cynamide Company, which 
have bought over some of the Italian 
companies. Are there any instances 
where an American pharmaoeutical 
combine has purchased any Italian 
pharmaceutical industry and estab
lished itself in Italy? 

Dr. G. Detgiudi:Oe: There are ca~e~ 
where they have majority sharehold
ing in Italian companies, but these 
are few. 

Shri R. Ram•mathan Chettiar: For 
example, the Minnesota Mininf! Manu
fa~uring Companv h"s recently pur
chased two companies-one in France, 
La B•uchet, and the other one is 
Ferrania. 



Dr. G. Delgiudice: It is not a phar
maceutical company. 

I 

Shri R. RamanathaB Chettiar: La 
Bauchet is collaborating with an 
Indian company in putting up a photo 
111m plant in the Nilgiris and Ferrania 
is also interested in photo film indus
try. Like that there are instances 
even in regard to the pharmaceutil"al 
indus'ry where they have purchased 
a few companies, like the American 
Cynamide Company case. 

Dr. G. Delgiudice: There is '•he 
Leder!<> company in Italy which is 
American Cynamide Company. ThPre 
is Pfizer in Italy and also Squ.ibb ~s 
they ar, in India. They have come 
and invested their money there. 

Shri R. Ram:matban Cbettiar: Am 
I right in thinking that you have no 
:mti-Trust law, like the Sherman Jaw. 
on ihe Ameri ·an model to prevent 
f'Jreign investment in any industry? 

Ur. G. De 'giudice: Till now the!·e 
was no such law in Italy but an anti
~.rust 1aw is urJder preparation, und 
j~ under the Cabinet oonsid.eratt ... .~n. 

~lr. Cbairm.-l.n: Thank you ver.·· 
much, gentlemen. 

(The witnesses tl>en withdrew.) 

(The Committee then adjourned tn 
meet again .at 15.00 hours.) 

Il. Federation of EcOnomic Organiza
tioM of Japan, .Japan Pharmaceuticai 
:llannfacturers' As>o·ciation and .Tapan 
Phannaceutical, Medica' and Dental 
Supply Exporters' As;;ociation Japan 
P~t~nt As;ociation, Tokyo. 

Spokesmen: 

(1) Mr. Shoichi Inouye. 

' (2) Mr. Shoji Matsui. Patent 
Attorney. 

<The witnesses were called and 
flte,1 took tl1eir .,eats). 

:'--!r. Chairm1.n: Gentlemen, the e11T
c1ence fnat you give will be printed 
and distributed to all Member!! of 
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Parliament and Members of the Com
mittee and will be laid on the Table 
of the House. Even if you want any 
portion to be treated as . confidential, 
it will be printed and distributed ro 
all the Members of Parliament 

We have received your n1t.moran
dum and it has been distributed to all 
the Members. If you want to stress 
any point or make out. any new points, 
you may ki.ndly do so after which 
Members will put questions to you. 

:\tr. Shoichi Inouye: M.r. Chairman 
and gent) emen, it is indeed an honour 
for me to have this occasion to speak 
before such a distinguished assembly. 
I extend my heartfelt aPpreciation to 
those who are giving me thi" oppor
tmtity. 

The Japanese delegation consists of 
Mr. Matsui and myself. With your 
permission, we have brought an inter. 
preter to assist us in answering yonr 
questions. 

I was the Director-General of 
Patent Office of the Japanese Govern
ment for about 5 years from 1955 to 
1960. After resigning the po•t, I en
tered Show a Denko, one of the lead
ing chemical companies in Japan and 
I am now Senior Managing Director 
of Showa Neoprene Company, which 
is a joint venture between DuPont 
Companv of the United States and 
S'1owa Denko of Japan. 

Firstly, 1 would Ilke to speak about 
the relations between patent system 
and national economy, particularlY 
through oi.u- experienres in Japan, and 
later, Mr. Matsui will make a state
men~ regarding our views on ce:rtair. 
wints of your Patent Bill ft-oni the 
;tandpoint of J apane•e Industry a.' 
well a• the pharmaceutical producers 
in particular. 

As I am speaking a foreign language 
I would like to ask your patience. and 
indul!rence. I want to read almn<rt aU 
my paper but it will takE!' only 30 



minutes or so. ·In the course of read
ing I will make some addjtional expla
nations. 

The Federation of Economic Orga
nizations, whom I represent here to
day, is the foremost organization of 
Japan's economic circle, with all the 
major enterprises panicipating in its 
activities. The Federation's voice has 
a leading influence in our country. The 
Economic· Mission from Japan headed 
by Mr. T. Ad"chi, which visited thi' 
estee1r1ed country this spring, \\a.:; 

·organized under the influence of thb 
Federntion. 

In 1945, when the Second World War 
ended, our country stood in the midst 
of devastation. Our young brains were 
lost and production facilities were in 
ashes. Today twenty years later, to 
many of Us this seems merely to have 
been a bad dream. · During this com
paratively short period, our economic 
growth was very rapid, showing a 
yearly increase of about 20 per cent. 
In 1964, while the growth rate dec
reased, it was still as high as 11 p~r cent 
and our ";1ational income per capita 
reached 570 US dollars, tripling that 
o~ ten years ago. For your information, 
i11 1965, it was 680 US dollars. 

The major factor contributing to 
this e>d:raordinary growth was the 
induction of superior technology from 

.advanced countries abroad. It was de
cided that the most efficient and the 
safest way to fill the technological gap, 
-.:reated by the war, was to brbg in 
technology which already had been 
proven successful on a commercial 
basis abroad. Japanese industries vied 
for such technological induction. As a 
result of this, today, a number of these 
industries have acquired worldwide 

standin!( which they would never have 
attained without the technology from 
abroad. 

In 1955, Ja,Pan's pavment for over
seas royalties was 17 mi11ion US do1-
1aro. In 1965, this increased to 164 
million US dollars. Th~se .figures. 
alone, may seem to indi,..~t~ a larr~e 
drain on our foreign exchange re
serve. H.o>wever-=d this is a verY 
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important point, l think_:_if we were 
importing from abroad, today, the 
products which we are now produc
ing domestically, we would be paying 
for their importation more than ten
fold the royalties we are paying to 
produce them ourselves. Further
rnore, the royalty payments can often 
be quickly offset by income from the 
exportation of the product conc€'rned. 
Outstanding examples of this are our 
nylon tlnd "transi'5tor radio ind1.1strie5 
which have brought in tremendous . 
profit, J:..~r exceedin? the amount of 
ro:,raltie~ paid out. 

Japan's export of technology is not, 
~' yet, . large, Royalties received dur
ing 195!i amounted to 13 million US 
dollar,. 3% of royalties paid out dur
ing thar year. In recent years, origi
nal research and de'{elopm.,nt in 
Japan have become even more active 
and a number of unique domesti~ 
technologies are being commercial
ized. All this is indicative of the 
beneficial effects of technological in
duction. 

In. Jooku;g into how and why a wide 
variety of technological induction took 
place and t"ontinues to take place in 
Japan, the outstanding reason is. 
found in the existence of a long
standing, well-established patent sys
tem. Ever since she joined the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of In
dustrial Properties in 1899, Japan ha,· 
respected and sufficiently protected, 
irrespective vf nationality, patent 
rights which are regarded as products 
of the intellectual efforts of human 
beings. This attitude invited applica
tions from abroad, and the assurance 
of sound protection of new invention> 
in tlJt:- form Gf gra;:tting soli::l p:~te::tt 
rights encouraged those abroad to 
transplant to Japan their know-how, 
,vhen as-ked for. 

The patent system; of Japan is 81 
years old this year. In 1899, while the 
patent svstem was still growing roots. 
Jaoan joined the Paris Convention, 
and ciearlv indie~ted her policy that 
Japan would benefit most hv nrotect
ing inventions of oth£-r nationaHtiee as 
wp}l ~~ her own. 



Since then, modifications of the 
ratent system have been made to ac
commodate various socio-economic 
changes. The patent 'law of Japan, as 
I said just now, was enacted in 1885. 
J.fter minor changes were made three 
times the amendment of patent Jaw 
was put into effect in 1921. Then, 38 
years later our current patent law was 
born in 1959, nearly seven years ago. 
1-ut the basic principle of attempting 
continuoUs technological progress 
through the protection of inventors 
and the public disclosure of technology 
has never once been changed. 

The number of patent applications in 
Iapan are growing year by year. Es
tecially in recen: years, enterprises are 
becoming evermore active in research 
110rk to cope with technological in
c·oovations and' the liberalization of 
la•eign trade, and their attitude of 
wanting to protect such. research re
aults in the form of patent rights, 
manifests itself in the rapid increase of 
patent applications. Since 1962, the 
humber of patent applications has in
creased at the rate of 10 to 20% each 
j'ear, and during 1965, 82 thousand 
topplications were made. When the 
uumber of applications for utility 
o.nodel is added to this figure, the 
total number of applications amounts 
to 180 thousand, ranking first in the 
world. Ten years ago the number of 
llpplications was less than half this 
l.igure. 

It is noteworthy that the number of 
patent applications by foreign nationals 
are increasing remarkably in Japan. 
'l'here were only about 7,000 such 
applications in 1955 but during 1965 
this number increased to 21 thousand, 
1vhich means that 26 per cent of the 
•pplications submitted during 1965 
were by foreign nationals. This may 
oeem not to be very large. However, 
f.or ultra-modern teohnology, such as 
t.he chemical field, the rate of applica
tions tendered by foreign nationals ex:
c:eeds 50 per cent of the total. 

As for the granting of patents, less 
than 50 per cent of the applications 
made by Japanese nationals p:tss exa-
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mination and become registered, while 
the rate of registration by foreign 
nationals is as high as 70 per cent. 
This fact proves that patent applica
tions from abroad are more frequently 
of superior quality. In other words, 
26% at the total applications b7 
foreigners enjoy 36% at the total 
registration. 

Such figures were achieved only be
cause foreign nationals have had no
doubt as to the sufficient protection of 
their patent rights under the Japanese 
patent system. In light of our experi
ence regarding the smooth inductioa 
of foreign technology, while its role 
may not have been conspicuous, our 
patent .system is the greatest single 
hidden contributor to the development 
Of Japanese economy to the present 
level. · 

While Japan acquired much techn<>
!ogy from abroad, she does not I'!!ly 
on this alone. Very serious efforts are 
exerted for the development of domes
tic technology. 

I would like to emphasize this point 
which I am going to say now. When 
the number of patent !ipplications from 
abroad was repidly increasing and 
when numerous technical tie-ups bet
ween Japanese and foreign companies 
were causing large sums of overseas 
royalty payments, there were tho;e in 
Japan who seriously questioned the 
effect of patent rights protection as be
ing against Japanese natio~al interest. 
At that time, the majority believed, 
and it is still believed, that the origi· 

•nal purpose of the patent system is 
not to allow an individual to hold in 
secr~t the intellectual products of his 
brain, but to lay it open to all so thai 
industry and society as a whole will 
benefit from it. In compensation for 
this, the individual is given the right 
Of exclusiveness during a limited 
period. New technology thus made 
open will then stimulate other re
seachers toward further studies and as 
a result will become the basis for new 
and better inventions. In other words. 
level of technology is continuously UP'
graded by pooling the results of the 



individual researcher for the benefit of 
all researchers. The patent system 
was born of human ingenuity, where 
It made possible for all to strive to
ward ''better inventions through inven
tions". Therefore, it is necessary that 
Inventions by foreign nationals be 
brought to Japan. What will happen 
if limitations were placed on our pre
rent patent system? It will mean that 
legal protection given to technology 
will be weakened, and this in turn, 
means less compensation given to In

ventors. That would certainly be of 
no help toward inducing better quality 
inventions. Where there is doubt and 
uneasiness as to the protection given 
by law, no new and useful technology 
from overseas will be forthcoming into 
Japan. Such a state will cause a wider 
technological gap between Japan and 
the other countries of the world. Whe
ther it be a Japanese patent or a 
foreign patent, newer technology will 
help in developing our industry and 
this will stimulate the advancement of 
Japan's techno~ogy as a whole. 

In any country, what can be ~ore 
desirable than the existence of a high 
degree of inventiveness among the 
people? Inventions add to society 
something that did not exist before 
without depriving it of anything. The 
best way to encourage inventions is the 
patent system, and only under a reii
able patent system will it be effective. 
This applies to foreign. nationals as 
well. 

We fear that if legislation was made 
whereby people, especially those 
1lbroad, would lose the desire to apply 
for patents and to supply technologi
<:al information, it would be very 
111uch against the nation's interest since 
it will• mean that the nation is attempt
h 1g to sail against the international 
eurrent. 

I recall that the late Prime Mini
ster Nehru said to the effect that ~ne 
can easily let one's earden go wr d, but 
It is no easy task t 0 turn back the 
wildernes• into a !(arden. The flowers 
of invention, in1igenous and foreign, 
are blooming more and more in num
ber and in variety in this garden of 
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yours, and indeed it is my heartfelt 
wishes that this atmosphere in no way 
be clouded. 

We have great respect for India's 
achievement in international society as 
a leading world nation and for the 
serious efforts you are making toward 
the realisation of various policies for 
the better development Of your econo
my. The Economic Mission from 
Japan had an opportunity recently to 
discuss with your people the general 
economic problems our two countries 
face, and it was mutually confirmed 
·that the strengthening of cooperation 
between the two countries will not 
only benefit us both but would contri
bute greatly toward the world as a 
whole. Business circles of Japan hi&ll
ly value the· results of the Mission's 
visit, and the people of Japan earnestly 
desire an even closer friendship with 
the people of India. 

We, in Japan, have a strong desi ... 
that whatever changes be made irt 
your patent system are not of a nature 
that would possibly impede Indo-J apa. 
nese economic cooperation. Based or 
this thinking, I would like to expreso 
our concern over some of the articl'="& 
in your Bill. (Please refer to my 
memorandum Page 9-10). 

In concluding my testimony, may J 
point out that we, in Japan, are all 
sincerely desirous that the propcoed 
patent bil! will not hinder the growing' 
inventiveness and research activities, 
and will not thereby become a debit 
instead of a credit to the development 
of your industries. It is also earnestly 
hoped that the bill wil! not mar 
India's good reputation in internatio
nal society, and in particular, Impede 
the growing economic relations bet· 
ween your country and Japan. 

May I reiterate our experience and 
belief that a nation's development can 
be achieved if her patent system fully 
indicates the original purpose of such a• 
system, namely the pro!ection of in· 
ventors. 

Finally I express my deep anprecia
tion to you for your close attenti'ID, 



alld hope that what I have said here 
today might he of some benefit to you 
in future deliberations on this subject 
at your esteemed Parliament. Thank 
you. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Your Excellency 
and Gentlemen. 

It is a great honow· and pleasure 
for me to deliver an opinion on the 
planned revision of the Indian 
Patent Law on behalf . of Japan 
Patent Association, Japan Phannace
utieal Manufacturers' Association 
and Japan Pharmaceutical, Medical 
and Dent~! Supply Exporters' Asso
riation. 

I would like to make my state
ment not from the general point of 
view· but from our actual experience 
and after that, I would like to point 
out some points which are considered 
very in1portant and controversial in 
Japan regarding your proposed 
Patent Bill. 

Personally, I have long been 
engaged in various patent affairs. 
including licence work with firms 
abroad as the manager of the Patent 
& Licence Department of the big
gest phannaceutical manufacturer 
in Japa:n and as the Chairman of 
the Patent Committee of the Japan 
Patent Association. Also, rec0ntly, 
3S the Chairman of the sub-com
mjttee of the J ananese group, I had 
a chance to study the subject of 
"Toe Model Patent Law for the 
Developing Countries and the Role 
of the Patent System" whlch. wa~ 
discussed hs one of its agenda at the 
AIPPI Tokyo General Meeting hPld 
in this April. 

For your reference, I tell you that 
the Japan Patent Association is not 
composed of specialist. in low, but 
is a group of enterprises, the aim of 
whlch is to study the patent sy>tem 
rro!ll an industrial view point. 

My opinio~1 to be deliveu~d h~: e-
:Jfter has been derived fron1 our 
e:o<pericnces through 80 years history • 

of the patent system of Japan which 
has played an important role in the 
development of the Japanese indus
try to the present prosperity. 1 
would like to tell you that stronger 
the protection, the more advanced 
a country is technologically. 1 
would like to give three examples. 

In the first place, I wish to men
tion the fact that the processes for 
manuiactu<ing chemical compound' 
are conspicuously developed in onr 
country to the extent that the nu!ll
ber of patent applications in th•· 
chemical ·field amounts to 30 per cent 
of all the patent applications, and 
that there are not a few examples h> 
show that compounds invented and 
manufactured first in foregin coun
tries are manufactured in our coun. 
try according to some other new prP
cess developed indigenously. 

However, in respect of research 
activity of creating useful and novel 
chemical' compounds, it can be said 
that the achievement is not so re
markable as in the field of the manu
facturing process. 

It is well admitted in 
·the afore-mentioned fact 
table to the manner of a 
of invention under the 
patent systen1. 

Japan tha1 
is attribu
protection 
Japane•e 

The JapaneSe Patent Law doN 
not grant patent protection to the 
substance itself in the field of chemi
cals and drugs, but grants patent 
protection only to the process of 
manufacturing such compounds 
Therefore, researchers and industriai 

· concerns have been obliged to con
centrate their creative efforts "'on 
discovering . new processes which 
have possibility of being placed 
under the protection of the patent 
law rather than on finding new com
pound• or drugs. But an exception 
ca'l be seen in the field of antibiot
ics. 

In Japan, 1nany noyel antibiotics: 
~uch c./:::. K;:mamycin. Fradiomycin. 



Tnchomycin, Leucomycin, Sarko
mycin, Mitomycin, and Brasticidin 
have been discovered. These are 
very important drugs in Japan, 
having been -discovered by ourselves. 

Although in the field of antibiotics 
also patent protection is given only 
to the manufacturing processes, the 
Japanese patent office has granted a 
wide scope of claims to such pro
cesses which cover new antibiotics 
manufactured for the first time. 

As a consequence, such process 
inventions as above enjoy an ample 
protection which is almost tant
amount to product patent, resulting 
in spurring incentive to pave phar
maceutical 'manufacturers concentrate 
·their efforts on discoveries of new 
antibiotics. 

In anticipation of this powerful 
protection under process patents in 
the field of antibiotics, more stre
nou3 efforts of research have been 
directed to finding original antibiot
ics rather than to finding new pro
cesses for manufactqring the same 
old antibiotics. · 

We believe that such endeavours 
were mainly responsible for the dis
coveries of many novel antibiotics as 
mentioned above. 

These facts delivered above tell us 
that the creation of the i'hvention is 
spurred in such a situation where the 
patent protection is strong and 
sufficient. 

As another example, I would like 
to tell you that Vitamin Bl is manu
factm·ed in Japan. Japan is the 
biggest Vitamin Bl-manu'acturing 
country. We are exporting Vitamin 
Bl not only to the United States but 
also to many European countries 
and T~keda is one of the manufac
turing companies in Japan. 

· During the infancy of Vitamin Bl 
monufacturing technology in Japan, 
a foreign company obtained several 
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Japanese patents covering a wide 
range of Vitamin Bl synthesis 
methods. As a result, Japanese· 
pharmaceutical manufacturers had to 
work hard to find out a new process 
to manufacture Vitamin Bl, a very 
important substance for the Japanese, 
which did not fall within the scope 
of the patents held by the foreign 
Company. If there had been an easy 
way to imitate or make use of the 
patented processes, Japanese com
panies would not have made such 
efforts for finding out new processes 
at the sacrifice of a ·large amount o 
money. 

From this, it could be said that the 
fact that a Japanese company inven
ted new and economical processes fox 
manufacturing Vitamin. Bl enabling 
Japan to export Vitamin Bl so manu
factured was ascr~bable to the patent 
system and also to the patent pro
tection thereby given to the foreign
company. 

Now Japan has come to enjoy an 
active export of Vitamin Bl to many 
foreign countries. · 

It should be borne in mind that the 
stronger the protection, the more the 
technique will advance. I would 
like to emphasize here three proints 
and I would like you to know our 
actual experience in this regard. I 
would add a few comments regard
i·ng the problem of ·know-how. Our 
exPerience shows that even an imi
tation following a prior art can hard
ly be aone by simply referring to 
literature or patent specifications 
without know-how. It is notewo,-thy 
that most of the useful know-how 
will be introduced only accompany
ing foreign patents. 

I myself went to Germany only 
to purchase the know-how-on patents. 
Two years ago I went to Austria; 
though the company is very smalL 
they had an excellent know-how. 
I went to Italy to buy technical 
know-how. Why is know-how so 
important? Know-how mainly con
cerns the process which increases 



the yield of the manufacture or im
proves the quality of the product. 
Then we can produce the same thing 
at a lower cost. More than that, the 
know-how can be used in the field 
of other drugs. For instance, we have 
been introducing technical know-how 
from American Cyanimide Co. in 
connection with the manufacture of 
tetra cycline. We are paying royalty 
and when we are paying royalty, we 
are obtaining the uptodate technical 
know-how free of charge. That 
charge is included in the royalty but 
by obtaining such technical know
how the cost of manufacture of tetra
oycline sharply went down. Why 
the inventor did not try to obtain 
a patent regarding know -how is · a 
problem. The technical know-how 
concerns very small s.ection of the 
manufacturing process. If the 
know-how is disclosed on the paper, 
many people can use that know-how 
but the inventor of the know-how 
cannot detect those who are using it 
free of charge. Then he does not try 
to disclose the know-how. He only 
discloses the main part of the inven
tion by patent specification. That is 
why I consider that the know-how is 
important in connection with . the 
patent protection. 

That is my statement from the 
general point of view. I think I 
have finished my statetnent upto 
page 5. From page 5 I have given 
my opinion regarding the respective 
provisions of your proposed Patents 
Bill which I would like to briefly 
mention. 

First I would refer to Sec. 48 of 
your proposed Patents Bill. This 
refers to patent rights not infringed 
when used for certain purposes. In 
J apane.se Patent law this kind of 
provision is not included. We do not 
have it. I think this section will 
not only affect the foreigners advers
ely but also will affect adversely 
your future progress of technology 
and industry because if this kind of 
provisi= is included in your Patents 
Bill, I think there is a great fear 
that the importation or making can 

be readily carried out under this 
section. Many people would be dis
couraged to invest for new plant or 
to introduce foreign technology under 
patent rights. That is a reason why 
I would like to recommend deletion 
or amendment of this Section. 

Section 53-term of paten~in this 
section the most problematical point 
is the duration of the patent which 
is stipulated as 10 years. In Japan 
there is no discrimination in the 
duration of the patents irrespective 
of the field of invention. All patents 
are under protection for 15 years. 
From the date of publication the 
patentee has the right to enforce his 
patented ,right to exclude others 
from using. From that date patent 
rights start and they continue for 15 
years. 

In Japan we do not have any pro
vision for renewal of the life of the 
patent. 15 years is final. But in the ' 
pharmaceutical indust:y many lead
ing companies now consider this 15 
year protection as too short because 
it becomes very difficult to find new 
drugs whi~h cost more and more and 
one new drug can be created only 
out of 3000-5000 products. The 
cost is very high now. This 15-year 
protection seems to be a little short 
in the pharmaceutical field. Even 
when one discovers a new drug 
effective for one disease, we have to 
carry out more and more research
safety test, clinical test, etc. Though 
in Japan it is not strict as in the 
United States, it takes a very long 
time and generally it takes more 
than five years before a new product 
is 0'11 the market. ·We have much 
experience in licensing agreements 
where a patentee wants to get roy
alty after the expiration of the 
patent. I have personal experience 
of a licensing agreement by which 
a company will pay royalty ap.er the 
expiration of the patent in Japan. 
On the other hand, we have the 
case in foreign countries where aft~r 
the expiration of the patent, we still 
get royalty from the licensee. It a 
patentee has spent a lot of mone7 



for a new drug, of course, the paten
tee would like to cover such expen
ses by obtaining royalties. Than 
sometimes a patentee wants to get a 
royalty after the expiration of the 
product. Therefore. looking from 

• these points of view, ten years, I 
think, is a short period and it would 
discourage the inventor from giving 
the licence to you·r country. 

Sections 66 and 89 concern the 
revocation of patent in public in
terest. In Japan this kind of provi
sion is not included. The old law 
had this type of provision but it was 
never used and it only gave fear to 
foreigners. In our opinion, it was a 
harmful provision from the point 
of view of introducing foreign 
technology· from other countries. But 
in a recent revision of the patent law, 
this provision was not included and 
so our present law does not include 
this revocation provision and there 
has been no harm to Japan so far. 

So from our experience, I would 
like to recommend that this clause 
be either amended or deleted. 

I understand sections 84, 93, 95 and 
97 concern compulsory licence. The 
idea of compulsory licence to work 
the patented invention is adopted by 
the Japanese Patent Law as well as 
in the Model Law drafted by BIRPI. 
But frankly speaking, the ground for 
granting a compulsory licence in 
this Bill is very severe and has the 
effect of placing undue and strong 
restrictions · on the rights of a 
patentee. For example, sub-section 
(2) of section 84 provides that even 
a contractual licensee is entitled to 
apply to the Controller to amend or 
modify the existing right of con
tract. According to sub-section 2 of 
aection 93, the Controller may cancel 
an existi·ng licence when he thinks 
fit in granting a compwlsory licence. 
I think this is a bit too strong, look
ing from the Japanese way of 
thinking. 

The next point is sub-section 3 of 
•ection 93. This sub-section provides 
that in granting a compulsory licence, 
the Controller may by order dep-
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rive the patentee of any right which 
he may have as patentee and revoke 
. all existing licences in respect of 
the invention. This way of thinking 
is not an acceptable way of thinking 
in Japan. I think this is too strong 
because the contractual licence was 
last agreed between these parti~ 
and we, Japanese, would like to res
pect an already existing contract. 
My opinion comes from such a point 
of view. 

Moreover, sub-section (3) of sec
tion 95 provides for Governmental 
authorisation of importation in case 
of compulsory licence. I think thiJ 
clause concerns section 48. This is 
not good for your country in intro
ducing foreign technology. I under
stand this sub-section 3 of Section 
95 concerns ::,e governmental autho
risation for importation and one 
other point is sub-section 1 of sec
tion 97. Under this sub-section 1 of 
section 97, the Government may 
designate the patent at .any time, 
with regard to which the compulsory 
licence shall be granted, in order to 
satisfy public interest only by 
making a declaration to that effect in 
the official Gazette. I think, this is 
too severe as compared with Japanese 
compulsory licence system. Fortu
nately, I have the English transla
tion of current Japanese Patent Law. 
JA;ould like to leave it here for 
your perusal. Of course, in Japan 
we have provisions regarding com
pulsory licence system. The three 
cases where compulsory licences are 
granted in Japan are--(i) in case a 
patented invention has not been 
adequately worked for more than 3 
years; (ii) in case the working of a 
patented invention is particularly 
necessary in public interest; (iii) if 
the junior patentee's invention can
not be worked without using senior 
patentee invention. In that case the 
junior patentee can ask for compul
sory licence through senior patentee. 
These are the three cases in Japan 
of compulsory licences. Of course in 
that case, there has to be mutual 
consultation. If the agreement 
could not be reached between tile 



patents then a special cOII11\littee will 
consider the case and give award 
and sometimes compulsory licence 
will be granted and sometimes not 
be granted. And if the royalty rate 
decided at such special counsels for 
granting compulsory licences is not 
acceptable, a patentee can appeal to 
the Jaw court for increasing, or some
times decreasing the royalty rates. Of 
course, there are much more comp
licated due processes to protect the 
rights of patentee. This is only for 
your information. 

I would like to mention regarding 
your Sections 87 and 88. Those sec
tions concern "Licences of right'" 
and fixed royalty rate. As regards 
licences of right, we do not have 
this kmd of provision in our Japanese 
Patent Law. In J~pan, if patent- . 
holder would like to show his inteh
tion tv give licence to anybody, he 
can put his intention on the specifi
cation. voluntarily he can do that. 
but no such compulsory obligation 
is there. I think this is too strong. 
too severe. Specially, in pharmaceu
tical things, as I told you, it takes 
more than 5 years generally to 
exploit and to laur,ch the product 
on the market. If licence oi right 
was described on the specification at 
the time the patent was granted in 
your country, I am afrllid, ali patents 
concerning pharmaceuticals will "i!s 
destined to be revoked, because with
in Z years it will be very difficult 
to work. That is the reason why-
1 do not like this to be includerl in 
your Patent Bill. 

The next point is regardmg the 
royalty rate. I understand, i per· 
cent of ex-factory works' price is set 
in these provisions. But fundament-

. ally, I think. it is very difficult to 
set a ceiling ~n royalty rate. Our 
fundamental thinking is royalty rates 
should be decided case by ca'e and 
sometimes le~s than 4%- and some
times more than 4r,;( -and it is the 
usual mternational practice also that 
the royalty rate will be counted 
on net ;;ales price of 1nanufacturers 
but not .Jn the net ex-factory works 
prict. ~s provided in this. I think,. 
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this way of thinking is not usual. 
Internationally, this is not the 
accepted way of thinking. As you 
know, Japan was one ·Of the very 
poor countries which needed techno
logy to be imported from foreign 
countries. Then in order to save the 
loss ot foreign currency, it was true 
that the Japanese Government has 
made a great effort for selecting 
foreign technologies to be introduced, 
taking into due consideration their 
importance for developing and pro
moting the technological research 
and induStries in Japan by some
times ordering amendment or modi- · 
fication of contractual agreements, 
when such stipulations are disad
vantageous to Japan, Government 
orders amendment, and if the 
patentee foreign industry do not 
agree to amend that, it was very 
difficult to introduce that technology. 
But in 1 our experience, mutuAl 
agreement was finally reached. 

One point I would like to emph
asise is, it is hardly de·niabie that 
also in Japan, there is a minor opi
nion of desiring to put strong restric
tive conditions upon the patent 
rights or to weaken the patent righti;, 
but this minor opinion apparently 
aims at enjoying the benefit fr()m 
easy imitation of techniques invent
ed or devised at the cost of someone 
else. Therefore, it may safely be 
said that this minor opinion is sup
ported confinedly only , by small 
number of enterprises which are far 
behind in research activities. 

Next point is concerning Sertion£. 
99, 100 and 102.. I understand these 
provisions concern Governmental uJe 
and acquisi\wn of the patent right. 
Frankly speaking, this kind of pro
vision is not included in Japanese 
Patent Law. • Old Patent Laws 
mcluded this kind of provision, but 
there was no benefit under these 
provisions. It is only harmful to the 
sound growth of technology, because 
foreign' investors feared that this 
clause might be forced in certain 
ca>c.;. Then at the time of revision 
of our Patent Law,. this kind "f 



clause . was abrogated. · The present 
Patent Law does not have ·it. 
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Next point is concerning section 
ll6. This provision concerns limi
tation on appeal to the law court 
regarding the administrative deci
sion. In Japan, against all kinds of 
administrative decisions . , . In Japan, 
the public can appeal {o courts for 
relief against all kinds of administra
tive decisions, not only in patent 
caseS. I think in your country this 
restriction on appeal in this patent 
law is too restrictive. I fhink this 
must be broadened a little. 

Lastly, I would like to mention that' 
section 162, which shortens the period 
of the patent 'for pharmaceuticals to 
10 years with retroactive effect will 
have an undesirable effect. 'In Japan 
the patent law was amended. many 
time<!, but it never deprived the public 
of any right. I think iliis retroaotive 
effect will create a feeling of distrust 
among the people. 

As a conclusion, I would like to 
suggest, furough our experience, that 
in developing countries ilie moderate 
compulsory licence system in combi
nation with flexible operation of other 
legislation, such as our Foreign Invest
ment Law which can control a payment 
of foreign currency from the viewpoint 
of financial situation without depriving 
the patentee or his fundamental right, 
will produce satisfactory outcome for 
the development of their industries. 

Lastly, I express my sincere ilianks 
for your kind attention. Thank you. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Table No. 1 of your 
Supplementary Material gives the 
production values of pharmaceutical 
industry in Japan for the years 1960 
to 1965. Do you think this increase 
is the result of strong patent protec
tion? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Patent protection 
is one of the big reasons why our in
dustrial production has gone up. There 

· are many otho;r reasons. For instance, 
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the demand for 1fiedicines in Japan has. 
increased because of the increasing 
standard of living in Japan and because 
of the introduction of ilie Health In
suranc-e System. More ilian 99 per 
cent of the whole nation is now enlist
ed under this scheme, by which they 
can receive medical treatment · very 
easily. ·Then. fue total consumption 
of pharmaceuticals has inClt'eased very 
much, and ·the pharmaceutical indus
try expanded its capacity to meet the 
demand. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In Table 3-
Amount of domestic supply of medi
cines (1961) the figure for Japan is 
given as 601. Why has it gone up so 
much? Will it be correct to assume 
that it is as a result of the rising 
standard of the Japanese economy? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: The import of 
pharmaceuticals from foreign countries 
is not so big as compared to domestic 
consumption. One of the biggest 
reasons 'for production increase is in
crease in domestic demand. The 
Japanese pharmaceutical industry can 
thrive on such demands and can 
expand its factories to meet such 
demands. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 3 of your 
statement, you have made a statement 
at one place that you are more or less 
protecting the process and you have 
given preference to rthe processing of 
products at some oilier place .. In oilier 
words, it is rather con'fusing. Do you 
want patents for ilie process or for 
the products, or do you want a com
bination of the two? 

l'llr. Shoji Matsui: 'ln Japan, we have 
now .the process patents, but recently, 
some leading pharmaceutical industries 
wanted to introduce product patent 
system in Japan, because under the 
proc-ess patent· system,_ when one cOm
pany invents a new product, they have 
to defend some other people imitating 
the same product by using some oilier 
process. Then. a cOJ:npany who inven
ted quite a new product, has to make 
effort so as to defend it and not to 



progress upon it. That is one of the 
defects of the process patent system. 
Leading companies who would like to 
find new drugs would like to intro
duce product patent system, preventing 
others from doing so. By introducing 
the product patent system, one inventor 
who invented riew -compounds, can 
concentrate its effort for finding an
other new drug. Opinions are 50-50 · 
in Japan. I may say it very frankly. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Evidence has come 
that proress has become more or less 
standardised, and by the same process, 
with slight modifications, probably 
yoil can produce niany products. The 
processes have become more simplified, 
and as a result of this, the modern 
tendency is to include both process 
and product. Now, will you tell us 
clearly whether it will be an improve
ment if in our Bill we bring the pro
cess along ~¥ith the product in the 
matter of patents? · Will that be an 
improvement, according to your opin
ion? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Do you mean 
whlch is better, product pa-tent, or 
process patent? 

Dr. C. B. SinJ:"h: Process cum pro
duct. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui; That is a very 
diffi~11lt question. I think in your 
country product by prooess patent 
will be better at -the present stage, 
but in future, you must introduce 

· prodl'ct patent. 

Mr. Chairman; In your statement, 
you have stated that process patent in 
Japan has contributed largely to the 
greater inventions for new Processes, 
and it has developed your pharmaceu
tical industry ·very much. Do you 
stand by ·that statement? 

- '• ' 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Yes, according to 
the system of process ·Patenl, our pro
cesses developed very much in Japan, 
bllt in the United Sta·tes, they have 
product patent system. 

Mr. Chairman: We are not concer
ned with the United States now. I 

want your· opm1on about_your own 
industry. · You have said that the 
process patent in Japan !ha,s ~lly 
contributed to the industrial develop. 
ment . of Jap~n. Is that correct? ' ' 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Yes. 

Dr. c. ·B. Singh: On page 4, the wit. 
ness has mentioned that as a result, 
Japanese pharmaceutical manufactur. 
ers had to work hard to fin~ ot>t a 
new process to manufacture Vitamin 
Bl, which is very important t~r the 
Japanese, which did not fall within 
the scope by the patent held b:( the 
foreign company. Tha-t is why I am 
raising this question. There is a doubt
ful exposition here, according to .his 
own statement. I want him to clear 
that point. 

One more thing. On page 6, it is 
mentioned that the clause empowers 
the manufacturer to import any pat
ented medicine or drug not only for 
its own use but also for distribution to 
the hospitals or medical institutions 
maintained by or • on behalf of the 
Government. What objection has he 
got? Ours is a sort of democratic 
socialism, and we need all these things 
for the general use of the poor people. 
If the Government want to take it, do 
you mean to say that the Government 
would pay compensation and compen
sate -the companies? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui; At least Gov
ernment must pa~ some compensa
tion. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Lower down, you 
have mentioned that each sub-section 
of section 48 has every possibility of 
being widely applied, depending . on 
the interpretation of the wordmg 
"for the purpose merely of its own 
use" because nothing is specificallY 
defi~ed by "the purpose of govern
mental use." You have also said that 
the wording "by or on behalf of the 
government" adopted through su~. . k d 
sections (il), (b) and (o) ma es 
possible to be interpreted th'!t jmportad 
tion by ai)y persoi) shall not be d~We. 
to infringe a pa-tent right, as far as 1t 
concerns the governmental use. 



Mr. Chairman: Suppose there is an 
epldem'ic' and we want certain ~edi
dnes. Government has to take action. 
To meet such emergencies, this provi
sion is matle. These powers are vested 

·with the Government of Great Bri
tain, Germany, eto. This provision is 
made to vest the Government of India 
also with· that power. What will 
satisfy you, as a patentee? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: In Japan we do 
not have any system like that. In case 
'of emergency Government will take 
recoW"se ~o compulsory licensing. That 
is enough. 

Mr. Chairman: Compulsory licens
-ing means authorising somebody to 
set up a factory and manufacture the 
drug. That will take time. But when 
there is an epidemic, we want medi

·cines immediately. We will give a 
licence of right and anybody can im
port or manufacture it. In such cir
cumstances, what will satisfy you as a 
patenteeto give the drugs to us? There 
was an outbreak of plague in Bombay 
and a particular drug was sold at a 
·very high cost. One of our research 
institutions wanted to manufacture the 
drug in india, but the company came 
in the way and frustrated the attempt 
for 3 years or so, by which time the 
need was over. To meet such emer
gencies, this provision is made. 

. Mr. Shoji Matsui: In Japan we do 
not have such a system. 

Mr. Chairman: Here our people are 
poor and we must supply the medicines 
to them. lf the patentee refuses, what 
is· to be done? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: I think the cases 
must be more specifically described. 

Mr. Chairman: The section is quite 
clear. Only in such circumstances the 
licence of right will pe granted. It 
you want so!lle compensation, that can 
~ looked into. But the power must 
~ available to the Government to 
1al!:!! ~ction in s11ch ~mergencies. I 
hope ycm agree to that. 
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Mr. S,hoji Matsui: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: We will adjourn now 
for lunch and meet at 3 P.M. 

(The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 15-00 hours) · 

(The Committee re-assembled at 
15-00 hours) 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You 
pave mentionad that a lot of foreign 
capitar is employed in Japan. :May 
I know whether this is in collabora
tion with the Japanese capitalists or 
that capital is independent of the 
Japanese capital? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: That is in 
collaboration with Japanese capital. ' 
In joint investments between 
Japanese and fvreign people, the 
ratio of the share capital is depen
dept upon each case, but generally 
speaking the maximum is on a 
50 : sp basis. In many cases the 
Japanese side has a majority. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Do you 
mean to say that there is no foreign 
concern which has got the total capi
tal investment without any Japanese 
capital? 

JI.Jr. Shoichi Inouye: Generally 
speaking, no. But, I am afraid my 
answer has led to some misunder
standing. There are two types of 
investments .with foreign collabora
tion. One is the establishment of a 
joint company between Japanese 
people and foreign people. There is 
also the other type where the con
tracts are only to induce foreign 
technology into the operation of 
Japanese companies. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Is it a 
fact that in the pharmaceutical in
dustry in Japan American' capital 
predominates? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In the phar
maceutical industry, in most of the 
cases, only technical introduction is 
seen. Japanese companies introduce 



foreign technology or know-huw 
only by paying lower fees. But in 
some other cases · Japanese compa
nies establish joint investment com
panies and manufacture the product. 
If you take the ratio of joint invest
ment companies and simple techni
cal introduction, I think the number · 
of cases where only simple technical 
introduction is done will be more. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: is it a fact 
that the largest number of patents in 
the· pharmaceutical industry in Japan 
are owned by Americans as foreign 
concerns? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: At present the 
position is that a large number of 
patents in pharmaceuticals are owned 
by Americans among foreigners. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
Patent Act is the dafu of publication 
different from the date of filing of 
the application? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In Japan the 
life of the patent starts from the 
'date of publication. At the same 
time, the life of the protection ·starts. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Is 
date of publication the same 
d,ate of filing of application? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: No. 

the 
as the 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is 
the difference between the two? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: After the re
ceipt of the patent application by 
the Japanese Patent Office, the exa
miners will take some time to exa
mine it. When the application 
passes that examination, the Patent 
Office wiiJ publish it in the Official 
Gazette. That is the date of pub
lication. 

Mr. Chairman: What 
· lag between the date of 
and date of publication? 

is the time 
application 

Mr. &hoichi Inouye: .(\s I explain
ed in the morning, the number of 
patent applications received by . the 
Japanese Patent Office has increased 
by leaps and bounds. So, it will 
take a longer time now to examine 
them campared to the position a few 
years ago. It also depends upon 
the field of technology. For instance, 
in the field of petro-chemicals and 
electronics there are so many im
portant applications compared to 
other fields. In a field where the 
applications are so numerous it will 
take 2} years to 3 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is , 
the time lag between the date of 
publication and the date of grant of 
patent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: After the 
publication of a patent application 
there is a time limit for opposition. 
During the two months any person 
could raise objection. If there are 
several objections, it will take a 
longer time to grant a patent. If 
there is no objection, it will be grant
ed immediately after the period of 
two months is over. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Suppose 
there is objection from many quar
ters. How much time will it take to 
get a patent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: It will depend 
upon the nature of the patent, the 
objections raised etc. Generally 
speaking, it will take six months to 
one year. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
· aware of the fact that there is · a 
patent Bill in Italy which· provides 
a period of ten years for drugs? 
Has your industry sent any memo
randum to Italy in this respect? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: I understand 
that in Italy there is no patent pro
tection for pharmaceuticals. TheY 
have a Bill under study. 

· Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: They have 
introduced a Bill in July 1965. It is 
on the anviL 



Mr. Shoji Matsui: Yes, they have 
a Bill under study. But I do not know 
when it . will be passed. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you opposed 
it? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: No. My under
standing is that it will take a longer 
time before it becomes law. I do 
not know, I have some connection 
with the patent attorneys in Italy; 
I have not received any information 
fram them. 

Mr. Chairman: The model law 
also presc,ribes a period of. ten years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On page 
49 of the model law there is a com
mentary that in certain cases the 
period can be 10 year. from the date 
of grant of the patent. Some countries 
have it from the date of publication 
and some from the date of specifica
tions-that means the same thing
but they say that some countnes want 
it from the date of grant of patent m 
which case the period can be ten 
years. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: Mr. Matsui 
was in charge of the model law as 
the Chairman of the Patent Com
mittee of the Patent Association of 
Japan; so, he would be giving you 
an answer. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: This sentence 
reads "at least ten years from the 
grant"'. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta; Are vou 
agreeable to this? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: I think, at lel\st 
ten years from the grant is all right, 
but in the pharmaceutical industry 
many companies in Japan need 15 
years for making investment to find 
new drugs. That is my opinion and 
also Japanese opinion. 

·Mr. Chairman: You are a party to 
this mod'lll law. 

Mr. Shnji Matsui:. I understand, this 
model l• w was drafted by some 10 

or 20 developing countries, but Japan 
was not on. the drafting committee. 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given certain suggestions for delet
ing or amending certain clauses of 
the Bill. Most of them relate to 
drugs. Are you aware of why these 
clauses have been brought in by 
Government? It is mostly because 
we have the experience of the work
ing · of patents by foreign concerns 
and their misuse. In the light of 
that we have put in these clauses. 
Have you considered that? When 
you gave your opinion, were these 
points before you? Did you know 
what was the background for bring
ing in these clauses? 

Mr. Chairman: They would not 
know it. 

· Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: 
could not Japan make use of 
Indian patent law as it exists 
up till now? 

Why 
!he 

today 

Mr. Chairman: They are colla
·borating in India. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: To what 
extent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: To ou~ know
ledge there are about 150 cases of 
Japanese investments in yuur coun
try. That is in two fonns....-one is 
joint venture or JOmt investment 
company and the oth~r is as contract 
for the introduction of technology. 

Shl'i Kashi Ram Gupta: Are they 
mostly in drugs industry or mostly 
in industries other than drugs? 

Mr. Chairman: They are collabo
rating in the electrical industry also. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: All right. 

Haw does your present law of 1959 
differentiate from your law of 1921? 
What are the main features of differ· 
ence? 



Mr. Sboichi Inouye: The current 
patent lirw pravldes · more pratectlari 
far the patentee. 

Mr. Chairman: What was the 
earlier protection? 

Mr. Shoichl Inouye: I would like 
to ~xplaln it in detail. The prace
d>;~res concerning infringement of 
patent rights were not provided for 
in the aid law. The provisions of the 
civil code were applied. But in view 
of the ·spec hi! nature of the patent 
rights,. the following provisions were 
newly established in the · current 
law, namely, in regard to the right 
to demand discontinuance of act of 
infringement of the patent right, the 
presumption of the amount of damage 
caused by the act of infringement 
and the presumption of negligence. 
The provisions concerning revoca
tion and confiscation of patent rights 
were abolished. 

Mr. Chairman: They were there 
in the earlier Act. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye:· Yes. We had 
the provisions concerning revocation 
and confiscation in the old law but 
they were never put into practice. 

Mr. Chairman: When were they 
abolished? 

Mr. Shoicbi Inouye: In 1959. 

Mr. Chairman: Were the provi
sions of licence of rights also there? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: We have 
nover had such a system. 

' Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given your opinion that the periud 
of 14 years for industries other ~han 
drugs industry is reasonable. Many 
clauses of this Bill do not relate t;, 
patents other than drugs. May I 
conclude that you are in greement 
with our Bill to that extent in so far 
as it applies to industries other than 
drugs? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: So far as period 
clause is concerned We agree. Ac" 

cording to your provisions, the patent 
right cannot work from the date of 
application. Then, if the examina
tion takes a long time, the duration 
should be more. 

Shri K.ashi Ram Gupta: It is from 
the date of the completion of the 
specifications. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: But not the 
sealing. 

Shi-i Kashi Ram Gupta: Even ac
cording. to your law, it is not the 
sealing. I want to know whether 
you are agreeable to this for indus
tries excluding the drugs industry. 

JXIr. Shoji Matsui: Yes. 

Shri Sbyamnandan Mishra: I want 
to' seek one clarification in respect of 
Table No. 16 of your Supplemental 
Material. There, a comparison has 
been made between the prices in 
Japan and in the United States. I am 
not able to understand which is the 
price in the United States and which 
is the price in Japan. 

Shri Shoji Matsui: Price 'A' is the 
Japanese price. 

Shri Shyamnandan 1\llsbra: That 
is nat mentioned there. If price 'A' 
is the Japanese price, it is quite 
favourable. That is all right. 

The second point is whether in 
your country any correlation has 
been est(l.blished between the grant 
of patents and the inflow of foreign 
capital. This dacument is a valuable 
document. I think this would serve 
us ~ great deal even with regard to 
the understanding of the Japanese 
economy and its growth. We are 
grateful to you for supplying this 
information. But we would also like 
ta know· whether you have any 
figures with regard to the inflow of 
private foreign capital from the 
United States 0 r from any ather 
country and, if so, wqether you can 
establish some kind of relation bet-



ween the grant of p;~tents and the 
inflow. of the private f!lteigp. capit!l!, 
that Is, you can say, ·for · example 
over il period of 10 years or 5 'year; 
the ntlmber . of patents granted 
is so .rttich and the amount 
of J>r,iyate tor'eign ~ap~ta,l is s0 mucq. 
I ":Ould Ilk\' to know som~thing abo11t 
that.. . This. point has been very much 
st~~sse4 in the eviderice 'before ~s. 
It 1\as been said that if you want a 
larg'e amount of private foreigi, capi
taJ, tq. come t~ ~our country, then 
you should be quite liberal wi'th re-

. l.\. ' ' 
g~rd. to the provisions in respect of 
pat~,r;ttS. I .would like to take •ome. 
les_~9ns fiom . th~ e><;periei~ee you have . 
gallled ln Japan. Have you got any 
figures in respect of this? 

Mr. Ohaiiman: That ~ill be from 
1959 to 1965. 

Shri Shyamnandan :M:ishra: This 
informatiOn is riot contained in this 
note. 

1\ll'. Chairman: How far the flow of 
capital increased as a result of the 
amendment to the Patent Act, 1952? 

Shr\ Sh:yamnandan Mishra: How 
much inflow of capital could be rela
ted to patent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: First I would 
likp to speak about the cases of 
foreign technology induction in Japan 
from 1959 to 1965. These are cases of 
foreign technology induction approv
ed by Government: 

1959 153 

1960 327 

1961 320 

1962 328 

1963 564 

1964 503 

1965 472 

I wDuld now like to tell you about 
the total amount of introduction of 

· frei.gn capital, for the same period. 

1959, 15,4 milli<;m US dollars. 
._.,' 

19~0 201. do 
1961 505 do 
1962 523 do 
1963 690 do 
1964 738 do 

I do not have the figure for 1965. 

Mr. Chaii-~n: I think the 1962 
figure is wrong. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: It is 52J, million 
U.S. dollars. 

Shri Shyamn""dan :\fishra: This 
seems to be the total amount of 
foreign capital. What portion of it 
could be related to the patentee in
vestment? 

· !Ur. Shoichi Inouye: The amount 
which I mentioned includes technical 
tie up, i.e., contract of techrioiogical 
introduction and investment on •ecu
rities. 

Mr, Cbilirman: How much of it iS 
due to liberal patent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: I am afraid, I 
do not 1\ave the breakdown. 

Shri ~hyamnandan Mishra: 
it be possible for you to give 
information later? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: Yes. 

Would 
that 

Mr. ·shoji Matsui: Technical intro
duction is an investment from a fore
ign country in the form of technical 
know-how. The price of lhe patent 
right is sometimes calculated by law 
courts. Such patents are invested as 
stocks in Japan though cases ~re few. 
But in manv cases. in regard to 
technicaJ iniroduction, there is no 
official investment of foreign money, 
but when joint ventures are establish
ed in Japan; at that time American/ 
European countries bring money to 
Japan. We have t 0 consider types of 
investment. 



Mr. Cbairmsn: Can you say how 
much of this is due to the Uberalisa
tion of the Patent Law. 

. Mr. Shoji Matsui: Do you mean the 
estimate of the price of :foreign tech
nology? 

Mr. Chairman: Not the price. How 
much of this increased investment is 
due to the liberalisation of the Patent 
Law that you have passed 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: We paid royalty 
for the foreign patents introduced in 
Japan. 

Mr. Chairman: That is what you 
paid. They have invested money i!l 
your country and you said that 
foreign investments have increased on 
attount of the liberalisation of the 
Patent Law. How much of that can 
you attribute to this libera!ised 
Patent Law? 

Mr. Shoicbi Inouye: Of course, the 
contracts of technological introductio<;' 
have been based on the existence 
and pr<>tection of patent rights. I can 
not tell how much of foreign invest
ment into Japan was due to the cur
rent Patent Law. But we believe 
finn1y that many cases of technical 
induction were achieved only because 
foreign nationals have had no doubt 
as to. the sufficient protection of their 
patent rights under the Japanese 
Patent Law. 

Sbri Shyamna.Rdan .Mishra: So far 
· as this Table No. 16 is concerned, 

other prices seem to be quite favour
able in Japan, bu\, so far as this st
reptomycin is concerned, here the 
differene~ is very large. Yours is 83 
as against American 28. This seems 
to be rather large--nearly 3 times. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: The prke of 
streptomycin in Japan is very expen
sive. The reason why it is high is 
that production scale is not big; scale 
of production is not as big as in the 
United States. Then the cost is ex
pensive in Japan. 

I would like to add to my answer 
to your previou, question. Please 
refer to my Table 22 which concerns 
tha annual savin~ of forei~m ex
change made by way of introduction 
of foreign technology. In 1964 the 
savings on pharmaceuticals inade 
under foreign technology is shown 
here. Tbi!l ts almost 9 per cent of the 
total production ·of Japanese pharma
ceuticals and for this production · "'e 
paid royalty shown in item (c)-
6,398,000 dollars. But il ·we imported 
the<oe products instead of introducing 
technology, we have to pay the same 
amount with those shown in (d). 
This royalty payment means that the 
balance of (a) aDd (c) which is showa 
in (f), the final saving of foreign 
money by introducing fore~in techno
logy. 

Shri Shyamwandan ~bra: This is 
very useful, but in that case as you 
have given information ~o far as the 
amount of foreign investment in your 
country is concerned, can you give 
us the remittance of profits abroad 
year-wise? What were the amounts 
of profits remitted abroad? 

1\lr. Shoji Matsui: I am sorry that 
data is not available with m~ now. 
We have not studied il If th&t data 
is available we will send it later. 

Shri B. K. Das: In the memorandum 
submitted by the Japan Patent As· 
sociation of which he is the represen
tative, Cl.4'1 of our Bill has been dis· 
cussed on page 4. It 5ays that there 
is no provision for the burden of 
proof in any sec'tion of this Bill and 
there would be much difficulty in pro
\ecting the .right. extended to subs· 
tances made by the patented proces
ses. S0 it has been suggested that 
the following phrase might be added 
at the appropriate place in the Bill. 
The phrase is: "If a patent is in 
respect of a process for the manufac· 
lure of a new product, the same p~o
duct manufactured by a third party, 
shall in the absence of proof to the 
contrary, be presumed to. have be<;n 
manufactured by that process:" So 
the burden lies on the ''>ird party. 



Mr.: Shoji Matsui: That is a very 
important point. We ha_ve the same 
provision in the Japanese Patent 
Law. Art. 104 is the clause under 
which the burden of .Proof is shifted 
to the possible infringer. 

Shri B. K. Das: You think such a 
provision should be there. We have 
suggested process patent only in our 
Bill and you think such a provision 
will be able to protect the right of the 
process patent adequately in your 
opinion. But such thing, have come 
to our notice that one patentee holds 
so many process patents-more than 
one on the possible processes patents 
-4,5, 6 or 7-and he is exploiting 
only one. What is your safeguard 
against such things? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In Japan, this 
is how you interpret the provision 
regarding the burden of proof. lf a 
patentee has three process patents 
and is using one patent only and if 
a possible infringer may manufac
ture the same product by some un
known process, then even if more 
than three processes are known, 
still in Japan the possible infringer 
has to prove that his ·process is not 
infringing upon the rights of the 
patentee in regard to the product. 

Shri B. K. Das: Will such a ease 
be covered by the proVlslOn you 
have suggested? You have spoken 
of the third party, but if the same 
patentee holds more than one pro
cess patent, say three, and is em
ploying only one process to prevent 
a third· party from doing another 
process, how do you safeguard 
against that? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: The provision 
regarding the burden of proof is al
ways applicable irrespective of the 
fact that the patentee has one pat<:nt 
or many patents. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 3, para 
4, he has .said "as a consequence, 
such process inventions as above en
joy an ample protection which is al
most tantamount to product patent, 
resulting in spurring incentive to 

have · pharmaceutical manufa~turers 
concentrate their efforts on di:ssover-. 
ies- of new antibiotics." 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In the case of 
antibiotics, if the main point . of in
vention is in finding new micro or
ganisms to produce a new antibiotic, 
then according to the practice of 
examination in Japan, if the first in
ventor finds one organism, paten~ is 
granted not only for ooe organism 
but also for many, many organisms. 
Then the first inventor need not to 
carry out process study to find out 
some other micro organisms. If a 
process patent .js given only for one 
micro organism, then there is a pos
sibility of other people carrying 
out studies on micro organisms which 
will produce the same product; and 
then the first inventor has to . carry 
out research for the process for de
fence. But in this case, there is no 
necessity to make a defence re
search. But in the case of chemi
cal inventions, if he finds one pro
cess, the patent is granted for only 
one process. Then he has to carry 
out research to find some other pro
cesses if he wants to find ·out other 
processes by himself for defence. 
Otherwise other people may find 
other processes which do not fall 
within the scope of the first inven
tor's process patent. Those who 
find out new processes can manufac
ture the same product. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On a point of 
clarification, you have been mention
ing different types of micro organ
isms. Are you referring to different 
organisms or different salts of the 
thing? For example, you can have 
sodium salt or potassium salt or cal
cium salt of streptomycin. I think you 
are referring to different salts of the 
same organism. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In the manu
facturing process of antibiotics, the 
fermentation process is a very usual 
one-almost the same in every manu
facturing process. In other words, 
in the manufacture of streptomycin, 
tetracyclin, etc., the actual fermen-



tation process is very similar; The 
only iint>ortant . difference is the 
micro organism to be used for manu:. 
facturing the finished product. It is 
almost impossible from orie · :nicro 
orgahi~ftt to produce streptOmyCin 
ana· t.itracyclin at the same time. 

~lvi k, it; Das: . Will not tl)e 
pat~~t office b~ able to takE; care of 
that, -'''het\ler 1t is a new pr()cess or 
a variation of the same process? 

MJ::. · ~hoji M:~iS~i: rn •he patent 
office, we, examine only the specifi
cation§ .. We usually do not look at 
the ;ictuallivin!1 organisms. But if 
a case qf infringement comes up and 
th~ patentee sues the possible in
fringer; then the actual strain will 
be sil~mitted to the law court and 
actl!ally examined. If the micro or
gal)ism belongs to the same species 
whkh is_ under patent protection, 
theri it would result in infringement. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar. One 
question 'oo the general aspect. When 
our patent Bill was published, peo
pl<i in your country who are active
ly associ9ted with the pharmaceuti
cal industry and ~lso representatives 
of your benign Government had 
expressed lot of misgivings about the 
Indian Patent Law. Could you ex
plain to us what were the reasons 
that had impelled you to have mis
givings about our Bill? Further in 
the third week of March, i.e. on the 
18th March, you agreed to come be
fore this Hon'ble Committee of the 
Parliament to give evidence but your 
Excellency Ambassador here in
formed our Secretariat that it is not 
possible for the Japanese pharma
ceutical industry to appear here be
cause they want further time to 
study the Bill and then requested 
for further date. I would like you 
to tell us the reasons that had im: 
pelled you to have misgivings about 
our Bill. 

Mr. Chairman: You can drop it. 

Shrl _R. Ramanathan Chettiar: They 
are gomg to clarify, Sir. 

Mr. Shoiclii Inouye: We olitained 
the India;\ Patent Bill last year and 
studied vecy carefully. I cannot 
understand the reasori why you said 
about our having misgivings about 
the Bill. We have no groundless mis
givings concerning your Bi!T. 

• , '· ', •, ,. ~ - - , , , -' ',. I • 

Shrj R •. Ramanathan Chettlar: I 
am glaci to. have that clarification. 
Ar,10ther thing I,, want to ,lis~ is: In 
the . pharmaceutical industry ;0 
Japan, could you give us-<!ven if 
you do not have the exact figure
the percentage of tl;le actual foreign 
capital and particularly the capital 
invested by the United States? 

Mr. Chairman: He has given it. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: No, 
Sir, not the U.S. capital. 

;,_, I ',, , ' 

Mr. Chairman: All the details are 
given there. 

Mr.· Shoji Matsui: I am sorry, I. :Ia 
not have now the actual data about 
the amount invested by the United 
States in pharmaceutical field, but 
I can say that the total amount of 
the foreign investment is negligible 
looking from ali thhe Japanese phar
maceutical i1).dustry'~ investment. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar! Neg
ligible? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Very small as 
compared with Japanese own invest
ment. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
have said in 1962-63, 523 million dol
lars . . 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: In Japan, as 
you find, there are 10 or 20 pharma
ceutical companies which are pro
ducing half of the total pramaceuti
cal production. These companies arc 
completely Japanese companies. No 
foreign investment was made. 
Teclinical introduction, of course, we 
are receiving. 

Mr. Chairman: Am I correct if I 
say that the only. foreign investment 
in Japan is that, of p-.S.A. and no 
other country has any considerable 
investment. 



Mr. SJ:iolchi Inouye: No, Sir, there 
are investments from U.S.A., Great 
Britain, West Germany etc. But, 
as Mr. Matsui has answered, so far 
as the pharmaceutical inaustry is 
concerned, there is almost no foreign 
investment. In other words, in other 
industries like petro-chemical in
dustry; electric machine industry 
and so on; we can find foreign in
vestment. 

Shri C. B .. Singh: There are so 
mahy American patents working 
in J apaD., if Americans do not in
vesi, it musi be their Japanese coun
terparts tl).at are working the Ameri
can patents. 

Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: In reply 
to my question, it was clearly men
tioned that the largest investment of 
American capital is in the pharma
ceutical indUstry. That they have 
saiii. 

Mr. Sboichl Inouye: I would like 
to. make it clear that so far as 'major 
,pharmaceutical companies are con
cerned, there is almost no foreign 
investment, but they have many 
tie~ups of technological induction. In 
other· words, Japanese Pharmaceuti
cal companies pay for the patent; 
they are paying royalties to foreign· 
companies but there is no direct in
..,estment from foreign companies. 

Shri R. Ramanathan 
What is the difference? 

Chettiar: 

Mr. Chairman: In reply to Shri 
Kashi' Ram Gupta's question, you 
said that the investments are 50 : 50 
and it is mostly in pharmaceutical · 
Industry. 

Mr •. Shoji Matsui: In pharmaceuti
l'al industry, there are so~e joint 
companies with United States or 
Germany or England and some of 
them are on 50 : 50 investment basis, 
but those are not big but rather 
small companies. 

Mr. Chairman: .jMay be, but you 
said there are about 21 per cent or 
so? 

4ll 

Shri Sbyamnandan Mishra: That 
is based on the investment in the 
smaller ones. 

Sbri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Mr. 
Chairman, that 'is Italian. You say 
that there is no foreign investment 
in the pharmaceutical . industry in 

. Japan. ln the same breath . you also· 
say that it is only a technical tie-up. 
How do you reconcile these two 
statements? Earlier you have said 
that Du Ponds have an interest in 
Japan, the American Cyanamide Co. 
have an investment in Japan, a 
German pharmaceutical combine ·has 
got an interest in Japan and a British 
pharmaceutical concern also has got 
some interest in Japan. So, how do 
you say that there is no foreign in
vestment worth speaking in the 
pharmaceutical industry? It would 
help us if you could tell us the 
royalty and the dividend etc . ..;,hicll 
you repatriate outside your co;mtry 
.in regard to the pharmaceutical in
dustry. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouy~: Under the 
technological induction contract, 
Japanese pharmaceutical comPanies· 
have the so-called licence of . patent 
rights owned by the foreign com
panies. In these cases the foreign 
companies do not have any share or 
stocks in Japanese companies, while 
the Japanese companies have to pay 
royalties according to the contract. 

.,.Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
How much? 

Mr. Chairman: That has been 
given in detail in the memorandum. 

Mr. Sohji Matsui: I would Iikol 
to add one thing to avoid misunder
standing. In Japan, as you know, aU 
those companies are composed of 
the public interest. At the stock 
market, everyone .can buy the stocks. 
Even if a big American capitalist 
would like to buy the stocks of the 
Takedas, for instance, they ·can do 
so, and thereby the American com-



J>any can occupy an' even greater 
place dn the pharmaceutical indus

i;ry, but such a thing I have not 
-~en. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Are 
i;hey forbidden? 

Mr. Chairman: They are not for
bidden. That is what he has said. 

Mr. Sheji Matsui: Of course, now, 
there are Governmental restrictions 
on obtaining Japanese stocks. But, 
now, Japan is headed for liberalisa
tion for foreign investment. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Kindly refer to 
Table No. 15 at page 10 of the Sup
plemental Materials. The fluctuation 
in the sale prices of the main phar
maceuticals is so much, and the 
prices have. decreased so much that 
-you yourself admit that in Japan, 
the price index of medicines for 
general consumers has shown a con
siderably decreasing trend of 15 to 
30 per cent during 1959-64 as against 
the consumer price index of general 
commodities which showed. an up
ward trent of 20 per cent. You have 
given some reasons also for this, but 
those reasons are not sufficient to 
explain how such a big decreese is 
possible. The high price, I believe, 
was due mainly to the monopolistic 
position held by the persons concern
ed due to patents or some other fac

tors. It was only when they found 
some ·competitor entering the fild 
that they started reducing the prices. 
Due to competition and other fa" 
tors, the price index which was 100 
before had come down to 2.6. How 
will you safeguard the consumers' 
interest. in such circumstances? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: A change of 
price taJ<;e place due to many rea
sons., I would like to enumerate 
so"'e of those reasons. One reason is 
over-production. If the production 
capacity exceeds the demand then 
the produce-manufacturers 'would 
hke to under-sell it even at a rate 
cheaper than their own cost. The 
second reason is that sometimes Gov-
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erm;nent control the price, and du,e to 
the artifical control, the price goes 
dpwn. The third reason is competi
tion between competitors. I .think 
that these three are not good causes 
for decrease in prices. I think that 
there are other sound reascms, some 
of which I.' would now like to enu
merate. One of there is the down
ward price of raw material. We are 
importing many raw materials in 
Japan, and if the price of the 
raw mat~rials goes down, then 
the price of the finished product also 
goes down. The second is the im
'provement of process due to the in
troduction of new technology, often 
resulting in the increase of the yield. 
That is also one of the reasons for 
the price going down. Another rea
son is the improvement of the qua·
lity. Improvement of quality means 
at the same time the going down of 
the price. Sometimes, a completely 
new process is invented; at that 
time also, the price goes down drasti
cally. Another major reason is mass 
production. In the pharmaceutical 
industry, mass production is a very 
essential point for making the prices 
cheaper. Unfortunately in J9pan 
there are so many manufacturers on 

· the small scale, and that is one of 
the reasons why the price is some
times high in Japan. Another fac
tor is the interest on loans. In Japan, ' 
the interest on the borrowings 1rom 
the bank is not so cheap as in the 
USA. In Japan, many companies 
have to borrow money from the 
bank. That is also one of the reasons 
which affect the prices of pharma· 
ceuticals. Another factor is the in· 
come-tax rate in Japan. Corporate 
tax there is about 45 per cent alto
gether. Of course, many companies 
have been. asking Government to 
reduce the rate of corporate tax. 
The tax rate is one of the reasons 
why our price is sometimes high. 

These are the various reasons 
which affect the prices. So, it is 
very difficult to say exactly why the 
price is high or why the price is 
low. 



• Shri V. M. Chordia: You aaid 
Government also controls prices. Is 
tl\ere any Jaw by which Government 
controls the prices, and on what basis 
ao they decide the price? 

Mr. 'Shoji Matsui: Nq. 
able price is usually set. 
Government suggest us 
tively. 

but reason
Sometimes 

administra-

Shri Bade: In your memorandum, 
at page 8 you have raised serious 
objection to sections 66 and 89 and 
you have said that revocation of a 
patent in the public interest should 
not be there. Section 66 is equivalent 

. to section 25 of the old Patent law 
of 1911. From -1911 to 1966 can.you 
quote a single instance where our 
democratic Government has acted 
arbitrarily? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: I realise that your 
present law includes this kind of 
provision, but I would like to suggest 
that this kind of provision will not be 
beneficial from the long range point 
of view. One reason is it is not clear 
when the patent will be revoked. 

Shri Bade: I am coming to that. In 
section 89 there is a provision for 
revocation, but section 89 is controlled 
by section 90. Suppose a foreign firm 
fails to supply at a reasonable cost 
or fails to manufacture in India any 
patent medicine, should not Govern
ment revoke that patent? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: In your new 
Patent Bill you have compulsory

Jicence system. By making use of the 
system, you will be able to fulfil your 
emergent requirements. In our 
opinion, article 66 will not be neces" 
sary. 

· Shri Bade: In India, the condition 
is, May and Baker has taken 91 
patents, and out of those 91 patents, 
they are only manufacturing two in 
India. We have to import the rest 
·from foreign countries. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: In case a patent 
or an invention is not adequately 

worked continuously for some period, 
you will be able to take action on. 
compulsory licencing. 

Shri Bade: Either compulsory 
licence or revocation is the only 
remedy. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: If you take 
action on compulsory licencing, it will 
fulfil your requirements. According: 
to my opinion, it will not be· neces
sary to revoke the patent. 

Shri Bade: In that case, you nave 
to give four per cent royalty, accord
ing to that provision. Here, in the 
revocation, there is no question of 
royalty. You have to compensate it. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: According to. 
your opinion, it is necessary for you. 
to revoke the patent, because, if you. 
proceed towards compulsory licensing, 
you must pay royalty. But I think 
revocation without paying any com
pensation will damage the patentees. 
too much. 

Shri Bade: Please refer to page 12· 
of your memorandum;" at line 10 you 
have said that "by way of this tech
·no!ogical introduction, though Japa
nese pharmaceutical industries paid 
royalty, importation of foreign-made 
medicines was prevented to such an 
extent as saving foreign currency 
amounting to 99 million dollars in 
1964". In what way have you pre
vented it? Is it by patent or by some 
other enactment? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: This statement 
has relevance to Table 22. In Japan 
it ·is not always necessary to import 
from foreign countries. Even in 
Takeda, we had the technological 
introduction from some other foreign 
countries, but still, it is a question of 
importing finished products from 
foreign countries. Sometimes, impor
tation of the finished product will be 
cheaper than manufacturing it in 
Japan. But in many cases, manufac
turing in Japan ·under technological 
introduction can save foreign money 
than in the case of importing. I have 
shown the figures here. 



Shri Bade: Our difficulty is that 
'90 per cent of the pharmaceutical 
manufacturers are from foreign coun
tries ancl they are exploiting our con
sumers and the poor people, by pre
venting patents and creating ~ mono
poly. What should be the 'remedy 
-except by passing this enactment? 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Can you 
give some examples of finished phar
maceuticals being imported? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Librium. 

Shri K. V. yenkatachalam: You are 
importing it from ROCHE, Switzer
land. Not from Italy? 

Shri Shoji Matsui: Not from Italy. 
J" a pan is not importing much phar
maceuticals from Italy, because in 
Iooly, though some kinds of phar
maceuticals are cheap, in Italy itself 
the price is high. We import at a 
lower price. In Italy there is no 
patent protection for pharmaceuticals 
field. Japanese .industry would like 
to refrain from importing some pro
ducts from the country where no pro
tection is given. 

Shri Bade: What have you to say 
about the creating of monopolies · tc 
the patentees? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: If the patent is 
not worked continuously for some 
period, you can make use of compul
.sory licensing. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Your table 17 
gives the number of foreign patems 
helcl by foreigners in Japan. What 
percentage of these foreign patents 
are worked in Japan? 

Mr. Sboicbi Inouye: In page 5 of 
my statement, I have saicl that the . 
rate. of registration of patents by 
foreign nationals is 70 per cent of 
the . total patent applications by 
fore•~ners. Most of them are of a 
superwr quality. 

Mr. Chairman: How many of them 
are worked i'.' your country? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: There is no 
trouble so far in· Japan due to the 

non-working of the patents owneil by 
foreign companies. Of course, we 
have to . pay some royalties and the 
price becomes high. But that diffi
culty is offset by 011r import regula
tion system. 

Shri ~- R:-Sinha: Have you. got any' 
idea of the percentage of royalty paid 
on the total cost or on the sales? , 

· Mr. Shoji Matsui: Royalty rate is 
calculated .on the manufacturer's sel
ling price. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: What was \he 
foreign investment on the pharmaceu
tical products in Japan· before \he 
second World War and what is the 
investment at presen~? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: I have figures 
concerning the number of applications 
for patents by foreign nationals 
before the war, but I regret I do not 
have any figures about foreign invest
ment before the war. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Ir. your memo- ' 
random you have stated that 'by re
vising the patent law you were able 
to restrict importation of industrial 
products by foreign firms. In a simi- ' 
l<Ir way we are going to restrict 
importation of pharmaceutical pro
duc_ts into 011r country by having · 
these sections in o11r Bill. Do you 
appreciate our action? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: We have r,ome 
restriction on importation of sowe 
pharmaceutical goods. We can manu
facture the same in Japan, but the 
price is high compared to the price 
Of imported goods. But it is impor
tant to protect the domestic industry. 
That is why we restrict the imports. 
But the price is high. That is against 
the welfare of the nation. That is 

remedied by the Health insurance 
~ystem. 

Shri M. R. Masani: Will you kindlY 
t1,1rn to page 10 ot the supplementary 
t;naterials. Table 15 is very impres
sive in view o~ the sharp fall in 
prices of various products that you 
nave listed. I would . iike to dra_w 
yoilr attention ·to the first three pro-



ducts: penicillin, streptomycin and 
aureomycin all of which show a fall 
rn price. But penicillin shows a verY 
much sharper fall th~n the other two 
where the fall is more moderate. Is 
there any reason which you can give 
for this contrast or difference? 

Mr. Shoji Matsui: Penicillin busi
ness was started just after the World 
War II by the order of America. At 
that time regarding penicillin th<>re 
was no patent: existing. 'Only the 
know-how was necessary for us. The 
United States gave the technical 
know-how to many many pharmaceu
tical industry. I think more than 50 
companies started t he business of 
manufacturing penicillin. Therefore, 
competition is one of the reasons why 
there is a very acute fall in the price. 
From a long range point of view that 
was a very unhappy position because 
due to severe competition more than 
30 companies went bankrupt. Now 
the pharmaceutical industry considers 
that patent protection is very impor
tant for sound development of indus
try. Price competition might result 
in the appeara:nce of inferior quality 
product on the market. Then the 
Welfare Ministry would like to intro
duce product patent system. One 
Managing Director of a leading Japa
nese Company said that the phar
maceutical industry needs product 
patent system. 

Mr. Chairman: Am I right if I say 
that your patent Jaw is modelled on 
the American law? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: No. We set up 
a Government Council for delibera
tion of revision of the Industrial' pro
perty right system. They studied 
carefully for about four years and 

reached some conclusions. Tile Japa
nese Government prepared a draft 
Bill based on the report of that Coun
c;il ~nd presepted it to the -T'!P<\!lese 
Parliament. It was passed in 1958. 

· The ·new law was put into effect in 
1959. . 

Mr. Chairman: Could you give us 
a copy of your current patent law i' 
you have got one? 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: Yes. There o.re 
my own personal notes written in 
this book and if you do not mind it, 
I will be very glad to give you this. 

Mr. Shoji Matsui; If you n~ed some 
more additional copies, I think, they 
will be available and we can send 
them on to you. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar; Also, 
if you can send us information about 
foreign capital investments, tltat will 
be helpfui. ' 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: We will send 
you both the information about toreign 
investments and the copies . of the 
current Japanes~ patent law. · 

Mr. Cbairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. Shoichi Inouye: On behalf of 
Mr. Matsui and myself, I would lik<> 
to express again our deep apprecia
tion for your close attention, patience 
and indulgence. I hope that what 
we said today will be of some benefit 
to your future deliberations at yol!r 
esteemed Parliament. Thank you 
very much. 

(The witnesses then wit~Tew). 

(The Committee then adjourned). 
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The witnesses were . called in and they 
took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: Whatever evidence 
you give will be published, printed 
and laid down on the Table of the 
House and distributed to the Members. 
Even if you want some portion of it 
to be kept confidential that will also 
be circulated to the Members. We 
have your Memorandum and it hBI 
·been distributed to all the Members. 
If you want to add anything you may 
kindly do so in as short a time as 
possible. 

1107(B)L.S.-27.J 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: Mr. Chairman. 
at the outset I must say the Commit
tee of the Indian Me~chants Chamber 
is very grantful to you and the mem
bers of this Committee for having 
afforded us this opportunity to appear 
before you and personally convey to 
you our views and also emphasise 
some of the points which we consider 
more important in our memorandum. 
& the written memorandum has been 
circulated I would not like to take the 
time of the Committee by going over 
all these matters once again and to pin 
point the few important issues. 

Now the first clause with which we 
like to deal ;. clause 113 which deals 
with the term of the patent. As 
against the existing period of 16 years, 
with a provision for extending the 
period up to io years, it is now sought 
to be provided that in all normal 



cases the period will be 14 years but 
in ca;cs oi food, drugs, medicines it 
will be only 10 years. Our first sub
mission is that there are no very 
special reasons why this discrimina
tion should be. made and we would 
1i.ke to have a uniform period of 14 
years tor all these items. But if for 
any special reason the Committee 
feels that in respect of these items the 
period should. be short; then having 
<reiard to special factors there should 
be provision for extending the period 
ef 10 years by a period not exceeding 
4 years so that in exceptional c&Ses 
the period will be uniform 14 years. 
'i"he second submission which we 
would like to make on this 
clause is that it should be provided in 
the Bill that the time limit should run 
11niformly from the time of filling and 
sealing the patent because our ex
perience is in a large number of. cases 
a period 18 months to 20. months lap
ses between the date of first applica
tion an(! by the time the details are 
submitted and the final sealing of the 
patent. We would like a uniform 
period running from the date of. seal
ing of the patent in all cases. 

The second point which 1 would 
like to emphasise is clauses 86 and 87 
which deal with the endorsement of 
the ·words 'Licences of right'. Here it 
is provided that in. respect of patents 
for articles of food, medicine or drug, 
;these words would be deemed to be 
endorsed automatically from the date 
of commencement of the Act whereas 
in the case of other articles it can 
happen only after the· expiry of three 
years and that too if it is proved that 
there is no non-satisfaction of reason
·able requirement of the public. Here
' again we feel there is not any special 
reason for making a distinction bet
ween this particular category· of arti
e!es and the other inventions and 
there should be a uniform policy re
garding the licences 'of right, namely,, 
\n every case it should be after 3 years 
and if the special requirement of non
eatisfaction is made· out any person 
.can apply for licence. ' Now, he may 
not be financially in a position to ex
ploit the patent or he may not have 
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an ef;Rcient machinery. So we feel 
wherever licences are granted certailt 
conditions should be laid down ill 
the Act. A certain test should be 
laid·down, certain qualifications shoulcl 
be laid down regarding the financial 
ability of the person, the technical 
ski! of the person who applies for tlte 
licence. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you think the 
Controller will automatically grant 
the licence without looking into all 
these various factors. 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: Sir, we feel if 
this test is specially laid down in the 
Act the Controller will ·he bound to. 
We would like it to be spelt out. 

The next thing which I would like 
to deal with is clause 64 of the Bill. 
Now, Sir, in. this clause it is provided 
that importation into India of a pro
duct made abroad by a patented pro
cess would constitute knowledge or 
use in India of the invention on the 
date . of importation and would be a 
ground on which· a patent could be 
revoked by the High Court on the 
petition of any person or ·by the Cen
tral Government.· Now, Sir, my sub
mission is that before a product under 
a patented process could be manufac
tured in this country, it would be 
necessary to have market and clinical 
tests as to the usefulness of • the 
product and for this purpose, a tokell 
importation will require to .be made. 
Hence where the product is importell 
for the purpose of reasonable trial or 
experiment only,· such · · importatioa 
should not ·constitute knowledge or use 
in India. 

Sir, the next clause which 1 wcruld 
like to deal with is. clause 2(h) which 
defines 'Government Undertaking' 8!1 

including the Council Of Scientific and 
Industrial Research and or any Uni
versity. Our' submission. is that thil 

. definition of the terrrl ·, 'Government 
'Undertaking' is too wide and· statutory 
•bodies like Universities and other 
bodies like CSIR should be excluded. 



! l'h.iil is tl).e one suggestion we would 
like-to make and the other suggestion 
liB where even Government Undertak
ing exploits the patents or imports a 
patented. article· for the purpose of 
aommercial exploitation there should 
.be some provision for payment of 
aompensation. It is not there in the 
Bill. Even under some circumstances 
the Government may permit an out
sider, for certain reasons, to exploit 
·this and the compensation has to be 
provided for. · 

· The next clause with which I woulCl 
like to deal is Clause 116. Since a 
patent · constitut.es an intangible 
property every decision of the execu
tive alf2cting such property ·should ·be 
subject to revision or appeal by either 
a judicial or quasi-judicial body. We 
!have, therefore, suggested that in res. 
pect of such orders or decisions for 
which no appeal has been provided to 
the· High Court, an appeal should lie 
to a statutory body like the Copyright 
Board to be presided over by a 
High Court or a Supreme Co~rt judge. 

The last point with which ·I would 
like· to deal with is Section 21 of the 
existing Act in which it is provided 
that while designs will continue to 
be binding on Government, patents 
will not be binding on Government. It 
can be provided. that it will continue 
to be binding on the Government. But 
the reading of the new sub-
section, · ·which is sought to be 
provided, would convey ihe int- ' 
pression that it will not be binding on 

·the Government as far as patents are 
concerned. We would like to s;~y that 
a uniform practice which prevailed in 
the past regarding patents and designs 
&hould continue to prevail even in 
the present Bill. 

These are my broad submissions. I 
would be clarifyipg any points which 
the Committee may like to put. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: Does the 
Indian Merchants Chamber contain 
only merchants as -members,. or does 
it contain member11 of other industries 
also? 

Dr. u.. C. Cooper: It has very 
large membership of industries inclu
sive of drugs. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But you 
have said nothing about the period of 
patents of other industries, And the 
clauses that govern the Drugs indus
try mainly have been explained. 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: In our Memoran
dum, we have explained everything. 
Here I have made only some broad 
points. I thought I will be sav:ing 
time. 

· Shri Kashi' Ram Gupta: This is the 
Memorandum, that is, from the Indian 
Merchants Chamber, dated December 
20th. Is it a detailed Memorandum?· 
The clauses here mostly refer to Drugs 
industry. Therefore, I had raised this 
point : 

' Dr. R. C. Cooper: I may clarify that 
the ·basic stand of the Indian. Mer
chants Chamber is that. a uniform 
practice should be followed in r_espect 
of all ' types of inventions. And 
since the Bill itself makes discrimina
tion between the two, we have em
phasized that we are against the neces

'sity of making such discrimination. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: An im
portant point is this. You have just 
mentioned that so far as· drugs are 
concerned, four years should be given 
for certain items if it is thou!'(ht de
sireable QY the Government. It means 
you yourself are agreeable to some 
discrimination. 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: No, Sir. In the 
Memorandum we ·have said tjlat :we 
are unable to understand the reasons 
why the Government want to make 
discrimination. Our basic stand il 
that there should 'be a· uniform period 
for every type of industry. That Ia 
our alternative suggestion. 

·Mr. Chairman: That alternative 
suggestion meims that you are agree
able to some sort of discrimination. 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: If the Govern
ment has any vaild reasons for doing 
80. 



Mr. Chairman: Such a distinction 
is made in other countries. You know 
that. Then why do you object to this 
here? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: We find that con
ditions in India are fundamentally 
different. For instance, particularly In 
respect of medicines, we feel that the 
period of three years will be far too 
low and it will come in the way of 
people making scientific inventions; 
and there can be no proper exploita
tion of these, because the period is too 
low. And having regard to 
the infant stage of industrialization in 
this country we feel that at least for 
the time being this distinction is not 
£ailed for. 

'Shri P. A. Narielwala: I would like 
to submit that the position is this. If 
you want to accept a foreign patent in 
India-in respect of a drug or any
thing else--it takes considerable time 
'bofore, first of all, getting the appro
val of the Government for a particular 
industry to be set up with that patent. 
There are cases and cases, particularly 
·during the last three years, where ap
'Piications for evolving new processes 
·or new patents have been before the 
Government for 33 months and 36 
months, and no decision has been 
~en. Now, s;;, you just think of 
them first. . A patent is registered in 
India, it !llould be examined and test
ed clinically before even the Drug 
Controller would approve of the drug 
being introduced in India. If a manu
facturer wants to manufacture it in 
India, he makes an application to the 
Government, which sometimes takes, 
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· as I said; up to three years for the 
Government to decide. You see what 
II! left out of that period. The period 
for which a particular patent could be 
accepted in India would be three years. 
If a manufacturer would wish to ac
cept it, his property rights must be 
protected. Therefore, we have sug
gested that the period should be 14 
years. It Government thinks that ten 
years is adequate, certainly there is a 
case for extension for another four 

. years. 

If a product made abroad is to be 
duplicated here, it may run into snaga 
as a result of clinical conditions or as 
a result of our technical condition. A 
particular plant may be suitable in 
one country, but it may not be suit
able in India. 

Mr. Chairman: He has also got th& 
right to import and sell it here be'for& 
he establishes a factory. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: To keep iJn.. 
porting is of no COill!eQUence. 

May I make one more- submission? 
Apart from the foreign patents, I 
would like the Committee to consider 
what damage this particular c!atise 
will inflict upon Indian patente<Y? Sir, 
our scientists are now beginning to 
produce results. We ·spend money in 
our national laboratories. Indian 
scientists are able to produce goods. 
Some of them are of patentable nature. 
Now, Sir, if you are going to impose 
a limitation on your patents, what is 
the just possibility of my being able 
to do this? I give you one more con
crete example of a patent wi·th which 
I am concerned, produced 'by our 
Mysore laboratory. I signed an_agree-. 
ment on 15th August, 1960. Today is 
nearly the 15th August 1966 and we 
have not yet seen that product be
cause it has taken Us years and years 
to design the plant. in collaboration 
with that laboratory. It is ·reallY 

'disastrous for our scientists because 
at this rate in 10 years time what 
benefit the ~ndian scientists could get 
out of it'! 

I would strongly urge that this 
Committee do consider that in this 
particular matter of food and pharma

. ceuticals, please do. not discriminate. 
These are new products. And if we 
wish to see our own scientists develop 
themselves into really first-class pro
ducers of goods and patents, theY 
must be proteoted against 'foreiP 
patent&. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that ,II !11rge number 



of scientists in this country are of 
the view that drug patents should be 
even for lesser penod than ten years? 

Sbri P, A. Narielwala: I would say 
there are not a lar.ge number of scien
tists. I was present at a conference 
in Delhi only last January or Febru
ary, known as Scientists and Indus
trialists Meeting .. I was specially in
vited by CSIR to take part in the pro
ceedings, and when I made this· sub
mission, I got enormous applause, and 
the scientists asked me to press thls 
point because their position was going· 
to be extremely difficult if they were 
going to be subjected to this kind of 
limitation which does not exist any
•here else in the world. 

Sbrl Kashi Ram Gupta: In Bombay 
"there is the Haffkine Institute and Mr. 
Abraham Patani on behalf of another 
i'nstitute who is going to give evidence. 
They hold a different view. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I am 
aware that there are scientists 
hold a different view. 

quite 
who 

Shri .Kashi Ram Gupta: How are 
the two views to be reconciled? 

Dr, R. U, Cooper: We are aware of 
only one isolated case, of a doctor from 
a Government hospital who has writ
ten an article on this subject and made 
out certain submissions, but against 
this one solitary case we are aware 
that there is a very large body of 
Indian scientists who feel that the 
Bill in its present form will do great 
harm to tqis country's young scientists. 

Sbrl Kashi Ram Gupta: There ""'e 
two views in the country, bne that 
the period of patent should be from 
the date of application, and the ~ther 
that it should be from the date of the 
sealing of the patent. The Model Law 
of BIRPI provides that if a country 
takes to thE! date of sealing of the 
patent, the period can be 10 years. 
They, of course, say 10 years mini
mum; it means they are agreeable to 
10 years to a very large extent. 
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Shri P. A. Narielwala: The same
body has also said at another plac<> 
that the period of patent should be 20 
years, though they have also conceded 
that if the Government of the develop
ing country feels it necessary it may 
be I 0 years minimum from the dat<t 
of sealing, That is the submission 
which our Chamber has also made. 
If the Committee does not agree to a 
uniform· periOd of 14 years, then at 
least 10 years from the date of seal
ing should be provided with the pro
viso that if a: particul3!' patent re. 
quires to be extended, it may be ex
tended by a further four years. 

Sbrl Kashi Ram Gupta: About 
clauses 86 and 87 you have referred 
to optical glass, semi-conductors etc-. 
Are you in favour of including thes" 
as drugs or you want that these should 
not be included? 

Shrl P. A. Narlelwala: We certainly 
do not want any discrimination, and 
r' cannot see for myself how they 
come -under the provision of food and 
pharmaceuticals. It is something 
which I just do not understand. May 
I subomit that it should read clauses 87 
and 88 at page 7 of our memorandum. 
and not 86 and 87? It is a mistake. 

Sbrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that in the interests of the scien
tists of the country, there should be a 
uniform period of 14 years, but 3Cien
tists are mostly working in the re
search laboratories of companies who 
set aside a certain percentage of their 
profits for research. It is counted as 
revenue expenditure and is allowed 
by income-tax authorities. So, to say 
that scientists have to be protected 
does not relate to facts because they 
are paid by the companies regubrly. 

Dr, R. C. Cooper: In a developing 
country like ours where there is abun
dance of talent available, it will not be 
correct to say that all kinds of ;relen
tific investigation should be through 
companies only. If the Bill is chang
ed according to. our suggestions, It 
will give a chance to Independent 
scientists to do their work and take 



c;ut ·patents which they can negotiate 
with others for sale. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Organised 
~research has to be in · Government 
laboratories or undertakings with large 
·T~sourees. Scientists have also given 
ie .·idence that individuals cannot do 
I11UCh. 

8hri P. A. Narielwala: The a-mount 
of m~ney Indian· industry spends on 
research as compared to industrialised 
rountries is merely a fleabite. Indus
tries are being urged to form research 
laboratories ·or. groups of their own, 
and CSIR has gone out of its way to 
say that they will meet 50 per cent 
of the cost of running of such groups, 
in order to develop research conscious
Bess both in applied and fundamental 
research. ·Scientists in the national 
laboratories who. obtain patents have 
to hand them over to the Nathmal 
Research Development Corporation, a 
~00 per cent Government owned in
stitution, and the· royalty from the 
patents is to be shared betwe"n the 
laboratory and the National Research 
Development Corporation, and . the 
.amount coming to the laboratory has 
to be shared between the scientist .-.nd 
Jhe laboratory. , So, 'the scientist does 
Bot' get the· major benefit. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The present 
:1\ct provides for 16 years,, but the 
llcientists in India have not been bene
fited much during all these years. 
!What is ihe reason for that? 

Sbri P. A. Narielwala: Our national 
laboratories came into existence '>nly 
.-fter independence. . The first was 
.the 'National Physical Laboratory. 
'In 1950-51, we' got the National Che
mical Laboratory. Research does not 
flow from the time you start. Some
times it takes years: even five, seven 
or ten years before you hit upon an 
idea which is of any significant bene
fit for the development of science and 
industry. We must not judge the 
;result's. 1 am one of the members on 
~he Board of the Council of Scientific 
a.nd Industrial Research, and 'therefore 
I """d to sey particularly to the critics 

of our national laboratories, "Please 
give us time; ,we are working under 
a great handicap; We B!'e hampered 

-all along the way, Even if I get fin
ance for the national laboratories, you 
cannot expect that because we spend 1 

so ·much n;~oney every year we should 
produce goods immediately through 
the process of patents." 

Dr. C. B. Sin.gh: I am glad to have 
your views. About money being spent 
on research, may I ask you what is 
-the proportion, I mean percentage oD 
turnover of money spent by ;oW\ 
Ch~ber on· research? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Practically 
nothing. We have only a research 
organisation for economic research 011 

which we are spending something like 
Rs. 75,000 a year, in producing a 3tudy 
on economic problems confronting .the 
country, 

Dr. C. B. Singh: With this 1·emarli: 
that you are spending practically noth
ing, what wou!d you comider to be 
an adequate fund to be spent on re
search by your Chamber? I mean 
the laboratories. and other concerne, 
whatever it may be What will be 
the percentage, that you would like 
them to spend. for research, on · their 
turnover? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I can gin 
my personal view. It. is this: the In
dustry should spend a minimum of 
one per cent of its turnover on re
search. 

Dr. C. B. Sin.gh: You know the 
amount of money that some oth~r 
countries are spending on research: it 
is more than 10 per cent or at least 
five per cent of their turnover. Are 
you sure that one per cent will be 
enough here? . 

Shrl P. A. Narielwala: I am talkin& 
of the average: I mean an industry, 
which is not necessarily pharmaceuti.,al 
or the drug industry. I consider that 
in India, if we can spend even one 
per cent on the turnover for researcD, 
We will give it a tre'll'lendous boost. 



Mr. 'Chairmaa: Could your Chamber 
do anything to discipline your mern~ 

·bers to sJ?end '10 per cent?' 

'!Jr. R. C. Cooper: Of · late, our 
Chamber has taken up this matter in 
Tight earnest, and one of the important 
:things which we are emphasizing on 
.our industtial members is that t'l:le 
industry has not .taken suffioient ad
Yantage of the very liberal tax ~on
r!'ssions which are provided for scien
tific research, and more a'ld more 1se 
cf .these concessions which are now 
availab'e to the industries should be 
made. This is the plea which we have 
repeatedly made to them during the 
last six months. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am glad of it. 
You know that the average Indian 
scientist is not inferior to anyone else, 
i~ .other countries. You agree? 

·!Jr. R. C. Cooper: Yes. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: Then, what is tM 
re~son for hardly any real good work, 
cood re~earcli work, being done in the 
11ation~l laboratories or universities il'l 
India? Having agreed that our scie11-
tists ·are a• good as imv other sci•m-' 
tists elsewh~e what Is the reason thai 
110 far only one thing h~s been paten
ted? · What is the reason that "lnly 
very litt'e has been 'done s~ far? 'Be
eides tlte lack of finance, is there .'lilY 
reason? 
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not one candidate is suitable for the 
particular job for which be has ap
plied. So, the posbl ·eo on remainine 
vacant year after year. 

Dr. C, B. Sillgb: You mean to say 
that suitable candidates are nc!l 
available? 

Sbri P. A. Narielwala: Suitable can.
didates of the calibre for high-grade 
scientific work are not always avail
able. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You know tha\ 
more than 6,000 Indian scientists are 
working outside this country; they oilre 
doing better work outside. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I do not kno'IIC 
the number. I take your figure. 
There are various reasons f3r it. May. 
be that there are not enough oppor~ 
tunities in India for good work. 

. Dr, C. B. Singh: What are the op
portunities that are not available? I~ 
is not that our scientists are not there. 
They are there. If they are not gettinf 
.~~ opportunity, why is it so? 

Shrl P. A. Narlelwala: It there are 
certain Indian scientists who have 
specialised in missiles, and if we !)ave 
no .work ·done on missi!es, how are 
they going to come and do the work 
here? Similarly, there are other phy
sical sciences where we have not deve
loped the work in our laboratories ~o 
as to proceed with research. Anothea 
reason is that the salaries and pay
scales that we offer to our scientl.$1@ 
are totally ·inadequate. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The main reasoa 
to my mind is this: it appears to me 
and t~ a large number of Members of 
Pariiament that the director or the 

·man heading these big laboratories or 
the other people who happen to head 
these big laboratories-their appoint
ment i• open to doubt. We feel that 
a- a rtsult of that, the se'ection of 
JJ•it'ible men and the consequent work 
suffers. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: This !l!IS 
nothinr. to do witll patents. 



Mr. Chairman: How can they give an 
opinion on that?• · 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Now, i1 the period 
is extended due to circumstances which 
are put before the Government~ay 
four years-will it serve your purpose? 
I mean the period from the time of 
acceptance. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In para 2, page 1 
of your memorandum you have men
tioned that the Bill has been brought 
forward with a view to ensure that 
patent rights are not worked to the 
detriment of the cons\Utler or to the 
prejudice of the trade or industrial 
development of The country. Unfor
tunately,' you have not mentioned any
thing about the scientists who have 
got patent rights. · 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: In the second 
paragraph we have said that in our 
opinion sO'IIle of the provisions will . 
come in 'the way of stimulating in
ventions by scientists and research 
workers of India and of encouraging 
the development and ·exploitation of 
new inventions for industrial progress. 
We feel that it will have a deleterious 
effect on both tl:ie sections: the in
ventors as well as the iridustry. 

Shri M. L, J'adhav: In spite of the 
low cost of labour in India, the cost 
of production of pharmaceuticals is 
high, compared to some of the other 
nations. Can you suggest ways 'lS to 
how we can reduce the cost? 

Sbri P, A. Narielwala:- Let us first 
be clear about one thing. The condi
tions in India are very different from 
those abroad. In India i1 you want a 
material, you cannot get it readily; 
you will have certain material or in
gredient which has to be imported. 
If you look at the import tariff sche
dules, you will be surprised that even 
the necessary basic ingrediants have 
rates of duties which go ·up frO'IIl 47 
to 75 per cent or more. Even in res
pect of capital goods, a highly deve
loped country like Japan, ·which has 
built itself up in the last 20 years as 

one of the biggest industrial countries 
of the world, the Japanese delegation 
which visited India in the beginning 
of this year told Us in categorical 
terms that in Japan no import duty is 
levied on capital goods or raw mate
rials. Here on capital goods costing 
Rs. 1,000, the duty comes to 40 per 
cent and the cost becomes Rs. 1400. 
The cost of depreciation also is higher , 
and these would be refl.ected in the 
cost of the product. Fantastic duties. 
are levied on the raw materials. More- ' 
over, it is not always correct that· 
Indian labour is cheap. It is a fallacy, 

Shri M. L. J'adhav: There is a 3ec
tion of people which thinks that there 

· should be no patent law at all. What 
is your view? 

Sbri P A. Narielwala: We do not 
support it. That wo;u_d be diJ;astrous. 
Even countries which had no patent 
law till now a~e now veering round to 
the view that they should have patent 
laws to protect their own scientistll · 
and their own products. The Soviet 
Union which has had no patent law 
has now realised that they should 
have patent law to exploit the ·paten
table products they are producing and 
to sell them abroad, and it has de
cided to join the International Union 
of Patents. · 

Shri M. L. J'adhav: Do you agree
that the patentees are selling their 
goods at a higher rate in India as cam
pared to the international price? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I am no' 
aware of that particular thing. I 
know a number of patented products 
sold in India by the manufacturers 
and I •have seen the collaboration 
agreements. There is a . provision 
that the i-mported' products shall be. 
sold at the international price and that 
we would get the mOst favoured 
nation treatment, if I may say so. 
That has been the practice certainlY. 
in the industries with which I am 
concerned. May be it is not so some-
where else. 

. Shri Peter Alvares: I would like to 
refer you to the clause on licence of 



right. Licences of right are given in 
circumstances where a particular pat
ent is not worked in India. In view . 
If the fact that Justice Ayyangar's 
report says that the patent law must 
be cast in a particular national eco
nomy, this prevents abuse whereby a 
patent is not worked here, but the en
tire product Is imported from abroad, 
lock stocK. and barrel and it is only 
labelled here. So, Indian · scientists 
have no opportunity of getting the 
know-how and technological develop
ments do not take ·place. In such 
circumstances, a licence of right is 
granted so that an Indian applicant 
may .be able to work out the entire 
patent in India. I thought this pro
vision should have your sympathy. 

Shri P, A. Narielwala: We have not 
opposed the grant of compulsory licen
sing. We have only said, give him 
three years' time and if he does not 
do it, you can go ahead. Even in the 
existing patent law there is a provi
sion for compulsory licensing. Would 
the Controller of Patents tell us hOW . 
. many parties have come forward and 

--said, we want compulsory licence to 
be given for exploiting those patents? 
Is it in the national economy to pro-· · 
duce a product which is imported in 

'very small quantities and to manufac
ture it at three or four times its im-
ported cost simply for the pleasure 
of having the product manufactured 
in India? We as manufacturers rea
lise that we should manufacture a 
product when there is sufficient need , 
for that product. When a product is 
manufactured in bulk in one country, 
to .produce it here in small quantities 
means we shall lose the benefit of the 
economy of scale, and our costs will 
be invariably higher. We, as manu
facturers, would be re)uctant to do so. 

Sbri Peter Alvares! The conclusion 
would then be that in most cases the 
cost ot production in India is high 
and so we should continue importing 
the products .. 

Shri P. A: Narlelwala: Our indus-
1rial rtovclopment in the last 10 years 
ill a refutation of- that theory. There . . 

are demands building up in "this coun-
try for all kinds of products and the 
Indian manufacturers are ready to risk 
their capital when there is a possi
bility of producing those goods on an. 
econamic basis. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: At page 3 of your 
memorandum you have said in regard 
to clause 48 that universities and 
scientific research institutions should 
not be included under the definition 
"Government Undertaking". Why? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: We are going by 
the definition of Government Under
taking and we . feel that universities 
and bodies like the CSIR being statu
tory bodies having a separate identity 
should not be included. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Some of tl'!f 
CSIR laboratories produce goods for 
sale. · You will understand that it 
they are allowed to take over a patent 
without paying any compensation, it 
would be an erosion into the property 
rights of a patentee. 

Shri Dalpal Sinl:'h: What objection 
do you have for including bodies do
ing research? 

Shri P. A, Narielwala: For research 
we do not object. We only say that 
a university should not be included >s 
a Government Undertaking. A GovM 
ernment Undertaking would be a fac
tory like the one at Pimpri. I am 
surprised that universities have not 
protested against their being called. 
Government Undertakings. 

Mr. Chairman: It is only for reseatch. 
that they want these things. 

Shrl P. A. Narielwala: For research,. 
we do not object. We have said noth
ing against national laboratories for 
doing research. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Foreign witnesses 
say that if this Bill is passed, foreign
ers would not invest their money here 
and would not open factories in India. 
Is it correct? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: M far as I have 
been able to understand, the argument 



<Of these people is that againsb the 
profits w bich are made here theY are 
incurring· exceedingly large eXPendi
ture on resellrCh bY· their parent orga
nisation and since the benef" of this 
research is available to India a certain 
proportion of that research expendi
ture has to be allocated to India. This 
<s the answ~r which they are giving 
11gain and again to the charge made 
ligainst them of their making huge 
profits and the consequent neces!ity of 
emending .the patent law. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: May I know whe
ther the non-investmPnt of foreign 
capital will adversely affect our .re
search and industrial development? 

Dr. R. C.· Cooper: To a certain ex
tent, it may, till such time as the in
digenous research has developed to 

·that extent. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: The foreign CO'lll

panies have stated that the Indian 
Parliament is taking a backward step 
by proceeding with this enactment. 
_Do you agree with that view? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: We also agree that 
if the Bill is passed in its present form 
it may be a retrograde step_ !n the 
sense that Indian Industry and Indian 
scientist will suffer~ · ·.' 

"l"t 'i.1:)·n : ~t ~ ~ r~ 
'l:t'=''ft 1m i l; f;r 1'ii"T;r "if 'fil'1it ~ <'PT 

GliclT t ~{ ~ ~) ~frf;pr qlf~ ~. 
om '!>If r f;!ff ;;JT:t 1 ~ m '!>If rn it 
'f'lT m"'f 'lfl{ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: These are the 
usual procedural delays of Govern
ment departments. H the delays could 
be otherwise independently curtailed, 
then automatically the period of ceil
ing will be earlier and it will start 
from an earlier date. It is entir~ly 
e matter of administration and oer
baps the Administrative Commis~ion 
will have to look into it. 

l!f"t •:t:-~-1T : Q;mm~'IT'f mi:r cr'r 
~ 't ~'WI'~~ I ilfo fttWr 

lt if'l1 ~IT'i :§~ f.r<p:ff it ~ft 'li'Ji- ~W 
~ ~ mf-li.f<r'lliT it wcriicr <f.nr 'fil:(r 
~ '{>~ 'iff ilill1 ;ifi'~f ~ l[t ~if; ? 

Dr. &. C. Cooper: I do not know (j 
what extent it will be possible to 
provide that there should be a definile 
time limit beyond which an applica.. 
lion cannot be kept pending, becauot 
I do agree that there win be practiCQ\ 
difficulties from both ends. In certaia 
"ircumstances, for valid reasons, thel'l 
may be delay. But if it is from tht 
date of ceiline I feel it will be fair to 
the industry. 

"l) :qo'"l1ff1T-: U'f if-~~ f'li<}!c 
'liT ;;r) qlf {ZR" ~ ~ 'n'h i!Rr 'iflf~q 
~ m.-r 1fT m~ m;r 1 '1"9 'nT 

iiT'I'!I) ll& 'ill "rr ~ r~ h~~r ~n'f111 
it ~ 'l"Zi!: ~''lm: '{>{ _ w ~- ~m 
~ lA'Z'f ~r g m ~ mit 'fi1r t 
'!~'\<: ~ ZPqj If{• if~ ;<!ITU ~ ? i! 
m'f 'd,IQ_(Oj bT i I if<:r!hT'{! 
PJ:i!: 'lit. ~tfilf-f 'fi~~ it-~~ ll'rn 
1. as· wr;n: ~ ~.rf; ~ ll"Qj 'fl 

a. s1 ~ J ll'<iT ll'm: _ ~ mmt 
fif; ~~ i{>f V-i'fl ii li'T{ll' .' h 41 

~ ~ .m~ ~t ~If{ mn;n-. 
~ l 'l"Zr. <i>T if11'~ ~ ~) ~t «'!i:r! t fJ 
~ ~ ~ {t ~j 1[1 1 ll'ffi Ul>it _it; 

~ m<m' OJ::rr ~lflif ~ ? 

Shri C. L. Gbeevala: May I make a 
submission? The prices of producta 
in international markets where there 
is piracy of patents cannot be control
led. Italy is one country where thert 
has been no patent law where a Jarjle 
nll'Illber of products have been pr~ 
duced. and sold. It is on record 111 

Italian Parliament itself that the pro:
ducts sold are sub-standard in sa:ne 
eases and the internal price of _that 
product in Italy is as high as the price 
of an imported product but tor p~r
poses of exports thPy are selling at 
very low prices and that in manY 
oountrles the produets from Italy are 



now banned. What is more significant 
is, in the absence of patent laws in 
Italy, their scientists have gone out of 
lialy to register their patents. Is it 
not a. national loss that the patent 
benefits which should flow into 
Italy go to the It.~!ian scientists 
who remam outside Italy, where they 
!lave accumulated foreign exchange 
tly exploitation of the patents? Those 
patents are registered all over the 
•ountry except Italy. I think we 
~t~hould avoid that kind of situation in 
India. Even Italy has now drafted a 
:Patent Bill which is now before ';he 
Italian Parliament to come into line 
.,.ith the patent .laws of other coun-
1ries. 

'Iii t;t'h:fy1T : m~ rtrt lilim 
ij ~ nr!!T ~ f'li i't!p ~ •r't ;t rr ~ 
;q mq;r ~ 'liT "IT'!,~~ 1 -~ ~ft 
~-r.r ~ 1 ·sr;mif'rlf ~W"l: ;;rm iF 
m ~ if 't>fll' ~ itT! ~ iJif "'r ..,. 
lllilf ~ 1 ~ :rl ff'lf.J if "'TT ~ ~ ( it'l 
~ ~ fi!'f'fir ~ ~ 'RH ~[ ~rl 
't'!t ~ fti mq;r ~ 1rr i't:!! it fr.nr (.f'J: 

i!Tit 'ifff.rii ? 

6r. R, C. Cooper: Since today the 
Government is operating in the public: 
sector, we feel that whenever Gov
ernment operlJ.tes in industry or busi
;ness it shou'd be in the same. terms 
as the private sector.. For instance, 
there are at least three drugs ,we are 
:aware of which are being pcoduced 
.I>Y Government . factories, which a.re . 
all unpatented articles where t:1e pre
vailing •market price in diff~rent coun
tries is less than Rs. 50. Those drugs 
·a~e being sold by Government tac
_tories at more than Rs. 4,000. 

Shri C. L. Gheevala: May I als~ 
point out another instance?. !n Pim~n 

·,they have invented a fungicide .whtch 
;they are now trying to ~xplmt In 
foreign countries. You Will be sur

'prised to know tllat they have asked 

for a royalty of 7 i per cent for allow
ing -this product to be exploitf'<l. 
whereas the present Bill provides ou:. 
for 4 per cent. They have run inl" 
heavy weather because of this proyi
sion in the Bill. The foreigner wh• 
wanted to exploit this product turned 
round and said: when your own Gov
ernment fixes 4 per cent, how could 

. you a'k for 7l per cent.· So, we muat 
be prepared to face these repercua• · 
sions. Then ••e have to consider how 
the Indian sci,ntists and industrialisle 
will suff~r because of the proviaiolll 
of the Bill. We are anxious to pro
tect pur own Indian interests. We are 
not interested in protecting foreiga 
patents or foreigners. We want to pro
tect our · own scientists, scientifie 
workers and industries so that they 
can. produce patentable products .. 

1111 "iihf'f:tT : 'R'T"f.t wR' "'"~ ~ 
q:'T<T'f if H 'fiT ~ f ~ ~ 'Rt< 
'liW ~ f~ ~ ~ 1rr lfToJ.'I' ;r;;r" ;p,i6" 
m OTTTU "'')' WT 'li'VTT '!T(<t ~. 70'f¢" 

~frmr ~ 'Jd'.n <qlf '!T(<t ~ 1 

'RTT ;;rrTI' ~')' ~ f'!i ~ ~ il; 'i'f'rrl it 
'l>'\i i't~~ lfT lfT'!'T ~ ~ 'iT I ~ 
'IT\'f ~~ lt'T<!:!'l 'f.T . "'q- ~ f.Jl:rf1!1 
f~ <rr ~ ~ m 'l>T I iTTil' if 
f'J ~ !T"11T f ;;lt I 'm'f 'l>f 'l'f1 if; ~ 
~ n f,v;f.t if w!!T ~ f• ~ m 
;r( lil"nr rn ~ ~ !I' Tit,'!!' oi <:"! iii"{ 

>ft I ~q-) fftlfu if 'fl«l' if 'IJW-m 
'f>1 oq-')' '{<r "n ~ ~ 'f'lr ..- f~ ff> 
'fQ\'r <rr it ~ 'l>J ~ ~ 'f~ «ri 
ii'n: f'li\ Wl'I'T '!!'r.'i'f 'i'fllT n ~ ri'hr.r 
~ ~ :am~ 'f.t 1 tBit u .iii) 

w 'RT'lf n ~ 7 

·Dr. R. C. Cooper: The tund•mental 
question whicl;l has to be realised iii 
that the pattern of SJviet econom, • 
completely different from the patter• 
of In:lian economy. We are not ope
rating in a closed econ:'ITly. SJ, wh•t 
may be good for Russia m 'Y not neces
sarily be good for India. It is 'ffi)' 

flrm conviction thot it. will be v~ 



harmlul if no patent law existed \n 
this country. 

Shri C. L. Gheevala: May I sup
plement this observation by saying 
that in some of the ·industries, parti
cularly the pharmaceutical industry, 
we must realise the fact that our · 
Scientists are of the view that •they 
are as good as Russian scientists. For 
instance, in the case of the anti-biotic 
plant at Haridwar with Soviet colla
boration· the knowledge and know
how they have offered to give us is 
very inferior to what we ourselves 
have developed and, in fact, we have 
accepted this for political reasons. 
We are hoping, ou~ 9Cientists are look
ing forward for the day, when they 
can tell Soviet Union that their ser
vices are no longer required and that 
we will produce those products our 
own and improve upon them because 
we know how we can improve with 
our own knowledge of the subject. 

Shri R Ramanathan Chettiar: On 
page 9 of your memorandum you have 
stated: 

"My Committee suggest that 
there should be no ceiling on the 
royalty payable and the amount 
of royalty be determined in each 
case with reference to the facts 
of the case and the Controller may 
be empowered to fix the royalty 
after taking into account the 
various circumstances of the case." 

You· suggest that fhere should be 
no ceiling. In the ·present Bill we 
have put a ceiling of 4 per cent. You 
r-:an given· the example of one colla
borator asking for 7! per cent and a 
lot of hul'ab1loo about it. Should we 
agree to exploitation by foreign in
terests in the field of drugs and phar
maceuticals in this country? 

Let me quote an instance here. 
You would have seen the November, 
1964 Bulletin of the Reserve Bank of 
India. In that i{ is mentioned that in 
19.62-63, the total investment of group 
of foreign firms in the pharmaceutical 
and drug Industry was of the order of 
Rs. 14 crores and that they have taken 
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by way of dividend, etc. about Rs. 2 
crores ·and by way of royalty Rs. 5 
crores. That means 50 per cent of the 
total investment has been repatriated 
to their countries in one year. So, if 
we accept this and have no ceiling, 
that means it will lead to further ex
ploitation of our country. Already, 
our country is a very poor country 
and there is exploitation by drug 
manufacturers and distributors in 
respect of life-saving drugs to the 
detriment of our people. After all, as 
you would rightly accept, the life
saving drugs and other medicine$ 
should be within the reach of poorer 
classes of people. Today, some of the 
life-saving drugs are not able to find 
its way to the poorer homes. Don't 
you think this will act against that 
objective? 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: Let me clear out 
some of the misunderstandings in ~ 
matter. The first thing which I would 
like to point out is that we are our
selves trying to collect data on these 
royalties and we have found that of 
late the actual royalty percentages 
have very considerably come down 
and today they are very much nearer 
the figure of 4 or 5 per cent which is 
sought to be provided in the Bill. ;N e 
are, however, asking for a· certain 
amount of flexibility only -because 
there may· be some exceptional items 
where this kind of rigidity may come 
in the way. Our en!l.uiries reveal that 
mostly 9>e pattern of royalties is very 
near .tile figure which the Government 
is contemplating. We are suggesting 
the removal of the ceiling only for 
the purpose Of ensuring flexibility. 

The other misunderstanding which 
I would like to clear is this. The 
Reserve Bank's figures are gross fig
ures of royalties which accrue to the 
foreigners. We have got to appreciate 
that the tax rate which operates here 
varies from 55 to 70 per cent with the 
result that a considerable amount of 
this revenue comes to the Government 
of India. .It is only the net amount, 
after the payment of tax which varietJ 
from 55 to 70 per cent, that the fore
igner takes away. I am myself con• 



cerned with many of the pharmaceu
tical concerns as an auditor and I 
know the net amount which they are 
able to take away from here after 
paying the tax. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: You 
are forgetting that we are having 
double tax relief in some of the coun
tries to which this money is repatriat~ 
~. 

Dr. R. C. Cooper: The principle is 
that since a cO'mpany is a non-resi
dent company here, the double taxa
tion benefit, in the absence of agree
ments in roost countries is given at 
the other end. That is at the expense 
of the foreign Government and not at 
the expense of our .Government. 
Even in countries like U.K. and U.S.A. 
·we have not got the double tax relief. 
In the · absence of agreement, the 
double tax relief has to be given to 
the company which is resident. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
camount of Rs. 2 crores is the dividend. 
How can it be a gross amount? It 
will .be after payment of the taxes 
'here. No dividend is paid before 
•taxes are paid to the Government. 

Shri C. L, Gheevala: When a com
pany declares a dividend, the divi
·dend, fir~ of air, is subjected, at the 
hands of the receiver, to the repay
ment of 20 or 22 per cent. If the 
dividend is Rs. 10, actually 'I will get 
-Gklly Rs. 8 or 7, whatever it may be. 
The foreigner, liaving got that, has 
then to pay the income-tax on the 
dividend that he has received which, 
as Dr. Cooper painted out, varies from 
55 to 70 per cent. Out of the amount 
of Rs. 8 which thE! foreigner has re
ceived as flle dividend, actually he can 
only remit Rs. 2.50 p. or Rs. 3. 
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'Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Even 
then, for an investment of Rs. 14 
'Crores the dividend is Rs. 2 crores. 

Shri c. L. Gheevala: May I make 
one other submission? In a fre~ eco
nomy, I can understand some k!nd of 
a ceiling being provided. But 1D our 

country, where we have a planned ...,.._ 
nomy and particularly where there is 
foreign collaboration and foreign ex
change is to be remitted, we have to 
go to the .Government of India and 
the Reserve Bank for the approval of 
the terms. · What purpose is served by 
putting a ceiling? I ·may tell you 
that the Government of India's Tech
nical Development Department Wing 
which is competent to assess the meri18 
of IJ particular produce have themsel
ves in some cases suggested ·a lower 
royalty of 2 or 3 per cent .and the 
foreigner has accepted it if he knows 
that the product is likely to be fully 
exploited, 

Another thing which I would like 
to mention is that in many of the 
~armaceutical companies with 
foreign collaboration, you· will notice 
that . the majority capital is with 
them, either 50 per cent or 60 per cent 
or even 70 per· cent. In the latest 
issue of Pfizer which was made public 
the other day, you will notice that 
70 per cent of the capital Is still held 
by foreignern. What purpose does it 
serve by putting a ceiling? We are 
only creating an unnecessary appre
hension in the mind of anybody who 
is going to use tlie patent. He is 
going to be governed by our own Jaws 
and by our 0 wn assessment of the 
value of a particular product and 
whether it requires any royalty or it 
does not require any royalty. What 
purpose does it serve by putting a 
ceiling? 

· Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 1 can 
understand your taking exception to 
the low rate of 4 per cent. 

Dr. R. C. cooper: We are not tak· 
·ing excJeption to the low rate of 4 

• per cent. We concede and are aware 
of a large number of agreements In 
the pharmaceutical field itself where 
the percentage is less, t~t is, 3 ~. 2 
per cent. We are aga1~st a ngid 
ceiling which may come m the way 
of genuine cases because of this 
statutory limitation. That is why we 
would like to have flexibility. 



Then, the figure « R!t. 2 crores of 
the Reserve Bank does not take into 
account the larga amount of ••xpendi· 
ture on research, the overheads,· etc., 
incurred at the oth~ end ·which is 
Pightly allocable against the royalty 
payment. Our income-tax laws have 
eonceded that where a foreigner 
;receives a royalty here, he is tontitied 
to a proportionate ·· reuef for ·. tlie 
expenditure on research, 'overheads, 
etc. incurred at" the other end. 

Shrj C. L. Gheevala: Today, in our 
eountry, in certain fields, we are 
extremely ill-provided. I am not 
talking of the pharmaceutical indus
try. I am talking of the field of 
electronics. As you know, the Btabha 
Committee 'has made a recommellda· 
lion· that in" the .next 10 years, there 
Should -be· an investment of Rs. 150 
llrores if ·we wish to ·develop· the 
electroniCs industry and put ourselves. 
on the electronics· map. This is· ·a 
very highly. specialised . and highly 
technical field. It is quite conceiv
able that with . the new de~elopments 
of electronics, it may become neces
aary to pay even more than 4 per cent 
and go even upto 10 per cent. 

·· Shri -K. V. Venkatachalam: 4 per 
ilent does not apply to any ~ther area 
ex~ept the drugs industry. 

- Shri C. L. Gheevala: I am sorry. I 
did not realiSe this. Then, I will not 
Pl¥"SUe this. 

• Shri B. K. Das: You have · ilis
eussed in your Memorandum the ·mat· 
ter regarding payment of · copensa
tion for government use. ·. For ·ex· 
~erimental research, including impar
ting of insctructions, you· are agree
•~le that compensation may not be 
given and also in cases where there 
are emergincies involving the security 
of the country, you are aggreable 'hat 
eompensation may not be given. But 
<io you not think that there are other 
grounds also on which compensation 
may not be paid, for instance for 
g~vernment use in hospitals and ~ther 
things, compensations may not b"e I?aid; 
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covenunent may make use of i~ fOl" 
public welfare. 

Shri P. A. Narie1wa1a: The guestion 
is a very wide one. Axe you thinking 
in terms of Central hospitals or State 
hoopitals? We ·are continuously ex• 
panding our hospitals. Is it fair that 
government should have the r1gh' te 
manufacture a patented product with
out paying the owner the necessary 
compensation? What I am trying all 
along to explain and impress upon thill 
Committee is that we are not. tryinl 
to have two laws-one for forci!(ll 
patentees and . one for Indian J;>aten
tees. ·Indian patentees would also suf
fer· in this manner. I am· trying 10 
protect the Indian researcll ~1orker• 
the Indian scientist. If he can ·manu
facture this product and sell it to gov
ernment departments or to hospitals, 
why should he be prevented from d~>~ 
ing so? Government say, "we will 
exploit this patent and you have n<t 
right for any compensation." I 'hink 
it is totally unfair that I should be 
asked to give the benefit of my know'· 
ledge to the State without any kind 
of compensation, to supply hundreds 
arid thousands of hospitals in 'his 
country, We have ourselves stated 
that, in· national emergencies and for 
Defence requirements--certain ur" 
gent requirements-we may makl!l 
some exceptions, but to give a general 
blankets licence to government means 
that It will be utilised and fully· ex~ 
ploited by government. for all kindi 
of purposes even when it does. not 
serve a11y, national jnterest. 

Shri B. K. Das:. Government maY 
also like to import, if necessity arises. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: The same 
principle arises. If it is a patente.S 
product, government imports it direct~ 
ly and not through the patent owner. 
If it is imported through the patent 
owner, fie will paturally ask for some 
compensation. What you are trying to 
do is this: the Indian High Commis~ 
sion London.-Purchasing· Mission
will ·buy the product in England and 
bring it here. I think it is unfair. 



• Shrl B. K. Das: They.· were restric
ling It to particular cases. 

Shri M. R. Masani: I have found 
the evidence most· convil}cing and im
pressive and have, therefore, nothing 
ta .ask. 

·' Shri V. B. Gandhi: In the first 
place I agree that there should be flexi
'ility in the matter of rate of roYal
¢7 payable. Perhaps the idea that 
Government had in mind in brmgmg 
in this measure with a fixed royalty · 
was that, in private negotia jons b<!t
ween foreign collaborators and Indian 

· indllstrialists, sometimes a fixed royal" 
.ty expressed in the Bill would help 
fn keep them firm. Do you think that 
·there is any truth. in that? 

Dr. H .. c. Cooper: Wherever any 
·!foreigner is involved ag a receipienfi 
ef royalty, ·the agreement is subject to 
governmental sanction ·in any case 
and both the parties, according to gov
ernment policy, are fairly clear m 
their minds as to what is permissible. 
&> putting an additional ceiling in the 
!Patent Act itself will not heljl ~
cause that is taken care of indepen
dently. On the conlrary, it will create 
hardship in a few genuine eases. 

!Shr.i v. B. Gandhi: I have said 
that I agree with the principle o~ flex
Obility. 

·' Dr. L. M. Singhvi: cannot r~sist 
the. temptation of asking '· quest10~s 
·:notwithstanding the fact that the evl
!lence is very clear, concise and cvm
prehensive. 

:"I would like tJl konw in particular 
whether it would be more in conso
.ance· with. the· evidence tendered by 
·the 'witnesses that "licences· of right" 
ahould be abolished altogether. 

. Shri P. A. Narielwala: If you wis)l 
·tD abolish it, the business comm.u~•ty 
·would welcome it; the industnalists 
'llmuld we)com~.Jt. 

: Dr. L."'M, Singhv'l~ · It seems that 
certain suggestions made in respect 
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·of provisio!!S"rehlting to "licences ot· 
right" have been made only as a' se
cond string to the bow bocause the 
whole argument-<!nd the tenor af :he 
evidenc~ has been that "licences of 
right" should be merged into the hll'
ger category of compulsory licences, 
if there is any. need, but "licenres of 
right" as such' as a distinct category 
should not be allowed to exist. in thi• 
enactment. Is that the poBition? 

Shri P. A. Narlelwala: Yes; that is 
the correct position. 

Dr. L. M. SiBghvi: May I know 
whether it would be correct and fair 
to say that your Association generally 
agree with the recommendati?ns or 
the Ayyangar Commission. par~lcular
ly in respect of the term of the patent? 

Di-. H. C; Cooper:. We are broadly 
in agreement with most of th~ recom• 
mendations. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: I would like to 
know whether the uniform term for 
all inventions is a useful thing or whe
ther certain · distinction should be 
made in respect of food, medicines 
and other things, mainly on the ground 
of interest of the community. If the 
opinion of the witnesses is that tnere 
should be uniform provision and no 
differentiation should be made, would 

· they amplify the reasons that they 
have given? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: We think that 
there should be uniformity, whether 
it is pharmaceutical or .food or any 
other patent. We have said that_. jn 
our opinion, a patent should be g1ven 
for a period of 14 years. We have 
·merely made this suggestio.n to the 
Committee and if the Committee docs 
not approve of this suggestion, then 
we will put up an alternative-I ·~ay 
say here that it is only an alternative: 
allow the patent right for ten yea.<·a 
after the ·sealing of the patent a.:!d 
then leave it to Government: give the
Government to flexibility, the option,. 
the provision to extend it for a fur-



·1her period of 4 years. -We are not 
suggesti.ng the present provision where 
. the patent is for 16 years and then 
. there is provisian for extending it by 
. five years and then by another five 
. years, so that the patent may run for 

26 years. 26 years seem to us to be 
a long period. But 14 years in the 

. conditions in whieh we operate in 
thls country under a planned· econo
my, does not seem to us to be too 
long. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Then you give 
us the maximum and the minimum 
periods taken in the registering a pa
tent. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Our informa
tion is that the minimum period is 

· 18 months and the maximum period 
:is t'Yo years. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: In respect of 
·Clause 112, •which says that no injunc
tion shall be granted against him, you 

.have suggested that the word "shall" 
should be substituted by the word 
"may" sO that ~he Court can go into 
the question and come to an impartial 
judicial decision. I do not find ·his 
consistent. Could you explam whe
ther, as a matter of fq.ct, the substi

_1utian of the word "shall" by ''may" 
would necessarily enable the Court 'o 
go into the question and to come to .an impartial judicial decision, as you 

,say in the Memorandum? Because 
whether the Act says that no injunc-
tion may be granted against him or 
it ~ysl that. no injunCtion shall be 
granted against him, both should be 
read exactly in the same manner. 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: What we would 
like to see is that the authority of 
-the Courts should not be taken away 
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. and oui amendment is only to see 
that the authority of the court is · 

.restored. 

· Mr. Chairman: It has come to our 
notice that courts take very long 
·time to dispose of cases. In such a 
·case will you be satisfied with a 
•special Tribunal competent to dispose 
or these cases. 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We have suggl!llt
ed a Tribunal for executive acts. But 
I am aware · of at ·least · one case in 

·which we ·ourselves pleaded for Corn-: 
panies Tribunal under the Companies . 
Act for certain things, and it shouit · 
be presided by a Hi~h Court Judge 
Now we find that the rate at which' 
the Tribunal is disposing of <eases is i 

much slower than the Court of law. 1 

I 

Mr. Chairman: We may also pres
cribe a period for ' the disposal of 
eases. 

· Dr. H. C. Cooper: If some such 
machinery 'Clan be evolved and the 
period is shortened, we would very 
much welcome, but QUT experience is 
the contrary. 

·Dr. L. M. Singhvi: Clause 116 
adumbrates two categories. In one 
case there shall be no appeal at all; 
in the other case, under certain 
specific sections, an appeal shall lie 
to the High Court. You have suggest
ed that in the first category there' 
should be an appeal to a statutory 
body like the Copyright Board. 
Would you rather not have a uniform 
provision in both tihe cases for · an 
appeal to the· High Court rather than 
create a bifurcation of jurisdiction- · 
one the High Court and the other a 
Tribunal a nalogous to the Copyright 
Board? 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We have· made 
this ·suggestion looking at from t:ovo 
viewpoints--one from executn~e 
matters and the other is from techm

·Cal matteM;. Even if the matter went 
up to the High Court, there may be 
11- necessity of. having assessors ap
pointed · and the matter might ~e 
quite complicated. So we thought m 

. such procedural and executive matters 
·perhaps the Tribunal will pe more 
'helpful Secondly, as the Chairman 
· himself has said, there oceurs delay 
in disposal of cases by courts. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose we give the 
right of appeal only on points of law 
to the Supreme Court, would you be 
·satisfied? 

Dr. B. C. Cooper: That is the pro
cedure under the Income-Tax Act. 



To <Jur. knowledge it has been work
ing very satisfactorily, 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Whether 
you have a Tribunal or High Court, 
the Judge who sits on it must be 
really a competent person and a 
specialist in patent cases because the 
patent law is a very . complicated 
matter. 

Mr. Chairman: We may make sure 
that the Judge appointed is a com
petent person. 

Shri P. A. NarielwaLa: He should 
really be an expert in that. 

Mr. Chairman: He should be a 
specialist Judge. 

~r !J;f1;<'f f«~ : m'T c;:mr ~ f'l> 
i!.ll'rt ~ '!>r ~ lff<mcr ;;;;m m:l<r ~~ 
~ ff'.lfCT if 'fliT m<r '~>t~ Q,m ~ 
~' f;roit "~'faT '!>t ~>IT. ~ ilth: 
~'~' ~~ m% Gflft "' Pr.r ri ? 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We have already 
answered this question earlier . hat . 
we do recognize that having regard 
to the conditions in our country, 
pharmaceutical drugs should be avail
able at a reasonable rate. But we 
feel that the way in which the Bill 
is cast will do harm in certain other 
quarters and not try to achieve that 
objective. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Let me also 
'SUpplement this information bv 
telling this Committee that in the last 
few months everyone, including the 
Drug Controller has asked the Indus
try to hOld the price li~e. The 
example of Pimpri is not a sabsfact~ry 
example for the industry. The pr1ce 
of streptomycin which is produced by 
Pimpri has in the last three months 
bee increased instead of being reduc
ed. n As you know, even in penicilli.n 
produced at Pimpri because i~ ~s. the.•r 
monopoly, the price of pe~1c~llm m 
India is higher than what 1t ~~ a~;-. 
wherelse in the world. Pimpn ·.vhh 
very good profits which it makes can 
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justifiably reduce its price of anti
biotics if it is to serve the purpOlle 
which the hon'ble Member has ia 
view. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: Have you go. 
any patent in foreign countries? 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: Some of the 
industries do have patents of a few 
products in foreign countries and our 
~nformation is that this tendency is 
now increasing day by day. 

Shri P. A. NarielwaJa: The National 
Research Development Corporatioa 
will give all that information that you 
have asked for, the number of patents 
for products of Indian origin that they 
have patented in the market ia 
foreign countries, etc. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: Yo.!J have 
mentioned that there should be a 
Board on the lines of the Copyright 
Board for appeal against the decision 
of the Controller. 

Mr. Chairman: He asked this ques
tion and he has just now answered 
it. 

~r 'fo ;;-ro ~ : it ~ <;~H'fl' 
~ ~ f'l; fqffi ~ Jf'lrf ;;rf,f 00 
~ i!> ~ if 'lfmr ;r m <rrerr . 
~Iff '!>f 'fliT ft>:ffc; ~ ilth: ~ GRT 
~'fiT G~~~ '!>T lim!' if ~T ~ ~ I 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We will not be 
able to answer this question o!fhand 
in the absence of the immediate 
availability of statistical data here. 
But we could give this information 

~r r<nn" fl:t:'l : ~ ~ 'lfT'Rr "!TVfT 
~ f'l> mq- ~2·a if. m i:t 'fli'f ~ 1 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We are on the 
side of national interest; we are n'>t 
on the side of patents as such. 

~r r~"' fl:t:~ : m'T ;;rmt ifi'T f'l; 
f~ •$*<11 '1 i:t >:imr;;r 'r'l"" ;f.t ~mi~ 



liT >ti<W-!ii"l il; ~ ~ <RTliT ;;nCIT 

~ I ~ ~ '!Ri!!T mR l;l'TT i't ~ 
<t>'T ;;mrr ~ 1 %<~ i't ~ ;;r~ .ro 
~ g-~ ~ '!:lh: ~ <hr ~ ~lm ~. 
;:~r <t>'T ~f~ 'iffiCI"r ~. ;;r! o!<:i> f'!fu ~ 
'!:ih: l;T<it il; ~ ~ G<fl~ <fqr~ 
'RaT ~ 1 WR i'ti'a- '!fr o!I<W1T ~ 

mm, crt ~ ~r '!!Tif'ff 'lit ~rfiiT'!i<: 
~~ ;;rritlrr-~ ~ ~r c:<rr{ ~ '!:ih: 
~ ~<:T'f ~ ~ I ~m~ We '!>T 
oqqro ~ i!>r 4 5 ~ "Rar ii; ~ 

~ .,.-~ ~mr 1 ~ r"' i'f.r ~r ~. 
m;;r "~ TT'T '!>T l!l~ ><T \ll<f· 

SI'!>Tl!l '!>T. ':firq<'IT ~ <RTliT ;;nm ~ 1 

m'lf \1~[ ~ We ~ ~ I ~ 5l'!i11: 

<t>'T ~li't '!>T We ~'I" ~ 'lf'fCIT 'lit 
<~gcr ~r '!:ih: il:rf'.1 ~T<rr 1 w<T ~ 
ifTt if o;rq'f f<R"fl; ~ I 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: In respect of some 
of these indigenous medicines the 
situation is that they make an appli
cation for patent. They disclose ~he 
particulars but the basic formula is 
never disclosed at alL 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: You know 
in Ayurvedic medicines each Vaid has 
his own particular formula. He 
should take the responsibility of 
obtaining the formula and perpEtuate 
the protection of the Ayurvedic drugs 
in the country. There is no formula. 
You have to sit down and persuade 
the Vaid to disclose his formula :where 
he is given the patent protection. 

Mr. Chairman: Some of them 
publishing the ingredi<mts. 

are 

Shri P. A. NarielwaJ.a: Very few. 
After all in the Ayurvedic and Unani 
•ystems, the Vaid gives the patient 
something saying, 'You take this and 
you will get cured.' What it is you 
do not know. In fact in the Central 
¥e~cinal Plant Organization cf 
Yhlch I have been the Chairmal), W<! 
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have more than once asked them. 
'Please identify this product because 
it is used in Ayurvedio medicine' and 
we have invariably found that when 
I talk of medicinal plant product, that 
plant does not exist any longer or 
does exist but there are some varia
tions of that plant and that it is 
difficult to identify which of that 
particular plant is the one which is 
used ill the Ayurvedic medicine. I 
can give you instances of that. 

...,.) f<n!f<~ f1'!1!ol : ~ ~. ~ 
"~ T!<'f '!>T 'lirq<'!T \1'~ ~ ij 
fum 9m ~ f'!> 'li<1t G<IT ~rrT, 'fi\'ft G<IT 

~ I .ro ~ f~ ~ffi ~ I 'lfl 
~iTr g!m ~ ~ "3"1' ~ 'lit mr~ ~ 
maT~ I <i'I1"3'~~~'RCIT~ I 

~ ~ f'!> 'W!"' Gif( l1fD'f ~. ~ 
iR<'T ~ mo;r! 1 m "3'w.~; ~ <m 

'l'fTlft ;;rrcr[ ~ '!:ih: ><tf;ru;;t l!T'f ~ 
~ G<IT ~ o;r)<: -:a-«1 <l\1 '!>f ~[ ~ 
f'l> ;;rr o;r..m ~ B' ~ I ~f't>'rr ~ 

'!il\ll~m m .rr~ ~ ~ 1 r~ i't .. 
f'!>m G<IT 'lit tti'<: '!>U'<T crt 4 5 ~ 
m~r ii; f~ -:oWl; mr il;m ~., 
~ 'flf~ il;!ll; f~ lffil'l'f ~ err 
~ 'if'.!T '«R ~ 11n t!'f;a- ~ 'fl:!'Tf'l> !Iiff 
mG'lfr ~ M<ti'f m11 'lf'f<fT ~1 
zo ~<f<t 25 <'fit 111f~ m>< ~ ~ '~'@ 
lilUG ~ ~ 1 'li<: rn ~ w<T -:a-~ 
~f'l'fifl; ~if ~ err W'T m il; 'fiff ij 

'flfi ~ 1 ~f;~ ~ f'l> wq '( ;;frqfcr.if '!>T 
~!<IT ~ 'fi~ ~ I 

~·l:rr'ff<~ l'f~m : m ~<11-ff'-1"' 
itfsf~~ il; f~ ~. ~f~ il; f<1~ 

~~I 

"'ll fl!fl{f<f fl'fl!ol : m><~~ '!>T <l\1 ;;[Of 
~ . 

'~>T{ G<IT <r.rrm ~ crt ~ f~><r 
~ ~. f~ ~«R ~ 75~ ~ 
~;, '11~ l!ir f;m-rOll'l!l'f il; fwr ~ . 
~I WI<:~~-~ <ft ~ lG 



llfu!11~ Ill 1 s 1<fmm m:1a- ~ f~ 
-.:;gm ~ 1 a-T '11:JT <tu a:~~ 100 ~~ 

~r ~it ~'i9 ~m ~ f'!i ~a"'f ro ~<: 
'1;<1T!T ~'fiT tfril'f ~<Ja 'fi~ir l~t!<:T omr, 
%•~alii 'fiT 'li.'l:'l Q,'HlifOf ~ 'Al>R, 

c:r '-1\'t!<: 'tTi<: ~~c:1~;;r llt>n: l!i( m'l 
tkr '!i<a- ~ foro>t 'T<:l<f ~ ~ 
~c: <i<rr 'til. if ~ 1 aT if l!i( ;:;rr'1Tfl ~ar 
~ f'f; 'lilt t?.t~r ro ttr-~., 1t <m 
~~ ~ f'f; foro1\' on~ ~ -:;~ '!>1t mm'1 

'f +i'11'1T ~ l 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: There are plenty 
of such things . 

Mr. Chairman: We will discuss it 
among ourselves. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: We aze not 
representatives of the pharmaceutical 
industry to answer these questions. 
But the Hon'ble Member should know 
that in the jute industry, in lhe 
textile industry, tea industry, in every 
industry, medical facility is prr.vided 
freely by the companies concerned 
to the workers. 

•• ,., f<l'l{f<f fl'l"'l llil' ~ f'li ~ 
1:\t~T ro f f'li OfT f~·<;;~aH it fu 
i!i'-l<ft 'l<ff ~r 'l;[~<: fort~it a:t~ ~ 'til~ 
G<!T 1:!T ~llll'f 'f l'im'll ~T i;_T l 

n.-. H. C. Cooper: The answer 1s 1n 
the affirmative. 

Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: Give 
examples. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: As we are 
not representatives of the pharmaceu
tical industry, we do not have th1s 
:nformation. If you want we can find 
lUt from th~ pharmaceutical industry. 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: Penicillin itself 
a an example which the Hon'ble 
ilember wanted. 

'-'If f~fa- f'l:"'l : 'J;llq' fa;clfq if.\' 
l!i(t mit ~ 'Iii<: m<~ '!i~if ~ f'!i ~ 
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'il<llif 'l;llG'f;T l11"),l1 il@ ~ I it <ill'lill 

'ill~<ll ~ f'!> '!>iif '11'1'1 !!T ro ~!IT~ OfT f'li 
fl;,'~m'l if <rio- ~~ ~~ 'Iii<: fQ.'<;;"<IT'f it 
Q.T ~'PT t!T"l.T tll"!H f"!m ~T, on~ ~ 
il fimifl ~T ll_T I 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Only on 
Sunday last, Dr. Venkataroman, 
former Director of the National 
Chemical Laboratory gave an example 
of Vitamin C, a process for the pro· 
duction of which was evolved by our 
own Scientists at the National Chemi
cal Laboratory from Indian raw 
materials. He gave a pathetic stacy 
of how the process, which is patented, 
which was offered first to the Hindu
stan Antibiotics for exploitation, has 
not Yet been utilised, owing to con
stant changes in the post of Managing 
Director. It comes up and then it is 
withdrawn because the next Managing 
Director does not like it. I say this 
with his knowledge; I don't think 
what he said was confidential. Bd 
this is a fact. A product evolved by 
our 0 wn scientists from our own ra V{ 

materials is not being utilised or 
exploited. Substances like penicillin; 
Vitamin B12, Vitamin A, etc., wh,ch 
ar<e now made in this country . are 
basically from Indian raw matcnals. 
I think now they are going to start 
again on Vitamin C. 

"'ll f~a- fi!:.q : if'1'f J;!Tq' ~ ~ 
f'f; 'li'l~ ~'fiT 'tllf4cif,P'Ii ll'1'lT mfu
~ f'Rft ~-s~-m: if> ~~~ <i'-1' ~ 
aT ~~ if> <w. 'OfT G'lT <WI' l(ml' ~ 
~it f~ lVf tlal ~. f~ ~ 
"!ifl'liT ~T, i'{ m<:r '-1'lm if; ;:;rR ~ f~ 
~ 1\' 'til~ ~iu '€\T"'f "'Tfm a-Tf'f; 
:;a~ 'tf'\lJ!<: '>t~'fi'T '!>1'1<! ir'li of'f; 
f.m'<~(! 'liT ;:;rr" forn~ ~ ~ ~-sfi::~m~ 
'fi't 'l{f !'i9 'lil<RT ~r ;;nzr >:ftl: ~t<t 
;;r;rcrr ,;t "r mm- ro fltii 1 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We have 110 in· 
formation in our possession to answel 

these questions. 



r- ~"t 'UI{ m ~ : ~ "''h:~m 
~ if; "11!1<£ 'liT '3"ffi: ~ ~11; ..,. '1"11:"\<mrr 

~ ~ l!fr r,. ~r f.rtir ~ra-r ~ '3"«'!il 

11;'1> 'Slfcrn<r lir;r '11: ~g'<f ~T'fr 'iflf~ 
m.: ~r ~ 'l{r ;;•i?.A-~ r,. f~·'!}'dl'11 
~f ;m: 'I>T ~gf;;r i!r srrmr~ f¥lr ~"«fm1; 
i'ti~ 'l>f¥ 'I>T 'R I 'I ~4 <t><ll ~ 1 it ;;rr;;.;r 
~'IT f'l> ;;r) 11;'1> srf<ro<r IS~ 'I>T ~ 
iffir rn ~ ;;ffit ;;ifii> <lcR ;r; .;rfcrf<:<RT 

'R'n: 'l'liT fi:r<;f.t <m'TT ~ I 

Sbri P. A. Narielwala: Sir, this is 
a matter which must be determined 
by the industry itself or by the indus
trial company where the scienti3t 
works. There is an agreement 
between the scientist and his board 
that if he evolves a patent and that 
patent is exploited by the company, 
the scientist shares either in the form 
of a recurring royalty or in the form 
of a lump sum. 

~"t uq i!rEf'!> tr~ : w .;r;r <r'~> 

fil:~ ~fm" ~ f'I>Ht 'fliT 'ifni 'I>T 
•;llf'l•<t>l( f'l>lff 'Ri1: '3"« 'Rif'l•<t>l( i!r 
.n tfinro ~m ~Hit i!r ;;;;<r."t "!19 flr;;rr ? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Very ma!ly 
scientists are benefiting. The Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research 
or the National Research Develop
ment Corporation will tell you how 
much of the money has been given 
to scientists. 

~r ~·It m ~ = ;;~ <lcR ;r; 
~ iflfT fl1"11 ~it ;;rr;;.;r "ff~m ~ 1 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I can't give 
this information. The Chamber has 
not got this statistical information. 

~"t uq i!r'!'f> ~ : ~ «<rr-.r ~ 
m:r f<r. 'R"T'l"~ 11;"' "11!1<£ if; ~ffi: i't ~ f'l> 
~r i't 'li~ <t>f'!'T if; .;rmcr i't ;:-;rrif 

~r f<r'l><fT 'lT <r"t iflfT ~ «11'Hr ;;rr<r f'l> 
<th ~ WR ~T <~T ~T '!iltfir ~ ;:-;rrm 

<it o"t<t>" wif if; fm1;; m ~«'t 'l>f1:l 
'lit 'RI'I~ZlMT Of@ ~ I 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Sir, i{ th,re 
is a control on the medicine as a 
result of patent specifications, then the 
manufacturer will be governed by the 
particular rules and regulations. He 
can't steal the patent and try to pro
duce. He tries to produce according 
to his method, but it may turn cut 
that he does not have the technical 
know-how. The patent indicates 
broadly temperature, pressure, el.c. 
But it does not indicate exactly what 
is the exact temperature and pressure 
in which to operate. Therefore, ill
variably it would result in sub
standard drugs. We have this experi
ence in our own Indian industrie•. 

~t ~rq: iJEf'!> ~fq'f : .;rrqif; 'l>ll"<fT

~«11: i'tb: i!r .;rrfil-.;'!il"( .;r'\<: i'l>f'f'I><'T 

oiT ~ '~>T srl<~ f~ err it orR'ff 
'if~ ~ r,. «ffil" ;;•@ ~m <it "'rro 
~rm ~ r"' or~ ~gT;;r ~ ~r i!r "'<'T 

~ ~ m<: for;; ~~r it ~gJ-;;r <n: "!fro 

q·m ~g-<f 'I"@ ~rm ;;;;<t>"t 'f'~>ID'~" ~rm ~ 1 
~ . 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: I do not see 
how we are competent to answer that 
question whether there is loss or gam. 
We are trying merely to protect, :Jur 
own scientific workers against the 
rigor of a Bill as drafted. We want 
to see that the Indian research deve
lops quickly so that our own men 
produce a range of patented products. 
It will be seen that over the period of 
years, the number of Indian patents 
is gradually increasing as compared 
with what it was 1() years ago. That 
is an information which I think the 
Controller of Patents will give you. 

~"t ~Tit i!r'!'f> mq;r : ~« ~ i't 
mfq~S<t>T<: .;rf< i'l>f'f'I><'T 'I"T ~;; 'fi"T 

;;r!;;'!il"(r <r~ 'Rh: 'fi't mfq~S<t>l"( ~ ~flil> 
f-.r11; iflfT .;rrq ;;r~<r «11~(1- ~ f'!i" .;rrf'fti'fi"l1: 
~ ;rr(;r ~.rrf;;<if 'fi"T ira-;; if; .;rfuf«ffi 



~ fm 'fliT ;;rf;;r >;;T 'A~ ~ 
<H6' ~ ar m ;;IT ~ Q)m ~ :O«'!il 

'l1T <ruli;;r fun "fT<f ~ :o~ fu11; 
i!il'i;or it mfcr;;r;r 'lfr ~ ~ 1 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: In actual practice, 
they get it. In a large number of 
cases they get a percentage. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: For the .ast 
one or two years, Indian manufac
turers are now going abroad with their 
technical know-how. You may have 

. heard recently of the case of Hard 
Board Factory which has put up a 
factory in Canada. Indian know-how, 
Indian technology is now being 
exported to Canada where it has been 
given special patent protection. Thi~ 
is merely a single instance. As we 
develop, we shall do so. 

.,-1 mr ~ ~ : i'ro m ci't 
lfl?: "fr f<!i ;;rif ~ful!';f ~me f<!ia'T ;or!fr 
;;rf;;r >;;r mf~ ifi'fcr ~ ..W: :omt i!iW 
ifi"mll"l"Gr~ lfll'l>f 'fi'1ffiiT ~ <1 r :o.r 
lfll<li ~ ~ l:('li ~ ~ <!Tf<!i 
<f~ <!iT lit~ ~ ~ ~ <!iT 
'Iii~ ~'IT ~ it ~ffi "1"1RT ~ I 

~ 
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Dr. H. C. Cooper: We are <lOt in 
favour of any statutory regulation for 
this purpose but the matter must be 
entirely left to be negotiated between 
the scientists and the industrialists 
concerned,. 

.,-'Tmr~~:~~'RIT 
~;aij' ~ m'1 'IIT'l;or it ;or lJf;H~ "fff.U ~ I 

Mr. Chairman: He says, by agree
ment of parties. 

Official from Ministry: Apart from 
the expenditure by Government on 
research, can you give us any infor
mation of the amount of money spent 
by private industry on research? 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We do not :1ave 
the data except the broad general fact 

that _many of the research institution~. 
f_or mstance, the sponsors of the art 
~ilk and other associations, the textile 
md~try etc. have been spending \'erv 
considerable amount. · 

Official: Can you g1·ve u . s some 111-
formation. 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We will try to 
collect more precise information and 
give you. 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: There is the 
Tea Research Association. The <'otton 
textiles have 3 laboratorie~ne in 
Bombay, one in Ahmedabad and an
other in South India. We will try 
to get the Information. 

Shri R. Ramanatllan Chettiar: Only 
one question. We are providing in 
this Bill process-cum-product patent. 
Do you agree with this? 

. Shri P. A. Narielwala: Normally, it 
IS the process which is patented, but, 
particularly in the pharmaceutical 
industry or some other chemical 
industry sometimes a product patent 
may become necessary and desirable. 
Therefore, provision for a product 
patent should also be there. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chetliar: You 
agree with this? 

Shri P. A. Narielwala: Yes, Sir . 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Dr. H. C. Cooper: We are most 
grateful to you Sir, and to the Com
mittee for a very patient hearing. 

(Witnesses then withdrew). 

The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 15.00 hours). 



(The Committee reassembled at 15.00 
hours). 

II. Trade Marks Owners Association 
of India, Bombay-1. 

Spokesmen: 
1. Shri S. H. Gursahani, Chairman 

2. Shri R. A. Shah 

3. Shri C. K. R. Rao, Secy. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: Any evidence that 
you give is public. It is published and 

· distributed to our Members, and also 
laid on the Table of the House. Even 
if you want any porti-on to be confi
dential, it has to be published and cir
culated to the Members. We have re
ceived your Memorandum and it has 
been cir.oulated to all the Members. If 
you want to add anything, you may 
do so. After that our Members will 
put questions. Please begin. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: Mr. Chairman, 
with your permission, may I have a 
minute or two to say something about 
the Association which I represent. I 
wil! also introduce very briefly the 
colleagues accompanying me here to 
assist the Committee. The Trade Marks 
Owners Associati-on of India, of which 
I am the honorary Chairman (my 
other occupation is that I am an officer 
of Hindustan Levers) was formed in 
1953 at the suggestion of the then Min
ister for Commerce Shri John Mathai 
in order to encourage the study of 
problems relating to all forms of in
tellectual properties including patents, 
trade marks, designs, eto. which have 
importance in national or international 
trade and commerce. The Association 
has since then been doing its best to 
assist the Government and represents 
in its membership a cross-section of 
Indian industry ranging from light and 
heavy engineering to cigarettes and 
matches, soaps and toiletries food pro
ducts, pharmaceutical and chemical 
industry and various other consumer 
and non-consumer indUstries. The pur
pose of the Assodation is to study ob
jectively and from the industrial point 
of view the implications of Indu,trial 
Property Law. Mr. Rao, <>n my right, 
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is the permanent Secretary of the 
Association and before he joined the 
Association he was a prominent lawyer 
in Bangalore. Mr. Shah, on my left, is 
a practising solicitor and a senior 
partner of a well-known firm of soli
citors in Bombay and he has been 
closely associated with the profes
sional activities of the Association. 

Sir, we have submitted our memo
randum and we are fully alive to the 
fact that the time of the Committee is 
extremely valuable and we should not 
use this opportunity merely to reite
rate what we have said before but 
only to supplement and elaborate. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: To 
which firm do you belong? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I belong to 
Hindustan Levers in my day-to-day 
life and am the Honorary Chairman of 
this Association as one of my b-ound
ary functions. 

Sir, the first point on which I would 
like to supplement our memorandum 

·relates to clause 2 (g) of the Bill 
which defines an article of f-ood. The 
additional point which I would like 
to urge before the Committee is the 
power sought to be given to Govern
ment to extend the scope of this defi
nition by notifying certain articles to 
be regarded as articles of food for 
purposes of this Bill. This may have 
the effect of introducing a degree of 
uncertainty in the minds of patentees 
as regards the scope of their rights 
and the duration of the protection. An 
article which may not have been "ap
able of being an article of food when 
the patent was granted could by Gov
ernment notificati-on be converted into 
an article of food with the result that 
any patent granted, for the product it
self as might have been permissible 
at the time of the grant of the patent, 
may then get in danger of being re
voked on the round that it is now to 
be regarded as an article of food. The 
other effect is the duration of the 
patent which initially may have been 
granted for the full period of 14 
years, under the general clause of the 
Bill, may nevertheless be curtailed to 



10 years on the ground that it has now 
become an article of food. These are 
the problems to which I have not been 
able to see a satisfactory solution in 
the B11l .. I would like to say that if 
the defirutwn is capable of being 
changed by the Government notifica
twn it is possible that this may give 
nse to argument and possibly litiga
tion, to determine whether an ipso 
facto curtailment of the rights of 
patentee has taken place as a result of 
such a notification. 

. The next clause in our representa
twn Which I would like to elaborate 
further is clause 2(1) which defines a 
drug, I would specially direct my <:om
ments to the aspect of the definition 
which includes within its ambit inter
mediates used in the manufacture of 
drugs. I feel, and I am so advised, that 
a very large number of chemicals 
which are. in one way or another, cap-. 
able of bemg used as intermediates in 
the ?rugs industry will get involved 
Wlthm the scope of this definition with 
the result that by and large every 
known chemical will be subject to the 
special treatment accorded in the Bill 
to drugs. 

Phenol, salicylic acid and acetic acid 
are all intermediates in the manu
facture of one of the best known drugs 
namely aspirin. Yet all these three 
?ilferent primary uses, Phenol is an 
Important intermediate in the plas
tics industry and salicylic acid in the 
dye stuffs industry. Acetic acid is table 
vinegar in certain dilutions. 

The next point which we have not 
taken up in our memorandum, I hope 
you will forgive me because as one 
studies the Bili even after submission 
of the memorandum certain points do 
emerge for consideration which may 
be worth mentioning to the Committee 
in the hope that it may be of some 
assistance to the Committee, is clause 
3 (d) which removes from the area 
of patentability new uses of known 
substances or new uses of known pro
cesses. I submit that in certain con
texts a11d quite frequently, it might be 
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useful and important that our inven
tors may be directed towards finding a 
new use of a known substance and 
these new ~ses themselves acquire 
very great Importance in our indus
try and, therefore, deserve to be 
treated with the same respect if I 
~ay use that term, as an inven'tion as 
If the substance is itself discovered for 
the fi~st time and this is particularly 
true, 1f I may say so, in the drug and 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Where substances discovered for the 
first time to have curative properties 
as life-saving drugs either by them
selves or in combination by the inve'l
tive genius of people engaged in drugs 
industry, it may .be worthwhile to 
afford to them the same protection as 
one would afford to the drugs in gene
raJ. Similarly, processes may be 
known, but a new application of a pro
cess, I submit, is equally an invention 
and it may be very important, and, 
therefore, deserves to be protected in 
the same way as any other invention. 
In fact, we believe that the legislation.• 
of rn:ost countries permit inventions of 
these kinds to be patented. 

We have not commmented in our 
Memorandum on Clause 5, which res
tricts patent protection in the case of 
drugs, medicines and food to the pro
cess of manufacture, and not the 
substance itself unless it i" manu
factured by the process which is pat
ented; and we support that this should 
be so. Protection to the product subst
ance per se need not be given. But this 
is subject to our contention that where 
a substance has been introduced in the 
market by an infringer, the burden of 
proving that the product has been 
manufactured by a process different 
from the patented process should be 
upon the infringer, and not upon the 
plaintiff who takes him to the court. 
Thi• will then be in line with the 
procedure and the law followed by all 
those countries which do not protect 
pioducts per se. This, we believe, is 
desirable whether or not that parti
cular product is imported or locally 
manufactured. lt is difficult for a 
plaintiff to be able to discharge the 



onus of proof before the court that 
the product manufactured by his rival 
is in fact manufactured by his patent
ed process. It is very difficult when the 
product is imported. It is, to my mind, 
not an easy matter for any plaintiff to 
establish even by appointing referees 
to find out whether the product has 
been manufactured by the patented 
process. So £ar as the imported pro
ducts are concerned, I am advised that 
our Indian law, through court deci
sions, already recognises the fact that 
the burden of proof in such cases is 
upon the infringer. We ask you to 
consider the extension of this principle 
to cover cases even when the pro
duct is locally manufactured. 
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In respect of Clause 53, I would only 
like to add one very minor point. In 
the various sub-clauses of this clause, 
the same words are used as in the 
definition of "food" and "drugs", 
namely, "intended to be used" and 
"capable of being used". My sugges
tion is that there is no need to re
describe these particular products, 
following the definitions given ear
lier in the Act. I am suggesting that 
if !or reasons of submissions made, 
the definitions are changed as a result 
of further consideration by the Com
mittee there should be no need to 
make consequential changes in the 
various clauses of the Bill if the de
fined terms as such are used in the 
other sections of the Bill. We may 
sometimes overlook to make conse
quential changes. 

In clause 53(1) (a) we say: "Where 
the substance is intended for use or is 
capable of being used as 'food'". This 
is, in fact, a mere repetition of the 
definition of "food" contained in an 
earlier clause of the Bill. 

· Mr. Chairman: It is a question of 
draft. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I suggest that 
these words may be deleted. I think 
the word "food" will convey the same 
meaning as already given to it in the 
definition clause. 

As regards the other points that we 
have taken up on clause 53, despite 

my promise that I will not elaborate 
what has already been said, all that 
we suggest is that while fixing the 
period of protection at 10 years in the 
first instance the door should not be 
entirely shut against instances where 
genuinely it may be reasonable to 
consider a request for a short exten
sion on the ground that there has been 
no fault on the part of the patentee. 
I would request the Committee t<> 
give a sympathetic consideration to 
this suggestion. It has been said that 
ten years is not a short period and 
that the industry has been known to 
reimburse itself with research expen
diture in a lesser period. That is a 
question of fact. But in the case of 
certain patents, it is likely that a lot 
of preparatory work has to be done 
before full production on a commer
cial scale can be resorted to and ade
quate return can be taken by a person 
responsibli for the invention and re
search. We have suggested that there 
should be two extensions permissible 
under the Act in stringent conditions 
if you like, ,;.,here the Controller 
should be able to decide on the merits 
of each case to give two extensions of 
two years each. It will in exceptional 
cases bring the patent back to the 
14 years period. Clause 88 puts a eel
ling on the royalty payable on patents 
of a .certain nature. On this we have 
three comments. 

Firstly, our quarrel is not that it ~s 
not 8 per cent or 10 per cent. There IS 

no magic in fixing any ceiling because 
as human experience shows, anything 
which is prescribed as maximum 
quickly degenerates into the normal. 
Surely there will be patents which 
deserve far less, and others . which 
deserve much more but the result 
may well be that thls 4 per cent may 
tend to be accepted without a careful 
investigation. 

Secondly, the exploitation of a pa
tent or invention carries with it two 
other aspects which are equally im
portant and which are usually deli
vered to the licensee in the form of a 
package. Apart from the patent speci
fications, which by themselves are not 



of such tremendous value unless they 
are accompanied by technical 
know-how, they are also usualiy ac
companied by the right to use a brand 
name or a trade name. The three to
gether constitute the transfer of the 
right of manufacture from one person 
to another. There is no ceiling fixed so 
far as the transfer of technical 
know-how is concerned nor the trade 
mark. They are still in the area of 
discretion with the appropriate Gov
ernment machinery, To fix a ceiling 
with regard to only one aspect will in 
the first plaoe, according to us, result 
in difficulties of co-ordination, and 
where the parties find that as a result 
of the ceiling inadequate royalty is 
being sanctioned fur the patent at
tempts will naturally be made to try 
and make that up to the extent pos
sible by securing a larger amount for 
the transfer of technical know-how 
and for the use of trade marks. It is 
preferable to leave the entire field to 
the discretiOn to senior Government 
officials, because these economic .mat
ters are ultimately agreed upon and 
co-ordinated at very high levels, 
where Economic Secretaries through 
various committees consider the full 
implications of any particular proposal. 
It would be desirable to do it in that 
manner than to consider it piecemeal. 

Thlrdly, fixing the ceiling with re
ference to the bulk price or ex-factory 
price of the patented article may have 
the unfortunate effect of rewarding an 
inferior invention rather more than 
a superior one, because, to the extent 
to which an invention results in a' 

certain ex-factory bulk price and to 
the extent to which that price is 
higher, the royalty will be more as 
·Jong as it is related to a percentage of 
that particular price, and any process 
which cuts down the cost of manu
facture will suffer by earning !or the 
patentee a Jesser amount by way of 
royalty. Today royalties are fixed 
with reference to several factors, one 
important factor being the amount of 
saving which it means to the licensee, 

. and in such a case the licensee will 
. evaluate the importance of the licence 
to him not in terms of the price of the 

product but the saving that he is able 
to effect as a result of using an alter
native manufacturing process which 
he is getting from the patentholder. 
Therefore, the rigidity that it should 
be 4 per cent on the one hand and 
that it should always be related to 
the price of the product ex-factory 
shuts out consideration of other fac
tors to which it can be more reason .. 
ably related. 

The Bill provides for appeal to the 
Central Government in certain ·cases 
and no right of appeal at all in other 
cases. We find that in many import
ant respects there is no right of appeal. 
I suggest that in order to cut down 
delay and expense, you might consider 
setting up an administrative tribunal 
On the lines of the Income-tax Appel
late Tribunal with jurisdiction over all 
industrial property laws--not only 
patents, but also copyrights, designs, 
trade marks, works of art and literary 
works etc.-so that in course of time 
you have a tribunal which is well 
versed in this rather intricate branch 
and is able to dispose of disputes bet
ween parties and between Govern
ment and citizens expeditiously and 
expertly. To begin with, a centrally 
located tribunal may fulfil the need, 
but depending upon the number of 
matters that come to it, it may pro
bably have Benches in industrial 
towns like Bombay and Calcutta, con
sisting of retired or sitting Judges of 
the High Court or others .qualified t<> 
be appointed such judges. The num
ber of persons who will constitute it is 
a matter of detail which can be 
worked out in the light of experience. 

Mr. Chairman: Would you give the 
right of appeal to the Supreme Court 
on points of law? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: The writ juris
diction of the Supreme Court cannot 
in any case be ousted. The suggestion 
I made would only replace going to 
the High Court. 

Clause 64(h) which has retrospective 
effect, we believe, is likely to cause, in 
actual practice, complications and pro
blems for the patentee, and the Com-



mittee might be good enough to exa
mine whether the hardship of retros
pective effect .can be mitigated. 

Shri JU R. Masani: I was interested 
in your s~ggestion that royalty might 
be linked with something else than the 
ex-factory price. I thought yo:t mad~ 
quite a good point when you said that 
this will act as a disincentive to cut
ting costs. Can you suggest an al~er
native formula to which you can hitch 
the royalty where it wo.uld solve . it
self? It is true that the Idea of savmg 
is good, but I am not able to see ~ow 
vou link the royalty to the savmg. 
Would y-ou be good enough to give an 
alternative formula later on, if you do 
not have it ready now? 

Shri s. H. Gursahani: I have not got 
any formula at the moment. But I 
should imagine that when two persons 
sit d-own and negotiate how much 
royalty is to be given, the buyer must 
be fully aware what this means to him 
in terms of saving. He would not try 

·to buv it otherwise. It is a question 
of rea.ching a reasonable formula bet
ween themselves, which. would give 
one a reas-onable return o.nd the other 
a reasonable value for it. I am sorry 
! have not got any particular formula 
as such. 

Shri M. R. Masani: So, the amend
ment you suggest would be one to re
move the four per .,ent ceiling alto
gether and in any event to remove the 
ex-factory price as a way of comput
ing the four per cent. 

Shri S H. Gursahani: That ques
tion might be re-examined along the 
lines of our suggestion. 

Mr. Chairman: Will you be satisfied 
with an agreed royalty, subject to the 
approval of the Controller-General? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: This would be 
certainly an improvement in the sense 
that no rigid ceiling is enforced. But 
there is the other point which I made 
a little while ago, namely, that it is 
in fact a three pronged consideration, 
so that it might be the Controller if 
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you like, or anyone who is competent 
to look into all the three aspects. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Plea;~ refer 
to page 2 of the memorandum regard~ 
ing clause 8. You have mentioned at 
the end that "it is therefore submitted 
that sub-clause (2) of this clause 
should be amended to read as 'If the 
Controller entertains a reasonable 
doubt as to the novelty or the paten
tability of the invention, he may, for 
reasons to be recorded in writing, re
quire the applicant to furnish d~tails 
relating to the objections'.". How can 
you distinguish this point, "reasonable 
doubt as to the novelty"? What is 
meant by reasonable doubt? How can 
one interpret in law whether a doubt 
is reasonable or not? 

Shri S. H. Gursah3ni: We do deal 
with points of reasonableness through 
out our commercial and ordinary life, 
and I respectfully submit that it should 
not be difficult for an experienced 
controller to say that in a particular 
instance, he is not quite certain 
whether an invention for whfch pro
tection is being sought is novel or not. 
In such a case he may wish to be 
assisted by people outside the country 
who may have greater knowledge and 
greater experience in dealing with 
these matters, and therefore ask the 
applicant to assist him in recpect of 
any objections that might have been 
raised else where and what has been 
the outcome of the ·application. 

Mr. Chairman: Normally he is guid
ed by the opinion of experts here. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: If he is oct
vised by his advisers that this is a 
matter which is not free from doubt, 
he may then be assisted by the experi
ence of people outside. 

Mr. Chairman: \Vhy go outside? We 
have our own experts and asse3sors 
here. 

Sbri S. H. Gursahani: I was meeting 
ti:is point half-way, in the sense that 
one e:mnot say that we are self-suffi
cient in technical knowledge and abi
lity to assess claims. Much has been 



·said about a large number of patents 
en the register today which need not 
have been on the register had we had 
more experience in evaluating those 
claims. 

Mr. Chairman: I can understand a 
situation where there is no expert, but 
when we have our own assessors and 
advisers, you should be guided by 
their opinion. Don't you agree? 

Shri S. H. dursahani: Primarily 
yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Why do you 
want the law to include these werd
ings? These wordings need net be 
included in a legal way. "For reasons 
to be recorded in writing"-that is the 
process they have got. 
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Shri S H Gursabani: As the Bill 
stands at· th~ moment, it is :!n r.uto
matic requirement if an application 
has been made elsewhere; the appli
cant is obliged to keep the controller 
fully informed of the progress of the 
application elsewhere, the objections 
raised and the answers given ond the 
outcome of the application. All that 
we are suggesting is that tb;s s<:ould 
not be automatic. This should 
be necessary only when the control
ler considers it necessary and calls 
upon the applicant to furnish infor
mation, and as a further safeguard, 
we su dgest that this should be done by 
the c.;'ntroller after recording his rEa
sons in writing. This goes to tl:le fu~
damental issue that when an Qrd~r IS 
passed, the applicant should be ~iven 
fu]J opportunity to know. the .bas;s on 
which a particular order IS bemg pass
ed because a certain obligation is being 
imposed on him. I would take the 
point of the bon. Member that as lvng 
as it is not automatic, most of our 
point is znet. This requirement should 
not be automatic. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: At page 3, 
clause 15(2) (a), Y0 u say ~hat t~e 

controller may refuse an apphcatwn If 
it has made any contravention of the 
chapter on conventions has be;n made 
and if the contraven~ion is wt1fU1. ~r 
inadvertent. You say that when It IS 

an inadvertent contravention of the 
provisions of this section, the con
troller should have the power to treat 
the application as a non-convention 
application. Again, the distinction bet
ween wilful and inadvertent contra
venti<m in a legal way docs not seem 
to be a practical proposition. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: My humble 
submission is that this is a legal enact
ment to be enforced by the authorities, 
who will apply it ac.oording to law and 
will have to interpret the various pro
vish:ms of the law, and, we trust, com
petently, and therefore, I seP no par
ticular difficulty in deciding whether 
a thing is wilful or otherwi,e. This 
particular issue is decided by quasi
judicial officers, judging peopl~'s con
duct and seeing whether it is wilful or 
inadvertent. All that we are saying i• 
that not in every case should an app
licant be deprived of the right alto
gether of getting his patent protected, 
merely because he has erroneously 
claimed a priority to whi•:h he i' na1 
entitled. The worst that should hap
pen is fhat the priority could be taken 
awav if criminality or culpability can 
be attributed to him. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Was there 
not a similar case covered by a c.lause 
in the previous Act? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: No. Even the 
BIRPI model law to which India's re
presentative was a party has 311ggested 
that the only consequence of such a 
contravention should be that the pri• 
ority should be taken away. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In clause 53, 
you say that in no country 's the 
protection as little as 10 years. In Italy 
it is 10 years. 

Shri 1\f R. lllasani: In Italy it is 
•'in at the stage of a Bill so Mr. 
Gursahani is right that there is no 
Jaw. 

Shti. Kashi Ram Gupta: I am only 
giving him this info!"mation. 

Now take page 9, clause ns. You 
haH put in a clause which I do not 



find in the model law. You have said: 

"(2) For the purpose of sub
section (!) above the Controller 
shall not grant a licence unless he 
is satisfied that such other patent
ed invention serves industrial 
purpose different from those of the 
invention forming the. subject of 
the earlier patent, or constitutes 
noteworthy technical progress in 
relation to it." 

Before this, you say that "In this ron
nection, we would recommend to the 
consideration of the Committee the 
model clause prepared by BIRPI''. The 
BIRPI model law does not <:Ontain 
this clause. Will you please clarify it? 
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Shri S. H. Gursahani: A similar pro
vision does exist in the model Jaw, al
though naturally it does not refer to 
sub-section (1) because that has been 
worded to suit the drafting require
ments of this particular Bill. If you 
turn to page 62, section 36 (!) of the 
model law, it says: 

"If an invention protected by a 
patent within the country cannot 
be worked without infringing 
rights deriving from a patent 
granted on a prior application or 
benefiting from an earlier priority, 
a compulsory licence may, upon 
application, be granted under the 
conditions specified in section 44 to 
the registered owner of the later 
patent, to the extent necessary for 
the working of his invention, in 
so far as such an invention ser
ves industrial purposes different 
from those of the invention form
ing the subject of the earlier pa
tent or constitutes noteworthy 
technical progress in relation to it.'' 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The word
ings given here do. not have the same 
context. So, if these wordings are 
adopted, will it not defeat the very 
purpose of compulsory licence? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: We respect
fully believe it will not. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In page 1 clause 
2 (!) you say, "this definition of drug 
will have the effect of .covering al
most every known chemical". If you 
go a little further, you agree you begin 
from carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, cal
cium, sodium, etc. and the whole thing 
is covered like that. In that manner 
you say chlorine forms a part, benzen~ 
forms a part, sodium forms a part and 
so on. The whole thing is covered like 
that. When we say 'drug' we are quite 
clear in our mind about it. Why should 
there be any doubt in your mind? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: There is no 
doubt in our mind. We only submit 
that the definition as it stands is so 
wide that it probably goes a little be
yond the original intention of giving 
special treatment to a particular kind 
of patent. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You gave the 
example· of benzene. With that, you 
can have so many things. Chlorine, 
benzene and everything comes in. 
That does not fit in with our definition. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: With due res
pect, I gave the example of benzene 
because I thought I might begin with 
benzene and go to two intermediates 
which are formed in the course of 
manufacture of a drug-phenol ar>d 
salicylic acid. It is reasonable that 
the manufacture of asprin or any 
patents connected with that should be 
properly regarded as a drug 3ubject 
to any special treatment. But ~here 
is no justification for including phenol 
which has got other primary uses Pnd 
salicylic acid or acetic acid which is 
vinegar. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Benzene alone forms 
so many things. like chloroquine, etc. 

Mr. Chairman: If we say, any chemi
cal which is used as an intermediate 
product, will that satisfy you? 

Shri R. A. Shah: The real intention 
is to confine the definition to primary 
drugs, but as it stands, it covers :10t 
only drul:s but also chemicals. Phenol 
is used in various other industries, but 



unwittingly it becomes a drug for the 
purposes of this Act and suffers the 
same limitations applicable to drugs. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Phenol is used as 
a drug in itself for certain purposes. 
Benzene also is used as a drug. 

Shri R. A. Sha;h: We are talking 
about the basic raw benzene, not tinc
ture benzene; raw benzene is a petro

-chemical product. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: About the peri~d. 
are you quite clear in your mind that 
you do not want 14 years but 10 Y•ars 
with twa extensions of 2 years each? 

Shri S. H. Gnrsahani: If it is con
sidered vital to make a distinction 
between drugs and other products, we 
would hold on to 10 years with two 
extensions of two years each. 
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Dr. c. B. Singh: About appeal, you 
have said that the appeal should be 
to a tribunal and highest appeal will 
be to the Supreme Court. Is that 
correct? 

Shri .S. H. Gnrsahani: We have sug
gested. rather than providing for ap
peals from Caeser to Caeser, it mig_ht 
instil more confidence in industnal 
property owners if there is a provision 
for' appeal from the decisions of the 
Central Government or the Controller 
to a· tribunal which might be inde
pendent of the department an~ ~hich 

.11 look at the problem obJectively 
:~d judiciously and not ?e hidebound 
by considerations of policy or execu
tive action. 

1\lr. Chairman: You want that in
stead of appeals to the Central Gov:
ernment all appeals against the deCl· 
sions of the Controller should go onlY 
to the tribunal and in the final stage 
to the Supreme Court? 

Shri S. H: Gnrsahani: That is cor
rect .. We agree to that. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: Evidence ·~as co~e 
before us to show that the dls:mct:;n 
between proc'ess and product ,s a ,_ 

ficial, that a process can produce many 
products and so many processes cas 
produce so many products. Do you 
subscribe to this view? Do you want 
that there should be product patent or 
process patent? 

Shri R. A. Shah: I think there is a 
Jot of rationality and justification in 
not granting or not protecting product£ 
by themselves, and in the circum
stances in which we operate :n thioo 
country I think it would be adeq nate 
and reasonable if products which are 
made by particular processes are pro
tected. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are in favour 
of patent for product by a certain pr<>· 
cess and not in favour of process ala 
nor products alone. 

Shri R. A. Shah: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What are your 
reasons for that? 

Shri R. A. Shah: Otherwise there 
may be a tendency to import from 
abroad articles which are manufactur
ed about and such imported articles 
would not constitute a breach of the 
patent Jaw here. That would be an 
incentive to imports and a disinccn-

- tive to import substitution. 

1\{f 'il"i~f'1f!ll : mtf.r ~ f.:T11T f'f> 
"'"{ <t'T<r i'\i'c ~'I iF r~ fore it -.:rr WI!Tfq(1 
~Tmr ~Rt ~ '3"'!'f.T fu 'f'W ~ff ~ I 

'f'I"T OFI9 ~)ffi:r fu 'f'"l"l it 'f.T ~ 
ot<f. ~~'l"rll"r rir R<-.:rf<~a i1ffi=r fu 

' . ::q 
~ 'f><<n ~ ~. '1"~ ~ c;r<r. '~' . 

Shri s. H. Gnrsahani: If the prctec
tion is afforded to a product manufa
tured by the patented process, then I 
appreciate the hon. Member's question, 
that this can probably be got over to 
some extent by the patent holders 
trying to patent as ma~y p':"ocesscs as 
they can think of and m th1s w~Y not 
only achieve the limited protection of 
product by a particular process, but 
products by themselves. But, at the 



same time, it is cumbersome. It would 
involve expense on research which 
will be unjustifiable, and we believe 
that the protection of product manu
factured by a particular patented pro
cess is adequate. 

Mr. Chairman: Supposing the pro
tection is provided only for the pro
cess by which a product is manufactur
ed, what is your reaction'? 

Shri s. B. Gursahani: The processes 
may be of a kind which may give ~ise 
to an end product. 

1\lr. Chairman: There may be half-a
dozen processes. He may use only •Jne 
and not use the other five. We can 
give pr"tection to that process by 
which he manufactures the product. 

Shri S. B. Gursahani: I think he can, 
if he chooses, obtain protection for all 
the processes which may lead to a 
particular product. If, in addition to 
that, a further process, at any future 
time, be developed by somebody else. 
it will not preclude him from getting 
that process .patented merely on the 
ground that it leads to the same pro
duct. 

Shri R, A. Shah: If the other pro
cesses are not utilised he faces the 
consequences of compulsory Iicen~ing, 
revocation etc .. 

'Ill ~h:~'tT : 'Xfq" ,..,.~ . ~ f<f;" 
i:th ~~ :;r) "X'ff'1 ~ <fQ Jl1"RT g:RT 
"l'TfQ:if I l;lTq~) 'l"in g-llTT f<f;" ~n: 

lfQ:t <n: ;;rq a'li" ~m~<r <tifc-s 'fll:T 
~r ~ ~'f;or ~1'1~ qq"l "Xf'1'fi" '~r 
~ "X'h: '3'1'll"ffii T ~T ~ 1'ffif'f 
~'fT q?l ~ I Jt ~~Tg<:I!T ~ 
<mT<rT ~ I f'R:Tf+r'f OfT 12 'fi"T s:f'f
f'l11f"f mfq;c- mw zoo o 11'l"it <n: 
'Xr'l" .:rr m ~lf'l>r mr.m:o mf'li"C 
~~ 4 o 11'l"it <n: ;[Til ~ 1 wr 
~ ~ "!'=in:t~l'fT'f '-f I 9 ~qif 'ATll 

ll'h: ll"if 1 li'l"if 'ATll ~ I ~Hffil<ft;r 
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'fi"T 1so o o li o ll;'fi" foo!!Tl! '"r 
m;;:tr .:rr llh ll"if ~ n: ~m<: >;qif 

~ I ll:ifT (f{~ ~ i~f~f'f 'fi"T ll;'fi 

g-"!n: m llh '!Of 2 4 r 1icrlt" ~ 1 

'f><'I'RT~fir.•ft'l>f<'f 'fi"T I 6 0 0 1i'lif llfl 
ll'h: \l"if 2 4 0 <>'T>f 'liT f<t<'ff!!Tl! ~ I 

s:"if trT'li "'rf~ g:mr ~ f'li" ;;:~w;r 
'fli~ 'I> i~ f;rifil<'R 'I> ~~ 'llT ;J'f'llf'ffiT 

ifiT "§d ~~.T ~" ~it q5(1" ~ 1 ~" 
l'~q 'I; <r:;rl'l WH ..,iq. liT '1~ 
~ q-q 'fi"T "''fl« "& ~r "!Tll; <1'1 ;;q'llffiir 

'fi"l· <!~d" ~'fro ~ ~it q~if I ~~ 
~ o'fi"<'fl'li 'fi"t (0 i!i<:"it 4; fw:t wcr 
i.fllT W!f'l" ~ ~ ? 

Shri S. B. Gursahani: Actuaily, this 
is a question of finding a balance bet- · 
ween an adequate return as a reward 
for invention and thereby encourag
ing inventions or inventiveness in 1he 
country and the national interest of 
tJ:!e people here. Ultimately, ten 
years, I believe, will afford in normal 
circum.;;tances, a reasonable length of 
protection. But all that we pleaded 
for was that in proper cases the door 
should still be left open. One •:eason 
why we are not advocating an initial 
period of 14 or 16 years is that a shor
ter period of ten years will, to our 
mind, activate the manufacturers to 
try and intensify production and trY' 
to recover the research expenditur<' or 
preliminary expenditure that they 
might have incurred during that period 
by higher production. This will be 
an incentive to speedy translation of 
the invention into commercial exploi~ 
tat ion. 

lilT ~~'lT : ;;:«'~> fw:t wn: 
'fi"~ tr'hlr f'f'lTfm '!><: ~r ;;rTtJ: f<f;" 

m 'f<i '"r mra- it ~'1it ~'l'mf . 
~ .;rf'1'ti" "l!'fl'liT ;r.,q;'f 'fll:T fGm m'ff 
~rf~ f;;r« it ~T li.;;r '!i")T ~ 'iii" 
~ ~~ «'~> <rr ~'I; arr't it 'Xf'f 'fiT 

w~~? 



Shri s. H. Gursahani: I am afraid, I 
did not understand the importance of 
this question. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: If the prices 
are fixed in such a way that a .nargin 
is kept so that they may recover the 
cost of research and invention, 
at the same time ensuring that they 
may not charge an excess price, as 
was done in one case where they 
charged Rs. 2,001} per gram previously 
and Rs. 41} now, will you agree to . 
that? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I think the 
Government have adequate powers 
under the Industries (Development 
and Regulation) Act and the Essen
tial Commodities Act to fix the pr1ces 
of essential commodities. I have 
never been averse to judicious usc of 
governmental power to fix priceo at 
reasonable levels. But price fixation 
is not all that easy, in the sense that· 
it must be preceded by a fairly com
plicated inquiry into the cost struc
ture, into various other factors which 
go into the composition of the oost of 
manufacture of a particular product. 

>.:~! .,.h:f~q-r : '>"l"fSW<'T fco'f'l<'f if; 
~ ' < 

m11 '1e'T if ~ 1 ;;p:r ~""'1 ooiRfe:'111A 
'Ill~ ii; ;rr~ if ';\I9T 'fliT a'r m11 ;;o!~ 
~ffi"f'li'li ~ ~T ~ nil; ~ I 'f'1T o;rr<t 
f~ '!><: ~ ri"if f'l> ~~if f'f'a~· ~ 
i!: r o;ri~ ~~H ts" ooTif ~~ ? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I assure that 
the hon. Member is referring to the 
judicial tribunal which I have Juggest
ed. It is difficult to foresee at the 
present time how many matters of in
dustrial property law will result in 
appeals and what will be the speei 
with which they will be disposed of. 

Mr. Chairman: We will consider that 
point. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In the 
course of your observation earlier you 
referred to an apprehension about tills 
Bill not protecting the industrial pro
perty. 
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Shri S. H. Gursahani: I do not re· 
collect having made any such drastic 
observation about the Bill. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
referred to adequate protection not 
being given to industrial properties. 

Mr. Chairman: He did not say thnt. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: All that I said 
was that in a Bill of this kllld you 
must necessarily try to find a balance 
between adequate protection on the 
one hand to those who spend time 
and money in inventions and national 
interest on the other. Sa, proper 
balance has to be reached. Then J 
went on to make a few general nbser
vations on the memorandum we had 
already submitted and I drew atten
tion to certain points in the Bill which 
might perhaps be re-examined in the 
light of those observations and em
phasized and supplemented some other 
observations. 

Shri B. K. Das: Referring to page 4 
of your memorandum, do I und~rstand 
that you want a definite clause to be 
put down in the Bill that the onus d 
proof that a new process has been ap
plied should lie on the defendant and 
not on the plantiff, that is, the paten
tee? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: That is my 
suggestion. It should be clarified by 
means of an appropriate provision jn 
the Bill that in cases of this kind 
where protection is only given to a 
product manufactured by a particular 
process the defendant should have the 
burden of proof that the product put 
by him in the market is the OCitcome 
of a different process. 

Shri B. K. Das: Under the existing 
Jaw it is otherwise. But han you 
come across any case where the 
patentee has found it difficult to prr.ve 
his own case? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I have come 
across a number of c.ases in which i'11-
ported articles are involved in in-



Iringement. The manufacture takes 
place, let us say, in Europe. The 
local importer is charged with in
fringement. He is unaware of the 
process by which the manufacturer in 
Europe has manufactured the vroJuct. 
It is very difficult for the court here 
to judge whether the product import
ed is covered by the patent granted 
here especially when the manufacturer 
is not amenable to the jurisdiction of 
the Indian court. 

1\lr. Chairman: On page 8 of your 
.n1emorandum you say: 

"The Government has powers 
under clause 48 to import for its 
own use or for the use of dispen
saries and hospitals. This being 
so, it is only fair that any import 
on broader considerations of pub
lic interest (such as shortage of 
a particular article) should be 
undertaken only against payment 
of suitable compehsation to the 
patentee.~' 

·H8 

If it is in the public interest, why 
should the Government pay compen
sation? Snppose there is an ep1demic, 
should they not do that? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: We have sug
gested that the power should be excr
.cised only In such grave circumstanc-

es; not otherwise. Public interest· is a 
term which is so wide that 1t may 
prima facie refer to any governmental 
action. All that we are saying is, 
rather than throwing the door 0 pea 
for the Government to take action ia 
any circumstances, let it be circum
scribed in areas where it is really and 
vitally necessary like an emergency, 
epidemics or things Of that kind. 

1\lr. Chairman: If it is done ia a 
national emergency, or for defence 
purposes or when there is an epidemie, 
you have no objection? 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I nave •• 
objection. But still I do not see wloy 
even then compensation should not be 
paid, It is not only a question of 
quantum of money. The objection is 
to the principal infringing somebody 
else's rights. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Arti· 
cle 31 of the Constitution says that 
no compensation is payable whea 
public interest is involved. 

Shri S. H. Gursahani: I think Arti
cle 31 does not provide for comre~t
sation. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned) • 
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1. Mr. K. C. Chatterjee, Vice-President. 

2. Dr. J. N. Banerjee, General Secretar11. 
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1. Mr. Curt Engelhorn, Presid~nt. 

2. Dr. Scholl, Adviser. 

I. ladian Pharmaceutical Association, 
Bombay. 

Spokesmen; 

L Shri K. C. Chatterjee. 

2. Dr. J. N. Banerjee. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they too~ their seats). 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give is public; it will be printed 
and published; it will be circulated to 
all the members and will also be laid 
on the Table of the House. Even if 
you want any portion to be treated as 
eonfidential, it will be printed and 
published; it will be distributed to 
our members and will also be laid on. 
the Table of the House. 

You have given your Memorandum; 
it has been circulated to all the mem
biml. If you want to adcl anything or 
•tress any point, you may do so. 
Thereafter members will ask ques~ions. 

·shri K. C. Chatterjee: First 'lf all, I 
would like to thank you, Mr. Chair
man, and the Select Committee for 
giving us this opportunity to be here 
'\oday. As we have rnention~d in our 
letter, Dr. U. P. Basu, who is the 
he•ident of th<l Association, was taken 

ill suddenly and has, therefot·e, no' 
been able to come. I, as the past 

· President and the present ex-officio 
Vice-Presiden~. am, therefor~, leadine 
this team t.oday and I would do my 
best to put some of the matters for
ward to you. 

The Indian Pharmaceutical· Associa
tion, which we repreiient, wa3 started 
in 1941. We have branche~ every
where-in a]] the States. There are 22 
branches altogether. There are about 
4,000 members. We publish a journal. 
The Association holds ann•1al confer
ences where the various sections of 
pharmaceutical interests a.semble and 
discuss their mutual problems. We do 
not have any trade . union activities. 
Our headquarters are in our own pre
mises in Bombay where we aiso ·run 
a college of pharmacy. Our interest 
is mainly academic, although we do 
help our members in professional 



a1atters as well. But, a's I h.ive said 
bef<;lre, our Association has no trade 
union activities. 

I would like to introduce my cJl-· 
league, Dr. J. N. Banerjee, who is the 
Secretary of the Association. He did 
his Bache lor of Pharmacy course in 
India and went to the Univcr;ity of 
Nottingham where he did his Ph.D in' 
pharmacol.:>gy. He was a lecturer. in 
the Glasco University for ,ome time. 
He is also the President of the Moha. 
rashtra State Branch of ~he Indian 
Pharmaceutical Association. He v.. as 0 
member of the 'ddegation m 1963 
which went to U.S.A., U.K. Germany, 
Switzerland and Japan. He is an 
examiner in pharmacology f.Jr various 
universities, including Bombay, Rajas
than and Saurashtra. He is also a 
Joint Managing Director or Saridcz. 

About myself, I am K. C. Chalter,ce, 
My basic pharmaccuticai training has 
been in the U.K. I returned during 
1938----44 War; I returned in 1942 and 
joined the Government as az. Indus
trial Planning officer in dru!(s &nd 
medicines. I then joined M,'s. BoJts 
Pure Drugs Co., in India where I was 
the works Manager as well as a Direc
tor. I hav~ left' this company some 
time ago to take up independent phar· 
maceutical consultant business. I am 
now consultant to a number of phar
maceutical factories, but I 3m not in 
anybody's pay roll. I was the Presi· 
dent of the Association. • I w1s elso 
the Presideut of the Indian Pharma
ceutical Congress. I am a iU2mber of 
the Pharmacy Counc;l of India, a 
member of its E.xecutive Committee 
and alsJ the Chairman of the Education 
•ection. I am also a member and the 
Vice-President of the Maharashtra 
State Pharmacy Council. I am also 
a member of the Development Cnunci! 
in pharmaceuticals. I am also an. 
examiner in va-rious pharmaceutical 
•ubjects. I am a Fellow of th•• Phar- ' 
m:)ceutical Society of Great B:·itain. 
I am a! so the hony. Principd of the 
Bombay College of Pharmacr. In fact 
the ma'i n reason why I haVe given UP 
a fixed job is to be 'able to serve the 
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Associ t. · 
. . . a Ion m the C<i""'<tt:tt <'f 
P . p y , h·••ty. rmctpalship. 

Shri R p St'nl•~, I . 
• 

1 
• • 114 • S ll 1101 ~n J 

dust.nes Ass.:>ciation? n-

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: It is ;-.tamly 
an academtc body We hav 
industrial problems. Pertaining te somt" 
of b 0 SOffit." 

our mem ers but we are nut in-
terested an that in the financial 'd 
Wh·t I Sl e. 

d we lave is: a largE- number ot 
ou~ members are pharmaceutically 
tramed and qualified. Tht>y are work. 
~ng ·In the indu~try and rese:Jrch and 
m manufacture and it is their 
pcoblems, tht> technical side of their 
problem. the association deals w.ilh. 

Shri R, P. Sinha: Only individuals 
c_an become members of the Associa
tion· Am I . correct? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Yes. They 
need to have a certain amount of 
phai:nacel,.ltical background, pharma
ceutical academic 1raining .. 

The interE!.st that our Assc,l"iJ.tiun 
members have in this Patent Hili is 
that a fair number of our ·r,embers 
have g.:>ne abroad; they have come 
back and in addition a large number 
arc trained no\1{ in the Indi?n Univ12r
sities and at least half of our mem
bers are capab1e of pharmaf:eutical re
search and contribute in some way to 
the advancement in the industry. It is 
our object to see that the facilities 
thai our members. now seek both in 
the Institutes and in the industry 
receive s~~me inpetus. "! 1 i::: al~o i:1. the 
interest of our Associati:1 11 members to 
emphesize that we would like to see 
that tho country reaches a high level 
of technical know-how if possible by 
our own efforts, if not by any other 
method that our country can get. Our 
members would also like t., see that 
actual manufacture in India is dor.e 0 f 
synthetic chemicals, not merely ol 
pharmaceutical formulations. In that 
way alsa ·we like to feel that our 
members would be greatly benefited 
and will also be able to help by bring
ing about advancement of the in
dustry. 
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So our interest is not as mu_ch i• 
the financial pa11; of the industry as 
\ve would like to see that pharmaceuti
cally qualified personnel have scope. 
e1ther in the Universities or i>l the in
dustry to develop the research · and 
other technical ~xpertise. From this 
point of view our Association has 
looked at the Patent Bill and we have 
felt that although there has been at one 
time s0me talk of abrogation of patents 
altogether, the Government has in
stead decidecl at the moment to amend 
it which we think will be conducive 
to the objects that we have in mind. 

The Association agrees with a very 
large number of provisi0ns in the Bill 
and I would not waste the time of the 
Committ~e by saying which "·ay we 
agree. But there are just a few points 
where we feel that certain amend
ments will be liked by our Associ&tion 
members. We have chm~en . in eur 
memorandum only a few pDints where 
we have complete unanimity amongst 
our membe~s. In fact these were sub
mitted in the form· of memorandum. 
It is probably unnecessary for me to 
go pointwise at this stage. But there 
is one p0int that f would like to men
tion about clause 53 regarding term of 
patent. 

In our memorandum you would 
notice from paragriiph 8, tha~ our Assoc 
ciation has recommended that the 
periDd should be 16 years. We had 
further discussions <in the subject and 

·we do not feel that 16 years should be 
all that necessary. We would like to 
say that 10 years would be adequate 
Provided that in some cases where 
pe,rhaos a lot of time is wasted in 
launching a product, there be some 
facility of extension of time. If after 
the chemical research in the laboratory 
and registration· of the patent. •orne 8 
years were spent until it was po.sible 
to uut this product in the market, in 
!luch special cases some consideration 
shoulrt be given for extension of the 
ocriod. · 

Sh_Ti R, P. Sinha: I would likP you 
to gJve us some examples. What do 
vou mean by 'special cases'? 

Sllri K. C. ChatterJee: Take the case 
of thalidomide when sometime after 
the product was intr0duced, it was 
found to be toxic. The net result. of 
that is that the pharmaceutical indus
try is now a little too fearful; it may 
now conduct clinical trials to make 
quite certain that there is no toxic 
effect on the present or even the next 
ji:eneration. It might take m certaift 
specific cases much more time to asscsa 
its potentialities not only potentialitiec 
but toxicity and it may not be possi
bl2 to irttroduce a product fvr 5 or I 
or 7 years after registration. In a case 
like this special consideration should 
be given. Oth!'rwise, 10 yean ia 
adequate. 

Shri V. B, Gandhi: Would YJII 
specify wha\ you mean by special 
conoideration? Do you mean exten
sion of period by 2 years? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Extensio• 
of not more than 4 years. The only 
difficulty that cDmes to our mind ia 
a legal matter and here we are not 
really competent. to say very much. 
It may be picked up by persons 
who are legally more qualified· than 
we are. If the same substance is 
used both pharmaceutically and 
chemically and if one has 14 year 
life ;md the other 10 year life, there 
may be some legal complications. 
But as far as our association is con
cerned, we ,shall be quite ho'>py to 
see a 1 0-year period with provision foc 
extension in very special cases. The 
rest of the matter we have alreadr 
mentioned in our memorandum and 
I don't see much point in my going 
through it . point by point, except 
that we would like to say that our 
association feels that Justice Iyengar's 
Report was a very comprehensive 
orie and no dJubt the Committee 
'will take full note of this. That is 
all that I have to say at the moment 
unless there are questions from Hon'
hle Members. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
seek one Or IW.l clarifications from 



the "Witnesses. I understand that the 
pharrt~acists who are members of this 
association are . actually carrying on 
research in the pharmaceutical field. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: So you are the 
real people who make the real in
ventions. Am I correct? 

Shri K, C. Chatterjee: There are 
two main tyPes of pharmaceutical 
research that are going on in India 
;tust now. Ope is known as 'funda
mental research' where attempts to 
discover completely new drugs are 
made. In this particular .field, we 
have made very little progress, al
though some of our boys having 
worked under expert guidance parti
cularly abroad have made a name. 
The other type of research is ·known 
as the jproduct development research' 
·which is going on in our country in 
various factories anp. I am an adviser 
to this particular side of research. 
And I would say that we have made 
a good deal of progress in this parti-' 
cular field.- May I just clarify what 
I mean by 'product development? 
It, is the conversion of a chemical 
into a product ,suitable lfor JJUman 
consumption. Let me give you an 
example. There is an antibiOtic 
called "Griseofulvin". This is use
ful in fungus infection. • When the 
first ointment was made, it was found 
to be comparatively useless because it 
was not properly absorbed. Thc,l 
the formulation had to be changed 
and now "Griseofulvin is used with 
very good results. So it is the con
version of the basic substance into a 
pharmaceutical product suitable for 
various types of use that we have in 
mind. This is called "product deve
lopment research" and this has ad
•Vanced extremely !We~l in India. 
RegaFding "fundamental research"
trying to discover completely new 
aubstances-we have a large number 
of people who with proper training 
or with proper guidance will be ex
eellell't ~c!entists, but at the moment, 
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we do not have very many un th11 
side. 

There is another kind of researc .1 

which is .known as "molecular re
arrangement"; that is, if someb-Jdy 
has discoverd already an org ... mic 
chemical which is useful in medic1ue, 
then it is possible to alter this pani
cular molecule to some extent and 
either to increase the activity or dec
Tease the toxicity. Some advanl ._,. 
has been made by our members m 
this field also. But I don;t think \\ ~ 
have made much progress in the field 
of original research which leads to 
discovery of completely new chemo
therapeutic substances. 

Shri, R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know how a patent law helps the 
pharmacists. What I mean js thiJ, 
that we provide the patent so tha• 
the actual research worker should 
draw benefit from that. We ~nder
stand that research workers are en
gaged by organisations, by compa
nies and industries but the patent is 
not given to the man who act'.laliy 
does' research and invents but is rivc11 
to the company where he is employ
ed. Now I would like to knew h"w 
it benefits people like you who ''c
tually make the inventions. I undt•r
stand that West Germany is thP , nly 
country where the royalty is s:lflr\ d, 
that is a certain portion of the royal
ty is given by the employer to tho 
research worker. How do you bl'rH'· 
fit in India? How are you pc,icJ? 
Unless. a remuneration or reward or 
compensation is given to you. b.Jw 
will it work as an in'centive t0 yo .. 
to do more and more research? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Well, it was 
our hope that perhaps the Selc~ 
Committee could help us in· this. 
This has been a grouse ot some of 
the workers in this industry ..•• 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You have not 
oaid anything 'about that to us. Will 
you explain as to how the Seled 
Committee can help 'you in this 
matter? Will you explain as to how 
we can help so that more and more 



of Banerjees could come out in this 
country? 
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Dr. J. N. Banerjee: Sir, incentives 
are given in various ways. Ther2 
are companies where there are pro
visions that if a patent is brought out 
by an individual, the benefit should 
be shared between the company and 
the individual concerned. There are 
otb:"r compan~es where the incentive 
is :-;hown in other ways. If there is 
a scientiSt W~'J is able to develop a 
number of products and has got a 
number of patents to his credit, he 
comes· up more and m.:>re in the com
pany in various positions. So it 
va1·ies from company to company. 
But perhaps what you would like to 
know is how the patent law direct
ly helps the pharmacist or the re
>earch worker. Indirectly he is bene
fited for the patent that he invents 
directly depending upon the nature 
of the commitments l>e has got to thl! 
industry for which he W0rks. The 
company also derives benefit from his 
1rwention. After all the company pays 
money for the research. He is not the 
only man working there. He is only 
one of . the many people engaged in 
research in the company and hi.s 
work may become successful. The 
company is paying a lot of money 
for the research. The company can 
encourage research by saying that 
their inventions or the inventions 
made by the "compnay are protected 
and the successful worker will be 
rewarded. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Now for exam
ple, take the Copyright ' ·Act. The 
author gets benefit under the copy
right law for 50 years. If he dies, 
then his children will get the benefit. 
Now suppose a brilliant scientist as 
a direct result of this research gets 
Tn Germany, I am told they share the 
oatent. I would like to know what 
vou have in your mind when you say 

• that the Joint Committee should help 
you. What do you mean by saying 

. that the Joint Committee can help. 
Can you give us anv "Propo~al~'? 

Sllri .K:. C. Chatterjee: One proposal 
that could be made is that the patent 
could bl! taken jointly by the researclo 
worker and the company. That would 
be of help. There is that system ia 
some places-! think in the U.K.
where although the person has beea 
""orking in the research laboratory of: 
a con1pany, it is in his name as well 
as the company's name that the pa
tent is taken. 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: I think, Mr. 
Chatterjee tried to make this point 
clear in the beginning that our inter
est in the Patent Bill is that we have 
a number of workers--our menlbers
who are in the pharmaceutical com
.panies, and it is in our own interest 
to see that the atmosphere is condu
cive to further research in various 
fie;d~. This is p,ossible by having, as 
you are doing here, Sir,-a Patent Bill 
which will produce more research 
work and the companies will be pre
pared to invest in research. Also· tech~ 
nology today is more international. 
There should be give and take. There 

·should be flow of technology from 
• country to country. so that we too 
develop ourselves. We should buy 
wherever we want to. In order to do 
so, the atmosphere should be con
ducive. That is where the. Patent Law 
could give security to the people who 
are going to invest money in research, 
and indirectly, the profession is bene
fited. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What amount of 
money is being spent on research 
work on this basic, or produc't, or the 
three types of research works · you 
have said, in this country? We have 
been told that the research expendi
ture is so heavy that unless we pro
vide adequate patent protection, the 
people who spend the money on re
search work cannot get compensation. 
Could you please tell us what should 
be the relationship that should exist 
between the research investment and 
the patent protection? 

Mr. Chairmaa: We have go' the 
answer yesterday. Yesterday people 
were here who gave that answer. 



Sbri R. P. Slnba: I would like to 
know from them. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you got the 
figures as to what amount is being 
apent on research? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: "We cannot 
:i·Je the figures. 

»tt cq}{f~!fl : '!l'l'l >r '!l"l'r 4m~G'l' 
'I; ifor 2 ~ ~~ i f'!i' ;;r;r rmik fli<fl'!il 

~·U{C ~ ~ <fT '3<1' '<>'t ~~ 

~ "'rf~ 1 ro m<r ~~ <f 'Tf'Uroa'li 
-q)' ~rrflf\1 ~ ~. Ofil f:scfi'« if;T 1111Fil 

~ 'IT u~ if> fi;<f ~~ ~!!if ll:\ 'll'rf<~" ? 
V<T m<r "'T~ ~ f~ Of'£ rmitt 'lRCrT if; . 

r~ it ili•c- u~ ~ 9', ail 'll"t :m<!iT 
~Wn;!r ~'l'T "llf~ ? 

Shri K. C. Cluatterjee: What we had 
in mind was that when there is an 
emergency, the question of compen
sation does not really come in, but 
under normal circumstances, we feel 
that for the development of the re
•earch and industry in the country. 
•ince there is already a provision of 
compulsory licensing, it does not seem 
necessary that this particular clause 
need be there. 

o..tl ;{Rf'!fl : f~! 'fiT ili;c ">;~ 
r~it 'l!r'r 'f>: ~ ".!li' if ~ ~ 'll'f'ff-
1i'hla ;;;J ~ I ~ if> f~ f<TCTflr'l' 

~r-1 2 'liT 'fi"'T«<t Wli' w~ it <~"T ~ 
m ma 'Wl' l.~r: ~ <~R it l!6 
qflic- it 40 m ma m 'I; f~;r ~ 
t1r.fT 1 ~T ~~' ill'\<: 'll"T ~ ~ 
~ I Jt '3"!'1i'T ffl ~ 'fiVl'! "l'Tir<fT ~, 
'fliff<f; mq '3"!'1i'T m<fcf ·~ 1 <t1fT 'm'f 

1iW ~ ~ii, f~ ~ 'fiT ,:if 
l:Tir<f fm:f ill'\<: ~'l' rn <!T<'I' if;T 'Ill 
'!'HH'f 'f i[T ? W '!IT'T '!\"~ ~"l<l' ~~ 
tiraTf«~ rn if> ~ if '!i'rf ~ 

....... ? . 
~"l~'l'. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Actually you 
notice that in our Memorandum we 
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had selected -only a few J>Oints where 
We have a complete agreement 
amongst our members. On matters 
touching the price and trade, if we do 
express any opinion here that will 
have to be regarded completely as o~r 
personal opinion because we have not 
got anY brief from the Association oa 
th~ points other than those that have 
been agreed upon. We have discussed 
this for many days and this is the 
greatest agreement that we have got 
amongst our members and our mem
bers felt it should be only these lew 
points on which we shouid give any 
evidence. I am just wondering whether 
we could be excused in not answe-r~ 
ine many point.. 

»tt ;t'\'{~ : m <r 'r 'Wf.t 11 'l'-R6'1 
ij; it;r 3 'R '!l"l'f<;;r if; ;rr'l: if ~q : 
" . . . 'fT{ f\tif'f«'T Cll(ll ~~~ ~TT 

~~ fsf~ '!l'lil' .qM!fi'li >iri" I 

;;r;r '!l'"f'T '!l"'f1T ~~ .. ;r, 'lifo:nr ~ ~
f~! it c-~ ~r <i'TifT ~ 'll'h f~l it 
.f>l'f-, a) ~« WfNT ii tm 1;,1117. 
fq;;m 'liT-iT 'li~ ~'llil ~ ? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Here -
can only hope that it would be ucne 
expeditiously. 

Mr. Chairman: You can give vour 
personal views. Your Association may 
not have authorised you to give opi· 
nion on this. You are an expert. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: On what 
point? 

Mr. Chairman: On the previoua 
point raised i.e. on the price questioft. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Will you re· 
peat the question please? 

o..t! ~~ : tit>«r '!i'r 4<..z ~ 
r<:"it 'lllir ~ WI;' WI;' ii' ~ <~Y"' m""" 
,.;'"tl«T ~~ ~ t ~;~~ ~ f~ filClf'l''l 
oft-1 2 ~r m 11 ~1;' '9!.~ it <~"t l'IT' 
~ont lff?l I!Jlf 'QT. ~ f.r. ii'T~ ii l!6 



~c it 4 o li'Tit lifer ..-rq it; fo_m<r « 
f'l'lil I ~ ll"m<: m.: 'il"T 'f.{ 'I;[~ 
{ 1 il '31"'l'T f'l1i 'f<J:f 'l>Vl1 '\TQ:CfT ~. 
~Tfq; 'l;[T 'l' '31"'fi"T ;;rr;f,t ~ 1 'fliT '11'1' 

q;Ji: ~rr ~if. f;;n!~ 'q;.~ 'fi"T 111 
~ fl14" m<: ~'f m <n4" 'fi"T 'il"T 
1'R'f'1' ;r Q:T ? 'fliT m'l' "'~ m11 q;fl1(1 

f'!CTff<:"l 'fi""{'f ,~ ~" it T>r{ WIT"· 
~ "!T~JT ? 

Shri K. C, Chatterjee: As I have 
Baid, this will be my personill view. 
I do not think that there need be very 
great difficulty in Government taking 
some sort of power to look into the 
cost and productin problems. 

Shri Peter Alvares: My suggestion 
is pefsonal view may not be insisted 
upon. After all he is a representative. 
or the Association. 

l\Ir. Chairman: Why not? He. is an 
expert. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would I1ke to 
make a statement. These two wit
nesses represent certain Association 

• buc they are, in their own right, 
great experts in this field: Sir; Mr. 
Banerjee represents one of the big
gest foreign concern• where (we are 
told he is working in the capacity of 
probably Joint Managmg Director) no 
p3tent products are manufactured. 
This is what he told us when we 
.visited the factory. My knowledge is 
this, he is one of the must res;>ecled 
men in the profession. I would re
quest you after everybody has put 
questions to give me one more opppor
tunity to put questions, and I would 
request Mr. Banerjee to answer my 
questions to eriable us to find solu
tions of the various problems that we 
are facing in this committee. He can 
do so in his personal capacity. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: You haire men
tioned in your Memorandum that 
some clauses should be amended in 
accordance ·With the ·recommeJldations 
made by Justice Ayyangar. Do you 
have some di.!Ierenc"" with that re
po~ also? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: 'l'his is al{ain 
a personal question .. · 

Shri V. 1\l, Chordia: You have comt 
here a9 a witn'ess. 

Mr. Chairman: You mJy s<>y 1t i• 
my personal opinion. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Well, >Ve do 
not agree with everythmg that has 
been said in the report. But, on the 
other hand; if you ask me about the 
points on which we dv not agree. 1 
am afraid I personally. am not pre
pared. ~ must excuse my self by say
ing that I was not supposed to be 
leading this deputation. 

Sbli V. M. Chorllia: You must have 
seen the Indian Pharmaceutical Asso
ciation's report, addressed by Shri 
Rohit. You have given there a sche· 
dule, Annexure V, in which )OU have 
given gro.s 3 profit and other figure• 
also. Can you give us s~:nl' l::gurea u 
to what percentage is ·~ent on adver
tisement and what percentage Is ~pent 
on research? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: I pers~nJ.l!y 
cannot. I will request Mr. Banerjee 
to answer that question. 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: I am afr~i<l tl]t 
industrial point of view, as Mr. Chat
terjee has said is not represented by 
the Association, and I am unable to 
answer this question. 

Shri B. K. Das: I find from your 
Memorandum that in some cases yon 
want that there should be a provfsioll 
for compensation. I want to know 
what should be the basi• of that ~om
pensation, if it is .at all conceived. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjet': Our idea wa• 
that norrnally when there . is com
pulsory licence there shouid be no 
distinction made between the Gov
ernment and the rest of t:Le com
munity. 

Shri B. Jt. Das: There should be a 
provision of compensation and thero 



:Klould be some basis. That w<~s 
point .. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee-: Tne 
.tlould be exactly the same a~; 

puls?ry licensing to anT c.iJE:r 
outstde. 

my 

b~sil'l 

com
party 

Shri B. K Das B • . . · : ut .1crc there is a 
provision for royalty of 4 pet cent. Do 
yo~. agree to that amount? Tll:.lt is the 
eeliJng we have put there. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Well, this 
was a matter which was discu~s.:~ b·· 
our Association and we felt t~at :~ 
ac~entists are wanting tc fall in line 
Wlth the Government it ~OO•l:u re oUI 
endeavour to agree to this. We had a 
number o.E our members who puwted 
out that it may not alway.; be possi
bl.e to get a patent at th1s J..articular 
price. This, I am afraid, is one of th.l! 
most debatable points and we bali 
amongst ourseives difference 'Jf opi
nion on this. In general, we felt that 
if a businessman really wanted a good 
patent and if he had fo pay ? t.e able 
to procure this, as is dune in J ap:m, I 
am told, he will only pay a l;igher 
amount if it is worth-..;hile for birr.. 
Perhaps this particular· ceiling may 
act 'against the country. But, 1!1en, 
again the opinion in our Association 
is divided on this. That was the reasun 
why we have not put it forec!ully in 
our memorandum. 

• 
Shri · ShyarnnaJldan ~lishra: There 

is no need· to embarrass them any 
furcher. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: 1 tvJ:1\ to know 
wh~ther you agree with t!;-.' -pidon 
eiven by Justice Ayyangar. 
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Mr. Chairman: He s:1id 110. They 
agree with the recommendations of 
the Ayyangar Report. 

Sardar Dt,ljit Singh: 0•1e ;;hing 
more. The Development Council, after 
taking into consideration all the facts 
affecting In iian production fL'f~~stea 
that the local manufacturers should 
11ot pay more than 60 per cent above 

th: ~.i.f. price. I want lo. it:low your 
opmwn. Do you ·a"ree If') th1~ su·'·'e~ 
tion? " ~ "'" ~-

Sbri K. C. Chatterjee; Ti1is i~ again 
a matter of personal opmion, be~ause 
we have not discussed thi.; is.;ul! i:l 
our Association. At \h~ llF'"\ICnt 
whenever a manuf:· turcr start~ 
making any basic m<•nufar:.ure, he hal 
been .procuring thf' raw-maleria:s, as 
far as possible, from the country. and 
in most cases he has been paiin~· \'ery 
much more than 60 ocr cent fr.: hi~ 

raw-materials. Quite o!tt:!n, tt b~cume:o 
almost impossible ~o meet t;li!' •xtr!i
cular ceiling the Developmen~ Cr.un
cil thought of at one llmc. Thic; i;; 
my personal expericn~e wtt iJ ~·.'rTI:' of 
the companies I am associated with "" 
adviser. 

~r ~ f~r ~m <{ir ~ 
'Wfqt:q:T< i?:ffi 7~i')- ?. I it '1'1 ;;rT;r<IT 

"'T~T ~ fcf. mf<p:<:T\'C ,,~T ~f•H1 
<'l'PT 'lfT ~ it\iT -q· m.: '!'IT~ -qt 
;;rrr-m!:fn:llT · <r.) r-TJW>-111. ·iT =·~ t:1i7 

~ irf:sf~ iiTst'. -:rmr '1' f;:;"f':fT 
<:!., H ~Wf "~\·tfi <FT 'ffi1 T. t~ mq 
1 ~; ::- cfr w ~u 77-r;-.1 .-,r; ?: ~ 

Sbri K. C. Chatterjee: ~ think, in a 
way, we have answered this que~tion. 

. Again. that is my personal opinion . 
The Associatiol} will be quite happy 
to accept ten years unless there are 
lelal difficulties, in which case we 
would like no distinction made bet
ween a pure chemical and a pharma
ceutiC'al, because ll · pure chemical it 
quite often a pharmaceutical also. 

"'l'f n f~) ~ : ~·~T ":m 
srfn<r=U mr ~~ ~ f~f it iR- 'lf~ 
mf~T ~ - liT~ ~w ~T <rl'll ~:q~ it 
~;:r <ii?.T mlr<ft ? 'fllT oqrr:r <fitf itm 
-~ ~q, f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ it~~ 
~<if mf~f ~ ~11' '30T "i sm
'61'1 ~ mf~'( If><-~ en~ ~ 'if 
~;!<t ~? 



Dr. J. N. Banerjee: We have · said 
this in a very general manner in ob.c 

memorandum that this is affected by 
a number of clauses in the Patents 
Bill proposed-period of patent, ques
tion of royalty etc. In general, what 
we said is that the atmosphere should 
be conducive so ilia! the Indian ~n
trepreneur should be in a position to 
buy the know-how or the patent for 
exploitation in the country. He should 
be in a position to pay whatever 

.royalty he has to. There are a number 
of things which r~~ly affect this. 

"'' ....-. f~rri ~ : f..10T i'f'f." 
f~aii "llT We~ ~'Z ~· '1"l'if ~ <R:fc 

· f~1 <rPT f<'!i't rril" ~ ~ -o'l'i't 
'l;ff~~. i):~ ~. f'il'f ~T li"IS'f9T'f !fgt 

"f~t t:RIT ~· 'A)T "''T ;;rT~ lr S"<lfi f'f."i't 
mi'f ~ 1 >m m'l nr fro ~ if ~ow "fl''r . ~ . 
~ forn; ~!{ ~81'1" ~ "ll%?r ? 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: This is a ques
-.ion of general development of the 
pharmaceutical industry in the coun
try. There are not only patents which 
are not exploited in the country. 
There are a large number of drugs 
on which there are no patents, which 
are not manufactured in the coun
try. That is more because of Jack of 
technical know-how? It is really the 
industrial ·base of the country which 
has to be improved. 

... 1 ....- f~i ~~r.rr f"'''f 'l"' r 
~f <tk' f;;fll"T "'Ti'fT ~. ~T <n 'f. <;)1r) 

~T 'l;fT'f."tf1lf ~ G1f ~ ~ "'TO'T t, 'I' ;r f 'f. 
f"!';; ~1 ~ trk if&:T f;;fll"T O!Ti'fT t, 
"'~r m ••;;f7 pi'f ~ 1 'f'1'l '!;'; 

"lli'f ~r ~ 7 

Dr, J. N. Banerjee: I could not ans
wer the question 

. Shri K..,.hi Ram Gupta: Ar.,' inven· 
tions these days the result of indivi
dual scit!nth:.t's effort or collectivE' 
effort of more than one scientist·~ 
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Shri K. C. Cl;,..tterjee: l shall have 
to go back to some 'Of the points that 
I have touched before. 

If you are talking about fundamen
tal research leading to the develop
ment of a chemotherapeutic drug, 
then it is a .complete team work, and 
this teamwork so far has been tried 
in Government institutions in various 
countries without Conspicuous 5 uc
cess. So far, it is the development of 
industrial research which has pro
duced anything in the way of funda
mental chemotherapy which is worth
while. This organisation is normally 
a very huge one, so much so it may 
have to produc·e something like seven 
to eight thousand drugs of which one 
may be of some use. Then there is the 
other part, where the basis substance 
which somebody has discovered is 

· .. Jtered slightly to make a different 
drug which gives some benefit per

'haps in activity or lessening of toxi
city. This work can be done by in
dividual chemists. The third type. 
product development, can be done by 
a very small team. It does need a 
team, but a small team. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: May I con
clude then that so far as fundamental 
research is concerned, as the expen
ses are heavy, the· individual scientist 
is not in a position to do much there? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: You are cor
rect . 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta~ Since basic 
research has to be done in an orga
nised way either by Go.vernment or 
big industries, and applied research 
can be done on a smaller scale, may 
I conclude that when somebody app
lies for a patent it is ior product re
search and that basic research ha~ 

been done somewhere else? 

Shri · K. C. Chatterjee: That will de
pend on how the patent has been 
covered. Some patents are covered by 
the basic substance as well as all 
products thereof. There are some 
where patent is ta'ken merely on th~ 
fundamental chemicals. 



Shri Ka.shi Ram Gupta: In this 
Btll, the process le~ding to a product 
ts to be patented, not the product ·t-
~f 1 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: I think .,., e 
are slightly confusing the matter. Let 
us take the. conc'rete case of sulpha
thtazol. If I am taking a product 
patent; whichever way You make it, it 
ts covered by the patent, so that 
•tarting from sulphathiazol, other re~
searches that come up would not be 
covered by this patent at all. Out 
scientists would be free to take su)
phathiazol and conver: it into othei 
products. and those will not be rover
-ed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Is it a fact 
that most of our scientists employed 
by organised industries are remune
rated in bulk and not on a percentage 
basis, in addition to their pay, for 
their inventions? 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: It differs from 
company to company. I have no ex
perience of this. 

Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that a ten year period will ·be 
generally sufficient. May I know whe
ther it is from the date of completion 
of the specification as provided in the 
Bill or from the date of the grant of 
the patent? I want to know whether 
you have considered it. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: It is from 
the date of completion of the specifi
·cation. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My , last 
question is this. Has your Association 
been able to consider the clause on 
revocation or was there any difference 
of opinion on it? 

Shri K. c. Chatterjee: Anything 
that we have not mentioned here are 
such controversial matters that we 
would rather not refer to them. 

Dr. C .. B. Singh: I suppose Mr. 
Banerjee is a scientist. 

br, J. N. Banerjee: I started mY 
life as a scientist and t am now in 

the · . capactty or a Joint Uan· 
D~rector Th . agut~ 

· e research department N 
under me. But I cannot say that I ara 
purely a scientist now. 

, Or,, C. B. Singh: All right. Nuw, 
durmg the last,l5 years, wh~n we !ee 
~~7 hst of . new >ingle chemical eo
hhes discove~·ed durin~: the last li 
years In. vanous countries, we nnd 
that the number is 355 in USA 31 
in Switzerland, 28 in UK, one in 'Italy 
and one in India. Now, could yo~ 
please tell us why, in spite of such a 
large number of talents in India-you 
have mentioned that ther .. are <lOOt 
pharmacists in India who are doint 
good work-the number of single pro
duct patented or discovered is only 
?ne, as compared to round about 351 
tn the USA• 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Iw.lia hal 
come out with one drug that has come 
out from Hindustan Antibiotics, where 
we have a sizeable research depart
ment. That department does compar~ 
reasonably favourably with tho 
research departments I have seen else
where in the world. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: You are more or 
less at the top of this firm as well. 
So, may I know from you what is 
the amount of money that you ar~ 
spending on research at the moment, 
taking your turnover into account? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: I personally 
can only ha2ard a guess. In the re
search laboratories that I am associat
ed with as adviser to various compa
nies, I would say that in the middle
sized companies where I am adviser, it 
is no more than about one and a half 
per cent. I am only expressing my 
personal opiniop. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Yesterday we were 
told by a very eminent gentlema11 
that it is almost a drop: not even 1.1 
per oent. 

Sllri K. C. Chatterjt"e: My owa 
t"xperience has bef"n with the com
panies that were in difficulties. 



Dr. C. B. Slagh: A very important 
quenion today is this: out of a large 
"umbPr of products which are being 

. processed by the pharmac'eutical 
tlrms, what is the proportion of 
;>3tented drugs to Ui1patented lirugs, 
and what is the percentage? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: If you are 
talking about the number, then, I 
think it is not very significant, but if 
It comes to the amount involved .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am talking about 
the number of patented drugs being 
cold ot.it and the number of unpatent
ed drugs. I want you to tell us, as 
a pharmacist, what is the proportion 
of the patented drugs that you are 
celling in the market as compared to 
the unpatented drugs. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: About 80 per 
tent will be unpatented. 

Dr. C. B .. Singh: I am talking about 
the number. not the money. Is it not 
e-reater in number? 

Shri K C. Ch.,tcerjer: It mc.y be 
more. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The greater part 
of the processes that you are putting 
\n the marke; is unpatented. Is that 
eorrect? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: ·Yes, 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have said that 
the pharmacists wanted help. What · 

.will you s).lggest? Will you suggest 
that we could put down a compulsory 
expenditure on research on the sale 
outturn of the company so that theY 
will be bound down by a schedule 
tha't they· will spend so much money 
on research? 

Dr. I. N. Banerjee: The companies 
hAve to exist more or less upon the 
product of their original research, 
and so, the companies must bring out 
more and more new drugs and they 
would have to spend a large amount 
of money on research. But· by com
puloion, l do not know how far we 

will be able to force the pharmaceu
tical industry to spend. It depends 
upon ~ variol!s companies. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You kno'w that they 
are not doing it and you are aware 
of it. I am asking the question whe
ther something can be done so that 
they will be compulsorily bound 
down to spend money on research. I 
know it depends upon the directors of 
the firm. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Here a?:ain, 
the Association would like to see it 
done, but I do not think we can 
suggest how it can be done or what . 
should be the specific method. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In some c'ountries 
thry are spending about 5 to 10 per 
cent of their outturn on research, and 
~orne countries are spe11ding more 
than that. Would you like to suggest 
something? 

Dr. I. N. Banerjee: The first thing 
'today in India to do is to establish a 
pharmaceutical industry where our 
needs are met. We may not be able 
to start running them just now. We 
might be able to accept things which 
have been discovered in o:hcr parts 
of the country. We are miles and 
miles and years and years behind 
other countries. ·. Let us buy those 
which are already available and then 
start making our own research. 

Dr. C. B. Shigh: You have been 
doing nothing but copying others ail 
these. years. You still want to 
perpetuate that copying? 

Dr. I. N. Banerjee: Only a few 
years ago our pharmaceutical indus
try started. Let us make those drugs 
which our country needs today and 
then from that basis let us proceed, 
because the industry can spend on 
research only when they have suffi
cient profit which they can plough 
back into their research organisation. 
Unless the outturn is high, you can
not force anyone to do research bT 
compulsion. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: You are speaking 
a• Director of the company; not as a 
scientist. Thank. you. 

Shri Bal>ubhai Ill. Chil1ai: The wit
ness has said that they would be 
•atisfiec!. with a period of 10 years for 
a patent. They have themselves said 
that they represent only the research 
employers in their individual capacity 
on this association. May I know 
whether their .view as individuals is 
ohared by the pharmaceutical indus
tries as such? Even 16 years, accord
ing to some of them• is not sufficient, 
because the initial 6 or 7 years are 
taken away in primary research and 
by the time they come with a definite 
proposal, the period left is very short. 
So, is your view shared by the indus
try as suc'h. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: No; industry 
would like a longer period. 

Shri Babu bhai Ill. Chin:.i: If that i• 
oo and if it is the industry which will 
be paying th.e research scholars, how. 
i~ it that you express a vtew which 
i~ contrary td theirs? , 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: A larg~ 

nqn1ber among us are holding" high 
positions in various industries and we 
hope to persuade them. 

Shri Babubhai Ill. Ch\nai: Persua
tion comes afterwards. The question 
is whether it is really practicable. 

Shri K. C. Ch~tter)ee: The industry 
... ays in ce-r.ain cases it t:::kes a very 
long tinle before a patent c>n be 
exploited. If the Government agr~es 
to that proviso. then we hav'= no 
objection. 

Shri E,bubhai 111: Chinai: Regard
ing clauses 99. 100 and 102, you say 
1t is unfair that the public sector com
panies or Gover:1ment dep1rtments 
should have the patent fl'ee. Is this 
ob'''rvation of yours based on the 
Con<titution of India which says that 
Gover'i'lment h:JS no right ~o take away 
anybody's property he• ~"d compen
~ation should be paid'? 
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Shrl K. C. Chatterjee: We were not 
thinking about the Constitution. We 
were thinkillg that if you are going 
to have a patent sys-tem, the _protec
tion should be there. 

Sl1ri Babubhai !11. Chinai: You have 
said that only 1 per cent of the tum-. 
over will be spent on research. We 
ara very badly in need of research 
to bring down the cost of prodw. tion 
so that ·apart from local consumptivn, 
we can export our products. So. 
don't you thillk there should be more 
spending on re~earch and if necessary 
Government should give some incen
tive for more research so that ulti
mately the Government and the p'cople 
.will be benefited? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: There .; nu 
doubt about the need for more money 
and efforts going into research. How 
to ensure it, I am afraid we hav~ not 
been able to come to any det i!"110n 

about th~t. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: In your memo
randum you say that in developing 
countries, a judicious compromise 
shoulrt be made bc'.ween effectiv~ 
patent protection and measures to 
safeguard against possible abuse of 
such protection. etc. Will you elabo
rate what you mean by judicious 
compromise? 

Shri K.. c. Chatterjee: I mean the 
sort of thing the I;lil! wants to do. 
Compulsory licensing is one !~ch 
compromise. The provi~ion regardtng 

. royalties is another . 

Shri P. K. Kumann: So, on the 
important point~. you consid~r the 
Bil-l is a judicious compromise? 

1\lr. Cluinnan: Th:y agree that it 

is so. 

Shri P. K. Kl!m>ran: They ohject 

to clause 95 (3). 

Mr. ClnlT"man: Thev say w!len 
·there is an em~rgem.:y they agr·ee to 

it. 

sh•i P. K. KUJI'ar3n: If !k d•·ug• 
which we require are avaPal:>le in thE." 



rountry only at a very high co>t and 
if Government decide< to import it. 
will they objec't? 

Shri K. C. Chatt .. rjee: If there is no 
emergency and merely because a pro
oluct is available outside at a cheaper 
price than in the country the Gov
ernment wants to import it, our 
association would object to· it. We 
would rather wish that the Govern
ment forces the industry :o make it 
in India at a cheaper cost by giving 
it all incentives and help. Otherwise, 
the Indian industry will be hampered. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Then why 
olo you object to clauses ~9. 100 and 
!02 which give the Government 
undertakings the right to exploit the 
patent• 

Shri K. C. Chatterje~: Compulsory 
licensing is there and we have no 
abjection to it. We are in favour of 
~anufactm·ing any prociut"+ in India. 

Shli P. K. Kumaran: You 
favour of Government beino
with extra powers !o force the 
k'y to manufacture it here? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Yes. 

are in 
vested 
indus· 

Shri Dalpat Singh: In your view. 
ohould the time for a patent be the 
aame or different in the developing 
ec>untries and i11; the developed coun
tries? What are Your reasons? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: I th'ink one 
ef the problems of all de,·eloping 
C"ountries is that technologir.::-JU•J it 
~akes them considerably more time to 
put a product in the market. After 
the chemist has finished his . job. the 
clinical assessment has to be made. 
Simultaneously with i•, the technolo
'ical aspeq of large-Sc3le m~nufacture 
will have to be considered. In both 
these two fields. at the mo"'Jent, our 
eountry has not made very great 
adv3nce. Comprehensive clinical 
trials, in a sense, that is necessary 
for drug research is not there in our 
country. · It does take at least three 
years be~ore we can make any assess
lllent. Similarly, it is not enough to 
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design a plant. We need first to 
develop not only the laboratory 
method but a method for manufac· 
lure. Having done that we need 
chemical engineers to design the 
equipment. When they have d\,signed 
that, it takes a very long time to get 
delivery •Of the plant, TO give 
you an example, for reaction tanks. 
orders plac·ed on even ver.y well 
equipped firms will not \ake anything 
less than two years. Therefore. in a 
developing country it is not easy to 
exploit a patent quickly. In the 
t'nited Kingdom, about which I haw 
some experience, • there are certain 
plan's which are called multi-purpos• 
plants. Drugs are coming in one by 
one and becoming obsolete. There
fore, it is necessary that the research 
work done. is exploited very quickly. 
They have certain plants which with 
certain adjustments can within a 
period of a month take up an entirely 
new chemical substance. On that 
basis, it will be my submission tha1. 
a developed country n~ed not have a 
very large number of years. Suppos
ing we wa·1t to· say that it is reason
able to expect a research to be ex
ploited in a period of 7 to 8 years, 
by giving just a year or two extra 
perhaps a developed country may be 
able to do that, but our Country will 
take an additional three or four yean 
in the beginnin~ to be able to put 
anything in the ~market. 

Shri A. T, Sarma: You have stated 
in the concluding paragraph of your 
memorandum that certain clauses are 
to be amended according to the re
commendations of Justice Ayyangar. 
Will you enlighten us by g1vm~ 

three or four concrete instances? 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: We do see 
that there are a number of thlr.gs in 
the present Bil! which are contrary 
to the recommendations of Justice 
Ayyangar. The general feeling :.,, our 
Council was that Justice Ayyangar's 
report was based on a very tho;:ough 
study of the subject and therefore it 
should receive full consideration of 
the Committee. There is, for ex
ample, clause 2 (h) about tne defi
nition of "public undertaking", Jus-



tice Ayyangar nas said that tne defi
nition should be restricted :md tt 
should not include organisations !.tke 
the CSIR. We see that the delhition 
as given in the present Bill w rather 
wide and is contrary to what Justice 
Ayyangar bas said in his report. 
There is also the clause relating to 
royalty. Although the consic:cred 
view of a majority of members of 
the Council was that 4 per cent :s 
all right, there is another view that 
if ,you place a ceiling on royalty it 

. might hit the interests of a ;;en nine 
Indian . entrepreneur. Supposing 
there is a certain process wldch a 
certain foreign company has, " truly 
Indian company in order to make 
t.his process more economic ~rould 
not be able to have it because, after 
all, you cannot force anybody to 
part with his property unless be is 
given the price he wants for it. The 
amount of royalty compared to the 
total cost of production is net much 
and, therefore, my feeling is that we 
•hould not put a ceiling· whicn will 
truly put an Indian entrepreneur 
at a disadvantage. There are other 
means by which the Government Cdn 
put a ceiling. There are other clauses 
like appeals etc., where we have said 
that it should be judicial appeal. We 
have also said that there shouid be 
!liC'reening of pharmaceutical manu
factures in a more vigorous way to 
see that a man 'is really compet~nt to 
do the job and make standerd drugs 
etc. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachale.m: Is your 
organis;ltion the only organisation re
presenting pharmaceutical dealers in 
India or is there any othec organi
~ation? 

Shr; I<. C. Chatterjee: There are 
chemists and druggists associaticns, 
there are hospital associations, 
pharmacists association etc. But the 
•!ant in almost every case is towards 
trade union activities. A large num
bei" of these associations are mem
l>ers of our organisation as well. So 
we have. tried to keep the trade umo'l 
activities as far out as possible. We 
eannot claim that . we are the only 
or~:tnisation. but I think we can claim 
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that we are the only academic sort 
of organisation. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Could 
you say that your membership m
cludes quite the large majority of 
the people who are in this field? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: 
ean 8ay so. 

think we 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: ~'rom 

that point of view, I think the Ju:11t 
Committee will attach the greall,st 
importance to any evidence that ~;o\J 
might give to the Committee. I would 
like to ask one or two general ques·· 
\ions. Even if you are not 3ble to 
answer them from the- point of view 
of the Association as such, lf you 
could answer them in your personal 
capacity, it would be valuable. ~o tlte 
Committee. First, what is your own 
impression about the amount of 
money spent on research? You 'JfCrf! 

saying that it is not adequate. B•Jt i• 
.3:ny moneY spent on research at all 
now? 

Shri K. C. C'hatter.i"e: · C!BA Re
search Centre is the only one which 
has done something in an organised 
way. Beogal Immunity Research 
Centre is also reasonably well or!(a
nised. Apart from them, I personally 
think that we do not have any re
search organisation of the type w~ 

require. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
were mentioning three types of re
•eerch-basic fundamental research, 
molecular changes and product de~ 
velopment. 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: PrNlnrt 
development is done in all medium
sized factories. I am not sugge.<~ong 
that is not important, but that t>art 
of the researcb which is money-con ... 
c;u~ing is done, as far as I know-I 
mav be wTong-<mlv in two centret;, 
namely, CIBA and Bengal lmmun1ty. 

Shri "~':. V. Vrnkatarhalam: What 
about public sector factories? 

Shri K. C. Chatteriee: T am very 
much impressed with the research 
that is being carried out at P!mprl. J 



think thev have got a very good reo 
search centre. That is the type of 
research +hat should be done. So far 
as the national laboratories are con
cerned, if we compare them with 
what is being done outside India, 
they are not doing anything at all. 

Shri K. V. Venkatach.>lam: What 
1s your own impression about the 
development of ·pharmaceutical in
dustry in India during the last tEn 
years? Are they making merely for
mulations or does it go .down to more 
basic ]eyels? -... 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: We have 
made tremendous strides; there is no 
doubt about that. My own impression 
!s that we are doing extremely well. 

would like to see the production 
costs going down. But when I raise 
this point 1 am told that the prices 
of mw materials have gone up. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Quite 
an &mount of evidence has been 
given before the Joint Committee 
th"t the total effect of this Bill, when 
It berc,mes law, would be to r~lard 

the development of pharmaceutical 
Industry. The intention of patents in 
the final reckoning is to produc.e 
rnore good quality products. So. what 
is your own view about the effect of 
•his Bill? 

Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Except for 
the ceiling on royalty that you have 
put down, which might cause some 
difficulties. I personally do not think 
that it will retard progress. 

Shri • · R. P. Sinha: The prices 
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charged by the industry . for patent 
drugs· are very high and the reason 
given is that they have got to meet 
the cost of research. It is true that 
the community has got to meet the 

. c·n,f of research. At the same time, 
thP prices of life-swing or health
~iving drugs should not be unreason
ablv high. Since Sandoz would be 
making a reasonable profit on their 
investments, 1 would like to know 
from Dr. Banerjee as he is running 
3 111t)c1Pl liabOTator~i whether the pro-

fitability in patent drugs today is 
Uoln·oasonc•bly high and, if so, whether 
some step, should be taken through. 
the modium of the Patent Bill to 
bri:og down the profitability without 
affecting the research on drugs. 

Dr. J. N. Banerjee: We are now 
discussing the Patent Bill and I think 
cost does . not come within the pur
view of the Patent Bill wilich you 
are considering. You would agree 
that research costs a lot of money ill 
the laboratories and that the fe'w 
products which come out of the labo
ratories should bear the cost o! re
search. I could not say what is rea
sonable profit. I am sure the Gov
ernment have got adequate poWPn 
already to control the prices, · outsid~ 
the purview of the Patent Bill. Above 
all, there is competition. So, the best 
way to control the price is to hav~ 
free trade. Let a number of companies 
make th!"same drug. I am sure com
petition will ensure that prices of 
drugs come down. Even today in the 
pha,·maceutical industry there is a 
lot of competition. If some company 
comes out with a new drug, it doe1 
not mean that it has a monopoly. 
Another company could make a dru~ 
of that class. Then, the cost o! the 
drug has something to do with the 
cost of raw materials, cost of energy 
etc. Because of these, the co~t of 
even \mpatented drugs is , higher i.A 
India. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The Government 
of India is spending Rs. 30 Iakhs to 
Rs 35 lakhs on the Central Drug 
Re.search Institute Lucknow. whicil 
h.~s a good laboratory and other faci
lities. H3s CDRI been able to make 
any nPW drugs? 

Shri K. C. Chatte~jee: As f,,. a~ 1 
a-n aware, no orignial drug has com~ 
out of CDRI . 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are repr~

sent'ng a very important organisa
tion and probably you are keeping in 
touch with what the CDR! is doing. 
Have you any idea of the problems 
on which they are working· in the 

.CDR!? . 



Shri K. C. Chatterjee: Not re-. 
cently, 

Mr. Chairman: We will try to visit 
that. 

Shri Borkar: As you have reprP
sented, ?rug inventions have got 8 
~pec1al s•gruficance to us. Unlike other 
1nventwns, where the invention is the 
property of an individual and the 
experiments are confined to the pre
cmcts of a room, in the case of drug 
research you have to go out into the 
field to the hospitals, and carry out 
clinical trials, maybe, on thousands 
of patients, before you market a 
drug. In that sense a large number of 
patients on which the drug is tried 
out participate in your research. Un
less you give something back to these 
people, you will not have done your 
duty by those people. In this context 
do you not think that the patents of 
drugs should be a special considera
tion on the part of researchers and 
firms who do rese.:irch? Although YfU 
say that the question of prices is se
parate but it does have a bearing on 
prices, to the extent that medical 
people and patients participate in 
research. So, should you not give 
anything back to them in the shape 
of reduced cost of drugs? 

Shri K. C. Chaterjee: I must say 
that this is a new angle that ha" 
not occurred to me before. I have a 
feeling that Dr. Banerjee has ans
wered your question by saying that 
at the moment we are concerned 
with how to make things in India 
and 'how best we can make them. As 
regards price fixation, really, the 
Government has the power to guide 
the industry and to force us also. 
There should not.be any reason whY 
this costing should not be avail
able to Government for inspection 
for fixing a reasonable margin of 
profit to the people who are manu
facturing them. But I cannot see how 
people who have been unknow.in.gly 
co-onerating with us in the cluneal 
'trial~ could get a fairly direct benefit 
-in a general way, yes; but, there 
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again, I think, the best 
medy would ,be for the 
not to let the industry 
much profits. 

possible re
Govenuncnt 

make too 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you 
much, gentlemen. 

very 

The witnesses then withdrew. 

. II, Bundesverband Der Pharmazeuti
schen & Industry E.V., Frankfurt Am 

Main, West Germany, 

Spokesmen: 

0) Mr. Curt Engelhorr.. Presi
dent. 

(2) Dr. Scholl, Adviser. 

(The witnesses were catled in 
and they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, the 
evidence that you give is public. It 
will be printed and distributed ·to all 
our Members and will also be laid on 
the Table of Parliament. Even if you 
want anything to· be treated as con
fidential, it will be printed and dis
tributed to our Members. 

We have re-.:eived your memoran
dum and it has been circulated to all 
the Members. If you want to stress 
any particular point or wish to make 
any new point, you may kindly do so. 
After that our Members will ask you 
some questions. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Mr. Chair
man and han. Members, it is a priVI
lege for us to be able to present our 
views to this Committee. We have 
come all the way from Germany since 
we consider your task a very impor
tant one. Please accept our observa
tions as sign of co-operation and in
terest in the welfare and develop
ment of your nation. 

I would first like to introduce my
self. My name is Curt Engelhorn. I 
am President of the German Phama
ceutical Manufacturers' Association. I 
am also President of the C. F. Boeh
ringer & Sons, Mannheim, Germany. 
I have brought with me Dr. Scholl, 



who is Secretary ot the Auociation 
and a specialist in German patent 
law. He will be able to answer or 
help me answer d~ailed questions in 
regard to the German patent law. 

As far as our .A.!sociation is con
cerned, it has 657 member-.companies. 
These 657 companies account for 95 
per cent of the production of phar
maceuticals in Germany. I can sa:r 
that our Association is highly respect
ed and that it is heard by our Govern
ment as well as tlie governments of 
the Common Market .countries for the 
preparation ot important legislation. 

Next I would like to point out that 
we are very much impressed by the 
parliamentary procedure that is fol
lowed in this country. We have the 
feeling that a fair hearing is given to 
many different parties and we have 
the feeling that this does justice to 
the complications and the complicated 
side of this. subject you have under 
consideration. Knowledge, of course, 
of all these many sides leads to res
ponsibility and we admire that this 
responsibility is not being evaded. 
We consider this type of hearing an 
important and possibly unique prece
dent. 

Now, I would like to point out to 
the hon. Committee the three Roots 
from which my interest, in this case, 
stems. The first is an interest in 
your country whi.ch goes back to a 
very close friendship which I formed 
with one of your countrymen when 
we went to the University together. 
The second is a joint venture which 
my company formed with Indian part
ners in Bombay. In this joint ven
ture, we are producing drugs and we 
are producing one · very important 
drug chlorophenicol, Prospectrus Anti• 
Biotics, a board spectrum Anti-Biotics 
in considerable volume. The third 
root is an old interest and friendship 
that exists between Germany and 
India. I do not have to go into de
tails. I believe, you are aware · of 
some C!f these aspects that go. back 
many many decades or even centuries. 
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The steady progress which yo~~r 

country i• making is being watched· 
with sympathy and admiration in my 
country. We · realise that the prob
lems you are faced with are moun
tainous or, to use an Indian expren 
which is even more appropriate, Hima_ 
layan. Your determination to solve 
these problems democratically finds 
our admiration. The co-operation 
between India and Germany has 
grown tremendously over the ·years 
and we believe that it should grow 
further. Gradually, an inter-depen
dence between our countries in certain 
aspects is developing and we believe 
in view of such relations, important 
policy decisions are observed closely 
since the effect of such decisions go 
beyond the material plane. They 
form the basis of future co-operation 
and Germany wishes India to progress 
and prosper. 

We feel that in this particular issue 
of patent legislation there are simi
larities in the situation we have faced 
in the past and the situation that you 
are facing today. A similar or identi
cal approach to the solution of these 
problems would, of course, help 
mutual understanding. We also hope 
that our observations may contribute 
something in helping you to solve your 
problems. This, of course, has an in
fluence on the general attitude in re
gard to the readiness to invest money' 
in a country or to start any sort of 
enterprise. 

The Patents Bill you adopt will have 
much to do with economic advance
ment of India. Many studies show 
that the fundamental approach can
not be different between developed 
and developing nations. I believe the 
root for that is that research is inter~ 
national, more so than almost any 
other human activity. Specially, the 
research in natural 'sciences, in engi
neering and in medicine is of that 
type. Therefore, the resea11ch utili
sation and the protection of certain 
fruits of research is an international 
problem. This is demonstrated by 
the fact that the United Nations have 
iPven considerable · 'attentiort: to this 
problem.· There is a so-called BIRPI 



m,odel law for under-developed nations 
in order to provide guide-lines for 
such laws in such countries. The 
Paris Union exists as a BASIS for 
countries which have patent laws 
which differ in details but which all 
adhere to certain principles. It was 
interesting for us to see that even 
countries like Russia joined the Paris 
Union. Then, there is the draft of the 
European Patent Convention, an at
tempt to coordinate European Patent 
law as closely as possible so as to 
make the flow of ideas back and forth 

· even mOTe easy. 

We would like to report on the 
German experience. This, after all, 
is what we know most about. As you 
well know, the last War was a trem
endous stain on Germany's economy. 
When the War was over, most of our 

· production facilities were destroyed. 
I remember very distinctly, at the 
time I was still very young, I could 
hardly imagine that this could ever 
be rebuilt. The patents were confis
cated by the .Allied Nations that had 
been fighting against Germany and 
these patents were the German intel
lectual property. One aspect to that 
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· I find quite interesting is that even 
though the patents became free and 
anybody couLd use German patents 
outside Germany, the .Allied Nations 
did not get much out of that. It so 
happened that using other . people's 
ideas and other people's inventions 
without any contact with the original 
inventor did not seem to turn out to 
be a good proposition. 

Then, we came into the reconstruc
tion phase after we went through the 
devaluation of our money at 10: 1, that 
is for 10 Reichs Marks which we had 
at the time, we got 1 D.M. After this 
devaluation, the reconstruction we 
ahead at a much more rapid pace. I 
would like to give you a few figures 
here. In 1953, the gross national pro
duct was 147 billion D.M. and in 1965 
it had grown to 448 billion D.M. But, 

· I, think, the figvr• in , regard to ex
ports is even. more Jnteresting, .In 
1950, the exports were to the tune of 

8.3 billion D.M. and they grew in 19e5 
to 71.6 billion D.M., that is, about II 
times as much. 

Germany has maintained its paten' 
system in spite of the fact that Ger
man patents were not recognised in 
almost any other country. We see 
now that this was a wise decision. A' 
the time, it was controversial and the 
idea of retaliation by not recognising 
foreign patents in Germany, of course, 
played an important part. It wa• 
realised, however, that, by not recog
nising foreign patents, we would not 
get any support, any positive attitude, 
of foreigners who could help us. Our 
state was very difficult inasmuch as 
we had had a very high level of re
search before the War. But so much 
went into the Defence effort and so 
much was completely interrupted by 
the War thl)t the 10 years between 
1939 and 1949 or 1950 threw us back 
very considerably. We had to find con
nection again with international re
search. In order to accomplish that, 
it was decided to keep the patent law 
and continue to give full protection 
to foreigners, and free use of taking 
of licences was made. The result was 
a considerable outflow of royalties. I 
can tell you that we are spending 
more in royalties than what we are 
taking in. We have the exact figures 
with us and we can give them to you. 

The German patent law, I would 
like to highlight quickly, nas a num
ber of provisions that, I think, are of 
interest to you. The protection that 
'we give in the German patent law to 
the inventor lasts for 18 years. 

Mr. Chairman: From which date? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: From the 
date of application. 

Now the question arose in connec
tion with the Kefauver hearings in 
the United States whether there 
should be a change, whether the term 
of patents pertaining to drugs should 
be shortened. . There were two rea
sons whY no such st.ep was ta\!;en 
seriously, . One ·of them was one.pf 
principle. It was felt that one cannot 



discriminate between different cate
gories of research or invention. The 
second was that it was considered of 
little consequence whether the dura
tion of patent protection was 18 or 20 
or 16 or 14 years and in order .to real
ly make a difference, one would have 
to cut down the duration of any par
ti~ular group of patents very much 
and this, it was felt, was not warrant
ed. I believe, however, that giving 
adequate protection to the inventor 
played a very important part. In 
Germany we have the institution of 
product by process protection. This 
means that, in the case of chemical 
inventions, the processes are protect
ed by patents and with it also the pro
duct produced by such processes. It 
is important to POint out, however, 
that with this type of protection, it is 
very difficult for the inventor to prove 
that anybody else is infringing his 
patent rights. For this reason, a re
versal of. burden of proof is provided 
for in the German patent law. In 
fact, the protection in Germany is 
very strong; it can be compared al
most to the amount of protection that 
is given in the United States. Third
ly, as far as importation is concerned, 
the importation of drugs or products 
that are patented is considered an in
fringement of the patent. 

An infringemen~ of the patent is 
not a matter that is taken lightly in 
Germany._ Infringement is a criminal 
offence. 
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In regard to compulsory licence>, 
there are provisions in the German 
patent law. They pertain to public 
interest. If the Government thinks 
it necessary in public interest, it cap 
issue a compulsory licence. However, 
there are two aspects that have to be 
mentioned. Compulsory licence in
cludes the duty to compensate the in
ventor and. secondly, full recourse is 
given to courts. An inventor can ap
peal to courts through all the three 
stages; he can go upto the Supreme 
Court. The courts ask "public inter
est" to be defined very exactly; no 
loose definition is accepted by courts. 
1n fact, no compulsory licence has 

been issued since the War. It is aiso 
provided that a compulsory licence 
can pertain only to the manufacture 
and not to the importation of any 
such product. 

An institution like "licences of 
right". does not exist in the German 
patent law. As I understand it, 
"licences _of right" mean that any one 
can apply for a licence; that he does 
not have to prove whether he is able 
to work it or does not have to stand 
up to certain other criteria. In Ger
many this is not so. First of all, the 
public interest has to be pro\'en and 
secondly there are also such things as 
the ability of the applicant to work the 
patent, the ability of the applicant to 
pay a commensurate royalty, etc. In 
the German patent law, no ceiling for 
roy!!lties is proviaed for. Royalties 
are generally agreed upon freely bet
ween the parties. In the case of com
pulsory licences, the court will ·fix the 
royalty, but again the patent holder 
has the opportunity to appeal. 

Patents generally, . acC'Ording to 
German law, canriot be revoked. There 
is, however, a provision for temporary 
suspension of the patent in the inter
est of public welfare. But this clause 
has never been used. The idea be
hind it is that, if there should be an 
epidemic, for instance, and the Ger
man drug production would be insuffi
cient to cover the needs, then the 
Government would suspend the patent 
temporarily for the period of emer
gency and be free to import the pat
ented arug by payment of reasonable 
compensation. 

I would now like to come to a close 
and short summary. It is our feeling 
that research is international and that 
protection of intellectual property is, 
therefore, of great importance for 
international economic relations. The 
more we handle such questions inter
nationally, the more there will be the 
flow of information and co-operation. 
We also hope, of .course, that the C'Qn
tinued development of this country 
will go on. W~ foresee a time and a 
day when inventions of importance, 



of gre~t importance possibly, will be 
made m this country and we b 1' 
th t th · e H!ve 

a e mventors of this country Wili 
then be grateful for clear and strictly 
applied patent laws in other cou t . Cl n nes. 

ear laws and regulations do provide 
a basis of confidence I thi'nk th' 
· . . lS lS 
unportant fur mternational relations . 
general. m 

Thank, you very much Mr. Chairman 
and hon ble Members for listening to 
me. I am now open for questions. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: In Particular' I 
;rould like to know what provision is 
here. m your C'Ountry in regard to 

licensmg by right available to the 
patentee? 

Mr. Chairman: It is not there-he 
said. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: It is in the 
statement submitted to us and circu
lated by the Se.oretariat that in Ger
many there is a provision under which 
a patentee can apply to be marked as 
a .1!-cences of right. · What is this pro
VISion? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: I have a writ
ten answer to this. I am not a patent 
expert. So ( have to Jo~ok it up. So, 
please excuse me. 

I will read out the question: 

Can you say that according to 
German Patent Law any patentee bY 
a declaration to be published and re

. gistered may permit another person 
to use his patented inveiltjon subject 
to adequate compensation? · 

Now th'is question is somewhat di
fferent from yours. But this is the 
closest provision there exists akin to 
somethii)g like a licence of right. 

The answ-er to this is Art. 14 of the 
German Patent Law which refers to 
the so-called declaration and the will

. ingness of the patentee to grant licence 
to·anybody against adequate compen
sation. This declaration is published 
and regil! tered. Afterwards only one
half of the annuities is to be paid 
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by the patentee. This possibil't 
cardin t Cl I Y ac-

g 0 ause 14 is practically 
~e~er used by bigger industrial firms, 

u . smgle mventors and small com
pames who have no possibility to pro
duce or uhl!se the inventioq in any 
other way and who at the same time 
want to _save money, sometimes Jnake 
use of. this clause. They wish to invite 
as many license-es as possible. Decla
rations . according to Art. 14 during 
the P~nod 1950-64 were 10,830 patents 
and In 1965 there were SjOOO patents. 
We have no particular experience 
ourselves as to what the results of 
these declarations are. It must be 
kept in mind, however, that such a 
declarrut.iqn is completely Voluntary. 
Nob~dy can force the patentee to 
make this declaration. 

Furthermore, the royalty to be 
agreed upon is not fixed beforehand 
but must be negotiated between the 
parties. In our opinion, Art. 14 of the 
German Patent Law cannot be com
pared to anything like a -l_icence of 
right. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: In your memo
randum you have said that there is 
only process protection in Germany 
but that there is a provision· under 
consideration for patent protection ()f 
the prodllf.!t also. What is this pi·o
vision and why is this thing being 
considered now? At what staae of 
consideration is this provision of the 
patent protection of the product? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: As far as I 
know-Dr. Scholl has more uetails 
about that--the situation is that the 
process protection presents consider
able problems. One of the problems 
is that in order to get adequate pro
tection the inventor has to study very 
many different processes. After all 
in chemistry, once you synth~sise 

a valuable product, it is the value of 
the product that is of importance. It 
is partLeularly so in the pharmaceu
tical field. Now any educated chemist 
can devise a process around a single 
patented one. So all the investiga
tions the inventor has made in lhe 
development of this product and 



testing it pharmacologically, texicolo
gically and clinically and so on, 
would have come to nothing if you 
were going to patent only one pro
cess. 

Mr. Chairman: . That amendment 
has not yet· been passed? 

Mr. Cnrt Engelhorn: Has not been 
passed. 

Mr. Chail'lllaB: The current law 
is only for process patent? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: Another. diffi
culty in respect of process patent is 
its interpretation by the courts. It 
is very difficult to administer in the 
court. For that reason it is consider
ed that the product patent should be 
introduced. But it has to be mention• 
ed here that this draft of the European 
Patent Convention which has been 
agreed to by the German Government 
and it has been also agreed to by many 
other Governments and has been re
viewed also by a number of nations 
does provide product patents even for 
chemical and pharmaceutical inven
tions so that if Germany wants to 
enter this European Patents Conven
tion, it will have to change its law 
in that direction. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have men
tioned that process protect~n is with
out meaning unless there is a shift
ing of the burden of proof. In that 
connection you say that in practice, 
this would mean that it would be im
possible to effectively prevent infringe
ments since the infringement can
not be proved. Could you say why 
it is impossible to prove an infringe
ment? And why the burden of proof 
should be shifted? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: You cannot 
tell from the final product by what 
process it is made. In rare cases it 
may be possible if you have an impure 
substance to analyse it down to a cer
tain point where you can trace more 
or less what intermediates or solvents 
have been used. But in a highly puri
fied final product it is practically im• 
possible. Therefore the inventor can-
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not prove that his particular process 
has been used. Therefore, it is neces
sary for the man who is charged with 
infringement to prove that he has not 
used this process. 

Dr. L. M. )Singhvi: Under Sec. 66 
you have made an observation that it 
should be modified to limit the gene
rality of these statements and to clear
ly define the Government's powers to 
revoke any patent if it considers that 
it is mischievous or generally prejudi
cial to the public. Could you indicate 
in what way it could be made .:nore 
spedfic or whether it could not be left 
to the court or the constituted 'luthc
rities to determine as to what is mis
chievous or prejudicial to the public 
interest? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: It is one 
question, I think, on which the obser
vation is very well taken. I think it 
is a matter of how things are admin
istered in specific countries. As I 
have pointed out, in the case of pub
lic interest, in Germany the public 
interest has been interpreted by the' 
courts and the courts have very clear 
definition. Now in this particular case 
we feel that it would of course in
crease the security if these terms 'mis
chievous to be state' or 'prejudicial to 
the public.,- were defined a little more 
closely. We generally know what 
"mischievous'' means; we know !lrhat 
"generally prejudicial" means, but·we 
don't know what the Parliament, 
which is supposed to pass the law, 
means specifically when it says that. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: What was the 
state of the patent law in Germany 
before the second world war began 
as compared to the post-war patent 
law in Germany, particularly in res
pect of compulsory licence, licence of 
right, etc.? Would it be correct to 
say that the post-war patent law in 
West Germany seeks to extend a 
stronger patent protection than t.hat 
which was available before the war? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: · Dr. Scholl 
tells me that there is no essential 



change in the patent law before and 
after the war. 

Dr. L. M. Singhvi: You have said 
that a strong patent protection tended 
to bring in a greater inflow of foreign 
capital and foreign technical know
how. In what way has it been very 
beneficial to West Germany as you 
have sought to make out in your 
memorandum? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: I would defi
nite! y think that it increased the pre
paredness of foreigners to put inven
tions at the disposal of Germany by 
way of licensing agreements ur by 
exploiting their inventions themselves 
in Germany. I think there is no q_ues
tion about that. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I will carry for
ward the p~Qcess and product part. 
You said that you were collaborating 
with a big firm in Bombay in ;>roduc
ing chloramphenicol. Is that correct? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Have you found 
any trouble regarding the process for 
production of chloramphenicol and 
chloromycetin which are produced in 
the market by Parke Davis also, be
cause .chemically, they are both tetra
cyclene with certain changes. So when 
it comes to process and product, has 
this process patenting been of liOme 
difficulty to you? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Well, as a 
matter of fact, here is a case-o'.'e of 
the rare cases I must underlme
where it was possible to develop a 
completely different method of pro
duction of chloramphenicol which 
varies very much fr6m that of ~arke 
Davis. Since our process was mde
pendent of the Parke Davis process, 
that was taken care of. We 3lsO ca.II?e 
to an agreement with Parke Dav1s, 
because certain aspects of our pro~ess 
were advantageous and were of inter
est to Parke Davis themselves. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Has the~e been 
any diffic\llty to your firm ill Ita!Y 
because there was no patent law lD 
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Italy? Was it because of the absence 
of a patent law that you failed iu Italy 
on this product? 

Mr. Cnrt Engelhorn The situa
tion that developed in Italy was like 
this. First of all, two or three large 
Italian companies started the manu
facture of chloramphenicol. They 
soon found out that they could not 
sell in countries where Parke Davis 
or ourselves had patent protection. 
They then came to an agreement with 
Parke Davis and even through Parke 
Davis have no patent protection in 
Italy, these companies were willing to 
pay royalties to Parke Davis. This was 
not all of that story, though. Other 
smaller companies entered the field. 
After a long period of time, I would 
say about ten years, production was 
started. The technology for its pro
duction was suffidently well-known in 
the United States, Germany and Italy 
and one .could hire a chemist from 
one of these companies that 
were producing legally and one 
could put up manufacture of one's 
own. The result was that prices 
dropped because too much cllloram
phenical was offered. This resulted in 
the necessity for many of these ~mall 
producers to sell at as low prices as 
possible in the so-called worid mar
ket that is, in all those countries 
wh~re they could sell without in
fringing any patent. Many of these 
companies, and I would say almost all 
of these small companies, have since 
closed down completely or havP closed 
down chloramphenicol production. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In view of this ex
perience of yours, will you agree to 
our modification of the patent as pro
cess-cum-product patent? wm that 
solve some of these problems that you 
face? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: With a shift 
of the burden of proof, I think that 
would be satisfactory, even though I 
tried to point out that there is a gene
ral tendency to use the more simple 
and clear product protection. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 3, para 
2 of your memorandum, on Section 48, 



you have mentioned "such regulatiQn, 
which amounts to a nu!lificaiion of 
the patent, appears to be in disagree
ment with the fundamental ~cncept 

of industrial property and is unknown 
elsewhere in foreign· patent law. The 
German pharmaceutical industry, 
therefore, reoommends that this sec
tion be . deleted." The main purpose 
in having this proviSion has been 
public interest and any emergency. 
Sometimes Government has to face 
some difficulties about epidemic.; and 
other things. Then it becomes incum
bent on the Government to do some
thing about it. Now, would you like 
to stick to your statement tnat it 
amounts to a "nullification of the 
patent" or· would you like to qualify 
this statement, under the circumstances 
l have mentioned? 
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1\lr. Curt Engelhorn: I would say 
:this: As I have pointed 'lut, in the 
interest of public welfare, that ;s for 
certain well-defined situations even 
the German Patent Law provide; for 
temporary suspension of the patent. 
That is Government is free to import 
such materials in order to cope witn 
an epidemic or a similar ~mergency. 
As we understand Section 48, it gene
rally gives the Government the power 
to import or have other people im
port Qn its behalf medicines and 
drugs. There is no recourse provid
ed to the courts. There is no men
tion made of compensation.. W c said 
that this was not in the best interests 
of India, because import as we under
stand it, was not the goal that you 
were striving for. 1 understand you 
are striving for a strong domestic in
dustry and nothing can deal a dead
lier blow to your slowly growing and 
V<!ry tender industry than cheap im
ports. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Will you please 
qualify this para, so that it may be
come more ar.ceptable to yQU? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: I would re
commend that the conditions under 
which the Government can unport be 
as clearly defined as possible. Second
ly, I would provide recourse to some 
judiciA\' tribunal; and· thi)'dly com-

pensation should not be ruled out In 
this field. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: On page 5, Sec
tion 93(3), you have mentioned he1>a 
that "in our opinion, such regulation 
goes far beyond any measure reason
ably necessary for the safeg"ard of 
the public interest". 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: As far as we 
read this provision and as we inter
pret it and as we have point~d out 
in our Memorandum, Sectioa 95 (3) 
enables the Governmont to direct the 
Controller to authorise, licencees to 
import the patented article or an arti
cle made by the patented process i! 
in its opinion it is necessary tu do so 
in the public interest. Neither the 
payment 'lf any royalty nor an appeal 
has been provided for, and that is, c,s 
I have already said, what we have in 
mind. We believe that any Sll<!h pro
vision should contain the possibility 
to appeal and also the possibility to 
be reimbursed by royalty or a simi
lar compensatiOill. In principle, we 
think, imports are potentially danger
ous to your existing industry. When 
a man has gone through the trouble 
of building up a manufacturing unit 
in this country and if the Govern
ment has sweeping powers to decree 
the import of the same material, 
then you will hurt the manufacturing 
unit in your · eountry. 

Dr. Scholl: In our feeling, there 
might be cases to give compulsory 
licences but even if it is necessary to 
give licences, we do not think that it 
is necessary to deprive the patentee 
of the right to work his own patent. 
That is our idea. That is why we say 
that this Section should be deleted. 

Shri M. L. Jadbav: The price of 
patented products is higher in India 
as compared to Germany. If so, what 
is your suggestion to bring it on par? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: As far as I 
am informed-we have some statis
tics on that subject, Dr. Schol.l-this 
is not the case. We can give you 
some comparable figures ip. regard to 



}'l'lCes in Germany ·and prices in 
India. I believe, however, generally 
that -patent system is only one factor 
ior high prices. This may be dl,le to 
a large number of different factors. 
We believe that there should be other 
methods of tackling the price problem 
than putting anything in that respect 
intQ the Patent Law, or-if I may say 
so--pattern the Patent Law in such a 
way that you have prices in mind 
hoping that you will in this way solve 
(get away from) that problem. It is 
our opinion that prioes and patents 
have nnt.l!ing basically to do with each 
Qther 

' Shri M. L. Jadhav: Your country 
is holding certain oatents in India. 
Can you tell us out of the patents 
that are held by your country how 
many ·products are manufactured in 
India? I want the percentage roughly 
I. do not want the exact figures. 
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Mr. Curi Engethorn: I am told that 
of the patent applications in India, 
about 10 per cent of the patents issued 
are being actually worked, according 
to our statistics. It must be added, 
however that of all the patent appli
.cations in Germany, only 15 "per cent 
of the patents issued are worked. 
There is only a small difference bet
ween the two. 'The reason being that 
the patents have to be applied for
considering the nature of the whole 
patents law-as early as ·possible and 
frequently it turns out that the in
vention for sQme reason or the other 
is not sufficiently advanced and does 
not give sufficient advantages to jus
tify expensive capital investment. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Can you give 
us some examples of difference in 
prices in Germany and India of eone 
or two products? 

Mr. Chairman: There is not much 
difference. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: There is a 
difference. 

Mr. Chairman: You wan'l the whole 

Jist. 

Shri M. L. J.adhav: 
for 2 or 3 products. 

Let him give 
I am satisfied. 

Mr. Chairman: Can you give us the 
priee of Chloromphenical in Germany? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Yes, I have 
this. 

Dr. Scholl: We have some figures 
of Hoechst. The prices of most of 
the Hoechst products are almost the 
same. But the prices of Hoechst pro
ducts in Italy, of the same products 
which are sold here, are higher than 
in India. They are higher in the 
United States. We have made a com
parison of prices of products sold in 
India and in Germany, United States, 
Italy and France. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Can you give us 
a copy of that? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Yes, we will 
give you. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Why the prices in 
India are cheaper? 

Shri Yadav: Can you roughly say 
what is the time from the date of 
application to the date of sealing? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Average 6 
years. 

Shri Yad.av: You mean that 10 to 
12 years from the date of sealing is 
sufficient. The period for patents in 
Germany, you say, is 18 years. Will 
you be satisfied? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: That may be 
satisfactory particularly when one has 
to count the time of five years that 
is used for processing the application. 
But if it is the goal of Patent Offices 
to speed up the examination of 
patents as quickly as possible and 
when you get for instance the pro
cessing period down to two years, the 
protection of 1en to twelve years 
would, in our opinion, be rather short. 

Mr. Chairman: You said that in 
Germany you have got 18 .years from 



the date of application and you say 
~ha~ it takes 6 year.!l from the date of 
Se3ling. So it is 12 years. 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: No. The in
vention is protected from the date of 
application. 

Mr. Chairman: In India also the 
protection goes back to the date of 
application. What is your objection 
for 10 years for pharmaceuticals? 

Jolr. Curt Engelhom: We consider 
10 years too short. 

Mr. Ch'airman: How? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorll: Any regulatio,;. 
that gives protection for any period of 
time between 14 to 20 years from the 
date of application would be consider
ed satisfactory. 

Mr. Chairman: Here also it is from 
the date of application. It will be the 
same period. The time of examina
tion does not count in the life of the 
patent; 10 years are counted from the 
date of sealing, and an ·average. period 
of 4 ye.ars, 5 years or 6 years has to 
be C'Ounted for the process. Thus a 
total protection of 14 to 16 years 
would be provided and this would be 
satisfactory. 

:Mr. Curt Engelho,..: That's good. 

Mr. Chairmaa: That is what the 
law is now. Whatever time is taken 
in the examination, specification till 
the date of grant of patent, that is 
also taken into account. The protec
tion goes back to the date of applica
tion. 

-. 
Mr. Curt Engelhom: In our under

standing, we had interpreted the law 
differently. 

1\lr. Chairmall: Our present law 
according to the Bill before us is from 
the date of specification. So there is 
not much difference. 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: Quite general
ly, as far as the term of a patent is 
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concerned, I think a few things 
should be said. We mentioned in our 
memorandum that the absolute mini
~um of development time for a drug 
Is 3 years from the time when you 
have informatiOn collected for a 
patent application. But this really is 
the absolute minimum. It usually 
takes about 5 years and there are 
cases on record which took much 
longer. So, therefore, it can happen 
very easily that a drug is very often 
marketed, let us say, 6, 7 or 8 years 
after filing a patent. This goes for 
the country where the drug is being 
developed. Now we have priorities 
and things like that. The priority 
period is generally one year. But 
within this one year a patent in India 
has to be filed. It may be, however,, 
that introducing the drug or manu
facturing the drug in India will take 
much longer than 1 year after intro
duction in the home country for 
various reasons. I am just trying to 
point out to you that there are very 
important reasons why the life of 
patents should not be made too short 
and we frankly consider 10 years too 
short. And ultimately, if I may add, 
we feel that there is a discrimination 
in these 10 years in the case of drug 
patents as against 14 years in other 
cases. This we do not understand. 

1\lr. Chairman: Do you know that 
an international Association also re
commended that it should be minimum 
ten years from the date of grant of 
a licence? Do you agree with that? 

1\lr. Curt Engelhom: I think that is 
something we could agree to from the 
date of sealing. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Our primary 
concern is to make the drugs avail
able very cheap for our people. What,' 
in your opinion, are the factors which 
.keep prices of medicines in India 
very high, and what do you think we 
should do to bring down the prices 
of medic'ines in India, because even 
the international price will be very 
high in the context of the living 
standard wh~ch obtains in India? 



Mr. Curt Engelhorn: This is a very 
difficult question to answer. As far 
as patents are concerned, I believe 
they are only one factor. Another 
very important factor that tends to 
increase the price of any product is 
the volume of its production. If you 
protect an invention or a process by 
a patent, what you get is a concentra
tion of the product in one hand which 
would mean an increase in volume 
in this particular hand. This would 
tend ~o brin'g down prices because 
volume is a very important consider
ation. 

Another problem "in your country, 
as far as I know, is the fact that the 
chemical industry is in the beginning 
of its development. Intermediates and 
raw materials are being produced 
necessarily on a comparatively small 
scale. For instance, in the case of 
our own production, it was several 
months ago that a department of the 
Government investigated our pricing 
policy without criticising it, seeing 
that the production cost of Chloram
phenicol was may be three times of 
that in Germany. I think due to 
devaluation it has now dropped to 
about twice the price in Germany. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your statement 
you recommend 15 to 20 years, but 
in section 53 there is a distinction in 
our Bill-14 years for general products 
and 10 years for drugs. Do you agree 
that this distinction is required? 

Mr. Curt Enge)hom: No, we do not 
think there is any reason why this 
discrimination should be made. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Will you kindly 
cite the names of developing countries 
that have prescribed 20 years in their 
legislation? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Dr. Scholl tells 
me that among them France a~d 
certain South American countnes 
have provided protection for 20 years. 
Columbia, for instance, has 10 years 
with an option to increase by another 
10 years. 
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Shri A. T. Sarma: Apart from your 
valuable suggestions for which we 
thank you, do you consider that the 
Bill will improve research and indus
trial development in India? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: The old Indiaa 
law, from our point of view, is quite 
satisfactory. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The witness has 
said that Indian prices are cheaper 
than international prices for certain 
drugs he has mentioned. On the other 
hand, we have been told tbat Indian 
prices are higher than international 
prices. The witness has also said 
that the cost of production of a com
modity is higher when the scale of 
production is low. I take it that the 
scale of production in the United 
States must be very high. Then, a 
patent is nothing but the grant of a 
monopoly, and whenever there is a 
monopoly, there is a tendency to keep 
the price high. How do you reconcile 
all this, that the price in India is 
cheaper although the cost of produc
tion of the basic drug is higher? 

Shri V. M. Chordia: I want to sup
plement his question by quoting what 
the Kefauver Committee has said: 

"India which does grant patents 
on drug products, provides an 
interesting case example. Prices 
in India for the broad spectrum 
antibiotics, Aureomycin and 
Anchromycin, are among the 
highest in the world. As a matter 
of fact, in drugs generally, India 
ranks among the highest priced 
nations of the world-a case of 
inverse relationship between per
capita income and the level of 
drug prices." 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: I can add 
very little to that because I cannot 
improve upon those figures. I under
stand you have your organisation of 
producers in India who should _be 
able to answer this question and gtve 
you very detailed figures on the 
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I prices of drugs in India as compared goods in 1 r n · 
~ to foreign countries. I shall try to high as poS:i~: q~~~e~'· a~d _at .as 

I .answer ab(lut the inconsistency , 1 . Ise e lS not • . · a good sa esman. In this particular 
. . . . ca~e, . chlora~phenicol, in Germany 
\ ~hri R. P. Smba: Is it because of ana In certa1~ other markets, is quite 

. philanthropy on the part of manu- a profitable 1tem, and as far as our 

. ~acturers that· the prices in Iridia are German company is concerned, it is 
--!kept low here? one of the products that provides a 

backftow of money for the money · 
spent on research and development. 
Research and development in pharma
ceuticals is a discouraging story ·in so 
far as so many attempts are being 
made; the promising things when 
followed up do nO't lead anywhere; 
they lead to failure. So, a ·large 
effort has to be made. I do not 
hesitate to tell you tha-t our company 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: It is a matter 
llow you look at it. 

The purchasing power of the public 
·in India is t:omparatively low. There~ 
lore, in order to inc'rease the volume 
you may have to drop your prices. In 
'<>Ur case, we are collecting no royalty. 
'This again was not philanthropy but 
.for some reason or other we did not 
get the permission to collect royalty .. 
In spite of that we decided to put our 
entire .Process, with its knowhow and 
everything, at the disposal of Hie joint 
venture in India, the · reason being 
that it is a joint venture and we want
ed to make it as profitable as possi
~le. r. think the answer wAy 'prices 
m India can be lower sometimes than 
in other countries is to be seen in the 
fact that the manufacturer has the al
ternative whether he wants to in~ 

crease the volume and drop the prices 
or whether he wants to have a small 
volume and keep the prices high. We 
all .know that small items in a com
pany's drug line sell at very low 
volume and produce only losses be
cause they cost more than they can: 
ever bring in the way of profits (earn~ 
ings). 

In Germany, we have invested quite 
a bit of research and development 
work into developing this process for 
the manufacture· of chloramphenicol. 
In Ger.many the price level of anti· 
biotics in general and of chlorfimphe
nicol in particular is competitive 
because we are not ihe only producers · 
of chloramphenicol. There is one 
competitor. Quite frankly speaking, 
it must be the object of any merchant 
to try to get the highest possible price. 
To get the least possiple price is very 
simple. A man in ci:lmmercial opera
tion . i'S paid for it; that be sells the 

; spends approximately 10 million DMs 
on research. It is a substantial figure. 
If I may add, it must be quite clear 
that all the failures have to be paid 
for by the success. . The money has 
to come from some where. 

:Shri R. P. Sinha: We are an.Xious 
to develop our economy' and our 
industries, particularly and pharma~ 
C'eutical industry. The witness has 
some experience of our market and 
our population. He has gone through 
the provisions of this' Bill that is 
before us. Could he tell us the specific 
provisions in the Bill that will stand 
in the way of inflow of foreign capital 
and foreign . technology from West 
Germany? 

. Mr. Curt Engelhorn: . I will just 
summarise what we have said in our 
memorandum. Section 47: product by 
process protection should be clearly 
established. Shift of the burden of 
proof should be provided for. With
out the shift of burden of proof the 
infringement cannot be proved and 
the patent will be without meaning. 
This bas to be made quite clear. 

Section 48: according to our inter~ 
pr~ation, it has given broad, sweep
ing powers to the ·Government to 
authorise imports without compensa
tion and appeal. Section 53: we be
lieve that 10 years from application 
is too shor.t. 



manufacturer it would come close to 
Rs. 1600 due to the factors I have 
mentioned before like high price of 
intermediates. We have been getting 
nitric acid for our plant in Bombay 
from an Indian ammunition plant. 
This cannot be supplied any more. 
We cannot get concentrated ni-tric 
ae'ide which we want. So, we have 
1o build a nitric acid concentration 
plant because we have to buy 70 per 
cent nitric acid and concentrate it. 
This will mean increased cost 0 ! pro
duction. 

If you bear with me, I will give 
an example. Suppose there is a pro
duction of 1000 units of some drug 
at a cost of Rs. 1000. It comes to 
Re. 1 per unit. This manufacturer 
decides to increase the production and 
he increases it to 1500 units. He cal
c'ulates and finds that the extra 500 
units had cost him onlv Rs. 200 to 
produce because he c~uld use the 
>lame building, same machinery, etc. 
It comes to Re. 0.4 per unit. He can 
drop his price and sell the 1500 units 
at an average price of Re. 0.8. Or he 
can sell all the 1500 units at Re. 1 per 
unit and make excess profit. Or, he 
can sell the extra 500 units at Re. 0.4 
per unit somewhere in the world 
market. That will depend on the 
particular situation. Italians have 
been doing like that; they have been 
selling it somewhere far away from 
Italy at the price of Re 0.4 per unit 
in my example. Then the demand for 
the product goes up and he has to 
sell 2000 units. This time he calcu• 
lates and he finds that the extra 500 
units had cost him Rs. 7 per unit 
It is quite realistic, because he had 
to build a new building, ac'quire new 
machines, etc. Now if he has to sell 
it at the average price of Re. 0.8 he 
may have to close his shop. The r.ew 
average for his production will be 
more than Re. 1 per unit. 1 am just 
trying to explain the risk that anyone 
has to face. 

Shri ·v., M. , phordia; Anywav "'e 
d "ff . ' . " . . • ~1·1 ... ' erence was high. ·. l'Iow rat your 
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example will apply to this, I cannot 
say. My second question i~. you 
talked about expenditure on research 
and gave some figures .. May I know 
what percentage of your total turn
over is spent on research? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorll:· My company 
spend on research 9.5 per cent. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: What are the 
provisions regarding appeals in ase 
of disputes? 

Mr. Curt Enge!horn: Appeal can be 
made, in the cases that have been 
mentioned here, to the low~r coUits 
and from there to, what he Amen
cans call, the district courts. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: You have no 
separate judicial tribunal? 

Dr. Scholl: For all questions relat
ing to patent applications, patent 
revocation, compulsory licence and S.:l 

on there is a High Court consisting of 
three or four memb.:cs and 1rom this 
court appeal can l' e wa<lc ;, the 
Supreme Court, wh1cl. is the Supreme 
Court for all our com.try. 

'Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: This 
High· Court deals only with patent 
cases? 

Dr. Scholl: Yes. I~s official name 
is federal "Patent Court" and it deals 
with only patent questions tor all our 
country. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: If a per.,cn gets 
many processes for a prcduct l'atent
ed and uses oniy a !~y; o! them, what 
is the provision 1n y1ur law .t.., slup 
this abuse? 

· Mr. Curt Enge!horn: Firstly, I must 
say that "this is not an abuse. An 
inventor has to see that he gets his 
process or invention protected at an 
early date, because as things stand the 
only criterion to find out who is the 
original , inventor is that of time. So 
he must more · 'or less rush to the 
P<!tent offic'1 and appll for a, Pf:t.ent. 
Later on he finds tttat it has not suffi-

• 1, ' ·" 



cient economical value to justify a 
capital investment. So it is never 
workecf. That is the reason why 85 
per cent of the· patents registered in 
Germany are not being worked. I 
do not think· any provision is neces
sary to worry about that, because if 
any of these 85 per cent of un-worked 
patents would find interest of some
one he will go to the holder of the 
patent and that man will, in most of 
the cases, be very happy that finally 
some use has been found for a patent 
which he thought was of no value. 

Shri B. K. Das: In that case he 
can get a co-mpulsory licence. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: It has to be 
in the public interest. I.f the man who 
seeks a licence cannot get a licence 
from the patent holder, if he can prove 
that it is the public interest he can 
apply for a compulsory licence. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: · It is 
not quite clear to me what kind of 
regulatory mechanism operates in 
respect of prices in Germany. May I 
know whether the Government exer
cises certain powers to regulate the 
prices or the question of prices is 
le'ft completely to the operation of the 
market forces? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Generally 
speaking, I ,;.,ould say, it is left com
pletely to the market forces. The 
reason behind it is that we feel in, by 
far, most of the cases there is com
petition. This co•mpetitiqn is either 
due to the fact that there are a 
number of manufacturers or the supply 
is more than sufficient. But even in 
the case of patents, I think one must 
realise that there are very few patents 
Of sUch basic importance and SUCh 
basic nature that the products produc
ed with the help of such patent are 
practically without competition. But 
there is n'l price regulation me~ha
nism in Germany. We do not beheve 
in that. We feel that the free forces 
regulate the prices sufficiently. , · 

.·. ni Selholl:, There is . onl~:. one pro
vision in our . 'criminal law against 
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usury prices. This provmon is 11<1! 
only against patent prices but coveri•l 
all trade. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: What ia 
the ratio of foreign patents to Germalt 
patents? How many foreign patent.s 
are based on researches carried out 
inside Germany? I am asking this 
question particularly •because the prob
le'm of finding employment for our 
scientists on research activities ia an 
extremely acute one in our country. 
If research activities are carried out 
elsewhere and we simply take tb.ose 
results, we dO not have this employ
ment problem solved. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: 
per cent of the patent 
were made by Germans 
cent by foreigners. 

In 1965, 5H 
applications 

and 42.6 per 

Mr. Chairman: Out of the foreign 
patents granted, how many of them 
were on the basis of research work 
done in Germany? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: You mean re
search work done by other people in 
Germany or paid German scientists for 
doing that work? 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: If re
search activities are carried out insirle 
Germany then German scientists will 
have an opportunity for getting e-m
ployment in those research activities. 
If those research activities are carried 
out in the United States, then your 
research workers will not have any 
opportunity for employment. That 
is a very acute problem in our cou':
try and that is why I am askmg th1~ 
question. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: As far as Ger
many is concerned, 1 think the ?er
centage of these patents is extremely 
low Most of the foreign companies 
that do research in Germany do it 
through German subsidiaries and the 
patents belong to the German subsi
diaries. So. they are in the category 
of patents belonging to the Germans. 

J sJJi Sbyainnandan Mishra: I am not 
asking about· the exploitation of the 



patent but the birth of the patent as 
a result ot the research activity. How 
do these patents CO'me into being? 
Are these as a result of research acti
vities in Germany or outside Ger
many? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: 42.6 per cent of 
the patents ar~ the result of research 
work done in foreign countries amt 
the rest in Germany itself. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: What are 
the factors in Germany which are 
acting as a deterrent to the inventions 
roming to Germany? Are there any 
rlifficulties or obstacles? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: In fact, •.oo 
many are coming to Germany. Foreign 
investment in Germany_ is rather 
heavy. You may have heard that 
France has taken a number of steps 
m order to discourage substantial Am
erican investment in France. That is 
a problem faced -by many expanding 
economies of Europe. The climate for 
investment in these countries is good. 
As far as the exchange of patentable 
or even unpatented know-how is con
cerned, very good base has been esta
blished. There is rather free flow 1f 
information. We are workin.; togeti1•!r 
w1th a number of American compan
ies and have free exchange of :lata 
and experience. 
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. Shri Shyamnandan 1\lishra: Similarly 
there could be problems of ~ different 
character altogether for under-deve
loped countries. So, they might ~ake 
certain precautions with regard to 
patent;. Just as France and your 

.cou01try are confronted with one pro
blem, We might be confronted with 
another proble-m to face which we 
might justifiably take some precautions' 
by providing certain safeguarding pro
visions in our Patent Bill. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: Is the~e any 
prov1s1on for acquisition of inventions 
in your country? If so. is any com
pensation paid? 

:\lr. Chairman: He has already an
swered that question. 

Sa~dar ~aljit Singh: Is there any 
prov1s10n m your country to control 
the prices 'of patented drugs in the 
interest of the common man? 

' 
Mr, Chaitman: He has answered it 

just now. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far as 
fundamental and basic research is con
cerned, is it mostly done by the phar
maceutical industry or Government 
institutions are also doing it? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Undoubtedly, 
Government institutions, universities 
and so on are also doing a substantial 
volume of research. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What about 
basic and fundamental research? 

Mr. Curt Engelh'Orn: -That is a mat
ter of definition. I think one can say 
that more fundamental and basic re
search of a nature which would tend 
to increase ·man's knowledge about 
basic things and what occur in nature 
that type of research is done most!; 
in State universitieS. A certain 
amount of basic research is done by 
the industry also. Basic research is a 
question of definition. After all, in
dustrial research has to be in a very 
broad way but, nevertheless, it has t() 
be aimed at the goal of developing 
something that will prove of value to 
the consumer. Our research people 
always tell the university professors: 
you have a very ·n,ice and easy life, 
because who io; ever going to deter
mine the pace of your work; who is 
going to have a yardstick for the suc
cess of your work; if you take up a 
project that does not yield any results, 
there is nobody who can really crlti
cise you. If you happen to produce 
results, it is much better; you can pub
lish lengthy papers about the experj
ments that have led to no results as 
well as experiments that have yield
ed results. But we in the industry 
are in an entirely different position. 
Our work has to be measured by the 
yardstick of success constantly. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How Is the 
scientist rewarded, so far as his share 
of the invention is concerned? 



Mr. Curt Engelhorn: In Germany 
we have a law that makes it manda
tory for the employer or company to 

· give the inventor a share of the pro
fits; not exactly profits but a propOI
tion of the turnover as royalty. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On page 2 
of your memorandum you have stat
ed: 

"The patent protection granted 
by India heretofore has been satis
factory in principle .... " 

What is meant by "in principle"? 

Mr. Curt Enge!horn: We wanted to 
say that from our point of view it 
seemed alright. There may be pro
blems peculiar to India that may not 
be adequately solved and adequately 
taken care of by your present law. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Then you 
go on to say: 

"We believe, on the other hand, 
that we, to a large part, have a 
grasp of the reasons that have led 
to criticism and to the attempt to 
cope with this criticism by chang
ing the lndian Patent Law." 

Please explain this. 
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Mr. Curt Engelhorn: The way we 
understood it was that the price of 
patented products played an important 
part and that the patent was consider
ed a monopoly that would give the 
inventor the opportunity to make ex
cess profits and similar things. 'l.'hat 
was, as we und,l!rstood it, the most im-· 
portant driving force. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But, at the 
same time, you say that the existing 
law is quite all right and that the 
chq,nges t)!at are proposed in this Bill 
are not suitable from the point of view 
of India. How do you reconcile the 
two? 

. Mr. Curt Engelhom: We believe that 
the problem that was to be solved, 
that is, of prices and excess profits and 
so 0 n, should not be solved by chang. 

ing the patent law. We do seek pro
tection to the public, but by other 
means, for instance by antitrust legis
lation. The patent law should not be 
u~ed as an instrument to this end. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
opinion, is there need for any amPr. 
ment at all? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: From our point 
of view, I would say "No." 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: What gen
erally is the royalty paid in Germany 
for pharmaceuticals? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: That. varies 
greatly. As far as exclusive licences 
are conc!!'rned, royalties of about 7~ 
to 10 per cent on the turnover are 
paid. in the case of non-exclusive 
licences the royalty figure would be 
between 5 and 71 per cent; but, if 
there are other factors that decrease 
the value of the invention. it goes 
below 5 per cent. 

Mr. Chairman: In Germany, I under
stand, inventions of articles of food 
and taste, medicines and substances 
which are produced by chemical pro
cess in so far as inventions do not 
concern a specific process for the pre
paration thereof are not patentable. 
Is that correct? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: That rules ~ut 
completely the possibility of growing 
a new grain and making flour from 
that and patent that. There is no 
patent of that. If it is not a specific 
process, it cannot be patented. 

Mr. Chairman: You object to Gov
ernment use of patents without com
pensation but in Germany you have 
got a provision for the free use of 
patented inventions made possible by 
the order of Government 'in the in
terest of public welfare. 

Dr Scholl: That is section 8, cub
secti~n .( 1); but in section 8, sub-sec
tion (3), it says that there must be 
paid adequate compensation if a patent 
is done away with. There is no use 



of patents by Government without 
compensation-not at all-in the 
German patent law. 

Mr. Chairman: Some compensation 
has to be paid. 

Dr. Scholl: Yes, in every case; and, 
if l may add, there is full appeal to 
courts. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Can you 
tell us whether your Indian company 
is doing any research in India? 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: No; we are not 
doing research, but our plan is this. 
We trained a very clever Indian che
mist who, I think, got some basic 
training here in India, came to Ger
many, studied at the University of 
Bonn and was trained in our company 
for, I think, 21 years. He has done ~ 
excellent job in building up the pro
duction facilities in Bombay. The 
next thing that we plan to do is to 
equip a quality control laboratory. Of 
course, production controf is already 
being done, but as a next step to fin
ishing and packaging, we will erect a 
quality controi laboratory. ·In addi
tion to this, as an annexe, so to say, 
we will add a research unit which will 
be concerned with phannaceuti
cal research, that is, formula
tions research and so on, because 
for the broader pharmaceutical, medi
cinal research you need a large orga
nisation and a well-balanced combi
nation of pharmacology, toxicology 
clinical medicine and chemistry, Of 
course, to build that up, we dO not 
have the resources as yet. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You do 
not contemplate it in the next five 
years. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: No. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: As re
gards process versus product patent, 
you developed chloromphenicol when 
Parke Davis must have had their own 
patent of it. If the German provision 
for proc:ess-cum-product patent was 
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' not there, you would not have been 
able to claim a patent for your own 
process. Is that right? 

Mr. Curt Engelhrn: Yes. 

, Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: So, our 
!me of approach to this problem is 
)lasically correct? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: You are quite 
right, but I think you have to 
offset that against the difficulties .that 
lie in process protection. Process pro. 
tection puts a considerable burden on 
the inventor. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Quite 
true. But if the German law had 
allowed only product patent, your 
company would not have been able to 
ge~ the patent for choloromphenicol 
at all. Is that not a sufficiently im
portant argument? 

Mr. Curt Engelhom: I do not know. 
Even though we ourselves benefited, 
I would quite frankly discuss the situ
ation with you. It came about like 
this. We had two chemists in our 
company. Parke Davis had made a 
disclaimer in one of their publications 
which said that one could not use 
cinamic alcohol as a starting product 
and they said: "We do not understand 
why this should not work". They 
started working with it and they saw 
that actually it did not work, but they 
found out very quickly-it may be by 
luck-a way round that. Then they 
did some very clever additional work 
and they were able to build up the 
molecule starting from cinamic alcohol. 

Then, the question of economy of 
the synthesis came in and it was pos
sible to work out this synthesis to the 
point where it was quite economical. 
But Parke Davis did also additional 
work on their synthesis. I think it 
was in the year 1958 or 1959 that we 
came to terms. They were sufficiently 
interested in our process to take a 
licence on that and we on the other 
way round. At that time, we were of 
the opinion that our process was 
superior. Looking back now, I am 



very glad that we made the deal be
cause it was not significantly superior. 

Dr. Scholl: Mr. Chairman, with your 
permission, I would like the following 
to be added at the appropriate place 
to my evidence: "The revocation of 
patents under Section 15, sub-section 
2 of the German ·Patents law is only 
possible if a compulsory licence had 
been granted before and if the said 
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compulsory licence had proved insuffi
cient!' 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. Curt Engelhorn: Thank you very 
much. 

(The witnesses- then withdrew) 

The Committee then adjourned. 
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I Neo-Piiarma Industries, Bombay. 

Spokesmen; 

1. Shri N. L. I. Mathias, Director. 
2. Shri A. C. Mitra. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats). 

Mr. Ohairman: The evidence that 
you give is public and it will be 
printed and published; it will be cir
culated to all the members and will · 
also be laid on the Table of the House. 
Even if you want anything to be 
treated as confidential. ..... · . 

Shri A. C. Mitra: We have noth
\ng to be treated as confidential. 

Mr. Chairman: .... it will he printed 
and published and will also be distri
buted to members. 

We have received your Memoran
dum and it has been circulated to all 
the members. If you want to stress 
any point, you m2y do so and there
after members will ask questions. 

Shri A, C. Mitra: I have come here 
particularly at the request of the 
company to explain to you the cir
cumstances Which have led the Neo
Pharma to this position .... 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We would like 
to know what is Neo-Pharma. 

Shri A. C. Mitra; Neo-Pharma is a 
company. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Say 
something about that Company. 

S•hri A. C. Mitra: I represent 
Neo-Pharma Industries Private Limi
ted. It is a pharmaceutical company 
manufacturing, among other things, 
for intending to manufacture a very 
important life-saving drug known as 
Chloramphenicol, which is the Chemi
cal name for Choloromycetin, which 
is so essential for the health and well
being of the people of our country. 

We were given an industrial licence 
under the Industries (Development & 
Regulation) Act on the 6th February, 
Ig6o and we had been asked to ~tart 
the manufacture of this within six 
months. Nearly six years have daps
ed, but nothing is happening !or the 
very simple reason that Parke Davis 
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have, throughout this period, takiDg 
full advantage of the lacuna in the 
Patents & Designs Act as it stands 
today, harassed this company by 
not giving us the licence an<1 whea we 
applied for a compulsory licence, they 
took us all over the line, from court 
to court and applications after aPPli
cations, so that today, although the 
compulsory licence has been issued, an 
appeal has been preferred and a stay 
order has been obtained. The result, 
therefore, is that. although our com
pany has spent lakhs of rupees in 
acquiring the technical know-how, in 
setting up factories and in acquiring 
lands, nothing can be done because of 
the dilatory tactics adopted by a 
foreign patentee taking full advan
tage of the prJvisions of the Patents 
& Designs Act. I must say that I 
have come here to impress upon you, 
if I can, the advantages of the provi
sions of the new Bill. I have come to 
support it. I am told that many 
persons .have come and expressed their· 
views on the Bill. I have not come 
here for that _purpose, but I am nerely 
here to tell you, as a concrete ca;;e, 
the difficulties under the old Act that 
we are experiencing and how the 
difficulties could be obviated by the 
provisions of the new Bill. I may 
give you full details just to explain 
to you, or to give you a full picture, 
as to how the delay has taken place 
and what are the reasons for the de
lay. Parke Davis have this patent; 
they have actually got four patents .. 

Mr. Chairman: You have narrated 
this in detail in your Memorandum. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: If you have read 
it, I have nothing further to add ex
cept that you will see from the way 
in which they have gone on, the whole 
object has been to delay the working. 
The result is that, at the moment, 
there are two companies--one Ger
man and the other, American-whe 
are intending to create between them
selves a monopoly. I shall tell you 
how. 

Mr. Chainnan: Which is the German 
fi1m? 



Shri A. C. Mitra: Boehringer. 

Between them, they are manufac
turing a good percentage of this life
saving drug and their object in pre
venting us from coming to the field 
is this: when the country is urgent
ly in need of the drug and if we are 
not manufacturing, they will say, 
"increase my quota and give us far
ther licence to. rnanuf.acture more". 
The result would be that ultimately 
they would create a monopoly bet
ween themselves--Parke Davis and 
Boehringer. These two people would 
be the monopolists of this Jife-saving 
drug. 

We have entered into a collabora
tion agreement with an Italian con
cern called Archifar. They have got 
the technical know-how and it is their 
technical know-how that we are now 
exploiting. These people first of all 
filed an infringement application say
ing that Archifar are nothing more 
than our Principals and since Archi
far are the infringers, we are also the· 
infringers. And all along the line 
they have been filling their appeals 
in the Calcutta High Court with the 
result that the collaboration agree
ment between us and Archifar could 
not be given effect to. Finding the 
difficulty we filed a petition under 
Sec. 23c.c. for a compulsory licence 
and when the compulsory licence was 
applied for and after going into the 
matter the Controller said, 'Let us 
see what terms you are agreeing to 
to gh·e the licencee' Parke Davis said 
'Nothing of the kind. You first of all 
decide whether you are going to give 

·the licence or not. Then I will give 
you the terms.' On that they went 
upto the High Court again and so on. 
All these details have been given in 
our memorandum. I can read it if 
you so desire. -What I am emphasizing is that un-
der the old Act it is open for a per
son who is bent upon delaying to do 
so. The present position is that we 
have ~~rot a compulsory licence but 
they filed an appeal and a stay ordf!r 
o_btained so that the compulsory 
ltcence is In cold storage and nothing 
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can be done. The position, "therefore, 
under the present Act is that it is 
possible for a foreign patentee to 
harass an indigenous manufacturer in 
such a way as to create a monopoly 
in the meantime in the market so that 
if and when after 10 years we do 
start the manufacture, the market is 
already full of these monopolists' 
goods and they are in a far better 
P!)Sition to compete than us who are 
new-comers in the field. The whole 
object of the Bill is that these vital 
industries should be in Indian hands. 
I under~tand, subject to correction, 
that in Japan none of this nonsense 
is tolerated. They buy out the tech
nical know-how in most cases and 
that is an end of the matter and 
practically every single industry is a 
Japanese industry, not like foreigners 
corning here and monopolising over 
here and dictating terms. Govern
ment is anxious that these drugs 
should be manufactured by India and 
the foreign patentees "controlled. Here 
what we see is that the foreign paten
tees dictate to our country as to what 
is to be done and how it. is to be done 
and in the meantime take advantage 
of the lacuna in the law and the law 
courts to prevent the avowed policy 
of the Government, namely the 
lndianisation of the industry manu
facturing these life-saving drugs. 

My only submission on this Bill is 
that the provisions relating to the 
grant of compulsory licence ought to 
be carried out with immediate effect 
so that when the compulsory licences 
are in fact granted, then there maY 
be a provision made in the present 
Bill for the Controller giving ad hoc 
compulsory licences and even before 
hearing the opposite party. I do not 
say that hearing should not be given. 
That should be given. There is pro
vision in the Bill for hearing even 
on the patents but at the same time, 
the procedure sho~ld not be persist
<!d in such a way that dilatory tactics 
will be adopted by the patentees. 

Mr. Chainnan: Would you req?ir_e 
this Committee to fix some time ]lmlt 
for granting the compulsory ,licence? 



Shrl A. C. Mitra: A time limit can 
of course be fixed. But the difficulty 
will always be: for instance, there 
can be no time limit for a judgment 
to be pronounced by a court. I have 
known of cases in certain High Courts, 
where arguments are over long 
ago .... 

Mr. Chairman: But this Bill rules 
out 11-Ppeal to Courts. Do you prefer 
that? 

·Shri A. C. Mitra: I prefer that. 

""Mr. Chairman: Would you prefer 
. t~e setting up of a Patents Tribunal? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: I would suggest 
that the Bill should be left as it is 
subject to this: that the Central 
Government, when deciding the ap
peal, can appoint an ex-High Court 
Judge together with qualified asses
sors to go in to the case. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose this Com
mittee makes. a recommendation that 
there should be a special Tribunal 
which should hear only p~tent cases 
and dispose of the cases within a 
particular time limit-what are your 
views on this? 

Shrf A. C. Mitra: In England there 
is what is known as Patents Tribu
nal functioning. At the moment 
something like that could be · done. 
But I would suggest that if the Patents 
Tribunal is a sort of miniature High 
Court, the same thing arises. _I will 
give you an illustration. A compul
sory licence is given to us. I go up
to the Patents Tribunal. It stops and 
gives a stay and then the usual para
phernalia of your submitting your 
part of the statement and their sub
mitting their reply and so on-the 
whole gamut of the proceedings take 
Place before the Tribunal and it will 
ultimately be. the same. I am aware 
of the fact that it does not look nice 
that a person's right should be inter
fered with except by the judicial 
process but what is to be done? Hav
ing a Patents Tribuna! is all right, but 
if you put. in a Tribunal, the same 
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thing would happen as it happens in 
a High Court. 

Mr. Chairman: May not, when it is 
specially set up for that purpose and 
a time limit is also fixed. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: If you indicate 
:that the case should be disposed of 
within a certain time, it is only a 
pious wish. Supposing it is not done, 
what is the sanction? 

Mr. Chairman: But the other man 
also mus't have the satisfaction that it 
is a judicial adjudication, judicial 
hearing. Don't You think so? 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Sup
posing the position is :reversed, woulc1 
you like a position in which you do 
not have the chance at all to explain 
your situation? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: l am not saying 
that at all, but look at the facts of 
my own case. -Shrl K. V. Venkatachalam: Don't 
judge on a single case. Take the 
situation in a larger context. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Speaking as a 
lawyer and brought up and trained in 
law, it is the most unpleasant thing 
to say that a judicial approach should 
not be done. That is true, but I am 
merely pointing out this to you to 
say that the judicial approach when 
it is honestly done, bona tide, 
it is all right, but there are ways and 
means left to unscrupulous patentees 
to delay matters as has been done in 
this case. 

Mr. Chairman: That is why we are 
suggesting a Special Tribunal, 

Shri A. C. Mitra: If you do provide 
a Patents Tribunal and fix a . time 
limit, then a further provision must 
be made that on the failure of its be
ing disposed of within the time limit, 
certain consequences will follow: i.e. 
the order of the Controller will re
main--something of that kind should 



be there. Otherwise mere mention 
that it p;hould be disposed of within 
3 months will not help one party or 
the other. 

Shri V .. M. Chord.ia: Have you got 
any experience of the working of the 
Copyright Tribunal. There the cases 
are disposed of quickly and there is 
no delay. 

.Shri A. C. l\litra: May I make one 
submission: so far as Copyright Act 
is concerned, very few people resort 
to that. As a matter of fact, I have 
to tell you frankly this is a Tribu
nal which is going to be resorted to 
by a large number of people. 

l\lr. Chairman: You may also know 
that an appeal will be provided to 
the Supreme Court only on points of 
Jaw, not on facts. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: In other words 
what you are suggesting is that there 
may be m•ly one --ip-peal from the 
order of the Controller to the Tribu
nal. 

l\lr. Chairman: And a second ap
peal to the Supreme Court only on 
points of law. 

Shri A. C. l\litra: You cannot by 
any legislation destory the provisions 
of Art. 136. That is a constitutional 
power granted to the Supreme Court. 

Mr. Chairman: Supreme Court does 
not enter into the question of time 
limit .. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Under Art. 136 
the powers of the Supreme Court to 
entertain and hear appeals are very 
wide. 

1\lr. Chairman: That is true. But 
only on questions of law an appeal 
shall lie to the Supreme Court. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Even an inference 
from the facts is a question of law. 
Supreme Court's powers unaer Art. 
136 cannot be touched. 
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Shri V. M. Chordia: May I know 
how many patent appeals are filed in 
the High Court on an average? 

Shri A. C. l\litra: I have not got 
the statistics before me. 

Shri V. M. Chord.ia: It will be 
easier if there is a Patents Tribunal. 

.Shri A. C. Mitra: I am not sug
gestmg that the tribunal should not 
be appointed. Of the two evils, if I 
may say so-High Court and the 
Patents Tribunal-the Patents Tribu. 
nal is the better one. 

Shri V. M. Chord.ia: What is the 
best? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: The Central 
Government. 

Mr. Chairman: But there will be 
objection because the Central Govern
ment is also the executive authority. 
Some judicial pronouncement is neces
sary. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: For example, the 
Board of Revenue, also exercise a-p
pellate powers and in Important 
cases, technical people are also taken 
in and their advice is taken. The rules 
may provide for the hearing of the 
appeals by the Central Government. 
It wil! come to the same thing. 

One other point is that a time
'imit should be fixed within which they 
must dispose of the appeals. Another 
point is that while many people, who 
are dealing with nothing but patent 
law, say that this present Bill is real
ly an excellent Bill, still they say 
that the new Bill will entail a lot of 
administrative work in the patent 
office and so. the staff and other things 
should be increased. 

nfr. Chairman: Yes, we will consi
der that. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: These are the 
points. The provisions of the BiH 
have become really necessary a'nd the 
present case is a concrete example 



wh!'re the licence was issued within 
six months, but even after six years 
nothing has been done. It is possible, 
if this state of affairs continues, for a 
patentee to create a monopoly,- as in 
fact they are creating. To-day there 
is a demand of about 90 tons for this 
life-saving drug. They are manu
facturing at the moment about :lO 
tons. Formerly they were given licence 
for about 10 tons. Then, after success· 
fully keeping out others from the 
field, they come to the Government 
and say "we are in a position to manu
facture more; give us additional tons." 
Gradually between themselves and 
this Boehringer, they are trying to 
create a monopoly in this field .. 

Mr. Chairman: If we provide six 
months for the" grant of compulsory 
licence by the Controller and another 
six months for the patents tribunal 
to dispose of the appeal, will it satis
'fy you? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: It all depends; 
in the case of granting of compulsory 
licence, six months is all right. But 
the point is, supposing the person 
wants time. 

Mr. Chairman: He should be re
fused; he should come prepared with 
all his documents and other things. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: You should em
power the Controller to give direc
tions in such a way that the entire 
matter should be disposed of within 
six months. That would be very very 
helpful. Similarly if we could give a 
direction that the patents tribunal, if 
and when constituted under the Act, 
should also dispose of the appeal with
in the specified time, it would be very 
helpful. 

One small point: Suppose a licence 
is granted to a company and there is 
an appeal. I was suggesting that dur
ing the pendency of the appeal, he 
should be allowed to go ahead. Now, 
would you stop entirely the operation 
of the comp11lsory licence, or would 
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it be the other way round .that once 
the Controller has thought it fit to 
grant· the licence, he can go ahead, 
subject to any modifications that may 
be made later on by the Controller? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How can that be 
made? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: That is in the 
Bill. I take the risk. When the 
licence is granted, I go ahead with it. 
If the licence is rejected, I take the 
risk. Otherwise I would have to start 
again after six months. 

Mr. Chairman: 
that. 

We will consider 

Shri A. C, Mitra: It should be 
optional for the person to do so; and 
there should not. be any restraint. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Is there any simi
lar provision in any other Act of the 
Government of India? 

Mr. Chairman: Please see Section 
88(4): "The Controller may at any 
time before the terms of the -licence 
are mutually agreed upon or decided 
by the Controller, an application made 
to him in this behalf by any person 
who has made any such requisition 
as is referred to in 'sub-section (1), 
permit him to work the patented in
vention on such terms as the Control
ler may, pending agreement between 
the parties or decision by the Control
ler, think fit to impose." It is there. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Yes, it is there. 
But that is with regard to the Con
troller; I was suggesting it for the 
appeal also. 

Mr. Chairman: We will consider it. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: There is one more 
point which I would like to bring to 
your notice. Critics of this Bill, I am 
told, have said that the result of this 
Bill would be that anybody can come 
fotward and whether he is capable .of 
manufacturin~; or not, he gets the 
licence and goes on with it. There is 
no point in this criticism for this rea-



son that in these cases of essential 
drugs, licences are granted under the 
Industries Development and Regula
tion Act and the Drug Controller 
lakes into account the quantity he 
uoposes to manufacture, the target 
ior the next plan, the demand for it 
and so on and also sees whether the 
applicant has got the necessary tech
nical know-how resources, etc., before 
granting the licence. So it is not that 
anybody can come forward and_ get 
the licence. 

Mr. Chairman: One of the objec
tions is that it will scare away foreign 
investment. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: If the foreign 
patentee says~tliat unless "he- gets full 
monopoly rights in India, he will be 
scared away, we will say "bye bye" 
to him; we will do without him. We 
will copy, we will infringe his patent; 
we will do it in the national interest. 
We had enough of thes'e threats. 

Mr. Chairman: Another objection 
is that it will not promote scientific 
research in this country, but will re
tard scientific research. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: In Italy-! am 
speaking subject to correction-no
body bothers about patents. They 
keep on merrily infringing it and yet 
the research has not stopped. This 
threat that unless they get a mono
poly they will not _come, will always 
be there. I can assure you that they 
won't be scared away. Take this 
particular case. It was given in 1948, 
I remember. Eighteen years have 
passed and still they won't give us 
the licence. (There have been some 
extensions in this case.) 

Dr. C. B. Singh: May I know what is 
the total out-turn of your Pharma
copeal preparations? 

Shrl A. C. Mitra: For what? -

n.-. C. B. Singh: For the drugs you 
are producing. 
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Shrl A. C. Mitra: H crores.-that is 
the out-turn of the drugs that·we have 
manufactured. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Out of this li 
crores, what is the proportion of 
patented and unpatented drugs? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: I do not think tha~ 
can be given off hand. 

D~. C. B. Singh: Out of this, how 
many are patented drugs. You can 
give an approximate number. 

Shri A. C. 1\litra: I am told, :JO% are 
patented. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Are you sure it is 
20%. I would like you to onfirm this 
point. It is very impqrtant. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: If I had prior inti
mation, I could have given yuu the 
exact figure. I shall send you the in
formation. This is an approximate 
idea. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: When you came into 
conflict with Parke Davis, did you 
know that they were holding the pa~cnt 
right for Chloram-phenical in India. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Knowing that, haw 
did you come, to terms with the Italian 
firm for the know-how? 

shii A. c. Mitra: Archifors are 
manufacturing this drug, and according 
to the agreement between us, they have 
to supply uS the technical know-how_ 
We have throughout been told that it 
is a different process, that the Italian 
process is different. Later on it trans
pired that they have got the same pro
cess. It was then that we asked for a 
licence from Parke Davis. They will 
not give us except on certain ridi
culous terms. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Without proper 
examination of the case, you came to 
terms with the Italian firm aDd that is 
why the difficultv aro•e 



Shri A. C. Mitra: No. This is not 
correct. The Italian firm promised to 
produce Chloramphenicol with their 
own process and we had no idea what 
that process is until they start manu
facturing. Then when Parke Davis said 
that you are infringing my patent, we 
asked Parke Davis to give us the 
licence to manufacture it under their 
patent. To that, they refused. Then 
we had to go in for a compulsory 
licence. 

Dr. C. B. Singh; After having sp?nt 
so much money, did you try by your 
research work to find out an alterna

. tive method to produce this drug? 
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Shri A. C. Mitra: If it had been so 
easy in India to have found ·out an 
alternative method, there was no point · 
in running after Parke Davis. 

· Dr. C. B. Singh: For your informa
tion, a German firm did that. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Germans did not 
do that. What they did was they had 
an additon.here and an addition there 
and with their huge recourses and 
scientific skill, they made minor vana
tions here and there and certain addi
tions. This they have again patented 
and now between the two-Boehringer 
and Parke Davis-each one has given 
licence to the other Between the two, 
they have got a m~nopoly. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Did you try to come 
to terms with Parke Davis Company so 
that they may give the licence to you? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: My instruction 
are, we have approached them, but 
they refused to give Us the licence. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Did you try to come 
to terms with them• It was a matter 
for negotiations. · 

Shri A. C. Mitrai My instructions 
are, we have had long negotiations 
With them but the terms ...- 2re so rigid 
and so impossible that we could not 
POSsibly. agree to them. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Can we have the 
terms? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: There were dis-· 
cussions both in Bombay as well as. 
outside with regard to tlje terms of the 
licence. Ultimately they did not give 
us any licence. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Will you be able to· 
give this information about the terms? 
That is very important, . because we· 
have got to go into details as to what 
terms you offered and what they re-. 
fused. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Negotiations are· 
no longer secret. The matter is before· 
the Higi1 Court where everything is 
open . 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: We did nego
tiate with them for the terms and for· 
giving us the licence for the production 
of Chloramphenicol in this country, 
but in spite of our attempts both in 
India with the local management of 
Parke Davis as well as the parent com
pany in Detroit, USA, they did not 
make any response to our attempts. 
Negotiations were rebuffed by dilatory 
tactics. When we approached the local 
Managing Director, we were informed 
that he has no permission to negotiate. 
When we wrote direct to Parke Davis, 
Detroit USA, the parent company, they· 
said we will have to discuss with the 
local company. And this went on for 
more than a year or two and ultimately 
in despair we had to go ahead with the 
Italian collaboration. There was no 
way of coming to any terms, any type 
of understanding or obtaining any rea
sonable settlement. Even our approach 
for any reasonable terms was being 
r.ebuffed. They did not offer any 
tangible terms. They would s~y: We 
shall discuss the matter; we are con
sidering the matter; you should have 
negotiations with our local company 
and local company directs us to Detroit, 
and from Detroit back again here. 
And that was the process which went 
on for months and months. If I re
collect correctly it went on for 2! years. 
In the meantime, we were· pressed by 
Government to tell them the concrete 
steps that we have taken for the im
plementation of the licence. We had 
no answer to give. We had to make· 



meadway, We had to go ahead. The 
on'y alternative that was left to us 
was to go in for an application for 
compulsory licence, because onlY 
through this process, could we make 
any headway. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What happened to 
.compulsory licence? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: CompulsorY 
licence has been very recently granted 
·to us. Not being satisfied with all the 
correspondence and personal discus
sions in Bombay with the local Man
·aaing Director took the trouble of 
g~ing all the V:ay to the United States. 
I went to Detroit expressly for this 
purpose of negotiating with their 
Directors and home office and I met the 
Deputy Chairman and discussed this 
matter. It was all nothing but just 
·hearing you, trifiling with the entire 
affair, extending to you all hospitality 
and packing you back home. This is 
ali that wa;; there. They said: we shall 
·write to you. But writing never came 
for months. There was no response 
except that we shall discuss the matter 
during the next visit of our Managing 
Director to Detroit-the matter will 
be discussed and things were left at 

:this stage. · -

Dr. C. B. Singh: If you had a similar 
-patent in America what will you like? 
·would you like some one else to draw 
a copy of it without giving you proper 

.compensation? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: The question 
-of not giving proper compensation doe~ 
not arise. We are most willing to give 
adequate compensation but they are. 
adopting dilatory tactics and trifling 
with the issue. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: With an out-turn 
of Rs. 1 i crores what is your research 
set-up? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: We have none. 
I can also say that most of the com
·panies in India do not have their own 
.basic research set-up. It requires a lc' 
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of resources. We are relatively 
medium-sized companies. We cannot 
compare ourselves with big companies 
like Parke Davis a!'d such other Euro
pean companies. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Even with your 
out-turn of Rs. 1! crores, when you 
were looking forward to a high profit, 
it was time for you to do something 
original in this line. 

You have got hardly anything-is 
that your reply? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: We do not have 
any basic original research set-up but 
we have certainly developed certain 
products in the country. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You mentioned 
about some Italian collaborators. Have 
your Italian collaborators 'IURnufactur
ed these medicines? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Yes, our Italian 
collaborators do manufacture and the 
same is sold in Italy. They are one of 
the biggest manufacturers of Chloram
phenical in Italy. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Do you have any 
idea of price of this drug that is pre
valent in Italy and the price which 
Parke Davis charge here. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: I have no infor
mation at the moment. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Could you collect 
and send it. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Well we will trY 
and send it. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You mention 
about Japan preventing the foreigners 
from hindering Japanese entrepre
neurs. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: I merely pointed 
out that in Japan, as far as I know, 
they buy the complete technical know
how and practically not a single 
foreigner without Japanese collabora
tion is allowed to set-up industries in 
Japan with regard to these certain 
essential types. 



Shri R. P. Sinha: Are you sure of 
the facts when you say so? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: By and large, I 
am told, that is the method that they 
are resorting to. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You suggested 
"that there should be a time-limit to 
<decide a dispute. What time-limit dO 
you think will be reasonable? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: It all ciepends on 
"the nature of the dispute. If the dis
pute is about a small matter it can 
be decided quickly; if it is a compli
cated one it may take long time. But 
six months would be maximum that 
should be allowed and I am sure it can 
be done. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Wiii you also 
prefer that there should be no pc.wer 
to stay the implementation of the deci
sion of the Patents Tribunal by any 
\!OUrt. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: You cannot whittle 
down the power of the Supreme Court 
under. Article 136. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Does not tloe 
prwer of ·stay come handy to the paten
tee? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Well if they apply 
Article 136 and the Supreme Court 
grants stay there is nothing you can 
do here. But all depends on the good 
sense of the Supreme Court wh~ther 
they would grant the stay or not. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Could you give 
us an idea of the amount of profit that 
Parke Davis may hav? earned during 
the period that they have been keep
ing you busy in litigation and prevent-
ing you from manufacturing? · 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Thi• is a question 
which Parke Davis alone can <:n6w~r. 
But this much I can say that the de
mand is so tremendous for this verY 
important drug in our country and 
compared to the low purchasing power 
of our people, Sir, the price seerr.s to 
be even now fairly high. 
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Shri Arjun ArOra: Could yot' give 
us an idea of the sale price per unit 
of Parke Davis and your approximate 
sale price? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: Sir, initially 
we did manufacture this Chlor~.m .. 
phenicol in our factory until we wece 
stopped. We have now sold out that 
stock. We were selling it at a much 
lesser price than Parke Davis. 

Mr. Chairman: What are the exact 
prices-theirs and yours? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: One capsule ccsts 
75 paise, whereas the cost of a capsule 
which we were manufacturing and 
selling from out of the stock we had 
got still, came to 5 annas; it has now 
come down to 4 annas, viz. 25 paise. 

Mr. Chairman: On the same units?, 

Shri A. C. Mitra: 12 capsules of 250 
mg. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Your colhague 
mentioned about his yisit to Detroit. 
Had he got the impression that they 
were not interested in granting him a 
licence to manufacture in Ircia? 

Sbri A, C. Mitra; Yes, tha~ is his 
impression. I will ask him to speak. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: The general 
impression. I will ask him to speak. 
discussions with Parke Davis in 
Detroit was that there were no bonn 
fides in their so-called negotiation! 
with us. They talked to us just out of 
politeness. 

Shri Babubhai M. Chinai: Are ,-ou 
in favour of a total abrogatiot; 'lf paient 
law? 

Shri A. C. 1\lttra: It is a vet:y im
portant law. It not only protects 
foreign inventors, but it also ~iv~ pro
tection to us. 

Shri Babubhai M. Chinai: On every 
such occasion where the Govcrn:n~nt 
has come out with a Bill wherein the 
power of the Executive is final and 



there is no judicial tribuna' ~r any 
Board or High Court which can be 

, approached, p_eople from the p:ofess1on 
to which the hon. speaker bell•ngs, 
have always objected that there 
should not be the final authority in the 
Executive. Will the hon. spe~ker ~~~
lighten us about his views? 

Shri A. C. l\litra: The question, Sir, 
is that our knowledge is limited to cer-, 
tain essential foods and drugs vital to 
the life of the community. I do not 
want to speak about any other matter 
which is not so essential. This is 
number one. Secondly, as a lawyer on 
the Bar, the Executive being armed 
with great power is abhorrent to the 
judicial mind. But I cannot lose .sight 
of the fact that some judicial processes 
are abused for self-interest by foreign 
patentees, as in this case. We have 
been discussing ways and means how 
that could be stopped. Although the 
Executive should not be armed with 
greater powers, some means must be 
found to expedite matters. 

Shri Dalpat Singh: In your memo
randum you have cited a case how 
some parties have taken undue advan
tage of the Act. Do you think that the 
present proposed Bill is again like the 
existing Act or do you suggest some 
further changes? 

Shri A. C. Mitra': No, Sir. Particu
larly I tell you, SiJ:, that the present 
Bill certainly meets; or at least so it 
would meet, the situation. as the one 
created by Parke Davis. I am not 
suggesting any new improvements. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Have you certain 
difficulties in the Bi1l? Do you agree 
W>th the other provisions of the Bill 
en+!Eely? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: Sir, I have n-:t had 
time to read the other provisions · of 
the Bill in great detail. I have come 
here to present that aspect of the Bill 
which relates to compulsory licence 
and relating to foods and essential 
drugs. On that aspect I have come to 
make my respectful submissions to the 
committee. 
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Shri A. T. Sarma: You must have 
gone through a'l the provisions of the. 
Bill. 

Shri A. C. 'Mitra: I have gone 
through, but not .to that extent as to 
assist you in greater· detail. 

One thing I may tell you. My friend 
on my left asked about research. Sir, 
probably my friend also knows that 
the minimum amount of money re
quired to set up a research centre of· 
the type that my learned friend has 
in mind, would, I think, be--this is 
subject to correction-several crores 
of rupees. 

Shri C. B. Singh: We p;ill not talk 
about that now. We have talked about 
that Wl now. You are a lawyer, you 
can speak about law. You know 
nothing about research; so, do not talk 
about research. 

~ 'q'hfFT : Tf.t 'lC? ""'¥ 
,;r ""''~' m a-m rt<rr •ff r"' f;r'f'!iT 
;:m< ~ if; ~ 6 qq (f'l' 

•r.t'l~tiif'f'!il<'f <RT~ on;:r f~ I 

'ltf ~o ~To f~y.:o;rrq-~23 
«T «T m I ~~ I lf~ '!<: ~)m 'fliT t 
f'f> "1'1"'r~ ~6'tr ;;ror qrq 

C:'Wfffir ~iT ~~<'~""{ ~ if; 'l'ffi eft 
;i.~on: ~ ~"" 'ITfhr ~if·iR:tr it 
~ 'fliT ~ ~. ~~ I aq "'1 

'f>T ;;iT ~ ~. ~ ~iT 1 ;mif; f,1if 
~<'fiT I ~ ~ ~T <:<:~ 

~it f'f> ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 lf~ f~Wf 
~(f ~m Cfif ~iT f'l' l(mi: ~ m 
~ ~ I ~ f<1if .rh: ~ ~it I 
~~~~~ill WR ~ 
;r fulfT ;;mr eft lif~ ~ ~~ ;;mfr 
~ f'f> ~t ;f,]i if ~ ~ ~ eft 
~- ~ fon ~ ;;rfm; 'I~T ~ I 
¢.rt m:'f fc:<rr ;;mrl" ~ I o;rrf <R 

if ~ \fRIT ~. lf~ '!<: -.:;r fc:~ 
<R"f!;<n: ~. ~l<n: «Tl(<r it 'fi'll.T 
f'!' ~ ~. ~'!' fifill'l.: 'f.~i't 'f.lll'Otro 



~« fGliT ;;rr!f li'T . Of fGliT ;;rr!f, 

~ fu lfR m:11 ~ ~ om 
~ I ill"'11: ~ f~ ~ f<F fGli'T (;fTll' 

aT 'J'T om m ~I~Jff~'l' 
>:iR ~ I ll'tr ~R Of~ fGli'T I 

~r:r 'liW f<F ll'tr mq- om ~ -ct ~ 1 

~ Wtr g) f~ 'Ff\ir f<F <m"<f« 
' . . 

ful!'r "fl1l'TT l:fT ~')' , i1<r l;lf ~ 
~ 1 ll'i?:T <mr mr iliFf 'F'i.· ~ m;;r 
a'F ~ ~fu<:r ~ 9~ 1 ;urfur<: if 

''fliT ~l;[T, ~i?:l:r ~ f<F '!l'f.f ~ 
~lf ;f.T ~ ~ Cf'F ~ <ft I ~ 
if; 'lTG f~ it i?:T~'Flc if .rn !flt, ~T 
f<F ~ "'!S"l'Wr.r m'l ~. ~iF 
i?: "'Tt <ml' 'l1"ffi ~ ~. w f<1it 
~ ;f,T '!ilc; if ;;rr;rr ~ ' 'W<r ~fq;. 

~~ .l[T ~T ~. f~~ i?:T ~i?:T ~I 

Shri V. M. Cb.ordia: What are your 
·suggestions so that in future this type 
·of delay may not occur? 

!llf ~o Rfo f~r: f'l<'f i'f ll'tl: 'fiW irll'r 
~. ;;ft ~Of ma<f :f f~ ~ I 
~ mor· ~·~ m;m 

~. ~ <m"il« <fV<r ~ R<Ffi ~. m'FOf 
~m "fi?:T 9m 1 

In the meantime, pending discussion, 
:if the licence Is granted, work can go 
LOll, 

1;1) ~l~FT : f~ -.:;) ~ li' 
err m i?:T <l'Ffr ~ I 

Shri B. IS:. Das:. It appears from the 
"lllemor;mdum that you are in favour of 
licence of rights. There is a provision 
for a maximum royalty of 4 per cent. 
Will that be enough? There is evidence 
that it should be left free to be decided 
upon by the parties concern.ed. What 
would be the better provision? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: According to my 
instructions, 4 per cent is a fair return 
•:>n .the :patent price. 
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Shri B. K. Das: Parke Davis had six 
patents for one product. These are all 
process patents I believe. Three of 
them expired and were granted to an
other party. I want to know whether 
a patent for more than one process 
should be granted to a single party, and 
if he does not exploit it within a rea
sonable period whether it should not 
lapse. 

Shri A. C. Mitra: That would be a 
correct approach. He should be given 
the option of either utilising it himself 
within a reasonable time, or the new 
process should be allowed to be ex
p'oited by others, unless it is a patent 
which is inextricably connected with 

· the main one. 

Sbri K. V. Venkatacb.alam: Can you 
give us an idea of the other activities 
of your firm, what other items are you 
producing? 

Sbri N. L. I. Mathias: Neo-Pharma 
has been by and large specialising in 
anti-tuburcular preparations. My com
pany is a pioneer in the. introduction 
and in the basic manufacture of PAS 
and its salts in India. We, in collabora
tion with another company in Hydera- . 
bad and a foreign collaborator, were 
responsible for pioneering this effort 
of manufacturing in the country PAS 
and its salts for the first ,time. 

· Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Is there 
any exploitation of a patent invo!ved 
in that? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: There have 
been some patents on that also. There
fore, without that we would not have 
been able to manufacture this in the 
country. 

We have obtained the technical pro
cess for the production of PAS and its 
salts, and we are paying a reasonable 
royalty of 2~ per cent. Our relation
ship with that company is reasonably 
satisfactoy. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: If you 
are successful in getting this licence 
from Parke Davis for chloramphenicol, 
what percentage of finished material 
would you start with? 



Shri N. L. I. Mathias: Probably from 
the stage 25 to 33 113 per cent from the 
top and then go down to the very basic 
stage from which all others in the 
world are manufacturing. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Barring 
Parke Davis, are there any other Indian 
manufacturers manufacturing chlo
ramphenicol? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: There are 
one or two other manufacturers. 
One of them is working in collabo
ration with Italian manufacturers. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Don't 
they have the same difficulty? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: The posi
tion is very clear in as much as 
Parke Davis which has a wide
spread network is the originator of 
this process. There are no two opi
nions about it. But Parke Davis has 
had a lease of life of probably 18 
yQars now, because it was in 1948-
49 that this .product was discovered 
and had begun to be commercially 
made available ·in a good part of the 
world. Since then Parke Davis has 
been licensing their own agents and 
their own nominees in different 
parts of the world including Italy. 
After ·Italy lifted the patents, many 
Italian companies have been still 
respecting some of these for the bene
fit of their overseas consumers. There 
is one Italian company which has 
come to an arrangement with Parke 
Davis and a sub-licence has been 
given by them to another Indian com
pany called Mac-laboratories. It IS 
a very small, insignificant quantity 
of about 800 kg, Per annum. 

Shri K. ·V. Venkatachalam: Are 
this long delay and dilatory tactics 
a solitary case or have there been 
some other cases? 

Shri IN. L, I. Mathias: There are 
also other cases. I would not be 
able to ~:ive you details. 

Shri K, V. Venkatachalam: Can 
Mr. Mitra ·say, with his experience 
on the legal side. The only point in 
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my asking this question is because, 
whether we should make a law 
based on just ·one or two cases. 

Sbri A. C. Mitra: That is not the 
approach, if I may say so, with res
pect. The question is, with the Jaw 
as it stands, is it capable of being 
exploited by any _unscrupulous pat
entee. • 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Ar& 
there other similar cases? 

Shri A. C. Mitra: · The fact that it 
has been exploited is apparent in 
this case. I do not know. There 
may be other cases. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: One 
more question. You said your turn
over was of the order of Rs. 1l 
crores. I should have thought that 
as a forward looking company, you 
would put by some part at least 
for research. You could have started 
with Rs. 10 to 16 lakhs for research, I 
think. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: Unfortu~ 
nately, with the heavy taxation a~ 
well as the expenditure that we have 
got to incur, net profits are very small. 
Primarily because . we are, in the 
majority of our products, represent
ing foreign manufacturers and as 
such we operate on very modest 
margins. You ·can produce a turn
over but ultimately a modest margin 
leaves us very little, and if we are 
to' experiment and go into original 
research, as my friend ·has suggested, 
probably we may be going into an 
empty adventure and ending up -in a 
big loss. · 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: On the 
one hand you say that you do not 
want any for~ign assistance, and at 
the same time you say yon cannot 
put up any money. 

Shri N. L. ·I. Matllias: Our coun
try should have basic industries and 
it is this basic industry that we havl! 
been prevented from setting up. It 
has taken mora ·than six years before 
we have struggled into getting a com
pulsory lice;nce. You can control the 



industry, despite foreign collabora
tors having been conceded equity 
shares •in the company. Ultimately, 
we are supposed to have this indus
try in Indian hands with IndiaD 
labour, capital and run completely 
with- Indian technical know-how. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
have put by money? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: We have al
ready put in quite some money. We 
have sent two or three chemists ab
road. We have spent quite some
thing to train these people in Italy, 
and these people also have come into 
contact with our German, Swiss 
and French • collaborators. These 
chemists are highly qualified and 
would have sufficient know-how. 
They ' have acquired the technical 
know-how of chloramphernicol manu
facture also. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Shri N. _L. I. Mathias: There is one 
small submission which I would like 
to make before we 'finish. Reference 
was made to the question of prices 
with respect . to Parke Davis and 
other companies. As far as the bulk 
supplies of chloramphenicol are 
concerned, the price is Rs. 600 per 
kilogram, as against the open world 
market price of approximately Rs. 90 
per kilogram. It is the same chemi
cal substance which is produced all 
over the world, and the process is 
as old as 18 years. It is their own 
indigenous production by the same 

·process, bu( the production is not 
made available to any actual user. 
No actual user in the country can 
purchase this active substance from 
Parke Davis. We sought to purchase 
some quantity from them, but they 
said they did not have anything to 
spare as their entire production is 
utilised in the formulation of their 
own speciality 1 lines. They have, 
therefore, nothing that they can sell 
to any bod¥. 
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Mr. Chairman: You can buy from: 

other ·manufacturers. 

Shri N. U. I. Mathias: But the· 
price is not very much different. As 
I said Rs. 90 per kg is the world 
market price which does not exist in 
our country, but exists all over the 
world for 'the very Parke Davis pro
duct. It is the very same substance 
and not different whatsoever, except 
that Parke Davis says chloromysktin. 
in manufactured by Parke Davis. It 
is 'only a trade name. It is nothing 
else than a commercial trade name 
for a chemica] substance which peo
ple in other parts of the world also 
manufacture. It is as ·simple as a 
text-book reaction and is very simple. 
But the same process could not be 
made available to another independent 
pharmaceutical concern which 
has the same skill, competence and 
ability. Why? The very substance 
which is made available at Rs. 90 
per kg in the world ' market_ has to 
be bought by us at Rs. 600 per kg. 
That is how monopoly conditions 
are being operated' in this country. 

Shl'i Braj Behari Melirotra: How 
long are they exploiting this? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: They have 
introduced this in different parts of 
the world since 1948. India also got 
this at about the same time. 

Shri V. B. G_3ndhi: As compared 
to Rs. · 90, what would be your cost 
if you can produce it? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: As far as 
retail price is concerned, our price 
could be still cheaper than Parke 
Davis's. As far. as the basic chemical 
is concerned, we have been prev&nt
ed from manufacturing it. Our price
if we go into manufacture-it would 
be rather difficult to mention it. 

Shri Ram Sewak Yadav: Appro. 
ximately? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: I can assure 
the Committee that our price will be 
substantially cheaper than the price 
of Parke Davis. 



·sbri R. P. Sinha: Is the patent still 
-alive, from 1948? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: The patents 
·were 16 years old. Subsequently 
some of these have been extended. 
There are some patents which are 
called additive patents, that is, patents 
which have been brought into exis
tence with minor variations and 
changes. I understand the 1948-49 
patents have expired. 

Shri B. N. Atrishi: 5 patents were 
applied for compulsory licensing. 3 
have already lapsed and at present 2 
patents are there for which compul
sory licence has already been grant
ed. Parke-Davis have brought an 
appeal in the Calcutta High Court. 
But the life-time left for these patents 
is hardly 2 years. Not a single patent 
·of Parke-Davis has been extended. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: May I know whe
ther with the help of the 3 expired 
·patents. it will be possible for you to 
manufacture this product? 
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Shri .N. L. I. l'llatbiah: The old 
patents have been - so modified or 
..-aried in the form of 'additive' patents 
that in the ultimate stage, before the 
final product is got, we have to pass 
through some reactionary stage or 
other that is still controlled by the 
'additive' patents. That is where they 
.squeeze us out. 

Shri B. N. Atrishi: They are inde-
1Jendent; I do not think they are 
patents of addition. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: What prevents 
them from adding some new sub
stance giving it a different trade name 
'and manufacturing it? 

Mr. Chairman: The patent office 
·says they are new patents. There is 
nothing to prevent you from using 
the lapsed patents. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: Our informa
tion is they are •additive' patents. We 
may be mistaken in the nomenclature 
.as to whether they are additive or 

new patents, but these patents are so 
formed that they embrace some reac
tions of the old patent and the ulti
mate product cannot be arrived at 
unless vou infringe in some stage or 
other oile of those reactions. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: In 1948 chloro
phenecol was being manufactured 
with the help of the three patents 
which have now expired. Why can't 
you manufacture it with the process 
contained in those expired patents by 
which they were manufacturing it in 
1948? 

Shri N. L. I. Mathiah: That is what 
I explained now. The new patents 
embrace at some stage some reaction 
covered by the old patent. The new 
patents are not new from A to Z. 

Shri K. V. Venkatacbalam: The 
expired patents were ·being utilised 
previously for the production of 
chlorophenecol. Why can't you use 
those expired patents? Nobody can 
challenge you for that. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: That is what 
I just explained. At some stage the 
new patents embrace some reaction 
c~vered by the old patent. 

Shri R. P .. Sinha:· We are not satis
fied with this argument. The matter 
is not clear to us. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: I will read 
out something from the Sunday Times 
dated 4th April, 1965: 

"It is not even necessary to 
change the molecular structure of 
a product to produce and market 
a new product. An alternative 
and highly profitable field for 
research in the industry lies in the 
additives. Dr. Weinstein told the 
Kefauver ·committee how Pfizer 
anxious to market in the US a 
tetracyline different from other 
comparues (and its own) thought 
of adding gulcosamine. Glucosa
mine is a naturally occurring 
substancP. which occurs in the 
blood and this has been added to 
the tetracycline with the hope 



that this would increase the ab
sorption of the tetracycline. This 
is the only thing hoped for. There 
is nothing in the combination to 
change the effect of the tetra
cycline itself." 

If Pfizer could do it, why not we? 

Mr. Chairman: We have not got 
the know-how as Pfizers. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I feel this com
pany has not got even a small re
search unit to modify it slightly as 
suggested in this article or even to 
use the old patents. Therein comes 
the importance of research. Unless 
·the Bill so provides that it gives m
centives for research work or inflow 
of foreign technical know-how, the 
progress of pharmaceutical industry 
cannot take place. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: If one actual
ly knows the implication and the sig
nificance of what 'researCh' in the 
pharmaceutical field is,' one , would 
probably shudder before going into 
any original research .. Hon. _Members 
would appreciate that it is not easy 
to go into the research of a product 
unless and until we have at least the 
elementary experience of producing it 
first in the country. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: For the information 
of the witness I may mention that in 
Japan four leading pharmaceutical 
companies have spent, mainly ·on re
search and development, during the 
year 196.3, :!o lakhs, 22 lakhs, 28 lakhs 
and 10 lakhs dollars. In India hardly 
anything is being sperit on research. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: No· research work 
worth the name· is being done in 
India. Without research work, it is 

·common knowledge, there can be no 
· development in the field of pharma

ceutical industry. If the Indian peo
ple are 110t in a position, ·because of 
lack of experience or lack of funds or 
something like · that, we have to 
depend, ns .Japan and West Germany 

· have done, on foreign technical 
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know-how and research. The anxiety 
of this Committee is to harmonise 
between these two points of view. 
How can we be guided by one solitary 
instance where injustice might have 
been done. We will try to see, as 
far as possible, that such injustice is. 
not done. But we cannot ignore this 
fact that for a number of years to 
come. when even advanced countries 
like West Germany and Japan today 
are depending upon the research work 
done in foreign countries, we have t? 
depend upon the research work d0>1e 
in foreign countries and we have to · 
see that the benefits of such rese~roh 
work flows into this country. 

Shri N. L. I. Mathias: With all res
pect to hon. Members of this Com
mittee, I would like to submit that 
West Germany and Japan, since World 
War II, has not been responsible fr>r 
any original research work in lbe 
pharmaceutical field. -

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much, gentlemen for coming and as
sisting the Com~ittee in -its work. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

II. Hatlkine Institute Pare1, Born ba:r 

Spokesmen: 

1. Dr. H. I. Jhala, Director. 

2. Dr. C. V. Deliwala, Assistant Dir
ector: 

(The witnesses were called in and they 
took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: I have to Worm 
you that the evidence that you give 
is public and is printed and distribut
ed among members and is also laid 
on the Table of the House. Even if 
you want any portion of it to · be 
treated as confidential, still it will be 
distributed to our members. 

We have received your memoran
dum. It has been circulated to all the 
members of the Committee. We have 
visited your Institute also. If you 
want to mention any new point or 
stress the points which you have al-



ready made, you may please do so 
now. Afterwards, our members \vill 
2sk questions. 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: Even though both 
<lf us are appearing from the Institute, 
we shall try not to overlap each other. 
We shall try to make out separate 
points so that the time of the Com
mittee is not wasted. I have about 
ten points to make which I would 
first like to narrate. Later on, if you 
have any questions to ask, I shall be 
grateful· to elucidate the points 
further. 

The reason why· I am appearing 
'before this body · is because the 
Haffkine Institute is one of the oldest 
medical research organisations in ~he 
country and produces, drugs, especial
ly in the field of biologicals like vac
cines and serum, and also. for the last 
20 or 25 years we are interested in· 
preparation of drugs which have 
chemo-therapeutical remedies for con
trol of diseases. 

We have got a section of orgaruc 
chemistry, which we call the Depart
ment of Chemotherapy; where we 
.synthesize the drugs. We also liave 
a department where we work on 
indigenous drugs. The· drugs thaf we 
work upon are worked out for for
mulations as well as for trying to find 
<lUt the processes for their manufac
ture including those for known com
pounds. If a compound is known 
already in the field, we try to make 
<lUt a process of our own to produce 
it at the Institute. We work out on 
the labor;~tory scale as well as at the 
pilot plant scale and try to get a 
patent where it is possiple tl> get one. 

Besides this under the present 
licensing procedures all applications 
for biologicals l:!eing licensed are re
ferred to the Haffkine Institute. 
Therefore I get a number of agree
ments of collaboration between vari
ous foreign and Indian firms referred 
to me for the sake of comments. 

Shri It, P. Sinha: We would like to 
know whether the Institute is some 
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expert body or a research institute 
or some profit-making body, 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: The Ha1fkine Insti
tute is an . organisation which is 
departmentally run by the Public 
Health Department of the Govern
ment of Maharashtra and It is not a 
profit-making institution. 

I only wish to confine my remarks 
to pharmaceuticals and foods. I am 
not dealing with any questions of 
patents which are in the other fields. 
My field of specialisation is only that. 
There are many countries in the world, 
at least ten I know of, which do not 
allow any patent in pharmaceuticals 
and foods. I am referring to product 
patents. 

Mr. Chairman: Which are those 
countries? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: They are Argentine, 
Austria, Brazil, West Germany,· 

· Holland, Iran, Italy, Japan, Me:rico 
and Venezuela. There are some 
countries which have process patents. 

Shn R. P . .Sinha: Do these countries 
allow process patents in · drugs and 
foods? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: As far as my infor
mation goes, they dO ·not allow pro
duct patent. I have no information 
about process patent. Some countries 
allow process patent and there o~re 

some which allow both. 

When a country grants product and 
process patent. there are some ano
malies that appear. One is that the 
drugs sold become costlier. They 
cost much higher in those countrtes 
where product and process patents are 
given. Secondly, it leads to the eli
mination of competition resulting in 
monopoly or syndicate resulting in bad 
practices for exploitation of the mar
ket. Thirdly, there is abuse of condi
tions granted to them. There may be 
saving clauses, like compulsory licence, 
but even then .they so abuse it that 
you cannot exercise those rights. The 
privilege is being misused more than 



used in favour of the country granting 
the licence. · Lastly, I find that it •Jnly 
leads to increased sales and increased 
expenditure on sales through adver
tisements, commission and many other 
practices. It does not in any way 
improve the science 1n the country 
because, in any case, the inventor in 
most of the cases is an individual by 
himself anil. he himself does not manu
facture; it is the company that ex
ploits the fruits thereof and science 
by itself is not in any way benefited. 

:&lr. Chairman: This is as regards 
product patents. 

Dr. H. I. lhala: Both product and 
process patents. 

So, my submission would be that 
there should be no patent for product 
per se. If anybody can manufacture 
it by any other means, he should be 
allowed to do so. Not only that, but 
he should be allowed to import it also 
from other countries. When we give 
the product per se patent, we are not 
even allowing the import of that pro
duct for sale in this country. My 
submission is that product per se 
patent should .not exist. 

! am not in favour of having any 
patents at all In relation to pharma
ceuticals and, maybe, foods; but if a 
process patent is to ·be granted for 
ether reasons, I feel that there should 
be a clause for compulsory licence at 
a reasonable fee. In addition to that, 
one more clause should be Introduced, 
namely, that 'if a patent is not used 
!for sufficiently good time, people in 
\he country should be free to exploit 
it. There should be a clause for re
vokinl{ that patent. 

·Many times the patents may be 
ffi.ed not as patents for drugs but as 
patents for other things. This may 
be purposely done so that 'it may not 
be marked as a drug. But if we find 
that it is usable or used as a drug in 
this country, we should get all· the 
rights of revoking that patent if it is 
not used and also of compulsory 
licensing. We should alsq try to in
troduce a patent of right. 
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Mr. Chairman: What do you think 
should be the time limit that should 
be prescribed? · 

Dr. H. I. J'hala: No drug in any 
market has remained for more than 
five years. In five years all drugs 
disappear !rom the market. Of 
course, I am in favour of going up to 
seven years with no extension, but 
as far as drugs go in the market no 
patented drug remains in the market 
for more than five years. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose, a drug is 
not manufactued in the country after 
it is patented. What is the timelimit 
that should be ·prescribed for the 
grant of a compulsory licence? 

Dr. H. I. 'Jhala: I should think in 
two years you can manufacture any
thing; at the most you may give three 
years.. Beyond three years I do not 
think we should wait, because techno
logy in this country is so well deve
)oped that there should not be a lag 
between a discovery and its applica
tion for alleviating human suffering 
of more than three years. 

Then, as regards royalty, I find that 
royalty is being claimed in various 
ways, not only straight as a royalty 
but it is given • in various ways 
in the collaborative agreements. 
However, if a straight royalty is to 
be paid, I am of opinion that 2 per 
cent royalty would be fair enough be
cause, as far as the expenditure goes, 
even in advanced countries the expen
diture on research in pharmaceutical 
concerns does not exceed 6 per cent 
of their total expenditure. They have 
got a very high expenditure on sales 
and even with that inflated expendi
ture with lot of sales . expenditure. 
the total expenditure which any com
pany has to dO never goes to more 
than 6 per cent. This they can easily 
recover. In India it is much less; I do 
not think it exceeds even 2 per cent .. 

Mr. Chairman: 2 per cent of what? . / 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: If a company is 
spending a totat of Rs. 100, it spend.l 
hardly Rs. 2. 



Mr. Chairman: Expenditure for 
the whole company or for the parti
cular ·product? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: I am talking about 
the total expenditure of the company 
producing the product. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What do you 
mean by "expenditure"? . 

Dr. H. L Jhala: A company incurs 
expenditure. It has raw materials; it 
has direct overheads and it has indirect· 
overheads. In the ba)ance-sheet, there 
is the mention of expenditure of the 
company and out of that expenditure, 
6 per cent only iS the expenditure on 
research in most developed countries. 
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There is one more point that I want 
to make. There should be no ban on 
Government's bnying and selling a 
product if it is necessary for the coun
try's needs. I think, there should be 
no ban at all on that. 

Now, I come to certain other poinis. 
Today there are some oral anti-diabe
tics W:ugs which are under the patent 
and one of the products is Tolbuta
mide and it comes under the name 
of Rastinon which is sold by M!s 
Hoeschest Pharmaceuticals. The same 
product is produced by another pro
cess for which the Haffkine Institute 
has its own patent and the price of 
that drug, as sold in the market by 
us, is 5.5 paise. The same drug is 
sold for 21 paise per tablet by Mls. 
Hoeschest Pharmaceuticals. We are 
able to cover our cost, the research 
cost, etc., and we are able to ·sell 
the drug at the price of 5.5 paise per 
tablet and that Company charges 21 
paise· for the same tablet, for the 
same chemical, in the same city of· 
Bombay. I just want to point out 
how the grantling · of a patent in
creases the cost. The sale of this oral 
anti-diabetics product in this country 
is in the vicinity of Rs: 2 crores and 
the price difference is four times in 

·the. same area. This is the point I 
am making about the high cost of· the 
aame product in the same area. 

· The second way in which the cost 
b made up i9 because they try to 

bring in a compound which is a 
rather rare compound. For instance, 
there is a compound Paratoline Sui-, 
phamide which is made in India. But 
if you take Paratoline Sulphamide 
Carbonate that is not made in this 
country. Now, the firm Will buy the 
latter at any price they like and 
thereby increase the cost. If you go 
into the question of cost accounting, 
you will be able to come to the con
clusion that high price is charged. 
These are the trade practices followed 
so that the available cheap raw mate-· 
rials are not used but some specific 
raw materials are used which "will in
crease the cost. 

Whenever we have tried to exploit 
the ,question of compulsory licence, 
we have not been able to get it. Dur-

. ing the, plague epidemic we were not 
able to get Sulphathiazole compulsory 
licence from May and Baker. The 
then State of Bombay tried to nego
tiate for it but could not get it. The 
same thing happened in the days of. 
malaria epidemic. We were not able 
to get a compulsory licence for Pro!
guanil and 0 ur application for a com
pulsory licence went on for 3 to 5 
years. I can say that in most of the 
cases, these drugs went out of mar
ket and we lost our interest. We 
were told to manufacture it and we 
proved to them that we can manufac
ture that drug. They said that we 
would have to take a compulsory 
licence. Our product was going to be 
three times cheaper. But we were not 
granted a compulsory licence. The 
case went on for 3 to 5 years and 
by that time those drugs went out ol 
market. 

It is argued that in India, there is 
a . tremendous expansion of the phar\
maceuticals industry in the _laS: few 
years. This is true. But this IS not 
the basic q~anufacture Of drugs. What 
is being done is that there is an im
ported component and we try to for.-. 
mulate it. This is not the real deve
lopment of the country. In spite ol 
·granting patents for all these years, 
I do not think the pharmaceuticals inl
dlustr,y has JProgressed at ~he same 
level as it has developed in other 



countries. · Even in a country · like 
Italy which does not give the patent 
the industry has developed very wen: 
They sell antibiotics like Chloromyce
tine and there was the agreement bet
ween the Leptit Laboratory and 
Parke-Davis. ·The Leptit Laboratory· 
was acknowledged as the source for 
the patent which was granted to the 
Parke-Davis in America. In other 
words, there are countries where the 
patent is not granted and yet the 
development is • very . well and there 
are countries like India whlere the 
patents have been granted for so many 
years and yet the development is not 
that much. Superficially, you may be 
told that there is tremendous expan
sion but there is no basic expansion. 
We have still to depend on the import 
of raw milterials. 

India is entering into collaboration 
·with foreign countries for the produc
tion of certain drugs and under some 
of the agreements which have been 
referred to me I find the foreign firms 
are taking a· lot of money from us 

' under different pretexts. The field in 
which I work is Biology. There are 
hardly any patents in Biology. The 
products are known and made by an 

· -open method. '11here is no secret 
about it. Yet the agreements which 
are entered into by foreign countries 
with our Indian collaborators stipu
late that· they shall give the building 
designs when, as far as I know, there 
is no necessity of building designs and 
that they shall give the designs of 
equipment when, as far as I know, 
there is no nec!'ssity of equipment de
signs because there are standard de.
signs of equipment. They want money 
for all that. They also stipulate that 
they shall give the know-how. In 
the field of Biology, there is no.ques
tion of knowt.Jhow. · They . have no 
secrets with them. They .also say that 
they shall have the cost accounting 
system which will be given by the 

· foreign firm, that they shall have ·to 
act according the cost accounting sys

. tern which means that the product 
will cost more and the royalty rate 
"will· go higher. For· ali these things, 
they want to take lumpsum payments. 
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I do not think the country is so back
ward as not to ·be able to do these 
things themselves with a sufficient ex
perience. 

I submit the Patents Act so far has 
only given benefits to the foreigners 
and the legislation as it stands today 
is not in the best interest of citizens of 
India. It is high .time that we take 
a fresh view on this as we are try>
ing to take. Even the Committee 
of the U.S. Senate which was appoint
ed by the U.S. Senate to go into the 
question Of the drug industry and the 
patent· business came to the conclu
sion that the patents in the United 
States should be abrogated. The Cvm
mittee's report was not accepted 
though it was a Senate Committee. 
What I submit is that, even in coun'
tries like the U.S.A., there is fresh 
thinking that is developing and there 
is a fresli mind that is being applied 
to the present patent law. 

Finally I would say that, out of 
all vested interests, the vested interest 
in ill health would be the worst and 
it should not deprive the Indian citi
zens of the drugs to cure diseases or 
food for babies; it should also not 
prevent the Government from rescu
ing people from epidemics or a dia
betic patient from leading a normal 
life. 

That is all. I have made my subl
mission. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: I have put 
down some. of the points here. It 
will be ·better if I read them clearly. 

In our attempts to develop techno
logy and create know-how for drugs, 
we have had a good experience about 
the working of the Patent Act in 
India over the past 20 years. Our 
experience about the working of the 
patent system and bur suggestions in 
the matter of modification of the 
Patent Act have been put before the 
Select Committee in the. form of .a 
Memorandum earlier. 

Since the last 25 years, the Insti
tute has been engaged in the study of 
synthetic drugs and has taken out a 
large number of patents. It has the 
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distinction Of being a pioneer in creat
ing know-how, of modern synthetic. 

-drugs without foreign collaboration. 

Mr. Chairman: You need not read. 
the Memorandum You may highlight 
only the salient points. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: It had to face 
threats, litigations and other difficul
ties from foreign firms who alleged 
in some cases that they alone had . 
patent rights in these drugs. . 

We are sure, therefore, that our ex
perience in the matter of operation 
of Patent Act in India would be of 
great interest to the hon. · Members 
who are earnestly engaged in working 
out a Bill that :will encourage the 
development of research, inventions 
and technology and guide the nation 
towards self-sufficiency and self-re.
liance. Some Of the members of the 
Select Committee vert kindly visited 
our Institute and saw the work we 
are_ carrying out and also gave a 
patient hearing to our plea for urgent 
modifications in the Patent Act .. We 
hope that they will appreciate the need . 
for aborgation of the Patent Act or 
modifying it drastically so that it be
comes an effective instrument in the 
rapid technological development and 
pr?gress · of the country and the wen
bemg of its citizens. 

We have suggested total abrogation 
of patent laws in our Memorandum. 
If this could not be done due 'to 

. some reasons, then at least no patents 
should be granted to inventions cover
ing .t~e manufacture of food, drugs, 
med1cmes and chemical intermediates 
thereof. These suggestions of ours are 
based on our experiences and observa
tions on how the Patent Act has been 
utilised by foreign patentees, to pre
vent the development of Indian know'
ho~, . starting of new technology and 
building up of self-sufficiency. 

We si;.cerely believe that, in the 
matt_er of saving life by rescuing from 
the Jaws of hunger, disease pestilence 
and d th · · ' t ea . • It IS the humanitarian task 
bhat should rule 3Upr~me._ There should 

e no scope for making undue profit 

in these matters concerning life linli 
deat~. In developing countries, in• 
cludmg ours, where the majorit of 
th~ population is not even having ~uf
fic.Ie~t means to purchase their bare 
rmrumum requirements of food to 
ward off hunger, to sell to such popUlo 
latwn the drugs and medicines or food 
at prices which are exorbitent and 
what is worse, to sell them at much 
higher prices compared to the ruling 
prices for the same drugs in developed 
a~d well to do countries, is a social 
crrme that should not allowed or par
doned. 

A study of the patent system in 
India upto now shows that more than 
90 per cent of patents taken out in 
this country are by foreign firms for 
the inventions carried out abroad. 
This is very important. These invenc 
tions have not been carried out in 
India and so the technology has not 
developed in our country. These in
ventions have been carried out in 
their own countries and have been 
patented here. What percentage of 
total patents taken out in our coun
try are by Indians? Out of these, 
how many were subsequently patent
ed in other countries by using the 
convention of reciprocatory clauses of 
priority among the patent conven
tion countries? If I make a good in
vention and if I want to get it patent
ed all over the world, to get the speci
fications translated in all languages 
and to arrange to ensure that my 
patent will be not· used by others, it 
would be difficult; it will cost a fabu
lous amount for the Indian manufac
tureTs; when they ·cannot afford to 
start an industry, what to speak of 
applying for patents in other coun'
tries! So it has only an one-sided affair 
an<! We have not been able to take 
advantage of that. The majority of 
patentees from foreign countries who 
have taken patents in our country 
have done so only to prevent any 
one in this country from m.anu
facturing the patented inv~nti~nll 

· and to prevent their import from 
chea~er sources, so that the hi!(hest 
possible prices could be charged by 
utilizing the monopoly resulting from 



the Paten~. Whenever they have been 
persuaded to take up the production 
in this country, often they have mana
ged to avoid or postpone the produc
tion from basic starting materials and 
as far as possible, only imported the 
penultimate product, which by a single 
or few steps could be converted into 
the final product calling this "Made 
ip. India". They have, of course, given 
me this argument-of course, they 
were right: "whatever we have 
patented here, we are producing here; 
we prepare a drug; only a couple of 
stages are involved". So they are right 
when they say that they are manufac
turing from the last stage. We have 
no grudge against it.. But, while do
ing that, it does not develop the tech
l)ology of our country. That is what 
I want to emphasize. It is argued that, 
in the present Act, there is a provi
sion for compulsory licensing of inven
tions relatin~ to drugs and medicines,· 
ari<;! the Indian nationals should take 
advantage of it. However, our ex· 
r:)erience in the operation of this pro
vision of compulsory licensing is that 
this provision is ineffective. The fol
lowing instances of our experience 
Wili show the inadequacy of the 
Paten.t Act and why we should abro
gate it or modify it drastically.• I am 
gping to give you two cases where 
we require the drug very badly-

. one for savin~ the life of the victims 
of plague and the other. . . . . . . . · 

Mr. Chairman: This has already 
been mentioned. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwaia: I shall read· 
out only a little. · 

Mr. Chairman: It. is nnt necessa~. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: I wanted to 
show that one of the compounds was 
found by us-we found it; this is the 
more important part of it-to be high
ly effective against experimental pla-. 
gue infection in laboratory animals. 
Theri we took out actual chemical 
trials and we could see that 80 per 
ce~t of the plague victims could be 
saved by treatment with this drug. 
Thi~ drug was required to be ma?u
factured in this country or to be liD

ported Immediately. All the know-
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how' for the preparation of this drug 
was worked out in the Institute with
out any forei~ collaboration. This 
drug was not available in the country 
and attempts were made to get a 
compulsory licence for the use of 
Government from the foreign paten
tee, according to the provisions of the 
Patent Act existing then. The paten
tees, however, frustrated the attempts 
at manufacture of this drug in the 
coUI)try and making it available cheap
ly on the grounds that Haffkine Insti
tute was not capable of manufactur
ing the drug due to lack of adequate 
facilities. This shows how the efforts 
to save lives of plague victims by 
taking up the manufacture at a criti
cal time were brought to naught. The 
drug was later made available in the 
country by imports from UK in limit
ed quantities at a price of Rs. · 250 per 
lb. by the foreign patentee, whereas 
our cost of manufacture on a very 
modest scale, if it was manufactured 
here, would come to only Rs. 20 per 
lb. The difference is more than 12 
times. The same drug could have 
been imported from the United States 
at that time at a landed cost of Rs. 39 
per lb. becaus~· in U.S.A., there Nere 
a number nf patentees and the drug 
was being manufactured and sold, but 
we could not import it because· the 
patentee in India ·had the right to 
manufacture and sell and will not 
allow anybody to import the drug 
even if it was available at that cost. 
This shnws how the efforts to save 
lives of plague victims could not be at 
that time successfullv carried out. 
The dru~ was later imp~rt"d frnm U.K. 
as I told you alreailv. Unf~rtunately 
this drug could not b• imnorted fram 
U.S.A. where it ·was vorv much 
cheaper because the patentees under 
th• Tndian Act had the exclusive 
monopoly. In U.K. later on the 
Patentee was challcn!(ed in the court 
and the patent was revoked. As a 
re••tlt the price of thjs drul! Pven tn 
U.K. came down to a small fraction 
of the original price. 

What I wanted to mention here is 
th•t under this patent which was 
actually invalid-it was not a valid 



patent in this country-it was not pos
sible for any one of us to fight or ob
tain licence and as a result we had 

· to pay a fantastic price for the drug 
for a number of years even on a 
patent which was not valid. It is a 
very important fact and I would like 
the hon'ble Members to note this. 

Another very interesting drug which 
we were interested to produce 
was proguanil hydrochloriqe-an 
antimalarial drug and the Indian 
Government was in need of large 
quantities of this drug. A number of 

· processes of this drug were patented 
in this country by a U.K. firm. Even 
at the concessional price of Rs. 95 
per lb. offered by the U.K. firm, it 
was beyond the means Of the Govern-

. ment to purchase enough quantities. 
So the Institute practically worked 
out the know-'how, the process, tech
nology etc., to produce it indigenously 
and our cost was only Rs. 30 per lb. 
An application for the grant of com
pulsory licence was made to the Con~ 
troller of Patents as pe amendment 
introduced in the Patents Act after 
Independence. 

Mr. Chairman: It is not necessary 
to repeat what you have already 
stated in your memorandum. 

· Dr. C. V. Deliwala: There are cer
tain minor points which I wanted to 
bring out fully to your notice. 

1'olbutamide is another case. Here, 
. in _spite of our having a valid patent 

for 8 years we were not able to 
operate on that. The argument is 

. that the process patep.ted by us . is" 

. not new but is already covered by 
. one of their patents. The case' has 

been pending in the court. They say 
. we are infringing upon their patent. 
If it is so, they have no reason to go 
to Japan one month after we have 
filed our patent in India and take an 

. additional patent covering its manu
facture by a process similar to ours. 
Another interesting fact about this is 

· that this patent has been revoked in 
· Canada. On this patent we have 

been )!JIIying Rs. 2. crores, and they 
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are selling it to-day only in the loose 
fO'rnl.. 

Another interesting case is Chlor
propamide. One gram of the drug 
contains 4 tablets and ohe kilo makes 
4,000 · tablets. Even there also the 
price is exorbitant-R!;. 35 for 100 
tablets. In my memorandum I have 
dealt with ·this case very thoroughly 
and I will not stress that point again. 

Under the circumstances, the• pro
visions of the present Patent Act 
and the legal procedures ' connected 
therewith give a monopoly to the 
foreign patentees. These bitter ex
periences compel us to submit the 
following suggestion in the interests of 
the industrial and technical develop
ment of the country and the well
being of the citizen. 

Our experience and that of all other 
Indian manufacturer's who have been 
struggling to create know-how for 
the indigenous manufacture of im
portant and essential life-saving drugs 
and medicin.es would convince anyone 
prepared to take an impartial and un
prejudiced view that the continuance 
of the. Patent law· is not in the in
terests of the country. Under the 
circumstances, we suggest that the 
Patent law should be abrogated. 

I would request the hon'ble Mem
bers to go through a research paper 
published by the Reserve .Bank of 
India in their bulletin of March 1966-
the title of the paper is: 'Patent and 
the International Transmission of 
Technology to Developing Countries: 
with special reference to the Pharma
ceutical Industry'. This paper gives 
valuable data and reasons suPporting 
our suggestion for · abrogation · of 
patents. 

The country has derived no benefit 
from . the Patents Act for the past 18 
years since Independence imd it 
would have been possible to do some
thing ·if we had 11o patent Act. We 
would have already got enough tech
pology. 



, Pharmaeutfcal firms invariably ex
·. ploit ·the patent monopoly and charge 
exorbitant prices for their patented 
products. To justify this they have 
been giving' a number. Of arguments. 
I have been discussing with these 
people who have been. opposing this 
·Patent Bill. I will try to deal with 
·their arguments point by point. 

In justification of this fantastic 
level of exploitation these monopoly 

: firms often argue that they have to 
. keep these high prices to recover the 
high expenditure that they have been 
incl!rring on the research and deve
lopment of. new drugs. This argu-

.· ment dOes not hold any water as 

. shown in the Kefauver. Committee's 
report which found that the actual 
expenditure· on research was only 6 
Per cent of the sales whereas they 
have been ;pending as much as 25 per 

. cent on propaganda ana high-pressure 
salesmanship. It shoUld also be rea
lised that on this 6 per cent they also 

· get some rebate by way· of taxes. It 
is shown as expenditure. 

They also say that the high prices 
are not due to (heir monopoly rights 
but due to other factors .in our coun

: try such as limited production high 
: overheads, heavy taxation, high cost 

of raw materials, etc. This is also, in 
my opinion, false. How will these 

. firms explain the fact that when they 
were, wholly importing the paten-

. ted products, which were made in 
their own countries where presumably 
the factors like limited production, 
high taxation; high raw material cost, 

· high labour charges etc. do not exist, 
still they charged several times the 

'price at which the same drugs could 
' be imported frc;>m other countries 
. where there was po paten1 mono-

poly? 

Another' interesting :faot is that 
. when ·they-claim to manufactur.e the 
. patented product in this country; ac
tually they import the penultimate 
Product or the last stage intermediate 

. and only by one or two 'steps get the 
finished product. So the cost of pro
cessing-they say that it is actually due 
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to the high cost of raw materials-is 
negligible 'in the whole production 
cost. How can they then argue that 
because of high cost of raw material, 
etc. they are forced to charge such 
exorbitant prices? 

They also state that there has been 
a tremendous progress in the phar
maceutical production which was only 
Rs. 11 crores in 1948 and which is 
now Rs. 175 crores. On paper these 
figures seem impressive. However, 
when the local· production was Rs. 11 
crores what ,was the cost of finished 
pharmaceutical goods imported? 
Rs. 110 crores worth of finished phar
maceuticals we were importing. All 
that has happened is that instead of 
importing the pharmaceuticals in the 
for,m of finished products, we now 
import bulk pharmaceuticals or their 
pemiltimate stages and process or for
mulate ·them into finished cnnical pro
ducts; 

· If, fo,r any reason whatsoever, it is 
decided ·not to abrogate the Patent 
Law, then we suggest that at least 
no patents should be granted for prl)
ducts or processes covering the manu
facture of food; drugs, medicine and 
chemical intermediates used in the 
manufacture of drugs and medicines. 

It is also argued by them, particu
larly by the foreign patentees-they 
say tha~ tliey have been trying to 
impress on the minds of the hon'ble 
Members-that the product per se 
should be introduced bec~use it is' 
going to be useful for the country. I 
will just try to deal with this point 
in a little more detail. · 

We have to argue for, supposing it 
is going to be introduced, what will 
be the effects. They argue that pro

. d,uct per se must be allowed because 
the patents fOl' processes only do not 
give the patentees adequate protection 
and returns . 

The monopoly drug manufacturers 
suggest that the research and develop

' ment energy should not be wasted. by 
directing it towards better and chea-



per processes. of manufacturing known 
eff-ective drugs but should only be 
directed towa.ds finding out newer 
drugs. Now, what they dO iS· .they 
say "we have got a neW sulpha drug, 
one tablet of which' is enough to cure 
you instead Of six tablets of the old 
drug; instead of taking 60 milligrams, 
6 mill1grams -of this new drug will 
so. ve your problem." And there are 
a number of new tranquilisers now. 
They say that research should be uti
'lised for finding newer drugs and not · 
for developing cheaper process for 
manufacturing known drugs. We beg 
to differ and wish to submit that 
having found a new drug in itself is 
of n:> utility unless the technology of 
its econom1c manufacture resulting 
in its being made available in ade
quate quantities· and at reasonable 
prices within the reach Of the majo
rity of the population. 

I have also to stress that in our 
country, thousands of people die or 
suffer from maladies not because there 
is no effective drug for th!\,t malady, 
but they die or remain helpless 
victims of the disease simply because 
they cannot afford to purchase the 
drugs which are known to be effective 
but which are so costly that they are 
beyond the purchasing power of these 
poor victims or even beyond the limi
ted budgetary pcovisions of the Gov
ernment hospitals. That is a very jm-

. portant fact. 
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Any number of examples could be 
given to show that it is the attempts 
to find cheaper and better me :hods 
of producing kn:>wn and · effective ' 
drug, that have contributed to the de
velopment of newer technologies and 
inventions that have not only made 
the drugs within the purcha;ing 
power of the popul•tion. but h1s 
given tcemendous impetus to inven
tiveness and these activities need all 
encouragement. The penici'lin when 
It was found was very co>tlv and 
after development and research its 
cost has corlle dOWn. If product per 
ae had been given to this it would 
not be available so cheap. ' Take ch
\oromycetin. In Italy, its price was 

brought down from Rs. 1,100 to Rl; 280 
step by step and each step waa 
worke~;t out. So we most emphatical
ly J>al<' that no patent protection 
should be granted for product per 3e. 
Even the Kefauver Committee h!s 
shown that wherever there is product 
pe" se, the prices there are inva
riably higher than -those in countries 
where product per se is not allow
ed. 

.. 
Another point is that the patent 

gJ;anted should give protection jn so 
far as the invention is practised iri this 
country and no rights should accrue 
to the· patentee with regard to im
portation of patented inventjon as his 
exclusive right. This is what I have I 
been trying to emphasise, that when-~ 
ever a patent is taken out, they make 
import in such large quantities that 
it can J ast even for five t'ears. That 
is possible. 1 think in Japan, when
ever a patent is granted, they allow it 
only to be practised in that countey; 
this may be. right or wrong; I am rib! 
sure about it. 

The next point is that some people 
have suggested that the Jife of the 
patent should be much longer be-! 
cause the patent in some cases is not I 
sufficiel)tly remunerative. I would ~ke 
to deal with this point in some ita
tail, with your permission. 

Our suggestion is that "the life ol, 
the patent will not exceed seven yeaw. 
from the dlte of filing specification: 
and no extension shou'd be granted 
to this period of seven years." It has, 
been represented that the puiod c;l 
protection should be extended to 14 
years or in ,he alternative ten ye9.l'S 
tram the date of sea'ing of the patent, 
with the possibility of extension of the 
term beyond tert years where the 
Pltent has not been sufficiently remu
nerative. It is difficult t~ fin<\ whe
ther it h3s been "sufficiently remu
nerative" or not. Our view: Is that 
no extension should be given. Even 
in U.K. extension was !liven onlY
du·ing war-tim~ when they caul~ not 
utilise t.he pltents during those y~ars. 
ln the olden days between the IabO-



ratory finding and the product deve
lopmimt a conside1 able time had to 
elapse. Now, however, the modern 
technology is so advanced that with
in a very short while, after the. labo
ratory discovery and its clinical eva
luation, the product is developed' and 
marketed with "Patent Pending" 
legend to "Orevent trespassing by 
others in that product. A'so the pro
tection of patent starts from the date 
of filing. It is also well-known· that 
in the United States the average Iiie 
of a new drug is considered to De 
five years. Now a patent is granted 
to a person for disclosing his dis
'covery. In return we give him a 
monopoly to use that p~tent exclu
sively for himself. Now in the United 
States and other countries the life cf 
a new drug is considered to be five 
years. How is the pub'ic going to 
get benefit out of it? The privilege 
of having a monopoly for six or 
eight years is given with the clear 
indication that the public at large 
Will be benefited as soon as the 
paient lapses, the drug is out 
of the market.. So, I don't Iind 
any re~son to suoport the suggestion 
for pxtension. The life of a patent 
should be seven years at the most. in 
view of the short life of new drugs. 

Another point is that the product is 
put in the m1rket unde; their uwn 
trade mark associated with it 'ln1 
even after the patent lapses, the trade 
mark always remains. So the '110-

nopo"y still continues. I c~n give 
you a number of examp"es. The sub
stance called Hetrozone is being pro
duced by an Indian firm but this is 
SOld by a foreign comp~ny under the 
name of. their t""ade m~rk Hetraz'me, . 
thoul!h their patent has la.,sed. The 
m~jority of the doctors know it onlY 
by its trade n•me and so they imme
diately prescribe it. So the monopJIY 
con'inues. We were selling a product 
simi! 'r b Restinon at Q much cheaper 
Price. But all aver Bomba·1. even in 
hospitlls and in Gave ·nment tenders, 
onlv Restinon Is sought for. So ~'le 

, trade name is still existing and they 
Still cont'nue to •l(et the benefit even 

: though their patent has lapsed. There 

SII 
is no reasan why _once the patent 
right has gone, our product cannot be 
sold. In Japan, the patentees are 
asked to bring down the price of their 
products as technology develops. Ins
tead of allowing a man to ask for li
cence, they always try to bring down 
the price so that other people are not 
attracted to take to that manufacture. 
But in our country this has not hap
pened. They don't .bring down the 
prices. For the last eight years, the 
same drug is being sold at Rs. 21 for 
10() tablets. 

Another point is that some people 
were saying that th~ life ,of a patent 
should be counted from the date of 
sealing. ·Now, 'date o~ sealing' is a 
very vague term. If the patent is ap
plied for, then even the date of a~cep
tance h•s · got its time variation. 
Sometimes it is immediately when no
bodv tlkes any objection. Some
times it varies from 1 to 3 years, 
sometimes 7 years. It is just possi
. b!e if it is given from the date of seal
ing, that the persons of .the patentee 
may even try to ask somebody to op
pose and delay the matter. Under 
no circumstances, the period should 
be counted from the date of sealing. 
It is always from the date of filing the 
applic?tion. Patent p•otection ::-ight 
starts right from the date of filing. 
Thev hke advantage of it right from 
the beginning. Therefore, it should be 
l(iven only for 7 years and if should 
be from the date of application. 

Anoth"T thing that I want to say is 
about "Patent of Right." Anybody 
desirous of operating the same <:3D 

simoly inform "the Controller of 
Patents of his intention to . do so 
alongwith remittance of modest fee 
and then sbrt manufacturing. There 
h•s alre,dy been discussion 011 this. 
The o1•ti•s have been trying to op
pose this Bill or Act. They have been 
arguing that there should be a Com
mittee or a Tribuna] to decide; the 
patentee should also have a voice in 
the matter. This is agai-n going to 
delay matters. If some trouble arises, 
it becomes very difficult to come to 
any conclusion with the patentees. 
They will be raising number of point& 



i would request you to look into •his 
and at least have the provision in 
such a way that it is possible for any 
person to utilise the patent, develop 
the technology and have the licence 

'very quickly. I had told this to some of 
the Members who visited my ·place-
Haffkine Institute. Suppose I want to 
manufacture a particular produce be
cause I find the prices have been very 
high and there is a possibility of tech
nology developing here, I just work 
for 6 months and develop a product. 

·Then what happens, I gCY to the Con
troller Of Patents and if this Tribunal 
or Committee is going to be there and 
one or two years are going to pass, all 
my efforts of working 'on the techno
logy of the product are brought to a 
naught. It is very difficult to first 
take the licence and then start the 
development of technology. n I take 
one or two years and I am not able 
to dO this, people wiii saY, I have 
taken out a licence but have not been 
utilising that licence. It is in every
body's interest that I must have the 
right to work on that first and then 
apply for the licence and I must be 
able to get it very quickly. That is 
all I have to say. 

lilT r.r fif([t;::T ~~r'lfr : ~f'fi'<r 
~:r::[::q-:: 't~c'ff'f if; <P!Tlr OTT ~or.-::r-

,~ ~ 

m:;:s 'fi'f '(''!J-sr!lftfci: 'fi'f ~'lf<'Tc 

<Hr~ ~. 'f!IT 'fQ: '3'a'fr Q:f ~if<R'f ~. 
_f:;r:r;r[ f'f> 'tff~T'f ~ ! 

sTo RR'ff : ~fE'fT'f 'AT>:: t9'if
::T'll'~ it 'fi'~ 'li i 'f@ ~ I Cf(! lt;, 
Q:f 'f."'ff:ls 'AT< lt'f> \'l:f <if~ ~ 1 

~ifc'ff'f lt'f> ~s 11ri 'fTif ~. OTT flj; 
q-~ f"?:S ~ ·1 ll:if it 'f>Tf ~s ~ 'fTif 

'f r,r forl.ff ~ J ll:if if fri if>nor 
-'ffll' WT ~ 1 

lilT r.r f.ritltl' ~~~'lfl' : ~ 'ffif 

m<fir wr ~? 
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l';;f ~ ~~'lfl' : m<r if. ~ 
i.i'f 'fi'T ~if<1C ·if'ff~ ~ !IT m T 1il 
if'fflt ~ ? 

no lm'(f : q ~f'fl lt'l> i<T f'litll 
~w tt'~> ~T ~ 'fi'r a-if'"~ ~ 1 ~ 
it G:RT 'fi'T <Ffifa 'f.l'~>n: "" if; ~ 
~I 

~T ~l'll:«~ ~ : mq <li" ~ 
f<iF'TT'li ~ I i't ~ OTT'f'ff ~ ~ 
f<F OTT 11T¥J" 'f.J'!'f >;ff'1 it. "lT1f.t ~. 
WR' ~ crit ~!ITT<T'f '!»:: fG:!Ir ;;nil' \'11 

'f'IT ;m ~ 'ITP1 '!>f 'ITT'f11'1'!> 'TT ~>::T l[T 

. ;:;nimT I f'f.'<f 5fi:r\ 'F1 ~~Tu-'f '!>'f.! 
~ W'l' '!>T 51'Ti'PR flf9' ~ ~ ? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: Sir, the presen 
Bill is alright except that wheneve 
"Patent of Right" has to be mark~! 
it should be possible· to obtain th 
licence quickly. . 

no lm'(T': ~ f~:: ·~ 

if>. m11if OTT fCf\'T g, ;m if ~Ttr . ,rr 
~T '!»::'''T "llfQ. i'r I ~tf . f '-1<1 'it 

. 'ri~ ~:: if; f<1i'r G:tf "fT<1 'fT. q-Tf\11& 

wr l1<n ~ 1 ll:if '<llifi'r ~ f<F ma- tmr 

~ :;;:rr~ ·<ra-oc: me if i W:rr OfTli 1 ll:11 
!!if ~r "ir~ ~· f'f> fOTtf fG:'f 'tR 'li~ 
f'f>!ll ;;nil', ;m fH ~ mo tmr 

f <R OTTlf-f;;m fG'f 'li•c:: tfT<i l[TOT ~. 
. '3'tf fG:'f ~ mo tl'T<i if f'fif "!Tlf 1 

ll:if 'lfll: 'lfr ~ g f'fi' ~m:r 
~tf mmofT ~ flf9' "!Tlr I f'!>if 
'q'f;;r 'liT ~ f'f'!iiilr ;;n;l iF, il'TG:. 

WR: ~ ~ ~r .nil' f'l> Cfll: 'f"ri 'liT{, 
~'( if'ffif if; 'fi'T11 if mar ~. ar, 
~~ . 'li<c:: >;fl'!i ma- ~ 
;;rrlr f;;m ~ f'f.'<fr mG:Il'r 'I>T crq: ~~· 
'f'fR it ~[q; 'f ~T I . wi"<. 'liT{ 



~~r~~ -~if~~.~ ~r 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~w 1{ 'fi'ITi!T 'if~%, m 
'3tr if. if>l~ ii'!i"ffi<li if@ l:);fT "11ft if I o;fiJZ 

I • • 

<~&: ~ <:<n~ >it ~<'G:T m<: ~ciT '1'1 T 

~. m ;m >it ilk m<r m~ 
fi!OAT '<lrfl;.if I 

. ..n (li{~i\'41 !f!qq : '!''IT m<T 

~- .0.: <£~T '<ft~r 1{ ~f~ 
'fi"<ij> ~ lTT m<r ;;r.if if. f<'(if ~if> ll.T 
ij'ifll" ~lf<T ~~ & I 
.-
~o !Rl\'IT : l;.ITI7 T ~Jf!lr..f f~ 

~ 'I; m if ~ "!fifO ll.l1 f'f>flr 
~ 'lif(OS 1{ tif!1JOIT~ ~ ~ 
~. ~ r.rt lJ.l1 ;1- • ~r '<!r~r 'I; 

lTT't Ji :!'i9 if~T if>l;.T -~ 1 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: · What is 
the total annual budget of the Haff
ltine. Institute? And what amount· is 
spent annually on ·research out of 
it? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: The total annual 
budget of the Haffkine Institute is 
near ·about Rs. 80 lakh. The staff · 
that is given to me is a combined 
staff. It also does research; it dlso 
ioes production; it also-renders pub
lic health service and ·also carries 
lut, other- activities of the Institute. 
l'herefore, it is not possible for me 
lo say this very definitely. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: If the Re
learch Department · is given under 
roar control and it Is :totally moder
nised, what in your opinion should 
le ·the outlay on such a modern re
Jearch institute .under present day 
:ircumstances? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: There already ex
ists the C.S.I.R. Laboratory-the 
::entral Drug Research Institute, 
which can be taken as ·an example 
md followed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
IWare what is ·the ·total outlay on 
he C.S.I.R? 
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. Dr. H. I. Jhala: The total outlay on· 
CSIR is round about 11 crores, but . 
I do not know the total outlay on 
the Central Drug Research Institute · 
Lucknow. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You are 
also engaged in commercial aspect of 
the drugs. You · get patents. How 
many patents have you got at pre

. sent? 

Dr. C. V. ·Deliwala: Sir, we have 
taken about 12 paterits. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How many 
patents have you got at present? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: May I supplement 
the answer to the question. The 
patents that we -take· out are not with 
a view to have large scale prpduc
tion on the premises of the Haffkine 
Institute. The Institute does not 
want -to produce large scale products 
for itself. It would lease out the 
patents and it leases out the patents 
by a public open auction or through 
a tender. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How many· 
patents have you evolved ·al)d how 
many evolved patents have been 
given out to the public? 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: 12 patents have· 
been taken out and we_ worked on 
the patents regarding sulpha com
pounds-! will tell you ·the number
and also we worked on the anti
diabetic drug patents and we are 
able to produce these drugs on the 
laboratory scale. Dr. Deliwala will 
supplement it f~rther. · 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: Sir, I would 
like to make it clear. If the informa
tion is put to public lise it is better. 
In case where the foreign firms- have 
been charging an exorbitant profit 
and when the drug is not available, 
we only work and carry out research 
for that particular product only and 
that is why the number of our 
patents is very small. The idea iS· 
only that. · 



Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: You have 
got 14 patents. I want only to know 
the period. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: That has been 
during the rlast about 15 or 20 years. 

Shri" Kashi Ram Gupta: So, it 
means the commercial side of it is 
t&ken care of by the firm. Now, do 
you give at lumpsum money or they 
pay the royalty. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: Well Tecently 
we have started the royalty system. 
When we started that then there was 
trouble and the case has been al
ready going on before the court. Fur
ther, we are not motivated for pro
ducing drugs unle~s there is a spe
eific need in the field or where high 
price is being charged. But having 
got the patent we try to manufac
ture for our own requirements on 
the pilot pllants. In regard to the 
patent we have sold, whenever we 
have tried to sell a patent, there is 
always litigation and the court case 
is pending in the Bombay High 
Court with the result "that the lessee 
has not been able to exploit it and 
supply the same to the country. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
is this. Out of these 14 how many 
have been given on lumpsum basis 
and how many . on lease money? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: The tender re
quires two things, i.e., what will you 
give as an outright lumpsum to be
gin with and royalty every year. 

Shri Kashi Ram . Gupta: Those 
which are not under litigation are 
they being worked? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: The current 
patent, i.e. tollmtamide ·js under liti
gation and it has taken 6 years. As 
far as the second patent about anti
diabetic drug is concerned the pre
paration cannot be released until the 
first is cleared. 

~hri "Kashl Ram Gupta: 'How many 
patents are there which are not un-
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der oJitigation and they are beind 
worked? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: The earllell 
pat"ents have lapsed. There is no pos1 
sibi!ity of exploiting the patents i~ 
has no commercial importance. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: Wha\ it1 
your opinion, if a private sector firtnl 
is there, should be the outlay so fal! 
as the basic research is concerned irj 
that firm? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: I would like to 
give my opinion. I would not adviSll 
at the moment that aU the pharm~
ceutical firms should take up basic 
research. What we want is tha1 
pharmaceutical firms should take up 
reasearch only in. the development ol 
the old drugs, develop the technology 
and bring down the prices. The work 
on the research of a new drug re· 
quires tremendous amount of money 
It is a gamble. "If. you get, it is aU 
right; if you do nqt then you arE 
frustrated to carry· out fur. 
ther research. " So, initialll 
for few years the pharma· 
ceutical fil1IDS should do researd 
on the development of technolo~ 
and prepare the drugs in such a wal 
that the drugs would be made avail· 
able" cheaper in U>e country. 

•Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: What lW'il 
be amount required for such a la· 
bora tory? 

Dr. C V. Deliwala: This will no 
require ·_much money. For whateve 
money they will spend they ·get thr 
benefit frotn it. If they go for re 
search· blindly it Is poiiSible for thesr 
10 years they may not get anythinl 
Research is a gamble. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Please se 
to page 3, first para from line 'T
are the results of ,;elfless and devot 
ed research workers, clinicians, sw: 
geons, . pharmacologists, and othe 
beionging to a host of disciplines ~ 
research who have shared, share 
freely "their findings, results of e~ 
periments, new discoveries and 'mad 
them known by. publishing 'all tb 
details, the know-how, 'withcn 



waiting for taking out patents, with
out expecting IIIOnetary gains. Even 
in United Kingdom, by tradition, in
ventions concerned in the medical 
and agricultural fields are not pa
tentable. I want to know of which 
period you are speaking apout these 
things. 

Dr. C. V. Deliw'ala: Even today, 
Sir, if any surgeon devises a method 
•.o operate on heart, it is a_ research, 
his technology is not patented. He 
does not get any benefit. So a lot of 
clinicians, surgeons, biologists are 
not in the field. They have been 
working on the fundamental research 
and on the work they have done the 
neer drugs have b~en found out. 
Now realise the importance of· that 
work. Behind the scenes a large 
amount of work is being done in the 
hospitals, etc. They have been work
ing continuously to do something for 
the allevation of the human suffering. 
That is also research. But there is 
no patent. It , is in this particular 
field that ·there should not be motive 
only to make profit. 

Shri Kashi Ram GI!..'D!a: You have 
given us to understand that you are 

, against the commercialisation of 
pharmaceutical industry. For this, 
taking 0 ver of all research by Govt. 
interests will ·be necessary. There 
should only be public se~tor indus
tries, to produce medicines. The 
. whole nation should be covered by 
compulsory health schemes. There 
Will be no priva~ selling. The whole 
population is covered by the health 
insurance schemes. Then all this pro
fiteering will · go away. Are you . in 
favour of ·it. 

llfr. Chairman: You put this ques
tion to· the CSIR representative. ' 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: Excuse me I 
arn not capable of answering it. 

Sllri Kashi Ram Gupta: You are 
against commercialisation then what 
-else can .be done? You say you are 
in favour of '1 years. Does ·it ·mean 
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that those companies should have 
only light research? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala:· I have put it 
down tentatively. In the earlier 
years they have been able to take 
out all the profits because they have 
been charging very high prices. Why 
we give patent to a person is because 
we want him disclose something 
which he has laboured upon and 
also that the public. should get ·bene
fit of it some time. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Now from your 
statement it is seen that by your 
spending Rs. 80 lakhs-your annual 
budget-all the time your activity 
has been just to try to find out and 
copy from the drug products produc
ed by the foreign companies which 
are sold at very high prices. Has 
that been your activity? 

Dr. H. I.• Jhala: In one of. the de
partments, yes. 

Shri, C. V. Deliwala: In one of the 
Departments. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In one of the De
partments? 

Shri C. V. Deliwala: We have been 
dorng work of new production also. 
But while working on this, we are 
going into the problem a little basi
cally . 

Dr. C. B. Singh: But, unfortunate• 
ly, nothing has been done according 
to your statement. Hardly anything 
has been done. That is your own 
statement. Your main activity has 
been to bring down the ·prices of 
foreign drugs. This has been the 
reply given by you. 

Shri C. V. Deliwala: It is a gam
ble. 

Dr. C. B. Sibgh: We know that sort 
of thing very well. I was wonder. 
ing and I thought that probably you 
must have devoted some of your 
time for the solution of some of the 



problems. But your main activity 
has been· entirely· to bring down the 
prices of drugs ~hich are being im
ported at a high cost. 

You have been spending Rs. 1!0 
lakhs every year for the last 20 years. 

Sbri H. I. .Jhala: Eighty lakhs? 
Rs. 80 lakhs is not spent on research. 
There is a misunderstanding. This is 
the total. Only one Department is 
concerned with this activity, and 
there are other activities also. This 
is not quite correct. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Your own state-
ment ..... . 

Shri H. I. Jhala: I have made it 
clear now. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Some wit
nesses have stated before this Com
mittee that supposing the patent la'w 
is not there, in that case ·sub-stand
ard drugs Jilay come into the market 
and development may be hindered. 
What would you say? 

Sbri H. I. Jhala: That was in those 
days. Today,. the Drug Controller is 
there. Any drug has got to be· pas
sed by the Drug Controller. It has 
got" to go ·there. 

Sbri P. K. Kumaran;_can you sug
gest something to bring down · the 
prices !)f manufacture· in India, be
cause they are costly. Can you sug
gest something, 
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Shri C. V. Deliwala: I have o.l
ready suggested that it will be pos
sible to reduce the cost of manufac
ture when there· will be good com
petition. There should be no mono
poly. Pharmaceutical firms invariably 
exploit the patent monopoly and 
charge exorbitant prices for their 
patented products. To justify this 
fantastic level of exploitation these 
monopoly firms often argue that they 
have to keep these high prices to 
recover the huge expenditure that 
'lliey have always to incur in the re-

search and development of new 
drugs.. However, through investiga. 
tions it has l?een found that the 
maximum expenditure incurred by 
these firms wa~ only 6 per cent of 
the total sales on research whereas 
they spend as much as 25 percent 
of the total sa1es on propaganda and 
high-pressure salesmanship. 

Shri Peter Alvares: We are all 
aweare of the national service of the 
Haffkine Institute. Dr. Jhala told uc. 
that the annual income of the Insti
tute, as a non-commercial organisa· 
tion,. is a crore of rupees. Suppose 
they had commercially exploited theii 
products, what would have bee11 
their annual income? 

Mr. Chairman: How can he say 
that? It is a hypothetical question. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You have point
ed that the prices of Indian drugs arP 
cheaper than those of foreign pro· 
ducts? Are they of the same efficacy? 

. Dr. H. I. Jhala: Yes. 1 

Sbri A. T. Sarma: Then why does 
not the Indian product have a proper 
market in India? 

Dr. C. V. Deliw'ala: ,That becau~e 
of the. high power· salesmanship· of 
foreign concerns. 

Dr. H. I. Jhala: Tolbutamide, for 
instance, was being imported by 
four or five firms from other coun-

. tries for some years and they weTe 
selling it cheaper than the firm with 
the patent. The matter was taken to 
court and the import was stopped, 
and the patentees go on selling it at 
a high price. It is you who can re· 
medy it. The litigation procedure 
should be curtailed. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: They collect I 

lot of money . by selling these drug! 
at a very high price. This money thel 
again spent on their sales urganilla: 
tion. It is a vicious circle. 



Sbri R. P. Sinha: The witnesses 
said that 14 new patents were taken 
out by the Haffkine Institute, out of 
wvhkh two are under lLtigation. I 
would like to know whether any 
commercial benefit was drawn out of 
the other 12 patents they have taken 
out? Out of these 12, how many 
have you leased out? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: None. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You were com
plaining a lot that patents are taken 
and not being worked. You have also 
done the same thing. In 
your experience, which time does 
it take for a new drug to get clear
ance from the clinical research of 
the Controller of Drugs? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: That I will 
know only when I find out a new 
product. These were old drugs for 
which we have taken out patents. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: When you have 
got a pilot project in your institute, 
can you tell me if you have ever 
tried to find out what time it will 
take to develop this into a commer
cial manufacturing stage? I mean the 
development of a known thing. I 
Want your own Indian experience; 
not others'. 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: There are drugs 
and drugs. Some have got eight 
stages. If you want to develop a 
substance right from the basi9 chemi
cal, it will take a long time. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is the 
average time taken? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: It will be six 
months to one year. It an depends 
upon the stages involved in the 
manufacture and the equipment re
quired, etc. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You told us that 
the period must be five years. But 
there are several factors to be taken 

, into account for bringing out a patent. 
, If you do not have these under con-

I 
sideration, how can you tell us it 
takes five to seven years? I cannot 
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understand it. You must give it from 
your own experience. We can alsc. 
learn from others. 

Mr. Chairman: He has no experi
ence. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: The witness haa 
been saying that the life of a new 
drug is hardly five to six years. Theil 
why does he recommend a patent for 
seven years. How can the public get 
the benefit if the life is only five 
years and when he says that the 
patent should last for seven years? 

Dr. C. V. Deliwala: I am givinc 
two more years leniently, so to say. 

o..ti oq1<:f~t~T : i't ~ ;;rRi!T ~'IT 
f.!; orm meR <raTliT f'!i" m 'li"V'!T 
~~~ ~~<mr err~ 
~. ~ 'fi"1lr ~ '!!T'l'li"T, m'l'li"T 

err ~ ;;rr 'l'fr ~ ~ 

"'l: mom: 'li"T ~ ~ fin:raT ~. 1'i"'T<: ~ 
~ WI<: ~~ >iRf<'r t ~ it ~ 
<rr ~ ~ 'li"r mlR'fT f~ '!i""f.t 
tf<'!1:1;~~mo:r~'li"T~ 
rn t f<'!1:1; r~ lPi 'li"r o;rqf11 

l{f ;;rr;IT 'flf~ f~ f'!i" "'l: WA"T 
m '1i"T •hrr 'l'fr fif'li"T<'f ~ ~ 'if'fif 
il1"<1 ~ 'li"T 'lT<'f"ii <ft<lur 'l1T 'li"\ ~ I 

~To m<l1: ;;ft tiT~ ~~~?: 
~ "'l: ~ fsq1i?i<: <rr ~ 
~ "'l: m WA"T ~ wR: 'filllf~ 
~ ~ ORmT ~ I itm ~ ~ f'li" lfil: 
'fiT!lfWli<'T ~ ~ 'WA"T 'fi"1lr ~ 
"f<'mmT ~ I 'WA"T 'li"RT<m: ~ t 
f<'!1:1; ~ m '!i"rfWT 'li"Vft ~r ~. 
~fq<::@'i'il <im ~ ~. 5!'hi1llt 
~ ~ <r'fm Q:T ~ ~ ~· 
~ ~ ~ ~ f.!; '3"ri f<'!1:1; "'T 
meR ~. ffi<f m<1 'li"T ~lf ;;r) ~ Oil 
~ ~ f<f'!T<: rn Q:T '!<ITliT ~ 1 



terms expenditure, output and out
turn. So, I just wanted to clarify it. 

)fr. Chairman: Thank you. 

(The witnesses w ith withdrew) 

(The Committee adjourned to m eet 
again at 15.30 hours) 

(The Committee re-assembled at 
15.30 Hours) 

Ill Mr. J , F. !\tonnct, Chambre Syndi
eaie Nationaledes Fabricants de Pro
tluct9 Pharmaceutique, 88 Rue de la 
Faisandcrie, Paris--16. 

(The witness was called in and he 
took h is seat) 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Monnet, what
ever evidence you give will be printed 
aP.d distributed to our Members of 
Parliament. Even if you want anY 
portion of your evidence to be confi
dential, that will be printed and dis
tributed to the Members of the Com
mittee. We have received your 
memor andum and it has been circulat
ed to all the members of the Com
mittee. If you want to add anything 
or stress anything, please do so. 
Afterwards, our members will put 
tome questions to you. 

Mr. J. F . Monnet: Mr. Chairman 
and Members of the Committee, be
fore entering into my expose, will 
you permit me to thank you for hav
ing acceptea my request to come ·be
fore you, which U; a very great honour 
to my own person and which I consi
der a homage to my country that has 
had so good and friendly relations 
with you in the past and which will 
certainly be reinforced in the future. 
I have been particularly sensi'ble to 
the fact that you in this country have 
created this hearing, calling for for
eigners in a matter which might have 
been considered by you as really a 
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hl.ch others national problem on. w 

It is the should not have any say. . 
privilege of great nations and the pn
vilege of great democracies to be able 
to take such d ecisions. I . have not 
st.:en any similar decision bemg t aken 
in the world except in the USA b~ck 
in 1945 when I was called at a he?n~g 
on t heir Bill for extension of pnonty 
r ights for patents that had b een laps
ing during the war . In :hat c~se, 
fore ign countries were dlrectlr: ~n
terested. Your decision in my opi~ton. 
is the first of its kind and for this 1 

pay my respect to you and to your 
Parliament. 

Since all of you, memben of t his 
Assembly, have read mY expose, I do 
not think it is p..ecessary for me to 
r ead it again. It may be waste ~f 
time. However, I think some addi
tional information, giving more uetails, 
migh t be of interest to you. In my 
firs t paragraph, I have mentioned that 
the patent system has as its first ob
j!=ctive the industrialisation of the 
country where it exists. The advan
tages and benefits derived from the 
ownership of patents are subsidiary to 
t his principal o'bjective. lp~ other 
words to the inventor it is a lure to 
bring' into the country his skill and 
knowledge. Many authors on this 
subject have often confused the pic
ture by claiming that the patent is a 
monopoly granted to a certain indi
vidual or a company. It has to be 
clarified in the beginning that it is a 
temporary monopoly, just a f acility 
given to him to help the industriali
sation and development and the for· 
ward move of the country which 
grants him the patent. You have had 
the same idea, the same principles, 
when the patent law of 1911 was en
acted, and it seems that you have ex
perienced the same abuse from the 
p atentees for which you are try ing to 
find remedy. The same experience 
exists all the world over, and my 
purpose in coming before you is to 
put at your disposal the experience of 
a m an who 'has lived forty years in 
the field of patents. I started mY 
career in this fi eld and I am st ill in 



it. I lived with it for these forty years 
witnessing several changes the legis
lation has been subjected to in my 

· country and also in other cou~tries. I 
think this experience may be useful 

· at a time when you want to polish 
up your own rules in view of the 
welfare of your country and also for 

. aligning your legislation with the 
great principles and rules which are 
adopted in other free and liberal 

' countries. 

I now come to the French law. You 
. have seen from my paper that the 
French law dates back to 1844, a time 
when industry in general was not 
very broadly developed, with our · 
chemical world in complete infancy 
and pharmaceuticals practically non
existent. Therefore, you are not sur-

. prised that the French legislator did 
not provide in 1hose days any special 
measures for chemicals to be put on 
the same category as any other indus
trial product. For pharmaceuticals, 
since at that time there was no ques-

. tion of synthesis of such products 
·but there were only the products eX
tracted from v..atural sources like 
opium etc., they decided that on those 
products there was no 1 question of 
granting a patent which might act as 
a monopoly force and, secondly, as a 
way for some unscrupulous fellows to 
claim that with their patent they had 
some kind of a guarantee that their 
product is good and then mak/ the 
patients and the public belie~e like 
that. 

I do not want to add anything to 
what I have written about chemicals. 
As you have seen, since in other 
neighbouring countries like Germany 

·they were reluctant to grant patents 
·covering the products by themselves 
and had accepted patents only for the 
processes to manufacture them, many 
authors in France said that we were 
in an uncompetitive position. with the 
Germans because when an invention 
is made in our country of a new 
chemical a monopoly is created and 
nobody else can enter into the manu
facture of such products while in 

Germany the reverse is true. I may 
saY that for a while this could find 
some support, and in respect of cer
tain dyestuffs there was at that time 
a patent called the "verguin patent" 
covering dyestuffs unknown before, 
and since in Germany and Switzer
land no patents could cover the same 
product, imitations were made ia 
those countries which were not allow
·ed to other manufacturers in France. 
This is the only example that might 
be quoted, but it has been certainly 
very broadly discussed in lawyers· 
circles and industrial circles . 

Since then the chemical science h• 
d~veloped very largely and with the 
years it has been found that processes 
for the manufacture of a product could 
be devised besides those described i.a. 
the patents without difficulty in usinc 
the skill of a chemist coming from the 
university, and in all the countriea 
where patent is limited to the pro
cesses they have tried to find ways te 
apply the coverage of their patent 
more broadly than the processes whiclo. 
are actually described in it. I am 
sure that any German you ma:r 
have had appearing here has told yo• 
a]J this story. 

Therefore, in France, seeing thi1 
development in the countries of pro
cess protection, if I may call it this 
way, we finally decided that our Jaw 
was not tliat bad, and the result hall 
been that chemical industry in France 
has really tried with very big succe98 
in many cases under our system witlt 
the environment of tliis development 
of chemical science. I may add that 
in the final draft for the Europeaa 
Commu·nity which is going to apply 
to the six countries of the Europeu 
Community, there is no longer any 
excej>tion for the chemical product•, 
and this is actually accepted by aU 
the countries of the European Commu
v..ity except, I must say, the Italians, 
which have made some reserves re
garding chemicals for pharmaceutical 
uses but these reserves are limited te 
a period of adaptation which has beea 



estimated 51) far by the Italians them
aelves to tl'n years maximum. 

Now I come to pharmaceuticals. 1 
have given you a broad outline of the 
development of our legislation in this 
lield. May be, I should add to it some 
legislation which was not exactly 
within the subject but which might 
be of interest to you. There ·was a 
legislation which was issued in 1953 
relating to compulsory licence of pro
eess patents for manufactuiing phar
maceuticals. At that time, because· of 
the pressure of the sentimental or 
emotional side in certain medical cir
eles, instead of the mere application 
ef the patents and compulsory licence 
after three years under the Interns
tiona 1 Convention in a case where the 
patentee had not used his patent in 
the country, the French Government 
thought it proper to create for the 
pharmaceuticals a special system 
whereby compulsory licence would be 
open to claimants before the expira-. 
tion of the three year period. So, it 
11'89 aone because of the worries of 
the medical profession. They say 
that these three years might be too 
long and it would be too bad that be
cause of this limit of three years and 
because the patentee himself does not 
work his process and does not market 
the product, the people could not 
have the treatment they are entitled 
to. So that, this compulsory licence 
was instituted. The result has been 
very revealing on the side of the 
authorities for one reason. Since 1953 
the development of this industry has 
been very remarkable. After the pro
duct has been invented, it takes a long 
time before you can market it and put 
it at the disposal of the population. 
The reason is that new products manu
factured by synthesis are more and 
more potent. It is one of· the grounds 

1
for their patentability that they should 
be an improvement on the past. Their 
potency is very often paid for by 
•orne toxicological effects which have 
to be very carefully studied and avoid
ed. Since 19'53 it is very seldom i~ 
my country-it has never happened 
in other countries that a product 
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should be tested, studied, controlled 
aoo put on the market before these 
three years after the patent was issu
ed. Therefore, this delay of three 
years, even if you cancel it, makes no 
difference practically for the pharma
ceutical industry. 

This legislation of 1953 has one par
ticularity. It created conditions for 
the granting of compulsory licence. 
The compulsory licence was not open 
to anybody and for any ground. The 
conditions that were put by the legis
lation were that compulsory licence 
should be granted only if the patentee 
himself or his associate or licensee 
has not put on the market the pro
duct 1n sufficient quantities for the 
need of the population or if the prices 
were exceedingly high. Because of 
this legislation, it was in the interests 
of the industry to make the product 
in large quantities and put . on the 
:market only the best quality. 

The question of price was raised 
enly in one instance, namely, the case 
of Vitamin B-12. May I tell you that 
story, as there is nothing secret in it? 
Vitamin B-12 was made in France by 
my company under a licence from 
Merck and Company of USA, who 
were the patentees, and we were put
ting it on the market when another 
company in France claimed that our 
prices were too high. As a matter of 
fact, our price was the same as the 
price in USA and other countries of 
the world. But this party claimed 
that our prices were too high and 
they requested for a compulsory 
licence. Meanwhile, they started pro
duction. Unfortunately, because it 
was the beginning, very big invest
ments were to be made. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What was the 
price of Vitamin B-12? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: The price at that 
ti::le was 90,000 old francs a gram. In 
the United States also 11 was the same 
price. This third party put it on the 
market at the same price as ours. 
Therefore, the Commission, which was 



in charge of granting the compulsor;y 
licence, said, "If yo~ cannot prove 
that the actual user of the process 
makes an exaggerated profit by sell
ing yourself at much lower prices, 
your case means noflllng" and the 
licence was not granted. 

Since then I may tell you that the 
prices of vitamin B-12 have come 
down very seriously. The price now 
is about 40 US dollars a grain, that is, 
200 francs. You, gentlemel'.., might be 
surprised by such prices and such 
differences but the explanation is 
simple. Every time we have a new pro_ 
duct coming from our researches, 
these researches as you may imagine 
are very expensive and apply not only 
to the products which are found suc
cessful but also products which we are 
obliged to discard for one reason or 
another. We have to amortise those 
expense~ and we have also to invest 
in the facilities for manufacturing the 
new product. 

When speaking of vitamin B-12 or 
any product obtained by a fermenta
tion, the investments are very, very 
big indeed because the yield of the 
production is very small. To give you 
an example, in the preparation of 
vitamin B-12 by fermenting big fer
mentor the fermentations last for 
about four or five days and at the end 
of fermentation the extraction of vita
min B-12, which is a very long and 
complicated procedure, gives about 
500 grammes out of 80,000 litres. That 
is what makes the price so high. After 
some years when. the process is deve
loped when we have been able to 
put t~gether several of these proces
ses, improved the extraction of the 
product and amortised the expenses, 
we are able to lower the price and 
sometimes considerably. We indus
trialists have, as mutll as you states
men, the care of the public health be
cause it comes within our l>usit>..ess and 
it is also a duty we feel very deeply. 
So, wh~·we can lower our prices, we 
do it. You have probably seen that 
in this- country, like in other coun-

tries, the products which are not un
der patents have their prices stable or 
even increasing with time while for 
all the patented products the pric .. 
have always decreased since their 
first entry into the market. This 11 
a diversion for which I apologise but 
I think, this example was of some In~ 
terest to you. 

Shri ·R. P. Sinha: How many old 
francs were equivalent to a dollar? 

Mr. :r. F. Monnet: 500 to the dollar 
in those days; but, since then, please 
do not forget that there has been a 
devaluation in France and the dollar 
representation is not quite accurate. 
However, it gives you an order of 
magnitude. 

I ha'\>e nothing special to add to the 
general principles of the invention in 
the field of pharmaceuticals. You 
have heard probably all the people 
who have come before you, givinl: 
you the general gist of it. The inven
tion of the pharmaceutical product is 
more in the product itself than in the 
process being the application of known 
methods within the scientific field of 
chemistry. 

Now I come to the remedies you 
thought of and the fear of abuse from 
the patentees of their dominant posi
tion. In France, we had this law of 
1953 which has not been. worked out. 
In 1960 a new law was enacted cover
ing the produ~ts themselves. You 
might be surprised that France, start
ing from a state where no protection 
was granted in. the field of pharmaceu
ticals, passing through a phase where 
the processes only for their manufac
ture were patented, ·finally in 1960 
decided to cover the products them
selves. For this, I think, the best 
information I might give you is the 
translation of some parts of the Ex
pose' des Motifs, what you call in 
your book relating to the Bill, the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons. 
The title Of the law is called. The Re
f<>rmaticm of the Regime of the 



Manufacture CTf Pharmaceutica!s-1 
translate it very bluntly. · 

This reformation has for essential 
purpose a solution to two big prob
lems. One is the protection of public 
health; how to avoid the marketing 
of pharmaceuticals not sufficiently 
studied out and, therefore, dangerous 
for the population. The other is of 
an economical and financial nature, 
the number of specialities and the 
protection. of the inventor. · 

The solution of the first problem i.s 
found in the official control of the 
manufacturing techniques and of the 
raw materials and the final products 
before authorisation for sale. For 
what concerns the second problem, the 
solution is the creat1on of a special 
patent. This solution gives the an
swer to two pre-occupations. The first 
one is encouraging scientific research 
by giving the inventor a guarantee 
that he shill! not be deprived of his 
invention. The second on.e is hinder
ing the multiplication of specialities 
which is justly complained of in 
France by medical doctors, pharma
Cists and social security offices." If I 
may emphasize on. this, in 1960, there 
was a proliferation of specialities un
der different trade marks and names 
containing the same active product. 
Medical doctors, pharmacists and social 
security offices complained of that 
situation. because it was confusing. No 
medical doctor knew which of them to 
prescribe. Pharmacists had to keep 
very huge stocks unnecessarily since 
the same products were produced a 
hundred times. Social security offices 
were completely confused whether 
they should select this one or the 
other one or all of them or part of 
them. It was a comp1ete mess. The 
decision of the legislators is well
justified in that sense. 

''The patent system is the only 
means by which the inventor is suffi
ciently protected for the reward of 
research and it also prevents the un
necessary multiplication of identical 
PFoducts". I think I have given the 
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gist of the. French law and the rea
sons why it was enacted. 

I am not going nor want to enter in
·to several measures that you haYe 
provided in the :am of 1965 for avoid
ing abuses of monopoly. But I maT 
·tell you that our experience has beea 
really a long-range one of!. a great 
number of products and this experience 
has shown that in consequence 
of the mere threat of compul
sory licensing which is refused, as I 
told you, op these conditiol!3, name1,1, 
no delay in marketing, sufficient quan
tity in the mari<et, good quality of 
the product and reasonable prices-
these conditions being followed 
by all· the inventors there has not 
been crought any action before the 
courts. No necessity has been 
shown of increasing the hurdles for the 
inventor, for it is also one of the pur
poses of the law, to put more and 
more new products at the disposal of 
the population. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, that ill 
all I have to say. 

. Dr. C. B. Singh: Mr. Monnet, you 
have just mentioneii about the 
European. Common Market and you 
have further mentioned that in Italy, 
while -agreeing to the patent system, 
they have put in a period of 10 years. 
May we know why in Italy, where 
there was no patent in. the drugs in
dustry before, they have agreed to 
put in 10 years period before theT 
completely come under your rules and 
regulations which you are making for 
the Et.rropean Common Market? 

Mr. :J. F. Monnet: To answer this, l 
think, an Italian would be in a better 
position than myself. I am not all 
Italian an.d I have no contacts with 
the Italian legislators but from what 
I hear either on the side of indus
trialists or on the side of the people 
close to the Government in Italy, I 
imagine this delay was for adjusting 
progressively to the ideas in their 



c!Ountry to that protection. In a place 
where complete freedom towards pro
tection has been practised, to take 
very strict measures which pass 
from one end to the other, it is 
"Yery probable that the patent autho
rities have requested for this delay. I 
know and probably you may have 
heard it from the Italian representa
tive who appeared before this bon. 
Committee that the drugs industry in 
Italy resent the fact that they cannot 
have any protection and have been 
claiming for the establishment of 
patents in this field. A draft Bill 
has been brought before the Italian 
Parliament several times for at least 
15 years to establish patents in the 
field. But this project has unfortu
nately failed because the Govern
ment went out of power; the new 
Government came and had to take 
~are of more urgent legislation and 
this is what has delayed measures in 
Italay so far. For the future they 
probably feel-not in the industrial 
circles nor in the scientific circles, 
but in the general administration 
circles-that a sort of progressive 
measure should be taken to be in 
complete alignment with other 
countries. They, as I told you already 
have fixed up to ten years. This 
request is already two years' old, 
which means 8 years are left from 
now. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: From your experi
ence in France, you have laid a stress 
On patenting products rather than 
processes. But we, in our Bill, have 
got slightly different ideas; we have, 
more or less, laid stress on processes 
rather than on products. With your 
long experience in this branch and in 
the modern study of chemistry, would 
you please tell us this: if, in our Bill 
we include' process-cum-product for 
patent, would that be an improve
ment? 

Mr. J'. F. Monnet: You are free to 
legislate what, you think, is your best 
interest. My feeling is that by having 
process patent excluding the product, 
you will probably have the same em
barrassment u we had in France at 

the time when only processes were 
patented. These embarrassments a d 
sometimes injustices are as follows:~ 

In a process patent system it . 
prac:ically impossible that ev~ry po~ 
s1 ble process could be drawn and 
~escribed in the same patent. Methods 
m chemistry are improving more and 
more at an accelerated pace and there 
!s nobody who can say, "well, there 
1s no other method for the manufac
ture of the product of my invention 
and I feel safe". Therefore, what hap
pens? Suppose an inventor of the 
product is a scientist in a University 
of yours or a scientist in another 
country. He will get the patent to 
cover the process he has invented. 
Then the patented product of the man 
who has had the genius, the idea of 
the product, who has tested it on ani
mals, who has checked the value of it 
will come out. Then what will tile 
competitors do? What will the in
dustrialists do? According to their 
staff in chemistry, they will saY, "look 
there is a Researcher who has invent
ed a process for a wonderful product, 
but look what protection he is claim
ing. It is limited to that process. You 
fellows in the research division should 
take interest in devising other methods 
and other processes to make it." And 
these people will find processes within 
three months Or six months and then 
the industrialists will apply for patents 
to cover their own processes. When 
the scientist, the man who has brains 
will go to an industritalist-because 
he himself is not an industrialist or 
has no means to set up an industry 
for exploiting that process-to grant a 
licence or to sell his invention, this 
industrialist will tell him, "my dear 
Sir, you have covered the process and 
I have to start in competition with 
the other industrialists who have their 
own processes; I cannot pay much for 
your patent." And the inventor will 
really be stolen of his invention. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In our Patent Bill 
we have, more or less left the appeal 
for any dispute, from the ControJler 
of Patent Rights, to the Government 



and we have done this for a special 
reason. Our experience has been that, 
on flimsy grounds, court proceedings 
have been going on and cases have 
been delayed for 10 or 15 years. What 
do yon think abOut this? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: My answer, ac
eording to my own experience, is thi.!!. 
We, in France, have always a tenden
ey-in the political circles as well as 
otherwise-to submit any dispute on 
whatever cause to the normal tribu
nals and courts because according to 
the procedure defence is assured the 
same conditions as the prosecution 
end a fair treatment is given in the 
eourts. 

I understand your objection-! 
would not say our courts give deci
llions rapidly unfortunately, we al
ways complain about the slowness of 
our courts' disposal-the delay in dis
posal of cases by courts. In France we 
have a special procedure-! would not 
speak of anY other country because I 
am not a Jawyer-I am an indus
trialist-! know some problems not in 
sufficient details but I know how 
things happen in France. It is possible 
in France to claim, to ask from the 
Judge, in case where the interest of 
the parties or one of the parties is 
strongly at stake within a sh~rt de
lay, for a direct procedure wh1ch we 
call appeal at a fixed date. Then the 
court agrees to decide on that fixed 
date which is made up between the 
President of the Court and the parties 
or their representatives. That is hoW 

' we solve this problem. 

You will tell me that this is not a 
complete solution because there is al
ways in France a recourse to ~he 
Supreme Court and therefore, the m
fringer has still a chance to take be
fore the Supreme Court. I may tell 
you that an industrialist or a second 
inventor careful of his company's ~nd 
of his money, if he has an a_chon 
against the patentee and even if he 
has a just case for taking recou-rse to 
the Supreme Court against an adverse 
decilion, at this atage puts a severe 

brake on his activities for if the 
chances are that his recourse to the 
Supreme Court will delay the decision 
he will have to pay increased money 
for the operations he is still conduc
ting if he loses. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In your memoran
dum you have mentioned: 

"From the standpoint of eco
nomics, it might have been feared 
that the exclusivity thus granted 
to the first inventor of a pharma
ceutical would lead to abuses, 
mainly to prices of pharmaceuti
cals at unreasonable and intole
rable heights". 

In this country the record Is there 
that our prices differ from inter
national prices; the prices are put up 
rather high by these patent holders. 
Under these circumstances when such 
abuses take place what will you sug
gest? We have got this compulsory 
licensing system. What will you sug
gest in your own way? 

Mr. Chairman: He has said that he 
has no comments to make on this 
polnt. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I would like his 
opinion on that. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: You know our 
case. I may say just as I remember 
that my company or the subsidiary of 
my company who has firms in this 
country is not touched by your objec
tion which shows that I do not have 
any experience of that. 

Mr. Chairman: By and large do 
you agree with the provisions that we 
have made in order to present such 
abuses? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Oh, Yes, Some 
remedy should be made for the abuses 
and you know as I told you, we do 
not have any absuses in France be
cause in our law we have provided 
for this, especially in the case of ex
cessive prices which is exactly what 
you are referring to right now. In 



our law of 1960 it is said that a com
pulsory licence should be granted im
mediately if the patentee abuses his 
monopoly through excessive prices. 
What is an excessive price is a diffi
cult point to decide and this some
times may create confusion. I can give 
you an example. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have mention
ed Vit. B12. The initial price of 
Vit. Bl2 was Rs. 2000 per gram and 
now the price has gone down and it 
is Rs. 40 per gram. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet. Yes, it has drop
ped substantially. Why? The reason 
is: When we start with a product we 
do not have the techniques to produce 
it in large quantities by simple pro
cesses. We have to put up very big 
installations for a yeild which is 
practically nothing. I told you that 
for getting 500 grammes we required 
80,000 litres of raw material, and this_ 
amount we got after trying many 
different processes. Naturally, at the 
beginning the cost price is really high. 
As we go on improving the processes 
and as the yields increase due to re
searches and further trials, the price 
comes down. I was giving you the 
experience of Vit. Bl2 and you con
firm it with your figures. 

I may recall the penicillin story and 
I must add that penicillin was not 
under any patent. It was a free 
product. I ;remember, in 1945 when 
Penicillin came to our country it was 
not a pure product; and for a small 
·bottle we had to pay two or three 
dollars. Everybody sold it at this 
price. There was even competition 
in this field. So penicillin started at 
this price. Then improvements were 
made and now you get a crystalline 
product which is pure. The prices 
are completely down. 

Dr. C. B, Singh: Having in view 
experience of that type, what is the 
remedy for that? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: The remedy comes 
naturally by the fact that the phar
maceutical industry is obliged by their 
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own sense of public health. They 
have to take care of that. Also there 
is the need of increasing thei.r pro
duction. It is natural in any indus
try. When you produce in low quan-

_tities, you are never satisfied • you 
should be able to produce in larger 
quantities and the common people 
should be able to purchase because 
there is no purpose in producing big 
quantities and find that only about 
200 people are able to purchase the 
product. Then there is a natural ten
dency to lower prices. The prices of 
patented products have come down 
in many countries. For the other 
products the problem is different. 
And now, about your contention, 
there are some industrialists who, 
instead of yei!ding to this natural 
trend of lowering the prices when 
they improve their processes, main
tain their prices high. I agree with 
you. A remedy should be found. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Our experience 
has been that the prices of patented 
drugs have gradually been going 
down. What is the state of prices of 
pharmaceutical products which are 
not patented? I want you to compare 
the two sets of figures. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Well, it is dif!l
cult to compare because by nature 
a patented product is new and it is 
not only new, but it has to be supe
rior to the old ones; otherwise it 
would not sell. Therefore if you 
compare a new product to the old one 
either it is better than the old one or 
it would not sell, and in that case the 
patent itself should not have bee• 
granted at all. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: What is the time 
prescribed for patent protection ia 
France? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: It is 20 years 
from the date of application and this 
delay is exactly the same for the 
special patents for medical products. 
I know that you have a feeling that 
in the field of pharmaceuticals, thd 
delay may seem too long. Maybe if 



I had been 20 years younger or rather 
if we were 20 years before this year, 
I might have granted some merit in 
this. But now I am positive that the 
delav for pharmaceutical products has 
no reason to be shorter than that for 
other products for the simple reason 
that here, more controls are necessary 
for an invented product to be put on 
the market. When I speak of controls 
I speak of experimentation in biolop, 
in physiologoy and clinical experi
ments. And you know how anxious 
are the health organisations in all 
countiies-in the United States, in 
France, etc.-to be sure that phar
maceuticals do not have any tonic 
effects or side effects which might im
pair public health. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
seek one clarifieation from the learn
ed witness. He was talking about 
Vitamin B-12. You have said 
that the price of Vitamin B-12 drop
per from 90,000 Francs to 40 dollars. 
You have explained the -reasons also. 
I would like whether the price drop
ped down to the level they dropped 
as a result of the endeavour of your 
company or at that time the prices 
dropped because there were more 
than one mamifacturers manufactur
ing the product under compulsory 
licence system. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: I do not think 
competition played any substantial 
role in this. Maybe there has been 
some but not initially anyhow. The 
fact is that, as I told you, at the begin
ning protection comes really when 
there is difficulty, but since, the pro
cesses ·have >been very very substan
tially improved and with these impro
vements and with the desire to 
sell as much as possible of the pro
,duct the manufac1Jure has been in
crea~ed in quantities with better yields 
and then the prices have come down. 
You suggest a sort of competition. 
:I'here is, in fact, some competi~ion. I 
twill tell you what I feel about 1t. That 
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Patented products are put under some 
kind of monopoly. These monopolies 
are local. For instance in VitamiA 
B-12, the Mereck & Company were 
the patent owners for its manufacture 
in the U.S.A. We are the licen<X!e in 
France. They have got a licencee ill 
England; another in Germany and an
other in Holland and all of· them 
follow their own policies of lowering 
the prices when there are- improve
ments. Sometimes it happened that 
Vitamin B-12 was cheaper in the Unit_ 
ed States than in France and 6 montha 
later we ourselves were able to make 
it at a lower price. There was no 
actual local competition, of course. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
understand at what point of time, th!! 
Government of France thought it in 
the larger interest of the country to 
gi-ant licence. I would like to know 
from you at what stage, how many 
years after the product was introduced. 

Mr. Chairman: He has said 1960. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: In 1960, Vitamia 
B-12 was introduced, am I correct? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Vitamin B-lJ 
went on the market earlier than thia. 
Our patent law on pharmaceuticals 
dates ·back to 1960. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: When was the 
compulsory licence for its productio• 
granted in France to other manufac
turers? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: That was earlier 
than that. As I explained to you at 
the .beginning of my speech, which 
covered what was not mentioned in 
my note, there was no basic change 
in the law itself. At this time we had 
the process patent only. Then legis
lation of 1953 simply created compul
sory licences for these patents. There
fore the Action on Vit. B-12 waa 
not based on a product patent but OB 

a patent covering the process for it. 
manufacture. 



Sbri R. P. Sinha: It is not very 
clear. I would like to understand 
this. Your Company, as 'far as I 
understand, was the holder of patent 
for the manufacture of Vitamin B-12. 
They started this manufacture in 
France. Am ~ correct, whatever may 
be the year? After how many years, 
compulsory licence for the manufact
ture of Vitamin B-12, after you 
started the manufacture, was granted 
to some other company? 

!'tlr • .J. F. Monnet: It was not granted. 
It was even refused. Anyhow the 
Action was started about 2/3 years 
after we went on the market. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: German chemi
cal industry is more advanced than 
the French chemical industry. I think 
w. Do you agree? 

!'tlr • .J. F. Monnet: I cannot agree. 
Excuse me, Sir, just one word I re
quest, Sir, it may be off the record. 

!'tlr. Chairman: Yes. It will be off 
the record. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: The second 
question is how much royalty you pay 
out and how much royalty you get? 

!'tlr, .J. F, Monnet: This is another 
confidential question. I am sorry, Sir, 
I request that this should also be off 
the record. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: How much 
royalty you pay out and how much 
royalty you get? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Well this is an
other confidential question. I am 
sorry to request Mr. Chairman that 
this shoUld be off the record. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: I want to know 
of France as a whole and not parti
cular of your Company. 

Hr. J. F. Monnet: I have not seen 
any statistics of the breakdown of the 
licences granted and received in any 
particular field, especially in the field 
of pharmaceutical• and, there I am 

not in a position to give you an 
answer. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Is it possible for 
the witness to give a broad figure of 
the royalties paid <Out of France and 
received inside France. I am talking 
not only of pharmaceuticals 'but of all 
the patented products. 

Mr • .J. F. Monnet: I can give you a 
·broad answer. It pays 600 million 
'frances and it receives between 300 
and 400 million francs. I have some 
remark to make on that because there 
has been very much publicity recent
ly in several countries .-elating to this 
and the general consensus is that ex
cept for Switzerland all the important 
countries pay much more in royalties 
than they collect. Germany is one of 
them and France too. Some conclu
sions have been drawn, especially by 
lawyers etc., that this was a very 
dangerous situation. I think it is an 
exaggerated statement because the 
majority of licences are granted in 
countries where we do not work out 
our own inventions. For instance, 
when Rhone-Poulenc works out in
ventions in England May and Baker 
pays very nominal royalties. The eco
nomic balance is made by paying us 
dividends and profits. These dividends 
do not figure up in the statistics. The 
same applies in all the other countries 
and, therefore, these figures which 
might lead you to conclude that we 
are going to a catastrophe, I think, 
exaggerate the facts. 

Sbri B. K. Das: When there is anY 
invention for which patent is taken in 1 

the pharmaceutical industry in your 
country does it pay to the scientist 
something extra over and above his 
salary, >.1 

Mr . .J. F. Monnet: This is a verY 
good question to me 'because there iJ 
in the origin of the inventions very 
many possibilities. In an organised 
research, that is, in our laboratorie4 
where we are organised_:_! will give 
you a general sketch this way-there 
are the chemists; there are the 
physiologists who are trained to test 
the chemical products; there are the 
medical docto.-1 who take care of the 



clinical tests. Now these people have 
meetings and for one reason or other 
the suggestion may come from one or 
other. ~ 

~1&1 

. Mr. C~airrnan: The question is very 
>;unple, t.e. do you pay anything addi
tional to the scientist? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: But, Sir, I have 
to explain how the origin comes and 
then I will tell you how we pay. 

Mr. Chairman: You distribute the 
favours to all sections, i.e.. the man 
who experiments, the man who makea 
the tests, etc. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Yes, Sir, the man 
in the chemical laboratory, sometimes 
there are many of them, the man in 
the testing laboratory, etc. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the share 
of the scientist who has invented? 

Mr. J. F, Monnet: The case o"f the 
scientist is different >because when an 
invention comes from an fn.itside 
scientist, which we have too, he is not 
within a collective organisation, he 
himself has got the idea of the product 

' to make. Either we purchase his 
I invention or pay the royalty. 

Mr. Chairman: Is he paid by agree
ment? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: From your 
statement I conclude that the funda
mental and basic research is also 
undertaken by the pharmaceutical in
dustry in joint companies, and not 
separately by the Government Depart
ments. Is it so? 
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Mr. J. F. Monnet: Yes. However, 
there is no difference between funda
mental research and applied research. 
We are obliged to conduct both, and 
in the field of chemistry for instance, 
in the field o·f plastics, we have pur" . 
scientists in our own organizations. 
They derive general principles which 

may or may not apply which is really 
basic research. I may tell you, we have 
a laboratory devoted to atomic re
search which is conducting what yo• 
may call basic research . 

Mr. Chairman: Are there no patent& 
attached to them? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: No. There Ia 
no practical basis. You cannot say 
that anybody who will apply a parti
cular formula will pay five cents or 
one dollar. That is impossible. Our 
theory in France is that scientific work 
is to be paid for itself, without consi
deration to the results. This research 
is on theories. It is subsidised also by 
Government in some cases. Very oftea 
you have probably heard that Ger
many is subsidising some Scientific 
laboratories. We do too. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What Ia 
the general percentage of sales value 
that is spent on research in the 
pharmaceutical industry? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: By us it is 10 per 
cent of all the turnover. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Ia the 
French Act, are there some clauaetl 
for having licences? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: We have not 
anything like that. Compulsory licenceo~ 
achieve the object they are meant for. 
Royalties are negotiable. There Ia 
nothing like fixed royalties. It de
pends upon the case. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: These daya 
generally it is said that an inventioa 
goes out of use within ten years. II 
it a fact? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: That's right. Tea 
years is an average a good-figure. 
However, I must confess that 10 years 
ago, this figure would have beell 
slightly exaggerated. You have heard 
of the German product which baa 
created monsters. This is the firat 
time in the history of pharmaceuticala 
that a pharmaceutical hu created 



monsters. Since then, every new 
pharmaceuticai that is invented or dis
eovered needs to be tested from this 
angle, before being put on the market, 
which was not the case before. I can 
quote many other instances of that 
:aature. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I think you 
must have seen the model law by the 
BIRPI. At page 49, the model law 
states in the commentary that there 
can be patents for ten years from the 
date of the sealing of the patent. Are 
you in agreement with such classes 
these days? 

Mr. S. F. Monnet: 
now or the reason 
already given. 

I do not agree 
which I have 

Coming to the BIRPI model law or 
project, as other witnesses who have 
appeared before you must have told 
you, it is not a law by itself. It is a 
compendium of clauses which are 
offered to the several States inter
ested in establishing a law on patents,' 
with different types of clauses which 
they may or may not adopt. Some 
clauses may respond more than others 
to one's objectives. But the total 
restrictions· which are enacted in the 
model law are not presented as a sort 
of a comprehensive system. In other 
words, the model law gives you some 
rlauses which may meet certain ob
jectives. For instance, take the ques
tion of the prevention of the abuse 
of monopoly by the patentee. They 
say in the model law that at the time 
of granting the patent, you may make 
provision for. the grant of compulsory 
licences either generally or by limiting 
it to certain specific cases. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: This model 
law is for developing countries. 

Mr. J. F. 1\lonnet: I know; that is 
why I say that I completely agree to 
that law in this sense that each coun
\ry, according to its state of develoP
ment, may feel interested in this pro
vi•lon or that one. 
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Suppose you tell me 'We Indians are 
not interested at all in the pharmaceu. 
tical industry, we have other things to 
care !or; our agriculture is much more 
important. We do not care very much 
whether people die of malaria or this 
or that disease; what we care for is 
the production of wheat, rice and-1 
do not know-what else. In between, 
we want to import pharmaceuticals 
also; and we want to import them 
without having any research of our 
own, without having any research 
work done here; we shall pay what 
we can, but we are not interested in 
having a pharmaceutical industry', 
!9en I would tell you 'Do not make 
any patent law for pharmaceuticals'. 
But if you have an idea that some of 
your scientists might be interested in 
having protection for their inventions, 
if you have any idea that in your 
country it would be sound to create a 
solid and self-sufficient pharmaceu
tical industry, then I would tell you 
to enact a law to protect those inven
tions, and to create an atmosphere 
which would aPpeal to the inventors 
to corlte and invest in the pharmaceu
tical industry in your country, but I 
would say at the same time that you 
should not put too many hurdles in 
the way. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are the 
pharmaceuticals produced in France 
consumed in the country to a greater 
extent than they are exported? Or are 
the exports more than the consump
tion in the home-country? 

Mr. S. F. Monnet: If you mean the 
products of our manufacture in mY 
country or in my factory, I may tell 
you that we export about 40 per cent 
of our production. If you mean the pro
duction by our licensees or other asso
ciates, then the figures are completely 
different, of course. Take, for inS,. 
tance, largactil which is the first tran• 
quilliser that we have invented. This 
is sold in the USA ten times more 
than in France. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are there 
American patent-holders in your coun· 
try, and if so, are they doing some re
search in your country? 



Mr. J. F. Monnet: I was referring to 
a product of our invention on which 
we have patents in the USA, and 
which we have licensed over there. In 
France, the reverse is true; there are 
plenty of rpatents belonging to the 
American patentees, which are ex
ploited in France either under a 
licence from the patent-owner or 
through a subsidiary of the American 
company. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Have you 
~:ot some patents in India? 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: We have tried, 
but as you know, for the last five or 
•ix or seven or eight years, you have 
not been issuing any patents .on phar
maceuticals, and therefore, we did not 
have to make any application for pa
tents. But we are certainly interested 
in having patents and working them 
in this country either through our sub
•idiary or through licences. 

But there is one point that I would 
like to raise at this time. In com
panies where there is a big research 
eentre, very often, we make a selec
tion out of the products that we in
Yented and this selection is based on 
our estimation o'f the value of the best 
product that we could market. T·his 
.election is necessary for one reason 
enly, ·but it is a good reason and it is 
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that when you are in this. business, it 
is not possible to promote in trade 
more than one or two new products 
each year; promoting the rest is more 
or less a fallacy. If each year you 
gave the commercial people twenty or 
thirty new products to market, they 
would not 'be able to do it. Therefore, 
we are obliged to select from our in
ventions. Among the products ·that 
we discard surely, there will be some 
which might be marketable by other 
companies which may not have the 
same selection as we have. As a 
matter of fact, we do not market all 
our inventions, and we do grant 
licences to other pharmaceutical 
houses in France for the products we 
have discarded for reasons which were 
not too serious. When we cannot 
market a product competing with 
others in our trade we go into compe
tition by granting a licence to another 
pharmaceutical company. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. J. F. Monnet: I thank you and 
your associates here who have been 
listening to me patiently and who 
have made it possible for me, with my 
poor English, to give my evidence. 

(The witness then withdrew) • 

(The Committee then adjourned). 
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(The witness was calted in and he 
rook his seat). 

Mr. Chairman; Dr. Govindachari, 
we are sorry we had to keep you 
waiting because we had to get the 
quorum. Whatever evidence you give 
will be printed, published and laid 
on the Table of the House. Even if 
you want som'ething to be confiden
tia' that also will be circulated to 
the' members of the committee. We 
have received your memorandum. It 

"Their Evidence was read together. 

80'l(B) LS--4. 

has been circulated to all the mem
bers. If you want to make any new 
points or to emphasise any particular 
point, you may do so. Afterwards, 
members will put you questions. 

Dr. T R. Govindacharl: Let me 
first of ~11 thank the members ot this 
committee for giving me an oppor
tunity to present my views person
ally before them. I am the Director 
of the CIBA Research Centre, Bom
bay, set up 3 years ago to carry out 
research on pharmaceuticals and 
dyestuffs. 

1 would like to ask three questions 
and answer them myself. Firstly, are 



patenta essential at all in the phar
maceutical field? My view is they are 
absolutely essential. Secondly, is the 
period of 10 years suggested adequate 
or not? I feel it is absolutely inade
quate. 

The third question is whether pro
cess patent should be granted or pro
duct patent. I feel that product pa
tents are absolutely essential and 
process patents, in my opinion, are 
not adequate. 

Let me explain these three points. 
First of all, talking from personal 
experience as the Director of the first 
laboratory for research set up by 
private industry in India-this was 
set up in 1963-I may say that we 
started operating on 1st January, 
1963 though our laboratory was de
clared open by the late Prime Min
ister on Zlst March 1963, with an 
investment of Rs. 3 crores and our 
annual recurring expenditure has 
been of the order of Rs. 50 lakhs. 
During the last three years we have 
made about 4000 new substances 
which have been tested-biological 
activity. We have filed nearly 20 
patents. Of the 4000 substances which 
we have tested, only one substance 
has bPen sent for clinical trial. Tbat 
was almost ten months ago. Two 
other •ubstances have been sent for 
clinical trial two months ago. Pro
bably, in the next year we may be 
sending out some three substances 
more for clinical trial. In all, out of 
4000 •ubstances which have been 
tested, hardly six or seven have a 
possibility of being used in the cli
nic. Even out of these six or seven, 
how many will actually prove to be 
effecti,•e as a drug is a matter which 
Is ope'> to question. My estimate is, 
It tak"• at least a minimum of 6 to 
8 years, from the point of synthesis 
of a new substance with potentiali
ties of becoming a drug to the point 
wl>l're it becomes a commercial pos
IIbithy. In our own experience--we 
have heen operating for more than 
t~ years-only one sub~tancP. 
whlcb we made about 2 years back 
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and found to have some pharma
ceutical possibilities has been tested 
in the clinic during the past ten 
months. These tests have now to be 
enlarged and that will go on for ano
ther two or three more years before 
we can take a final decision whe
ther it is worthwhile to introduce 
this drug at all. You can see, there
fore, the enormous effort and the 
expense needed for the development 
of a new drug. If it takes 6 to 8 
years to develop a new drug, you 
can imagine, by limiting the patent 
to ten years you hardly give any 
time to recoup the investment which 
has been made. New drugs will 
never come out unless you have vi
gorous and broad based research 
work activity. This is the first inst
ance in India qf CIDA setting up a 
research unit, and it may be that by 
the time we come out with a new 
drug we would have spent at least 
Rs 10 crores to Rs. 15 crores. In all 
possibility the drug may not be a 
commercial success and we may not 
be able to recoup the investment. If 
we are very lucky, very fortunate in 
hitting upon something which is 
widely sold all over the world, then 
we may be able to recover the in
vestment made, Also, our drug re
search is not aimed particularly to 
Indian needs the research is aimed at 
producing drugs that will be useful 
all over the world. Therefore, if the 
drug is successful, it is bound to give 
us back, in terms of royalties, fore
ign exchange also. The only hope 
which people who invest money 
have is that some successful drug 
will come out. Unless you have pa
tents there is absolutely no way of 
recovering the investment made. , 
After all, what should go to share-1 
holders is being spent for research 
now in the hope that something wiii 
come out which will reimburse the 
investment. I feel, therefore, that 
patents are very essential if we are 
to stimulate research in India in this 
particular field. In the present Jaw 
We have protection for 16 years. That, 
is essential if there is to be any~ 
inducement for other pharmaceutica~ 
firms to start research On this scale1 



Then I come to the question about 
product patent versUs process patent. 
The apparent cause for advocating 
the latter is, if you have the pro
cess patent you do not protect the 
product at all. Somebody else may 
come out with a cheaper process for 
the same drug and make it· available 
to the public at a cheaper price, 
This, I think, is not completely cor
rect because any person who dis
covers a new product is not going to 
leave any loopholEs, is going to 
think of all possible and conceivable 

. methods of making a particular pro
duct. Somebody else may claim that 
he has developed a new alternate, 
cheaper process. He would claim that 
he is making the product by the new 
method. But as I explained earlier, 
it is unlikely that he has a cheaper 
process. In fact he may be making it 
by the original method ' and there 
may be no way of proving it. This 
will only lead to abuse of the patent 
system instead of helping the man 
who has invested so much time, effort 
and money on research. 

These are three points that I want
ed to make clear If there are any 
questions I would be happy to ans
wer. 
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Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: In your 
memorandum you have said that on 
a scientist you spend about Rs. 1. 5 
lakhs to Rs. 2 lakhs. The picture 
you have given roughly comes to this 
that for research in an industry it 
requires a crore of rupees. Am I cor
rect? 

Dr, T. R. Govindachari: It de
pends upon the size of the research 
unit. We calculated that roughly it 
takes Rs. 1.5 lakhs per scientist. You 
must have a minimum size. You can
not have one or two people working 
and expect them to produce anY re
lult. You have to have a particular 
set up wherein there are 10 or 15 
people working together, to inter-act 
and stimulate each other. If you 
have only one or two people strug
gling by themselves, there is not 
even cross-ventilation of ideas· We 

are in a new place. We spend Rs. ~0 
lakhs a year on our recurring expen
diture. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You sai<.l 
that there should be ~0 senior scien
tists, assistants and so on. It may 
even go to Rs. 1 crore and not Rs. 
50 lakhs 

Dr. T. R. Govind...,hari: We can
not immediately start on a larger 
scale. We have started on a scale 
which we believe will produce re
sults. If the results are encouraging 
we will expand. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Generally 
it is said that 3 per cent of the sales 
is spent by the industry on research. 
Your industry must have about Rs. 
15 crores output yearly. It means, 
naturally, that this industry should 
flourish in this country. It has a very 
high capacity to produce and a huge 
amount should be invested. Is that 
the picture of the industry in this 
country? 

Dr. T. R Govindlll,hari: Actually I 
would say, 3 per cent is not correct 
as far as pharmaceutical industry is 
concerned. It may be that other in
dustries spend Of that order, but 
pharmaceutical industry spend much 
more than any other industry I am 
not a commercial man, and I do not 
know what relation it bears to the 
actual turnover of CIBA. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that ten years will not suffice. 
Is it from the date of application or 
from the date of specification? 

Dr T. R. Govindacbarl: Date of 
appli.cation. After on~ year you have 
to file complete specificatiOnS. Actu
ally we. have filed about 18 patl'nt 
applications so far. Of these ~ 8, w• 
have submitted three or four m the 
course of one year, and more work has 
shown that some compounds which 
we sought to protect by patents may , 
have undesirable effects and may 



not find use as drugs; in these cases 
no useful purpose will .be served bY 
holding on to the .patents. So, even 
when we take a patent its .survival 
cannot .be takeA for granted. It is not 
unusual that even though the initial 
results with some compounds are en
couraging, when we do more detailed 
studies we find that they are not al 
useful as we thought them to be and 
we drop the patents. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: You are 
suggesting 15 years from the date of 
completion ot the specification? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: From the 
date of first application. 
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Shrl K:~sbi Ram Gupta: If we give 
ten years a!ter the date of grant of 
the patent, have you any objection to 
that? It will be ten years from the 
date of sealing. 

Dr. T. R. Govlndacbari: I think it 
would be inadequate. We have a drug 
with anti hypertensive activity which 
is beini tested in the clinic. It seems 
to be promising in the · preliminary 
trial. We have' tried it for the 
last ten months on some 35 patients. 
We know the drug is well-tolerated 
when it is administered for a period 
ot two or three weeks but, then, 
these anti-hypertension drugs have to 
be administered practically throughout 
man's lite. So that, we cannot use or 
take for granted the results of short-. 
term toxity until we carry out extend
ed studies for one year. This involves 
f •'eding the drugg to animals for a 
period of 8 months to one year or 
more to aee whether it is sate tor 
chronic use :in human beings. We 
have not started such a chronic toxity 
study yet. Even if we start the study 
tomorrow, it will be only one year 
lnter that we will be able to try it 
on an expanded scale in the' clinic. 
Then we should gather data :trom a 
1,000 patienta which may take 

\another three years. So, from the 
time of getting the patent it will 
take 'r years to Introduce the drug 
in the market. ' Therefore, a tea 
7ear period is too short. 

Sbrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You want 
· 15 years from the date of application. 
We are giving ten years from the date 
of sealing of . the patent. So, it will 
come to the same thing. 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: I have no 
experience as to how much time 1\ 
takes after the first application to the 
date of sealing a patent, 'because we 
have started only three years ago. 

\ 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: You say 
that we will 'be able to export our 
drugs. But up till now we have not 
produced even those drugs for which 
patents are originatiilg in this coun
try. So, hoW' can we think of ex
porting at this stage? 

Dr. T R. Govindachari: We haYe 
filed o~ patents in 27 countries. I1 
the drugs prove useful and succesa
ful if they are superior or as good at 
exi~ting drugs for particular ailments, 
there is every chance of their being 
exploited internationally. In that case, 
CIBA of India which has made in
vestments, wni get royalties from 
those countries. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: I would like to 
know whether the patent right gi vet 
you a monopoly of the market. 

Dr. T. R. Govindacharl: Yes, mono
poly as far as that particular drug is 
concerned, for a period of ten years. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: What kind of 
control would you like the Govern
ment to haVe so that the price charg
ed by the company is reasonable to 
the consumers? 

Dr. T. R. Govindaic'harl: The phar
maceutical industry is a highly com
petitive industry. There are at least a 
dozen firms which are spending en
ormous amounts of money on research 
and which enforce the highest stand
ards in the preparation of drugs. If 
our drug does not compare favour
ably with other drugs, there is ab
solutely no chance of its getting a 
msrket. We have alwar.- to make aur~ 
that our drug is as good as, if not bet
ter than. other drugs in the market. 
Also, we have to sell in a highly coaa-



petitive market. Suppose the p~ice of 
our drug is ten times the pnce of 
another drug ot. almost the same qua
lity and effectiveness, nobody will buy 
our drugs. So, the prices have to be 

• realistic. At the same time, it has to 
be remembered that enormous sums of. 
money which could have been paid as 
dividend to the shareholders ar~ being 
ploughed into research. So, at least at 
a future date, the shareholders must 
get back that money. Further, I do not 
think anybody can afford to charee an 
excessive price. Then again, in the case 
of every important drug in the fil'St 
two years they try to recoup the 
money that they have spent on re
search. Later on, the prices come 
tumbling down to 30 or 10 per cent 
of the original price. This has hap
pened · time and again. Also, there is 
always the danger of your being over
run by somebody else with another 
superior product. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: It has come to 
our notice that some of the drugs pa
tented in India are not produced he:r;~ 
but actually imported into India aa 
end product. The Indian price of tho.;e 
drugs is four times the international 
price. The international price of such 
drugs has been fixed after taking lntq 
account the money spent on research 
etc. The Indian conswner of such 

\ drug is pTecluded from getting them 
at the international price. What pro
tection should the Indian consumer 
be given in such cases? ' 

Dr. T. R. Govindacharl: Natu
rally, I have no idea of the commer
cial aspect. But I could tell ,you that 
the prices in India are high because 
we do not have any organic chemi-

, cal industry, 

~hri K. K. . WariOr: I am referring 
to ~mported products, not those thir&gs 
Which are produced here. And they 
are impo;ted. from countries where 
the chewcal mdu~try is far advanced 
They have the know how and the; 
have recouped their expenditure on 
~search. They are selling their pro-

uc.ts fn India at four times th tnt 
national Prices. e er-

Dr. '1'. B. Govtndacharl: I can. 
Dot tell you, becauae I hav" "O idea. 
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s~ K. K. Warlor: We could ahl) 
get those substances at those pricet but, 
then, the patent!! come in the way. 

Dr. T. K. Govlndacharl: I would 
answer this question this way. Sup
pose there· is no potent. With th~ 
present state of affairs in India, when 
there is no organic chemical indu$lry, 
is it conceivable or pos,ible to prduce 
drugs at a cheaper price? It a impos
sible, because we do not have • nn~ 
chemical industry on which the phar
maceutical industry can depend for ita 
inte~mediates. Take benzene which 1s 
a primary starting material. It coeta 
in India ten times the price obtaining 
in other countries. So also \he prices 
of sulphuric acid, nitric acid and cau.
tic soda. So, suppose you abrogate 
or abandon patents and start produc
ing them yourself, you are not going 
to produce them at cheaper cost. I 
can assure you that. Secondly, the 
abrogation of patents will stop what
ever incentive there is for ruearcb lo 
come up in this country. 

I 

Shrl K. K. Warior: I was not refer
ing to the import of raw material or 
intermediates but finished products 
which cost four times the international 
price in India because some companies 
have monopoly rights in them throagh 
patents. Could you suggest some -.ay 
by which the Indian consumer will oot 
be exploited? 

· Mr. Chairman: He is a acientist. 
He cannot speak on prices. 

Dr. C, B. Slngb: I am glad that 
You have laid stress on research I 
am also glad that you appreciate that 
har~ly an! research is being carried 
out tn India, either in the drug labo 
~?ries or in ~he Government lnsti~:: 
Ions. What IS the reason for lack o•. 

progress, so far 83 new drugs . 
cerned? Why is lt that \h are ~a
scientist has not been abl t e Indlao 
worthwhile results? • o produce 

Dr. T. R. Govlndachart• Th 
reason is that the scientJfi. • maiQ 
this country lot lm e resea~b In 
Independence Befo petiua Only after 
th • re Dct.-0 .. ~d ere was PracUcall ence, 

Y no lntereet La 



research at all. Of course, the C.S.I.R. 
was started before Independence but 
it was just a very nominal thir:g. 
It is only after Independence that 
we have really made some progress. 
It takes time for a proper climate to 
be created. I feel hopeful that if you 
encourage research by encouraging 
private sector also along with public 
o;ector to set up research Ia boratories, 
we can still make good progress. 
We have the people and we have the 
ability. It is only a question of 
time before we can catch up. The 
more important thing is the question 
of organisation. It 'is not merely 
enough to have good people. You must 
be able to put them together and give 
them all the facilities without inter
fering too'much. You must give them 
some amount of freedom. It takes 
timQ. In our country, the administra
tive outlook has been quite different 
•o far because it has been striving to 
maintain the ~tatus quo, to keep things 
just going as they were. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have used the 
word 'freedom'. I would like to know 
whether there is something which is 
interfering with your work. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: For exam
ple, in my Institute, nobody tells us 
what to do and what not to do. We 
have taken up an assignment to "Pro
duce drugs and all our ideas and all 
our 'efforts go into that. Nobody tells 
us, "Don't work on this problem or 
on that." We just do what we like 
Nobody questions us whether we 
o;pent more on a particular thing. We 
have the freedom to spend as we 
like. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I 'agree on that. 
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You know that more than 6000 Indian· 
scientists are abroad and they are un-. 
Willing to return back to this coun" 
try. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Why is it so? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacharl: It is because 
we still do not have enough labo
ratories and enough research institu
tions in a country of our size and our 
populat\on. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What about theilj 
emoluments and other facilities that 
the scientists get in this country? I 

Dr. T. R. GOvindachari: There also• 
comparatively, they are much lower at 
present. 

Dl:-. C. B. Singh: I thought you will 
say so in a direct manner. You don't 
rtply in a direct manner. Their emo
luments are poor. That is my impres
sion also. Apart from that, is there 
anything else that is standing in thel 
way? 1 

Dr. T. R. Govindaehari: Adequate 
research facilities are also not avail
able. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Agreed. Suppose 
we create a cadre for our scientists. 
You know that a scientist can at the 
most become a senior Research Assis
tant or something like that. They go 
from pillar to post and they have no 
future. Every scientist cannot become 
a Director and has the highest powers 
~nd all the amenities. So, a really 
gcod scientist can at the most become 
a senior Research Assistant or a re
search worker in our national labora
t"ries or in other departments. Is that 
correct? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: That is true. 
Recently, the C.S.I.R. has initiated 
steps whereby at the end of five years, 
they are automatically promoted to the 
next higher cadre. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Exactly that is what 
I am coming to. So, you are in favour 
of having a cadre for the scientists. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have mention
ed in your memorandum that this 
CIBA Research Centre is spending 
Rs. 50 lakhs. May I know what is the 
annual turn-over? I do not want to 
embarrass you. lf you do not want to 
reply, you need not reply. Actua!ly, 
I want to know what proportion <1f 
the turn-over on an average, a phar
maceutical fir:n spends on research. 

Dr. 1'. R. Govinda.chari: HonestlY 
•peaking, I have no idea. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: All right. You being 
the head of the Department do not 
know how much is spent on research. 

Dr, T. R. Govindachari: I know how 
much I spend. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: According to you, 
what proportion of the total turn-over 
will be a reasonable amount for a 
pharmaceutical firm to spend on re
search? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: It has been 
suggested by many experts that it 
should be about 10 per cent. That has 
been suggested all over the world. I 
think· some pharmaceutical firms are 
spending much more in other coun
tries. The other industries may not be 
spending that much. But pharmaceuti
cal industries are entirely based on 
research. Some may be spending more 
than 10 percent. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are only a 
scientist. So, I will not ask many ques
tions. 

Now, about the product patent or the 
process patent, there is a tot of con
troversy going on. We are at the 
moment concerned with the process 
patent. Do you think the process 
patent is not sufficiently effective? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I -feel that is 
not effective. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: Why? You are a 
scientist and you should give a scien
tific explanation. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: When a par
ticular research unit develops a new 
Product, there may be 25 different 
ways of making this product and any 
intelligent group of people working on 
a particular product will certainly 
think of all the conceivable methods of 
making that particular product and 
cover it by a patent. Supposing some
body comes along and says that he has 
made it by an entirely new process, 
it is very difficult to check it whether 
it is true or not. 
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Dr. C. B. Singh: Supposing we stick 
to our gr9und of having a proceaa 
patent, would you like to have any 
safeguard sagainst that contingency 
which you have mentioned? Would 
you like us to inc'orporate a provision 
whereby the burden or proof will lie 
on the other person and not on the 
patentee? As the things stand now, 
the burden of proof lies on the paten
tee himself. Would you like to have 
a safeguard by which the burden of 
proof will lie on the other person pro
ving that his process is entirely diffe
l'ent? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: That will 
be preferable. That will be a definite 
improvement. Actually, I do not feel 
very happy about the proce~s patent. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: That is all right. 

Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel: I do not 
want to know any of your trade secrets. 
I would like to know from you only 
this. Since it is a welt known fact that 
the Indian system of drugs and medi
cines is mainly confined to plants and 
mentals-the Ayurvedic science-are 
you conducting any research on some 
of the known specific Ayurvedic' re
medies? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: We are doing 
a lot of research on Indian medicinal 
plants. During the last three years 
we have screened nearly 300 plants 
which are said to have medicinal value. 
Although we have not been able to 
show on experimental animals that 
they are effective--so far we have no 
encouraging results we have isolated 
several important compounds which 
have very interesting biological acti
vity and which, if pursued in the next 
5 or 10 years, may lead to something 
very. new. So we are doing active 
work on the medicinal plants of India. 

Shri Dahyabhai V. Patel: Are you 
not doing anything on the metallic 
side? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: We are not 
doing anything on that side. We are 
doing just on ~edicinal plants. 



Shri Dahyabhal V. Patel: You do not 
tee! very much encouraged by what 
has been done so far? Is it,in a stage 
where you are not able 'to say any
thing? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: We have 
taken up several indigenous drugs, for 
which many claims have been made, 
for example, anti-diabetic drugs. But 
actually we have not been able to show 
on experimental anima· s that they are 
very effective. Still I would not say 
that all the work is a waste because we 
have been able to isolate many com
pounds which have very interesting 
biological activity and which may 
prove to be of great value; if pursued 
further. 
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Shri A. T. Sarma: According to 
Clause 53 of the Bill, the term of the 
patent for drugs and medicines will 
be ten years and for other inventions, · 
fourteen years. In your Memorandum ' 
you have clearly stated that the time 
limit for patents provided in the Bill 
should be abandoned. But now you 
have tendered an evidence that ten 
years would be insufficient. Can you 
give clearly your idea about this? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The present 
patent law gives protection for 16 
years. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: My point is this. 
In the Memorandum you have suggest
ed total abandonment of this Clause, 
i.e., 

"the proposed curtailment of the 
validity period of a patent be 
abandoned". 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes; that is 
my view. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: But now you sug
gest that the period is not sufficient. 
There is a vast difference between 
these two. I want to have your clear 
idea about this. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The existing 
patent 1~w gives protection for a 
period ot 16 years which, I think, is a 

reasonable ·period. The proposed pa
tent law reiluces it to ten years. I feel 
that it takes at least six to eight years 
to develop a new drug and the per
sons producing a drug will hardly have 
two or three years at the most to get 
anything out of their discovery and so, 
the period of ten years is very small. 

Sbri A. T. Sarma: Do you want 15 
years? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I want the 
existing period of 16 years to continue. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Here these ten 
years and fourteen years have been 
calculated from the sealing of the 
drug. According to you, almost seven 
to eight years would be gone from 
the time of filing a patent to the suc
cessful introduction of a new drug, and 
so you have suggested 15 or 16 years. 
The Bill actually provides for ten plus 
seven years for drugs and medicines 
and fourteen plus seven years for the 
other inventions. So I think you will 
be satisfied with this provision. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The present 
Bill does not satisfy me. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You want 15 or 16 
years from the date of filing whereas 
we have provided from the date of 
sealing. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Kashi Ram Gupta 
has already asked that question and 
he has given an answer that ten years 
from the date of sea' ing would be suffi
cient. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: What I feel 
is that it depends on the date of seal
ing. Suppose we file a patent this year 
and it is sealed in two years' time; 
that means, we do not get more than 
12 years. So it depends on how long 
it takes to seal the patent. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know from the learned witness as to 
what kind of research is being carried 
on in his Institute. We are told that 
there are three types of researches
basic research, product development 



research and formulation research. Are 
all these types of researches being car
ried on in your Institute or only one 
or two? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: In our Insti
tute, we are doing only basic research. 
We are not interested in prpduct deve
lopment or formulation at all. CIBA 
of India has a factory producing phar
maceuticals and there they do the pro
duct development, but we are concern
ed only with developing new drugs 
and we do not bother about processes 
for the existing drugs. All our efforts 
go into discovering new drugs. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would also like 
to know from the learned witness 
whether there are other such institu
tes carrying on similar basic research 
on pharmaceuticals or CIBA is the 
only concern which is carrying on this 
type of basic research. 
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Dr. T, R. Govindaohari: As far as the 
private sector is concerned, CIBA is 
the only place where research for the 
discovery of drugs is done. In the 
public sector, we have the Centr.tl 
Drug Research institute, Lucknow, 
which has been working for the last 
14 years, and where they are doing 
work on developing new drugs. The 
Regional Research Laboratory, Hyde
rabad, has also a small section working 
on discovery of drugs. 

These are the only three institutions 
where some effort is made for doing 
b•sic research in pharmaceuticals. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Is thore any liaison 
or close co-operation between your 
Institute and the Central Drug Re
search Institute and the Regional Re
search Station at Hyderabad? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: We do not 
have any direct connection at all. But 
I was on the Executive Council of the 
Centra] Drug Research Institute for 
s~vera! years and I ha••e visited the 
Regional Research Laboratory, Hyde
rabad, very frequently purely on a 
scientific basis for addressing meetings, 
working on selection committees and 

things of that sort. But with day-to
day working there is no liaison because 
the research which we do or the re
search which those people do is kept 
confidential. As far as new develop
ments are concerned, they or we would 
like to have the credit for making new 
discoveries; if it is widely known, then 
we lose all the credit. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you mean to 
say that it is the usual practice in 
foreign countries also that the different 
research institutes carry on their work 
in isolation, in secrecy, and they do 
not share their research development 
programmes? -

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Two types of 
work are carried out in all these insti
tutions: first there is the basic research 
which may bring about new reactions 
and which is published widely in scien
tific literature; then there is the actual 
practical evo'ution of drugs on which 
some very useful information has been 
obtained and which may be of practi
cal value and this is kept confidential 
till the time of introduction because it 
is a question of investment of money 
in research and people expect $Ome 
return for all the money that they have 
spent; they do not want a competitor 
to steal their ideas and by using those, 
produce the thing a few years ahead of 
the original discoverer. It is a com
nlon pr~ctice in all such cases, where 
things which may be of practical 
va 'ue are concerned, to keep the in
formation secret. 

Shri R, P. Sinha: The witness has 
said just now that he was on the Re
search Committee of the Indian Drug 
Research Institute for several years. 
I would like to know as to what his 

· experience is; what type of work is 
being done ther&, whether they have 
evolved any worthwhile drugs and 
taken out any patents? 

Mr. Chairman: We are going there. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know his views, Sir. 

Mr. Chairman: He is only on the 
Executive Committee. I do not know 
whether he can answer your question. 



Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Actually 
·the Executive Council has the task of 
making grants and sanction of ex
penditure and also going through the 
research programme. I think the 
CDRI scientists have also been quite 
~clive and doing good work in several 
fields, especially medicinal plants and 
also in fertility control. One thing 
really difficult in India is the transla
I!On of the laboratory results to actual 
clinical practice especially in this field; 
it requires a great deal of experience. 
To tell you frankly we ourselves are 
feeing a great deal of difficulty in get
ting our drugs tested properly because 
in India the tradition of developing 
our own drugs is new. The drugs 
which have been introduced in India 
ha\·e all been tested thoroughly in 
Gthcr countries and only when they are 
absolutely sure of the results, they 
are handed over to the Indian dealers. 
Production of new drugs entails a lot 
of responsibility and enormous amount 
of time and money. Unfortunately, we 
have yet to develop that mentality in 
the clinical profession and try out our 
own drugs. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: From what you 
have just now stated it appears to me 
that clinical testing in this country will 
take 1onger time than the clinical test
ing in advanced countries. Have I 
correctly understood you? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: You are 
absolutely correct because it is a ques
tion of getting our clinical people to 
t2ke interest. They are very very busy 
people, the top people. We cannot 
afford to have our drugs tested by or
dinary physicians. We would like it 
to be done by the most competent 
people and generally the most compe
tent people are also the busiest people 
in our country. You know our pro
blems are much more and the number 
of obstacles is much more and the 
<loctors are less in number and con
"-E>quently there is greater pressure on 
them than on the doctors abroad. Clini
cal trials will actually be the biggest 
ubstacles in developing new drugs. Re
cognizing this need, the CSIR has 
actually agreed to set up clinical trial 
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units in various parts of the country. 
They are prepared to give grants so 
that the best physicians, who are very 
busy people, may employ more assis
tance. Even in the research labora
tories of CSIR they have. this difficulty. 
In their research laboratories thou
sands of compounds are being pre
pared but they are inadequately 
tested. The first stage of develop
ing a drug is screening in animals; 
for this purpose, a good sized animal 
house with facilities of breeding and I 
maintaining colonies of differont spe
cies of animals is necessa·ry. Ade
quate facilities are lacking in this 
respect in the csm laboratories. 
After effective animal testing, come 
clinical trials. This is a bigger pro
·blem and the CSIR itself has reali
sed that it is very dffiicult to gel 
this done. So they have mooted the I 
idea of having clinical units in 
various parts of the country. Actua· · 
lly one such unit has been set up in j 

Bombay under Dr. U. K. Sheth at the, 
KEM Hospital. Like that thev are 
setting up other units also. So, cil
nical trials constitute a big stumbl
ing block in producing the new drug. 
Therefore the delay in developing 
something ne~ is gomg to be even 
more than what is normally estima-
ted abroad. · 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Could you give 
us information as to how much time 
it takes after faking all factors into 
account and the difficulties also, tor 
completion of the clinical reseaTch 
and the estab1ishment of the drug 
clinically in this country and hoW 
much time it takes in other advan· 

· ced countries, because this will have 
a direct bearing on the decision we 
will take on the period of patent? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The ques
tion is rather difficult to answer. So 
far not a single drug has been de· 
veJoped in India. We have only bor
rowed {rom other people and put il 
in the market. In other countries it 
takes a minimum of 6-8 years froiD 
the time ol discovering the biological 
activity. I feel it will take at least 
2 more years here. From my own 



experience, we have a compound 
which is supposed to 'he a very good 
anti-hypertensive drug. For the last 
<me year we have been a:ble to get 
only 35 cases and now we are trying 
to get it tested more actively in 
•everal other centres.. The physicians 
tell us that they would like to have 
a longer trial extending over a period 
of 6 months. That means that it will 
h•ve to go back to the laboratory 
for chromic toxicity study in animals 
and it may take one more year to 
make absolutely sure that prolonged 
administration does not do any harm. 
Even after the res~ults are ready, it 
will take another I! years. Tllen 
we go back to the physicians and 
say, 'Now the drug is safe. We will 
give you this drug. You will try it 
for this period.' This will take at 
least another 4 years if at all it sur
vives all this critical and very very 
rigorous testing. We have only got 
4-5 compounds which are worthy or 
going for clinical testing out of 4,000 
substances we have made and tested 
in our laboratory. They say one in 
three thousand has the chance of be
coming a drug. I hope at least one 
in 4,000 will come out. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know about this particular drug. 
I would like to understand the pro
cedure so that I may apply my mind. 
When was a patenti taken for this 
particular drug which you have re
ferred to? 

Dr. T. R, Govindachari: We have 
filed the patent application, 

Shrl R. P. Sinh~: At what stage? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: That is 
after almost one year of working in 
the laboratory and :. experimenting 
with animals. We have to do several 
elaborate tests. The first test is to 
try it on dogs. That is a routine 
te•t, for seeing whether there is a 
fall of blood p'l'essure. Then you 
have to do toxicitv tests: upto what 
dose is it safe? What is the lethal 
dose and what -is the relationship 
between the lethal dose and the the-
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rapeutically active dose? We have to 
do a very large number of experi
ments. All these will take at reast 
a year before we can say that it ia 
ready for clinical trial but the 
moment we knew that it is likely to 
be of value as a drug we 8 pplied tor 
patent. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: After you hav~ 
applied for the patent, you say that 
the final specification with regard 
to this patent can be filed only after 
you have completed the clinical 
tests. 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: After the 
initial discovery of this compound 
we have to make at least 150-200 
other compounds very closely rela
ted in struCture so that we can pick 
out the best of the whole lot. This 
again means going back to the labo
ratory and making more and more 
compounds. That is a process which 
takes time. So at the time of filing 
the first aPPlication, we are given one 
year time to file the complete speci
fication. In this period we have to 
do all this work, to try and 'make a 
number of compounds and have them 
tested quickly and pick out the best. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Within one year 
you have to file the complete spe
cification and then you start the cli
nical test. Then onlY after you have 
satisfied about the clinical test re
sults it takes, as you say 5 or 6 or 
7 years and then you apply for the 
patent. Am 'I correct? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: I do not 
know what exactly sealing of the 
patent means. 

Shri R. P, Sinha: Grant of patent. 

Sbri K. V. Venkatarbalam: The 
two things are different. Once an 
application goes to the Patent Office 
there is a separate system of pro
cedure. They examine it to see whe
there is any novelty and if the Patent 
office is satisfied that there is novelty 
they accept the patent application 
and then publish it for objection. 



That is a completely different judi
cial process that will be going on. 
The applicant for his patents will be 
doing clinical tests independently. 
After it is published, if no opposi
tion is there, then the patent is 
sealed. It may be within six months. 
Or on the other hand, if there is 
opposition, it may even take two 
years. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: So, from the 
date of the filing Of specifications you 
start the clinical tests and then it 
takes about five or sill: years. Does 
the Central Drug Research Institute 
also take the same time in regard to 
this clinical research? Have you got 
any idea? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I think 
they must be having the same diffi
cult~· as we are having. 

Shri R. P. Si'lha: I would like to 
seek one more information. In India 
we are spending a lot of money on 
research; the Central Drug Research 
Institute is there and- now you have 
started your institute. In foreign 
count ies, I find that every important 
drug industry has its own basic re
search institute. Now can you tell 
us whether any other important 
drug manufacturer is thinking in 
terms of putting uP institutes like the 
one which you have under your 
control and what effect this Patent 
Bill will have on their plans for 
putt;ng up research institutes in 
India? 

Dr. T. R. Gflvindachari: I know 
that Hoechst has been thinking of 
starting such an institute; they have 
been coming to me regularly. 

Mr. Chairman: But is there any 
institute like the one you have? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: No. 

Shri V. M. Cho~dia: In India, many 
Of the products which are patented 
are produced by foreigners or in col
labontlon with forei~>ners. Indian 
))atents are on17 nominal. If we ex-

tend the period of the patents, willl 
not the benefit go more to the foreig-l 
ners and less to the Indians? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: The .coot 
of production of pharmaceuticals 
in India is high not because of the' 
patent law, but because the raw 
materials required are very much 
expensive-ten times more expensive 
-and, therefore, even by abolishing 
or limiting the patent period, you ar& 
not going to enable the Indian manu
facturer to produce it at a much 
lower cost. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: I have got a 
list of medicines here which shows 
that the initial marketing price 
was too high but the subsequent 
marketing price was very ]ow. For 
example, take Vitamin B-12. The 
initial marketing price was Rs. 2.000 
per gram and the subsequent mar
keting price was Rs. 40; the initial 
marketing price of Streptomycin was 
Rs. 19 per gram and the subsequent 
marketing price was Re. 1 per gram, 
and so on and so forth. How do you 
justify it? 

Dr. T. R. Govinrlachari: It is very 
easy to answer this question. Take 
the Streptomycin case. In the ini
tial stages. the process may be costly, 
but constant research goes· into ,m
proving the process. For example, it 
is very well known that thev noW 
produce strains of micro orgamsmll 
which yield more streptomycin by 
irradiation or with l!enetic chanJ!e&. 
It takes a lot of time to develOP 
new strains of these micro organismll 
capable ot producing a better yield. 
It is not done all at once. In the 
initial stages they have something 
to go on and they introduce it. But 
they do not keep quiet. They go on 
improvmg the process. For example, 
tqe yield Of penicillin in the initial 
stages was very ]ow; but by dis
covering certain strains which a:-e 
giving hi8h yields of penicillin, the 
cost of production has been brought 
down. So only after a period of 
time. the cost of production can be 
brought down. It takes five years or 



so from the point of discoverina: the 
usefulness of a drug to finding new 
ways of making it at a cheaper pr1ce. 

Shri · V. M. Chordia: Are you aware 
of the fact that many comparues 
charge a lesser price in foreign coun
tTies but charge a higher price in 
India? For example, Tolbutamide 
(Hoechst) in many European coun
tries is sold at $1:85 for 50 tablets, 
while in India ;t is $3· 57 for 50 
tablets. The price of Chlorpropa
mide (Pfizer) in Italy is $1 · 41 for 60 
tablets (250 milligrams), while in 
India it is sold at $4 fOr 60 tablets 
(250 miiligrams). There ;s a long 
Jist like this. How do you justifY 
this! 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Actually I 
am not competent to answer th;s 
question. I have no idea at all. But 
at the same time, my point is that by 
by restricting the patent period, you 
are not going to improve the posi
tion. You are only going to destroy 
whatever incentive there is to put up 
an industry or to do research in this 
country. Unless the basic organic 
chemical industries are set up and in
termediaries and primary· starting 
materials are made available at inter
national prices. it will never be 
possible to produce any drug at com
petitive prices in this country even 
if we abrogate the patents law. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: My impression 
is that in India in spite of the old 
Act which permitted us to have a 
long period of patent, we could not 
invent new things and even if we 
have invented, they are only a nomi
nal number of things. The new in
ventions are done mostly bv foreign
ers. Now we are in a position to 
imitate them; then after imitating, we 
are In a position to improve them; 
and in the third stage, if we could 
learn something, we could invent 
new substances. Under these cir
cumstances, will it not be befter if 
.,.,e reduce the period of the patents? 
The foreigners' patents will lapse 
after ten years and after that, the 
Indian manufacturers with their own 
initiative can imitate their products 
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and sell in the market and thUs save 
foreign exchange also. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Let me give 
the answer to this. At least 80 per
cent of the drugs which are currently 
used are drugs on which patents have 
expired 25 or 30 years ago. None of 
these you are making in this country 
at a reasonable price. Take Aspirin 
for instance which is a very common 
thing. It has been known for hunded 
years. It is only recently, 5j6 years 
back, we have started manufacturing 
it in this country. For the Indian 
manufacturers, there is a vast field of 
drugs on which patents have expired 
10, 20 or 30 years ago and no attempt 
is being made t 0 make these at a rea
sonable price. If at all they produce 
they have to import foreign know-how 
set up a plant and the prices are fin
ally not cheaper than what we being 
offered by foreigners. I do not think 
that merely abolishing patent will 
help, because nothing is being done 
with the products on which patents 
have expired long ago. More than 80 
per cent are not being made in this 
country. Why P.ick out 20 per cent 
covered by existing patents and cur
tail the rights of the investors? This 
will take away incentive to people to 
invest money and discover something 
new. You are cutting down whatever 
incentive there is without benefiting 

·anybody. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you know that 
Dr. Dey In Calcutta of Martin Harris 
is manufacturing aspirin with an en
tirely new process and this is more 
popular and cheaper than the other 
product. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Actually in 
foreign countries, aspirin is made on 
an enormous scale, although different 
names are printed on the product. It 
is made by one manufacturer, pro
bably Bayer or somebody .... 

Mr. Chairman: Have you seen the 
factory?. He has fabricated a machine 
himself. 

Dr. T. R. 'Govindachari: That is 
exactly the type of thing that ought 
to be done. 



~lr. Chairman: Such people should 
be given encouragement. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Definitely. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
reply to a question by a colleague of 
ours here, you said that it should be 
only product patent and not process 
patent. You did not enumerate the 
reasons for coming to this conclusion. 
Would you please enlighten us? 

ltlr. Chairman: He has given it. He 
has extensively given this. Two peo
ple asked about it-1 think Warior and 
Gupta. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
have also remarked in the course of 
your observation that there has been 
no discovery in regard to any new 
product and no research has been done 
but may I ask you why steps are not 
being taken to find a remedy for com
mon cold? 

Dr T. R. Govindachari: Common 
cold 'is a virus disease and actually we 
have very few drugs so far against 
viruses. Actually sometime in 1930, it 
was thought there was no cure possi
ble for bacterial infections. Later on 
the sulpha drugs, phosphates etc. came 
in. Similarly for virus infection, at 
present there are practically no reme
dies except vaccination or immunisa
tion, but I am sure with extended re
search SO"me drug will be found. All 
the firms are having very active pro
grammes in the anti-viral drugs field. 
We are also working on this. Influenza 
and small pox-<>n these two we are 
working very vigorously, testing all 
our products. If anything useful 
comes out, it will be a break-through 
in a field which has been considered 
to be inpenetrable. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
your Memorandum on pages 3 and 4, 
you have stated that a scientist's cost, 
on an average, is about 150,000 to 
250,000 per year. It means only the 
remuneration or . ... 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I just cal
culated roughly. In our place we have 
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25 scientists, senior people and it costs 
52 lakhs to run the place. This i.! 
because a lot of other assistance is 
needed, expenditure on chemicals, ser. 
vices-water, electricity-and things 
like that. It is a very rough way of 
looking at it. If you want an effective 
group, it requires so much money to 
run a place. My figure is an appro
ximation arrived at by dividing the 
total expenditure by the number of 
scientists. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 1 
want to know-you would know from 
your experience, you have worked in 
foreign countries as well-whether 10 
per cent of the total turn-over of the 
industry should be set apart for the 
research. Is it being done in the 
foreign countries by the pharmaceuti. 
cal industry? We had a gentlema, 
from Switzerland the other day, whc 
said it should be only 1 per cent. 

Mr. Chairman: He said some arE 
spending more. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
Swiss expert who came here who il 
also connect-ed with CIBA said speci· 
fically the other day 1 per cent. · 
mean bow could any industry spend~ 
much as 10 per cent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He saic 
3 per cent, not 1 per cent. 

Official from Ministry: You see th1 

Japanese figures. They are as mucl 
as 25 per cent. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: In America it i 
53 per cent of the turn-over. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Actually iJ 

Pharmaceutical field the industJ; 
' rcl1 spends the highest amount on resea 

Sbri B. K. Das: You have mentio; 
ed that 4 per cent royalty would_ .' 
very inadequate. You have not wd; 
cated what would be the proper 

'1 Y01 
adequate compensation. Cou d 
give us an idea? 



Dr, T. R. Govindachari: I do not 
think I can. I thought 4 per cent was 
too low. Really it is robbing some
body who has invested a lot of time 
and money. 

Shri B. K. Das: You should give us 
an idea what would be adequate or 
at least near adequate compensation? 
What should be the basis of compen
sation? How it should be decided? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Actually I 
am not thinking on those lines at all. 
It is unfair to take away somebody's 
discovery and .then give it away to 
somebody else who has not spent any 
time on it. 

Shri B. K. Das: It comes to this that 
you are not at all in favour of com
pulsory licence. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes. I am 
oot. 

Mr. Chairman: You are in favour of 
product patent. A product may be 
manufactured by several processes. If 
We give product patent to one process 
it will shut out research as regard~ 
the other processes. 

Dr, T. R. Govindachari: It is always 
~ossible once you know that a parti
:ular product has a particular type 
>f activity. 

Mr. Chairman: You would be giv
tng a monopoly to them. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: After all the 
.ife line of a patent is not indefinite. 
It is for a period of 16 years at present. 

Mr. Chairman: It may be even 
1horter. The life of a particular drug, 
ll'ith the scientific advance that is 
:oing on at a rapid pace, the utility of 
l drug, use of a drug may be linoited 
:o 516 years. If you give only product 
>atents, it will be actually shutting out 
lll discoveries or inventions for other 
>rocesses. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: My point is 
.hat a man who discovers a worth-
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while product will think of all the· 
theoretically possible ways of •making 
that particular drug. He knows his 
subject. He wiii work out all the 
possible things in the laboratory. 
Other processes also wil! be covered. 

Mr. Chairman: A doctor has given 
a suggestion that the burden of proof 
may be put on the infringer. 

Dr. T. R, Govindachari: But it is a 
vexatious process to be all the time 
thinking of legal things. 

Mr. Chairman: Take the case of 
Haffkins Institute. They invented a 
process altogether different from the 
old one. But they were frustrated by 
the foreigm patentee and they were 
not able to manufacture, even though 
their process was new and the cost 
was nearly l/4th of the foreigm patent. 

Dr, T. R. Govindachari: I submit, 
Sir, that you will have to examine 
these claims by such people rather 
carefully, 

Mr. Chairman: Haffkins Institute is 
a very famous institute. 

Dr. T. R, Govindacbari: Sir, I sub
mit that one must be very careful 
when. claims are made that it is a 
cheaper process and all that. 

Mr. Chairman: In the case of a re
search institute like the Haffkins In
stitute in Bcmbay, when it is a new 
method and a cheaper method, why 
should they be denied? Practically 
you are shutting out their discovery? 

Dr. T. R, Govindacllari: My point 
is that why should the person who 
makes the initial discovery be pre
vented from reaping the benefit of his 
d.iscovery? 

Mr, Chairman: Do you think that 
the return of the patent is more im
portant than the health of the nation 
in a poor country like India? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I would 
not say it is so. 

Mr. Chairman: If the health of the 



nation requires that a product should 
be made through a cheaper process and 
in sufficient quantity, and a new scien
tist makes such a discovery, why 
should ·he be denied? Why should we 
give monopoly to the earlier paten
tee--the Indian or a foreigner? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Such cases 
are v_ery rare. 

Mr. Chairman: Why should it be 
shut out? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: So that 
there may be some incentive for 
research. 

Mr. Chairman: But that way you 
will be killing the incentive for re-
5earch. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I am 
sorry I dO not agree with you. 

Mr. Chairman: You know some 
.countries are thinking of restricting 
the patent period for drugs and 
articles of. food. We are restricting 
it to ten years. Why should you object 
to it.? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Because 
I explained to you. 

Mr. Chairman : There is tl.te other 
view also. You said that no other 
foreign firm has started research 
institute of basic industries. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari:· When this 
patent law and all that came in, they 
hesitated. 

Mr. Chairman: The main object of 
a patent is to engage in research and 
mainly within the country. All the 
foreign firms are hnporting interme
diaries and selling them in India. Do 
you agree with that? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The thing is 
you mUbt remember there is no fine 
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organic chemical industry in this 
country. 

Mr. Chairman: The foreign paten
tees have not started research. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: How can 
they start when in nine cases out of 
ten the starting materials are not 
available here, and there is difficulty 
in importing materials. Licences are 
there. We have to depend for all our 
fine chemicals on imports. Raw-mate- , 
rials are 5 to 10 times costlier here than 
in well-developed ~ountries like 
Switzerland and Germany or England 
or USA. That is why people hesitate. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Under 
the existing conditions, there is one 
school of thought that if you ,take 
away the patent system, the develop
ment will be quicker an·d more rapid .. 
There is another school of thought that 
if you take it away, there will be a 
setback. What is your view? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I frankly 
think ·that if you take it away, the 
development expected to occur in the 
near future will not materialise. 

Shri K. V. Venkatacha!am: What is 
your assessment of the rate .of pro
gress of the pharmaceutical industry 
during the last 6 or 7 years? 

Dr T. R. Govindachari: There are 
administrative difficulties because 
nothing can be done without the con· 
currence of Government and it lakes 
a long time to get any project 
through. Still, I think there has been 
considerable progress in the pharma· 
ceutical industry. CIBA have put up 
a multipurpose plant 3 years ago 
which can make a whole host ol 
pharmaceutical chemicals which were 
not being manufactured here before. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: If thill 
Bill is passed, will CIBA's activities be 
affected in any way? 



Dr. T. R. Govindacharl: Yes. If 
other people start manufacturing the 
same things and selling them at cut
throat prices, naturally CIBA's profit 
will go down and correspondingly our 
research activities also will be affected. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: What is 
the exact relationship between your 
research centre and the main CIBA 
concern? 

I 

Dr. T. R. Govlndacharl: CtBA of 
India is an independent company with 
several divisions like the pharmaceu
tical division, pesticides division, etc. 
Ours is the research division and we 
do work on pharmac~uticals and 
dyestuffs. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: To what 
extent is your day-to-day activity 
directly· related to any problems that 
CIBA may have in their pharmaceu
tical division or pesticides division, 
etc.? 

Dr. T. R. Govlndaeharl: Nothing at 
all. Our task is to develop new drugs 
and dyes. 

. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Is yottr 
annual programme approved by them? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: There is no 
question of anybody approving or dis
approving. We get funds from CIBA 
of India and we work and produce 
our results. As long as the Director 
enjoys their confidence, there is no 
question of approval or disapproval. 

Dr. A: Joga Rao: From a study of 
the history of scientific development 
how is it possible to reconcile to your 
view that a single in-dividual more or 
less possesses monopoly of all possible 
processes for a particular product? I 
shall cite three instances relating to 
the heavy chemical industry and the 
fine chemical industry. Among the 

·heavy chemicals you, are aware that 
·caustic soda was being made usmg 
several kinds of cells. The devices and 
equipment and operations are differ
ent. So there is a wide range of al
ternativ~ techniques for achieving the. 

· same goal-caustic soda. Taking fit\e 
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chemicals, hydrogen peroxide and 
ozone can be produced •not by one me
thod but by so many methods. It is not 
possible therefore to accept. that all 
these methods must be conceived and 
thought of by the same individual 
apart from the fact as to whether that 
individual lays claims to them by 
means of patents or not. We cannot 
take for granted the ominlscience, so 
to speak, of an individual or organi
sations ·in such matters. 

Take t)le polyhydric alcohols like 
sorbitol and mannitol. They may 
have some uses in the pharmaceutical 
industry, but they are also used in ihe 
tobacco industry and other industries. 
Patents had been taken out and they 
had expired. Is it not possible for 
you to conceive of their production 
by alternative processes? The history 
of science does not seem to me to bear 
out that it is the same individual who 
always has the ability to think and 
exhaust all possible processes for achi
achieving a particular goal. 

Take the illumination devices. There 
are so many. If a bi;oad patent is 
granted for light producing device~ it 
will prevent others from developmg 
different alternatives, the fluorescent 
tubelights for instance. So, a cer
tain limitation is required to be 
imposed in granting patents. 

You . have experience of research 
in private concerns. You also have 
experience of fundamental and some 
applied research earlier in the Madras 
Presidency College. You have some 
knowledge of the researches and 
achievements of the CSIR laborato
ries also. Do you think there is 
anything which is wanting in these 
later laboratories and institutes which 
if supplied may contribute to their 
working on more producti·1e and 
fruitful lines such as in CtB~, for 
instance? After all, the same men 
(i.e.) scientiTic workers go from these 
places to these and may be, vice
versa and generally it is agreed that 
the ~en are all right. 

You know that fn the beginning, 
say in Dr. Bh,.tnagar's time, the CSIR 



was taking as many patents as possi
ble in its name. 

Afterwards, probably in the light 
of past experience or, I do not know, 
fOr some reason, it seems there was 
a change in the attitude so as should , 
not to encourage the filing of pate11ts 
but publish everything instead freely. 
Do you think the latter policy has 
helped in the conduct of better ~e. 
more productive research in these 
public sector laboratories. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: You gave a 
number of examples to show for the 
same product there can always be 
new processes forthcoming. But 
there is always a world of difference 
am~ng different fields. In the phar

. maceutical field, where you have a 
specific organic compound, any capa
ble organic chemist will definitely 
think of all possible ways of making 
it. between the date of filing the 
first application to the filing of the 
complete specifications. 
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Sh"i K. V. Venkatachalam: You are 
limiting it to phar:naceutical prepa
rations only? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes. I agree 
that in the matter of caustic •soda 
there are new methods which can 
produce it at a cheaper price. H_!!re, 
in . the case of pharmaceuticals, the 
compound has a specific organic 
structure and the number of possible 
ways of making it is not unlimited. 
Any clever organic chemist can think 
of all the possible ways and it will be 
very difficult to pick a loophole. If. 
you do not give a product patent but 
only a process patent, a .:ompetitor 
will make the product by some pro
cess which was already conceived of 
and claim it as a different method. 

About the second f>oint, it is all a 
question of emphasis and direction. 
In a private firm, people accept an 
assignment for a specific purpose and 
they try to do their best, whereas in 
a public laboratory lhe same amount 
'Of c<)ntrol is not there and people are 
allowed t6 ·l!o a's they' pioease .. There 
\,. more of .,eat;n. w'ork' in' ~ ~rivate 
laboratory. - • ,,.l · '· ''" • ., '·: 1 : 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Why! 
It is due to the atmosphere or is it 
due to the psychological effect? 

Dr. T. ·R. Govindachari: I do not 
know. My own experience is that 
there is more team work. Of course, 
some of the national laboratories are 
doing outstanding wo,k. The people 
there are as qualified as the people 
we have. They have the same back
ground, accomplishment and all that. 
But when we put them together I 
think there is less direction than what 
we have, and the orientation and the 
emphasis probably is nat so much 
there. In our case, nobody tells us 
what to do. We are there with the 
task of producing d!'Ugs. Our first 
job is to discover something new 
which will be useful as a drug. We 
do not spend our time because it is 
not somebody telling us we should 
not do this or dO that. It is a self
imposed discipii~e. We will work in 
a field which is likely, to bring the 
quickest possible result. In a National 
Research Laboratory they work on 
something which may have long range 
benefits, which may be useful after 50 
years, which may revolutionise the 
whole concept of science. 

About the question of patents, I 
think the CSIR believes in taking 
patents. In the Food Research Insti
tute, in the Leather Research Insti
tute, people do take patents. In the 
matter of exploitation of patents the 
response has not been good and that 
may be the reason why there maT 
be some slowing down. , 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The CSIR was not 
stopping the taking of patents but 
they were trying to discourage it and 
as far as possible, except in very out
standing cases of inventions and of 
course invariably it had to be with 
the approval of the · head of the 
department. As an alterna~ive theT 
thought publication' of non--tec;linical 
knoww'how ·would' be' more useful and 
an:f'bodyl who was<.' iriterested in ' a 

. !l'lftic.u~ar l'ro<;uct or pr9cess was ,tree 
\0 contact the cs:rn directly and on 



payment of some royalty or even 
freely they could get all the details 
about it. They seem to be of the view 
~at _that was the bost way of develop
mg mdigenous industry. 

About my first question, I am still 
not able to understand what you say. 
You say that in the pharmaceutical 
field it is poS'S!ble to think of all 
possible permutations and- combina-· 
tions for a certain compound. If for 
~ organic chemical compound, which 
Is a very complex thing, it is possi
ble to think of all possible combina
tions, it might be perhaps much 
easier in the case of a much 1\imple.r 
substance. Take for instance, 
cuprous oxide which is used in paints 
for the bottoms of ships. It is. an 
antifouling ingredient. There are 
various grades. Chemically it may be 

6 0. But from the point of view · 
of its suitability for the purpose in 
view its fungicidal property and its 
stability to remain so without being 
oxidised etc., products from different 
sources may be differently .. What you 
say amounts to.this-that it should be 
possible here also and work out all 
possible ways of producing that sub
stance wl)ich means tha\ nobody else 
can produce the same substance, 
which is chemically the same and 
equally effective, by an alternative 
method. History does no·t bear that 
out; and current scien'ific literature 
constantly reveals many examples. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: You are 
comparing entirely different fields 
which cannot be compared at all. In 
the pharmaceutical field a particular 
compound has a particular structure 
from the point of view of biological 
activity. Any organic chemist worth 
his salt will know what are the 
various reasonable ways of making 
that compound. He will take steps 
to see that all those steps are worked 
out and the cheapest and the most 
productive method is adopted. For 
somebody_ else to come along and say 
that he has found.out a better. met,hod, 
the ,,(:hances 1 .11re one .in, a· tbous;md. 

. ~nr: 'A. iogli. Rao;_ r~~;;; iund,erstahd 
that a ·concern or· body like yours will 
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al"':aYs think of trying to make the 
cl?tm~ as _broad, as possible on the 
scientific Side, so that others may not 
tread on their foot. But we in the 
patent office would prefer to allow 
clatms which are limited and well 
defined. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: The chances 
of developing new methods are so 
remote. 

Sbri ~ Ram Gupta: You have 
suggested a board of expert scientists 
to sc~utinise the claims for compul
sory hcenee. Should it be an advisory 
board? 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: Yes, that is 
the suggestion. 

Mr. Chairman: Are your researches 
open for exploitation by the public in 
India or are they exclusively for 
ClBA? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacbari: They are 
exclusively for CIBA. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose somebody 
in India wants to apply for a com
pulsory licence. Could he do so? 

t 
Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I think the 

present law does not allow that. 

. Mr. Chairman: Are you responsible 
only to the Indian company or your 
parent company? 

Dr. T. R. Govindacharl: To CIBA of 
India. 

. Mr. Chairman: It is a world-wide 
organisation and it has come in for a 
lot of criticism by the Kefauver Com
mittee of USA. 

Dr. T. R. Govindachari: I know t~.e 
general trend of the Kefauver Com
mittee Report. But I have not s ~.,n 
the specific criticism of CIBA. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: •_. 'he 
witness has answered his questions on 
the .assumption that the. . sellers' 
Market will-continue~ · The research 
that be Is doing is ~ based on. t,hat 
assumption. Does he not envisage an 



assumption. Does he not envisage a 
situation in the not distant future 
when there will be a buyers' market 
in which case he will have to face 
competition? 

Dr. T. R. Govindaehari: Definitely. 
That is all the more reason why we 
should have patent protection when 
we have a buYers' market. Wheri we 
have spent a lot of money, when we 
discover something very effective we 
must have the opportunity of getting 
back what we have spent. Otherwise, 
no concern will spend any money on 
research. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

D. All India Drugs & Pharmaceuti;;:iS 
Manufacturers' Consultative Com
. mittee, Bombay. 

Spokesmen: 

I. Dr. Gurbax Singh, Leader. 

2. Shri G. M. Parikh. 
3. Shri R. Ganesan. 

4. Shri B. S. Giri 

m. All India Manufacturers' O~ganl
sation, Bombay. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri Hansraj Gupta, Leader. 

2. Shri G. M. Parikh ") Member 
3. Shri B. S. Giri I of the 

. ~Central 
4. Shr1 R. Ganesan • Commi-
5. Dr. Gurbax Singh J ttee 

IV. Sarvashri G. M. Parikh, H. J; 
Vaidya and S. C. Nanabhai, Zandu 
Pharmaceutical Works Ltd., Bom
bay. 

(The witnesses were called 'i;,: and 
they took their seats.) 
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Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give will be published and laid 
on the" Table of the House. · Even if 
you want a particular portion of your 
evidence to be treated as -confidential, 
that will be supplied' to the Members 
o1 the Committee. We have received ' . 

your Memorandum and that has been 
circulated to the Members. If you 
want to stress any particular point or 
make out any new point, you may · 
do so. Afterwar~, the Members will 
put some questions and you may 
answer them. I find that, by and 
large, you are in agreement with the 
provisions of the Bill and that there 
are very few points on which you 
differ. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I have been 
asked to represent Dr. Basu here. 
Before I begin; I might mention that 
the All India Manufacturers' Organi
sation and ours are one and the 
same. We are representing manufac
turers' interest only. If you have no 
objection, we may be heard together . 
That will be better and much easier. 
That will save the time of the Com- · 
mittee also, 

Mr. Chairman: I have no objection. 
We can cal! them together. Mr. 
Parikh, do you want a separate hear· 
ing on behalf of the Zandu Pharma· 
ceutical WO'rks, Ltd., Bomba~? 

Shri G. M. Parikh: I leave it to you, 
Sir, I have no objection to be heard 
along with them. 

Mr, Chairman: So, we can take up 
all the three groups together. The 
spokesmen representing all the three 
organisations, the All-India Drugs and 
Pharmaceuticals Manufacturers Con
sultative Committee, the All-India' 
Manufacturers' Organisation and the 
Zandu Pharmaceutical Works Ltd, 
are here. 

The evidence that you give is pub
lished and printed. It is distributed 
to all the Members of this <;:ommittee 
and also laid on the Table of. the 
House and distributed to the Members 
of Parliament. Even if you want allY 

· particular portion to be kept confiden~ 



tlal, it will be supplied to the Members 
of the Committee. Now, we have re
ceived ~;our memoranda and they have 
been' circulated to the Members. If 
you want to stress any particular 
point or make out any new point, you 
may do so. 'Afterwards the Mem
bers W'ill ask some questi~ns and you 
may reply them. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: With your 
permiSsion, Sir, at the outset, r must 
thank you for giving us this opportu
nity to appear befo're this Commitee. 
We are also very happy that after all 
after a long waiting this Bill has come 
up. We have always been feeling that 
the old Indian patent law that has 
been prevailing uptill now has not 
been able to stimulate inventions and 
it has not been able to encourage the 
Indians to make more and more in
ventions. In any case, since we are 
con.oentrating on the various clauses 
of the Bill, r will point out only those 
clauses where we want certain amend-

. ments to be made. 

With respect to clause 27, we would 
like that the applicant should be given 
an opportunity to show cause as to 
why his application should not be re
jected. As the provision is, the Con
troller may refuse<· to give him the 
permission without consulting him on 
account of various reasons that might 
come to his notice. We think that 
that is not fair and that the applicant 
should be given an opportunity of 
h:iving his say, After all, the Con
troller has got the right to reject the 
applioati·on; If the opportunity is 
given to the applicant, that will be 

. l;letter in the interest of all. What we 
are suggesting is that, in this case, the 
applicant should be given an oppor
tunity to come forward an:i show 
cause why his application should not 

.. be rejected. 

Clause 48 provides that patent 
rights shall not be deemed to be in
fringed when the patented article or 
the product made by the patented 
process is imported by or on behalf 
of the Government for the use of the 
Government and other organisations 
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working under the Government ThW 
grants unlimited powers to the· Gov• 
ernment and also militates against 
the basic objectives which are behind 
the grant of a patent. We submit 
that this power should be given only 
where the patent has not been work
ed for producing sufficient quantities 
to meet the requirements of the 
country. Otherwise, it would not be 
very fair. 

Clause 53 is in respeot of the period 
for which the patent is to remain in 
force. Here you have given ten yean 
in sotfle cases and fourteen years in 
other cases. We submit that the 
period of. ten years is quite sufficient 
and. in case the m•n comes forward 
and gives valid reasons, the period 
may be extended to 14 years; other
wise, it should be 10 ye>rs. Formerly, 
as a· matter of fact, the suggestion was 
that the period should only be 7 years, 
but you have been good enough to 
make it 10 years. It sqould be ex
tended to 14 years only in very special 
cases. 

Clause 64 is in respe:t of revocation 
of patent.. Here I wou!d like to refer 
you to the following:-

''Where the patent is for a pro
cess or for a product as made by 
a process de3cribed or .claimed, 
the importation into rndia of the 
product made abroad by that pro
cess shall constitute knowledge· 
or use iQ India · of the invention 
on the date of the importation." 

Here we would like to point out that 
small qu•ntities may be imported to 
carry out experiments and tests in 
this country and that should not be 
treated as knowledge having come 

· into this country. So this should not 
affect a prpduct thus imported fn~ 
the purpo3e of" tests or e:;cperiments 
only.· Except for this small amend
ment or restriction, this Clause is 
perfeotly alright. 

Regarding C13use 82, the definition 
of "process" is not very' cle3r. I sub
mit that it· is necessary that the word 
"process" be defined in this Clause so 



as to restrict the patentee from regis
tering all permutations and combina
tions or processes which were not ex
perimented by him in his own labo
ratory; otherwise, he will cover the 
entire gamut of activity and make it 
impossible for any other person to 
carry on research. This is a case 
where we can very well define the 
process and limit it only to those 
processes which have been experi
mented upon by the patentee. 

I no\jT come to Clause 83. This 
lays down general principles, with 
which we are in full agreement. We 
very much welcome this Clause. 

Similarly, Clause 84 is something 
which we want and which we· wel
come. 

Clause 85 is' regarding granting of 
compulsory licence. Here we sub
mit that there is a possibility of car
telisation; all these people might 
come together and form themselves 
into a cartel and might partkularly 
keep the prices up. So, while the 
matter is being gone into by the Con
troller, he should also see to it that 
there is no possibility qf cartelisa
tion. It- is very difficult to know at 
the .time when the application is made 
whether the people will form them
selves into a cartel or not. But even 
so, probably some clause can be in
troduced which 'will make it impos
sible to form a cartel subsequently 
atld the licence mey" be revoked in 
case it is found that cartelisation has 
been done. 

Mr. Chairmaa: That is more in the 
province of Company Law. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
other words, we do not want mono
polies. 

Shri Hansraj Gnpta: Yes. The 
Controller should be in a position to 
take some steps. You can provide 
some clause for it in the· Bill. 

Mr. Chairman: That may be one 
of the reasons for revO!"'tion? 

Khri llansraJ Gupta: Yea. 

In respect of "licences of right~, 

there is a little distinction which we 
have made in Clauses 86 and 87, For 
some of the products, the licences of 
right can be given after three years, 
but in the case of drugs and pharma
ceuticals the licences of right. will be 
granted as soon as the patent has 
been sealed. We submit that, in this 
case, the patentee does not get a full 
opportunity to exploit his patent. 
Therefore, so far as drugs and phar
maceuticals are concerned, a period 
of three years should be given as in 
the· case of the other products. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the time 
that you suggest? 

Sbri Hansraj Gupta: Three years, 
just as in Clause 86. Once you agree 
to that, necessary changes may have 
to be effected in various other clauses 
also. Drugs and pharmaceuticlllls also 
fall in the same· line and three years' 
time should be given to the patentee 

'here also; afterwards, it may be en
dorsed with "licences of right". 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: So 
you agree with the period of three 
years. 

Sbri Hansraj Gupta: Yes. 

In respect of Clause 8S, you have 
suggested that the· royalty should not 
ex~eed 4 per cent. On going through 
one of the memoranda given by the 
UPIA, I find that the average royalty 
which they have worked out is only 
3.1 per cent. If that is so, we may 
put the royalty even as 3 per cent and 
I would not mind that. Of course, I 
agree to 4 per cent. 

Sbri R. Ra~anathan Chettiar: Tha' 
is the maximum. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Yes; we quite 
agree to that. 

Clause 90 spells out in detail the 
circumstances in which reasonable 
requirements of the public shall be 
deemed not to have been satisfied. 
We submit that, if the working of a 
patent in India is to be looked upon 



as an essential obligation on the pari 
of the patentee, the very fact that the 
patentee has not cared to manufac
ture in India the patented article 
should be sufficient to conclude that 
reasonable requirements of the pub
li~ are not satisfied. Therefore, we 
suggest that the Clause be amended 
to read as follows:-

"If the patentee has not manu
factured in India to an adequate 
extent •and supply on reasonable 

· terms for any justifiable reasons, 
the patented articles or a part of 
the patented articles which is 
necessary for its efficient working 
or if, by reason of the refusal of 
the patentee to grant a licence 
or licences on reasonable 
terms ... " 
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So far as Clause 92 is con
cerned, it is quite allright. But 
at the same time we submit that 
the rules which have been formed 
under the old law are defective and 
new rules should be framed as early 
as possible and care should be taken 
that those defects do not come ln. 

Clause 93 spells out the power of 
the Controller in granting compulsory 
licences. !n the original Act, the 
appeal was to the High Court of 
Calcutta. The appeal to the Central 
Government is likely to be governed 
by non-judicial considerations. We, 
therefore, submit that an indepen
aent tribunal may be appointed spe
cifically for this purpose. 

Sbrl R. Ramanathan Chettlar: Do 
you want an appeal to the Central 
Government or to a .judicial court? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: We want the 
appeal to g0 to a judicial court. ~ut, 
a special Tribunal might be appomt
ed. 

Sbri R. Ramauathaa Chettiar: You 
want the powers to be vested in the 
Central Government. 

Shrl Hansraj Gupta: Yes, Sir. . Vl_e 
very much welcome .clause 96. Suru
larly, we welcome clauses 97 and 98 

too. In the case of clause 99, powers 
are given to the Central Government 
to use a patent or invention for the 
purposes of Government. We suggest 
that the Government should not be 
given such unrestricted powers to use 
the patent without due processes of 
law. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
case 'Of emergency? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: In case of 
emergency such a~ for defence, we 
have no objection to suoh powers be
ing used by Government. We want, 

. however, that the patentee must be . 
given some protection. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the pro
tection that you want to be given to 
the patentee in such cases? 

Shri Hausraj Gupta: We do not 
want any protection to be given in 
the case of emergency. In case of 
emergency, this. clause is au right. 

· In surh cases, the usual processes of 
law might be followed. In other 
cases, you might give 4 per cent as 
royalty. 

Mr. Chairmaa: In other words, do 
you want that some <:ompensation 
should be given? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: The nonnal 
compensation which you have already 
provided for in the Bill might be 
given. The Controller should decide 
as to· what compensation should be 
given. 

!n the case of defence, we don't 
mind. So far as compensation 
is concerned, it might be paid accord
ing to realisations that you have lald 
down already. But, this should not 
exceed 4 per cent. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: This 
4 per cent is about royalty. 

Mr. Chairman: Let him finish what 
he wants to say. You may then put 

. questions to him. 

Sbrl Hansraj Gupta: I am talldng 
about the compensation to be given to 



a _patentee in case th~ Government i$ 
C.lmpulsorily using their patent. Thi$ 
might be dedded upon by the Con
troller. It is possible that if might 
even be lower than 4 per cent. That 

.should be don~ as per the regulations 
;provided for here. The only pJint 
·t 1at we want to submit is that such a 
complete expropriation· is not called 
for. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I have nothing 
more tJ add. 

Shri G. M. Parikh: I would like to 
add only one thing. As I have men
tioned to tlle Study Group in 
BJmbay, this Bill may kindly be pass-· 
cd as early as possible, before it 
lapses. 

Mr. ph1lrman: We are all equally 
anxi.ms. 

Shri G. M. Parikh: That is the only 
point that I go on repeating. 

Dr. C. B. Sin::-h: You are represent
ing three very important sections of 
the Industry. - May I know whether 
any of thes~ groups which yJu repre
sent have put in their patents any
where as far as drugs are concerned? 

· Dr. Gnrbax Singh: ·Unfortunately, 
we have not put in any patents any
where. But certainly our' products 
have brought down the pric:s very 
much. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That is a different 
question. Have you put any of your 
product with any patent? 

Dr. Gurbax Sing-h: Not by ourselves. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The second ques-· 
tion is this. What is the amount ot 
money that you gJ on spen:lin~t o'l ~,.
search putting all of you together? We 
want a reply for this since you are 
representing three. groups. 

Shd G. M'. Parikh: Every body is 
doing the research in his own way. 
Her~ the questiJn is about th~ avail
ability of raw materials like interme
diaries and solvents for doing the re-
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search. For example, for research. 
certa1n ins~.orument5 ar~ necessary. But, 
because of the Import restrictions and 
foreign exchange dJ'ficulties, it could 
nJt be done . 

Another thing· is that since 1962 
thece i3 not enough scope for making 
any products becaus~ of ceiling· ~f 
prices so that the indus.try can plough 
back its money fJr research. Another 
important thmg is that if the Bil! is 
amendej and if the process is work~d· 
out, s~ope will be given to the Indian 
technologists to dJ the basic r _search. 
Unle>s and until sJme~hing is dane 1:1. 

this· regard, the things which are al
ready existing with· the Indian indus
tries cannot take them up. Even if 
the process of a'ly drug is worked uut, 
it is doubtful whether they would .be 
able to exploit that. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are not sur'l 
that you will be allowed to exploit 
the patent. ' 

Shri G. M. Parikh: I wouU cite ns 
an example Sulphadiozine and Talb•l• 
tomide tablets. The State Gover:t
m;nt could not exploit tha precess 
and develop the.m still further as th~Y 
were covered under patent lji'N:t. 
MJre than about 123 processes of 
Talbutomide have bren registered 
under the present Patent Act. If 
anybody works out any process, he 
cannot come in because th g process is 
already seal:d under the Patent Act. 
Therefore, we have suggested in. our 
memorandum that unless an:I until 
the process that has been worked QUO 

in the laboratory is develop:d fur'her 
and put in the market as a product, it 
would be difficult to take advantago 
of by the people. 

Dr. C. B. Sin1rh: You are talkin;r · 
about a case which has been <'O;ng en 
and which hn~ not been decid'O'd. I 
am nnt conc:rned with th'lt. l KnoN 
that there are two famous cases; we 
·are not concern~d with that. My 
point is this. How much mo.,ey vou 
have been spenilin!( on res~arch so hr? 
I hope you will a'(ree that onlv by 
research of many types of new phar-

• 



maceutlt:dl drugs that you can deve
lop new drugs and put them in the 
market. You have not given your 
answer as to how much money has 
been spent on research in this regard. 

, Dr. Gurbax Singh:' The question of 
research to such an extent in the case 
of pharmaceutical industries will, I 
am afraid, take about ten years from . 
now and not just now. I am making 
this ·statement because it is only since 
1957 or so that these series of manu
facturers of drugs have come up in 
this country. Prior to that, it all 
depended on imported drugs only, 
Unfortunately, all these years, every
one was !>referring the medicines 
monufactured abroad. It is only since 
1957 we have been manufacturing the 
drugs here. Whatever products that 
we have put jn, the manufacturers 
alon~ can te]J you as to how much 
money has been sPent lor prooagating 
their trade marks and their drugs as 
~compared t.> the foreign 0 nes. · 

Coming to research, I must say that 
to-day Indian financiers or capitalists 
seem to be anxious about immediate 

. profits rather than awaiting f.>r profits. 
This is an uhf.>rtunate mentality. I 
am afraid that the manufactucers are 
hardly in a position to think of re
~earch at the moment to a large extent 
as in other countries. So, if I ~ay 
that about Rs: 50,000 has been spent 
by my company alone, it is nothing as 
compared to crores of rupees that have 

:been spent on research by foreioners. 
Foreign c.>mpani:s are more · than a 
century old whereas WEI took up manu
facturi'l'( of dru~s only a few years 
ago. Prior to 1956, some of the pe>ple 

·were dependent on the impor!P.d 
·. dru!(s. Som~ of the manufacturers 
J>~ve out,.,, resear~h !aborator.'e1 her<>. 
s~ I would respectfullv sav t1 Dr. C. B. 
Sin'(h that research work will be done 
only after some time, not just now. 

Dr. C. B. Sin~:h: It is so not only in 
the pharmaceutical field-b:canse you 
bave not put in the monev there 9t 
all; You· have only been gettin!( th~ 
formula and propagating the drug. But 
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even in the naticmal laboratories-that 
is ·tpe most unfortunate part of it
hardly anything has been done. That 
is what I am trying to put before you. 
What will you suggest so that this im
portant activity of forming, formulat
ing and finding out newer drugs by a 
particular process ,or by patented 
methods can be promoted? Could you 
suggest how this process can be help· 
ed because it is in our interests and 
it is in the national interest? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I am extremely 
grateful to you for putting this sug
gestion before the Committee. I do 
feel that the Indian pharmaceutical 
industry badly ne.:ds that aspect of 
research. To my mind some good re• 
search work is being carried on in our 
national laboratories. But so far as 
the pharmaceutical manufacturers are 
concerned, I need hard'y tell you that 
to-day th~ investor wants a return an :I 
dividend every year rather than think
ing of research. The pharmac 2U!Ic~l 
industry in India is very much in Hs 
infancy. Of course there are people 
who have been in the field for 50 years 
or so, but they have not done any
thing at all in 'the field of researc!l . 

. They have been getting f.>reign re-
search. ' · 

Dr, C. B. Singh: A lot of talk !ta1 
be:n g;:>ing on about the process an:! 
product patents; whether the proce3S 
alone is to be patented or the product 
alone to be patented or proc~ss-cum• 
product ta be patent:d. Our Bill pro• 
vi des for process a lone. We ha·1e 

· three alternatives. What will you 
suggest the best thing in the interests 
of our country? .. 

Shrl Hansraj Gupta: We hav: been 
suggesting that the processes whkh 
have been exo~rimented upon by :he 
patentee should be pateni:d. Neither 

. the praduct nor anv other proce~! 
throu~h which he has not eX'>eriment
ed himself should be patented. 

D~. C. B. Singh: Th~t means th3 
product by that process is not pro
tected. 



Shri HanSraj Gupta: Only the pro
c~ses which he has experimented him
self to be patented. Any other person 
can certainly manufacture that product 
through other processes. Then the 
patent is not going to militate against 
him. _ If he is using the same process 
which the patentee has patented, then 
of C;:Jurse he is barred. Otherwise, if 
the process is entirely different, he 
can certainly manufacture that pro
duct. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Evidence has come 
before us that Chemistry has advanc
ed so far and is advancing so much 
that the difference in proce~es is al
most thinning out day by day. The 
processes are more or less stereo
typed and through these various pro
cesses you can by adding a molecule 
here or a molecule there bring out 
various -products. In view of that 
will You lay stress entirely on process 
alone or will you combine the process 
and the product? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: In our opinion 
it should be only process. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: In the Bill a 10-
year period is provided for certain 
products and a 14 year for certain 
other products. Would you like to 
have a 10 year term for all and second
ly should it be from the date of appli
cation or from the date of sealing? 
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Dr. Gurbax Singh: It should be from 
the date of sealing. 

Shri M. L. ladhav: will you think 
that when you say that our pharma
ceutical industry have spent very little 
en re;;ear~h and -if 10 years is •.he 
period, then in that case it is likely 
th3t Indla may be deprived of some 
good medicines because of non-avail- · 
ability of foreign interventions? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: In view of !he 
present anti-biotics and Ofllerproducts 
which are already in the market, I 
have very little doubt if India will be 
starved of products of pharmaceutical 
line in case the 10 year period is kept. 

Shri K. K. Warior: You said that 
Y<>U would like to have this ten vear 

period retained. I wish to know whe
ther after the 10 years or at the expiry 
of 10 years if a new process is added 
to the original patent, you would re
quire some more extension of the 
period? 

Sbri Hansraj Gupta: We do not 
want, but if a case is made out and 
the Controller is satisfied that a little 
more time should be given, then qn
other 4 years may be given and that 
is the limit. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In the pharma
ceutical field we are told that about 
90 per cent of the original patents 
have expired already and the Indian 
manufacturers are exploiting those 
now. How does this Patent.Bill affect 
the remaining 10 per cent? What are 
the repercussions that will be on the 
remaining 10 per cent when the 90 per -
cent is left to you for exploitation? 

Dr. Gurbax Singlb: If I am not mis
taken only the balance 10 per cent -
came as the latest products and it Is 
the right time that we should be given 
an opportunity to use this 10 per cenl 

Shri K. K. Warior: Unless and untU 
our pharmaceutical industry can come 
of age should we not give some margill 

. for these medicines or drUgs to come 
here so that at least from the people'• 
or consumer's point of view it will be 
advantageous. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I will be grate
ful if some specific questions are out 
because it is a very general question. 
If you kindly ask about any particular 
product, I can answer:-

Shri K. K. Warior: In the present 
stage of the pharmaceutical indusiry 
abroad they have more facilities; they 
have more equipment and all the in
termediates and basic materials. All 
these advantages are there and if they 
come forward with life-saving drUg!! 
and if their products are patented here, 
do you want to exclude the Indian con
sumer and the Indian · public from 
using that simply for keeping those 
products away by patent restricUDDII 
here? 



Dr. Gurbax gingh: I am sorry I can
not answer this question as it is very 

·vague. If you kindly specify any pro
·duct, I will be able to give .a definite 
~nswer. What are . those products 
which you are aiming at? Our entire 
medical profession to-day is depend
ent upon a very 'few range of pro
ducts--anti-biotics so many, then vita
mins mean so many. I am afraid 
with the exception of .... 
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Shri K. K. Warior: We cannot say 
ftlat. Inventions come all of a sudden. 
But the .position is that the circum,. 
stances are suCh that they are in a 
better position and keeping in view 
the present stage of our industry, do 
you want to exclude the Indian con
sumer from the advantage of anY new 
drug coming from outside which is a 
new invention? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I may bring to 
the notice of my hon'ble friend that 

· the import of roany of the medicines 
is already banned. We are not per
mitted to import any medicine unless 
under very special circumstances and 
that too will be anowed only by the 
Drugs Controller. So far as drugs are 
concerned which will use that formu
lation practically everything ~hich 
is not being manufactured basically 
in India is allowed to be imported and 
there is no question that it will harm 
public interest if the new patent is 
given. 

Sbri K. K. wartor: How is it that 
the Indian prices of locally manufac
.tured substances are much hi~her ~an 
the foreign prices, even taking mto 
account the present circumstances of 
our development? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Well, s~, 1 am 
very glad that you have nut this ~uesd 
tion In fact I have myself pomte 

· t' 1 ·or the out that the pharroaceu 1ca s 
be·ng produc· basic materials that are 1 . 

o>d in India are much more costly th;~ 
tho-- 'lr~"uced by foreigners. 1 wo~ 
u.y. in this respect that again e 

patents are coming in our way. Now 
let us take chloramphenicol, a general 
name for Chlgromycetin. I am one at 
the pioneers in this field. In 1947-43 
wnen originally Chloromycetin came 
int.J this country, 12 capsules to a 
patient would cost Rs. 65. Now Ute 
Italians don't have any trouble with 
patent law and they were selling at 
Rs. 28 for 12 capsules. The price in 
India was brought down from Rs. 65 
to Rs. 35 m 1952; the American com
pany was fined Rs. 9 lakhs when the 
first con•ignment came from a compe
titive Jirm in Italy. Later on, they 
went on reducing the price and now 
the price is Rs. 7.20 for wholesale and 
Rs. 9 for retail, whereas my company 
is today selling it at Rs. 3.75. The 
Government of India bas granted im
port licence for the import of Gurco
mycetin ( Chloramphical) from Ame
rica. . The American price now for it is 
$85 (about Rs. 640) for one kilogram 
whereas the same manufactured "-· 
Bombay costs Rs. 410 per kilo. But 
if it is imported from Italy, it will cost 
only Rs. 180 per kilo. So again the 
patent law comes in the way. 

Shri K. K. Warior: If I suggest that 
for the time being, let us not have any 
patent at all for the pharmaceuticals, 
what is your reaction? 

Dr. Gurbax Sing<h: Well, I don't 
mind. That is what happened in 
Italy. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your statement, 
you haVe stated that "the majority of 
the foreigners who have taken au• 
patents in India never intende~ . to 
manufacture their . patented med1cmY 
in our country. These patents . have 
been registered in this country· to pre
vent Indian manufacturers from going 
into the production of these products.• 
What remedy dO you suggest for thiS? 

Dr .. Gnrbax Singh: The new Act is 
the remedy. I might saY for your in
formation that the company which is 



.now offermg chloramphenicol at $ 85 
took out a licence from the Govern
ment of India for its manufacture 
&orne 10 years· ago. B;,t even to-day 
they are not basically manufacturing 
the whole product heTe. If there are 
19 processes for its manufacture, they 
&tart here from the 16th process or 
&omething like that. 

Shri A. T. ·Sarma: It is said that 
India is lacking in technological deve
lopment and technicians. and that if 
this Bill is passed, India may lose ~he 
assistance of foreign technology and 
technicians. Do you agree with that? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I am afraid I 
can't agree with this. I have already 
state;i that it will not affect our eco
n.,my or health if the new Patent law 
comes into being and if sol!!..e of the 
manufacturers, who are actually 

·foreign manufactur~rs, come here and 
&ay otherwise, it is only for :profiteer
ing at the cJst of the poor patient and 
nothing else. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: We won't have 
.any difficulty? 

Dr. Gorbax Slng'h: Absolutely no 
-difficulty. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: India will be able 
to run it.~ own industry without the 
assistance of the foreigners? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Y~s. but with the 
exception of th.Jse basic raw materials 
for which vou have already permis
&ion to import. Majority of the 
manufacturer• a·re alreadv depending 

• On the indi!(enou• raw materials nJW, 
The import i~. only about 12 to 15 per 
eenf of the 1 aw materials. 

Shrl G. M. Parikh: Rel!arding tech. 
nolol!v and technical stall'. on page 3 
of the supplementarv memorandu'l), 
thev have· stated that '"the technology 
emploved in re•earch and the manu
facturing processes are at present of 
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the same high standards as applied in 
advanced countries like U.K., U.S.A. 
and Japan." Now the only thing is 
that ou~> technolJgical stall' should be 
given an opportunity to work so that 
when they get the facility to worlt, 
the:v will create among themselves 11 

po"l of work:rs in research a"ld they 
will !!et research-minded. At present, 
thev are onlv concerned with manu
facturing and testing. yo create re
search-mindedness in the technical 
stall' requir:s certain training, and if 
thev are (() work on processes the 
industrv mmt be sure that they are in 
a po•ition h exolJit whateve~ th~y 
prod,Jce in the laboratories. So the 
provis.ion, re<tardinl( tht! ·lic:nce of 
rie'lt ~"" compulsJrv licensin!( will 
give "''fficient ,1)p,rtunitv to th'! teclt
nol~<!ical st•ff to r!evelon the "roce•set 
a'1-i worl{ """ preoare themselves for 
basic research at a later dat~. 

Sh·t A. T. Sarma: Some forei!!n 
v.d~nE's1es stat~d th ... t if thP nre~Pnt 
Bill is passed, India's industrial acti
vities wilt mJve backwards. Do you 
al(ree with it? 

Dr. GnrbAlt Rlnr'tt: No, we ' don't 
a11ree with it. In West Germany and 
Jaoan also, provisions 'for "ompulsory 
licences and licence· of right are pro· 
vided. 

~hri Kashl Ram Gupta: Licence of 
right is not provided. 

Shri A. T. Sanna: Do y~ou carry 
any research work on Indian plants 
and if so, have you found any good 
results? 

Dr. Gu-bu SinR"h: I might only saY 
~ that the foreil!ners have come and ex· 
plui~•·rl our country, its plants and the 
scientific workers. We have not~done 
it ourselves. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know if the hon'ble witness thinks 
that the research work has basic im-



portance for the development of 
technology and pharmaceutical pro
duction in this country or not. Do you 
attach importance to basic research? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Yes, Sir. We do. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What should be 
done in order that we may develop 
basic research? What is your sugges
tion? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I do not think, 
Sir, this is proper forum for me to say. 
Some Government help should be 
forthcoming for this. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you ·think 
that Government help alone will de
liver the results? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: No. Government 
combined with private enterprise. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You have just 
stated that no worthwhile research is 
being done by the industry. It is a 
known fact also. Now you say you 
are. not in a position to invest large 
amount cif money • in research work. 
Could you give us an idea what 
amount of money is required for car
rying on basic research? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I am afraid, we 
do not have any particular expr1ence 
of that. · 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You have stated 
yourself that basic research is impor
tant. I agree with you. Now what 
should we do in order that we may 
encourage basic research. You have 
said let there be only copying work 
for the next 10 years. How do you 
reconcile these two statements of 
yours? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Talking about 
this, Sir, even abroad-specifically the 
American people who are known to 
be on the top in the research work 
today in the pharmaceutical side
even in America, if you go into the 
details of their research method, you 
will find, one or two companies do 
the research and they sell out their 
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research to the ·other small manufac
turers. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: That we know. I 
am merely interested in asking have 
yo~ applied your mind to this parti
cular problem of developing basic re
search in this country? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Yes, Sir. We 
have. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is your 
suggestion? How could this Commit
tee help the progress of this basic re
search in this country? 

Mr. Chairman: I think he has 
already given the answer-Govern
ment help combined with private en
terprise. 

Dr. Gnrbax Singh: Our major prob
lem is that today investor needs a 
return . immediately.' We represent 
the investors. We have to look to 
their interests to begin with. What 
we feel is we must try to bring in 
products of foreign companies which 
are popular. Sir, I am making a clear 
statement. What happens to those 
products. They are again being copied 
by the international market-not by 
Indians only. This is the position in 
the world today. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Granting that, we 
would like to put you in such a posi
tion that you may make investment on 
research. For example, take the 
Jhandu Works. They are manufactur
ing all kinds of Ayurvedic and Unanl 
medicines, ·but they are ·all the time 
copying the age old pharmacopoeia. 
We would like that some basic re
search should be carried out by the 
Jhandu Works. What should we do 
in order that you may find money to 
make investment on research work? 

Shri G. M. Parikh: I would cite one 
example of Canada. The Government. 
·itself supplements the research pro
gramme in the private industry and 
whatever is spent by the industry, 
50 per cent of that is given by the 
Canadian Government by way of 
grant plus on the balance of 50 per 
cent, the company gets rebate in 
income tax. At the same time on 



other intermediaries and other equiP
ment that are required to be imported 
and brought to this country for work
ing these processes, testing these pro
cesses, a rebate on import duty and 
other facilitie~ll that is also given. 
Ii some sort of this type of assistance 
<!ould be given, that would help. 

Dr. C. R Singh: They are being 
given by the Indian G<>vernment 
under the Indian income tax rebate 
etc. 

Shri G. M. Parikh: Here the Cana
-dian Go\ trnment gives 50 per cent 
grant plus 50 per cent of whatever the 
<:ompany spends. Actually the indus
try spends 25 per cent. 7S per cent 
comes from the Government directly 
and 25 per cent is given by way of 
income-tax rebatl!. 
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Shri R. P. Sinha: So I understand. 
'That is a good suggestion by you. · We 
should encourage research by grant of 
subsidy from the State. I would like 
to seek another clarification from you. 
We have been talking about compul
sory licences. The provision is al
ready there in the present Act-forget 
about the Bill. The existing provi
sions in the Act give ample opportu
nity for you -to make an application 
for compulsory licence to manufac
ture any ,Patented product. Now I am 
told that much use of this provision 
has not been made. Could you tell me 
why you are not making use of the 
compulsory licensing system in order 
to bring forward patented products? 
What are your difficulties? What 
should. be done in order :hat you may 
make better use of this provision. 
'What is standing in yoUr way to make 
use -of this provision? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: I think the 
procedure under the present Act is 
very complicated. The procedure 
now laid down is very much simpler. 
I think Wlder the new Act the. com.: 
'PUlsory licence provision will certain-
1y help ~he people to· come forward 
'to p{·c~-: before.,- <the oc- f;:ontroll!'i! tqat 
·t}l~, are in il position t<> manu(P.cWe 
these articles. The Controller cim' go 

through their applicatioll8 and see 
whether they have got the capacity 
to do so and compel the patentee to 
give the licence. In the existing law, 
I do not think the procedure is con
venient. 

Shri R. Ganesan: The present Act ill 
so comprehensive and ambiguous.: .. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It cannot be both 
compr<!hensive and ambiguous. 

Shri R Ganesan: The Indian manu
facturer who has to come 'forward to 
put the money for research, is al way• 
under the risk of being taken action 
against by the existing powerful 
group. So he is not in a position to 
take the risk The Patent Act that 
is going to come into force makes a 
positive assurance for incentive and 
help. Then the Indian talent that is 
now available can come with the capi
tal and can do much. Besides with the 
active collaboration of the national 
labora·tories now in India plus the 
Indian talent that is available-! m 
including both indigenous and the 
people who have got sufficient training 
in the modern sophisticated labora
tories all over the world-the number 
is very large and everybody is interest
ed now but sufficient opportunities are 
not given-active collaboration of the 
private industry on the one side and 
the Indian talent on the ather · and 
assistance of the laboratories and with 
the immense facilities that are now 
available-that will s<>lve the basia 
point. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The two witness
es here have deposed one fact. The 
first 1earned witness said that because 
of the procedural difficulties in the 
existing Act, you could not take ad
vantage of the compulsory licencing. 
Further you said now those difficul- • 
ties have been removed in the present 
Bill and therefore you will be able to 
take advantage of the provision of 
compulsory licensing system now.' 1 
would lik~ tQ know whY ,is , ~t , ~hat 
it\?~-. of tli~ drub' wl).i<;h hav~Jrll":n 
out of'· the patent, whose patent life 



has expired, are not being taken up 
to be manufactured by you? 800 
drugs are being used for common use 
which have fallen out of patents. Why 
are their manufacture not being taken 
up by you. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Quite a large 
number of these products have al
ready been taken up. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Could you tell 
out of 800, how many are being manu
factured? 

Shri G. M. Parikll: Aspirin is bein~ 
manufactured ..... . 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
have the number. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: We may not be 
able to answer that question just now. 
Quite a number of them have been 
taken up. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: ~ am talking of 
. 800 drugs commonly used. 

Shri B. S. Giri: Over 100 drugs ha\'C 
already been taken in hand. The 
Development Council's statistics will 
give the number of items 1aken in 
hand. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: One more question. 
We know that this compulsory licens
ing provision is available not only in 
our country but in other countries 
also. And we are told that these pro
visions of c~mpulsory licensing, where 
<the technology is quite advanced in 
other countries like England,, are 
never taken advantagl' of.. We are 
also told that the difficulty iS to get 
the know-how. It is not only im
portant to · enjoy the patent process 
but it is also important to ~et the 
know-how to manufacture. Now, 
have you experienced this difficulty 
to get the know-how, and if so, how 
do you propose to gel over that o~ 
by means of compulsory licensing pro
yisiqns? 
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tries that I have visited. I discussed 
this question with some manufac
turers. Our people are already 
specialising in certain types of pro
jects. But we have to be extremely 
cautious in this line. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
their Memorandum they liked to 
know from the Con troller the reasons 
why the patent was rejected. That · 
is under clause 127. 

Dr. Gurbux SiBgh: The point, Sir, 
is very small. . The intention is that 
in this democratic country we should 
not give powers to just a single man. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: From 
the time you file an application, with 



the Controller till the time the Con
troller takes a decision on your appli
cation, there wi!l be a time-lag, and 
then naturally you will know the 
reasons which impelled the Control
ler to come to a conclusion? Is it 
necessary for the Controller to give 
you the reasons? 

DJ:, Gurbax Singh: In order to 
avoid complications at a later stage 
and get the blame for one thing or 
the other, there is no harm if the 
Controiler gives something in writing 
t\) the applicant. 

Shri R •. Ramanathan Chettiar: Do 
you envisage the possibility that in 
your judgment the .,ntroller may 
err in which case you would like to 
go in· appeal? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: That is exactly 
what we mean "Qy this. It IS better 
that the Controller himself mav give 
the reasons first so that lot of time 

. can be cut short in the subsequent. 
&tages. 

Sbri · R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
the normal process your viewpoin~ 
ean always be put before lhe Con
troller and he can review the position 

·himself. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: That is exactly 
what we have meant by this. Instead 
of rejecting straightway, let him give 
the reason, so that an . opportunity is 
given to him to explain his conduct. 
He can have in his file the fact that 
the reasons were sent to the appli

, cant. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: From 
tthe 'replies you have given to my 

·honourable colleagues I lind that you 
are representing the Elistributinc 

·trade. 
Dr. Gurbax Singh; No. We are all 

manufacturers. I am the President 
of Gurco Pharma Private Ltd. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I 
think your colleague Mr. Hansraj 

''Gupta was confusing the question of 
royalty with the question of payment 

·of compensation. You· would expect 
•compensatiOn from Govennment it 
;807(B) LS-6. 
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they take up manufacture in an emer
gency. Royalty is different from 
compensation. Compensation is not 
provided even in the preient Bill. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: We want that 
this man should be able to get some 
compensation. We thought that the 
royalty was sufficient compensation ... 

. Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Only 
m percentage. 

Shri llaDsraj Gupta: Yes. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Com
pensation should be the royalty per
centage. Otherwise CO!tjpensation i~ 
not J'll'tJvjqeq ill ~he Bill, 

Shri B. K. Das: You have sug
gested that there should be definition 

. of. the term 'process' so that there 
nught be one process 'for a single pro
d.uct. I think if you accept the dic
tionary meaning of the term, then 
probably you need not have any 
definition for that. Are you agreeable 
to this? 

Dr. Gurbax Sing: Actually 'pro
cess' should be defined clearly in the 
Act so that there ill no contu1ioa 
about it. 

Shri B. K. Das: Suppose it is men
tioned in the Bill that you want one 
process only to be patented .... 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: One or more 
processes provided ali of them are 
experimented upon by the patentee. 
If it is not experimented, then under 
the definition that process will not be 
covered. 

Shri B. S. Giri: What we mean is 
this: A process which has been car
ried out in his laboratory by the ap
plicant. We want' that sort of defi
nition. 

Shri B. K. Das: He will say that 
he has been successful in oroducing 
a certain drug and he wants patent 
for all the processes. It may be that 
. he .will . exploit only one process. 



fihrf B. S. Girl: For example, in 
Chemistry we have so many ·pro
•~sses before you arrive at the final 
J•roduct. For instance, nitration will 
he done by various means. Mixing 
13 a process. What we mean by 
J>rocess is something which he has 
t'arried out in his laboratory. 11 he 
has experimented with two processes, 
let him have two. U he has experi
mented with three, let him have 
three; but not processes which he hal 
not experimented. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Is there any 
method to find out that he has expe
rimented it in his laboratory? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: We have a com
plete protocol for that in every labo
ratory. The Controller can examine 
lhat. Ultimately there is no objec
tion to accept the dictionary mean
ing. 

Mr, Chairman: When a particular 
phrase has no definition, the practice 
is to ac!'ept the dictionary meaning. 

Shri B. K. Das: Then you wanted 
clause 87 to be deleted. But you 
1hould know that this is one of the 
Important clauses in our Bill. This 
Bill has tried to put drugs, medicines 
and food on a different footing so 
that our people in India will have 
better advantage of exploiting them. 
U only clause 86 is there, do you 
think that all the safeguards provid
ed in 87 will be available to them? 
Will they not be prevented from ex
poiting them? -

Shrl Hansraj Gupta: There was 
discussion on this very point in our. 
organisation. A number of people 
were of your opinion. But the gene
ral concensus was that the patentee 
1hould be given three years as in the 
ease of other articles. It is quite 
eorrect that there was a difference 
of opinion in our organisation on this 
point. 

Shrl Shyamnandan Mishra: I have 
two problems in my mind. One is 
that if the patent manufacturers 
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deliberately keep the manufacture at 
a low level and because the economy 
of the scale is not available the 
prices of such products are kept arti
ficially very•high, what remedy would 
you suggest? Would you suggest that 
it must be binding upon the patent 
manufacturers to keep to a partic:ular 
scale of operation, that is the opti
mum level? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: We thought 
that the Controller will go into that 
matter whether he has been carrying 
on manufacture according to the pub
lic requirements. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: My 
question is simple economics. Eco
nomy of the scale should be availahle 
to him if the product is to be cheap, 
If a particular manufacturer delibe
rately keeps the scale very low and 
therefore artificially keeps up the 
price very high, should it not be laid 
down in the beginning that he must 
conform to a particular minimum? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Mter all the 
drugs may be manufactured. But to 
that extent they may not be used by 
the public. In case you compel him 
to manufacture, he may manufacture; 
but he cannot sell them. Therefore, 
these two things have got to be ad· 
justed. A little time may be given 
to him. If the demand is there; and 
still if he is producing at a low level, 
the Controller can take action against 
him. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Should 
there be a provision in law that 
there should be a minimal require
ment of scale of manufacture on the 
basis of known demand? 

Sh.ri G. M. Parikh: There is suffi· 
c!ent provision already. If the manu
facturer is not meeting the country's 
requirement, the Controller can re
voke the licence and give it to other 
peopfe. Or, Government themselves 
can take up the manufacture. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mlshra: There 
ig a certain nuance of differenCe I am 



trying to make. It may well nigh be 
Impossible for a particular manufac
turer to meet the demands of the 
community entirely. But should It 
not be insisted upon that a particular 
unit conforms to the minimal re
quirement? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Where the de
mand is already 'there he must be 
asked to put up an economic unit. 
We can make a suitable amendment 
to that effect. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How is it 
possible to assess the demand when 
the patent is granted? 

Mr. Chairman: How can you lay 
down that condition when the patent 
Is granted? · It is not practicable. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: If the 
actual known demand of the commu
nity is X and if the production on the 
basis o'f the patent is going to be X
Y, should it not be laid down clearly 
that the remaining unfulfilled demand 
could be met by import? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Apparently 
there is nothing against it. I only 
suggest that in the first instance, the 
quantity Y should be allowed to -be 
manufactured here itself by means of 
a compulsory licence or licence of 
right. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: In your memo
randum you have said that the majo
rity of foreigners who have taken 
out patents did not manufactul'l! their 
patented products in this country. 
What is the number of such patents 
registered in India? 
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Dr. Gurbax Singh: It may. not be 
possible to give the exact number. 
But I can give some examples. The 
total requirements of the country of · 
chlorophenecol according to Govern
ment publications is 50 tons per year. 
The licensed capacity already is more 
than 52 tons, but the manufacture is 
hardly 10 tons, that too not at _the 
basic stage, but from the intermediate 

stage. other examples are tetracy
cline, hYdrochloride, vitamin C, etc. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Other than 
pharmaceuticals, what other indus
tries are represented by you, which 
hold patents? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Radio, textiles 
transistors, etc.' There are several 
industries. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You say 
that the period of patents may be re
duced to 10 years in all cases. Is it 
the view of the manufacturers as a 
whole? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Yes. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: But not a 
single manufacturer has given evid
ence before us like that. This is the 
first time I hear it. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: When we are 
asking for 10 years, we are taking 
into account the interests of other 
industries and the interest of the con
sumers also. 

Mr. Chairman: Are other industries 
represented in your organisation? 
Have you taken . their view also into 
consideration? 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: Yes. We con
sidered it in our committee. Most of 
the other manufacturers also are re
presented there. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: Do you 
know that FICCI and CSIR have got 
different views on this? They want 
to stick to 16 years, for items other 
than drugs. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: If the Con
troller is satisfied that 10 years are 
not suffic1ent, then 14 years may be 
given. We do not mind it. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: That means 
4 years will be the renewal period. 

Mr. Chairman: They do not mind it 
It is 14 years for other industries. 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I have 
stated the opinion of CSIR and other 
technical people. 

Shri Hansraj Gupta: We do not know 
about that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Dr. Gurbax 
Singh said that we may be able to take 
to research in ten years. May I know 
his idea about a unit of pharmaceuti
cal industry which can have a research 
wing of its own? 
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. Dr. Gurbax Singh: I can talk about 
my own firm which has its office in 
Delhi to w hlch a visit from the hon. 
Members of thls Committee is always 
welcome. We have about eight specia
lists who are working only on re
search. We are spending about 
Rs. 50.000 a year at present. We have 
4 M. pharm., 3 B. pharm and one B.Sc. 
who are placed under the charge of 
one medical man working only on re
search. While we are developing new 
products we are trying to deviate from 
the conventional products that are 
-coming from foreign countries. I must 
~ke a statement that it is very un
economical. The moment we go to the 
medical profession, they say that they 
want time before they change over 
from the previous conventional pro
.ducts. Therefore, our own research 
people say that they will take over new 
products a little later and they will 
-continue to manufacture the conven
tional products. That is the state of 
·affairs with a majority of manufac
turers. As I said, I would welcome a 
visit from the Members to our firm. 
We are doing research on vitamins and 
also on herbs. We have not finalised 
anything excepting those conventional 

·products which we are doing. For 
instance, combination of anti-biotics 
was in a very very ambiguous state 
and the f01;eign companies were telling 
that it was impossible for any Indian 

•-company to do that. Fortunately, my 
firm has been the first to do it and do 
it successfully. Chloremphenicol was 

·never available from any comer in a 
nady-marie injection form. It was 
available either in a powder form to 
be mixecll with water or in some other 

way. My company was the first to 
produce it in an injectib'e form and 
we have been using it since 1955. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You are 
doing research on products and not 
basic research? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: We are "doing 
product research. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What would 
be the mmrmum requirement of a 
unit doing basic research? What will 
be the yearly expenditure? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: About Rs. 4 lakhs 
to Rs. 5 lakhs a year and in about five 
or six years they can be very success
ful. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gnpta: CIBA has a 
research institute in Bombay. They 
say they are spending Rs. 50 lakhs a 
year, they have 25 senior scientists and 
so on. Are you of the opinion that 
such a large research unit is required? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I do not think so. 
It is very difficult to criticise anybody. 
I would request this committee to go 
into the details of their expenditure 
and then they will see the real posi
tion. It may be that to avoid income
tax they show huge expenditure under 
this head. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There are 
experts who have said that it takes 
several years to finalise the clinical re
search. Are you of the same opinion? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: No. I can say 
that when we started manufacturing 
the basic injectible product of Chlo
remphenicol we first gave it to Safdar
jung Hospital and, I remember, t~ey 
took six months to give a confirma!Ive 
report and after that we issued the 
product. Unless hospitals refuse to 
cooperate with the manufacturers, it 
should not take more than a year or 

·two. 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: Are clinical 
·facilities the same here as in the Euro~ 
l)ean countries? 



Dr. Gurbax Singh: Our doctors are 
reluctant to try new products on their 
·patients. Therefore, what we do is, 
we try the medicines first on animals, 
which takes about six months, and 
then we give them to the hospitals 
who take another six months. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that you require a period of ten 
yt>ars. Is it from the date of sealing 
of the patent! 

, Dr. Gurbax Singh: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There are 
also a number of mode! laws for deve
loping countries. They also say that 
tPn years is the minimum period. But 
seeing .to the conditions of our coun
try, do you think a ten year period is 
sufficient? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Ten years would 
bE' the maximum. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: It means if 
this Bill is passed we will be able to 
have easy access to compulsory licens
ing! 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: I should think so. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Then we will 
\>e able to force foreign patentees to 
either start manufacturing in this 
-couittry very soon or give compulsory 
licence. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What about 
()Ur local people, Indian firms who 
want to have research? Will this 
period be enough? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
memorandum you have said nothing 
about clause 66. 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: That means we 
agree with it fully. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Can you give 
some statistical data to elaborate tflis 
point to show that it is not correct that 
if this Bill is passed it will discourage 
foreign investment in this country? 
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Dr. Gurbax Singh: Here we are dls
cussing the pros and cons for the bet
terment of our own community ancl 
not how much benefit should be given 
to the foreign manufacturers. On .t"" 
contrary, I would be the first man ta 
""Y that even if we stop foreign manu
facturers nobody in this country will 
die for want of medicines. I can sup
ply the required statistics if necessary. 
So far as price structure is concerned, 
besides help, we have to see how many 
P<'OPle in the ountry are dying with
out medicines because they cannot 
afford them. Looking into that, at 
least our motto is to produce products 
.at the minimum possible price .so that 
the poor patients can obtain them. 
While that is our main motto as repre-· 
sentatives of the industry here, the· 
motto of the foreign manufacturers is: 
quite different. We have got some 
statistics of prices which will prove 
that. For instance, TB is a bad disease 
in India and the price of one product 
manufactured locally is Rs. 30 whereas 
the price of the imported material is 
Rs. 12. This is due to the operation 
of the patent law. For another drug 
the local price is Rs. 31 while the 
imported price is Rs. 7. For a third 
drug the indigenoUB price is Rs. 90 
while the imported' price is Rs. 25. 
These are all unpatented drugs. You 
can see the difference. Once the new 
Patent law comes into for~e. the local 
prices are bound to come down. 

Sbri K. V. Venkatachalam: If, as you 
sya, these are all unpatented drugs, 
how will the prices be afl'ected by the 
passing of the new patent law. 

Shri G. M. Parikh: Our high pricea 
are due to the cost of intermediate& 
which have to be imported. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Do you 
think that foreign collaboration is. 
needed or not for t(le next ten years? 

Dr. Gurbax Singh: It is a matter of 
opinion. Personaily speaking, I haYe 
done it without foreign collaboration sn 
tar. 

Sh.ri Kashi Ram Gupta: I am asking 
for the country as a whole. Do you 



think that we can do away with 
fnreign collaboration nnmediately? 

Dr. Gurbax Siagh: A lot of fuss is 
made about it. Even the Finance 
Ministry would give permission only 
if we have foreign collaboration. There 
h a sort of mania for it in our coun
u:,·. including in the pharmaceutical 
industry. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: I want the 
cpinion of your organisation. 

Dr Gnrbax Singh: In Benga' 99 per 
cent· of the companies are operating 
without foreign collaboration. In Bom
bay pecple are after foreign collabo
ration. In my own organisatiC>O. I 
bave no foreign collaboration. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: What 1s the 
view of Shri Hansraj Gupta! 
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Shri Hansraj Gupta: We have alway8 
considered that foreign collaboration 
may be allowed to a certain extent. 
A Iter all, we have nothing agaillJt 
foreign collaboration. It is a matter 
of convenience and judgment also. 
We must not put a ban on foreign col
laboration on ideological grounds. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Would you like ta 
ha,·e the inflow of foreign capital and 
foreign technical know-how or notT 

Shrl Hansraj Gupta: We would Cl!l'

tainly welcome it. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. 

(The witnesses then withdrew}. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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1. Shri B. P. Khaitan: 

2. Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: 

(The witnesses were called in and they 
took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: · The evidence you 
give is public and will be published 
and laid on the Table of the House. 
Even if you desire any part of it to be 
confidential, that also is liable to be 
distributed to Members of Parliament. 
We have received your memorandum 
which has been circulated to all the 
members. It you want to stress any 
partic'!lar point or add any new point, 

you may do so. Afterwards, members 
will. ask questions. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We are fully ill 
agreement with the objects and pur
poses of the Bill. We would like to 
emphasise only one or two points. One 
is about . the tenure of patents. The 
Bill provides that it shal! be 10 yeare. 
You know after a patent has been re
gistered it takes 4 ·or 5 years before 
any practical use can be made of it. 
So, having regard to· the e:~;Penses and 
costs involved in working out a patent, 
setting up a factory, etc., 10. years a 
top short a period. So, we suggest that 

' the tenure provided under the existing 
Act should not be reduced. We under
stand the question of tenure has been 
considered under the auspices of the 
UN and thl!y have alSo recommended 



a period of 20 yearil. This may be 
eonsidered. 

~ There )s 'a· provision for compulsory 
acquisition of patents by the Govern
merit, Government corporations . or 
~ny person authorised by the Govern
ment, but the objects and purposes for 
which this compulsory acquisition will 
be made, like famine or defence, etc. 
have not been specified. This may 
alarm patent-holders and outsiders re
gistering patents here. So, those 
objects and purposes should be laid 
down in the Bill itself. 

Where royalty has not been agreed 
upon, the Bill provides a maximum 
royalty of 4 per cent. This may not 
be adequate. Therefore, the maximum 
limit should be raised. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: How many 
· manufacturers of phannaceutical 
drugs are members of your Chamber? 

Slu'i B. P, Khaitan: About 50 to 60. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The model 
law itself provides on page 49 in its 
commentary that a patent can be 
granted for a minimum period of 10 

. years from the date of grant of the 
patent. This is the commentary on 
section 25. · 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We were inform
ed that it is 20 years. We stand cor
rected. 

Shr! Kashi ltam Gupta: · The main 
reason given for demanding a longer 
period fqr the pharmaceutical indus
try is that they have to spend 'on re
search. But in India, the industry is 
not spending anything on research. In 
view of this, is it not desirable in the 
interest of the consumers that the 
period should be minimum? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: It there is no re
s~arch, there will be no patents. It 
there is ~esearch, there will be expen~ 
diture. If you do not give a longer 
Period. the ~ncentive for research will 
not be there. 
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Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: r. there All)'' 

research undertaken in the Calcutta 
r~gion? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Attempts are 
being made. People are now thinking 
in terms of undertaking research. 
There is a change of outlook in the 
industry. That is a well-known fact. 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Can you 
name any research institute in Calcutta. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Many institution~ 
have been set up. But actual research 
in the proper sense of the term is not 
there. · 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Your Cham
ber represents both the pharmaceuti
cal manufacturers and also the other 
industries' manufacturers? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Our Association 
is composite representing manufac
turers, consumers, traders and indus-. 
trialists. 

Shri Kahi Ram Gupta: In view of· 
that,. may I know whether the manu
facturers of other industries have also 
demanded any amendment to be made 
m this Bill so far as the period is con
cerned? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Our Memoran
dum has been drafted by the commit
tee which is representative of aU 
interests. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So, the 14 
years period from the date of comple
tion of specifications is agreeable to 
y cu. My point is this. The existing 
Act provides 16 years period from the 
date of application and this Bill pro
vides 14 years period from the date 
of completion of specifications. So, 
that does not make much difference. 
Do you agree with it or not? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have men
tioned in our Memorandum that the 
period of 16 years should not be re
duced. 



5hrl Kashl Ram Gupta: The period 
-of 14 years is from the date of comple
tion of specifications. Normally, it 
-takes 1 to li years to complete 
specifications. The period of 16 years 
is from the date of application. There 
is not much difference between the 
two. I want to know whether you 
are agreeable to that aspecL 

Shri B. P. Khaihn: It makes no 
di1ference in that case. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: I wish to know 
whether you have ascertained the 
views of the members of your Asso
ciation representin!! pharmaceutical 
industry in particular separately. 

Shrl B. P, Kbaitan: They are ap
pearing separately before you. They 
_lu.ve sent a separate memorandum. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: I want to know 
whether you have ascertained their 
'iews. 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: We have not 
done it. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: May I know 
whether the Chamber is representing 
foreign interests also? Have you 
any foreign members? 

.Shrl B. P. Khaitan: No. 

Shrl K. K. Warlor: May I know 
whether in the view of the Chamber 
the foreign patents come in the way of 
development of the industries repre
sented by the members of your Asso
cilition? 

15hrl B. P. Khaltan: There have 
been so · many collaborations with 
foreigners at high cost. That is pure
ly with a view to acquiring their 
know-how including their patent 
rights. 

Shrl K, K. Warlor: May I know 
whether there is any difference of 
opinion between the collaborating in
terests and the non-collaboratine ln
terests7 
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Shrl B. P. Khaitan: There will al
ways be bargaining between the col
laborating interests and the non-col
laborating interests. 

Shrl K. K. Warior:· Which has tbt 
more predominant voice in your 
Chamber, the collaborating int~rest or 
the non-collaborating interest? 

Shrl B. P. Khaltan: Everybod7 
wants to collaborate but all have nol 
got the resources. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: That is not 
the point. I want to know ~-hether 
the collaborating interests are more 
predominant than others, whether 
their voice is felt more than others. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: The voice oJ 
collaborating interests is felt more. 

Sbrl K. K. Warlor: So, your Cham
ber is to safeguard the collaboratinJ 
interests more than others. 

Mr. Chairman: You can form your 
own opinion. 

Shrl B. P. Kbaltan: I can explain it. 
We are interested in buying the know
how. We want to give the least terml 
to the seller but yet we have to giVI 
him the price. 

Shri K. K. Warlor: There are patent 
rights given to foreign collaborator~ 

or foreign-owned companies. sup
pose they are not manufacturing 
those things here. Should these 
rights be given to them for importing 
these things only for sometime so thai 
after sometime they may est a b!ish 
the industry here? What should be 
the attitude taken against those 
concerns if we find that they are not 
establishing the industry here? 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: The Bill hat 
already taken care of that and we have 
not objected to that. We have only 
5aid that royalties and other thingt 
sho\Jid not be so low that people maJ 
be frightened. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: May I knOll' 
whether you agree to make a crurer· 



-ence between the drug industry and 
the other types of industries? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: The Bill has al
Teady made that distinction. 

Shri K. K. Warior: We have made 
it. But what is your opinion? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have net 
dHfered from that. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Mr. Khaitan, ma7 
I know how many patents are beinJ 
utilised in the Calcutta region at the 
moment? 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: I have not got 
·that statistical information. 

Dr. C. B; Singh: When we went to 
·Calcutta, we were told that there were 
In all 8 patents and out of them, pro
bably 4 were being used. 

.. 
Shrl B. P. Khaitan: I will not be 

able to give that information. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am telling this to 
you. This is for your information. 
Only 4 patents are being used at the 
moment. My point is this. You have 
said that for helping research, you 
wou'd like the period to be extended. 
That is the main argument. What are 
you doing to help research in your 
region? I agree with you that with
out research you cannot have any 
new products and that you cannot 
have more patents. What have you 
done to make an effort in that direc
tion? 

Shrl B. P. Khaltan: My argument is 
based on a commonsense view of the 
matter, namely, in other foreign coun
tries also, in order to encourage re
search, they have given a certain 
period within which a patent should 
be worked. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: What have you 
done to encourage research here? 

Shrl B. P. Khaltan: I am answering 
your question. It is well-known that 
fn India for many years there ha1 
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been no research. The question Ia 
how to encourage research. The idea 
of research has just started catching 
up. The question is: Will it encour
age res~ar~h or discourage research if 
the period is short? That is the view
point that you have to consider. 

· Mr. Chairman: There are several 
countries which have made this dis
tinction. Take, for example, Canada. 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: They are ~aset 
of developed countries. 

Mr. Chairman: In Italy, they have 
no patent law for food and d;·ugs in
dustry. Japan had no patent for foorJ 
and drugs industry. There are man7 
countries like that. Why should you 
object if we make a difference in 
the interest of the public? · 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: All that I can 
say is this. You have to decide be
tween the two views. 

Mr. Chairman: There are soma 
countries which have given 5 yean 
or 7 years period for food and druv 
lndustr:y. 

Shrl B. P. Khaltan: Those facts 
are to be considered by you. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In Calcutta, there 
Is a post-graduate medical lnstitut"' 
Have you heard about it? 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: I have not 
heard about it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have men
tioned that in clause 48. there !s no 
mention of royalty. What d:J you 
want? You want the royalty to be 
paid when this is to be acquired. 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: Yes. I ltave 
already slid that when there is r.om
pulsory acquisition by the Govern
ment, the objectives or the purpns~ 
for which it is to be acquired should 
be specified and there should be • 
provision or royalty also. It is Im
plied that there will be • royalty •.. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: What do you sug
gest? Would you like to suggest any 
figure here? Would you like that to 
be agreed to by the two parties con
cerned, by the Government and the 
other party, by mutual arrangement? 

Shri B. P. Khailan: It is all right 
if it is by mutual agreement. But, if 
it is forced, there should be a ceil-. 
ing provided for as in the case of 
privatE:, users. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have not 
made any mention about the right 
of appeal. At the moment, in case of 
dispute, the right of appeal entirely 
rests with the Drug Controller or it 
comes to the Government. Do you 
agree •to this? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have not · 
suggested that. The right of appeal 
should be ·to· a judicial body. Either 
it may be an administrative tribunal . 
with judicial bias or a high court. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Do you agree with 
the setting up of a special Patent 
Tribunal as is the case. in some for
eign countries? 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: So lQng as the 
judicial authorities ·are there, it does 
not make much di.Berence. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: My last question 
i8 this. You have laid too much 
stress that the patents should be for 
a product. You have dealt with that 
in your memorandum. On this, we 
have varying optruO'llS. You ha\>'e 
mentioned two countries where they 
are patenting the process. But there 
are many other countries to-day 
whece thpv are patenting what are 
called products; then there are others 
who are 'Oatenting both pro
cess and products. What are the rea
sons for your laying too much stress 

·on products alone? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: That is because 
of a majority of our members repre
~~enting pharmaceutical industries 
favouring this. The ·two views are al
ready there. Personally I cannot un
derstand the di!Terence between the 
two and tell which is more important. 
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But, since a majority of our members 
wanted it, we have laid stress on 
this. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: A majority of the 
people are in favour of products and 
not in favour of • process. You cannot 
give the reasons because you do not 
understand the difference between 
the two. 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: I have not 
been able to understand the differ
ence between -the two myself, thia 
being a technical matter. · 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: You say that 
the period is for 20 years. Is it from 
the date of application? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have sug
gested 16 years. It should be from 
the date of grant of patent. 

Mr. Chairman: They have already · 
answered this question. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Can you tell 
me whether the cost of medicines 
which are manufactured here in · 
India is higher than the imported 
medicines? 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: We hav.;, no 
knowledge of it. 

Shri ·B. Kalyanasnndaram: We 
have got another Association called· 
Indian Chemical Manufacturers' As
sociation. Perhaps that body has 
been called for giving evidence be
fore this Committee. Since this i9 a 
technical matter, they would be in a 
better position to answer this ques
tion. 

Mr. Chairman:- It seems they are 
not competent to answer. 

1Shri Arjun Arora: Do you have 
any information about the higher 
rate of royalty and the lower rate of 
royalty paid by your Members to 
foreign collaborators? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have no 
information about that. 



Shri Arjun Ar11ra: Will you be 
able to collect this intormation and 
•end it on to the Committee within 
a fortnight or so? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We shall make 
an attempt. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I hope you w111 
be successful if you make serious 
efforts. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: I ~hink col
laboration agreements provide for 
royalties varying from 2 to 10 per 
cent. 01 course, ·now, Government 
usually sanctions between 2! per 
cent and 5 per cent. This varies with 
the importance of the industries. 

Shri Arjun ·Arora: ~ don't want 
you to elucidate the government's 
policy. We have the Industry's 
Minister here. He will do so if neces
ury. What is the rate of royalty 
that your members want• 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Ali these ro!
laboration agreements are with the 
Industry Ministry. The rates are 
also there. So I need not make a11 
attempt to send you the information. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Another ques
tion is this. You made a mention 
about research and development.. 
You emphasised the importance of 

·research in a developing economy. 
Have you given any thought to the 
development of drug industry in a 
country like Italy where there is no 
patent law? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: I am not com· 
petent to express any opinion. 

Mr. Chairman: They have no 
:knowledge of it. 

·shri Arjun Arora: Do you have 
-:aome intormation about Japan where 
·there is no patent law? When they 
were developing, they had the patent 
'law. They considered ·themselves 
·1hat they had· developed sufficiently 
to protect themselves. Now there is 

• no patent law. 

Shrj B. P. Khaltan: On these sub
jects, I am not competent •o say 
anything. A~ I said already, I have 
~xpressed my views from a com
monsense point of view. 

. ~hri Arjun Arora: Why do you 
ms1st on 16 or 20 years from the 
commonsense point of view? Why 
not six to seven years? 

Shrl B. P. Khaitan: That is 
commonsense view. 

my 

Shri M. R. Shervanl: I hope you 
will appreciate that this Bill i~ in
tended to increase the industrial 
growth and industrial development 
rather than to retard it. As far as 
the period of 16 years is concern
ed-this is what you recommend
don't ybu think that if the period IS 

shortened, it will help the people 
to come into the industry to develop 
a particular product or procei!S 
sooner and we will have more pro
duction? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: The whole 
point is that we have not undertaken 
that research so far. We are only 
concerned with the results. We must 
encourage research. We have to 
judge whether a longer period of 
protection will inspire the people to 
go in for research or not. 

Mr. Chairman: Till now we had 
a longer period. Has it increased the 
research? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Since when 
we had a longer period? 

Mr. Chairman: Since 1947. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: This longer 
period has no meaning. The law is 
there. But the encouragement is not 
there. You know, Sir, Lancashire 
cotton had to be brought here to be 
converted Into cloth. Similarly, jute 
went to Dundee. Such being the 
case, how can we think of research. 
During these 17 years we were busy 
in many other directions. The· idea 
ot re~earch has now come to us by 



way of contacts with foreign coun
tries and foreigners. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: The greater 
the production lesser the chance o'f 
development because other people 
would be discouraged. Where the 
patent is there and even if the pe
riod of the patent is shortened as in 
the Bill, still you will have five 
years lead over somebody els2. That 
is more than sufficient to keep ahead 
of others who will put up industry 
on expiry of patent. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: To judge whe
ther five years is sufficient, one has 
to take into account all the expenses 
and efforts which he has put in in or
der to do the research. So far as we 
are concerned, in our judgment, it 
appears that longer period would be 
better. You cannot objectively satisfy 
yourself. For this, what you have to 
do is to make a balance between the 
two objective8-()ne objective is to 
remove restricted practices and make 
them open to as many people as pos
sible and the other objectiv.~ is to 
see that research takes place. Peo
ple are not shy of making research 
and putting in efforts because they 
think that after making their re
search, they are getting back their 
cost of research. You have to balance 
the two. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: In your 
memorandum, you suggest that the 
muumum period of exclusive ex
ploitation should be lG years. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: That is what 
we have suggested. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your memo
randum you have suggested com
plete scrapping up of clauses 87 and 
88. But the grounds given are not 
•ound. Will you substantiate your 
Jtatement? 

Shrl B. Kalyanasundaram: Tbi~ 
clause provides that the royalty 
rate should not exceed 4 per cent. 
'W_e feel that fixing up of a ceiling 
Will not be conducive to get foreign 
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interests here. So, our suggestion Is 
that: instead of fixing a rat~ under 
a statute, leave it to be negotiated 
between the parties by agreement. 
After all, the agreements are screen
ed by Government. So Government 
have an effective say to regulate 
the rate of royalty. Wherever they 
feel that it is excessive, they need 
not give their consent to the agree
ment. So, as I said, instead of fixing 
the rate under a statute, you may 
leave it to be negotiated between the 
parties and Government has already 
got the power to screen it. That 11 
sufficient. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Then there will 
not be any limit to royalty. There 
will be an inventor who will claim 
80 per cent and you are bound to 
give it. Will it not be detrimental to 
the interest of the country? You may 
suggest increasing the rate of royalty. 
But you say that both the clauses 
should be dropped. There is a vast 
difference in increasing the royalty 
and dropping the clauses altogether. 

Shri B. P. Khaltan: All collabora
tion agreements have to be approved 
by Government. Therefore, even if 
these clauses are not there, unless the 
Government sanctions, no royalty 
can be agreed to and no agreement 
can be finalised. So the purpose of 
that clause is served in that manner. 
As I said in the opening portion of 
my evidence, either raise the royalty 
which could be compulsorily fixed or 
leave it for negotiation between the 
parties subject to the overall control 
of the Government, which is already 
rthere. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You do not 
want these clauses at all? 

Shri B. P, Khaitan: We have ex· 
plained our view points. It is for 
you to decide. 

Mr. Chairman: We were given to 
understand that 2 to 3-112 per:- cent 
is the royalty tha.t is normally paid 
and 4 per cent is quite J.i.beral. What 
Is your view? 



Shrt B. P. Xhaltan: We have al
ready suggested that it should be left 
to ~e negotiated between the parties. 
Wh1le actuaUy fixing t!le royalty, 
it may be 4 per cent or 3 per- c~nt 
or even 2 per cent. In particular 
cases, 4 per cent may not be sufficient. 
If you make 4 per cent :ts the ceil
ing, then. even if you feel that a 
higher rate is justifiable, you will 
not be able to pay. 

...-1 'ifru1Jtr : m'i ~ ~ f'!i 
wrfer ~ "" ~ W<'r wr ~ 1 
~r m.: ~t. ID1f.t '3'Nffimff if;T 

ln'f \ft ~ 1 <t<!c ~ wn: ~ itt 
Cl"'\"~~aT~4>il'l<il iihrfro'l>"~~ 
'miT ~ I lt ~19 J;fT'f'li't ~ icn ~ I 
f'fC!fir'f orr 12 'li"T ~I <f•'l!'li . lflfg

l:lml" 2 o o o. m -nr lflli orr m.: i!l"G" it 
"f<'r "" 4 o m -nr lflli ~ 'ff 1 ~r 
~ « <i,<e.1"ll'<«f'f 'li"r ~ 19 m 
-nr lflli orr m.: i!l"G" it ~ 11'JllT -nr lflli 
{tT '!{ I 'f<'tl <"l •Mt'lir.r 'li"T I 9 0 0 ~ 
r..,,.;,lll"l orr orr i!l"G" it 24om f<t><>~lill"l · 
~ 'ff 1 ~ ~ 'li"r f'l>"rn ~r nrm' 
~ 1 ~ ~~\ a1 fm il> r~ ~ffi"'f ~ 
if;T wr ~ m<: ~~ m<: ~ '~>"r 
~'ifCI" lf_<ill" rn: it 'ii'hl' flr<>r wfi, !!(\ wr 
~ I ~ 00 if;T ~ ~ f'f'li"t<'l"'ff ~ I 
~trt ~ m'i m m crU<t;r ~ ~ ? 
l:lml" $ 'li"f <ro='ro ;;fr ~ « "f<>iT 
m ~r ~. ~ om: it mffi w m
t I 

...-1 ~ : ~ m'l'il> mor ~ 
~ 1 l:lml" $ ~ rn:m<r""m ~ 
~ I m<>r'm !!(\ ;f\;;r 'if\>T ~f ~ I 
~ « trr mtr $ 'l>"r <ro='ro ~ i 

P,"{f 'ifl<f-\f'll : 'li•q(>j\1 (l tifif'!fu
Wif <t<!t if;T rn iF om: it J;fT'f'li't mG'fu' 
~ 1 it ;;mr;;r ~ ~ f'!i w '1'>1{ i(m 
qf<ft'lfd'li ~ fiR" it m'i ~ 'liT 
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~ omr if;T m!T'Iil< ~,}t fu~~~ ~ 
f.t; ;;.; mf<'lfa<if it ~ trW\ 'ifi~ '" 
~ ~ it <iT ff'li"aT ~ ? 

e:ft ~ : f'Wi<r 'liT m<m<f~ 
trr a1 ~m f'!i<rr ;;rr ff'fi"<fT ~ 1 <ns mh 
trr, <fifir'f ~ a1 ~ f~ ~ f'li'll ;;rr 
~CIT ~I 

...-1 'if1'd''f'll : ~r<r'liT ClfT'Tlfm if;T 

~ ~ I ;;ft f'l'lltrr ~ if 'ITT ClfT'Tlfw 
if;T~~~.,~~~~I""' 
<i<T~ it; ;;ft f'l'llfcrr ~ ~ !!(\ 'li'f'f 
W ~ f'!i ~ f<'!ir iltc- m ~ ~f;rr 
'ifrf~. ~ ~ f'fllfur it fffi;-<1 <Rr 
~TaT ~ I ~ lj;191f <:"<>ri'<>r !!(\ 'it f.t; 

o;rror~f~~~~~~l 
~ ~ 'f'li<i ~. f<n< ~ flf:Tl'( 
rn m.: ~ i!{ i!{ m 'li\il> ~ wr.r 
!!(\t rn: f'f'!irn "" m ~ 1 ~ 01r 
;f>if\ m-n 'liMf ~ !!(\ t:t~ it 
~ f'Wmr ~ ~I ~ ~ ~ 

"" "fi\ ~'<f.!" it m.: "ro\ ~ 
lfi:R . "" ~' ~'<f.!" it "'l'RT 

fm~crr~1 m<r~~f'li~ 
crtf 'Iff ill'lf!i ~r 1 ~ ~ ~ a~·\1"1;c 
it ~ ~ ~ f'li ~ ~ 'liOf'f Jfr.i !IT 

f'fllfur rn '1ff"<'I'T if;T 'liOf'f mif 1 ~ 
~ f'!i m<r ~ 'liT lfi'IT-m ~ 1 

P,"{f ~ : ;ffir;.j; ;ft;;r !!(\ ~ f.t; 

~ ~ 'liT ~ 'li"('ff ~. ffi 
fur<f ~ zyrr 1 'liT{ m<:"ifr '1'>1{ 'li 
;ft;;r 'fliT i!"'Wr'IT. WI\ ~ ~ or;Wt 

it; i!l"G" '3'\l"'iT 'ni'f ~ if "" wr. ? 
~~ ~ trr wr.r « ~ w f<:"it F'li 
"ff fii<;r it; ~~ « ~ <fm ~~l'f(f 
~. ~ m'l' m'l' oo 'liT "I'IQll'lictl•fl 

if;T ~ J;fT'f'li't 'li"<'fT 'ltiJT I !!(\ mq 

it; «ffi '!if iffif ~ f'li 'l1'l !!(\ f'!itr ~ ~
'li1:1 



Mr. €hairman: All the patentees 
e.re not carrying on research in 
India. They are not even manufac
turing the patented articles her~. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: That is so. 

Mr. Chairman: It i.! to prevent 
such abuses that this provision is 
there. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: There are two 
parts here: one is government user 
and the other is private parties. So 
far as private parties are concerned, 
the Bill p•ovides for adequate com
pensation. But so far as gove~nmeilt 
user is concerned, it has been left 
vague and the area for which the 
,compulsory acquisition can be made 
has not been defined. Therefore, so 
far as government is concerned, it 
should be defined •that it can be ac
quired only for specific purposes 
under certain conditions and in the 
case of private parties, an opportunity 
should be given to the patentee, 
"well, you have not utilised your 
patent; utilise it within six months; 
otherwise, we will acquire it~" 

Mr. Chairman: When he has not 
utilised it within a reasonable period, 
why should he be given a further 
opportunity? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: He might not 
have been able to utilise it due to 
circumstances beyond his control and 
if he is given another two or three 
months, he may be able to utilise ;t. 

~i "f~l.fl : 'fl.fl ~ ID<f ~ f'l> 
-<tR- ~ ~fm ~r't ~ ~ ~ ~r 
f<R!ITr ~fiflft wa <'ic;;,lq •mm: it 
'fill' 'l>r<r a <R if~<'~" ~"'<fr ~ m<: ~ if~<'~" 
'ifroPf·l ~ ~it <liif <mf 'R ~"'f<il ~ 
'"¢t ~~it l!_O ~0 11;0 ~ ~ff.tc 

<l?r fmi ~ 448 it 'f>ilT ~ ~: 
India which does grant patent on 

drug products, provides an interest
ing case example. The prices in India 
:for the broad spectrum antibiotics, 
,Aureomycin and Acbromycin are 
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among the highest in the world. As a 
matter of fact, in drugs generally, 
India ranks amongst the highest 
priced nations of the world-a case 
of inverse relationship between per 
capita income and the level of drue 
prices. 

~r w.mr it wn: ~ 'ffi'l~ ~· 
-rm: We- "'r ~a- 16 <!1i '!><: ~. m 
~ m<: m'lid" it '!i<r ~. ~ ~rft 
~r q-Qi'f ~"t ""' ~ ~ mrn: 'li" 
1!~ it~~ m""' qB- fu7t m~ ~ 1 

;;r.r m'T ~ ~ce;;r B-~ ~. 
<r.r m'T ~q'fil 'f.'l{ c;f;.!; U\'dl <rdli!, 
mfil; ~ <iRt m\!f m\!f "!<'T ~ I 

"'li ~ : ~ 'dR 'f.'l{ 'U'f,T , 

f'f'm'f'll ~. ~~ m<~' $ ~ 1 

Mr. Chairman: I would like to· 
point out this to you. Please see 
clause 102 which says: 

''The Central Government may, 
if satisfied that it is necessary that 
an invention which is the subject 
of an application for a patent or a 
patent should be acquired from 
the applicant or the patentee for a 
public purpose, publish a notifica-
tion to that effect ...... " 

so, both public purpose and notifica· 
tion are there. It will be done by 
notification. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We have onlY 
suggested that the purposes should 
also be defined. 

Mr. Chairman: It will lbe a public 
purpose. Notification will certainlY 
mention it. 

, Shri B. P. Khaitan: Government. 
have got unlimited rights. I may also 
say that clause 102 has to ·be rea4, 
with clause 99 wh~ch saYS: 

''For the .purposes ol this Chap
ter, an i.nventioll js zaid to be 



used for the purposes of Govern
. ment if it is made, used, 
exercised or vended for the pur
poses of the Central Government 
a State Government, or Govern~ 
ment undertaking or any other 
undertaking in a class or classes of 
industries which the Central Gov-

. ernment, having regard to the in
terests of the general public may 
notify in this behalf in the 
Official Gazette". 

The purposes for which such notifica
tion can be issued are not provided. 

Mr. Chairman: The notification will 
mention it. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Under the 
Land Acquisition Act, it is provided 
that it can be acquired for a public 
purpose and public purpose is defined. 
In this Bill you do not provide the 
purposes for which Government can 
acquire. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Your 
Chamber's Memorandum, from the 
beginning to the end, suggests that 
this will act against the inflow of 
'foreign capital in India. You know 
that the purpose of this Bill is to pre
vent foreign capital coming here on a 
monopoliStic basis. We can have 
foreign capital on a ~ollaboration basis 
with our Indian entrepreneurs, but 
not on the basis of cartels or monopoly 
basis. That is the object of the Bill, and 
I am sure you will agree with this. 
Unfortunately your memorandum 
gives an impression different from 
this This is at least the impression I 
got . reading between lines of your 
memorandum. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: We never meant 
that. We said that foreign collabora
tion is now on the basis of 25 per cent 
participation and if their rights are 
not protected they will not collaborate. 

. This is what we meant. We never 
meant the other thing. In fact we 
agree with you. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: An· 
other point is, you are stressing more 
on 0-e product rather than the pro-

807(B) LS-7. 
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cess. Have you any objection to UU. 
Bill covering process-Cwn·Product? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: That will meet 
our point. 

Shri B. K. Das: In your opinion the 
clause relating to licence of rights is 
the most objectionable. This is a 
special clause provided so thaf any 
person can exploit any patent for pre
paring drugs and medicines. Royalty 
has :been provided and other provisions 
are also there. Why do you object so 
much to this clause especially when 
high prices are charged by foreign 
patentees? They are only importing 
and not exploiting the patents here. 
We are trying to make a special pro
vision for manufacture of drugs in this 
country so that all this misuse may be 
eliminated. Why do you object to 
this? 

Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: We have 
explained that in our memorandum. 
Something is manufactured out of 
very expensive research by somebody, 
and somebody else gets hold of a 
licence and starts manufacturing · it. 

Shri B. K. Das: In the life time of 
the patent, nobody can ask for it. 

' Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: We have 
made a specific suggestion. That is to 
give notice to the patent-holder that 
if he does not produce it, we shall give 
licence. 

Shri B. K. Das: That means you 
are in favour of compulsory licensing. 

Shri B. Katyanasundaram: Yes, after 
giving an opporturuty to the patent 
holder. 

~r~<I'T'~ i{\'lor'\<1' r ~ : mot' ~fu'>n" 
l{~'fTrnt ~rrnitl!R .m: ~ ~
f~mr i't ~ ~ ~ ~ r .. q;!T-f\1' W1'IT 

fu 11W u~ <OUM~~~i
'R': '!'@ rn ~ crrf<O ft~ q[~ ~ 
~'R': "' '!>': 'll1l' .m: ~ omr ~ 
~ ~ f<O ~ m 1!T\'f ~ fo!;<rr 

;;rrm ~. <rQ: *'!!i'f'R ~ rn. "fu>l; 
i~ l{f'i;G it ~ ~ I ~ lll'l'l'~ ~ 



wr .n ~ R> ?i'f Cfll'll1 ~r.r « wr m 
~ f;p:r 'lit <f>m: fit;;:rr ;;rfll" ;;fiif R> 
<fO ~0 ~' !l'i"ffi ~' W; ;;p{'ff ~ ~' 
~ 1t ;;rf'f'ff ~ ~ R> ~ "Uli ~ 
!lfr<n>T wr it ~ ~ ffi ~ ? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: I think we have 
basically answered this quesfion and 
that is about price control and all 
that. if patent is not used, then after 
giving notice to the patent-holder 
other people should be allowed to use 
it. We have covered all these points 
either by implication or expressiy. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: You have said 
that in 1961 the United Nations pass
ed a Resolution that its Secretary 
General should report on the existing 
patent systems in developed countries 
and the role of patents in the transfer 
of technology from developed to 
developing countries. May I know 
which technology has been ..... . 

Mr. Chairman: 
covered. 

That has been 

. Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: One 
construction generally put in for the 
strong plea that the Indian industria- . 
lists make for patent rights is that it is 
not because of their solicitude for the 
Indian enterprise and initiative so 
much in this field but because they 
want to enter into some kind of col
laboration agreement with foreign 
patentees and thereby they als9 want 
to enjoy all those privileges and rights 
that would be granted to foreign 
patentees. Will the witnesses kindly 
clear this point so far as this popular 
misconception or misunderstanding is 
concerned? 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: This is based on 
a slight misconception. ·We will not 
be able to induce a foreign patent
holder to bring his knowledge to 
India and transfer his patent or col
laborate with us unless his product 
i£ protected. It is not for protection 
of the Indian collaborator, it is be
cause he will not collaborate wifh 1 I< 
llnless his rights are protected. We 
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are in need 'of foreign know-how. 
This is the fundamental basis on which 
this opinion has been expressed. We 
can induce a foreign collaborator to 
come here on the basis of his rights 
being protected. If his rights are not 
protected he will not come. 

Shri Shyamnandan l\1ishra: Know
how is a different thing altogether 
from patent. Know-how can be pur
chased as is done in many countries. 
Of course, know-how is associated 
with patent, but know-how can be 
purchased. 

Shri B. P. Khaitan: Know-how is 
certainly a wider term than patent, 
but patent is nothing but know-how. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: With regard 
to clauses 87 and 83 you say that 
these clauses may have serious adverse 
repercussion on research. May I know 
whether the expenses incurred on re
search are allowed by the income-tax 
laws as revenue expenditure or not? 

Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: Yes. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: That means 
the State Government or the Govern
ment of India has already contributed 
50 per cent towards the cost of re
search and the amount spent by the 
parties on research would be half 
their actual expenditure? 

Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: Our ap
proach has been slightly different. We 
are talking of research done in foreign 
countries and the product arrived a~ 
by reason of that research and patent
ed here. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: In foreign 
countries also research expenditure is 
allowed •by the income-tax depart
ment. That means the actual expen
diture on research. is less than half the 
total expenditure. Is that right? 

Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: That 
could be. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You say that 
compulsory licensing or licensing of 
rights would result in all sorts of 
people getting free licences and manu
facturing drugs . of in:terior quality. 



Why should you have lack of confi- · 
dence in the judgment of the Control
ler? The Controller grants a licence 
only after taking into consideration 
the financial capacity and technical 
ability of the party concerned. 

Shri B. Kalyanasundaram: You can
not take it for granted that whenever 
the Controller gives a licence he will 
give it only to parties who can do the 
job properly. We know that in the 
matter of industrial licensing so many 
have become infructuous. Therefore, 
there cannot be any presumption that 
because the Controller gives the 
licences the parties will be able to do 
the job. 

Mr. Chairman: We have no more 
questions to ask you. Thank you very 
much for coming and helping the 
committee by giving evidence. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

J.l. Associated Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry of India, Calcutta. 

,Spokesmen: 

(I) Mr. C. A. Pitts. 

(2) Mr. A. B. Parakh. 

(3) Mr. I. Mackinnon. 

(The witnesses were called in and they 
took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give is public. It will be printed 
and distributed to the members of the 
Committee and Members of Parlia~ 
ment and also laid on the Table of 
the House. Even if you want any 
particular portion to be treated as 
confidential, it will be printed as cir

. culated to the Members of Parliament. 

We have received yonr memor.an
, dum and· it has been circulated to 
. Members. If you want to make out any 
: new point, or stress some particular 
point, you may do so. Afterwards, 
our members will ask questions. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: First of all, gentle
men, may I thank you for this 
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opportunity for the Associated Cham• 
bers of Commerce and Industry '" 
present their point of view to you 1n 
person? May I perhaps begin with 
just a word about the nature of the 
organisation which we represent? 

The Associated Chambers of Com
merce and Industry, or ASSOCHAM 
as it is usually called for short, is an 
apex organisa'tion on the top of 11 
chambers of commerce and industry 
which in fact cover the whole of India 
geographically. These 11 chambero 
altogether have more than 2,500 mem
ber-companies, and these companiet 
employ more than two million m~n 
and women. The organisation repre
sents strongly wholly Indian industry, 
but it also represents. again strongly, 
many examples of collaboration and 
partnership bet ween Indian and im·
eign concerns. And, finally there is 
to be found within its ranks every 
conceivable kind of industrial activity, 
right from the traditional industries 
such as tea, coal and jute right 
through to the most modern industries 
employing the very latest technology 
available in the world. 

We three, gentlemen do not coma 
before you as legal experts in the 
context of patent law. We are prac
tising men of business, professional 
managers who live and ·work in India, 
and it is not our task to be concerned 
with any high-strung discussions of 
the principles of private ownership, 
or technical property, or anything of 
that kind. We are concerned in our 
comments only with the practical 
down to earth effects of this Bill on 
the pace of· development of India'• 
industrial plans. We wou1d like to 
submit that against this general back
ground, it is necessary to view the 
Patents Bill not as a Bill by itself ia 
isolation but just as a tool or as part 
of a set' of tools in the hands of the 
Government and the executive, design • 
ed for ensuring !he effective and ~he 
prompt development of India's indus
trial economy and for safeguarding 
the essential interests of that economy 

'and hence of the Iridian nation~ Now, 
against these criteria, how, in 



Ascham's view dOes this Bill measure 
out? It is, i~ our considered judg
ment, a Bill which contains certain 
provisions which far from accelerat
ing the pace of India's industrial 
development, wilf tend to slow it down 
and prove not beneficial but harmful 
to the public interest. There is also, 
we feel, a tendency to regard this 
Bill as being concerned almost essen
tially with· food and with drugs. But 
in our view, this is misleading. A 
number of provisions of this Bill
e.g. clauses 48, 53, 89, 93, 99, 100 and 
116-have a direct effect on the total 
climate as it were which affects all 
of industry within this country. More 
specifically, clause 87 (a) (iii) dealing 
with licences of right seems to us to 
affect the whole of the chemical indus
try; and the chemical industry is, of 
course, a very wide and a very diverse 
thing which includes products as 
different as modern plastics and 
polymers, synthetic fibres, dyestuffs, 
modern synthetic paints and so on, as 
well as the whole range of organic 
and inorganic chemicals. -

Now, we would like the Bill to be 
<onsidered-we think it could be ~011-
sidered most usefully-under two 
broad headings; first what We regard 
as its domestic effect within India and 
secondly what we would regard as its 
international effect. 
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Now, it is our contention, gentle
men, as set out in our memorandum, 
that the cumulative effect of those 
powers in the Bill-which are totally 
reserved to Government, as in clause 
48, the summary and retrospective 
curtailment of the terms of the patents 
as in clause 53, and the clauses relat
ing to licence of right set out in 87 and 
88, would be to remove--! can give 
some instances-or ·greatly reduce 
that protection which has hitherto 
been accorded to the fruits of research 
and invention and in our view the 
effect of this do~estically can' only 
be to discourage research, and even 
where research continues to be carried 
on, to cause the results of it to be 
suppressed. This, in our view, would 
be a \>ery great loss to the nation and 

. a very great loss· to the source of 
important materials for tbe academic 
and scientific world of India. We 
would submit that in the broad con
text of what India is trying to do, it 
is difficult to reconcile such a pollcJ 
which we believe to be inherent in 
this Bill with the cal(that the Gov
ernment' through its le>ilers· and Min
isters has been making in recent 
months to industry for a great increase 
in the research efforts in the drive 
to achieve self-sufficiency. Ministers 
have gone so far as to suggest in 
public addresses that ·they would con
sider greater incentives in order to 
promote a greater effort on research. 
And it does seem to us that in this 
area, the effect of this Bill as we see 
it, iS incompatible with that declared 
policy of Government. 

This is a highly technical modern 
world. SCience and technology call 
the tune in the pace of inaustrial 
advancement as can be seen by a 
&lance at any of the leading indus
trialised countries of tne world. Jt 
seems t 0 us-we · subinit this view 
with all deference-that it is contrar:r 
to the national interests ffiat in this 
year 1966 India should be initiating 
an action which, in our view, will 
discourage and deter research and 
development and would encourage the 
suppression of important scientific in
formation. There is another point 
here. Let us consider the effect ~f 
this on the large body of extremelY 
able young Indians wh0 are now 
beginning to be turned out of acade
mic institutions, highly trained an<! 
ready and eager "to participate in a 
research effort which will benefit their 
country. We believe that the by
product of this depressant to research 
will be a r.orrespondingly greater 
temptation for these young men to go 
elsewhere in the world to find the 
satisfaction that they will be deprived 
of in their own country. India will 
find itself faced with an increasing 
"brain drain" as it is ·being called In 
other parts of the world. 

Internationally, in the viPw of 
Assocham, this Bi!I could have a num-



ber of harmful effects. Here again 1 
would like to make • a reference 1.o 
what has been declared to be Gov(V:n
ment's policy regarding. foreign in
vestment and the ·need 'to achieve a 
more rapid implementation of India's 
Plans to encourage foreign invest
ment and the importation of modern 
technology in those fields where it is 
thought that it would be a matter of 
priority. Almost all the highly indus
trialised countries of the world, who 
are owners of this extremely modern 
technology which India desires, adhere 
to the princip!~ of strong patent pro
tection. Even those countries who 
hitherto have been outside of this, 
such as Italy, are-now reported to b~ 
coming into line and having within 
their country a law which does all'ord 
a strong patent protection. In Russta, 
too, which is, so to speak, outside the 
democratic world, nas seen the value 
and the force of such a system of pro
tection. The whole {rend in the in
dustrialised countries is towards'har
monising their patent Jaws so tha:t 
they are in step with each other so 
as to encourage and make easy trade 
in technical information and indeed 
trade in technical products. It is our 
judgment that the effect of this Bill 
will be to breed dismay in the minds 
of those owners of modern technology 
overseas who are interested in India 
as an area of investment because they 
see apparently a wish of the Govern
ment of India substantially to reduce 
the protection afforded to patents not 
only in the future but suinmarily, so 
to speak, in respect of patent protec
tion already granted. But more than 
that, we believe that these countries, 
because of this, will be reluctant to 
seal their patents in India and to 
publish the extremely valuable scien
tific information that they contain. 
This will be a great loss to India's 
academic· and scientific institutions. I 
would like, if I may, for a moment to 
draw attention to the difficulties 
Which this Bill would bring in the 
way of the movement of goods for 
exports. If India's patent laws are 
not generally in line with those of 
the world t 0 which she seeks to ex
port her manufactured goods, impe-
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diments to export are likely 10 ariM 
in those cases where goods manufac
tured in India outside of patents are 
sought to be sold in countries in :which 
they are still covered by valid patents. 

There is another -aspect which we 
have not touched in our Memoran
dum. India is rightly regarded as the 
leader among the developing countries 
of the world, and the kind of patent 
law that she brings into effect is like
ly to be something of a leader in the 
eyes of the countries who are follow
ing her. Now if they follow what, 
with respect, may I call a bad ex
ample, India woura suffer in the 
future when she herself wishes to sell 
in such areas, the fruits of her own 
research. Conversely if those coun
tries in fact do not follow this exam
ple but adhere more closely to the 

. conventions which are practised in 
the West, then India would suffer by 
comparison as being an area which is 
comparatively less attractive to for
eign investment than those newly 
developing countries. 

I would like also, Gentlemen, if I 
may just for a moment to suggest that 
some consideration be given to the 
practical effects of some of these 
clauses. If pharmaceutical patents are 
to be limited to 10 years, it is I think 
demonstrable that 1n many important 
cases, beneficial production does not 
really begin until 1 years have elaps
ed· from the irate of the sealing of the 
patent, which means that only 3 years 
are left to the owner in which to 
recover the very large expenditure 
on resen•rh and testing and develop
ment-leave alone to recover any ex
penditure which has proved abortive 
ori other produCts. Now what is he 
to do in these 3 years. The logical 
answer would be to pitch the price so 
abnormally high that he will be able 
to recover in a short iime this expen
diture. This seems !0 · be precisely 
what Government of India wishes to 
avoid. It wfshes tile prices to be 
kept as low as possible. It seems 
logical that where protection is given, 
it should he given for sufficiently long 
period so that money can be recovered 



steadily and not suddenly in. very 
large Jumps and We strongly urge that 
there should no discrimination in the 
matter of treatment of patents against 
the drugs industry. Indeed, we could, 
I think, easily adctuce arguments for, 
in certain instances, granting a longer 
term of patent protection to certain 
kinds of drugs. 

May we, Gentlemen just for a 
moment, also consider ' the practical 
effects of the proposal in clause 87 
concerning "Licence . Of Right". It 
seems to us that simuleaneously with 
the publication of the patent affecting 
drugs, or food or chemical substances, 
any person-presumably any number 
of persons-can as a right become the 
possessor of a licence. The only thing 
to be settled is the terms which the 
owner of that patent will give to the 
individual licence holder. One could 
imagine a situation where-particular
ly when it is a promiSmg looking 
patent-one dozen, two dozen or 5 
dozen people may want a licence. The 
unfortunate Controll.,., will have to 
try to determine what are the reason
able terms for all of them. When 
they get the licence and get their 
terms, how does it tie in with !he 
industry's development. Do they al) 
go over to anot11er section of the 
Government to get a licence? If all 
25 or 35 get such a licence, is any one 
~f them in fact going to or willing 
ln such a competitive situation to 
implement it. Of course when h~ ha• 
~:ot the licence, he has only got the 
licence; he has not got the know-how 
which is a separate subject. ' 

These clauses 87 and as pertaimng 
to these Licences of Right will in fact 
lead to a chaos and a very large load 
of wasteful administrative ·work with 
little or no compensating benefit to 
the country. 

An bon. Member: Will lead to 
chaos? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Probably chaos is 
a strong word. What I mean is there 
may be very many many people all 
trymg to get the oame licence. Tbe 
~ontrol!er will be charged with try
mg to arrange for mutual terms. They 
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have got to decide about the licence 
'·which is another heavy load of admi
. mstrative work. I am sorry, Sir. 1 
.Withdraw the word. · 

Finally, Gentlemen, we would like 
to make a brief reference to the ques
'tion of appeals which in the view of 
ASSCHAM are adequately catered for 
in the Bill. We would like to recom
mend that in addition a judicial AppeL 
late Tribunal be set up which 
in our opmwn, would do much 
to restore the confidence which some 
of the proposed measures have taken 
away. 

Now all thl!t I l'mve said, I am 
afraid. has so far been rather destruc
tive. I would, if I may, like to end 
on a constructive note. We d.:> ac
cept, of course the fact that a Act 
that has been ' on the Statute Book 
since 1911 does need· to be brought 
upto date in number of respects. I 
would also like to submit that the Act 
as amended has in fact stood the test 
of time very well and that if there ia 
any need to make any additional pro
visions so that the products or pro
cesses which are vital to the economy, 
.be brought into production quickly, 
then let it be done simply with no 
corresponding psychological or deter
rent effects by modifying and revismg 
those clauses relatmg to compulsorY 
licences. That is, Sir, as much as I 
have to say as a general comment. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Mr. Pitt, you 
have been talking about research. 
I entireiy agree with your remarks. 
May I know what effort your organi· 
sation is making towards that? Have 
you some idea about the monev being 
spent or the people being paid as far 
as research Is concerned 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I think you · are 
asking about th"e inside effort. Or 
are you referring to the world effort? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Your effort inside 
and outside both. 

· Mr. C. A. lJ'!itts: As far as 
ASSCHAM is concerned the situa
tion differs from . on~ industry to 
another and I think it would not be 
proper for me at the moment to 



al'lSwer for lack of reliable informa
tion with me. Perhaps Mr. Mackinnon 
could talk about ffie pharmaceutical 
industry and Mr. Parikh could talk 
about those industries with which he 
is personally familiar. As far as ICl 
is concerned, it spends a large amount 
of money on research and develop
ment. The figure 1 think is round 
about 20 million. pounds a year. It 
may even be more. I would not like 
you to regard it as an accurate figure. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: What 
is the percentage? 

!\Jr. C. A. Pitts: It would be of the 
order of 3 to 32 per cent. In India, 
the rei, having to manufacture in a 
number of fields, is now doing re
search work essentially Of the applied 
nature in order to make the fUllQS\ 
use of Indian raw-materials, in order 
to adopt processes suitable in Indian 
conditions and a very great effort is 
being made to train Indian staff not 
only within India but through other 
members of the ICT Group across the 
world. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: May I know the 
percentage spent on Research in the 
pharmaceutical industry? 

1\lr. I. Mackinnon: Mr. Chairman, 
I am not here to speak on behalf of 
the pharmaceutical i~dustry,_ and I 
am very anxious that anything I say 
may not be taken as contradictory to 
what the representatives of the phar
maceutical industry state them
selves. I can speak only from perso
nal know ledge. Pharmaceutical in
dustry is essentially a research an_d 
development based industry, It IS 

my impression that those members _of 
the industry who are concerned w1th 
the development and manufacture. of 
modern drugs are today spendmg 
some 2 per cent of their turnover 0!1 

. . t ThiS 
research and developmen · . 
would be the approximate figure 1n 
my own organization and I have bad 
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the privilege of showing. Mr. Chail'
man and some of . the distinguished 
members of this Committee what that 
effort looks like on the ground. But 
I would be the first to concede that 
this effort is small in relation to the 
effort that is being put into pharma
ceutical researcnin other countries of 
the world. In some developed coun
tries of the world the proportion of 
turnover would be somewhat in 
excess of 5 per cent, and in some 
cases, expected to be above 10 per 
cent. I would submit, Mr. Chairman. 
that the figure in India, which is low, 
has nothing to do with the previous 
or the existing patent legislation. It 
is essentially a matter of the present 
stage of industrial development in the 
country. In a comparatively short 
time, the drug industry has develop• 
ed from being a relatively small col
lection of distributors to being a 
manufacturer using sop1e of the most 
advanced modem tecnnology in the 
production of drugs anywhere in the 
world. And it is the next stage in 
the industry's development where 
research and development necessarilY 
take place ht're in India, partly in 
order to protect that investment 
that has already been made 
against competition either from 
within India or outside, partly to 
improve on the methods and the pro
cesses that are being used in variouo 
companies in the industry, and partly 
to development of new methods of 
manufacturing drugs, new advance 
in medicine and to take full advan
tage of Indian raw-materials, Indian 
scientists and technical staff. we 
have in our industry a very large 
measure of expertise that we have 
b e- alble to develop over the -last 

1~15 years. I submit that with ade
quate patent protection, this figure of 
percentage on research is _bound t.~ 
rise in next course o'f- the mdustry 
growth and development. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You think that 
·u t b a strong patent law the re
!e~rc/ will be automatically improv~ 
ed in this country? Is that your 
contention? 



Mr. I. Mackinnon: Yes, Sir, other 
things being equal. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: My feeling is that 
2 per cent figure is a little higher 
figure. Evidence has come here that 
in India-in Eastern or western part
hardly anything has been done as far 
as research is concerned. 2 per cent 
is a very big sum. If your figure is 
correct, I would be happy. But my 
feeling is that definitely not even 1 
per cent is being spent as far as re
search is concerned. My feeling is 
that our patent law is already strong 
enough-16 years protection has been 
provided; there is nothing wrong with 
it; there were certain defects that we 
are modifying. In spite of a strong 
patent law, hardly anything has been 
done in this country. That is our 
trouble. Supposing we make these 
changes, how could we be sure that 
they will be spending more money on 
research? Resea·rch, as you know, is 
the very basis of finding new methods. 
Just by a strong patent law, will it be 
possible for you to spend more 
money on research, or something else 
has got to be done? That is my 
question. 

Mr. il. Mackinnon: in; answer to 
this question, I would say that I have 
made a statement originally that I 
can speak only of a certain group of 
companies in the pharmaceutical in
dustry who are using imported tech
nology in the production of modern 
drugs. I cannot speak for the phar
maceutical industry as a whole. My 
figure of 2 per cent, I am sure, will 
be substantiated by the representatives 
of PPI who appeared before you a few 
days back. I am sure, that figure is 
broadly speaking, correct. But I en
tirely agree that it is a low figure. 
But it seems to me that one first es
tablishes a process, one first gets 
manufacture going on economic basis, 
and then you turn to the research and 
develop!ment. But this will happen 
when the patent protection is strong 
and adeqUAte. 
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Dr. C. B. Singh: We have already 
three types of protections, viz., (i) 
product protection, (ii) process pro
tection and (iii) product-cum-process 
'protection. Now you have mostly 
pleaded for product protection. Why? 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: If I have given 
the impression of so pleading, it was 
not intentional. I am not going into 
the relaitive merits of products as 
against processes over the whole range 
of industry. I am not so qualified to 
say that. We thought we shall be 
able to get some better idea from you 
Anyway it is all right if you cannot 
express an opinion on that. 

My second point is about clause 48. 
You have mentioned that this clause 
should be deleted more or less almost 
because it cuts at the root of very 
protection. You remember we are 
having certain difficulty-! am talking 
about certain particula-r drugs for 
T.B. etc. and other vital drugs-these 
are very common drugs and we know 
in the use of these drugs those who 
have patent charge very high prices. 
So with that aim in view to make it 
impossible for those patentees 
Government will be able to take ad· 
vantage of this clause and get these 
drugs either from here or by importing 
them. That is why we have put this 
clause. What you have to say about 
it? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: We take the view 
that Government here assumes, in 
fact, total power to declare as free of 
infringement any patent of anything. 
What we say is that this total power 
has a psychological effect and is a 
deterrent. Government has ample 
powers elsewhere in the Bill to bring 
about its wishes either in the chapter 
17 and so on or by the device of Com
pulsory Licences. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: So what do you sug
gest? · I agree that Government has 
ample powers. Will you suggest that 
Government should pay reasonable 
compensatiOn while taking over any_ 
patent? 



Mr. C. A. Pitts: I would say that 
clause 48 becomes very similar to 
clauses 99 & I 00 and there is no need 
for clause 48 .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I think it does 
become similar. If that is agreed you 
agree to a compensation on reasonable 
terms. 
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Mr. C. A. Pitts: My point really is 
clauses 99 & 100 take care of it and 
Government could achieve its wishes 
without clause 48 which causes this 
feeling of total po~er of the Govern
ment taking any patent at any time. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You think that that 
section is enough 'for the Government. 
You want complete deletion of clause 
48. 

Now what are your views about 
clauses 87-88? What you think will 
be an adequate compensation? We 
have suggested maximum of 4 per 
cent. Do you agree that maximum of 
4 per cent is enough? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: No, Sir. I would 
suggest that ali products and proce~s
es are to be considered on their mer1ts. 
In some cases it could be 4 per cent; 
in some other cases it can be too much 
and too little. Some guidelines would 
hav to be formed so that each case e . 
could be judged on its ments. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: What will you 
suggest? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I will say through 
mutual goodwill on both sides. The 
suggestion of some judicial body to 
arbitrate would be the most happy 
solution. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Clause 116-Ap
peals. What do you think about the 
Appeals• The Appeal has been left 
With G~vernment because there hav~ 
been people who obstructed and go~ 
things have not been supplied to ~ e 
people at large by certain ,patent ~~~ 
terests. That is why we have broug 
this clause. 

Mr C A Pitts· I think, Sir; the . • • . . diff-
dispute should be dealt with m a 

erent way and not by, so to speak, 
removing any ·right to a judicial ap
peal in the whole of enactment. I 
think there is already power in this 
Act to sanction the getting of manu
facture pending the result of negotia
tion. This by itself avoids delay but 
I do not see why one could not ad
ministratively deal with delays. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We cannot go 
against the High Court. The High 
Court will not simply listen and, as 
such this power is being taken over 
by the Government. What will you 
suggest in this regard? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: We have suggested 
Patents Appeal Tribunal consisting of 
single judge on the lines of the Bri
tish precedent which according to 
our information works well. 

Shrl M. L. Jadhav: You know the 
Model Law. According to Model Law 
the term of Patent is for 10 years. Do 
you agree with it? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I do not agree with 
10 years as the one and the onlY term. 
If it is extendable, according to some 
criteria, if necessary, by another 7 
years that I think would be better 
than the fiat 10 years which is inade
quate and brings out results which aro 
high prices. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Are you aware 
of the fact that the prices of so~e at 
the drugs in India are much higher 
than they are in other developed 
countries? What would you sugg~st ?o 
brin"g down these prices? 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: Mr. Chairman, I 
do not accept the statement that on 
the whole drug prices to the consum~r 
in India are higher than they are ~~ 
other countries of the world. I . 
not den that this may be true In 
some ca~es but there are many cases 
where the consumer has to P~Y much 
lower here in India-, them m otb<'r 

t 'es I have no detailed figures 
coun r1 . h' t n 
t put forward to prove t IS con e -

0 OP"" representatives will be able twn. • • 



to throw much better light on this 
aspect. 

My own experience why drug prices 
are as high as they are in India is en
tirely because costs of manufacture of 
.drugs are as high as they are and the 
concerns of pharmaceutical manufac
iurers have to cut down the costs. 

The concern of the manufacturers 
is to keep down the costs. There are 
two aspects of this. One concerns 
the high cost of materials and the 
other concerns the relatively high 
.cost of labour. In so far as 
materials are concerned, which is a 
smaller part, the imported material by 
and large has been until recently 

·subject to rates of duty that are as 
high as 70 per cent. In additior., there 
are the freight and landing charges, 
so that one can say that the average 
.cost of the imported raw material here 
is something like double what it is 
·in the country where this material 
originates. For the much larger com
ponent, which are raw materials and 
packing materials purchased locally, 
it ·is the experience of the average 
pharmaceutical manufacturer that they 
cost between two and three times 

·;what they do in the developed coun
tries. This is essentially a reflection 
of the current state of development 
of the country. 

We all know that until there is a 
highly developed organic chemical in
dustry here in India which is deve
loping now, the cost of many of the 
·basic materials and intermediates 
that are used in drug manufacture is 
necessarily going to be high, but it is 
our assumption that as industriar and 
technological development proceeds 
in those industries that supply us with 
our raw materials and the packing 

·materials, those costs will come down. 
Certainly they should come down re
latively to other things. 

Then, if I may say a word about 
the other main .component, labour, 
there is, I am afraid, an impression 
in many minds that this is a low 
labour cost country. In the pharma
ceutical ina:ustry, at any rate, it is 
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my experience that this is not true. 
Our labour costs are relatively high 
to what they would in other parts of . 
the world. The~e are two reasons for 
this. One is inexperience, which it is 
our duty to do something about. Our 
hope is that as one progressively 
trains the workers to be more effi
cient and to be able to do a wider 
variety of jobs, the effect will be to 
reduce the cost of labour per unit of 
output. But the other principal rea· 
son, I think, is that we are working 
under very much more difficult con
ditions so far as labour is concerned 
than in many of the highly automated 
plants in the West. We operate on 
a much smaller scale. We do not go 
in for automation of processes in_the 
drug industry, not even of packing, 
let alone manufacture, because this 
is not at the moment technologically 
feasible, and therefore we are using 
labour wastefully as compared . to 
some of our opposite nlhnbers else
where. 

One otlier point, of course, is that 
in this country most of us in the 
larger pharmaceutical companies are 
paying to our workers dearness allow
ance on a fairly generous scale based 
on the cost of living index, and as a 
result of the rise in the cost of living 
·index over the last year or two, des
pite what we wish to do and are doing 
to improve labour efficiency, the cost 
of labour is, in fact, rising and ris
ing rapidly. Because of this, both on 
the raw material side and on the 
labour side, our costs are extremely 
high, and I would not like to leave the 
impression that drug prices are high 
because profits are high. It is my 
submission that drug prices are high 
Primarily because costs are high. 
Even so, the prices that the consumer 
pays for drugs in this country by 
and large are no higher than in most 
of the developed countries of the 
world. · 

Mr. Chairman: In drugs · like 
chloromycitin, tetracycline, predniso
lon, tolbutamide etc., the rate here is 

· 500 to llOO per cent of that ln · the 
other countries. 



Mr. I. Mackjnnon: I would suggest 
that the right comparison to make is 
between the selling price and cost of 
production, and not the selling price 
here and the selling price somewhere 
else. When I had the pleasure of 
entertaining yourself, Mr. Chairman, 
and the other Members in my Thana 
plant, I had explained that one of the 
products we make, namely Vitamin 
'"A" is priced extremely high in this 
country compared with world prices, 
but, in fact, the cost of delivering the 
raw materials to the factory gate 
before any manufacture starts at all, 
is higher than the world price of the 
finished product. Thls is something 
over which we, as manufacturers, 
have no control at all. I suspect that 
it is the case in most of the examples 
you have cited, but I bnnot prove 
it. 

Mr. Chairman: These are 
culled out from the report 
Reserve Bank. 

figures 
of the 

Mr. I. Machkinnon: I· submit the cost 
' nf imported component, the high 
cost of local labour and other raw 
materials purchased locally together 
explain why the cost of production 
in India is in many cases several 

. times hlgher than. the effective world 
. price. I may add that it is sometimes 

difficult to know what price is a true 
reflection of the world prices. It may 
be a price specially quoted for margi
nal business to a particular country; 

. it may not lbe in fact the going price 
that most consumers have to pay in. 
other parts of the world. I suggest 
that OPPI are the best people to give 
a detailed answer to these questions. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What would be 
· the best method of securing a progres
. sive reduction of prices of drugs in 
India? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: If I can make a 
generalisation here, it is not only 
drugs. There-are many thlngs in thls 

. country whose manufacture cost is 
very much hlgher than it is in. some 
of the advanced countries of the 
world. There are many factors. _1>3 
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suggested by Mr. Manubhai Shah-an 
admirable suggestion, each of these 
should, in fact, be analysed in little 
cells set up to look at every ingredient 
of cost in all the important indus
tries. Is it raw material, is it scale 
of operation, is it labour, is it 
excessive overhead, excessive salaries 
and management, excessive profits, is 
it the effect of Government policies? 
The ingredients of cost can be 
analysed and found in all indus
tries, including drugs, and ~ would 
suggest what needs to be done first 
is to have this open examination of 
what makes up the cost to see in what 

· ways cost can. be brought doWIL It 
· is very difficult to prescribe a remedy 
· across the table. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Don't you 
agree that the eXistence of a patent 
law encourages prices and is to a 
certain extent responsible for hlgh 
prices? 

l'l!r. I. Mackinnon: It is our con
tention that while a patent does, in 
fact, confer a limited mo~poly on a 
process or a product for. a_ limit~d 
period, and to that extent 1t IS possi
ble within the terms of the patent for 
the manufacturer to charge a hlgher 
price during the term of the pate'.'t 
than he would otherwise, the proVI
sions of the patent law, either thia 
one or any other, are not a significant 
factor in. determining the general level 
of prices. Whether you have a strong 
patent law or a weak one is not . . a 
major determinant of whether p:!Cel 
are generally high or not. C~rtai~Y· 
however, it must lbe borne m rmnd 
that· without a strong patent law, 
costs of production are likely to be 
higher than they are ·with a strong 
patent law, since it will be necessary 
to acquire the know-how and ex

. perience by the long-drawn-out and 
costly method of development for 
oneself and all the mistakes and fal•e 

· starts and waste that go into the 
. doing of it. If the effect of a weak 
patent law is to make the know-how 
the more costly and to make the 
I.!Ost of production. hlgher than lt 
vould otherwise be, I submit It can 



be claimed that the prices on the 
'whole are lower as a result of strong 
patent law than they would be other
wise. I diStinguish between indivi
dual products where anything can 
happen in a particular experience, 
and patented products generally. 

Shri Arjun Arora: The witness, I 
take it, is aware of the case in Britain 
when they found that because of the 
patent law they had to buy medicines 
at a costlier price, they chose to l)uy 
drugs from Italy where there is no 
patent law and thus force the British 
industry to bring down the prices. 
In the face of this example, how does 
he say that if there is no patent law 
or no patent protection or no patent 
protection of the order of which he 
is fond, the prices of drugs will be 
even higher? 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: It is my recollec
tion. that there were only two or at 
the most three -products uwolved here 
and I hav,e not ruled out the possibi
lity of particular situations in the case 
of particular products. I· was talking 
about the position of drug prices or 
any other prices generally. So far as 
the particular instance that- the bon. 
Member has referred to is concerned 
the prices at which these produc~ 
were imported info the United King
dom were not fhe prices at which they 
were sold to the Italian public and I 
believe that OPPI will subrr:it evi
dence to prove that in. a country 
where there are no drug patents in 
existence, on the average and in 
practically every case, the prices to 
the consumer of the drug are higher 
than they are in those countries in 
western Europe where patent protec
tion exists. The fact that the British 
Government were able to buy large 
qu~ntities from Italy at extremely low 
pnces, low~r than those prevailing in 
th_e domest1c market, 1s not to my 
nund an argl!ment against patents. 
But 1 am not an expert in patent law 
and I am· very well aware that there 
Was a particular point in the British 
~~tent law which was in dispute 

ere, but it was not so much a ques-
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tion of prices; it was a question whe
ther it was possible to buy drugs for 
the National Health Service under a 
new clause in the Act which permitted 
the use. Since I am not an expert in 
these things, 1 should think I should 
say as little as possible. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Can you give 
us an idea as to whether your mem
bers who have secured the ,patents 
have recovered the cost involved in re
search? 

1\lr. C. A, Pitts: This varies tre
mendously with the activity, 

Shri Arjun Arora: Let us take the 
commodities called drugs. 

Mr. C. R. Pitts: I think these are 
specialised matters which the OPPI 
on .Friday could handle much more 
adequately than this delegation. To 
my knowledge, there are many exam
ples which are in fact not enough to 
cover the cost, because the technolo
gical advance and so on become out
moded before it has been found to 
recover the cost. May we suggest 
that the specialised delegation on 
Friday could handle that subject 
better?" 

Shri M. R. Sherviini: I am not very 
clear about the recovery of expendi
ture on research. Mr. Mackinnon 
said that the average expenditure. was 
about two per cent of the turnover. 
That means that -it is only a prosper
ous company which ·wm spend money 
on. research and earn a profit. When 
the expenditure is - not more than 
10 per cent of the profit from year to 
year, how do you still have 90 per 
cent profit to pay dividends, etc.? I 
do not qufte understand this point 
that if there is no strong patent laW, 
the money spent on research would 
not be recoverable. It is r~vered 
from year to year out of profits. What 
have you to say about it? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: It is extremely 
difficult in the generality of cases to 
deal with the question as to how much 
is spent and how quickly it is recover
ed. Our contention in general is that 



without strong patent law, the money 
will not be spent, and innovations and 
inventions will cease, as has been 
demonstrated in a country which in 
fact did away with patents in. respect 
of drugs. As Mr. Mackinnon said 
earlier-he was talking of two per 
cent from his 'personal knowledge
in my personal knowledge, an.d this 
is in a sense confidential, the phar
maceutical division of ICI which has 
a most tremendous research establish
ment, did for many years together 
fail to make any money at all, and 
has made a recurring loss. 

Shri M. K. Shervani: Excuse me 
if I put this question. Suppose there 
were no patent laws anywhere in 
the world, would the ICI stop doing 
research? Because, my point is, re
search is very necessary for your 
very 'existence. It is essential for you 
to continue to do research. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Research would 
go on in selected areas where it is 
regarded as good commercial risk, 
but research would become secret 
and the results will go into the 
middle ages and they would be a 
great brake on the whole develop
ment of the entire world. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You would 
continue research for your own de
velopment, irrespective of whether 
you have protection or not. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: The research 
would then be very much more rigo
rously scrutinised and screened and 
done under conditions of extreme 
secrecy; the result would not be pub
lished· it will have a retrogressive 
effect 'on the who'e academic system 
of the world. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You are 
giving advice in the interests of 
Indian industrial development. That 
is the basic idea. In your, opinion, 
the present Bill would retard re
search and would be a disincentive to 
research. My question is, will it be 
better for a country which is at the 
bullock-cart stage to do research on 
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the ·basis of bullock-carts and cycles 
and then go to motor-cars or shouid 
that country take advant;ge 'of the 
existing discoveries of another coun
try which is at the aeroplane stage, 
and take its help and assistance in 
developing the co=try's economy! 
You want us to give protection to 
our research scholars and scientists 
to do research, at the stage we are 
in, and not take advantage of the 
research done by other nations of 
the world? 

Mr. C. A, Pitts: I would not treat 
the subject, so to speak, in that 
black and white way. I think . the 
greatest asset Of any country is the 
mind of the people and the brains 
\nd their creative ability. India does 
.wt lack creative ability of the high
est order. This must be used in a 
sensible way. For example, I believe 
this country is extreme 'y rich in 
raw materials which can ·he the 
base of drugs. This has been proved 
already and here I would say would 
be a case for some fundamental 
long-term research. This is one thing. 
Then, in another area, we have pro
ved in my own group of companies 
the creativeness of India, that it can 
take the process which has bren 
running for 30 years in Britain and 
make it more efficient, despite all 
the effort and expense and experi
ence elsewhere in the task. When 
you ·bring modern technology to 
India, a great deal of research is re
quired to adapt the processes to 
Indian conditions. There is scope tor 
different kinds of research in India 
which can be profitable. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: How long 
will it take for the Indians to ad
vance to the level of their counter
parts in the west? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: It would not be 
very long. Certain countries have 
been impressed by the quality of. 
Indian research and they are trying 
to base some of their research effort 
in India. I do not think that is very 
'far away. What is important is India 
should not seek to reprove what has 



bl'<'n proved elsewhere, but build _on 
the foundations which already exJst. 

Shri M. R. shervani: What is 
th ratio of foreign investment Jn 
in~ustries manufacturing patented 
products compared to the investment 
in industries where there are no pa
tents, say, during the last 5 or 10 
years in India? 

Mr. c A. Pitts: I have no evi
dence ab~ut this and my opinion is 
hi gh!y subjective. I think the gre~
ter part of foreign investment m 
India has been in patented products 
and processes. 

Shri M. R. Sherva_ni: My informa
tion is that the ratio of investment 
in 10 years in patented products as 
compared to the investment in in
dustries of products which are not 
patented is 1:10. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I cannot argue 
it. But my personal experience in 
the chemical industry with which I 
am associated is that most of the 
investment has been in processes and 
products covered by patents. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: My infor
mation is that investment made in 
India as a resu1t of foreign collabo
ration agreements with Indian firms 
are much more where there is no 
patent involved than where there is 
a patent. So, industrial develop
ment does not entirely depend upon 
patents, but depends more on tE'ch
nical know-how. There is nothing in 
this Bill which forces anybody to 
givE' the technical know-how. The
Indian industry will still have to 
pay for buying the technical know
how from foreign patentees. 

Mr. C. A, Pitts: I have no sta
tistics relating to this. But my per
•ona' experience in the chemical in
dustry is that much of the invest
ment has been in patented products. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your memo
randum you have soid that if the Bill 
is passed the foreigners would not 
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invest their money in India. Do you 
substantiate it? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Yes. The climate 
for investment would be impaired 
and the confidence of the investors 
would be badly shaken if the Bill is 
pass~d as it is. 

· Shri A. T. Sanna: Is it a fact that 
some foreign firms are being run by 
Indian experts and technicians? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Yes; the foreign 
investors in India would like to train 
the "indians to run the plant as soon 
as possible. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Do you think 
India has to depend on foreign tech
nicians and technology for some 
years or India can run its industries 
without foreign aid? 

Mr C. T. Pitts: Once an indus
try has been properly established, is 
properly managed and the staff pro
per,y train12d, in my experience, it 
quite quickly gets on to the stage 
wh-re Indian technicians can run it 
adequately. In the petro-chemical in
dus'.Jy, for example, it will be ne
cessary to import initially the tech
nology and to get the Indians train
ed. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: The Indian 
pharmaceutical producers came here 
and said that the present Patent Act 
is a hurdle to industrial develop
ment. They say, we are not in a posi
tion to invent and design new thmgs. 
We have to imitate things and im
prove upon therll. If there is a long 
period for patents, they are not in a 
position to imitate till the patent 
period expires. So, they say the 
period should be very small. In the 

. first instance they say there should 
be no patent law, but if there is a 
patent law, the period should be 
small, so that they can imitate the 
drugs and se'l them to the consu
mers at a cheap price. What is your 
view? 

. : 
Mr. J. Mackinnon: The answer de

pends on whether we are talking 



about a new invention or drug or 
about duplication of an existing drug 
covered by a patent. If we are talk
ing about manufacture of existing 
drugs, the terms of compu:sory li
cence provision suitably amended are 
adequate and it is not necessary to 
•horten the term of the patent. If 
we talk about new inventions, shor
ter the term of the patent, lesser are 
the chances of genuine research lea
ding to new discoveries and longer 
the term of the patent greater are 
the chances of genuine research. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: What is 
your experience about getting a 
patent sealed from the date of app
lication? How long does it take? Is 
there any suggestion that the period 
may be reduced? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: We have no re
liab'e information. We have only 
personal experience. Generally ·it 
takes a fair time-. We cannot really 
answer the question adequately. 

Shri V. M, Chordia: You must 
have studied the present Bill. In 
that some new provisions have· been 
added about the period from the date 
of application to the date of sealing. 
Should there be any amendment, in 
your opinion, to this section so rhat 
the time may be reduced? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: It has been sug
gested that if it is India's wish to 
remain in harmony with the majo
rity of the devejoped countries tile 
simplest thing woul,_ be to conform 
With the convention, whatever it may 
be, whether it is the date of appli
cation or it is the date of sea:ing, 
established by other countries. The 
intention ought to be to reduce the 
time between application and ~ealing 
as much as possible. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
During the course of your evidence 
You prefaced your remarks saying 
that the Associated Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry represent 
Indian-based industries. May I, in 
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all humility, ask you what you meaa 
by Indian-based industries? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I mentioned in 
fact, Indian companies owned en
tirely by Indian shareholders with 
no foreign connections at all. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
The 2500 companies which you men
tioned mostly represent foreign and, 
particularly, British interests. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: No, Sir, 
a strong element wholly of 
business interests also. 

there is 
Indinn· 

Mr. A. B. Parikh: There are a 
large number of members of the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce who 
are purely Indian-owned companies. 
Many of the companies of the Tala 
group and the Mahindra group 
are ·members of the Bom-
bay Chamber of Commerce and 
they are also members of the Asso
ciated Chamber of Commerce. A 
large number of other companies 
which are not members of one grou;> 
or the other are also members. So 
there are a number of companies 
that are not in the sense in which 
you use the term "anything but 
Indian-based". They are entirely 
Indian-based. I represent Voltas. Al
though we have non-Indian interests 
owning a certain part of the capital. 
that is only a very minor part. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
your Memorandum you have almost 
indicated that you are not very much 
in favour of this legislation. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: We have said that 
the existing legislation has wo:ked 
well and that the particular needs of 
the Government to ensure that cer
tain products and processes are 
quickly made available to the Indian 
public and Indian economy can b~ 

taken care of by suitable modificario'ls 
to the compulsory licensing syscem. 
In our view some o"f the other new 
clauses are not necessary. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
Are you aware that in UK it is more 



rigorous than what is contempiated 
in our Bill? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I think that is 
a matter of judgement. My sphere 
of responsibility is in India. I am 
not an authority on the British 
Patent Law. But I would not accept 
your fundamental assertion that the. 
British law is much more rigorou~. 

That is a matter of debate. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
You are 
provision 
licence? 

not in 
relating 

favour of this 
to compulsory 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I am in favour 
of compulsory licensing. I think it 
is a very necessary provision. ~ am 
not in favour of the so-called auto
matic licensing of rights. 

-\ 

Shri B. K. Das: Are ydu aware 
that several countries have got 
process patents only and not oroduct 
patents? 

lllr. C. A. Pitts: I think this 
·question was raised previously that 
some countries have product patents, 
some have process patents and some 
have a combination of both. 

Shri B. K. Das: We have intro
duced this with a view to encourag
ing research in our country. What 
have you to say about that? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: In the chemical 
industry proper, so to speak, the 
question of process patent is perfect
ly satisfactory. I am not an autho
rity on this, but I believe that argu
ments in respect of other types of 
activity lay more emphasis on the 
product made. 

Shri B. K. Das: For pharmaceuti
cal indus try you agree that this will 
be all right? 

5D6 

Mr. L Mackinnon: So far a phar
maceutical industry, in particular, IS 

concerned, I think that there can be 
no doubt that the protection granted 
by a product patent is far greater 
than that granted by a process pa-

tent. In many cases it is the pr~

duct that matters and not the method 
of making it. The real invention con. 
sists of finding a drug for a parti
cular thing in the human body, and 
how that drug is made is entirely a 
different matter. Its manufacture may 
be very simple and finding a sub>ti
tute method of manufacture may 
also be a very simple process. But 
the process of discovery by testing 
the diverse compounds and the even
tual discovery that this chemic~! 

compound will produce' some ara
matic results in a particular disease 
may be a very long and extremely 
costly process, both in the ·chemical 
laboratories, in the bio-chemical la
boratories, in the testing of animals 
and human beings and all other 
kinds of testing that has to be dvne 
before a new product is put on the 
market. Therefore, the average drug 
manufacturer would ensure that n<S 
product is protected once he has 
discovered and proved by means ol 
testing that it is 'safe and effective, 
rather than, having gone through all 
that and put the product on the mar
ket have someone else come along 
and make it by a re·atively simple 
process and take away from him all 
possibilities he had of recouping his 
expenses. Nevertheless, I think it is 
fair to say that, speaking personally. 
and speaking for the Chamber and 
speaking for OPPI, and they will do 
it in a day or two, if for general 
reasons it were the decision of this 
Committee to retain the provision · 
for a process patent only and not a 
product patent, there-must be at least 
some provision 'that the burden of 
proof is on the infringer to ;;how that 
the product is not made by the pat
ented process. The burden should 
not be on the patent-holder to show 
that the infringer is using his pro· 
cess. The burden should be on the 
othe·r party to show that they are not 
using the patented process. With that 
provision, the clause relating to pro
cess patent will have far less dama· 
ging effect on patents and research 
in general than the provision in its 
present .f.orm. 



Shrl B. K. Das: In some cases we 
have seen that the patentee takes 
patent for several processes but he 
exploits only one of them. Because 
of this, others are precluded from 
going in for other processes. Should 
this not be stopped? 
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Mr. I. Mackinnon: The reason i• 
the one which I just gave. After 
apending a lot of money in the dis
covery and testing of the compour,ds 
and establishing that this is a useful 
drug, the manufacturer is not willing 
to see that his investment is dissipat
ed by somebody else makng it by 
some other process. Therefore, he 
attempts to protect himself against 
this by patenting all known process
es for arriving at this product. I 
would submit that this happens only 
in some cases. It is not a very com
mon thing to happen. It Is a rare 
instance where a drug has taken a 
long time to develop and its chemi
cal structure is extremely simple so 
that it can be manufactured by 
another relatively simply process. 
Since it is not a very common occur-

. renee, I tliink we should not call this 
a very serious risk. 

Shri B. K. Das: Suppose there is 
a provision that the burden of proof 
that a drug is manufactured by a 
process other than the patented pro
cess is on the infringer, then that 
would be sufficient? 

Mr. I Mackinnon: I think it would 
take care of most oi the problems. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The pre
sent Bill gives 14 years period from 
the date of completion of the spectfi• 
cation while the ·former Act gives 16 
years from the date of application. 
The time taken from the date of 
application to the date of completion 
of the specification may be 1 to 1! 
years As such there is not much 
di.ft'~ence betwe~n the present Bill 
and the old Act, so tar as this si~e. 
of the patent is concerned. What 11 

Your opinion about this? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Yes. ,Sir. The 
· d:iflerence between 14 and' 16 is, of 

807 (B) L.S--8. 

course, not very great. The power 
to extend, I think, has disappeared 
altogether which, it seemed to us, 
might have been just and useful iu 
certain circumstances. The impair
ment of confidence has been, so to 
speak, the application of this curt...;J. 
ment retrospectively to existing 
patents. The other point we were 
making was, as India is emerging 8.$ 

a more fully developed figure on the 
international scene, both in terms of 
trade and industry, it would pay 'India 
to stay instead with the majority of 
countries in their general patent 
legislation. U, for example, the con
vention was 15 years from the date 
of sealing, that would be a sensible 
thing to do. If it is 16 years from the 
date of application, it would t.e 
sensible to follow it. But the differ· 
ence bet~een 14 and 16 is not signifi
cant. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: May I 
draw your attention to page 49 of 
the Model Law f~ Developing 
Countries in which it is stated that 
the minimum period can be 10 years 
from the date of grant of patent? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Well, I have no 
comments on that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far aa 
14 years from the date of specifica
tion and 16 years from the date of 
application are concerned, you have 
no grounds to differ? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I do not think the 
point is very material. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
laid stress that we should go on the, 
lines of other countries. The model 
law points out two kinds of patents
from the date of application or com· 
.pletion of specification and the other 
from the date of grant of patent. 
Which do you prefer? 

Mr. c. A. Pitts: If the gap 
tween applying and sealing is 
very large, I would suggest t?at 
point is immaterial. The Indian 

be
no\ 
th• 

law 



should lie alongside the laws of the 
major countries with whom she does 
trade in patented goods and techni
cal information. I do not think it is 
particularly significant which one 
you choose because it means the 
same. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is 
the time taken in India between the 
date of application and the date of 
grant of patent? 

1\lr. I. Mackhmon: I am afraid, I 
do not wish to answer about the 
actual fact at the moment. But what 
I wish to say is, and it seems rele
vant, since no patents have bePn 
sealed in some fields for quite a long 
period of time, whateve!" the penod 
has been between the date of applica
tion and date of sealing in the past, 
it is .bound to be a great deal laager 
in the future until the backlog has 
been caught up, and I hope that the 
Members will take that into account 
in deciding what the period is likely 
to be. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
mentioned that 2 per cent of the 
output is spent on research. May I 
know whether this is spent on ap
plied and product research or on 
basic research also? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I think the reply 
that we gave was a very limited one 
based on limited experience. I would 
submit that a . more detailed reply 
could be given after full investiga
tion. It will not be a reliable ans
wer to say off the cuffs, so to speak, 
how much is true research and how 
much is applied research and how 
much is development. 

' Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
is whether basic research has been 
started by these industries. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Basic research has 
been started certainly in the chemi
cal industry. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the 
pharmaceutical industry also! 

. :trlr. C. A. Pitts: Yeo. 
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Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Which are 
the main companies that have start
ed it excepting the CIBA? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: My own com
pany has started it recently. I am 
afraid I am not able to . answer for 
all the members Of the Associated 
Chambers. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: It has been 
given out that generally a medicine 
goes out of use within a period of 10 
years. Do you agree with this? 

lllr. I. Mackinnon: I am afraid I 
cannot subscribe to that view. There 
are many medicines in the market 
that are still having good value for 
the last 50 years. On the other hand, 
a medicine might go out of use 
within six mont11S if somebody in
vents anything better. I do not think 
it is possible to give an average life 
of a medicine like that which will 
mean anything worthwhile. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that your own 
OPPI members have mentioned that 
in their memorandum? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I don't know. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: If you 
read it, you will find it there. 

Now, my last question is this. You 
have said that you will be able to 
have exports from this countrY if 
the present Bill is not put in Its pre
sent form and that the old Act 
should be there. But at the same 
time, you say that the cost of pro
duction in India is very high as 
compared to that of other countries. 
How can it be possible to have ex
ports from this country? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I think it is a fact 
that exports are being made out of 
India at any price in order to earn 
foreign exchange. Export effort has, 
in fact, very little to do with the cost 
of production. Exports have beell 
allowed at prices well .below the coat 
of production. 



Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: How can 
the patent law help in that? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: The point I W3s 
trying to make was that if you have 
a product which is patented, say, for 
15 years in Britain and it is made in 
India outside of patent, then you 
would have difficulty in exporting 
that product to Britain. This was the 
argument for making the Indian 
patent law in step with that of other 
countries with whom she wishes to 
have the trade. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: You. have made 
out a case for the manufacturers to 
protect their rights well. Then, there 
is the other side also, that is, the in
terest of the consumers. For instance 
there is a product which is protect~ 
ed by the patent law. Now, there are 
new processes which are coming up 
in India. Why should you bar the 
consumers from having the. cheaper 
products which can be manufactured 
here? It is the patent of the product 
which is coming in the way. How 
can the interests of the consumers be 
protected? 

Mr. Chairman: He has answered 
about that. 

Shri K. K. Warior: The new pro: 
cesses are coming up, as many as 10 
or even 12 ..... . 

Mr. Chairman: 
wered that. 

They have ans-

Mr. C. A. Pitts: We endorse . the 
existence of the provisions of com
pulsory licensing. If there is a pro
duct or a process which is beneficial 
to the people of India and which is 
not being exploited by the owner, 
then it is right and proper that a 
compulsory licensing should be ~e
sorted to to compel production of 
that product. 

Shri K. K. Warior: There is the 
eompulsory licensing ·provision. But 
at the same time there are so many 
litigations · going on. Wheh a neW 
proce~• is put into manufacture, 
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that is barred by the court. Now, so 
many litigation cases are coming up 
even though the prov1s!On of com
pulsory licensing is there. How to 
avoid all this? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: I think that is a 
fact. The provision of compulsocy 
licensing seems to be little used. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Then, you take 
exception to clause 48. But in the 
U.K Act also there is such a provi
sion under section 46 which ~nows 
use of patented inventions for the 
services of the Crown. It says: 

"Notwifustanding anything 111 

this Act, any Government De
partment and any person autho
rised in writing by a Govern
ment Department may make use 
and exercise any patented inven
tion for the services of the Crown 
in accordance with the following 
provisions of this Section." 

What is the difference that you make 
out? 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: As I understand 
it, the U.K. Act deals specifically 
with the use tor the purpose of the 
Crown. This clause does not restrict 
it for' the use of the Government. 

Mr. Chairman: That is specified 
there. 

Mr. I Mackinnon: It is not specified 
in this particular clause. The clause, 
as it is, is unlimited. 

Mr. Chairman: You may please 
see Section 102 read with Section 48. 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: There is no 
limitation in clause 48. Clause 48 i~ 
very much wider. May I also point 
out that the U.K. Act provides for 
compensation to the patent-holder. 

Mr. Chairman: It is provided: 

"(b) the importation by or on 
behalf of the Government of any 
patented medicine or drug !or, 
the purpose merely of its own 



use or tor distribution in :my 
dispensary, hospital or other 
medical institution maintained by 
or on behalf of the Government 
or any other dispensary, hospital 
or other medical institution which 
may be specified by the Central 
Government in this behalf .... " 

Mr. i. 1\tackinnon: It says, any 
dispensary, hospital and all that. 

Shri K. K. Warior: The U.K. Act 
actually takes more powers than 
what is provided in this clause. Sub
section (6) of Section 46 of the U.K. 
Act says: 

"For the purposes of this and 
the next following Section, any 
use of an invention for the SUP

ply to the Government -of any 
country outside the United King
dom in pursuance of any agree
ment or arrangement between 
His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom and the Gov. 
ernment of that country, of arti
cles required for the defence of 
that country shall be deemed' to 
be a use of the invention for the 
services of the Crown; and the 
power of a Government Dep3rt
ment or a person authorised by 
a Government Department under 
this section to make, us and 
exercise an invention shall inclu
ded power to sell such articles to 
the Government of any country 
in pursuance of any such a!(ree
ment or arrangement as afore-
said . ..... " 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: It is a matter of 
interpretation whether it is wide or 
not. My impression is that the U.K. 
Act specifies clearly whereas Clause 
48 .of the present Bill does not specify 
clearly, 

Mr. Chairman: I read Clause 48. 

Mr. !. Mackinnon: That seems to 
be much wider in its possible a\';>li
cation than the U.K. Act. 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: It is not that w~ 
are defending the British Act. 

Mr. Chairman: U.K. is a highly 
advanced country and what is good 
for U.K. should be good to us also. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Th~ 
1911 Act is based on the Act of U.K. 
Mr. Mackinnon has said that the 
U.K. Act is more specific whereat 
the provisions in the Indian Bill, 
Clause 48, are wider. May I point 
out to Mr. Mackinnon one sentence 
which specifically states that "the 
Government of U.K. can sell to any 
government or any country". That is 
not found in our Bill. 

Mr. I. Mackinnon: Under a speci
fic treaty obligation. 

Mr. Chairman: I may tell you that 
all clauses .beyond 102 are copies of 
the U.K. Act. There is nothing new. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: In the U.K. 
Act; is compensation provided or not! 

Mr. Chairman: The power is there. 
But we have not provided compen
sation. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: I want 
to ask you a question in the phar
maceutical field. It has been repre
sented before us by other witnesses 
that the development in the pharma
ceutical industry such as has been 
during the last five or six years has 
been mainly in production in the 
penult'mate stage, i.e., just in the 
formulation or just one or two steps 
lower than the final product. Can 
you give your assessment of 1 hill 
situation? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: This, in fact, must 
-be so in a country which has before 
it the long road towards industria' 
self sufficiency. Some of the inter
mediates required in the chemical 
and pharmaceutical industries ar~ 



highly sophisticated tQ go back to 
the root raw material and to do it 
on a small scale would make costs 
prohibitive. Therefore, the general 
pattern in the sophisticated indus
tries is to start xrear the end pro
duct and gradually go back to
wards the root raw material. One of 
the disappointing things in India 
has been the somewhat slow develop
ment of the organic chemical indu
try-we do not want to discu&s the 
reasons for that here-and it has 
slowed down the speed with which 
the pharmaceutical manufacturers 
ean proceed backwards to the rcot 
material. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Will 
it take too long to go forward in a 
lrignificant way? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Much depends on 
the government policy; for example, 
ihe speed with which the Hindustan 
organic project gets off the ground; 
this is going to manufacture some 
of the basic organic intermedb tes. 

Mr. Chairman: You told us that 
the Government has made a difference 
in respect of the term of the patent, 
between pharmaceutical drugs and 
other inventions, namely, 10 years 
and 14 years. Many countries have 
made this difference especially the 
countries which are develo\)ing fast 
technologically ·like the United 
States, Canada, New Zealand and 
South Africa. They have set up 
special committees and they are mak
ing this difference. Canda suggest
ed abolition of drug patents. In the 
United States it was contended that 
three years would be an ample pe
riod to recover research outlays and 
then there is the maximum royalty 
of 8 per cent for unrestricteil licence; 
that includes grant of all technical 
information required in· sale and 
manufacture. The Simon Committee 
in South Africa suggested five years 
for drug patents. This is the case in 
~dvanced countries. WhY should you 
then object if the Government of 
India make this difference between 
pharmaceutical and other inventions. 
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Mr. C. A. Pitts: Those people 
whose responsibility it is to go~ern 

the coun~ry should .be conscious of 
the need for drugs to be made avail
able as quickly as possible and at as 
low a price as possible to the people 
of that country. It is really a ques
tion of finding what is, so to speak, 
the right compromise. One should 
consider the various aspects. The 
drug manufacturers should not, in 
fact, be terribly so rushing with 
their development that they would 
put a drug on the market before 
they are absolutely sure that it is 
safe. Also if the procedure which 
will cause seven years to elapse be
fore a drug really comes to be com
mercially exploited is accepted, he 
will have only three years left to 
get his money back and prices would 
be extremely high. This will not be 
beneficial to the consumer. 

Mr. Chairman: I want to read out 
a quotation from "Amendment of 
British Patent Law" by the Charter
ed Institute of Patent Agents: 

"Nevertheless, the possibility 
may be conceived of a new food, 
medicine or device, being of such 
vital importance to public health 
that there should be as little de
lay as possible in meeting every 
demand for it. This could be 
covered if Section 41 were re
pealed, by providing in Section 
37, as suggested by the Institute 
to the Swan Committee, that an 
application for a compulsory 
licence under ·a patent for such 
a product could be made at 
any time after the grant of 
a patent, and would be granted 
before the expiry of the three 
years if, but only if, overwhelm
ing public interest were proved." 

In cases of emergencies like an 
epidemic when the demands cf the 
public are not met, why should not 
the Government have the power~ to 
see that the necessary drug is sup
plied to the people of India at a 
reasonable price? 

Mr. C. A. Pitts: Such a situation 
could be taken care of by a madill-



cation of the compulsory licensing 
provisions. 

Where the product is of such vital 
importance to the country, then some 
provision could be laid down that, 
subject to there · being sati!factory 
evidence, a compulsory licence could 
be issued. This, I think, is a reason
able proposition. 

!Ur. Chainnan: Do you think that 
the Patent Controller will issue 
licences of right? 

Mr. L Mackinnon: Licence of right 
is not issued by the Controller. 
Licence of right is applied for to the 
patent holder by the applicant and 
all that the Controller is to clo is to 
settle the terms. 

!Ur. C. A. Pitts: Compulsory 
licensing provisions could be modi
fied to provide for such situations 
without introducing the complica
tions of licence of right. 

Mr. Chairman: It is only to meet 
such situations that licence of right 
is included. 

!Ur, C. A. Pitts: Automatic !icenre 
of right would not bring in compen
sation. 

1\lr. Chairman: We wil! certainly 
expect the Controller of Patents to 
go .into it. He has got the knowhow 
and wherewithal. 

!Ur. C. A. Pitts: In the Bill it is 
not left with the Controller. Anyone 
can have a licence of right. Con
troller is only to settle the terms and 
disputes. The better devise would 
be to modify compulsory licence 
provision wherein the Central Gov
ernment can take initiative. 

Shri ~- R. Shervani: Controller 
comes in to settle the terms and 
it is for the controller to say that 
this firm is not qualified or impose 
suitable terms. 
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Shri C. A. Pitts: Under the Bill 
anyone can have such a licence. If 
the terms are in dispute it is for the 
Controller to settle them. 

Shri l\1. R. Shervani: We want te 
know from the officers concerned if 
what Mr. Pitts said is the correct 
position. 

Mr. Chairman: We will find out. 

Shri C. A. Pitts: May I read clause 
88 of the Bill? 

Where a patent has been endorsed 
with the words "Licences of right", 
any person who is interested in 
working the patented invention in 
India may require the patentee to 
grant him a licence for th~ purpose 
on such terms as may be mutually 
agreed upon. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
know the prices of life-saving drug; 
in this country are very high com
pared to the prices charged ;n other 
countries. Here I would like to ela· 
borate on one point. A few years ago 
Haffkin Institute of Bombay made 
some research and brought out Tol
butamide at one-fourth of tha price 
charged by Hoecht. Hoecht people 
objected to Haffkin doing it and now 
the matter is .before the Court. The 
object of the Bill is to bring down 
the cost of life-saving drugs. But, we 
are prevented from doing this and 
that is why this provision is also put 
in here. Are you in agreement with 
us that we should bring down the 
price of life-saving drugs in this 
country? 

!Ur. C. A. Pitts: Indeed. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cbettiar: But 
the Hoecht people prevented Haffkill 
Institute from doing . it. 

Shri C. A. Pitts: By a 
which Hoecht has patented 
which Hoecht has spent 
money, Anyway, the 
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sub-judice and it is not therefore a 
subject on which I should comment at 
all. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

ID Bengal Chemists and Druggists 
Association, Calcutta. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri P. K. Guha 

2. Shri T. K. Ghosh 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your memorandum. Whatever evid
ence you give here will be printed: 
published and distributed to Mem
bers and laid on the Table of the 
House. Even if you want any portion 
to be confidential, it will be printed 
and distributed to members. Your 
memorandum has been circulated. If 
you want to add anything more to 
it or stress any particular point, you 
can do so. After that, members will 
put question which you may answer. 

Shri P. K. Guha: If anything crops 
up in the course of discussion, we 
will explain it. Otherwise, we will 
more or tess limit our submission to 
the memorandum. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: You are in 
favour of abrogating thQ present 
law? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Yes. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: How do you 
suggest that the person should get 
incentive for research? 

Shri P. K. Guha: What research-
basic research? 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Basic research 
and other researches. If you have 
different opinions on different types 
of research, please give them. 
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Shri P. K. Guha: We submit t.hat 
everywhere in the world basic re
search are mainly sponsored by Gov
ernment. But, as far as we, in India, 
a:re concerned, we have not so far 
contributed anything in the basic re
search. What we understand here is 
the commercial research. This is also 
called development research and if 
any incentive is to be given, that 
should not be on the basis of deve
~opment research. Our ·submissions 
therefore are that it should be on 
the basis of basic endeavour. There 
should be zeal and· initiative amongst 
the industrialists in India and no 
patent protection is necessary in the 
development of such zeal. We do not 
feel· that any protection is necessary 
to give an incentive for developr.>ent 
of the results of basic research. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Don't yott 
agree to this that if a person starts 
from the begining, after five years 
or ten years' experiment only, he 
gets a product. Whereas another per
son who sees the product, just imi
tates it. He has no work but has sim
ply to .imitate that. In that case, 
should not the person who has 
spent five years or so on this also 
get some protection? 

Shri P. K. Guha: As far as phar
maceutical industry is concerned, de
velopment research is carried out 
from the point of applied research 
and basic research. That is the point 
to be thought of. As far as pharma
ceutical industry is concerned, in our 
countcy, if it makes any improve
ment, that is from nucleus of basic 
research or applied research. It you 
think of protection to be given to 
somebody who is carrying out basic 
research, we don't mind for that. It 
protection is to be given to a person 
who has invented something from the 
organic stage, that is quite different. 
Take for example Penicillin. The 
organic compound came out from 
Alexander Fleming. If he is claimini 
the patent for it. you better think 
over the matter. 



Shri K. K. Warior: We find t!lat 
even among the pharmaceutical in
dustries, some are now having new 
processes from out of lapsed ones. 
Should we not think that some pro
tection should be given to the new 
processes which are giving to the 
consumers such materials at lesser 
prices? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Is it a question 
of process for rivalry? 

Shri K. K. Warior: I shall give you 
a concrete instance. Take for exa
ample the most commonly used as
pirin. A new process has ':>een found 
out by somebody, That gives cheap 
material and cheaper aspirin to the 
consumers. Don't you think that that 
must be protected by a patent? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Certainly not. 
First of all, the original process of 
aspirin invented by Bayers is also 
covering several processes and there 
).s improvement on them. It is an im
provement in the technology and the 
method of production. If the Patent 
Law is contemplated, I don't think 
that it will also give protection to 
the technological improvement made. 
As far as full specification is con
cerned, technology helps. How such 
an improvement for increasing the 
production can be covered by pro
tection depends on how much an 
industrialist can produce that. If 
there is a larger production, it will 
be cheaper in the market. This is my 
contention. 

Shri K. K. Warior: At present our 
chemical industries are just starting 
and we visualise that this industry 
will develop very soon. There are 
many possibilities for our scientists 
and technologists to introduce very 
many new things, new formulae and 
new compounds and new production. 
Now, don't you think that some en
couragement should be given to 
those people in the form of protec
tion which will give them some in
centives also? 
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Shri P. K. Guha: What I want to 
submit is this. Right from the start 
of the independence, our pharmaceu
tical indu~try produced goods worth 
Rs. 12 crores. Now we are in the I 

stage of producing Rs. 175 crores 
worth of stores. If that is so, let us 
have a test. We have given the op
portunities of exclusive patents since 
1911 and we have given the opportu
nities after that also with certain 
amendments. Anybody can go to the 
Patent Controller and say that this 
has not been exploited in full and 
that we can improve upon it. 'J'he 
patentee is not taking enough steps 
to produce in full and according to 
our necessities. We have certain 
provisions in the existing law. These 
served no remedy, If we want that 
our research workers, chemists and 
scientists should be given the pro
tection, well, it is worthwhile to 
think over it. But, my submission is 
that we should try to do it on the 
basis of a test of going without 
patents for a couple of years. So far, 
we do not have anY papers where 
we can see that a large number of 
inventions have come out from our 
research workers or scientists. 
Scope has got to be improved. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In view of de-. 
velopment of Petro-chemicals, new 
petrochemical complexes are coming 
in. There are so many of them. 
Don't you think that this will give 
sufficient scope for our research 
scientists also to make new inven
tions and should not that inventton 
be protected from the encroachments 
of foreigners who still exploit that? 
There are so many instances like 
that. Take for example Suri gadgets. 
Should that not be protected by 
patent Jaw? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Protection should 
be at the basic stage. If it is from the 
basic stage, we don't object. That is 
,what we envisage. 

Shd K. K. Warior: What do you 
mean by basic research? Take the 
concrete instance of Suri gadgets. 
Wherefrom is the basis taken? Gad· 
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get Is already there; he has made new 
inventions :but the Wesa German 
people are exploiting that. Where 
does the basic thing begin? 

Shri P. K. Guha: I quite under
stand that the West Germans are 
exploiting it. Whether it is our peo
ple or anybody else, it is lhe inter
rests of the consumers, that is to be 
seen and we can understand the feel
ing of the consumers too. 

Mr. •Chairman: How are you going 
to protect the Indian scientists who 
have found out the method of manu
facturing a new drug? 

Sbri P. K. Guha: I submit that as 
far as pharmaceutical industry is 
concerned, new invention is neces
sary. At the same time, there should 
be market for its utility in our 
country, 

Mr. Chairman: It is not a question 
of finding a market. Here, how are 
you going to protect the improve
ment made by a scientist by his 
labour)' Unless there is a patent, any 
man can come and exploit that 
process. 

Shri P. K. Guha: If there is a 
competitor -we should not have any 
objection. However, somebody has 
come with a research, with a new 
invention and simultaneously there 
is another one from the foreigners .... 

Mr. Chairman: You have not un
derstood me. You perfect a process 
for the manufacture of a drug. You 
do not want any patent on it. Sup
pose I come and exploit that and 
begin to maimfacture that drug and 
earn money. How are you going to 
protect your interest? You have no 
objection to it. 

Shri P. K. Guha: I hava no ob
jection there. I tell you our inten
tion is to reduce the prices, in the. 
interests of the consumer. Tha pro
tection is already there and we have 
aeen the results of that protection. 
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We feel that we are exploited tnc. 
much. 

Mr. Chairman: So you do not want 
any patent. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: What 
is the 11otal membership of the 
Bengal Chemists and Drugists As
sociation? 

Shri P. K, Guha: About 1500. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Who 
are they? 

Shri P. K. Guha: We have manu
facturers; we have wholesale and 
retail chemists. 

Mr. Chairman: Are there any 
manufacturers also in your Associa
tion? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Yes, there arc 5. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Against 
a total membership of? 

Shri P. K. Guha: About 1500. 

Mr. Chairman: Which are these 
five firms? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Bengal Chemi
cals, Bengal Immunity, Dey's Medi
cal Stores .... 

Mr. Chairman: The views that you 
have put forward before us rep:·e
sent the views of these firms-Bengal 

. Chemicals, Bengal Immunity etc? 

Shri P. K. Guha: These are the 
views of our Association. 

Mr. Chairman: Do these five drug 
manufacturers agree with your 
views? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Individually we 
have not taken the views but this 
memorandum was circulated to our 
members and if they had any ob
jection, they would have intimated 
to us. 



Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
have been overwhelmingly repre
senting the traders? 

Shri P. K. Goha: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: All these five are 
pharmaceutical industries? 

Shri P. K. Guha: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: Which are the two 
others? 
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Shri P. K. Gnha: The r.~ther two 
are-EIP Pharmaceuticals which yoa 
very kindly visited and another is 
Dolphin Laboratories. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you Tet"J' 
much. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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1. Sbri T. Durairajan, The Dollar 
Company, Madras. 

(The witness was called 
in and he took his seat). 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence given 
hy you is public and will be' publish
ed and laid on the Table of the House. 
Even if you want any portion of it to 
be confidential, that also will be print
ed and distributed to Members of 
Parliament. We have received yo•· 
memorandum. It has been circulated 
to all the members. If you want to 
add any new points or stress anything, 
you may do so. After that, members 
will ask you questions. 

Sbri T. Durairajan: The first ques
tion is whether patent protection of 
•!rugs is necessary on human grounds, 
because whatever protection is given, 
it is only with regard to having a 
monopoly with regard to the price 
11tructure. In a country like ours 
111here economic standards are so low, 
o:an we really afford the prices fixed 
by firms who patent the drugs? Very 
nften we are told that large sums of 
money are being spent on research. 
~l'his expenditure is being written off, 
no that actually the Government 
o:ontributes a major portion of the 
J'esearch expenditure. The only thing 
l s part of it might be given as divi
<lend to shareholders and that amount 
I!Omes from people who have invested 
lhe capital. Even in regard to items 
111here no patents are involved, the 
manufacturers have a resear.ch depart
ment to find out economic ways of 
manufacturing the products. 

The tetracycline patent expired in 
IJ.K. recently. The TCI immediately 
announced that they are making ar~ 
t•angemenfs to manufacture the dr.ug 
In U.K. and to sell it at a prtce 
much lower than the prke at 
•!Thich Pfizers were selling it before. 
'>f1zers filed a suit in the House ~f 
Lords for patent infringement, but tt 
·was decided against Pfizers. The 
, tuestion of royalty to be. paid is _still 
not settled. I just menhoned this to 
a:how how after the patent expired, a 
11rivate firm has come forward to 
;nanufacture it at a lower price. 
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I have made a survey of prices of 
patented drugs in the past ten years 

Only when these drugs started com
ing from Italy or other rupee-pay
ment. countries that the firms holding 
patents in India started reducing the 
prices. They did not do it on their 
own although they have been able to 
recover more than what they had 
spent. Only when there is competi
tion, they agree to lower the price•. 
Vitamin B-12 is an example. 

We are told that patents will stimu
late transfer of technology. Is it so! 
In India factories are ste up on turn
key basis and everything is brought 
from outside. If something goes 
wrong or if the factory is blown up, 
I do not think the Indian scientific 
.personnel in charge of the factory 
would be able to erect it again and 
start produ.ction. 

There is provision for compulsory 
licensing. The firm holding patents 
might allow one or two other firms 
to manufacture the product by agree

. ment and still keep up the price. 
There may not be any need .for com
pulsory licence or for the Controller 
even to consider the application. Per
haps a provision can be made in the 
Bill that if the patentee works the 
patent to the detriment of the coun
try, Government will immediately 
take action in the interests of the 
country. The other thing is compul
sory licensing without technical 
know-how. What is given in the 
patent specification is just a basic 
structure. With the patent specifica
tion alone I am not sure whether I\ 
will be possible to manufacture the 
product. The question is whether we 
can compel a patentee to give the 
know-how. Unless the know-how 
blueprints or drawings are given, I do 
not think it will be possible to manu
facture the product in the country. 

The amount spent on medical pro
paganda is much more than what is 
spent on resear.ch. Taking a country 
like ours, each individual firm spend5, 
I think, Rs. 2() lakhs to Rs. 3() lakht 
on medical representatives. A medi
cal representative costs Rs. 10,000 to 
Rs. 15,000 per annum. Each finn hu 



aoo to 300 medical representatives and 
they spend Rs. 20 !akhs to Rs. 30 Jakhs 
on medical propaganda. I do not think 
11 traction of that amount is spent on 
J'esearch. Conversely, even if you 
lake up a country like the United 
States of America. I think in the 
year that I am referring to, 450 
million dollars were spent on 
medical propaganda and 400 mil
lion dollars on research. There
fore the amount spent on medical 
propaganda to popularise drugs in 
1he medical profession is perhaps 
much more than what they are spend
ing on research. 

Since submitting my memorandum 
I had occasion to read the criticisms 
appearing in the Press with regard 
to this Patent Bill and I have had 
discussions with various persons who 
are interested in manufacture. What 
these firms are concerned, in my opi
nion, is not as to how it wil} affect 
their business in India. What they 
fear is, under-developed countries like 
Burma, Ceylon, Malaya and the mid
dle-east African countries, who may 
not acknowledge us as their political 
Guru, once they· find that this Patent 
Bill is passed by us, they wil} imme-· 
diately bring in a similar legislation 
in their countries. What they are 
afraid of is, therefore the amount of 
money they are now able to receive 
from these countries by way of ex
ports would perhaps come down. That 
is one of the reasons why this Bill is 
being opposed. 

· Mr. Chairman: May I take it that 
you· are in agreement with the pro
visions of this Bill? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Yes. 

Shri R. P. Si.Joha: May we know 
s-omething about the witness, what IS 

this Dollar Company etc.? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Dollar Com
pany is a partnership form consisting 
of myself and my younger brother. 
''ll'e have been importing drugs in 
bulk and selling them either to the 
Government or to wholesalers in India 
during the past two decades. From' 
1860 onwards we are manufacturing 
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a product called Hedensa, a medicine 
for piles. It is a German product for
mulated by a pharmacist who i; still 
alive. It Ins been exported from 
Berlin for the past 50 years. Because 
of import restrictions the Dollar Com
pany has acquired the trade mark 
rights for it just as we buy ownership 
of flats. The Dollar Company owns 
the trade mark in India for Hedensa 
and also Lichensa of an identical f-or
mula with a slight' change used for 
skin troubles and sold all over India. 
The total requirements of the country 
can be met with thirty working days 
of our factory. Therefore, in order to 
keep the staff employed we are mak
ing tablets and selling them mainly to 
the Government or to the ariny. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: This memoran
dum is well documented. It has been 
guided by the one main principlo 
which speaks about your own back
ground. The two basic facts which 
have brought about this memorandum 
are: the price part of these drugs in 
the rountry and the cases which have 
been goirg on for infringement of 
patent rights. You have mentioned 
about Kefauver Committee report. 
Senator Kefauver was of the opinion 
that patents were primarily respon
sible for high costs of drugs. Do you 
know what was the result or the ulti
mate end of that report? What hap
pened in U.S.A. Parliament after this 
report? 

Shri T. Durairajan: I do not knoW 
what was the result. The Patent Act 
is still there in the United States. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The result was 
two very modifications to the Patent 
Act.Senator Roman Hux a member 
of the sub-committee ~aid: "It has 
been my judgment that the hearing 
so far has been prejudiced and dis
torted, they have lacked balance, theY 
are unfair to the industry and to the 
Government agency, the Senate itself 
and to the public". This report has 
gone on in this country. Peoole have 
taken one part from there -;.,d one 
part from here and given a distorted 



picture oi the whole thing. This re
port has been responsible for a lot of 
misunderstanding. 

You have mentioned that vou are 
trying to eive life-saving drug~ at rea
sonable pnces to the public. Don't 
you think that the Government has 
sufficient powers to regulate t.he 
prices. imnurt any amount they want, 
cut down Imports if necessary, cut 
down the percentage of foreign ex
change and do anything they like to 
regulate the prices? If even with all 
that the prices have not come down 
it is not the fault of the oaten! it 
~ay be that somebody in- the i·Iin
Jstry IS responsible for it. What have 
you to say about it? 

Shri T. Durairajan: All that I 
would submit is that there is not that 
murh coordination between the Patent 
Office and the Ministry. The Con
troller of Patents has very little to 
do with the prices. I do not know 
":'hether it will be possible every 
time for the Controller to examine 
the prices ana then report to the Min
istry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have been 
all the time importing raw materials 
packing them and distributing them: 
Have you a research unit? 

Shri T. Durairajan: No, not until 
today. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You will agree 
that with our mixed economy, where 
we want to compete in the world 
market, we have got to produce things 
of our own. Do you think that we 
still want to import things and not 
produce some of our own new drugs 
in this country? 

Shri T. Durairajaa: We have got 
to do it as early as possible, but the 
difficulty is that we are still not able 
to produce one b:.:;!c C:.'UC in this 
country. 

· Dr. C. B. Singh: In your .memo
randum you have mentioned two im
portant drugs. Do you know that 
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Pimpri have asked for a royalty of 
7! per cent on one of their druge 
when our Bill provides only 4 per 
cent. Anyhow, that is bes;des the 
point. You agree ti1at research is 
very important and hardly anything 
is 'being done in this country. 

Shri T. Durah-ajan: That is correct. 

Dr. C. B. SiDgh: We are doing 
something in the national laboratories · 
in the Central Drug Research Institut~ 
and in the universities. What should 
be done so that there will be more of 
research in this .country? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Until we are 
able to set ·up manufacturing units of 
our own, I do not think we can really 
make any progress w1th regard to 
research. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The CDRI, 
Lucknow has been functioning for the 
last 15 years and its annual budget 
is Rs. 30 lakhs. It has not been able 
to produce any good results so far. 
What is the reason? 

Shri T. Dnrairajaa: I am not com
petent to make any comments on an 
institution like that. Individual 
scientists Should take personal interest 
in their work. Obviously, it is not a 
co-ordinated effort which they ara 
making. That 'is my impression. I 
was there when Dr. Mukerji was 
there. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: What improve
ments would you suggest in the set uP 
or working -there? 

Shri T. Dnrairajan: Each individual 
scientist has to take personal interest 
in the work. I cannot suggest wha' 
each scientist should dO to find out 
new drugs. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are more or 
less against foreign capital in this 
country? 

Shri T. Durairajan: I have not said 
that. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: Anyway, you have 
said that they are taking away a lot 
of money from this country. 

Shri T. Durairajan: That is correct. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Since we have a 
mixed economy, should not foreign 
investment be encouraged for Iaster 
development? 

Shri T. Durairajan: That is correct. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have men
tioned that Germany and Japan have 
strong patents. Do you know that 
foreigners are earning a large amount 
as royalty from patents in Japan and 
Germany? 

Shri T. Durairajan: The only sub
mission I would make is that in rela
tion to the royalties going out, they 
probably get much more as their 
share. 

Shri C. B. Singh: No, that is not 
true. Japan is paying more than what 
it is getting. 
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Shri T. Durairajan: If we take into 
account only the question oi royalties 
that they are paying and receiving, 
you are perfectly correct. But, in 
comparison with the royalties that 
they are paying for manufacture, 
the exports that they are making in 
respect of those drugs and the 
money that comes into the country
it does not matter whether it comes in 
the form of royalties or goods export
ed-is certainly many times more. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have stated 
that these two countries have a large 
number o·f patents. 

Shrl T. Durairajan: I have submit
ted that in Germany and Japan the 
patent is for the process and not for 
the product. We are now trying to 
give patent to the process and not to 
the pt:oduct. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: In the European 
Common Market things are going to 
be modified slowly. · 

Shri T. Durairajan: Switzerland and 
Germany are still sticking to proceu 
patent. I do not know whether thos< 
countries are going to revise the!! 
laws to have product patent per se. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: USA has product 
patent. There are three types of 
patents-process, product and both 
process and product. 

Shri T. Durairajan: !I want patent 
for process alone. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: .You have not men
tioned anything about appeal. We 
feel that the appeal should lie to the 
Government. Do you agree? I 

Shrl T. Durairajan: No, it should 
be to a judicial body. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Then there will 
be the difficulty 6f delay. Do you 
think that the delay will be minimised 
by having a judicial tribunal? 

Shri T. Durairajan: I was not 
thinking in terms of delay. I wu 
thinking in terms of what is fair. We 
have got to be not only fair but appear 
to be Iair. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Would you like to 
fix some time limit? 

Shri T. Durairajan: That would be 
only on paper. With due respect, 
supposing we fix a time limit. How 
could we enforce it? 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Do you agree 
to the term of patents for ten years? 

Shri T. Durairajan: If necessary, it 
can be extended by three or tour 
years. 

. Shri M. L. Jadhav: It is said thai 
the price of drugs manufactured in 
India is very high. Can you make 
some suggestions for 'bringing doWil 
those prices? 

. Shri T. Duralrajan: It the hon 
Member is havint in mind the qu* 



tion of the price of the imported drug 
as related to the drug that is manufac
tured in India, it will take years be
(ore we can come up to that level, 
fleoause the manufacturer here has to 
pay a high price for his raw materials. 
Unless be is able to obtain them at 
reasonable prices, .how can the price 
go down? ' 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: Are you aware 
that some of the .imported drugs are 
sold by private firms here at a price 
higher than the price charged by the 
Government for the same products? 

Shri T. Durairajan: It is a' question 
of supply and demand. · · 
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Sllri M. L. Jadhav: I am talking of 
sulpha drugs. The private firms are 
charging double the price charged. by 
Government. 

Shrl T. Durairajan: That is inher·ent 
in human nature. The price of sulpha 
drugs today is 30. to 40 per cent less 
as compared to some time back ·he
cause Government have announced a 
Jiber;:>l import. policy. When there is 
short supply in the market, the trader 
want~ tv. have a larger margin. It 
applies not only to drugs but to other 
commodities also. • 

shri l\1. R. Shervani: .. I take it that 
you .support. the . Bill as a . whole. 
Hiwe you any objection _H> clause: 96 
about judicial tribuna~ not bemg 
there? · .Do you think it is necessary? 

Mr. Chairman: . He has earlier an
swered that question: 

Shri Arjun Arora: .It i~ mentioned 
in the ·American Senate Report that 
whet. " representative o'f Pfiz-er was 
asl;ed of the secret of their higher rate 
of profits in the 'forei~n markets, . as 
oompared to the domestic ~arket, ah~ 
i. id not give· any Tep1y by srmply ;.rh 
n"· that it is a trade secret, I 

(0~1..' experience perhaps you know 
,·hat tha't secret is. 

Sbri T. uurair.ajan: Even ~f .it is a 
ecret, I am willing to· place rt befor~ 
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the Committee. The Secret is this. 
Let us· take oxytetracycline for which 
the price fixed by Pfizer in United 
:Otates is 10 dollars for a phial. The 
-rdailer' s margin is 25 to 35 per cent. 
'i'he margin between the middleman 
•nd the wholesaler is 15 to· 20 per cent. 
So, the net amount that comes · to 
Pfizer Company when a phial is sold 
tor 1 () dollars is hardly 3:5 dollars to 
4 dollars. But when they export the: 
,~.ne drug to India, they base their 
price on what they can get from this 
country. It is not a question of what 
ls their actual· manufacturing · co•t 
plns profit. When they export these . 
drugs to the under-dev~loped, ~oun

lrics they charge a price which that 
market can afford to pay. So, the 
whole money comes to them· in the 
form of export prices on which. they 
very h3.VC little expenditure because 
the expenditure they have to incur on 
agen{s etc. is met from the profit that 
is bei~g made in this 'coun(r)': So, 
they ma~e a larger profit on their ex
ports, as related to the ·net pr~fit, than 
tl,ey get in their qwn home c?u.ntry. 
The cost of retailing and admmJstra
tive expenses in ~heit: country are also 
high. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: Am 1 to under-, 
stand that they are charging· . these 
abnormally high price_s beca~se . they 
have patents· in' the mtportmg coun-

tries? 

Shri T. Duralrajm: Yes, Sir. 
' . . . 

Shri Arjun Arora: You have men
tioned in your memorandu~· about 
foreign manufacturing fir~ 10 Indla 
getting their substances or mtermedi. 
ates from their parent oompornes for 
p .. ices fa.r excess of their rulrng.prrces 
i~ those countries and you have stated 
that the reason is obvious. Unf\)rtu
nately, it is not so obvious ~.me. 

Shri 'T. J)urairojan: The. comp~ni~s 
o·>erating .in India are. sma!I .. subsi
d·aric3 which were startc~. w;th a 
.small caoital. They ar~ potmteresled 
in the subsidiary company makmg; a 
)arder profit because a m;~jor .:.po;tro.n 
of that will be taken as tax m thiS 



. country. So, to the extent they are 
able to charge a higher price, they 
are able to receive the money in 
foreign exchange in their own country, 
which is advanta11eous to them, be
cause it is free of Indian or Ceylonese 
income-tax. I mav even add that they 
send them as consi11nrnents on account 
and invoice them after ascertalning 
the price which can be realised, If 
they find that a higher price can be 
realised, they will invoice at a higher 
price. 

· Shri Arlun Arora: Am I to under
stand that this country has to pay a 
higher price than the one prevailing 
in the country from which we are im
porting the drug? 

Shrl T. Durairajan: Not only higher 
than the price prevailing in the im
porting country but in some other 
countries also. Hong Kong has a free 
market. A firm in UK charges 15 
shillings a kilo for a drug while 
selling to Hong Kong whereas we in · 
India pay more than double that 
amount. So, a number of firms are 
importing drugs 'from Hong Kong at 
half the prices which the British 
manufacturers or their agents here are 
quoting. 

Shri V. M. Cbordia: What is the 
price of Hadensa in Germany and In 
India? 

Shri T. Durairajan: The cost of 
manufacturing Hadensa in Germany is 
far lower than in India for two rea
sons. An empty tube in which 
Hadensa is packed costs me roughly 
Rs. 220 for 1,000 Tubes. When it is 
put in cardboard boxes, then packed. 
in dealwood cases, and despatched 
from Calcutta to Madras, it costs me 
roughly 35 ·paise per each tube where
as t'l)e cost in Germany is 6 to 7 paise. 
The base Lanolin has to be i!iiported 
from UK or Germany on which we 
have to pay import duty. The ingre
dients have to be imported. So, the 
actual cost to me at Madras is roughly 
Rs. 13 to 14 a dozen whereas the im
ported cost is Rs. 17 a dozen c.i.f. 
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which includes freight, packing, cus
toms duty and insurance. The retail 
price of Hadensa in Germany is rough
ly 3 marks; Rs. 3-4-0 at the old rate. 
It is sold at a retail price of 
Rs. 3-6-0. Our price is Rs. 32 a dozen, 
as against the manufacturers cost of 
Rs. 16 to 17 and our sale price covers 
the excise duty, sales tax, profit for 
the distributor and our own profit. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: Since you have 
a long experience of importing drugs 
and selling them, why are you not 
doing basic research or manufacturing 
at least those products whose patents 
have expired? . 

Shri T. Durairajan: It requires a 
large amount of money and ·I am 
averse to borrowing money. I would 
like to do business with my own 
money. If I have to produce a basic 
drug it will cost me Rs. 10 lakhs to 
15 lakhs. I do not have that amount, 
nor am I willing to go to a public 
institution for borrowing money. 

Shri V. M. ChOrdia: is it a fact 
that capital is shy in this industry be
cause there is no attraction for people 
who do research and invent medicines 
as they do not get a proper return 
and so they are not attracted to doing 
basic research? 

Shri T. Durairajan: There is no 
quick· money in the pharmaceutical 
industry as in textiles or jute. It is a 
long-term process. Secondly, if I may 
say so, it is also not possible to have 
a profit 'for the person who manages 
the factory. I do not want to ex
plain it further. 

Shrl V. M. Chordia: If the person 
who invests the mon~y is guaranteed 
that he will at least be in a pos!Hon to 
earn whatever he spends and, in addi- · 
tion to that, will be able to have some 
profit, will he be attracted or not? 
What changes, do you suggest, should 
be made in the Bill so that he would 
have that security and enough profit? 

Shri T. Durairajan: I do not think 
we can make any provision in thiS 



Bill to correct this which is a basic 
factor in this country. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Just now you 
have said that your firm does not 
carry out research work· at the same 
time, you informed us that your firm 
could invent at least two drugs whtch 
are popular in India and abroad. 

, Shri T. Durairajan: I am sorry; I 
think, I have been misunderstood. My 
firm has not at all invented this for
mula. This formula was originated 
by Richard Morsch, who is still allve. 
He is a pharmacist himself and he in
vented it in 1904. He has been sel
ling these two drugs all over the 
world. My firm was importing· and 
selling them. Because of import res
trictions we were getting it In bulk 
and repacking the same. Then we 
have acquired the trade mark rights 
'for India .. We do not make payment 
for roya1ty. We manufacture the drug 
according to the formula given by 
that firm. We have not invented it 
and we do not want to take credit for 
something which we have not done. 

Shri A. T •. Sarma: You said that 
something should be reserved for ad
vertisement and research. Do you 
reserve any amount out of your pro-

• fits for research work? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Unfortunately, 
I have not been wise. We are onlY 
two partners. My firm makes a profit 
of roughly Rs. 1, 70,000 and I get Rs. 1 
lakh out o'f which the exchequer 
takes away Rs. 60,000 to Rs. '62,000. 
What is left for me is hardly enough 
for my own personal requirements. I 
am thinking of bringing in other part
ners in due crourse when we might 
have a little more fluid position and 
might undertake research. Research 
requires large capital and we have not 
been able to make any provision 'for 
that. 

Shrl Bade: I want to bring to your 
notice one criticism or. comment in 
the Financial Express and I want to 
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know whether you aifee with it. It 
says: 

"If it is New Delhi's hope that 
prices of drugs would come down 
because of the reduction in the 
validity period of the patent and 
because of the compulsory licence 
system, it might find itself disillu
tioned. It would have been better 
for the government to follow the 
example of U.K. and appoint a 
committee to go into the price 
system of her drugs." 

In your memorandum you have said 
that the foreigners are exploiting 
India. Should we have some provision 
in this Bill or should we appoint some 
committee to consider it as UK has 
done? 

Shri T. Doralrajan: It is easy to 
make the law but the whole difficulty 
is how to administer it. All that we 
can do is to provide that if a patentee 
works the patent to the detriment of 
the country, the Government can take 
the power to revoke it. That is the 
best we can do; beyond that we cannot 
do anything. Unless there is co
ordination betwen the Controller o'f 
Patents in Calcutta who will not be 
able to know the difference between 
two drugs except on paper and the 
concerned Ministry which goes into it 
and grants the licence for its manufac
ture and a third ministry which con
trols the prices or drugs, how are we 
to carry on? After you have finished 
questioning me, I will make a sugges
tion regarding the lack of co-ordina
tion between different Ministries 
which certainly is responsible for cer
tain lacunae in the present system 
because of which a large amount of 
foreign exchange is being drained out 
of this country. As it is not related to 
patents I did not mention it in the 
beginning but because there are Mem- . 
ibers of Parliament present I will 
mention it at the end. 

Shri Bade: The same question must 
that is why they have incorporated 
be in the mind of Government and 



clause q,; (3) about the import of a 
patented article subject. to the condi
tion mentioned in clause 86, namely, 
that the reasono.ble requirements of 
the pc;blic "·ith respect to the patented 
in,·ention have not been sntisfied. 
\Vhat .1re reasonable requirements is 
also gh·en in clause 97, If, the foreign 
n1anufacturci· has refused to import 
the article in sufficient number, the 
Government can. give a compulsory 
licence and can also ask the importer 
or the manu,·acturer to fix the price 
according to the Government's 'vish. 
Is that not sufficient for controlling 
~he prices of drugs?"' 
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Shri T. Durairajan: The control 
comes in at the earlier stage. After 
all, Jet us know how it works. The 
patent is granted and sealed on the 
day the patent is applied for. I do not 
think the patentee gives the Controller 
the details of prices. Thereafter the 
irnports com!? in or the manufacture 
is going to be set up. Even today the 
Government is not able to say that a 
certain prlce is unreason2 ble because 
unless they have competitiv~, prices, 
ho~~.r can they say thaf it is unreason
able? 1'\o•:;adays we are hearing about 
Sande': hnvi:1:; bec:n able to make 
some p'rogress about Glucosides from 
Podophy}lum Roots for cancer. Sup
oose the': ere able to isolate it and 
bri,-,~ it ·in the market. It may be 
that .they may 'charge Rs. 100 for a 
week's course .. How can you say that 
it i::: vrtrea~onable unless there is 
5:omethin,g to compare? Unless we 
have som'? m~."lns of comparing it, how 
are 7:e 10 ~akc: 2ction? The Govern
r::2nt_ c.:mnot 3ct .?'-10 rn.ntto. The G·::·J_ . 
Ernm-ent s•~fVt>'1t who has taken action 
wil] be blamed for it. The data must 
lx avail"blc to him to enable lrlm to 
t~l-:0 2 c+"ion. \Vhere is the dnta going 
to come from? So, unless we say "If 
the pnten~ee works the patent to the 
de~rir!lent of the country", wh.f~'h will 
cn3.b1P us to act suo motf'l. v.rhere !'=; 

the question of s8yinci that Govern
rlJ?nt C'an t::tke action? 

Shti . 'fi.ade: Suppose Government 
gds quntations from Italy or 'from 
other C•HJ.ntries .... 

Shri T. -Durairajan: With due res
pect I will have to say that when 
you say 'Government', you have to 
talk in terms of officials in the Minis
tries. who have to take the initiative. 
How is t:1e Government going to get 
quotations? It is not that Government 
get prices from every trader, or from 
all the manuiacturers. Where is the 
d :to going to come from? Across the 
table I find the Drugs Controller for 
Jndi~ silting. Does he get prices from 
foreign rrianufncturers, from all coun .. 
tries, unless somebody goes and· tells 
him? 

shri. Bade: · I want to put another 
questi0n about royalty. You have 
said that it should 7-1/2 per cent 
'btead of 4 per ·cent. 

Shri T. Duralrajan: I have said, "in 
cases where the Government considers 
it necessary": 

Shri Bade: May I bring to your 
notice that e\'en on 4 per cent, 50 ·per 
cent of the royalty· is taken away as 
taxes? 

Shri T. Durairajan: With due res
pect I would submit that this question 
of ro,·alty will have ..:ery little bear
ing. I do n'ot think that there are 
going to be many Indian firms which 
are going to apply for compulsory 
·licences. It is going to be only on 
pa~oer. It is going to be something 
li1<e ;;iving music to your daughter 
be:r)re m;-;rriage, once <::he gets mar
ried. she forgets the music. 

Shri R. Ram'lnathan Chettiar: In the 
couroe of your reply you have stated 
that ten years could be there provid
f'd there is a provision for e"Xtenston. 
Could you l'lucidate that po:nt. 

Sh<i T. Durai"ajan: If a pafentee 
goes to the Controller and says, ''I 
'"'Plied for the patent in 1962; now 
i• is JQ72, but I have not been able 
b) get even one c::: :1t from this coun~ 
try: ; t is only now tT1at this drug is 
gel. I ing popular; I woulil like to get a 
return" and if he is :Thle to satisfy 
th•_· Controller arid the Controller is 
"lso satisfied: then the Controller can 



certainly grant an extension. What is 
octually happening is this. The 
patentee sells the drug under a trade 
name. ·During' ·the life oi the patent, 
that trade name gets into the country. 
Even after the expiry of the p9tent, 
for the next 20 years or so, the 
patentee gets a return. I can quo1e a 
number of cases. Take, for example, 
sulphathiazole; . we can buy 1,000 
tablets for· Rs. 15. Cibazol which is 
the TrJ.de mark of a Sv .. :iss Fh:m sC~1 
tile same at Rs. 61) per thousand. 
The patent has expired; ihat drug is 

_ no longer used in ·many countries, but 
in hrdia the drug is sold at Rs. GO per 
thousand and they have a large profit 
on that. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Life 
saving drugs are sold at high prices in' 
this country. The object of this Bill 
is also to curb that tendency. But 
you wanted a longer poriod for those 
patents. Don't you think that they 
win perpetuate their high price policy? 

:\lr. Chairman: He has already an
swered that point. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: He 
wante) .a· provision for extension. 

Mr. Chairman: Ten plus four, four
teen years. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
must have heard of the case, of Tol
butamide that is going on between 
Hoechst and Hafikine Institute. 

Shrl T. Durairajan: · Yes. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: The 
Haffkine Institute has been able to 
produce through a process at a price 
one-fourth of what Hoechst has been 
able to do. But unfortunately it is 
neld up because this matter is hang1ng 
fire in \he High Court of Maharashtra. 
If you want to extend the period,_ then 
such thin~s will prolone. 

Shri T. Durairaian: No. that can 
be covered if this Bill is passed a~d 
the Central Government authorrse 

·d · nd somebody to imPort Tolbutaml e a 

stili pay royalty. T think this Bill has 
got the provision ~or tllat. 

:Shri B. 1{. Das: We have got pro
vjsians for compulsory licensing and 
liLences of right. You feel that un
•t'SS ·there is transfer of know-how, 
those provisions will not be of much 
hrdp. Am I correct'! 

SlJri T. JJurairajan: Yes; you are 
r;erfcctly correct. . That 1s ma.rnage 
without consumrn.:ttiun. Unless there 
i.~ know-how, how i_.; .:~..: ;_1. r~,-!,1 ;o1 1_.; 

to manufacture this drug? 

Shri B. K. Das: Do you think that 
~here should be some provision in our 
Tit!] so that they are compelled to 
transfer the know-htJ;•,·" 

~;}iri T. Duraira.bn: Unless there Is 
a provision ifl the Bill, we cannot com
oei tuem. l will give an example. It 
•s not that I am a scientist. Take for 
1 nstance a vessel, which is rubber
lmed, oi a particular thickness. If the 
r:hemical is treated at a p:uticular 
temperature, you get that end product. 
If that is not done, the end product 
would. be different. Unll'ss )OU can 
proJuce that end product. which con
torrns to all standards of the original 
product, there is yery little purpose 
In attempting to make the same. Take 
10r insianc-e a f::.:ctory that has. been 
sel uP by a forci:;n iit·m in this coun
try. !I thot factory is blown up today, 
the Indi::m scientists wor:,in~~ there 
will 'nat be able to n·t:l~·cc- L1~· .1.Lh·~ory 
ro1~orrow unie~s we get the same 
technicians to draw 'the blue pririt and 
drawings and have the factory erected. 

Mr. Chairman: How can you compel 
anYbody to p~rt with his Know-how'? 

Shri K. K. Warior: What is the 
..,110 d't~ C'p;·mndi fnr th2t? 

1\lr. Chairman: How cnn. we compei 
;:1 p::lte:'ih:'~ frJ ;nrt \\'il_h l1!s know-ho'.\'? 

Shri T. Dura.iraj::m: A provision can 
be made in the Bi]] that unloss the 
Indian party is able to make the end 
product, he will not get the royalty. 



Shri B. K. Das: That means you 
say that tiil then, he will have to walt 
for his royalty. Is it your idea? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Yes. The foreign 
man is also interested in getting the 
money out of this country, 

Shri B. K. Das: Supposing the pro
vision is there. The apprehension Is 
that, in spite of that provision. he 
may not transfer the know-how. Can 
we have another arrangement with 
the patentee for transfer of know
how ... 

Shri T. Durairajan: It can take the 
form of royalty in a lump sum. That 
is what is happening in otj}er coun
tries. They are purchasing the know
how by lumpsum payment. 

Shri B. K. Das: Should there be 
any provision in the Bill or it can be 
done by arrangement? 

Shri T. Durairajan: It can be done 
both ways. But, in my opinion, if the 
Government brings in a provision, all 
these lirms will certainly respect it. 
I am sure in my mind that these lirms 
do respect the sentiments expressed m 
the Bill. If there is a provision in the 
Bill, it will certainly enable the Indian 
entrepreneur to discuss with them and 
probably get better terms than what 
they would get ff the provision is not 
there. 

Shri B. K. Das: It will have some 
effect. 

Shri T. Durairajan: It will have a 
large salutary effect. 

Mr. Chairman: Has any country got 
any such provision? 

Shri T. ourairajan: Not to my 
knowledge. The !difference is this. In 
most of the countries, their scientific 
research is so ·advanced. I shall g:tVe 
an example. I am a musician and if 
another musician comes to me, he will 
certainly sing before me to exhibit his 
talents; if, however, I know very little 
about music, he will not sing before 
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me. Likewise, with countries which 
are so advanced in scientific research, 
they ·are willing to come and discuss. 

Shri B. K. Das: Tbat is why wou 
want the quantum of royalty to be 
enhanced? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Yes; it is only 
for that purpose. 

Shrl B. K. Das: You have suggest
ed 71 i per cent, 

Shrl T. Durairajan: 4 per cent will 
not be adequate because whatever 
royalty we pay is subject to Indian 
Income-tax. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: You have said 
that prices of medicines which were 
patented remained at a higher rate 
even after the expiry of patent and 
you quoted the instance of Sulpha- . 
thiazol. But don't you thi~ that 
these high prices are also the result 
of the people's faith in the quality and 
pe0ple's confidence in· the quality of 
the manufacturers's product? For inst
ance, you are manufacturing a pro

. duct ,and if people have great confid-
ence in the quality of your product 
they will be prepared to pay a high~r 
price than they would for any other 
ordinary cure. 

Shri T. Durairajan: I agree with 
you. · But what I had in mind was 
that even after the expiry ,of the 
:t:~atent, Doctors are persuaded to 
write down the product under the 
trade name, and not under the gene
ric name, which is responsible tor 
these high prices. 

Sardar Daljit Singh: In your 
memorandum you have said that 90 
per cent of the Patents in the field 
of drug and medicine in our countrY 
are held by foreigners. I want to 
know how many of them are in uSe · 
and how many of them are not in 
use. 

Shrl :r. Duralrajan: I am sorry, I i 
am not able to give an answer. I 
have not gone into that question. 



Sardar Daljit Singh: you have 
J_Ilentioned that Indian companies 
unpor~d some drugs from foreign 
count.tes and sold at higb rates. 
Contrary to that, here is the instance 
of foreign firm selling at Rs. 187 for 
1,000 tablets of Tolbutamide and the 
Indtan firm, which purchases it from 
the foreign firm, selling it at Rs. 40 
for 1,000 tablets. In the face of this, 
how could you say that Indian firms 
are charging higher rates rmd 
foreign firms are charging low rates? 
There are oth~r patents also which 
are sold at high rates, but in India 
they are not allowed to manufacture. 
The instance is the case of Haffkin 
In~ti_tute _of Bombay. What is your 
opm10n-1s Indian patent cheaper or 
foreign patent cheap~r? 

Shri T. Duralrajan: The price of 
Rs. 180 that you mentioned is for 
the Rastinon brand of Tolbutamide. 
It is a product of the Frankfurt firm 
of H.Jechst. If an Indian firm imports 
it from Italy and tablets it they will 
be able to sell it at Rs. 40. That is 
the difference. 

Shrl Bibhutl Mishra: On pag~ 4 
of your memorandum you have 1aid 
as follows: 

I would also submit that we 
have to consider the various 
clauses in the Bill, from condi

tions . existing in India, and not 
with those in advanced countries, 
especially in view of the present 

acute foreign exchange position, 
which I am afraid will continue 
for the next 5 to 10 years. 

What is your suggestion to help 
India get out of this situation? 

Shri T. D.iralrajan: The only 
remedy is to get liberal foreign 
exchange import. 

Shrl Bibhutl Mlshra: At the end of 
page 4 you have said: 

Although under the provisions 
of this Bill, the authorities .do not 
have the necessary powers to 
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check such malpractices, if a 
committee is appointed to inves. 
tigate such imports during the 
past· say 20 years, it would pro
bably be a revelation, as to the 
large amount of foreign exchange 
that has been drained from this 
country. 

!'"t one ·place you say that this Bill 
'ls sufficient to stop malpractices. In · 
t?e end you say this Bill is not suffi· 
ctent. How do you say two different 
things? 

Shri T. Duralrajan: Ali that I have 
meant is, even under the present 
Bill I do not think the Controller of 
Patents no~ any Ministry can ques
tion a firm if they .are going to import 
a basic chemical which is very effec. 
tive in the treatment of Cancer for 
Rs. 10,000 and process it here and 
sell at Rs. 30,000. How are you going 
. to check it? If a Committee Is 
appointed, they can go into the ques
tion of ·prices that these firms are 
charging and the moneys they are 
paying to their parent Companies to 
import intermediaries. Coming to 
intermediaries, take the case of Sul
phathiazol. If the basic price is on!y 
15 shillings a kg, they have been 
paying 20 shillings to . import the 
intermediary because they are able 
to realise a much better price in 
India. They import Acetyl sulpha
thiazol and make lot of money on 
that. There is no point in my saylna: 
it as a gospel truth. That is. why I 
have suggested the appointment of a 
Committee Who can report to Parlia
ment. 

Shri Bibhntl Mishra: You pointed 
out in your memorandum that some 
malpractices have been committed by 

· some companies. Could you give us 
some examples as that would help us? 

Shri Bade: Instead of pointing out 
such malpractices, if YOU could sug
gest some provisions to be made in 
the Bill itself, that would be bettet'. 

Shri T. Durairajan: Unless you 
are satisfied about the correctnes.1 



of what I say, how are you going to 
act? 

Shri K. K. Warior: You can sub
stantiate that general statement. 

Shri T. Durairajan: I cannot go 
into the. b~oks of thos~ firms nor can 
I have access to the custom bills of 
entry. 

:(\Ir. Chairman: I might tell you 
that the matter is being referred to 
the Tariff Commission. 

Shri Bithuti l'IIishra: H~ says that 
there are malpractices. He also sug
gests setting up of a Committee which 
will go round the country and then 
submit their report to the Mmist.-y. 
Thereafter that Ministry will consi
der. Instead of doing that in a round-

. about way, when you ·say that there 
are ma!practlces, -c~n't you give exanl
ples as that would help us? 

1\Ir. Chairman: He says. that he 
has no details with him. But, I can 
tell y .)U that the matter is being 
refErred to the Tariff Commissi.)n. 

Shri Bil:huti Mishra: If that is refer
red to the Tariff Commission there 
will be a long process. 

l\Ir. Chairman: What else can be 
done? 

'Shri Bibh.u:i 1\lis!>ra: Let him say 
the pl~ces wh:re such malpractices 
are being committed. 
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Shri T. Durairajan: Let .us take 
an exnmple. Take Chloramphini
ce>l. This is the name of the drug. 
That is being sold in the name of 
Chloromycitin by a firm named. Park 
Davis; they have got a factory in 
Bombay. Do you know as to what 
tli.ey are doing? They were import
ing the .last stage of chloramphinicol . 
purified that, bottled it and then sold 
it.· ·As compared to the world p~ice 

for the' finish2d product, the price 
that they were paying to the parent 
company "for· the intermediary wis 
far in excess of the price for cho
loromephiriicol. · A11 firms ·pay the 
pri~e ~nly for the finished products. 
It is ·not possible to get. competitive 
price• for. the intermediary unless 

some other countries also have submit 
a lTIJllUJ..acn.~nng ufiits. The prices 
they pay. for inlermediaries are far 
in excess of the WDrld price the 
1·eason behind that being . obvious. 
Take for example sulphadiazine and 
suiphathiosol. · All that th~y were 
doing was importing the last stage, 
and then purified the same and then 
they sold it. Th~ prices paid foo- that 
were, in my opinion, far in excess. 
But, you may not be able to accept 
what all I have said 'as correct, as I 
have no factual data to prove the 
sume. E\·en if I ask the finns, they 
would not give the details. Unless the 
Government authorises somebody to 
get these .details, they would not care 
to sup;oly them. You know· Sir, that 
there was a pharmac~u.tical enquiry' 
committee set up in 1950-51. Hera 
also, I don't think that any firm ever 
cBc·cd to answer all the queries. Cir
cubted to them as originally they did 
not have the neces;ary powers. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: This is a very 
seriJus thing. He says that lots of 
foreign· exchange are being drained 
out. He should prove that. He must · 
tell us as to the places wher.efrom 
the foreign exchange is being drained 
out. We must know ~hat since we 
are suffering very much for want of 

. foreign exchange. All sorts of agita-
tions are going on in the country. 

:That is .;,.hy I say that he must give 
u; in writi~g the places wherefrom 

. our foreign exchange is being d~ain
ed out. 

· mq mu ~TIT <'i<'Ti': fiT '1m ?; 1-

q;P:;r ~ <f.'r qy,0' i:r l\_"i'f.T f'5~

'tl!!T'f m ~~ f:;rcrif; ft.. it <iTu ~TIT m
~ 'P: "1'1 ?; I "3'f ~ 'ldT HT-~ 
'Fl'_T iJ c-'iT~ 1'i '!:'f t;'T<'<f•;;r 'IT >a!<l1T 

g-m I 'i:::'T ·?[ '!i B U:'Hii•oi '1cT g I 
'H ;;r~r n ;wr· c:M·w'l', mo:11ilfT n 
'1f111f'1<'11~,. 'H 'ir ~r '!i ,-r .. 'IA' if. qm 

~'if, ~ fr,F~< if. qr<r o;l'if 1 "1'1 

'<TR 'l'f'S fu<rr rrm <rr ;;<r "11<: '8 ~m 
oT <r~l 



Mr. Chairnian: He has. given you 
three. or four names. He has not got 
the other names. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Le~ us ask him 
to submit a report in writing as to 
the Places wherefrom the foreign 
exchange is being drained out. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given . the 
names. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: From the 
·memorandum that you have given 
and the suggestions put in it, I con
clude that you have a picture of 
bas1c research being done by the Gov
ernment Institute. 

Shri T. Durairajan: Except for my 
havmg gone round the institutions 

· whenever I had opportunities, I have 
had no further knowledge about what 
exactly they are doing .. 

. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
is that when you recommend a. ~er
tain thing, the .Picture with you is 
that basic research should be done 
b¥ Government Institutes. Is that 
;rour idea? 

Shri 1'. Durail·ajan: That is cor
rect . 

. .Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There
fore, y~u have based your sugges
tions on the fact that all pharmaceu
tical industries must be doing only 
the product research or the applied 
research and not the basic research. 

Shrl T. Durairajan: Pharmaceutical 
industries are more interested in 
what might be called processing of 
household remedies. At present only 
on~ firm is _ doing, what may be 
called basic manutacture. 

· Sb.ri Kashi Ram Gupta: Perhaps you 
do not know. Productions from 
Indian factories are the results of 
t~ir product· research in India both 
in the public as wen· as in the private 
sectors. · In Bombay, there · are lots 
of factor! eo ·doing product reoearc;J>. 

My point. is this that in India, pro
duct research is Part and parcel of 
the pharmaceutical industries alone. 
You have yourself mentioned that 
they get income-tax relief and so on 
and so forth on that. 

· Shri T. l)urairajan: . That is cor
rect. But, so far we .have had no 
results. That is all I can say. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The ques
tion ·of result is not there. But the 
questivn of taking up the work is 
there. They have taken up this work 
and they are doing that. 

Shri T. Durairajan: I have 
objectfon to what you say. 

no 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Have you 
not seen any one doing the product 
research? . 

Shri T. Durairajan:' Excopting that 
they have set up some research 
units I don't think that they have set 
up production units. 

. 8-hri Kashi Ram Gupta: CIBA is 
doing basic research. They are doin& 
product ;r~search too. 

Shri T. \Durairajan: These units 
are· set up with a view to finding out 
the way of reducing the cost of a 
product as well as to keep the longe
vity .of the product. They might be 
doing all these thjngs. All these 
things dO take a lot of time. Let me . 
explain about the antibiotics. Tetra
cycline is now invented. They get 
the soil from some country; that soil 
is. given all the necessary food and 
then grown. When that ~oil is fur
ther processed it produces a sort of 
a chemical. It is only from that che
m.ical that thoy .are able ·to isolate 
tetracycline.. But that takes a lot of 
time. Once they are able to isolate 
the chemical and find that it is not 
toxic and it gives results, then they 
preserve tho basic mother culture and 
defreeze it and produce the product. 



Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Naturally, 
the question is that if such a research 
is going on in some of the laborator
ies it means that the expenditure on 
that item is an additional expenditure. 

Shri T. Durairajan: Every trader 
knows his job. They do not spend 
money from their capital. From pro
fits they ear-mark a certain portion 
and spend on that item. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My question 
is a simple one. When they do re
search, it is spend!ng money extra 
than what others are dOing. Natural-· 
ly it will come out of their own 
money. There is no contradiction to 
it, but there is something extra that 
is done there. 

Shri T. Doralrajan: That is correct. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Dou you 
know that Hindustan Anti-Biotics, 
Pimpri has got a patent for certain 
anti-biotic? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Yes, !or HaemY
cin. 

Shri Kashi Ram. Gupta: You have 
suggested 10-year period for the 
patent. Do you want this period to 
commence from the date of completion 
of the specification o.r from the date 
of the grant of patent? 

Shrl T. Durairajan: From the date 
of application. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
not suggested that. 

·Shri T. Durairajan: As per the Bill 
it is from the date of application. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: You are 
wrong. In the Bill it is froin the date 
of· completion of the specification and 
not from the date of application. 

I 

Shri T. Doralrajan: When I said 
'from the date of acceptance, I meant 
the date of application. If you say 
'from the date of sealing', tnany dill\-
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culties will arise. Suppose, the 
patentee makes an application to the 
Patent Office for patent and the Patent 
Office calls for some more informa
tion and removal of some irregulari. 
ties and after they satisfy themselves, 
they accept the application and once 
they accept, it is only from that date 
the period should count. I would like 
to make it clear that it is not from 
the date of sealing. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Here, in the 
Bill it is given that the date of cJm
pletion of the specification is named a.s 
the date of patent. Do you agree to 
that? 

Shri T. Duralrajan: Yes, that is cor. 
rect. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You see 
clause 43(1). The date of the patent 
means the completion of the specifica-· 
tion. That means the filing of the 
complete specification and not the 
initial application. 

Now you have suggested that in 
certain special cases an extension o! 
2-3 years can be given. Now you will 
realise the importance of the differ
ence between the date of completion of 
specification and the date of sealing 
which may take 2-3 years. Instead 
of doing like this, why should we not 
have 10 years after the date of sealingT 

Sl!ri T. Durairajan: Why I am saying 
so is: in some cases it may take 10 
years {rom the date of application to 
the date the Patent Office seals the 
patent. The proceedings may go on 
and it will unnecessarily drag on and 
may give an unfair advantage to t~e 
litigant. . In order to get over thiS 
anomaly I merely said 'from the date 
of acceptance of the application'. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the BiU 
there is a time limit given for the 
completion of the epeclfication. We 
can similarly stipulate a time limit for 
sealing of the patent also. 



You will find that the Bill provides 
10 months for the completion of speci
fication. An equal point can be that 
the Controller should finalise the seal
ing of the patent within 2 or 21 years. 
That could possibly be put in the Bill. 

. .Shri T. Durairajan: It could be 
possible, but it is also possible that the 
patentee can apply and go on getting 
time whatever may be put in the BilL 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: But onee •.he 
time .imit is fixed, then one cannot 
apply for time. 

Then you have suggested that the 
. •royalty should be 7 t per cent. How 

did You arrive at this figure of 7t per 
~ent, not even 8 per cent? 

Shrl T. Durairajan: I did not want 
to think of 8. I suppose 3, 13 and 8 
are not consid~red proper. It is pure
ly· guess-work, Instead of 8, I said 
7!. . 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You want a 
clause to be added for disclosure of 
technical know-how. You say that if 
the patentee gives a compulsory 
licence and if the licensee is not able 
to produce the goods, mere grant of 
compulsory licence would not be of 
any use. You know royalty is paid 
only if he is able to produce the goods. 
There is no use of putting a condition 
for know-how and the patent condi
tion.will be enough and know-how can 
be negotiated separately. 

Shri T. Durairajan: My submission is 
that the patentee would have done his 
duty by simply giving a licence to the 
manufacturer and what the manufac
turer does is his own business. What 
I say is: the licensee has to pay the 
royalty only if he is given the techni
cal know-how, not alone the licence 
to manufacture. 

.Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Yours Is a 
registered· firm. A limited company 
in such cases can be better suited. 
What is the hinderance for you to 
make it a private limited firm to In• 
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crease your activities for the good <>f 
the country? 

Sbri T. Durairajan: I could have 
done it, but I have not chosen to do 
it so far . 

Sbrl K. K. Warior: I wish to know 
bow much difference you will make 
out if the patent rights are given to 
the process or to the product. Are 
they almost the same in practice? 

Sbri T. Durairajan: The only basic 
difference is this: if the patent right 
is given by the process, it will give an 
initiative to somebody else to find out 
an ·economic means of manufacturers 
and bringing down the cost. If I am 
a patentee and I am given a patent for 
a product, I will not care to find out 
any other process and reduce the 
costs. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: U the patent 
right is not given to the product also, 
don't you think that there will be 
more stealing of the know-how and in
fringement of the patent rights? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Theoreticaliy 
what you say may be correct by say
ing that there may be infringement. 
But as I said earlier...-..of course it is 
for you to give patent rights for tile 
process or for the product-if you give 
patent for a process, then the patentee 
would trY a number of methods and 
choose the most econoll\ical process 
and get it patented. But if you give 
patent for the product, then he may 
not even think of doing that and even 
if somebody-else is able to evolve a 

· more econQmical method, he will be 
shut out. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: Now as to the 
period of the patent rights, do you 
agree to a period Jower than 10 years. 
Some countries are giving 5 years or 
7 years. Why should there be 
1() years? Why not a smaller period? 
Because you yourself said that even 
after the expiry of tlre patent, there 
are chances of marketing the same 
product and nobody competing it and 
there are chances of getting returns 



and recouping the ·capital involved. 
So, why should we not reduce that 
period in consid2rati.:m of so many 
other factors in India? 

Shri T. Durairajan: This reduction 
in the lif·~ of the patent i~ not cer
tainly going to give us much benefit. 
It makes no difference whether it is 
10 years or 12 years. The patentee 
derives a larger share of the profit 
from the product after the expiry of 
the patent than during its life. There 
are _figures to prove that. I will read 
out an extract· concerning the United 
States. "The generic name is not the 
chemical na·me. The generic name is 
supposect to be a shortened name for 
the product. If your shortened is not 
very effective, you are going to have 
a very long n&me, but you can make 
it shorter. To come. back to the pro
blem you are talking about. Take a 
well-known drug such as Hydrochlor
thiazide which is marketed under the 
names of Hydrodiuril and Esidri. And 
·~ think there are two or three other 
companies ·manufacturing it under 
trade mark names. Hydrochlorthia
zide is not terribly difficult to remem
ber but the advertising has it in ex
tremely minute letters, and no effort 
is made to get the doctor to remem
ber Hydroch1orthiazide. Effort is 
made to make him remember the trade 
names, Hydrodiuril or Esidri or one of 
the others." This is exactly what is 
happening in Atruhiea. 

1\lr. Chairman: The doctors are 
brainwashed! 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The doctors are so 
busy that they can't remember the 
generic names. They are generally 
very long and difficult to remember. 
The doctors can remember only those 
names which stick in their mind and 
are easy to remember. 

Shri K. K. Warior: . In the co$( 
structure of fi-nished products in the 
field of pharmaceuticals, what appro
XImately will be the contribution 
through patent . right whi~h gives 
monopoly riaht? 
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Shri T. Dur.1irajan: Easqy 100 per 
cont. 

Shri K. K. Warlor: The cost is made 
up of so many factors and out of that 
how much will this patent right con~ 
tribute? 

Shri K. V. Venk?.tacha1am: Fifty per 
·cent he says. 

Shri K. K. Warior: It has been 
suggested that if this Bill, as it is, is 
passed, foreign capital would be seared 
aw.ay. What is your r2action to that? 

Shri T. Duralrajan: Unfortunately, 
I am not in a position to talk about 
it authoritatively. But I can tell yod 
that this Bill, if enact'd as it is, will 
not scare away foreign capital. I can 
e\'en go to the extreme and say that 
even if we abrogate the patents law, 
foreign capital will ccme. The foreign 
companies who have come into this 
country and have had a strong hold 
here, did not come here to invest 
capital. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Will you be able 
to te!l us as to how royalties are 
paid? Is there any scientific basis on 
which. the rate. of royalty is arrived 
at, or is it merely a matter of bar: 
gaining? . 

Shri T. Durairajan: It is a matter of 
bargaining. But from the royalty 
agreements which I have had occasion· 
to see, it is one of. the two ways: cost 
of manufacture, V.'hich will include 
factory overheads and administrative 
overheads, plus 15 per cent of the pro· 
fits for the licensee for manufactur
ing in a foreign country; the differ
ence is shared on a 50:50 basis; alter
natively it is a flat 15 per cent sub
ject to tax. 

Shri Arjun Arora:· Do you know of 
any case where an Indian firm has 
entered into an agreement '¥! the bosis 
of 50:50? 

Shrj T. Durairajan:. I. can't re:nem
ber. But ev<:n if there is a.ny agree
ment, I. suppose the Government ought 



to know for without the sanction of 
the Government, he can't enter into 
an agreement. He has to get the 
consent of the Ministry"of Finance and 
the Ministry of Industry. 

!Hr. Cnairman: Any more· questions? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Sir, I may also 
mentwn that we have some trade 
marks that have never been worked. 
They were only exporting. these artic
les. So these products were not ava11-
ablc here. Now when an Indian firm 
tells the Government that it would 
llke to m1nufac\ure this and pay them 
a 2_ ~er c.ont royalty, the Ministry will 
say we Will not sanction." Jt happens 
I)Ot only m the phai'maceutical indus
try but even in the engineering in
dustry. But what is happenind is fo'" 
example, there is firm called" A:B c 
Limited, London, and that firm ha~ 
got a subsidiary company at Bombay, 
known as A.B. C. India Limited . with 
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a capital of Rs. 5.000. This fi;m is 
authorised by the finn, A.B.C. London 
to manufacture the product in India. 
Now, i: is' only when they employ 
a certam number of people that they 
have to go !o the Ministry of Indus
try and apply for an industrial licence. 
In the small-scale industry, they need 
not apply for a licence. They merely 
ask SG'me factory in the small~scale 
sector to matnf"cturo it fdr them. 
They need not apply to the Govern
ment at alL They monufacture tt. 
Now,. if the cost of production is Rs. 9 
per dozen, C1en the ·:ndi::m firm sells 
it to them· at Rs. 10 or Rs. 11 per 
dozen. They thon market it at Rs. 25 
per dozen. The profit which come to 
100 per cent minus expenditure on 
c.Jvertising, etc .. is remitted to U.K. 
(The whole of the pl'Dfit) 1 just want
ed to show· that trade marks and 
patvnts are related to each other. They 
e1re now dealt with by two different 
Nlini~tries, trnde •mark by the :Minis~ 
try of Commerce and patents by the 
~.IinJ..~try of Industry._ About the pro
duc-ts that are "manufactured and sold. 
neither the Ministries nor the. Drug 
Controller have any knowled~e. But 
still money is being. remitted out of 
th;s country and the Reserve Bank of 

India have merely to sanction It for 
a company owned by a foreigner. At 
the end of the year, they merely file 
the balance-sheet and sav "we have 
paid the taxes, the mone'y has got to 
be remitted." But about the product 
the Government knows nothing. I 
can give a number of products which 
are being manufactured in this coun
try. Here are two products which ! 
picked up as I was coming along. One 
of these products has been coming to· 
India for over 50 years. 

Mr. Chairman: Tl)ank you very 
much. 

Shri T. DUJ·"irajan: This is only 
a trade mark. ·There is no question 
of patent. It is purely a mixture o•· 
a combination of a few drugs and is 
being sold under a trade name. 

Shri Bade: ln Japan no body is al
lowed to import manufactured dru~s. 
They must manufactur2 it in ·Japan, 
and they must show the know-how 
also and unless and until they show 
this, no foreign manufacturer will be 
allowed to import ;,(Oods. He -must 
manufacture in Jnpan. :1 such a pro
vision is made h India. ·what have 
you to say? 

Shri T. Durairajan: Japanese phar
macenticill industry is controlh'd only 
by 5/6 firms. I know this ftrm of 
Takeda. Before the first World War 
they were agents for the German 
firm, Bayers. Gr~dua1ly this, Takeda, 
who was only a distributor for Bayer 
pl'oducts, today he bas become a giant. 
There are only 5 factories and all the 
pharmaceutical manufactu.re is done 
by these 5 peopl~. As opposed to 
India, in ::1p<-1T\ all thE''£' f<-~ctories are 
controlled and owned by the Japanese 
people. They have really been much 
advancing. There is no point in cam
paring ourse:ves with them. It is just 
like saying ·my neighbour's son is a 
scientific worker, whereas my son is 
in the thiTd or fourth fOrm. 

Shri Bade:. If we make this provl
-sian in our Bill .... 



Shri T. Dorairajan: We can make 
a provision but we must have ·the: 
necessary background. With regard to 
industrial development until we have 
that, I am afraid, we cannot do it. 

Mr. Chairman: . Thank you very 
much. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

II. Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' 
Organisation, Ahmedabad. 

Spokesmen:. 
1. Shri Hasmukhlai C. Shah. 

2. Shri I. A Modi. 

(The . witness were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, the 
e'vidence that you give is public. It 
will .be published and laid on the 
Table of the House and distributed 
among the Members. · Even if you 
want any portion to be confidential. .. 

Shri Basmokhial c. Shah: 
think, it is not necessary. 

Mr. Chairman: We have received 
your Memorandum. It has been dis
tributed to all the MembeTs. If you 
want to stress any .Particular point, 
you may do so. Afterwards, our 
Members will ask you questions. 

Shri I. A. Modi: In our Memoran
dum· we have stressed all those 
points. 

Mr. Chairman: 'Ry and large, you 
are in agreement with the provisions 
of the Bill. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. !Sl!:lh: We 
fully agree with the provisions. of the 
Bill. 

Mr. ·chairman: Anything on which 
you differ, you may just dilate. 

Shri Basmukhlal C. Shah: 'l.'he 
only thing I want to stress is about 
compulsory ficensing and tree licen
sing. The procedure for licensing 
should be so simple that anybody can 
take up lhe production pending a de-
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cision of the Tribunal Or special body 
appointed for deciding that case. 
Ultimately, the royalty would be 
given by the firm and i1 t1i:ey are in 
agreement . with that and also in 
agreement with the Drugs Con
troller Department that the drugs 
manufactured by the firm are, in 
agreement with the rules and regu
lations, then the firm should be al
lowed to manufacture that particu
lar drug pending decision about the 
royalty. Sir, in some cases what hap-, 
pe~s is that it takes lot of time to 
decide the case of licensing. Some
times it takes 4 to 5 years. It you 
take the example of Tolbutamide, it 
is still in Bombay High Court. It iS 
lying there for the last· 4 years and 
the poor Indian people are suffering. 
They are selling the drug at Rs. 187 
per 1000 tablets and if we· are al
lowed to manufacture by buying raw 
materials from th., Italian market 
and if it is manufactured in India. bY 
Haffkins, and if we are allowed to 
buy that, we will be selling it at 
Rs. 60 per thousand tablets. The 
poor Indian peoPle are getting 300 
times more costlier products. The 
poor people are really suffering and 
thev need the real hefp. If we can 
do this service to our Indian people, 
we would be very grateful-! mean 
if we are allowed bv the Govern
ment to do so. Provision is alreadY 
there about compul$ory licensing but 
then it has to be made little more 
stricter and much easieJ.' also. 

Mr. Chairman: What dCJ you sug
gest. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We sug
gest that if we make an application 
for licensing and if we do not hear 
anything from you within 6 months, 
we must be allowed to produce or 
manufacture that particular drug pro
vided the Drugs Controller's admi
nistration Okays it. because it is a 
drug and the Drul!s Controller's De
partment must go through it. That 
is our contention, Sir, CompulsorY 
licensing aloni!With royalty. Royal~y 
mav be decided by mutual agree
ment with the patentee, but there 



should be a maximum and, as ;you 
have suggested in this Bill, 4 ))er cent, 
we are agreeable to. that Part of It 
also. ' 

Shri I. A. Modi: In substantiating 
our Memorandum before this Com
mittee, we want to put three impor
tant questions. These questions are 
-as we understand ·today as far as 
this Patent Bill is concerned, I think 
i~ is mainly OpPosed by those par
ties who are either foreign manu
facturers or are in collaboration 
with them. If we study the history 
of this Patent law in all the coun
tries of the world, I think . almost all 
of them have no patent for the pro
duct. I say why you want it in 
India? In what way, if you are in
terested to serve the interests 
of the coul}try, will the in
terests of the Indian people -be 
served if this amended Patent Bill is 
adopted? That is one thing. A few 
other points are rather being put 
forward that this bill should not be 
adooted 0 r accepted. tt will be 0 ne 
thing if I just say, as Justice Ayyan
gar has put in his Report, it would be 
an exaggeration to say that the in
dustrial progress of a particular 
country is considerably stimulated as 
to whether the system is suited to it 
or not, that we will have to decide. We 
wil.l put a few questions. What are 
the facts? Has our countrv shown 
anv progresg. in these 19 years in any 
new invention • under the present 
patent protection? I say the answer 
Is deflnitelv 'No'. t dO not think hi· 
India we have been able to do anY
thing better under the present Patent 
law, as they claim, it will be in our 
interests and the technology will be 
flowing from develooed countries to 
the undeveloped countries like India. 
R•ther this country is given unbna
!!inably exhorbitant prices for life
saving drugs. The question arises 
how one can develop? I say, natu
rallv one can do i.t by marketing such 
nroducts which are· more in use and 
which are more upto date. The 
volume of turn-over will keep the 
ll'rices down and will provide funds 
for research. Thus both are bene
fited-the poor &ulferin!r humanity 
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gets. th~ product cheaper and the or
gamsabon gets the funds to initiate 
research. After all, for any research 
the funds are very important. And 
these funds dO come only from the 
turn-over of the organisation and this 
turn-over ot the O'rganisation is never 
possible if up-to-date things are not 
!aken for selling or for trading. That 
ts most. essential. Another thing, 
we belteve, is that if this patent is 
restricted to only process, as it is 
recommended by this Patent Bill it 
will rather instigate· competition ~nd 
instigate more researches. An orga
nisation will be compelled for more 
and more new inventions due to com
petition and demand In the field. 
Afte'r all this research iS being done 
by large manufacturers not because 
they want to do any good or charity 
to the public or to the humanity but 
for their own survival; rather to 
meet competition with other manu
facturers in their own country they 
will have to-continue this research, t 
say, every day. So if compulsory 
licensing comes, naturally there w!ll 
be more and more researches. I think 
the world will be greatly benefited 
by this. About compulsory licensing 
I will take two minutes. Justice · 
Ayyangar has quoted a quotation 
from Sir William Houldsworth: 
"Anything like compulsO'ry licence 
given by a foreign patentee to manu
facturers In this country would not 
meet the case. The foreign patentee 
acts as a dog in the manger, sends his 
patented articles to this country, but 
does nothing to haVe the patented 
articles manufactured here. He 
commands the situation and so our 
industries are, under our own Jaw, 
starved in the interests of the 
foreigner ...... Those who feel most 
strongly on this question think that 
there should be nothing but an ab
solute revocation of the patent if it 
is not worked in this countrv within 
two years and the Fry Commission 
was of that opinion ... The clause 
as presented in the Bill does not ful
fil the ideal which was recommended 
by the Committee but it goes a lonll: 
way in the direction. At any rate. 
it is an immense improvement in the 



present position and therefore it is 
acceptable." · 

Sir, my submission is that it is in 
the interest of India as well. 

Shri Hasmukhlal c. Shah: 
There is a slogan now "No 
patent, No N~w Drugs". I 
fully agree with that, but at the 
same time I disagree with that. If 
this .is t'le cas~ the space Resea.rch 
done by Russia would not have taken 
pl~ce. In thes~ days· of· competition 
whether people get money or not but 
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. by one or the other reason they _like 
to work and when and wh<l'l'e they 
"·ork thev always get some new Re
sea:·ch. For what such good moneY 
1s spent by such Socialistic coi.mtrie". 
Sometimes the peTsonal ego is also 
responsible for the new · research. 
Great scientists have never bothered 
about money. Fundamental resear
ches aTe all done for· the benefit of 
the human being and not for money. 
It is said that the priCes of ·the un
patented drugs are higheT in India. 
than others. This is because the m
termediates and the raw-materials 
manufactured in India are purchased 
.at higher prices. The processes for 
the same produ.cts manufactured in 
India and other countries are the 
same but here because the raw mate
rial costs high and because iWe have 
to pay very high price for. interme
diates the price structure· here is 
high than compared ·to any other 
country. The other' · raw:.:materials 
required in some products manu
hetured. in India are costlier: Se
condly the initial cost of equipment, 
buildi~g. ·etc". are higher. Also the 
impart duty, excise duty, On various 
raw materials are· levied very high. 
These all constitute the prices of the 
Drugs manufactured in India whicl! 
are not patented or \vhcise patents 
have expired. The processes follow
ed are almost the same in this coun
t1·y or in ·any country: Secondly, in 
some cases much advanced ·processes 
are fomi.d than the old patented one 
and hence th<> cost of production is 
iower. ln c3se of Italy when a price
Of a product is higher; it is because 
sometim~• high cost of prodaction 

ana higher standard of living ·and 
higher margin of profits and less 
competition; If you go to African 
count-ies, South East and Eastern 
countries you. will find that Jot of 
firms of repute sell their products at 
one-third of price ·sold in ather. roun
h·ies, That is the 'reason whY Indian 
manufacturers are not able to com
pete them in other countries. We 
Just take <me examole. Some 
people are talking about L\brium of 
F. Haffman La Roche & Co. It is 
said that Librium is th,. product of 
confidence and hence in India 76 per 
cent is the sale of th;s product. six 
firms producing similar products 
captured 21 per ·cent of. th., market. 
The remaining firms cover only a. 4 
per. cent of the market who are· sei
ling at a reasonable nrice. Thev 
argued that the cost ~ttucture on the 
oroduct is very comPetitive but. it is 
the confidence of the doctors for the 
drug which is more responsible for 
the pi'Omotion of the product. I jusi 
do not understand· whv such a huge 
qmount· is spent on ~remotion. ln 
India today the self-same situation 
exists. An Indian firm imparts the 
active ingredient of Librium at Rs. 312 
per kg. from Italy, while the. original 
inventor supplies to its. associated 
company in India at Rs. 5,555 per kg. 
Why such· a fantastic price is charged 
bv the patent holder? I. am sur~ 
some of the learned member of the 
''ommission· know that this was dis
cussed in the Parliament. But a 
drug is imported in India onlv when 
it is opT)roved by the Drug Control-. 
ler of India that the claim made pf 
the product. is genuine and the D-n~ · 
Controller of. lndia approves that the 
chemical i:>r.oduced at. Italy is the 
•arne of Librium wh)ch is imported at 
Rs. 5.555 per. kilo f"om Switzerland. 
Tn putting . this figure before ynu I 
have no other intention .. Sir. but t" 
imP-ess upon. you . all ]earned Mem-. 
hers. that for ·what we are payine 
such an. extravagant 0 rice at tpe co't 
of poverty of India? I am sure 
learned ueqple like vou would unde'J'· 
•land the situation. in giving. an un
~ue protectioll to .the ;oatent laW_. In 
this case, compulsory licensing shonld 



be the. bes: solution and if compul
sory hcensmg is made the patent 
concern would reduce the price to 
comp<>te the sale for their business as 
we~! as prestige. The product Patent 
which has been given is really very 
much. favoured b.y those people. They 
hke It because If there is product 
patent then nobody would be able to 
compete and ·they would be having 
the monopoly of the same chemicals 
and the product in India. 

I have not observed a Single Re
~earch. dOne by any foreign concern 
m India for the last 17 years which 
is worth the name. I do not know 
where the profits go which they claim 
to be 5 per cent to 20 per cent. What 
is the idea of recovering such high 
R~sea·rch prices when they are not 
gomg to make any 'Research here in 
India. This clearly means that for 
initial stage research is not possible 
and hence the Big International Firms 
have not made ahy contribution for 
Research· in India so far. So it 
clearly means that for initial stage 
research is not possible as it is done 
in Italy and proved. by Big Interna
tional Firms who are :recognising the 
Patent Law in India. 

Now we cannti£ just start .abruptly. 
They want us to run the race with 
them when they are already 100 years 
ahead of us. They have · already 
crossed the initial difficulties. So we 
must be put at the same level. Then 
it would be easier for us to compP.te 
with each other. For 10 years all 
these patent laws sh'ould · be kept 
aside to allow· us to develop our tech
nology as Italy 'has done 'it. - . . .~ . -

'So far very' few patents have been 
taken by Indian research workers. 
Only few Indian researcli workers
ve-ry few 'I. ·say...:.becaiise ' there is 
not' an· outstanaing ·research· in India 
for mediCines· and drugs. In · ·that 
case ' 54 · crore · Indians · are suffering. 
We are paying' verv ·high prices for 
drugs. · Now. take this ·medicine Oxi
chlortatracycline. even Government 
of India. i.e.. Hindustan Antibiotics 
wanted to manufacture and thev ad
vertised saying that they are putting 
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~he drug ~or 8 annas a capsule but 
orne foreign firms intervened and as 

such even Government could not do 
much about this. So if Government 
felt helpless because of the patent 
laws for small firms like us it would 
be very difficult to go ahead with the 
·research. Without having the 
momentum of research as Italy has 
got it will be really very difficult. 
In Italy they allowed the patent for 
]O ~ears and only the process which 
the mventor has developed. If he feels 
that this particular drug can be 
manufactured by 100 methods those 
100 methods have to be patented and 
not one. 

In India the patents are accepted 
from the date . they register in the 
country. Now I differ With this 
because the patents should be exploi:ed from the date it is registered 
In the country where it is registered 
fi_rst. ~ow it happens they re
gister 1n their country .in .1961 and 
come to India only in 1966 and so 
they register the patent . after 5 
yPars. Now they have already got the 
advantage of those years. . What I 
mean is. Sir, the patent should be re
gistered not from the date of applica .. • 
tion but from the date that has been . 
registered in another country first so 
that whatever they have made they 
should pass on to us earlier. 

I further submit that most of the 
research done· by the Big Interna
tional Firms· are· ·for their personal 
prestige and also for · the personal 
profits and existence. There is a very 
keen competition. between· the big In
ternational Jirms .and for their -exist
ence .they have to· make their research · 
for their· ewn · people. . When . they 
make. research they never keep ·in 
mind India.. They . are ·making · re
search for their own country and 
hence. they ·decide their prices and 
to my mind most Of the drugs gel 
back tbf money spent on their re
search 1n the first few years. My 
coritimtion is that primarily the re
search was made for their own coun-



try, and hence the prices to other 
countries should be much lower; they 
should pass on the benefit for the 
sake of humanity on a very meagre 
margin. Compulsory licensing may 
be considered at least in this country 
at a very reasonable rate and also 
by a very easy procedure. 

Our balance of trade since inde
pendence has .been very unfavouraolp 
and we do not know where we will 
stand in future. It is therefore very 
necessary that for uplifting the scien
tist and technologist in India, they 
should be given opportunities to even 
repeat the patents that are expiring 
if by that we can produce drugs at 
cheap rates. We should not be think
;ng only of investigators, whose num
ber is very much less than those of 
scientists and technologiorts. Inven
tions are only one or two per cent, 
while the sufferers are 98 to 99 per 
cent. So, in the interests of the pub
lic there should be no patent for the 
next 10-15 years. Young scientists of 
India will take over. Italy and other 
countries, because of their experience 
in imitating other drugs, have pro
l!l'essed much and are now able to 
develop their own research. So, op
portunity should be l(iven to our re
search workers, scientists and techno
logists to develop know-how. 

It is true that there are so man)' 
expired patents and nobodv is under
taking work on them. My subntis
sion is that the labour and profits 
involved in developing the tedmo
Jogv of such product. is so meagre 
that they are not attracted,· but in 
some cases where the profits are 
high, the known natents have be~n 
worked out in this countrv. In somp 
cases. new technologv has been d<'ve
lonro for the exnired natents. Wha• 
i < wronl!' if the products of the pre
•ent natents are exnloite0 and H the 
manuf.~ctu~e,. is readv to nav rovaltv 
tn th,. natentee and want~ t~ sPrve 
h;, countrvmen bv sunnlvinl!' drui!S 
at che'!) rates? Whv should he not 
bo a llow<'d to do so? 

Tolbutamide and chlot"ooopromide 
are meant for the same disease. Both 
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'have been developed by the same 
, company, but they have been licensed 
, to two different people by this com-
pany-Hoechst and Pflzer-Dd each 
is claiming that his product is better. 
whil~, in fact, they are the same. I 
do not know why such things shou'd 
be allowed in India. The research 
company itself should decide which 
is better and licence that alone. ln
stead, they are exploiting the people. 

Similarly, Schering of Germany 
have got two types of tablets, Ann
binol and Duocanal. The ingredients 
in both the cases are more or less 
the same, but they are selling at 
different prices. 

The patent for a pariicular acetnte 
expired in 1961. Till then it was sold 
at Rs. 80 a gram, but now it is selling 
at Rs. 43. 

The patent for Tetracycline was 
over in March, 1966. Immediately 
ICI reduced its price from £5 to 
£1-2-0. This is how patents are be
ing exploited. We want to substan
tiate these points in our memorandt.:m 
and I shall mention a few points by 
way of examples, and by which we 
can do justice to the memorandum. 
For that, we have come before the 
Committee. 

I shall just mention the lintitations 
of this poor country where the people 
will have to fight for justice and even 
for the things which are good for 
the Indians. If we review this whole 
Patents Bill which has come up, we 
will find that ·many thinl!'s referred 
to in this Bill are based on the learned 
report brought out bv Justice AVYan
l'ar. Justice AVYangar· ha~ reviewed 
the existing patent laws all over the 
world and has recommended to a 
gTeat extent which is l!ood for this 
countrv. · Still, I think if we study the 
situation and see who are for this 
Bill and who are al!'ainst this Bill, 
T •ubmit that vou mill find that those 
'vho a•., for this Bill are small ner
sons like us. who are small-scale 
"'"nufactu~ers. those IndiAn m•nufac
hJrers who are in the real sense In
dian manufacturers without any col-



Iaboration from foreigners. Those 
who are against this Bill are f.airly 
good, well-developed countries, in
cluding the Governments and the 
embassies and the foreign manufactur
ers in this country and their collobaro
tors who are really speaking. Indians; 
they are mostly against this Bill. 
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You will definitely realise the limi
tations, that the people like us have. 
You will find, even the press has 
been influenced by those people with 
very wide resources. · I have not 
seen any single newspaper where in 
they have written an editorial, even 
a few lines in favour of the Patents 
Bill. But if you take up some big 
newspapers, you will find big edito
rials representing those points which 
the big industrialists tell. I am sorry 
there is not a single paper or an 
editorial which endorses the views 
of Justice Ayyangar. They all have 
everything to say against this Patents 
Bill. God knows why? 

There are certain limitations which 
must be realised, in putting our points 
of view, because, resources for the 
masses are the least while the .re
sources for those who are against this 
are more. and in this we will havi! 
to convince the Committee, as tar as 
this Bill is concerned. I think that the 
minimum requirements that have 
been mentioned should be explained. 
There are three or four points t~at 
are put forward in respect of the B1ll. 
First, on research a very huge. ex
penditure is incurred. If. the_re IS ~o 
safety or security, the sc1enbsts will 
not be interested in carrying aut re
search. 1 do not think that Roche, 
Hoecht or Pfizer had started research 
from the day they came into exist
ence. From where they h•ve brought 
this fund into the picture? If l am 
not exal{<(eratinl{, let me tPll you that 
th consumers have contributed very 
ni~elv toward• research. The report 
No 448 of Senator Kauffeur-1 .am 
sure YOU will be well aware of ~~
has taken out the data of 20 m'JOr 
eomnanies and found out that r:
search expense is 6! per cent of their 

total sales. This 6!'per cent expendi
diture, they have already recovered 
from the consumers. 

If you see the selling expenses of 
any organisation in this pharmaceuti
cal industry, it will not be less than 
25 to 30 or 35 per cent or more than 
that. I ask why do if they not re
quire any guarantee or security for 
this 30 per cent expenditure? 1.'hey 
do not want it because it is compul
sory for them to establish for them
selves Why do they require security 
for 6! per cent expenditure on re
search? The consumers have already 
contributed to it. I do not think for 
a commodity like drugs, which are 
meant for the health of the nation, 
we should be allowed to be exploited 
only for those beneficiaries. 

The second point is about recovery. 
The man who initiates or the man 
who comes first in the ·market has his 
own advantage and is going to sell 
more and because of that, on his 
trade mark, he .gets compensation. 
Again, this Bill is already providing 
the facility of licence of rights, par
ticularly in drugs and medicines. 
Royalty is being paid to the manufac
tt;,rers. Royalty means another 10 to 
15 licensees who have got selling 
agencies and who spend a lot for 
producing the sales. l think theY 
will save more. as the patentees will 
earn four per cent royalty without 
incurring sales expenditure for selling 
their commodities. 

Thirdly, it is said that if this Bill 
i• na<sed the incentive will die down 
for the scientists. As far as the scien
tists are concerned, they are mostly 
the em;lovees of the organisations. 
The knowledge which he has acquir
ed durin{( his studies has to be utilis
ed. and he will definitely try to pot 
it to te<t and gain credit before he 
!Paves the world. His enthusiasm. 
,.,;n not, therefore, die down and the 
incentive will not be absent becaus~ 
there is no so-called security. 

Even these organisations, who say 
that their incentive will die down
the incentive can never die for them, 



because the organisation is doing re
search for its own survival, and to 
survive competition in its own coun
try. They will have to do research 
an:i find out something new. Other
wise, they know that the huge amount 
of profit will go away. By the way, 
I will not be doing anything wrong 
if I give the example of our organisa
tion. I am talking of the Indian Phar
maceutical Association. In 1965, in 
Baroda, our Indian Pharmaceutical 
Congress Association passed a resolu
tion in favour of this Bill by a thump
ing majority. It would not be an 
exaggeration if I say that the thump
ing majority was 99 per cent. But 
to our bad luck, in the IPA. the 
foreign collaborators managed to 
come on the committee to chalk out 
the memorandum against the will of 
th., 99 per cent; rather the view of 
a few persons prevailed in the memo
randum which opposed the Bill. This 
will give an idea of the limitations 
under which we work. 
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·The name of Justice Ayyangar. is 
being used. It is said that he W's 
also not in favour of fixing a. royalty. 
The Patents Bill fixes a royalty in 
case of the drugs .and medicines to a 
maximum of four per cent. Justice 
Ayyangar was aware and thought 
that it is very necessary. that some 
thing should be done. He has said 
why he was not in favour of fixing a 
royalty. He has given his reasons. 
Firstly, t)le percentage varies from 
industry to industry .. Secondly, . no 
reasonable rate can be arrived at. and 
thirdly, if th!! ma)Cimum rate 1s fixed, 
there will be a .. tendency . for the 
licensee to ask .fm: it ... While. formu
lating this Bill, .. the same question 
should have arisen.. in the minds of 
others also. as. it arose in my . mind. 
SuppOse I apply; for. a .licenc!! of. r.ight 
and I. am·. asked jo. start thE> .m;mu
facture .of. a drug,. now .lf I dO . not 
know I. have .to pay; a maximum of 
four. ·per c~t •. !here. is always · a 
sword hanging on. top of. me, If thP. 
controller at the end fix~s 15 per 
cent and if I calculate three to four 
per cent, the· whole thin!( will go 
-phut. So ·1 will have no · enthusi~sm 
to work the patent and put it ori the 

market. And so, for that ve~y rea
son the fixation of a 1 oyalty is a 
"must". Otherwise, with a h~nging 
sword above. it will be very difficult 
for an Indian licensee, without any 
d~nger, to proceed ahead. What about 
the court decision? I was a party in the 
the Tolbutamide case. So, maXImum 
royalty is a "must" and we agree it 
should be 4 per cent. In 1919 even the 
U.K. had found it necessary to amend 
their Act and introduce section 33A 
so that in chemical substance~, only 
the process can be patented. After 
that UK industry started making re
markable progress. 

In clause 5, the plural "methods or 
processes" should be removed and 
only the singular "method or process" 
should be put. Take Tolbutamide for 
example. This can be produced by 
so many processes and Hoechst have 
taken a patent for this product with 
the result that all the imaginable pro
cesses for producing this product have 
been covered and every road is block· 
blocked. The Hafkin Institute have 
been successful in making this product 
through an impossible process. But 
they have been challenged by Hoechst 
in 11 court of law. So, only the 
singular "method or process" should 
be used in this clause. 

If this Bill is passed, we can get 
the licence of right under the co~
pulsory licensing system after paymg 
royalty. Even Justice. Ayyangar has 
found that it is the experience of 
each. and every applicant for the 
licence that. the l:'eal . technic<~l knoW· 
how is not given, but it is hidden. So, 
after royalty is paid according to the 
Controlle~·s decision, if the licen~e: 
cannot 'work on the process wh1c. 
is declared in the. .patent office. then It 
should . be ,made. obligatory on the 
patentee to give that technical knoW· 
how whenever it is demanded. Then ·n be only payment of royalty Wl 

justified. 

So, for a country like India, · 1_tt~~ Patent Bill· is the minimum and 
a·''must". 



Sardar Daljit Singh: lr. your noemo
randum you have said: 

"As we could see crystal clear, 
we have waited for 18 years 
and now let us wait for ano
ther 18 years without patent 
restrictions and watch the 
progress." 

What are the arguments to support 
this? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: You will 
be surprised that all these 19 years 
not a new product or patent worth 
the name has come out. In India 
80 per cent of the production of phar
maceuticals and drugs is by foreign 
collaborators or their associates. 
When we ask the reason for their 
high price, they say it is because of 
Tesea.ch expenditure. If that is so, 
why have they not been able to do 
anything in India in these 19 years? 
Some oi the foreign manufacturers 
have no research laboratories at ali. 
What they charge in the name of r~
search may be spent by them in some 
other ways to suppress us or transfer 
the money to their countries by pay
ing higher prices for the raw materi
als. In the case of librium, the 
Italian firm seils the raw material at 
Rs. 312 per killo while the associates 
of the foreign firms charge Rs. 5555 
per kilo-1800 per cent more; So, 
their librium is costlier. So, this 
is our experience during the 19 years 
as a result of the patent law given 
to us by our big emperors. Let us 
wait for 10 years. Let us put the 
patent taw out and take the chaiienge 
from your young scientists and tech
nologists and see how far they can 
go. 

Shrl Bibhotl Mishra: You are not 
in favour of patents. Then. what is 
your plan to develop medicines and 
drugs in India?. 
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Shri I. A. Modi: We have nO'! said 
that the Patent Acf should 'be abro
gated. We endorse this Bill. W?at 
We say is that this patPnt prot~ctlon 
should not be restricted to the pro-

duct, it should be restricted to a pro
cess only. If this is done, then our 
scientists will think of different pro
cesses than the one which is patented. 
'In that way we will be able to pro
duce the product which has already 
found use in the world. Like that 
our country will flourish, our scien
tists will flourish and we will have 
some kind of equipments. Now we 
are not allowed to think of other pro
cesses. We are discouraged in the 
initial stages itself. 

Shri Bibhuti Mis!lra: Do you mean 
to say that by this method the price 
will be cheaper? 

Shri I. A. Modi: Hundred per cent. 
We are already marketing a product 
at a cheaper price Diatol, which is 
l.k~ Tolbutamide, we are supplymg 
at Rs. 35 per 1000 whereas the other 
one is being sold for Rs. 175. 
Librium, they sell ·at 18 paise per 
. tablet whereas ,the Indian manufa
cturer is selling it at only 6 paise. 
There is Lidocane which is just like 
Zilocane. We are selling it at Rs. 
170 per Kg. Whereas Geigi are sell
it at Rs. 866. These foreign manufac
turers also help each other. When 
Lidocane was offered at Rs. 170 one 
foreign manufacturer in India refused 
to have it just to discourage the 
Indian manufacturer. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said in your memorandum that India 
is still in its initial stages of progress 
and till it reaches a satisfactory stage 
of development we should follow the 
Patent Law of Japan. The latest 
Patent Law of Japan is of the year 
1959. That law provides a period of 
15 years. So far as Jtlay is concern
ed it has recommended a period of 10 
years. Russia also has got a patent 
law. Now, you have arrived at this 
7-year period. You quote . Japan, 
Italy and Russia where it is not a 
period of 7 years. How have you 
arrived at this period of 7 years? 

Shri I. A. Shah: They tried With
out patent laws for about 20 to 25 



years Then they came to the con
·clusion that 'if the period is kept at 
10 or 15 years it would be to their 
·advantage. Here, when we have no 
chance to develop ourselves even. 
after 7 years, if we can get some clue 
from the patent then we would be 
able to do it much faster, and 7 years 
time is enough for them to make 
whatever money they have spent 
because in tlie initial stages there is 
no competition and the prices are 
kept high. The example of Japan has 
been put in wrongly. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You are 
quoting Justice Ayyangar's report. 
Are you aware of the fact that justice 
Ayyangar has not supported the view 
of reducing the period to such an 
extent? 

Shri L A. MIHli: That does not 
mean I cannot differ from the views 
of Justice Ayyangar. India is a 
vast country with a population of 50 
.crores or more. Any organisation. 
will have ample time within seven 
years to recover the expenditure. 
Secondly, we have taken shelter under 
the Kefauver Committee Report. If, 
with twenty major Companies, the 
research expenditure has been 6! 
per cent, seven years would be more 
than sufficient to recover the expendi
ture. For a country like India, in 
our opinion, the patent law should be 
abrogated for a few years, but be
cause we have to get help from others 
we have suggested that. let the period 
be seven years. 

Shri Kashi' Ram Gupta: . Can yCIU 

give statistical data to prove this? 

Shri I. A. Modi: Let them give 
their figures; I will justify it. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: The othE'r 
party gives the argument that they 
spend 9n research. Do you mean to 
say that even if they spend on re
•earch 7 years will be sufficient, or 
that they do not spend on research 
and therefore the period of 7 years 
is sufficient. 
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Shri I. A. Modi: Even if they do 
research, this period of 7 years will 
be more than enough. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
in favour of putting off the pharma
ceutical industry, say, for 10 or 20 
years on the ground that research in 
this country will develop as also the 
basic research? 

Shri T. A. Modi: Yes, Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that basic research 
in India can be done only by Govern
ment institutes or some such bodies 
and not by the pharmaceutical indus
try as at present? 

Sbri L A. Modi: I think everyone 
can do it with little more resources. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You mean 
basic research? 

Shri I. A. Modi: Yes, Sir . 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you in 
favour of basic research being done by 
institutes other than Government in· 
stitutes? 

Shri I. A. Modi: Yes, Sir. That can 
be done. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is the 
approximate capital expenditure on a 
research institute? 

Shri I. A. Modi: I think the Gov
ernment should do that. They are 
doing it. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Therefore, 
I put the question that only the Gov
ernment should do that. 

Shri Basmukhlal C. Shah: There 
are national laboratories. They lll'e 
all doing research and the applica
tion of research can be taken up by 
all the firms. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Because the 
Government laboratories are there, 
basic research can be done there and 
the pharmaceutical industry can take 
up other sides of it. 



Shri Hasmukblal C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 

Shri K. K, Warior: The provision 
of the compulsory licensing is there 
even under the present Act. May I 
know how many times you have taken 
advantage of that? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: There is a 
provision of compulsory licensing in 
the. present Act. But nobody has 
been able to take advantage of that 
because very few people know the 
process of having compulsory licence. 
The process is so .cumbersome, so 
difficult and so time-consuming that a 
small manufacturer gets fed up with 
it. He has to go to the courts. You 
have to go to the High Court, then 
to the Supre'me Court and then you 
have to have evidence. Who bothers 
about th.is? So, the process should be 
simplified. 

Shri K. K. warior: Is it your ex
perience or is it your anticipation. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: It is our 
experience. About 10 firms in India 
have been sued by the Tolbuta 
mide ..• 

Shri K. K. Warior: You are only 
relying upon that one instance: 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: That ex
perience is more than enough. Even 
the biggest firm in India is not able 
to do anything about that. That case 
took about 4 years and yet it is in the 
High Court. It will go to the Sup-

- reme Court and it will take another 
four years. By that time, the patent 
will be over. That is the process of 
getting the compulsory licence or 
something like that. How can a small 
manufacturer do that? 

I 

Shri I. A. Modi: Here, I just want 
to state a very simple thing, After 
all we are just coming up now. May 
I ~ay it is just like that of a boy of 
six months there and you say, "I have 
put the cycle before you. Why don't 
you walk?". We are just coming up. 
Unless and until we have our re
sources, we have our equipments, how 
do you expect us to run to Calcutta 
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and put an application for a compul
sory licence? Let us come up and 
you will realise how many applications 
are coming for compulsory licence. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I am only sug
gestmg that you have not applied for 
a licence. I do not want the reasons. 
I only want the facts. I want to 
know whether you have made an ap
plication or not and whether you have 
got the experience of the legal diffi
culties or obstructions following that 
application. 

Shri Hasmukhlai C. Shah: We have 
got the experience. 

Shri I. A. Modi: We both had it. 

Shri K. K. Warior: .I wish to know 
whether now those obstructions will 
not be there according to the provi
sions provided in the present Bill. Are 
you satisfied with that? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 
We want to make it a little easier. 
We have suggested that after the 
making of the application if no re
sult is earning up, if no r~ply comes, 
then, automatically after six months 
we can start the manufacture. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I wish to know 
whether at the present stage of our 
know-how, we have reached a stage 
when we can take full advantage of 
this provision of compulsory licensing. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We will 
be able to ·do it. As I told you, we 
have got two or three products already 
made. The patent is already there. 
The Suhrid Geigy sells for Rs. 858 
and !I can sell for Rs. 172 and yet there 
is no buyer. There is a syndicate of 
foreigners. They do not want Indians 
to come up. 

Shri K. K. warior: In the provision 
of royalty, do you also agree to in
clude the necessity of handing over 
the know-how? 

Shri L A. Modi: I have already .. ud 
that. 



Shri K. K, Warior: You want 4 per 
cent or you are in a mood to give 
something more. 

Shri I, A. Modi: It should be in
cluded in 4 per cent. , That is more 
than enough. Morally, they are ex
pected to give everything to the patent 
office. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: If a patent 
is taken only for a process he has to 
mention it. Then the know-how 
question will not arise. 

Shri K. K, Warior: If it is only for 
one single process for a product, do 
you think that will be a sufficient 
guarantee of protection for our scien
tists and inventors who are now 
coming in the field. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: 19 years' 
experience has shown that no Indian 
scientists has come forward by having 
this protection. 
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Shri K. K, Warior: You must see 
not only from your own firm's point 
of view but from the point of view. 
of the developing economy, develop
ing of our scientific and technical 
knowledge- and also possibility of 
opening of our petro-chemical indus
tries and other basic industries. In 
view of that, do you think that this 
will be sufficient protection if it is 
only for one single process for a pro
duct. 

Shri I. A. Modi: Yes, Sir. If a man 
is very particular, he may have pat
ents for three processes. One patent 
means one process. 

Shri K. K, Warior: The same per
son can take as many patents on as 
many processes he likes. . 

Shri I. A. Modi: Yes, Sir. 

Dr. C, B. Singh: I must accord my 
appreciation of the spirit underlying 
the evidence given by them. They 
have mentioned that 'for 10 years there 
should be no patent law. I would 
like to ask one question. It is better 
to learn from the experience of others. 

Italy had no patent law for drugs and 
pharmaceuticals. Do you know what 
was the experience of Italy when they 
had no patent law at all? 

Shri I. A. Mud>: Yes, Sir. I would 
like to draw your attention to the 
Senator's Report. In that l1e has 
mentioned that Italy has no patent 
law and yet it has developed a che
micai substitute for influenza .... 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Don't use the 
word 'chemical'. I am talking of the 
pharmaceuticals. 

Shri I. A. Modi: It is a drug; it is 
a chemically manufactured drug. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Don't confuse the 
two issues. 

Shri I, A. Modi: That drug was 
manufactured by Italy. It was their 
original research. An American firm 
has already made some agreement 
with them to market it in Amer;ca. 
Like that, they have done a good 
work in the field of anti-biotics. 

Dr. C, B. Singh: According to the 
list of patents for a single product 
patent in the world, the U.S.A. has got 
355 patents, Switzerland-44 patents; 
Germany-33 patents; U.K.-28 pat
ents, France--21 patents; Japan-3 
patents; ltaly-1 patent and India-1 
patent. That was in the period when 
there was no patent law in Italy
only 1 patent in Italy whereas U.S.A. 
having 355 patents. How would you 
explain that? In the absence of any 
patent law, there was hardly any real 
advancement made in Italy in the 
pharmaceutical field. Do you agree 
with that? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C, Shah: We do 
not agree with that. If you were in 
the market for the drugs industry, 
you would know that they are able to 
manufacture almost every chemical. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: But they were all 
copying. They were not making any
thing new. 



Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Even by 
copying, they have developed research 
and technology, 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You will agree 
that they were copying only? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Singh: We are 
copying everything in this world. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am talking a bout 
Italians. They were only copying? 
Is it not? You are now trying to 
copy again. You are copying all the 
time. Is it not correct? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We nave 
not been able to copy others because 
the patent law was against us. We 
could not do so. That is the reason 
why we want a recess to copy others. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: As a result of no 
patent, you will be able to produce 
nothing new. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Italy 
could manufacture so many things 
and they have been able to reduce 
the price of drugs. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: You are again 
harping on the same point. They 
have been able to reduce the price 
because of copying others. N_othing 
knew was produced by them. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: May I 
ask: By having the patent law for 19 
years, what have we achieved? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That is not 
the way of answering questions. ~~e 
witness should not ask the questwn 
that way, 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah : I ask 
During the last 19 years what have 
we achieved by keeping this patents 
law? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Nothing. That is 
the greatest tragedy. What have you 
done in that regard? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. shah: Let us 
now try that without the patent law 
We should learn by trial and error. 
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Shri I. A. Modi: Let me quote from 
Senator Kefeuver's Report: 

·~The Italian drug industry has 
also developed a number of pos
sibly significant new drugs most 
of which_ are not available in the 
United States. Among these are 
several new anti-biotics, new anti
cholestrol drugs, new anti-fungus 
drugs, new ergot derivatives use
ful in easing child-birth, a new 
injectable chlorophenicol and a 
synthetic chemical which gives 
some promise of being effective 
against two strains of influenza. 
The significance of the last .lies in 
the fact that influenza has a virus 
against which neither anti-biotic 
nor a~y other drug is effective. 
This new drug is being tested in 
over 100 hospitals in Italy; it is 
claimed to reduce the average 
length of illness by more than 
half and a leading American firm 
has already secured distribution 
rights in the United States. 

It should be recognised that 
some of these developments are 
only in the nature of possibilities 
for the future. The Italian drug 
industry is largely a creation of 
very recent years." 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Do you 
what was the ultimate result 
Report in U.S.A.? 

know 
of this 

Shrl I. A. Modi: .That I do not know. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I may tell you for 
your information. 

Shri I. A. Modi: These are the facts. 
Italy has done research in this field. 

Mr. Chairman: Why tell them that. 
We know it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: They may not 
know it at all. They are quoting from 
this Report. I want them to know 
what was the ulti•mate result of that. 
A member of the Committee said: 

"It has been my judgment that 
the hearing so far has been pre-



judiced and distorted. They have 
lacked balance; they are unfair to 
the industry, to Government agen- 1 

cies, to the Senate itself and to the 
public." 

Mr. Chairman: Do you justify that 
attitude? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I do not justify it. 

Mr. Chairman: Then why I ask that? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: They are quoting 
from that. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We are 
quoting the facts alone. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: They have, more 
or less, brought about cases I in the 
court about drugs used for conditions 
four main types of that is, anti-biotics, 
anti-diabetic, anti-rheumatic and anti
sedative. These cases .are still going 
on in the country. 

May I know what is the proportion 
of patented and un-patented drugs 
used in this country? 

Shri nasmukh!al C. Shah: I don't 
know. The hon. Member may give 
the percentage. 

Mr. Chairman: If you do not know, 
say so. That is all. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: ·I know you have 
no idea about it. About your own 
firm, how many unpatented drugs are 
you sending out? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Almost 
hundred per cent. Because of this 
patent law, we cannot manufacture 
any product. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: You have sug
gested that the patent law should be 
abrogated for 10 years. Do you think 
the drug industry in this country will 
be able to achieve self-sufficiency in 
10 years? ' 

Shri Hasmukhlal C, Shah~ This was 
only a mere suggestion. 
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suggestion. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: If nothing 
can be done by having this patent law, 
at least give a holiday. That is what 
we suggested. Then, we can try our 
luck. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Do you think 
Italy achieved self-sufficiency or near 
self-sufficiency in drugs during the 
19 years that they have had no patent 
law? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Not only 
self-sufficiency but they are feeding 
thP. world itself. 

Shri Arjun Arora: So, do you think 
that Indians could do the same? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: I think 
so. We are 15 times more in number 
than they are. We will be able to ~o 
much better if the opportunity is 
given to us. 

Shri Arjun Arora: How do you think 
abrogation of the Patent Act wi!l act 
as an incentive for research? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: I think, 
you are misunderstanding us. We 
have never said that we want the 
abrogation of the Patent Act. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You may not 
want it, but I want to know whether 
abrogation of the Patent Act will act 
as an incentive for research and 
whether research will gain momentum 
thereby. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Sbah: We have 
asked only for a compromise. If com~ 
pulsory licenc.e is easily available, 
abrogation of the Patent Act is not 
necessary at all, · because that wi!l 
serve both the purposes. It will satis
fy those who want patents and also 
those who do not want patents; 

Shri Arjun Arora: Those who try to 
satisfy botJj ends in satisfying nobody. 

Shri I. A. Modi: As far as we are 
concerned, we feel that instead of total 



abrogation, the present Bill will be 
more appropriate and more encourag
ing. Abrogation will not work; this 
Bill will work. That is our opinion. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You mentioned 
the Italian example. Could we not 
imitate the Italians by not having 
patent legislation? You said that not 
only the Italians achieved self-suffi
ciency but they captured the world 
market; so, you wanted a holiday from 
patents. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We have 
learnt from the Government's experi
ence. The Government itself has given 
a holiday from income-tax for cer
tain industries thinking that that 
would act as an incentive. So, we 
would like to have the same thing in 
regard to patents. The same argu
ments, which have been given by 
Government for giving a holiday from 
income-ta:lt, would apply here. 

Shrl Arjun Arora: You have made a 
good suggestion that the date on which 
a patent is registered originally should 
be the date from which patent rights 
should begin in India also. Did you 
have an idea of the time-'ag betweel> 
the date of the original patent and 
that of the patent in India? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 
It varies from two to three years; 
sometimes it is anything from 5 to 7 
years. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Have you come 
across any example of a patent being 
granted in India five years after it 
was originally gran~ed anywhere else• 

Sh.ri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: At the 
moment I cannot remember any such 
example. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Would you look 
up and send it to us? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: I will 
try to find out and, if there is any, 
send you the info~mation. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Is there any 
scientific basis for fixation of royalty 
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or is it merely a matter of bargaining 
between the patentee and the licen
see? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: If the 
expenses on research are 6! Per cent, 
4 per cent is more than enough. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Do you agree 
that there should be a progressive re
duction in the amount of royalty? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We would 
be very happy if that could be done 
through this Bill. We will appreciate 
it very much. 

Shrl A. T. Sarma: In your memo
randum you have cited many instances 
of foreigners exp'oiting and harassing 
Indians. Do you consider that by the 
passing of this Bill this exploitation 
or harassment of Indians will be res
tricted in future? 

Shri L A. Modi: Yes, Sir. It th!.t 
restriction goes, our country will get 
the drugs and medicines much cheaper 
than what they are available for to
day. 

Shri. A. T. Sarma: Do you think that 
India is not lacking in technology and 
technicians in the pharmaceutical in
dustry? 

Shrl I .. A. Modi: India is not lacking 
in that. Even in the foreign firms, 
here most of the employees are 
Indians. They have enough qualifica
tions. The on 'y thing is that we are 
waiting for opportunities. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Do you know 
that even foreign firms in India are 
run by Indian technicians? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 
They are run 100 per cent by Indian 
technicians. There may be one or two 
exceptions here or there. 

Shri I. A. Modi: But, may I add, 
that even these Indian technicians are 
restricted by foreign tactics. I have 
one example of a friend of mine. What 
is being done by the foreign firm 
is this. My friend is working on one 



project. That project seemed to have 
wonderful prospects; so, the man was 
immediately transferred to another 
project and that project has been 
transferred to their country. It is not 
now being worked in India. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Some foreign wit
nesses have expressed the desire that 
the Bill be postponed for the tim;, 
bt>ing. Do you agree with that? 

Shri f. A. Modi: No. The Bill 
should not be postponed even for a 
day. The move may be there; in fact, 
the Economic Times of July 9 in its 
editorial said "the recent re-thinking 
in New Delhi has rightly placed the 
emphasis on the factors mentioned 
against the Bi'l and there is no rea
son why some realistic approach should 
not be applied to-patents." A nice 
rt:mour is there. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Have the witnes-
ses visited the Pimpri factory at 
Poona? 

Shri Hasmukh'al C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you know what 
they are manufacturing? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: If we do 
not know all of it, we know some
thing about it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you know that 
they have produced a new drug, 
known as Haemycin? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you know 
what is their cost of production? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: I do not 
know. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It is Rs. 20,000 a 
kilo. Now if we give you the freedom 
that you want, ·that is, the freedom 
to copy, it will mean that the money 
invested in Pimpri and at other 
Jllaces will go waste. Do you want 
1t>at it should be allowed to go waste? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We do 
not want that it should go waste. 
Whatever expenses they have incur
red, they should realise that. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How tan they 
realise it if you have complete free
dom to copy it? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: The tech
nology is known to them much better 
than to the person who is coming new 
in the field; so, they would be able to 
do much better than the newcomer 
and by the time the new comer 
achieves that technology, they would 
have realised all their money spent on 
r,;search. 

Shri I. A. Modi: May I say that 
under this Patent Bjll no expense is 
waste because we are paying royalty. 
If there are more agencies for making 
haemycin, perhaps they will get more 
compensation by way ·of 4 per cent 
than they are getting today by pro
ducing it themse'ves and selling it. 
We do not wish just to copy and not 
to pay the royalty. We want that 
royalty should be paid and will be 
paid. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Do you know what 
royalty they are getting from other 
countries? 

Shri I. A. Modi: No. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: They are getting 
7~ per cent. 

Shri I. A. Modi: In that case, if 
Indian restricts it to 4 per cent it is 
very reasonable. 

Mr. Chairman: How can you permit 
Pimpri to get 7} per cent if you want 
it to be fixed at 4 per cent in India? 

Shri I. A. Modi: It is for people in 
those countries to object to 71 per 
:ent and say that they will give onlY 
I per cent. 

Mr. Chairman: You want Pirnprl to 
get· only 4 per cent? . 



.:>hri I. A. Modi: I do not want it. 
It is not that we are going to tell him, 
"please give 4 per cent or 5 per cent". 
When those people are concious of 
that, I think they will have to do. 

Mr. Chairman: You cannot have one 
standard for one and another for the 
other. 

Shri I. A. Modi: I do not say that. 
On one item you may lose 3! per cent, 
but on thousand other items, you may 
gain. Patent law is a reciprocal law. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: If they 
ask 71 per cent in their country, they 
have to pay 71 per cent in our coun
try. If we pay 4 per cent to them, 
they would pay 4 per cent to us. 

Mr. Chairman: If you pay only 4 
per cent, what is the justification for 
you to ask another country to pay you 
7l per cent? 

Shri I. A. Modi: They may be de
manding 7! per cent. The justifica
tion is .... 

Mr. Chairman:- This is a matter 
which this Committee has to consider? 

Shri I. A. Modi: Yes; naturally. 

Shri Bade: About those patents 
which are running in foreign coun
tries their period should be counted 
by daunting _the period in India .. If 
you look to . Section 53, we have 
envisagec! that . thing also. The t~rl"" 
of every patent gra,nted shall: 

,, (a) in respect- of an invention 
ciaiming the ~ethod of process of 

., m~nufacture of a substance, where 
the substance is intended for use, 
or is ·capable of being used, as 

. food or as a medicine or drug be 
ten years from the date of the 
patent; and 

(b) in respect of any other 
invention, be fourteen years from 
the date of the patent. 

"(2) Notwithstanding anything 
contained in the Patents and 
Designs Act, 1911, or in the patent 
granted thereunder, the terms of 
every patent granted before the 
commencement of this Act in res
pect of an· invention claiming a 
substance or the method or pro
cess of manufacture in respect 
thereof, where the substance is in
tended for use, or is capable of 
being used as food or as medicine 
or drug sha]J be ten years from 
the date of the patent: 

Provided that where at the 
commencement of this Act any 
such patent is in force by reason 
of an extension granted under 
the Act aforesaid, the patent shall 
cease to have effect on the expira
tion of the period of such exten
sion." 

And then all those patents granted for 
drugs and medicines, will be endors
ed with "licences of right" automati
cally, i.e. automatic licensing. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: We fully 
agree with that automatic licensing. 

Shri Bade: All the foreign patents 
will not be given licences. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: As far as 
d1 ugs and medicines are concerned, 

Shri Bade: About drugs and medi
cines there is no question. The un
exph:ed term of the basic foreign 
patent should be there, but not more 
than -ten years. 

' Shri 1. A. Modi: We have not stu
died that particular clause. So __ it is 
,·ery difficult to express our opmton. 

11ft ·~'hf~ : m'l ~ ~ f~ ifbc 
.rn~ ~ m-.r w;rr "'lfm 1 . 

m'1' ~ ~ f.!; ~rt ~ if 'A'+ff <1'1>' 

f'f'IIT« if@~ tfTliT ~ 1 f'f'!IT« ;tt wm
q.mjl i!?r m ~ m.: ~ qT'f 'fil' 

EllT'f ~ ~ f.!; m .rn- 'l'ffl <f.T 
~ rn if; ~ 'f.T ~ Jlm~ 



f'l<1 ~<i" iflfT m-'i ~ qtf 'lit w.rf'!I ~ 
~~ ~? 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: Looking 
to the population of this country, 
seven years are more than enough. 

l!olt "'!~ : iflfT ~ ~ ;r@ ~ 
fiF 'WI<: 'l'k 'f~ W<'!' ma wr 
lfllT, m '3'<m ~ ~ r~ m- il'k 
'fi'Pl''i<'r:r 'Ff ~ wrf.r m.: fu;rf~ 
€fe li ~ ~ mirm m<: ~ G:t <ri 
tts~ <e:npli1c li <'f1T ~it m<: ~~ 

~ il'k <ftf~ ~ ~ mir'll ? 

Shrl I. A. Modi: It is not the case 
with every patent. All the things go 
simultaneously. Perhaps he may 
reco\·er the cost within three years. 
In seven years, he will be able to 
recoup even extremely high expenses. 

l!o'ft .mr,!IT: iflfT ~ m, 
W1<n ~ ~"'t flror ~. i1;m ~•p:rq-

~ 

~ Pi; il'k 'fi11IT<ill' li ~qor ~if it 
ii1G ~ qtf ii1G il'k ll'R' f'f>llT 1fllT ? 

Shri I. A. Modi: We have no ex
perience. 

Shri Hasmukhlal C. Shah: It will be 
better if you suggest in the Bill how 
quickly the patent should be granted, 
so that the time factor will not be 
there. 

Shri B. K. Das: You are in favour 
of Clause 48. That is what you have 
said in your Memorandum. But no 
compensation has been provided. Have 
you any comment to make on that? 

Shri I. A. Modi: My only comment 
is that, after all, the drugs are to be 
used for national interest. We can 
give you the example of the U.K. Act 
here. If it is to be used for govem
ment purposes, naturally no compen
sation is to be given. 1f such a well 
developed country wants it to be so, 
why should we not want it? There 

should be no compensation if it is 
used for government purposes. 

Shri B. K. Das: Some opinion has 
been expressed that it should be res
tricted to Defence purposes, security 
of the country, epidemic and such 
other things and should not be appli
cable for general government use, for 
instance, in hospitals. What have you 
to say on this? 

Shri I. A. Modi: It should be for 
public at large and for a!~ government 
)?Urposes. 

Mr. Chairman: That is all. 

Thank you, gentlemen. 

(The witnesses then withdrew.) 

(The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 17.00 hours) 

(The Committee reassembled at 17.00 
hours). 

II'I. Gujarat Vepari Mahamandal, 
Ahmedabad. 

Spokesmen:-

1. Shri Chandulal Premchand. 

2. Shri Charandas Haridass. 

3. Shri J. T. Trivedi. 

(The witness were called in and they 
took their seats). 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, The 
evidence you give will be published 
and given to all our Members and 
laid down on the Table of the House 
and also will be given to all Members 
of Parliament and even if you want 
any portion to be kept confidentiai, 
that will also 1be printed. We have 
received your memorandum and if 

.you want to put forth any new 
points or elaborate any points al· 
ready made, you are free to do so. 
Afterwards, our members will ask 
questions. 

Shti Chandulal Premchand: At the 
outset we would like to express our 
regrets that we could not come in 



time as our train was late beyond 
our imagination. 

We would like to draw your atten
tion to our memorandum. Clause 
3 (a): Here, the word 'scandalous' in 
the old Act is proposed to be substi
tuted by the word · 'frivolous'. We 
fear that the word 'frivolous' may 
not convey the meaning as is sup
posed or as is conveyed by the 
word 'scandalous'. Perhaps the autho
rities may consider any invention 
which may seem to be small as fri
volous and reject it. The executive
authority should be very careful in 
rejecting an invention and we desire 
that the executive power should bo 
limited to rejecting those inventions 
which are against morality or society. 
We have, therefore, suggested for 
want of any better word that the 
Word 'scanda!O\IS' as in the present 
Act be kept in the bill though we 
feel that the meaning of the word 
'scandalous' is conveyed in clause 
(b). 

Now turning to page 4 of our 
memorandum-clause 102(3) regard
ing the compensation for compulsory 
acquisition of patent by Government, 
in the Bill discretion has been given 
to the executive authority to deter" 
mine the compensation to be paid to 
the patentee. There is every likely
hood that the officer will use the 
judgment in favour of the Govern
ment and to that extent against the 
patentee. So we have proposed that 
there should be an independent 
board to determine the compensa
tion to be paid to the patentee 
Instead of Government deciding in 
favour of the Government. 

About clause 126, with reference to 
the practitioners, Mr. Trivedi will 
eJ<plain the position. 

Sbri J. T. Trivedi: Clause · 126 
is specially meant for the recog
nition of patent attorneys. In this 
:onteJ<t, the idea c.onveyed is that 
i man who wants to get himself 
registered as a patent attorney or 
1 agent should be an advocate and 
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also he should have a degree in 
science or technical qualifications. 
These three things are practically not 
possible so far as our country is 
concerned. Even Judges in the 
Supreme Court do not possess 
engineering and Jaw degrees. Even 
in other countries you will find that 
none of the jurors possesses both 
engineering and law degrees. These 
two are different subjects altogether. 
It can't be said that this is a techni
cal subject and a man having no 
degree cannot possibly practise him
self in drawing the specifications of 
the .claim. It is a practical thing. 
Therefore there should be only this 
provision that those who are practis
ing in this field should be given 
recognition. · Just like chartered 
accountants, there should be a training 
institution for them and thereafter 
this clause for compulsory degree 
should be introduced. In U.K. also 
this system was introduced very late. 
First persons who were practising in 
that particular field were granted 
recogn!ition. After some time, an 
institution was started to give them 
training and now they have provided 
that only those who are well-versed 
in that particular field through train
ing would be allowed to practise. 
But in our country we have not got 
that type of institution so far. 
Therefore, it is necessary that those 
who want to practise in this parti
cular field be given a fair chance. 
We have got a very small number 
of practitioners in the patents field. 
It will be hardly 39 or 40 through
out India and looking to the popula
tion of the country, this figure is 

. very small and none of these practi
tioners possesses the degrees that 
are specified in the proposed Bill. 
Therefore, my submission is that this 
provision should be relaxed for some 
time so that this can be introduced 
when the proper time comes. For 
the time being they may be given 
recognition and after some time a 
patents examination may be held 
and if they pass the examination they 
could be given a certificate to that 
effect and allowed to continue prac
tice. 



Shri· R: P. Sinha: What interest do 
you represent? ' 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: The 
Gujarat Chamber of Commerce. It 
represents trade and industry in 
Gujarat. The members are not 
located only in Ahmedabad but 
are scattered all over the important 
places of Gujarat. The total mem
·bership is 2,500. 

1\lr. Chairman: Have you any 
pharmaceutical industries on your 
body? 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes, 
Sir, about 10. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you obtained 
their views about this Patent Bill? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: Abont ycur other 
industries? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: We 
have not been able to obtain their 
views. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Ahmedabad is a 
centre of textile industry. Is the 
textile industry in any way affected 
by this Bill? 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: It does 
affect, because they are making use 
of patented articles and they are the 
users to a large extent of patented 
processes of foregin patentees. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Then they pay 
royalties to the foreigners? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: Yes, 
we are paying royalties; f0r example 
for >the .Sanforized, process. 

Shrl :R:·P. Sinha: What is the 
amount of royalty you pay for the 
Sanforized process?. 

Shri Charandas Haridass: About 
Rs. 50,000 to Rs. '15,000 pel mvnth 
per unit. 

Shrt R. P. Sinha: The patent be
longs to which country? 
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Shri Charandas Harldass: It is an 
American company. 

Sbri Chandulal Premchand: The 
Sanforizing machine is rented to 
these people by the patent-holders 
and per metre of cloth that they 
Sanforize, they have to pay so many 
paise as royalty, and it comes to 
about Rs. 50,000 per month for a 
medium-sized unit. 

Mr. Chairman: How many units 
are there? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: There are 
60 units in Ahmedabad. Ali of 
them do not use this. Sar.!orized 
process. Only about 25 mills use it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Is it possible for 
your Association to . send us some 
more details as to the quantity of the 
sanforized textiles that are being pro· 
duced in the country and . the exact 
amount of royalty being paid. For 
how many years the patent is their? 
What are all the terms of this? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: Yes, Sir. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: One process alone 
and Rs. 3 crores and 60 Iakhs per 
year? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Some 
of the mills have enterea into agree
ment with the British Tootal process. 
Some of them have started working 
it. Perhaps, the royalty demanded 
by the Tootal processors must. . be 
higher than the sanforized. 

Shri R. P: ·Sinha: Will you s~nd us 
the data for that also? 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes, 
Sir/. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know one thing. These Tootals and 
Senforized must haVe · taken the 
patent in India. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes, 
Sir. 



Shri R. P. Sinha: I woulc{ like you 
to make sure, whether they are get- . 
ting the royalty as a patent from the 
patent that has been registered here 
or is it a royalty for the know-how 
and technique that is given or the 
rent of the machine? We would like 
to know definitely what is the ele
ment of royalty for the payment of 
the patent rights. You understand my 
point. 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: I will 
ju..t repeat. You want to know whe
ther this royalty is in compensation 
for the know-how or the machine or 
for using the word "Sanforized" on 
every piece of cloth. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Quite right. If it 
is something else, then we are not 
concerned. If it is patent, then we 
are concerned. Kindly give us the 
Patent No. We can check up whether 
it is a perfact patent or not. 

Shri Cbandulal Premcband: All 
right. 

Mr. Chairman: I am told that the 
patent period is over. It is only . for 
the trade mark that you are paymg. 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: Sanforized 
patent is still in force tor the process. 
That has been patented in . 1954. It 
has anout two years to eXPire. How
ever, I will give the details about this 
on my return to Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Chairman: Please give us the 
details about both. 

Shri R. P. SiBha: Please give u• 
the patent number. Please let us 
know if there are other . types ?t 
patents which the textile mdustry 1n 
Ahmedabad are using. 

Mr. CbalrniaD: I think the textile 
manufacturers even in Bombay have 
to pay this royalty. 

Shri Charandas Haridass: Through
out India, Sir. Any mill who want~ 
to us this sanforized process has t 
pay the roy11lty. 

807(B) LS-11. 
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Shrl R. P. Sinha: If we get the 
details, we can have some idea. We 
can refer it to the A1J India Textile 
Federation. 

Mr. Chairman: Can you give us 
what textile industry in , India-in
cluding al! places, is paying for this 
trade mark or patent whatever it is? 

Shri Chandulal fremchand: I think 
we shall be able to give it. Through 
the Federation, we can get all these 
figures. 

Sbri J. T. Trivedi: Regarding the 
sanforized process, Sir, some machines 
like Eva Set are being manufactured 
in the U.K. which are available for 
Rs. 2! lakhs. In West Germany, the 
machine known as Manfores is avail
able at a cost of Rs. 2 lakhs, whereas 
in the U.S.A. we have to pay a cost of 
Rs. 4 lakh and 50 thousand. That i1 
the position. 

Mr. Chairman: Why should theT 
not manufacture in India? 

Sbri J. T. Trivedi: Tootal & Com
pany have got a contract with the 
mills likely to expire in 1967. They 
are trafficking in it and Government 
has allowed them to take away thil 
large money from our country. 

Shri R. P. Siulla: Please differen
tiate between trade mark and patent. 
We are not concerned with th~ trade 
mark. • If this particular machme hal 
got a patent for the manufact~re of 
sanforized products, we would hke to 
know the patent number of th~• 
machine. The point raised here 11 

that this patent for this machine hat 
already expired. We would like ~ 
know, as you have said, that this 
machine is available for four lakhl 
in America and 2 lakhs in West Ger
many and England and probably. be
cause of this patent you can neither 
manufacture the machine here nor 
can you import from West Germany. 
Please send Us a comprehensive note 
on this subject. 



And please tell us if there are 
other patents for products or process 
that are being used in the industries 
at Ahmedabad-whether textile or 
oil or anything else? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: The 
word "Sanforized" has been so popu
larised by the patentees or by the 
holders of the trade mark and the 
consumer preference has been so 
much created that textile mills even 
if they stablise another process al
most similar to it, will not fetch that 
price. At the same time, it will not 
be so easy of sale, because the manu
facturers and the patent holders have 
so popularised it-they spent lakhs 
and lakhs of rupees to popularise the 
word "Sanforized" that textile mills, 
even if they like i~ or not, would pay 
this high royalty. They have to use 
it and they have tO Sanforized it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It is borne out 
of our own experience. And one 
thing more. This textile industry is 
a very very old industry of India and 
particularly in Ahmedabad. Could 
you please tell us whether the textile 
industry in India has taken out some 
patent in respect of certain processes 
or something which they can claim 
as a result of their own experience? 
Any .such innovation? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes. 
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There is one process which is "Tri
nised", which has been invested by 
ATIRA, the Ahmedabad Textile Re
Industrial Research Association, 
whereby the cotton cloth can be pro- · 
cessed as to wash and wear. At the 
same time, it maintains the softness 
and airiness of the cotton cloth. 
Others are using synthetic resins to 
make it "wash and wear" and to avoid 
ironing. This process has been in
vented after so many years of re
~earch by the chemists of ATIRA, and 
they have asked for patent. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: They have taken 
the patent in India? 

Shri Chandnlal Prem Chand: Yes, 
Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: 
taken? 

When was it 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: It was some
where in January '65. 

J.\lr. Chairman: Any foreign coun
try has taken the patent? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: I do not remem
ber, but I can furnish this informa- · 
tion after my return. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Please give us 
particulars about the number of cases 
where they have taken patents for 
themselves, and whether the process 
is being used in any of the mills in 
[ndia. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Some of 
the mills in Indore, Bombay and 
Ahmedabad have started using this 
process by paying royalty to 'ATIRA'. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is the 
royalty paid? 

Shri Charandas Baridas: Rs. 7,500 
per year. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: That is 
the minimum. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What do you mean 
by the minimum? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: U 
depends upon the use they make on 
the metre, of cloth but the minimum 
is this amount. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: There must be 
some royalty based on metre also. 
Could you tell us that figure? 



Shri Chandulal Premchand: We 
shall furnish that information. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
compare this with the royalty per 
metre on sanforized cloth. Could you 
also tell us how many years it took 
for the ATIRA to evdlve this process, 
and what expenditure they had to 
incur in order to evolve this process? 

Shr:i Chandulal Premchand: They 
worked for about three years. The 
primary function of the A TIRA is to 
study the problems of the mills which 
are sent to them for study and then 
suggest solutions. In addition to that, 
there were scientists who work on this 
also; after finding that the consumers 
want a type of cloth on which!they 
could be saved from the trouble of 
ironing, they began to work on this, 
using only the cloth without adding 
any synthetic resin or any other 
foreign material. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Kindly send us a 
note on the function of the ATIRA 
and what new processes they have 
tried to evolve, the expenditure per 
year, and how it is being financed. 

Could you tel! us about the patents 
in regard to engineering goods or 
engineering products? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: We have 
started one factory in Ahmedabad, 
which manufactures printing 
machines; they have secured a patent 
also; and that machine is being sold 
at present at the cost o'f about a few 
lakhs of rupees. It is a special type 
of machine for vertical printing; it is 
for printing on cloth. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You have taken a 
patent 'for that also? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: Yes. 

IShri R. P. Sinha: Are you selling 
it abroad? 
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Shri Charandas Har:idass: Not ab
road; but we are selling it in Bombay, 
[ndore and Calcutta. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Please send u• 
some more details showing how much 
it costs, how it was evolved, the 
royalty obtained, when this patent wa• 
taken etc. 

Since you are doing so many thing• 
to solve your problems at the ATIRA, 
and you have also got the problem of 
royalty, the problem of giving as weU 
as taking of royalty etc., I would like 
to know whether you have applied 
your mind to the question of what the 
period cif the patent should be, what 
royalty should be provided for and so 
on, so that your interests or the Indian 
interests are protected both from the 
point of view of not being exploited 
by a foreign patentee and also from 
the point of view of getting protection 
for your patents here so that you can 
evolve more new patents for improv
ing the production of textiles and 
other items here and you could ge' 
proper return on the investment that 
you make in evolving new patents. It 
you have examined these question•, 
kindly let us know what your view• 
are. 

Sh:ri J. T. Trivedi: ~n that context, 
I would like to submit that usually, 
the grant of a patent takes about a 
period of three years. After that, the 
patentee has to set up the machinery 
for working it, and then organise a 
market for it and then sell the 
machine to the prospective clients; the 
period of 16 years provided for in the 
present Act has been found to be 
not sufficient in some cases. In any 
case, it should not be reduced, and 
this should be ensured in order that 
we may recover the amount that is 
spent on labour, in organising the fac
tory etc. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What is this period 
of 16 years? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: 16 years is the 
period provided in the present Act. 



ln the new Bill it has been reduced to 
14 years. That period of 14 years 
should be from the date of sealing of 
the patent and not from the 
date of application, because between 
the date of application and the grant 
of the patent, it generally takes about 
three years; that is the natural course, 
and that is what we have experienced 
also. During these three years, one 
cannot start the factory; one may not 
get a financier to help one and so on. 
Therefore, some latitude should be 
given in this regard, because we are a 
developing country and we have to 
develop so many things. 1n regard 
to patents for items other· than medi
cines and food articles, the period 
5hould not be reduced. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What do you mean 
by 'financier'? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: The inventor 
may not have the necessary money 
and he may have to find out a finan
cier who would assist him to work 
out his invention, and start the 'fac
tory. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We have provid
ed for a maximum royalty of 4 per 
cent. Will that be sufficient, for ins
tance, in the case of the printing 
machine developed by the ATIRA7 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: I have not ap
plied my mind to that question. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you kindly 
consider the question 'from the angle 
that I have put before you and then 
e;ive us a memorandum on that aspect? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: Yes, I would 
consider it and then give you a note. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: If necessary, you 
can consult your executive committee 
al•o and then give us the note. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand After 
consulting the committee we shall be 
pre•enting our views before you. 
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Shri R. P. Sinha: Both on the royalty 
question and also on the life of a 
patent. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: So far 
as the period of ten years is concern
ed, we have already more or less 
agreed on that. · But on the question 
of royalty we shall certainly give our 
views after considering the matter. 

Shri B. K. Das: At page 4 of your 
memorandum you have suggested 
some further addition to clause 87. 
You want to add the words 'any sub
stance, method or processes which the 
Central Government may notify in the 
future'. I want to know what parti
cular substance you have in mind. 
Could you give us some idea of that? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: ·No; in clause BT 
we have made out for which particular 
substances a patent may not be grant
ed after a particular time. In this con
nection, I would invite your attention 
to· the wording of clause 87. ~ would 
like to submit in this context that 
we have not exhaustively stated the 
various substances which are there in 
India whlch Government may think it 
proper in the interests of the country 
to put in this category. 'l'herefore, 
there should be a provision that at 
any time Government may notify in 
the Gazette of Indi3 any particular 
substance as coming within this cate• 
gory, St' that tht- patent may not be 
granted for that substance or it maY 
be endorsed with the words 'Licence 
of right'. 

Shri B. K. Das: I only wanted to 
know whether you have any particular 
substance in your mind except chemi
cals for which there is special provi· 
sian? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: For the presen' 
I have not anything in my mind bu' 
thls Clause should be kept open and i' 
may cover very many substances. 

Shri B. K. Das: You want an inde
pendent statutory body like a Board 



for fixing up the compensation. What 
would you like to be the composition 
of such a Body? 

Bhri Chandulal Premchand: We 
have suggested an independent Board, 
viz., a Board of Trade set up lby the 
Central Government consisting of the 
nominees of that particular trade for 
determining such compensation having 
regard to the expenditure incurred in 
connection with the invention and in 
the case of a patent, the term thereof. 

Mr. Chairman: You want that there 
should be a Judge; a nominee of the 
Trade and a lawyer. Js it so? 

Shri B. K. Das: And the Appeal 
ahould lie in the High Court. 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes, 
Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On the ques
tions put up by bon. Member, Shrl 
Sinha, you have given very valuable 
information but the same could also 
have been put in the memorandum. 
May I know what prevented you from 
putting all this information regarding 
royalties and new inventions in the 
memorandum? 

Shrl Chandulal Premchand: We 
have simply to express sorrow on 
that account. 
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IShri Kashl Ram Gupta: You know 
the Bill provides a rate of royalty on 
percentage basis. Now you have infor
med us that royalties are taken per 
meter. How the two are to be re
eonciled? 

.Shri Chandulal Premchand: For 
Gnforized cloth it is on the meter. 

Sbri Kashl Ram Gupta: When the 
patent is granted the clause on royalty 
ia on percentage basis. Then natural
ly they should conform ·to that only. 
How it can be on meter basis? 

Shrl Chandulal Premchand: We are 
ltl•ting a fact how royalty is demand
ed when a contract has been entered 
Into between the owner and the user. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My reques\ 
is you should see to the patent con
ditions also whether the patent condi
tions are putting down rate of royalty 
on percentage basis or meter basis? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: We 
shali enquire and submit that infor
mation. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Now, you 
know this Bill provides 14 years fol
lowing from the date of completion 
of specification. I want to know what 
is the practice i.e. whether machinery 
industry generally give their applic~ 
tions with complete specification or it 
takes time to complete the speci
fication. 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: Usually they do 
not file complete specification at the 
time of filing the application. They 
file the application provisionally In 
most of the cases. Only in f w cases 
they put in application along with 
complete specification. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Therefore, 
according to the new Bill the period 
naturally comes to about 15 years 
because it is from the date of com
pletion of the specification. 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: That is, no doubt, 
correct, Sir, but even after submission 
of complete specification there will be 
examination, etc. which will take time. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That ill 
covered by 14 years. In the old Act 
it was from the date of fi ing ani now 
it is from the date of complete l}leci
fication. 

shri J. T. Trivedi: That I do agrea • 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Have you 
consulted the pharmaceutical lndust'T 
about 10 years period or not? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: I have not con
sulted. 

Shri Kasbl Ram Gupta: Finally, 
have you anything to say about the 
elause regarding revocation? 



Shri J. T. Trivedi: No, Sir, !I have 
not got anything to say. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: Do we take 
that other clauses of the Bill are 
ag:eeable to you? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: Except the few 
points I have mentioned and submit
ted in the memorandum sent by the 
Mahamandal. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: I wish to know 
from the hon. witness how many 
patents held by foreigners have come 
in the way of our developing the 
process of textile industry in India? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: As a matter of 
fact I have not come acroSs such 
cases personally but I know that so 
many patents come in the way be
cause our country is a developing 
country and most of the people look 
to the foreign stuff and when we 
develop that idea and go in ~or a 
patent we are not allowed because 
e.lready these are lying on~ the shelves 
of the Patent Office and it amounts to 
prior publication and, as such, so 
many foreign patents come in our 
way. But we cannot give exact num
ber and idea about them. 

Shri K. K. Warior: How many 
patents infringement cases have been 
there in the textile industry to your 
knowledge? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: As a matter of 
fact only one case was filed in 1961 
regarding an infringement of a spin- · 
ning machinery under the patent. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Whether any of 
the patent right held by foreigners 
has come in the way of developing 
our textile machine building indus
ti'J'? 

Sbri K. K. Warier: How far the 
textile industry a5 such is spending 
out of their resources for research in 
textile technology! What percentage 
ot the turnover? 
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Shri J. T. Trivedi: That is not prac
tically possible for us to say. As far 
as I know, the Ahmedabad Textile 
Industry Research Association is 
carrying out research on behalf of the 
textile industry, and they are assist
ing the people. Information can be 
obtained and supplied. 

Mr. Chairman: You have some tex
tile institute in Bombay? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: Yes, Sir. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Have you fixed 
any percentage of the turnover? 

Shri Charandas Haridass: The rate 
is based on loom basis with evei'J' 
mill. The average is Rs. aooo per year 
for an average unit. 

Shri K. K. Warier: Only the weavinif 
mills have to contribute? 

Shrl Charandas Haridass: No, Sir. 
Both the weaving and spinning mills 
have to contribute. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: When on one ite~ 
alone Ahmedabad is paying Rs. 3 
crores and 60 lakhs, I am sure the 
Ahmedabad Mills must be using cer
tain chemicals and dyes also-I am 
sure about it, and this, too, must 
come to a fairly big amount. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: All the 
mills are not users of sanforized. 
Only those which are producing 
superfine and fine cloth-mostly 
superfine cloth-are using sanforized. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How the figure of 
Rs. 3 crores has been arrived at? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: That 
calculation is not correct. We can 
collect that information and submit it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What about chemi
cals and dyes? I am sure every mill 
is using lot of chemicals and dyes in 
bleaching processes and all that? 
Have you any idea about it, or will 
you like to give any informatiOil 
about it? 



Shri Chandulal Premchand: They 
are all using dyes and chemicals. 
There is no patented process for 
which they are paying. Even for 
bleaching, sizing and proofing the pro
cesses are well-known. They are using 
the average colours made by ICI, IDI, 
etc. 

The Ahmedabad Mills are using lot 
of dyes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: When you send in
formation, will you please send it 
about these dyes, etc., which are 
being used largely? 

Shrt Chandulal Premchand: Yes, 
Sir. 

Mr. Chairman: Sanforize is only 
for the trade-mark. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That information 
they will send. It may be so. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Lakhs 
of rupees are spent for advertisment 
to create a graze and preference by 
the consumer. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Just .like Aspro. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: We 
shall send information on this. 

Shri Charanda9 Haridass: Only the 
word "sanforised" is very important 
to our consumer. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: The 
hon. Member has given the analo~ 
of Aspro. Though other c~mpame~ 
are making the same thing an 
marketing under different names, 
Aspro is selling more than ~II ~he 
other combined because of th~ll" htgh 
pressure advertisement camprugn. 

Shri K. K. Warior: That do~s no: 
mean that there is no such thmg a 
Anacin or Saridon. They c~ als~ 
spend on advertisement for thell" o~ k 
product. Why should _the~ not ns 
that? 
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Shri Chandulal Premcband: Adver• 
tisement and the effects of advertise. 
ment are to a large extent a gamble. For 
instance, Alembics have been advertis
ing Rubex against Vicks Vaporub and 
during the year they have spen' 
perhaps more than Rs. 7 lakhs, bu' 
the sale of Vicks has not been affect. 
ed at all. Instead, they have recent
ly created a factory spending Rs. 65 
lakhs for manufacturing the four 
Vicks products. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: As you seem to 
know about this subject so much, can 
you tel! me whether there is any 
substance in the common complaint 
that the cost of patented drugs is very 
high a9 compared to other drugs in 
the market? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: This 
question has been discussed in detail 
by Mr. Justice Ayyangar in his report. 
I do not think we should dwel! on 
that. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You said you 
wanted "frivolous" to be substituted 
by "scandalous", but even then you 
will be allowing the same discretion· 
ary power to the executive, and they 
will have to find out whether it i1 
frivolous or seandalous. 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: As a matter of 
fact, "scandalous" should not be main· 
tained· on the statute-book, and 
"frivolous" should also be removed 
because it has no clear meaning. For 
example, I have a patent fo~ a screw 
wherein the only modification is a 
supporting tongue which holds . the 
screw In its own slot. Such stmple 
inventions might be rejected by the 
administrative officer if the word 
"frivolous" Is there In the statute. 

Shrf Cbandulal Premcbaad: The 
dictionary meaning of "frivolous,. II 
"of no value, insignificant". J~dges 
always go by their own expenence 
and sentiments of life, and if the 
invention of the screwdriver men.
tioned is presented for patent, Jt 



might be considered frivolous and 
ro:jected though it may be very use
ful to a mechanical shop by way of 
saving labour. 

l\lr. Chairman: Where is the word 
''scandalous" used? Why do you 
bring it here? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: It is not used. I 
correct myself. 

Mr. Chairman: "Frivolous" is used 
in many Acts, including the 1949 U.K. 
Act which is the current Jaw there, 
and we adopt it. Why should you 
object? 

Shri J. T. Trivedi: Here, the ques
tion is about defining an invention. 
If the invention is considered 
frivolous, naturally he cannot obtain 
a patent for it. That is the object. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: You are prepar
ed to have both! 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: We are 
not in favour of the word "scandal
ous." We do not like to read it 
either. 
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Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: ATIRA, 
to my mind, offers a very hopeful 
example of joint research which can 
be imitated by other industries too. 
You have said that there is a similar 
research body in Bombay. We have 
in other countries, as for example, in 
the United Kingdom, BESRA which 
is doing research for a joint group of 
companies. Could you tell us that 
there are possibilities of this kind, for 
joint research. <n far as other indus
tries are eoncerned, because the 
financial arrangement also in the case 
of ATIRA is very tempting; 50 per 
cent is contributed by the Govern
ment and 50 per cent by the industry. 
Have you explored the poss(bi!ities of 
'oint research so far as other indus
tries under your care are concerned, 
or, could you offer aome advice in this 
respect? -

Shri Chandulal Premchand: That 
has not come up yet. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: My 
second question is this. So far 3!1 

Sanforized method is concerned, I 
would like to know whether it ill 
liked by the indigenous consume~ or 
it is liked by the foreign consumers. 

Shri Charandas Baridass: Both. In 
export also that is mentioned. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Could 
you roughly indicate the proportion 
as to what extent they are used by 
indigenous consumers? 

Shri Charandas Barldass: Formerly 
we used to export our cloth in great 
varieties much more than the sanfo
rized variety. Recently, the Govern
ment of India has changed its policy 
and has given more incentives for 
sanforized varieties. So, it is in the 
initial stages, and hence I cannot give 
any opinion on it. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Formerly other 
varieties were being used ;., much 
greater quantities. Now, th~ Gov
ernment policy is to enco•Ir~ge 

sanforized cloth so that royalty will 
be more. That is what he is ~aying. 

Mr. Chairman: ls it beca•IS'!' you 
have an export market for sarhrizcd 
varieties? 

Shrl Chandulal Premchand: In some 
Asiatic countries and in some Euro
pean and other ~ountries. 

Shri R. p. Sinha: Could Y'l'' tell 
us what proportion c.f sanfori?.•d cloth 
is exported? 

Shrl Chandnlal Premchand: We 
cannot give it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you bP able 
to send us the figures later? 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Yes. 

Shrl Shyanmandan Mlshra: May I 
know whether ATIRA has eot anY 



collaboration arrangements l'l'ith any 
research body in foreign countries. 

Shri Chandulal Premchand: Not in 
foreign countries. But there is an 
exchange of information with research 
institutions like those existing in 
Bombay and Calcutta. There ill no 
foreign collaboration. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: They 
do not have any arrangeme'lt for the 
exchange of ideas with foreign institu
nonsT 
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Shri Chandulal Premchand: There 
~s ~n ~xchange of ideas among such 
mshtuhons in Bombay, Calcutta and 
Ahmedabad. 

Mr. Chairman: I am told by th& 
Chief Controller of Patents that the 
CSIR is prepared to meet half the 
expenditure and also the initial ex
penditure for any other institute 
started by another industry in India 
for research. 

Thank you, gentleman. 
(The Committee then adjourned). 

.. t.~ll' 
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L Pharmacy Council of India, New 
Delhi 

Spokesmen: 

1. Dr. S. Rohatgi 

2. Dr. P. K. Sanyal 

3. Dr. S. B. Rao 

4. Shri Devinder K. Jain. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
theu took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: If you want to stress 
any point in your memorandum or 
add any new point, you may do so. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: On behalf of the 
Pharmacy Council of India, I think 
you for giving us an opportunity to 
appear ·before you. 

The Pharmacy Council of India Ia 
the seniormost statutory body under 
the Pharmacy Act. We have under the 
Pharmacy Act State Pharmacy Coun
cils in each State and the Pharmacy 
Council of India is composed of one 
memb->r elected by each State Council 
and orae representative from each 
State Government along with 6 mem
bers from the In~er University Board 
and 6 representatives nominated by 
the Central Government. Apart from 
that, we have a few ex-officio memo
ers like the Director General of 
Health Services, the Drug Controller 
of India etc. We have 43 members in 
a'!. There is a slight variation in the 
number for the simple reason that all 
the States have not yet formed State 
Pharmacy Councils. 

We regulate the profession of phar
macy. In regulating the profession, the 
major stress is on education. We 
lay down standards for education in 
pharmacy. We have our inspectors to 
inspect all the courses in pharmacy 
throughout the country, and it is only 
on the basis of the approval given by 
this Council that Pharmacists can re
gister themselves In -the register of 
the State Pharmac, Councils and 
practise pharmacy. 
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The first point which I would like 
to stress relates to the definition of 
intermediates. As the definition stands 
at present, it might include a very 
common basic chemical like sulphurie 
acid and what not. So, we suggl't!t 
that the term "intermediate chemi
cals" might be d'fined a little bette1·. 
For instance, it can mean chemical 
substances directly or exclusively used 
in the synthe3is of the compound a.od 
it wouU not include chemical reagents 
or substances of that nature. As we 
understand it, the reason why this 
particular sub-clause has been includ
ed is to prevent circumvention of cer
tain provisions. That could be done 
by a clearer definition of intermediate 
substances. 

In Clause 5 we have suggested that 
the following may be added at the 
end: 

"Provided that the method or 
process of manufaciure is a subs
tantial improvement over knowa 
methods or processes." 

This would help preventing usele~~s 
processes from being patented. 

In reg3rd to C'ause 73 (2) we han 
suggested that a panel of experts or 
a technical advisory board may be 
set up. The reason is this. In the past 
it has been seen that many processetl 
which have been published in scien• 
tific literature or in old text books 
of chemi!\l"Y . have been patented in 
this country. We have made some 
provisions in the Bill for enlarging 
the Patent office especially with re
gard .to technical assistance to ad· 
vise the Controller, but we frel thllt 
specialisation in narrow fields has 
been going on to such an extent that 
it is not possible for a small group 
of experts to advise in all branches 
of learning. It is therefore desirable 

· that we have a panel of experts to 
advise the Controller whether a part!- , 
cular process has been mentioned 
elsewhere In scientific literature and 
Ia not capable of being patented. 



Mr. Chairman: That is what the 
clause proposes to do. It may appoint 
£Orne officers: "as many examiners 
and other officers and with such de
signations as it thinks fit for the 
purpose .,of discharging, under the 
superintendence and directions of the 
Controller, such functions of t!le 
Controller under this Act as it may 
from time to time authorise them to 
discharge." 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: My submission is 
that this relates only to the appoint
ment of technical advisers or ex
perts in the office of the Controller. 
I may say that research has been 
progressing in certain fields at such 
a space that it is not possible even 
for quite a large number of experts 
in the Patent Office to know all about 
the progress that is taking place in 
that particular field. We have speci
alists in the country, working iu 
various national laboratories, and 
various other bodies, from where we 
could draw a panel of experts to 
form an advisory body which will be 
&ble to advise the Controller on the 
latest developments in that particular 
field. I submit that a number of 
technical experts in the Patent Office 
may not be able to satisfactorily dis
charge this function. 
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Mr. Chairman: I think that is pro
vided in the Bill. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Clause 
'13 (2) refer to the appointment of 
officers in the Patent Office. His sug
ge.o;tion is that an outside body should 
be con,sulted. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: The last point 
which we want to stress was that in 
case a particular process is to be 
exploited by a public sector unde~
taking which, as we understand, 13 

a profit-making body, it would 
appear to be in the fitness 
of things if royalty is paid by the 
users of the patent. If the Gover~
ment themselves were to utilise tn1~ patented process, it would be a • 
right but if the public sector under
takin'g were to utilise it, they nught 

either pay a royalty or, as we have 
suggested as an alternative, they 
should agree to sell the produce at 
a no-profit-no-loss basis. It would 
then be quite in order. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: With your ex
perience as a pharmacologist and as 
a teacher in pharmacy and now ~os 

representing the Pharmacy Council 
of the country, would you like to 
comment on the fact that there is a 
complaint that the cost of patented 
drugs in this country is very, very 
high? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I would like, with 
your permission, to dilate on thi1 
particular point a little more than 
the question itself relates to. The 
point raised is whether the patent 
provisions as they stand today have 
led to an increase in the price of 
drugs. I would like to say a little 
more on the price of drugs as such, 
and mention the reasons why some 
drugs are more experuive in thi• 
country. There seems to be a con
siderable amount Of conclusion about 
the .price of drugs in this country. I 
would like to say very emphatically 
here that not all drugs manufactured 
or sold in this country are more ex
pensive or are exorbitant. as cot:l
pared to the prices in other coun
tries. Certain groups of drugs by all 
means are very expensive. We have 
for example a large number of 
Galenical preparations or simpler 
preparations which are being made 
in a competitive manner by a large 
number of firms and the prices ot 
these drugs, I dare say, are not higher 
than the international prices for 
these drugs in other countries. Ot~ 
the other hand, where monopoly .or 
cartels have been set up, the prtce 
of drugs is certainly very high. This 
needs more elaboration because we 
might consider how monopolies are 
set up. The first question raised by 
the han. Member, Dr. Chandrabhan 
Singh, is with regard to the pa!Rnt 
provisions. The patents do set up a 
kind of monopoly and t~at mono
poly is being abused in thts country 
and the prices of these drugs are 



certainly very much on the higher 
side. The second reason is the me
nopoly set up by the licensing policy 
and the implementation of the In
dustries (Development and Regula
tion) Act, where the manufacture is 
confined to one or two or at the most 
three firms, and where the prices of 
these drugs have been kept very 
high. Apart from all these consi
derations there is another factor, a::::d 
that is, the cost of some of the basic 
materials which go into the manu
facture of drugs which are used by 
the drug industry is higher here than 
1n countries of the west. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I would like you 
to elaborate this point; that the cost 
of certain raw materials which go 
into the production of these pharma
ceutical drugs is higher in this coun
try as compared to other countries. 
This is an important point and I 
would like you to deal with it in a 
more detailed way. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: We have to im
port certain chemicals. As for ex
ample, for certain acids, such as sul
phuric acid, we have to import sul
phur because it is not indigenously 
produced or available in the country. 
So, the cost of sulphuric acid is 
higher here than what it is in some 
other countries in the west. 

Mr. Chairman: By how much? 

Dr. S. Robatgi: It would be in the 
region of 30 to 40 per cent. This in
crease does reflect to a certain extent 
on the cost ·of production of the 
active substance in bulk. It is inter
esting to observe here that whereas 
some of the items which are u<;ed 
as raw materials in the production ol 
bulk material cost higher, wherever 
the medium and small scale indus
tries are engaged in processing the 
drug, the selling price of the finished 
drug in the finished dosage form is 
not in anyway higher or appreciably 
higher than in other countries of the 
west. This Increase is more or less 
~lrsorbe~ · by the processing centres 
1n the mdustry. The main thing is, 
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as we see it, that wherever competi
tion has been set up, the prices of 
drugs find a national norm or level. 
It is not a matter of control but due 
to national competition that the pri
ces come down. 

Mr. Chairman: Admitting that the 
cost of raw material is higher, as in 
the case' of sulphuric acid, does it in 
anyway justify the increase of cost 
by 800 or 900 per cent? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: Definitely not. 

Mr. Chairman: I can understand 
a rise of 40 to 60 per cent, but dc~s 
it justify an increase by 700 to 800 
per cent? 

Dr. Rohatgi: But that higher cost 
is not there in all cases. In some 
cases of ingredients, it is higher. In 
many other cases it is not higher. So, 
it definitely does not justify an in
crease of 800 per cent as mentioned 
by you. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: A great amount 
of litigation has been going on in the 
country about five or six patented 
drugs like streptomycin, chlorophe
ni~ol, tolbutamide, etc. In all these 
cases the country has suffered very 
badly and the patent-holders have 
profited at the cost of the health of 
the people of the country. That is 
your view about this matter? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: The case about 
chloremphenicol is well-known. 
Chloromycetin was sold in this 
country at a fantastic price and the 
cost of treatment of a typhoid patient 
used to come to Rs. 60 or Rs. 70. But 
when the Italian material came in the 
market, the prices crashed. This is a 
specific example of abuse of patents. 

Tolbutamide is also interesting. I 
understand several firms in India 
were interested in manufacturing 
this, but the provisions of compulsory 
licensing as they exist under the 
present Act made it extremely diffi
cult for them to get a licence. So are 
the cases of other sulpha. drugs like 



sulphathiozol. The present Bill very 
rightly confines the patent to the pro
cess. A British firm wanted to manu-

. facture this item also and when two 
big international concerns were con
fronted with each· other and litigation 
was pending; I have very definite 
information that they came to a settle
ment amongst themselves to keep 
the market to themselves, keeping 
others out. That is how cartels are 
formed. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Suppose you intend
ed a product and you are faced with 
the problem of protecting your right 
of that product being used by you 
because you have spent a lot of 
money on the research, etc. If in 
another country that product was 
being surreptitiously produced, what 
will you do aoout it7 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: If am a sciP.ntific 
worker and I discover a new drug, 
if that drug is going to be used by 
a lot of people the world· over, I 
would be quite happy provided I get 
some reC'(Jgnition for it. That is lack
ing in our country. If I develop a new 
drug, what is most likely to happen 
as a result of the present lkensing 

~ policy is that I will be faced with 
competition from some firms in 
advanced countries with a backing of 
100 years and they will see that my 
venture does not prosper. The profit
making part is that of the capital 
investor not that of the scientific 
worker. Of course the scentific worker 
would like to have a certain amount 
of remumeration for what he has 
been able to· discover, but he would 
not like to exploit it to the maximum 
advantage by. charging excessive pro
fits and preventing people from being 
able to use it. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: There is a feeling 
that the prkes of patented drugs have 
gradually gone down during the last 
five or six years in this country and 
even internationally. .Do you agree? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: That cannot be 
«aid as a general rule. Prices of some 
Patented drugs have come because of 
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certain imports from cheaper sources 
abroad. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Prices of most of 
the patented drugs have gone down. 
Does the same thing hold good about 
othe':r non-patented prescription 
drugs? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I think the com
parison is not very fair for the sim
ple reason that we are C'(Jmparing a 
class of drugs where the profit mar
gin is very high and another class of 
drugs where more than hundred or 
even two hundred firms are manu
facturing them at a very low margin. 
Therefore, the question of drop in pri
ces in the case of those drugs very 
rarely happens. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: More than 90 per 
cent of the drugs used in prescrip
tions are non-patented drugs. Do you 
agree with this statement? If so, 
could you tell us whether price of 
these non-patented drugs has re
mained stationary, it has gone up or 
it has gone down? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: The prices of crugs 
which are non-patented and which 
are being manufactured by a large 
number of firms in this country are 
more or less stationary and, if anY
thing, they have also gone down in 
many cases .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: wonld like the 
Patent Officer to get these figures if 
possible. Now, there is a feeling in 
the country that hardly any research 
worthwhile has been done as far as 
drugs and pharmaceuticals are con
cerned in this country. Would you 
like to comment on that? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: Generally a compa
rison is made between India, which 
is a developing country, and countries 
which are very highly developed. We 
have certainly not been able to pro
duce anything very spectacular in the 
nature of new drugs because of the 
very simple reason that we have at 
the moment to manufacture a large 
number of drugs whkh are beinlil 



1nade elsewhere and consumed in our 
<ountry. So the first step we have to 
~ollow is to start manufacturing all 
those drugs, which will be more of a 
development programme rather than 
a original research programme. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What is your sug
gestion in the matter of discovery of 
new drugs as far as this country is 
concerned? 

Dr. P. K. Sanyal: The drugs that 
we use are of four kinds: allopathic, 
unani ayurvedic and homoeopathic. 
When' we talk about the drugs belong
ing to the allopathic system, we know 
that the medicines used in this 
country under the allopathic system 
1hould be known as ''European sys
tem of medidne''. Because these 
medicines are coming from Europe, 
llDy drug that is discovered in Europe 
comes to India and it is being utilised 
by modern physicians. l do not know 
whether we can add even a single 
drug in the pharmacopoeia at all 
today. As Dr. Rohatgi has said, what 
we are trying is to make those drugs 
which have been made in other parts 
of the world. In the field of new 
chemo-therapeutic drugs certainly we 
have not done anything. Perhaps it 
will take years and years before we 
can add anything which the medical 
profession will take. l do not know 
how much time it will take for this 
country to. produ~e such a new drug. 

Mr. Chairman: I do not think it is 
correct. 
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Dr. S. B. Rao: I would like to 
classify pharmaceutical research into 
two: applied research and pure re
search. So far as we are concerned, 
today we are confronted with a spe
cial problem. We have got to be 
..elf-sufficient in our drugs. There are 
certain basic drugs which will stand 
for quite sime time. In this pro
gramme of development of the pro
cesses, relying more and more on indi
genously available raw materials, 
plants and the local environments, 
they form a very important piece o·f 

research which is very peculiar to 
this country, because we are working 
under our own conditions The first 
and foremost thing about this kind of 
applied research, which this country 
has certainly been· doing for quite 
some time in the past, is that we have 
to achieve a substantial amount of 
progress in this field. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have stated 
that there is progress in the discovery 
of new drugs in this country. 

Dr. S. B. Rao: No, I only submitted 
that we have made some progress, sub
&tantial progress, in developing pro
cesses for the existing drugs which art 
known to therapy today. 

Dr. C. B. Siqb: We are talking of 
discovery of new drugs. 

Dr. S. B. Rao: That is the second 
part. Even there India has contributed 
at least one new drug. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That we know, 
urea stibamine. 

Dr. S. B. Rao: It was discovered 
in much worse circumstances. Al
though our contributions may bl 
small let us not forget that Inven
tion is a matter of luck. After haV
ing done so many years of research 
it is a matter of luck that one comel 
across a new drug which is reall1 
worthwhile and useful in therapy. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Has this dr"' 
been patented? 

Dr. s. B. Rao: I think not. 

Shrl D. P. Karmakar: It has come 
to the notice of the Committee tha' 
because of the working of patent• 
some of the manufacturers have been 
charging extortionary prices. Woul" 
you agree that a composite advisorY 
committee, representing Govern· 
ment, the pharmaceutical in-
dustry and the consumers would serYe 



a useful purpose by keeping down 
the prices? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I think it is laud
able suggestion. I have heard from 
Government circles that a Committee 
or cell is going to be set up. I have 
a feeling that unless people who are 
really concerned or connected with 
the industry also participate, it can
not function well. 

Shri Arjun Arora: On price of 
drugs you have stated that they are 
not uniformly high; in same .cases 
they are high and in some cases they 
are not. Apart from the cost of im
port of raw materials, is there any 
other reason for the prices of certain 
drugs being high in India? 

CIGl 

Dr. S, Rohatgi: The position is that 
we can easily divide the drugs into 
two categories. Drugs like common 
tinctures and galenicals or other com
mpn drugs manufactured .by a large 
number of firms are definitely not 
high priced. Their prices compare 
very favourably with the prices pre
vailing in other countries of the world, 
Then there are drugs in the other 
category which are high priced. The 
main reason is the setting up of mono
polies whereby they could keep the 
prices on the high side. One of the 
reasons which has contributed to an 
appreciable extent for this increase is 
the existence of product patent. It 
has led to a Jot of abuse. So, the 
provision to have a process patent ill 
a pesirable step. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Could you sug
gest any steps to bring the prices 
down? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: We should review 
the policy under the Industries (De
velopment and Regulation) Act. yt 
-should ·be our policy for the p\11'pose 
of attaining self-sufficiency in drugs 
to manufacture most of the drugs in 
India. The development of manufac
ture is rather a tedious process. Wa 
start from the laboratory acale ex-
807 (B) LS-lll. 

periment. If it is successful after con.. 
siderable effort, we bring it to the 
pilot plant and then take to manu
facture. Alj this requires consider
able expenditure of time and money. 
If the policy is so enunciated and im
plemented that we are· determined that 
most of these items will be manufac
tured 'by us in the country, as ha& 
been done by the Soviet Union, I see 
no reason why We should not be SUC

cessful in doing It. We have the abi
lity and resources. If we cannot d• 
something today, we can try hard 
enough so that we can do it tomorrow 
or the day after. I have seen cases 
of this nature in the Soviet Union and 
Japan. If a particular person or firm 
develops a new item, they are recog
nised by the ·state- as having made a 
definite contrLbution to the economy 
and the development of the industry 
in the country. It is very important 
that protection is given to those pion
neers at least far a certain length ot 
time so that they can come up. Then. 
after a few years, certainly we can 
introduce competition from abroad. 
if necessary, to see that healthy com
petition exists. That would •be Jill' 
humble suggestion. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You have stat
ed that there are cases in which the 
industrial licensing policy has act-ed 
as a disincentive to scientific research 
in India. Could you mention one case 
to substantiate this statement? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: It is a little awk
ward for me to state because I have 
had, the occasien of experiencing it. 
I would not like to give the details 
of. the case. I would briefly outline 
how things move. In the develop
ment of active substances derived 
from medicinal plants, which hap
pened to be my field of study. I made 
quite a study of ·what are the re- -
quirements of the country and in re
lation to the particular plants whiclo. 
are not growing whether they could 
be introduced here. Many a time it 
happens that we have a particular 
specie of the plant growing indigen
ously whereas that plant is not the 
beat 110urce of that active aubstanM 



and we have to introduce !I new plant 
in tne country, So; the introduction 
of a new plaht, analysing ~he active 
·substance in very minute quantitlCS 
·from each plant and crossbreeding, 
-improvement of strains -and thereby 
developing the cultivation is a very 

·lengthy process ·which takes any
·where up to 7, 8 or 10 _years. 

- Having .done that, the ne<rt step is 
the development of the process _of 

.isolation of the active principle and 

.many a. time one is tempted in an 
·effort to do everything in the coun
-try, tp design the plant itself to set 
up the manufacture here. That posi

•tion ·.was attained- and the firm I was 
·advising and erected a plant to meet 
the entire• needs of the country . ior 
·that particular. life-saving substance. 
·However, within a very short time, 
. -before regular large-scale production 
·could be set" uP on sound lines, two 
foreign .firms, who ·so far had made 
,no effort whatsoever to set till manu
facture and were conveniently im-

.porting the active substance end pro
. cessing it in India, obtained a licence 
·for manufacturing very large quan
tities which were- five to ten times 
the average import figures of the 
country during the last three years. 

-The reason given -later. on, when I 
italked about. this, was that they in
tended to export .. - -It was reaily sur

'prising for me to 'hear that because 
permission · had also been given to 

these firms to import the medicinal 
plant itself which had been success
fully grown here. It was difficult for 

-me to imagine how, after importing 
'the plant, one .tonne of 'which yields 
one kilogram of the active substance, 
it could be processed in India and ex
ported on a competitive· basis. Over 
and' above that, royalty was given to 
the parent firm. It was very diffi
cult for me to understand that when 
il process had been developed in the 
_countq why should royalty be paid 
_by the country to a foreign firm. 

.-, ,· 

Nevertheless, this is, merely an ex
_ample; perhaps, it may · not . be a 
!.~ne~a_l_po)j~: .. ~ut J :!tot~ the }.e~J..!n_~ 
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that the implementation of the Act 
needs to have a different nrie.Jl2tJon 
so that our scientific workers get due 
encouragement and do not get dis
couraged. At the moment it appears 
that it is more advantageous for any 
firm in India to enter into a collabo. 
ration with a foreign firm rather than 
do it the hard way. I certainly 
would recommend that we should 
bave a certain amount of determina
tion and be prepared to do it the 
hard way just as the foreign firms 
have done. Why should we te afraid 
of it and not follow the same pro• 
cedure so that we shall have a very 
firm base and shall ·be ablP. to stand 
all kinds of internation2l competition 
and build a sound export market? It 
is not by purchasing limited know
how that we can develop a sound 
industrial base, but we need to de
-velop all this know-how ourselves . 
It is a painStaking and time-consum
ing process. If we are thinking from 

:the long-term point of view of de
, velopment of industry in this coun
try, it seems to me to be the only 

_way • 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I find that you 
·are ·interested in other systems ot 
medicine also. A number of Indian 
drugs have been incorporated in the 

-British Pharmacopoeia. Do you think 
that these Indian drugs should be 
patented so that India would get 

:royalty for them and benefit thereby? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: First of all let me 
make it clear that we in the Phar• 
'macy Council do not distinguish bet· 
ween different systems of medicine. 
We are concerned with the pharmacY 
part of it. So. we are very happY to 
deal with the question posed by you. 
Our answer to this question would 
be that merely the introduction of a 
medicirial plant in the pharmacopoeia 
.or the use of. that plant does not 
necessarily entitle it to be patented. 

. The difference lies between the ap
proach in the two systems of medi
cine, that is, the western system and 
. the ayurvedic system. In ~he ayur• 
vedic system we are not actually iso
.ljl.Pil!l tliJ! il~!.i.ye pgncip!e put we. are 



using either the whole dru~ or an 
extract of the drug which contains 
a number of constituents. AI! these 
coristituents or at Jeast most of them, 
are 3pporently contributing to a cer
tain extent to the therapeutic activity 
of the drn:;. In the modern system, 
if you want to patent it in some 
foreign country, you must be able to 
bring the drug in such a forn1 that 
it could be used by them. The spe
cific example I would give is the 
case of Rauwolfia. Rauwolfia is be
ing Used in this country for ce·nturies, 
but we could not patent Rauwollia 
or an extract of it. However, v-·hen 
Reserpine was isolated, it was a spe
cific case for patenting because re
serpine brought in that form, after 
all the pharmalogical and clinical 
trials, was a drug which was cap
able of being used by the modern 
system of medicine. So, if we bring 
any of our drugs by carrying out re
search to that level, we certainly can 
and should try to have it patented 
elsewhere. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: The Bengal 
Pharmacy Council has produced so 
many Indian drugs and they are be
ing accepted by allopathic doctors. 
They have been included in the Bri
tish Pharmacopoeia also. They are 
in use and there is a market for those 
drugs. Why should they not be pat
ented by the Bengal Pharmacy Coun
cil? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: Perhaps I have 
not been able to make myself ciear. 
In order to have a patent for a drug 
In a foreign country we should be 
able to carry out rese~rch to suit 
their requirement and then offer the 
material to them so that it could be 
used there. Merely having a patent 
does not help us. If, for exnmple>, 
we are able to isolate the ac\ive prin
ciple from the medicinal "l)lant and 
are able to carry out all the phar
malogical and clinical work on it, we 
can certainly go ahead and patent it 
in foreign countries. An example 
of this nature can be given of certain 
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drugs which have been worked out 
by the Central Drug Research !nsti
tute at Lucknow. They have worked 
on a number of plants. Recently, I 
remember, .~issampelo:::p~ueira was 
being mentioned; another is Babchi. 
The active principle of Babchi has 
been isolated by the Central Drug 
Research Institute. They carried cut 
a considcra blc amount of work on 
the treatment of leucoderma. 

·shri R. P. Sinha: You gave a 
very interesting case just now in 
reply to my friend Shri Aror:,•s ques
tion. You referred to one medicinal 
plant. What is the. name of that 
substance? 

Dr. s. Rohat~i: The plant is Dig
italis lanata. What we have in th1s 
country is Digitalis purpurea. But 
the active substance of this plant is 
not used in our country. It is used 
in America. We have derived inspi
ration from U.K. and we use Digoxin 
the source of which is lana~a. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Your proce~s 
has not been utilised at all and the 
foreign firms are still importing it. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I am still work
ing on it and manufacturing it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know what we can do in order to 
give incentive and protection in this 
Bill to people like you. 

Dr. S. Roha!gi: To an ordinary 
worker, the thing ·of greatest interest 
is that the development which he 
works out is given a good opportu
nity to be used in the country. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Wbat can we 
do here? 



Dr. S. Rohatgi: For P.xample, a 
product has been developed the hard 
way without any foreign help. Then, 
at least for a period of 5 years, it 
should be given an opportunity to 
establish itself. · 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you like 
some separate chapter to be incor
porat<'!d in this Pqtents Bill to deal 
with such new substances which are 
being discovered by Indians or any-
body else in India? · 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I do not think that 
this would be the purview of the 
Patents Bill. This is more the do
main of the Industries and Develop
ment Regulation Act. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We are not con
cerned with that. We are only con
cerned with the Patents Bill. if you 
want us to do something here, you 
can tell us. 
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Dr. S. Rohatgi: What we have sug
gested is that the Indian scientific 
worker takes much longer, due to 
various difficulties, in establishing or 
bringing his research to commercial 
production. Whereas the period of 
10 years may be quite reasonable for 
the well-established industries in the 
West, i.t might in certains cases be a 
little short for the Indian research 
worker. We very hesitatingly men
tioned in our Memorandum that it 
might be considered that the Indian 
scientific worker developing a pro
cess indigenously might be given a 
longer protection. On the other hand, 
we felt that this would amount to 
discrimination. We do not want to 
press for it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: That you leave 
to us. You tell us what you want 
us to do whether there iS discrimina
tion or not. Leave that to us. What 
I understand from you is this that 
the period of 10 years is going to 
help the well-established foreign 
companies who are financially and 
technically better placed than you 
are and that this period of 10 year• 
is going to hit hard the people like 

you. We are prepared to discrimi
nate, if necessary, so that you get 
adequate protection. We are prepar
ed to consider that. 

Can you tell us what are your 
difficulties and what you want us te 
do to help you? If you have not 
thought over it, you may kindlr 
send us a note on that. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: All right. 

Mr. Chairman: Are you for the 
abrogatian of patents so far as drug. 
and foodstuffs are concerned? 

Dr. s. Rohatgi: In fact, w.e have 
not considered this. But we feel that 
in the present context of things, it 
would not be harmful to us. It will 
be of advantage to us to abrogate the 
patents on drugs and foodstuffs. 

Shri Bade: There are some res
trictive provisions in the Bill and 
afterwards they will become more 
harmful to our indigenous p2tentees 
also. Do you think that just like ia 
U.S.S.R. where there is a ~ystem of 
authorisation certificate, that certifi
cate is given by the Government and 
the Government purchases it and 
utilises it and exploits it, there should 
be that system here? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I think that parti
cular met!iod might not be very muclo. 
applicable here. Ours is a mixed 
economy as it exists today. In the 
Soviet Union, whatever is developed 
is manufactured in the projects which 
are owned by the Government where
as here we have projects which are 
run by the Government and also by 
the private enterprise. 

Shri Bade: The Government pur
chases it and gives the award to th• 
inventar and they, in return, select 
some other private company to uti
lise it. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: How will that ia 
help in India? I do not see how tt 
will be of any assistance. 



8hri Bade: Because that will give 
eome incentive to the inventor. In 
the model law also, same recommen
liation is given. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I am doubtful 
whether that will really lead to any 
advantage. If the patented process 
is really something which Js commer
eially advantageous, it will pay with
eut any award or any payment by 
the Government. If the Government 
purchases a process which does not 
turn out to be commercially feasible, 
the Government would have spent 
money for something on which they 
•eed not have spent it. 

Shri Bade: There is a provision 
of compulsory licensing in the pre
sent Bill. In the existing Act also, 
there has been a provision of com
pulsory licensing. May I know why 
our industrialists and traders have 
not taken advantage of that provisi
on? 

Qr. S. Rohatgi: I have had one or 
two cases told to me by certain 
Indian firms who tried to get a com
pulsory licence for an injectible iron 
preparation and it took them three 
years of litigation but they could not 
get it arid eventually when they did 
get it, they lost interest. I feel that 
the provisions, as they have •been 
modified in the Bill, making it easier 
for the Indian party to get a com
pulsory licence, are beneficial and of 
interest to the industry in the country, 

Shri Bade: When specifications 
are filed by the applicant; accordmg 
to you, they should be examined by 
the Controller himself. But here is 
a provision in the Model Law that 
they should be sent to some other 
eountries for examination. 

Dr. s. Rohatgi: Let me explain 
that again. The position is that sci
entific research has become so very 
specialised that one scientific work
er concentrates in rather a narrow 
field. We have experts like that in 
varioun fields in the country. It 
would be useful if the Controller is 

advised by a panel of experts who 
could be drawn from various scien
tific men in the country. That was 
my suggestion. The decision has to 
be taken by the Controller, but he 
should be given correct information 
about the available printed informa
tion in literature, about the progress 
that is made, about the validity of a 
particular process for being patent
ed and all this information can easily 
be given by the panel of experts 
which I have suggested. 

Shri Bade: In the Model Law it 
- is said that the examination of the 
substat~ce of the patent application 
should be done by the national pat
ent office or by the international pat
ent institute 1because the controller 
of the particular country may not 
have sufficient material to examine 
the specifications. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I would rather 
confine the examination to our own 
country. If we did not have an 
adequate number of exports to advise 
us or an adequate number of scien
tific men, we would certainly look to 
some other country for advice, but 
since we do have a number of ex
perts now, I see no reas<>n why we 
should not .take advantage of their 
knowledge. 
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The question of the period of lif~ of 
a patent bas been ·discussed quite a 
lot. A period of ten years is quite 
substantial. · We feel that even seven 

-years would be quite substantial. 

~ Mr. Chairman: Earlier your Coun
cil has made a recommendation of 
seven years. The Government. ot 
India called a meeting .... 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: There seems to be 
a 'bit of confusion here. I do not 
think that this question was ever rais

.. ~d..PY ..ill.!:!..,:P.hifql~Y .CPyq.cU.,.lt .P.li&~ , 



have been by the Indian Pharmaceu
tical Association or some other body, 

In fact, the point which has b~en 
ra'sed by the hon. Member is that we 
could p-csently imil3te the process or 
at least put them in practice in our 
country but then a stage might come 
when it might be iateresting for us to 
extend the life of the patent. I •ee no 
reason why we would not be able to 
modi: y our laws because Jaws of our 
counl.ry, as I understand, are made 
for the bene!lL of ti1is country. There 
seems to be no difficu!ly in this re
gard, but in the present context, it is 
obvious that the Bill as it stands to
day will be of advantage to the 
country and to the people of this 
country. 

Shri R. Ra'11anathan Chettiar: The 
Ph:n·macy Council co.1sists of repre
seC~ta•jves o' States and State Gov-

• ern men's. That is what you said ear
lier. 

Dr. S. Rohat~i: It consists of repre
sentG'i····s of State Councils and 
St8t~ Governmcnfs and rcprese:ltatives 
n0m\n'llecl b7 ti".e Central .. Govern
ment and Inter-University Board,. 

l, Shri R. R1mUll~h:1n :'.1:~:tiar: Dces 
it g>ve < ny power to h3.ve a watch 
over toe priers of life-savi,1g drugs in 
this country? 

Dr. S. Roh~.tgi: No; these powers 
are n•>t give11 to us. under the Act. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Cheitiar: 
What are your specific powers? Will 
you kindly elaborate them? 

Dr. S. Robatgi: The Pharmacy 
Council of India has specific duties. 
They are: regulation of the profes
sion of Pharmacy, laying down the 
standards of education and seeing 
that they are rr.aintained and if I may 
make it clear, when I say that the 
Pharmacy Council draws representa
,tives from the State Councils, the 
Pharmacy Council, therefore, repre
sents about 80,000 registered pharma
cists in the country. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Cbettiar: Yo11 
exercise only control over the phar
macists. 

Shrj B. K. Oao:;: You hav·~ ~aid in 
your memorandum that both public 
anct private sector undertakings 
should pay royalty when they use the 
patent rights. But here, in another 
chapter under Cl. 48 thece is some 
Government u'e in hospitals and such 
other places. What is your idea about 
that when Government use patent 
rights for hospitals and dispensaries. 
Do you like that compensation should 
be paid or it can be done without 
compensation? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: Since the Govern
ment is using the material and distri
buting it free of charge, we are not 
recommending that any royalties be 
paid. What we meant was that when 
the public sector undertaking Ickes 
up the manufacture and as the publi<" 
sector undertaking is also working on 
profit motive, then there should be no 
objection to paying royalty. 

Sh1·i B. K D1s: Y0u sgy whzn it is 
n1anufactured for commercial use. 

Dr. S. Roi.a'.;i.: 'Ihen Uwy should 
pay royalty or give an undertaj~ing 

tl'at they will supply the material to 
!he Government on no-profit-no-loss 
b.1sis. 

Shri C,, K. D·1"': Your idea is that 
whea it is for any commercial purpose 
the compensation should be there and 
fo·r other purposes of Government 
use, it can be done away with. 

Shrimati Shanla 1\'lni<crj<~'": Yc.u 
had much experience of the market 
conditions and the manufacturing 
conditions of the pharmaceutical pro
ducts. May I ask you one question? 
Many of the foreign people who came 
here and gave evidence before us said 
that this new Bill that is before us 
for consideration, would be a deter
rent to foreign manufacturers from 
coming into India. We know that to 
a certain extent the present day con
dition of our economy and technology 



has made it possible for these people 
io exploit us. If we were to adopt 
the Bill as it is, would you say that 
1he country would suffer considerably 
as no new people would come and 

, ..tart manufacture of products in the 
country and whether we would be 
able to carry on even if they do not 
come or we have to pay prohibitive 
prices for the imported products? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: The situation is 
this: we do not foresee any reason 
why the foreign firms would not want 
to settle here for establishing their 
industries for the simPle reason that· 
if it pays them, they will come and if 
it does not pay, they wouJ..d not come 
and take their patents here. India 
offers a very big market for their 
products and they will certainly come 
and like to establish here. In case 
they do not want to come-! will go 
to the other extreme-! feel that if 
for nothing else, it would give an im
petus to Indian research and Indian 
industry to start production of those 
products here. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: That of 
course one would hope would happen. 
But a drug should have a certain 
amount of guarantee that it is not a 
drug which will go wrong and it will 
not harm people. Second thing is: we 
do not want to introduce a legis
lation-you know these people are 
big cartels and they can starve the 
country-have you made any research 
during the last so many years into 
the condition of our pharmaceutical 
industry and whether this sort of 
legislation will throttle the industry 
here? 

People have presented both points 
of view to us. Some people-even 
from India-said that if this Bill is 
passed. nobody would come and there 
:ore some people who said that by pas
sing the present Bill we would be 
encour&:!ing Indian industry. So, what 
I want 'o know is: have you carried 
out any kmd of inquiry into this? 
This is really an important point in 
thia kind of legislation. You can pru:a 

any legislation. Whether that leeis
lation is premature or whether it is 
right--4:hat is a thing which you I:-.ave 
to decide. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: We have no~ really 
provided for aorogation of patent~ for 
drugs. What we have done is to pro
tect our interests and I see absolutely 
no reason why, while protecting our 
interests, we are giving facilities to 
the foreign firms to take advantage 
of their patents, they should fight shy 
of exploiting this market. N everthe
less the poinf that you have raised is: 
whether the passing of this Bill might 
lead to a situation when foreign firms 
would not like ,to establish in India 
and the country would find itself in a 
very difficult position with regard to 
the supply of drugs. We have quite 
a large number of foreign firms estab
lished in India, and, if I might make 
bold to say, that the larger or the 
major part of the activities of these 
firms is not the basic manufacture of · 
drugs but it is the processing of drugs. 
Now that -being the case, processing is 
a thing _which surely the indigenous 
industry can take up to any extent. 
We are fully equipped for the proces
sing of any item. When we are faced 
with difficult position of not being 
able to get the active substance from.; 
any source, I personally feel that all 
the Indian talent put together would 
certainly find out a way out of the 
difficulty: 
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Dr. S. Rohatgi: ':.'he position with 
regard to price and what is often cal
led as fair price or the price in keep
ing with the earning capacity of the 
people, is a very difficult question to 
decide. We have a large number of 
people in our country who can't afford 
even a fraction of a rupee for drugs. 
We can't manufacture drugs at a price 
which would make it available to all. 
That is not possible. But what we. 
can certainly do ~& to make it at the 

mo•t economic price. Now if the sys
tem itself is such that the manufacture 
of the dq1gs ·brings the prices high, 
the industry would be helpless. So 
this is a difficult question, though one 
would certainly like that the prices 
of drugs should come within the pur
chasing capacity of the consumers. It 
is a very difficult thing. 

~r f<nrfcr f'l:"l : ;;rr fororr <1m 
~ liW 'li" ¥<i ~ ttirii 'liT WU'ifil< 
~ ~. ~r it wR1" ~ 'f'!Tit 'li" ~ 
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'l;f)<: f<HrR RliT ~ 'l;f)<: f~f'l"llr it 
w lT ~ Cf'f> 5PTfcr 'l\1 ~ ? 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: It 1s a very relevRnt 
question. The question is to what 
extent the 90 per cent of the patents 
which are held by foreign firms, have 
helped in the expansion of scientific 
research and de~elopment or industrial 
development in our country ..... . 

Mr. Chairman: That is a different 
matter altogether. 

DI1. S. Rohatgi: It has not been of 
very much help. 

1Shri Bibhuti Mishra: To what ex
tent the foreigners who have got 
patents have trained our young 
scientists here and have helped us in 
our scientific development? This 
is a very relevant question. 

Mr. Chairman: Let us decide that 
among ourselves. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Let us ask 
that gentleman. He knows every
thing. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: My reply to that 
question would be that out of the 9() 
per cent of the patents that have been 
taken by the foreigners, only a frac
tion of them are ,being utilised here. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: He wanh 
to know to what extent they have 
helped our scientists to-work here in 
our industries. 



Dr. S. Rohatgi: All J can say is that 
'they might have given employment 
to a few scientists. That is about all. 
Also, in the foreign firms, which are 
licensed here, the largest volume of 
turnover· is in processing· the mate
.rial rather than manufacturing the 
basic product. So, that is not help- 
ing us to any extent. That is not 
increasing our scientific knowledge 
in ~ny way. That is something 
which we already know fully well. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There is a 
strong ·opinion in this country that 
for the next 10 years, to speed up 
progress in the pharmaceutical fiald, 
we need foreign collaboration. What 
is your comment o~ this? 

. Dr. S. B. Rao: Collaboration may 
really ·be required in the manufac
tqre of cer tain new drugs which al'e 
very intricate in nature; for example 
.the antibiotic technology is_ a very 
highly specialised field. But f or · the 
mamifacture of synthetic drugs, I 
may be permitted to say that there is 
sufficient Indian talent and we can 
attempt any kind of complicated 
synthesis in this country with great 
confidence. I may also submit that 
no collaboration w ith any country is 
going to m:~ke the position any bet
ter in regard to prices. 

. Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Therefore, 
we should have collaboration only in 
selected· fields? 

Dr. S. B. R3o: Yes, Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Now you 
have said that a 10-year period is 
quite enough. · But for snme t ime for 
our own scientists we need some 
more t ime. Well, it is not only- the 
scientist who matters, but along with 
him there must be some capital also. 
When we spe,.k of our own scientists. 
we speak (t.i our indigenous capital 
as well. So, can we· put such a 
clause that scientists who are work
ing out the patent with indigenous. 
capital may be given some time 
more? 

·· Dr. S. Bohatgl: Please permit . me 
to explain thia a little more. What 
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happens iS that it is not merely the 
capital that · makes the di.tfere111ce. 
When a scientific discovery ia made, 
when a process is developed in a la
lboratory, a pilot plant has to be set 
up and manufacture started, and that 
requires the help of technologists, 
chemical engineers and so on. I can 
cite a case like the submerged ler
mentation process for antibiotics 
manufacture which was a . revolu. 
tionary process developed by. the 
Americans. When this research was 
being carried out in the laboratory, 
the chemical engineers were work
ing side by side and no sooner the 
final results were obtained and the 
patent secured, the chemtcal r:ngi
neers set up the plant and put it in 
operation. We in India do not have 
the facilities of chemical engineer
ing to such an extent. That is the 
first point. The second is that if we 
want to erect a special plant, then 
we need a number of items; some 
nre large and some, small; we might 
require special type of alloys, special 
type of stainless steel, glass lined 
equipment, etc., none of which is 
manufactured in· India. It may take 
a year and a half to get ·them. Then 
we ·might need some packing mate
r ials. A simple packing material like 
Teflon which is used for packing in 
certain chemical plant, we can't get 
here. We have to import it. This 
process takes 2\3 years and for a 
small thing, the development of that 
plant and utilisation of that process 
js held up. That was the reason why 
we had made the suggestion, not 
from the point of view of capital 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Your sug
gestion is all right but my point 11 
this. When you take to commercial 
use, you need some capital. Scient
ilsts are not expected to covel' the 
whole or the ca-pjtal. To put to com
mercial use, capital may be needed. 
The point is if a new adventure 
comes in · with the collaboration of 
the scientists and the capitalistl Ia 
this country that must be given ·a 
higher protection of the period. ll 
that your · opinion? · 



Dr. S. Rohatgi: Capital, of course, 
is a secondary thing. The important 
thing is availability of the plant and 
equipment and items of manufacture 
th'!t nre required1 which in certain 
cases have to be imported. Now that 
is why we have suggested that a 
consideration might be given foe in
creasin~ the time-limit in certain 
cases like this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That 
means for the new entrants; those 
who are already in the field must be 
possessing the machinery all right. 

Dr. S. Rohat~-:i: Yes, Sir. I think 
this Bill would refer to the new 
entrants only. But that is not entirely 
it. A firm or a scientist working in 
a fi~m or having a laboratory of his 
own is v.~orking in a particular 
field-in the drug field-if he some 
times develops an item which needs 
a spcciolised equipment, he is held 
up, evPn though he )s working ia the 
drug field, bec0.use a c~'>rt3in special~ 

ised material is required which is 
not available in the country and 
which has to be imported and the 
process of importing it itself takes 
1! years. 

Shri l'o'<hi Fom Gup:.1: Th~t can 
be the r:·o~.:;.1em for the present itldus
try and t:.l: coll'?bor::J.tors as ,~.-ell. 

There too the problem can arise. 

Dr. S. Rohatg"i: There the situa
tion is slightly better, because they 
have alre:1cly woTked the process in 
their country. The plant can be fab
ricated in a short time. The whole 
plant is imported and set up here. 

Shri KasU Ram Gupta: On the 
last page you say the pub1ic sector 
undertakings should pay roya1ty or 
it should work on 'no profit no loss 
•basis'. Are you aware of the fact 
that public undertakings are limited 
companies and when Government 
floats a limited company, naturally 
it is the first task to get a dividend. 
Therefore, the second suggestion be
comes invalid. 
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Dr. S. Rohatgi: Actually I do not 
know whether there is any special 
clause of that nature in the public 
sector undertaking's Articles of As
sociation, but I feel it is open to any 
commercial concern to manufacture 
and sell any product, at 'no profit 
no loss' basis. There is no restriction 
on them that they must sell only on 
profit. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The q_ues
tion is that the Government policy is 
that a public sector company '"ust 
also be competitive with the urivate 
sector companies. 

Mr. Chairman: It is a matter for 
us to decide. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Sir, we 
cannot deviate from it in certaiit 
cases and, therefore, I have put \his 
question to '>im. He has put a t11ing 
and I want to explain the practical 
difficulties of it. 

Mr. Chairman: It is a matter of 
law. 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: Then it is quite 
clear that the first suggestion that 
has b2en made can be applied. 

Cont,·oller G'neral Poten'•: In the 
matter of chemical i'-.tern,f:·_liCl_tec:, 
you have said that H ( c.-,·0_; .-·-_11~)1e 

chemLal substances, acids, a1!...:3lics, 
alcohols etc. I am afraid, this is not 
the correct intention of the Bill, nor 
is it the connotation which the word 
intermedi8t('s 01· r hcmical intermedi
ates means to any pharmaceutical or 
other investigator. So you still feel 
there is any difficulty in the me of 
the word ir.tern1cdiat2s as rrovided in 
the Bill?·-supposing it is clarified .... 

Mr. Chairman: Make it clear. 

Controller General Patents: Sir, it 
never means that. Further, to the 
extent to which they may be used, 
they are used as intermediate for the 
preparation. Obviously it is not our 



intention to i,nclude, for instance, as 
apprehended, Sulphuric acid or other 
basic chemicals, used at some stage 
or other for the production of medici
gal substance. It is quite obvious. I 
should like to know whether you still 
feel. ... 

Dr. S. Rohatgi: I would hke to 
•tate that. I entirely agree with the 
Hon'ble member when he stated that 
the common connotation of chemical 
intermediates does not include sul
phuric acid, but what we were wor
rying about was the legal interpre
tation as it stands here. And we felt 
that any item that might be used in 
the synthesis of a compound could 
be brought within "the purview of 
this particular clause. So we thought 
that it might be desirable to obviat~ 
any difficulties that might come in 
the future by making the definition 
slightly clearer. 

Controller General Patents: You 
have suggested that in view of the 
gradually increasing degree of spe
cialisation, it is next to impossible 
for any Government or any kind of 
office having any kind of staff on its 
rolls to give the necessary attention 
and have any knowledgable attention 
to be brought to bear upon any speci
fication as to the novelty or otherwise 
of it. You have suggested consulta
tion with some experts, of whom we 
have quite a number in the country. 
But are you aware that the statute 
provides that as and when such ap
plications are received or presented, 
in the Patent Office, they hav~> to be 
kept secret. That is the first statu
tory requirement and they have to 
be kept secret till they are· accepted 
or acceptance is made known through 
advertisement in the Gazette. Now, 
therefore, there is a certain amount 
of difficulty in the Controller refer
ring these secret materials which are 
to be kept confidential to an expert 
in any University or any natio:~al 
laboratory. That is one aspect. Se
condly, it often happens In. this field 
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of industry, most of the inventors in 
the private sector might be follow-· 
ing up closely on the same lines as 
those in the other sectors. I mean 
it is a competitive affairs, he who 
reaches the target earlier wins the 
race. Like that in a competitive 
•ituation, we may be having an ex
pert in one of the national laborato
ries or Government undertakings, but 
an individual by his own effort may 
have made an invention. That inven
tion has to be directly referred to a 
private expert, who, in order to be 
deemed to be an expert, must have 
been doing some research in the con
cerned field. That is a little difficulty 
in that. This has to be, of cours~, 
examined. Are there any coun
tries in the world where at this 
stage at which we are npw con
sidering patent applications the 
specifications are permitted to be 
referred to any other person outside 
the Government employ or Patent 
Office? The Statutes generally do not 
provide that. I wish to make it clear 
that there is an exception. Lately, on 
account of the very heavy backlogs in 
the matter of patent application• 
which are being filed and wliich no 
Patent Office has been able to deal 
with sufficiently quickly, they have 
had to resort to a measure of allied 
nature. In the Scandanavian coun
tries,.. . . In. the Scamlanavian 
countries-"Particularly I remember 
in Sweden-they refer patent appli
cations for the purpose of examination 
of the technical content onlY to any 
expert who may be a·Jailable _or 
who may be willing. There is no hst 
of their names. It is left for th2 
Commissioner of Patents to refer 
them to anybody or rathzr it is the 
other way. Strict confidence is, of 
course, required. Is that the kind of 
thing you would like to have? 

Dr. S. Rohtagi: Even in our field of 
research in which either of us is eng
aged we find that it takes quite a 
few hours daily to go through the 
acientific literature that is published 



in different parts of the world. I 
cannot imagine that an exper: in 
the Patent Office could keep track 
of the· volumes and volumes of 
scientific literature that is coming 
from different parts of +he world. 
Now the point which you have rais
ed is very valid that in case it con
flicts with the secre'f'Y which has to 
be given to the patent application, to 
that extent it is correct. On the other 
hand, if any other outside expert has 
to be consulted it could be possible 
to obtain a vow of secrecy from him 
or some such ·arrangement could be 
made. If, however, this is not possib1e 
there would be another way and 
that would lbe that after the publi
cation of the patent and before the 
acceptance there is a time-lag, and 
during that time-lag he could be 
consulted. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: That is not cor
rect. So then it becomes anybody'a 
problem. Nobody can claim infaili
ibility in the matter of theory. 

(The witnesses then withdrew). 

n. Federation of Indian Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry, New DeihL 

Spokesmen: 

(1) Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin-
President 

(2) Shri L. S. Davar. 

(3) Shri C. H. Desai. 

(4) Shri N. Krishnamurthy. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats) 

Mr. Chairman: The evid~nce that 
you give is public. It will be print
ed and distributed to our members 
and will also be laid on the Table of 
the Houses of Parliament. Even if 
you want any particular portion to 
be treated as confidential, it will be 
printed and distrrbuted to our mem
bers and will also be laid on the 
Ta1ble of the Houses of Parliament. 
We have received your memoran
dam. If you want to stress any parti
cular point or make a new point, 
you may kindly do so. Afterwards, 
our men1bera will put question!. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: At the 
outset, we thank you for giving us 
this opportunity of sayin~ a few 
words before this committee. 

The first point that we want te 
make is about the confirmation of 
patents. If we have some sort (){ 
confirmation of patents in the pre
sent Bill, it will help considerably. 

The second poi·nt that I wanted to 
make was about the time for grant
ing patents. In the present Bill there 
is no provision for this. After the 
complete specifications are filed, the 
examination might take an unlimited 
period and thereafter also by the time 
a patent, is sealed it may be many 
months, as there is no time-limit. We 
feel that there should be a lime limit 
so that one is assured of his patent in 
a certain period. We suggest that 
from the filing of complete ~pccifica
tions to the sealing of the patent, the 
time should be thirty months. 

The time limit for the Examiner 
should be one year. Within a year he 
should examine the patent ~nd thea 
we should have the final patent in a 
certain specified period .. 

Further there should be proviStor 
for an Appeal to the High Court, ill 
the relevant provisions of the whole 
Bill. In certain Sections it is provid
ed but in quite a number of others it 
is not provided. W/!, think it should 
be appealable to the courts to get pro
per justice. 

Mr. Chairman: The experience is 
that the courts take a long time. Some 
cases have been pending already for 
a very long time. Would you be satis
fied with an Appeal Tribunal as it ill 
in E,ngland? 

Shrl Ramanbhal B. Amin: Yes, Sir. 
If we have a Tribunal the period for 
the decision should also be specified. 

Mr. Chairman: We cannot specify 
the period as it is not allowed consti
tutionally. 



Sbrt. Bamanbbal B. Amill: : ~om'e . 
guidelines should be there. 

Mr. Chairman: Yes that is possible. 

Shri Ramanbbai B. Amin: How the 
"rribunal Is going to operate? Will 
that Tribun:~l be moving ahout in th.e 
country? . r 

· Mr. Chairman: We may provide that 
it rna\· periorl ically visit important in
dustrial cen tres. It will be Special 
Court for patents. Will that be ac
.ceptable to you. We hav·e got · the 
single judge tribunal in England. 

Sbri Ramanbhai B. Amin: In that 
Tribunal there should not be any peo
_ple from the Patent Office. 

Mr. Chairman: They will not be 
~ere. 

Shri Ramanbhai B . Amin: Then in 
. Clause 48 we were suggesting that 
when the Gover nment wants to import 
some o.f the pat~nted products from 
outside they must first give the chance 

. to. the }Qcal industry. 

Mr. Chl\irman: You want the Gov
ernment fo ~ive a notice first to the 
patentee. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: We must 
look to the circumstances which may 
be pr evailing at that time because it 
may be ·that for some of the interme
diates that go into the production of 
this particular item the cost may be 
higher within the country and there 
may be a lot of idle capacity in the 
country-! am .talking from the angle 
of · foreign exchange difficulty which 
we are likely to suffer. So some such 
sort of provision will be helpful if it 
is provided in clause 48. 

Ministry Ofticial: Even normally 
Government will not allow imports if 
s.o~ething can be done within the 
~ountry. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Suppose a 
medicine 1s. not available within the 
muntry or they charge h igh prices. 
~hould the Gov~rnment not import?. 

Shri Ramanbbai B. Amin: That is 
why I say Government should give a 
notice as regar ds ' the price and capa
city. 

In o•tr pre~f''1 t. "Bill we h ave provided 
that inform:~tion about novelty outside 
the country should be provided. 
Novelty outside the country is ex
tremely difficult fot' a patentee to 
proYe. It is very cumbersome and 
takes a lot of time. If we limit our

'l'!elves to what is available within th'e 
count ry. w hatever 'knowledge is avail
able in the country. a rid on that basis 
the patents are granted it will facilitate 
us a lot and things will move fast. ~ 

' 
The terms of t he patents we have 

given should be fr~m the date of seal
ing-! think t hat is what th't! Act pro-

' v ides-and t here is diff?.r entiation bet
ween drug and other patents. I think 
there is hardly~ any JUStification to 
hvae that differentiation. If possible, 
it sh?uld be tl:te ~arne. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you know except 
Amercia eYery othor country has made 
this difterentia tion? 

Shri Ramanbh::ti B. Amin: If it is 
necessary there should be some provi-

. sioh for extension if there is hardship. 
Further for · patents which are . al
ready granted their terms shou~d not 
be disturbeq.. 

J\.fr. Chairman: You do not ·want to 
. have a retrospective effect. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: Yes, Sir. 

In our 'Licence of Right' provision 
we have mixed up the drugs and food 
p atents along with the chemicals and 
the optical glass an d other patents. 
I ~ccept that licence of right is n eces
sary for drugs and food products, but 
why mix up the others with these? It 

· would also be b etter if we can provide 
·in the Bill a specific period within 

· :which Clause 88 can be made appli
. cable, so that within a year's period or 
· so the final judgment should come, so 
that it. is not unnecessarily prolonged 
or lengthened. - · · 



In the case of compulsory licence, a 
period of three years is given for 
monopoly use to the patentee. Simi
larly, there is justification in the case 
of drug and food patents also to give 
the patentee a three year period after 
which only a licence of right should 
be given to others, rather than having 
it from the ciate of ·sealing. 

Mr. Chairman: ·. Then there is no 
difference between the two. 

Shri Raman~hai B. Amin: The pro
cedure for compulsory licence i3 laid 
down in the Bill itself, and it might 
take even five years, while the licence 
of right is automatic. 

' Sliri L. S. Davin: If a product claim 
is allowed, which is limited to the pro
cess, in the case of an infringement, 
~he onus of proving that the product 
has not been manufactured by the 
patented process should ~hift from the 
plaintiff to the defendant as is the case 
in Germany and Holland. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What have you to 
say. on Clause -48 where Government 
want to use a patent for their own use? 

: · Shri Ramanbbal B. Amin: If a plant 
is to be put up by Government, which 
includes public sector undertakings, 
C.S.I.R. etc., why should they use the 
knowhow · · developed by a patentee 
~thout paying any royalty? 

~r. 0. B. Singh: About royalty what 
ltave· ·you to say? · 

Shri Ramanb1ial B. Amin: You have 
put a lirriit of 4 per cent. It would be 
ltetter if we have no limit, because 4 
per c·ent is very little in this sense that 
out of that tax will go and hardly 2 
per cent will be available to the per
son who takes out the patent. The 
normal custom is to -go up to 10 per 
cent. If you are going to have a 
royalty, it has to be a little higher. 
Again, if you put a higher figure, 
~verybody will try for the higher 
·ligure. So, it should be left to nego
liations between the parties. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The complaint has 
been made that h<J rdly any research 
has been made in this country. Do you 
agrc:c to this gencr _, I proposition , that 
r esc::tLh has l::Igg.:d b.:hind in this 
country? 

Shri R:nnanbhai B. Amio: No, be
cause if :·r1u study some tl f our phar
maceutic~d industr ies on rhe western 
side, you will find th <> t t he- re has been 
quite a lot of research done. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Yqu restrict your 
remarks to pharma(euticals. The~ 
Gujaratis persons f rom Ahmedabad 
themselves have said that har dly any
thing has peen done. They have told 
us so here. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I can tell 
you from · my first-hand experience, 
because I am heaJ ing a pharmaceuti
cal company and we are continuously 
doing research. We are also expand
ing continuously our research faci'ities. 

. Dr. C, B. Singh: How much money 
you are spending in the firm? 

[ 
Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I cannot 

tell you off-hanp .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You may give us a 
rough figure. 

Sbri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I can send 
you the 'information. But I thi_nk the 
proportion is between two and tVfO and 
a half per cent on our sales value. It 
may be about Rs. 14 lakhs to Rs. 15 
lakhs per annum. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You have not been 
able to produce any patented drugs. 

' Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: We have 
t aken out several patents, and we are 
developing our patents; we are hold
ing about 13 to 14 patents in Alembic, 
Boaroda. 

Dr. C. B. Si~gh: To increase the 
quant~m of research y ou said you are 
spending two to three per cent. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: We would 
like to go up to five per cent j ' .,...<tlllt 



profit margin permits us and if we get 
talented people to head the various 
research departments that we are 
developing. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The complaint has 
been made that the drug industry is 
making huge profits. 

Sbri Ramanbhai B. Amin: That is 
not quite correct, considering the whole 
spectrum of the industry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I would be very 
happy if you can prove that it is 
wrong. 

6'T& 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: The drug 
industry in the last year has been 
squeezed quite a lot in the sense that 
the prices have been pegged in 1962 
and since then the cost of almost every 
thing has gone up, right from labour, 
raw materials, packing materials, etc., 
and still the drug prices are the same. 
As a matter of fact, what is happening 
now is in some of the drug items, the 
manufacturers have to stop manufac
turing because they cannot continue to 
lose. I think that the ~:eneral feeling 
that there is huge profit being made 
is not right. It may be so in a very 
few items. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I agree with you 
that there are two or three firms like 
that. Is that the general condition in 
other pharmaceutical firms, excluding 
Alembic and CIBA? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: Other 
firms have started developing their 
research departments and they are ex
panding. Sarabhai Chemicals is doing 
so. Many other firms have started re
search departments and are expanding 
them. It is a gradual process. 

Dr. C. B. Singht Our feeling is that 
this is proceeding very slowly. We 
know they have started such depart
ments. We have seen most of them, 
but the progress is very slow. Can you 
suggest anything by which you can 
increase the tempo, because new drugs 
can be found only by greater amount 
of money being invested and &pent, 110 

that better research is done and more 
and more new drugs are found? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: One of 
the things is to give protection whea 
you find out a novelty. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That is quite right. 
Any other suggestion? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I think it 
is rather difficult to show any specifia 
way to go about it excepting that we 
have to create a climate not only ia 
the drug industry but in all industriea 
because the present conditions do 
demand such a thing. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How will you want 
us to create a climate? You are in 
this profession and we would like you 
to tell us something about it. 

Shrl Ramanbhai B. Amin: There may 
be some special tax relief; as Shri 
Manubhai Shah said at one of the 
meetings of the Board of Trade, for 
those who are willing to develop re
search some grant-in-aid may be given. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: There is already aa 
income-tax rebate on research. 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I know. 
If these measures are not enough, we 
have to go about it in newer ways. 
Grant-in-aid may help those who are 
doing research already, rather than 
those who are not doing research now. 
Some method can be worked out. I 
think we should create a general cli
mate that only through research we 
will be able to reduce our cost of pro
duction and on the part of the Fe
deratio~, we are trying to discuss it 
continuously in our committees and 
come out with circulars advising our 
people in that direction. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You represent a 
very important body. Something com
ing from you has got a great meaning. 
You have mentioned tax rebate. Yo11 
want to create a climate, which is 1 

vague term. The climate today maY 
be good and tomorrow it may become 
worse. I should like you to say some
thing more. 



Mr. Chairman: Could you discipline 
your members to spend a certain per
centage of their profit on research? 

Sbrl Ramanbhai B. Amin: The Fe
deration is a voluntary body. There is 
no question of discipline like that. But 
we can, by discussion amongst our
selves, point out the benefits which 
will accrue out of the new research 
which will go to reduce the cost and 
improve the products and prevent the 
drain on the economy. That is being 
done. 

Mr. Chairman: Have you taken any 
:steps in that direction? 

Shd Ramanbhai B. Amin: We would 
very much like to have the suggestions 
from you. We are trying to do on our 
own; and we are not only quite alive 
to the problem but are also trying to 
do it in our own way. 
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Shl'i Bade: I am· shocked to hear the 
witness saying that the action should 
not be retrospective. That is against 
the spirit of the Bill itself. Does the 
witness want that the foreign phar
maceutical firms should continue to 
exploit India as they have been doing 
all through these years? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: I am quite 
clear in my mind because I am head
ing a pharmaceutical company myself. 
I !mow all the difficulties that we are 
having because of foreign patents, but 
at the same time I would like to res
pect the . capital or the cumulative 
knowledge which they have acquired 
by spending money, and that is why I 
am pressing for it. 

Again, as I told you, we would like 
to have licence of right, so that we can 
definitely exploit them. We would not 
like them to continue to exploit us in 
the sense of not allowing us the entire 
field. But if they develop the 
knowledge, we should respect it and 
pay for it. The licence of right pro
vision will definitely make us use the 
new inventions that they have deve· 
loped by paying reasonable amounts 
of royalty. It is not that we wlll be 
debarred from using them. 
807(B) LS-13. 

I 
Shri Bade: When you say that 'the 

Bill should not be retrospective that 
means that we should keep the period 
of patents as it is running for the last 
few years. 

Sli.ri Ramanbhai B. Amin: Retro
spective effect is something not desir
able. If having granted something, we 
would have the right to withdraw, 
from the equitable point of view, is 
it a desirable thing? 

Shri Bade: Is it equitable that they 
should go on exploiting us more at 
the cost of the ·poor people? 

Sb.ri Ramanbhai B. Amin: That is 
not th"' intention. The licence of c ight 
provision will take care of that. They 
cannot continue to exploit us. 

Shri Bade: In what way do you 
want it to be retrospective? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: It is only 
about the time-limit, not about other 
things. Once having granted 16 years, 
we do not want it to be brought down 
to 14 years. 

Shri Bade: Regarding clause 48, 
you say that we sho.uld first give a 
chance to the producers in the country 
first and only if they refuse, Govern
ment should import it? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: If there 
is manufacturing capacity within the 
country, that should be fully exploited 
before we fritter away our foreign 
exchange in importing them. 

Shri Bade: Clause 48(d) refers to "a 
machine or innovation". 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: If that 
machine is manufactured within the 
country, Government should try to 
procure it locally before they import 
it. 

Shri Bade: Instead of the Govern
ment taking the whole thing 
and abrogating the patent, if the 



Government gives some reward, have 
you any objection? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: If the 
Go,·ernment is willing to give s<>'ne 
compensation, that is all right. :B~t 
local capacity should be first fully uti
lised. 

Shri Bade: Till now a'! the wit
nesses have come only to plead for the 
pharmaceutical indus try. What is the 
effect of this Bill on other industries? 

Mr. Chairman: We have published 
the notice in all the newspapers. They 
have not bothered to come. Why do 
you worry? 

Sbri B. K. Das: In clause 87 (a)(iii), 
you want chemical substances in
cluding alloys, optica' glass; etc. to 
be taken out of the purview of that 
particular clause and put under the 
clause providing for three years' time? 
You have no objection to food remain
ing there, but chemical substances 
should go out of the purview of that 
clause? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amln: In the 
case of food and drugs, licence of right 
is going to be automatic. We want it 
should contlnue to be automatic, bat 
there should be a grace period of 
three years. As in the case of other 
inventions, for alloys, etc. also you 
can ask for a compu' sory licence 
under clause 86 by going through all 
those formalities. There is no need 
to mix up food and medicines and 
chemical substances like alloys, In 
the case of medicine and food, we 
understand on humanitarian grounds, 
exploitation should be reduced as 
much as possible. But in case of other 
things, there should be a distinction. 
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Shri B. K. Das: At least chemical 
substances should be put under the 
other section? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In the case 
of drugs, the Bi'l provides a period of 
ten yeats for a patent from the date 

of completion of specifications. Do you 
agree with it or you want the period 
to be calculated from the date of 
sealing of the patent? 

Shri Ramanbbai B. Amin: If it is 
from the date of sealing for all other 
industries, it should be the same for 
the pharmaceutical industry also. 

Mr. Chairman: He wants the same 
provision for both. 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: During the 
last few years, the country has been 
speedily having foreign collaborations 
in the pharmaceutical industry. In 
your opinion shou' d this continue at 
the same speed or it should be allo111·ed 
only where our people cannot do "the 
job? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: There 
are different viewpo.ints on this in the 
Federation itself. By and large, the 
feeling is we should try to develop our 
own know-how as speedily as possible. 
This idea should be uppermost when 
we have collaboration agreemen•s. 
But in sophisticated industries where 
new things are coming up much faster, 
ti'l we catch up with them, we should 
have collaboration agreements. 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: That is, in 
the pharmaceutical field, you want the 
collaboration to continue at the same 
speed as till now? 

Shri Ramanbbai B. Amin: The <peed 
has already started tapering off, be
cause we have started making maiiY 
many new things ourselves. In the 
formulation technique, i.e. buying· 
basic things and formulating them into 
a tablet or a capsule, our know-hoW 
is fairly we'[ developed and we maY 
not need much collaboration in that 
field. In making basic things )ike 
vitamin B, vitamin C and the like, our 
research is still backward We are LrY
ing to fill the gap. Till . the gap is 
filled, it may be that we will have to 
have collaboration or at least exploi• 
tation of their patents and know-hoW. 



Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: So far as 
basic research is concerned, the pre
sent position is that either the Gov
ernment institutes do it or institutes 
like CIBA do it. Our own pharma
ceutical industries are not in a positioa 
to take up in right earnest this wcrk. 
Do you have any suggestions about it? 
Do you think the present system has 
to continue for some years to come? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: W~ all 
have to make our best efforts to d~ve
lop our own know-how. About the 
institutions I have no suggestion tu 
make. I can only say that we are doing 
our utmost to bring about that aware
ness and we try to assist in devolop
ing our own research. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: It is •tateJ 
that to have initial. research equip!llent 
a lot of ·money is required for basic 
research. If our pharmaceutical indus
tries are not in a position to invest that 
much then only we can have help he'll 
the government institutes. Can you 
suggest something. else? 

Shri · Ramanbhai B. Amin: Except 
giving some tax relief and grants-in
aid as far as the financing of it is con
cerned, the rest of it is a reai endcav- · 
our on the part of the manufactur·er, 
because it needs a combination of 
medical p~ople, synthetic scientists, 
pharmacologists and so on. It needs a 
lot of spade work. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There need 
.be some sort of subsidisation? 

Shri Ramanbh41i B. Amin: If we can 
do that, it will improve matter.;. 

Shri R. Ramanthan Chettiar: You 
have stated that the royalty •hould be 
4 per cent of the ex-factory sale 
price in bulk. Will you kindly eluci
date that? 

Mr. Chairman: He has said that it 
has to be left to the parties concern
ed. 

Shri Bade: In Japan, one of the 
witnesses said, foreign collaborators, 
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foreign industrialists or foreign r-har
maceutical manufacturers wil! not be 
allowed to import the products but 
they have to manufacture the pea
ducts in Japan itself. . In the same 
way, if we make a provision here that 
the foreign companies will not be 
allowed to import and they must start 
their factories here, will it not bene
fit our country? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: To the 
extent we can make it here it will 
certainly help our country. But I do 
not know how it can be done. It has 
to be a willing participation, where 
more and more people are tempted to 
make the products here rather than 
import them. The provision regarding 
licensing of right will definitely go a 
long way to help them make it here. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Shri 
Amin, you represent the premier in
dustrial organisation in this country. I 
would like to know your Fedetation's 
views on this point. It has been re
presented to us that the net effect of 
this Bill will be to retard the deve'op
.ment of industry in this country. I 
want your answer from two points of 
view: whether this assessment is 
correct from the point of view of our 
own internal growth or Internal re- • 
sources and, secondly, from the point 
of view of foreign know-how coming 
into this country? 

Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: It is a 
very difficult question, but j)ersonally 
I think that the suggestions we have 
given to you, if incorporated in the 
Bill, will improve matters and then 
this Bill in no way will be causing 
any hardship. The suggestions we 
have given should ,be considered and 
incorporated, and then it will go a 
long way to help in the deve1oprnent 
and growth of the country and il will 
not have any retarding effect. 

Mr. Chairman: It has been repre
sented that if this Bill is pass~d it will 
scare away foreign investment. What 
is your view? 



Shri Ramanbhai B. Amin: If this 
Bi!l is passed with the am,,ndments 
that we have suggested, I do !!Ot think 
foreign capital is going to be •oared 
away. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much, Shri Amin, for coming here 
along with your colleagues and help
ing this Committee in considering this 
Bill. 

(The witnesses then withdrew ) 

III. Shri V. B. Chipalkatti, Director, 
Shri Ram Institute for Industrial 
Research, Delhi. 

(The witness was caU.ed in and he took 
his seat) 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give, Mr. Chipalkatti, is liable to 
be printed and published. It will be 
distributed to all our members and 
laid on the Table of the House. Even 
if you want any portion of it to be 
treated' as ,confidential, it will be 

_printed and distributed to our mem
bers and Members of Parliament. 

We have received your memoran
dum. It has been circulated to all· 
members. If you want to elaborate 
any point or make out any new points 
you may kindly do so. Afterwards 
members of the Committee will put 
their questions. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: In my me
morandum, Sir, r have touched on the 
question of product versus process 
patent, the question of time limit, 
compulsory licensing, licence of right 
and 1 have made some general com
ments also. 0:> the specific questions 
regarding product versus process 
patent and other items I will reply 
in the end if any questions are put to 
me. But there are some general com
ments which I consider very impor
ant. 

On page 4 of my memorandum I 
have stated: 

"The total experience available 
in I"ndia on all aspects of patents 
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could be considered inadequate ao 
that the approach to the Patent 
System at the moment appean 
more politically biased than tech
nically biased. It is suggested 
that Sub-Committees of represen
tatives of Patent AUorneys, Patent 
Examiners and Experts and Spe
cialists with adequate experience 
in patenting and in the utilisa
tion of patents, are formed with 
a view to make a report on the 
existing status of technical know
ledge as applied to the present 
system If this is not done, there 
is a great danger that the present 
confusion in Patents would get 
further confounded.'' 

What I mean to say here is that it is 
not the existence of a law that ensures 
correot national interest being safe
guarded. lf technically the country 
as well as· those who take patents and 
those who utilize patents do not have 
necessary experience and skill, many 
times foreign patentees who have this 
experience and skill can manage to 
take patents and work them in such 
a manner that it is virtually impos
sible for local people to take advant
age of the law. 

I might refer here to the existence 
of a compulsory licensing clause in 
the present Biil. I believe. that even 
this system of compulsory licen<:e is 
not properly utilized. So I say: 

"Far greater stress to make the 
compulsory licensing system more 
effective is called for. Unless 
greater experience • is gained in 
this field, no far-reaching changes 
in the present Patent Law seem 
to be called for. 

Since 95 per cent of the paten
tees are foreigners, and since a 
majority of these patents are not 
utilised in India, it is obvious that 
the Indian ~atent System merely 
acts more or less as a clearing 
House of a new patent literature. 
It would be far more useful to 
make an expert review of the uti
lisation aspects of the patents and 



.concentrate on remedial mea
sures." 

rather than concentrate on the legal 
aspects, at this stage of development. 

The system of patent examination 
in India should be made more com
petent for this purpose. There should 
be efficient and competent staff in the 
Office of the Controller of Patents to 
ensure that third-rate patents, having 
no genuine inventive merit, are nqt 
granted. 

Shri Bade: You have stated that 
this is more a political than a tech
nical measure. According to juris
prudence, all contingencies cannot be 
covered by a law. The law tries to 
plug ali loopholes. From 1911 on
wards the foreigners had the advant
age of squeezing and mulcting the 
poor people of India in the matter of 
drugs by creating a monopoly. Do 
you not think that the foreign indus
trialists and pharmaceutical firms will 
be ann·ayed and di;turbed that such 
a Bill is being passed? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I think it 
is quite in order that they should be 
annoyed. But I do not know how we 
help ourselves by merely annoying 
them. 

Shrl Bade: Suppose we make all 
patents r<>gJrding drugs and food 
automatic ,icences, will it not be 
beneficial to us? ' 

Sbri V. B. Chip3lkatti: May I cite 
an example here, trying t<> make clear 
the point r made? For the last ten 
ye1rs we have taken about 1~0 to 130 
patents in our research organisation 
and about two years ago I was myself 
conducting some research work on 
making wash-and-wear fabrics. I 
thought it was a genuinely new in
venti<>n for which I should try to get 
patent protection. But by the time I 
had made an application and have 
prepared a specification for an appli
cation, r found that a firm in U.K. 
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had already put up an t;!PPlication in 
the Patent Office, covering the sub
ject matter of what I was trying to 
do. Then I thought, let me make use 
of the compuls<>ry licensing system so 
that if our industries are interested, 
they could use my work, which would 
not need any foreign collaboration or 
foreign technical know-how. But, to 
my great surprise, I found that our 
industry itself, even if the patent was 
thrown open to the whole country, 
was not in a position to utilize the 
patented know-h<>w for the benefit of 
the nation. Therefore, such things 
are involved, when we talk of whe
ther a law is right or a law is wrong. 
I wish to make it plain that r do not 
consider myself to be an expert in 
deciding what should be the legisla
tive aspect of the patent law. I do 
n<>t think people like me should in
terfere in these matters but when we 
are given a chance to say something, 
all I wish to point out with great 
stress is the need for having exper
tise and knowledge about what is in
volved in a certain patent and utili
sation of a patent is not a• easy as it 
looks on paper. That is the p<>int I 
would like to make. 

Sbri Bade: You have suggested in 
your memorandum that patents for 
drugs and medicines should be abro
gated. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: No, Sir. I 
have stated here that if the law de
cides that product patents in medi
cine may not be granted, there will 
be some harm caused t<J the flow of 
knowledge into the country. If the 
.foreign firms know that their patents 
wil! not be granted, they will not 
make an application. If they do not 
make an application, that knowledge 
remains out of b<Junds · for Indi:in 
workers. To that extent, I would 
urge that all patent literature should 
be taken as a disclosure for the bene
fit of the nation and after a patent is 
given, if the compulsory licP.nsing 
system is properly invoked, I see no 
reascm why India cannot prevent 
some of the harm that is being done. 



Shri Bade: On page 2 of your me
morandum it is stated: 

" ... instead of excluding all 
pharmaceutical and food products 
from patentability, the Govern
ment may insist on compulsory 
licence~ in all nationally importa.nt 
cases." 

It implies that you are not in favour 
.of compulsory licences for all drugs 
and medicines but only in those cases 
where Government thinks proper. 

Sbri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes, I hold 
that view because I fe>l that in an
<>ther ten years' time the Indian re
searcher will come into the field when 
this law will work against his inter
est, and I certainly do not want that 
there should be any patent law which 
will not give any incentive to the in
dividual researcher who is working 
for the benefit of the nation. The 
same thing will hold true of Indian 
:firms who are employing researchers 
in their organisations. So, if it is 
made a general jaw irrespective of 
national interest, then all the incen
tive to the research workers will be 
taken away. 

Shri Bade: In the USSR the ori
ginal inventor is given a certificate 
called the authority certificate. The 
Government takes his invention and 
·sells it to other companies. Are you 
in favour of such a system? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I am afraid 
I do not have a definite view on that. 
If the Government is more efficient 
than the individual, I think this sys
tem is alright. But if the individual 
happens to be more efficient than the 
~vernment, this system will be de
trunental. 

Shri Bade: The Government is 
made of individuals. It is not sepa
rate from individuals. Anyhow, on 
page 3 of your memorandum you have 
stated: 

"In spite of the fact that this 
system of compulsory licensing 
has been in existence for quite a 
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long time, it seems that the ad
. vantages of the clause have not 
been pmperly utilised for the good 
of the nation." 

Who have not utilized it? 

Shri V. B. Cbipalkatti: The Indian 
entrepreneurs, scientists and techno
logists, who are involved in making 
this compulsory licence system a suc
cess, do not even approach the Gov
ernment asking fur a compulsory 
licence because the total condition of 
our industry and the total level of 
technical knowledge and skill that 
ought to 'be there to appreciate the 
contents of a patent is absent here. 

Shri Bade: According to you, this 
Bill should be more stringent and we 
should have more restrictions on the 
foreigners. They must start the in
dustry here and not import medicines 
etc., from outside. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes I 
think, it would be very very nice if 
the Government of India or the 
patent law could do something to see 
that the foreigner starts manufactur
ing the product in India. But 
this may be a question of eco
nomics-of consumption. ·and of 
investment. 

Mr. Chairman: Of foreign policy . 
also. 

Sbri B. K. Das: Just now you were 
pointing out that we should take care 
that ' our Patent law does not go 
against our own industry and scien
tists. Which particular provision did 
you have in your mind? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Suppose, 
we haye a patent law in which everY 
patent that is issued has a licence of 
right stamp on it from the very be
ginning. Naturally, what will hap
pen is that the confidence of the 
young and, perhaps in many, cases, 
inexperienced inventor will be shaken 
by the past history. If the past his
tory points out that even after you do 
a lot of good work you do not get 
any incentive or return from that, the 



young man will not be interested in 
putting his best effort. So, r hold 
that the patent law is genuinely for 
the interest of the society as a whole 
because the knowledge that comes 
out in written form in the patent 
is a very vital piece of litera
ture. Anything which. helps the pub
lication of such knowledge in a very 
free manner, whether the patent is 
utilised or not, in my opinion is very 
healthy. 

Sbri B. K. Das: I am quite puzzled 
by your comment on clause 45 (page 
3). You say there that since 95 per 
cent or more of the patents belong to 
foreign patentees, this clause is con
sidered healthy. 

Sbri V. B. Chipalkatti: I believe, 
I did not follow it very well when 
I wrote this. Since then r have been 
thinking about it and today I wish 
to take the opportunity of adding one 
or two sentences which are needed to 
be added to this. I am very sorry for 
this. I may explain what I 
wish to say here. At the 
moment a large number of pat
ents are held by foreigners. There
fore, if 'we introduce this clause of 
licence of right, it would mean that 
the Indian researcher is not affected. 
In fact, supposing, the same thing was 
going to be done after ten years when 
I expect more and more genuine 
Indian patents would come into the 
field, the Indian researcher is going 
to be .affected· from the point of view 
of incentives. So, though the clause 
appears to be healthy at the present 
moment, in the long run it may not 
be. This is what I wanted to say 
here. 

Sbri B. K. Das: You have gone 
through the Bill as it is before us. 
You have seen that we have placed 
food and medicines on a separate basis 
so that there may be improvement 
and research in them and cheap medi
cines may be. available to the people. 
Do you not think that it ought to be 
done? 

Sbri V. B. Chipalkatti: Quite frank
ly, passing of a law will not do this. 
Using the existing patent 'law more 
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efficiently in my opinion will ·be far 
more important than making any 
changes in the law. So, with the 
compulsory licence system, if the 
existing Act is made more efficient 
and effective, it will be quite all 
right. 

Mr. Chairman: Except for the 
USA, all other countries have made 
this distinction in respect of articles 
of food, drugs .and medicines. 

Shri v. B. Chipalkattl: There may 
be some differences in the manner in 
which they. have done it. 

Mr. Chair,man: They have 
cribed a lesser period. Some 
tries have even adopted that 
should be no patents of drugs 
medicines. 

pres
coun
there 

and 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I am sorry, 
I do not know that. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: It is made 
out that basic research requires a 
huge amount of money to be spent. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: It depends·, on 
what basic research we are thinking 
of. The money is required not for 
making an invention but for testing 
it. Unless a new drug is tested very 
scientifically and very properly its 
utilisation is almost impossible. Some 
of these foreign firms which do the 
testing not only in their own coun
tries but also in other countries are, 
in my opinion, doing a very useful 
service-to India also--when they 
spend a lot. of money in testing their 
new drug, I do not think at the 
present stage we are well organised 
for doing this large-scale testing which 
is very costly. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So, re
search is not expensive but testing 
is expensive. 

Sbri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. 

Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: Can you 
make out the difference in the allo
cation between the two? 

Shri v. B. Chipalkattl: I am not 
an expert on pharmaceuticals but Ia 



my own field of textile chemistry 
and chemicals, we have made · some 
calculations of the money spent :-ight 
from the day you start research to 
the day the research becomes com
mercially utilisable and my estimate 
is that for every rupee that we spent 
on research, Rs. 10 to Rs. 30 are re
quired for making that research 
commercially feasible. The research 
organisation's job normally stops 
after spending the first rupee and 
probably adding eight annas or 
another rupee to transfer conviction 
and confidence to the people who 
are going to utilise it. The re
searcher himself is incompetent ami 
incapable of utilising his own .vork. 
There are instances in history where 
a particular research has lJeen used 
after the man is dead and gone 
after 100 years. So, the utilisation 
aspect of any research work is l< far 
more complicated thing than the in
vention aspect. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That 
Rs. 10 to Rs. 30 include cost of 
machinery and ·everything. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: No; this 
does not include any cost of the plant 
or land or the investment -required 
for running a factory. ·This includes 
only the intermediate stages. For 
example, you have to test the effi
cacy of the process or the cost esti
mates as they come from the labora
tory process. Then, when you scale 
up a process, you find thn some of 
the very basic, fundamental mathe
matical formulae on which Lhese pro
cesses are based need to be changed 
to suit the new environment. 
Then, you must test whether the 
production is commercially accept
abb to the c~nsumer. You must 
also test whether the instrumenta
tion and the flow of goods is reliable 
qualitatively and quantitatively. All 
this ·involves about three or four 
steps which we generally describe as 
1ab~ratory development, pilot plant 
development and semi-commercial 
development etc. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: That too 
requires apparatus and all those 
things. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: That re
quires industrial apparatus and not 
research apparatus. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
Memorandum, you have made some 
comments on the working of the 
patent office. All this leads one to 
conclude that you require something 
which may help the patent office in 
its working. Is that the idea of hav
ing expert committees? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: As a re
searcher for the last 10 or 15 years, 
I have felt some need. For example, 
we take some patents in the United 
States. We have about half a dozen 
patents taken in the United States. 
The rigour with which the United 
States Patent Examiner will ask 
questions to us, the efficiency with 
which he will point out t.J us the basis 
of prior knowledge is much better 
and it is about hundred times more 
difficult to take a patent in the United 
States than it is in India. Out of 90 
per cent cases we have found out 

. that tho Indian patent office is on a 
free-come and free-go basis. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You want 
an expert committee .... 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: They are 
not liberal. I do n~t claim it. They 
do not have the necessary experience 
behind them. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point is 
that your suggestion for an expert 
committee is to aid the presont Patent 
Office in its proper functioning. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
mentioned that you have got in the 
last so many years 130 patents. May 
I know whether they are mainly for 
textiles and such other things or also 
for pharmaceuticals? 



Shri V, B. Chipalkattl: We 
no patents for pharmaceuticals. 
do have patents for chemicals. 

have 
We 

Slbri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
said that there is · difficulty in this 
country for the industry to utilise in 
the proper way the knowledge of 
taking patents and all these things: Is 
your reference to some particular in
dustry or is it general? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I think it 
could be easily genera11sed. By md 
large, ours is a young nation. The 
history of industrialisation is hardly 
about 15 tv 20 years old and I believe 
that the awareness that is required 
for improvement either in quality or 
in cost is generally absent partly due 
to our protected ~conomy and partlY 
due to a Jack of expertise in the coun
try. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Even in 
industries like textile and sugar? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes, Sir. In' 
textil<!s, we should be the l:ajer in 
the world. But I do not think we 
are. We are only third or fourlh in 
the list of textlle manufacturers in 
the world. · 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are we 
wanting in money or are we wanting 
in something else? 

Sbri V. B. Chipalka'ti: It i; a ques
tion of totality-we are wanting in 
good Government, we are wanting in 
good integrity amongst , individuals 
and we are wanting in S.J many other 
things. 

· Shri Kashi Ram Gu]J' a: What is 
the main factor behind it? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I am afraid, 
I cannot give you one answer to this. 
But my total answer is a Jack of 
proper expertise in the country. 

Dr. C. B. Sinll'h: You have to yaur 
credit more than 100 patent:d pro
eesses and products in the country 
Bnd outside. · 
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Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Most of our 
products are only in India. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Anything outside 
also? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: No. We tried 
in the past and there were enquiries 
from Israel, Australia etc. etc. but 
these did not materialise due to one 
reason or other. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Anyway, you tried 
in India and you have got more than 
100 patented products and processes. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. About 
60 per cent of them may be utilised. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That is a very good 
news. May I know what is the ex
penditure spent on. research in your 
research laboratories? If it is con
fidential, I don't want you to tell us 
that. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: There is 
nothing confidential. . 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We are very much 
concerned with it. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Our annual 
budget is of the vrder of Rs. 20 Jakhs. 
This is all earned through contract 
research. We have rio money of our 
own. Our Trust has limited income. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You mean 'certain 
industries offer you problems. 

Shri V. B. Chinalkatti: Those who 
utilise· our facilities offer problems 
and we solve them. 

Dr. C. B. Sin~h: From your evidence, 
it seems that .you are in favour of a 
stron'! patent protection. Is ~hat 
correct? 

Shri V. B. Cbipalkatti: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Sinl{h: The reason ad
vanced by yOu for a strong protectioa 
is that it will help the inventor. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: Our complaint has 
been that the patent law has gone 

. against the country as far as the drug 
prices are · concerned. Will you 
suggest something whereby, in spite 
of their being a strong protection, you 
can do something about the price 
control of these patented drugs? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Again, I am 
speaking as a non-expert on drugs. 
The price of drugs or the price of any 
patented pr.lduct for that matter de
pends on many factors apart from the 
patent system or the patent law. In 
any case, in our day-to-day work, we 
are hardly conscious of the existence 
of a patent law when the price ·is 
fixed. That by having a patent law 
which is supp.lsed to be better than 
the existing one we will do something 
to the prices somehow does not con
vince my mode of thinking. 

Dr. C. B. Slugh: You mean to say 
·that is not going to reduce the prices? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: There ·are 
many other factors apart from this. 

Dr. C. B. ·Mngh: What do you 
suggest by which the prices will come 
down? We are anxious to bring down 
the prices. 

Shri V. B. (;nipalkatti: I am afraid 
I am not at all an expert on pricing 
policy. 

Dr. C. B. Stngh: You mean to 3ay 
that the pncmg policy should be 
enough to bring down the prices'/ 

Mr. Chairman: He is not an expert 
. on that. 

Shri V. B. l,;hipalkatti: I have not 
enough knowledge 0 n that. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Here, in the case 
of a dispute, an appeal has been 
allowed and the aPPeal goes to the 
Government. Are you in favour of 
the Government being the final autho
rity on that? 

·Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. 
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Shri D. P. Karmarkar: If I under. 
stood you aright, you want prote-ction 
being given to the Indian scientist . 
Would you rather prefer, as a practi
cal policy, that in the case of such 
products like pharmaceuticals, food, 
etc., the Government may themselves 
take the p.Jwer of issuing the com
pulsory licence? Is that your idea? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: As a citizen 
of this country, having seen many 
things in 0 ur social structure, at the 
present moment I am chary of in
creasing the powers of the Govern
ment beyond the very minimum. I 
think if the Government does less 
work particularly jn the industrial 
and production fields, the country 
will stand to benefit. From that point 
of view, taking from the inventor a 
certain patent and· then Government 
giving some return for that, Govern
ment has nat only to give an incen
tive to the inventor but also to justify 
that. It will be justified only if the 
invention comes into actual · use. I 
believe, Government as an agency to 
do the second part, is not the proper 
agency. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Ten years . 
later, when ·our Indian research work
ers will come into their 0 wn, their 
interest will be adversely affected. 
The national interest also will be 
affected by this reduced period of ten 
years in the case. of pharmaceuticals 
and drugs. 

S:;ri V. B. Chipalkatti: Reducing the 
period was not the point. The point 
was 'licences of right' stamped on 
that . 

As far as the reduced period is 
concerned, I hold the view that the 
lag between the date on which the 
patent is applied and the date on 
which it can be reasonably used in 
India is a minimum of 6 to 7 years 
and if you have only ten years as the 
period for which the patent will be 
in force, then the inventor gets really 
only three effective years or in some 
cases only one or two effective years.· 



I consider the present 16-year period 
as more reasonable to the present 
Indian scene. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Just a mo
ment ago, Dr. Singh was asking 
about high prices. This Committee 
has found that, whenever a patent is 
in effect and when there is manufac
ture, the prices of some imported 
medicines are inordinately put up 
very high, The only way in which 
that could be prevented from happen
ing would be to establish some sort C?f 
a control. Would you suggest, in 
order to prevent such an abuse by 
the industry, having a sort of an ad
visory machinery, on which naturally 
Parliament would be represented, 
Government would be represented 
and technical bodies and industries 
would be represented? Would you 
think that such a machinery to advise 
on prices would be beneficial? . 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I did not 
think about it befvre. But on the 
face of it, some kind of a machinery, 
by wnich the price System IS fair, 
would be desirable. I really do not 
know if you will get the necessary 
information to see that the Com
mittee works efficiently. Many times 
information may be suppressed or 
may not be given properly, but there 
seems to be some need for action if 
the feeling is that the patent system 
causes this type of price rise. In my 
opinion, if the product is new, the 
firm or the individual who has taken 
a large amount of risJ< gets the maxi
mum benefits in the first few years. 
If you see the position in other coun
tries, the price always goes down and 
down as time goes on. Personally J 
am not very much afraid of a very 
heavy price being charged ·for some 
time. If the economy is productive 
enough, I think prices would take 
care of themselves. Only in. a low 
productive economy, all this trouble 
arises. 

Shrl A. T. Sarma: Is it a fact that 
some f~reign pharmaceutical firms are 
run by llllUan technicians? 
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Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes; I be
lieve so. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Is it a fact that 
at present India is in possession of 
pharmaceutical technicians? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: We have a 
fairly large number. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Would they be 
benefited if the Bill is passed? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: No. We do 
not have many researches in the 
field. The firm managers are there, 
the technicians who are running the 
factories are there, but many of these 
foreign pharmaceutical firms do not 
start research in India. They always 
say, "w2 dePend for research on our 
principles in our own country". 

Shri A. T. Sarma: My point is this. 
If they are given an opportunity, will 
they be benefited? 

.Shri V. B. Ohipalkatti: It would 
nvt be automatic. In fact, if you per
mit me, I would like to say that bet
ween the passing of a patent law and 
the deriving of the benefits of that 
patent law, there are so many things 
involved that I would not venture to 
say that a mere passing of the patent 
law would get the result. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your i\Ie1,11o-. 
randum you have supported the ex
isting law. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes-90 
per cent of it-except that I would like 
compulsory licensing to be used more 
effectively, 

Shri A. T. Sarma: I want your clear 
opinion whether the Bill will be 
beneficial to the interest of India or 
not. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: The answer 
is neither Yes nor no. This will be 
one more Bill. In my. opinion the 
present Act is quite adequate and let 
us concentrate on using the present 



Act better rather than having a neW 
Blll. 

Sbri R. P, Sinha: I have gone 
throu;;h the Memorandum of the 
learneu wuness and have also heard 
him. 'lll" tlue~ pomts whlch he has 
sue.s.sc:u aJ.t! 1n rt!gcu·d to licence of 
rignts, cOJnpu.~.so.ry hcence and the 
peu ... u. An~r llscelllng to hun I feel 
ti1aL LJJe .u1u1an IDLt!l·ests as such, I 
mean, Ul..: ~na..~.on reseaLch workers, 
will no, be benefited by the present 
Bill lk4..:au;:,e of thc:.:5e tnree Clauses. 
Have l correctly understood you? 

Shri V. B. Chipaikatti: To the ex
tent the incentive part of it is lessen
ed, lt will not benefit. 
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Sbri R. P. Sinha: After listening to 
the w ILness and also after gomg 
througn his Memorandum, I find that 
the motivatiOn behind the framers of 
this Blll appears to be mainly to cur
tail the abuses of the foreign patent 
hold~rs who are takmg tuo much of 
patents and are not 'utilising them, 
and to compel them to use those 
patents and not to use them in the 
monop.>listic manner. This appears to 
be the main purpose of this Bill and 
they have not taken into account as 
to how to help th~ Indian research 
workers like yuurself or an institute 
like yours. Will that be a correct 
conclusion to draw from that? 

· Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: You might 
draw that conclusion. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
were saying that ynur programme of 
work is some sort of a contract pro
gramme. that is, you do not have a 
regular budo:et as any research insti
tutio., will have. Can You elaborate 
it further? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: We are a 
private non-pr(lfit trust. We have a 
fixed income which comes in the form 
of dividends from the trust. 

Shrl K. V. Venkatachalam: How 
much is that? 

Shri V, B. Chipalkatti: About &,. 5 
Iakhs. 

Shri~. V. Venkatachalam: That is 
your ba•e'? 

Shri V, B. Chipalkatti: On that 
basis we try to exist and try to create 
work. We go to the Government of 
India. We go to private industries. 
We make schemes. We tell them, "U 
you do this, it will help you". Some
times they on their own come to us 
and we try to create proJects in which 
th~ advantage of the research work, 
the cost required, the time required 
and the results expected are &il 
written duwn in black and white and 
if the party is interested, then they 
come to us and we charge them on a 
no-profit basis. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: On this 
basis, can you have a steady pro
gramme of work? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: It is very 
difficult. But we have been existing 
for the last 15 years. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
just exist? So you just exist. 
From that puint of view I 
would have· thought that you are 
not strongly basea. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes, for oa
pansion, for taking new activities, 
etc. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: You are 
on a hand-to-mouth basis from what 
you say? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Yes. 

Mr. Chairman: You are in favour 
of product patents. Am I correct? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Again I 
want to stress on the technical aspect 
of this thinking. I can give you an 
example.· Here is a wash-and-wear 
fabric. Tomorrow I make a new (ab
ric. I apply for a process to dO &t 



and also I aPPly for the product 
which is based on that process. I 
take both the patents. The present" 
Bill provides facilities for taking both. 
But if you examine the claim of mine 
that I have got a new product proper
ly made, in 99 cases out of 100, 
possibly that the new product claim 
will not be a proper inventitm. It can 
be a proper invention only if I could 
hoodwink the Patent Examiner be
cause textiles have existed for thou
sands of years. For example, if in a 
pharmaceutical patent, something bas
ed on quinine was to be made as a 
new pr0duct, until the constituents of 
that new product and the effect given 
by that new product are sufficiently 
large to claim a new product, a new 
product patent should not be given. 
Therefore, even under the existing 
law it is possible to make it very diffi
cult for the applicant to get a pro
duct patent very easily. If that 
happens some of the abuses of the 
pr~sent law will go away automati-. 
cally. If, on the other hand, we do 
not give the Patent Contr01ler finances 
sufficient for running his office, suffi
cient finances to employ experts in 
various fields, in which case even the 
new Bill would achieve hardly any
thing. What is, in mY opinion, neces
sary, is to see that the Patent Con
troller's office becomes extremely effi
cient and is helped by a large number 
of exp~rts. 

Mr. Chairman: That is a different 
matter. But suppose if you give pro
duct patents, you shut out all inven
tions and discoveries to find out new 
processes. It will be a disincentive 
for inventions. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I do not 
know if the product is specified pro
perly and if the process for making 
the same product woulr{ be available, 
that process can be followed. It can 
well be. followed and "omebodyelse 
can make the same product and ask 
fo~ compulsory licence. 

Mr. Chairman: That comes in only 
when the patentee takes objection to 
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an infringement ·but if an inventor 
finds out an altogether new process 
for manufacturing the same product 
by a new and cheaper method 'lnd 
produces the product, why should he 
not be given patent? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: He may be • 
given a patent for the new process. 

Mr. Chairman: But if the product 
patent is maintained, it wi!l shat out 
.all new inventions. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Is it not 
unfair to a person who has brought 
a product into the market after test
ing on lakh~ and lakhs of people? 
After all he has done something for 
the society. 

Mr. Chairman: Science is always a 
• • I o 

progressive science and you must giVe 
room for every patent to come in. It 
may happen that a new drug which 
is introduced to-day may become 
obsolete in 2-3 years' time. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: If the drugs 
go out of date in 3 years' time, if 
that statement is true, then probably 
what you say is true. But my feel
ing is that the drugs can- continue for 
generations. 

Mr. Chairman: Some may go out of 
use-it is quite possible. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: That is ex
actlv with regard to pharmaceutical 
products. ------

Mr. Chairman: In fact except USA 
all other countries PVen to-day have 
got only process patents and Germany 
and Japan have progressed in their 
scientific research due to that. 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Mav be. I 
don't think I am competent to decide 
this issue in thP manner. in which you 
perhaps want me to do. All that I 
would like to say is that you make· 
the product patent also VPrv difficult 
ani! use th~ existing compulsory 
licensing system very· well and then' 



there is no need for us to bother 
about the law. 

Mr. Chairman: After all the object 
of the Patent law is to encourage re
search and production within the 
country. This law has been on ~e 
statute book since 1911 and it has not 
helped research and production within 
the cauntry. That is why we are 
thinking of a new law. How do you 
still maintain that the present · law 
would meet the needs of the times? 
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Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I quite agree 
with you. It is a very good wish that 
somdhing should be done to the 
Patent law )Jy which the indigenous 
effort could be encouraged. But we 
had the same wish 17 years ago. I 
would like to point out that by hav
ing 17 or 20 national laboratories we 
thought we would make our country 
self-sufficient; but that did not happen. 
There are many things that go into 
this question of indigenous know
haw being created. There were 
many criticisms and even people like 
me sometimes made criticism and in 
spite of all that, I believe, we are 
much better than what we were 17 
years ago. I have no doubt whatso
ever that we are going on the right 
lines. The democratic system is 
rather slow and we seem to be frus
trated. But I do feel that the real 
encouragement is to act better rather 
than to proclaim better. Something 
like that even in this Patent Bill I 
see. In all this I see good wishes, 
good thoughts, good statements but 
good deeds are the great need of 
the hour. 

Mr. Chairman: You yourself said 
that foreign patentees are not manu
facturing their products here and 
they are having their research insti
tutes elsewhere and they only import 
some intermediate products and per
fect the product and sell it. What 
provision you would like to be made 
in the present Bill to make them to 
manufacture their products here? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: I do not 
see any lacuna in the law because 
law does not deal with the erection 
of new factories and the policies be
hind that. The erection of new 
factories depend on the total indus
trial viability of a certain scheme, of 
a certain manufacturing programme. 
Personally· I do not see how the law 
can do this. 

Mr. Chairman: What is ypur sugges
tion to induce them to start produc
tian here and also stah research 
institutes? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: More effi
cient patent system rather than a 
wider law and wider powers to the 
Government. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: He is in favour of 
strong patent system. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you think that 
the present Bill does not pravide for 
that? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: It will by 
itself not do. As far as the law is 
concerned, probably we can think 
about it after 50 years when the 
industrial base. the research base is 
really there. We are now talking o! 
something which is not there. I can 
tell Y"U that we are spending about 
0·2% of our national product on re
search. Looking to the population 
and lo.,king to the size of the indus
try, our research effort should have 
been at least about ten to fifteen 
folds more. It is not just there be
cause even taking the public and 
private sector into account-my criti
cism applies t9 both-they are all 
thinking in terms of investing in new 
fields, not ·in intensifying the pro
duction in the existing fields. There 
is so much to be done, so much to 
be invested and the research elfort 
that we are making hardly, engages 
the attention of the industrialist and 
unless the industrialist is made to 
feel the need quality improvement 
and for new products, he will hardly 
take any interest. 



1\fr. Chairman: What do you mean 
by "artificial food"? 

Shri V. B. Chipalkatti: Synthetic 
foods or proce$sed foods. You have 
a factory for example to make tomato 
ketchup. 

Mr. Ohairman: That is not synthe
tic. 

.Shrl V. B. Chipalkatti: But it is 
not given to you in the form nature 
is giving you. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
much. 

(The witness then withdrew). 

(The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 15.00 hours). 

IV. Business Council for International 
Understanding, NEW YORK. 

Spokesman 

Mr. Robert Meagher 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat.) 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Meagher, you 
represent the Business Council for In
ternational Understanding? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: That is right. 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give is public. It will be printed 
and distributed to our members and 
will also be laid on the Table of the 
Houses of Parliament. Even if you 
want any particular. portion to be 
treated as confidential, it will be 
printed and distributed to our mem

' bers and wil! also be laid on the Ta-
'ble of the Houses of Parliament. 

We received your statement this 
morning. I do not know whether the 
members have had time to go through 
it. You can refer to it and if you 
want to stress any particular point 
or make a new point, you may kindly 
do so. Afterwards, our members wi!l 
put questions. 
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Mr. Robert Meagher: I want to· 
thank you very much for inviting me 
and for enabling me to appear oefore 
this Committee. I consider it to be 
very extraordihary for a Committee 
of a foreign government to permit 
outsiders like myself to come forth to 
discuss our opinions. I have had my 
past expe~iences in India. :People have 
always been very open. I remember, 
when your Constitution was being 
drafted, at that time also you listened 
to the people from ali over the world 
and tried to sort out different or-inion~ 
and different approaches of others. Na
turally I come before you merely to 
share my opinions with you. The ulti
mate decisions will, of course, have to 
be made by this Committee, by the 
Legislature in India. 

I am very sorry that my statement 
did not reach you sooner. It ha; been 
in India fo: a number of weeks. But 
due to some administrative mistake, 
it was not delivered to you earlier. I 
apologize for that. It was beyond my 
control. I have not been in the Unit
ed States far the past a month and 
these matters were being taken care 
of by some one else. 

The statement that I am about to 
make today is being· submitted on 
behalf of the Business Council for ln
ternation.al Understanding. You will 
find in the Appendix to my statement 
a short summary of the activities of 
the B.C.I.U. This Committee has, over 
the past few years, formed a special 
group on investments in India and i111 
1964 held a series of meetings with 
officials of the Indian Government, 
primarily on the investment climate 
and it is realiy in that context · that 
I am appearing here today. I am, by 
pro'ession. a lawyer and in addition 
I am the Associate Director of Inter
national Legal Research at Columbia 
University Law School. My appear
ance here is not as an expert on patent 
law. My field of teaching is a field 
which is relatively new in the United 
States; it is called international law 
and economic development-it is a 
mixtu:e of the two-in which we have 



been concentrating on problems ot 
investment and in relation to this, 
we have been drawn into topics such 
as foreign aid, trade and patent and 
copyright laws. The patent law has 
been one important element. of the 
investment climate in all countries. 

The current Bill is an indication of 
the desire pf the Legislature in India 
to modernise India's patent legislation 
and to ov~rcome what it considers to 
be inequities in the present patent 
system and also to bring uptodate cer
tain practices which have become out
moded over the past 5a years. 

In our opinion, of course,every gov
ernment has the right to constantly 
review the laws and try to bring them 
uptodate in a manner whiclt is in 
their own national interest. Obvious
ly every legislature is interested in a 
new legislation from the point of 
view of its own national interest. We 
are delighted, as I said before, that 
you took some time to listen to cer
tain outsiders' who may be affected by 
the legislation in India. To some of the 
people whom I have discussed the 
legislation with, including the people 
in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, 
England, France, Germany, Italy and 
Canada, the legislation does, in a few 
places, raise some serious questions. 
These pcovisions which are most dis
turbing to the people I have talked 
to, seem to strike at the very heart 
of the patent system and in fact, these 
are the only provisions which I have 
been concerned with. 
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As I said, I am not here as a pa
tent expert but rather to discuss those 
provisions which will affect the ques
tion of flow of capital, flow of techno
logy and development of indigenous 
research. Some of the broad sections 
which will affect the people are those 
which permit use of the patent by the 
government without compensation; 
which permit compulsory licences or 
"licences of right", as you call them, 
without any conditions for an inquiry 
into the ability or means of the licen
oee at a fixed maximum royalty and 
which remove specified appeals from 
the judicial system. 

. I pause here for a moment to say 
that obviously there are many ways 
of hearing appeals. Adrninistrat.iTe 
agencies or administrative courts cu 
have just as much function as a court 
does, The Droit Administrative!' of 
France and the administrative courb 
in Belgium can have all the safeguards 
oi a judicial body. The problem as 
the statute stands at present is that 
many of my friends and colleagues 
feel that it would be preferable if the 
statute itself stated that the safeguards 
which one usually finds in a court of 
law would- also be incorporated in the 
underlying statute. Obviously, the re
gulations which would be issued sub
sequently under the statute could 
provide for such provisions. I think 
there was no need to ask whether an 
administrative court would be better 
or worse than a judicial court. Obvi
ously, either one can be good. It is 
just a question of knowing that in the 
underlying statute that such safe
guard provisions have been made. 

We have also been disturbed by 
the limiting of the term of patent and 
that this provision has been made 
retroactive. It seems to us that the 
gains by retroactivity will rather be 
minimal as the number of patents in
volved, probably most of them, have 
been running for a number of years. 
Any way, why not finish their term 
the day this Bill comes into effect or 
subsequent patents may be limited. 

We also feel on the teem of patent 
that a ten-year period from the time 
of filing of the specification is a verY 
short period of time. In Algeria which 
probably has the newest patent laW 
which was passed a few months ago 
and the term there is in keeping with 
the modern trend, they have put in 
a term of 20 years-the average prob
ably running between 16-18 years 
with . a trend, I seem to feel, now 
running closer to 20 years. 

It is always difficult for a person 
who does not live in a country . to 
understand the legislative structure 
of another country. I remember when 
I first came to India the Industrietl 



·Regulation and Development Act of 
1951 has just been passed and at that 
time I have read it and, being an 
American and being used to our sys
tem of' Jaw, ielt that a1 fremendous 
amount of power was being given to 
the Government. But by the end of 
1952 I had modified my opinion to 
this extent that ·the law gave tremen
dous power to the Government but· 
much of this power would probably 
never be exercised and I was right 
fortunately in one case because many 
of those provisions which were most 
striking have never been exercised, or 
if they have been, it has always been 
with great circumspection. However, 
the role of a lawyer advising a client 
in New York is difficult. He advises 
th.- client that this is ~he Jaw. After 
going through the law the client feels 
that it is terrible. 'But they won't 
apply it', the lawyer says. The clie':t 
will ask, 'How do we know that rt 
would not be applied?'. The reason
able answer is: 'anyway I cannot be 
quite. sure that the provisions would 
not be applied.' AI) that one can say 
is: 'ba,sed on iny own experience, 
going back and forth to India for 
many years, I do not think these pro
visions will be invoked', I think the 
Government has more powers here 
than they would .exercise. I can tell 
you quite frankly that many firms 
telephoned me in New York' before 
my coming here and they said. 'We 
read the industrial laws and are very 
much disturbed.' One of the laws they 
always refer to is the Industries Re
gulation and Development Act. I 
mentioned this because I think in the 
present Patent legislation there are 
. certain provisions which also would 
be frightening to an outsider, 
but which may never be applied 
also-I do not know. Some of these 
provisions are: the section which 
permits the Government to take ov.er 
patents, the section which perrruts 
the Government to let numerous 
groups use the patent under certain 
conditions. These conditions seem to 
be very harsh. Perhaps these are 
provisioPls which will not be applied 
-I just do not know. 
807(B) LS-14. 
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The question the BCW is concern
ed with in this legislation relates 
basically to three main categories
the investment climate, lhe flow of 
technology into India and the deve
lopment of indigenous research. 

Regarding the investment climate, 
the first point to make there seems 
to me is: that the Patent Bill 
obviously is only one ·part of the 
many many elements making up the 
ijvestment climate. I don't think that 
if the Patent Bill was the only ques
tion this might stop foreign invest
ment. The question is: when you put 
it together with many other 
provisions, the cumulative effect of 
this particular item might be to act 
as a deterrent to further investment. 
As you know under the Fourth Five 
Year Plan the Government has esti
mated an annual inflow of 120 million 
dollars of investment annually. Thill 
is considerably more than what hao 
been coming in in the past few years. 
It seems to us that at this stage the 
Patent Bill may act as an additional 
deterrent to a greater flow of capital. 
Over the past few years since 1964 
there seems to be a fairly positive · 
approach fo investing in India. In 
fact, when I appeared before the 
Watson Committee on India and 
advised them on the situation here, 
my remarks were very favourable 
and some of you might have read that 
Committee's report; there is a section 
on India which says that there is a ~ 

constantly improving climate in India. 
Those remarks were based upon the 
testimanv that I gave before the 
Committee at that time. However, 
since then a number of things have 
arisen, many beyond the control of 
the Government-the death of twa 
Prime Ministers and many internal 
problems; some of these have alread·r 
been resolved, I think, more 
favourably in relation to the rece'ltl 
devaluation of the rupee which pro
bably will help to increase private 
investment. But, nevertheless, the 
climate has not been extremelT 
strong in the past two years as a 
result of which it appeared to us that 



the current legislation would tend 
to retard rather than to encourage 
DeW investment. 

As far as the flow of technology i• 
concerned, I remember, while reading 
through the book of Mr. K. M. 
Pannikar on 'The Afro-Asian States and 
Their Problems', he put forth one of 
the most succinct statements on the 
problems of development that I found 
anywhere. In his book he discusses 
the need for technology in India. 
After all this was written in the 
early 50's and he pointed out that a 
country which is developing cannot 
say 'We would not use the latest 
technology' because there is already 
such a big gap between developing 
countries and the developed countries 
and that to use any but the latest 
technique will <>nly tend to take you 
farther apart rather than to come 
closer together. That I think is a very 
important point and I agree .completely 
with him that India must use the 
latest technology for its development. 
To get the latest technology in most 
cases India will have to go outside 
India. They will have to bring in this 
technology through patents from other 
countries and to get this type of 
technology, it seems to me, the ques
tion one has to look at in relation to 
the legislation under consideration is, 
'Does this law act as an incentive or 
a deterrent to the flow of new tech
nology?' Is there any way-in fact 
this is really the underlying question 
-by which any Government can 
through legislative means force an 
individual to deliver his te<:hnology to 
another country if he does not want 
to or are the incentives not enough. 
This is really the underlying question 
of all patent legislation. Of course, a 
patent is a monopoly. Of course, it 
gives privileges to an individual for a 
limited period of time. It does that 
because countries have developed a 
theory that unless this is done, techno
logy will not flow from one country to 
another. Therefore, the question is: 
will the current legislation in India 
act as an incentive or act as a deterrent 
~ individuals who have new techno-
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logy and who are outside of India? A! 
far as technology within India is con
cerned, obviously every country has 
more power over its nationals than it 
has over people who are outside of the 
country. But even then; you can't 
force a man to think, you can't fore• 
a man to be creative, you can't force 
a man to tell what he has in his own 
mind, unless he feels that there is an 
incentive to do so. There are indi
viduals who are very altruistic who 
will give up all of their knowledge 
and all their lives because they feel 
their course is right and development 
is important. I think, however, these 
are exceptional individuals and this 
legislation cannot be enacted to affect 
those people because those individuah 
need no legislation to come forward 
with their own ideas to help a country 
develop. What do we do with people 
who have the technology, who have 
new ideas and who feel that they will 
not give them up unless they are given 
incentives, and what should th~ 
incentives be. 

Now, as I flew out on the plane just 
36 hours ago I kept playing in my 
mind the problems which must disturb 
all of you-it disturbed me very much 
-af how this country, which has a 
huge population of one-seventh of the 
total world population and which still 
has a low per capita income, can find 
a way to see that the latest technology 
is available at low enough a price so 
that the people in the country can 
enjoy the fruits of it while they arfl 
still alive. This dilemma is one which 
bothers me very much and I have 
not been able to find any simple 
formula for that. I think if a simple 
formula were available, we would 
know about it. How then can we 
salve the problem? For example, in th~t 
field of pharmaceuticals, we see a new 
drug which saves millions of lives; 
we see the drug is expensive; what 
can we do through legislation to see 
that it is manufactured in India and 
to see that the cost of the drug is 
such that the ·average man in 
the street can go and buy that drug? 
This is the question, 1t seems to me, 



we all are trying to answer. And yet 
'he only system we have been able to 
develop for the past few hundred 
years of patents system has been a 
•ystem which temporarily gives a 
monopoly to an individual and a 
pecuniary gain for a limited period of 
time through the patent. Now perhaps 
there is an<Jther way but I have not 
been able t<J find that way. If you 
try tQ put pressure on somebody to 
tell an idea, he will certainly use a 
!ecret process and you will not get it 
at all. If you say to him "you must 
do it this way", he will say "well. I 
will not produce in your .oountry at 
all." If you say "I will aPpropriate your 
patent'', he will say "fine", because 
that piece of paper will not teach you 
how to make Tetracycline, because to 
make that you ·must have the know
how, you must have the technol<Jgy 
and you must have the money; and in 
addition, you really lose more if you 
go round appropriating than you gain. 
So we come back • to the same 
dilemma. How do we find a way to get 
a low-cost product whieh is needed by 
people? How do we find a way for 
that product to be mannfactured in the 
eountry? I am afraid we still have not 
round the way and I don't think that 
a patent law whkh is restrictive in 
some of its provisions in relation to 
these points, will encourage or bring 
forth the actual movement of techno
logy. What about indigen<Jus research 
in the country itself? What about 
scientists within India? Does the 
tmrrent legislation give them an 
incentive to give out, to look into new 
technology, to devel<lp new ideas? 
Once again we are back on the same 
question. If there is any incentive 
sufficient enough for a scientist here to 
produce the product, then the answer 
is uyes". . If there is po incentive, 
obviously he will not come forward 
with the idea. What happened in Italy 
where they don't have any patent 
rights for pharmaceuticals? No new 
pharmaceutical discoveries were made. 
One or two new discoveries were made 
but both were registered in England 
under patents_ They didn't stay in 
their country . at all but went out of . 
tile country. Then, what about prices 
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in Italy? Do the Italians get the drug~ 
cheaply? No, they don't, because what 
happened in Italy was there were 60 
people manufacturing the same pro
duct leading to very high promotion 
expenses and as a result of the cost of 
drugs was high. So the problem is still 
there. This is a real problem; it is a 
moral problem; it is not a question of 
law alone. And I can only say that 
my sympathy is with anyone who i" 
trying to solve this dilemma. The 
question is how d<l we do it. Can it 
really be done by limiting the patent 
rights? No. I think the compulsory 
licensing approach is a good· approach 
if it is used in the right manner and 
it has been used historically in India 
and in many other countrtes. It hao 
been fairly successful to get product. 
to come out. But as my colleague, 
Mr. Robbins, has probably mentioned 
here-- I don't know, I was not here-
compulsory licences are almost never 
applied for anywhere, even though 
they are on the statute book. So 
again it is a technique whkh has not 
been probably meaningful. I think 
perhaps Mr. Shoji Matsui came here 
from Japan. I was with him in Japan 
and we had some discussion on this._ I 
looked into the Japanese· industry 
situati<Jn and I think the Japanese 
industry is very instructive in relation 
to the positive aspects of patents. I 
was in Japan 15 years ago and 15 years 
ago, Japan was very flat with great 
destruction, with no buildings, with no 
industry. But to-day Japan has one 
of the most thriving and dynamic 
economies in the world. Year after 
year the G.N.P. was increasing at 
the rate of 20 per cent per annum and 
even this past year it increased, by 10 
per cent. You consider that with the 
fact that they have reduced the birth
rate from 2! per cent to 1 per cent 
arid you will see that the Japanese 
development has been truly amazing. 

In Japan they used the technique in 
relation to the investment which I 
found to be exemplary. They sat 
down and said to themselves. "What 
d<J we do? We will develop our 
count,ry with our own money and with 
our own technology. We have fallen 
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behind in technology and we have no 
money at this stage but we want to 
develop." So beginning in 1950, they 
took out frolt\ the dusty shelves the 
patent legislation which was still left 
and which had been in existence for 
85 years and they said "let us see what 
we· could do about bringing tech
nology" implement their patent Jaw is 
one of the considerations, and most 
liberal patent laws have brought in 
technology from a]] over the world. 
They worked the patents, they paid 
royalties, royalties have been hirly 
high, but what has been the effect of 
it? The effect of it has been that yes 
the Japanece are today paying 
royalties of something like-I have 
the figure here-I think 165 million 
dollars a year, but in addition from 
this year they are beginning to get 
back an amount equal to 8 per cent 
of royalties paid out through royalties 
on pa{ents and what is much more 
important than that is their own 
scieryists, having used the technology 
they have got from abroad, have 
developed new patents, have developed 
new p;-ooesces and today the exports 
of just two commodities from Japan 
more than compensates for the total 
royalties that they pay and the 
economy of the future will be less and 
less dependent on foreign technology 
and more and more they will be 
creating their own patents and export_ 
ing them ail over the world and in 
fact, you know, in this country, that 
the Japanese have been here and have 
been very much interested in invest
ments here. I found Japanese in 
Korea, I found them in Taiwan. They 
have gone to Indonesia, exporting 
technology, exporting technicians, 

. exporting s.dentists. So to me, this is 
a good example of what can happen 
with good positive patent legislation. 
The patent alone will not do this. . It 
is not for me to suggest that any 
country that had a good patent bill 
would develop dynamically. One can 
say if other. factors are good, a good 
patent bill can be a contributory 
factor. For better or worse industrial 
development is intimately interwoven 
with patent rights. It is in this way 
that a country with a favourable 

patent law would be able to at\ract 
all other elements essential to indust
rial development. At the moment, 
7ndia finds itself in the midst of 
extraordinary development problems. 
These problems cry out for innovative 
approach. However, it would be a 
short sighted innovation which would 
curtail the f'ow of investment, limit 
the flow of technology and diminish 
the level of integral scientific and 
technological research. Patent rights 
are inextricably linked with the flow 
of capital, know-how, skill and 
experience. Tampering with industrial 
or property rights at this time may 
prove to be a major deterrent to rapid 
development. 

Now lest it be misunderstood 
because when one speaks for a short 
time one tends to talk about negative 
things in general I think that the 
Patent Bill is without exception, that 
it >hows a 'tremendous amount of 
work and it is a very positive step 
forward. My only point relates to a 
verv limited few sections of the bill 
and those few sections are, as I said 
earlier, ones which raise questions in 
the minds of people-the questions of: 
Will the Government take over patents 
without compensation? Will other 
individuals be able to use their patents 

, even though they do not have enough 
know-how and do not have enough 
money? Is the abseqce of judicial re
view in redation to some sections so 
fundamental that people would be 
aggrieved? I do not know perhaps you. 
have other provisions in your mind 
which will be in the regulations that I. 
am not aware of and is it reallY 
necessary to make the new patent Jaw 
retroactive in relation to existing 
patents. 

Well, I am afraid my st~tement 
perhaps has been more general thaD. 
the very specialised ones of people 
who have been heads of Patent Office• 
like Mr .. Matsui or who have bee• 
leaders in the Patent field for the 
past 3S yeal's like Mr. Robbins or 
who have been expert chemists like 
those you had from Germany but 
B.C.I.U. did feel that it would be 



helpful if you would allow us to 
express· our opiniO'll and I must 
repeat once again, we feel very 
indebted to you to permit us to come 
to your legislatu~;e to discuss our 
point of view. I hope that my Gov
ernment will be equally kind and 
hospitable in inviting people from 
your country when we discuss our 
patent legislation which is being 
studied by a Special Commission at 
the moment and of which Mr. 
Robbins who was here is a member. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair
man. 
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Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The learn
ed Advocate has suggested that 
there should be proper climate. I 
want to bring to his notice that so 
far as patents other than pharmaceu
ticals are concerned, the present Bill 
has got 14 years from the o;late of 
completion of the specification while 
the old Act provides 16 years from 
the date of application and hardly 
there may be a difference of about 
one year or less than one year. 
Therefore, I want to know his opi
nion about this aspect of the Patent 
Bill. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: In relation 
to the 14 years provision, I do not 
say that this is a major hindrance. 
The 14 years provision, I think, is a 
modification away from the direction 
of the world trend which is towards 
increasing the patent period. How
ever, I do not say that a major prob
lem arises in itself from going from· 
16 to 14 years, but I might state here 
that one of the difficulties of the cur
rent proposed legislation relates to 
the period from which the time 
begins to run. The filing of the 
specifications is not the time when 
you have a patent. It seems to me 
to be preferable to have the time 
run from the time of the sealing of 
the patent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
is under the old Act, it is 16 years 
from the date of application and the 

present Bill has got it from the 
completion of the specifications. 
Actually the difference will be hard
ly one year, but if you say that it 
should be from the date of sealing 
in this case as well, it will mean 
more than 16 years. 

Mi". Robert Meagher: I think if it 
was more than 16 years it will be 
closer to th~ average which is pro
bably 17 years world wide and which 
is now, in many countries, being ex
tended to 20 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta:. Are you 
aware of the fact that Japan has got 
15 years only? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Japan doe1 
have 15 years only. United State.t~ 
has 17 years and other countriel 
have different periods. However, 
the newest legislation-the Algerian 
Bill-which has just been passed, 
does have 20 years and other 
countries are considering-though 
they may not pass-bills which wiU 
increase the period from 15 to 20 or 
from 17 to 20 aJ;!d so on. 

Sh:ri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
aware of the fact that Italy has got 
a Bill now in Parliament, which 
gives only 10 years for pharmaceuti
cals. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Yes. I am 
aware of that and there are 3 or 4 
other countries which already have 
legislation existing which gives only 
10 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There is a 
Model Law on inventions given by 
the B.I.R.P.I. This Model Law on its 
page 49 says that a patent can be for 
at least 10 years from the date of 
sealing of the patent. The onl:1 
difi'erence is they say it can be fo~ 
10 years at least and in our country, 
seeing the conditions here, it can ba 
for 10 years quite right. This is the 
only difference which means that we 
are not going against the basic point 
raised in the Model Law. · 



J\Ir. Robert Meagher: If the Model 
Law says 10 years at least, in India 
this could, in my opinion, certainly 
be 12 to 14 years rather than 10 
yea!"s. Under the present statute it 
is from the date of filing the specifi
cations. If you keep the present 
language in the legislation, it would 
•eem that you would have to use 14 
year• to be assured of 10 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: If the 
present Bili is amended according to 
you. then it would be 10 years from 
the date of sealing. Will it be agree
able to you? 

Jllr. Robert Meagher: It would be 
much more favourable. We are talk
ing how long does it take from the 
time a man gets a patent and begins 
to sell. From the moment a patent 
is sealed you do not begin to make 
money or you do not get the return. 
The standard should be that when 
an individual makes a fair return of 
his patent, the patent should cease. 
Arbitrarily, we have to use a period 
of years for different patents. If 
you talk of 8 years, then obviously 
you reduce the patent period consi
derably. So that would depend on 
how long you have to work a patent 
in India and ljow much time he is 
given to get a fair return of his 
investment. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In some 
countries concerns having their own 
research and at the same time enough 
capital to work in a regulated way, 
11nd therefore research expenses and 
the expenses for invention of patents 
are part an.J parcel of the whole 
year's programme. They are allow
ed as revenue expenses in Income
tax law. You cannot say it is an 
i•olated case. · 

Mr. Robert Mleagher: In relation to 
, hat point, as you know, our structure 
is set very much on a cost account
ing basis. If we have research going 
on in relation to one particular item, 
it would always be listed on one ac
count. We know how much the cost 
of doing that is; knowing the co•t• 
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we cannot estimate the profits on it. 
Obviously, when we deal with man:r 
products it becomes more and more 
difficult to separate then out because 
some expenses must be allocated to 
all items. However, we try througlo 
our system to have some Idea of t.he 
cost on each item, so that the rescarclo 
costs may be listed as busmess ~>x
pense in our tax returns. This is one 
of our incentives which we have used 
to encourage people to invent. Per
haps I am not familiar enouglo 
with your tax legislation. Per
haps that sort of incentive is als• 
necessary here. But I am not here 
speaking about the Tax Bill today. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Now, when 
it is part and parcel of the whole 
structure and you say it is not easy 
to find out separately what the cost 
will be on each item, then the bie 
companies can afford to have a patent 
incentive even when the period is 
about ten years. 

Shri Robert Jlleagher: It is lik!! 
comparing a rich man and a poor man. 
I do not know whether that is true or 
not. A man who is poor may give up 
an invention because he may not be 
able to carry on for long. A man who 
is rich can give more time to make an 
invention. Most of the large-scale re
search done in the USA is not by the 
small companies but it is. done by big 
companies. And we have found that 
the creativity comes because people 
give time and spend the money to do 
research. I do not think you should 
penalise a man because he is willing 
to devote a large .percentage of his 
time and money for research. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Should the 
period be reckoned in connection with 
the total cost structure so that the 
amount may be made up within that 
period? 

Mr. Robert Jlleagher: Actually I 
am. not qualified to speak on price 
structure which is a highly technical 
question in relation to patents. There 
are all sorts of conflicting testimonies, 
in which pharmaceuical companies 
claim that this has been so much for 



research and they get a small return. 
One of the reasons this information is 
not readily available in the USA is 
because it is a comparative informa
tion and we do not have the problem 
of high costs because we have income
tax which takes care of high pro
fits. If you make high profits people 
are taxed for that. I do not see that 
this question really is that' key to an 
understanding as to how long a patent 
can pay. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You say 
the business profit should be there and 
patent is only a fraction of it. There 
are other hurdles more formidable 
than patent. Now even if Patent Law 
is framed according to their wishes 
they will come with other difficulties. 
Therefore, in the context of this, when 
patent is a small fraction how is it 
they are not looking on these things 
from that angle? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: We have al
ready spent many hours discussing 
each of these questions including im• 
port duties, export duties, manage
ment, spare parts, raw-material sourc
es, etc. It is not that we are discussing 
these questions today, · We are dis
cussing these questions every day. 
I have .been discussing the same 
questions with Mr. Bhootalin
gam, Finance Secretary to the Gov
ernment of India. When your Prime 
Minister came to the U.S. I met her 
on three occasions in New York; when 
your Minister for Planning, Mr. Ashok 
Mehta, came to the U.S. I met him 
and discussed these questions. It is 
.not that we are not discussing these 
questions. We are trying. The obvious 
reason why we are discussing patent 
here is because it is important. When 
I say it is one of many things I do not 
say it is un-important. If it is un
important I would not be here. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The bon. wit
n!'ss knows that a number of witnesses 
have come before the Committee. He 
has confined his position to the follow
ing four items: 

-permit use of the patent by 
Government with compensa
tion. 

-permit Licence of Right without 
enquiry into the means oc 

ability of the licensee at a 
fixed maximum royalty. 

-Remove specified · appeals fr<* 
the judicial system. 

-Reduce the period of validity ol 
existing patent. 

May I know from these four points ol 
view what does he considers to be 
'out--moded practices' which are to be 
taken into consideration. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Perhaps the 
terms " 'ou~-moded practice' was • 
wrong one. What I felt was a reduc
tion of period was out-moded i.e. the 
term of the patent reducing to 10 
years in relati0o11 to pharmaceuticaU in
dustry, I think, is going against the 
world trend. 

Shri •Sham Lal Saraf: I only want
ed to seek clarification, that is, whea 
you said it is understandable that out
moded practices. are done, away witlo 
or at least amended in order to suit 
present day requirements and keepin~: 
that in view I would like to know 
from the above four points of view 
what would you consider to be the 
out-moded practices which you would 
recommend to be amended or done 
away with? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I do not think 
I linked together these four pointa 
with ou~-moded practices. If I did, 
it was not my intention. What I did 
feel is under clause 48 where the Gov
errunent may use the patent without 
compensation I do not think this 
makes very much sense to me. I 

· think Section 46 of U.K. legis
lation is preferable. I do not 
deny, . under specified limited condi
tions, Government exercising rights 
which are necessary in the national 
interest for a limited period of time 
and it seems to me that in England 
when tatracyclin was bought from Italy 
the patentee was compensated. So I 
will suggest that under Section <14 



there should be compensation for use 
of a patent. 

Further, I think that the idea of a 
fixed maximum royalty at 4% of the 
net bought ex-factory price is arbitra
ry and obviously any system of settling 
royalties has to be arbitrary but it is 
interesting that India is the only coun
try in the world that has set a maxi
mum royalty price. Now I do not see 
any need for this. I think there is a 
way of determining in particular cases 
through discussion, through appeals, 
throug't hearing, etc. what would be a 
fair royalty. In most countries they 
let patentee, once licensed the patent, 
enter into an agreement to pay what he 
feels as a fair price for it. I know this 
is a very complicated question in India 
and it is for rea<ons which are not 
directly related to Patent Law. If you 
wish to do business in India and you 
want to have equity partnership in a 
company-frequently there is a ques
tion of getting equity partnership--the 
question of royalty price becomes irre
levant. In other cases you give up 
know-how or a patent right' for a 
royaltYj each case goes to Ministry of 
F1I'ance and there are discussions. 
Again it seems to me, if I would be 
advising your. Government, it should 
handle foreign investors rather than 
handling foreign investments. I would 
leave them much more ambigous and 
interpret some results but the results 
should come administratively through 
the Ministry of Finance and not 
through a statute. So I do not feel it 
is necessary that that percentage 
should be put in the Bill. 

Shri Sham La1 Saraf: Now, for ins
tance, in the case of the Government 
where bulk purchases of pharmaceuti
cals and drugs are needed for Govem
ment requirements and the patent hol
der or the firm that has registered 
patent is not in a position to supply 
adequate .quality and quantity to them, 
d~ you thmk, at that· time, Government 
":Ill be i.ustified in attaining this autho_ 
nty under the Law to get the supplies 
from outside the country or tram those 
patent holders elsewhere? 
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Mr. Robert Meagher: As I under
stand the question, please correct me 
if I am wrong, what you are saying 
is if Government wants to buy drugs 
in a bulk manner because of a situa
tion, Jet us say a cholera epidemic, and 
Government wants to get vaccine for 
cholera and the company supplies them 
all the cholera vaccine that they can 
and they have to buy from outside the 
country should the Government have 
to pay the compensation? 

Shri Sham La1 Saraf: The right 
which the Government has attained 
under the present provision, do you 
think that in those circumstances it Is 
justifiable? 

1\lr. Robert 1\Ieagher: I think that if 
there is a major epidemic. if there is 
a war, if there is a flood, if there is a 
drought, if there are 3ny of t:1ese many 
things which can arise be!oce any Gov
ernment, and it is a tremendou3 em
ergency, then, obviously, one wou1d 
feel that Government should have 
powers to act in those cases. I think, 
however, that those provisions could 
be explained in greater detail in the 
Biil; I think they 6hould be specified 
in the Bill, and I do not see th;t there 
is any problem in doing so. 

Dr. C, B. Si.ngh: You have elaborated 
on four important points. 

One of the provisions in the Bill 
seeks to differentiate between drugs, 
chemicals and other patented articles 
so far as the period of the patent is 
concerned. Form,-Jy, the period ~1sed 
to be 16 years for all patents; now, we· 
have sought to bring it down to 14 for 
other items, and 10 for drugs, chemi
cals and food articles. What do you 
think about this kind of differentiation 
in regard to the period of the patentsr 

1\lr. Robert Meagher: Personally, I 
do not see any need to differentiate 
betw.een the two. However, this is a 
question which it seems to me each 
country must decide within its own 
context. There may be factor's here 
which I am unaware of, but it does not 
seem to me that in most countries this 



dlstinction is made. However, there 
are some countries where distinctions 
have been made in relation to phar
maceuticals and food articles. The 
provision which you have in this Bill 
in regard to chemicals goes beyond 
what any other country in the world 
has in relation to its breadth of cover
age; so far as pharmaceuticals and food 
products are concerned; when taken 
out into a more limited context, there 
is a distinction, in a number of coun
tries. Whether there should or there 
should not be is a question obviously 
within the context of each country, and 
obviously, this committee is better 
equipped than I am to answer this 
question. 

Mr. Chairman: Your country has also 
appointed a committee to go into this 
question. 

1\'..r. Robert Meagher: My country has 
appointed a committee to go into the 
question of patent law in general. 

1\!r. Chairman: And for also reducing 
the period of patents for drugs etc. 

1\Ir. Robert M~agher: One of the 
suggestions before that committee is 
to reduce the period in respect of 
drugs. 

Mr. Chairman.; Canada, New Zealand 
and South Africa also have appointed 
special committees. 

M;.·. Robert Meagher: That is right; 
as a result of the Kefauver Committee 
hearings. 

Mr. Chairman: New Zealand agreed 
for restriction on drug patents. Canada 
•uggested abolition of drug patents. In 
the USA, on the Bill it was contended 
that three years would be an ample 
time to recover the research outlays, 
and a maximum royalty of 8 per cent 
was suggested; there was also a sug
gestion for unrestricted licence which 
included grant of technical information 
required for manufacture of the paten
ted item. The Simon commission in 
South Africa suggested five years for 
drug patents, 
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Mr. Robert Meagher: A number of 
suggestions have been made in diffe
rent countries. As regards the one you 
mentioned in relation to the USA, 
though they were introduced by the 
Kefauver Committee, they were all 
defeated and rejected by the legisla
ture. 

The question here is one of emotion 
at one level and of real concern .. t the 
other, and they are mixed together. 
The problem arises this way. You 
travel in the country and suddenly you 
come up against a situation, and you 
see people in a horrible situation and 
they need drugs, but they do not have 
the money to pay for them. Imme
diately, you say, 'We must find some 

, way to do this'. But there are a num
ber of ways in which it can be done. 

Mr. Chairman: The same thing hap
pened in the UK also. Immediately 
after the second World War, UK had 
authorised a particular company to im
port a particular drug. One of the 
patentee companies went to the House 
of Lords and filed a suit against the 
UK Government, and the Lords held 

· the case in favour of the UK Govern
ment. I suppose you are aware of it. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Was it not the 
tetracycline case? 

Mr. Chairman: Yes. 

1\lr. Robert Meagher: That was ju3f: 
recently; it is a relatively recent case. 
The decision came down in January, 
19G5. I was in India at that time. 

Mr. Chairman: Almost every coun
try is trying to reduce the period of the 
patent in relation to drugs and food 
articles. 

1\lr. Robert Meagher: But in Eng
land, the following year, namely this 
year, they have stopped importing that 
drug from Italy because they found 
that the quality of the goods that they 
were getting from the unpatented sour
ces was bad and unreliable, and in 
addition they felt that this was not the 
best way to handle it. 



I do not mean to suggest here that I 
•m in any way in favour of people 
taking outrageous advantage of people 
""ho are in need. What I am suggest
ing is that there are many ways in 
-..·hich these needs could be satisfied. 

For example, in the USA also, we 
have many poor people who have di
•eases and who need medicine. But 
the way we solve this problem is that 
Government have clinics in hospitals 
where the drugs are given to the poor 
people, and Government pay for them. 
It means in turn that the wealthier 
people in society who are paying 
higher taxes are paying for the drugs 
which are given to the poor people. 

In England, this problem has is taken 
care of through the national health 
service system, where the people who 
are paying taxes are payjng a part of 
this money into the medical system so 
that the poor people can get free drugs. 
I think that would be the proper way 
to do it than to take away the patent 
rights. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Having agreed that 
there is a need for protection, will you . 
agree that in the case of medicines and 
food articles, the patent may be grant
ed initially for a period of ten years, 
with a further chance of one or two 
extensions in case there is such a need 
and the party is able to prove that he 
has not been adequately compensated 
for his labours? If such a provision is 
made in this Bill with chances for ex-
tension will that be an improvement 

' . on the present Bill? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I think that if 
there is a chance of extension, that 
would be an improvement on the pre
sent Bill. But if you ask me whether 
or not I believe that this was the right 
way to do it, my answer would be 'No', 
because to add one more administra
tive step which would take more time, 
which would be arbitrary. and which 
would give no assurance in any case 
that there would be an extension seems 
to me to be a very backward way of 
doing it. Would it be an improvP
ment? Yes. Would it be the be•t 
way? No, 
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Dr c. B. Singh: We have got our 
own • problems. Probably you are 
asking for an ideal thing which ill not 
possible. We have got our difficulties. 
That is why this suggestion has beea 
put forward. If there is a chance 
given for extension, do you agree that 
it would be an improvement on the 
present Bill? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Most certainly 
it would be an improvement. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: You have laid 
stress on three points namely licence 
of right, compulsory licensing and re
vocation. These are very important 
points. In regard to compulsory li
censing, the provision is that after 
three years, when the parties are agre
eable to give proper compensation a 
licence can be issued. What have yo11 
to say on that? 

~lr. Robert Meagher: I think that 
that is not a new provision. I think 
that the concept Of compulsory li
censing is used in many countries, and 
I think that the main time should b! 
the time when the patent is not bein1: 
worked or is being worked to the de
triment of the country, in which case 
I. think the country should be able to 
get somebody who will be able te 
work it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Would you agree to 
any provision being incorporated iD 
the law specifying that under such and 
such circumstances compulsory li
censing can be · resorted to by the 
Drug Controller or by Government? 

Mr. Chairman: That provision is 
already there. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I think that 
it is already there in your Act at pre
sent. 

rir. C. 8. Singh: You have takell 
very strong exception to the provision 
regarding licence of right. It is be
cause of certain very difficult circums
tances that we have thought of this 
proviSion. Under this provision, as 
soon as a patent is granted, a licenc! 
of right can also be granted imme
diately. You have taken very serious 
objection to this provision, I think? 



Mr. Robert Meagher: I take objec
tion to this provision, because it seems 
to me that if I spend, whether I be 
a company or an individual, a great 
deal of time in developing an inven
tion or a patentable item, then I 
•hould at least get an oppor~unity ~o 
work the patent myself for a limited 
period of time. If I do not do it 
within that period, then Government 
have a right to say 'Let us find out 
•orne other party that can do it, and 
let us get on in the country.' 

My answer to the question is that 
I think that it is important to remem
ber that endorsing the patent with 
the words 'licence of right' is not 
particularly apealing to someone wbo 
has a patent because .here would be 
no great incentive for him to come 
to India with his patent. 

In that case, the greater loser is 
India, because he can go to ·other 
countries where there is no licensing 
of rights and get his patent and 
also develop new drugs and adapta
tions and therefore there will be a 
greater gap in your development. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: What is your sug
gestion? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The compul
•ory license proyjsion you have is 
satisfactory to achieve the ends 
which you need. I do not see why 
licence of rights section is necessary. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: Do you suggest' 
its complete. deletion? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Yes. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Some countries 
have process patents, other, have 
product patents, while some others 
have process-cum-product patents. 
In your opinion, in the developing 
countries what is the ·modern ten
dency? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The new 
legislations in U.K., Australia, New 
Zealand, Ireland and Algeria would 
rndicate that the trend is towards 
product patent. But in the U.S.A. 
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we say that this is more a distinc
tion of form than of substan~ 
though there is much talk about tloe 
great difference between the two. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What i~ t ... 
reason for this trend? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The refll 
reason, I think, is administrative. 
You find a tremendous number ot 
difficulties in fiding out what is a 
process. As a result, in countries 
like Germany, Switzerland and 
Scandinavia, where supposedly they 
have process patents, they actually 
turn out to be product patents. So, 
for all practical purposes, any good 
patent attorney today will be able 
to turn a process patent into a pro
duct patent. 

Mr. Chairman: Just 
the USA, no other 
changed the law. 

now, except 
country hu 

Mr. Robert Meagher: No, but there 
is new legislation in the offing in th"' 
countries I mentioned. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Suppose somebody 
infringes a patent, on whom should 
the burden of proof of the infringe
ment lie? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: It shoula 
always be on the second party com
ing forth with a new process. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: If we rnak!: suclt 
a proyjsion, will that he an improve
ment? It will be more ~cceptab~ 
to you? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Yes, I think 
it will be a very definite improve
ment. It will be much more accept
able to me. 

Shri P. K. Kumaraa: What rnakf!ll 
you think that one of the prime 
purposes of this Bill is to create a 
climate of investment in Ind;a? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I do not 
think that one of the prime purposes 
of this Bill is to create a climate of 



inYestment in India; what I thii)k is 
~hat the introduction of a new piece 
of legislation in this field has an 
effect on the investment climate. 

Shri P. K.. Kumaran: Do you know 
that in India our experience has 
been that because of these patent 
rights which are already. existing, 
processes developed by our scientists 
we are unable to use? So, it is only 
to create conditions for zxploiting 
the know-how available in the 
country that this Bill is introduced. 
Why do you think it will not help 
India? 

1\Ir. Robert Meagher: This ques
tion is a highly technical one. If 
there is a reasonable patent law, 
there should be re~sonable protec
tion for the person who fixst develops 
a patenl3ble item. I do not think 
we should be able to avoid this by 
using legalistic techniques, which 
actually go against the underlying 
purpose of protecting the patent for 
the first person. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: Is it net a 
practice in the drug market to make 
slight changes in a drug and mar
ket it as some other drug and make 
huge profits? 

Mr. Robert 1\Ieagher: No. They 
would rather license it to four or 
:!lve companies, as in the case of 
tetracycline for example, and get 
royalties from them. 
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Shri Peter Alvares: In developing 
eountries there is always concern 
for investment incentives as well as 
development in technology. In the 
pharmaceutical industry out experi
ence is that the patent system haJJ 
been utilised to import drugs more. 
or less at the intermediate stage, 
with the result that the pro.:ess is 
Aot worked out here. Licence of 
rights tries to take care of this situa
tion. Does not the provision for 
licence of rights provide for the 
working out of the technology inside 

the country so that the country ca. 
develop af fast as possible? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Actually, let 
us put the question in a more realis
tic context. In 1955 I came to this 
country on behalf of a pharmaceuti
cal company, who happened to be a 
client of· my law firm in New Y01"k. 
At that time we were just having 
some e>:ploratory discussions here, 
and I found that the Government at 
that time would not permit these 
people to come to India. They were 
going to provide almost new techno
logy, but they could not come in. 
We could never get permission under 
your Industries Development and 
Regulation Act. So, these questions 
seem to be ltleoretical, because, apart 
from your patent law, you have got 
a Ministry of Finance , which doe1 
not permit just anybody to coma 
here. 

Secondly, as tar as these drugs are 
concerned, the steroid drugs are now 
being made in India and it seern.1 
to me that more and more of the 
drugs which were imported are 
being mode here. I do not know if 
you can force a company to make 
these drugs in India. 

Now, I come ·back to the s.1ma 
question. There· is no way to force 
a man to do such and such a thing 
for less than what he considers he 
deserves. If he does not want to 
give it to you, you may say, "Leave 
this country" and then he will go 
away. The point is this. We go 
.back to the patent system, an arbi• 
trary, system prevailing from 200 
years, and gives an individual 
a temporary mdnopoly for a period 
of time. At the end, what do yoa 
gain? You gain firstly, a new fac
tory; secondly, new technology; 
thirdly, a number of Indian scientists 
and technicians, because under yolll' 
laws you require Foreign CompanieS 
to train Indian technicians. These 
technicians use the patented pro• 
cesses and they develop new pro
cesses which they in turn patent U 
the Japanese havA dnne~ 



There are only three or four 
' eountries in the world where the 

majority of patents are not held by 
foreigners. I think Japan, Germany 
and the United States are the only 
countries in the world where the · 
majority of patents are not held by 
foreigners, In the United States, it 
is only 20 per cent; in Germany and 
Japan, it is 30 per cent which is held 
by foreigners, but in countries like 
Canada, it is 90 per cent OS a is in 
India. The figures generally run 
from 65 to 90 per cent, where patents 
are held by foreigners. The holding 
of patents' by foreigners is neither 
good nor bad. The question is whe
ther that technology of patent is · 
developed in the country and whe
ther the people . in the country 
develop their own ideas and create 
their own products which in turn 
gives them the ability to create new 
patents which are then exported to 
other countries. 

Shri Peter Alvares: You have 

referred to the investment climate 
in lndia. From the liberalisation 
policy mentioned by the Finance 
Minister during the last year, you 
will see that the investment climate 
is so good that there is hardly any 
renson to fear that the new provi
sions of the Patents Bill would retard 
the investment. From the survey of 
the Reserve Bank in respect of the 
profitability pattern, it is seen that 
while the profitability of the USA 
and Britain in India is the highest in 
any country in the world, rn their 
domestic sphere it is the lowest. 
Therefore, the American and the 
English investment in India earn 
them the highest profitability of any 
investment in any other country in 
the world, and in both these count
ries the return on investment in 
domestic sphere is the lowest profit
Oibi!itv. 

Let me give you some other 
figures. The Government of India 
have circulated to some of us in the 

·Finance Consultative Committee, the 
fi.eurP• of investment for the years 
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1962, 1963, 1964 and 1965. ·As far as 
the United States and the United 
Kingdom are concerned, the invest
ment is the highest; in 1962 it was 
10.9 million; it was 13.29 million in 
1963; 5.84 in 1964 and 11.68 for the 
last year, 1965. In the United King
dom, it is similar. So, the table of 
investment within the last five year8' 
shows an increase both for the 
United Kingdom and the United 
States. Since then, the Finance 
Minister has given certain conces
sions for regarding the profit · and 
ploughing it back and so on. In 
view of the increasing ratio of invest
ment in the United Kingdom and 
the USA companies, how do you 
have the fear that the Government 
of India's proposal as contained in 
the Patents Bill would rdard 
investment? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Your ques
tion is a long and complex one and 
I shall try to answer it briefly. First, 
in relation to the profit figures, these 
figures caused me some concern !or 
a period of time because we could 
not understand it, and many o.l my 
clients are getting back something 
like two per cent on their invest
ment including one of the la~gest 

U.S. investors in India. Last year, 
the profit went below two pe:.- cent 
on investment. ·These are rather curi
ous. The Reserve Bank figures are 
misleading. There are certain invest
ments that were made a long time 
ago in India and the returns were 
very good. The investment that has 
been made in more recent years, and 
the figures of expenses are not quite 
as good, but I find that the profit
ability is not the only criterion for 
investing,- though obviously it is a 
very important criterion. I think 
that the average flow of investment 
shown in the Economic Times of 
India dated 23th December, 1965 
will reveal that the annual average 
of 1956 to 1961 was 82 million dollaM. 
In the years 1962 to 1964, it wa3 82 
million dollars; in 1966, it dropped 
down to 50 million dollar3 I :eel 
that the situation has not been good 



for a number of reasons, and really, 
the problem is one which is very 
difficult and it will take a long time 
tor me before this Committee to 
oiiscuss these things. But in brief, let 
me say that it disturbs me very 
much, as a person who likes India. 
In Taiwan, which has a population 
of 13 million people, there is more 
foreign investment currently than in 
India which has a population of about 
500 million. Indian market must 
get into South-east Asia and open 
their investments there and India 
111ust export to those countries. 
Otherwise, all these will probably 
be lost to the Chinese in Taiwan. 
India must develop her industry and 
export. 

I haYe just come from Kc..rea and 
Taiwan. I saw there a tremendous 
ourge of investment and a client of 
mine who had been here said that 
he has found the investment climate 
much more favourable there. When 
I say this, I am not being theoretical. 
I am not suggesting anything in a 
Machiavellian fashion. But I may 
oay that those big firms of the Unit
ed States are interested in India 
but they will go wherever they 
find conditions to be best. The 
BCIU and others are interested in 
India's development. Some who are 
not have yet may invest her~ some 
day. But people like the ESSO, 
Union Carbide, ITI and Firestone 
are here in India. They arp not 
people who might come here. They 
ue here because they like India and 
•hey want to see India develop. 
They want to see the investment 
elimate develop. They have been 
here for a number of years and 
•hey would like to see India c!evelop 
quickly, and they are interested in 
eeeing if there is some way of moving 
ahead more quickly. 

The point made about the Reserve 
Bank of India's figures about profit
ability may now be referred to. 
They may be right or wrong, but 
1bat will not increase the invest
ment. I was sent down ·here to 
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speak on the Patents Bill. I want 
to make my points here on the 
Patents Bill, and not on foregin in
vestment. If your Committe~: is on 
foregin investments, I will be glad to 
discuss each of those points on foreign 
investment. 
' 

Shri Peter Alvares: You said that 
this has an effect on foregin invest
ment. The foreign investments in 
India are on the upgrade, and so 
that is a relevant point here. The 
American and English people are 
also investing here in a larger way 
and so, I referred to it. It may not 
be very important to you, bnt it 
shows that the profitability of 
American and Einglish enterprises 
here is high. I am not say{ng thi1 
with any hostility, but their invest
ment profitability is the highest in 
India, and their investment ratio 
and their profitability are much 
higher than their domestic produce. 

Mr. Robert: Meagher: The total 
from my country is 250 million dol
lars. It is spread over 15 to 18 
ye~rs. In fact. some of· it came be
fore that. The Union Carbide har 
been here for many years. 

Shri P. K. Kumaran: You want 
India to become like Taiwan? 

1\lr. Robert Meagher: Only to the 
extent of being able to tap the dyn
amic investments and gain markets 
overseas as Taiwan is doing. I am 
not interested in the political aspects. 

Shri A. T, Sarma: You have said: 

"It is not likely that a restric
tive patent bill will encourage 
Indian scientists and technolo
gists to carry out fundamental 
research in India." 

Would you enlighten us on this ex
pression "restrictive patent Bill"? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Suppose an 
Indian scientist sits down, spends a 
number ot years and develops a new 
drug. If the day he introduces · it 



everybody in the country can start 
producing it, there is not going to be 
any ,great incentive to produce a new 
drug; he might as well invent some
thing new in steel where he will 
have some protection. The Indian 
patentee is in no ibetter or worse 
position than the foreigner. The 
Indian scientist doing research in 
fields which are most restrictive like 
pharmaceuticals may end up giving 
the product of his research not to 
India as you expect but to other· 
eountries where his patent rights c:m 
be protected. This happened in re
rard to Italian drugs. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: The provisionB 
ef the Bill are based on the recom
mendations of the commission ap
pointed by the Government and we 
consider the provisions are in the 
best interests of India. We do not 
oonsi<;ler it a restrictive Bill. Do you 
agree? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: If I agreed 
with it, I would not have made the 
remarks I made. Certainly in this 
ease, the decision is not going to be 
made by me. I am just giving my 
comments and they may be rejected 
if they are not effective. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Do you suggest 
we should follow the same policy 
as in Italy? In India there is already 
a patent law whereas Italy has no 
euch patent law. 

· Mr. Robert Meagher: I think the 
existing legislation in India in rela
tion to the points I mentioned: is 
better than the proposed new Bill. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Do you want 
the existing Act also to be abolish
ed! 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I have never 
•uggested that. 

S~i A. T. Sarma: There is a vast 
difference ·between Italy and India. 
Do you agree? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Your new 
Bill in relation to pharmaceuticals 
is more restrictive than the legisla
tion now in force. As a result of 
this bill, you may limit the amount 
of research in pharmaceuticals and 
certain chemicals. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: In your memo
randum you have referred to our 
fourth five-year plan. Do you think 
the plan will be economically affec
ted if this Bill is passed? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Your fourth 
plan envisages a certain amount of 
private foregin capital. If you paso 
a patent bill which tends to becom~ 
more restrictive, that will be on~ 

more factor which might !1mi1 th~ 
flow of foreign capital. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: You say this Bill 
will hit Indian research and Indian 
scientists and Indian industry a• 
well. Suppose we have a chapter 
separate'ly dealing with patents and 
discoveries made in India separately 
and thus discriminate between thos" 
patents and other patents and dis
coveries made outside India, I• it 
the theoretically possible? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I do not know 
whether it is possible or not; I will 
have to think about it. I am no~ 

familiar with any legisla'ion any
whereelse in the world like that. 
Even if it is possible to do that, 
I do not think it would be a worth
while exercise because it would be 
going against all international trend• 
and conventions which presently 
exist. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Suppose we have 
such a provision. Will it debar u~ 
from becoming a member of the 
jnternational body? 

Mr. Chairman: I think it is not 8 

proper q,uestion. It is hypothetical. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Our experience 
has been that certain patents taken 
out in India have been abused and 
used to the detriment of the national 
interest. Hence .the· proviSlOns in 
the Bill have been made to correct 



.those abuses. If we give certain 
reserve powers to the Government 
to be used only in extreme cases of 
abuse, what psychological effect do 
you think it y.·i!l have on the foregin 
investor? 
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~k Robert !lleagher: The real 
question here is th~t there should be 
a fair hearing for any individual 
whose patent is going to be revoked. 
I do not think it should be an arbi
trary d2cision or a decision made 
just by the Contro1ler of Patents. I 
think the individCial should be noti
fi2d that it is the Government's in
tention, because of the following rea
!ons, his patent shoCild be revoked as 
i: is against or in the detriment of 
the na:ional . interest of India, and 
a<king him to appear within ten days 
so that he may be properly heard. 
He may be a!1owed to bring wit
nesses if so required. Aeer that, he 
•hould be able to a!Jpeal to a court of 
law and only if the court agrees with 
the decision should his patent be 
revoked. The question here is not to 
~ncourage individuals to act against 
the interests of the country which 
he.s granted the patents; the question 
here is to see that there is a fair 
hearing and rights are not taken away 
from individuals for arbitrary rea
sons. If fo.r other reasons the Gov
<'rnment thinks it proper to revoke 
the patent, fair compensation should 
be paid to the individual. That is the 
real concern, and the concern is not 
that ·a man should be able to do bad 
things in a country and he may be 
Pxcused just because he has got a 
patent. 

Shri Bade: You have said that 
this Act should not be retroactive. 
The main purpose of bringing this 
B\11 is to fight against monopoly. 
The foreign manufacturers, after 
taking patents for processes from 
R-1 to R-37, block the Indian manu
facturers or inventors from doing 
anvthinl!'. Then they create a mono
nolv and exploit the Indian market 
to the f"xtent of several crores a year. 
They also do not manufacture the 
products in India and they import 

the patent medicines from 
Therefore, why should not 
have retro-active effect? 

abroad. 
this Bill 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The problem 
with retro-active pieces of legisla
tion, international or even national,. 
is basically this. An individual' enters 
into an agreement. He comes into 
your country on certain condition•. 
You tell him that under the preoent 
patent law he may have patent for 16 
years. In good faith he co!nes and 
develops the industry here. If all of a 
sudden, after three years, you tell 
him that from 16 years you are cut
ting down the period to ten yea.,.., 
and that too from the date of last 
filing the specifications, and because 
he has already completed three 
years he will have only another four 
years, that would not be fair. My 
rea 1 objection here is, I do not think 
it is a good procedure for any Gov
ernment or any individual to enter 
into an agreement with another 
person and then basically change the 
terms of agreement unilaterally. 
This is not the real approach. If mo
nopolies are your problems, and to 
some extent in India monopolies are 
the problem, why not have a restric
tive practice Acts as in Germany, 
Britain or France, like the Shermaa 
Act, the Clayton Act in the U.S. and 
so on? Why do you not think of 
other ways of tackling that problem. 
To amend the patent legislation is a 
very oblique way to tackle this great 
complicated problem and it will only 
destroy the mechanism of patent. 

Sbri Bade: Look 
the Bill. Are these 
grounds? 

at clause 90 of 
not reasonable 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The grounds 
are there. If you turn to clauses 84, 
86 and 89, the question is one of hav
ing proper appeals before a judicial 
,body. Claus.; 84 does not permit 
that. Clause 84 provides for appeal 
to the Central Government. The nro
per approach is to allow him to have 
a judicial appeal. The Government, 
obviously, has the power, any time 



it feels that patents in general are 
not h1 the national interest, to do 
something about it. 

Shri Bade: Even if the patentee is 
not ab"e to manufacture 'in India, it 
should not be revoked? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: What I am 
saying is, if an individual violates 
the regulations, you should give him 
a hearing, a \low him to appeal 
against the decision and with the 
approval of the court revoke the pa
tent. 

Shri Bade:. All the foreign phar
maceutical manufacturers have ob
jected to this. I have seen that many 
of the firms, in Bombay and other 
parts of India, are importing every
thing from abroad. The know-how is 
never known to our scientists . . 

I 
Mr. Ro:,ert Meagher: There are no 

pharmaceutical companies today in 
India who do not bring in new tech
no·ogy, because your Government 
would not let them come in. 

Shri Bade: May & Baker have taken 
57 patents and they are exploiting 
only· two at the cost of our poor 
consumers. Is it not our duty to 
pass such a legislation? 

Mr. Robert 1\teagher: Let us sup
pose that they have only two patents 
in India and the rest 55 are outside 
India. Would you be in a better posi
tion then? 

Shri Peter Alvares: Then anybody 
can work the other 55. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: It is not so 
easy. Patents are not patents · on 
paper. This is not the way patents 
are worked. If you do not have the 
technology, the know-how and the 
capital, even if you have a'l the pa
tents in the American Patent Office, 
you would not be deve'oping indus
tries 'flecessarily. 

Shri Bade: You have said that 
there will be no large-scale invest
ment climate for .foreigners. With 45 
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crores population and devaluation, 
is there not sufficient attraction for 
investment? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: If you ·are 
asking whether devaluation is not 
an incentive, if I had invested 150 
million do'lars in India and put it 
into rupees, I would be getting 35 
per cent less today than what it was 
two months ago. If I am going to 
bring in new investment, obviously it 
would be an advantage. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
the preface to your note you have 
stated: 

"The patent Bill appears to be 
moving against the trend to en-
courage 
India.'' 

new investment 

You have ended by saying: 

in 

"Tampering with industrial 
property rights at this time may 
well prove a major deterrent to 
rapid development." 

How have you come to this condu
sion? 

Mr. Robe1t. Meagher: For example, 
if you give a licence of right. to a 
man to develop a new drug .in India, 
it w il'. disco.urage foreign companies 
from making invests in India, spe-· 
cially in the pharmaceutical industry, 
because they know that at any time 
the Government can give a licence 
of right to anybody in India to manu
facture such drugs. From that point 
of view, there is a limitation to 
foreign invEstment or flow of capital. 
Then, when I speak of property· 
rights I mean patent rights. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
How does the Bill interfere with the 
industrial property rights? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Now the 
property right or patent right runs 
for a period of 16 years. If you 
change it down to 10 years and then, 
in addition, make a licence of right, 



you interfere with the property 
rights. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
other words, you want perpetuation 
of monopolistic tendencies on the 
part of big carte:s like Parke Davis 
and Pfizer. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The first 
largest 15 companies in India are not 
American companies. They are Tatas, 
Birlas, Sri Ram, Dalmia Jain and so 
on. 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I am 
speaking of pharmacwtical and drug 
industry and I enquired whether the 
bringing down of the period from 16 
to 10 years will affect the industrial 
property rights. It seems you want 
perpetuation of foreign interests in 
the drug industry. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I want the 
patent law of India to be like the 
patent law of any other country, so 
far as the period is concerned, so 
that technology can be shared, be
cause we have not found any other 
way to do it. By the very nature 
of it, patent is a monopoly. By that 
patent you give a man a monopoly 
for a fixed period of time. I am in 
favour of patents and they always 
involve monopo'y. However, we do 
not know any other way of trans
ferring technology without having 
monopoly. 
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Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
reply to a question you stated one of 
your firms, whose investment is of 
the order of 90 million dollars did 
not get more than 2 per cent. I do 
not know to which industry you are 
referring to. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Not phar
maceutical industry. 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I 
will confine myself to . drugs and 
pharmaceuticals and I will give ;rou 
certain figures to (l'lay such fears. on 
your part. If you take th~ Reserve' 
Bank of India Bulletin for. November' 

1964 you will notice that in . 1962-63 
the total investments of foreign in
terests in the field of pharmaceutical 
and drug industry wh of the order 
'of Rs. 14 crores and they have taken 
away as dividend Rs. 2 crores and 
Rs. 5 crores by way of royalties, 
making a total of Rs. 7 crores on an 
investment of Rs. 14 crores. This is 
the only country which enab'es you 
to get a return of 50 per cent on your 
investment. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The same 
argument was given in my country 
before Senator Kefavour by the 
pharmaceutical industry. Well, I 
suppose, if one has money for invest
ment in shares he would be well
advised to invest it in pharmaceuti
cals. I do not see its relation to this 
question. I have no argument be
cause I do not have all the facts. • I 
have no doubt that profits in some 
industries have been very good. I 
have no doubt that in pharm3ceuti
cals they have been fairly good. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettlar: 
Which is the industry you are re
ferring to?· 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I cannot 
mention it. It is not pharmaceuticals. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
my experience of a long period I 
have not seen even a single instance 
where a foreign investment gets a 
return of 2 per cent. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: After the 
meeting we C!ln discuss it. I do not 
want to give my client's information · 
in the Committee. As far as the ac
tual profit question is concerned, is 
there any way legislatively through 
the patent process to limit the pro
fits? Secondly, will it come in the 
way of flow of technology in the field 
of drugs. 

' Shri R. 
1 

Ramanathan Cllel:tiar: 
That ist not , the .only object .. with 
which this Bil' has been drafted.;,We 
want: the. prices of. life-saving drugs 
to be brought down to reasonable 



levels so that they can reach the poor 
men of this country. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Price con
trol is not and should not be the 
function of the patent Jaw. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: We 
also want to curb the monopolistic 
tendencies of some companies. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: You have 
made two points, prices and mono
polies. I would suggest that the 
proper place to handle prices and 
handle monopolies is the price legis
lation and the monopoly legislation. 
You already have an Industrial (De
velopment and Regulation) Act. A 
section of that Act says that if the 
Government feels that the distribu
tion is unsatisfactory or the price 

·level is high, it may step in and 
contr9l distribution and prices. It is 
already there in your· legislation.· 
You do not need a patent Bill to do 
it. By this provision you are putting 
into the Patent Bill things which are 
not relevant to patent legislation. I 
am not arguing the philosophy of 
monopolies which I 'too do not hap
pen to favour. But that is another 
question. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
You are a good public relations offi
cer. 

Mr. Chairman: Iio you, as a law
yer, agree with the conc1usions of 
the Kefavur Committee report? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Th'ere is a 
majority report and a minority re
port. Which one are you referring 
to? 

Mr. Chairman: The majority re
port .. 
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Mr. Robert Meagher: I do not 
agree with ·the majority report. I 
have• to qualify that statement. The 
Kefavur Committee reports are cased 
on. a r long series ' of hearings; They 
have ·said in the report that there / 

were certain problems and eertain 
abuses. I think to some extent pro
bably there are problems and ·there 
are abuses. The question is whether 
the Kefavur Committee report fairly 
reports the findings that took place 
before their own Committee. In a 
hearing that goes on for months, 
naturally people from both sides 
come and report. So, in the report 
you should at least mention what the 
other side have said. You may not 
agree with it, but at least you should 
state what they said. The reason 
why as a lawyer I object to the Kefa
vur Committee report is that I dO 
not think enough consideration was 
taken of the view expressed by 
people who opposed what . Kefavur 
was doing. As a lawyer I am Inte
rested in balancing the two options
the need for drugs and pharmaceuti
cals and the need for Incentives for 
people to make inventions. These two 
should be constantly balanced. 

I am not satisfied with the patent 
legislation as solving this prob ·em. I 

· am not sure that the whole patent 
approach is the right solution. If we 
go in for "a Patent Bill, it seems to 
me that the patent Bill should adhere 
to the fundamentals of ~tent, 
namely, protection, monopoly if 
you want, for a fixed period 
of time so that you can create 
incentive for bringing out inventions. 

The problem is how do you get 
these drugs, which are life-saving 
and important, to the broadest num
ber of people at prices which are 
reasonable. One way may be to 
increase the Government Health Ser
viecs, as the English have done.· . But 
when in ·a country so much of the 
budget is already devoted . to health 
and development when not enough 
money is available with the Govern
ment for providing •better health 
services, what should be done? That 
is the. problem in your country. 

Mr. Cbairma~:.· As you have put it, 
that is the problem. We have a huge_ 
population. . W '! warit lJ1edicines a~~ 
cheap'' priges so ''that ;they· can 'reach~ 
the · common ; man. The foreign 



·patentees are importing only the 
intermediates and they have not 
started manufacturing drugs here; nor 
have they established any research 

·institutions in the country. The main 
object ·of our Patent Bill is to pro
mote research and develop industries. 
'!'hat has failed and that is why we 
want to amend the law and these are 
some of the amendments directly aim
ed in that direction. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I understand 
that and if I thought that what you 
were doing was going to achieve that, 
I would say, "Good". 

Mr. Chairman: That can be seen 
only by the results. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: That is my 
. opinion and that iS- all I can offer. 

Though I understand why it is -be
ing done, I must say that before I 
came to discuss this Bill, one of the 
main things that I could see was why 
at this time India wanted to intro

. duce this legislation. My. conclusion 
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was, as I have stated to you, that it 
· seemed to me that you were trying 
· to solve the problem of prices and 
supply of drugs to a large number 
of people. I am not at all opposed 
to that goal. My question is whether 
by these amendments to the patent 
legislation you will be able to achieve 

. this goal. I, unfortunately, feel that 
this will not do. The reasnn why it 
will not do is relatively simple. There 

. is no legislative way in which any 
legislature in the world can force peo
ple in other countries to give them 
. their technology and their money 
unless they give them in return what 
. the people want. It is ju~t difficult. 
I do not know the way to solve this 
problem. I appreciate the reasons 
for the effort but I just do not feel 
that this would be the way to do it. 
I can assure you that if I do find 
the way, I should be verv glad to
share my Ideas again with you be
cause, I think, we all hope to find 
some wav so ·that poor people can at 
least have good health. 

Mr. Chairman: That is our main 
object. You had the patent law in 
the USA for nearly 300 years but all 
the research has been done only re
cently, that is, in the last 20 years. 
Why did the patent law in USA not 
promote industry and research a!! 
these years? 

Mr. Robert Meagher: The whole 
development· of science in recen~ years 
has changed radically. We have made 
a number of fundamental break
throughs in relation to scienc<!. Just 
as the quantum theory was developed, 
there was a sudden breakthrough in 
a number of fields in science and that 
has certainly got a cumulative effect. 
I am not an expert in the history of 
patent legislation to be able to sug
gest why in the past this technique 
has not paid, but one of the reasons 
is obvious. If I wanted_ to come to 
India 300 years ago from New York, 
it would have taken me months and 
months. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 300 
days . 

Mr. Robert Meagher: Today if I 
want to come to India, I can probably 
be here in 24 hours and in the 1970s 
if I want to come to India, I will pro
bably be able to come here within. 
eight hours. The narrowing of the 
gap in the world between people has 
meant an exchange of ideas, techno
logy and so on as a result of which 
there has been more development. For 
that reason, I think, patent is now 
getting outside of the national bound
ary and there is more advance. 

Mr. Chairman: May be, it is an un
pleasant question, but I would like to 
ask whether it is because you confis
cated all the German patenb as 
enemv property that so much of re
sea"ch and development took place in 
1\.mel."ica. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I do not think 
the American research has been de
pendent upon German research. Al
though you will find that Japanese 
and German patents were worked as 



a result of the war, however, it would 
be a bit unfair to suggest that. If 
we take pharmaceuticals, out of the 
450 patents issued during the past 20 
years, 370 have come from the United 
States. · 

Mr. Chairman: I find several of · 
your leaders, like Jefferson and seve
ral High Court Judges, ·saying in the 
inquiry held in the USA that the 
patent Jaw is mainly to promote re
search and industry particularly of 
the country where the law is passed. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: I think, every . 
country is interested in developing its 
own technology and economy first. 
When you have development then 
you export. The problem ls only to 
get started. However, ther«.> ls a 
a trend in the world today which is 
much more· international. 
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1\lr. Chirman: Internationalism 
comes only when nationalism is satis
fied. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: That is true. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very 
. much. 

Mr. Robert Meagher: May I just 
say once again that I want to thank 
you all for enabling me to come here. 
I consider it to be a great honour and 
pleasure to be able to come here. I 
hope, over the years as I keep com
ing .back to India, we will have a 

. chance to meet more often. Thank 
you very much. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: May we reci
procate the same feelings. 

(The witness then withdTew) • . 

(The Committee then adjourned). 
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I. Organisation of Pharmaceutical 
Producers of India, Bombay. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Dr. H. R. Nanji. 

2. Shri Keith C. Roy. 

3. Shri S. V. Divecha. 

4. Shri J. Reece. 

5. Shri A V. Mody. 

6. Dr. S. L. Mukherjee. 

7. Shri J. N. Chaudhry. 

Mr. Chairman: The evidence tnaL 
you give is public. It will be printed 
and laid on the Table of the House. 
It will be circulated to all the Mem
bers of Parliament. Even if you 
want anything to be kept confidential, 
it will be printed and given to all 
Members. 

We have received your ·Memoran
dum. It has been circulated 1.o all 
the Members. If you want to make 
• lt any new point or stress any par

ticular point. you may do so. After-
wards, the Members ·will ask ques
tions and you may answer them. 
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Dr. H. R. Nanji: Mr. Chairman and 
the Members of the Coln.mittee: I take 
it as my very pleasant duty to thank 
you on behalf of the Organisation of 
Pharmaceutical Producers of India 
and my colleagues present with me 
here for giving us a welcome oppor
tunity of submitting oral evidence be- · 
rore this truly representative Select 
Committee, which comprises of 

1
a 

select group Of Members from Lok 
Sabha and Rajya Sabha. The manner 
in which this august Committee has 
been prepared to take evidence from 
all individuals and organisations. In
dian and foreign, who have some 
knowledge to shed on the subject of 
patent system has been most exhile-
rating and satisfying. We know that 
this is not usual with the Select 
Committee. It is a great tribute 1.o 
your open-mindedness and to the 
catholicity of the parliamentary li)'S· 

tern. 

My colleagues and I are before you 
· with a reckonable status on behalf of 

the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry. 
The Organis~tion we represent in
cludes as members most Of the im
portant pharmaceutical manufactur
ers in India. In terms of manufac
turing capacity, it represents more 
than 70 per cent and in term5 of ex
ports, more than 90 per cent. It em
braces public sector as well as pri
vate sector companies including pure
ly indigenous· manufacturing units. 

The ·Patents Bill contains some 
clauses which may be said to be dis
criminatory against the drugs indus
try and, therefore, is of vital import
ance to our members. The subject
matter covered in the Bill is so com
prehensive and so highly technical 
that it is difficult for one person only 
to study all the aspects and be in a 
position to answer satisfactorily your 
questions. With your permission, 
therefore, I have taken the liberty of 
bringing with me some of my col
leagues. I have pleasure to introduce 
them. 

Mr. Keith C. Roy is the Vice-Pre
sident of this Organisation and the 
Managing Director of Merck Sharp 
& Dohme Of India Ltd. He joined the 
Indian Civil Service in 1935 and re
tired in the year 1952. He has repre
sented India at various international 
conferences including the Colombo 
Plan Conference, Paris Peace Confer
ence and meetings of the World Bnnk. 

M:r. S. V. Divecha is the Secretary 
and the Legal Adviser of Hoechst 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. He practised as 
a Solicitor in Bombay for 9 years and 
in the· last over 6 years has been· 
.:1ttcnding to patents and trade mark 
matters on behalf of this firm. 

Mr. Chaudhry is the Executive 
Director of the Organisation. He 
worked with the Governm~nt of India 
from 1947 to 1960 in the Ministries 
of Communications and External 
Affairs. He represented India in the 
war torn Vietnam from 19GO to 19Gi 
based at Hanoi. For sometime he was 
• he Parliamentary· Assishr.t attached 
with the late Prime Minister, Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru. 



Mr. J. Reece is a Director of G!axo 
Laboratories India Private Ltd., a 
Fellow of the Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britain and he has fU"st-hand 
experience in pricing and sales. 

Mr. Mody is the Chairman of the 
Development Council for Drugs and 
Pharmaceuticals, Government o! India 
and the Chairman and the Managing 
Director of the Unichen Laboratories 
Ltd .. He has considerable experience 
of researches done in National Labo
ratories. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee is the Director
in-charge of Research in Sarabhai 
Chemicals Ltd. and has numerous 
patents to his credit. 
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Lastly, I am the President of the 
Organisation. My primary interest is 
in quality control being the Mana
ging Director of the firm of Public 
Analysts and Consulting Chemists 
ltalab Private Ltd. Besides, I am a 
Technical Director of Pharmed Private 
Ltd. and wander Pharmed Private 
Ltd., both pharmaceutical firms. I have 
had the opportunity Of studying the 
complete cross-section of· the Indian 
pharmaceutical industry during the 
last 12 years, first as a member of 
the Pharmaceutical Enquiry Commit
tee and later as Chairman of the 
Development Council of Drugs and 
Pharmaceuticals. Also I was a member 
of the Pharmaceutical Delegation to 
Russia in 1956 and Leader of another 
Pharmaceutical Delegation in 1963 to 
the United States of America, the 
United Kingdom, Germany, Switzer
land and Japan. Our members were 
extremely happy to show round .the 
plants to the distinguished members 
ot this Committee in Bombay, Baroda, 
Poona, Calcutta, etc. It is my flfm 
belief that these visits have been 
mutually beneficial: from your point 
of view to know the present status 
of the pharmaceutical industry and the 
future programme we have before us; 
and from our point of view to know 
the main points which are exercising 
your minds on the subject under con
sideration. 

Today perhaps we are in a better 
position to discuss this subject in its 

proper perspective. With your per
mission I propose to give a brief 
expose highlighting some of the essen
tial comments in our memoranda, 
explaining and elaborating wherever 
necessary. 

An important feature of this expose 
is that we have suggested precise 
amendments to some of the vital 
clauses in the Bill. These amend
ments have already been circulated 
to the members. We will then· ·be 
ready to answer the questions which 
the members may ask. For the reason 
I have stated, the question will be 
answered either by myself or by one 

-of my colleagues who has made a 
special study in the relevant subject. 

We have submitted to the Commit
tee two memoranda: the first. deals 
very briefly with our comments and 
suggestions on different clauses of 
the Bill; and the second, the supple
mentary Jnemorandum, comprises a 
large mass of facts and data which 
are relevant to the subject. 

Our principal motivation in sub
mitting our views before the Com
mittee are first to share only the 
true facts and secondly to bE' guided 
by what we wish to call the national 
and enduring interests o{ this country, 

We have every reason to be proud 
of the record of the pharmaceutical 
industry in the period which has 
elapsed after Independence. Unlike 
many other industries, the pharma
ceutical industry has met every Plan 
target. In the fields of production, 
import substitution and export~, we 
have done very well indeed. All this 
is lucidly brought out in the book
let called Indian Phamaceutical Inaus
try, 1965. This •booklet has already 
been circulated to the members. 

Some bon. Members: We have not 
received it. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We shall arrange 
to circulate it. 

This booklet has been compiled and 
published on behalf of .the Direotor 



General of Technical Development, 
Government of India. It is an official 
publication and whatever is stated 
therein is based on facts. 

For the benefit of the members we 
have prepared four charts. These 
charts have also been circulated to the 
members. The first chart shows the 
production value in rupees of phr.r
maceuticals from 1948 to 1965; this 
chart shows clearly how the produc
tion h.a.s risen from a mere Rs. 12 
crores in 1948 to the expected target 
of Rs. 175 crores at the end of the 
Third Plan. The second chart shows 
the production of basic drugs in India 
in 1964· this chart shows the value· 
of prod~ction of the major items of 
basic drugs such as antibiotics, sulpha 
drugs, anti-T.B. drugs, anti-d}·sentery 
drugs and so on. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Both private and 
·public sector? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes; both are 
included. 

The third chart shows exports 
duritlg 195&--65. The fourth chart 
shows the saving in foreign exchange 
and this is a measure of import ~ubs-
titution. ' 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I have not 
been given the charts. 

Mr. Chairman: They have b~en 
circulated. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Refe~ence may 
also be made to Chapter 1 of the 
SupplementaJry Memorandum, which 
outlines also the economic contribu
tion the industry has made to the 
nation. We wish to submit that the 
phenomenal growth of the pharmaceu
tical industry in this ~:ountry has been 
largely due to the patent system 
which has been in vogue so far. This 
system for developed and develop
ing countries has come to occupy a 
unique importance to both. In other 
words, it has to be recognised that 
the law o-elating to patents has to be 
reviewed in the International con
tfoxt In relation to capital investment, 
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know-how and advancements ~ade in 
research .. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: 
Without sacrificing the national inte
rest. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: It can never be 
approach~d or dealt with in isola
tion. 

In the second c·haptftr of the Sup. 
plementary Memorandum, the 1·ole ot 
patents in the transfer of technology 
to India has been dealt with exhaus
tively. We have illustrated what 
phenomena) progress the pharmaceu
tical industry has made in the last 
decade owing to adequate patent pro
tection and have highlighted the 
adverse effects which must follow the 
weakening of patent protection not 
only on the transfer of technology 
from abroad but also on investment, 
research and export. No doubt, it is 
the sovereign right of every govern
ment to devise legislation most suit
ed to that country or in the best form 
of enlightened self-interest . In 
fact, the kingpin of O\.lr argument is
that we should stand guided by 
enlightened self-interest. Our Prime 
Minister said recently that nations 
have become increasingly inter-depen
dent in the modern age and our efforts 
should ·be to work together. The time 
has long past when we could afford 
to live as trogs in the well. The 
highest calling of the scientist is the 
development of knowledge in the 
service of mankind. 

We are convinced that fruits of 
advancement in the pharmaceutical 
field, wherever made, should be 
available and acceptable to all people 
and our people are no exception. It 
is very relevant to examine the pro
gress made by a number of countries 
under the patent system. The first 
country which we, as Asians, would 
like to consider is Japan. B~fore I 
state some facts about that countrY', 
I wish to correct a totally incorrect 
statement that has been recently made, 
namely, that Japan has progressed as 
they had no patent regulation prior 
to the War. That country has had 
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Patent Law going as back as 1885, · 
became a Member of the Paris Union 
in 1889 and the pre!'ent strong Patent 
Law had its origin in 1921. The latest 
amendments in 1959 only serve to 
make the patent protection. even 
stronger. A country completely 
impoverished in defeat, industrially 
ruined and politically shaken has 
risen in economic heights never 
known before. In the pharmaceuti
cal industry, it is to-\lay second only 
to the U.S.A. with a production figure 
of Rs. 550 crores in 1964 for a popula
tion of 90 millions as compared with 
about Rs. 140 crores in 1965 in India 
for a population of 450 millions. In 
standards, it compares with the most 
advanced countries of the world and 
its products are imported by the U.S., 
Germany, France, U.K. and many 
Far Eastern countries. Out of the 
total pharmaceutical exports of 
Rs. 23.71 crores in 1964, the value of 
exports to the U.S. alone was Rs. 3.6 
crores more than our total exports in 
pharmaceuticals. Its research expen
d! ture on pharmaceuticals only in the 
year 1964 was Rs. 17.9 crores. 

We are very sensitive in regard to 
royalty payments for technical know
how. In the year 1964, Japan made 
the roya'ty payments to the tune of 
Rs. 69 crores. She earned only Rs. 3.5 
crores as patent royalty which means 
that the net minimum payments 
amounted to Rs. 65.5 crores. I make 
bo'd to say without any fear of con
tradiction that this remarkable 
achievement of Japan is due to three 
factors: 

(1) Strong patent legislation 
safeguarding the essential 
interests of the inventor; 

(2) Very free acceptance of 
foreign know-how from 
almost every advanced coun
try in the world; and 

(3) Payment of adequate royal-
ties to the patentees. 

You have heard the evidence of the 
Japanese Delegation. They are con
'Yinced that the cross-flow of techni
cal know-how anct cross fertilisation 

of know-how in International com
merce is possible only under a com
plete protection Of Patent Law. We 
have given in Chapter 8 (in our 
supplementary memorandum) a more 
detailed study on Japan. The evid
ence tendered by the distinguished 
Japanese Delegations must have given 
a very clear picture of this spectacu
lar progress in pharmaceuticals in 
·Japan and how this has been achiev
ed. This cLassic example is well 
worthy a close study and emulation 
by our country. 

Germany's example is not dillerent 
from Japan in terms of the impove-, 
rished state it found itself in after 
World War II. 

The example of Italy has been fre
quently misquoted in recent years. 
It has been stated that Italy· has a 
flourishing pharmaceutical industry 
because there has been no Patent pro
tection for drugs in the last two de
cades. It has also been stated that 
for the same reason the prices of 
drugs in Italy are the least. Both 
these statements are probably wrong. 
For the ·benefit of Members, we have 
included a Chapter on the Italian 
Pharmaceutical Industry in our Sup
plementary Memorandum Chapter 7. 

In this regard, Members have had 
the benefit of the oral eyidence of a 
very eminent Italian, Professor Ber
gami. I am certain he must have 
cleared many of the misconceptions 
alleged to be associated with the ex
istence of a non-patent system in Italy 
in the field of pharmaceuticals. 

Europe, Japan and America belong 
to one school of thought on the patent 
system. 'l'here is however a delight
ful identity in this field between this 
group and East Europe. The United 
Soviet Republic, Czecho~lovakia, 

Yugoslavia and other East European 
countries all adhere to a strong patent 
system and are members of the Paris 
Union. The essential requisites for 
becoming a member of the Paris 
Union is to have a national patent 
legislation which gives adequate pro. 



tecti..,n. to the inventor and does not 
erode his rights. It is not so long 
ago that Russia has joined ihe com
munity of nations for the exchanee of 
information and know-how in science 
and technology and as a result, it has 
taken up membership of the oldest 
international institution on patents. 
the Paris Union. 

Shri Peter Alvares: May I ask pn~ 
question? It would .be better if he 
goes to other aspects instead of read
ing the whole thing. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Let him have 
his full say. 

Mr. Chairman: You can continue. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: The significance of 
this development is only too obvious. 
It certainly means that on at least one 
subject of international importance, 
East and West meet on one platform 
and conform to certain identical 
standards which should form a basis 
for ou.rselves. In the sixth Chapter of 
our supplementary :memorandum, we 
have given a resume of the Patent 
Laws in some of the important coun
tries in the world covering essential 
aspects only of such laws in respect 
of period of validity of patent, patani
able subject matters, compulsory 
licences and licences of right, Gov
ernment use of patents an!l expropria
tion. In the 9Lh Chapter, the factu
al data on a number of important 
subjects relevant to the Bill have 
been given. Some of these have been 
compiled for the first time in India 
and shall replace the erroneous con
jectures and statements made from 
time . to time. Other explanations 
apart, this organisation and the dele
gation appearing on its behalf have. 
for very good reasons, drawn heavily 
on the report of Justice Rajagopala 
Iyengar. You will agree that he took 
three years in completing this report. 
He is highly respected and an emi
nent judge of the Supreme Court and 
made a thorough, intelligent and de
tailed study of the subject. He de
serves by and large acceptance and 
respect ;rom all of us. Since the 
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time he submitted his report and 
now, the economic developments in 
the world, more so in our country 
point to one conclusion only that th~ 
Patent system is the great~st instru
ment to stimulate industrial research 
and through it ever-growing indus~ 
trial progress and growth. Countries 
are the warp threads and interna
tional economic co-operation in sci
ence and technology are the weft 
threads of the. fabric of peace. The 
more the wefts the stronger the peace. 

Sooner than later India has to join 
the Paris Union so as to belong to 
the progressive group of countries on 
whose support and co-operation this 
Union thrives. A Mode! Law for 
developing countries on inventions 
has· been drafted by a Committee of 
Experts unde: the auspices of the 
United International Bureau for the 
Protection Of Intellectual Property. 
This is known as BIRPI. It was com
posed of 22 countries includine India 
out of a total of 69 countries which 
consider themselves as developing 
countries. In formulating our views 
we have drawn on this report, again 
for good reasons. Conformity with 
the recommendations of this report 
will make it easier for us to gain 
membership of the Paris Union. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Ma1 
I draw the attention of the witness 
to Justice Rajagopala Ayyangar's re
port on patent legislation where it is 
mentioned that USA virtually conta
cated all German patents during the 
Second World War. 

Dr. H. R. Nanjl: Before I venture 
·to explain this Organlation's views on 
the important clauses of the Bill, I 
wish to state that we only desire to 
contribute our views in the hope ~hat 
the Bill as finally drafted will be 
wholesome, practical and helpful to 
the growth ot the pharmaceutical in
dustry of India which is so vital for 
the good health of the nation. 

I will now come to the considera
tion of a few of the important clauses 
to which reference has been made in 
our. memorandum. 



First is Cl. 2 (h) -page 12 of the 
memo.-andum. Let me first draw the 
attention of the Committee to our 
comments on the definition of 'Gov
ernment Undertaking'. Under clauseo 
99 and 100 I wish to discuss why 
'public sector undertaking' and 'any 
other undertaking' should not be in
cluded in the definition of 'Govern
ment Undertaking'. To the best of 
our knowledge no country in the 
world includes Universities, research 
institutions or other scientific or tech
nical institutions in such a definition 
for the simple reason that this is tan
tamount to withdrawal of the effec
tive value of patent protection over 
a wide field. Mr. Justice Ayyangar 
also expresses the very same view. 
We dO accept that Universities and 
research and other institutions need 
the -use of patented invention for the 
purposes merely of experimenting or 
doing reseai'Ch including the impart
ing of instructions to pupils. The•e 
needs have been provided for adequa
tely in Cl. 48 (d) of the Bill. The 
amendment we have suggested has 
been placed on the Table and in res
pect of this clause 2 (h) we have ~e
commended that sub-clause (ii) and 
sub-clause (iii) be deleted together 
with the following words from clause 
2 (h) 'Council of Scientific .'llld Indus
trial Research. . . . . . . . major part of 
the Government.' 

Now, on clause (5) the Minister for 
Industry in introducing the Bill in the 
Lok Sabha has made some forceful 
remarks . regarding processfproduct 
patents. I, therefore, wish to take 
a little of your time to explain the 
stand taken by this Organiation 
OPPI. 

For the first time the Indian patent 
law makes a distinction between 
different clauses Of inventions in re
gard to the type of protection and 
this clause restricts the claim to the 
processes only in the case of foods, 
drugs and substances prepared by 
chemical processes. There is not the 
least doubt that there is an increas
ing trend in the world both in deve-

. loping and developed countries to 
grant product protectiqn per se in 
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respect of inventions for drugs and 
medicines. The reasons are obvious. 
A very large majority of inventions 
in the field of drugs and medicines 
are produced by synthesis and the 
process of manufacture generally does 
not. involve any novel principle. Nor 
does it constitute a significant part of 
the research work leading to the 
discovery of a new medicine. It is 
the far more exhaustive testing it
self-bacteriological, pharmacological 
and clinical-of thousands of com
pounds out of which one may finally 
emerge as the useful drug that re
presents the justification for patent 
protection. With little research effort 
one can work out in many cases an 
alternative process and th.,reby cir
cumvent the process patent of the 
original inventor. It works, there
fore, unfairly to the· disadvantage of 
the first inventor. However, there 
are some scientists and technologists 
who held the view that in the present 
stage of development of science and 
technology in this country product 
protection may run counter to the in
terests of indigenous reseat·ch and 
technology. Therefore, we suggest 
that, for the present, in that field of 
articles of food, medicines and drugs 
the protection be extended to the pro
cess of manufacture and to the pro
ducts produced by such process. 

However, the main difficulty in ac
cepting process patents is the necessity 
for the patentee to provide burden 
of proof in case of alleged infringe
ment. This is difficult and well nigh 

-impossible especially when the drug 
or medicine is imported from abroad 
to prove that the infringer has used 
the process claimed in the patent spe
cification. It is usually necessary to 
gain access to .his plant which neither 
the patentee nor probably the Court 
can enforce. This difficulty has been 
clearly recognised in the BIRPI re
port. To overcome this difficulty tho 
BIRPI report has made a provision 
under Sec. 51 that in respect of pro
cess patent the product is presumed 
to be made by the patented process 
unless proved to the contrary. 
That is, ·the burden of proof 
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should lie on the alleged infringer. 
All industrialised countries having 
only process protection, for example, 
Japan, Germany Switzerland, etc. and 
even the East European countries 
such as Poland and Yugoslavia have 
provision to this effect in their res
pective patent laws. 

This organization very strongly 
urges that the Indian patent law 
should also contain a similar provision 
to protect the inventor. The exact 
wording of the clause is given in the 
suggested amendment. 

Clause 47: In some knowledgeable 
circles a view has been expressed that 
the process protection granted under 
clauses 5 and 47 of the Bill may not 
be effective to cover the im
portation of the product made by the 
particular process patented in India. 
According to a UK decision where 
the patent is not for an article but is 
only for a process, the protection 
covers not merely the patented pro
cess but also extends to the articles 
when made by the use of the process 
whether such use is within the 
count:y or abroad so that importation 
or sale of an article made abroad by 
the patented process would be an in
fringement of the process patent. 
Justice Ayyangar in his report on the 
revi~ion of patent law has • recom
mended the adoption of the Rule 
followed by U.K. 

The Bill does not specifically state 
that importation into India of a pro
duct made abroad by a process paten
ted in India will amount to an infrin
gement of the patent. It is submitted 
that in order to set at rest any future 
controversy, Section 47 should be 
suitably amended to secure that the 
importation of a product made abroad 
by a process patented in India will be 
deemed to be an infringement of the 
patent .. 

Coming to clause 48, this is from 
our point of ·view,. a very import;<nt 
clause.,. , l'his clause takes out from the 
sphere of infringement of patent 

rights a wide variety of operations 
it they are done by or on behalf of 
the Government. It permits the Gov
ernment to use a patented invention or 
to import a product covered by a pa
tent without any compensation to the 
patentee. The exercise of Govern
ment's rights under this clause is not 
subject to judicial assessment by an 
independent tribunal. Let us· briefly 
examine the detailed implications. 
Firstly, if this clause were enacted, 
the provisions are cast in such wide 
terms as to confer on the Government 
which is a major consumer of many 
products, almost unlimited powers to 
infringe patent rights. 

Secondly, this clause goes counter 
to the very basic idea and philosophy 
for the grant of patents given in 
clause 83 which states that patents 
are granted to encourage inventions 
and to secure that they are worked 
in India on a commercial scale and 
to the fullest extent. It does not need 
much imagination to see that if clause 
48 were enacted it would encourage 
the import of pirated goods under 
circumstances of grossly injurioul 
and unfair competition to the home 
industry. Moreover, it would subject 
indigenous industry to loss of patent 
protection over a wide field. 

Thirdly, the constitutional propri
ety of a clause which permits the Gov
ernment the use of patents which are 
a species of intangible property, with.
out payment of reasonable compensa
tion and without due process of Iaw, 
needs careful examination. We concede 
that it is the duty of Government to 
ensure that the laws of the country 
pay due regard to the national eco
nomy. The rights of Government to 
import a patented product or to make 
use of patented invention are amply 
provided for in clauses 99, 100 and 
102. Under these clauses, Govern
ment has the right to import a paten· 
ted article and use a patented inven
tion. . But the. fUndamental difference 
between.· these: clauses and clause 48 
is that the exercise of Government's 



rights is subject to payment of com
pensation and in default of an agree
ment, compensation has 1o be deter
mined by a reference to the High 

·court under clause 103. 

I shall have something more to say 
on these two clauses a little later. The 
relative provisions of this clause 48 
do not find a parallel in the patent 
Jaws of any country in the world. We 
strongly urge the deletion of clause 
48, particularly as there are adequate 
provisions in the Bill for use of an 
invention by the Government for 
certain specified purposes. 

We then come to clause 53. Here 
again for the first time in India, this 
cia use discriminates in the term of a 
patent in respect of inventions of drugs 
and medicines. Not only has the pe
riod of validity been reduced to 10 
years for new patents, but the term 
of all existing patents relating to drugs 
and medicines has also been reduced to 
10 years. Lastly, the provision for ex
tension of a patent in the existing 
patent law has not been included in 
the Bill. In the memorandum we have 
made detailed comments on this clause. 
We have reviewed the position in 

. other countries of the world and have 
laid stress on the likely adverse 
eflects if this claus~ is enacted in its 
present form. 

Apart from anything else, this Com
mittee must consider what damage 
this clause will inflict upon Indian 
patentees. Our own scientists are 
beginning to produce results, some of 
which are patentable. If we are to put 
limitations on the period of validity 
our own scientists will suffer. Sir, it 
has to be emphasised that the time
lag between the date of application for 
a patent and the manufacture of a 
patented article in India is extremely 
~ong. for items covered by the drug 
mdustry due to a number of addition
al steps which are necessary under the 
Drugs Ac~ and -under the Industries· 
Dt!velopment. and Regula'tions Act. It 
is' hot impossible that in many' cases.· 
a patent will be almost due for expiry 
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before completing the procedures that 
are . necessary before commercial 
manufacture of a new drug is possible. 
Therfore, if the time is reduced to 10 
years, it would in effect, in some 
cases be as good as abrogation of pa
tents in the field of drugs and me
dicines. There is hardly any country 
in the world which provides for a 
term of 10 years in respect of patents 
for drugs and medicines without 
making adequate provision for the ex
tension of the term. We recommend 
that the provision in the existing Act 
for exetension of the term ' of the 
patent when Government are satisfied 
that the patent has not been suffici
ently remunerative, be retained in the 
Bill. 

As regards patents granted under 
the existing Act, there can be no doubt 
that by reducing the term to 10 years, 
a patentee is deprived of his rights in 
the patent vested !n him by the old 
Act. This deprivation would surely 

1 raise legal issues and needs careful 
examination. / 

In. the amendment to this clause 
which we have proposed, we have re
commended 14 years from the date 
of the patent. But if this is unaccep
table, we have suggested as an al
ternative-but only as a rather poor 
alternative-a term of 10 years from 
the date of sealing of the p_atent. 

Next clauses 87 and 88. These two 
clauses are among the most important 
in the Bill and a correct reappraisal 
by the Joint Committee of the deep 
issues involved will go a long way to
wards sustaining the healthy develop
ment of the drugs and chemicals in
dustries and ensure a proper climate 
for research and investment in India. 
Clause 88 compels the Controller to 
grant a licence without taking into 
consideration the basic minimum re
dustries and ensure a proper climate 
plicant for a compulsory licence_ under 
clause 8~ as specified in 'clause 85.' 
The order of the Control!er fixing the ' 
terms on which"·the licence shall be 



granted is not governed by the pro
visions of clause 9Z pertaining to the 
p:ocedure for dea1ing with applica
tions for compulsory licences. The 
applications made under clause 88 
can be summarily disposed of by the 
Controller. No appeal has been pro
vided for. It has been our firm belief 
that the automatic endorsement of 
patents relating to drugs with the 
word "licence of right" and the result
ing automatic grant of licence by the 
Co:~troller to any applicant, will re
sult in chaos and will have profound 
effects in a number of directions which 
have been nacrated io the memoran
dum on pages 52 and 53. There is not 
the least doubt that these provisions 
will hamper industrial progress and 
restrict research and inventive in
ncvation in the country in the field of 
drugs and chemicals. The ceiling of 4 
pe~ cent royalty and other remunera
tion in the field of drugs and medicines 
is another discriminatory provision 
and will impede the smooth flow of 
know-how. There is also no sub
stance in the argument that the costs 
of drugs are high, because royalty 
payments are exorbitant. All royalty 
payments are strictly regulated by the 
Government and their incidence on 
the cost of drugs has been shown to 
be negligible. Justice Ayyangar in his 
Report after having considered the 
patent systems of various -countries 
came to the conclusion that it is not 
feasible to arrive at a uniform rate 
of royalty which would be reasonable 
for licences in respect of each and 
every hvention and he recommend-;d 
that it is not desirable to fix statu
torily the maximum rate of allow-
able royalty. The Model Law for 
developing countries prepared by 
BIRPI stipulates that a compulsory 
licence shall only be granted subject 
to the payment of adequate royalties 
commensurate with the extent to 
which the invention is worked. In 
Italy, the Patent Law which will 
shoot\y be introduced lays down that 
the payment of royalty shall be fair 
in relation to the importance of the 
invention, its expected economic re
turn the duration of the licence and 
ever'y other factor relevant to its use. 

We fully subscribe to the stipulations 
in that Patent Law. The industry i• 
aware of the reasons. why application
for compulsory licences under sec''~ . 
23 (CC) of the existing Act are very 
few i1 number and that such applica
tions have been finally adjudicated 
upon only after considerable delay, 
expense and inconvenience both to the 
applicant as well as the patentee. We 
desire to make some concrete and 
specific cecommendations to improve 
the present compulsory licensing pro
cedure and we do respectfully submit 
that this clause 87 (I) in regard to 
'Licence of Right' is totally unneces
sary. as ail our legitimate objects will 
be positively met without. difficulty if 
our suggestions are accepted. Auto
matic licensing will bring about . a 
sitution similar to that in Itlay whtch 
the Italian Government are now try
ing to put right. Our specific recom
mendations are-We concede that 
Government should designate certain· 
vital areas such as drugs and medi· 
cine in which compulsory licence 
could be made available at any time 
i.e., even before the waiting period of 
3 years. We do not, however, agree 
that compulsory licences should be 
granted for inventions relating to 
drugs and medicines by the Cont:ol
ler automatically, Licence of _Rtght 
without taking into consideration the 
basic minimum requirements to be 
fulfilled under clause 84 as specified 
in clause n5 

There should be no ceiling on 
royalty and we recommend ~o _th: 
Committee adoption of the pnnctpl 
in the Italian draft Patent La":'; 
namely. that royatly should be f~e 
in relation to the importance of t 
invention, its expected ec~nomic r:d 
turn the duration of the Itcence a 
every other factor relevant to its usc. 

we recommend that the Con-
troller ·should be directed to de-
cide app\ica!(ions for ~ompu~ 
sm;y licence in the ft:ld thor 
drugs or medicines ~s well ~s m 0 e

3 fields within a spectfled ttme of 



months and that the application of 
clause b4 should be modified to this 
-extent. We also recommend that the 
Controller may permit the applicant 
to work the invention PE;nding a final 
decision on the terms if he is satisfied 
that the conditions specified in clause 
85 have been adequately met. And 
finally, we recommend that an appeal 
against the decision of the Controller 
as to the grant of a compulsory 
licence aild the terms of such licence 
including the payment of royalty 
should lie to a "judicial tribunal which 
should in its turn decide the appeal 
within a specified time, say, of three 
months. The amendments incorporat
mg these recommendations are before 
you. 

Clause 95:· Sub-clause (3) of clause 
95 of the Bill empowers the Govern
ment to authorise any licence to im
port the patented article from abroad 
on terms and conditions which are 
not specifically laid down .. This clause 
does not provide for payment of any 
royalty or compensation to the 
patentee. No appeal has peen pro
VJded for against any action taken 
:.:r!cter this sub-clause. We submit 
that provisions of this sub-clause (3) 
are ~onl rary to the general principles· 
appHcable to the working of patented 
inventions as set out in clauses 83, 94 
and 95(2) of the Bill. The Patent 
system in general and the compulsory 
"licensing provisions in particular aim 
at promoting the working of '.he 
patented process within the country 
and importation will certainly be not 
in conformity with this aim of encour
aging indigenous industry. We res
pectfully submit that clause 95 (3) Is 
illogical in the context of clauses 84 
and 85 in that having granted a com
pulsory licence for the purpose of 
working the invention in India. clause 
95(3) suddenly permit the Govern
ment to do the very opposite namely 
to import. This clause puts in reverse 
the object of clause 84, namely, 
encourage the production of the in
vention in India. Moreover, Govern
ment had adequate powers to import 
a patented product for the purpose of 
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the Government, under Chapter VII 
of the Bill. Therefore, sub-clause (3> 
of clause 95 is entirely · unnecessary 
and should be deleted. 

ClatLses 99, 100 and 102: Chapter 
XVII deals with the use of inven
tions for the purposes of Govern
ment and acquisition of inv~ntion by 
the CeQtral Government. These 
clause empower the Government by 
mere notification tO authorise not only 
Government Departments but also 
Government undertakings and any 
other undertaking in tl)e private •ec
tor to make use of the patented 
invention for the purpose of Govern
ment having regard to the interests 
of the general public. The use has 
to be on agreed terms or as determin
ed by the High Court, in default of 
agreement. Secondly, it permits Gov_ 
ernment to acquire the invention out
right for' Government use. These 
clauses place no limitation whatsoever 
on the ii).dustries that may be included 
or in the specific circumstances under 
which the powers can be exercised 
and give the Government indefinite 
general power to give firms pate'llt 
rights to which they have otherwise 
no· entitlement. These clauses there
fore, lead to a serious ero;ion of 
patent rights. 

We do concede the right of the 
Government in certain specific circum
stances to use an invention for ':he 
purpose of the Government. But such 
use. should only be for the purpose of 

. the Cen~ral Government or a State 
Government or a Government under-
taking as defined in this memoran
dum. There is no justification to ex
tend such use to a Corporation, public 
sector undertaking, established by a 
Central or State Act because these 
public sector undertakings are indeed 
commercial concerns and it is only 
approp~iate That they should apply 
for compulsory licences just as any 
private sector undertaking is required 
t 0 do. There is no justification or 
there is even less justification to ~x
tend use of inventions to any other 
undertaking in which the Government 
has no interest at all. · • 
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Seeondly, it Is imperative that the 
:wHai areas in which ·the use o! an 

. JDyention for the purposes of Govem
m.,ut may be permitted should be 
clearly defined. We have accordingly 
recommended that such me by GOY'o 
ernment should be restricted to cer
tain specific purposes such as to meet 
the needs of national defence, national 
economy or public health (epidemics). 

Thirdly, it is our submission that 
the powers of the Central Government 
under clause 100 should no£ be exer
cised before granting the patentee an 
opportunity of being heard. 

Finally, clause 102 pertaining to the 
acquisition of an invention by the 
Centra] Government should be delet
ed as there are no legitimate reasons 
for such a complete appropriation of 
industrial property rights. In any 
case, the acquisition of an invention 
must be restricted to certain specific 
public purposes, such as the defence, 
the emergency or an epidemic. The 
suggested amendments giving effect 
to the above submissions are before 
you. 

Clause 116.-This clause deals with. 
appeals. We submit that the denial 
of a judicial review from the orders 

· of the Controller or the Central Gov
ernment is an unwarranted departure 
from basic · principles. Industrial 
property rights are the same as any 
property and if they are to be expro
priated, a citizen must have the right 
of adjudication on his compensation 
by a completely independent tribunal . 
not subject to administrative control. 
It the Indian Constitution is to pre
serve democracy, there can be no 
appeal from Caesar to Caesar. In the 
memorandum we have reviewed the 
position in some other countries and 
have made a pointed reference to 
Justice· Ayyangar's comments and the 
recommendations in the Model Patent 
Law prepared by BIRPI, This orga
nisation has made the following con
crete recommendations regarding ep.. 
peals keeping fully in mind the neces- ,., 
aity of obviating delays. · 

(1) An appe111 against the decision 
of the Controller as to the grant ol 
compulsory licence should lie to the 
Appeal Trib~al 

(2) Where no appeal is provided 
against the decision of the Controller 
or Government or where an appeal is 
provided to· the Central Government, 
the orders or directions of the Con
troller or Central Government, as the 
case may be, should be appellable to 
a statutory judicial tribunal constitut
ed on the Jines of the Income-tax 
Tribunal or the Sales Tax Tribunal 
In short, we ask for a tribunal not 
subject to administrative control. 

We have suggested the amendment. 
which are necessary in clause 116 and 
they are before you. 

Clause 158.-The High Court ond 
Appeal Tribunal may make rules 
consistent with this Act as to the con
duct and procedure in respect of pro
ceedings before them under this Act. 
My colleague, Mr. Divecha, will ~e 
pleased to answer any question on thiS 
clause or indeed on the legal aspects 
of' any other clause. 

I have dealt today only with clausea 
which we consider of very great im
portance. There are a number ot other 
clauses, for instance, clauses 2(g), 
2(b), 3(d), 25, 64, 89, 96, 102, 103, 112 
and 162 on which this Organisation 
have made some submissions, but I 
do not wish to repeat them. 

I have taken some time in present
ing our views on various clauses of 
the Bill. We have tried to justice to 
'the principles underlying the paten1 
system. There are two or three cer
tain other general aspects on which 
some explanation is due. I wish to 
say a few words on prices, investment, 
profitability, dividend and research. 

We know that the question of drug 
prices is a!(itating the members of 
this Committee. Also some associa
tions and companies institutions und 
individuals have dr~wn attention to · 
this question .. • Before I proceed ·to, 
deal with some · salient facts about 



drug prices me make one perti
nent observa .. ..,n regarding those who 
have expressed views,. and at times 
'Vehement -views, against patents. 

One knows that there is one factor 
which 'is common to all th~se. Every 
one of them have had against them 
proceedings for infringement of patent. 
Some of these proceedings still 'lWait 
the decision of the Court. Therefore, 
the opposition to patent is due, if I 
may suggest, more to their self
interest. I make this statement with 
the full knowledge of the facts. 

It is pertinent to point out as 
· shown in the chart of who!Eisale price 

index, which was circulated yesterday, 
that while prices of all commodities 
have been going up considerably for 
the last many years, drugs and :ncdi
cines are among the few items where 
prices have either declined or held 
lmccessfully at steady level. In the 
supplementary memorandum we have 
dealt with the question of d;ug prices 
in considerable detail, particularly in 
relation to patents and have drawn 
pointed attention to some of the glar
ing fallacies. I should like to touch 
briefly upon some of the conclusions 
in this Chapter and make a few per-. 
tinent observations. 

First, we have shown cone! usively 
that patents as such are only one of 
the contributory factors to the price 
of drugs. There are many other "llUch 
more significant factors which contri
bute to the price of drugs. We have 
given an effective· answer to the oft

: repeated allegation that "patents 
~esult in high prices" by (a) compar
mg the indigenous price and the 
c.i.f. cost of 15 essential non-patented 
drugs, and (b) 'by comparing prices 
of several important drugs in Italy 
(where there is no patent protection 

. for drugs) with those in other coun
tries such as Britain, Germany, U.S.A., 
Japan, etc. · · 

The ptice of a manufactured item 
is dependent upon the cost .·of , raw , 
materials and the c.ost· of production. • 
There -are innumerable fact9r11J whioh 

have relevance, and over which Lhe 
industry has no control. If devalua.;. 
tion has proved anything, it is t.his 
that the cost of production in. •.his 

. country, because of various factors, is 
far higher than in other developed 
countries. 

It has been persistently stated by 
persons who have no knowledge of 
the position that the cost of the basic 
ingredients which contain the thera
peutic value in a tablet or a capsule 
or an ampaule is an anfinitesimal'y. 
small portion of the price charged t.o 
the consumer. Sach comparisona are 
completely fallacious. It is like com
paring the cost of the raw cotton that 
_goes into a man's shirt, 0 r the value 
of the wheat, Hour and sugar that 
goes into a packet of biscuits,· or the 
value of the raw tobacco which goes 
into a pack of 10 cigarettes. The 
weakness and bias of such arithmetic 
is ·obvious. Moreover this difference 
in the price of the ingredients and of 
finished product to the consumer is 
by no means restricted to patented 
drugs. . Take the example of Penicillin 
vials produced by Hindustan Antibio
tics. The cost of ingredients of a vial 
is 4 P. and the price to the consumer 
is 42 paise. 

Secondly, we have shown clearly 
that the •oft-repeated quotation from 
the Kefauver Report that "drug prices 
in India are uniformly higher than in 
other countries" is not true. To prove 
this, we have collected the domestia 
prices to the Public in West Germany, 
United States, Italy, U.K., Japan .'Uld 
India and for those drugs specifically 
referred to in the Kefauver report. 
This table has been placed on the 
Table this morning. I should like to 
apologize for the delay in submitting 
this table. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: It has 
not been circulated. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We gave it this 
morning. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We want to have 
copies of charts distributed this morn-. 
·ing. 



Dr. B. R. Nanji: Charts were cir
culated yesterday. This Table which 
has been circu:ated shows two things • 
'quite clearly. The first is that the 
prices of drugs in India are not uni~ 
forrn'y high as alleged in the K;efauver · 
Report, and secondly, the price of 
drugs in Italv !s not uniformly low 
because of la-ck of patent protection. 
Take for example, Tetracycline Caps. 
16 x 250 mg. Price in Germany for 
Aureomycine is Rs. 30.76. for Terramy
cin 25.11· in the United States it is 
Rs. 20 70' and Rs. 23.36; in Ind~ it is 
Rs. 17.71 and RS. 17.44. Similarly, 
take Chloramphenicol Price in Ger
many is Rs. 30.34; in the United States 
it is Rs. 18.43 for 100 mg., not for 
250 mg; in Italy Rs. 9.98; in U.K. 
Rs. 12.44; in India Rs. 12.00. Take 
Librium. Price in Germany is Rs. 5,41, 
in U.S.A. Rs. 22.39; in Italy Rs. 4.76, 
ln U.K. Rs. 6.03, in Japan Rs. 4.46 and 
in India Rs. 4.40. And like this we 
l:o on to the various other items which 
j,-,r]ude Prednisolone, Procaine Peni
cill;n inj., Penicillin Sodium inj., PAS 
'Ta '=>s, etc. etc. 

It is to be noted that these are pre
oevaluation comparisons. One imme
diate effect of devaluation is to 'l.lter 
aH the price relationships given in the 
Memoranda and during this oral evi
dence. Calculated at devalued rates 
}Or:ces of ctrugs in· India become the 
lowest in the world. 

It has clearly been shown •hat the 
dome,tic crices of different drugs in 
<Ocfferent ~ountries vary considerably. 
Jt is i:o1perative to note, as stated in 
the Supplementary Memorandum, that 
the domestic prices of pharmaceuticals 
in different countries cannot be pro
perlv compared without a detailed 
inteiJ,retation of many factors such as 
duties and levies, taxes, cost of raw
materials and labour, commissions and 
discounts to wholesalers; the transfer 
of knowhow; the licensing position, par
ticipa'ion in the cost of the basic drug 
Tesearch, etc. In this context of this· 
Bill it is that any attempt to relate 
prices in one country with those in an
other is not by itself meaningful. All 
the comparisons made during the pre-

devaluation period are now proved to 
be. based on artificially high value of 
the rupee. Particularly, we have 
drawn attentiol} t.o the basic fallacy 
of using as a basis the so-called in
ternational prices of drugs for com
parison with Indian prices. There are, 
in fact, no such international prices. 
Generally, prices which have been 
quoted by coun.tri~s like Italy and 
certain other East European countries 
are referred to as international prices. 
There is no· doubt that such prices 
are generally dumping prices and 
these" can readily be proved by exa
mining the . domestic prices of the 
same drugs in these countries. Mem
bers are, ·no doubt, aware that many 
countries including Indi-a for a variety 
of reasons export several commoditiea 
at dumping prices. 

Broadly, we have dealt at some 
length on. the usual practice of critiC8 
selecting one or two drugs that a par-

. ticular company manufactured in 
India and seeking to make price com
parison with so-called international 
prices which are claimed to be very 
much lower. Reference is frequend)' 
made to Taracyclin, chloram Phenicol, 
librium vitamin· Bl2, vitamin B8, 

tolbuta~ide etc. We have submitted 
cogent argu'ments in the Supplemen
tary Memorandum why such c?m
parisons are erroneous and ct!lnclusiona 
drawn from them invalid. It is also 
fallacious to pick out one or two 
drugs of '\ company for examinat!~n 
of prices. A well meaning c;t~'c 
should examine the total profitabilltY 
of a company. If this is done a very 
different picture emerges. 

FinaHy, we submit that the ques
tions of prices and profits have to _be 
examined , independently. Spec1fic 
suggestions have been made in ~egard 
to the steps that might be considered 
&hould Government come to the con
clusion that the prices of some drug& 
in India require examination. The 

• te Governm~nt of India have .adequa 
powers under existing legislation . to 
control the ;prices of any commodiiY 
including . drug~ and pharmaceutica!J, 



All that we ask is that instead of in
(iiscriminate condemnation of the in
dustry as a whole proper steps should 
be taken to get. the cost structure in
vestigated by a statutory body such as 

• the Tariff Commis~ion 'if Government 
considers it necessary. Government 
can rest assured that this Organisation 
will cooperate fully in this matter. 

Some people ~ave the feeling that 
profita'bility in the pharmaceutical in
dustry in this country is very high 
indeed or more than reasonable. I 
hope I can speak on the ground tha~ 
hon. Members here do not . abhor 
.profitability as such. However; the 
Prime Minister said the other day in 
her address to the senior executives 
from the Public Sector Undertakings. 
that unless the Rs. 2000 crores 
investment in the public sector brings 
to the Government offers reasonable 
profits the whole base of cr..,ating this 
sector would be considered futile. The 
concensus of opinion at this meeting 
in respect of pnfit v. as that it should 
be accepted as a test of efficiency <ond 
this is distinct from pr0fiteering. Mor·e 
important than this the meeting seem

. ed to accept the principle of a 20· per 
cent profit return on equity plus re
serves. The whole sense of the Con
ference was that our industrial units 
should pass the tests of profitabiiity, 
service and growth. My colleague, 
Mr .. Reece, will L e please<i to answer 
any questions 0!1 prices. 
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In .the third chapter uf the Supple
mentary Memorandum a resume has 
been given oil investment, turn-over, 
profitability, dividends, etc. in the · 
pharmaceutical indnstry , ln India. 
Some statements have appeared in the 
Researve Bank bulletin on investment, 
profitability; etc. and we have drawn 
pointed attention to one basic fallacy 
in these statements on the d<~finition 
of capital employed: We have dis
cussed this matter with a very senior 
officer of the Reserve Bank and he 
agreed that capital employed must in
clude all moneys used in a busi
ness including reserves and even 

including long-term loans and not th~ 
paid-up capital only. .A different pic
ture of th~ prarmaceutical industry in 
respect of profits, dividends, royalty, 
etc. emerges if the correct figures of 
the capital employed are • taken. I 
should lik~ to draw the attention o! 
the Members of the Committee to the 
figures of dividends as pe•·centage of 
net worth published in. the Reserve 
Bank bulletin for November 1965 for 
several industries. These figures show 
clearly that dividends in the pharma · 
ceutical industry are certainly not 
high. May I also draw the attention 
of your Committee to the findings ol 
an independent survey of the phar
maceutical industry conducted by a 
firm of rcputeJ Chartered AccounLants 
on behalf of OPPI. Full details of this 
survey which is considered statistically 
stgnifican\ are given in chapter 3 of. 
the Supplementary Memorandum. I 
wish just +o refer in brief to some of 
the impor~an; points. The net profit 
after provision for taxation and deve
lopment .rebate reserves available is 
8.3 per cent of turnover; the total over
seas payrr:entb in the form of divi
dends, royalties &nd technical fee re
presented only 3·1 per cent of turn
ovE-r. '3y ar:y standard these are 
modest returns compared with other 
group of industries. The pharmaceu
tical inrlusrry's fm&ncial position view
ed from all angles cannot be termed 
u.s mrti\)ng hngt• profits. My colleague 
Mr. Roy, who has considerable experi
ence of finan~e. will answer any ques
tions on the subject of profitability. 
dividends, etc .. 

Research is the lifeline of the phar
maceutical industry and the ·base of 
growth of industry in each countTy 
has been in direct proportion to the 
amount of effort and money expended 
in fundamental and applied research. 
In the Fifth Chapter of the Supple- . 
mentary Memorandum we have re-

. viewed the question of research for 
the pharmaceutical industry. We have 
stated candidly what has been done 
in India; what remains to be rtone and 
what are the problems and difficulties. 
The statement that no -research or 



very little research, if at all, is bein( 
carried out by the pharmaceutical in
dustry in India is not correct. Almost 
alJ enlightened pharmaceutical com
panies in India have Qp-to-date pro
duct development Rnd quality control 
laboratories. Basic research hal also 
been carried by several old establish
ed firms, such as, Al':!mbic, Sarabhai; 
Bengal chemicals, etc. as wei! as by 
Hindustan Antibiotics. Nevertheless, 
lt is to ·be admitted that the country's 
output in terms of basic research has 
rti!J a long way to go. · There are 
three fundamental reasons for this 
situation; first, basic drug research iS 
extremely costly in. terms Of capital 
investment and recurring expendi
ture. America's research budget is 
approximately Rs. 175 crores 

per annum which L• higher 
than our •otal production of 
pharmaceuticals in fm.li'i. For pach 
new drug discovered in the last de
cade, the industry has spent some
thing of the order of Rs. 2i crores in 
research and development. Basic re
search much sustain 3,000 or more 
faihrres to one successful new drug. 
Such massive outlay in research is 
only possible when our industry has 
grown sufficiently. Secondly, basic 
research must be undertaken as a 
coordinated effort in diverse fields of 
scientific endeavour by a team of eX
perts. 

Mr. Chairman: You need not re-. 
peat what you have said in· your 
memorandum. You must leave some 
time for our Members to put ques
tions. 
' pr. H. B. Nanji: If complete infor
n!"ation is made available to hon. 
Members about the two new drugs 
discovered by Hindustan Antibiotics, 
it will support our contention re
garding the time it takes between 
discovery of a drug and its commer
cial manufacture. Hamycin was dis
covered in 1960 and after six years 
they have been able to commercial- . 
ly manufacture only a· few kilos of 
this drug in spite of the favoured 
treatment given to public sector un
dertakings. The rate of royalty fiXed 
by· the Government Of India, it is 
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understood,' is 5 per cent minimum foe 
this drug, while for the other Der-
mostatin, it is 7 i per cent. Acc~rding 
to press reports quoting the Minis
ter of Petroleum and Chemicals 
Government _will earn a royal
ty of Rs.' 30 la khs. The cost of 
of the new drug is Rs. 20,000 per kg. 
V.:hich is very high indeed, but this 
high cost phenomenon is generally 
applicable to ali new discoveries. This 
company iS seeking patent protection 
in foreign countries ·for a maximum 
period. What is sauce for the goose 
is sauce for the gander. 

Patents are by no means symbols of 
foreign· domination in either a poli
tical or economic sense. They make' 
no inroads into our intellectual or 
scientific progress. It is an interna

. tiona! institution lo which all pro
gressive-minded individuals and 
nations have voluntarily given ac
ceptance. We cannot afford to ignore 
world experience, universal con
census, the UN recommendations and 
most of all, the recommendations of 
a very eminent Supreme Court Judge 
who made an impartial study of the 
subject over a period of years. .i:f 
we pursue a dogmatic policy with 
obstinacy, it will kill the goose which 
has laid many golden eggs and pr~ 
mises to Jay many more. We can
not put the clock back in .the field of 
international co-operation. While 
inaugurating th<! new ordnance fac
tory early this month, our Prime 
Ministe.r said: ' 

"Technology fs progressing so 
fast that there is no· sense in try
ing to dUplicate all the effort 
when we can exercise the power 
of choosing the best resuns ob
tained elsewhere." 

This iS the logic of technological co
operation. The system of patents 
plays a major ,.ole in the intellectual 
field that is without paralled. Never 
before has' man unlocked so manY 
secrets of nature and applied them 
for the benefit of mankind. The 
stimulus of the patent system must 

. be permitted to produce products 
and processes that will create jobs,· 



improve the health and well being of 
GUr country men and contribute to 
dle sJcial and economic aims of our 
eountrr. 

My colleagues and I have been ex
tremely painstaking in preparing the 
presentation which I have placed 
before you: Your conclusions will 
be taken as almost the concensus of 
~ublic opinfon on the vital legisla
tive measure before you. To that 
extent your. responsibility is greateT. 
My colleagues and I appeal that you 
may consider our views dispassiona
tely and impartially and strictly on 
the merits of the subject. 

Shrl Bibhudhendra' Misra: 
according to you, is the total 
ment in the pharmaceutical 
try? 

What 
invest
indus-

Shri S. V. Divecha: Rs. 56 'crores 
in 1962. It Is estimated to be Rs. 150 
crores by the end of the Third Plan, 
and the Fourth Plan figure is ex
pected to increase to Rs. 190 crores. 

· Thi~ amount represents only equity 
cap1tal and not . working capital, 
ploughed back profits etc. 

Shrt Kashi Ram Gupta: What is 
the total membership of your orga
nisation, and out Of it how many are 
Indian-owned firms with Indian capi
tal, and how many have foreign col- · 
laboration and how many are total
ly Ioreign-owned? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: I have not got the 
.exact breakdown, but I would saY 
that our membership is 69, which 
includes most of the important com
panies having- foreign collaboration, 
firms like Alembic, Unichem etc., 
which have no foreign collaboration, 
and two public sector undert~kings. 

Shrl Kashi Ram Gupta: Can you 
give these figures later 0 n? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Also the 
figures about the total capital in
'4>'estment in those companies owned 
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-by Indians and in those · owned by 
collaborators or fort'ign firms, ex
cluding the public sector. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Certainly we ~hall 
provide. 

S•hri Kashi Ram Gupta: On page 14 
of your second memorandum you 
have given the percentage on the 
basis of the turnover, but it is not a 
percentage on the basis of profit 
on capital investment. What is the 
reason for giving this on the basis of 
turnover instead of on capital in
vestment? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: As my colleague 
has said, we have made very serious 
attempts -to try and place the finan
cial position of the pharmaceutical 
industry in its proper context, and I 
would, with your permission, like tO 
refer, in order to try and aMwer the 
question which the hon. Member haS 
put, to the two article3 in the Re
serve Bank Bulletins of November, 
1964 and November, 1965 which I 
hope will give some indication of the 
exact figures and the financial status 
of the pharmaceutical industry when 
measured by accepted financial stan
dards. 

· Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
was quite different. My point is, what 
is the reason that the percentage of 
your total payments is based on the 
turnover, .because that figure based 
on turnover is not scientific? Let 
alone the Reserve Bank Bulletin; 
why this -percentage is arrived at in 
·this way? That is the question. 

I 

Shrl Keith C. Roy: It is because of 
the confusion, if I may say so with 
respect, created by the diffe~ent con
cepts taken in the Reserve Bank bul
letins of the three criteria which can 
be established for measuring the 
financ:ol status of· any company, that 
is to say, the equity capital; the net 
worth and the total capital employ
ed. We have not yet, unfortunately, 
been able, within our organisation, 



and in conrultation with the R•· 
serve Bank, to establish universally 
accepted criteria for these particular 
purposes. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given the fi€ures of dividend and 
roya!lty together. Is it possible to 
give the figures separately, showing 
the amount of dividends and the 
amount of royalty separately? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: I have got the 
figures separately and I will make 
them available to you before I leave 
Delhi 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: These 
royalties are due to compulsory 
licences? 
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Shri Keith C. Roy: No, Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What ill 
the basis of these royalties? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: The Reserve 
Bank Bulletin of 1964 has taken the 
figures on the basis of the Royalty 
and Technical Servi.ce Remittances. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it by agreement? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: The 1964 Re· 
serve Bank bulletin's figures are the 
results of a sample survey made of 
technical assistance and knowhow 
agreements sanctioned by the Gov
ernment of India between 1ll48 ·and 
1963. Therefore, the payments which 
...-e shown in Table 6 of the 1964 
Reserve Bank Bulletin represent the 
royalty and technical service remit
tances which have been sanctioned 
by the Government of India under 
agreements which have been made 
by Indian companies with foreign 
firms. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: About 
Clause 5, you have suggested that if 
the process system has to be adopted 
for patenting, the burden of proal 
should lie with the person ·who in
fringes. Can you give me instances 
ot a clause in the patent laws of other 
countries which are governed by the 
process system? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: The patent 
laws of Gern>any, Austria, Finland, 
Greece, Switzerland, Japan, Poland, 
Yugoslavia, Norway, Netherlands, 
Sweden and Canada provide for 
shifting of the burden of pru· ·J 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: As regards 
clause 47, Dr. Nanji in his speech 
said, that these imports should be 
covered which are of outside patents 
with similar processes, but so far as 
the amendment given by you and 
circulated yesterday is concer-ned, the 
~anguage is not explicit. . Will you 
please make it clear? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: It is extreme
ly difficult for the patentee to prove 
~nfringement particularly when the 
·infringed product is imported from 
other countries because of the simple 
fact that it is extremely difficult to 
ascertain by examining the finished 
product ·by what process it has been 
manufactured. The model law for 
developing countries has incorporat
ed such· a provi!fiO'Il and we have · 
adopted this provision in our sug
gested amendment from the modt>l 
law. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
suggested amendment, this is one of 
the local factors, but it cannot be 
made to apply to import because 
yoq have mentioned that it is im
ported by the same process. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: Our amend
ment covers not only the imported . 
infringing product but also the pro
duct made locally by a infringer, be. 
cause, as I said, it is extremely difll· 
cult to ascertain by what process a 
particular product is manufactured 
just by examining the finished pro
duct .. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are you 
satisfied that . the amendment of 
yours covers the point which Dr. 
Nanji has made about the import? 

Shct S. V. Divecha: Yes, Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In clause 
~3 you have mentioned that 10 yean' 



period trom the date of sealing will 
suffice in certain instances and in 
certain cases. May I inform you that 
the present Bil'l as it stands does not 
give any time-limit for the period 
between the completion of specifica
tion and the date of grant of the 
patent? There is no period fixed for 
it. Do you want that the period 
should be maintained or it may be 
left to the option of the Co·ntroller
General? 

Shri S. V, Divecha:' If I· may be , 
permitted to explain the whole situ
ation, ae<:ording to the existing Act, 
the patent is to -be sealed within the 
maximum period of two years and 
four months, so that a period of two 
years and four months, that is, 28 
months, elapses between the date of 
application of the patent and the ul
timate seaHng of the patent. 

The position under the Bill is Iik<> 
this. Between the date of applica
tion and the filing of the complete 
specification a maximum period . of 
15 months lapses. Between the date 
of filing of complete specification 
and the examination proceedings-
according to our informat1tm, the 
examination proceedings last on an 
average for aliout one year. Between 
the date of the first objection of the 
examiner and the meeting of thl'! ob
jection · 1by the applicant a period of 
18 months has been provided. In so 
far as ~he acceptance of the applica
tion is concerned or accoptance of the 
complete specification is concerned, this 
period has not ,been provided in the 
Bill and it is completely left open. 
In the Act as it stands at presenf, as 
I have said, the maximum period is 
.28 months. 

. _ Shrl. Kashi Ram Gupta: Are · you 
m. favour of the Bill as it "''ands so 
far as the period is concerned limit-· 
ing it to the final acceptance of the 
Patent, that is the date of seaiing, or 
do you want. a'period to be fixed also 
so that within that period the sealing 
must be doneT 
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<:hri s. V. Dlvecha: Yes, Sir, we 
want the period to 'be mentioned. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
not mentioned any period; probably, . 
yot< have not thought over it: 

Shri S. V, Divecha: That is pre
cisely what I am trying to point out. 
Under the existing Act it is 2 years 
ana 4 months and now the Bill gives 
a maximum peritld of 4 years and 
six months. So I am entirely -in 
agreement with the hon. Member 
-..,·hen he suggests that some time· 
limit should be fixed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Clause 
66--while in your memorandum you 
have mentioned that the clause be 
suitably amended, in your amend
ments you have totally neglected 
that. Am I to conclude that you do 
not want any amendment or that you 
do not want to suggest any wordings 
for that and you want to leave it to 
the Government? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: In our origi- · 
nal memorandum we have suggested 
that there should be a judicial re
view against the decision of the State 

' for revoking a patent. That is our 
suggestion. In so far as this clause 
is concerned, it is an exact reproduc
tion of the existing· Section 25 of the 
Act. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There. is 
no need for any amendment from 
your side? 

, Shrl. S. V. Divecha: No, Sir. 

Shrl. Kashi Ram Gupta: About 
licensing of rights you have given, 
your opinion. There is another 
strong view from the other side, 
from certain· reputed firms, that 
licensing of rights shou~d be there 
with the modification that the pe
riod sho'uld start after three years 
after the grant of patent and so far 
as royalty is concerned it should be 
negotlaJble. What is your opinion 
about these two amendments? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: It is our sub-· 
mission that the concept of licences· 



, of right is per s:e an erosion of the 
patent system. That is our basic ob
jection to the concept of licences of 
rights. 1 accept that in other coun
tries the concept of licences of rights 
exists, but 1 wo11ld like to stress the 
point that, in other countries, the 
concept is a voluntary concept, that 
is to say, thE! patentee himself 
voluntarily asks that the licence be 
stamped with "licence of right." In 
this case we have exactly the oppo
site position, namely, that a patenee 
who takes out. a patent for a drug 
or medicine or a chemical is faced 
with the problem that his patent is 
automatically per se eroded the 
minute it is sealed, for the simple 
reason that, by the mere fact of seal
ing, any person interested can im
mediately apply for a licence of 
right. Second!>', the Controller has 
no option but to grant a licence of 
right. The orders on the Controller 
are mandatory and he can exercise 
no option in not granting a licence of 
right. Thirdly, in that action or, 
rather, I would put it, in that in
action, on the part of the Controller, 
he is not called upon to exercise any 
independent judgment as to the 
suitability, the capability and the 
financial stability of the person who 
applies for a licence of right to ope
rate the patent. 

Shri Kashi · Ram Gupta: Basically 
you are against this clause. If these 
two amendments are there, that the 
date of licence of right should be 
three years after the date of sealing 
and that the royalty shoula be nego
tiable, will it not be an improve
ment? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: No, Sir, we 
feel that the amendments which we 
have suggested should be considered. 
Section 87 which, P"" se, as I stated 
in the peginning, goes to the very 
~oot and conception of patent rights, 
lS unnecessary. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: If these 
two amendments are there, will it 

· n!lt be an improvement? 
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Shri S. V. DIYeeha: The moment 
you put a limit of three years In 
respect of the concept which is 
known as licence of right and the 
moment you put other limiting con
ditions which apply to other kindt 
of compulsory licences in other fields 
fields other than food and drugs, the' 
concept of licence of right ceases to 
exist; in fact, it. becomes compulsory 
licence of a different nature than the 
one that is contemplated in clause 
84. Under the existing Act also, if 
you will see, there are twci kinds. of 
compulsory licences. One is com-

. pulsory licence in fields other than 
food and drugs, and the other is 
compulsory licence for food and 
drugs. 

Mr. Chairman: You know that U.K. 
Act has got a similar provision? 

Shrl S. V. Divecha: UK Act .has a 
provision similar to clause 86 and not 
clause 87. 

Mr. Chairman: If a three-year 
period with guarantee is provided, 
why should you object t 0 that? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: That differ
ence between clauses 86 and 87 is 
whereas . in the case of clause 87 
there is automatic endorsement of the 
patent "licenses of right" already 
from the date the patent is sealed, in 
the case of clause 86 the period of 
three years is provided. If within 
the period of three years, the rea
sonable requirements of the public 
are not satisfied, the Central Govern
ment can apply for such an endor
sement to the Controller. This is the 
distinction. 

Mr. Chairman: It is there in the 
UK Act also. 

Shrl S. V. Divecha: We have no 
objection to clause 86. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose a provi• 
sion is made here which is similar 
to the provision in UK whY shoUld 
you object? 



Sbri S. V. ~ivecna: If the provi
Jiion is similar to the one in the U.K. 
Act, we have no objection. • 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: There are' 
-three types of research-basic, . deve
lopme~t and formulation. Clause 53 
provides a period of 10 years. What 
is your view on this? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: This ten
year period from the date of 
the comt>lete specification will vitally 
affect basic research, it will affe~t 

&omewhat developmental research 
also but not so much of formulation 
research. I say this with a certain 
amount of confidence and experience 
because I am intimately · associated 
with pharmaceutical industry for the 
last thirty years, both. in India and . 
abroad. If I can spell it out, as to the 
concept of basic research leading to the 
discovery of a new drug, the birth of 
a new drug starts in the mind or 
brain of an inventor, With that idea 
he starts his first work in the labo
ratories, either in synthesising new 
compounds or starting with natural 
plans. If he has synthesised the com
pound, at the first flash of a posi
tive pharmacological activity he 
takes out a provisional patent speci
fication, which merely makes a state
ment of invention and nothing else; 
no example is required, no claim is 
required. That is, at the first positive 

. sighting of a pharmacologle!al pro-
perty of a · new compound and he 
files his provisional application. 
Between the provisional . and the 
complete, one year or fifteen months 
is given, and that is the time when 
he actually starts intensive labora
tory work. What he has done is he 
first found a compound, which has 
got this property. Suppose he has 
found some anti-tubercular com
pound which has shown some signi
ficant property. Around the basic 
molecule, he works and he synthe
sises hundreds of compounds to find 
out whether it is significantly good 
or whether a new compound is better 
than what his compound has first 
shown. So, that fifteen-month pe
riod, is used In finding out whether 
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his provisional • specification will 
sand; otherwise, he would leave it 
out completely. Then a large numiJer 
of analogous compounds are synthe
sised to arrive at the best in the 
laboratory and then the complete 
specification ~s filed, covering al:l 
grounds, after selecting the beat 
compounds after detailed pharma
cological, toxicological, biological 
drug metabolism studies are made. 
These are ali laboratory tests to find 
out the highest therapeutic in\iex and 
the least adverse toxicity factor. So, 
the detailed IJrocedure of screenini 
and establishing a ne~ drug re
quires 7 to 8 years. 

Shrt Kashl Ram Gupta: That is not 
my question. Which type of research 
ds affected by this provision about 
ten year period? Do you mean to 
say that basic research is more hit 
by this Bill? 

Dr .• s. L. Mukherjee: In addition to 
basic research, I also wanted to sub
mit that process development work 
for making the production of new 
and known chemicals or pharma
ceuticals, depending on the com
plexity of the synthesis, or isolation 
techniques, as in the case of anti
biotics, reqqires nothing less than 4 
to 5 years. 

Mr. Chairman: In your own memo
randum you have stated that practi
cally no basic research is being done in 
India. Then, as you know, the tendency 
today is to shorten the period of pat
ents for foods and drugs. Several coun. 
tries like USA, UK, Canada, South 
Africa· and New Zealand have set up 
committees to go into this question and 
some of them have actually reduced 
the period of patents. In this Bill 
we have prescribed ten year3. Do you 
think it is insufficient for food and · 
and drugs, leave alone basic re~ 
search? You have yourself stated 
that we are not doing basic re
search and that all th~t we are doing 
i~ quality control. So, do you think 
that the ten years period in the 
Indian law is insufficient? 



Dr. H. R. Nan,Ji: With due respect, 
it is not correct to say that no basic 
research is dane in 'India. At the 
moment, Hindustan Anti-biotics, 
CI13A Aesearch Centre and Alembic 
are doing it. The momentum is 
growing and in the next ten Y"ars 
very considerable progress will be 
made in basic research. This ten
year period will come in the way of 
basic research. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: They could 
have suggested some extra period only 
for those patents which are applied 
for from the point of basic research. 
When the patents are applied for from 
other points of view, then naturally 
ten years should suffice according to 
their own statement. That •s my 
point. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: The majority of· 
patents, I shou~d say, are •aken only 
for products of basi~ research, not for 
development w:ork. 

Mr. Chairman: A lot of time is laken 
between basic research and finalisa
tion of the actual product .tnd the 
patent comes only after the drug is 
finalised, not before. It is only after 
pharmalogical and clinical trials that 
the patent comes in. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Clinical trials are 
he'd first. 

Mr. Chairman: I know that. 

Shri Kashf· Ram Gnpta: Your or
ganisation is a big organisation and 
basic research can be done only when 
tikze is large capital. Has your or
l'"'is1tion thought of having a basic 
research institute of your own in the 
country so that all these difficulties 
couid be removed? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: There are a num
ber of companies which have got plans 
for it. · 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: They are 
doing it separately. You say that 
Rs. 175 crore1 are ~pent in America 
only on research. This could be done 
only when there is a combined effort. 

so; why do you not have a c<;~bined. 
effort for this so that good results can 
come, side' by side with the public 
sector.? 

Dr. ti. R. Nauji: Research on a co
operative basis is not possible in the 
private sector. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: There is no 
question of a co-operative basis. The 
question is of funds being made r.vai!
able to an institute which could be 
constituted by your combined effort, 
just as the Shri Ram Institute has its 
own funds. 

Mr. J. Reece: In the pharmaceutical 
industry competitive research is very 

_important. A number. of different 
institutions working on the same pro
blem are not necessarily dup!icating 
the same methods of arriving at the 
solution. This has been recognised 
quite recently, tangibly, by the fact 
that single companies ha•te ~et up 
competitive research institutes in other 
countries. Indeed, the Ciba research 
centre and other centres that are plan
ned to be set up in India are a demons
tration of the fact that a number of 
people now realise th<1t if they can get 
competitive research going in diffe
rent areas, it will resu't in. better pro
ducts more quickly._ 

Mr. Cbainnan: That means; bigger 
fish swallowing the smaller fish. 

Shrf Kashi Ram Gupta: So, basic 
research unit can be put up by t:1ese 
indiYidual concerns. Then, what il 
the average capital expenditure and 
recurring expenditure on mch 3 unit? 

Dr. S. L, Mukherjee: We in the 
Sarabhai are already engaged in a cer
tain amount of basic research with 
the idea of discovering a new drug. Our 

-screening facilities today ;s· of the 
order of 200 to 300 compoul}ds in a 
year, which is nothing. We are 
seriously going into the idea of estab
lishing a basic research unit which 
would be productive· and ~emunera
tive. A lot of peop'e have workPcl out. 
the minimum critical size of a labo
ratory which will prc1uce better re-



suits. You all know tha\ ,ne chance 
of striking a drug is in the region of 
1 :3,00() to 4.000. Unless a ,·esearch 
establishment is set up to screen at 
least a thousand drugs every year, it 
may not be possible to ~nd any new 
drug within three or four years. With 
that object in view we have attempted 
and ·tried to find out the minimum 
critical size of the laboratory which 
would require a capital investment in 
the region of about Rs. 60 lakhs and 
employ about 30 scientists with auxi
liary and ancillary staff~l25 in all
and the revenue expenses have been 
calculated at Rs. 30 Iakhs per year. 

Shri Braj Bihari Mehrotra: Dr. 
Nanji has suggested the deletion of 
clause 48 and has argued very vehe
mently for that. Will not the deletion 
of clause 48 help foreigners to pxploit 
the situation? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: I cannot under~ 

stand how clause 48 will enable forei
grv,rs to exploit. 

Shri Braj Bihari Mehrotra: 90 per 
cent of the patents are . held by 
foreigners. How does he say that the 
foreigners will not exploit the situa
tion? 

Dr. H. R, Nanji: A!I import is to be 
done by Government. 

Shri Braj Bihari Mehrotra: He has 
-said that the deletion of clause 48 will 
help the trade and industry. He has 
not described how the industry will 
be helped. 

Mr. Chairman: This is a 
which enables the Government 
port medicines. 

clause 
to im-

Shri Braj Bihari Mehrotra: Even if 
the imports are made by Government, 
the money will go to the foreigners. 

Mr. Chai~an: He says, "Pay as 
compensation and give us an cpportu
nity to be heard". 

Dr. C. B, Singh: We have provided 
here different periods for other things 
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and for food, pharmaceuticals all(! 
medicines. How many countries are 
tliere in the world which make such 
distinction?· . 

Shri S. V, Divecha: We will comoil~ 
the infoqnation and give it to you: 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You Qave given a 
list of per capita expei1ses on d,.ugs 
in some of the countries, USA, UK etc. 
Have you any idea about the per capita 
expenses on drugs in India? 

Mr. J. Reece.: The per capita ex
penditure on drugs in India is an in
dication of the size of the problem. ff 
you take the Third Five Year Plan 
target of Rs. 1'75 crores and if you 
take 450 million people. . .. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: 490 million. 

Mr. J. Reece: It will be in the region 
of Rs. 4 per head per year. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That figu.re com
pared to other countries is very small. 

Mr. J. Reece: Very small. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: With the idea of 
giving better drug faci1 ities .to an 
average Indian who cannot have even 
two square meals a day and not even 
clean drinking water, would you 
suggest anything to bring about a sub
stantial reduction in the prices of 
drugs? Supposing most of the amend-. 
ments proposed by your organisation 
are accepted, what do you 'rugge,,t to 
bring down the prices substantiatly so 
as to make them available to the ·poor 
people in India? 

Mr. J. Reece: This is a very difficult 
problem and a very different question. 

Dr. C. B. Singh:, We want to solve 
this problem. · 

Mr. J. Reece: First I may say, that 
patents are not directly related to 
high prices. If •r were to give an 
answer to this question, I fee! what We 
are really talking about is reducing 
the costs. Therefore, the costs -of 



pharmaceutical products in this coun
try have to be considered. In order 
1o maintain prices, which in the con
text of rtsing prices amounts to re
duction in prices, the sort of thing W'e 
could coceive immediately would be 
either the abolition or reduction in 
direct taxes on the pharmaceutical in
dustry. · Aft~r all, there is sales-tax; 
there is excise duty; there is general 
taxation; there is customs duty on 
intermediates and all that. All these 
are, in effect, direct taxes on sick 
people. Now, even if we concede that 
you cannot abolish these taxes com
pletely, it could be argued !hat for 
medicines these could be r~duced and 
if they were reduced, then perhaps 
there will be something like a 10 per 
eent reduction in the prices of drugs 
straightway. If raw materials could 
be made available at 'ower prices, that 
would definitely result in ~educed cost 
which would result in lower };rices. 
Raw material costs are rising rapidly. 
The price of streptomycin, for example, 
has risen from Rs. 175 to Rs. 225 and 
it is going to rise again. In these 
circumstances we cannot think in 
terms of reducing prices. 

Th"e other suggestion about reducing 
prices and costs would be. this. In 
the context of devaluation, we are 
hearing from many sources that if we 
could free the pharmaceutical indus
try from the artificial restrains of' 
licenced capacity, we could i.I1crE'ase 
our production per unit and increas
ed production means lower costs and 
lower costs mean lower price3. If atso 
we were released from arbitrary price 
control which has been imposed upon 
our industry, there will be free corn
petition, and free competition, we also 
know, has reduced prices,. Now, the 
chart which has been presented to the 
Committee demonstrates quite c!early 
that left on its own, the pharmace'-lti
cal industry has an enviab~e record of 
reducing prices. 

Finally, we have already pointed out 
that with an expenditure on drugs of 
Rs. 4 per head per year there' c 
is a limit to what 'an Individual r 

industry itself can achieve in th.ia 
regard. It is surely no solution to. 
force the pharmaceutical industry to 
work at an uneconomic level. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: That I am not sug
gesting. 

Mr :J. Reece: Then, there should be 
an ~tension of health services w;th
in the country which will help to 
bring drugs to the homes of poorer 
people at lower prices. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Will you suggest 
some such provision in th;s patents 
Bill specially for drugs of common use 
for an average poor man? Do you 
think something can be incorporated 
in this Bill? 

Mr. :J. Reece: Frankly, it seems to 
us that there are two separate ques
tions, patents are one, and prices and 
health services, etc. is another. We 
honestly cannot see how a patent legis
lation by itself can properly incorJ?O
rate all these other considerations. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: In your graph that 
you have presented to the Committee 
about the production of basic drugs 
in India in 1964, you have mentioned 
the following figures: 

Antibiotics Rs. 88.6 millions 

Sulpha Drugs Rs. 15. I " 
Anti-Tubercular 

Drugs Rs. 14-0 " 
All these three are, more or less, to 
fight certain bacterial and infertious 
diseases. The highest amount is being 
spent on antibiotics. Do you think 
something can be done to bring down 

' the prices qf these antibiotics which 
are the dire need of· the country. 

Mr. :J. Reece: The bulk of the anti
biotics figure is penicillin and strepto
mycin from the public sector in the 
country. But I ask: What do you 
mean by high prices? High in rela
tion to what? If it is in relation to 
cost of production, then, if it is a com
plicated and a 1 complex process, there 
must be a minimum cost of productiOn 



and, therefore, there must 'be a mllll
mum price which has to be paid. If 
it is. in relation to the results achieved, 
then, after all, today we can give a 
patient suffering from Pneumonia 12 
capsules of antibiotics and he is cured. 
Before a cure could take many months, 
So, I want to know: High prices in 
relation to what? We say in answer 
to this question, if the artificial res
train's are removed from the industry, 
prices will come down because We are 
constantly trying to cut each other's 
throat. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Evidence has com'e 
from the reputable persons who have 
appeared before this Committee to the 
effect that the abrogation of the patent 
law will bring down the prices and 
they have said that they will flood the 
market with cheap drugs. What have 
you to say about that? 

Mr. J. Reece: I may just say one 
word in reply to that, that is, Italy. 
In Italy, the. prices of. drugs are 
higher than anywhere else in Europe. 
That is what would happen here. 

. Dr, C. B. Singh: Talking. about re
search, in spite of the claims m·ade 
by CIBA, Alambic, Sarabhai and even 
I'FYZElj. to the effect that they a~e 
spending a lot of money on basic re
search, you will agree that though 
there was a strong patent protection 
from 1911 and it is still there, in spite 
cif all this, there has been hardly any 
research in this country. Of course, 
~omething has been done in the last 
five or six years. But still there. has 
hardly been any progress in the field 
of research. 

Mr. J. Reece: The phar~aceutical 
industry is a new industry all over 
the world and has been in existence 
only for the past 15 or 20 years. Al
most every country has been saying 
the same thing that, before the War, 
we were dealing only with a tew 
vegetable products, a few simple drugs 
that required no investment or re
search· and that it is only. after the ,, 
Seco11di World- War that. the wholeJ 
technology of pharmaceutical industry · 
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has be·en developed. As you have seen• 
from the progress of our own indus
try, we are on the threshold, we be
lieve, of being able to make real use 
of technology that has ·come to India· 
imd we are in a position to make use 
of patent protection in order to dis
cover more life saving drugs. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Your Association 
has taken a strong exception to tbe .. 
provision of licences of right. "Licences 
of right" has been incorporated be
cause of a very important reason. You 
know the difficulty of the public in 
obtaining drugs. We, therefore. felt"· 
that a provision of this type would be 
of help to us. But you have taken a 
strong exception to that part of the 
Bill. How will you feel if we main
tain those clauses and also incorpo-

. rate. that for licences of right, ade
quate compensation will be paid to 
the patentee? Will that be an im
provement on the present provision in· 
the Bill? 

Mr. J. Reece: My colleague, who is 
more knowledgeable about it, has 
commented on licences of. right. I 
would like to say something subjec
tive. We are in the process of bring
ing a great deal of technology to India 
and licences of right is going to frigh
ten . the people away from bringing 
technology to India. We fee! that a 
provision to bring in drugs "in emer
gencies, for examtfle, during an epide
mic of . cholera, etc., is already made;· 
nobody will object to that; that would 
serve the purpose well. But we 
should not frighten people away from 
bringing technology by putting in this 
"licences of right" clause when it is 
not necessary. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Probably you know 
the background of 'licences o! right'" 
and this brings me back to the un • 
fortunate 4 or 5 cases going on in 
courts in this country. What have 
you to say on that part of it? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: I am particularly 
awar'il of. one . case-that of . Neq.,.. 
Pharma. The delay ~ the .licensing. 
nrocedure in their case has been due· 



to se\·eral factor~. For some time I 
was acting as Consultant to this firm. 
Necr-Pharma havP. shifted their s!Bnd 
more than once. In the first instance. 
they had taken the stand that the 
process of their foreign collaborator 
was totally diff~rent. After some 
&d~ice which was tendered to "them, 
it was made clear to them that the 
process of Archif~r clearly infringed 
the rights of Parke-Davis. Afterwards 
the stand waS shifted and then they 
asked for a compulsory licence. The 
<land which has been taken by Parke
Davis i< this: they are prepared to 
.e:ive compulsory licence direct tc 
Neo-Pharma but not through a firm 
"·hich they consider is an infringer of 
their patent in Ibly. Moreover, there 
are quite a few suits pending against 
this firm-Archifar-in different 
countries ~nd if Parke-Davis agree to 
l!"i'·e a 'icellce in this country, it would 
comprnmi~e th'eir position in other 
countries. 

Dr. C. B. Sin~h: When the Neo-
Pharma rf'presentatives came here, 
thc·y gave an evidence that they 
tried th~ir best to come to terms with 
Parke-DaVis; they went to America 
and spent lot of money, but Parke
Davis peonle more or Jess rejected 
their h•rms for coming to an agree- · 
ment. Is that correct? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: To my knowledg~, 
that is not correct. 

Shti D. P. Karmarkar: You had 
made observations here about patent
ing of product per se . . ls it your idea 
that. if product per se is patented, 
then no one else will be encourag~ 
to invent another process for the same 
product? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I may express 
my personal views in this matter. The 
maximum protection that could be 
given to an inventor is product per se 
protection, but in view of our country's 
development and existing research 
facilities, etc., I am of the opinion that 
product by process would be an ideal 

protection at least for some time to 
'?~me. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Thill is n!" 
gardi ng your observations regard in~ 
Clauses 99 and 100. There you say 
"for the purpose of government"~ 
Would you be happy if instead of "fot 
the pu!"pose of government", the wordt 
"in public interest" are substituted 
public interest meaning defence, secu. 
rity of the country, epidemics, bringin

1 
thP prices down and things like that' 

Dr. IL R. Nanji: Bringing dowl 
prices cannot be considerPd as publil 
interest. Unless you examine all thj 
factors- for the price rise, it cannot b 
considered as a matter of public int~ 
rest. Defence and other consideration 
would, of course, be matters of publj 
interest. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: A point wl 
put up before us sometime ago that, I 
order to avoid multiplicity of forulll 
for filing suits of infringement, the! 
should be only one forum for the cou~ 
try, so that the party against whom tl 
so-called agv-iev<:>d party is proceed1• 
may not be made to run to Madras j 

Calcutta or Bombay. Would you pref1 
a single tribunal for this purpose• i 

Shri S. V. Divecha: Are vo~ SLJ
1 gesting a single patent appeal tnbunllj' 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: ·Not appel• 
even in the fir$! instance. 

Shri s. v. Divecha: According ·I 
the Civil Procedure Code, the ere' 
tor finds the debtor and not that 
debtor finds the creditor. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Let us to;~ 
the Civil Procedure Cod~. ~tel 
concern ·ourselves only w1th P b! 
laws. In view of the possible num 
of forums into which a party may .J 

. fr gem~ dragged for a possible ill ill 
· · h ber of s~ and consJderillg t e num th. 

cases that may arise, would you 
that it will be in the interest 0~bb rl 

. · · ·ngle trJ u the parties if there ll! a Sl J 

tral Place tor this purpose at a cen • 



Shri S. V. Divecha: Decentralised 
tribunal would necessarily be a High 
Court I think. ~f that is so, we would 
-have no objection. 

·s,hri D. P. Karmarkar: The other 
point is with regard to judicial tribu
nal. We mean by that a particular 
kino! of tribunal. Dr. Nanji mentioned 
about Income-tax tribunal, sales-tax 
tribunal, etc. These have on their 
panel men of proved judicial experi
ence. These are established under 
various laws. Do you think these will 
work and would be enough "for your 
purpose? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: They might 
work. 

Sbri D. P. Karmarkar: Dr. Nanji 
also said "something ·about the Price 
Advisory Commission like the Tariff 
Commission. Presumably it would be 
functioning not only with regard to 
the fair prices for new manufactures, 
but would also regulate prices of im
ported products. Would there be any 
objection to that? I am asking this 
question specifically because along 
with patent rights there is the right 
of exclusive importation for a certain 
period. There are some cases before 
us where some people have taken the 
advantage of that monopoly. I do not 
want to cite instances. You should be 
knowing them. Under such circum
stances, would this body also function 
in relation to the fixing of prooer 
prices for imported commodities also? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Tariff Commission 
, has already instituted enqmnes in 
, regard to three or four drugs in the 
Past. While doing so, they will cer

i tainly take into account the reasonable 
! price for import. If the import price 
:is regulated by indirect measures like 
customs duty ... 

Sbri D. P. Karmarkar: Other things 
being equal. Today the price is very 
high in spite of all that. The law 
allows you perfect freedom to fix any 

rice. Under the Essential Commodi
ies Act or the emergency there are 
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no powers. If the consumers are to 
be protected, there should be some 
mechanism to. advise regarding prices 
of imported commodities also. 

Dr. H. R. Naiiji: If the Tariff Com
mission comes to the conclusion that 
the prices are very high, there is 
already a machinery for taking care 
ot the matter. There is a schedule in 
the Red Book. 

5hri. D. P. Karmarkar: Red Book 
merely says what shall be imported 
and what shall not be. 

Dr. H. R. Nanjl: There are a num
ber of drugs there. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Drugs are 
mentioned and it says that the prices 
shall not be more than this. It only 
regulates the type of drugs. 'In essence 
I think you agree that there should be 

. some reasonable mechanism accept
able to everybody ·to regulate the 
prices of imported things. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes .. 

Shri M. L. Jadhav: The Model Law 
suggests ten year period for the 
patent from the date of specifications. 
The present measure also suggests the 
same thing. Have you got anything 
to say on this? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: So far as the 
model law is concerned it is true that 
it suggests that the patent will be 

· valid for at least ten years. I would 
however invite attenlion to page 49 
of the Model Law. I would read from 
it: 

."It· is, however, to be noted 
that too great deviations from the 
generally accepted standards 
would not be to the advantage of 
any country because it is in the" 
general interests that rules con
cerning duration be fairly uniform 
throughout the world." 

Sbri M. L. Jadhav! From your ob
servations, am I correct to say that 
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'you have no objection to the use of 
'the patent. by Government for epide
. mic or defence purpose and you only 
object to its bPing used by public 
enterprises? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: You are right. 

Shri l\1. L. ;radhav: Do you think 
that patent is one of the important 
factors in keeping the high prices of 
medicines? 

lllr. Chairman: There are several 
other facts .. He said th3t. He elabo
rated on that. 

<;lJri M. L. ;radhav: The price 6f 
Trl' ··tamide powder varies between 
some Western countries, Italian con
cerns and your member-firms. Can 
you explain the reasons? 

llir. J. Reece: The chart which we 
have given sets out two things. One 
is to demonstrate that prices in India 
are not uniformly higher than eL•e-

' where as h2.s been alleged. The other 
is to show that price in Italy is not the 
lowest in the world. There are differ
ences and variations, andt :Cr. Nanji 
explained in his exposition the diffi
culties in comparing 'int~;:national 
price. The point I wou'd like to make 
is that we should not consider ore 
drug, but the fact is that in Italy a 
consumer is paying more for his drug 
than in Europe. That is the general 
principle over the whole range of 
pharmaceutical products. 

Shri Arjun Arora: May I know how 
many members oi this organisation 
are firms which are absolutely' foreign 
to India having no Indian capital? 

l\lr. Chairman: He said he could 
not give the break up. He. will send 
that information. 

Shri Arjun :Arora: How · many: of 
the members are subsidiaries ot 
foreign firms and of the subsidiaries 
how many are wholly owned and how 
many are partially oWned and in the 
case of partially owned, who are the 
Indian.• who. own in part? 

Dr. H.· R. Nanji: We will send the 
information. 

Shri Arjun Arou: How many me111• 

hers of this organi~Jtion are finn1 
v.-·hicb have collaoration agre~n!P.,ts 
with foreign firms? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We can >end it. 

Shri Arj:m Arora: I would also like 
tq knew how manv are patentees and 
how Many arC' :1r::~nsees of foreign 
p~1tr:.-ntecs? Is ~here nny· n1ember who 
is using no forc-ir:n patent and havin~ 

· no forp>n collcoorahon? 

~!r. Chairman: Can you answer 
that? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We will send the 
information. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Is there any or
ganisation which has no foreign capi
tal, no foreign parent, but is absolutel;r 
Swadeshi? 

Dr. H. R. Nanjl: I have l!lread;r 
mentioned the names of Alembic and 
Unichem. 

Shri Arjun Arora": You also meD
tioned Sara bhai Chemicals who are 
famous tor calloboration agreements. 
May I know whether your big organi
sation is so powerful that it can Jure 
away the members of the staff of the 
Prime Minister's Secretariat and ha• 
ever cared to conduct a survey relating 
to the period during which the 
cost involved in research was re
covered? We have been subjected 
to long lectures on virtues on 
patent and . we have also been told 
that patents are n·ecessary because 
cost is involved in research. So, vJe 
would lik~ to know as to what is the 
period during .which an average finn 
recovers the cost of research of a 
particular drug and whether your or
ganisation has carried out anY surveY 
amongst your members relating to 
this? 

Mr. ;r. Reece: In answer· . to nu. 
question. I would •ay that nobody hall 
done· any •urvey· on the cost o·t 're
search done for a ·par.ticular drug; 



;Research cost is a general charge on 
the company. In some cases,· as you 
must have heard already, vast sums 
of money are invested witaout any 
retum whatsoever. I may make my 
point clear. If a company is making 

. pharmaceutical products and market
ing them under its own name, at sam• 
stage or other, it will have a comp<>ti
tor in the pharmaceutical inrlustry. 
Even if I discover a new drug I can't 
guarantee there will be no competitor 
as Dr. Mukherjee explained. I may 
put in Rs. 7·5 lakhs as my capital and 
only get a return of Rs. 5 ·O Iakhs · out 
of that. ~n that event I do not 
get anything from that 'for the future. 
Take for example the discovery of a 
drug that would cure cancer. That 
would be the most expensive drug in 
the world if ever it is put on the 
market. Think millions and millions 
of rupees that have been spent in 
trying to · discover a drug 'for curing 
the cancer. For all the drugs which 
an individual company makes, it has 
its own allocation and assessment of 
the future and as such puts aside a 
certain amount of dts earnings to do 
research. It may or may not succe,ed. 

Mr. Chairman: We heard CIBA. Is 
there any other company whicli has 
ifiVested money on research? 

Mr. J. Reece: There are a number 
of companies who have done that. If 
I may: submit, there are different ways 
of trying to do research. ln the case 

· of CIBA, they had chosen to put up a 
research centre with scientists who 
will try to discover a new drug. 

Mr. Chairman: That we have seen. 
Excepting CIBA is lhere . any other 
company? 

Mr. J. Reece: You yourself have 
aeen in our own case "that four or 
five different teams are working on an 
entirely different basis. 

Mr. Chairman: That was only 
qualitative control. 

Mr. J .. Reece: With due respect 
lay that it is ·.'nqt qu.,litative control 
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We have discovered several new pro
cess methods. In the near future, 
they are going to make a major contri
bution to our compa,ny's chief activity. 
They relate to the utilisation of local 
raw materials. In this case Indian 
Chemists have put their heads to
gether to find out the methods of im
port substitution for the basic raw 
materials. This is process research, 
and we expect that it will not be long 
before we get results from it. Of 
course research is costly. 

Shri Arjun Arora: May I now 
whether all the expenses tlfat .you 
incur on research of various drugs 
which you are able to find you put 
them as normal expenses of the indus.. 
try? 

Mr. J. Reece: It is like that. In. 
certain other countries an amount is 
allocated for research in order to try 
and dem.,nstrate the cost. In answer 
to the question whether we have put 
up different research sections, I wauld 
say that there is now a Glaxo Researcla 
Company that does not make any 
product for sale. [t is an investment 
in research. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You may not be 
doing. · 

Mr. J. Reece: We have been doing 
production not· in terms of research. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you mean to say 
that research is only an answer. If 
you refer to the report in the U.S.A. 
you will find that 35 per cent is on 
sales promotion. 

Mr. :I. Reece: I cannot say. The 
quantum of what is reasonable t'o 
spend on research is something for 
individual companies. Some. companies 
have' spent much more than the figures 
which you have mentioned. Some 
spend nothing at all. 

Mr. Chairman: I am telling you 
from the Committee Report. It says: 
From only 1961 onwards 4 per cent 
of the profits is .spent on research and 
this may be recovered in about two 



to three years' time. From the pro
duction of about 700 million dollars, 
35 per cent or so has been spent on 
sales promotion. Do you agree with 
this? 

Mr. J. Reece: I do not agree with 
this figure. I cannot challenge the 
figures you have stated. But, I ~an!'ot 

agree with the view that the research 
is a minor part of the pharrnacPutical 
industry. I have no doubt that the 
question of sales promotion will come 
up again in some other context. How 
much is to· be spent on research etc. 
is a matter of opinion. Take for 
example Hindustan Antibiotics which 
is a research based unit. 

Mr. Chairman: 'It is a public con
cern-a Government concern. 

1\lr. J. Reece: It has allocated one 
per cent to research. 

Mr. Chairman: However, the amount 
is spent by Government. 

Mr. J. Reece: I say that it has allo
cated a certain amount on research 
which comes to 1 per cent. 

1\lr. Chairman: It is only from the 
percentage of profits that they are 
making. In their case, it is made by 
C.S.I.R. or Gover.nment. 

Shri Choudhuri: . 'Hindustan Anti
biotics is a private company coming 
under the Indian Companies Act. Its 
research expenses come out from its 
sales. 

Mr. Chairman: Though it is a com
pany, it is a public undertaking. 

Shri Arjun Arora: My question 
leads to so many supplementaries. 
Now coming ·back to my question I 
put to you, your view is that research 
cost is not allocated to a particular 
drug. So, there is no question of 
recovery of the cost on research from 
a particular drug. You may spend a 
large amount of money with no results 
and may spend larger amounts and 
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discover a drug which will not use the 
large profits. Yet you may discover 
something which does not cost you 
much which gives much yield. 'Is that 
the position? ' 

. 1\lr. J. Reece: That is exactly the 
position. 

Shri Arjun Arora: .Would you tell 
me which of the Members of your or
ganisation is engaged in real basic re
search irrespective of the cost? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I can speak 
only for my organization, Sarabhai 
Chemicals. 

Shri Arju~ Arora: You are· not 
appearing only for Sarabhais. You 
are appearing for the Organization of 
Pharmaceutical Producers of India. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: As I tolci you 
our annual turn-over. of new com
pounds in our Basic Research Division 
is about 200-300. We are also taldng 
advantage of screening facilities as 
available with the Central Drug Re
search Institute, Lucknow where we 
do not have the facilities with us. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Are you paY
iny anything for those facilities? 

Dr. S. L. Mukerjee: We have tackl
ed this question but they are not ac• 
cepting any payment. 

Dr. Ill. M. S. Siddhu: So you get it 
free. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: We have got 
only 20-30 compounds screened by 
them, so far. 

Shri Arjun Arora: While on this 
subject' of research, I would like to 
know whether the drug industry or 
the ph.armaceutical industry would 
prefer to have an institution like that 
of A'tiRA in Ahmedabad where the 
cotton textile industry has combine~, 
collected funds and sef up an orgam
zation like the Cotton. Research ~nsti
tute? 



Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: To my under
standing and experience, the develop
ment of a new drug requires a tradi
tion, a culture and a definitely differ
ent discipline and if- you would look 
aroun<i you will see-that the- inaivi
dual companies' research efforts have 
contributed uptill now everywhere in 
the world to 95 per cent cif the drugs 
that have been discovered tili this 
date. It is not through Universities 
and co-operative research associations 
that the drugs have been manufactur
ed. I do not know the reason,, but to 
me it appears that when we work in 
the industry, we have a pragmatic 
approach. We have quite a different 
discipline. We have perfect team 
work, which may not be there in Uni
versities or co-operative research asso
dations. Secondly, I say from per
sonal experience of the CBRI, when we 
approach them to get some drugs 
screened through their facilities, a 
condition is imposed on us, that 'V<e 
must disclose the identity of the drug, 
before they can take up the work. 

. Many private firms would hesitate to 
disclose the identity of the drug to 
such co-operative institutions. So1 it 
is research within industry that will 
give the results. Hayemicin is one 
such example. Unless you set up re
search within the industry itself, as 
also help to create the necPssary 
climate and the conditions for re
search, it is my considered opinion 
that it will take a long time 'for in
vention of new drugs. • 

Shri Arjun Arora: May I under
stand that the drug industry in India 
is not· only a research-based industry 
but is also an individual based indus
try in which no· co-operation is pos
sible? 

Mr. J. Reece: May I just say a few 
words on this? One of the advantages 
of putting the research into a com
mercial company instead of a public 
laboratory is you select the scientists 
and you follow up the research done 
by them internally on a certain project 
and if they are doing something which 
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will be of no use to aaybody, you can 
call a halt to the Project, and divert 
them to other more useful avenues. 

Shri Arjun Arora: From the 
national point of view if two or m(lre 

· than two firms are engaged on the 
same research, the ultimate result is 
waste in two or three places. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I think compe
titive research is absolutely necessary. 
There [ differ with the views expres
sed by the hon'ble Member. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Some people. 
seem to think that absence of a patent 
law gives a momentum to research. 
What is your opinion on that? 

Mr. J. Reece: If there was an abro-. 
gation of patents-we are· not discus
sing abrogation of patents and it is 
also not contemplated by the present 
Bill-it would stop research. Prof. 
Ermst Chain one of the great scien

. tists o'f our 'age, has written on the 
development of Penicillin and he put 
the whole thing in a nut-shell-'No 
patents, no new drugs'. J?rof. Fleming 
did not get a patent for his discovery 
of penicillin but initially no one wr.s 
interested, · It was research in -the 
pharmaceutical industry that devplop
ed the means of . making penicillin 
available to the people. · 

· Dr. s. L. Mukherjee: May I supple
ment one part of Mr Reece's state
ment? Penicillin was declared as a 
drug of ·unstable · ch~acter, _of ~o 
human interest at the t1me of 1ts dis
covery. That was . the declaration of 
Prof. Raistiric of the London School 
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine and 
he declared that penicillin will not be 
of any commercial use because it is 
quite unstable. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Coming back to 
royalty, what do you think should be 
the fair rate of royalty? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We have already 
submitted that. All we want is not to 
have any ceiling on royalty. In some 



cases even t...- "'"' ~r cent is too much. 
I'n other cases it will be necessary to 
have more. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Your conception 
ot royalty is: reward for research. 

Mr. Chairman: He wants it to be 
left for negotiations. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Your conception 
of royalty is · that it is a reward for 
research a'nd they are unable to allo
cate expenses on r esearch relating to 
p ar ticular dr ugs. Am I to understand 
tha t they want the industry to run 
profitably but do not expect royalty 
from each item of research? 

· Mr. J . Reece : A man may be work
in g on a cer tain p roject for 20 years 
another m an m ay in the course of 
half an hour discover something. H ow 
do you assess it and wh at v alue are 
y ou. going to place on the fi nished pr o
duct. You h ave seen the pharm aceuti- · 
cal plan ts and you will realise how 
complex the processes are-very very 
complex drugs and surely the_refore 
the re can be no fix~d return for 
research. 

Sbri Arjun Arora: So you ·want 
royalty to be-·a matter of b:l!gaining? 

Mr. :I. Reece: That is correct, Sir. 

Shri - Arjun Arora: Bec;ause you 
can't suggest any scientific basis for 
its determination? 

Mr. :I. Reece: COrrect, Sir. 

Mr. Chairman: Royalty is paid to 
fue scientist. or to the firm? 

1\'Ir: :I. Reece: To the firm. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What is ~he high
est rate of royalty aw of your mem
bers is paying to any' patentee? 

Mr. 1. Reece: I can give one 
example. Very recently in El}gland, 
in a negotiation for royalty on a parti~ . 
cularly complex process, the depart
menl of. the Government which 

awards royalties, awarded 18 per cent 
as royalty for this particular process. 
It was 18 per cent on sales, not on 
bulk. '1: can't remember the patent, 
but ~ believe the firm was Geigy. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I waht to know 
the highest r a te of royalty .that any 
of your members in India is paying to 
a pa tentee whose pa tent you are ex
ploiting under licence. 

Mr. J. Reece: I would like to be 
able to give the . answer because I am 
sw·e it is a ve ry low figure and in 
some cases no royalty is charged at all. 
We must look up that figure and give 
it to you. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Also please look 
u_::> w h t is the lowest ra e that any 
of your mem bers is p ::tyi ng and send 
it to us .. 

D-,. H. R. Nanji : F or this informa
tion, the best _source w ould be the 
Departm ent of D.G.T .D. They have 
got all t he da ta about royalties. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachala m : In some 
cases it is as h igh as l;) per c~nt be
cau se -that w as in accordance with 
the policy of the Government a t that 
time 10 years ago. Now, pr ogres
r;ively th e ra te of r oyolty is being 
brought down. It is round about 5 
per cent now. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I w a nt to con
fine my information to the members 
of this body. 

Shi'i K. V. Venkatachalam: What I 
have said will broadly apply to the 
members of this body also. 

Shri Arjun Arora: No, I want t~e 
exact information. Please collect tht9 
information-the highest and the 
lowest rates of royalty. that any - ~t 
your members is paying-and send 1t 
to us. 

· Now, do you agree with the c'on
cept that there should .be a progres• 
sive reduction in the rate of roy,9ltY 
·as time passes? 
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Dr. H. R. Nanji: Royalty agree
ments are always subject to revtslOD 
every five years, and at that time 
Government does bring pressure to 
reduce it. Sometimes no royalty is 
paid after five years. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Leave pressure 
alone. Pressure can be rightly ap
plied or wrongly applied and when 
wrongly applied, it will result in ex
plosions. Should there be a general 
rule that royalties should be progres~ 
sively reduced every year or so? 

Ehri Keith C. Roy: I think the 
Hon'ble Member may be aware that 
one of the main· features of general 
coll.'JboTz:tiOn agreements these days 
i' th"t ~'1 n2w know-how is also mad!! 
av~i:;,ble in addition to that which is 
me~de available under the original ag
reement. Therefore, 1ny submission is 
that it is not a correct concept to say. 
that •the rate of royalty should gra
dually be reduced. 

Shri Arjun Aroraa You have told 
me about what is. happening. I want 
to know your views about what 
!hould happen regarding progressive 
reduction of royalties. 

Shri Keith C. Roy: My answer is 
that it is not a correct concept to sug-· 
gest that the rates of royalties· should 
gradually be reduced. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Are you agree
able to the proposition that the cost 
of drugs should be such that the con
sumer is able to get it and that the 
prices must be progressively reduced? 

Mr. J. Reece: As we explained al
ready, in a free area of competition, 
this is exactly what happens. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Should it be 
laid down that. after every two years 
or so, the prices should come down 

· by a certain percentage? 

Mr. Chainnan: How 
·down? It is beyond the 
present Bill 

can we laY 
scope of the 

Shri Arjun Arora: Mr. Chairman, I 
want these experts to tell us how the 
prices of pharmaceutical products -in 
India can be brought down. 

Mr. Chatrm3n: He has already said 
that there should be no control, taxes 
should be reduced, raw materials 
should be supplied at a lewer rate 
and• so on. 

Shri Arjun Arora: On page l4 of 
the Supplementary .Memorandum on 
Pa-tents Bill, the table gives the turn
over of the whole industry or only of 
your members? 

Shri _Keith C. Roy: As Dr. Nanji 
said, at the time this survey was made, 
we had something like 67 members. I 
think, perhaps, I might state, in order 
to try Cjnd put 'these figures into C1e.ir 
proper perspective, that th~re are some 
1790 or 1300 units in India manufactur
ing ph:1nn3ceutica1s. 0£. these units, 
approximately 125 are registered witn 
the Directora·ie General of Technical 
Development and are considered to · 
be the major units. Of these 125 
major units, at the time this report 
was prepared, we had some 65 mem
be'rs. The production of those ll$ 
members represen·ted oyer 50 per cent 
of the total production of the coun
try. That was, Sir, in 1965, Rs. 135 
crores. Th's sample survey, of which 
the figures are placed on page 14, re
presents the turn-over of practically 
half of the total value of the produc
tion tof pharmaceuticals in India. • 

Shri ArJun Arora: Could you please 
tell us how many of these concerns 
included In the Survey are subject. to 
overseas payments or are all of them 
subject to such payments? 

Shri Keith c; Roy: I will have to 
explain ·the de~ails to you. I will 
send them to the Committee. I am 
sorry I do not have all the figures 
with me on that basis. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You have said 
that the overseas payments are 3·1 
per cent of turn-over. In case the 



total turn-over figures given by you 
include firms like Unicorn which do 
not make overseas payments in the 
form of dividends, royalties etc., your 
percentage is altogether wrong. 

Shri Keith C. Roy: I submit with 
respect, Sir, that the figure is not 
wrong. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Percentage can 
be very elusive thing. 

Shri Keith C. Roy: It may be 
elusive but • • 

Shri Arjun Arora: 3·1 per cent of 
what? 

Sbri Keith C. Roy: Of turn-over. 

Shri Arjun. Arora: Whose turn
over? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: Of the turn-oevr 
of the uni~ which were surveyed, 
and who represent half the total pro
duction of India. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Could you tell 
us how many of these half the pro
ducers of the pharmaceuticals in India 
do make overseas payments and how 
many do not· and what are their res
pective terms? 

Shri Keith C. Roy: I am sorry, Sir, 
I have not got the figures with me. 
I will supply them. 

Shri Arjun Arora: My submission is 
that 3 · 1 per cent is a cooked figure. 
Coming to page 20, at the bottom, you 
have said: "None of the firms produc
ing the imitation products, whose 
prices were considerably lower than 
the original, have been toble to remain 
on the market". This is what you say 
about Italian firms. What is .the basis 
of your assertion that firms whose 
prices were considerably lower than 
the original were driven away from 
the market by concerns whose prices 
were consid<:rably higher? 

Mr. J. Reece: These figures were 
supplied by a particular person who 

wu interested in this particular sub
ject, but it is not really very difficult 
to appreciate because we are dealing 
in drugs, pharmaceuticals and medi
cines for the cure of sick people and 
one of the most important ingredients 
is the ingredient of confidence. If 
somebody offers you a drug at a very 
low price, it is natural for many peo
ple to immediately question whether 
it is going to do what the makers 
claim it would do, or not. There is 
a story which we tell to our represen
tatives during their training course 
about the question of confidence and 
to stress the need for them to be well
equipped and to know their subject. 
n relates to a man who bet another 
man: "That I will not be able to give 
away a guinea Ior Rs. 10" and the 
person did not believe him. So that 
man went" out into the street, dressed 
himself as a beggar, stopped passers 
by and said: "Here is a golden guinea. 
Will you please give me ten rupees". 
And no body took it. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: This informa
tion which we haYe was gathered 
from an official report by Professor 
Bergami of Italy to the Italian Gov
ernment. 

. Shri Arjun Arora: Am I to under· 
stand that higher pressure-the snles. 
manship which firms charging more 
are able to indulge in because theY 
can afford to spent more on salesman
ship--has achieved this miracle. 

Mr. J. Reece: Not that at all. It is 
basically an understandable desire by 
the medical profession and people who 
want to get their products like drugs, 
or food, from companies who are rea
sonably well established in a particular 
field and have a reputation, because 
they know that those companies are 
r ·,, profiteering because they know 
tllat the money that have spent on 
quality control etc. is going to guaran
tee that product. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Indian members 
of the delegation will perhaps be able 
to appreciate, in India everything 
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which is cheap sells faster and if you 
have any guinea, I am prepared to buy 
it for Rs. 20 right now. 

Mr. J. Reece: I have not got one, Sir. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: What is true to 
public may not be true to the medical 
profession. We are . dealing with 
selective medical profession. They may 
not accept the lowest, they a.ccept the 
.best. 

Shri Arjun 
pleasure in 

1 medicines. 

Arora: Doctors take 
prescribing costlier 

Mr. J. Reece: No, Sir, they do not 
take pleasure. In fact, one of the main 
arguments we can produce to demon
strate that our prices are reasonable 
is that they go through the medical 
profession and it is the medical pro
fession which alone has to decide what 
!o .prescribe for their patients; and this 
IS a real control on the question of cost 
and price. 

Shri Arjun Arora: May I know what 
is the percentage of turn-over that 
your members spend on advertising, 
samples, literature sent to doctors, 
presents made to doctors etc. that is 
salesmanship? 
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Mr. J. Reece: It will take a few 
minutes. Can I make a few general 
remarks which, I think, are necessary? 
It is no good discovering a cure for 
cancer if nobody knows about it. This 
is the basic postulate. Now, we have 
to accept it as a cardinal principle that 
the doctor must have the freedom td 
prescribe whatever medicine he con
siders necessary for the treatment of 
his patients, and the. pharmaceutical 
manufacturers are in competition with 
each other to satisfy the individual 
and collective requirements of the 
medical profession. Thus we are deal
ing with a limited group of people
doctors-who are going to decide whe
ther or not a product should be used. 
And the industry never assumes that 
a doctor is unaware of price because 

~e is not. Now, there is another very 
Important thing which, I hope, will be 
borne out by the hon. Members who 
are in the medical profession and who 
are on this sub-committee. There is 
a natural resistance to the adoption of 
~ew scientific ideas .and drugs. There · 
IS no guarantee that a doctor will 
automatically prescribe a drug 'just 
because we tell him it is good. And 
there is another important point, Sir 
and that is that it is absolutely essen: 
tial that the pharmaceutical industry 
should be in direct and constant con
tact with the medical profession about 
the drugs it is making. So this is the 
whole form. of how medical informa
tion comes to the pharmaceutical in
dustry. Now we made a ·survey of our 
members to find out as to how much 
we spen,d on sales promotion and the 
figure comes to something like 8 to 9 
per cent. This figure includes expen
diture on advertisements, literature, 
samples to doctors, etc. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How does ·it com
pare. with other countries? . 

Mr. J. Reece: 11 per cent is the figure 
given in the UK, and perhaps it is 
not surprising that in America it 
comes to something like 25 per cent. 

Shri Arjun Arora: You claim that· 
some sort of medical education . of 
doctors is pa~t of the responsibility of 
the industry? 

Mr. J. Reece: Far from it. We can
not even dream of giving any sort of 
medical education to ·doctors. We 
only inform them about our drugs and 
it is 'for the doctor to judge whether 
a particular drug is good or bad. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Page 36 seems to 
have been loosely worded by some
body in your organization. You have 
pointed out that competition is useful. 

Mr. ·J. Reece: With due respect, Sir, 
~ submit that I am talking about Indian 
conditions. It is quite true that in 
other countries you can quote the pres
sure of sales promotion, which doea 



llave an etrect and mftuence on price. 
In our Indian · society we do it to a 
price lower extent, there is much more 
in'formation, ·and much less of what is 
known as pressure promotion. 

In It aly Sir, there, is no . patent pro
tection. F~om the moment you mar
ket a drug,. anybody can copy it. It 
is one of the rules of selling that· the 
company which gets in first gets a 
m ajor share of the market and so the 
mome nt a new drug is know everybody 
goes all out to do the maximum 
amount of sales promotion to the doc
tor. Now the amount you spend, Sir, 
has no relationship t o t he type of pro
motion you do. If I- discover a 
new drug tomorrow, h ow am I going 
to contact one hundred thousand 
d_octors in India? · How much it 
will cost me to go and fly ali over 
the c-.-try? It is a question of 
coverage. In Italy, wh ere there 
is no p atent protection ever ything 
is spent on promotion to get him _(the 
doctor) first. It is not that in Italy 
the industry has to spend much more 
on promotion than anywhere else. 
Everybody is spending on it. 

Dr. I\'1. M. S. Siddhu: Am I to under
stand tbat the doctors w ill choose a 
drug coming out of a reputed house and 
the r eputed houses need not spend ort 
promotional activities .. 

Mr. J. Reece: No, Sir, that is not the 
case. As a matter of fact the houses 
of repute in this· industry have to 
spend much more than others on pro_, 
motional activities. 

(The Committee then adj011.rned to 
1neet again at 15:00 hrs.) · 

The · Committee reassembled at 
15.00 hrs. 

Shri Arjun ,Arora: May· I know whe
ther any of the very experienced and 
learnea witnesses have come · across 
any cases where patents have been 
granted, process patents or product 
patents, ev~n though they ·should no1i 
really have been granted? 

.Sbri S. V. Divecha: I suppose th! 
· question is whether we have come 
across any cases where a patent haa 
been granted wruch ought not to have 
been granted, 'for a process. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Both processs and 
product patents. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: This is a matter 
of statistics. To the best of <h1r know. 
ledge, w e are not aware of any such 
p rocesses, but perhaps the controlle1 
would be in a better position to give 
this information. · 

Shri Arjun Arora ; What precautioru 
would you suggest to ensure that we 
in this country do not grant p:c tent 
J?rotection where th e patents asked for 
do not really qualify 'for s uch protec-

. tion? 

Mr. Chairman: How can they answar 
this? 

Sbri Arjun Arora: What precautioni 
do they suggest? 

Mr. Chairman: It is for the controller 
to say. 

Shri Arjan Arora: The witnessel 
h ave commented on everything. They 
can answer this also. 

Mr Chairman: How can they say 
whether a p atent is to be granted or 
not? It is for the patent controller. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Suppose ... · · · 

Mr. Chairman: There is no ques
tion of any · supposit!on. The .ho_n. 
Member must ask questions w1th1D 
their knowledge. 

Shri Arjun Arora: What in their 
opinion should be the preventive 
steps to ensure that patents are ~ol 
granted in cases which do not quahfy 
for such patent protection? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: If they are doing 
so much of research in the patent 
office, then normally this kind of 
thing should not happen. 



Shri Arjun Arora: Are they ~atil!

ded with the handling of the matter 
by the patent office in this regard? 

Dr. II. R. 'Nanji: There is no other 
possibility. ' 

Shri Arjun Arora: How does in
dustry ;reward the individual scient
ists who are responsible for inven
tions? Does industry bke away all 
the profits of the invention on the 
presumption that the scientist is 
being paid by it? 

Dr. S. L. Mt!l<herjee: There. are 
~everal ways of rewarding the 
scientist. There is no set-rule. It 
difTers frcm company to company 
and the invention's imporbnce. The 
first is P"yment of a lump sum.· The 
second is raising. his salary for each 
invention that goes into commercial 
production. The third is giving him 
facilities for further research. 

Shri Arjun Arora: The reply is 
theoretical. Please give specific ex
amples. 

Dr. S. L. J\Iul<her.iee: For example, 
fcir a few patents in India I was 
rewarded by being given one per 
cent on the sales of the products. 

1\tr. .J. Reece: Before coming to 
India I worked in Gbxo Research 
and my reward was doing that re
search. Secondly, I had at mY dis
posal the resources of a large com.
pany with all the equipment which 
they could possibly provide, but for 
which I would not have bee·n able to 
fulfil my ·research ambition at all. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Would you like 
e.ny niles being made by the Gov
ernment in this respect or are you 
satisfied with the way that industry 
is rewarding individuals for their 
inventions? 

Mr. Chairman: It is beyond the 
scope of this Bill. It does not come 
under the patent law. Anyway, it is 
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a matter for the Government to look 
into. • 

Shri Arjun Arora: It is a matter for 
this Committee to look into. We can 
certainly say that one-fourth should 
he given to the individual responsible 
for the invention. I ani entitled: to 
bring forward such an amendment 
and I shall press it. 

May I know if there ·have been 
any inventibns by Indians, whether 
individuals or firms, during the pe
riod of the first and second world 
wars -and during the post-war pe
riod? 

Dr. S. L. 1\ful;herjee: H you mean 
making a ne\v process for a product 
which had been p2tented by. other 
processes, there have been several 
hundreds hy Indians. If you lncan 
discovery of new· drugs, we are in 
the beginning stage, and except for 
Hamycin and Dermostatia we are not 
aw8.re o! any drug which has come 
to the market out of Indian inven
tion. 

Shd Arjun Arora: So, am I to 
understand that the paten tin •( of 
drugs will mean lar.gely rewar-ding 
individuals and firms outsid·• Ind;a 
and not within India, because you 
say there have been no inventions 
here during the last 50 years or so? 

Dr. S. L. 1\!ul<herjee: What I said 
does not mean that we will not re
ward inventors. If an inventor has 
done any good to the cause of huma
nity, wherever he may be, he must 
be rewarded and his invention must 
be protected. I do not agree that 
there have been only minor process 
improvements. I can say from per
sonal knowledge that we hav<> made 
processes for anti-malarial and anti
tubercular drugs, and many new pro
cesses have been discovered by 
Indian scientists against the processes 
which have been patented in India. 
I feel that at the present stage ot 
research, .with the facilities given to 
the Indian scientistS, this is a major 
contribut~on. 



Shri Arjun Arora: Taking into 
consideration the present position 
and equipment for research in India 
do you think it must take· at least 
20 years for Indian scientists to be 
able to compete with foreign scient
ists in the matter of inventions? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: It will depend 
upon the facilities given to the young' 
scientists and how soon they can 
come up. The present facilitie3 for 
basic research are completely inade
quate because, if you permit me, I 
will go a little into the background 
of • the pharmaceutical indmtry. The 
pharmaceutical industry in 1948 had 
a turnover of about Rs. 10 crores. In 
1958, the turnover was Rs. 54 crores; 
in 1964 the turnover was Rs. 135 
crores. What we have done, when 
the turnover is low, is to concentrate 
on the formulation research. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Turnover may 
not be relevant to "invention and 
researc\1. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I am talking 
about the background. 

Shri Arjun Arora: The turnover 
may increase merely by increasing 
the facllity. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: Without an 
increase in turnover, there will be 
no investment, no encouragement for 
investment of the industrialists to
wards research. As you will f'Ppre
ciate, research itself is a gamble of 
the highest order, so far as the dis
covery of new drugs is concerned. 
As I said earlier, to create minimum 
facilities for · basic research, it re
quires Rs. 60 lakhs of capital invest
men{· and Rs. 33 Jakhs recurring. 
Unless many 11nits of that nature 
come into India, we could not achieve 
results. We cannot say what would 
be the time that it takE:s; it may be 
five years. If you are lucky, you will 
strike at the results within two or 
three years. A stroke of luck is al
!Ways there. People have pursued 
for 10 years and yet they have not 
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found ·out a drug. I unnlt hon. 
Members will realise that once the 
facility is ~reated, the Indian 
scientist is not far back in their 
mental outlook and capacity to go 
forward for doing good work in re
search .. 

Shri Arjun Arora: WUJ you agree 
with my proipOsition that consider
ing ·the present facilities for research 
in India, there is a case for a holiday 
from patens for 10 years to 15 years. 
ju~t as they talk of a tax holiday? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: The present 
facilities are not adequate enough 
and as a scientist attached to indus
try, I feel that the present facilities 
will be considerably increased dur
ing the next 10 years, and within 
these 10 years we will be able to do 
something. The other firms abroad 
have shown that within a decade a 
lot of things could be done. We hope 
we will •be able to follow them. · 

Shri Arjun Arora: You have stated 
the truth but only the half-truth, 
·My proposition is that if we have a 
holiday from patents for 10 years, 
there will •be an enormous increase of 
production in the· country and there 
will be a larger turnover and the 
industry wi)'J have a greater fund. 

• Mr. Chainnan: His answer has 
come. 

Shri Arjun· Arora: We will be able 
to get a greater amount of research. 
What is the hann, in reproducing 
Italy here? 

Mr. Chairman: It is a matter of 
opinion. It is a matter for you to 
decide. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I want him to 
answer. What Prof. Mukherjee is say
ing supports my case for a holdiay 
from patents. 

Mr. Chairman: If he supports, you 
take it. The answer i.tJ already given. 



Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: Taking a holi
day from patents will be thwarting 
the inventions, a:rtd I personally do 
not like it. 

'Shri Arjun Arora: May I refer 
you to page 2 of your original 
memorandum submitted in January 
wherein you have thought of some 
payments commensurate with the 
value of the inventions. How do 
you compute the value of inventions? 
I mean the fourth ·line from the 
bottom. 

Shrl S. V. Divecha: We have stated 
in the memorandum that the royalty 
should be comensurate with the 
Yalue of the invention. There are 
several cases laid down on the 
aspect of determining the compen
sation of royalty payable to a 
patentee in the case of a compulsory 
licence, and this subject may run 
through a lot of time. Briefly, there· 
are certain factors which are taken 
into consideration: one is the ex
.Penditure incurred by the patentee 
and the time during which the patent 
has been in force, and secondly, the 
importance of the invention and the 
commercial utility. These are some of 
the factors which the Controller 
takes into consideration. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Does the indus
try also do the same? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: This matter 
arises· before the Controller and the 
Industry pursues it so that the indus
try also does in the same way. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I may now refer 
to page 7 of the same memorandum 
where you deal with a case of ~sic 
drugs and products. You say, that 
the cost of basic drugs is usally 
higher in India than in othPr deve
loped contries and the cost of finish
ed preparations is in most cases 
much less than the domestic prices 
of simHar products in foreign coun
tries. How does the industry in 
India achieve this miracle? Is it by 
adding· some more sugar? 
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Shri Modi: It was already discus
sea this morning. Sales promotion 
expenses in Iudia are eight to nine 
per cent compared to 25 )er cent in 
other countries. 

Shri Arjun Arora: It is said that 
though the ba!ic drugs are costlier in 
India-, the finished prodw:ts are 
cheaper than in other countries. Is it 
rby merely having lesser expenses 
on sales promotion? 

·Shti S. V. Divecha: 'May I invite 
the attention of the hon. Members to 
appendix II of our supplementary 
memorandum which explains in de· 
tail the reasons why the cost of 
basic drugs is high in India? 

Shri Arjun Arora: How do you 
achieve this miracfe ·of making these 
finished products cheaper? 

Dr. M. M. S. l!liddhu: The question 
is, how are you able to bring out 
this miracle, namely, while the cost 
of !basic, drugs is high, the retail 
price paid by the customer is cheap
er. 

Mr. J". Reece: The process is quite 
simple. In the first instance, the cost 
of the active ingredient is normally 
a small part of the total cost of the 
drug, and we have in the supple
mentary memorandum quoted the 
cost penicillin where the active in
gredient is four per cent of the cost 
of the drug and the drug is sold to 
the consumer at 62 per cent. So, even 
if you double the penicilli!! cost, you 
are not substantially adding to . the 
total cost of the drug. If you .go 
through the whole list of drugs, you 
will find they are generally cheaper 
in India tha·n in other countries. I 
am relying entirely on the report of 
the Development Council 1962-63. 
After making a thorough study, they 
say that ingredients and packing 
material account for 40 per cent of 
the cost; promotion expenses come 
9 per cent but it is undoubtedly 
higher in other countries. Adminis
tration and distribution cost come to 



15 per cent; again they are higher 
in other countries. Profit they have 
given as 16 per cent and possibly it 
is higher 'in other countries. The 
rebiler's margin in India is given 
as 20 per cent, but to my 
knowledge no chemist in England 
takes less than 33-1 ;3 per. cent and 
in Gennany they take over 40 per 
cent. In these yarious ways the ele
ments of the costs are lower here, 
thao in other countries. 

The statt>rnents that the pharma-
ceutical industry is making 900 per 

. cent profit and so on arise from the 
·simple. misconception whereby some
body takes the pdce of the actual 
active ingrt>dients and con!pares it 
with the price which the customer 
pays. They forget everything in 
between. 

Shri Arjun Arora: Your objection 
to clause 5 is t)lat it is discrimina
tory in character b~cause in respect 
of medicine the patent can be only 
for the process and not for the sub~ 
trtance. Will you be satisfied if this 
condition is applied to all industries 
and not merely to drugs?· 

Shri S. V. Divecba: If we· get the 
same treatment as other industries, 
we are satisfied. 

Shri Arjnn Arora: If others do 
not get it and you also do not get 
it, will you be satisfied? 

Mr. Chairman: It is a hypothetical 
question. 

Shri Arjuo Arora: We have given 
them 10 years and others 14 years. 
If we say it will be 10 years for 
everybody will they be satisfied? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We have said 
that we would prefer to have 
14 years. But if the committee- says 
it is impossible, as a very poor al
ternative we would agree to have 1~ 
years provided we have a provision 
for extension. · 

Shri Arjuo Arora: There are so 
many opinions about the date from 
,..hich tl1is .period of 10 yeara or 14 
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years should be counted. What Is 
your yiew? 

Dr. H. R. Naoji:· There is an ind&
finite period between the applicatioa · 
for a patent . and the grant of a 
pc.t~nt. To do away with this indefi
niteness, it would be better if the 
perio(l is counted from the date ol 
the grant of . the patent. 

Shri Arjnn Arora: . Do you want 
the period of 10 years to begin from 
the date the patent is granted in 
India or from the· date on which tha 
patent is granted anywhere in the 
world? 

!llr. Chairman: We. are only con
cerned with our patenets; the que .. 
tion is not relevant and I rule it out. 
I rule it out of order. 

•' 

Shri' Arjun Arora: I want my 
question to be noted. My question ~ 
this. Do the witnesses agree that the 
patent protection should begin from 
the date on which' patents for a 
particular process or product is 
granted anywhere in the world? 

S~ri R. P. Sinha: How is it possi
ble .. ._. 

. Mr. Chairman: They are not con
cerned with anywhere in the world. 
You ask whether you want it from 
the date of application or the date 
of sealing. 

Shri Arjun Arora: I will not ask 
what you want to ask; that you can 
do yourself better than I do. I am 
asking you to revise your ruling. Let 
me put my case like this. Supposing 
a particular product is patented in 
England in the year 1960 and · its 
patent is likely to expire there in 
England (Interruption). lt appears 
people have got their firm opinion in 
the matter. I have my own opinion. 

Mr. Chairman: 
to your forming 
r have ruled out 
you want to put 
you may do so. 

We do not object 
your own opinion. I 
your question1 If 
any other questloa 



Shri Arjun Arora: If you do not 
want me to· proceed, I will go out. 
I have finished. I walk out in pro-
test. · 

Mr. Chairman: I have given you 
more than an hour. We wanted to 
continue with these gentlemen only 
for half-an-hour. The othl!r witnesse• 
are waiting. 

(Shri Arjun Arora then left the Com
mittee Room). 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Why i• it that 
the prices in India are higher than 
those in Pakistan as far as medicines 
.are concerned? 

Shri Modi: It would be difficult 
for us to answer. Unless we know 
all the conditions in Paltistan, the 
customs duties there, whether the 
licences are free, . whether packing 
matrial is allowed to be imported 
and so on, we will not be able to 
answer. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Medicine is the 
product of the work' of expert 
scientists. Therefore, it is expected 
to be true and everlasting. Why is it 
that medicine loses its efficac:\' or 
popularity within, say, ten years? 

Shri Modi: It is 
advancement. New 
ing in and there is 

a question of 
drugs are com
improvement. 

Mr. J. Reece: Th~ han. Member is 
right that science is a search for 
truth, but we have not reached the 
ultimate truth in the field of medic 
cine as yet and we are still search
ing for the final . truth. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: Therefore, do 
You agree that these are not final 
products of science? · 

· Mr. J. Reece: There will be im
provement on almost all drug• avail
able today. But they are th'e 'best 
available today.. 

. Shri A." T. Sar~a: Do. you conduct 
research work on indigenous druJiS? 
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Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: A lot ot 
lndi.an pharmaceutical manufacturers 
carry on research work on Indian 
drugs. To my knowledge, CffiA ia 
doing very extensive research work· 
Bengal chemicals and others are also 
doing a certain amount of researcll. 
work on indigenous drugs. 

Shri A. T. Sarma: A number of 
Indian drugs have been incorporated · 
in the British pharmacopoeia. Do you 
want that they should be patented i• 
India?. 

S'hri Modii I do' not think that all 
the drugs in a pharmacopoeia are 
necessarily patented drugs. . 

Shri A. T. Sarma: The Bengal 
Chemicals have p,oduced certain 

·drugs but they have not patented 
them. · Should they· not do so? 

· Shri ·Modi: In this country, so far 
we have taken product and process 
patent; not process per se patent. The 
method o1 extracting the ingredients 
are there. Therefore, those products 
may not be patented. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: Besides, Indian 
drugs are known and associated with 
therapeutic drugs. We are only 
developing. If through our own re
search we find out something like 
Reserpin from sarpagandha, certain
ly that has to be pa.tented, and peo
ple have taken patents for such things. 

Dr. H. K. Nanji: It is not only that 
research is done in a ntimber of labo
ratories on vegetable drugs, but a 
number of our members have started 
having extensive cultivation of vege
table drugs. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Kindly refer to 
Appendix I of your Supplementary 
Memorandum which deals with pro
duction of basic drugs in the year 
1964. The popular feeling in this 
Committee, and outside also, is that 
we are not manufacturing all the 
drugs, particularly from, the.· · basic 
stage, that we use in India. You. have 
mentioned 1ome of the basic drugs 



that are being manufactured. in India. 
This would give an idea whether all 
our requirements of basic drugs are 
being manufactured in India. They 
have also giver\ us their chart where 
they show the production of drugs in 
this country. The production has 
been steadily increasing and we ap
preciate that. The point is whether 
we are making all the drugs that we 
require in this country. We are told 
that there are 900 drugs in use. What 
percentage of that is being manufac
tured in 'India and what percentage is 
being imported? Secondly, we are 
told that the drugs that are being 
manufactured in India are from an 
advanced stage and not from the 
basic stage. Our companies, parti
cularly foreign firms, are only pack
ing. tableting and processing the for
mulations for actual doses. So, what 
are your plans for manufacturing 
medicines in this country? There is 
another related ·question. We are told 
that most of you have got a large num
ber of patents in your names in this 
country but you are working only on 
a few of the'm. There are cases where 
out of 70 or 60 patents taken only 2 
or 3 are being worked. Therefore, the 
allegation is that you are taking the 
protection of our patent Jaws to im
port products and not to manufacture 
them here. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: First of all, the cost 
of import of drugs "for the last three or 
four years is of the order· of Rs. 9 
crores and the total quantum of pro
duction of pharmaceuticals in India 
is roughly of the order of Rs. I40 
crores. So, it is not at all correct to 
say that a large por'l'!on is imported. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Rs. 175 crores in
cludes your processing cost which is • 
,-ery much higher than the cost of 
active ingredients. So, the point that 
is urged is that what all the pharma
ceutical companies are doing is im
porting basic drugs, formulating them, 
making them into tablets, packing 
them and selling them. Therefore, we 
are interested in seeing that theoe 
drugs are manufactured in India. A 
chart has been circulated to us by the 

Lok Sabha Secretariat which gives 
the number of drugs that are being 
imported and the number of drugs 
that are being manufactured in 'India 
Why is it that so many drugs a~ 
being imported instead of being manu
factured here? 

Mr. J. Reece: The answer to this 
question is the industrial licensing pro
vision. You canm>t just decide to 
manufacture a drug here. You have 
to submit your application to the 
DGTD, the Ministry of Industry. Then 
they will make enquiries whether we 
ha\'e the capacity to do this, to do that 
and so on and so forth. We cannot 
just simply manufacture a drug in 
India. There are many reasons known 
to them why drugs cannot and are not 
manufactured in India. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The Health Mims
try comes and tells us in the Commit-
tee that these gentlemen are not 
manufacturing these drugs even 
though they have the patent rights for 
them. So unless in respect of each 
item you say why you could not 
manufacture them here, this prejudice 
.cannot be removed from our minds. 
Sec<lndly, how many of these items 
are patented and how many not pa
tented? We are told by other wit
nesses that un 'ess we weaken the 
patent law it will not be possible for 
India to manufacture. them. Suppose 
we weaken or abrogate the patent laW, 
is it possible to manufacture all the 
drugs in India~ 

Mr. J: R~ece: My answer to '.hal 
would be "no". Merely having access 
to the actual patent is no guarantee 
that one can manufacture the product. 

Sbri R. P:•sinha: Why are you nul 
manufacturing them? 

1\1 J ReftPe• We are manufactu•· 
r. · ~ • eihg 

ing as many drugs as we are b a'· 
allowed to. I hope, we would be ' 
lowed to manufacture them. 

I 
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Shri R. P. Sinha: How many ot them 
are you not being allowed to manu
facture? 

Mr. J. Reece: I cannot give that in
formation. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you send us 
a complete note on this subject? 

Mr. Chairm~n: Are there drug con
trol or any other restrictions because 
of which you cannot manufacture 
them? 

Mr. J. Reece: There are two large 
factories coming up-one in Rishikcsh 
and another in Hyderabad-in the 
Government sector and no licences are 
being given for the drugs that are 
proposed to be mad& in those facto
ries. 

Mr. Chairman: We have another 
set of witnesses who have made thci,• 
air .bookings for .the return journey. 
So, we wiP. break here. -We will try 
to fioish the other party and then call 
you at about 5 o'clock. We may have 
to sit up to 8 o'clock; otherwise, yuu 
will . have to come again some other 
day. 

I>r. H. R. Nanji: ·we are prepar~d 
to sit and finish it today. 

. Mr. Chairman: Then, please wait 
for ·about half an hour. 

(Th~ ;,itnesses were asked to with
draw and to wait) 

D. ·Indian Chemical 
Association, 

. Spokesmen: 

Manufacturers' 
Bombay 

(l) Shti J. H. Doshi 
(2.) Shri P. D .. ·Nargolrwala 

(3) Dr. K. Subramanyam. 

(The witnesses were catted in and 
. they took . their seats) . 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, the evi- . 
dence that you · give is public. It 
will lbe printed and distributed to all 
the m!"rnbers of the Committee and 
of Parliament. . Even if you want 
any particl.llar . portion to be treated 
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as confidential, it will be printed and 
given to oUT Memlbers. 

We have received your memo
randum and it has been circulated 
to all the Memlbers. lf you want to 
stress any point or want to make 
out any new point, you may do so; 
othel:1Wise, our Members may . ask 
you some qusstions. 

Shri J. B. Doshi: We do not have to 
make any new point beyond what we 
have mentioned in our memorandum. 
We are happy at the contents of the 
draft Bill because in broad outline 
it covered all the points that we had 
made out ·in our old memorandum 
presented in 1963 after Justice 
Ayyangar's Report. We had at that 
time made out three broad points, 
namely, that the life ot the rpatent 
should be only ten years, that only 
the · process should 1be patented and 
not the rproduct and that compulsory 
licensing should be made much · 
easier. All the three points are 
covered by this Bill. · 

We have also in the present memo
randum covered some of the other 
clauses, ten· or twelve of them, and 
have given our comments. It is only 
a question of amending them except 
one clause whose deletion we have 

· suggested~! think, that is clause 
87-lbecause it is already covered by 
clauses · 86 and 88, particularly by 
clause 86. 

If any hon. Member wants fur
ther explanation of any of our com
ments' or wants to put us a question, 
we are ready to answer. 

'Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: One 
of the points you have stressed is 
that the life of patents should be ten 
years and one of the things that 
have been brought up here is that 
the life of the patent should be 
extended because the cost of research 
etc. is so heavy that it would not 
tpay othel1Wise. . What is your reac
tion to that? 

Shri J. B. DO!'Jhi: 
that -ten· years should 

We have said 
be from the 



date of sealing of the patent and not 
from the date of acceptanc!! of speci
fications. We think that th!! present 
progress of technology is so fast and 
the period of obsolescence so short 
that ten years is a sufficiently long 
time. 

Mr. Chairman: For other than 
foods and drugs, it is 14 years. 

Sb.ri ;r. H. Doshi: You have men
tioned 14 years. 

Mr. Chairman: You have no objec
tion to that? 

Sb.ri J. H. Doshi: We have not 
commented on that. Ours is a chemi
cal manufacturers association. We 
have commented on tha section 
pertaining to foods, drugs, pharmaceu
ticals and chemical processes. 14 
years period applies to engineering 
goods on which we have not com
mented. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: What 
do you mean by saying that compul
sory licensing should be made easier? 

Shri ;J. H. Doshi: That is covered 
here. We had mentioned it in our 
Memorandum submitted in 19G3 and 
all the three points which we cover
ed then are covered in the present 
draft Bill. In between, there were 
suggestions ttbout complete abroga
tion of patents. The Cabinet Sub
Committee suggested 7 years. Final
ly, your draft Bill has com~ back to 
the terms suggested by us. So. we 
can rightly take pride in this matter 
that you have accepted our sugges
tions. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Do you 
think we have the necessary techno
logical and industrial basa to even 
manage without the assbtance of 
these big people who come here? 

Shrl J. H. Doshi: I do not think it 
in any way prevents any manufac
turer from coming here. On the 
other hand, the idea is to force them 
to start manufacturing here. If that 
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purpose of the Bill is served, this 
question does not need to be answer
ed. 

. Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Sup
posing they get better terms outside, 
do you think this will d~ter them 
from coming here? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: I do not think 
any reputable manufac~urer can 
ignore the market of a country like 
India. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: For our 
chemicals and these drugs that you 
manufacture here, particularly that 
come under patents for which the 
validity period is being fixed, will it 
be possible for our country, with 
the talent that we have nt our dis
posal, to go the whole hog with our 
manufacturing programme of pro
ducing new processes without taking 
into consideration what is happening 
elsewhere? Let me clarify it a lit
tle more. Knowing as we do . that 
the know-how within the country is 
far far less than it is available else
where and, secondly, the capital is 
also needed to be imported into the 
country, keeping both these angles 
in view, do you consider that our 
patent system will be successful 
when in other countries, the validity 
period for a patent which is being 
fixed here is more than what is being 
envisaged in the Bill? 

Sbrl J. II. Doshi: I have already 
answered this. I entirely ngree with 
the hon. Member that our technology 
and know-how is not ~ufficiently 
progressed to do everything our
selves. We do need their assistance: 
we do need their help and we do need 
their know-how. But, as I said, the 
Bill is not of a preventive nature. 
The Bill suggests that the people who 
want to register their patents here 
should take early steps to start pro
duction of their products in this 
country. 

Shrl Sham La! Saraf: You have 
not caught mY point. My point is 
that the validity period of those verT 



. patents registered ~lsewher,. in the 
world is much more, that is, 14 years 
to 16 years or even a little more. 
Will it be a sufficient incentive for 
them to come and work in thi> coun
try or to invest, it necessary, in the 
manufacture of chemicals and phar
maceuticals here? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: For a while. 
they may not come. But that is my 
opinion. As I said, how can a repu
table manufacturer having a foothold 
in all the countries of the world 

'afford to ignore a country like India? 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: That is again 
a matter ot opinion. In actual prac
tice, there are other consideration3 
also. Anyway, I come to another 
question. There are different stages 
of research, the fundamental re .. 
search, the basic research 2nd the 

. applied research. Are we fully 
equipped for it from technological 
point of view? Then, I will come 
to the point of view of management. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: No. 

· Shri Sham La! Saraf: In doing 
fundamental research in drugs, parti-

;lcularly the life-saving drugs, we 
know and we see that elsewhere in 
the world, in the bigger countrieJ 
and industrialised countries, much 
more effort is put in in order to 
arrive at new inventions and new 
things that can be patented. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: We are ROt 
equipped. In the research field we 
have not progressed in a comparable 
manner as the Western and highly 
industrialised countries have .. We 
must admit that. Therefore,· we 
'Want them to come here; we want 
them to put their industries here and 
to start the manufacture here. 10 
Years time is sufficiently long under 

1 the present conditions of rapid 
.,technological progress and the shorter 
period of obsolescence. 

' ~hri Sham La! Saraf: Don't you . 
'th1nk · these are two separate ques
[tions, one of the validity period of 
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patent and the other of making it 
posstble for them to manufacture 
drugs in this country? Can't there 
be other provisions introduced in the 
Bill that will enable us to get as 
much know-how as poss>bl~ provid
ed they get sufficient incentive to 
come with their know-how and also 
with their capital in case capital is 
needed? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: There are other 
financial incentives which may be 
considered. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: You 
mean royalty? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Royalty or tax 
relief or tax holiday or the guarantee 
against nationalisation. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf:. So, it is 
conditional. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: If the Committee 
feels that way, a provision for fur
ther extension of the patent life by 
another four years may be maile 
at the discretion of the Registrar so 
that they always have a temptation 
that in case of necessity, the life of 
the patent will be. extended by a 
further period of four years. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: There is a 
network of research laboratories in 
the country known as national labo
ratories. The Drugs Research Labo
ratory has also, been set up. May 1 
know, firstly, as to what extent they 
have •been able to make some prog
ress particularly in the fundamental 
research and the basic research and, 
secondly, whether there is some pro
per link established between the re
search organisations and the manu
facturing organisations sb that we 
work out easily' the actual manufac
turing processes? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Much progress 
has not been achieved yet. It will 
take time. Research is a tradition. 
You have to build a tradition. - You 
should make your chemist or scien
tist research-minded. They must be 
watchful. They must know how to 



notice the ~ffects of a certain reac
tion. Although a reaction may take 
place and they may not notice it. 
It requires time. As I sa1d earlier, 
it is a matter of tradition which we 
have to build up gradually. It will 
take its own time. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: My point 
was specific. There are the labora
tories set up by the Governmen~. I 
too had something to do with some 
laboratories. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any liaison? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: I have not come 
to the second question. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The first 
question was whether , the drug 
laboratories set up by Government 
have established some inventive pro
cesses. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: They have esta
blished processes but have not 
achieved much progress. About the 
second question, the liaison between 
research laboratories and the indus
try is now being established. The 
process has just started in the begin
ning of this year when CSIR arrang
ed a seminar or· conference here in 
January. Liaison centres are being 
set up. A centre in Bombay between 
our Association and the CSIR has 
been set up. The chemists from 
CSIR come to Bombay and meet the 
members of our Association who are 
all industrialists and discuss the 
problems with them. This process 
has just commenced. Up till now, 
there was a barrier between the 
CSIR and the industry and there 
were a lot of hostilities, but now 
this barrier is gradually being brok
en up. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The proper 
link has yet to .be established? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: As I said, it is 
in the process of being established. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: With regard 
to price factors, this morning we 
got certain papers in which ·certain 
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things ·have been made out. The 
prices at which drugs and chemicals 
are available in . this country are 
lower, in most of the cases, when 
compared to the prices of drugs in 
America or the United Kingdom. 
But when compared to Pakistan, our 
prices are higher. Your Associa. 
lion being such a prominent Associa. 
tion, some of your manufacturers 
might have their branches in Pakis· 
tan also. Is ICI a member of yow 
Association? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Some of the sec-· 
tions of the ICI are our members. 

Shrl Sham La! Saraf: Could you 
throw some light to enlighten us as 
to why there is such a gap between 
the prices in this country and those 
in Pakistan? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: That is a ques
tion which requires investigation. 
But I agree that the prices in U.K., 
United States and some other coun
tries are even higher-! am refer
ring to drugs-than the prices in this 
country. At the same time in other 
countries they are lower also. That 
depends ori the patent position. In 
countries like Italy, the prices of 
some items may be higher and those 
of others may be lower. There are 
a number of factors affecting the 
price · structure. 

Shri Sham LaJ Saraf: My ques· 
tion is specific. Some members ol 
your association have manufactW· 
ing organisations in Pakistan also. 
Could you tell us, if not now, at 
least some time later why the prices . . . 
in J;'akistan are lower-and m cer· 
tain cases much lower-than our 
prices? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Will it be possible, 
for you to name the product? We 
do not think that the ICI have anY· 
manufacturing unit in Pakistan to 
the best of our information. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Some of the I 
firms like Hoechst may have .. 



Mr. Chairman: There are so many 
factors-tax structure, restrictions, 
etc. They have no idea. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Some of 
their members have branches in 
Pakistan also. So let them find out. 
They will be. helping the Committe~ 
by that way. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: 'l can find out if 
names of same products are given 
to us. 

Mr. Chairman: You can find out 
why the costs of drugs in Pakistan 

' are chea·per than in Irdia. . 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Here 
is a statement giving the comparative 
prices in India and Pakistan. It 
contains a number of drugs. You 
can select half a dozen from that Jist 
and find out. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: It is understand· 
alble because Pakistan has no drugs 
industry. They are importing from 
all countries of the world. In any 
importing country, the price struc
ture is lower than that in the coun
try where it is manufactured. Since 
we started manufacturing, our eco
nomy has <become an expensive eco
nomy, a high cost economy. When 
we were importing, our price struc
ture was also lower than at present 
because we could import from Italy, 
Japan, etc. 

Shri Borkar: This list contains 
some drugs which are imported in 
India also. The ICI imports them 
here. There should be some parity 
in prices. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: If it is a compar
ison of only imported products, the 
prices should be comparable. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: We cannot 
say from the list what is imported 
and what is not. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: We shall find out. . 
Shri Sham LaJ Saraf: It will help 

the Committee If the hon. witness 
'Would kindly get us this .information. 
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Mr. Chairman: You have a copy 
of the list You may get us the 
information i·f you can. 

:Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: In the pre
vious Act there was a time limit for 
sealing, i.e., from the date of applica
tion to the date of sealing, the 
maximum limit was 2 years and 3 
months. The present Bill has not 
got such a provision. Are you of 
the opinion that there must be a pro
vision, as was there in the previous 
Act, limiting the time of sealing from 
the date of application fo the sealing 
of the patent. 

1Shri J. H. Doshi: It is desirable to 
have such a ceiling. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I wanted 
your opinion. There is no prov1sion 
in the present Bill. 

·Shri J. H. Doshi: I say that it is 
desirable to have a provision. 

. Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The pre
sent Bill provides for a maximum of 
4 per cent or royalty. Are you agree
able to this? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: We have not com
mented on that, but we think that 
is should be more flexible. It is 4 
per cent free of tax, which normally 
would come to 8 per cent. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Not tax 
free. It is 4 per cent subject to tax. 

Shri J .. H. Doshi: Although we have 
not commented on this, we believe 
that it should lbe more flexible with a 
certain ceiling. We may put a ce>I
ing of 8 per cent. But it should be 
fixed by the Registrar or the Gov
ernment of India depending on the 
utility of the product. But we should 
not fix a certain percentage. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: When you 
say 8 per cent you want a maximum 
of 8 per cent·, 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Yes, sulbject to 
tax. 
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Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: The legisla
tion can be only upto 8 per cent Is 
that your idea? 

Shrl J. H, Doshi: It can be 4 per cent 
or 5 per cent or 6 per cent, but upto 
8 per cent. 

Dr .. M. M, S. Slddbu: What' is. the 
position of our country in regard to 
the production of basic fine chemi
cals? How much progress we have 
achieved and what are the likely 
prospects because if there is any 
hardship, the foreign collaborators 
may not be forthcoming and we may 
be isolated. 

Shrl J. H, Doshi: I do not think 
that we have made much progress in 
basic fine chemicals. · 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddbu: In that case, 
how are you going to base our chemi
cal industry? 

Shrl J. H. Doshi: We have to im
port it for the time being. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: What do lou 
think should be done for a fine chemi-
cal in_ our country? · 

Shrl J. H. Doshi: So many schemes 
have been thought of and promoted, 
but unfortunately progress has not 
been achieved. For instance, . take · 
the Hindu stan Organic Chemicals; even . 
the · base of buildings have not 
come up; it is a government-spon
sored project. 

Sbrt Bade: You have said that 
clause 87 sho~ld be deleted. This has 
been put in looking to the peculiar 
circumstances in the country. Clause 
86 says that the Central Government 
will apply Lo the Controller tlu·ee 
years after the sealing of a patent to 
ha~ the compulsory licences. It you 
say that clause 87 should be deleted, 
you do not make a difference pet
weon patent in the drugs and medi
cines and patent of other t.hius~. Am 
I right? 

· Sbrl I. H. Doahl: The answer is this 
Thla clauae saya that the Controlle; 

shall grant permission to any person 
to work the invention. It means that 
the Controller has no option. He has 
to grant permission whether the per
son asking for compulsory licence is 
qualijied technically or financially for 
it or not . .. . 

Shri Bade: My point is that there is 
a· difference between clauses 86 and 
87. Under clause 86 the Central Gov
ernment will move ·the Controller 
three years after the sealing. Under 
clause 87 those patentoos regarding 
drugs and medicines will be deemed 
to be licencess of right as soon as they • 
apply. We do not want the foreigners 
who have the monopoly in these 
things to take advantage of our poor 
people. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: As far J.S Govern
ment is concerned, they have the 
power under other sections too. As 
far as private parties are concerned, 
they have to wait for three years. 
You must give some protection to the 
patentee. After all three years is not 
a long time. Even otherwise without 
the know-how it is very difficult to 
manufacture it. 

Shrl Bade: Those who have already 
· got it should continue. According to 

clause 87 they will be deemed to be 
licensees of right. 

Shri J . H. Doshi: They must have 
been already working for three 
years. 

Sbrj Bade: Sometimes they maY 
not. 

Shri J, H. Doshi: Three years time 
is reasonable. 

'- Shrl Bade: Not that Government 
should apply to the Controller everY 
time. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Otherwise we shall 
be washing out the purpose of the 
Bill. Clause 87 is as good as abroga· 
tion. We have tried to compromise 
so that we do not earn a bad name lll 
the country. If you put in clause 11, 
it is aa eood aa abroeation. 



Shri Bade: There is no royally. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: 87 does not cover 
royalty. 88 covers royalty. 

/ 

Shrl Bade: If you read 88, you will 
see that four percent royalty will be 
given. In 86 Government will apply 
to -the Controller. 

SbrJ J. H. Doshi: Clause 87 1$ a.s 
good as abrogation. It can be slightly 
amended. But we are definitely 
aiainst 87. 

~r ~)'(f,J.ff : ~c 'fiT ~ .ffa- ifi;r ~~ 

f{Q \ift ~~T<i ~ lf~ ~«f~ fw l"flfl mfta 
~"Rrr t fOfi arfOfi ~~ ~ltr <JTr ~., :qf;ur 
ifit if'\1 ri ~1ic Gti1: ~~ I ~Tq ~ fOfi 
if~·«ri{ilf~ ~1 ~ f~·H:r ttic- rrrr~ 
~T~ &:) 'fFT ~ fOfi~ ~T~ f'l+fRrr ~)lr · 
~'Ri'T formar ~'Jlr a'fi '4l'T 'f~T Ofi' . tfl~ 
~· I J;ifR ~G" Ofif feTfU" Cf>1J ~tff Cl'T 
~«'fir ~ -q~ ~)m . f'li ~ ar ~ · 
'il'llf f~«~ q,: ~f?:fiJl· ~;f or@ 'fi' ri~ 
~h: ~~r ~R &:'iTt -q~ ~ f;;'itcrT ~;;cr.r 
f'f'!'Tilf ;;~r "' .. < qylf'if , it«r ~crm it ~r 
~""!'{ \ifm ~ '3' .;'fir ~r r~~r~ ~ ~ij<flr 
~~ fifi~ Sl''li'T' f;;ifi~ ~aT t ? . 

Sbri J. H. Doshi: I won't be able 
to reply in Hindi, though I have 
understood the question. I! they do 
not start manufacturing- here, we have 
to import them for our sick people. 
Imports are not forbidden. It we are 
not able to manufacture it till the 
valid period is over, we will have to 
hnport. 

Shri V. M. Chordia: In' India many 
medicines are not manufactured even 
lh~ugh their ten year period is ·over. 
T~ts will hamper the research. How 
Wtll you balance the two? They do 
not have the .know-how. 

Shrt J. B. Doshi: Know-how is quite 
another thing. Process is different 
from know-how, After the expiration 
ot the patent you may have the · pro
ceq, but not the know-how. We are 

se-aking collaboration for the know
how even for designs and processes 
which have expired 25 or 30 years ago. · 
We can never believe that after the 
expiry of ten years we will be able 
to make everything. We will have to 
develop our know-how in every case. 
Till such tfme we will have to import. 

Shrl V. M. Chordia: How will you 
encourage people who want to do ,.e
soearch? 

Shrl J. H. Doshi: There are other 
incentives. For instance, tax relief. 

Shrl V. M. Chordia: · Tax relief is 
already given. 

Shrl J. H. Doshi: That is nominal. 
It is nothing substantial. 

Mr. Chairman: After 
lapses, anybody is free 
know-how? 

the patent 
to develop 

Shrl J, H. Doshi: Developing know
how is different. Anybody can have 
the process. How to convert the pro
cess into a · cammercial product? That 
is know-how. It takes years. 

Mr. Chairman: It has not happened? 

Shrt .J . H. Doshi: Even in respect of 
processes which · have expired 25 
years ago we are not able to repro
duce in our pilot plants. That i6l 
something different. 

Shri B. K. Das) You say that clause 
48 gives the Government unlimited 
powers, without processes of law or 
due compensation. How do you like it 
to be improved? 

Shri J , H. Doshi: The Association 
suggest that Government should resort 
to this caluse only in those cases 
where the patent is not worked out 
in· this country to manufacture drugs 
in sufficient quantity to meet ~e 
requirements of the country and at 
reasonable prices. 

Shri B. K. Das: In clause 48, it is • 
provided that Government may im
port for its own use in case there is 



an epidemic as well as for defence 
purposes. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: For defence and 
for epidemic, we have no objection. 
We have made exceptions too. Under 
normal conditions, unless the party 

.holding the patent is not prepared to 
manufacture and sell at reasonable 
prices and to meet the requirements, 
the Government should not start im
porting them. By so doing that it will 
be cheaper, you will be killing all the 
incentives to manufacturers to come 
here. 

Sbri B. K. Das: Then, under what 
circumstances Government caa utilise 
that j)Ower? 

Slui J. H. Doshi: For defence and 
epidemic cases only. Or under such 
circumstances it it is being produced 
but cannot be stepped up quickly, 
then they can import. 

Shn B. K. Das: Speaking about 
compensation, should it not be given? 
Here compensation is not provided for. 

Shri J. H. Doshi: In that case too, 
compensation should be given to the 
patentee. That is in case of defence 
and epidemics too. 

Shri B. K. Das: In all such cases, 
it it is for government's use, compen
sation ought to be provided for? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: Yes, Sir. 

Shri B. K. Das: Can you give me 
any idea as to on what basis compen
sation is to be paid? 

Shri J. H. Doshi: I think it is 4 per 
cent free of income tax. But, now, as 
the wording goes, that excludes all 
taxes current in the country. If it is 
4 per cent subject to taxes, then our 
limit for that is 8 per cent. 

Shri B. K. Das: You will be satis
fied if 8 per cent compensation is 
provided for. 

Shri J, H. Doshi: Yes, Sir. 

(Th<! witnesses then withdrew and the 
representatives of the Organiza-

tion of Pharmaceutical Producers 
of India, Bombay were called in 
again.). 

(These witnesses reappeared and 
they took their seats). 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The point is that 
I have not got the answers to my 
question which I put to the witness 
before. I made a point that there are 
a number of companies holding a 
large number of patents and that they 
are not making use of them. Now, I 
have got a note prepared by the 
Ministry and got it circulated to all 
of us. It says: 

The products for which· the proces
ses are patented and are being ex· 
ploited in India are only a tew as 
mentioned below; they are a large 
number in the list. I may read only 
one or two. 

CIBA: 

. Tills firm is holding a large num
ber of patents in India but to the best 
of our .knowledge, they are manu
facturing some harmones and some 
sulpha drugs. 

GLAXO: 

This firm is also holding a large 
number of patents -1n India. But, to 
the best of our knowledge, they are 
exploiting only one or two Vita·min 
tablets. (A) 

Hoechst: 

This firm's representative is also 
here; they are holding many patents 
in India but are exploiting only one. 

. They are doing Tolbutamide. 

Parke Davis: 

This is a wellknown American firJ11 
holding a large number oi patents but 
are exploiting only a few. They are 
manufacturing Tetracycline. 

May & Baker: 

They are holding several patenta 
but are manufacturing only chloro
procaine and some sulpha drUiill. 



Merck Sharp: 

This firm is holding a number of 
patents in India but they are manu
facutring only Vitamin B-12, 

There is another American Com
pany which is holding 93 patents. 
They are manufacturing only a few. 
Like this, there are a number of com
panies having a number of patents 
but they are manufacturing only 
three or four. The note. further says 
that there are a number of companies 
mentioned therein with and without 
foreign collaboration who are manu
facturing 1,933 pharmaceutical for
mulas under their own registered pro
prietary trade names. These foreign 
companies in India and the foreign 
firms abroad are surely holding in
numerable patents for various specific 
products and processes. To the best of 
our· information, a!J of them are hav
ing patented formulas in India. This 
is a very serious charge against the 
pharmaceutical industry in India. Al
tbough you said that their production 
has increased from ten to twenty 
fold, we are told that they are not 
producing the basic things. This is 
number 1. 

Cha.rge Number (2) is that you are 
holding a large humber of patents 
here but exploiting a few. Therefore, 
if We weaken the Patent Law, pro
~ably others will also exploit them 
or you will be compelled to take them 
lip, 

· Dr. H •. R. Nanjl: The first question 
I would like to ask the Health Minis
try is: certairi targets have been 
fixed by the Development Council for 
t)le Fourth Plan and how many of 
these patented drugs are included for 
manufacture in that Plan? We have 
got the targets ready for the Fourth 
Plan and we would like to know as 
fo how many are lncluded there. If 
they are not included, that means 
that their demand is very small and 
n~body would like to produce them. 

· Shri R. P. Sinha: You are putting 
I question to a question. That io not 
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a correct reply. Our minds will not 
be properly changed on that basis. 
You have got to explain this point, 
these allegations against the pharma
ceutical industry in India. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We shall send you 
a detailed reply after taking into con
sideration a!l tiJese points. But we 
cannot give the answer here. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: I want this answer 
This is a point which has not bee~ 
covered in your two memoranda. You 
have said very general things in your 
memoranda. 

: 'D~. H .. R· Nanji: This also we would 
like to know-it is said that many 
firms are holding so many patents 
which they are not exploiting. Who 
are they? We would like to ha;re this 
information from Govt. records. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Is it not a fact 
that CIBA is holding so many patents? 
How many patents they are holding 
and how many they are exploiting 
lilnd how many they are not exploit
ing? If not, why? 

Mr. J. Reece: The charge that my 
company manufactures only two pro
ducts and imports the other patented 
products is not correct. Some of 
these, viz., cortisone, hydrocortisone, 
Plednisolone acetate, etc. are manu
factured. Secondly the manufacture 
of a product depends upon its demand 
in tlie country. The charge that we 
are holding back their manufacture in 
this country for reasons best known 
to ourselves is not a valid charge. 
'!'hat is why I would welcome an 
oppqrtunity. and I am sure every com
pany would welCome the opportunity 
to take this statement and give full 
details. 

· Shri K~ V. Venkatachalam: I think 
if you could put the question dilfer-· 
e0tly they will be able to answer. 

Mr. J. Reece: May I say that the 
implication. against my company that 
we are importing all our drugs .i1 not 
correct. Our import Bill comee te 



only 7% of the materials used and 
most of our raw materials are avail
able here. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: U 
patented drugs are imported and are 
not manufactured in this country, 
why should they not be manufactured 
in the country? They are manufac
turing certain drugs in this country 
and certain drugs are also imported 
in the finished form. Why are the 
latter not being manufactured in 
this country? 

Dr. B. R. Nanji: The list you have 
given us is a l.:>ng list. The first 
observation I would like to make ia: 
it does not give a complete picture 
for this reason. Quite a number of 
items included in this list have re
cently been licensed by the Govern
m2nt f0r manufacture in this country. 
In some cases applications for licences 
are pending before the Government 
and I will read out those from this 
list. 

Erythromycin-licence is pending 
for the last 2 years. Insulin is already 
being manufactured by Bo0ts. Tolbuta
mide-Hoescht has got a licence · and 
their capacity is 40 tonnes. There is 
not the slightest need for importing 
this small quantity. The quantity 
imported is 1i tonnes. They can 
very well make that quantity. They 
made only 12 tonnes. 

Sbri K. V. Venkatachalam: Why 
have they n.:>t made more'? 

Dr. B. R. Nanji: There are limita
tions of import licence in certain 
cases. That is why it is not manu
factured upto the licensed capacity. 

Then we go to Chlorpropamide-
Pfizer have already set up a factory 
and they will be ao.:m going into pro
duction. 

Lastly Chlorpromazine--May & 
Baker has been licensed and they are 
going to manufacture this drug. I 
think in fairne•• thio alleiation ia not 
Mrr...t. 
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1\lr. Chairman: You may give a 
statement giving the true facts and 
it will be circulated to our membera. 

Dr. B. R. Nanjl: We will aend a 
detailed note. 

Phenyl Butazone--Suhrid Geigy hu 
:;ot a licence. · 

The second point is: the items in
cluded in this list are all it~ms, the 
demand ior which is very small and 
no manufacturer would think of going 
into production of small quantities. 

Shri Bade: Why do you hold thou
sands of patents and thereby bl.:>ck 
the way of othera? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Anybody can ask 
for compulsory licence. The original 
charge was that these are being im
ported and not being manufactured 
her~. Regarding that we shall send 
you a detailed statement giving the 
exa~t position and I would als0 sugest 
that you may verify what we say 
from the D.G.T.D. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What about other 
companies--Hoescht and Merck Sharp 
& Dohme? 

Mr. Keith C. Roy: The position ~ 
regards Merck Sharp & Dohme is
althJugh it does not appear on the 
list ,,there--in so far as our manufac
turing capacity of Vitamin B12 is 
concerned, we were licensed under 
the Industries (Development qnd 
R2gulation) Act to manufacture 30 kg 
per year which were the full·require
ments of the country as determined 
in consultation with the then Deve
lJpment Wing. The target for the 
Fourth Five Year Plan has been put 
at 60 kg and we have an application 
pending with the Ministry of Indus
try for over 2 years, requesting that 
we may be allowed to increase our 
capacity to meet this requirement. As 
of to-day, no order; have been passed 
on that aa ... 



In so far as other patents •,;;hich we 
hold are concerned, the position is, 
as Dr. Nanji has indicated, that it is 
not correct t.:> say that we are block
ing the progress of others who wish 
to exploit those patents. As we have 
tried to show in the case of process 
patents you have necessarily, as the 
law now stands, to take a number of 
processes and patent them; and out 
of them perhaps one or two ·processes 
may prove to be commercially ex
ploitable. The other processes which 
are indeed covered by patents 'ire 
not exploited c.:>mmercially because 
they are not economic processes. 
But, as we have stated, there is 
nothing whatever to prevent any 
other person coming and applying f.:>r 
a compulsory licence for those pro
cesses and exploiting them, processes 
which we consider t.:> be uneconomic. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How many of the 
patents that you are holding are being 
commercially exploited and hoW many 
are not exploited and why they are 
not being exploited? 
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Mr. Keitb C. Roy: I regret I can't 
give you that answer straightway, I 
will certainly obtain it and send it 
to you. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: So far as my 
company is concerned, we don't hold 
any patents in India, but our foreign 
collaborators are holding some 
patents in India. I don't have any 
details as to the number of patents 
which they hold in India and :he 
number they work. I shall try to 
find that out from them, but in so 
far as mY company is concerned, I 
can say that we are manufacturing 
four patented products in our factory 
in Greater Bombay. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Regarding the 
statement about this Rs. 9 crore worth 
of imports that you are making of 
the basic drugs, will it be possible for 
you to give us an idea about your 
.plans for making them in India and 
about what is standing in your W!ly, 

whether it is due to Government 

regulations or that they are required 
in very small quantities? 

Dr, H. R. Nanji: Quite a large pro
portion 9f this Rs. 9 crores is made 
up of intermediates which are re
quired for the manufacture of drugs 
and these intermediates at present 
could not be manufactured in India 
because the basic chemical industry 
does not exist. We still don't have 
even a simple thing like phenol. We 
had be;m promised that the Hindu
stan Organic Chemicals will go into 
production five years ago. It still has 
not started making a single product 
and that is the reason why we are 
obliged to import this quantum of 
Rs. 9 crores. But there has been a 
constant reduction in the quantum of 
imports during the last ten years. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I draw your 
attention to your supplementary 
memorandum dealing with porfitabi
lity. I also draw your attention to 
another note which I got sent this 
morning by the Lok Sabha Secre
tariat to you, in which a statement 
showing the remittances of profit& 
made by certain pharmaceutical com- 1 
panies during the period April 1963 to 
March 1966 is given. The names of 
the different companies are also given. 
It is very difficult for me now to find 
out as to how these figures of remit
tances are to be related either to 
your net worth or to the capital em
ployed by these companies. Now, in 
order .to find out whether these com
panies are making unreasonably high 
profits or they are making reasonable 
profits, I must relate them to the per
centage of your capital employed or 
your net worth. Will you help me in 
furnishing the figures for the com
panies mentioned in this statement so 
that I might arrive at correct figures? 

Mr. Keith C. Roy: Mr. Chairman 
and Hon'ble Members, these figures 
were mentioned to me very informally 
and naturally I have not got all the 
data here with me, but I can say 
quite categorically that in respect of 
Merck, Sharpe and.Dohme, the flaura. 
shown are totally incorrect. 



Shri R •. P. Sinha: Are yo_u aware 
that these figures have_ been given by 
the Reserve Bank? 

Mr. Keith C. Itoy: No, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: If you refer to 
the first page, you will find that they 
have been given by the Reserve Bank. 

Mr. Keith C. Roy: May I first of aU 
make a statement that in respect of 
Merck, Sharpe & Dohme, these figures 
are absolutely incorrect? Whether 
they have been furnished by the Re
serve Bank or not, I can't say but it 
is stated here .... 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Can you give me 
the correct figures? 

Mr. Keith C. Roy: Yes, Sir. First 
of all, if I may- take, as I can only 
take, the case of my own firm, Merck, 
Sharpe and Dohme,' it says that in 
1963 the remittances was 71,209 dollars. 
Now the first point is I don't know 
to -what period in 1963 the figure 
relates. Is it the calendar year 1963 
or is it the financial year ending 
1963? In fact, in the case of my 
company, it happens that our finan
cial year ends in November and, 
therefore, it is very difficult for me 
to say to what exact period these 
figures relate. 

_ Shri R. P. Sinha: I can only give 
the figures of remittances fun)ished 
by the Reserve Bank. I didn't- look 
into the company's figurez. Thi3 
relates to . actual remittances in 
1963. 

Mr. Keith C. Itoy: Yes, Sir, I have 
tried to check the- figures on that 
qasis and, therefore, as regards the 
figure entered in this statement for 
1963, I have assumed that, since our 
accounting year ends in November 
1962, this figure of 1963 in the . Re
serve "Bartk statement must relate to 
the dividend which we remitted for 
the ·year ending November 1962, 
which would be" sometime during the 
year 1963. The figure for 1963 In 
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the statement is shown as $ 71,209. 
Jn fact, Sir, our remittance for that 
year was $ 40,840. The figure, of 
course, _was converted at the old rate 
of one dollar-Rs. 4. 76. I take the 
figure of 1964 in which the remit
tance in the Reserve Bank statement 
is shown as $ 147,724. I am pre
suming that this relates to the remit
tance for our year ending November • 
1963. The dividend which we re
mitted was $ 96,429. Then, sir, the 
figure for 1965, which again I pre
sume relates to the dividend which 
we declared for the year ended Nov
ember 1964, is shown in this state
ment as $ 322,431, whereas .in fact, 
it was $ 77,143. I would say with 
respect, Sir, that these figures are 
t<~tally incorrect. I would also like 
to make it clear that although in 
this case, the Reserve Bank states 
that they have no information re
garding the_ amounts paid to foreign 
firms under other heads of accounts, 
namely, royalty and technical know
how, in the case of my company, 
there can be no doubt whatever that 
about any other -figUres being mixed 
up within these figures, because 
Merck in India d~s not pay any 
amount of royalty, or fees of any 
other kind to Merck & Company in 
the United States. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What about 
Glaxo? Maximum remittance is for 
Glaxo. 

Shri Keith C; Roy: Yes, Sir. I do 
not know whether these figures are 
correct or not. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is the 
suggestion of -the leader of the wit
nesses? Will he throw some light on 
it. 

. Dr. H. R. Nanji: We will check up 
the accuracy of these figures and 
give- you the true- picture very short
ly. 

_ Shrl Keith- C. Roy: May I just trY 
to answer , the Hon'ble Member's 



question in regard to the request 
wh,lich he made for assistance in 
trying to elucidate ~orne of the figures 
which were set 0 ut in the Reserve 
Bank bulletin, I have, Sir, made a 
.fairly close study of the figures both 
in the November, 1964, and the 
November 1965 bulletms which con
tain certain figures relating to the 
pharmaceutical, chemical and other 
chemical industries. I would like to 
state that, first of all, the figures in 
the 1964 bulletin which relate solely 
to the chemical industry are quite 
incomprehensible even to a reason
ably intelligent person, if I may say 
so. Unfortunately, Sir, there are, as 
I said this morning, three basic con
cepts against which we must attempt 
to measure the financial stability of 
a company. One is the paid up 
capital, which means the equity 
capital; the preference capital and 
any banks shares that might have 
been issued. The second concept is 
the net worth of a company. The 
net worth of a company is a concept 
of the paid up capital plus reserves 
plus the· surpluses which come for
ward each year from the profit and 
loss account. The third concept is 
the concept of total capital em
ployed. The total capital employed 
is the paid up capital as 'In tlie first 
instance, plus reserves and the sur
pluses as in the second definition 
plus . all the provisions for taxation 
and . borrowings. In fact, Sir, the 
concept of capital employed is the 
concept of the total monies used in a 
business, whether they come from 
the capital raised or whether they 
come from borrowings. Now, Sir, if 
I may take one minute of your 
time and come to the arfiele in the 
November, 1964, issue, they have 
used a concept of total capital em
ployed. Now this· I havec discussed 
with one of the Deputy Governors 
of the Reserve Bank and he has 
clearlv admitted to us-my colleague 
Dr. Nanji was present at that time
that they have not included reserves 
and borrowings in the concept of 
total capital ·employed. Th~refore, 

Sir, when they arrived, in the Nov-
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ember 1964 issue, at a figure of 23% 
as representing the gross profits as 
a percentage of the total capital em
ployed, they have related that gross 
profit to a figure which is not a 
correct concept of the total capital 
employed. The_second point I would 
like to make, Sir, is this. That in 
the 1965 issue of Reserve Bank of 
~ndia Bulletin, strangely enough, 
there is no figure at all of total capi
tal employed. Yet the same article 
does · produce a percentage, in thE: 
same way as the 1964 issue did, of 
gross profits as a percentage of total 
capital employed. But no figure of 
total capital employed has been 
given in the article. But with all 
those limitations, Sir, tl;le figure 
which emerges from the 1965 issue 
of gross profits as a percentage of 
total capital employed is only 13·7% 
against the 23% taken in. 1964 bulle
tin. My submission, Sir, on these 
figures, is that they have no rele
yence as reflecting the true state 
of the industry as a whole. With 
those limitations, Sir, I still feel that 
perhaps I can help the Hon'ble Mem
ber in arriving at some view as to 
where the industry stands in regard 
to ·certain basic concepts. In this 
case, I am referring to the article 
in the November, 1965 Bulletin, 
recognising the limitations of the 
definition which have been given. 

Table 3 on pages 1694-1695 of the 
1965 issue, compares the ·status of 
the industrial group called "Medi
cines and pharmaceutical prepara
tions" in relation to 28 other indus
trial groups. This is, in fact, an 
overall survey· of 1,333 companies 
taken by the ReserVe Bank; and, 
out of the figures that emerge from 
that examination, they have arrived 
at figures which they call the na
tional average. If I could take two 
minutes more and then I will finish, 
I will try to give you some idea of 
where the pharmaceutical industry 
stands in this matter. I will just 
read the relevant fi~nJres from Tables 
3 and 4 of that article. 



' The dividends expressed as a per-
centage of profits before tax in the 
pharmaceutical industry is 17·2% 
against the national average of 
29·9'<. The profits retained in the 
business, as a percentage of profits 
befor~ tax, are 2Q:6% in the case of 
pharmac-eutical industry against the 
national average of 18·8. In other 
words, the pharmaceutical industry 
is ploughing back into the industry 
more than the national average. The 
dividends paid as a percentage of pro
fits. . . . The dividends paid as a per
centage of profits after tax is 45.5 per 
cent against the national average of 
6Ll5 per cent. Again, the diYiden<l 
distribution is appreciably bc:r.w the 
national average, which again reflects 
itself in the ploughing back of profits 
into the industry. I would then pass 
on to Table 4 and give what we 
consider to be the three main criteria. 
Now, I have mentioned that net worth 
is the total capital plus reseTves plus 
surpluses. The profits after tax as a 
percentage of Net worth in the phar
maceutical industry would come to 
12.7 against the national average of 
9.32. That is to say, Sir, in the phar
rna~eutical industry the profit3 ex
pressed on that basis a.-e somewhat 
higher than the national average. But 
I would ask you to bear in mind, 
Sir, that at the present moment the 
borrowing· rate• from anY commer
cial bank are something Of the order 
of 8 to 10 pe,- cent. Dividends ex
pressed as a percentage of net worth, 
which again is an important indica
tor, are in the case of pharmaceutical 
industry 5.8 per cent, against the 
national average of 5.7 per cent. 
Again dividends as percentage of 
paid-up-capital are in the case of 
pharmaceutical indust.-y 10.4 per cent 
against the national average of 10.3 
per cent. So keeping in view the 
limitations to which in our submis
sion. the Reserve Bank bulletine figur
es a ·e subject, I would suggest that 
the position of the industry as regards 
its profiitability, its dividend, and its 
retention of profits within the industry 
compares favourably with the natio
nal av,.rage figures. And if I can 
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help the hon. Memb.,rs furthf!r in 
interpreting these figures. I shal: only 
be too happy to do so. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Sir, I am grateful 
t~ the hon. witness for the explana
tion he has given. I wish Mr. Misra 
would have been here, as he would 
have benefited; he is also an economist. 
I wanted to put a few questions in 
respect of research. Now, so far as 
basic research is conceTned, only one 
company, i.e.· CIBA in the private 
sector, is doing that. In the public 
sector some basic research is a I so 
being done by Pimpri. Now the C<'m

plaint, Sir, is this that although, as 
is evident from the figures given by 
the ]earned witness himself the pro
fitability figure in the pharmaceutical 
industry is higher than the general 
average of proitability in other indus
tries, The pharmaceutical industry is 
not investing enough moneys in the 
basic research in this country. What 
they are doing, as they have them
selves explained, is the farmulation of 
a development process research. 
What we are anxious about in this 
committee is that in India we should 
develop ba5ic research. Now I would 
like to know that although we bad 
this patent law which is quite favour
able-as they themselves say that the 
present law iS preferable to the Bill 
as now before us-is it that y-our 
companies have not set up the basic 
research wark in this country? Have 
you got any -of developing basic re
search in this country? And if so, 
will that be affected by- this present 
Jaw? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: So far we have 
not been able to undertake basic re
search. The auantum is comporati
vely small. B,;-t there are ce'rt~in 
fundamental limiting factors which 
have led to the situation. First of all, 
as Dr. Mukerjee has indicated, a 
worthwhile research unit requires a 
capital investment of something of the 
order of Rs. 60 lakhs and a recurring 
expenditure of Rs. 30 lakhs. Secondly, 
there is the absence in this countrY 
of a sound technological base of 



organic chemical industry, perc-che
mical industry and fermentation che
mical industry. These three have 
not developed and these are absolu
tely essential for undertaking basic 
research. Thirdly, research is direct
ly linked with the production. We 
have given you figures of oroduction 
in the U.S.A. and other countries and 
also in India. Production in the USA 
is of the order of Rs. 1,645 crores per 
annum; production in India, as you 
know already, is of the· order of 
Rs. 140-150 crores. Sir, I am quite 
certain that as time goes on, as pro
duction develops, as the technological 
base of chemical petro and fermenta
tion industries i; built up, basic re
search definitely will be undertaken 
in this country, and I am quite cer
tain that in the next ten years we 
shall see a vray substantial improve
ment of this industry. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: But I unders·tana 
from Dr. Govindachari that basic 
drugs require chemical research and 
clinical testing. Ana clinical testing 
both at his institute, CIBA institute, 
and that at the ICSR and other phces 
takes about 6, 7 or 8 years. Now, ii 
this is the position, how to reconcile 
bv having a lower period of the 
patent and at the same time develop 
basic research in this country? Now, 
the difficulty in my mina is this. If 
we reduce the period of a patent, it 
will affect. as explained by Dr. 
Govindachari, the development of basic 
research. Will you give your idea in 
this matter? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: I have been a 
member of the Executive Committee 
of the National Drug Research Labo
ratory in Lucknow for some years and 
this deficiency of clinical facilities in 
the country has been felt repeatedly 
in the last three or four years. I 
must say that the situation hs,; consi
derably improved and it is hoped 
that further improvement will take 
Place in the next two or three years, 
because special attention is being 
given to this question of cilinical 
testing. At present, facilities are not 
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odequate. Therefore, if takes a Jon& 
time. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would now like 
to go to clauses. I 11rould like you 
to tell what is your objection to 
clause 87 (!) (licences). There are 
cases going on for 4, 5 or 8 years and 
the big companies which you re
present are harrass1ng the people who 
want compulsory licence in such a 
manner that they cannot make use 
of the provisions of the compulsory 
licences. This has come to us as evi
dence. Could you ·tell us to ensure 
that you do not permit such a thing 
happen, i.e. when a compulsory licence 
is granted a man make use of it and 
not go into ruination on account of 
litigation as is being done at the pre
sent moment? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: Sir, in su far 
as the Compulsory Licensing provi
sions are concernea it has been com
plained that the obligations or the 
grant of Compulsory Licences causes 
lot of delay. It is for this specific 
reason that we have submitted our 
amendment to clause 87 (i) wherein 
we have specifically provided that 
Controller should decide the ca•e in 
thTee months and the Appeal will al•o 
be disposed. of in three months. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How can we give 
this direction t 0 the Hil!h Court. Is 
it possible to give direction to the 
High Court? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: As regards the 
Appeal against the order· of the Con
troller the Tribunal could be direct
ed by the Act itself to decide the 
Appeal. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: And suppose the 
Tribunal aoes not dispose of the case 
what will happen? I have not seen 
any such piece of legislation where 
the time .limit is put on the Supreme 
Court or High Court. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: We have sug
gested a Tribunal. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Now we would 
like to ask from you there iS lot of 



complain and very correctly that the 
advertisement costs in this country 
are heavy. Now is it possible to re
duce the cost Of the medicines if they 
reduce the promotion expenses and 
advertisement expenses? 

Dr. J. Reece: I would submit if 
the cost on advertising-which iS al
ready verv modest-is reduced it is 
very likely to make the drug more 
expensive for the simple reason that 
higher volume of production brings 
lower costs and 7 to 9 per cent is 
not a large figure and if it is reduced 
and the drug does not sell, the volume 
falls down below an economic level 
and the cost must go up. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: New process
es for anti-T.B. and anti-malarial 
drugs discovered in India were refer
red to by Dr. Mukherjee. May I 
know which processes have been used 
by any other firms who are manufac
turing any of these drugs. 

Dr. S. L. MUkherjee: It is a per
sonal question which relates to me 
and I beg indulgence Of the member 
to give a personal answer. I was pre
viously attached with Mls. Albert 
Davis Ltd. where for my patented 
process of INH and· others, I was 
personally following the basic pro
duction. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Is any other 
firm using those processes in India? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: Yes. What I 
was telling was that while in Albert 
Davis Ltd. I was using those process. 
es for basic production. · They were 
following the processes that I patent
ed when I was the'l'e. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Is it process 
patented or Product "patented? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: It is a pro
cess patented. We were the first to 
introduce Talbutamide before even 
the Hoechst came into the. picture. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Supposing 
Albert Davis do not allow- and we 

have to go on without that proceas 
what will •be the result? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I am a joint 
holder of the patent and I have re
ceived no notice from them so-far 
and have left them in 1959. I am not 
aware of what is the situatiorf"llere? 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: My second 
point is that much has been said about 
the need to · approach· 'the doctors for 
the new drugs and if the doctOTs are 
not approached the drugs would not 
sell. The prices will go up. But here 
is a sample of the literature which is 
meant only for doctors. Now see the 
contents. How much information does 
it contain? Are they only meant for 
having a look and then be thrown in 
the waste paper basket? If that 
amounts to sales promotion and 
0n which large sums are j)eing spent 
where is tne need for such advertise
ment. This sort Of literature which 
is neither informative nor contains 
the details. It contains some indica
tioM. How anything spent on these 
can be termed as a means of com
munication to the doctors. 

Further from my personal 
knowledge I have come to know that 
the administrative charges on the 
personnel promotion that is on the 
representative visiting the doctor is 
about 1 to 1l per cent. I am trying 
to break-~ 8 per cent. 1 to 1.5 per 
cent are the charges on the represen
tative who sees the doctor the rest of 
it is merely on sampling and litera
ture. 

Mr. J. Reece: First of all, when we 
talk about medical information for 
the doctor, there is still something 
more to be supplied to him than these 
mailings. The medical information that 
we have to present . to the doctor, 
when we introduce a new product, is 
exhaustive and '11etailed and support
ed by clinical evidence and backed 
up by. formal opinion with the med~
cal reports, and most of. the expend!· 
ture on sales promotion goes on the 
introduction of a new product. 

I wOUld ask the Members merelY 
to cast their minds over what theY 



would dO if they had to introduce a 
new drugs, as I had mentioned this 
morning, a -new cure for cancer, to 
the doctors of India and to get it 
used quickly. 

The second point which the hOD. 
Member has made iS qufte right. He 
makes a very good point when 1ie 
asks what the use is of sending him 
this literature which merely gives 
him a few aeta1ls aoout the product. 
Those of us in the pharmaceutical in
dustry, on whom -this responsibility 
lies are quite certain that no doctor 
would consider prescribing a new 
product as a result of seeing only a 
brief statem~nt of the action and ad
" antages. We know that. "But, on 
the other hand, he might be- suffi
ciently interested to seek furTher in
formation on that product. 

If I may submit something which 
has just occurred to me this morning, 
here is the booklet on the Indian 
pharmaceutical industry published by 
the Govt. of India which if left on 
your desk you would ·probably open 
and look at; after seeing the nice at
tractive cover, you would probably 
open and see it, the attractive cover 
would encourage you to luok and 
see it. This -cover., therefore, is worth 
its weight in gold, because if we do 
not look into a book we shall never 
know what is ibside it, but if there 
is a nice cover for the book; we would 
be tempted to look inside. This is 
why we are lrying to make our lite
rature attractive to the medical pro
fession. 

I might mention another point and 
that is this. This question ~oura be 
dealt with very effectively by quoting 
th,. example of the Soviet Union 
where under their system 0f medicine 
they dO not have th.is type of promo
tional exercise; and- the exa~t quota
tions unfortunately I dO not have 
with me just now, but I shall be very 
happy to supply ,them. There, the 
Ministry of Health · was bemoaning 
the fact that their doctors were not 
Using new products and they were 
actually suggesting that the MinistrY 
ti07(B) LS-19. 

of Health should- send out more at
tractive information to doctors to get 
them to use the new products. Also, 
they were suggesting that qualified 
pharmacists should call on 'the dOctors 
and call on the health centres to tell 
them about the new products. So, if 
you do not do it this way, then some
body has got to do it. 

Finally, I would like to make one 
further submission on two more im
portant points. The pharmaceutical 
companies themselves are anxious to 
avoid making a •bad· impression on 
the doctor or unjustifiable claims, be
cause if they do so they will only 
damage their own reputation, and the 
doctor will not accept that company 
as a proper company in the future. 

In the UK, there is an open invita
tion to the doctors to be taken off 
the mailing list, but only a minor 
percentage of them have asked us to 
take them off the mailing list. I 
would be quite prepared to supply
the hon. Member the figures, because 
I am sure, and I am quite certain, 
from my own personal experience,. 
that the cost of medical representa
tion is not as high as the cost on 
promotional expenditure in our coun
try today. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I would very 
much like to receive those figures, be
cause I find that it is about 7 or 8 
per cent or more. in the case of 
firms whose balance-sheet is made 
available to the public. I am sayin~t 
this, because I am not conversant withs 
the position of those whose accountll 
are not made public. This· questio• 
had come up recently in a conference 
of medical representatives, which I 
had inaugurated at Allahabad. It 
was from the medical representativeoJ 
themselves who were asking tor 
higher wages that this point haa cone 
up. It is more or less f'rom the em
ployees of the pharmaceutical indus
try that I have got this information. 
So, I am letting .;t out to you. 

Mr. J. ,Reece: Thank you very 
much. 



Dr. M. M S. Siddhu: The ether 
point that comes up in the price 
atructure is the processing cost, which 
is very high. If that be the sole fac
tor, then in the case of the new drug 
whose ingredient may be just a very 
•mall portion, a few milligrammes or 
perhaps 0.5 gms. the cost wili be very 
high because largely it is the proces
oing.·cost 0 nly. 

How is it that· the processing cost 
cannot be reduced? If that is reduced, 
then more money will be available 
for research, and you may not have 
to say that it is a blind man's ap
proach, because you have to screen 
tbousands of compounds out of which 
only one may be commercially useful. 

Therefore, I would like to know 
whether the processing cost can be 
reduced to such an extent that one 
would be able to supplement {lie- re
search with the money saved on it. 

· 1\Ir. J. Reece: The fact of the mat
ter is that new drugs are usua!ly 
comparatively highly priced, and by 
'highly priced' I mean highly priced 
in relation to other drugs. Our new 
drugs are very complex things, 
and they cost quite a lot to produce; 
quite apart from any money that you 
may spend on research, to discover 
the new drugs, the cost of the whole 
equipment and the whole complex 
technique or process of producing 
them is very high. 

In the pharmaceutical industry 
where we are competing vigorously 
with each other not only in price but 
by product-substitution. this is the 
safeguard that if allowed to its full 
range it will ensure that the patient 
will get the drug at the most econo
mical price. 

Every effort is made in striving to 
reduce the costs of production, be
cause we want to try to get a larger 
market for our product against either 
some other therapy or some other 
company with a similar product; tor, 
as you know ·in the case. of the pyra
mid, if we price a drug at Rlf. 100, 
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only a few people can take ;t; if we 
take the cost down to Rs. 50, then 
more people can take it; if we take it 
down to one rupee, then millions can 
take it, and there are millions who 
will take it, the lower the cost; so, 
the lower the cost, the ~:realer the 
off-take and the more it raises the 
prosperity of the particular company. 
Let me assure you that every effort 
is made in a competifive situation 
to reduce process costs. But new 
drugs are expensive and new drugs 
are difficult to make. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: I would like 
to refer you to the interlocking sys
tem which has been brought out by 
these administered prices, where a 
particular firm which has got a pt.tent 
right allows some one to manufacture 
it but does not allow that firm to 
market it; by 'marketing' I mean the 
processing; they will be ab'e to sell 
the bulk to X, and X will market it. 
By this method, they are able to keep 
up high prices. Through this inter
locking system of buying from one 
company and selling it to the other, it 
has been found, that they make very 
high profits running up to a huge per
centage. Another case is that of 
Pfizer, reported in the Sunday Times, 
of buying from a llrm in Hungary and 
making a profit of 1,000 per cent. 
Here, it is not the processing, it is the 
bulk supply, and therefore that point 
that it is out of the processed product 
is being compared with bulk rate is 
not quite correct. It is abuse of a 
patent, that is all I say. 

Mr. J. Reece: The on:y thing I can 
say is that this is not the general way 
the industry as a whole goes about 
this type of thing. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: If I may add, 
so far as this country is concerned, if 
there are any such instances, Gov· 
ernment have got adequate powers to 
investigate. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Neither the 
doctors who prescribe know it nor 
the patients who buy such -n~dicines, 
whether they are costly or cheap the 



patient has to buy them, otherwise he 
has to leave the doctor. Therefore the 
patient is in a very bad situation. 

Mr. J. Reece: Even in the cases you 
mention, the companies themselves 
operating within a total orbit do not 
make vast and enormous profits. The 
net result is something which the 
American Anti-Trust Department 
~onsiders reasonable and the patient 
must be in good hands when he is in 
the hands of a doctor both from his 
treatment point of view and his eco
nomic point of view. Amongst other· 
things I would like to submit that we 
must also not lose sight of the fact of 
the value to humanity that these 
drugs have brought about, because, in 
the final analysis, while people for
merly had died or had t" undergo 
long an experisive treatment, are now 
being cured. Unfortunately maolkind 
has been able to solve our problems in 
the wrong order, namely disease first 
and then population control. '!his is 
the tragedy of mankind if I may say 
so It we had discovered the solutions 
in the other order, first population 
control and then eradication of disea. 
ses, we would not be in such- a posi
tion. 

Dr. M. M. S. Slddhu: It is contend
ed that most of the drugs coming in 
the market are likely to g~ out 
of the market in a shorl time 
because of improved drugs taking 
their place. In order to cover their 
cost, they have to keep the price high. 
If that is so then a ten year period is 
more than sufficient because 90 per 
cent of them will go out of the market 
within that time. Those that stay on 
will be because of the reputation of 
the firms behind them. And the 
doctors, having once got the habit of 
prescribing a particular drug by its 
trade name, I am sure, would go on 
writing the same thing even after ten 
years if that drug is wortl.while to 
be used. 

Mr. J. Reece: That is correct. The 
doctor, even though you may present 
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him with something which is obvious
ly better, will not accept it inlme
diately. The point about risk is this. 
U I am putting up a p'ant for a parti
cular compound, I have to invest my 
money, my tinle, talent everything in 
that plant, and the fact of the matter 
is that it is quite likely that somebody 
el>re will come along with an improved 
product and my plant will be 
useless. This is what is meant by 
risk. When you go into the phar
maceutical industry, you are exposing 
yourself to very great risks because 
somebody else maycome up with 
something better. Even with a margi
nally better product, he has simply 
to get the doctors to prescribe it. So, 
for new products for the high rate of 
promotional activity they do, they have 
to get returns. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Certain drugs 
which have been proved to be useless 
clinically for certain diseases are still 
being advertised and doctors approach
ed. Comparative data on medical re
search done all over the world is 
available and articles appear once in 
three years or so, but that is not ad
vertised, nor is it mentioned. any
where that particular drugs have be
come useless. Therefore, through your 
literature you not only propagate cer
tain things, but you are actually mis
leading the public. 

Mr. J. Reece: I wish it were as 
easy as all that. We do not and we 
never deliberate set about to mislead 
anybody, because it is not in the in
terests of the industry. If we do not 
write, somebody else wili. That i3 
competition. · 

Shri Bade: You have objected to 
Clause 48 along with Clause 95 (3). 
Coming to Clauses 84 to 90 suppose ... . 
there are certain patentees from 
foreign countries coming here and 
taking out patents, but not manu
facturing the drugs here, should the 
Government take any steps against 
them or not? 

' Shri S. V. Divecha: In sof ar as 
Clause 48 is concerned, we have al
ready made our submission. 



In so far as this is concerned, we 
feel that firstly there are ample pro
visions under the Act for securing 
against the abuse of a patent right. 
These provisions are contained in the 
pronswns regarding compulsory 
licence under clause 84. 

Also, under clauses 99 and 100 of the 
Bill, the Government can make use of 
an invention which will also incluC:e, in 
my opm10n, importing of patented 
products from abroad. Our submis
sion is that there are ample provisions 
in the other clauses of the Bill for 
making use of the im·ention for the 
purpose of the Government. Clause 
48 does not provide for any appeal or 
judicial review or any fair or ade
quate compensation. Neither does it 
give an opportunity to the patentee to 
be heard. 

Shri Bade: We have the same pro
visions in the Act of Japan .. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: There is no 
such provision which the hon. Mem
ber is referring to, in the Japanese, 
legislation. The laws of Japan only 
provide for a compulsory licence 
,.·here the patentee does not work an 
invention in the country. 

Shri Bade: We have seen that there 
are so many companies which take 
patents and they are not manufac
turing the drugs here. They are only 
importing the medicines from out
side and thus they deprive our scien
ti•ts and our country of indigenous 
research work. In order to mitigate 
it, do you feel that we shou!d have 
provision in the Act? 

Sbri S. V. Divecha: We do have 
•uch a provision in the Act clause 84. -Shri Bade: 1t only refers to com-
pulsory licence. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: For non-work
ing also. 

Shri Bade: The Government would 
apply to the Controller and the Con
troller will say that it is compulsory 
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s~ea.( aa~ql ~aue S! Jeql Pue a~ua~n 
after sealing. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: In so far as 
food and drugs are concerned, in our 
amendment we have s_uggested that 
the application can be made at any 
time aft •.r the sealing of the patent. 

Shrl Bade: Clause 48; this is only 
for Government use. 

Sbri S. V. Divecha: We have special 
objection to that clause, because it is 
widely and vaguely drafted. Second
ly, it is completely redundant, be
cause clauses 99 and 100 provide ample 
means to the Government to do what 
they want to do. What we are mainly 
objecting to is that any person should 
not be authorised by the Government 
to import the article from non-patent
ed sources and to distribute it as he 
pleases. There' is no provision regard
ing compensation and no appeal or 
reference to the high court. 

Shri Bade: Is there such a provisioa 
in the patent law of other countries? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: No other patent 
law in the world contains such a pro
vision. 

Shri B. K. Das: How is it that it 
affects fundamental rights? Is there 
any rule or authoritative opinioll 
about that? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: Our organi
sation has taken legal opinion, and we 
have been advised that some of the 
provisions of the Bill are such-

Shri B. K. Das: About clause 48, 
at page 3 of your original memoran
dum, you have said that this clause 
militates against fundamental nghtl 
of the citizen of India which have al· 
ways been held as sacred to this coun· 
try and to democracy. I was askinA 
whether you have consulted legal 
opinion and whether you were ad· 
vised like that. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We have takell 
legal opinion on that. 



Mr. J. Reece: I shal! explain it. The 
situation is that a patent is not always 
a product, and out of the many patents 
registered, only one or two products 
come along. (As a quid pro quo, imme
diately, the benefits of research done 
by other countries they are mad~ 

available to us straightaway. The 
problem with the "Government" clause 
in pure and simple terms is this: 
if it is left wide open for Governn1ent 
under any circumstances to bring any 
drug from any other source at any 
price it chooS'es, you will be bitting 
at the very essence of the pharmaceu
tical industry in India, because the 
definition about' the Government use 
is so wide to enable any interpretation 
to be put on it. The circumstances 
should only be emergent circum
stances. 

Shri Bade: All the processes are 
blocked out, and if research is pone 
in America, what is the use of our 
scientists? Our scientists cannot take 
advantage of any process because all 
processes are locked up. 

Mr. J. Reece: They can. We can 
apply for compulsory licence to
morrow. About 700 drugs are not 
even patented but are not made in 
India. There must be capital, tech
nology and the wil!ipgness to take 
risks. 

Shri Bade: From 1911 to 1965, no
body has taken the advantage of com
pulsory licence, simply because the 
procedure is long. We are cutting it 
short. The present Bill will mend the 
whole thing, but in the previous Act, . 
the process was very long. 

Now, the Haffkine institute has 
issued a memorandum which reads as 
follows inter alia: 

'The following facts throw in
teresting light on this issue. 
Hoechst had taken out patent in 
many countries of the world in
cluding Japan, for their proctsses ' 
described in Ind. Pat. No. 58716. 
They claim that the process patent
ed by Haffkine Institute vide Ind. 
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Pat. 64323 is already covered L)' 
Hoechst Pat. (I, P. 58716). How
lever, one month after Haffkinc 
Institute filed their patent in 
India, Farbwerke Hoechst appli~d 
in Japan (and possibly in other 
countries also) for an add;tional 
patent, covering the manufacture 
ot Tolbutamide by process similar 
to that of Haffkin'e Institute. It 
their contention that the process 
of Haffkine Intitute is already 
covered by them is valid, then 
that or similar process would not 
be novel or new and as such could 
not be subject matter of further 
patent. 

Another interesting fact is that 
the Hoechst patent in Canada tor 
Tolbutamide (same as Indian 
Patent No. 58716) was challenged 
in the court of law and was re
voked on grounds such as (i) too 
wide a claim, (ii) covering more 
than what the inventor invented, 
(iii) not a manner of new manu
facture, (iv) no utility is not all 
the products produced by the pro-· 
cess have utility as claimed etc." 

So, Haffkine Institute says that it was 
patented and then it was challenged in 
the high court in Capada. The case 
was lost. If such a thing happens, we 
must plug the loophole. 

Shri s. V. Divecha: So far as 
Hoechst and Haffkine are concerned, 
the Hoechst patent has a priory date 
of 8th May, 1956. In that they have 
claimed several processes for the 
•manufacture of new sulphonylureas. 
The Haffkine Institute, probably after 
examining the patent specification of 
Hoechst, invented a so-called inven
tion for the process to manufacture 
the same kind of sulphonylure as 
which process was disclosed 110me 
years ago in the cliemical literature. 
The~efore, we have been advised anp 
it is our confirmed opinion that the 
patent of Hafl'kine Institute is eom
pletely dependent on the patent of 
Hoechst. The carry:ing out of the 
process described in the Haffkine patent 
would infringe the patent of H~chst. 
This matter is sub ;udice and I shall 



prepare a detailed note and I can give 
it to you. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Is it a fact 
that the same process was got patent
ed in Japan after their original one? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: In so far as 
this matter is concerned, we have to 
obtain the details from the patentee 
himself. I did not know that this 
question would be asked, and it re
lates to something-

Shri Bade: I am also a lowyer; that 
is sub judice. But this subject is not 
sub judice, _that is, whether you have 
lost the case in Canada. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: So far as 
Canada is concerned, this is the first 
time I hear about it. We shall o!Jtain 
detailed information and I shall cer
tainly be pleased to give it to the 
Committee. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The Haffkine In
stitute have shown that they could 
produce the medicine at one-fourth 
the price. 

Sbri Bade: For six years the case 
is pending, because everytime they 
are taking adjournments. 

Shri S. V. Divecba: Adjo1:1rnments 
have been taken sometimes by us and 
sometimes by the other side also. ln 
fact, Haffkine Institute is not a party 
to the suit. 

Shri Bade: I know. 

I have a booklet where it is said: 

"As stated· in the USA Senate 
Report No. 448, .'even under liberal 
interpretation of research allowed 
by the internal revenue survey 
research costs of the 20 major drug 
Companies represents only 6:4 per 
cent of the total sales dollar.' 

The said Senate Report states: 

"India, which does grant patents 
on drug products, provides an in
teresting case example. The prices 
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in India for the broad-spectrum 
antibiotics Aureomycin and Achro
mycin are among the highest in 
the world. A1!. a matter of fact in 
drugs generally, India ranks 
amongst the highest priced nations 
of the world-a case of an inverse 
relationship between per capita
income and the level of drug 
prices. 

Tolbutamide costs only $1:85 for M 
tablets in many European countries, 
but in India it costs $3·57. Chlopro
pamide costs only $1·41 in Italy, but 
$4 in India and so on. So, this is 
the general criticism that the patent
holders have created a monopoly. In 
your memorandum, there is no speC!· 
fic reply to this critcism. 

Shri Keith C. Roy: I think that 
booklet has not brought out clearly 
enough the total results of the 
Kefauver hearings. The tc.tal result 
of the two years Of the Kefauver 
hearings were two small amendments 
to the Patents Act which had no im
pact whatever on the operation of the 
Act. In so faras this famous state
ment is concerned l. have made a 
detailed study of the price-factors 
on which it is based .. It is fair and 
proper that the Hon. Members of this 
Committee should know what are the 
basic facts on which this statement 
has been made. ·The Kefauver Com
mittee asked the Department of 
State to collect price data on a cer
tain number of products in different 
countries. The State, Department 
supplied a very great deal of data 
and, 0 11t of that, the Kefauver Com
mittee to-ok only 12 basic ingredients 
which were being sold and manufac
tured in various countries other than 
the US. In so far as India was con
cerned, out of the 11 tables in which 
this information was set out, India 
was mentioned in only 6 Of them. 
Regarding the statement that ihe 
prices of aureomycin and achromycin 
are highest in India it is correct ~0 

far as aereomycin is concerned. It 19 

not correct in so far as achromycin 
is concerned. The price structure of 
four other products in regard to 
India was correctly given. 



. Shri_ Bade: Regarding achromycin, 
what IS the correct position? 

Shri Keith C. Roy, This is given 
at page 42, table 20 of Report No. 
44&-The Report of the Committee of 
the Judiciary, United States Senate 
made by a sub-committee on anti
trust and monopoly. The price of 
achromycin is shown as 128 in India 
and as 134 in Belgium. So India is 
not the highest priced coun'try. The 
price is expressed in terms of percen
tages, not In terms of actual" money. 
So, prima facie the statement of Sena
tor Kefauver about aoilr<Omycin is 
incorrect. 

Sb.r:mati Sharda Mukcrjee: I think 
your main objection is to the licence 
of right and royalty which is now 
fixed at 4 per cent maximum and 
which you consider is too ]ow. I 
have before me some figures given 
on page 49 of your Supplementary 
Memorandum. You have given here 
the figures relating to sulpha drugs. 
The production in 1964 was 252· 94 
tonnes and in 1965-66 it has gone up 
to 1274 tonnes. Could you tell us 
what is the imported content in this, 
what percentage Of it is imported? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: I will not be able 
to give you the exact figures for sul
pha drugs. Generally the import 
content has gone down over the years. 

Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: I have 
another list here, giving the figures 
mostly about mycin drugs, and I find 
that out of 24 drugs Iisiedl there only 
5 of them have some indigenous con
tent. These are all very important 
drugs. From the point of develop
ment of our industry we are interest
ed to know what proportion of it is 
imported. · 

Dr. H. C. Nanji: We will be pre
paring a detailed note on this state
ment giving all the facts,. indioating 
What drugs are already being licensed 
for manufacture and all that. 

· Shrimati Sharda Mukerjee: Could 
You not tell me at least approxi-
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mately what quantity 
indigenously and what 
imported? 

ia produced· 
quantity js 

Mr. J. Reece: · We are co'lectin: 
the data and it iS being supplied. 

Sbrimati Mukerjee: The point 
that I am making is this. We have had 
an unpleasant experience recently · 
when the Indo-Pakistan hostilties were 
on. At that time this particular in
dustry was almost coming to a halt 
because so much of the material waa 
being imported. 

Shri Roy gave us some figures 
about profit retained prafit plough
ed back and all that: If the import 
content is high and the imports are 
from your main companies abroad, 
then how ·much "of the !pr;,fits are 
ploughed back and how much of the 
profits are retained take a different 
shape altogether.- It also contai.ruJ 
the technological know-how fees. That 
also ;has to be taken in ta considera
tion. If the thing is processed here 
and research is carried on here due 
to which the import content over the· 
years has been reduced, then the 
profits retained, profits ploughed 
back, the shape of the capital and 
all that sort of thing would have a 
different meaning. It- is really no\ 
to create any insecurity among the . 
people who come from outside and 
invest in our country tha( we are 
doing this, it is because we wish to 
give a better opportunity to the 
people of this country to use and 
exploit their ability and the raw 
materials that are available here. It 
is from that point of view that· you 
must look at this licensing of right. 
Over the years we find that there 
has been very little progress in this 
country as far as this industry is 
concerned. 

Sbri S. V. Divecha: In so far · as 
the progress achieved by the indll8-
try is concerned, I would like to 
invite the hon. Member's attention 
to page (1) of our Supplementary 



ll!emorandum, where we have given 
the figures of increase in production 
and saving in foreign exchange. 

Mr. J. Reece: People are bringing 
their technology and their know-how 
to ~ndia willingly and building up 
the indigenous industry. We have 
seen large plants, large chemical 
plants being built in this country. 
The whole pharmaceutical industry 
is on an international basis. During 
the last trouble one of our great 
advantages was that we had a great 
deal of indigenous production within 
the country. This is going forward 
and it is going forward rapidly and 
we want it to go forward further. 
Once a technology is developed it 
will become self-generating. This· is 
what is happening here. All indus
tries are made to do more and more. 
But ultimately it will take time. 
The trouble with licence of right is, 
it does frighten people away. Licence 
of right is a frightening phrase. It 
has a certain connotation in many 
countries. We say, it is not neces
sary to put licence of right provi~ 
sion. Why frighten people away 
when the same protection is avail
able within the law? 

Shri B. K. Das: You say it is more 
a psychological thing. 

Mr. J. Reece: Certainly. Licence of 
right ha;; a connotation to everybody. 
It means something in other laws. 
If we put it in our law and how
ever much try to qualif; it, still it 
is there as licence of right. · 

Shrimati Sharda ·Mukerjee: In this 
eight year old report, Justice Ayyan
gar has mentioned that all · other 
countries put this restriction of com
puls~ry licensing. The only excep
tion ls U.S.A. which has a very differ
ent economy from ours. Our coun
try requires a certain amount of 
protection and the Bill Itself pro
vides for a licen~e of rignt under 
certain conditions. 

Mr. J. Reece: The intention of our 
Association was to present a com-
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pulsory licence clause. If that can 
be done, there is no need fer licence 
of right. It there is no need, why 
should we put in a greac· barrier 
which otherwise is not there? 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: I have 
been unfortunately mostly absent 
from the meeting. So, I do not know 
whether my questions have been 
already covered. Still, I would ven
ture to ask two questions purely for 
the sake of clarification. 

We are indeed very glad that this 
pharmaceutical industry has made 
tremendous progress in India~is 
is indeed a. matter· of great ,saTISfac
tion. Yet one has a feeling that in 
the matter of research, we have to 
go a long way in this country in this 
field. It is also true that it is quite 
impossible for individual units to go 
in for anY meaningful or significant 
research activity. It was mentioned 
in the forenoon that for any signi
ficant research! activity a minimum 
amount of Rs. 30 lakhs would be 
!required. That being so, naturally 
·the question arises in our minds 
whether some kind of joint research 
programme could not be evolved 
apd worked out by the pharmaceu
tical industry as a whole. We have 
got the example of A.T.I.R.A. and 
a similar one in Bombay so tar as 
textile industry in India is concerned. 
The bon. gentleman on the other 
side knows that in the United King
dom they have a joint research 
organisation for the steel industry, 
for example, B.I.S.R.A. That being 
so, ·would it not be quite proper for 
the pharmaceutical industry of this 
country to explore the possibility of 
having a joint research programme, 
or, have they already made some 
progress in that direction? 

Mr. 
come. 
that. 
line. 

Chairman: The answer 
They said they have not 

They are thinking on 

has 
done 
that 

Shri R. P. Sinha: They said they 
do not want joint venture. 



· Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: The 
financial contribution by Government 
for such research activity is quite 
significant. It is of the order of · 50 
per cent in the case of A. T.I.R.A.-
50 lakhs 'by the textile industry and 
50 lakhs by the Government. It you 
do not want to avail of this oppor
tunity, that means you want to de
pend on foreign patentee. 

Mr. J. Reece: The reason why we 
do not want it is that we believe 
that we can do better research on 
our own because there will be an 
element of competition. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: The 
amount set apart is 3 per cent of· the 
total turnover. In order -io have 30 
lakhs, there should be a turnover of 
10 cro~es. When will that consumma
tion take place and howmany com
panies will come under this in India? 

Dr. s. L. Mukherjee: I have ex
plained to the han. Members of this 
Committee that basic research can 
be done only by large companies. It 
will be futile to do scientific re
search in a basic way so far as small 
companies are concerned because the 
risks involved and the expenditure 
involved are too much. As you 
have rightly pointed out, only com
panies with a turnover of 10 crores 
and over can think of doing this. 
Today in India such companies are 
very few and those few are _serious
ly thinking of doing this-· research. 

Shri Shvamnandan Mlshra: Only 
thinking of? 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: They - have 
already started doing. Ciba is doing; 
Alembic is , doing and Sarabhai is 
playing a small part in it in a small 
way. For others it is a waste De
cause unless you do it on a minimum 
scale, there will be no result forth
coming. The money we spend must be 
fruitful. That is the main aspect about 
it. Secondly, taking the lead of the 
han. Member's idea on research in a 
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meeting organised by the CSIR in 
Delhi in last December I had point
edly suggested that if Government 
could have a screening centre where 
we could give, without disclosing the 
identity but by paying whatever 
reasonable amount is required, that 
might lead to a solution. It is worth 
consideration ,by the Members of the 
Committee and the Government. 
Through the universities and various 
other sources and industries we could 
produce thousand of compounds a 
year without any difficulty. But there
is no facility for screening. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Al
ternatively, would it not be possible 
to have a kind of research levy from· 
individual units which cannot do 
research and utilize that amount in 
research activity by Government. 

Dr. S. L. Mukherjee: I already ex
plained in the morning that the re
search for the development of new 
drugs requires tradition, requires 
culture and that if you analyse the 
discovery of new drugs you will find 
that 95 per cent of the drugs were· 
discovered by the industry. I firmly 
ibelieve that it is the industry which -
can deliver the result, not Govern. 
ment institutions. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: As it 
[ies largely in the field of intangi·bles, 
I would not pursue this matter fur
ther. Should not the period of vali
dity be .governed by the speed with 
which technology is getting obsolete 
and the drugs are getting out of use 
in the modern world? It so, why 
should there be so much of insistence 
upon the period of patent validity
being so long ? 

Mr. ;r. Reece: The answer to your
question is that, on the whole the 
trend of patent protection round the 
world is to extend the period of time 
tor the life of the patent, bi!Cause it 
is becoming more and more difficult 
to discover and develop drugs; and it 
is Jtot a simple matter of discoverin~ 



110mething today; five years later it 
Is going to be out of date. So, there 
is very good need for a good period 
of time, a good length of time tor 
patent protection. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Is there 
no consideration for the speed with 
which technology advances and the 
drugs become out of use? Should not 
that ibe the most important govern
ing factor, so far as the period of 
patent validity is concerned? 

Mr. J. Reece: When you take out 
a patent, somebody is going to com
pete with it after some time. Also 
even ·if we allow it to run for the 
full period, the law of diminishing 
returns sets in. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Could 
you give us the figures of imported 
finished drugs? If, as you say, the 
production in India is of the order of 
Rs. 150 crores, which is a very siz
able quantity, why do you not manu
facture those drugs which are now 
being imported? 

Mr. J. Reece: The demand for 
those medicines is so small that it is 
not worth putting up a plant. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: So, the 
large bulk of our requirements are 
made in this country now? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes: 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: You have re
ferred to the import of drugs worth 
only Rs. 9 crores as against the pro
duction of drugs worth Rs. 150 crores 
A lot of chemicals are imported and 
used iby the pharmaceutical industry. 
So, what is the import content of 
these Chemicais. 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: This Rs. 9 crores 
consists of intermediates and basic 
products; not chemicals. 

Shri K: V. Venkatachalam: Could 
'YOU give us an idea of the proportion 
?' pat~nted and non-patented dru~s 
1n lnd1a, firstly, in terms of number 
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and, seeondly, in terms of value &f 
the end product? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: At the moment, 
we do not have those figures; we can 
supply them. 

Mr. J. Reece: The portion of non
patented drugs is much h1gher thnn 
those of patented drugs. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: We 
would like to have precise informa
tion both in respect of value and 
number. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: It is difficult 
to get that information. May I in
vite your attention to page 45 of our 
memorandum? We have actually con
ducted a sample survey on sale of 
pharmaceuticals containing patent·~d 
ingredients. 

. Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Sup
posing the total consumption ia 
Rs. 200 crores. How much of it would 
be patented drugs? 

Shri S. V. Divecha: The sample 
survey has revealed that the sale of 
patented drugs was approximately 32 
rper cent of the total sales. There 
again the definition of patented drugs 
has been rather wide in the ~ense 
that we have also included those 
drugs which are patented and which 
do not enjoy exclusive monopoly or 
exclusive right. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: Suppose 
medicine ABC has got ingredient B 
alone patented and not A or B. Will 
you include it? 

Mr. J. Reece: In certain cases we 
have. We are talking of paten!s in 
terms of monopoly. If you take 
Vitamin A and B complex, every
body is making it. There is no 
monopoly. 

Dr. M. M. S. Siddhu: You eannot 
have a formulation ABC if C, which 
is patented, is not put into it to mal<e 
the formulation. It is something like 
a filter, which is necessary for an . 
engine. If you do not put the filter, 
you do not have the engine. \ 



:ur. 1. Reece: If I have got a 
patented drugs and nobody else has 
got it, I can do what I like. That is 
one type. The other ty.pe is that there 
ill a product which anybody can 
market containing one or two patent
ed drugs. 

Shri S. V. Divecha: I would like 
to invite your attention to Appendix 
6 and Appendix 7 of our Supple
mentary Memorandum which give 
classification of drugs in common 
we. We have indicated in the list 
drugs which are patented and those 

, <which are not patented. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: My 
last question is this. You were say
ing that the· further development in 
the pharmaceutical industry at the 
intermediate and lower level will 
depend on the development of fme 
chemicals, fermentation "nd petro
chemicals industries. What is the per
centage of these industries? Have 
you taken any steps so far as this is 
concerned? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Development of 
petro-ehemica ls industry does not 
come under the purview of the 
pharmaceutical industry. But there 
are ibig giants in the chemicals in
dustry who are certainly going ·;ery 
fast ahead with the petro-chemicals 
industry and also with the fermenta
tion industry. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Will 
there be development in the next 
three or four years? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: What 
albout fine chemicals? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: The Hindustan 
Organic Chemicals Factory is there. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: That 
has been there for several years. 
What is your. eXJllectation? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: The difficulty has 
!been that for several years, applica
tions from the private sector were 
turned down on the ground that the 
Rindustan Ovganic Chemicals will 
be manufacturing certain intermedi-
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ates. Fortunately, this policy bu 
been changed during the last two or 
three years and now licences are 
!being granted for the manufacture 
of intermediates and chemicals which 
are required. 

Mr. Chairman: You have told us 
only about yourself. What is the 
function of your Organisation? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: We shall send 
you the detailed booklet which give• 
all the details. 

Mr. Chairman: Can youh give us 
the main objectives of your Organisa
tion? 

Dr. H. R; Nanji: The main ob
jectives are to look after the inte
rests of the members, to cooperate 
with the Gqvernment and, .generally, 
to increase the standards of working 
of the· industry. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it a registered 
body? 

Dr. H. R. Nanji: Yes, Sir. 

Mr. Chairman: How long has it 
been registered? 

Dr. H. R, Nanji: About a year ago. 

Mr Chairman: Only a year ago? 
Were. you under any other name be
fore? 

Dr. H. R. Nanjl: There was. Rno
ther association which had included 
·not only manufacturers but also 
wholesalers and distr1butors. It was 
felt by many of us that it is abso
lutely essential to have a separate 
organisation of manufacturers only 
and that is why this organisation . 
was started. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you. 

Dr. H. R. Nanjl: On ·behalf of mY 
colleagues and myself, I should like 
to thank you for the courtesy you 
have extended to us and also for the 
patient hearing given to us. Thank 
you. 

(The witnesses then witl:dTeW) 

The Committee then adjoumed. 
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I. [ncorporated Law Society of 
Calcutta. 

Spokesman: 

Shri B. P. Ray. 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat). 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Ray, whatever 
evidence you give will be printed 
and distributed to the members. It 
will be laid on the Table of the 
House. Even if you want any portion 
to be confidential, it will be .Printed 
and distributed to our members. We 
have received your memorandum. 
1t has been circulated to all the 
members. If you want to add any
thing new or supplement it, you may 
kindly do so. 

.. ~ _....._.._. ___ _ 

Shri B. P. Ray: Sir, I do not thilllt 
that any part of my evidence giyen 
here need be treated as confidential. 
My main points concern Chapter 
XXI of the Patents BilL incorporat
ing therein clauses 125 to 132. I re
present the Law Society of Calcutta. 
It is a Socity whose members are 
Solicitors enrolled in the High Court 
at Calcutta. There are many Solici
tors as also Advocates who have 
been for years past practising as 
Patent Agents. I cannot say definite
ly, but from random samples taken 
of Advocates and Solicitors in Cal
cutta-specially my office where we 
have a number of them, it would 
not be incorrect to say that at least 
75% of the Solicitors and Advocate.. 
on the roll of the Calcutta H!gla 
Court do. not post~ess a De &Tee ia 



Physical Sciences or Engineering. It 
:is a common feature, Sir, that at 
that stage in their University career 
when they are permitted to opt for 
a specialized line, students who opt 
for a Science Degree or an Engineer
ing Degree do not generally take a 
Law Degree thereafter. We, there
fore, Sir, view with great alarm the 
formidable restriction included in 
sub-clause (c) of clause 126 of the 
Bill which seeks to make it law that 
a person shall not be qualified to 
have his name entered in the Re
gister of Patent Agents unless he has 
obtained a degree in Physical Science 
or Engineering. I may be permitted 
to ask, Sir, what is the rationale or 
underlying priflciple of this require
ment? In the Report of the Com
mittee presided over by Han. Mr. 
Justice Ayyangar it had been stated 
that in India there is no recognized 
organization or Institute of Patent 
Agents corresponding to the Charter
ed Institute of Patent Agents in the 
U.K., and from there it has been 
recommended in that report that 
certain classes of persons should only 
be registered as Patent Agents, and 
from the practical point of view each 
of those classes required the possession 
Of a Degree in Physical Science or 
Engineering or equivalent scientific or 
technical qualification. In the first 
place, Sir, may I be permitted to ask 
what is really "physical science". It 
has not been defined in the Bill. I have 
myself looked into Webster's Dictionary 
and the Concise Oxford Dictionary, 
both under the entries "physical" and 
"science". But I have not found any 
clear definition given in those Dic
tionaries of those words in that com
bination, viz. "physical science". May 
I be permitted to ask what is a 
physical science? Is Botany, Geology, 
Biology or even Hygiene a branch of 
physical science and, if so, what will 
be the strict relevance of a degree in 
those subjects in the context. 

Secondly, Sir, if I may be permitted 
to make a ~mmble submission. I wish 
to state that a - degree in physical 
Bcience or engineering without 
adequate legal training cannot possiblY 
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equip a person to draft applications 
and documents which are necessary in 
connection with patent cases. The sub
ject of patents, I submit, envisages the 
entire dominion of human invention. 
A degree in physics or chemistry or 
pharmaceutics will be of no particul1r 
use in a patent problem relatin~ to 
engineering or vice versa. I, there
fore, submit, Sir. unless a patent agent 
is e>o:pected to specialise in omni
science it is difficult for us to see how 
a degree in one of those science sub
i<'cts will be Of use in a problem aris
ing from any of the other science sub
jec~s. 

I then come to the difficulties from 
the practical point of view which 
particularly touches my 'profession. 
There are many solicitors practising as 
patent agents. My firm has been prac
tising as such and adv!'rtising as such 
in the Law Directories and Law 
Journals for a long time and practical
ly all over the world. Although the 
word 'advocate' has been used in 
clause l c6 the words "solicitors and 
attorneys" have been omitted although 
these words occur in the Ayyanger 
Committee Report. We have already 
dealt with in our Memorandum as to 
the type of work a solicitor does and 
under English Law, as far as I know, 
solicitors are practising as patent 
agents although certain restrictions 
have been placed on the qualifications 
of patent agents. We, therefore, feel, 
Sir, that the words solicitors and at
torneys" have been omitted from the 
Section without reason. Secondly I 
submit that there are many solicitors 
& advocates who have been practising 
as patent agents and the qualifying re
quirement of a science or engineering 
degree will throw them out of prac
tice. This will cause, firstly, great 
hardship to the individuals con<::erned 
and, secondly, the value of the_ great 
experience built-up by them Will not 
be available to the inventors. The 
problem of patent law is essentiallY a 
problem of law and the application_ of 
law as such is something in whiCh 
lawyers are expected b be specialists. 



Thirdly, Sir, it the BUI is passed in its 
prese~t form, for years to come the 
practice of patent agents so far as 
lawyers are concerned will be turned 
ove_r to ,Persons who happen probably 
accidentally to have an engineering or 
a science degree. A lawyer and an 
engineering degree is, as far as . r' 
know, a rarity and this will tend to 
create, at least for years to come 
a monopoly which will be a monopoly 
of those lawyers only who· happen to 
have a science degree and that does 
not necessarily mean that they are the 
best in the line or that it wil~ provide 
the best assistance that an inventor 
could expect to obtain when he comes 
forward with a patent application. I 
also submit that this will deprive the 
Controller of assistance from experts 
at a time when such assistance is all 
the more needed having regard to the 
complications likely to arise from ad
ministering this Act which is new and 
much more comprehensive than the 
Act which is intended to be replaced. 
Our submission, therefore, Sir, is that 
the restriction should be removed 
altogether, at least it should not be 
brought into force unless an institute 
of patent agents has been established 
on the lines of the Chertered Institute 
in the U.K. It is felt that the restric
tion must be retained in the Act even 
now, the enforcement of that require
ment could be postponed until such 
time as we were ready for it and it 
is not uncommon for different provi
sions of an Act to be brought into 
force at different times. These are the 
submissions which I wish to make. 

Mr. Chairman: You have no objec
tion if we make this applicable to 
future entrants and allow the existing 
solicitors and advocates practising to 
continue. 

Shri B. P. Ray: That will meet my 
point to a large extent if the require
ment of science degree is not imposed. 

Mr. Chairman: Some technical 
knowledge for a patent advocate is 
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necessary that is 'why probably that 
has been introduced. 

Shrl Sham La! Saraf: As far as 
present practising advocates and 
solicitors are concerned, I think our 
hon'ble friend haS made a good case 
for them but what about future. At 
least somewhere it must ;lop. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Ex
cepting that you cannot appear for the 
purpose of specification you can appear 
for other purposes. 

Shri B. P. Ray: That is true be
cause clause 132 provides for that. But 
my submission is that a very impor
tant part of a patent lawyer's job iS' 
the specification and matters connec-' 
ted th«rewith and to take that work 
away from the practising advocates 
who have devoted their lifetime prac
tice to it would be really robbing them 
partly of their living. It would also 
enhance C'Osfs in the sense tnat the ad
ministration of the Ia;_.. to that extent 
would become much more expensive 
because we will no longer have the 
benefit of the buiit-in experienc~ of a 
large number of practitioners. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Ld 
me understand you clearly. Filing of 
specification is of technical nature. So 
it can only be done by the prospective 
pharma-ceutical entrepreneur wltoso
ever is putting up the industry or 
whosoever is incharge of the drug 
industry-! mean the legal aspect. So 
why do you think that filing of speci
fication is a very important feature as 
far as the filing of the specification 
before the Controller is concerned. 

Shri B. P. Ray: A patent application 
starts from the drafting of the speci
fications. A client comes t0 us. He 
may be an expert in that line as often 
as he is not. When he comes to us to 
draft specifications which comply with 
all the requirements of the law, h·e ex
pects us to do so in such a way that 
there is no alteration or correction to 
be made. In other words, to draft 
specifications is a matter of art and 
it is more in line with a lawyer's 



Equipage than anything else. So far 
as technique is concerned, as I have 
told you, a mere science degree in 
physics will not help him when he 
touches a problem of chemistry, en
gineering and vice versa. As I just 
now said, no patent agent can be ex
pected to specialise in omni-science. 
His knowledge will naturally be limit
ed. It is in the field of the lawyer's 
activity. It is his educational train
ing which probably enables him to do 
better than others namely, to frame 
documents which not only comply 
with the law but also with the above 
branch of law. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The idea is that we 
want the cadre of patents to be so 
adjusted that the work of patent law 
is better done. I hope you will agree 
that a graduate in science--whether 
it is physics or chemistry or engineer
ing-will be a better patent agent than 
one who does not possess that. There 
are many advocates who are science 
graduates and there is no doubt about 
that. I think those who have not got 
the science qualificatioins must prac
tise something else. Anyway . don't 
you agree with me that a graduate in 
Science will be a better patent agent 
than anybody else? 

Shri T. Chengalvaroyan: In cases of 
lawyers being patent agents, on ques
tions which involve engineering or 
scientific aspects, do they not consult 
the specialists in that line and incorpo
rate their view? I think that is the 
practice. 

Mr. Chairman: That he has stated 
in his memorandum. 

Shri B. P. Ray: I have stated in m:r 
memorandum as to how exactly a 
patent lawyer works. He IS not expec
ted to know all branches of inven
tions. But, then, he is suited to draft 
documents which really form the vcry 
basis of an application for ~atenta. 
Whether he succeeds, or fails io a mat
ter Of luck. It is easy for him to get 
proper asistance from techniciaru; or 
~cientists. 
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Shri P. S. Naskar: You referred to 
something that is obtaining in Eng
land. So far as patent agents are 
concerned, would you te 11 the Com
mittee as to what qualifications are 
necessary for one to act as a patent 
agent under the English Law? 

Shri B. P. Ray: If you will kindly 
refer to page li of my memorandum; 
I have stated that to become a patent 
agent, one should be a member of the 
Chartered Institute of Patent Agents. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: I want to know 
as to what are the qualifications re
quired to become a member of the 
Institute? 

Shri B, P. Ray: I have dealt with 
this in the last para Of my memoraa
dum. If it is to be done in a phased 
manner, then we should prescribe the 
rules, syllabi, curricula and the quali
fications to be attained by a person 
before he becomes a patent agent. It 
would be too early to impose this 
sort of a restriction viz., to become a 
graduate in physical science or engine
e~ing to be useful in any way. 

Sbri P. S. Naskar: We have to make 
some move in this respect. Till sucla 
time, you know, under the existing 
rules, anybody can be called a patent 
agent in India. I can even become a 
patent agent. We find that everybodY 
is declaring himself to be a paten\ 
agent just for some consideration. And 
no qualification is necessary in India
I am, however, subject to correction
to-day for one to become a pateat 
agent. Will you leave this matter as 
it is or do yQU want to keep the mono
poly with the lawyers only? 

Shri B. P. Ray: No, Sir. All lhat I 
wanted to say is this. We shoul4 
build up expe~ience in the practice of 
the Patent Law. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: Do you agree 
that to be a patent agent, oae 
must have more than legal quali~
tions? 
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Shri B. P. Ray: Yes, Sir. But, the 
thing is this. If you prescribe a parti
cular course or if you establish an 
institute on the lines of the Chartered 
Institute. of England. I have no objec
tion. Just as we become solicitors after 
our being with a Solicitor for five years 
in the same way the patent agents 
should become patent agents. There 
cannot be any objection to that. But, 
to substitute that by this shortcut 
method, if I may be. permitted to use 
that word, will not ·serve the purpose. 

Shri P. S. Naskar: This is a means 
to an end. It is not a shortcut 
method. ,_,.t 

:. II 

Shri B. P. Ray: .1 would submit 
most respectfully that at present this 
method will probably be more than 
counterbalanced by the harm which it 
will do to the patentee, to the adminis
tration and to the profession as alao 
to the inventors. 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettiar: You 
say that it will do harm to the Ad
ministration. Would you ltindl7 
elaborate that point? 

Shri B. P. Ray: The Administration 
will not have the benefit of the experi
ence of all the lawyers who have been 

·practising in that line and who do not 
possess a science degree. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: I hope 
you will agree with me that the pre
sel;lt Patent Act is a very outmoded 
one having been passed in the British 
days in 1910. With the changing 
conditions of our economic as also 
the new developments in • science, 
particularly in the pharmaceutical in
dustry, don't you think that a lawyer 
patent agent, apart 'from his legal 
knowledge, should have some experi
ence of scientific knowledge as well? 
'l'hat is why, as my hon. friend Shri 
Naskar put it correctly, it is a means 
to an end. I am only reiterating as 
to what my friend has said. We want 
a lawyer who has not only got the 
legal acumen but also a scientific 
knowledge to help the administration. 

807(B) LS-20. 

~hri B. P. Ray: It the scientitl.ll 
knowledge were properly channelled 
and a syllabus or curriculum were 
framed by which the adequacy of 
knowledge can ·be rightly measured, 
probably, [ have no objection. But, 
before we have actually established &,n 

Institute of Pantent Agents on the 
lines in England, I suppose, this will 
not meet the purpose. 

Dr, C. B. Singh:. Don't you feel that 
we should maintain the qualiftcatlorul 
which will be necessary for future· 
courses espe,cially for this type of 
work? That is a very important thing; 
we should have a cadre of specialists 
for this purpose. The time may come 
when it will be worthwhile to have 
this qualification for the patent agents. 

Shri T. Chengalvaroyan: There t. 
this practice now obtaining before .the 
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal that 
lawyers as well as Auditors are allow
ed to appear. Suppose there is tht. 
alternative qualification of a patent 
agent being a solicitor and a scientifio 
man, have you any objection to that? 

Shri B. P. Ray: I have no objection 
at all ·because it is not my object at 
ali to restrict Patent law practice to 
advocates and solicitors only. 

( The witness then ·withdrew)' 

(Thereafter the representatives of 
the Council of Scientific and Industria! 
Research were called in). · 

n. Council of ScientUI.o and In4wltrial 
Research, New D•Ud 

Spokesmen: 

1. Dr. S. H. Zaheer, Director 
G<!neral, C.S. & D.R. & Ex
officio Secretary tothe Gov
ernment of India, Ministry of 
Education. 

2. Shri Baldev· Singh, Industrial 
.Liaison & Extension Officer, 
Directorate of Research Co
ordination & Industrial Liai
son, C.S. & I.R. 



3. Shri R B. Pai, Patents Officer, 
C.S. & I.R. 

(The Witnesses were c.1lled in and 
they took their seats) 

. Mr. Chairman: The evidence that 
you give will be printed and published 
and given to all our Members and also 
laid on the Table of the House. Even 
if you want any portio;, to be kept 
confidential, it will be printed and 
published and given to members and 

'laid on the Table of the House. We 
nave seen your memorandum and it 
has been circulated to all our Mem
bers. U you want to add anything 
and stress upon anything, you may 
please do so. Thereafter our members 
will put some questions. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: ·We have 
already submitted in broad outline. I 
am m full. agreement with the pro
posed Act. I feel that the existence of 
a system of patents where 90 per cent 
are foreign patents has obstructed the 
growth of certain industries in the 
country, chiefly the chemical industry 
with which can be related the pharma
ceutical industry and has resulted in 
high prices in the pharmaceutical in
dustry also on account of that in the 
agricultural chemicals connected with 
that. 'I feel that the provisions which 
an! now proposed to be made in the 
Act are very much in the right direc
tion although my personal feeling is 
that they are also a compromise. 

The compulsory licensing provisions, 
in the past, have not been of much 
assistance in view of the inordinate 
delays which compulsory licensing 
provisions entail. 
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The Patent System has come in the 
way of indigenous manufacture, for 
example paludrine, radio opaque dyes, 
reactive dyes and pharmaceuticals 
like tolbutamide. Indian entrepre
neurs refuse to undertake manufacture 
of patented items because they cannot 
depend upon compulsory licensing 
provisions because it takes years to 
get through. There·fore, my view is 
that no patent should be granted for 

the manufacture of compositiom or 
end use of pharmaceuticals, fine 
chemicals and drugs. No patent should 
be granted for any item for its end ' 
\Ise. The decision to permit manu. 
facture under compulsory licence 
should issue within one year from the 
date of application for compulsory 
licence. 

The high prices in India of a num. 
ber of these drugs-for e.g. chloro
mycetin, tetracycline hydrochloride
! feel, are due to the patent system. 
The prices in India are very much 
higer than the international prices. 
Italy is a good example. 

It is sometimes said that the re
moval of the patent system will re
duce the expenditure on scientific re
search on these items. factually it is 
not so. In America about 350 million 
dollars are spent by pharmecutical 
firms and chemical firms on scientific 
research while in India the total ex
penditure is less than Rs. 1 crore and 
80 per cent of this also is from State 
resources. 

Similarly, for food items also, 
think the patent system, especially 
patenting of processes and p'atenting 
of trade n9mes for food items also is 
not conducive to development of food 
technology and development of food 
trade in the country. 

Patent system, in my view, has 
proved detrimental to starting of new 
industries in the country. Thi~ posi
tion has been fully admitted by the 
two earlier Government Committees 
on Patents. 

Sees. 22 and 23 have been of no 
use as foreign firms have adopted 
dilatory tactics. The compulsory 
licensing provisions have been prac· 
tically of no use because of the tor· 
tuous legal process involved. We have 
failed to get from May & Baker Iicen· 
ce for sulphathiazol in spite of intense 
litigation. Similarly, for ICI's palU· 
drine. Hindustan Anti-Biotics hns 
lot of trouble with foreign patentees 



even with regard to the manufacture 
oof penicillin and tetracyclin although 
they got them mider. WHO patents. 
Litigation is still in progress with a 
very well-known German firm and 
the Indian firm has asked for the re
vocation of the patent and it is goi~g 
on for several years. Therefore, no 
patent should be granted for process 
of manufacture or of the end product 
in pharmaceuticals, insecticides and 
food and chemical products. If this is 
considered an extreme step, then at 
least the provisions which are now 
contained in the Bill should be 
accepted. 
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These are my general views. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How many patents 
have been taken by the National 
Laboratories recently either for drugs 
or chemicals or dyes or something 
else? 

Dr. S, Husain !laheer: Nearly 1,200. 

Dr. C. B, Singh: How many of the~ 
are being utilised? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: We may say 
between 150 and 200-that is over 10 
per cent. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: Have you taken 
any patents outside India? 

Dr. S, Husain Zaheer: Yes. Sir, we 
have taken about 200 patents outside 
India. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Is that bringing 
any foreign exchange to this country? 

Dr. S, Husain Zaheer: No, Sir. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How is that? 

Mr. Chairman: Are you not getting 
any royalty on this? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: From abroad, 
no, Sir. From India we are getting. 
Although we have taken about 200 
patents, none of them is being utilised, · 
though We aPe making efforts to uti
lise them. Of course, there are rea
sons for it. We have not been able 

to evolve any proper machinery for 
exploiting them. Normally, either 
these local firms that are there con. 
.tact the interested parties or they 
ap~oint agents. We have also ap
~mnted agents, but they are not prov
mg very useful. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Won't you agree that 
taking up of the patents by foreigners 
depends entirely on the utility and 
the advantages that can be had by 
the producing firms? If those patents 
were of that order, probably they will 
take it up, use it and advance it. Is 

. that a correct assumption? 
. Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I daresay it 
Is partly correct, but partly also uti
lisation depends upon the agency eff- · 
orts of a middleman who is able to 
convlnce the expioiting parties that 
~hey are use~ul ·and that they can go 
mto production. I will cite in that' 
connection one example. A drug with 
which I had some connection was syn. 
thesised in a laboratory which now 
belongs to the CSIR and we wanted 
to take a patent, but the authorities 
did not allow us to take a 
patent. Now that drug is being 
manufactured and sold all over 
the world. But initially we were not 
very keen at that time. We just 
published it; we were more interested 
in scientific research. We did not 
take any patent in India. And that 
drug is now being utilised extensively 
all over the world. 

Dr, C. B. Singh: That supports my 
view. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I. am not 
sorry about it. 

Mr. Chairman: Is it not a disincen
tive to our inventors? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: No, Sir. As 
a matter of fact, in this particular 
case, it has not proved a disincentive 
because we are still carrying on a 
very big school of research on these 
types ·Of drugs. 

Dr. C, B. Singh: You know that in 
Pimpri, we have taken a patent for 
one of the antibiotic products, Hae'my
cin. This patent is being talked about 



by American firms and they are pre
pared to pay even a high royalty. ·If 
that patent was taken outside, don't 
you think the country will get bene
fit and we will be earning a large 
amount of foreign exchange if it 
aucceeds! 

Dr. S. HU3ain Zah~r: Sir, in this 
particular case, I am doubtful. Here 
we are concerned only with a develop
ing country like India and it is with 
particular reference to India that · I 
am speaking. I am not against patents, 
for example, in Germany or the 
United States, but I am definitely 

'aeainst patents in India. 

Dr. C. B. Sln&-h: But why you are 
atainst patents in India! 

Dr. S. Husain Zah~r: As I have ex
plained in my opening remarks, there 
are two important reasons: one, it ob
structs development of indigenous in
dustry and indigenous knowhow and 
two, it leads to artificial high-pricing 
of some nt the essential drugs which 
are required· for the health of the 
population of this country and for the 
economic development of our country. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I don't know, Sir, 
it the witness is .aware that the ques
tion of high price is a highly disputed 
one. Several witnesses have come and 
given evidence. It is a highly disput
ed point. Any way, we will not talk 
about it with him now. 

Recently we went to the CDRI and 
there we found that there are very 
great chances for certain important 
things and if patents are taken out
side, we are likely to get a large 
amount of benefit. So, if Indian scien
tists under your guidance are able to 
produce some n,ew drugs or chemicals, 
which are of such an order that they 
will be patented in .the outside world 
and will bring in a large · amount of 
foreign exchange, don't you think it is 

· advisable· to have those patents taken 
out in this country as well as outside! . . 
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Dr. !1. Husain Zaheer: This is what 
exactly I would like to repeat, that I· 
lUll not in favour of takin~ these 

patents in India, but in a country like 
the United States where the 1yatem 
is very well established and methods 
for exploitation also are available and 
where we have no say whether patents 
should exist or should not exist, as 
long as it does exist, if it can bring 
some benefit to this country, I am in 
favour of it. For example, we have 
actually entered into agreements with 
two firms in the· United States-the 
CDR! and the regional laboratory at 
Hydera bad-for the testing and paten
ting and later exploiting of drugs 
developed and worked in that labo
ratory. But We have made an ex
ception. We have given them the 
world rights and a share of royalties 
except in India. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Now there are three 
types of patents: process patent, pro
lluct patent and a combination of the 
two, product by process patent. Out. 
of these three, our Bill describes 
patent by process aloioe. What have 
you to say on that? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: l personally 
would not give any patent either \O 

the product or to the process. 
Dr. C, B. Singh: Knowhow is some

bination of the two--product by pro
c.zss? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: My personal 
·view is. I would not advise Parlia
ment or Government to allow any 
patent on either the product or know
how or process knowhow .... 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Knowhow is some
thing d;fferent. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: I am agams't 
any patent for product or process or 
product-cum-process. 

Shrl R. Ramanathan Chettlar: One 
fundamental point. Mr. Chairman, 
the learned witness being Head of the 
C.S.I.R. has been kind enough to corne 
here to give evidence. From the beg
inning uptil now. he has been saying 
that he ts against patent's ·and he has 
also made a remark that if he we~e 
to !'~VIsE:! Pi!rliament and the co1,1ntl1, 



he is against patents for process or 
even tor product. Sir, once the prin
ciple having been conceded and Pa• ~ 
liament having brought forward a 
Patent Bill and it is being discussed 
by the Select Committee. I think It 1s 

too late in the day for the learned 
witness to, ... 

Mr. Chairman: One can • express 
one's views. We may accept it or we 
may not accept it. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: No, 
Sir, if he has come with that pre
judged view, we are helpless. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: It is for you 
to bring him out. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Sir, 
let my remark be recorded. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: Why •hould 
we prevent him? 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: Mr. 
Chairlnan, I would like mY remarks 
to be recorded. 

Mr. Chairman: All.right. Let them 
be recorded. 

Shri 1\1. R. Shervani: It is absoluteiy 
unfair remark. It is in a way. inti
midation of the witness. He has come• 
here to give his frank opinion. Why 
should we .... 

Mr. Chairmaa: It is for you to accept 
· it or not.~ 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Let me say, 
Sir, I am against patents for process, 
for product or process~cum-produet in 
the fields which I have .,.numerated. 

Dr. C. B, Singh: Here in ·our Bill, 
we have mentioned that in case of 
dispute the final decision will lie with 
the Government. Will you say any
thing on that? 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: I think that 
is very great advance that it is, not 
justiciable but it is bY an executive 
decision. Government takes a deci
sion, whether to a}low \lr pot to ;tllow 
~I. 
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Dr. C. B. Siagh: People have come 
to say that if you leave· a decision to 
the executive, it cuts at .the very root 
of the judiciary, 

Dr. S, Husain Zaheer: We already 
have many decisions which are exe
cutivt> .decisions. It is the overall 
well-being of the industrial develop
ment and also of the country which is 
involved here and Govermri:ent, I be
lieve, is fully justified in taking autho
rity into its own hand to take a deci
sum in public interest. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You agree that in 
the present state of advancement we 
are in need of foreign capital for our 

· advancement. Do you agree or you 
do not agree? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I think we 
do need for investment, but it should 

. be on mutually agreed conditions. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: But you agree to 
the need for foreign capital h~re. 

Don't you? 

Dr. S. Husain Zabeer: Yes, but per
haps not in the fields which I have 
enumerated. · 

Dr. C. B.' Singh: That is in drugs, 
chemicals, food stuffs. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: Broadly 'No'. 

Shri M. R. Shervani: You have 
stated that industrial development has 
been retarded by the existing patent· 
law and the present one, although an 
improvement on the same, is a sort of 
cbmpremise. May I ask if you could 
suggest as a further inducement to 
industrial growth that the 10 years 
~term be reduced to 7 years in drugs. 
I will explain it. In our Bill, we 
have given a 10 years period as the 
life of the patents on drugs and food 
stuffs. In view of your definite opin
ion that patent ·system retards indus
trial growth and research, would you 
recommend r.eduction from 10 years to 
7 years? 

Dr. S, Husain Zaheer: I am per~oi'(-. 
;tl!y in~ favour of that, 



lllr. Chairman: Shri Chettiar: 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: In 
view of the pre-judged views of the 
learned witness, I, as a protest, am 
not participating. 

1\lr. Chairman: That is all right. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: What is the 
pre-judged view? I have given it in 
writing. 

1\lr. Chairman: He is not a Member 
of Parliament. 

Shri R. Ramanathan Chettiar: He 
has not given in writing. 

1\lr. Chairrn3.1l: In the Memorandum, 
he has said he is against all. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: The whole 
purpose of this meeting is that I have 
been called to give mY views. 

Mr. Chairman: That is his view. 
You may or you may not accept it. 

Shri B. K. Das: There are other 
witnesses who have also said that. I 
do not know what objection my friend 
is taking. Dr. Zabeer, you ·have said 
in your Memorandum on page 15 that 
"reference to CSIR ·may be excluded 
from the definition of clause 2 (1) (h) 
unless the original clause 41 (10) refer
red to above is restored". Would you 
kindly explain this? What is the diffi
culty? 

· Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Sir, we are a 
registered society of the Government 
and we would not like to exercise the 
authority of Government. It is the 
executive ·body of Government which 
should exercise that authority. They 
can ask ·for our advice and we will 
be very happy to give that and in fact 
it is our duty to do so. 

Mr. Chairman: It is included there 
as Government undertaking. You are 
considered part of the Government. 
Your institution is tried to be included 
as a Government institution like hos
pitals, like universities. You have got 
any objection to that? 
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Shri R. B. Pai: There are certain 
penal provisions in the Bill under 
which if the Controller General asks 
for some information about the extent 
of exploitation and the Officer In
charge of Government undertaking is 
not able to satisfy him, then he is lia
ble to be imprisoned. There are sO'Ille 
penal provisions like that. That is one 
thing which we will be calling upon 
ourselves by being included in the 
G"overnment undertakings, whereas we 
do not see any corresponding advan
tages by that inclusion. Formerly we 
had requested that we may be includ
ed as a Government undertaking, be
cause there was a provision in the 
draft bill at the earlier stages that 
Government undertakings would be 
excluded from the application of pro
visio'ns regarding compulsory licences, 
which would have been very advan
tageous for the Government under
takings. 

Mr. Chairman: You refer to the ori
ginal clause 41 (10). 

Shri R. B. Pai: I suppose so. That 
clause has been rf'ffioved. There is 
really no benefit in being a Govern
ment undertaking. At the same time, 
we would be liable to this. 

Shri B. K. Das: On page 16, you 
say the •method of testing should be 
made patentable. Will you kindly ex
plain this? · 

Shri R. B. Pai: We had a very good 
invention from • the C~ntral Leather 
Research Institute for a· microscopic 
method of testing the wool to find out 
whether a particular sample of wool is 
good or bad. By chemical treatment 
followed by just looking into the 
microscope, we could vividly see pic· 
turesquely whether the sample was 
good or bad. That was a method of 
testing and a very meritorious inven
tion, But under the existing law we 
could not patent that invention. 
Methods of testing can be very 
useful industrially. Just as 3 



process can be useful, a ~ethod • of 
testing is also a type of process which 
is industrially useful and sueh pro-" 
cesses are patentable in U.K. 

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other 
countries? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: In the U.K. it 
is patented. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I will like this to 
be noted. If there is samething which 
is used in the United Kingdom; that 
method should be looked into. We 
should incorporate that also. 

Shri B. K. Das: That process in
·cludes testing also. 

Dr. S, Husain zaheer: Yes, Sir. 

.Shri Sham. Lal Saraf: Mr. Zaheer, 
in the present state of development in 
our country it ·is an estal'>lished fact 
that unless you get the knowhow or 
encourage research and inventive 
capacity in the country, perhaps the 
country may lag behind. Now keeping 
that in view and also keeping your 
views in our sight that you are absolu
tely against getting things patented, 
may I know what other ways would 
you suggest that would help in cre<~t
ing scientific knowledge within the 
country successfully? 

Dr, S. Husain Zaheer: I think, Sir, 
that the progress in our scientific and 
technological levels has beeri quite 
adequate to supply the ),'equirement of 
the country in these fields-chemicals, 
pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemi
cals, food, etc., these particularly. I 
would also, however, point out one 
thing, Sir, and that is that authorship 
certificate may be permitted to en
courage further indigenous scientific 
work in the country, 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: That is quite 
a separate subject to be dealt with. 
:aut' here I would like to know that 
keeping the present progress made in 
these pharmaceutical, chemical, food, 
processing industries in view, may I 
know if Dr. Zaheer is aware as . to 
what percentage of it has come nder 
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the Patent Law or ha, been registered 
under the Patent law? 

Dr, S. Husain Zaheer: Sir, more than 
90 per cent are foreign patents. And 
major products-some of which I may 
name, Sir, ·like Chloromycin, Tetra
cyclin, Tolbutamide-and even the 
intermediaries of these are covered 
by patents. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The hoi).. wit
ness has nqt caught my point. As 
far as manufacture is concerned, what 
percentage of it has come under .the 
Patent Law? I could say it is hardly 
2 per cent. Therefor-~. 98 per cent of 
it is absolutely free for people to manu
facture. 2 per cent of the lot are very 
important to life-saving· drugs. I 
would ask Dr. Zaheer whether he 
knows of any inventive institutions 
that would· go to help the country by 
manufacturing all the types of these 
life-saving drugs? 

Dr, S. Husain Zaheer: We would 
certainly be able to dev·~lop process 
which· can make these life-saving 
drugs. We may not be able to invent 
new life-saving drugs and if incentive 
and encouragement are given that will 
probably encourage to develop life
saving drugs. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: I wouid >1ke 
the hon. witness to tell us what in
centive would he recommend to be 
given to sci,~ntists? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: The main 
thing is the development of a healthy 
indigenous industry free frarn the ob
struction of patents which will itself 
be an inducement for scientists to 
assist and help these industries and· 
they will become part of the industry 
itself It will give them necessary 
enco~agement and the excitement 
for better work and hard work. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: May I ask the 
Director-General, c·siR, in these phy
sica! laboratories all over the country, 
so far how many such inventions have 
they found out which are patent or 
non-patent that have been translated 



into practical work, whether in t"c 
factory or in the field? Would he be 
able to tell us? 

Dr. S. HU6ain Zaheer: Sir, the invest
ment of the scientific effort which is 
required for progress in original type 
of drug research is not adequate in 
the country. It is not comparable to 
what is being done in a country like 
Japan. Japan has attained a certain 
very great degree of self-sufficiency 
in this because of bigger investment 
and because of non-existence of patent 
laws. 

Shri Sham L31 Saraf: There is a 
patent law ln Japan. 

1\lr. Chairman: The patent law i& 
there in Japan for a number of years. 
That is what the witnesses who came 
before us; told us. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Sir, there is 
a general expectation that foreigners 
could not expect patent protection in 
Japan, and it is only recently that the 
•ituation has changed somewhat. They 
were allowed freely the utilisation of 
foreign know-how in the country. But 
the reply to ·the hon. Member on my 
right, as I have said in the beginning, 
is that discoveri~s of new drugs in the 
country have been almost nil. Ijut 
the development of knowhow pro
cesses. where patents have expired or 
where patents have either been bought 
or licensed, have been done in colla
boration with .People who have taken 
patents. There is one case where an 
entrepreneur developed the know-how 
at the National Chemical laboratory · 
of a very important dye. He was 
threatened by the foreign patent-hold
er for pro..ecution. He went· ahead 
and he said, 'All right, you can 
threaten me but still I will go ahead. 
I want to be jn a position where I can 
bargain with you better'. He went 
ahead and eventually this patent
holder had to sell his patents to him 
and this material is being made by 
the Indian partner. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: The .hon'ble 
witness has said that today we are not 
rich in the know-how and secondly 

we are not· in a position to manufac
ture life-saving drugs· because the 
·reasons are obvious. How does he 
propose to bring this country in line 
with the rest Of the countries in the 
world who have gone far ahead of us 
in the scientific field? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I am sure, 
taking two or three important drugs, 
for instance, Chloromycin, Tetracyclin 
and Tolbutamide, within a very few 
months we will be able to develop 
indigenoUs. know-how to make these 
life-saving drugs irrespective of the 
Patents. 
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• "lr w:.if f~r i\'~"t;;rr : 'IT~ 
«To ll;lilo qr{o m<:o it WI<: ~G 
'lh: ll"ll'f;ft ~ f~R'f 'fi"T 'ITT wr orr~lff 
aT ~T m ~ ;riforGf . m'l"fi"T '<ll"TGT 
'{~ «Tf<rcr &:llfT I . . 

no • lt"O ~"" ~~<: ; qfq' G(Gff 

'll{lffff ~ I ~ &:<: f<F~ ~ «~f~« 
&:1 "TT~ ~ ~G ~ @ lj:_iTTilT ~ 

. ~fliT ll;orNI!l'T it; &:1 'lh: itliiT &:TilT ~ 
'li"f<:TI'fG «Tf<rcr &:l'ff 1. 

"li r.~: f~i i\'~'rsn : l!J.f'filir 1 

"lT f'fl'ff<f f~t>lf : qfll"<{~G it "'T~ 
~<;wrr it ;;r;rit ro;;r « G'IT;'f ~ ~ 
f~ gil; ~ I ~«'fi"T ~iff ll"&: ~ f'fi" GfT 

. ~ G~"Gr <~'fl"ll"T'!i"T ~<F<: :of"'a <ilf « 
qhf!-.1'. cfll"~~ <rt aT G<!T i5)1j; ~<:a-r ~ 
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~r cr~~ « ~ ~ ~ ;;rr fu ~ra
·~ ar ige- 'fi"T ;;rr mTf~ 'li<: 
'fi"PTr:a'>t« ~ ~ '!i'r \ffi'T cr<:!~ « ~'fi"<: 
ilf « WR <!'fTii o'f ~ G<!T i5)1j; 0'<:~ 
'li"T f~r I 'i!I'TGf O'fi" q~G ll"T 

lf_iTRT it f'!i"«T it fu ~"f ~fliT ~'fi"il 
~T<:T orTlllT 'Ill « ~- <::<ntt "'<'! ~r ~ 
<~'T'Ii"r m;;r ~ fu 'li"T 5P1r "'or lf{ ~ 
f;;r«i'f ll.'<F qfGlft 'li"T lf'i' 11Till<rffi' ~ ~ 
~ GfT f'!i" m:r «11'~ it m l!.<"'i ~ fmt 
1'fi'«T~ ~ ~'li"il i't Gfiilli'T "'T~T ~ 
f'li" m'l"fi"r <:rll" :a« m't it iflTT ~ . ? 

no lt"o ~~ ~1<: : i't f~ 
llfililill" «G~ « '3« it lil~ ~ I 

"ll l'fl!_f<f fl{q : ~«iF lfRT ~ ~ 
f'fi" qrq <ti"c- ~ '!i"T1_il ~ flllorT!li ~ ? 

no ll;«o ~~ ~)<: ,: ;;fr &:t I 

q) f<Nf'<f flt"l : i't Ollililf 'iff~ 
~ 

~ f'fi" f01 « «lfll" ~T<: ~ fu 'fi"T1_il 
'li"r orr{ "« «lfll" :o«it mq 'li"T flff~r 
« ll"f qrq ~ f6'l'Tfu ~ oi~. f'Fll"T . 
l!l'T ? 

~To ll.'"o ~all'~)<:: ~it Wl'ir 
cr~T<:r <.Tll" i'tll! 'fi"<: <::r >iT qf<: Wq'1j;f ;;r) 
<:Ill" ~ ~« ~ 'fS" flforor ~<'rtrr ~ 1 

q) f'fl'ffi'l' f~t"l : «<:'fi"T<. 'fi"T a-<:q; 
« ;;rr orT1f ;« f<r<'f 'fi"T <'!li't ~ i't ~ 
'fi9iTT ..-~r ~ fifi' Gf'f ~f~ 'li"T 
<.Tll" ~ '1'<: ~ f'li"l.'lf 'li"T l!l'T or ~ qrflf<. 
'li"iil «r f;;rri'lm<:r 'l'<. ~ fu f<r<'f 'li"T 
i!!Tif orri't ~ ? ~ i't m'l' « ~"f ~r 
~ I 

Shri P, S, Naskar: That we shall dis
cuss ·among ourselves. You may 
Piease ask the questions to the witness · 
now. 



~) f~<f fl:l:i!ol : ~;r <f'f> :;r! ilb: 
<t>T 'i>r.r'f· ~~ t . ~ih f~:~fo"T"f if ;;r) 
~ril: mr ~~ <:<m( ~mri ~lft 1l1 

~'TT <:~'Tr? 

"mo~o ~~~ ~)'{.: 'l;R O'fi :;JT '{QT ~ 
;om ~ ~ ~ ,-~'Tr 'Qt t •n<t>r 
'l;R ;;r! ~'f;u 'I~ <t>T ;;rr <(r t ;;"~ 
~ -:anfR t f <t> <:<11 'l<''i 'f'T ~l'J r{ ii 
;r.Jft \l:l'fT 1 

-~) ~~..f<T f~i!ol : f~~T'f ~ 
'TUor ~ t o;rh: ~t ma- c~<f~n ~lli<:'ft 

<t>r mmr ~ if;"lf t 2 o lf[ 2 5 m 
if; <l><:R t crt Q;~ <'~"Tl'Jt if; f~ o;rfll if; 

<~Hr ~mfii<'li\'~~~f;;;-~~~ 
~- 'f'T 'f'{R ~~ 'f't w:'f ;:-~1 -"' 
c-qni ~ ll:'T ri" 1 

..,-.:'!~· ~lR:~r<: : iru '{Tlf t r"' 
~m- f<l'll "' il'vr<r.r ~ .n f<T> ~ 
an:.~~~ <fri ~ ~ ~' 
iiTU ~ ~ 'I': 'f if'f'fPft ;;rrij' o;fR 

lff<: ~r f~r ;;rr<TT t err ~m <f.T 
~lf."ll'\l:Tm I 
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"'" f~<f fl:l:-!ol : ~ <'!"'fliT i\" '!_11 -
f 'li'{ 'f"{ ~ ~Fl<T 'f>T 11;fE<flf'f 

'l><:;f if;"T ~-<'!" fif;"lfi ~ I ;;fT 

<:'fnt ~ri\" ifT~ ~ ~ 'f.~ · ~ f<t> . 
;rr~ · ~ ll:l1f'{ '11~ ';;f;i' o;rr;ft ~ f~ 
r if;" 'f;"T<:<rr ~m if; <:"Tl1 ~ q;: <>lfl<:T . 

~ ;;rra- ~ al 1f1l1 W'l 'li"l{ ~T ~ ~'f 
~ -~ ~ f<T> on~ « ;;rr ~ <:"on~ o;r~ ~ 
~ ~- lfll: ili><flf:;g :if!i' ~ ~ 
a-Uif; ~ f-.:r;;r -.-ril' <rTf'f>' f~;r 'li"T 
;;r;ror 'li"r .~ ~ <:<~ r f-.:r;;r ~if; ? 

..ro '!~o ~lf;{ ~l'{ : :;JT \l:t f;rqi 

5o-so <:<~T~ itffi ~ :;rr f'li' on~ ;;rnt 
o;fR \'IT~ m-.r 'f·~ "J,I ~if.<ft ~ on<f.T 
;;it ~ . ~ fw.i; 'fo"<:flfu f+fiffi'<Hf ~ i'lf'f>"'f 
mtf.\' ;;Jr ~., f'pn ~ f'f>' H <:<fl~r 'r. 
~0\' lt ;;it ~n-<frf~u ~TofT "'"l;ij' 

<'f'T<ft ~ ~ 'lft ~ f~ ;r{t ~ ~ 
~ orr;;;- """ if « fu if; '1ft ~ ~ oq-'\<. 
~ \>'l"'li"T if'fT 'lfT 'fll:T ~if; a- I ll:+f ~ 
if'fT if@ ' ~ ~ if\\: '<fl ;ij' 'lft ~ lf'!it ~ ~ 
<:Tl1T 'R ~1t -l1rqr it ~ 1 ;;rr;ft ~ 
f;;;~ t:rR lll1 ll:ffi ~ f <J> ;;fT -sri~~ ll:+f 
Hril'l]- ~r ~ 1f,-;:if; if'ffil'lf crl
\>'fif.T 'f:'Tt:rcr mf-.,--q')- cri' "' ~ $1 1 

lfl1 fu f if<'!" 'q"'f'{ l'l'~ ~m a1 ~'f>'T 
mf;;p:ft- ;ra-r:;rr l;:T'TT f'f>· l111'f'l ~ "1"1~
m ~ 1:t if'ff'fr "~'ft ..n, l1lt ;a'f'f;'! 

m <:T11r q;: if'fT ~ i.r 1 

l!.lf fq-lJ.f<f fl:ri!ol : "'~ it ~ 
~ ;rr-.; 'li"T ~tt if'ffil" 'fl<'ft 'fi~q;ft 

t ~T 90 \11~ 1l1 ~ ~T 'If! 
'J::;rT <'f'TT ~ ~ 1 ~ 'li'T f~Tif t;_~ 
m -~ mlfT<'f+( ~r ~ r"'· Jo--35 

<'fm ~ ~T<'f it ~'li"r i\c 51TI'fi~ 

l1Tar ~ -~ "f'if ~~orr~ 'li'T ~ •nt;_<: 
~ ~~ -.:f'TT~ ~ err w o;rrq ~~ ~ 
~r"~a- ~ f'f>' ll:+f ~t ~-q ~ ~t ~"it 
"'·r ~m-q 1f.t- ~t~ "l1 r"'m- r~m 

· if;"TWl~ ~ <:<11~ ;i f~•~'f if ~il: 
_ ~t if; o;rr;;:fl:rlir · 'li'r <:'lT~ ii'iTil if;'! 

trfa'f'n: ~ 'i 

wro l!~t ~~ ~)'{: il<:r •:rprlf 
l;:ll'Jt f'li" ~ 'q"'i'ff ~1 o;rr<:"f+flft ~ 
if'f'lTil' I 

Shri K. K. Warior: 1 understand 
that the CSIR have been in the earlier 
days taking more patents but theY 
have discontinued that in · the I~er 
period. Is there any .cogent reason 
for that? 

Mr, Chairman: They do· not want 
any patent now. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: As. long as 
the Patent syste~ exists we are also 
taking patents but we are much more 
strict now than we were aboutfour or 
five years ago. But we are very much 
stricter' than we were about four or 
five years ago. We ·first asses& the 



value of the patents arid then we go 
in for patenting. Formerely we had no 
idea or no new thought about this. 
Thereafter a little improvement was 
made. We used to go in for our own 
Indian patents. This tendency we are 
trying to discourage. · 

Shri K. K. Warior: We are give~>. to 
understand that even now the .C.S.I.R. 
have got certain processes which they 
are not willing to get them patented 
although the process is entirely new 
and it is valuable novelty. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: lnspite of our 
strict control, the number of patents 
tb.at we took over was very much con
siderable. Last year we took about 
115. 

Shri B. K. Das: You are in favour 
of the C.S.I.R's continuing to act as 
patent Agents and this is what you 
have stated in your memorandum on 
page 4. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: Yes, Sir. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you want your . 
l'atent Officer to act as an agent for 
foreign firms for the assessment of the 
value? 

Dr. ,S. Husain z.iheer: My colleague 
will answer this quEIStion. 

Shri .R. B. Pai: In Russia, we have 
the .Chamber of Commerce which acts 
liS the patent agents for foreigners 
who want to take out patents in 
·Russia. This is on an obligatory 
basis. N"w there is a suggestion that 
~ince the C.S.I.R. have got its own 
patent unit for helping the scientists 
to take out patents, we can extend 
this service to foreigners so that the 
tore1gn exchange which now goes 
t rom India as patent fees to patent 
t ttorneys who are of foreign nationa
lity can be earned by us for our own 
country. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you want the 
I ?reign patents to route through you? 

Shri R. B. Pai: We do not want 
lltat to be routed through Ui on a 

cpmpulsory baais. But, /We ean do 
that on a voluntary basis. We can 
do that to start with. 

Shri B. K. . Das: Your idea 
is that in that way you will be 
helpful to the· foreigners and some 
foreign exchange earnings will be' 
there i;n the whole to trade. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: The idea is 
no doubt to earn foreign exchange. 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: I am not 
quite sure whether my questions have 
already been covered. However, one 
or two questions occur to me just now. 
Firstly, since the C.S.I.R. are concern
ed with research and ,development 
primarily, would they be good enough 
to tell us what steps they have taken 
to see that when a particular P.rug 
industry is not in a position to under
take the research on its own, the · 
C.SJ.R. undertakes the' research and 
development on the basis ·of a kind of 
united effort in a few units? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: We have 
proposed this to the Indian Pharma
ceutical Manufacturers Association to 
form a Research Association actually 
·t,.:o days ago when I was in Bombay. 
Speaking with their representatives, 
they . said that the nature, of their 
operations undertaken was such that 
they were inhibitive from taking a 

· cooperative research. But, still, they 
want to do this. On the other hand, 
there are now ,parties who are coming 
to some of our own laboratories and 
sponsoring research in our laboratories 
and paying for them; but, they are 
managed on im individual basis and 
not on a team basis. But, I understand 
that a· group of pharmaceutical manu
facturers in Bombay comprising of four 
or five parties is considering to take 
this up. 

Shri Shyamnandaa Mishra: Here, 
rriy point is this. Suppose the indi
vidual units take a stand that they 
could not do this on a cooperative 
basis. Would jt not be possible for 

· the C.S.I.R. to undertake the research 



on their behalf on the basis of making 
a matching contribution which the 
Government is always willing to 
share? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: An effort has 
been made to form a research asso-

~ ciation. We will give them 50 per 
cent of their expenses that they spend. 
But, they have not yet formed i.heir 
association to undertake that job. 
However, they are coming to 
existing laboratories and asking 
work for them on payment. 

our 
us to 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: Would 
it not be possible to make it a com
plusion that they should make some 
contribution? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: That was the 
recommendation of the Scientists and 
Industrialists. We are actively pur
suing that with the Ministers of Fin
ance and Commerce· and· Industry. 

Shri Shymaaandan Mishra: Let:me 
ask about the foreign collaborations 
which are occurring just now. Whe
~her the C.S.I.R. is convinced that if 
these foreign collaborations which .are 
taking place just now are permitted 
to take steps in the same way, then 
there would be many unnecessary pa
tents also taken out in India. . Are 
the foreign collaborations in any way 
responsible for many patents to be 
taken out in India which may not oo 
considered necessary?. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Yes, Sir. 
90% of the patents in India are of 
foreign patents. It reacts and that 

'leads to foreign collaborations. I can 
tell you as an example Tetracycline. 
It is covered under patent. We have 
to go to a foreign party if we want to 
make this drug in our country either 
by buying that or by persuading them 
to come here to set up a unit for this 
purpose. · 

Shri Shyamnandan Mishra: What is 
particularly important is that in the 
name of import substitution, at the 
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moment, unnecessary things are being 
produced in India and many foreign 
collaborations are taking place. The 
term 'import substitution' is so fasion
able that under this term, many things 
are being done in this country. Whe
ther the C.S.I.R. has a particular role 
to play in this regard and whether 
they consider it necessary or not when 
many patents are being taken out in 
India because of foreign collabora
tions which are not necessary to-day. 
We are incurring a loss in terms of 
foreign exchange because of this. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I am quite 
in agreement with you. When foreign 
collaborations take place, they must 
be closely scrutinised by technical 
people, by economists and by compe
tent people who are able to give their 
unbiased and objective view on the 
necessity of such foreign collabora
tions. 

Shri Bibudhendra Mishra: Has there 
been any case where the technical 
know:-how has been taken by some 
party-! do not exactly remember 
the name of the party-from one of 
the national laboratories which subse
quently has been found to be not 
workable. 

There have been cases where it 'las 
been workable, e.g., Vit C. Are there 
any case in the negative? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: The actual 
passing over of the know-how after 
a process has been patented is not 
done by CSIR but is done by the 
National Research Development Cor· 
poration which is not a part of CSIR 
It is a. separate society. Just at the 
moment the Director-General of CSIR 
happens to be the Chairman of that 
Corporation. My personal view is • 
and I have also tried to persuade t!Je 
NRDC as Chairman at a Board meet· 
ing that before we pass on the knoW· 
how and before we receive any lUDlP 
sum royalty we must ourselves a~
certain that the process is commercl· 
ally .workable. 

Mr. Chairman: That is being d?ne 
now? 



Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: It ,is being 
done now very strictly and 1 would 
say in recent years any case of the 
type that you are mentioning is not 
most likely to occur. Earlier there 
was one case of aluminising which 
was a very important one where one 
of our laboratories has claimed · and 
they have done a very good work and 
they sold it. There was one other 
case of manganese where we received 
a fair amount of royalty. But on 
close examination we found that it 
still required to be done. . Therefore 
we have withdrawn our objectibn fer 

' holding up their work till we com
plete the know how and in another 
six months we feel we will be able 
in a position to say, 'We are now 
ready and go ahead'. 

Mr. Chairman: How many of your 
processes have been patented and ac
cepted by the industry in India? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: About 150-
200. 

Mr. Chairman: Industrially? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: About 150-
200 patents have been licensed and 
about .80 are in production. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there any liaison 
between the industry and your De
partment? . 

Dr. S .. Husain Zaheer: We have 
taken very active steps jn that direc
tion. During the last few years there 
is a complete Directorate for liaison 
and co-ordination which establishes 
Very close connection with the indus-. 
try, in taking problems from them tor 
research and in passing out our com
pleted process to them and helping 
them and we have also established 
a design and engineering unit which 
helps the laboratories as well as the 
entrepreneurs who take our licenses 
to Work out these processes so that 
these can be commercially exploited. 
We have formed also in collaboration 
With the Chemical Manufacturers As
sociation a liaison bureau one 0 f which 
War~ in Bombay and the other onel 
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is in Calcutta. We are in close touch 
with the Chemical Industry-taking 
out problems from them for research 
in the laboratories and passing out 
our know-how to them for exploita
tion. 

Mr. Chairman: All the three orga
nisations, viz., The CSIR, Defence Re
search Organisation and the National 
Research Development Corporation-· 
are working in close collaboration 
with each other or is there anything 
to he desired? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: There is so 
much to be desired for close collabo
ration. 

Mr. Chairman: What are the 
methods you would suggest? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: We have 
taken some steps to have this colla
boration. For example the CSIR has 
organised a special u~it which we 
call the Defence Co-ordination where 
we try to coordinate not only with 
the Defence Research Organisation 
but with scientific and technological 
problems of defence which we have 
and we can offer solution· to them in 
our laboratories. During the last 31 
years we have actually taken nearly 
175 problems and 84 of them have 
been solved and given ·over to them 
for exploitation. Similarly with the 
industries. The NRDC is a very 
small organisation really but the Cor
poration is established by having the 
present Director-General of CSIR as 
the Chairman and a number of Direc
tors of the Laboratories of the CSIR 
are members of the Board of NRDC. 
Therefore we have close collaboration 
with the industry. In the 8 corporate 
industries we have very' close co)la
boration, viz., textiles, cement, tea, 
synthetic fibres, jute. There we have 
close collaboration and also we give 
representation to the Defence Science 
personnel in our executive councils 
and our Scientific Advisory Commit
tees of the laboratories which formu
late the research programme of the 
laboratories. So, in that way we are 
trying to get together, but I am afraid 
1 am not satisfied with it. It should 
be much clo~;er than this. 



Mr. Chairman: Am I right when I 
say that all the National Laboratories 
are working under the CSIR? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: That is the 
name given. Of course apart from 
National Laboratories there are other 
laboratories which are not ealled 
National Laboratories but which are 
also working under the csm. We 
have got 34 institutions and 8 cor
porate institutions. 

!Ur. Chairman: Is there exchange of 
notes about the work done by each 
laboratory, for e.g., as between these 
laboratories and the NRDC and· the 
Defence Research OrganiSation so that 
there is no. overlapping? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: One of the 
foremost· functions of our own . co
ordination and liaison unit is to keep 
a record of the scientific' work going 
on in the different laooratories and 
when there is parallel overlapping 
work or JWOrk of similar type it is the 
duty ot this organisation to bring the 
scientists from these different units 
where similar type of work is being 
don.,. For e.g. solid state physics and 
ferrites--there are 2 or 3 laboratories 
working on them. We bring them tc
gether and under the inspiration . of 
the co-ordination unit the problems 
are discussed in a!] broader aspects 
and framed out depending upon the 
availability of equ,ipment and scien
tists. They meet every year to dis
cuss the progress made. But the 
NRDC itself does not dO anv research 
work at all. Actually it is only a 
very small office-with an executive 
director, a Secretary_ and a few clerks 
and only they peddle our processes 
and get the licence fee. ·Their work 
stops there. I think that is unsatis
factory. As I said earlier, they ought 
not to peddle our processes unless 
they have got a machinery and they 
are themselves oonvinced that those 
processes are workable .. 

Mr. Chairman: You told the Com- , 
mittee that you are against patents 
for chemicals and articles of food. 
Uut you know that one •of the inven-

!ions in the Pimpri factory is Hyamy
rin and they have taken out a patent 
in America and they are getting 
Rs. 7! Iakhs royalty. If patents are 
abolished-, anybody would be then 
free to use the processes and inven- · 
tions that your scientists have made. 
Would it not be a disincentive to 
scientific inventions? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: ~ have made 
it clear that I would not advise aboli
tion of patents in the United States. 
It is the state of our economic deve
lopment which induces· me to recom· 
mend that patents here should be 
abolished in these fields. I would be 
against taking a patent for Hyamycin 
in India but I would not be against 
taking a patent for it in the United 
States. 

Mr. Cbatrman: If you are not will
ing to give protection in your own 
country for your scientists how can 
you ask for protection in another 
country? 

There will be double-dealing. You 
must have some standard. 

Dr. s.' Husain Zaheer: We want an
other type of protection or induce· 
ment or encouragement, that is, 
diverting our attention to find out 
processes of manufacturing cheaply 
and economically medicines which 
are to-day covered by patents. Our 
gains will be mucb more at the 
moment by not allowing patents.·.· 

Mr. Cbairmlln: Tf there is no patent 
law. anybody will be free fo utilise 
your inventions anywhere in the 
world. How do you protect it? 

Dr. s. Husain Zabeer.: I have not 
the power to recommend that patents 
should be abolished in . the United 
States .... 

Mr. Chairman: No, no; if we abolish 
the patent law here. anybody f~orn 
U.S.A. or U.K. or Germany can ex· 
ploit your invention and manufactu~e 
it in their eountry and also in this 
country. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: As long as 
they manufacture in tnis countt'Y, I 



would have no objection at all. I 
would certainly be free in selective 
cases to take a patent where the 
patent system exists even though I 
may not take a patent here. As I 
mentioned to you, the agreements 
which we have arrived at with some 
American firms to utilise and patent 
our discoveries and inventions will 
apply to the whole world but not to 
India. 

Mr. Chairman: I want to know how 
you are going to protect your own 

' scientists here. . They will exploit 
their inventions in India. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I have sug
gested the authorship system. Even 
then, numerically, the number is- so 
small that it is insignificant. Ninety 
per cent of the patents are foreign 
patents. The gains you will get in 
utilising these 90 per cent of patents 
will for outweign the losses which 
you might suffer in not having patent 
protection. 

Mr. Chairman: You yourself said 
that you have taken 1,200 patents. 

Dr. S, Husain Zaheer: All of them 
are not in the field of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals. 

Mr. Chairman: May be. Patents 
give protection for a particular pe~iod 
to the inventor to exploit his inven
tions. If you don't have any patent, 
anybody can come and exploit them. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: If the SCIR does ' 
not patent a thing, somebody else will 
get it patented. As 1ong as the patent · 
law is there, it is better to get them 
registered as patents. · 

Dr. 8. ~~~i~ Zaheer We are com
Pelled, to do so, .as long as the patent 
law ·is_ there .. 

Mr. Chairman: -You say "the system 
of utilisation of CSIR patents approxi
mates to the Authorship system. It 
is felt that the CSIR system should 
he extendea to Indian inventions in 
general." What is the system you are 
following now? 
807(B) LS.:_21. 
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.Shri R. B. Pai: The idea of the 
Authorship Certificate is that the ex
clusive privilege will-vest with a 
statutory body or with the- . dovern
ment. · Now the inventors take out 
patents here. But the patents are 
taken out in the name of the Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research 
which is a public registered society 
ani also a statutory body. Now no 
one can blame the CSIR for exercis
ing its monopoly privilege in a way 
that is not conducive to public wel
fare. So the idea that we suggested 
is that if we have the Authorship 
Certificate system the inventor will 
get an authorship certificate but the 
monopoly will not rest with · him. 
There won't be a private monopoly, 
but the State will take over the 
patent and exploit it ana just as the 
CSilt does, give the inventor a liberal 
amount, say, Rs. 40 out of every 
hundred rupees .... 

Mr. Chairman: It does so at pre
sent? 

Shri R. B. Pai': Yes. We can have 
the same sort of thing for drugs and 
pharmaceuticals also. For instance, 
we ·can say 'we won't give you the 
ordinary type of patent, but we will 
give you an authorship certificate so 
that the exclusive privilege rests With 
the Government and the patent may 
be exploited by the Government. If 
it is a profitable work, we will give 
a proportionate share of the value of 
the social utility of the patent to the 
authors, .or . if he has assigned it to 
a manufacturer, to the manufacturer . 
or whoever steps inlo the shoes of 
th~ author." In this way, the patent 
cari be used in the best interests of 
the country: -There may be exclusive 
Jic~~ce~;_''there may be non-exclusive 
licences as we are doing it. We may 
grarit it to a public body or to a 
private manufacturer. The freedom 
will be there and the discretion In 
every case will be exercised by a 
statutory body. That is the .idea. 

Mr. Chairman: On page 17, you 
have said " .... patents should be 
granted - for other plant inventions 
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&uch as a sexual reproduction (e.g., 
by techniques such as grafting, bud
ding, cutting, layering, division md 
the like) of new varieties of purely 
commercial plants, ornamental . trees, 
flowers, bushes, hedges, etc." Is · it 
prevalent in any other country? 

Shri R. B. Pu: Yes, Sir, the plant 
patent system prevails in the U.S.A. 
and now there bas ·been an interna
tional agreement between the U.K. 

·and some other countries where new 
species of plants are granted a special 
protection. So this is an important 
field where our workers in the field 
of agricultural science will have a 
scope to practise new ideas in the field 
of generating new species of plants 
or biological i_!lventions. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: There js a 
rose-breeder in England whose annual 
income from royalties is over £ 10,000. 
He gets, I think, three shillings on 
every rose. plant which be ba5 bred. 
We will have no objection to orna
mental trees, but the oommercial side 
should be protected with patents. 

Mr. Chairman: You say on page 
24, 'the practical difficulty of making 
a world-wide· search has already been 
referred to. Novelty shoUld be judged 
only with reference to what was 
known in India on the date of the 
patent." Is that method prevalent in 
other countries also? 

Shri R. B. Pai: 'In a very large 
number of countries. I think i,t is 
prevalent in U.K. and all Common
wealth countries: There novelty is 
judged in the light of what was pub
lic knowledge, what was publicly 
known, in the country on the date on 
which the patent application was filed. 
This is a very economic system as 
compared with the American aystem 
where they go in for a world-wide 
search with a huge army of examin
ers. A tremendous amount of expen
diture is incurred by the Patent Office, 
but still they are far from being able 
to catch up with the terrific pace !lf 
technology in the" ( wMld. · '· ·In ·any 
case, if a pe?son in India makes an · 

invention and 30l1lebody might have 
made it in a very remote part of the 
world and the information may r.ot 
have reached this country at all So 
why should this patent be invalidated? 
He has given some new Ttnowled~e to 
this country. Therefore, this should 
be patented. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: There is a possi
bility that he might have copiecl it 
and brought it over here. 

.Shrl R. B. Pal: U the knowledge 
has reached this country, then he • 

·has done a service to this country by 
bringing this knowledge promptly and 
disclosing it to our country. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: But the one who 
first got it patented will object tO it; 
won't be? 

Shrl R. B. Pal: That will be the 
case if we adopt the world system. 
But the system which is now worked 
in England and in many other Com
monwealth countries is that the know
ledge is judged by what was known 
in the country on the date the patent 
application was field. 

Mr. Chairman: That means steeling 
somebody else's p110perty. 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: They are 
stealing oniy i!lt- is known in the 
country. 

Shri B. K. Das: Search should be 
of knowledge available in the country, 
not outside !India, as has been provid· 
ed here in the Bill. ' 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: Outside 
knowledge also if it has reached 
India becomes Indian knowledge. 

Mr. Chairman: On page 31, it. is 
stated penal clauses require revision 
to ensure that bonafide inventors are 
not discouraged from filing patents• 
What is your suggestion for this? . 

Sbri R. B. Pai:If the idea ·of Patent 
law is to encourage' the -inventor· and 
to give him-protection and a pat on 



the back, he should not be threatened 
with imprisonment for not furnishing 
whatever information the Controller 
may . ask for. As worded, the Cont
roller is free · to ask for anything
there is no strict limit to what he may 
ask for-and if the inventor fails to 
provide that knowledge within a few 
weeks, it is stipulated that he could be 
sent to the prison. This may deter a 
large number of inventors from aPply
Ing for a patent at all. It may be 
much better to keep it a secret and try 
to exploit it as a secret process or just 

,publish It and bot to bother to take 
out a patent. 

Mr. Chairman: What are the func-
tions of a Patents Officer in the 
C.S.I.R. 

Shrl R. B. Pal: To help our inven
tors to take out patents. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Something 
similar to Public Patents AttornJy, a 
kind of internal patents officer who 
drafts our patent applications, who 
checks uP whether the application is 
right or not. 

Mr. Chairman: Recognised as 
Patents Agent also? 

Dr. s. Husain Zalieei: For other 
parties also. 

Mr. Chairman: We have introduc
ed a clause in the provisions regard
ing Patent Agents that whoever wants 
to be a patent agent should have some 
Degree in Science or · Engineering; 
Does it in any way affect you? 

Shri R. B. Pal: I am not in f~vour 
that provision so fas as Degrell is 

. concerned. Let us take the most ad• 
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i vanced country-U.S.A. for instance. 
What is required is that the man who 
wants to practice· as a patent agent 
should have the necessary legal and 
'scientific: backgro\lnd.. Th\s .. is inter
Preted in U.S.A. to mean that if a 
tnan has his name entered 1 .in ,. the 
~r. of,a ·District CO\Irt of a, Statl!l 
Court-he' is 8 Barriater:;-Jte .is,vpre-· 

sumed to have the necessary academit 
scientific background. Apart from 
that let us take the case of the U.K. 
There are provisions which say 'if 
a man has worked in a patent agents' 
firm and is over 25 years, he is an 
experienced man i.n the line and they 
do not bother about this Degree at 
all. This is for the first time that such 
a provision is being brought in this 
country and there are very competent 
and experienced patent agents who 
have been in the line for over 25 years 
nearly, they have got the necessary 
technical and scientific background by 
working. in colaboration with inven
tors. We should not be very rigid 
about this. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Have you come 
across a similar provision in any other 
country? 

Shrl R. B. Pai: I am not aware. 
I think there is no country in the 
world where a Degree in. Physical 
Science or Engineering is regarded 
as an essential qualification. I have 
tried to look into this matter. There 
are two things-one is for the new 
entrants. For that Australia is one 
of the countries where they insist on 
a technical degree. But taking the 
case of people who have already been 
in the line, there is no country in the 
world which would debar a man from 
registration just because he does not 
have a degree. If we admit a raw 
graduate to become a patent agent, the 
ideo1 of excludi:n,g a man who has 
been in the line for 25 years, who 
has done brilliant work, whose work 
is appreciated, is not reasonable. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Some safe.. 
guard to protect such people who have 
-attained efficiency through actual 
practice · over a certain period of 
years, we suggest, would be desirable. 

shri B. K. Das: For new entrants? 

Dr. s. ; Husain Zaheer: Perhaps, 
you can. 

,\''l{;~ih~ir1tlan.t· ~ Y.~lli, think.' .t)lete 
is sufficient arr.an_getpent for baste re-



1earch in India in the laboratories 
under your control. You kn9w all 
process research is a result of basic 
research. · 

Dr. S. Husain Zeheer: We are not 
equipped properly for some sophisti
cated type of research like space re
search, or some very expensive type 
of nuclear and atomic research, but 
for other types, I think our Indian la
boratories are reasonably well-equip
ped. Some of the University labora
tories also, but not all. My personal 
view is much more basic research is 
required to be done, particularly in 
the Universities, especially in fields 
like Mathematics and things of that 
type. CSIR is spacially convening a 
conference in October where we are 
Inviting brilliant mathematicians from 
all over the world who have spread 
out and gone away to come and dis
cuss with us and recommend to us 
what method should be adopted to en
courage the study of Mathematics and 
methematica1 research in the country, 
because we feel this is the basis o~ 
all physical research. For actually 
all typ(\5 of science, Mathematics is 
the basis. 

Mr. Chairman: Is there close liaison 
between the University CSIR and the 
University Grants Commission? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: There is 
no formal liaison with the University 
Grants Commission. Our Reviewing 
Committee had recommended {orma
tion of a Liaison Committee between 
the University CSIR and the Univer
sity Grants Commis:;ion, but the Uni
vedsity Grants Commission was not 
particularly favourable .to that idea. 
Because of the reluctance from the 
U.G.C., we have dropped the idea of 
forming a formal committee. We have 
got a kind of Expert Committee on 
which representatives of CSIR and 
some University Science Professors sit 
together and adv~se us how collabo
ration could be developed. But there 
are any fields--for example about 70 
per cent of scientific research in the 
lJniversitie!O i• financed by the CSIR--
these schemes oi research are approv-
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ed by Research Committees of the 
CSIR where predominantly professors 
from the Universities are members. 
It is they who sanction research sche
mes in the Universities. Then we give 
a very large number of research fel
lowships which are mostly in the uni
versities-nearly 80 per cent are in 
the unive:-sities. These are meant to 
induce people to hke up science as a 
career and for training in resarch, 
because we (eel that unles;, brilliant 
students take science as a career and 
get training in research, our talent 
will be d:ied lip. Also a number of 
CSIR laboratones are recongnised 
bases for Ph.D. work and also a num
ber of CSIR laboratories actually do 
reguhr .teachi~g work in special bran
ches of technology for neighbouring 
universities. 

1\lr. Chairman: What is the prog
ress that the CSIR has made in its 
laboratories regarding import substi
tutes and export promotion. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: We have 
tried to reorient all our programmes. 
We must say that to some extent we 
have attained surc·ss. But we are still 
moving forward. After all, I do not 
want to be in the defensive. but I feel 
that science is rath·r new in India and 
at least the interest in the investment 
in science is even now not Quite ade~ 
quate. It is something about which 
we ·may not feel complacent but we 
cannot also feel apologetic. I think we 
have, on a rough calculation which 
was made about two years ago, saved 
the c·ountry a bout 22 crores of foreign 
exchange, wh;ch, of course, is not 
very much, considering that our an· 
nua' budget now is Rs. 17 crores. But 
~till it· is· only indicative of the man· 
nee in. which we are moving forward 
and we feel that H we make· this cal· 
culation ·four years hence this figure 
would be more than doubled: 

· ·1\li. Chainnan: How are · · these 
prob'ems taken? Are they referred to 
by the Ministry or the laboratorY 
fakes them on its own? 

Dr; S. ·Husain Zaheer: Each }abo· 
ratory. takes up Its own problems. Of 



course, as I mentioned to you earlier, 
we have established a coordin~tion
a liaison-unit, which establi3hes con
tacts with the technical Ministries of 
the Government Of India. They are 
regularly in touch with their corres
ponding industry both in the public 
and private sectors and the adminis
tration. Then in our scientific advisory 
committee and executive councils of 
the laboratories as well as in our 
Board of Scientific and Industrial RP.
search, we have repre,sentatives of 
private sector industry, public sector 
industry and Government economic 
and technical Ministries. So, in this 
way we t:y to pick out the problems 
which are of interest to industries and 
then based on the results of our 
research the ind(Utry, both in the 
public and private secto:s, have their 
utilization. Also, the industry asks us 
to do any particular type of research 
in which they are interested. 

Mr. Chairman: Coming to the Pa
tent Bill, we have for other patents 14 
yea:s, 'or food, chemicals we have 10 . 
years. One argument advanced be
fore us. is that even the 10 years pe
riod is too 13mall and unless we give 
4 to 5 years for technical know-how 
to be translated into industrial pro
duction, afterwards it will only be 
two to th:ee years left. If we reduce 
the period, no benefit will come to 
India; we will not be able to get any 
knowhow from the advanced count
ries. What is your view? 

· Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: As I have 
suggested earlier, Sir, the period could 
be reduced from 10 yea:s to 7 years. 
I do feel that if there is any patent of 
the kind of 7 years period, it will en
sure a reasonable return. I am not 
particularly enamoured o{ fo:eign 
fir~, investing in our pharmaceutical 
industry. And they will be phar
maceutical or •ood or chemica! indus
tries ge~erally, except one or . two 
cases where we have not adequate 
technique. If the patents are removed 
I can assure you that we will be in a 
position to develop the knowhow, ma
nufacture, etc. with our own r~sources. 
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Only the profit will be less; it 1111a7 
not be 30 or 50 per cent. Our expen~ 
ditur~. on development will not be 70 
to 75 per cent, but prices will definte
ly come down at least for life-saving 
drugs. We will be able to meet tha 
situation particularly if patenl,s are 
also removed from the intermediates, 
because intermediates are important 
and we can manufacture intermediates 
also connected or ·required for the 
manufacture of these drugs or chemi
cals, on which you are proposing to 
apply this Act. 

Mr. Chairman: Do you want 7 
years from the date of specification, of 
the date of sealing? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Date of ap
plication; the date of filing the com
plete application. 

Mr. Chairman: There are three 
dates-date of application, date of spe
cification and date of (Sealing. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: Date on 
which complete specifications· are filed. 
That would be considered as the date 
of patent. 7 years from that time. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I wanted to know 
from the learned witnes~ if he has 
given his thought to this problem. He 
is an eminent scientist of our country. 
I would like to ask him about purely 
scientillc aspect and connected with 
pure research. You ~ee we have now 
established very many research insti
tutes all over India and you are co
ordinating in the CSIR. ·You have 
got a buget of Rs. 17 crores. I under
sand the~e are two types of research: 
one is basic research and the 
other is applied research. Now, 
we would like that the pro
cess of research should be quite 
substantial, .although it is difficult to 
force the pace of research, as I under- · 
stand it. But we would like some 
tangible results. But there is another 
aspect and that is we would like to 
know how much commercial use we 
can put to our research that is being 
done. Now, you have taken a~ut 
200 patents out of that. 200 are bemg 
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commerciallj' used. Is it possible 
that at least in time to come a part 
of our research expenditu:e could be 
met from .the income, from the re
search work on pate:1t? You can say 
that" I do not believe in that; research 
should be financed by the State. Now, 
in the debate that is going on we 
say that public sector factories must 
pave their way; they must be com
mercially profitable. I am not talking 
of the basic :research; I am talking of 
applied research. The community is 
paying for·that aPPlied research work. 
The community is entitled-to ask from · 
this o:ganization how much you are 
giving to the community by way of 
concrete results. Now, could you give 
us some idea how applied research 
could become self-sufficient, or at least 
a good portion of it is self-sufficient 
while ·that i&; being exploited by the 
country. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: '1 think it 
can do. 1 can give you one example 
of a laboratory where I worked for 
16 years which is now earning nearly 
30 per cent of its revenue expendi
ture through receipts but not from 
royalty and others also. That is also 
a small part. But it gets its receipts 
from fees for doing certain work and 
from selling some specialised products 
which it makes. I am strongly of the 
opinion that the-applied research can 
to a very large extent be made self
supporting and should be made self
supporting. 

Shri' &. P. Sinha: Do you think we 
should limit our research more parti
cularly to basic research to the public 
sector, that is Government laborato
ries financed by the State, or do you 
want extension of research in the pri
vate sector as well? 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: I would not 
lay hard and fast rule. During the last 
1 or 8 years, CSIR has been actively 
assisting in the develollment of sci
entific research by private indUGtries 
'Y the formation of cooperative re
.. arch associations. We have 8 such 
.ctive associations in the country to
:1ay where the expenses-are shared 50 

per cent is shared by the members of 
the association, that is, by private in
dl.\3try, and 50 per cent is shared by 
CSIR While I am in favour of en
couraging this, as has been pointed 
out in our third reviewing committee 
report which we have drafted, our 
technological development or the in
terest or support to research has not 
been so much developed to an extent 
that we can rely on private enterprise, 
to support it to the extent that it is 
required for the economic and indus· 
trial development of the -eountry. 

An hon, Member: Is it project ori
entated? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: All pro· 
grammes of CSIR laboratories as ·well 
as cooperative research laboratories 
are project orientated. 

Shri &. P. Sinha: In other count
ries there are some research organisa
tions which finance such research pro
jects or research as a whole without 
any motive of compensating for all the 
expenditure on research. But I under
staad that some of the investment on 
research is on the ba.sis that they will 
become commercially exploitable. The 
inventions will become commerciaLY 
exploitable and therefore they will 
recover back the investment on re
search. Now, this we are told, is pos
sible only under a patent system. Now 
if we do not have that-! am talking 
completely of India-how can the I~
dian research develop? Parliament IS 

responsible ·for financing all those 
things, Take private industry. How 
can we expect that development to 
take place ·unle;,s they are in a posi
tion to recover back expenditure on 
research by investing something which 
they can commercially exploit and 
recover back? 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: I do not think 
that it is necessary to patent the pro
cess before you can commercially ex· 
ploit it. It is possible to commerciallY 
exploit a process and earn profi~, 
without the necessity of patenting t!. 

Sbri B. P. Sinha~ The learned wit· 
ness feels that research should be 



extended and it should be llelf-sup
porting. How to do it? I do not think 
the learned witness is competent 
enough to answer that question. One 
more question. When we abrogate pa
tents here, should we not take advan
tage of patents somewhere else? I 
wonder if it is possible. There is this 
question of reciprocity. An American 
firm is willing to pay 7i per cent for 
heymicin of Pimpri; the USA Govern
ment is not according sanction to it. 
USA Government is not prepared to 
grant that because they are looking 
to what we are going to do here. I 
wonder if the witness is aware that 
there is always a question of recipro
city. If we abolish patents here, we 
can't take advantage of what is there 
somewhel'e ~lse. 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I am not 
aware that such reciprocity is obliga
tory. However I am prepared to forgo 
the advantage in the present stage of 
our development because the gains we 
are likely to . get will fall out in 
place of the losses which we might 
suffer. 
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Dr. C. B. Singh: If the research' 
work in each and everyone of your 
national . laboratories is problem or 
project orientated, will it be helpful? 

Dr. S. Husain Zaheer: I agree with 
you. They are now project orientated 

in almost all our laboratories.· Alloca
tion of funds, time-limit, time-target 
of equipments required, all are project 
orientated. I would submit to you some 
of the reports of the laboratories. 

Mr. Chairman: You said that the 
tribunal will avoid delays? What do 
you suggest "as the composition of 
the ,tribunal? Suppose the--1!ommittee 
recommends such a tribunal. What 
would you suggest to be its composi
tion? 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: ~ would like 
to leave it to the Ministry because the 
cases might vary from one to the 
other and therefore the type of scru

. tiny might'also differ between one and 
th'e other. 1 would not like to have 
a permanent tribunal. 

Mr. Chairman: You do not want a 
permanent tribunal. Would you like to 
have an ad hoc tribunal? 

Dr. s. Husain Zaheer: Yes ad hoc 
tribuna! for specific groups of cases. 

Mr. Cb,alrman: Thank · you very 

much. 

nr. s. Hupin Zaheer: Thank you. 

(The witnesaes then withdrew) 

(The cOII\'R\itfee then adjwrncd) 
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REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

Shri S. K. Borkar, Drug Controller of India. 

REPRESENTATIVE OF MINISTRY o• LAW 

Shri R. V. S. · Peri Sastri, Deputy Legislative Counsel, Legislative 
Department, Ministry of Law. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

WITNESSES EXAMINED 

I. Directorate General of Technical Development, Government of India, 
New Delhi. 

Spokesmen: 

( 1) Dr. B. Shah, Industrial Adviser. 

(2) Dr. P. R. Gupta, Development Officer. 

(3) Dr. S. S. Gothoskar, Development Officer. 

II. DT. M. L. Dhar, Director, Central Drug Research Institute, Luoknow. 

L Directorate-General of Technical 
Development, Government of India, 
New Delhi. 

Spokesmen: 

(I) Dr. B. Shah, Industrial Adviser. 

(2) DT. P. R. Gupta, Development 
Officer. 

(3) S. S. Gothoskar, Development 
Officer. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they. took their seats). 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, these 
witness are Government witnesses. 
They cannot give any opinion on the 
.Bil\. They have been summoned hexe 
only tor factual information. So, I 
would request 'you not to place them 
in an embarrassing position. You can 
ask only factual information from 
them. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Whichever ques
tion is not in order, you will p'ease 
let us know. 

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, what
ever· evidence you give 'here will be 

public and it will be given to our 
Members and laid on the table of the 
House. Even if you want any parti
cular answer to be confidential, th.at 

· will be printed, published and given 
to the Members of Parliament. Now, 

·you can give your opinion if you have 
any on the Bill. Afterwards, our 
Members will put to you some ques
tions 

Dr. B. Shah: I have no opinion to 
offer on· the Bill. I have a 1ready sum
mitted to the Committee the answers 
to questions sent 1o me. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: I have seen 
a report complied by Dr. Shah which 
is very much appreciated. Keeping in 
view the idea behind this Patents' 
Bi'l that is on the anvil at the moment, 
I would ask him two or three ques
tions. 

He is known to the Industry and is 
known everywher~. May I know, 

.keeping in view the know-how in 
which we have a great paucity in 
the country to-day and which we 
mostly import, how the Technical 



Directorate of the Ministry of Com
merce and Industry, at the moment, is 
able to help the country in knowing 
more and more about the technical 
know-how in the pharmaceutical in
dustry? 

Dr. B. Shah: The technical kr.ow
how is very much different from labo
ratory processes and or specifications 
in patents and so on. The technical 
know-how is developed with the 
technical experience and competence 
of workers in the country. It very 
much depends on them, to .translate 
these laboratory processes into com
mercial production. We have to gain 
more experience in this field. In !act 
we have been fortunate to have con
tacts with the many advanced count
ries of the world since a long time and 
we are progressing towards that direc
tion. By gaining more eXperience in 
traslation of processes to commercial 
exploitation, in the form of pilot plant 
operations, semi-commercial opera
tions and also in the erection and 
construction of large-scale unita this 
technical. competence and experience 
will improve. 

There is a considerable need for 
more experience in this field. With 
the development of the industry, this 
is slowly coming up and the people 
are also getting considerable ex
perience by working with the firms 
abroad and with the technical colla
boration with these firms and also 
during the process of construction of 
factories. 

shri Sham Lal Saraf: The Direc
torate of Scientific and Industrial Re
~~earch has a net work of laboratories 
lD the country. May 1 know if hill 
Directonte is in a position to co
ordinate the different efforts and the 
different processes evolved in the 
Drug Research Laboratory in order to 
make the know-how or the process 
available to the entrepreneurs or any 
people who would like to go into the 
business? And when these inventive 
processes an. passed on to the persons 
concerned whether in the factory or 
in the field, do you aee whether the 
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pilot project has actually been put up 
in some of the laboratories in order 
that the finished end-product can be 
taken up for commercial production? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is developmg in 
our laboratories. In fact as 1 have 
alr€ady mentioned this is the main 
lacuna now in our research in the 
country. Industries also have research 
laboratories where similar work is 
being undertaken. For example, you 
might have heard of the Vit. C. project 
which was recently worked by the 
N.C.L. All the process details wo!I'E! 
w.orked out by that laboratory. But 
it has taken 2-3 years for H.A.L. to 
translate it into commercial produc
tion. Hindustan Anti-Biotics is now in 
a position to design and build a large 
plant. But this gap in our research 
effort has to be bridged. Now, the 
National Laboratories themselves are 
trying to put up their own peot plants 
to make their processes more commer
cially "feasible and acceptable to the 
industry. 

As far as licensing is concerned, we 
see that whether there is a local 
know-how available of equal com
petence, it is given preference to any 
foreign know-how, for putting up 
units in the country. 

Shrl Sham · Lal Saraf: Keeping in 
view the stage that we have reached 
and also keeping in view the fastness 
at which the modern scientific w~rld 
is going, do you consider that the un
port of know-how is necessary and 
might continue for some time more to 
come! If that be so, may I know for 
what period these patents should be 
permitted? What should be the 
duration of patents? 

Dr. B. Shah: If we have to go for; 
ward and catch up with the rest. of~~ 
world we certainly need to 1mP 

· ' d tructio~ technical know-how an cons al 
and design facilities for Iarge-sc ~ 
plants and so forth. Moreover, ~o
tn the rest of the wo:ld_ these ar~ ~uil 
gressing so fast that 1t 1s very diffl It· 
to cope up with them if we start wor 



ing on them and trying to investigate 
what has already been discovered. We 
would rather use those energies to 
develop processes and know-how that 
have not already been . developed in 
the other parts of the world. It is 
very difficult to say how long it will 
take. It aU depends upon the efforts 
and also on our scientists and assis
tance we get from abroad for catching 
up with the rest of the world. 

Sbrl Sham Lal Saraf: About the 
period of patent he has not said any
thing. He is in favour of importing 
the know-how. Naturally it will 
come under the Patent Law; What 
period wou:d you recommend for the 
duration of the patent? To-day it is 
16 years. In this Bill 10 years is 
suggested. From your vast experience 
what would you think should be the 
reasonable period for a process patent 
or a product patent? 

Dr. B. Shah: That would really 
depend upon the willingness on the 
part of the collaborators to give us 
the know-how. When the protection 
is for a shorter period, I mean, if 
they are willing to. be satisfied with a 

·shorter period and are prepared to 
give us the latest .know-how,. then. 
the period is not a very important 
factor. If they think that the period 
i.s too small for them to realise the 
costs they have incurred on the deve
lopmimt of the know-how, then a 
longer period may be given. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: We are 
framing a law. Under the law you 
cannot have different periods for diffe
rent people. You will have to treat 
them all on par. What shal! be the 
reasonable time limit for duration of a 
patent-10 years or 16 years? 

Dr. B. Shah: As we develop our 
own know-how and there is a free 
flow and exchange of know-how bet
ween our country and other countries 
-that is what we call, two-way 

"traffic-I think most of these things 
i will become unimportant~ It is only 
I Where we continue to pay money for 
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the know-how and do not get anything 
m return, and the know-how we can 
offer has yet to develop, the period 
and other things really assume great 
proportions. But it is mainly the 
willingness with which we can get the 
know-how from manufacturers abroad 
that will decide the actual period that 
we should fix for protecting the flow 
of know-how into this country. 

Mr. Chairman: That depends upon 
what amount you are prepared to pay 
them. 

Dr. B. Shah: In other words, it is 
so. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Dr. Shah with his 
experience as Industrial Adviser to 
the Government of India and with our 
desire for improvement of our indus
try in all spheres will you please ans
wer one straight question? It has 
been suggested that complete abr<>ga
tion of the Patent law will help in this 
direction? People have come forward 
and said 'You abrogate the patent law. 
You will see industry will advance. by 
leaps and bounds.' What ia your 
opinion on that? 

Dr. B. Shah: As I just now men
tioned, it is the technical base that we 
develop in the country and the way 
we use the scientific research made 
abroad for our industrial progress
that is the most important thing. As 
long as we do not have this technical . 
base, competent and experienced men 
to translate into commercial produc
tion chemical processes and research 
work done elsewhere, we wlll continue 
to need certain amount of assistance, 
at least till we are able to reach the 
same level of competence as that of 
the other advanced countries. 

Dl'. c. B. Singh: In short, you do not 
agree with that view? 

Dr. B.. Shah: I don't think so. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Quite right. Now 
how can you remove this lack of ex
perience for translating laboratory · 
pr~cesses ta what you call actual pro
ducts? This is our weakness. The 
laboratory processes we know but to 
bring out, as a commercial 



proposition, the produ~t; and put 
them in the market, lack of 
experience comes there. How 
can we remove this lacuna? You are 
an Industrial Adviser; you should be 
able to tell us. 

Dr. B. Shah: We are now depend
ing a good deal for this sort of trans
lation on people who have gained a 
certain amount of experience of large-

. scale production, construction of fac
tories and designing of plants and 
factories abroad. In fact there have 
not been many many facilities in the 
country to acquire it. We would cer
tainly need a large number of people 
of this type who actually will be the 
future builders of our industry and we 
would certainly need assistance for 
training in this field by people who 
have had this experience or by giving 
them facilities to gain this experience 
abroad. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Modern countries 
like Germany or Japan-! am told
are very highly advanced and you 
agree that by the end of the last World 
War, they were completely razed to 
the ground. Could you tell us how 
these countries have made such phe
nomenal advance in the industrial 
field? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is very easy, be
cause the people who rea ly build the 
industries were there. Although the 
factories were destroyed, the men who 
had this technical competence to de
sign and build plants were there. It 
is not merely the processes and fac
tories that decide ultimately our com
petence in industrial development. The 
young men who are now working in 
the modern units and who are bring
ing modern technology into this coun
try and who are playing a very vital 
part in building up of factories--they 
are the builders of our future. It is 
not merely dependent on the labo
ratory workers, the people who are 
doing experimental research work in 
the laboratories, but on those people 
who are doing work in the factories 
in India and abroad and have brought 
with them all the experience of 
modern technology with them. Even 

if the factories are razed to the gro. 
und, they will be able to duplicate the 
equipm.nt and bui.d the factories 
again and with their experience re
generate the whole economy. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Do you·· think 
that foreign capital and foreign equip. 
ment and plant both in Germany and 
Japan played an important part in 
this direction? 

Dr. B. Shah: Some resources in 
men and material might have helped; 
but the main builders are the compe- ' 
tent technicians and scientists which 
they already possessed which we don't 
possess to the same extent. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You said that 
for quite some time we will ne~d 
foreign know-how and foreign ex
perience. What can we do to attract 
this foreign know-now to this country? 

Dr. B. Shah: There are many ways 
of attracting this know-how. Govern
ment already has a policy in this 
matter. We have allowed consider· 
able foreign participation. We have 
paid technical fees for bringing in 
processes, design and ot~r work 
and also protected them sa far 
against ... 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Supposing we 
make the patent law very weak, will 
that attract foreign know-how? 

Dr. B. Shah: I think that is for 
you to judge. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: No, no. You are 
an industrial adviser and this is a 
very important and simple quest!oDo 
We want a clear opinion from you on 
this point. 

Dr. B. Shah: In this connection, I 
would refer you to the report of the 
ECAFE when certain studies were 
made for the ECAFE region countrieS 
South East Asian countries-and sozne 
of the difficulties were discussed by the 
ECAFE conferunce about tb.elr trY~ 



to get know-how for ther develop
ment, Some of them are even pre
pared to pay quite a handsome amount 
of money for technology and so on. 
But it was felt by the committee that 
since they did not have proper patent • 
protection, they would not be able to 
attract really good know-how and one 
of the recommendations was that they 
must first protect the know-how 
before they can attract foreign 
know-how. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
You said that we will require techni
cal know-how to catch up with the 
rest of the world. That is to say, you 
think that getting the know-how will 
be more convenient for us than to 
start finding from scratch? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes. It we try to 
Nver the ground that has already 
been covered in other countries, we 
will always remain behind because 
they are progressing now in geo~etri
cal progression in the field of science. 
If we go on trying to cover what has 
already been covered in science, all 
our scientists will be employed in that 
kind of work, but if we get the tech
nology that has already been develop
ed 'from other countries, our present 
resources _£an be used for further pro
gress and for maintaining our level 
of industrial growth as in other ad
vanced countries. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Supposing the patent of a product :x
pires. Ordinarily, is it easy or diffi
cult to manufacture that product with
out getting the know-how from the 
party'? 

· Dr. B. Shah: There are two ways; 
either you have to work out your 
own know-how or you have to get 
it from the party. As I said already, 
for working out the know-how, you 
need a considerable amount of tech
nical competence and experience and 
till that is developed, it wil! be 
!lluch easier to get it from the parties 
ltrai~htway rather than waste several 
rears trying to work out what . the · 
>arty has already got. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Therefore, the expiry of the period of 
a patent, in itself, will not be of 
much use unless we have got compe
tent persons who· can do the follow
up work? 

Dr, B. Shwh: Yes, Sir. 

Shri K. K. Warior: May I 
whether Technical Development 
got an advisory body? 

know 
has 

Dr. B. Shah: We have got a deve
lopment council. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Who are the 
members of the development council? 

Dr. B. Shah: There are about 30 
members and the Chairman is Mr. 
A. V. Modi.· In that council, there 
are representatives of 0 wners of indus_ 
trial undertakings, technical men in 
the undertakings, representatives of 
c.:msumers, representatives of trade 
(chemists and druggists) and labour 
representatives. 

Shri K, K. Warior: What 
any discussion on this Patent 
in your council? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes, Sir. 

is the 
Bill 

Shri K. K. Warior: What is the 
general consensus? 

Dr. B. Shah: The council has 
always recommended that the patent 
is very necessary for the development 
of industry. 

. Shri K. · K. Warior: You want a 
stricter or a weaker law? 

Dr. B. Shah: They_ have not gone 
into' th~- details, bitt generally they 
have supported it. 

Shri K. K. Warior: What was the 
· t' Act nd consensus about the ex1s mg . a 

the present Bill? Was any difference 
felt or ... 

Dr. B. Sh~h: . Unfortunatel:J:" during 
this period i.e. after the B11I had 



come in, it has taken a lot of time tor 
the council to be reconstituted. On}y 
recently it was reconstituted and they 
didn't have much time to discuss these 
aspects. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Generally, are 
they for or against this patent law? 

Dr. B. Shah: Generally, they are 
for this patent law. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Any represen
tatives of the Government undertak· 
ings in this council? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes. 

Shri K. K. Warior: What is their 
opinion! 

Dr. B. Shah: I think you inter
viewed some of the representatives of 
the Government undertakings recent
ly. 

Shri K. K. Wartor: What is their 
opinion according to your knowledge 
in your association with the council? 

Dr. B. Shah: Well, Sir, some of the 
industrial undertakings have done very 
well and they have taken out patents 
for some of their drugs discovered in 
their research laboratories. I feel 
they would naturally be tor patents. 
They have taken world patents for 
some of their drugs which earn very 
good foreign exchange for the coun• 
try. 

Dr. C. B. Sing'h: What is the total 
number of such patents? 

Dr. B. Shah: There are about two or 
three drugs for which they have taken 
out world patents. The recent one 
Antiamabin, is going to be most fruit
ful because the terms offered are very 
good. 

Shri K. K. Warior: I understand 
from some source that our Govern
ment pharmaceutical industry is not 
fully represented and their views are 
not taken into consideration in the 
develonment council. Is ·that a fair 
criticism? · -

. Dr. B. Shah: No,, Sir, the "t.tanaging 
Directo~o c;>f both pub~, ,ilector :J?har
maceutlca} industries· are there.· · 
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Shri K. K. warlor: But the vieWII 
of those who are not falling in line 
with the general thinking in the coun
cil are not taken into consideration? ' 

Dr. B. Shah: That is not correct. We 
always send the minutes for circulation 
and the dissenting views will also be 
recorded. 

Shri K. K. Wartor: You said that the 
general feeling in the ECAFE was that 
unless protection is given for the 
know-how, know-how will not come 
into this country. 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Now, how can a 
patent law give any protection to 
know-how? 

Dr. B. Shah: Probably the feeling 
was that once a know-how is known 
anybody can use the patent and the 
know-how can pass on from one party 
to another, who bas not paid for the 
patent. 

Shri K. K. Warlor: Js not the know
hDw quite different from what !I 
patented? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes, Sir. They are two 
entirely different things. 

Shri K. K. Warior: How is it that a 
patent law can protect the know-how? 
Know-how whenever it comes is 
known and it can be given. Only the 
process or the product can be protect
ed. 

Dr. B. Shah: But the other man 
can't undertake production without in
fringing the patent although he may 
have the know-how. 

Shri K, K. Warior: Now we are 
providing patent right only for the 
process. Suppose there is a new pro
cess through some new know-how. Is 
that to be excluded? · 

Dr. B. .Shah: If we are only goin.!l 
to have pr9.c!lss ,patent. , ,Ct:rtairJIY: 
~~h~r pro<;esses c~n be }VI?rke,(t., :rpe,r~ 
1s no restriction at all. 



Shrt K. K. Warlor: Then where is 
the question of protection to know
how. Proection to know-how with 
regard to a particular process, that is 
all the protection, According to the 
Development Council and your know
ledge, how much of our development 
has been blocked by this existing 
patent law. Has it blocked also the 
development of technical know-how 
in our country? 

Dr. B. Shah: Sir,· as I have already 
mentioned, development of the indus. 
try has been mainly handicapped for 

, want of this technical competence to 
translate processes and even our own 
laboratory processes to commercial 
production. This is playing the main 
part in 0 ur not having been able to 
catch up with the rest of the world. 
Other aspects are very minor. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Now we are told 
that at least in the drug and pharma
ceutical industry, we have almost 
99.9 per cent know-how and we can 
manage without any form of foreign 
collaboration. 
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Dr. B. Shah: It depends on the pro
duct. Where the processes are fairly 
simple that we can develop with our 
existing competence, we have put. up 
plants without foreign. collaboration, 
but where the processes are more 
complicated, where several steps in 
the reaction are involved and where 
even a small fall in yield in each 
stage would mean a considerable 

' increase in cost, we have had to take 
know-how from abroad. 

. I 

Shri K. K. Warior: When a process 
or a product is available by paying 
a lump sum which can be reali~ed 
from the consuming public, is that not 
creating a sense of complacency even 
amongst our 0 wn industrialists and 
investors not to go in for all these 
expenses on research and for our own 
inventions and development of know
how. Now sugar: is available from 
foreign markets at a cheaper r~te. If 
we take it there is no necess1ty for 
~~velopin~' our own sugar in.dustrY. 
and Ioacjing the consumers with, all 
the" Pt:fces: · Tile c Bill' is ' essentiallY' 

intended for our own research deve
lopment and development of our own 
technical know-how and our own 
industry. 

Dr. B. Shih: There is some protec
tion of the industry., 1f we produce 
something, we naturally prevent it 
from being imported and a competi
tion being set up within th!! country. 
Somebody may be prepared to dump 
sugar in our country and kill our 
industry. .That is the sort of protec
tion which pharmaceutical and chemi
cal industries are getting today. 
When anybody develops his own pro
cess and puts up a factory, we see 
that it is not being prised out by 
somebody bringing in imports and 
ruining the industry. That is what 
has been the object of the present 
import regulations and the Industrietl 
Development and Regulation Act. 

Shri K. K. Warior: We have provid
ed In the Bill that Government can 
in spite of all the patent rights import 
whenever there is an emergency or 
whenever there is a critical situation 
in the country like. epidemic, drugs 
for the consumption of the country. 
Do you think that this pat.ent ri~ht 
must . be given to those 1~dustn~s 
which are only importmg elt)Jer m 
the form of the Jam stage or an mter
mediate stage just to cover the pro
visions· of the law and then having 
it packed here and given to the con· 
sumer. Can we not block it? Why 
should we give that protection? 

Dr. B. Shah: Whenever we set up 
a production unit here, we see. that 
it is not just from the penultimate 
stage, but there is a regula: devel~p
ment from !basic raw matena!s whi~ 
should u!Hmately become a-:a1Iab!e tn 
the country. That is the obJect of the 
Industries Development . and . R.egula
tion Act. Most of the mdusf:ries set 
up have Deen based on basiC raw 
materials that. we are either produc
ing in the country and are ultimately 
going to produce. 

ShriK: K. wartor: Is that the case 
i~ · the 'pharm1iceutical industry? '" · 



Dr. B. Shah: Yes. Sir, we have 
achieved basic production in most of 
the products. 

Sbri K. K. Warior: I am a layman 
I do. not know, but those people wh~ 
are m the know of things, especially 
those engaged in the pharmaceutical 
industry in the private and public 
sectors have complained that only the 
penultimate stages are coming here 
and we are pa)'ing through our nose 
for tJie intermediate ·stages and onlY 
packing and labelling is done as a 
matter of fact, and the reason is that 
the patent law is giving the protection. 
What is your experience? 
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Dr. B. Shah: Pharmaceutical indus
try initially developed by merely pro
cessing imported bulk drugs. That 
was the first activity. But progres
sively during the last 8 to 10 years, 
Government have followed a regular 
policy of encouraging basic manu
facture within the country. As you 
might see, substantial portions of the 
drugs are heine made in the country 
from basic .chemicals and intermediates 
and we are also setting up units to 
produce these very intermediates, 
because these intermediates cannot be 
made by the pharmaceutical industrv· 
they come within the purview of th~ 
chemi.ca! industry. So we are setting 
up umts to produce these intermediates 
in separate units. Actually we are 
bulking up the demands of other allied 
industries like dyes, plastics, rubber 
chemicals, and so on, so that we could 
have economic units for manufactur
ing these intermediates to feed these 
industries. As you might see, for 
nearly Rs. 18 crores worth ·.of .bulk 
drugs that we are producing, which 
are being processed into finlsped 
pharmaceuticals, we are importing 
only about 2! crores worth of inter
mediates. It has been planned that 
HOC will produce nearly H crores 
worth of intermediates required by 
the drug industry. The synthetic pro
ject in Hyderabad will produce a 
crore worth of intermediates. The 
fertiliser plants will also produce 
certam Eolvents and this alongwith -
the production from petro-chemical 

complexes, the balance requirements 
will be met. Then there are private 
chem1~al industries which are coming 
Up With production of several re
quired items. We have planned in 
India production of basic phar
maceuticals from intermediates and 
basic chemicals in the pharmaceutical 
industry. We have planned produc
tion of these chemical intermediates 
1n the chemical industry. These two 
activities have been dovetailed. It is 
only when it is uneconomic to make 
goods (our demand being low) 
that we may continue to 
import. Where we feel that 
we should certainly not burden thP 
industry wLh very expensive inter
mediates made in small quantities, we 
may continue to import them and pay 
for them by means of export ot 
items which we can make more eco
nomi:ally and in which we can com
pete in the world markets. For 
example we have developed our ex
port of plant products to nearly a 
crores. That is last year's exports. 
We have put up units which make thP 
intermediates for hormones from 
plants which are growing widely in 
the Himalayas. We have put up re
cently for Menthol a unit which is 
going to export nearly 25 lakhs worth 
of Menthol from this country. Wher£ 
we think we are in a more suitable 
position to produce and compete in the 
world market, we are concentrating 
on those lines rather than on 
items where we find we will 
always be out-beaten in price by 
other countries which·. have various 
other facilities. We have go+ varying 
climatic and· soil conditions. · We can 
very well produce a number of plant 
products. India is knoWn. ' as ihe 
botanical ga~den of the world. . Our 
approach in phinning' hai ''been ''fo' 
produce only the intermediates which 
we can make economically at com
petitive prices and produce more d 
them so that we can export them to 
the world markets. 

.Sbri D. P. Karrnarkar: In respect 
of industrial development in general, 
and the drug industry in particular, 
is it more often that we have gone 



to them to make offers ot they have 
come to us and made offers? Which 
1s the trend? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is where the 
Industries Development (Regula
tion) Act comes into play. In some 
cases people have come up for mak
ing some profitable items' from their 
side. we have had people who coma 
up with projects that are more 
economical for us and which will 
help in the development . of our 
industry. We have screened these 
offers when they come to us. In 
some cases we have oersuaded them 
to come up with schemes where we 
felt that they wiil be helpful to us. 
Indian Investment Centre iS doing a 
good deal in this respect and we give 
them from time to time items for 
which we need collaboration and the 
lines of development that 'we need. 
So this has been more or less a very 
regulated development. 

Shri D. P. Karmarkat: I appreciate 
that. Coming to the drug industry, 
.can· we say it is fifty-fifty? 

Dr. B. Shah: Ye.s, it is both ways. 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: Has it been 
our policy in the past, other things 
being equal, to invite foreign colla-

. boration and develop our industry, 
particularly drug industry, as early 
as possible? Has it been our own 
anxiety? 

Dr .. B. Shah: Wherever there Is 
equivalent skill available in the coun
try our own scientists have been 
given preference. Where we want
ed the know-how, the technology or 
processes and so on, .we have bad 
to invite people ·from outside. · 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: I put ·it 
like this: Had it been pur anxiety 
during the last ten years, particular
ly during the last five years, to speed 
up as much as possible our indus
trial development and the ·drug deve-
lopment? · 

Dr. B. Shah: That is certainly true-

8()7 (B) LS-22. 
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Shri D. P. Karmarkar: Have we 
been seeing to it that as much of 
our advantage should be protected 
as ·possible with· foreign collabora
tion? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes. 

Shrl D. P. Kannarkar:. In cases 
where we thought it was not so, have 
we rejected that? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes. 

Shri D. P. Kannarkar: So far a.s 
our own Jaw is concerned, have you 
any suggestions to safeguard our 
interests as much as possible in 
respect of the return that wa may 
give to the foreign collaborators? 

Dr. B. Shah: After all, most of 
these are foreign agreements. There 
have been various comJ;I~ittees of 
Government known as the Foreign 
Agreements Committee, Ciipital 
Goods Committee, which have been 
mainly concerned with the objective 
to see that . the payment is not exces
sive, compared to the return that we 
get and all these aspects. We have 
the Industries Development (Regu
lation) Act and various regulations. 
It is ensured that they get a reason
able return. 

Shri Babubhai M. Chinai: Will you 
kindly refer to your answer to ques
tion 5(b)? · Will you explain more 
clearly what you mean. by "techni
cal base"? How far the country has 
acquired modern technology to build 
the industry on its own? 

· Dr. B. Shah: Sir, by "technical 
base" what is implied is the tech
nical competence and experience of 
the workers to be able to work out 
the necessary details on their own 
to make a process comrri.ercia1ly 
successful. In other words, it b th., 
experience for translating the pro
cess specifications or even laborator~ 
processes developed by. resear6 .a 
1aboratories into commerctal produc
tion. In comparison ~ith ad~anc~d 
countries we are laggmg behmd lJl 

this respect. 



We should be able to produce all 
items where comparatively simpler 
techniques are invol\·ed without 
much foreign assistance, but where 
more complicated techniques involv
ing a large number of steps are 
involved it has been necessary to 
obtain collaboration for establishing 
eommercial production. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would refer the 
witness to the statement which he 
has given along with his replies <'n 
the question of First Five Year Plan 
targets. He has also given tile Fourth 
Fi\·e Year Plan targets. He has also 
explained the shortfalls that have 
taken place in some of the items. 
And mostly I find that this is due to 
the fact that the public sector units 
have not gone into production. So 
they have to lag behind. ·ThPn am 
I to conclude from this that so far 
as the targets set for the priva:e 
seder in the pharmaceutical indus
try are concerned, they have been 
achieved? 
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Dr. B. Shah: Sir, it appears from 
the statement that the public sector 
has lagged behind very muc!:l but 
this is because most of its units are 
nearing, completion and there has 
been some marginal delay in getting 
into production within the plan 
period due to various factors. And 
it has happened that most of the 
private units have come up but here 
are also cases where there have been 
delays and they are also completing 
their construction work by the end of 
this year. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I want to refer 
to anti•Ieprotic drugs for which you 
have given "Production was low as 
ander assistance programme con
•iderable amount of this drug was 
f>eing imported." 

Dr." B. Shah: It means that certain 
quantity of this drug was given pro
bably very cheap or almost free by 
UN1CEF. This is a peculiar Pheno
menon for the market of this drug. 
In this case it is not a leper who 
goes to purchase the medicine in the 

market but some Leper Associations 
or some Philanthropic bodies· which 
buy and UNICEF suppliecl large 
quantities to the Government and 
hence the capacities were not fully 
utilised as these were being probably 
distributed free. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Isn't it proper 
that we must develop the production 
from these units so that we may be-
come self-dependent? How has it 
lagged behind? · 

Dr. B. Shah: As I have already 
said the capacity is there and they 
can always produce whenever re
quired. They produced it to a parti
cul~r stage so that whenever time 
comes they can convert it within a 
short period to the finished product. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: In reply to ques
tion No. l(f) you have said "The 
value of production of bulk drugs is 
estimated at Rs. 18 croresjannum. 
This along with an import of bulk 
drugs of Rs. 7 crores is processed to 
finished pharmaceutical preparations 
with a sale value of Rs. 150 crores." 
Now I would like to point out 
Rs. 18 + Rs. 7 crores come to Rs. 25 
crores. Now Rs. 25 crores worth of 
bulk drugs is valued at Rs. 150 crores 
drugs so far as sales is concerned. 
This appears to be a very high pro
portion. Now, is this a correct thing? 
Have you made proper technical 
assessment that the same values are 
correct or do you think there is good: 
deal of profiteering in this sale. 

Dr. B. Shah: There is considerable 
amount of work that is undertaken 
between a bulk drug and its conver• 
sion to a finished drug. It costs con
siderable amount of money in the 
from of other ingreclients, mainten
ance of aseptic conditions and vari· 
ous manufacturing oper'ltions to 
convert ibulk drugs into dosage 
forms. In this case the margin might 
ibe about 5 to 6 times. It is quite loW' 
as compared to other countries. JJ 
it is an injectible preparation the 
mark-up is very high-it is about 1 
to 10. If· it is tablet It is hardlY 1 



io 2. 1 to 5 is an average. ~t in
cludes packaging, the cost of glass 
bottles or vials with aluminium seal 
ek in which the finished product ~ 
marketted. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Do 
say this also includes 
advertisement and cost 
the doctors. 

you mean to 
the cost of 
of educating 

:Or. B. Shah: Yes, Sir. Certain 
kinds of promotional expenditur~ are 
also ineluded in the cost. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Have you studied 
whether this mark-up is reosonable 
and the people who are manufactur
ing are not profiteering? - What is 
your system of checking up these 
things? How do you check up that 
marking up is correct? 

Dr. B. Shah: Before a licence is 
given to a firm these prices are also 
looked into now. Actually they are 
asked to give full details. Various 
break--ups are given by them and 
~hey are being scrutinised by the 
Government. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you mean to 
say the manufacturers cannot put up 
their prices and they have to r,et the· 
sanction !before they can sell at a 
particular price? 

'Dr. B. Shah: It is so now. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: It has been re
presented to 'us by many witnesses 
and also the Drug Controll~r has 
eirculated to us a statement of prices 
in which it is alleged that the prices 
of these products in India are very 
high and we are also told that the 
manufacturers are profiteering. Mind 
you, they are not making profits but 
they are profiteering. What you say 
• I 
IS contrary to the above. You say 
You keep a control and, as such, do 
not allow the prices to be charged 
over and above what you giv~ them 
authority to charge. How shall we 
reconcile the two points of . view? 
Secondly we are told that even in 
a country )ike Pakistan the drugs are 
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very much cheaper than the drugs 
sold her~. Could You give us some 
mformatwn as to whether thE> prices 
are reasonable? Secondly wh th . . . ' Y e 
Pflc~s Ill this country are higher than 
Pakistan? Have you checked up the 
customs duty and· excise duty in 
Pa~i~tan? Let us know the correc~ 
pos1hon and comparison of prices in 
these. countries. 

Dr. B. Shah: I have not received th,. 
statement. I will check up and let 
you know. You can always make a 
statement by selecting a few things 
where others prices are lower and 
O)ITS are higher. It is a very fallacious 
thmg. You have to see the general 
trend of cost of drugs of the entire 
rangE> of products and by mere select
ing a few and getting a statement 
prepared you can prove anything you 
want. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Mr. Chairman, I 
would like to repeat to you one thing 
that all the cost statements that have. 
been given to us, so far as prices are 
concerned, are from two sources-One 
from the witnesses, foreign and Indian, 
they have given to us the pricE>S ob
taining in India and outside. Two 
sets of such figures have come to us. · 
One set of figures te"n us that prices 
are cheaper in India. The other se~ · 
tells us that these prices are very 
high in lndia. The· other point is his 
telling us that thE> prices l'l"e very 
costly. The Drug Controller has given 
to us some statements showing tha• 
prices in India are very much higher 
than prices in Pakistan. As technical 
expert of tJ:!e Government · Mr. Shah 
may please give us a proper assess
ment so far as 'this a"!)ect is concern
ed. I request you that all those figures 
given to us may be sent to Mr. ShalL 
He has promised ·to give us his own 
assessment. This may be sent for his 
proper notation ori <:>ach o"f these 
things. He may give us his considered 
opinion on t}lis aspect of the question.. 
In reply to Q.4(a) you have said that 
in case of finished drugs, the commit-

. teE> has observed that the cost of basic 
drug is high in India; but the cost of 



finished preparation is much less than 
in foreign countries. WQat is this 
about? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is the finding of 
one of the committees of the develop.. 
ment council," the technical sub-com
mittee of the development council. 
They have gh·en these figures. They 
have compared with other countries, 
Italy, UK, USA.. and so on. This is 
the conclusion which they have drawn 
which I have quoted here. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Were you a mem
ber? 
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Dr. B. Shah: Yes. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Do you stand by 
this report? 

Dr. B. Shah: This appears to be ..•• 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We would like to 
have the details. You have given the 

·conclusion only. What are the details 
.. 'from where you have drawn all these 

conclusions? 

Dr. B. Shah: These are given in the 
Report. I have got a copy of the 
Report.· 

Shri R. P. Sinha: .Sir, we would 
like to have- all these things sent to 
us in cyclostyled Jorm or in whatever 
manner you like. Members may like 
to study on those facts. For that we 
should have the factual data. 

Dr. B. Shah: 1 have already given. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What is the page 
number? 

Dr. B. Shah: Page No. 21: 

Mr. Chairman: This is different. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Let it be circu
lated to us. On behalf of Shri K. K. 
Warior, 7 want to ask one question. 
What is the meaning of the word 
'International price'? Is there any
thing like 'lnternati~nal price'? 

Dr. B. Shah: I do· not know whd i8 
the context in which it is used. We 
buy certain drugs in the world oa 
tender basis. We get various quota
tions. This varies 'from period to 
period. We buy streptomycin on world 
tender basis and our prices have 
varied considerably, sometimes it has 
gone as low as 105 and it has gone up 
to as high as 200. It is all a matter 
of supply and demand in the world 
market and the price it fetches. It ;.. 
something that is varying depending 
upon the supply and demand position. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: About the research 
programmes for basic drugs in our 
country, are you satisfied that research 
programmes for basic development of 
drugs in this country is satisfactory! 
If not do you think what we should 
encourage such research in the private 
sector industry-wise? 

Dr. B. Shah: It is very essential for 
the industry to establish more inde
pendent resear¢h laboratories to 
undertake all ·the three spheres of 
research-producing new drugs, im
provements to existing processes, as 
well as formulation research. There is 
considerable work being done oD 
development research with regard to 
formulations and process improve
ments. But very little is being done 
on the development of new drt: gs, Oa 
this sphere, we need a large numbec 
of laboratories to come up. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The ECAFE Com- 1 

mittee. went into it. What is the 
committee's report? 

Dr. B. Shah: These are certaia 
countries which are very much 
underdeveloped than us. There, the 

·very question of basic manufacture of 
drugs . and even formulating uni~ 

·being set up and things of that sort 
were taken up. They don't have the 
personnel to do such advance research 
yet. Their technology is still far, far, 
behind. This aspect does not come uP 
to the front in this report. This cOIJI
mittee has recommended that researcll 
should be encouraged with regard to 



plant products that are grown in 
ihese countries. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: One last question. 
You say basic research is important. 
We were told that it requires lot of 
money to make investment in research. 
Could you tell if it is possible to 
attract foreign know-how and foreign 
capital for research work because I 
understand that many of these foreign 
big research units ·and pharmaceutical 
companies are negotiating with the 
Government of India for setting up 
such laboratories in India? Do you 
think that they will be attracted to 
came to set up the research labora
tories in India for basic· research, jf 

we encourage or plan for that? 

Dr. B. Shah: There have been several 
proposals made by foreign firms to set 
up independent research laboratari.~s 
but they are all awaiting the outcome 
of your report before they finalise 
their programme. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What do you mean 
by that? 

Dr. B. Shah: They want to see how 
patent law is going to be amended by 
you. 
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Shri B K. Das: You have given 
your opi~ion that progress of pharma
ceutical industry in our country de
pends more on collaboration with 
other countries. But we have :ertain 
Indian companies, advanced companies 
also which have no collaboration. Is 
it your opinion that there wauld be · 
greater progress if they take up fore
ign collaborations? · 

Dr. B. Shah: Even some of the Indian 
companies have been utilising foreign 
know-how and have availe~ of thiS 
know-how to catch up with the rest of 
the industries. A firm like Alembic 
for instance. They have put 'JP a peni
cillin plant. The cost was high. 
They did get collaboration from _a 
Japanese firm for improving their 
methods. They would have bee~ 
able to solve it themselves, but 1t 
would have taken a long tinle and 

meanwhile they would have to face 
uneconomic production. So even these 
firms which are Indian firms have 
availed of this know-how .bY getting 
into foreign collaboration by getting 
some assistance on lump-sum payment 
basis and improved their technology. 

Shri B. K. Das: Do you think that 
there are any provisions in our pre
sent Bill which in the opinion <if colla
boration companies will .work as a 
great disincentive? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is a matter of 
opinion, which I would not like to 
enter. 

Shri B. K. Das: We have provided 
for process patent and not for product 
patent. Which one will be more help
ful for the su.ccessful development o~ 
our pharmaceutical industry? 

Dr. B. Shah: I would like to be ex• 
cused from expressing my views on 
this subject. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: We find· tha~ 

your evidence has been very interest
ing and it. will be of bene.fit to us. The 
principal object of this legislation is 
that the pharmaceutical industry ih 
this country should grow and that we 
should be in a position to rely less and 
less on imports.. This effort has been 
viewed in different angles. One "et of 
people thinks that the terms and con
ditions should be so laid d'own or so 
tightened that the payment which we 
have to make by way 'of royalties and 
such other benefits to foreigners should 
be as less as possible. The other set 
of people says that we should not 
tighten our terms and conditions so 
much that in the process our own 
people who are to benefi_t I:om the 
provisions of this. leg1slat10n ·will 
suffer. You have of . course g?ne 
through the Bill. What do you thmk 
about the term of a pateQt? You 
know what .we have proposed? What 
is your opinion about the rate of 
royalty? Should the rate fi~~d be so 
rigid or there shonld be a ce1hng o'ver 
it or it should be left to the discre
tion of the authorities? What I anJ 



really wanting to say is that in the 
J ast analysis our efforts should not 
Jesuit in defeating the very purpose, 
the purpose of promoting indigenous 
pharmaceutical industry. 

Dr. B. Shah: This is a very diflkult 
<tue,ti,m, but I would try to answer it 
In my own way. After all, what we 
nre now trying is to get into the coun
try the technical know-how from 
11.broad. There are different types of 
know-how, some adopting the latest 
technology and some obsolete techno
logy. We have to decide what is best 
for our country and in that respect we 
should not get lost in the rates of 
royalties, terms and conditions and 
things of that sort, because we may 
not be doing any good to our pharma
ceutical industry in getting some obso
lete know-how at a low price. We 
have to weight the various circum
:~tances and after all the know-how is 
gl\·en voluntarily by the party; you 
cannot force him. You could only use 

· his process, but the know-how is some. 
thing that comes voluntarily. We have 
to consider the rate of royalties that 
exists for different technologies in 
other advanced countries. This is the 
aspect you have to consider. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: In answer to 
Question 6 (b) you have stated that 
facilities available in India for Group 
Research are limited. May I know 
what, according to you, will be the 
ideal condition for promoting Group 
Research in our country? 

Dr. B. Shah: Group Research is 
something new to this country. Few 
of our industries have put up labora
tories for carrying out Group Re· 
!earch. We need organised effort 
and a number of scientists in different 
disciplines o·f science; it needs a huge 
::;boratory, a lot of equipment and a 
lot of money: There must be some
body who is prepared to spend all 
the money, even with the chance of 
tlot getti~g any return, because after 
lltl the discovery of a drug is a chance; 

'3•ou may SIJ€nd lakhs of rupees and 
l'Ou may ·not get anything; on the 

other hand you may not spend vel')' 

much and yet get something. It ill 
more a lottery. It is only the pharma
ceutical industry that can do this. 
They can always plan their expendi
ture in such a way that what they 
lose in a particular place they gain 
somewhere else. You cannot expec' 
the Government laboratories to try 
Group Research in a big way by 
spending a lvt of money with a chance 
of not getting any result and then 
answer questions later on. ~t is not 
possible for the Government to spend 
so much money on Group Research: 

Shri P. C. Borooah: You say that a 
number of foreign firms are interested 
in setting up research facilities, but 
they are waiting for the decision of 
the Government on patents. For what 
decision of the Government they are 
waiting? 

Dr. B. Shah: They probably want 
to see how the results of their research 
are going to be protected by thi• 
country. 

Shri ~hi Ram Gupta: In develop
ed countries, the pharmaceutical in
dustry is on a different footing. The 
big concerns have got their own basic 
research arrangements and facilities. 
In India, we totally lack in that. 
Either the public sector in our country 
should do much of the basic research 
or we should invite foreign firms to 
put up their own laboratories. You 
have just now mentioned that these 
foreign firms are waiting for the en· 
actment of our Patent Law, which 
means they want to see whether it 
will be beneficial for them or not. 
Should we not lay stress on our public 
sector enterprises for basic research 
because in the long run that can onlY 
pay us? 

Dr. B. Shah: It is working both 
ways. Public sector enterprises are 
entering the field of research and the 
private institutions have also produced. 
good results. · 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: I am talkinl 
about pharmaceutical industry only. 



_Dr. B. Shah: ~n the public sector, the 
Hindustan Antibiotics have developed 
several new antibiotics. CIBA Re
search has developed 5 "or 6 synthetic 
dru~:s, which are promising. I don't 
think we should cut off .one for the 
1ake of the other. There should be 
competition from all sectors. Research 
is a vital thing for pharmaceutical 
industry and development of research 
should be given a free scope so that 
new knowledge may contribute to the 
supreme effort of ameliorating the 
1uffering of humanity. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The foreign 
concerns want to come only when it 
suits them. Seeing to the limited re
sources in the country the private 
sector in the country is not able to 
undertake big res.earch programmes. 
Such being the condition, the collabo
ration arrangement also may not work 
well. In that event also, we have to 
depend on our own public under
takings. What ~ mean by this is that . 
we should base our patents in futures 
more on research done by public 
undertakings side rather than on the 
private sector side. That is my point. 

Mr. Chairman: He says that it 
should be based on both sides. . 

Dr. B. Shah: I do not agree that the 
pharmaceutical industry as such can
not undertake research. There are 
big concerns which are certainly 
undertaking research in this country. 
There are small concerns which may 
not be able to undertake research. 
But, bigger concerns (private indus
try, can certainly afford to undertake 
research and they should be en
couraged to undertake research. Pub
lic sectors also should undertake 
research. All of them should contri
bute to the research. There is no 
special stress to be laid on a parti
cular sector. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So far as 
the period is concerned, it has much to 
do with the type of research being 
done by the concern. Therefore, I 
am stressing on this point. If, we do 
not get that type o"f quality research 
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from the private sector, at least, we 
cannot wait. for a very long period. 
From that point of view, whether the 
hon. witness is of the view that the 
public s_ector undertakings must play 
a more Important role than what they 
have been playing uptill now? 

Dr. B. Shah: There are researc.b 
institutes run by Government. 

Shri Kashi Ram· ·Gupta: No doubt 
the institutes are run by Government. 
And more institutes may also be there. 

Dr. B. Shah: I think that there ill 
scope for more research institutes 
being run both in the private sector 
as well as in public sector. 
For such a vast country like ours, 
the research done- at present is very 
limited. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Are our 
scientists getting their due share ha 
the research in the present set up? 

Dr. B. Shah: This is a question 
on which I have no information. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
stated that in your Council, former
ly, they considered so many pointa 
about the industries. May I know 
whether the point about the period 
of a patent was also taken .into con
sideration at that meeting? 

Dr. B. Shah: All these- details were 
not discussed lby the Council at their 
meeting, It has been reconstituted 
very recently. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: From the 
period point of view, was this at all 
discussed? 

Dr. B. Shah: They have not con-
sidered that. ' 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
mentioned that units should be fairly 
large for production purposes. Of 
course the producers should be see
ing to the demand about the con
sumption of the products, Has it been 



lllllllysed as to what should be the 
basic minimum standards by which 
a unit can be measured to be ec01lo
mical · or uneconomical so far as 
pharmaceutical indm;try is concern
ed! 

Dr. B. Shah: There is no yardstick 
for this. Actually, from my personal 
experience, I can say when I visited 
factories in 1956 in Europe I found 
tbat a particular product was being 
produced with a capacity of 50 tonnes. 
We set up a certain unit with a 
capacity of 10 to 15 tons with the 
hope that it could be expounded later 
on to 30 to 40 tonnes. In 1964, all 
these units were producing 300 tonnes 
·annum. It is all a question of de
mand and production. We produce 
more when the demand is more. But, 
if there is no demand, there is no 
use putting up a higher capacity. We 
have to weigh various factors before 
establishi,-,g the capacity. We have 
to see whether it is very _uneconomi
cal and the production is not too 
small. We always examine this as
pect. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In amwer 
to question No. 6(b) about the faci
lities that are available in India, you 
have mentioned the names of the 
Central Drug Research Institute, 
CIB.-\ elc., etc. Whether any assess
ment hds been made about the fu
tu_re set up of the institutes in the 
next Five Year Plan? 

Dr. B. Shah: In the Plan to be 
drawn up for pharmaceutical indus
try, we have not included the num
ber of research units to be set up. 
Probably b the Research Department 
of the Council of Sci~ntific and In
dustrial Research and so on, they 
might have planned this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: On page 
13 of your replies to the questions, 
it has been stated that 'cooperative 
research organised by pooling the re
aources of a number of firms set up 
under the auspices of the association 
is not common in the pharmaceuti
cal industry'. What are the reasons for 
thlat 

Dr. B. Shah: Because it is mainly 
competitive research. One finn pro
duces a product more economically 
than the other. It will produce a 
new drug and profit by it before the 
other has an access to it. There is a 
certain amount of competition. 
There are few general problems 
which these cooperative research or
ganisations can really tackle. It is a 
question or trial and error. Some
body might have screened 4,MO com
pounds and spent a Jot of money 
which may not be useful. 'There are 
some who might have screened abou\ 
400 compounds of which some might 
be useful. 'Ihere is a sort of com
petition between one and tile other 
unit in the industry to have some
thing new. It is very difficult to 
have a cooperative research. That is 
the sum and substance of this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: , We are 
judging ell the•e industries on the 
basis of their being of commercial 
value. Now, in the future set up 
of the country, the Government 
vchich is wed1ed to socialism or 
socialistic pattern of society, might 
take their help for p~duction of 
medicines both on the protection ·89 

we!J as on fhe treatment side. If a 
large proportion of the populat:on is 
to be covered by the health insur
ance schemes, in that case, the .com
mercial aspect of the pharmaceutical 
industries will have a definite change. 
Has this been considered by the Gov
ernment for the future set up al 
least for · the "next ten or llfteen 
years? 

Dr. B. Shah; If you are referring 
to the National Health Schemes ot 
UK, I don't think that it has apywaY 
changed the pattern of prescribing 
the medicine and treatment. It haS 
not changed the whole set up of tM 
pharmaceutical industry in thai 
country .at all. There are a number 
of private firms as well as govern· 
ment establishments producing drugs 
and competing with each other. 

Mr. Chairman: It has been brought 
to the. notice of this Committee thai 



eertain foreign firms have tried to 
profit iby the exploitation of Indian 
products such as the Ch!oromysitin 
T?lbutomide and some other drugs: 
Like that, what is the remedy you 
would suggest in this Bill to prevent 
•uch abuses? 

Dr. B. Shah: As far as my know
ledge goes, most of the difficulties 
~ave arisen when the parties try to 
unport the know-how from the third 
party and not develop on their own. 
We have similar problems in India 
not only for pharmaceutical industry 
but also in the chemical industries. 
When somebody ·develops the know
how, what he actually does is that 
he makes efforts to get a compulsory 
licence and goes ahead with the pro
duction and waits for results. He 
is not prevented from doing that. 
When he has to get a know-how from 
the thira party, probably, it amounts 
to infringing the rights. Then the 
dilliculty comes in. The other diffi
culty comes in .only wher~ they have 
developed processes in c~rtain 
research laboratories and they have 
not been able to translate them into 
commercial production due to various 
lacunae which, I have mentioned, 
and the people have not been able 
to get the desired results. These 
factors have been more or less res
po~sible rather than the effort3 of 
these fi'rms in preventing anybody to 
utilise any research of know -how 

. locally developed 

JUr. Chairman: Is it your opinion 
that the claim put forward by the 
indian scientrsts is not quite correct? 

Dr. B. Shah: No, Sir. I don't say 
that their processes are wrong. But, 
they have not been developed to 
that stage of commercial exploita" 
tion which is very essential for any 
industry to take up. Our country 
has to overcome this difficulty. Then 
only our research becomes more use
ful. It is not very much the patent 
but it is this aspect that comes in 
the way. 

JUr. Chairman: India is a very 
large country, has a very large 
population and the people are poor. 
It has been brought to the notice of 
this Committee that foreign firms are 
only importing the final stage of the 
product and then perfect it and sell 
it at a very high :price, thereby 
exploiting the country. What are 
the measures yo~ are taking to 
prevent such abuses and to enable 
the foreign firms to start the manu
facture here of the basic products 
and sell them at reasonable prices 
and in sufficient quantities to meet 
the demands of the country? 

Dr. B .. Shah: We have established 
production of various drugs from 
basic stages. I can give you the 
saving in foreign exchange which 
will give an indication· as to how 
final products .are being made from 
mainly ·indigenous raw materials. 
We have instances where this saving 
in foreign exchange for bulk drugs 
manufacture is as much ns 90 per 
cent-where only 10 per cent of the 
value as raw materials is being im
ported. 

1 
Some save 50 per· cent; still 

others i'n t~ later stages 20.....:30 per 
. cent. Government is always seein~ 

that whenever production is estab
lished within the country there is a 
saving in foreign exchange by way 
of basic production. In other words, 
the product really becomes available 
to the consumer in the country at a 
much lower price in terms of foreign 
exchange than it would have been 
available if the product is imported 
in tqe final stage. It may be that 
the prices are higher, but what we 
pay in the form of foreign exchange 
is much less. For example)' tetra
cycline we pay only 10 per cent of 
the imported price in the form of 
imported raw materials. So we see 
when the schemes are taken up 
for production that they are based 
on as many indigenous raw materials 
as possible ancl schemes which hacl 
been taken up from the penultimate 



stages-most of them-have dis
appeared by adopting a phased pro
gramme which ensures production 
!com more and more basic raw 
materials. We have also, as I men
tioned earlier, taken up the produc
tion of these very intermediates to 
improve further the saving in foreign 
exchange. Of course, some of the 
intermediates ca.;mot be legitimately 
taken up for production m' the 
pharmaceutical industry. Some of 
these have to be pooled with the re
quirements of same or similar items 
require·d by other industries. It you 
see this brochure, (!PI booked) on 
pages 36-37 we have given the 
various raw materials of the pha;:ma
ceutical industry which are at pre
sent either being produced by our 
units or are still being. im!)Orted. If 
you see page 36, you will find a 
much larger capacity has been licens
ed than what is required by the 
pharmaceutical · industry. Take 
Acetic Anhydride. We need only 

. 1400 tonnes for the pharmaceutical 
industry. Its capacity is more than 
5,000 tonnes. That makes it more 
economic in production. So, this 
way, we are trying to cover up 
most of the requirements of the 
Intermediates tjy pooling! w1th the 
requirem.tnts of other industries, but 
it still leaves certain intermediates 
which are required in small quan
tities which it will be very unecono
mical for us to produce and will have 
to continue to be imported. If you 
see these various intermediates given 
on pages 36--45, it covers an import 
of intermediates of the value· of 
about Rs. 7 crores which we need to 
achieve our Fourth Plan target. 
Schemes have been undertaken to 
produce as many of them as possible 
within the country which will bring 
down our import bill for the indus
try to something like Rs. 4-5 crores 
ultimately which the industry can 
always earn by developing its ex
ports. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: There are 
a lot at patented medicines whose 
patents have j;.psed, but . in spite of 
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this the industry is not able to pro
duce such medicines in this country, 
Did you consider thia point and what 
are the reasons behind it? 

~lr. Chalrmau: No know-how. 

Dr; B. Shah: As I told you earlier 
if it is a complicated process. We 
need the know-how. When it is a 
simple preparation we can develop 
our own. It is again a question of 
developing our own technical base so 
that we may be able to produce all 
the items within the country either 
with our own know-how or with im
ported know-how. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Whether 
efforts have been made in this direc
tion to produce our own know-how 1 

so far as such medicines are con
cerned -whose patents have lapsed? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes, Sir. There have 
been several efforts. This is the aim 
of all our various Plans, Third Plan, 
Fourth Plan, etc. Based on our 
demands we fix our targets and 
license the capacities. We request 
the research laboratories also to 
develop the know-how for their 
manufacture and we encourage 
entrepreneurs to take up these pro
cesses and start producing them 
within the country. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Have you 
been successful? 

Dr. B. Shah: Yes, we have achiev• 
ed more or le'ss our Third Plan 
targets to a great extent. We hope 
the same co-operation will come for
ward to achieve our Fourth Plan 
targets. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Dr. Shah just now 
read some statistics from some paper. 
We would like to have a copy of 
that. · · 

Dr. B. Shah: I will send it to you. 

Mr. Chairman: Thank you, :Mf. 
. Shah, and your colleagues. 

( The Witness then withdrew) 



0. ur. M. L. Dhar, Central Drugo 
Research Jnstitu~, Lucknow 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat). 

Mr. Chairman: Those of us who 
bad gone to Lucknow had the benefit 
of his evidence and that .has been 
circulated to the members. If you 
want to· ask any new questions, you 
may ask. 

Mr. Dhar, the evidence that you 
five is published and whatever you 
say will be printed and published 
and given to our Members and also 
laid on the Table of the House and 
even if you want any particular 
portion to be kept cO'llfidential it 
will be published and given to all 
the Members and laid on the Table 
of the House. 

We had a discussion with you at 
Lucknow. The gist of that discus
sion has been distributed to all the 
Members. If you want to add any
thing you may kindly do so and then 
our Members will put some questions. 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: I would 
invite the attention of the witness 
to one aspect that has been raised 
again and again, and about which a 
great controversy is raging-that is 
the period for the patent. One view 
is that it should be protected and it 
should not be more than 3 or 5 years. 
There is another view that it 
should .be 10 years and anothez: view 

·is that it should be 16 ye~rs. I 
Want to know the basis on which 
the period should be fixed. 

If it is on the basis of return on 
the investment and all these things, 
,it must be backed by some data. 
On that occasion no such data was 
given by you. If such data is there 
Which can rather go to prove that 
~uch and such period will suflice-
111 certain special cases it may not be 
•a; in general cases it may be. so
Please give us that data. This is the 
tnost crucial and controversial point. 
On the one side, there are the 

scientists who say that the period 
should be the minimum. On the other 
side, there are the industry people 
who say that the period should be 
m<lre. There is a midway between the 
two, which is the Government side 
and which is before us.· Please elabo
rate on this point. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I said in Luck
now, my personal opinion is that in 
the interests of the country and 
scientific and technological advance 
in particular, abrogation of patents 
is ideal. I stili hold to that view. 
However,· if a stand is to be taken 
that patent in some form or other 
has to remain, I suggest that a patent 
must be given tram the date of first 
filing for a maximum of 10 years, 
because filing of detailed specifica
tions takes some time, or from the 
date of sealing 7 years, whichever 
is lower. The other part of the ques
tion is: on what do I 'base these 
figures of time1 As a laboratory 
worker, I should like to point out 
that a research worker in a labo
ratory, as soon as he has found out 
that one of his materials has .biologi
cal activity and has potentiality of 
being used as a drug, files a patent. 
He works on this and tries· io com
plete the biological data on: this 
point within a period of one to one
and-a-half years. During the same 
period, a good lacboratory gets going 
on developing the industrial method 
of making this compound. Then 
comes the stage of chronic toxicity 
tests, that is, you want to find out 
over a· period of time whether it is 
going to be toxic to the human system 
or whether it is going to be harmful 
to the progeny of the person who if 
taking this drug.. So that takes an
other one year. So it comes to 21 
years. I am talking of a good labo
ratory which means busitless. So, 21 
years is, in my opinion, sufficient for 

. this. . Thtln comes the clinical phar
malogical. test where the drug is 
tried on normal human beings, whicq 
again is done by the laboratory itselt 
This test is to find out wh"t will 
happen if the compound is given to 
a normal person who Ia not suffer-



lng from any disease. That takes 
another six months. So you have 
in all 3 years. ·By this time, the 
laboratory must have developed also 
the know-how for the· production of 
this compound on a com.1nercial scale. 
Then you must take one to two 
years for complete clinical trials. If 
the clinical trials · indicate that there 
Me no harmful effects from this 
drug, it comes to the market. From 
this date, five years is a very very 
cansiderable time to make whatever 
money anyone wants to make. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: This is the 
main point on which I put the c:ues
tion. How can it be possible for a 
concern to take out money in five 
years when the amount of invest
ment is very huge? Has it been 
calculated on a commercial basis or 
only on a pilot project basis? 

~ Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar: I am a research 
man e5sentially and mY opinion is 
based upon the data which I have 
gath2red· from the industrialists m 
this country, in the United S:ates 
a.'1d in Europe. It is well-known 
thot any industrialist must make 
most of wh:J.t he has in the first three 
years after the introduction of the 
drug because they mnke a very verY 
pronounced effort on advertisement 
or wh~t they call 'market promotion' 
of the drug as soon as the clinical 
trial is over. As a matter of fact, 
they invest very nearly twice the 
amount and sometimes more on this 
aspect of the problem than they do 
on research. Therefore, it- is my be
lief that a period of five years is 
thoroughly sufficient for a . drug. 
Further it is now accepted by peo
ple in this field of drug research that 
the average life of a modern drug 
is 5 to 7 years and at tlie outsid2, 
ten years. So if the life of a drug 
is that limited, the drug industry 
must make the money in the shortest 
possible time. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The indus
try has given us a different picture 
altogether. They try to show that 
I yeara ,is not a~ all sufficient for 

them to make up the money. So, 
is that a wrong statement of fact 
according to the information that 
you have given us, or that has go• 
some other aspect which · remains 
unexplained? 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dbar: I am not compe
tent to comment upon the data pro
vided to you by the industry. I am 
only saying that I am a scientific 
worker and I have been in the re
search field for over a quqrter of a 
century and I think that I am sup
posed to know a little about whall 
happens in thiS field. Of course, one 
can get together statistics on points 
which are favourable to the view one 
holds. But I want to emphasis;, the 
basic point that the industries invest 
very much more money on the ·sell
ing asp;ect of ihe various drugs. Here ' 
in India, we don't spend very much 
money on this, but in the u.s: and 
other countries, they spend 8 to 10 
per cent on research and 25 p~r cent 
on propag1nda. Now one can make 
all tC!e money in one year if the drug 1 

is good. But if the dcug is not goo<l, 
one may not make any money. We 
had discovered an anti-thyroid drug 
at the CD'\!, but fortunately there 
are not many people suiTerh1g from 
this disease a'ld w~ cannot cover the 
expenses in too short a time. llul 
there are life-saving drugs like 
tetracyclines and penicillin, where 
money gets made much faster than 
most peopl~ imagine .. 

Shri Kasbi Ram Gupta: Is it possi·' 
ble for you to give statistical data 
on an average scale? 

Mr. Chairman: How can he,.·· ·• 

Sbri Kasbi Ram Gupta: My .poil;l. 
is whether statistical data of th19 

sort can be prepared to show that 5 
years would be enough. 

Mr. Chairman: He is 
tician. I don't think 
statistics. 

not a statis· 
he bas gol 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I would like to 
answer that point. As I said a little 



while ago, I would not like to com
ment on data given· by _an agency 
which is doing :business. I am a 
laboratory worker and my contacts 
are fairly wide in the industry. 
There ar'e drugs and drugs. There 
are life-saving drugs which save 
millions of people, and on which 
money gets made. There are other 
drugs, prestige drugs, on which 
money never gets made, but they are 
put on the market. I am sorry it 
will not· be possible for me to give 
statistical data on this point. 

• Shri V. B. Gandhi: Is it your expe
rience that in most advanced coun
tries the period or the ter111 of licence 
is as short as you propose. Our im
pression is that the term of a patent 
is much longer than you have pro
posed in most of the advanced coun
tries. 

Dr. M, L. Dhar: My principal belief 
is abrogation of patents. That is my 
ideal.· 

Shri B. K. Das: Only one point I 
want to know. We have got in evi
dence from · other • scientists also, they 
think that after invention of some 

, drugs, it takes several years for clini
'1 cal and other tests, but you are saying 

that it does not take more than : hree 
years or so to put in into the market 
as a medicine .. 

Dr M. L. Dhar: I said 4 or 5 years 
from' the date of filing the first patent. 
That is an sufficient 'ength of time 
for a laboratory to get going. 

Shri B. K. Das: There may be cer
tain drugs which may take a longer 
period. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: 1 do not think so, 
Sir. 

Shri B. K, Das: The other day "!'e 
asked something about investigatiOn 
on indigenous medcines and. plants 
and certain information was given to 
·Us about that. And here also in your 
note, we have some figures on the 
work that has been done in this field. 
But I am not sure whether out of 

these so many plants that yuu have 
experimented upon, only a few nave 
been found to be effective. What is 
the reason? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I thlnk the reaso• 
is obvious. I think I explained the 
reason why one does not get as much 
success in indigenous medicines as 
one ought to. My persona] opinion i• 
that if ultimately we get one drug 
out of these 489 (the figure that yo11 
have before you), the Drugs Re
search Institute will be exceedingly 
lucky. Even these figures are high. 
They are at the primary and secon
dary stages. Many we drop at the 
secondary stage and even later .. 

Shri B. K. Das: Is it your opinioa 
that' out of these plants that yoa 
have experimented upon in your labo
ratory, only on these few you want 
to have follow up studies and othel"ll 
you discard. In that caS'e, where ;.. 
the chance of success? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: My data is based 
upon laboratory findings, 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I wou'd like to 
know from the learned witness as te 
what is the annual bud~et of his labo
ratory. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I have said our 
annual recurring budget is today 28 
lakhs and an odd thousand rupees. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would also like 
to know how many pat!'nts have bee• 
taken by this institute. 

Mr. Chairman: That also he hu 
given. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Probably if be 
says it wil' get recorded. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I thought it was oa 
the record. I have provided all the 
information in the note that you have 
before you. 

Sbri R. p, Sinha: Ma?' I know what 
t'me it takes for a baste new drug to 
;ass.' Once it is established as a ne-.r 



lirug which is good for clinical pur
pose what time it takes for him to get 
it passed by the Drug Controller, so 
that he can use it on human beings. 

Dr. !II. L. Dhar: I did not have any 
«lifficulty with the Drug Controller. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I am not saying 
that. I want the time taken. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I get my replies 
within IS days. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I am not talking 
about replies to letters. What I am 
saying is this. What I understand as 
a layman, · the Drug Controller has 
prescribed certain c!L.'lical tests, cer
tain procedure that must be under-· 
gone, certain tests must be ·done 
before the Drug Controller sanctions 
a new drug to be used on human 
beings on a large sca:e. Now what is 
the time taken for completition of 
that' 

Dr. U. L. Dhar: I thought I had 
answered that question earlier. It is 
at the outside S years, in a· good labo
ratory. For the colletcion of this 
data, it takes upto a maximum of 5 
:-rears in a good laboratory. I would 
like to underline the words "good 
laboratory". 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How many such 
good laboratories have you got in 
lnd.ia? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: This is a very inte
resting question, Sir. I wish there 
were a hundred. We have one drug 
research, laboratory which is sponsor
ed and provided for by the Govern
ment of India with a budget of 28 
lakhs of rupees. We have one more 
laboratory sponsored by Ciba at Bom
bay who have a nice staff, about one
third our staff and about twice our 
budget. Effort is being made a'so by 
a few firms in Calcutta like the 
Bengal Chemicals, and at Baroda and 
110 on. The total amount of money 
that this country spends on drug re
eearch, in my opinion, is of the. order 
ot 1 crore. As a sequenee to this 

question-because I think my answer 
will assume a meaning-! should llke 
to explain, Sir, what expenditure i! 
invested in other countries of the 
world on drug research. As I told 
you when you came to Lucknow, 
-according to the information that I 
have, the United States of America's 
drug industry spent 360 million dollars 
on drug research last year, and the 
Government of the United States, 
through their National Institute o! 
Health, have spent I billion dollars. 
Now this I billion dollars was not all 
spent on drug research as is under
stood commonly. It was spent on the' 
understanding of the cliscase condi· 
hons as aho. on the finding of new 
drugs, ~o that the total research effort 
of the United State of America in 196~ 
was 1 billion 360 million dollars. Our 
total resear~h effort, I said a !ittle 
while ago, is of the order of 1 crore 
of rup,es, or 10 million rupees, and 
our other research "'ffort correspond
ing to that of the National Institutes 
of Health U.S.A. is of the order of 
about I. 5 crores or 15 million. So it 
comes to a total of 25 million rupee!. 
If you want to stretch it as far as you 
wish to and put · everything in, it 
comes to something like 3 crores of 
rupees. as against 1 billion 360 miVion 
dollars. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The witness bas 
given very interesting figures. I will 
come to these figures later. At pre
sent I will take the thread of my ori
ginal question. The witness has said 
that it takes for a good laboratory 5 
years time to complete the clinical 
tests before the Drug Contro'ler can 
certify a drug for commercial market
ing .. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I ·said from the 
date a scientist discovers an activitY 
in a particular material and upto the 
stage of clinical trials in a good !abO· 
ratory it will not take more than 5 
years. It may take less. 

I 
Shri R. P. Sinha: You have said 

because of our research exoenditur~ 
being low there are not m~py such 

'laboratories. Now, I would like· to 



know for an ordinary laboratory 
where the facilities are not adequately 
provided how many extra more years, 
i.e., more than 5 years, will be taken? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I said a good labo
ratory. What time ·an indifferent 
laboratory will take, to that my ans
wer is .... 

Shri R. P. Sinha: An average labo
ratory and not an indifferent labora
\ory. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: An average labora
tory in various universities in India 
may never find it. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: What would the 
eorrect average, say in India, for get
ting a clinical test? 

Dr. M: L. Dhar: Not more than five 
years. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Mr. Chairman, he 
aays- five years period is taken up 
with regard to getting to the c!inicai 
~est. Now, my second question lS: 

how many years it will take for a 
laboratory stage pilot plant to pass 
.into a commercial stage? Has that 
point been studied by the learned 
witness? Can he tell us in Indian 
conditions of technology what time it 
will take for developing a laboratory 
stage· plant to commercial stage. 
Here we are not discussing any pro
position in a theoratical way. We are 
here ca11ed upon to' apply our mind to 
give a practical hape to this Bill which 
will be a workable proposition for the 
development of industry in this coun
try. We are not concerned with 
theories. Therefore, I would like to • 
know from the practical experience 
ef 'the learned witness, of his own 
experience, that in the In~an condi
tions how many years it Will take to 
get the commercial stage production 
after the laboratory tests are over? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: This will requir.e 
an extended answer. The answer IS 

'two-fold. Firstly, are we ~eaJing 

~
with a drug which has been dtscove

. 'th a .red today or are we dealing ,V(l • 

a drug which has been announced 
and has been patented & produced by 
somebody. If we are dealing with a 
drug which has been discovered de· 

·novo under our conditions as they 
are today-1 may point out in this 
connection that the conditions of tech
nological development, availability of 
raw materials, availability of equip
ment which we need for working up 
these raw-materials we had nothing 
at all in this direction a· few years 
ago. We are still getting most of the 
equipment from abroad. We still 
import a large number of interme
diate chemicals. But in the recent 
past and now, very serious efforts 
are afoot by Government agencies and 
by private sector to get fine chemi
cals and intermediates and the equip
ment· made in this country. Sir,-in 
the meantime naturally the techno
logists get trained. I will give an 
example. At the Central Drug Re
rearch Institute we started a proces':l 
deve~opment unit roundabout :four 
years ago. It took H years to get 1t 
equipped. We started functioning 
a'bout 24 to 30 months later. rn this 
period we have worked on 15 diffe
rent processes, synthetic processes, of 
producing drugs. I am talking about 
known drugs. We have developed · 
the tech!1ical know-hqw about these. 
We have demonstrated the technical
know-how of a number of these to the 
industries. Two products are under
production by the industry in the 
country now. 

M~. Chairman: His simple question 
is: what time does it take from clini
cal stage to commercial stage? 

Dr. I'll. L. Dhar: Sir, the words used 
are 'Indian conditions' and it wants 
an extended reply. Under the Indian 
conditions, if I know what I have to 
make, I should be ab!e to bring it t,o 
commercial stage in about a years 
time. 

Sh . R p, Sinha: Will it be correct 
rl • ''1 t k to say that on an average it Wl. a e 

one year to develop from pilot stage 
to commercial.$tage? c ' • 



DT. nt. L. Dhar: I have said nor
mally it will take, for a simple known 
drug one year whereas 1t may take 
mar~ than one year in others. On an 
average I said one year. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Is the witness 
aware that at Pimpri for haymycin it 
is now more than three years when 
they com9leted their pilot production 
and they have not yet gone into 
commerci~J. eroduction because of the 
technological development available . 
in India and so many other difr.
culties are there. 

1\lr. Chairm3.Il: We have already 
gone to Pimpri and the information 
is available with us. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I want the ans
wer from the witness. 

DT. :!11. L. Dhar: If you like, I would 
perhcps say something abo11t haymy
cin because I happen to be concern
ed with Hindustan Antibiotics. I 
have earlier said we are maKing 
•!forts to make equipment in this 
.:mntry. If we have to import equip
ment it must take time. r know the 
difficulties involved. So~e of the 
equipment had to be imported. 

. Shri R. P. Sinha: What I understand 
from the witness is this: it takes some 
time in Indian conditions because we 
are teohnolcigically backward, we have 
got to develop our own process, we 
have got to import technology and 
equipment, therefore it takes some 
time to deve'op from the initial stage 
to the commercial stage. Now, sup
posm:. 6 year's time is required for 
·clinical test, if· I would say one to 
three years may be required for 
developing commercial stage produc
tion, that means that seven to nine 

. years will be. taken up before the 
commercial production starts. The 
witness has stated that seven years' 
period should be enough for grant of 
patent .... 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: From the 
date of sealing. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Now, if 7 to 9 
years, according to the witne>JS, will 
be taken up for the purpose of com
ing into commerical production thea 
the patent will have expired before 
it goes into commercal production. 
The witness has given very informa
tive information with regard to re
search work that is being done ill 
India. He has stated the amount of 
money spent in India and the amount 
of money that is spent in America. 
\\'hat is necessary according to the 
witness is that more and more money 
should be spent both on the researclt 
in the private sector and in the pub- , 
lie sector. For the public sector Par
liament can pro\·ide money to the 
Drug Research Institute without ask
ing whether we are getting adequata 
return or not. So far as the private 
sector research is concerned as in 
America and other places, there 
should be adequate investment in it 
in time to come. We are going to 
have a patent law of seven years 
period and if we take about seven to 
nine years, according to the witness, 
to go info commercial production, how 
do we expect that the research in the 
pnvate secter will develop either with 
the assistance of the Indian invest• 
ment or by inviting foreign capital 
for research work? These are con
tradictions. I shal! be greatful if the 
witness can throw some light Ql1 thi£ 
subject. 

Dr. M. L. Dha•: In my first Etate
ment that I made I said that the peo
ple in the lahoratory do two things. 
They do biological tests of the com
pound. They also go on simultane
ously developing a process for the 
production of the drug. So by th~ 
time the drug is clinically tried -the 
method for its commercial production 
is ready. Therefore, the figure of 7 
to 9 years is not correct. I will E31 

five years. I think I have answered 
the question, Sir. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Question ill 
this. CIBA spends, with one-third 
scientists, doub'e the amount whicla 
our Institute spendS, 11 there 110me 



reason behind it? What is the c;orrcct 
position? 

Mr. Chairman: H" does not say it is 
sufficient. He says more must be 
spent. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: No, Sir; i 
want to know the reason behind 
it. The point is that CIBA's expenses 
are unusually high. · ' 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I would like to 
answer this question, Sir. It is com
mon knowledge all over the world-! 
am not talking about the USSR, I am 
talking about Europ.,, USA and also 
our country-that industry always 
pays a lot more to their scientists, 
provid"s much better facilities tho· 
what t.he Government provides. Yet, 
it does not mean that spending a Jot 
more money for lesser effort is wise. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In the ancient 
Ayurvedic system, in our place in 
Kerala, we are told that there are 
about one thousand combinations. 
Then it is called 'Shastra yoga.' 7 
wish to know whether the Lucknow 
Laboratory is passing it only as a 
single substance or in combination 
with herbs, etc.? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: The correct assess
ment of the combination can be done 
in a hospital. If the hospital estab
lishes the usefulness of a a· combina
tion then the laboratory can work on 
the components of these combinations. 
I have been trying to say this before 
the Indian Council of Medical Re
search and Health Minister that clini
cal trials and introduction of 'modern 
medicines must go on simultaneously --Shri K. K. Wariar: Now I wish to 
know whether the activity of a single 
substance will be the same or differ
ent? 

· Mr. Chairman: It has to be different. 
It cannot be the same. 

Shrl K. K. Warior: Thirdly, how 
our old knowledge is integrated into 

the new system I speak ~rom political 
knowledge and not from scientific 
knowledge. What is the activity of 
the Lucknow Laboratory to enrich 
itself and enrich our knowledge 
already there? 7t has stagnated for 
some time. It is my information. 
Otherwise, I don't mind exploiting our 
drugs ,by somebody else-which they 
are doing. 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: I would only say, 
as the learned Member here has him
self said, that there is stagnation in 
this. The whole system has remained 
stagnant for about 2000 years. Know
ledge has advanced. r; as a scientific 
worker, would like to look at it in an 
analytical manner. I would like to 
be assured that the knowledge that 
was available about 200() years ago 
has not been passed on to us in an 
adulterated form. If this could be 
resolved it would be a wonder, and 
this is the effort which we have to 
make. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Is there any 
mutual understanding to integrate the 
modern scientific technological know
ledge with the old wisdom so that we 
will have an indige,;ous content in the 
system with modern standardised 
pharmacology. 

Mr. Chairman: That is what they 
are trying to do. 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar:' We are doing our 
best to find out objectively by means 
of ·modern scientific methods what we 
can get out of the ancient drugs. 

Shri K. K. Warior: How long will 
you take to have a complete indigen
ous pharmacopoea in which all our 
1ndian drugs would be included? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: All of them! 

Mr. Chairman: Out of about 4000 
drugs how many CDRI has taken up? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: About 400 of them. 

Shri K. K. Warior: In how many 
we have succeeded so far? 



Mr. Chairman: It takes time. 

Shri Warior: I don't say that all 
of them should be taken up at a time. 
I only want to know whether they are 
inclined to take up these ancient drugs 
also or whether they will be guided 
purely by the modern technology. 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar: The CDRI was set 
up to find out new drugs; whether 
they came from the ancient system or 
from the modern system was not em
phasised. Naturally, we as a labora
tory are an..xious to discover new drugs 
from whatever system it may come. 
We are doing our utmost in that 
direction. 

Shri K. K. Warior: How many 
patents this Institute has taken now? 
How many of them are successful? 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar: I think !I have 
given ali the information in my note. 
We have reluctantly taken 36 patents. 

Shri K. K. Warior: rs- there any 
possibility of foreigners stealing our 
processes? 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar: I don't think I can 
answer this question. 

Shri K. K. Warior: Have you taken 
patents for your drugs in foreign 
countries? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: Two or three. 

l!hri K. K. Warior: Has it 
foreign exchange earnings? 

given 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: We are not expect
ing at present. 

Shri Prabhli Dayal Himatsingka: You 
know the difference between the 
patented drug and the developed drug 
as sealed · for use. You think that 
your drugs will be accepted by the 
Doctors very quickly immediately 
. after the drug is perfected, which will 
enable you to realise your invest--
ments? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: In a democracy, it 
will depend upon how much sales pro. 
motion the manufacturer is able to do 
and also on his persuasion of the 
Doctors. In a more rigid system of 
Government, if it is preseribed that 
the Doctors will use Drug A then the 
Doctors will have to use the Drug A. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Will it be possible to sell these drugs 
quickly for the ordinary people who 
are not big manufacturers? 

Dr. 1\1 L. Dhar: I don't think that 
the drug industry can .be run by art' 
individual or as a cottage industry. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: There was a pro
posal to have a hospital for drug 
trials .. 

Dr. 1\1. L. Dhar: There was a pro
posal to have a hospital. But my 
personal belief is that a research labo
ratory finding- out a drug must not 
have a hospital attached to itself be
cause the clinical tests must be com
pletely objective and independent of 
the influence of the laboratory. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Where are these 
clinical tests done now? 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: King George's 
Medical College, Seth G. M. Medical 
College .and also in the Indian Council 
of Medical Research. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: 
was to send them 
Lucknow. !I asked 
my information. 

As the proposal 
to Kanpur or 

this question for 

Dr. M. L. Dhar: The Lucknow 
Medical College has tried one of our 
drugs on over a 100 patients by now. 

Mr. Chairman: We thank you, Dr. 
Dhar. 

(The witness then withdraw). ,, 
(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witnesses were called in and 
they took ·th<>iT seats) 

1\lr. Chairman: I must repeat the 
formula. You know the evidence that 
you give is public. It will be printed 
and circulated to the Members of 
Parliament and placed on the table of 
the House. Even if you feel that any 
part of the evidence to be confidential, 
it will be printed and circulated. 
Have you got to say anything on the 
Patent's Bill? You may please give 
us your opinion. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Sir, the period 
of the validity of a patent as proposed 
in the Bill is ten years. I would sub
mit that ten years is more than ade
quate to meet the needs of the situa
tion, and if it is possible it may be 
lowered to seven years, because 7 
years period is more than adequate 
to compensate for the Tesearoh costs 
that the manufacturer incurs and will 
also give him s~fficient returns for the 
expenditure that he makes on drug 
research. 

The provision for licence of rights 
is absolutely a must becaus" merely 

having compulsory licensing 11·hich 
provision eJ<ists in the present Act 
is not enough for the development o! 
this industry in this country. If it il 
po•s;ble by some ways to provide tor 
getting the technical know-how from 
the patentee that would be a desirable 
addition to the present provisions. 

These are the general remarks 
have to offer in regard to the provi
sions of the present Bill and if there 
are any questions, I would be glad to 
answer. 

Mr. Chairman: You said that the 
period ·of patent should be 7 years. 
The present Bill provides 10 years 
from the date of specification. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: From the date 
of final specification. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose we make it 
7 years from the date of sealing? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It depends upon 
the t;me taken between the date o! 
filing the specification and the date ci! 
sealing. If it is about a year or so, 
one would not mind, but if it takes 
an inordinately long time, the actual 
period to which the patent would be 
applicable should be 10 years from 
the date of filing. 

Mr. Chairman: 10 years 'front the 
dati! of specific11tion? 



Shrl S. K. Borkar: From the date 
ot filing the complete specification. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the time 
given for filing the complete specifica
tion after the application? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: 'It is 18 months. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: It is 
about a year. One year is given for 
tiling the complete specification. 

Mr. Chairman: The present Bill 
')rovides 10 years from the date ot 
specification. Suppose we make it 7 
years from the date of sealing? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: After filing the 
complete specification till the date of 
sealing-that period we will have to 
take into account. 

Mr. Chairman: What is that period? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That could be 
reduced to one year-that is from the 
date of filing the complete specification 
till the date ot sealing. In that case, 
7 years after the date ot sealing is 
acceptable. 

What shall have to be done could 
, be done better perhaps by administra-
1 tive action. Under the Industries 
(Development and Regulations) Act 
there are certain provisions which the 
applicant for patents has to comply 
with and perhaps these provisions 
could b,e made use of for getting the 
knowhow. Merely providing in la.v 
perhaps may not meet the situation 
because we cannot force the party to 
give the know-how. Then again we 
are not quite sure whether the know
how that is available is the best know
how. This is a matter which will 
llave to be examined by a very high 
technical Committee. Even at the 
moment we are not quite sure whether 
the technology that is available here 
IS thll best technology. After all the 
criterion for a good technology and 
the index of that would be the ulti
mate price at which the product is 
tnade available. The better the 

1 
technology the lower should be the 

cost. But our experience here has 
been quite the opposite. 

I 

Mr. Chairman: Can administrative 
measures get us the technical know
how? Is it possible? It may be done 
by administrative measures-you said. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Both adminis
tratively and there should also be 
some provision in this Act. 

Mr. Chairman: That is· what I say. 
What do you propose as Drug Control
ler? Suppose you want to provide 
some provision whereby the technical 
know-how is made available. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: At present the 
maximum rate of royalty has been 
fixed at 4 per cent. That is only to 
enable one to work a patent. If there 
was an additional incentive given
say if the best know -how is also made 
ava1lable, the rate of royalty• could be. 
slightly increased or some ad ha.: 
money sanctioned-that would ·be a 
sort of incentive. 

Mr. Chairman: What will be the pro
per percentage you would suggest? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: If the know-how 
is made available, another 4 p~r cent. 
To-day 1 find a lot of money is spent 
by way of giving know-how to us. 

1\lr. Chairman: Have you got any 
idea of what they pay now for the 
know-how? 

Shri s: K. Borkar: Those figures 1 
do not know. Royalty is a sort of 
perpetual payment. If some ad hoc 
money could be sanctioned, we could 
save a lot. 

Shri V. B. Gandhi: Is not the 
royalty a kind of consideration for 
giving the know-how? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I will come to 
you. 

Mr. Chairman: Cari we provide by 
law here for the additional percentajle 
for know-how? Or should it be a 
matter for negotiation? 



Shri S. K. Borkar: It would be a 
matter for negotiation. I cannot sug
gest what provision can be made in 
the law. 

1\lr. Chairman: Can you suggest 
how it could be brought into the Bill 
itself? 

Shri S. K. Borker: I will thin\t over 
it. 

1\lr. Chairman: You consider the 
licence of right is a must. If the 
Government is to have that power, is 
it not necessary to pay some compen
sation to the man? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That does not 
preclude the paying of royarty. There 
ts a provision in the Bill-clause 
88 ( 5). 

Mr. Chairman: Where the Govern
ment want to import, do you think 
that the Government can import or 
get those medicines without even pay
ment of the royalty? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: You refer to 
Section 48, the right of Government to 
import. U would be quite fair if a 
provision is made for paying compen
sation. 

• 1\lr. Chairman: Yes, there should be 
some compensation; otherwise, it 
means expropriation. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Rate of comPen
sation may be the same as provided 
in the case of royalty, About a
maximum of 4 per cent subject to tax. 

Mr. Chairman: Suppose a patent is 
taken and then what steps are carried 
out? What is the time taken by your 
office to give a licence to the -nartu
"facturer? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: In \he case of 
an entirely new drug it takes on an 
average about 2 years. 

Mr. Chairman: When it takes so 
much time, can you not reduce that 
period? 

Shri S. K: Burkar: That depends 
upon the facilities available in the 
country for carrying out clinical trials 
and the nature of the drug. At the 
moment we do not have enough f•ci
lities. Suppose a new drug is deve
loped at a stage where it has passed 
the toxicity and other pharmocological 
trials. When it comes to trial on 
human beings it has to go to the hos
pitals and the trials should be carried 
out under expert supervision. We try 
to see where the specialists are avail
able and where the facilities exist. 
At present these are not enough. Th~ 
result is if one individual specialist is 
busy trying one drug it takes him 
quite some time before he undertakes 
to try another drug. Unless these 
facilities are expanded, the time can
not be shortened. There have been 
some drugs which have taken :.s much 
as 36 months whereas there are others 
where it has taken about 8-9 .no11ths 
depending upon the nature of the 
drug. 

Mr. Chairmaa: Also the side effects 
have to be taken into account. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Naturally cli11ical 
trials and toxicity tests are for that. 
We are trying to expand the facilities. 
In the case of drugs which are liable 
to be used on a long-term basis for 
chronic cases, as for instance the drut:s 
for diabetes or drugs which patients 
have to live with such as anti-hyper
tension drugs, it is necessary to be 
very ·very eautious and ·you should 
also see th~ long term effects of using 
them. 

Mr. Chairman: Does it take the same 
time in other countries? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: In the United 
States, of late, since the Thalidomide 
incident, they are more cautious than · 
what they used to be. There agaill 
they have. got greater facilities. TheY 
spend a lot of money on medical re• 
search. We cannot strictly compare 
the facilities available there with th~ 
facilities that we have here. I shoul 



say that for complete mvestigation, a 
period of about 2 years would not tle 
too much. After all we 'mUSt be sure 
that the drug is safe. Then 1t must 
be efficacious. 

Mr. Chairman: We have heard that 
it takes about 5-7 years to bring i.t 
into use. How can we reduce the per
iod to the minimum? 

Shri S. K Borkar: There are cer
t~in trials which cannot be accelerated, 
particularly if you want to 3ee the 

I 
long term effect of the drug. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: Evidence nas come 
before the Committee that it takes 
about 7 years. 

Mr. Chairman: First the di3covery 
is made and then tried on animals and 
then tried on human-beings. Evidence 
has been given before the Ccrmmittee 
that it takes about 7 to 10 years. be
fore it reaches the production stage 
and the marketing stage. So there is 
hardly any time to recoup the research 
costs and also to make some profit. 
Your argument is that this period can
not be reduced. 

Shri s. K. Borkar: I was making the 
point about the clinical trials only. 

Shri R. P. SiUha: What are these 
clinical trials and who does them? 

Shri P. S. Naskar: The Chairman 
has put three points specifically and 
you may a,nswer those three points. 

Shri s. K. Borkar: I stated only the 
time taken for clinical trials on 
human-beings. I was not referring to 
the earlier period. 

Mr. Chairman: The point is that it 
takes about 4 to 5 years to discover 
the drug and then including the trials 
on animals and on human-bemgs it 
takes about 7 years to reach the pro
duction and the 'marketing stag•e. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It all depends 
Upon the facilities that the manufac-

turers have. In most cases, the various 
operations are collatual. · 

Dr. C. B. Singh: The CDR! has got 
the best facilities--will you agree 
with this? 

Shri S. K. B'orkar: I agree with that. 

Mr. Chairman: It takes about 3 to 
4 years earlier also; that is what the 
evidence before the committee says. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Maybe in the 
case of some drugs the .time taken is 
that much. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: There is a point 
of order which I would like to submit 
for your ruling. This is a parliamen
tary committee and We enjoy all the 
privileges of Parlia'ffient. I would like 
to say that the Ministers and the offi
cers must be careful before they 
answer our questions and should also 
be cohscious of this fact that on fact
ual -matters they do not mislead the 
Nmmittee. The Ministers and the 
officers may mislead the Cabinet and 
we don't know what happens there. 
But misleading the parliamentary com
mittee involves a breach of privilege. 

Mr. Chairman: I agree with you, but 
there is no point of order. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: You just now 
mentioned that the period of validity 
of patents after sealing should be 7 
years. What did you suggest to the 
Government about this period? 

Shri S. K. B'orkar: Our original pro
posal was 7 years. We tried to put 
our own views .... 

Shri P. S. Naskar: To the Health 
Ministry.' 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Yes. 7 years 
from the date of final specification. 7 
years has been ma(le into 10 years 
perhaps to accom-modate the various 
views as represented to Government. 



Shri Bibhnti 1\lishra: How nt:.tch 
time will it take for the department 
to finally seal the patent from the 
date of application? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: The Member pro. 
bably wants to know how long it will 
take for anyone to put into the 
market a drug from the date it has 
been patented. 

Shri Bibhuti Misbra: How much 
time your department will take to 
finally seal the patent from the date 
of its application• 

Shri S. K. Borkar: My department 
is not concerned with the granting of 
patents. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Mishra, he is the 
Drugs Controller. 

Sliri Bibhuti Misbra: But he is an 
expert and he may give his views 
about this. 

Mr. Chairman: The Patents Con
troller is coming to give his evidence 
and you can ask him this question. 

Shri Bibhuti 1\lishra: What is yGur 
view about India becoming self-suffi
cient in drugs and medicines and how 
long will it take? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: First we have to 
build up our basic organic chemical 
industry and till such time as we don't 
have the basic organic chemical in
dustry we cannot hope to become 
self-sufficient. Attempts are now being 
made to start Hindustan Organics; 
maybe next year it might go into 
production. It is only then we can 
think of self-sufficiency, 

Sbri Bibb uti Mi:shra: Can . you give 
Us any idea as to how much of medi
cines and intermediates we 1et from 
abroad? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: About the patent
ed medicines, as it is commonly under
stood, there is a 'slight differerlce 
from what we mean by patents in thi• 

Bill. The common concozption o! a 
ratent medicine is any tonic. But any_ 
thing that you take as a patented 
medicine is commonly deemed •o 'be 
a patent. That is not the meaning 
:onve)•ed by patents in this Bill. The 
total import ,bill in respect of drugs 
including the chemicals and inter
niediates comes to about Rs. 13 crores. 

1\lr. Chairman: Can you give the 
break-up? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I will certainly 
send the information. Intermediates 
worth about 2l to 3 crores are im
ported. We don't allow the fini3hed 
drugs to be imported. We get the 
things in a basic form; basic drugs 
are imported and then formulated. 

Shri Bibhuti :\lishra: ln I:~dia 
certain factories have been set up on 
collaboration ba•is. As the Drug Con
troller, are you i:1 iavour of collabo
ration? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: In the abser.ce 
of our own indnstry and in order to 
maintain· the heaith of the people, 
collaboration is a second !be of app
roach. The fir.>t line of preference 
would certainly be to have our own 
industry whether it is in the pubiic 
sector or in the private sector. Col
laboration will 'orne r.~xt. We must 
have our own industry. But 1f that 
is not possible, then we can go into 
collaboration. · 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: You said that 
. we import Rs. 13 crores worth of 
drugs and out of that Rs. 2l crores 
worth are intermediat.'"· Can we get 
alternative supplie>:? For e~ample, 
if we don't get sugar, we can use 
gur. 

Shri S. K. Bork:tr: Whether it i~ 
sugar or gur, what is needed is sugar
cane. Now wher1 I mentioned the 
Hindustan Organic Chemical3, I was 
referring to the hasic industry. It is 
only then we ca.1 think of a lower 
chemical or a higher chemical. A.t 
the moment, we don't have any basic 
industry. 



~ fif~<l'r fit~ : <rc.c ~ <fliT 
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Shri S. K. Bork.u: The quality of 
the drug has no relatir>n to patents. 
The quality is governed by the Drugs 
Act. Whether d drug is patented or 
not, the standards are controlled 
under a separate l·~gislati0n. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: In .'\~ urvedic 
medicines there is no patent. But 
it has also got some formula. Any 
doctor can produce the medicine from 

1 that formula, like Chavanprash. If 
the doctor makes it well, then it 
works. So patent is harmful to 
India. 

Sbri S. K. Bork:u: Patents relate 
only to the basic drug5 and not to the 
formulatioJli. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: To what ex
tent have our laboratories shown ail
round progress in ensurinz creative 
capacity so that the7 are able to 
manufacture the;e basic dn,gs? 

Sbri s. K. Borkar: So far as the 
development of new drugs is con
cerned, our contribution has not been 
very sizeable. But so far as formula
tions are concerned, our industry has· 
done very well and it can c~mpare 
with any in the world. About basic 
drugs, there are a few factories where 
we have started making them from 
intermediates and even lower chemi· 
cals In this connection, I wou'd re
fer to the attempts made in the Calcu
tta and Baroda regions. There are 
two or three firms there who have 
been poineers in this effort and ~ 
might make myself bold •.o mention 
their names-the Bengal I·mmunity, 
the East India Pharmac<!uticals, 
Bengal Chemicals and Alembics. Ben
ticals and Alo;!mbics have done their 
best to make their drugs from the 
basic stages without any foreign . 
know-how and without any foreign 
collaboration. They have done much 
better in the manufacture of basic 
drugs than same of the Western India 
counterparts. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: Out of the 
total drugs that are being prescribed, 
only 2 per cent are natented drugs 
and out of this, 98 per cent is im
ported. Now keeping that in view, 
may I know how our Drug Controller 
proposes to remain in touch with the 
creative capacity vis-a-vis the life
saving drugs being achieved or main
tained in the foreign countries, parti
cularly in the advanced countries? 
How does he propose to do it when 
he suggests that against the accepted 
period of registration of these patent
able drugs in the rest of the world, 
particularly the advanced countries, 
and a period of 10 years initially as 
recommended in this Bill, he still 
want~ 7 years? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: In regard to the 
first question, namely, that out of the 
drugs that are consumed in this :oun
try, only 2 per cent constitute rhe 
patented drugs, Sir, I beg to differ .•. 

Shri Sham La! Saraf: It is not 'llY 
statement; thiS is what we have been 
given. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I really do not 
know the source. 1Iere I have got" 
only a cross-section of the drugs 
which are currently marketed in this 
collntry and out of a total turnover 
of Rs. 150 crores in drttgs, the patented 
items constitute about Rs. 60 ~rores 

worth. It may be, Sir, that the drug 
ingredient in a tablet or in an injec
tion 1orms a small proportion of the 
total cost or the price of the formulat
ed product. For example, I will take 
the case of a drug which is used 
against inflammations. Now if you 
go into the cost of the drug itself, it 
may be about 8 paise in a five· milli
gram tablet-! am only giving you a 
rough idea; if I am allowed to calcu
late, I will be able to give a correct 
figure, but now I am only giving a 
case in point. When it is sold I will 
have to pay someth!ng like 80 paist. 
If you take 80 paise as the turnover, 
the ingredient is on! y 10 per cent. 
From that point of vil!"w even, I guess 
that the statement that only 2 per 



cent of the patented drugs are in use 
in the country is far below the factual 
position. 

1\lr. Chairman: What is the per
centage according to you? 

Shri S. K. Borl<ar: About 60 per 
cent of the drugs currently marketed 
consists of patented drugs. That is to 
say that in these" formulations there 
is an ingredient which is patented. 
Now we say !that our drug industry 
has made phenomenal progress. Cer
tainly from Rs. 10 crores in 1948 to 
Rs. 150 crores today is really phenu
menal progress. But if you analyse 
the figures to see :Row this amount of 
Rs. 150 crores is made up, I would 
say that at least 50 per cent of Rs. 150 
crores consists of drugs which are 
sold over the counter. Tonics and 
vitamins and medicines like anacin 
and aspro constitute by and large a 
large share of this Rs. 150 crores. So, 
if we exclude this, the remaining por
tion of the drugs--say about Rs. 80 or 
Rs. 90 crores--is actually prescribed 
by the physicians. Out of this amount 
of Rs. 90 crores, I would certainly say 
that at least Rs. 60 crores are those 
which are patented, or which contain 
an ingredient in thefn which is ;>atent
ed. 

Shri Sham La1 Saraf: Another thing. 
It is corollary to this question. Is it 
60 per cent from the point of view 
of ingredients as far as the drug is 
conc"rned or from the point of view 
of the total cost factor? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It is from th~ 
turn-over. 

Shri Sham I.al Saraf: You mean the 
sale price, not the cost. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Yes. 

Shri Sham Lal Saraf: I was under 
the impression that it is too less a 
proportion. Because ·of the explana
tion that he has given, it seems t~.e 

proportion is much more. All the 
same it becomes very necessary for 'lS 

to know one thing. Most of the 

foreign know-how is imported into 
this country, particularly with regard 
to these basic drugs and advanced 
drugs and all these life-saving drugs. 
When compared to the rest of the 
advanced countries of the world, he 
suggests that the patentable period 
under these registered patents should 
be brought down to 7 years. May 1 
know whether it will be compati~le 
with all that is prevalent in other 
such countries, whether they could be 
prepared, or such persons who 3re in 
the possession of this know-how in 
those countries will be prepared to 
come to Jhis country or allow this 
country to import the klTI>w-how. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Foreigners may 
be re:uctant to come under these co'l
ditions. But that itself might promote 
our own industries. Tha~ might be 
ccmduc1ve to ourselves becoming self· 
reiiant. If anything comes in the way 
today in our becoming self-reliant, Jt 
is the Patent Law. 

1\lr. Chairman: They say, necessity 
i> the mother of invention. 

Shri Sham Lal saraf: A little 
earlier, the Drug Controller said that 
we are pretty backward in creative 
capacity with regard to the basic drugs 
and at the same time· he says if we 
almost ban indirectly or discourage 
import of foreign know-how or inven
tive inventions, it will help us, 
because, as you said Sir, necessity is 
the mother of invention. We agree. 
But how will he balance the two. 
Whether in his view the" first position 
will be correct pr -the second. If the 
first position is correct, he will have 
to explain how it will be possible !or 
this country to remain in touch with 
the modern progress in the advanced 
countries of the world if we directlY 
or indirectly ban import of kno~-hoW 
into this country. 

Shri S. K. Borkar; In any case, we 
shall have to be in touch with the 
developments in other countries. )low 
to be in touch to be acquainted w.ith . . 



the developments in other countries, 
whether it is necessary· for the for
eigners to come here or can we not 
do it ourselves is the question. The 
literature is there, the patents are 
published and it is for us hOW to orga
nise our own services, our own depart
ments and -to get the know-how. 

Shri Sham Lal Sara!: Another ques
tion. It may not have a direct bear
ing on this subject. Will you please 
apprise us as to the prevalence or the 
presence of spurious drugs in the 
market? Whether you have got any
thing to do witll. that, whether you 
have in any way' been 'able to lay your 
hands on the spurious drugs that are 
being manufacturea. You may be 
knowing that spurious drugs that 
appear in the market today are 
almost · fhe drugs that have b~tcn 
patented. To that extent also, spa
riousness has come into the market. 
May ·I know what he has got to say 
with regard to that. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: A reply to this 
question will involve entertng into 
the provisions of the Drugs Act, but 
without trying to enter into that I 
might say that first of all the common 
conception of a spurious drug is that 
any drug which i~ not standard is 
spurious. 

Mr. Chairman: Sub-standard drug. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Yes, sub-stan
dard drug. There must be a clear 
distinction between spurious and the 
sub-standard drug. Every drug manu
facturer in this country must be 
licensed, otherwise he cannot ~ake 
drugs. The Government of India had 
appointed a Committee under Mr. 
Naskar-the Drugs and Equipment 
Standards Committee. They went 
thoroughly intothis question and they 
did come across spurious drugs in the 
market i.e. drug! which were · quite 
different from what they were repre
sented to be, and they came to the 
conclusion that the incidence of spu- -
rious drugs is not so large as it was 

originally supposed to be. Then 3gain, 
spurious drugs were manufactured by 
unlicensed manufacturers whose 
whereabouts were not known arid who 
were not licensed of course. But 
amongst the licensed manufacturers, 
there are a large number of drugs 
which do not conform t 0 standards. 
It is all uniform whether it is a big 
manufacturer or a small manufacturer. 
Even we have got teports on samples 
manufactured by very good man~fac-
1 urers which were not found to be of 
standard quality. It is mostly in res-

. pect of vitamin ··preparations which 
are liable to deteriorate whose stan
dards go down. But i~ regard to 
spurious drugs we are concerned with 
it and we are taking wliatever steps 
we have to take to see that spurious 
drugs are not coming into the market. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I wonder if you 
have seen the Supplementary Memo
randum on the Patent Bil! of OPPI. 
If you see Appendix No. 5-it is a 
very important Memorandum and I 
want you to look into it carefully
they have given statistical figures of 
the various drugs and the time it took 
to bring them into the market from 
the date of filing of the application, 
from the date of the patent right 
being given, in the two countries
India and the U.S.A. If you look to 
the figures given ·for India, you will 
be surprised that except one drug, 
majority of them have taken more 
time-you can see from top to bottom, 
I have drawn a line there. In view 
of the statistical figures that are given 
there, would you like to change your 
mind that it takes round about 5 to 6 
years to introduce a drug into this 
country. 

' 
Shri S. K. Borkar: Now I will read 

only the first item-Chlortertra
cycline. Under that in India patent 
was granted in 1950, but the product 
was introduced in 1959-i.e. space of 
9 years. Now to what this is attri
butable is the ques~ion. 

Dr. C. B. Singh:~ That is not the 
point. . Kindly see the figures. The 
figure is given all along about the 



period taken in India from the date of 
the filing of the application, figure is 
also given from the date of grant of 
patents right and then the date of 
introduction. Kindly see that and 
let me know. what time you think it 
takes to produce the drug in this 
country. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: With due respect, 
unless you know what is it that pre
vented them from intorducing the pro
duct earlier ,it is difficult to say. There 
might be various reasons which may 
be coverd by the provisions of the 
Drugs Act or Industries (Development 
and Regulation) Act. They may not 
be wanting to introduce the product 
because they may not be wanting to 
manufacture it here if they could im
port it. These are some of the con
siderations which weight with them 
before introducing the product in the 
country. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Explanations are 
also given. !1 wanted your opinion. 
In view of these statistics will you 
still stick to the figures you have 
given? This is an important point. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like the 
Drug Controller to examine the reasons 
given there and give us a note as to 
whether the reasons that are given 
here are correct or not. Secondly, we 
in this Committee are to be guided by 
the time actually taken. We are not 
going behind the reasons. We have 
to go by the factual data available in 
this country. Based on that we will 
draw our own conclusion. We want 
more help to correctly assess the situa
tion. Based on that we will be guided 
by our own judgment. 

i 
Mr. Chairman: Before the manufac

turer produces a particular drug, he 
has first of all to pass through the 
patent process. Then he must obtain 
clearance from you. Then he has to 
get clearance from the Industries 
(Development and Regulations) Act. 
Is there anything else? 

Shri s. K. Borkar: So far as regula
tions are concerned, these are the only 
three. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The fourth one ill 
obtaining foreip exchance. 

Mr. Chairman: Please give us an 
idea of the time each of these takes. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: We have to go by 
the actual position. We should not 
proceed on theoretical basis. 

Mr. Chairman: You take two or 
three patent drugs and give us what 
time each has taken. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: This is an impor
tant point. Otherwise we will be 
groping all the time in the air. 

Mr. Chairman Then he has to obtain 
the raw-materials; then machinery, 
Please give us a note on all these. 

Dr. c. B. Singh: The Health Minis
try has produced before us a c()lll
parative statement showing the prices 
of drugs in India and Pakistan. First· 
of all, is there a patent law in Pakis
tan. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: The patent Jaw 
is the sall\j! there. Bath of us inherit
ed it from the British. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What according to 
you is the reason why the drug is 
cheap in Pakistan? Will you be able 
to throw some light on this? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That will be a 
~azardous guess on my part. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Then we can adopt 
the same method here also. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Perhaps the im· 
porter brings it at a lower price. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Please don't say 
'perhaps'. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: How many of the 
drugs are locally manufactured? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: About India I 
can give this informetion. None of 
these drugs mentioned here under 
Imperial Chemicals is manufactured 

·here. All of them are imported. Even 
the basic drug is imported. 



Dr. C. B. Sinrh: Do you thlnk that 
the import duty and customs are lower 
there? 

Shrl S. K. Borkar: I won't be able · 
to say. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: Wil! it be possible 
to find out? 

Dr.· C. B. Singh: This information 
may be gathered by your office. This 
is important. 

Mr. Chairman: With the present re
lationship with Pakistan, we do not 
known whether we will get the infor
mation. Anyhow they will try. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Thank you. This 
is a statement giving the comparative 
prices of drugs in several countries. 
It is commonly said that the prices of 
drugs in this country are the highest. 
It you see this statement you will find 
that it is not a fact. 

Shrl s. K. Borkar: I will go through 
these figures. My guess is that in 
absolute terms you may be right. But 
in terms o"f the earning capacity, they 
are very high. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I could not follow. 

Shrl S. K. Borkar: If a drug costs 
in the United States five dollars, then 
that amount can be converted into 
rupees at the pre-devaluation rate 
and then you get Rs. 22. This drug 
may cost in India Rs. 18. On this 
basis you may saY that it costs less in 
India than in the United States. But 
that is a fallacy because in India to 
earn Rs. 18 an average man has to 
work for ten days. From that point 
of view the price in ~ndia is very high. 
We shall not go by the absolute figures 
that may be available. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I think these are 
your figures. It gi,ves you a compari
son of current domestic and compara
tive prices in USA, Germany, Italy, 
Japan and India. 

Shrl S. K. Borkar: It is not mine. 
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Dr. C. B. Sinrh: These are the 
figures which are 8upplied to us by 
the office. Here we find that the prices 
of these drugs in India-with the ex
ception of one or two countries-are 
lower than in many other countries. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: If the earning 
capacity is less, if the cost of produc
tion of drugs in India is more, the 
selling price will also be more; be
cause the selling price ' has to be 
equated with the cost of production. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Let his study and 
give the reply. This is an important 
point. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Mr. Chairman, I 
have only one question for you, and 
not for the witness. 

Mr. Chairman: ~ am not an expert. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: From the way you 
· put questions, I can say you know 

much more than what we know. The 
point to make is this. They are Gov
ernment witnesses. They are part of 
the same Government machinery, 
whether it is the Health Ministry or 
whether it is the Ministry of Indus
tries. 

Mr. Chairman: Birds o"f the same 
species! 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Now, for us it be
comes very difficult if we get two 
different sets of facts from the Minis
try of Health and from the Ministry 
of Industry. I would like to have your 
ruling. I suggest that both the offi
cers of the Ministry of Industry and 
the Ministry of Health sit together 
and check up the facts, instead of 
giving contradictory facts-! think in 
the presence of Sh~i Venkatachalam. 
Let us first bring out the facts. They 
have given two different sets of 
figures. Mr. Shah yesterday deposed 
before us that the production is two
third from the basic stage and we 
permit onlY such quantities of bulk 
imports of such drugs which are now 
being manufactured here. Now, hE: 



says that ICI are only formulating 
drugs and they are not Jnaking any 
basic drugs. Two different stateme"ts 
are being made by two Government 
offices. I would like you to ap'lre
ciate my difficulty. I suggest that 
both the officers of the Mimstry should 
sit together and sort cut among them
selves and t~ll us what lh~ facts are. 
I will illustrate. From where the 
manufacture is started? Wl:at is the 
quantum o' manufacture of basic 
drugs here? They say s.Jmething and 
they say something ebe Both are 
quoting documents. Both canna: l::e 
correct. Evidence has been recorded 
and they have given statements which 
are contradicting each <;>ther on facts
on price, on formulas, on fact "'here
from the basic manufacture starts. 

•Shrj Bibhuti l'llishra: It is beyond 
our scope. 

l'llr. Chairman: It is all right. 

Dr. f:. B. Singh: One more ques
tion-important one. You know PrGf. 
K.ilbridge from USA has produced be
fore us a chart wn:.:h showo that the 
prices of patented dru~s av:.ilable i1. 
•he general market have fallen over 
~ number of years while the prices 
of non-patented drugs have more or 
leS'S remained the sarn~. Are you in 
a positioQ to give your op;nion on 
that? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I do not know 
the basis on which the Professor made 
the statement. But our experience is
I can support by facts-that drugs 
which are patented remain at a high 
level though in course of time they 
come down. but generally they remain 
at a high pitch. When the ;r apanese 
delegation came, they also gave some 
graphs and if We see those graphs we 
will find that there are certain drugs 
and that the prices of patented drugs 
remain at a high level I can give 
you one concrete example. I will take 
the question of Tetracyc'ines-a life
saving drug. Its pr1ce was Rs. 3000 
per Kg ...... 

Dr, C. B. Singh: We are not dis
cussing this point. 

l'llr, Chairman: Let him finish. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: The price did 
fall down. Today it is about Rs. 1157 
per' Kg. There is no doubt there has 
been a fall here, but the fall has not 
been appreciable as compared with 
the non-patent drugs. Penicillin, 
which is not patented, sells even in 
this country at 40 paise per m.u. If 
it is imported, it is 6 paise per m.u. 
In th., case of non-patented drugs 
there is a steep fall in prices as against 
the patented drugs, and to support my 
submission. I can submit definite in
formation on the patented as well as 
non-patented drugs. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I will like Mr. 
Borkar to give us a graph of the cost 
of non-patented drugs and patented 
drugs for the last ten years in this 
country. I will be sastisfied. 

Shri S. K, Borkar: I will do that. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Penicillin is being manufactured by 
Government? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Both Govern
ment as well as private sectors. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Government charges the same price 
as private sector? 

Shri s. K. Borkar: Almost the same. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal 
The cost must be more; 
they are charging more? 

Himatsingka: 
that is why 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Might be. We 
may not have the latestest technology 
on Penicillin. But the fact is thai 
prices are higher here than of import· 
ed Penicillin. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Patent or no patent; the position is 
that because we cannot produce cbe•· 
per things, therefore the price is high? 
Patent does not come in the way?· 1 



Shri S. K. Borkar: Patent is only o~e 
of the contributory factors. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
Just assume that if there is a patented 
drug and the manufacturer says 'well, 
you are frf"f" to manufacture it'· can 
it be manufactured without 'some 
know-how being given by the party 
'l'ho had been manufacturing it?" 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That depends 
upon the drug. If it is entireJy new, 
it will be difficult to manufacture with 
our old units without the know-how. 
There are a large number of drugs 
which could be manufactured and they 
are being manufactured · even today 
by a process which has been develop
ed in our own country. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
If the process is only patented, and 
not the drug, then there is no difficulty 
in manufac.turing this drug? 

Shri S. K. Brokar: There should be 
no difficulty, excepting, of course, if 
it requires entirely new techonology, 
such as the anti-cancer drugs, in which 
case it may be initially difficult for our 
own people to do it on their own. 

Shri Prabhu Dayal Himatsingka: 
The delay in introducing a drug 
manufactured here may be due to 
many factors and these factors will 
always be there. You will agree that 
·if a drug is manufactured, having . 
been manufactured the manufacturers 
will certainly be anxious to put it in 
the market as quickly as possible. He 
Will also try to find all possible ways 
He would not be •a party to the delay? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: This is an assum
Ption. Naturally the manufacturer 
Will see to the profitability of it. If the 
. size of the market is small and his 
investment is relatively large, he may 
try to postpone the manufacture of the 
drug till such time as the market dE;ve-

. lops. That condition. will a,lways be 
there. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The witness 
has stated that out of Rs. 150 crores 
worth of drugs about Rs. 60 crores 
wroth of drugs include patented drugs 
-may be in proportions. Now how 
much of it is such which is totally 
patented drug and how much is there 
where ingredients are there in large 
proportions. ' 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That will have to 
be worked out. If ~ have a multiple 
composition preparation. for instance, 
a tablet containing Aspirin .... 

Mr. C:hairman: .You may not give . 
for each tablet but on the whole. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My question 
is: how much out of these Rs. 60 crores 
worth of drugs-what percentage--are 
patented drugs. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I could give the 
exact information later but just to give 
the Committee an idea-l-have taken 
production in 1965 of about 21 drugs
the cost of basic 'drug, as such, when 
manufactured here is Rs. 15.7' crores. 
If they were imported they will cost 
us Rs. 5.3 crores. When these drugs 
are formulated into products and sold 
in the market the total sales turnover 
is worth Rs. 61.2 crores. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: So it comes 
to 1/4 of the total production. Now, 
there are two kinds-onewhich can be 
used on a mass scale and the other 
which can be used in a particular dis
ease. Can you categorise the value of 
these in these two categories, that is, 
how much is there which is used in 
mass scale and how much is there 
which is used in a particular or speci
fic disease? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: The items men
tioned earlier,most of them, are used 
in mass-scale except for two or three. 
If the Member insists I ca,n work out . 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Please work 
out and send it to us. 

• J 

1
, You are well aware that uptil now 

patents have been taken by foreign 



concerns and under the present Bill 
'\\'e are hoping that our own people 
will be able to come forward and have 
new patents. Are you in agreement 
with .this idea of the present Bill or 
not~ 

Slp"i S. K. Borkar: Sir, our own pea
PI<? may not come forward, 'for patents 
but the provisions of the Bill will en
able them to manufacture the drugs 
here which are already known and 
Patented. To be able to patent it must 
be entirely a new drug and that may 
take some time before our · industry 
develops to that extent but the pro
visions o'f the Bill certainly .,..;u enable 
them to put up their own plants. 

Mr. Chairman: So far as you ue 
concerned you are in favour of this 
Bill. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Subject to the 
remarks I made in the beginning. 

!':hri Ka~hl Ram Gupta: The main 
ooint is: the witness says that thev mav 
not be able to have new patents 
whereas the purPose of the Bill is to 
Pnahle them to have patents. That is 
thf' first nurnn<e of the Bill •md when 
he says they may not come forward .• 

Mr. Chairman: That mav take some 
time but they will come forward. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: After what 
~ime they will be able to come forward. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That will depend 
on how our research progresses? How 
much money we are able to spend on 
research? 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: Until and 
unless we specifically know where we 
stand .... 

Mr. Chairman: By and large this 
Rill will promote research and deve
lonrnent and he says that this Bill is 
allright. 

Shrl Kashl Ram Gupta: My next 
question is: One is the invention side 

of it and the other is production side 
of the present drugs. Now are you 
of the opinion that a clause like this 
may be put: 'That those who invent 
in this country may be given greater 
period and those who do not invent 
in this country may be given a smaller 
period'. Are you in favour of such a 
clause? · 

Shri s. K. Borkar: There should be 
uniformity. If you go for one princi
ple tHat should be uniform. I personaly 
am not for discrimination. 

~ 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is gen
erally the period taken by your Depart
ment for giving a certificate to put the 
drug in the market? Does it vary from 
drug to drug or. is it uniform? 

Shri s. K. Borkar: It does vary 
from 9 months to 3 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Has it 
b2en compared with other countries? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Two years, I 
~aid was the average. There are 
m3n.y drugs which have to be tried 
f:>r longer period but the average 
comes to 2 years. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: It means 
it may take even three years. Have 
you got a list of such patented 
drugs which are in mass use and 
which are used for very important 
diseases and which are required at 
such intervals ·when such diseases 
occur. Have you got a list of such 
medicines? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I have got a 
list but that list is not exhaustive. 

· I do have a list but I do not have 
the complete information about 
every drug that has been patented• 
in this country 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You :naY 
scrutinise the list and categorise. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the use? 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: H will be 
useful for us in determining the 
period. 



SlJ ·i P. C. Borooah: You are a 
Drug Controller for a long time and 
one of your main functions is to see 
that spurious drugs and sub-standard 
drugs do not find their way in the 
market. Are you satisfied that in 
the present Bill enough has been 
provided in regard to that? 

Mr. Chairman: This is a patent 
bill and not drug control bill. We 
are not concerned with jt. 

Shri P. C. Borooah: Are you 1atis
fled that the Bill, as drafted, will ~o, 
at least, to some way in putting 
down the spurious and sub-standard 
drugs! 

Mr. Chairman: There is nothing he 
has to say. 

Shrl P. C. Borooah: It you have 
no suggestion that means you are 
fully satisfied-

~lr. Chairman: Does this Bill In 
any way help in controlling the 

· spurious drugs? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It is entirely a 
different aspect. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
know what does the Controller think 
as to the impact of patents on the 
price structur<;? of the drugs! 

-Shri S. K, Borkar: Sir, the impact 
of patents on price structure is that 
the prices of drugs are high and 
they are maintained at a high level 
for a considers ble time. 

Sbri R, P. Sinha: I want to know: 
(i) whether it is a fact that our 
drug prices have been pitched at 
1963 prices level; (ii) while deter
mining the prices the machinery of 
the Government-whether it is Drug 
Controller or Ministry of Industry
go into the entire cost structure of 
the drugs and then they fiX up the 
price at which any particular drug 
wilt be ~old. It that is so, how can 
we complain that the patent system 
807(B) LS--24. 
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i• responsible for the · high prices? 
If the Government is satisfied that 
tAere is profiteering going on in a 
patented drug can they not force 
that manufacturer to bring down the 
pric~? Do they not take into ac
count the cost structure while 
determining the price of any drug 
under the Essential Commodities Act? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Sir, the first 
part of the question relates to the 
pegging of the prices .at the level of 
April, 1963. This was done under 
the Defence of India Regulations !llld 
now it has been done under the 
Essential Commodities Act. All that 
the Government at that time, follow
ing Chinese aggression, did was to 
accept the prices as were available 
in April, 1963 and they did not ques
tion the price structure of the manu
facturers. The anxiety of the Gov
ernment was to see that there was 
no further rise in the prices of 
drugs. Government had not deter
mined the cost or price structure of 
those drugs, 

In regard to the secund part of 
the question, Sir,_ to determine the 
cost structure of a patented drug 
requires a large machinery. Now a 
patent drug is assumed to be a new 
drug for which you cannot have a 
parallel to compare even the prices. 
It is only when you have a corres
ponding drug with which you can 
compare that You can arrive at some 
approximation of price but in the 
case of an entirely new drug it is 
not possible unless a Body like Tari1! 
Commission goes into the question. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: ·One of the main 
complaints is that because of patents 
the prices of the patented drugs are 
high. Now, I would )ike to under
stand from the Drug Controller 
whether he has got enough P"wers 
under his armoury, under the various 
laws, under the Defence of Inclia 
Rules or Essential Commodities Act 
so that when he feels that a parti
cular set of· drugs or a particular 
new drug or a patente-d drug i1t 



selling at a very high price and the 
particular manufacturer is prafiteer
mg he can enquire into the cost 
structure of that particular drug or 
he does not have any control over 
th? selling price? 

Shri S . .K. Borkar: So far as the 
Drug Contr~ller is concerned he does 
not have the powers. The GDvern
ment does have both under the In
dustries (Development and Regula
tion) Act and also under the Essen
tial Commodities Act. 

l\lr. Chairman: Government has 
p~wers .... 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It is the Minis
try of Industry and Petroleum and 
Chemicals. 

1\Ir. Chairman: And you don't 
have powers. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I do not have. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: He may not 
have the power. What I want to 
under>tand, to check up my own self, 
1s if a patented drug is there of 
which the Drug Controller brings to 
the notice of the Government that 
a particular manufacturer is charg
ing high and we have got the machi
nery to control the price of that 
drug. So, we can very safely cons
true that the patent cannot stand in 
the way of bringing down the price 
of any patented drug. 

Here is a statement which has 
been given by the Drug Controller 
in which he has given a list of the 
drugs with the quantity of imported 
drugs and the indigenously manufac
tured; then he has given the retail 
price and sale value. Could you tell 
us to which period it refers to? 

Shrl s. K. Borkar: The figures in 
the statement pertain to 1965 and 
this was compiled only recently. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The figures given 
In the statement refer. to 1965. :._ow, 
1 would like to knovvwhether· y011, 

have given the retail prices of all 
these things. If so, can you give us 
the cost of production of some of the 
items to see whether the retail prices 
arc proper or not; or they are rea
sonable or unreasonable. 

Shri s. K. Borkar: This statement 
was prepared with a specific pur
pose of giving information to the 
Committee as to the extent to whicb. 
patented drug figures in the overall 
turnover of the drugs. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: Do you mean to 
say that ali the names of the drugs 
mentioned here are of patented 
drugs? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The retail prices 
are given here. Whether the retail 
prices of patented drugs are reason. 
able or unreasonable? All these prices 
mentioned here I presume must be 
prices as settled by Gover~ment. 

Sbri s. K. Borkar: No, Sir. They 
are those that are given in the price
lists of the manufacturers. 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: If the manufac
turers charge more price than 19fi3 
price, you Will always come on their 
head. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That is correct. 
One can presume · that these were 
also the prices which were available 
in I963. 

Shri R. P. Sinha; Quite right. May 
I know whether this is the retail 
price as approved by Government of 
India under the Defence of India 
Rules? 

Shrl s. K. Borkar: 
call it as approved 
pegged price. 

I would not 
price but· a1 

Mr. Chairman: Does it mean that 
that is what is! accepted ' by • tbe 
manuf~fl•r~,...., 



Shri S. K. Borkar: It does mean. 
But, the G0vernment does not go 
through the price structure. 

Shri K. V. Venkatachalam: Just 
prior to the Chinese invasion, certain 
prices were in force!. Government, at 
that time, wanted to see that there 
was no unreasonable rise in prices. 
They used the Defence of India Act 
to peg thos2 prices at that level. So, 
it is not correct to say that there 
has been an investigation into prices 
and you cannot take it that the Gov
ernment has agreed that those prices 
were reasonable. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Prices which are 
given in this statement are those 
that have been pegged under the 
Defence of India Rules, 1963. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I would not like 
to answer this question. I would 
only say that for such of them as 
were marketed in 1963, the prices 
were the same as were prevailing 
at that time. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: This is the 
pegged price of those items. 

Shrl s. K. Borkar: That is correct. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Am I correct to 
assume-this is my misunderstanding 
-that if a new drug comes out, 
under the Essential Commodities Act, 
you have got · t~ 0 btairi "the sanction 
of the G<Jvernment before fixing the 
prices? 

Shti s. K. Borkar: It is so now. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: :Nobody can 
market any drug without getting the 
Prior approval of the Government. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: That is correct. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I think all those 
items have got the approval in that 
sense. 

Sbri S. K. Borkar: No, Sir•• These 
are the prices of drugs a! in 1963. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I know ohat. 
There was also a press report that 
many manufacturers wanted the 
price to be raised again because the 
productian cost had gone uP. There 
are many new things which have 
come out in the field. They wanted 
the approval of the Government of 
India. I presume that for every drug 
that is marketed in India, the prices 
are checked and approved by the 
appropriate ministry. Are these 
figures in the statement related to 
those drugs? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: I will explain 
that. Those figures that are shown 
here relate to the price-lists that 
were available to 1963. At that time, 
the Defence of India Rules did not 
require probing into the prices. Now 
that is required under the Essential 
Commodities Act. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you kindly 
send us the price-lists to check up 
whether these are currect figures or 
some variations have taken place. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Are .You talk
ing of the approved price-lists? 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I am talking 
about the items which are mentioned 
in the lists. 

Mr. Chairman: How could that help 
us? 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like to 
have the list as approved under the 
essential Commodities Act for paten
ted drugs as mentioned here. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: We do not have 
the approved prices of the drugs. 
These are the prices fixed under the 
Essential Commodities Act. At the 
moment the re is not a single prepara
tion which has been examined and 
price determined under the Essential 
Commoditions Act. 

Mr. Chairman: Government has not 
fixed any price. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: The:r··have not 
fixed. any price. 



Shri R. P. Sinha: But, the Govern
ment have powers to go into the cost 
structure of any drug. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: Yes, Sir. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I would like you 
to refer to this stateme.nt. Let me 
draw your attention to column 5 in 
which you have given the quantity 
produced indigenously. You ·have 
given only three, four or five items 
which are being produced indigenous
ly according to the statement. Am I 
to conclude that the rest of the items 
which are shown here are not being 
produced indigenously? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: There are two 
or three items which are made in
digenously viz., Chlorpropamide 
(fourth from the bottom), Amodia
quin etc. I do not have the figures 
o~ the local pcoduction. That is why 
it does not figure in this statement. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Dr. Shah of the 
Ministry of Technical Development 
has also given some figures about 
these items. He says that most of 
these items are being manufactured 
and many inore are going to be manu
factured indigenously. Then. there 
are figures which I will give you 
There are certain items which, Dr. 
Shah says, are not includ~d in the 
Fourth Five Year Plan. Number one 
is the first item 'Flouthane (Halo
thane)'. Next is the item 'Spiranolas
tone; on Page 2. The others are Chlor
diazepoxide and Thioridazine on page 
2. These are shown as not being 
manufactured. Now, what happens is 
this. Every product in this country is 
governed by the Industries Develon
ment Regulation Act. It is controlled 
by that. Only those items can be 
manufactured which get clearance 
from Government. I understand that 
the items that you have mentioned 
just now are being put. in the Fourth 
Five Year Plan as to be manufactur
ed. The Government would not like 
to manufacture them for the reasons 
best known to them. There are gond 
reasons for that. There are other items 
also which have recently been includ
ed in the production programme. They 

are: Neomycin, Erythromycin, Triamc
inolone and Ethisterone (page 2.) 
These are the new items which have 
recently been brought under the pro
gramme ot manufacture. Industrial 
licensing procedure has undergone 
some change ·under which some have 
been given licences while others have 
not been given a licence. They have 
given Us certain figures which were 
also circulated to Us the other day. 
What is the target that has been fixed 
for that. Unless those figures are also 
given here, this statement of your's 
appears to be misleading. Therefore, 
what I suggest is: this statement given 
to us shows as to what are the items 
th~t are now being manufactured and 
What are the items that are now not 
being manufactured. Different things 
have come to us from different Minis
tr;es. Therefore, both of them 
should sit together and give us one 
set of figures so that there may not be 
any complaint later on. 

Take item No. 3-Chlorompheni
col-25 tons. One thing we have ftna
li•ed is: the patent is not so impor
tant; it is not an important factor for 
cont:olling the price. 

Mr. Chairman: We are not on the 
control of prices of drugs now. Your 
query may be interes~in~ ~rom that 
point of view. How 1s 1t Important 
{rem ou: point of view-! do ~ot 
know. We have to get whatever m
fnrmation we want on the Patents 
Bill. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Patents Bill is 
an instrument for bringing down the 
prices of drugs. 

You may give 
afterwards. 

that information 

Mr Chairmqn: You are going far 
beyo~d the scope of the Bill. 

Sh>i R. P. Sinha: The Patents Bill 
is an instrument for manufacturing 
anv patented d:ug. What I say is that 
both the Ministries should sit together 
and give us a complete statement. 



One Ministry says that the Patents 
Bill is important from the point of 
view of regulating production and 
controlling and regulating the prices. 

Mr. Chairman: He has said that 
certain drugs have been sanctioned 
for manufacture here and others have 
not been sanctioned. Prices we are 
not concerned with. So far as the 
cost is concerned and so far as the 
manufacturing programmeeis concern
ed we have nothing to do. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: I am glad you 
have confirmed this. 

Mr. Chairman: Still you are purs~

ing. 

Bss 

Sbri R. P. Sinha: As you have said, 
I will not pursue that. I would like to 
know from the learned witness some
thing about the clinical tests. I would 
like him to explain to me how these 
clinical tests are being conducted and 
what are the different stages and how 
it works. 

Shri S. K. Borkar: It is a test car
ried out on human beings to verify 
whether a particular drug about which 
cectain claims are made is effective 
and whether it is safe .. This, in sub
stance, means clinical trial. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: How do you do it: 
What are the stages? 

Sbri S. K. Borkar: First of all we 
screen the pharmacological data and 
the toxicity data. Once it is found that 
when used on animals the drug can 
be considered to be safe, it is then 
given to experts in the particular 
field. H it is a cardiac drug, then we 
send it to the specialist in cardio!ogv 
and we prefer those institutions which 
are attached to medical colleges and 
hospitals so that a full-time officer 
there devotes himself to carry out the 
clinical trials. Then he chooses the 
patients under his supervision and 
finds out the defects in the drug. This 
takes quite a long time. Then there 

are. certain drugs which are te be 
used for diseases which are life-com
panions like diabetes. The long term 
effects of these drugs have also to be 
found and it has .to be seen. whether 
the kidneys or anY other organs 
are affected. After the specialist is 
satisfied or if he is not satisfied, he 
gives his objection on the drug and 
he gives his recommendation that the' 
drug has to. be administered in such 
and suchway. · It the investigator 
says that the drug is quite perfect but 
such and such precaution has to be 
taken the manufacturer takes note of 
it and mentions it in the literature so 
that any physician may know exactly 
how to admmister that new drug. 

Shri R. P. Sinh1: I have read soml) 
books and I have found that in some 
of the new drugs which were experi
mented clinicallv in foreign countr'es, 
particularly; in .. America, they had a 
very bad effect on the progeny and 
after that they had bee :me verv strict 
in these matters. I also understand 
that these clinical test sometimes kill 
the patients. There is a Jot of cri
ticism against these c'ioical tests .being 
done on human beinf!s. We have, 
therefore. to be ve:v verv careful 
and not in a haste to get a new drug, 
especiallv at the cost of many 
patients. Therefore. r would likP. that 
this clinical test s'oould be not so 
much with a view to test its efficacy 
but it should be seen tC!at n~ harm is 
done on th~ patients on whom the 
trial is bcinlt dnne. Keening that in 
view-where th1t ·bu'1da1t precau
tinn is neeessarv not. to iniure . ~ny 
patient who subjects him<elf to cltmcal 
test., what do vou comider should be 
the time for clinical test that because 
of the lack of facilities the time 
taken should be suoh not with a· v'~w 
to get a patented drul( to commer"Ial 
production ouicklv but to see that no 
harm i. done to t.hP P"tient and that 
ma,;imum precaution is taken. 

Shrl S. K. B'>rk•r: It will depend 
upon the nature of the. drug. Tn .acute 
diseases where there IS some mfec-



tiun the chances of a drug being used 
wi:J b~ only for a limited period
may be about o. "·eek; so the quest.on 
of chronic toxi,ity of such a drug will 
not arise. On e1e other hand, in case 
of drugs sUch as hypotensives and 
anti-diabetics which are bound to be 
used f:equently and continuously we 
must by greater emphasis on tht: 
li3fety aspect. So, we can"ot compare 
both the types of drugs in the same 
plane. Whereas in one case you re
quire to be ul!ra-couLous to see that 
as a result of a long-' erm action 
there is no harm done, in the other 
<.:ase where the diseases are acute. you 
cannot prolong your trial to the same 
period. So there are types of drugs 
where this period will vary. That is. 
wh,- I said earlier that on an aver
ege our own experience is that the 
average is about 24 months. 

Shri 3. K. Das: In the beginning 
llr. "3orkar said that he is in favour 
of some compensation to be provi
ded in the case of Government use. 
Can he g;ve instances of other coun
tries where such provision is there? 

Shci S. K. Borkar: I won't be in a 
position to give that. 

Shri B. K. D as: CL 48 there is no 
provision for compensation, but in 
clause 100 there is a provision. In 
that case, can you not do away with 
clause 48 altogether? 

Shri S. K. Borkar: How it should 
be framed is a matter for the com
mittee. But the principle, Sir, is this 
tha~ Govemment should not be pre
vented in particluar circumstances to 
import a drug for their own use. 

:Mr. Chairman: Thank you, Mr. 
Borkar. 

(The witness then withdrew). 

II. (1) Dr. A. Joga Rao, ControJier 
General of Patents and Designs, 
Gonrnment of bldia. Bombay. 

(2) Shri R. V. Pal, Joint Con
tro:Icr of Pat~nts and Designs, Cal
cutta. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats). 

:\lr. Chairman: Well, you know the 
formula; the e\·idence that you give is 
public and it will be printed, published 
and distributed to our members. 
EYen if yo,. want anything to be con
fidential, that will also be printed and 
distributed to our members. We have 
\"isited your institute and seen all tne 
sec~ions. What are your views about 
this Bill? Let us have a brief resume. 
Then members will put questions. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I mav be permit
ted to mention a little- about my 
background prior to my joining as 
Controller-General in the department. 
That was about 3! years ago. Prior 
to that I had about 25 yE'ars of expe
rience, as a scientific research worker, 
relating t 0 both pure and applied 
sciences in the Government depart
ments and in the CSIR. I was also far 
sometime in charge of the Centr'll 
Salt and Marine Chemicals Research 
Institute and the Central Electro
Chemical Research Institute, •mder ;he 
CSIR. I had some acquaintance with 
work in the Defence Metallur~ical 
Research Laboratory and one or two 
private sector laboratories, so that I 
have a litt 1e background about the 
importance of research and what 
exactly is m_eant by technical know
how with respect to particular indus
tries, and what generally are the ;>rob
lems which we as research workers, 
and also as those responsible for the 
development of industries on ~n in
dustrial scale, are up against. I may 
be permitted to introduce Mr. Pai, 
who is the JOint Controller of Patents 
and Designs; he holds a degree in 
Engineering from the Banaras Hindu 
University. Incidentally I also hold a 
doctorate of science from the Banaras 
Hindu University. 

As far as the present Patents Bill 
is concerned, I have studied it not only 
from the point of view of the Act ai 



It exists in our country but also com
parative legislations which are cur
rently 0 n the anvil or which have 
recently been passed, as in Canada 
and in Irel3nd, and also the manner 
in which the socialist < ountries of the 
Soviet bloc are lrying to develop their 
industries, because all that has a 
bearing on this problem. The main 
purpose of patents, of course, is t.hat 
it should help invention and the deve
lopment and establishment of indus
tries by way of giving incentives and 
so on. It is almost an axiomatic thing 
and it is more or less accepted by the 
developed countries that the original 
purpose for which the patent grants 
usect to be made is no longer very 
much there anct the reason has been 
beautifully summarised in just one or 
two paragraphs in the Melman's 
Report. I shall read out those para
graphs just now. 

At the same time, the developed 
countries are still very actively think
ing and very actively involving them
&elves in the ramifications and in mak
ing the clauses more and ·mare sophis
ticated as far as the patents laws are 
concerned. For the consideration of 
grants of patents, one had to locate 
or identify the inventor; that was so 
back in the years probably a century 
ago when you had to locate the inven
tor because it was the individual 
initiative that counted. 

That position has completely chang
ed now if the researches in the modern 
times which are to be applied em a 
large-scale are to be considered. If 
you permit me, I may just read o~t 
one or two sentences ... 

Mr. Chairman: Now it has passed 
on to the hands of the manufacturers. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes. The funda
mental purpose for which these 
incentives are to be provided to the 
individual inventor for doing his best, 
is not so much served because it is 
really difficult in modern times of 
industrial development to really 
identify who is the inventor. It is a 
big problem, Co-operation, Collabo-
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ration, team-work and that kind of 
things are necessary now. In view of 
these things, it has assumed a differ
ent significance. Therefore, broadly 
speaking, the inventor nowadays may 
be regarded as the concern which is 
financing the research. So the defini
tion of inventor which is required 
iu some of these laws has to be care
fully studied in the light of this. 

Now I may read a few sentences 
from the foreword to Melman's 
Report, 1958. "The industrial and 
technological economy of today bears 
little resemblance to that of yester
day ... The garret, garage, or base
ment inventor to a marked extent 
has given way to the laboratory 
technician who fs both scientifically 
trained and versed in the latest tech
niques of experimentation and inven
tion. The independent 'lone wolf' 
inventor"-Prof. Sir C. V. Raman used 
to put it as the 'lone furrow'; that is 
all right for fundamental research 
because it comes from intuition, but 
here it is a lot of d~velopment work
"has given way to the co-ordinated 
group activity of the research labo
ratory. What do these changes augur 
for the patent system? How shall 
the patent system respond the better 
to discharge its constitutional pur
poses? Professor Melman addresses 
himself t 0 these issues ... ". I shall 
react the next imporfant part-Prof. 
Melman is ail Industrial Engineer him
self of long standing of the Columbia 
University-" ... The historical jus
tification of a patent system is rooted 
in two propositions; first, that it is 
possible to identify the creators of 
new articles and techniques; second, 
that the privilege of exclusive property 
rights granted for a given period will 
yield a material return to the creators 
of new things .. ". Two problems are 
at the centre of this study. What are 
the conditions under which technical 
knowledge is produced? The answer 
to this question should indicate whe
ther it is indeed possible to Identify 
inventors and inventions in a work
able way. This problem is surely of 
more than • formal interest, for the 
course of recent patent litigation bu 



indicated that the criteria for inven
tion-often \ied in with the identifi
cation of the inventor-lie at the heart 
of many cases in which patents grant
ed by the Unit~d States Patents Office 
have been held im·alid by the courts". 
He has given figures. ..Of 50 inven
tions held invalid by the U.S. Court 
of Appeals. 43 were invalidated on 
grounds of ''lack of invention or anti
cipation". The second problem ?f the 
enquiry was: "what has been the 
effect of the patent system on the 
promotion of science and useful nrts. 
This question is a critical criterion for 
the evaluation of the function of the 
patent system. Clearly, it is possible 
to suggest many criteria by which to 
evaluate an institutiQn like the p2tent 
system". Now what he goes on to say 
is, undoubtedly the system of patents 
may be necessary and is necessary for 
the es:ablishment cf industries, for 
the development of industries by so 
many other ways but not neces>arily 
by provi::rng incentive to "inventors"~ 
This is how he puts it: ''Patent 

. arra;;gements have far reaching effects 
on economic inst'tutions, on property 
relations, on profits of industrial firms, 
on concentration of control in indus
try, on monopolistic practices (anti
trust policy), on the ro:e of Govern
me Cit as a deci;ion-maker in industry, 
and on tha scope and characteristics 
of the legal profession. Any one 'lf 
these areas of effects could ba •1ti!ised 
for the purpose of cva·uating the 
func· ioning of t:1e pa~ent system." In 
other words, he d:>as not dismiss the 
patent s·:stem as worthless. It is ver}
uscLll from those points and for those 
p_;_:::o:;:s. B:.~: t!1e fund:.me;"'tal point 
ani t'1e bJsic iie3 with which the 
pate~t system or:g:n~ .. ry c1me into 
existc:1ce is not served. That is, ~rant
ing of pa' cnt will en1ble more ;nv.an
tions to flow out from the individual 
inventor. It need not. It can flow, 
of course, from a team-work; for that 
pu~ose of course, the patent sys' e1n 
is very necessary. And for enabling 
foreign investment and other things 
a·s:>, the patent wnJ serve as a v~rv 
good means for negoti 3tipns and othe'r 
things. That is the value of the patent 
system und it is for these reasons 

that the Judge, considering all the 
aspects, had decided that we must 
have the patent law. or course, ·~ach 
country of the world is constantly 
revising its patent laws t 0 suit the 
current circumstances and the current 
needs. There is nothing wrong in it. 
Now, our Patents Bill, as far as I 
have 5een, therefore, serves that pur
pose in the present context of circum
stances and probably ai any time 
afterwards, changes will have to be 
brought about and may be brought 
about even after the Bill is passed 
into law, just as various other :oun-. 
tries are doing. 

Again, this team-work is •very 
i,mportant in foreign countries. It has 
not yet developed in our country. 
Still here we have to look for an 
occasional individual incentive and so 
on. How best this can be done may 
be a fairly important question in the 
present ]eve! of the development of 
the country. For this kind of thing 
in the USSR, what they have estah
khed is an Inventor Certificate. The 
United Nations, the Paris Convent:on 
and all the important international 
agencies and various other developed 
countries have also recognised these 
Inven'.or Certificates as at a par and 
equivalent to the patents, an:l that is 
how the USSR became member Jf 
the Paris Convention. 

1\Ir. Chli!man: What is actually <Jn 
Inventor Certificate. Can you give us 
an idea? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: An Inventor Cer
tificate often arises from the effort of 
a sing'e individual inventor by reason 
of his own skill. The right of inven• 
tor certificate automatically vests in 
the Sta'.e in return for some conside· 
ration and recognition which the 
State accords to the inventor. He 
himself cannot exploit it in any waY 
he likes, viz., by establishing industrY 
and ali that. The Soviet citizen can 
still have it exploited provided it i$ 
approved and for approving it theY 
send it to their workshop and when 
favourable report from the workshoP 
comes, then it can be used. But bt 



has no rights at all. If he wants the 
right of exploitation, he has to apply 
for patents and he is free to take a 
patent. The only difference is that in 
the case of Inventor Certificate, the 
charges that are paid are absolutely 
negligible or 'Nil' for the grant of the 
Inventor Certificate. But for the 
grant of patent the charges are exor
bitant. 

Mr. Chairman: What is the use of 
the Inventor or Authorship Certificate 
to the inventor? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The use is Jikl! 
this. He gets monetary reward rrom 
the State he gets a roll of honour, 
he gets c~edit and recognition for it. 
Another aspect in which also we may 
have some kind of similarity is the 
smaller inventions which are more 
possible in our country because of 
various reasons. (It is very difficult 
to have more sophisticated inventions 
here). For these small inventions in 
the USSR they give rationalisation 
proposa·s.' They are legally re•ognis
ed, and they are less than the Inven
tor Certifica' e in their worth and 
magnitude. Possibly that kind of 
thing m;ght be useful in some )f the 
developing countries. Then as far as 
the Paten's Office is concerned, any 
details of course of a procedural 
nature or factu1l dat1, Mr. Pai will be 
able to give. He is directly incharge 
of t'1e Patent Office. In m·; rapacity 
as C.G., I am in ch1rge of b,t., the 
Trade Mark Registrv and i' s bra~ches 
and the P1tent Office; the various 
offices are dav to day administered by 
the Joint Contro1ler and the Joint 
Registrar. 

I have noted down a few import1nt 
points relating to the clauses, a few 
which might involve procedural mat
ters, a few which might involve 
administrative complexities in the 
administr~' ion of these particular pro
visions when the Act is brought into 
force and a few others which &re of 
policy nature, in which I have noth.ing 
t, •ay as that is Government policy, 
and a few of course are verbal 
changes h~re and there' of a drafting 

nature or typographical nature. 'fhese 
I have noted and I shall submit these. 

Mr. Chairman: If you could give 
any suggestions regarding how we 
can improve the Bill. That also you 
may give. 

Dr. C. B. Sin;:-h: Mr. Joga Rao said 
just now he has got certain sugges
tions. Will it be possible to give them 
to the Members of the Committee. It 
will be helpful. 

Dr. A. Jo;:-a Rao: I have no sugges
tions. Some provisiOns which are of 
a procedural nature ... 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Whatever it is. 

1\lr. Chairman: I have you got any
thing more to say. 

Dr. A. Joga Rai: No, Sir. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: What 1s the 
total number of patents and out of 
these how many patents are Indian. 
how many in collaboration and how 
many foreigners? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The total number 
of patents so far granted is about 
67,000. Out of these, roughly 10 per 
cent are Indians and between ~7 or 
88 to 91 per cent are foreigners. This 
ratio has remained practically the 
same throughout the First Plan period, 
Second Plan period and the Third 
Plan period. 

Shri Ko•hi Ram Gup!a: Is this th~ 

tohl for drugs? He wants for drugs. 

Dr. A. Jo!\'1 R~o: I have got the 
data from 1912 to 1965. The total 
number ci patents so far granted is 
75,000. Of these 7,700 and odd are 
Indian and about 67,000 foreigners, 
i.e., a r1tio of 1 : 9. 

From 1912 to 1965 this is the ra'io. 

Now p2tents granted for drugs and 
medici~es: lndian-386 and foreign 
8,000. The ratio is 1:20. This is an 
interesting fact. While the Indi 1n in
ventive skill or fndian investrr.ent in 
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uther industril's 1s fairly good. in 
pharmac·eutical industry it is not upto 
that mark. 

But I must mention tlnt a similar 
ratio ge!lera!ly does prevail in all the 
CJt.:ntri<es with the exception of \Vest 
Germany, Japan and t;SA. That is 
for the simple reason that soon after 
the invention, the inventor applies to 
70 or 80 countries and takes patents 
there. Sometimes he applies for 
pa;ent even for an invention which 
be knows is useless and which he is 
not going to exploit. Why? Because 
he does not want others to tread on 
his toes. 

T7ten, pate11ts other than for drJ.gs: 
The total number of patents in force 
as on Januacy JS65 is 3!,0JO. Out of 
these 31.000 the rati3 of Indian t" 
foreign is: 1: II. Out of th's the ratio 
in re3pcct of drugs and medicines is 
1:30. 

Shd K. V. Venkatachalam: You 
oan give the abso:ute figures and that 
statement you can lirculate. 

Shri Bihhuti :\li,hra: To what ex
tent these foreigners have been help
ful to make Indians now know the 
know-how and develop Indian indus
try regarding drugs and other things? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: It is a very im
portant point. There are three or f-our 
ways in which they .oan help. One, 
they can set up full-fledged research 
institutions in the country. They have 
not done it except that CIBA have set 
up an excellent research laboratory 
for pharmaceutical and drug research 
near Bombay. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Pfizer has done in 
Chandigarh. 

Dr. Joga Rao: That is only for 
production. They are anxious to set 
up factories to produce. Sandoz and 
G!axo have done it. 

Secondly, they can enter into col
laboration agreements for starting 

fal"\ories where Indians and foreigners 
have some kind of p<lrticipation. The 
Punjab Government have 2iven to 
the Plizer's some facilities for this in 
the form of land, water, local ameni
ties etc. They are running it in Chan_ 
digarh. When I look at some of the 
fa ~tories what impresses me is that 
ocu· own young men are fully man
ning these institutions. They are in 
complete charge. They are re~ily the 
m1sters of the show as far as produc
tion a<pects are concerned. 

Shri Bi:..huti !\n,hra: We have 
visited this in Chandiprh. They a1~ l 
duing it with selfish motive be,·au.;e 
our boys can only manage other's 
factories. 

Dr. A. Jog:1 RaO: I am not denying 
it. But incidcnt~,Jy, at least as a by
produ: t. our people do learn a:Jd get 
sJme kind of acq_uaintance with the 
job. 

The third kind of help they can do 
is to give some kind of grant to some 
of tlie research establishments here or 
invite some of these people to foreign 
countries for giving them training. 
But this is very insignificant. 

Shri Bibhuti l\Jishra: Is it not a 
fact that Pfizer's perior has expired 
and still they are doing it? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes. 

S'ld Bibhuti Mishra: How far this 
Patents Bill is helpful to develop our 
industry? 

Dr. A. Jaga Rao: It is helpful be
cause it gives large powers to the 
Government while it does not denY 
patents. It enables others just to 
walk into the country for the pur
pose of securing patents. Having 
secured patents and having divulged 
their specifications, at any stage, it is 
possible for the Government to con
trol some of these factories which 
they set up, on payment or without 
payment. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We are not try
ing to do that. 



Shri Bibhuti Mishra: In Ayurveda 
•1ey do not get their medicines pat
ented. They have got a formula for 
Chya\'onaprash, Yogaraj, etc. and 
anybody can see that formula and 
manufacture these medicines in their 
own way. But this patent here is a 
sort of monopoly. How is it? It is 
because of the materialistic view of 
people. 

Dr. A. Jo;a Rao: I am no\ very 
competent to say on Ayurveda. What 
thev do in Ayurveda is like this. 
·~l1c~re are books like Chintamani and 
Sarangadhara Samhita etc. They con
tained most of these yogas. In those 
days even the wives in a family used 
to prepare medicines. Mv grandfather 
used to prepare medicines and his 
brothers also prepared them. If they 
could not get Amalaka for a par.icu
lar medicine, they had recourse to 
substitute because it is prescribed 
somewhere else or they thought it was 
useful. For insl3nce, Sataputha 
A bhraka used to be prepared using 
cow-dung cakes as fuel. But m'Odern 
people may use electric furnace for 
the same, rightly or wrongly, Now 
in the case of modern industry also, 
for instance, if a more competent 
scientist were to take up to the ap
plication of the modern technology, to 
the implementation of the require
ments as given in these books it is 
po55ible because by appropriat~ regu
lation of electrical controls the tem
·perature can still be regulated and 
can be e.:>ntrolled. There are some 
who try to go in for substitution. 
Now, in the matter of patents the 
specifications, of course, are laid bare. 
anybody .~an get a copy of it easily 
'for one rupee or two rupees or five 
Tupees in any country. There is no 
COil I rol. But the question here is 
having got a patent specification, in 
what industries is it possible, and for 
what type of countries to straight
away set up production, which they 
can do, of course, in case they have 
no paten\ law, and in what kind of 
industries and In what kind of set
up of a country can it not be done, 
even if ali the specifications are laid 
before them? I tell you, for example, 
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in the case 'Of metallurgi~al industries, 
it is possible for our country to do it 
provided the law does not come in 
the way. Alloys etc. have been 
grouped for two reasons. One, these 
we can prQduce based on the specifi
cations or slight variation in the pro
cess. The other kind of things are 
more sophisticated. Even if the patent 
specifications are laid bare for us, it 
would not be possible, and therefore 
for these things we do not want to 
give any kind of patent rights for the 
products. There is nothing strange in 
this. Many of the foreign and deve
loped countries have also similar ex
ceptions and this is nothing unuseual. 
It is decided by the Govemment in, 
what they call, public interest. What 
public interest is and how it is to be 
estimated are very cumplex matters. 

Mr. Chairman: Which are the 
foreign countries? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Germany, Neither
lands, Austria. These are there in 
the statement wb.ich was originally 
submitted to the committee. If neces
sary, we can submit a complete 1\st. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Practically 
the period for patents is from 8 to 10 
years. One gentleman said that it 
should be seven years. What is your 
opinion? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao! 'the period was 
14 years in India in 1930 and before. 
It is only in 1930 or after that it be• 
came 16 years. But then we had a 
different set-up and a regime. Pos
sibly each Government l'Oolts on these 
in different ways and they bring out 
regulations, such changes, as they' 
think necessary in the contemporary 
state of affairs. So 16 years is now 
being brought back to 14 years. I do 
not think it is unreasonable, though 
a matter of fact, there is a· general 
trend in international circles to push 
it up to 20 years. Many countries 
which had lower periods in the' past 
have now begun to replace it. 

Shri Bibhuti Mishra: Do you think 
that even after granting patentll, 



Government should have some con
trol over the patentee to control the 
price so that the patentee m3y not 
monoplize the industry and may not 
take too much advantage from Ll-)e 
consumers? 

Dr. A. J oga Rao: Government con
trol is absolutely necessary in the 
public interest, because under the law 
they are conferring a grant to the 
patentee. In some .European coun
tries' laws they express it as an autho
rity which is given to him to preclude 
others. 

Mr. Chairman: Could you give us 
a draft to be included in this Bill r e
garding price control? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I am sorry I can
not. How can I? 

Mr. Ch- irman: J ust as control must 
be ther e. Price control should be 
there by the Government. 

I 

Dr. A . J ()ga Rao: G overnment will 
a lways look to the public interest. It 
m ay be in the public in t er est tQ sup
ply the goods at the che3pest possib le 
p rice even by importing it to stwe off 
a situation. That may be public in
teres in certain countr ies w her eas ;n 
cert1in other cou: ' ries w~ -:-lnn ot cite 
this point of cheapest pri~ e from 
whatever compe itor as public inter est 
because that wa·· i ~ m1y be s'lid , they 
canno• lay the industria l ba .;e , they 
cannot gain self-suffi ci ency. And 
therefore i f tha . he the idea the man
ner in w~i :·:1 t '1<?y serve public inte
rest w i l] h1vc to b~ different . So it is 
a q •Jest ion of expedic'1cy in the 
public i ~ter ·,st . 

Shri Bi'Jhuti !\Ti<;bra: Are you in 
f 'l-,cur of put ing some r.:Jause in this 
very Bi.l to control prices of the 
p1tents? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Control of the 
price is, to a 
existirg Act. 
BilL 

certain extent, in t~e 

It is not t here in the 

ShrJ 
that 

ltashi Ram: The witnes.>es 
h.1ve come forward uptillnow • 

can be divided into so many different 
categories. There were some who 
advocated tot a l abrogation ; others 
who ad\·oc :~ted 7 years from the date 
'Of application; others 7 years from 
the da te ell sealing; others 10 years 
from the date of specifica tion and sam~ 
others for 10 years from the da te of 
sea1ing ell the p:~tent , while the 
foreigners mostly have advocated for 
the per iod of 16 years as it was in the 
former A -::t. You must have ana lysed 
and SL udied all these pain s of v iew. 
May I know in what background 
these people have been demanding~ 
d ifferent per iods? 

:Mr. Chairman : F or the1r own r ea
sons they ha ve been demanding diffe
rent pe r iods. 

Dr. A . Joga Rao: A ccording to 
me-this is reasonable as also legally 
a correct thing because the wording 
is tnerc-the d at e o.f fi ii.ng of the 
complete specification would be bet
ter for counting the sta rti ng of the 
t erm of the paten t. O f cour5e, it is 
q uite possi b e for the statute t o spe
c ify tha th e term shall commence 
only from such and su-::h date, but 
t he re a re one or tw'O anom a lic:s. Once 
a pa tent application is fdeu- I am 
now r efer ring t o the comp ltte speci
fi .atio :1-t~1e app lic~nt sc :: ur E:s r ertJ.Jl 
limited righ ts cer tain amenit ies and 
certa in protection. If, ther efore, it is 
included fo r the count ing of th~· term 
-of th e p 1te:1t, I don't th ink it will be 
fair and proper. If it is to be count
ed from the d Jte of sealing of the 
patent, I th ink it may lead to anomal
ous s iLuation ' Th e se aling date maY 
be anyth ing and it will be d ifficult for 
the public t o know that, the date of 
the patent and a ll tha t. Another 
nQtification h as to be iss ued for this 
purpose. My personal view i ~ that 
the clause as stated in the Bill is per
fectly in order. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: I want to 
know what has prompted these peo
ple to plead for different periods. For 
instance, I may give the example or 
foreigners demanding for 16 years. 
What can be the packground of this? 
Have you studied it or not? 



Dr. A. Joga Rao: As far as I hav~ 
tried to understand it, the background 
is that the foreigners have a vital in
terest in a strong patent law in the 
developing countries and India is 
more or less regarded as a leader of 
developing countries. rt the patent 
law in our country is weak, then the 
Southeast Asian or other countries 
will emulate and follow that. If it 
is strong here, that it should be 16 
years or 20 years from the dale of 
sealing and not from the date of filing 
the application, it is good for them. 
,{ have tried also to analyse the phar
·maceuticaJ opinion from the evidence 
"'e have received from them. It is 
not unanimous. There is a clear 
cleavage into two groups. A certain 
group of pharmaceutica I concerns 
want us to further weaken this Jaw; 
there is another group which wants 
us to strengthen it .further, if possi
ble. I have tried to analyse the rea
~ons why this group is feeling like 
this and the other just in the opposite 
manner. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: We would like 
vou to t<>ll us your analysis. 

Mr. Chairman: He has given the 
fE'1=1sons also. 

Shri Ka,hi Ram Gupta: Now I 
come to another point. The former 
Act had a provision for timelimit for 
se~ling. But the present Bill does 
not have it. You are of the opinion 
that the period should be .from the 
date of specification. Are you sure 
that there should be a clause by which 
the time-limit should be fixed for the 
final date of sealing. 1 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The final date 
lor !he sealing is there in the present 
Bill; it is from the date of acceptance.· 

Shri Ka<ilii IUlm Gupta: It is not 
there. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: For acceptance, 
I 5 months is the period from the date 
of first Examination Report. 

Shri R. V Pai: The tim<>-limit is 
specified with reference !o the date of 

~cceptance and not from the date of 
application or date of complete speci
fication. In the existing Act the 
maximum time-limit of 24 months is 
prescribed with reference to the date 
of applicati-an. 

Shri Kashi Rom 
mer Act provides 
which it should be 

Gupta: The for
a time-limit in 
sealed. 

Mr. Chairman: It gave 2 years; 
the present Act has nothing. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: The pre
sent Bill does not have it. The for
mer Act had it .. What is your opinion 
about the time-limit for sealing? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The time-limit 
for sealing may be there, but it will 
not be possible to any patent office 
to implement it, if it IS universal 
search system. That is the system of 
search of world-wide novelty of an 
invention according to which the 
patent has to be examined even at the 
first stage and then only the patent 
will be proceeded with. This exami
nation is a very difficult and compli
cated thing and the time-limits for 
sealing will be very impractical. The 
Statute did not provide in so many 
words the examination of novelty, 
with reference to India or with refer
ence to any other countries and also 
whether It is in reference to the patent 
existing or non-existing. rt is implied 
by the whole Act. When a patent is 
accepted, the fundamental element 
required is inventive ingenuity and 
the examiners have to determine this. 
The law did not state in so many 
words. In the present bil! it is stated 
that the examiners shall examine as 
far as novelty goes; the Controller 
mav direct the examiner to refer to 
such and such things for determining 
the question of novelty. It has to be 
verified whether anywhere in the 
world it is published in written docu
ments or whether even otherwise it 
is there. 

Sbri Kashi Ram Gupta: In your 
opinion this new clause of novelty 
search is very necessary. 



Dr. A. Joga Rao: The law of univ~.
so.l novelty as opposed to local novelty 
is of a highly important nature and 
most \'.1luable. The Goverrunent 
~uarantees the patent as far as novelty 
and all the thing$ are concerned. In 
West Germany they have universal 
novelty and along with that the 
guarantee is also there. In our country 
we have ~ccepted that part of the pro
cess, but the Government does not 
give guarantee. But a]! the same once 
we do the worldwide novelty search 
at the examination stage, the value of 
patent is enormously enhanced. To the 
extent I have studied this problem, in 
this process of worldwide novelty, 
things get bogged down and there are 
delays of 3 to 5 years even, for accep
ta,-,ce. Unless the novelty is deter
mmed. neither it is accepted nor refus
ed. It is estimated that one million ap
plications will be the back-log by 1980. 
in the U.S.A., they give the figures of 
bacl<-log for the year 1970 and also 
1930. Therefore. the general trend has 
been more or less to step down from 
the universal novelty to local novelty 
or to mere registration of patents. That 
will not give any value to the patent, 
though it mav have financial or other 
usefulness. The trend of thinking 
seems to be that the Government is 
allowing patents to be granted and if 
it is a wrong patent it will go into the 
dust-bin and if it is a worthwhile 
patent, somebody will exploit it. We 
in the examination stage cannot 
undertake this stupendous amount of 
work which may lead to 5 years back
log. Another alternative is to intro
duce mechanised searching system, 
mechanised computorise system, just 
as is done for administrative studles, 
even for novelty search, limiting for 
the time being to certain categories. 
This of course is a helpful thing, but 
·u ill a costly thing. Japan has started 
this recently as an experimental 
me as ctre in 4, 5 categories. 

On novelty examination-just Jjke 
a computcirised sY'sfem-this is also 
being done. 1 think that in Sweden, 
they have got an equipment !or 
that. 'They have ·been -making .·ex
periments on that.·· 'Experimentr 

have been started in one or two 
countries. 

Some countnes have iatr.:>duced 
what ls known as "deferred exanU.. 
natiOn system". Under th1s system, 
a patent need not be examined aa 
and when it is tiled. It is only after 
five years that they will take it up 
for examination. During these five 
years, unless any other party evinces 
any interest, they don't examine. So, 
less examination w<>rk devolves upon 
the Patent Office. They are already 
overburdened with their work. Wh"'' 
is known as "common searching oys! 
tern" is prevalent in the Scandinavian 
countries where they receive scores 
of applications. E. C. M. countries 
have similar conventions. Swiss have 
their own conventions. They abo 
receiv~ scores of applications. Their 
Patent Laws' aim is that they :an 
pool their resources so that the ex
aminati<>n work can be shared more 
o;: less by all. If one country eX· 
amines a certain thlng, others can 
accept their findings more or less. 
The International Patent Institute at 
the Hague undertakes examination on 
novelty on· payment under the Paris 
Convention. The general trend in 
all these things is to give this up 
more or less. As a matter of fact, 
in Netherlands, they have given this 
up; West Germany is also going to 
give up the 'universal novelty ex
amination.' 

Shri Kashl Ram Gupta: May I 
know whether the period for accept
ance includes the period for novelty 

·examination a~ well? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes, Sir. 

.Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Fifteen 
months are there within which the 
examination should be completed. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes, Sir. From 
the date of completion of speciftca· 
tion it shoulil be completed. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta:· Just now 
you have said that if· we put· the 
period for the. date of selling, it m&Y 



n0t be possible to complete the ex
amination. How much time does this 
take? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I am sorry there 
is a mistake in what I said. With 
Chairman's permission let me correct 
that. The period is 15 months from 
the date of the examination report 
from the Patents Office and not 
from the date of completion of speci
fication. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: What is 
.JJe time taken for the date of oeal
ing? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Tnat time can be 
indefinite. Because of the world
wide novelty, it has to be left like 
that. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The time 
is indefinite; we don't guarantee the 
period for the date of sealing. From 
the date of specification, it may take 
years together till final sealing is 
d0ne. We have got ten years period 
from the date of completion of speci
fication. That means the period is 
practically over. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: My submission on 
this is that in any case even if the 
time is statutorily fixed as 16 years, 
for a compulsory licence for example 
being granted to a party, there are 
so many other factors under which 
the compulsory licence is really 
issued to the party. The party may 
not be able to accept the case. 
Suppose there is a patentee. He goes 
on dragging his case for eight or ten 
years out of the 16 years statutory 
Period. And ultimately, he wins his 
case. There will be only five or six 
Years left. There are other causes 
and considerations al~o which re
duce the effective term that a 
Patentee may enjoy. We do not ex
PQct that this universal novelty will 
take inordinate time; we need not 
fur: a time-limit. 

8hri Kashi Ram Gupla: The modo! 
law ·has provided a clause . for ·the · 
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period to begin from the date of seal
ing. If we begin the period from the 
date of sealing-whatever may be 
the periorl-t hen, the argument of 
the patentee will not be real that 
the period has been covered by liti
gation etc. There ·should be one way 
of safeguarding this interest. Are you 
in agreement with that? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I was present at 
the deliberations, when the Model 
Law was discussed, as a Member 
from India. The Model Law was 
completely directed to helping ;uch 
developing countries · as are very 
much less developed than our coun
try. It is not intended for a coun
try like India which has a well
developed Patent system and which 
has a beautiful Statute and all the 
best experience, I believe, there are 
many other developing countries in 
the world. In Africa, for instance, a 
number of States have gained in
dependence. Similarly, some States 
in other parts of the world, hav2 . 
just gained their nationhood. Ihey 
do not have any such law. The model 
Jaw is designed to improve ~heir 

present stage of development. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: You have 
given an example that in Russia 
there is an inventor's certificate. Is 
there a group system also in Russia 
as is present in other countries? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: In the U.S.S.R., 
an inventor's / certificate shall be 
3ranted only to an individual inven
tor. It is n~ver granted to any 
group of persons. 

Shri Kashi Ram 
the group system 
there? 

Gupta: Whether 
of research is 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes, Sir. There 
is some group system. The inven
tor's certificate is only to encourage 
the precocious persons who have 
rendered 'some account of themselves. 

~ I ., !I 

·There are also what ·are known as 
rationalisation proposals which are 
of' a lower order ·than. the inventor's 



certificate. In the U.S.S.R., they give 
some kind of credit to these things. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: In what 
way the present policy will accelerate 
bas1c research on medicines in our 
country? 
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Dr. A. Joga Rao: As 1 mentioned 
by way of general observations, no 
Patents Law either in this country 
or in any country can help in the 
making of inventions though it may 
help in the development of industry. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My point 
is this that the group research is 
the main-stay of the industries these 
days. We hav.'! also to follow the 
group system in our country. In 
what way the Patent Law or Bill as 
it is can help us in the research? 

Mr. Chairman: It can only help in 
formulations and developments of 
industries on basic research. 

Dr. A. Jo~ta Rao: It can help in 
one way. A big financier or a num
ber of financiers can gath~r together 
and establish a good research centre 
and as any of the private foreign 
concerns are doing, patents can be 
taken of course in the name of that 
concern. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: My ooint 
is differ _nt. All the foreign con
cerns have an argument with them 
that they can establish research insti
tutes on their own here provided a 
longer period is given. While the 
other's point of vi:w is that we must 
have our own institute in India. It 
may be a subsidised institute even 
which may be do research work. We 
do not need any foreign research if 
the period of patent is to be in
creased. These are my points. 

Dr. A . .Jo!!a Rao: The question is 
as to in what sector the research 
orea'li>otion will function better. This 
can'lot be answered by me though I 
h~v' s'>me exnerience of it. Dr. 
Govindachari of the CIBA, the other 

day, did point out when this qui$. 
tion was put to him. It seemed to 
him somehow that-he originally be
l.mged to the Madras University 
Laboratory-certain conditions pre
vail there where he is working. That 
enabled not only him but many of 
the younger men also t~ undertake 
research in a cooperative way with 
a team-spirit. Team spirit is not 
so easy to obtain. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: The main 
point was this. Research is a main
stay for the drug industry. Which 
pattern is fit for our - country hv 
cannot very definitely say. That il 
my point. 

1\lr. Chairman: He has said 
enough on this. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: We would 
like to know as· to whether research 
has anything to do with the period 
of the patent? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I don't think it 
has. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: We have 
here in India at present some Insti
tutes. Are you of the opinion that 
in future the research institutes shall 
have to be of the size as is prevalent 
in other countries or we need nat 
copy other countries? 

Dr. A . .Joga Rao: We have already 
copied other countries in the matter 
of our Research institutes and as far 
as the equipment and laboratory 
facilities are concerned. 

Shri Kashi Ram Gupta: Magni· 
tude also? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Yes, magnitude 
also. I can say that every Indian 
can really be proud of these National 
Laboratories from the point of vie" 
of equipment and other laboratorJ 
services, materials and especiallY 
working-space for which they are 
very hard-pre'ssed in those count· 
ries. 



Dr. C. B. Singh: You are a gradu
ate of Metallurgy from Banaras? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I am a pure 
Electro-Chem1strv M.Sc., not Metal
lurgy though I had occasion to study 
it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Supposing your 
process or whatever processes you 
employ was patented by you, for 
what period for which you would 
like to have the benefit of it? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: In that particular 
/:iatent I never thought of it. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You are so un
fortunate-that I know. Have you 
become wiser? But we have got to 
think about the young men who are 
working. Supposing it was patented 
by you, what would you like to be 
the royalty or the period for the 
patent? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Even if it was 
patented and even if the period was 
20 years, in that particular instance 
I would not have benefited much 
because the lion's share would have 
gone to the organiz.tion of which I 
was an employee and for doing the 
research I was paid the salary. 

Mr. Chairman: He is g1vmg evi
dence here as Controller-General of 
Patents & Designs and not as an 
individual. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: I am asking from 
an entirely scientific point of view. 
He made a great invention. If he 
made that invention on his own as 
many others have done, what would 
have been the period for the patent? 

'Now for what period he would like 
the patent to be given to him? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: In the case of 
pharmaceutical patents, I believe it 
is not worthwhile to give a longer 
period even from the patentee's 
POint of view. In the case of non
Pharmaceutical industries like heavY 

industries I think it is worthwhile 
to g1 ve a longer period. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: You said that in 
the case of pharmaceuticals it is not 
worthwhile. On what grounds you 
are basing this? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: The grounds are 
mostly those that I find in the rapid 
manner in which any drug, whether 
it is sulpha drug or whether it is 
anti-biotic, is more or less superseded 
faster •by a further development and 
the further development is general
ly found to be better. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Here I have got 
an appendix-a statement. What 
time does it take for a firm to bring 
the product into the market after 
it has been sealed in the Patent 
Office? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I am sorry-how 
can I say that? 

Dr. C. B. Singh: Please see the 
comparative statement there. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: In USA it is 
stated that it takes one year; · in 
India it is 9 years. The ratio is 
more or less like that. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: It takes round 
about 8-9 years to bring the product 
in India to the market-majority of 
them like that. You said that you 
will not like them to ibe given a 
longer period. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Once a· patent is 
granted and once they have worked 
the technical know-how and set up 
the base-they can almost remove a 
chunk of land from Switzerland 
and set up a base here-if they are 
permitted. they will be able To put 
the product in the market within 2 
years at the maximum though they 
are not able to do it now. Why they 
are taking 6 or 7 years-for that one 
has to look for reasons elsewhere. 

Dr. C. B. Singh: What are the 
reasons elsewhere? 
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Dr. A. Jop Bao: That 1 eaMot say 
because 1 do ftOt know what are the • 
tNSOM. 

Dr. C. B. Slllcta:. Without knowing 
them how do JOU say that the 
reasons are somewhere el.e. 

Dr. A. Jora Reo: ELsewhere in \be 
seMe-in the necessity for permits. 
in the nec:essity for securing foreirn 
excbaDJe and in the necess11y for hav
ing available the necessary land and 
other services nearby and also the 
techn.lcel bue with which to start. 

Dr. C. B. Slqll: That is not c:on· 
nec:ted with the Patents Bill. 

After all you ax the period on a 
·eertain basiL It is not an arbitrarT 
figure. That ftgure baa tot to be 
based on certain basic tacton whlc:h 
go into opention. 

Dr. A. Joca llao: In tbia case some 
of these listed phannaceutical 'Pt'O
ducu are anti-biotics. The question 
depends again on what partic:ular. 
product be wanta to take the patenl 
U it is a completelJ new drug for 

·the ftnt time dacoYerecl and lf.lt ia 
to be put into the market. I doubt 
very muc:h whether an,bod7 would 
make any headway. 

Dr. C. B. liiDch: When we think 
about patent it 11 alw&71 a new drug. 
Paten& means a new drug IID4 a 
novelty something vef7 new. We 
are talking about that DOYelty onl7. 
We are not talking about 10methlng 
which il produced somewllere else. 

Dr. A. Jep aa.: Tbele 8gurea 
relate to the preaent position as up. 
till DOW. The question of novelty 
and worldw1de novelty 11 blvolved 
when thia B111 come. Into toree. Till 
now it ia not n.eceu&rJ" whether tt 
it • DeW drug u m .. the world il 
coacemecl. Oalr lt 1.1 novel u far 
H India t. concerned tor the purpose 
of patentabilit)-. 

Dr. C. B. lblgb: Ill Cl.87 there is 
a provWon tor licenee of rleht. 

Hsve JOU any Idea u to how many 
c:ountriel In the world have 1ot 
\hit provision? 

Dr. A. Jop ILao: Tbla il an auto
matic: endorsement-deeme-d to be 
automaue enaorsement of licence 
e>f righL I don"\ think lD that 
form lt IJ there ln any other countrr. 

Dr. C. B. Slqll: No country bu 
cot lt-lhere I -.ree • ·ltb J01L Ca11 
70u Jive any hUOn wh1 we lho,Jld 
ban It beret You have come u an 
expert from the Government lid,. 
That is whr I want JOU to leU Ul 
as to -.·hat are the reuona. 

Dr. A. lop aao: M7 reuona are 
of eou.rM \bt Cov't vieW'I. 

Mr. Cbalrmaa: That question we 
ma.Y better put to the Mlnlater. 

Shrt P. C. Boreoah: One of tbe Jm. 
~rtant objeet.a of the Bill Ia to pro
vide lncentlvea for invention~ and 
also for development. and It il IUided 
by two things: one il the time factor 
and the other is I'O)'alty. Some or Ul 

feel that thla time factora ia a bit 
too much. Suppose •·e cut down the 
time-limit and ln:reue the rate of 
royalty. Will that serve the purpote 
of giving lnc:entives? Or Jet there 
be leu of royalty and increased tim• 
limit. Which one would you pre
fer? 

Dr. A. Jop Reo: It cannot be aald 
which will be bet!er uniformity or 
unlvenally ia reaped of all kinds of 
lnventiona. But ln the fteld or phar
maceuticals, food. clrug or cbemicali 
and alloya. where proeea patentl art 
allowed and not product patentJ. I 
thlnt lt may be better to ,tve a · 
higher royalty; I uq nol •uggestin• 
that. but of the two. It one were tu 

. be aelected. It would be better to 
give a · higher royalty nther than 
increase the term for the aJmpla 
reason that even U you increase tht 
term. the manner In which the 
proeeaa is actuallJ operated can 
become known fairly 100n an4 by 



.nabt ,.uiatJont ill the pr~ It 
II po11lbJe for other~ more 01' liM 
to copy that. Therefore. a patentee 
would prefft' an increase In royalty 
rather than an lncreue ln the term. 
Tbat I• what I feet In terlaTn klndJ 
of induatriet. It may be different ID 
the ease Of other tJJ)H of i.Dftll
tionJ. 

Sbrl Kaabl Bam Gupta: I am no& 
able to u.ndentancl h1l reply. !toJalty 
i1 charged when there b compulsory 
licence and licence of right. Other
wile a patentee baa no rl&ht to 
charge roralty. Royalty cannot be 
charsed In all cases. Therefore, the 

• period . hu nothing to do with the 
rate of royalty. 'I'bere S. 110 ~ 
ordination between the two. 

Sbrt B. P. Sinha: It hu been said 
by many witnesset who have ~e 
before u.-1 am only talklna about 
the Patent Otftc:e and patent proce
dure&-that the whole process of 
granUna a patent hu been made ao 
elaborate and cumbersome in t.hb 
Bill that It wiU be very dltftcult for 
tbe applicant~ to lurnlah all the an
formation. One or two Instances 
were given tha.t they have got to 
slve aU the Information ln different 
languages which the patent omceo 
will not be able to make USe of un
less they have a very elaborate sys
tem of translation. Then they have 
got to keep the patent offtce turnlsh
e~ within a certain prescribed tlme 
With aU the suits that may be going 
:;: 1n other countries. Therefore 
be ey ny that the procedure should 

. more eaq not only from the 
pornt of view of the applicants but 
abo from the point ot view ol the' 
Patent Office itself. It hu been re
presented to ua that lf the wb 1 
Procedure ia to be implemented, :h: 
Patent Offtce has to be expanded 
Vutly, We have not lot the 
:sourcea-tecbnlcal resources not 

ancla) resources-to fully c:a ' 
the Intention• of the Bill. No~;:: 
hbas the Patent Controller to Jay 
• out thlt? 

Dr. A. Jora &aoa I do Ill'" that 
It II very necasary to IJ'alelJ tortlt7 
the Patent Offtce ·both ln the mattn 
of atren1th. that 11 numbers. 11 well 
11 quality, that II at hf&her .-upn
vbory leveb. Bea.lde-. ntenaive 
f.c:Wtlea wW b1ve to ·be livea aa 
rull'kien& ftnance provldecl ln order 
to implement tbe variOUJ prOYilions. 
Some of the claUJft wbJcb ue ot 
partic'Ular relevance to these a~ 
lmative upee&J of lmplemenUn1 the 
various provialonl. l bave 101 here. 
but it wW take tome Wn.. I have 
aWe» lilted some of the mattel'l 
where procedural chantea lo the 
provisions may be coftlidencl b1 the 
Committee without Joq of any time 
to anybody, whlch wUJ probably fad· 
tilate the •orll ot the Paten& Oftk:e 
well 11 the p1tent applic:ant. • • • 

air. Cba.lnaaa: WheD We VWted 
C.kutta. after we vlaited the IDstl
tute, I had a cliJcu.aaion with the 
Di.rec:tor-General and a note wu 
di.Rtributed. I have al.10 Wl'iltftl to 
the ~ter and the MlnlJter, Wr. 
Sanj1vayya hal r~lied aaytnl that 
he will coufder those .-une.Uons 
and take stepe. 

Shrt R. P. Slllha: Now I would 
like to refer to the Anancial memo. 
randum that baa been drawa up 1o 
this Bill. IJ that memorandum ade
quate. financially apeak.lna. to tort.it) 
the Patent Oftlce to the utmt that 
11 needed? 

l'll. Cha!rmaa: That we will clJ.-. 
C"-'.1 with the Minister whea be 
comes here . 

Slui R. P. SIDU: What I feel 18 
• that the ftnanciaJ memorandum that 

h•• been given Ilona with uu. BW 
ls not very adequate • • • 

Mr. CJa•lrmaa: Ltt u discuss it. 
Afterall be It an omcJat Let Ul dls
c:usa it with the MlnJster. 

Sh"' R. P. Sbaba: We must ha~ 
tlrures. This ftrure which 11 ..4 
us Is t llttJ a•v~a to oo e to carry the enUre Btn 



intQ effect. He must get what is the 
amount involved in the matter of 
expenditure. 

Mr. Chairman: Can you givE' it? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: I was trying to 
put it this way. Rupees four lakhs 
as the recurring expenditure which, 
I think, we have mentioned in the 
financial memorandum, excluding ::> 

small sum-probably Rs. 20,00~for 

the non-recurring expenditure. But 
this provision relates to the financial 
requirements during the first year or 
so when the Bill actually is passed 
into Act and brought into force. The 
work has to develop and it has to 
develop in stages. So depend
ing on the phase-wise or stage-wisz 
development of the work, you will 
have to gradually enhance the fin
ancial provisions. I agree that the 
provision made here would appear 
to ·be rather small, but I submit that 
this would suffice during the first 
year or two. This would certain!v 
need further strengthening after·
wards and this could possibly be 
taken care of by the increased re
venue that the Patent Office may get 
or may not be taken care of, be
cause as the Judge mentioned in his 
report, this system of ·granting 
patents is to be regarded not as a 
revenue earning service but as a pub
lic utility service, and, therefore, 
about the financial aspect we need 
not very much think what it is going 
to be in the years to come. In the 
first one or two, probably that would 
suffice. Later it may have to be in
creased. 

Shri B. K. Das: Then there are some 
provisions regarding appeal against 
the decisions of the Controller. 
Have you any comment on that? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: There are quite 
a number of appeal provisions. In 
fact the strong objection which most 
of the ~emorandists from abroad have 
taken 15 on the basis of some kind of 
dictatorial powers which either the 

Controller or the Government have 
kept to themselves in some of these 
important clauses. Some of them, the 
Committee must have noted, have 
stated that the appeal provisions more 
or less are like an appeal from Caesar's 
decision to Caesar. That is what they 
have expressed, but with t'le ex
perience and whatever knowledge I 
have of the working of these appeals 
which have gone to the Central Gov
ernment. I have every confidence that 
the Central Government, whateve is 
the decision that they give, are not 
in the least worried as to whether 
it iS going to be against or in favour 
of the earlier decision of the Con
troller. The past experience too is, 
it has never been uniformly 0. Kay
ing the earlier decisions, thereby 
annuling more or less in effect the 
appeal provisions which existed. It 
has not been so. The Central Gov
ernment would be more expeditious 
and it does not do any injustice to 
any party. The thing is it is ex
peditious and as against that I am 
aware of the elaborate time even in 
the trade mark cases that is taken 
when the parties go in appeoal to 
the Bombay High Court or to any 
other High Court. The Trade Mark 
Agents' fees in many cases are very 
very high-three figure fees are 
charged. Considering these high 
figures, an appeal directly made 
to the Central Government would be 
much simpler. Then the High Court 
proceedings evt;?n in Trade Mark 
cases have been :!ragging on at lt-ast 
for 6 to 8 years in quite a number 
of cases. There !s hardly a case 
which has been finished by the High 
Court in 3 years. 

Shri B. K. Das: If there are Special 
Appeal Tribunals? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: As regards the 
Special Appeal Tribunal, I think it 
can be considered, 'but it should be 
open-{)f course as it is the Bill does · 
make a provision for having a noti
fication-to take advantage of the 
technical knowledge in any case. 



The decisiora by· the Central Govern
ment must ne;,essarily have to be 
based on the technical content of the 
patent specifications no less than the 
legal aspects. As far as the technical 
content is concerned, the Central Gov
ernment will normally have to either 
secure it from any one of the techni
cal experts who are at the same time 
in the service of the Government, or 
alternatively they can secure it from 
independent technical experts. Now 
it would reassure the parties and 
instil greater confidence if this kind 

<of technical opinion is openly sought 
and made use of by the Central 
Ggv,::~nent from any outside ex-

1>ert.' 

Shrr B. K. Das: You mean there 
is no obligation· for seeking that 
opinion openly. But the Government 
must seek that opinion openly. In 
that case the Tribunal, may create 
greater confidence in the appellants. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: It wiii, because 
it is said: Justice should not only be 
done, •but it should also appPar to 
be done. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: Will you kindly 
direct the Government to give us a 
correct Financial Memorandum, be
cause as it is it is absolute!)' mis
lea<jing. 

Mr. Chairman: We will dis~uss 

that with the Minister. We are dis
cussing the whole Bill with the 
Minister. You may raise this point. 

Shri R. P. Sinha: The time will be 
short. If you write to them .... 

Mr. Chairman: We· are sitting for 
7 days. 

Shrl R. P. Sinha: If you write to 
them that Members are not satisfied. 
that would •be better. 

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Misra wiii 
please make a note of this. 

Spri R. P. Sinha: You may say at 
theQnext meeting, we must be given 
a f~vised Memorandum. 

· Mr. Chairman: Mr. Misra may 
make a note. What is your' sugges
tion' for reducing the period for the 
date of sealing? You said 6 to 7 
years. We want that period to be re
duced. It should not take more tlian 
2 Years. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: That will depend 
on a number of factors. If. there is 
no opposition ..... . 

Mr. Chairman: Even if there is 
opposition. 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: .If there is oppo
sition, normally the due process of 
law has. to be gone through. Notices 
have to be issued. They- will ask for 
time. That has to be served and they 
will •be submitting affida,vits .... 

Mr. Chairman: Can't that period 
be reduced? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: Statu{e can fix 
it that all procedures should be com
pleted within tile such and such pe
riod. They can say that submissions 
have to be made by either party 
once and not again. But that will be 
de-nying more or less one of the im
portant rights which the contending 
party has. He will say I have not 
looked into the report or the affidavit 
which he has placed before me. I 
have seen it just now. For that I 
may be given time. How ean you 
meet that objection? 

Mr. Chairman: He can be given 
15 to 20 days. Why should he take 
years? Just as they had fixed 2 years 
in the previous Bill. ... 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: In the existing 
Bill, it is there. 

Mr. Chairman: We can also fix a 
period like that. Are you in favour 
of that? 

Dr. A. Joga Rao: If a period like 
that is to •be fixed, under normal 
conditions, when there is no opposi
tion, when there is no application 



for extension o~ time at any stage, 
I believe that period can be fixed 
in relation to date of acceptance of 
the application or in relation to the 
date of the first examination report 
issued. 

1\lr. Chairman: All right. Thank 
you. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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